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O.
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Likely to

C.

Today and

tion

Officers Elected

Adept Resolu-

Exhibitors Distributing Concern Have
Offices in the Same Building

'x ^i & ^."

Threatened Suit

With Nat'l Headquarters
The Theater O

The regular weekly meeting of the
0. C. C. is scheduled today at the
(Stor.
For some time past there has
een discussion among some of the
more important members as to the
desirability of bringing court action
V' behalf of
some members for the
nirpose of "clearing up" the situation
is it exists locally with
regard to the
ub franchise of Asso. First National.
One of the leaders of the local or-

announce the

ing officers: President, \V. A
Hartford,
Conn.;
Vice-Pn
Harry Davis, Pittsburgh,
urer, L. J. Dittmar, Louisville, K
Secretary, W. D. Burfonl. Am
111.

While no announcement

said on Saturday
howthe statement issued by
Resident Lieber of First National,
cas "so fair that it would seem to
'e the right idea to carry out his sugestion— in other words if anyone is
issatisfied
First
with
National's
ub franchise let it work out as he

rectors.

The same announcement
notice

organization

Coogan Going

to Europe
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Jackie Coogan is goJackie

to

Johnny Hines'

theatre

latest,

this

poration explained to the theater owners."

Negative Costs

London and the continent. He
"Toby Tyler" before

starting.

Hays Back

Hays

scheduled to return
spending the holidays in

:oday after

is

Ind.

Sullivan.

Reaching too high. Mounting out of sight. What's to be
done? Something, surely. Because you can't stretch a rubber
band too far. It's bound to snap. And so with prices.
they don't come a tumbling. Something's going to snap.
In the producing
of the best known men in the business.
and distributing field. Says prices were never as high as today.
He's right. They are. And they are too high.
And an old laugh. That you never
It's an old story.
hear of anything in this business. But "million dollar" pictures.
Those that have grossed that much during 1922. Can be
counted on the fingers of one hand. And you'll still have a finger
Then you hear a lot of the half million babies.
or two to spare.
And you can count them. Anything less than $300,000 gross.
If

Warner

Abe Warner, of
is

due to

Brothers,
arrive today from the Coast.

Hairy

Rosen Dead
Harry B. Rosen, age 46, chairman
executive committee of the
jf the
Harriman

B.

Nat'l

Bank,

morning,

Saturday

lay's illness

of

after

died early
but
one

pneumonia.

His funeral took place on
The financial help, which

Sunday.
the

late

Rosen furnished many men in
industry, is a matter of history.

Harry
:he

Dinner Called Off
David R. Hochreith, salesman for Fox Film, who was
the
back
before
1§
noted
"PtospeTity

Jan^

Dinner" scheduled
has

11 at the Astor
[led off" the event.
(

fill

an-

"Sure Fire Flint," packing 'em in at B. S. Moss'
week, repeating the success it has had everywhere. once.
"Regional meetings will be h»ld in
Doris Kenyon, Edmund Breese, Robert Edeson, Effie Shannon and J. Bar-'-'
different sections of the country, and
ney Sherry are included in the all-star cast. Advt.
the purpose of the work of the Cor-

Cameo

complete

Will

The

located.

is

meritorious pictures to theater
ers at fair prices and in other ways
introducing equitable conditions into
the industry will be commenced at

to

(Special

ng

—

—

'acation.

will

have

St.

l

Ludvigh Sails

>n the

contaii

permani

:

some length with Senator

Ludvigh, general counsel of
with Mrs. Ludvigh, sailed
Olympic Saturday, for a brief

that

nouncement also
"The development oi the orpoj
tion's work m the matter of providing

Walker.

J.

the effect

been secured at
This is the same
building in which offices of the National M. P. T. O. A.—the Exhibito

It will be recalled that last "Sprint;
he T. 0. C. C. had serious ideas as
o the franchise and discussed the

E.

to

headquarters
25 VV. 43rd

uggests."

"amous,

made*!

stationery
of
the Distribul
Corp. indicates that Sydni
hen, President of the M. P. T. O. A.,
is
Chairman of the Board

that

natter at

is

the

anization

ver,

rp.

election of

He says
be held at a later date.

One

Well, you never hear of

film folk has
a> to the probable
exhibitors' $5,000,000

distributing organization, but one of
the prominent members of the New
York State organization which, as
well known, is not in sympathy wi
the Cohen organization, said on S
urday that, judging from the way
which the organizers of the n
i

movement were working
take somewhere in the ni
of a year or

wo

it

more before

the

<

itors organization functioned to a se-

rious

extent.

He

pointed

out

that

week- had already elapsed since the first meeting
in Chicago where the idea was launched, and that in the interim, excepting

something

like several

the idea

in

no other
apparently
meetings had been held.
In this connection it may prove of
interest to point out that a well known
Philadelphia,

(What horse
If all the distributing companies were honest.
laugh do you hear?) And would give the figures of the gross.
On the average picture released during 1922. You can bet the
Not
oss.
bankroll. That the average won't show $300,000
exhibition value, but money paid in.
There's too much being spent for story material. Too much

names—that mean

overhead.

among

for a brief discussion ot

it.

But—

for

Speculation

somewhat died
outcome of the

Too much

the box office. Too much for
With
for everything entering production.
too

little at

(Continued on

Page

2)

distributor, commenting on the exthe
for
hibitor plan, is authority
statement that "if the exhibitors hope
to get any product for next s
they had better arrange for it now,
otherwise they may find themselves

blocked out when they
the coast."

start

work on

"'

/
!
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World
Urges Censors

—

in Missouri

St.
Louis The Missouri Sunday
School Asso. has taken steps toward

tht introduction in the State Legislature of a bill for a censorship of
moving pictures. This has resulted
from the recent reinstatement of

Arbuckle.

BS8T THEATRES EVERYWHERE
are

usiag

the

following

ad.

mats

in

then

aewspaper advertising

BIG

ADDED LAUGH

*

HAZEL FROM HOLLYWOOD"
D0R0THYDEVORE Ghristieeomedu
SEE THE MOVIES KID THEMSELVES

Page

1)

the result that the average socalled "big" picture, has a negative cost of approximately $150,000 before it gets going.
Then
add a 35 per cent distribution on that, and the cost of prints,
the advertising, and the interest on the investment before it pays
out in about 18 months. And the picture just has to do something like $300,000. Before the producer receives any real money.
All of which is all wrong.
Everything is geared too high.
Everything is too impossibly high for a sound business. The
quicker producers get down on negative costs the better. The
more pictures that have box-office value that can be turned out at
$75,000 the quicker everybody in this business is going to get off
to a better start.
This doesn't mean that the socalled "big" pictures shouldn't
be made. And if they have a real box office value they will be
shown.
The Warners made two of the best box office bets
of the year.
"Why Girls Leave Home" and "Schooldays."
They cost less than $40,000 and $60,000 respectively. Everybody made money out of them.
But who made any money out of "Nero"? Fox didn't
did?
Exhibitors didn't. That's a certainty.
that's a bet.
And so it goes right down the line. Yet "Over the Hill" made
Fox a fortune. And cost comparatively little.
You don't make "big" pictures by spending a lot of money.
You don't make big box office successes that way either. "MilHalf million rarities. Good,
lion dollar" pictures are accidents.
week in and week out pictures the kind that every house has
to play regularly, costing over $100,000 to $150,000 inevitably

Circuts Rook "Plui der"
Pathe reports "leals clo.1 :d with the
following circuits for "Plunder"; Wilmtr
& Vincent, Sou. Ente
Saenger's and Hostettier"s.

—

spell ruin.

Gentlemen, what are you going to do about

-

BIG WESTERN'S
be a bet. Don't know why they have been overlooked
long.
First National just secured "Girl of the Golden West."
so
For next season special. Should cash in.
Can't understand why the big producers haven't done more
Hardly any type of picture so popular through country
of this.
He'll tell you
as "Western's." Ask the small town exhibitor.
they invariably go. Some sections, of course, where they don't
but not many. So it's about time one of the big fellows came
along with a real "Western" background and plot.
Now this doesn't mean that every producer in the business.
Need rush into making a "Western."

Phone

7T*

I r4

.

new

An

Educational Exchanges on al
Christie

Comedies

sach in time draws

nine"

SPICS

OF THE PROGS. >.M'

JUPITER FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway

New York

We

buy

rights only for entire
Latin America.

'

.

Fulton

N. Y.

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

''THEMATIC; MUSIC CUE SHEET
to yott than any
other accessory.
It is the cue sheet
insures
a musically
perfect
that
picture presentation.

Theatre Manager

Qualified

—

a representative

house

TALKING ABOUT BOYS
In Metro Arthur
over at Famous. Own
Only
take an hourbusiness-like.
Real
and David Loew.
And so you
business.
with
the
growing
up
lunch-are
prompt-at
they
he reads
But
say
any
sons.
Fox
hasn't
Bill
over.
find it all
daughLaemmle's
And
Carl
daughters.
To
his
the
scripts.
all
bright, smart girl
is a real authority on modern literature
ter

,

EXPERIENCED
Desires

office and everything.

^

(Pat, Applied FoV)

means more

It

—

To Change Connections
Thoroughly efficient in exploitation and presentation work.
to

furnish

highest

references
1

B-969,

c/o

Address
The Film

Internationa/

Daily

of

Distribu'teis

MOTION PICTURES

THOSE MILLIONS

Smart aleck press agent
THE

CS5P ° "££Co

now managing

Almost
this "infant" industry is getting a bit older.
is
Eugene,
Zukor's
son,
enough for long pants. Adolph

and plays.

9991

SERVICE

119

Turned the business over to his boys. Sounds good. But
and it's some But you'll notice Elljay is still Chairman of the
Board. Of both of his companies. Which means that Pop will
keep his eye on the youngster's. While they grow their wings.

—

— Beekman

tEAL

ELLJAY'S RETIREMENT

old
at all

T

&fotAadet

.

May

for

Arthur Hammerstein.

Got

story printed that his boss. Would pay three million. For the
Arbuckle negatives held by Famous. He would, would he? But
he hasn't. And what's more. He won't.
If anybody offered Famous a lot less than three million
Now on the shelf. The
iron men for those three Arbuckle's.
way the offer would be grabbed. Would make a piker. Of the
fastest 100 yard man. In any college. By the way. You'd better
set down. Awaiting the release of those Arbuckle's. By Famous.
You may get tired standing up.
(Continued on

Pag* 4)
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Mr. Exhibitor:
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it?

'

1

Means
tm

J 9y

Who

—

1,800

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

from

?,

Ikter-Ocean Film Corporation
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On Broadway
Week
A s t o r— "The Town That

Injunction in Film Case
(Special to

This

Forgot

God."

Broadway— "Kick

Strand— "Dr.

Brooklyn

In."

—"Sure Fire Jack."
Capitol —-"The Stranger's Banquet."
—
Criterion "Salome."
Cameo

Flint."

Loew's New Yor k—Tuesday

"When Love Comes" and "The
Power of a Lie."
Wednesday "Anna Ascends."

—
—
Thursday "Shadows."
—
Friday "A Dangerous Game" and
"Calvert's Valley."
Saturday— "A Dai ling of the Rich."
Sunday— "Quincy Adams Sawyer."
—
Lyric "Robin Hood."
Rialto— "Back Home and Broke."
—
Rivoli "My American Wife."
Strand— "Dr.

Jack."

—The

Pearce

Film

right in the two states and alleges
that Southern Enterprises has been

encroaching on

its

territory.

U. F. A. Sued For 700 Million Marks
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)
May has sued

Berlin Joe
the
U. F. A. for damages to the tune of
700 million marks. May complains
that the U. F. A. sold his serial "The
Mistress of the World" to U. S. and

contract that the film should not be
changed, such cuttings and alterations
were made by the American buyer
that the picture was entirely spoilt.
It was due to these cuttings, says
May, that the film not only lost all
cl'.ances of success, but was rejected
by the American public. This failure,
May pretends, damaged his reputa-

Astor— "The Third Alarm."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— "Kick In."
Cameo Not yet determined.

—

—
—
Capitol "Gin mie."
Criterion— "Salome."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
—
New

Orleans

Co. has been granted a preliminary
injunction against H. F. Wilkes and
Southern
Enterprises
restraining
them from showing in any theater in
Louisiana and Miss. "A Woman
Above Reproach." The firm claims
it signed a contract in 1921 with the
Anywoman Film Co. for the exclusive

"One Exciting Night."

German-Russian Combine
Berlin The oldest German company, the Mutoscop and Biograph Co.
of Berlin, which will soon celebrate

—

the 25th anniversary has concluded
an alliance with "The Flaming Torch
Ltd." of Moscow, Russia, providing

an exchange of productions and
between German and
Muscovite stars.

for

collaboration

tion in such a way as to prevent further sales of his productions.
He

values the damage sustained at 700
million marks or about $80,000.
It may be mentioned in this connection that the producer of the
French super-feature "Atlantide" also
complained some time ago in the
French trade organs that his work
was "barbarously mutilated" by the

Yankees.

Chicago

St. John,
has
been appointed manager of the h'amous-Lasky office here, having come
from Montreal, where he was formerly with the Anglo-Canadian exchange.

A new

cost in the neighh
is

planned by Kudolpl

Chicago

—A

new

Kcndalville, 111.— The Colonial h

been reopened by Charley Cohen.

one and two

reelers.
The Joe Lavelle
stories may be used for a series of 12
two reelers.

Brooklyn,

New

—

Lodi,

Cal.— A

n op<

1,300

seat

hoi-,

Sanford,

Fla.

— Ground

has

bet

broken here for a new house to r
operated by the Milane Amusemei

Co

—

Doylestown, Pa.
Nick Powt
erect a house at Hamilton 5.
aid Oakland Ave.
Plans for cot
struction are now under way.
will

—

Carlisle, Pa.
D. S. Cooper, pr.
prietor of the Orpheum, will ere>*t.ew and larger house here.

France, Austria.

—

Baltimore
The Metropolitai
was North and Penn. Ave. opt'
Bethlehem, Pa.— Bethlehem The;

Imports show, on the other hand,
only about 4 millions of marks.

.

being planned here by Alex Saloi

and succession states of
Austria-Hungary, also Spain, while
raw stock mostly went to America,

value

Greenfe
s

Conn.— The Da-

Bedford,

buyers for exposed films were

their

will

open.

Austria

marked decrease,

—Leon

Eden

the
the Atlantic.

German Film Exports

a

N. Y.

who owns

Berlin -Exports of exposed films,
favored by the low German currency
has incresaed considerably during the
second half of the year.
7,215,000
metres or about 22 million ft., were
exported during the 3d quarter of the
year, against approximately 10 million
ft. in the first 3 months of 1922.
The
high water mark was reached in September last with three 2 million
metres.
Raw film exports from July to September were still higher, being valued
at more than 700 million marks. Prin-

Italy.

i

producing company

is in the
intention is to start producing in the spring, beginning with

cipal

hou<<*

building will be built
ty William li. Malos.

The

offing.

Theaters

— A new

THE FILM DAILY)
N. B.— G. W. Kerr,

(Special to

in spite of a special provision in the

Next Week

Strand

New

New

Canadian Notes

THE FILM DAILY)

On

the other hand, "Penalty" featuring Lon Chaney, was presented in
Berlin with such fearful cuts, ordered
by the Censors, as to become quite
nonsensical.

Construe
ter Corp. will build here.
tion will start early in the SprinWill seat 2,UUU.
Erie.

Pa.-

-Jacob Roth has opet»

the State.

THE SUPER 39
George Melford's
a

Java Head

Raymond Hatton^ George Fawcett and

Released

The

the famous Saturday Evening Post
story by one of the most popular of modern
man who wrote "Tol'able
the
authors,

brings

the

No.
No.

2

"Dark

3

"My American

Made on

the original locations, in

most picturesque part

Secrets."
Wife.'

*

March 5th

big special production, from

David."

Albert Roscoe

Adapted by Waldemar Young

By Joseph Hergesheimer

A

production

yy

with Leatrice Joy, Jacqueline Logan,

GREAT

No. 7

of America.

same

deals with an American who
a Chinese wife, and has the
kind of box-office appeal as "East is

story

home

West."
enacted by one of the greatest casts
and is a real special in every
way, and a box-office knockout.
It is

of the season,

No.
No.
No.

4

"Drums

5

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."

6

of

Fate."

WATCH

THIS

SPACE
TOMORROW

FOR

o

CC Qaramounl Qiclure

—

"

THE

cBtl

Tuesday, January

DAILY

POSITIVE

THE PASS PROBLEM
But there's always a
Every exhibitor has it. Big nuisance.
.oiks.
Who have to get them. Which reminds of what
ot
lappened to Bill Swanson. Years ago. At his house in Salt
Gave a Mormon Bishop a pass. Reading "Admit Bishop
^ake.
Shortly after the good Bishop arrived
lunter and Family."
1

vith his family. And the pass. And Swanson had to seat eight
After that Bill discontinued passes to Morvives and 30 kids.
„

One

of the
ilking of exhibitor-distribution.
"But
ichine is simple," he said.

most important

in

business.

"To arrange a distributing
what of the product; what of
- pictures? That's where the trouble will come from. Of course
But what kind? And how will they
..; v
will get pictures.
To handle a few specials. Or
machine?
distributing
gear the
what
And
do they know of distribuproduct?
average
a lot of
ting problems; much less those of production? To talk about
doing it yes but actually doing it. Well that will prove another

— —
story."

24 Hour Service

necessary

if

220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 0985

Knglewood, Texas
badly

damaged by

—

The Queen

fire.

Tyler, Texas- —Fire to the extent of
$750 occurred in the booth of the

adwiy.

of

Also

represented.

every

form

oi

financial service rendered in connec-

tion therewith

—at legal

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP

—

monthly.

—

Austin F. B. Roberts has been appointed Manager of the Majestic,
succeeding R. P. Whitefield.

—

Marshall, Texas The Palace has
been taken over by George T. Tram,rne!l from the So. Enter.

—

Dallas, Texas D. Campbell has
'een made booker for R. D. Lewis

Film Co.

— Specialty

Film

—

Corsicana, Tex. The C. J. Mussleen have taken over the Palace formower«.

•

Drumright, Okla.— R. W. Elrod
has taken over the management of
the Strand and will change from
vaudeville to first run pictures.
O.

— M.

Kaiser

has
purchased the Royal. Formerly operated the Kingston at Kingston, O.
Chillicothe,

—

[

Macon, Mo. Beginning the first of
the year, the Illmo Amuse. Co., will
control the Princess here. Wallace
Akin
j

manager. The Illmo
owns the Yale at Shelbyville, 111.
will

be

W. Carey Wonderly

Warns Against "Brother"

Theater

Brackenridge, Pa. The Luna was
taken over by John Moskola.

—

and

Title

Rudolph Valentino writes:

Joe Saeli has taken back the Rex

all

Rights fully Protected

am

informed that one, Antonio
Muzii, of 500 W. 112th St., has been
representing
and holding himself
out to be my brother.
I write this
letter to inform you that the said
Muzii is in no way related to me.
"I

"You are requested to take no advertising given you by anyone in
which the said Antonio Muzii is exploited under the name 'Valentino.'

Distribution

TRUART FILM CORPORATION

1540 Broadway,

New York

Enid, Okla. The Criterion, destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt and
ready for opening in Spring.

—

Guthrie, Iowa George Schweinnicker purchased the McLuen here.

—

has
Sandusky,
Plaza
O. The
been remodeled. Arthur Himelmein
manager.

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

from

gradation

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

—

Burleson, Texas M. J.
(Jake)
Cohen has leased the old Palace and
will

Co. has
moved into the old quarters of the
Asso. First National.

Dallas

by

(by arrangement with Young's Magazine)

Brothers

at California, Pa.

Gem

Gold"

rates.

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

have taken over the Gem.

—The

"Broadway

Knickerbocker Building

—

So. Enter, has leased
I'remont with lease terms of $400

Galveston

— Snyder

Iowa

Shiner, Texas
has closed.

has in preparation

an elaborate screen version

PRODUCERS & STARS

Theater Changes
Earlville,

it

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Prc
RESOURCES $5,000,000
— LEGAL RATES —

Broadway

El Dorado, Ark.— The Rex whwh
«.s burned recently is being rebuilt.

Dillon Productions, Inc.

announces that

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

DANNY.

Southwestern Notes

Edward

-

EXHIBITOR DISTRIBUTION
Important man.

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Inch

(Continued from P»ge 1)

nons-

EASTMAN

remodel.

Texas

Seymour,

— Elbert

Holmes

has purchased the Criterion.

—

Mission, Texas R. N, Smith has
taken over the management of the
Mission.

POSITIVE FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone of the

Pine Bluff, Ark.—The Berbig has
reopened under L. U. Kassinelli.
Roland Segel and O. Prince.

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

—

Brooklyn, N. Y. Harry Seglin has
taken over the Strand formerly owned by John Whipen.
Troy, N. Y. Elmer Crownshield
who operates the Bijou has purchased
the Hudson Theater, Watervliet.

—

Eastman Film,

now
out

both regular and tinted base

available in nine colors,

its

length bv the words

is

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

—

Kansas City, Mo. L. A. Wallace
bought the Bancroft from W. L. McDowell.

-

—

Cincinnati, O. The Fountain Theaters Corp., a subsidiary of Famous
Players, have purchased property on
from the Henry
"tb. Street
ate for $175,000, erectn the site.

Kansas

City

—The

Gillham,

sub-

urban house was leased by the Gillham Amuse. Co. from Robert
Rhoades.

—

Montreal The Victoryscope has
been sold to A. Blanchard by J. Astaphan.

1923

NEGATIVE

Negative Costs
i

2,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

1

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHTS
The only

FEW WORDS—

IN A
place of its kind in
the World

ENLARGEMENTS

Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before
JUDGE PUBLIC

Motion

Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

OLD

LLOYDS

STORAGE

FILM

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

JOS.

R MILES

W-.R

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting

Rooms

Projection Theatres

Packing for domestic and
port shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling

ex-:

130

W.

-i

Bryant 5600

46th St.

W.

MORAT

302 E. 33d St.

LAUB
—

Experience

cents

per

many

diversified lines for

class

years has given us an experience that
comes to few. It is at your service.
W. A.
& CO.
Public Accountants and Business

cards.

illustrations.

24

hour

service.

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.

ART

MR.

Circle 10,056

West

Studio For Rent

Wad. 3443

PRODUCER

Have your Negatives and

TITLES
251

including

foot,

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO. OF AMEfl CA. INCPhone:
Madison Square 4430
15 East 26th St.
New York City

Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

Film Continuity Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

First Prints done the
right way

EVERY MODERN DEVICE,
25 MINUTES FROM TIMES

SQUARE. BY WEEK,
MONTH OR YEAR. BOX
THE FILM

067 c/o

LAB. CORP.
1942-44 Jerome Ave.

19th Street

^

KNOW HOW

Watkins 7620-7461

0970— Bingham—097

^

FLEMING
Advisors

452 Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Longacre 9074

THE

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

DAILY.

TREM0NT FILM

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

Studying the plans and problems of

Vanderbilt 7361

NEGATIVE TITLES
10

Fabbrica Italians Lamine Milano
Sole Agents

^======c=====

LOUIS MEYER

numerous

J.

Laboratory

Custom Clearances and Forwarding

Bryant 8174

Positive raw film
manufactured
in
Italy
by
the

of

this

little

big ideas that

make

f

I

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILERS

ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

PRODUCTIONS DND /IS
BEAUTIFUL.

'All Features for

for success.

A

FOOT

TINTING FREEic

Barnes Printing Company

Elaborate Borders/;/
c

24 Hour Service
I

n

Presentation Trailers

c.

Story and Continuity
FOR SALE

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

Increased

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs, etc.

Full of action, wonderful love theme.
story, only three interiors.
box-office.

c/o

For

An

'

1

|le08 S.WABASH AVE
7/

CHICAGO, ML.

out door

Written for the

details address T-666,

The Film Daily

or
LETTERIHC

LAYOUTS

"We Never Disappoint"
229 W. 28th SL, New York

f

'You can obtain FILMACK
^Production Trailers on

City

Ads
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BRING
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Bill

Pause
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Tuesday, January

2,

Putting It Over
Here

is

how a

vour ideas.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Let the other fellow know

Exploiting "Via Radio"
Educational in collaboration with
Scientific American, has arranged an
elaborate exploitation c; lpaign on
A.
the one-reel special "Via Radio."
C. Lescarboura, managing editor of
Scientific American, is sending material for talks on this picture to every
broadcasting station in the United
Scientific American will also
States.
carry a story in the January issue
on the instructive value of the picture.

—

S.
D. Harry Keller
Colonial put over "Sherlock
Holmes" by using 20 bronze frames

Watertown,

at

the

with photos and wording "See John
Earrymore in 'Sherlock Holmes' at
Colonial.
He placed these frames in
all hotels, cafes and department, drug
and clothing stores, also used fifty
window cards and hit almost every
window in Watertown with one. Arranged with Watertown Public Opinion for Newsboy and Carrier Party
for opening night, boys paraded from

Newspaper

office

down

and to Colonial carrying banners "Going to See Sherlock Holmes
"Meet Us at the Colat Colonial"
onial Tonight," the boys each brought
a boy friend and all wore the Sherlock
Holmes Masks. At a dance a man

—

announced

charge

"A

Sherlock

Holmes Special" and each dancer
wore a mask with lights low, made big
hit with young people; there were
about 200 there. The above with cutout lobby and shadow .light on same
created

much

how you cleaned

up.

Flood Scenes for "The Sin Flood"
Through the efforts of H. T. Snowden, Goldwynner, the Palace had a
very unusual lobby display on "Thaj
Sin Flood." Snowden secured a num>
ber of exceptional photos of the Indianapolis flood in 1913 and these
along with stills from the picture
were placed on a 7x4 compo board
with captions reading: "Scenes from
the Greatest Flood Indiana History,
Indianapolis 1913."
"Scenes From
the Greatest Flood Picture in Motion
Ficture History." "The Sin Flood."
This display attracted an unusual
amount of attention with the throngs
of holiday shoppers.

A

talk.

—

Meadville, Pa.
Manager Chas. E.
Schatz, the Park had only intended
using the regular line of advertising
which includes 24. 6, 3 and one sheet
stands, heralds, window cards, lobby
slides etc., but when GoldBill Robson came along from
Pittsburgh with his tales of what had

been done on "Remembrance" they
decided to go after this one. They
made three distinct appeals; reached the school pupils with a "Remembrance" souvenir book mark, distributed through the teachers to every
grade and high school pupil in town;
got into every store window in town;
with an 11x14 card which read "Buy
Your Christmas Remembrance here
and be sure to see Remembrance
Rupert Hughes big Goldwyn Picture
at the Park Theater" with the play

Where

the merchant demurred he was told to cut the theater
name and date off after the show was
over and the top of the card would
be a live one for him right up till
dales.

Christmas.
Tribune Republican
agreed to sponsor a matinee for all
n en over 60 years and in the stories
brought <>nt the fart that we have
all heard tic name of mother extolled
c the skies in song and story but
s Idom
hear anything about father.

And
Day

this

is

father's

ushering

in

School Kiddies, Hospitals, Churches,
Holiday shoppers, etc. Holah's outfit
appeared on the streets in the
vicinity of the theater with a real live
Santa Claus and Cameramen in Aviators helmets and leather coats and
with a large touring car with flaring
banners on its side announcing where
the motion pictures would be shown
the following week.
About everyone
in the neighborhood tried to get in
the picture with the result that three
traffic cops had to handle some of
the shots taken in order to let Santa
escape with a whole skin.
With the stunt the Gorden gave
cash Christmas presents to certain
people in the picture who identified
themselves in a marking on the film.

Some Good
Faribault,

is

one

GODSOL

Ideas

—

Do You Want
Success

For 1923

?

Minn. The Strand put
Sin Flood" assisted by

"The
Buddy Stuart, Goldwyn exploiteer this
way:
Had boy on street carrying umover

brella seven days in

advance of showing—reading in yellow "The Sin
Flood is Coming." Run teaser adds
in paper six days in advance
"The
Flood Will Sweep You Away" five
days in advance "The Sin Flood is

—
—

—

Coming"— 4 days in a "Chief of Police
What Do You Know About The Sin

Flood"— "Mayor Will The Sin Flood
Sweep Faribault" others along this

line

addressed to prominent and well

known men about town.

Used

letters

similar to teaser adds six davs in advance 1.000 of them.
Used stickers
"Rush The Sin Flood Is Coming"
and "See The Sin Flood" on all letters
programs mailed out from theater also
got tie-up with offices and stores to
use stickers on letters and packages.
Used lobby in red lights with red
flood falling on big five foot black
circle with letters The Sin Flood in

"Remembrance"
"Remembrance" Red

week- an-1 the holiday season
of "Remembrance."

F. J.

—

display,

wynner

/

Holiday Stunt
Cleveland

Scovil Essex and Rief.
managers of the Gorden Square promoted a real live publicity stunt for
the week before Xmas by contracting
with C. E. Holah of the Cleveland
M. P. Co. for the production of 1,000
feet of Movies to be made of their
neighborhood including all
principal entire

street

in

Send along

in

front.

Result had everybody

talking days before picture got here

and went over with

a bang.

Every Exhibitor

Wants

It

19;

tie brAdstreet

^recocmized

of FILHDOM

Authority

XXIII
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Price 5 Cents

Censorship
Missoui
Situation Aggravate!

Threatened

in

Hays Back
-Arbuckle
Con-

Enthusiastic Over Outlook for Better Cooperation and Understanding for Los Angeles

ditions
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Confident that there will be a far
better cooperation than has heretofore
existed in Hollywood Will Hays returned to New York yesterday.

Louis An open drive for state
censorship of moving pictures has
been launched by the Missouri Sunday School Asso., which embraces
St.

some

This cooperation will come not
from the studio workers and
employees numbering approximately
15,000 and upward but will also be
found forthcoming from businessmen
and others with whom the picture

Sunday school superin-

4.500

only

Hays' order
in the state.
"Fatty" Arbuckle, has
reinstating
precipitated the censorship drive, and
well informed politicians and students of Missouri psychology frankly
admit that the situation is grave,
I; king the most optimistic view of the
conditions that prevail.
(Continued on Page 3)
tendents

i

U

people are constantly dealing.
"I left Patten out there and O'Xeil

remain on the coast indefinitely"
Hays. "I feel that a great deal
that was started during my visit to
the coast last summer has now been
definitely consummated and we are
will
said

Merton" In Pictures?

anticipating not only a better understanding but a hetter working ar-

Reported Glenn Hunter May Use It
Chaplin Reported Interested
"Merton of the Movies" in which
Glenn Hunter is appearing, and which

1

'

rangement."
(Continued on Page 2)

ran as a serial in the Satevepost, is,
according to reports, to be made into
a picture with Glenn Hunter appearing as Merton, the same part which
he is presenting on the stage.
No confirmation of the report is
obtainable.

One of the striking scenes from The Film Guild's great box-office production "Second Fiddle" starring Glenn Hunter— supported by Mary AsAdvt.
a Hodkinson picture.
tor

A number

of film folk have serious"Merton" for picture
Some time ago it was said
material.
Charlie Chaplin was considering the
play as material, but the price asked
for picture rights is said to have

considered

ly

blocked the idea.

of

an

Ouija,

prises,

seed in the paper that you
publish the troubles of exhibitors in
think this is good
I
your kolums.
idear, as we fellows should all hang
Because then those big
together.
companyies like Lubin, Essanay, and
sc forth, whose pictures I play would
own the
I
be brung closer to us.
Nicolodeon in my city, only I charge
It's right next door to
ten cents.
Hennabery's Drug Store, the first
road to your right as you get off the
jitney in front of Jakes Notion Store,
after

you walk about one or two hun-

dred

feet.

(Continued on page 3)

Record

It was reported yesterday that the
Capitol had established a new record
with Neilan's, "The Stranger's BanOn Sunday the business totalquet."
ed $13,559.80, and on Monday, $10,324.10, thus grossing almost $25,000
foi the first two days of the week.

Town

town.

in

fixtures, furniture, etc.,
Film Co., bankrupt, will

of

be

Pioneer
auctioned next Monday, by order of

Use Bombs on Danz
THE FILM DAILY)

houses, is thought to have been intended to have killed Danz, who has
been having labor troubles with the
musicians' unions since last June.

some

time,

the

practice

It is

understood that the Associated

B. C, has.
the time present, decided not to
For the
try to organize nationally.
for

time

being

efforts

will

be

concen-

vvyn, has left for the East.

trated in developing the New York
organization, and securing pictures.

Prod. Security Get "The Etast"
Distribution rights to Thomas Dixon's "The Beast," have been secured
by Producers Security Corp.

A number of obstacles apparently
have developed, one of them being
the possibility of becoming involved
local difficulties at such points
in
where booking organizations are at

J.

Godsol of Gold-

present operating.

Seattle— A bomb explosion, which
wrecked the limousine of John Danz,
owner of four down town second run

For

Understood A. B. C. Will Not Endeavor At This Time to Form
Booking Organization Across
Country
Booking Corp., the A.

On Way Home
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

just

is

in

the Southern Enter-

Hollywood— F.

Pioneer Bankruptcy Sale

Ohio.

Dear Film Daily

Capitol

S.

Lynch
Lynch
of
A.

(Special to

the receiver.

Exhibitor

New

.

Conklin Back
F. G. Conklin has just returned
from a trip covering Canada and the
Hope
representing
Middle-West,
Hampton Prod.

Office

The Troubles

I

—

—

National Plans Off

of

bombs in the
chemical
placing
town theaters has been going on.
Pola Negri in "The Cheat"
Famous Players announced yesterday that Pola Negri is to be starred
in "The Cheat" to be directed by
George Fitzmaurice with Jack Holt
to be featured and Charles De Roche
Production will
the company.
in
start about Jan. 22.
Nearly eight years ago Cecil De
Mille made "The Cheat" with FannyWard and Sessue Hayakawa and it
became one of the greatest box of-

Roach

in

Town

Hal Roach, producer of the Harold
Lioyd and other comedies, is in town

Business Off

Government Taxes Show November
Not as Good as Last Year
in u
ladies.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Admission taxes colAbe Warner Back From Coast
lected during the month of November
Abe Warner arrived east yesterday amounted to $5,484,790, according to
after a three months' stay at the returns made to the Bureau of InAccording ternal Revenue.
This was an inWarner's coast studios.
to Warner, Hollywood is humming crease of $88,000 over the collections

for

a

brief

over

vacation, looking
to find some leadHeadquarters at Pathe.

shews and trying

—

with activity, there are few idle film for October, which were $5,396,461.
were $1,510,585 less than the
folk, and this year threatens to be but
the biggest in the history of the in- $6,995,375 reported for November,
dustry from a production standpoint. 1921.
"One of the biggest and most
satisfying things on the west coast
Betty Compson in Town
today," said Warner, "is the making
Compson who recently comBetty
of fewer and better pictures. This is
White Flower" at the
"The
pleted
an actual fact."
has arrived in New
studio,
Lasky
After spending about six weeks
She
to do a little shopping.
York
to
return
will
Warner
here Abe
to Hollywood Jan. 11 to
return
will
for
production
the Hollywood to watch
fice successes in the history of
start her next picture.
the coming season.
business.

i
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Standing Back
William Standing has returned
from Europe on the Berengaria.

"Knighthood" to the Rivoli
"Knighthood" will be shown at the
Rivoli

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd
'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

— Irving Mack, 802
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative— Internationale
Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

S.

1.

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenielsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

High

G'w'yn

Low

89^

5

Close

Sales

90%

%

92
98

4^

5

91

98

2,000
3,000

300
200

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

19^

...

l
\9 /i

Triangle

19%

1,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Winter Comes" For Broadway
Fox announced yesterday that "If
Winter Comes" will be ready soon for
"If

a Broadway premiere.
tion has been nearly a

The producyear

in

the

making.

—

i.

(Sktzuxzticruz/

rf

when

investigating

the

committees

Kansas Insurance Idea
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Frank L. Travis, retirSt. Louis

satis-

faction."

TO ORDER

Commercial Developing and Printinc

PARKWAY

1339-5! DIVEP3EY

-

PRODUCERS & STARS
Also

represented.

every

Disttifaiteri

of

MOTION PICTURES

—at legal

Capital Increases

tion therewith

—

special rates

on the new

clude:

New York Studios, Manhattan,
$40,000 to $60,000.
Universal Picture Corp., Manhattan, $1,000,000 to $7,000,000.

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

*WE NEVEB DISAPPOINT

'

1

(kOMLOWFlLM J^BORfflOHIES
-j-

i

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

..

.

INCOQPORATED

*

NEW YORK

:

* " "

.

'

ALLAN A-LOWNES
GEN. MCE.

.

(Lichtman) with Lon ChaWill live
up to all exploitation you can give it.
Played up "Ching Chong Chinaman."
The Plaindealer and News boosted this

tion

star's masterpiece.

When

Iktlt?-0cean Film

CorpomiTON

I

:

WKST

42nd ST.

-

NEW- YORK

BRYANT 78U
WHEN YOU THINK OF
FOREIGN THINK OF

INTER-OCEAN

in
Thirty-

Flower

and Wallace Reid

Days.

4,400.— W. H. Raynor,
Hippodrome, Cleveland, O.

in

Capacity

"What The Box-Office Did For Me."—
Exhibitors Herald
it
yv . «i
Distributed by

~M«P.ER-OCEAN BUILDING
218

Was

Knighthood

Ms a Preferred Picture

<=&>

-

220 WEST 42HS STPEET

lines.

— The

of

rates.

—

superintendent of insurance in
Kansas, is one of the chief promoters
in a mutual insurance company to be
known as "The Theatre Mutual,"
which will write fire and explosion
insurance for theaters, principally
picture houses.
Some of the Kansas
exhibitors have complained that they
cannot get the right sort of coverage
for some of the business they want
from the old line insurance companies, such as booth and films. The
new company will write insurance
on everything in the theater, charging the field rates on lines now covered by old line companies and

Reade's
t

form

Albany Capital increases filed by
New York picture corporations in- GREAT.J NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.

as the best picture of the year.
Only
theatre in Cleveland that had standing
room only on Monday all day. Opposi-

International

'

ing

ney.

rights only for entire
Latin America.

U.S.A.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre*.
RESOURCES - $5,000,000
— LEGAL RATES —

Shadows

Broadway
New York

1482

CHICAGO,

financial service rendered in connec-

They expect

dangerous.

a more definite statement
regarding this within a few weeks,

make

interested in his future

can arrange that to their best

ir

7^e Story at the Box- Office

JUPITER FILM CORP.
buy

is

Those

living.

—

Milwaukee Jack Silliman, of the
M. P. T. O., says Milwaukee exhibitors feel that the growing tendency to show pictures in church and
school

AfK'U

TiilSBD
MADE

%tctuAJL^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

We

the screen as a star.
It meant
simply and briefly that Arbuckle was
to be allowed a chance to earn a

(Special to

to

been a rather broad and general misunderstanding" of what he had in
mind at the time that he removed his
objection to Arbuckle working.
"This does not mean, nor did it
ever mean." said Hays, "that the Arbuckle pictures were to be released—
that is a matter which concerns the
company distributing them. Nor did
it mean that Arbuckle was to return
to

report.

Quotations
East. Kod. 90)4
F. P.-L. ..93
do pfd. .. 98

next week.

Oppose School Movies
THE FILM DAILY)

—

vakfa),

editorially
Hays ar-

WID'S FILMS

fILM FOLKS,
Joseph

(Continued from Page 1)
With regard to the Arbuckle situation Hays said that he had nothing
to add to what has led to so much
publicity excepting that "there has

suggests that Will
range with Mary Pickford to
appear as Juliet.

Price 5 Cents

1923

3,
,

Hays Back

A
Iti.

Wednesday, January

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPORATIO N
l650 BROADWAY

|

NEW YORK

CITY

THE
Wednesday, January

3,

1923

George F. Hernandez Dead
BE ELM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
Hollywood George F. Hernandez,
Although it was generally understood that the Committee of Fifty veteran actor of stage and Bcreen,

Censorship

Some Sign

2

RUM SCHOONER WRECKED ON A
BAR—

British rum
runner goes ashore on
off Montauk Point, L. I., and 3,000
cases of whiskey go to the fishes.

sandbar

SNOWSLIDE BURIES TRAIN— Smokealone

stack
train

when snowslide covers

visible

Winnipeg.

in

intended

to reintroduce the censorthat was defeated at the
last session of the legislature, men
in the know said there was very little
chance for the measure, but things
look different today. Arbuckle's case

ship

The

village.

THE AIR— Remarkable

scenes

of

The Troubles

mighty

of

Other news as usual.

(Continued

from

Page

an

1)

got competition from a low life
who owns the Elite, so I wanted to
I

run something special.

today

So

man from some company
card)

a

sales-

(I lost the

I

Milwaukee Deals
THE FILM DAILY)

M

i 1

w a u k e e —Joseph

pioneer

Schwartz,

Milwaukee

exhibitor,
announced the sale of his three picture
houses, the Liberty, Kosciousko and
Riviera, for a sum approximating
Schwartz is leaving for
$300,000.

The Liberty has been
bought by Henry Wehr; the KosEurope.

ciousko and Riviera will be operated

by Nat Cohn and associates, owners
of the Fern and State.

all

I

So

I

run

could get out of

my show
it

Com-

Candler Bldg., to

145

W.

Theatre Manager
now managing

a representative

house

To Change Connections
Thoroughly efficient in exploitation and presentation work.

Desires

Qualified

furnish

to

highest

ART

and
was one and

a
up. And besides it was a foreigners picture.
So
I
lost the $25 and two and a half
shows. The print was very bad, but
I
think with a little fixing up this
could play as a regular feature, if
they took out the News weekly parts,
especially the volcano, because we
Just
ain't got none in this country.
filler in.

same

salesmen

It

I

was

a

filler

wish you could keep them
the road. Will write

off

you again soon.
Yours for the good

Address
The Film

Daily

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER

"Medinah" wasn't

one-half shows.

the

c/o

B-969,

45th

St.

to fill out the program and
give the audience a rest between the
tears and the laughs, altho I forgot to
tell
him that some of the features
made the audience laugh. He said he
had an old print at the hotel that i
could have for $25 and sell again to
other exhibitors in Pneumonia, Alleup
and the others and still put over a
scoop on the Elite.
So I figured I could give four
shows at night and make up some of
the money.
The name of it was

"Medinah."

of

He

EXPERIENCED

St.

Glucksmann Moves
The New York offices of Max
Glucksmann have been moved from
the

komedy
(Special to

in

a hospital at Glendale.

in

59.

references

should always have a
filler in on my program and he would
fix me up.
I asked him what a filler
in was, and he told me it was something between the feature and the
said

Chamber

Louis, an organization
representing many thousand business
women, has officially condemned
Hays' action, and has called a mass
meeting of all women's organizations
of the city for Wednesday, January
3, to take further action in the matter.

Exhibitor

cataract in winter robes.

THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

Women's

merce

NIAGARA FALLS IN WINTER— FROM

d;ed

bill

has given the reformers a live topic,
and they are utilizing it to the utmost.

STROMBOLI AFLAME WITH NEW
ERUPTION— Italian volcano belches lava,
burying

I

—

Nazimova's "Salome" sign in
front of the Criterion is attracting unusual attention.
Some
say it is a far better eye getter
than the big board which was
originally built for "Knighthood." The sign is illuminated
at night with red incandescents
and the glare can be seen for
several blocks.

PatbeNews
No.

(Special to 1

Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

West

19th St.

Watldni 7260-7461

NEGATIVE TITLES
foot, including cards.
revolutionizing procsss
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
24 hour service.
class illustrations.

10

cents

per

Through our

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
of the business.

ABE SMART.

203 West 49th St.

Laboratory

Circle 10.056

Wad. 3443
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m

BETTY COMPSON
"The White Flower
Written and directed by
Released

A

ROMANCE

has the role of a girl
half

who

is

the entire

3

4

of

Fate."

the scenes

to Hawaii,

were taken.

So

where

for the first

half Hawaiian,

Her struggle between
selves makes the role rich

her

screen.

The

in

supporting

cast

includes

Edmund

Lowe, Arline Pretty, Edward Martindell and

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

company went

time the real Hawaii will be seen on the

In order to have the atmosphere
2

.

all

emotional power.

No.
No.
No.

Ivers

Miss Compson

American.

conflicting

March 5th

of Hawaii, full of mystery

and strange adventure.

Crawford

Julia

>>

'A
IJI

Leon Barry.

correct,

FAMO US PLAYE RS

LIS KY CORPORATION J^Jfi

AOOLOH ZUKOH

0..„„-<

No.
No.
No.

l»r**^

5

6
7

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."

WATCH

THIS
SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 9
ja

(X paramount Qiclure

THE

&&^

DAILV

In the Courts

Newspaper Opinions

In the suit of James K. Polk against
the U. S. Moving Picture Co., Supreme Court Justice Gavegan has
vacated the attachment on an agree-

ment between

the

Lee-Bradford

Company

that

parties

the

pay

will

$1,416 out of the funds attached to
the plaintiff, and the balance to the
defendant.

Supreme

Court

Gavegan

Justice

signed an order discontinuing the suit
of Benjamin P. Schulberg against

United Artists upon the
by O'Brien, Malevinsky

application

&

attorneys for the defendants,

Driscoll,
said

who

compromised and

the suit had been
settled.

Berinstein's Fifth

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Manager George W.

Albany

Wednesday, January

Rob-

"Salome"— United

HERALD —

Artists

Criterion
Indeed, "Salome"

distinctly

is

erudite entertainment.
It falls into no group
that
has
hitherto
been
world of the silent drama,
which means that it contains no trace of
that shopworn hokum which seems to be so
essential a part of box office value.
It is
beautiful
extraordinarily so
but it is not
beautiful in a conventional way.
It is, in
fact, startlingly different from anything that
we have ever seen, on the screen or off.
of
classification
established in the

—

—

TRIBUNE— It

a

is

series

beautiful

of

Natacha Rambova has sucmaking even the actors themselves

and

pictures,

CARL LAEMMLE

ceeded in
look not like the sort of human beings we
see around us, but lilce Beardsley drawings.
Our advice is, do not miss "Salome" whatever you do.
It is beautiful and fascinating.
S We liked it enormously.
Whether you will is another question. We
say this because many of our friends, whose
intelligence and opinion we respect, differ
with us.
We would not dream of saying

NEW —
"Go

you,

to

to see 'Salome,'

it

a picture

is

you will like I" We do not know whether
But if you do wish to
you would or not.

erts, representing William Berinstein,
really
significant
cinedrama,
then
a
announces the purchase by Berinstein, see
"Salome" may well be your object lesson.
of the Palace at Troy, seating 1.000.
WORLD Of all the bizarre costumery
This is Berinstein's fifth theater, and background settings which we have seen
he owns the Hudson and Colonial in in pictures, "Salome's" are the bizarrest.
Everything done up and acted in front of
this city.
The Majestic and Mozart gorgeous
draperies and fantastic curtains.
in Elmiria, and has one under con- From the beginning to the end of the pic-

—

struction in

Little

fitting views of symbolic deof them in
color,
which are
extremely beautiful, and the close-up scenes
oi the little actress are smartly done as to
photography, lighting and posing. Nazimova
is a magnetic and interesting figure throughout.

ture there are

Falls.

some

sign,

WANTED
Gentleman of Personality and
refined
appearance,
who is
qualified to act as advertising
and publicity
manager for
State Rights Producer and Dis-

A man

who

our
requirements must also possess
salesmanship ability and be willing to work hard and earnestly.
Write stating age, experience
and salary expected. Give references.
Address B-089, c/o
tributor.

The Film

fits

Daily.

TIMES — It

is

pend upon mere

different but
difference for

The eye looks upon
Consistently
literalism in
at once as

and

it

does not deits

attraction.

finds

it

good.

fantastic, making no effort at
investiture, the picture appeals
a work of free imagination.

There remains the story

itself,

and

it

is

dis-

runs out in an anti-climax.
Oscar Wilde's biblical drama,
which has had such an unhappy time of it
on the spoken stage, comes to the screen
stamp of being a success.
with
every
Throughout the picture is pitched upon the
r. pointing.

It

GLOBE—

plane of the fantastic and grotesque.
of

Hood"

is

one briefly
pattern

None

human, and if "Robin
a "moving tapestry," as some
put it, "Salome" is an intricate

seems

it

come

at

all

to

life.

MAIL — Nazimova

portrays a

Do You Want

chaste,

Success

For 1923

ice-

and passionless Salome. Even while she
tempts Jokanaan, the prophet, she gives the
impression that she is moved more by
curiosity to see the prophet betray some
human weakness than by first love.
Nor
does she exhibit enough feeling in professing
her love for Jokanaan after he has been
beheaded to make the scene altogether conlike

YOUR PROGRAM NEEDS

vincing.

PRIZMA

WORLD —We

EVE.

TELEGRAM—The
of

?

agree

the Committee on Exof the National Board
Nazimova's screen verwell worth waiting for.

with the verdict of
ceptional Photoplays
of Review, viz.
that
sion of "Salome" is
:

COLOR

thoroughly

most

unusual

picture

the present season.

SUN —

Of course, the success of the picture rests on the piriuant charm of Nazimova
In fantastic head dresses and very
herself.
brief costumes she plays the role of the pas

1?

sionate princess

with studied

consciousness

Nearly 100 subjects available

for

art

settings

—

"Sure Fire Flint"

at-

mosphere prologues, musintroductions

ical

The

—

effects.

only regular short subservice

ject

using

Color

the world
Photography

in

WORLD —With

— Mastodon

Cameo

"action" views and

its

its

of
ample
supply
"names," "Sure Fire

Flint" ought to go well in the film houses
throughout the country.
TRIBUNE— "Sure Fire Flint" is the best
thing Mr. Hines has done.
It is amazing,
that man's versatility
He can dance, and
how he can play pool
Then there are
motor races and train wrecks, and heroines
locked in safes, and all the time a mystery,
which starts in the first reel, and which you
forget all abount until it is solved in the
last reel.
In justice to "Sure Fire Flint"
we wish to say that it has a better plot
than nine-tenths of the photodramas one
!

exclusively!

!

See the Prizma distributor
in your territory or write
us direct.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
110

W.

40

St.

New York

sees.

WORLD — There's

tain,

make

one thing mighty cerand that is that his latest picture will
for John a lot of friends.
It's good

picture

entertainment.

Every Exhibitor

Wants

It

3,

1923

—

7Ao brAdstreet

^recogmizeb

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII
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No. 3

New

Terms— No

of the

— Some

Of

Was

templated
The council of the Actors Equity
Association has appointed a special
committee to draw up the proposed
standard contract for motion picture
actors in the East, guided by the
received
form
standard
proposed
The
Tuesday from Los Angeles.

main feature

of

this,

a

is

—

will

Smith

shall

return to
work for retakes or additional scenes
after the completion of the picture
al the same salary provided they arc
not otherwise employed.
(Continued on Page 5)

agree

shall

to

T

moving

away from

left

Entire Lynch Holdings
Well as Theaters Lynch

From

—

Picture Field

It is

is under way between
As the story goes,
the deal
mean the retirement of Stephen

reported that an important deal

Famous Players and

S.

A. Lynch.

completed as outlined, it will
A. Lynch from motion pictures.
is

it"

serial

manager

Enterprises by which the Lynch organization will be removed
from all identity with Southern Enterprises and various allied
corporations which are at present operating the so-called "Lynch

for the

Coast on

it

step
the

Tuesday.
Grainger Off On Trip
President
Vice
Grainger,
R.
James
Hawley In Vita Picture
Manager of
Sales
General
and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Goldwyn, left New York yesterday
Wanda Hawley has
Hollywood
for an extended tour of the country,
during which he will visit the 27 been signed by Vitagraph for one of
leading roles in "Masters of
the
Goldwyn Exchanges.
Grainger is delighted over the suc- Men."
pictures released by
cess of the

—

as

should

was a
which

McConnell to Coast
McConnell,

to Retire

subject

Constitution guaranteed and
bt repealed."

Fred

—Exchanges

Famous Players will take over the
South by Lynch and Lynch will
the
operated
in
exchanges now
release Famous from the contract now in effect with Southern

pictures
that liberty

for Universal,

A

the

follows:

the

South

Governor

Commission.

comments upon

"Censorship is not in keeping with
our ideas of liberty and of freedom
of worship or freedom of speech.
* * *
I believe that the enactment
of a statute providing for censorship
of

in

the repeal of the law
State Motion Picture

the

Regulating
a?

Famous Players Reported Taking Over

recommend

creating

Price 5 Cents

Big Deal On

Act

Believes

From

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Governor Smith, in his
annual message to the Legislature

Other provisions follow:
An agreement as to the minimum
length of time of the actors employment shall be arrived at prior to each
engagement.
Actors

a Step

Constitution

provision

work

that a standard week's
consist of 48 hours.

Act

Censorship

Con-

Strike

1923

Smith for Repeal

Contract

As Planned by Actors Equity

4,

Under

the plan outlined

string" in the South.

According

Baker Preparing Scenario
David Selznick announces that
George D. Baker is now working

"The Easiest Way."

ov.

the script of

foi

which Ferdinand Earle

is

to direct

Theda Bara.

closed
tire

it

will

to reports

mean

from motion

that

if

the deal

Lynch

pictures.

Importance of Move
Probably no move within the

much

dustry holds as
probability

of

is

will re-

deal

a

in-

interest as the

between

Fa-

of the
parts of

mous Players and Lynch.
Some years ago. when Lynch left
New York to undertake the distribution of Famous Players in the South
he immediately demanded instantan-

tures."
"It is not apparent that there is
a particular demand for any special
type of picture. Reports that I have
exindicate
that
receiving
been

eous recognition "by securing theaters
He became
over his territory.
all
rot only an important factor in the

Goldwyn

for the first

months

"Conditions in all
season.
the country are looking up," he said,
"and 1923 will be a good year. All
we need is confidence and good pic-

hibitors are depending less on

more on

names
well

and
produced

riod became the most active buyer
of theater properties in this country.
So much so, that eventually South-

famous
sound,

good,

stories.

of Famous Players and
other product but within a brief pe-

distribution

This

is

a

and
formed,
ern Enterprises was
while Famous Players was practically
the owner of this corporation the
Lynch organization through a contract operated these properties on a
percentage basis of the gross.
The Lynch plans were of such an

healthy condition and gives producers
iust the incentive they need to turn
out pictures that will win on their
own merits."

Natural Market

(Continued

Of State Right Field the Neighborhood House, Says Producers
Security

Stoll

The result of a nation-wide survey
made by Producers Security Corp.
covering the state-right market indi-

(Special to
:

%~""-f~ :

possibilities
office

program
is

he must have real boxmix in with his regular

values to

just

stock,

as

and that likewise

important to have a

of program pictures
box-office values.

as

a

(Continued on page 3)

it

line

few big

who have had a
"Sure Fire Flint"— serves chiefly to amuse those
ruesday.—
Sun,
Evening
ctures—
afternoon watching other moving pi
Advt.

Page

I)

Dividends

THE FILM DAILY

London—The

cates conclusively to the officials of
that company that the outlook for
1923 for the independent distributor is
very good, but that to cash in on his

on

Stoll

1
)

Film Co.. Ltd.,

for the year ending Oct. 31. reports
a profit of over £36,076, and the
directors recommended a dividend of
A final dividend on the
5 per cent.
ordinary shares of the Stoll Picture
Theater, Kingsway, at the rate of
half
15 per cent per annum for the
was
also
VU2.
Nov.
3,
ending
year

declared, which with the interim dividend, will amount to 12 /. per cent
1

for the year.

;

THE

^w

i£&*k

DAILY

Thursday, January

Kansas City Changes
THE FILM DAILY)
'Continued from Page 11
City, Kansas
L. A. WalKansas
ambitious nature that at one time
lace has purchased the Bancroft from
it appeared as though his idea might
W. L. McDowell and Robert Rhodes
be carried out in other sections of
the country,
and the activities of has leased the Gilham to the Gilham
some of his employees were capi- Amusement Co. The Empress has
been leased by Richards & Flynn, for
talized by the M. P. T. O. A. several

Big Deal

Torrington,
Thur sday, Jan.

4.

I9J

Uopynght

1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
and
New York, N. Y., by WID'S

FILMS

riLK FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg,

fosewa
(.

W.

and

President

Editor

Man

Allooate, Treasurer and Business

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as »eoo -t-class matter May 21, 1918,
it the post office it New York, N. Y., under
»ger;

March

the act of

Terms (Postage
»f

1879.

United States. Outside
York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months $3.00.
3

free)

New

Greater

3,

US- 00.

$5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order

Vddress

all

mjOBtaa,

communications to THE FILM
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone:
Vanderhilt 4551-4552-5538
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Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 802
—
W. FredShaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film. 42 Rue de
Clichy.
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Wabash Ave.

S.

*kia),

years ago when the claim of "trust
control" and domination was used by
leaders of the exhibitor organization
as a battle cry around which exhibitors rallied.
This resulted in a heated argument between Lynch and
Sydney S. Cohen in Atlantic City.

Lynch an Unusual Figure
There are few men in the industry
who have as marked a personality as

feature, for

High

&

98
do pfd.
^G'wyn ....
5
..

Low
89-K

the average.

91

^

98

4^

Griffith

Loew's

...

195*6.19^

Close

5

2,000

World

Wilmington

19^

Motion Pic(Colonial Char-

Star"

comedies,

dis-

through Hodkinson.

$150,000.

Wilmington—J. Parker Read,

Productions, Manhattan, motion picture negatives, $5,000; I. Kaplan, P.
Cohen, J. P. Read Jr. (Attorney, M.
L. Lesser, 366 Madison Ave.)

—

Albany New companies entering
the motion picture business were inhere

past

the

Hollywood

week

as

Pelem Productions Inc.,
follows:
($20,000); Big Pictures, Inc. ($150,000); The Blackmailers, Inc., ($10,Animated Miniature Theater
000)
Corporation ($300,000); M. & H.
Russo-AmeriCorporation, ($8,000)
can Cinema Exchange Corporation,
($100 000).
;

;

—

Catherine Bennett,
sister to Enid, will appear in "When
Knights Were Cold," the next Amal-

Metro starring
Stan Laurel. Mae Laurel, William
Armstrong,
Stanhope
Wheatcroft,
William Bevis, Harry Dcmore and
"Scotty"

<lctuAju-'

for

MacGregor

will

be

in

the

ers to the desert to make some
teriors for "Souls for Sale."

ex-

&

Mrs. Carter De Haven have
finished work on "Baby Ben" at the

Mr.

R-C

studios.

Huntley Gordon has been signed
for

leading part in

a

"Your Friend

and Mine."

Armstrong

appearing in
support of Stanley Laurel in "When
Knights Were Cold."
is

Johnnie
Walker has purchased
screen rights to H. C. Witwer's, "The

cooling
water
with
system and brand new. Just
a few left.

driven

Ruby Camera Exchange
727 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

are in progress here between representatives of
the Motion Picture Operator's Union
and Motion Picture Theater Owners
for the framing of a new working conThe present one expires Jan.
tract.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Charlotte, N. C. At the quarterly
election of the Charlotte Film Exchange Manager's Asso., the followH. H.
ing officers were elected.
Everett. Educational, chairman; E.
E. Helier, Pathe, vice-chairman; E.
F Dardine, Universal, secretary.

New
Rupert Hughes has taktn 100 play-

Carl H. Schillinger, formerly film
editor with William S. Hart, is editing "Michael O'Halloran."

For One Hundred Dollars
A portable projector, motor

of

"Where

Is

My

Ready For

The Independent Market

MARIE DORO
in

"Sister Against Sister"
Personally Directed

By

HERBERT BRENON
Produced By

Unity Pictures,

Inc.

Lee-Bradford Corp.
Ave.
New York

701-7th

THE FILM DAILY)

— Conferences

cast.

Billy

(f (QcLtuzatlcrrval.

Now

Ashevillc,

Charlotte Managers Elect

THE FILM DAILY)

gamated comedy
Jr.,

call-

presentation

Wandering Boy Tonight?"

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pres
RESOURCES $5,000,000
-

—

LEGAL RATES -

10.

(Special to

—

Conn. Norwich Palace
Capital,
Norwich.
Corp.,

corporated

—

"All

is

the

Operators and Owners Confer

Chicago

Chicago Lubiner & Trintz circuit
las
booked the entire series of
thirteen
tributed

in

(Special to

More Hodkinson Bookings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Brevities

Hartford,

Theater

—

1,000

— Marion

$20,000.

to

Not quoted adapted by Carey Wilson.

Incorporations
ture Corp.
ter Co.)

r(Special
r

Hollywood Marshall Neilan's sec3,00'g
3dq ond production with Goldwyn will be
200 "The Ingrate," written by Neilan and

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

Next
THE FILM DAILY)

Neilan's

Sales

9034
92
98

South he

From
N. C.
then on his success has been marked.
Only recently he acquired control of
a patent medicine corporation which
handles "Tanlac" and it is expected
that he will devote the greater part
He owns newsof his time to this.
papers, motor agencies, and real esHis
South.
the
tate throughout
home is in Atlanta, Ga.
ground

Quotations
East. Kod. 90
F. P.-L. ..93

Down

ed "a born trader." He is only about
28 and within a decade has amassed
In
a fortune running into millions.
his early days he was a baseball player and started by trading a plot of

found great. The matinee has
only been tried once so far, for
"On the High Seas," and the
receipts were way in excess of

(Czecho-Slo-

A. Lynch.

S.

the circulation value has been

1.

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

permanent

this as a

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

tionale

—The

day Between 4 and 6 P. M.
The exhibitor is working
the stunt up to the point where
he can include the name of the
picture in the coupon.
The paper was glad to run

DAILY,

London

Conn.

Palace has found a solution for
dull matinees.
The larger of
town's two dailies cothe
operated to print this coupon
every Thursday morning on the
front page:
Bring This Coupon and
Five Cents And it Will
Admit You to the Special
School Children's Matinee
at the Palace Theater To-

Price 5 Cents

(Special to

—

Building Matinees
V ol. XXIII ho. 3

On

1923

4,

Fourth Musketeer," which appeared
in Cosmopolitan.
Future Universal-Jewel productions
duected by Hobart Henley will be
known as "Hobart Henley productions."

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

PRODUCERS &
—

tion therewith

screen

is

ally to eliminate eye strain

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at 42nd Street. N. Y
Telephone Bryant 2989

said virtu-

given a pure white surface embossed
.with a multitude of small squares.

Jones Optimistic
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
J.

City

and render

the projected picture as clearly visible
from a position at one side of the
house as from a seat directly in front
of the screen, says Popular Mechanics.
It is made of a fabric to which is

Chicago— Aaron

at legal rat»*s.

GREAT: NORTHERN FINANCE CORP

Screen Reduces Strain

An improved

STA«<S

Also every foim <v
financial service rendered in connci

represented.

Jones of Jones,

Linnick & Schaefer, says: '/At last
the sun of prosperity is peeping over
the horizon of the period of discontent
and chill for the theatrical industry in
general. The patient has passed the
crisis and is on the fair road to recovery. The past three years have
been a veritable slough of despond,
but the bright rays of approaching
prosperity will dry up all signs of
worry and dejection, and the year of
1923, without doubt, will be the greatest normal theatrical year since the
balmy davs before the nations of the
world were steeped in the recent war."

EXPERIENCED
Theatre Manager
now managing

a representative

house
Desires

To Change Connections

Thoroughly efficient in exploitation and presentation work.
Qualified

to

highest

furnish

references
B-969,

c/o

Address
The Film

Daily

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

24 Hour Service

if

necessary

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 0985

THE
Thursday, January

New

4,

1923

Theaters

—

Pittsburgh Steel City Amusement
Co., has plans for a theater costing
$150,000 at Center and Montross Sts.

—

San Pedro, Cal. A building permit
has been issued for a house to be
erected at 7th and Palos Verdes St.
by Mrs. De Dodson to cost $240,000.

"Knighthood" Figures
During the run of "Knighthood,"

Buffalo
(Special to

—

San

Francisco

publicity

man

—Alfred

S.

Seattle

of

Elmer

by

by Harry
Niagara Pictures
Corp.
Myers, the manager.

San

Francisco, has been appointed house
of the New Portola Theater.

manager

C—

Asheboro, N.
J. F. White, Jr.,
formerly with the Arnold B. Huff
enterprises, High Point, N. C, has
opened here.

(Special to

Mo.

—

The

Sol

Increase Capital

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Southern
Real
Estate and Financial Co., controlled
by Frank Tate and Charley Cella,

house here.

owners of several

St.

lias

—

Chicago J. E. O. Pridmore has
plans for a five-story building housing
stores, hotel, dance-hall and a theater
at

Lawrence and Winthrop Aves.

to

cost $1,500,000.

increased

000

ket Sts. for the

Alexander Hamilton

Theater Corp.

Louis theaters,

from

$1,000,-

to
assets total
$3,279,469 and liabilities but $1,824.824.

The Columbia Theater Com-

pany, owned by the same interests,
increased its capital from $200,000 to
$300,000, listing assets of $430,436 and
liabilities

Paterson, N. J.— F. W. Wentworth
has plans for a one-story theater,
costing $150,000 at Church and Mar-

St.

capital
$1,450,000.
Its
its

exhibitor naturally

is

tributor, operating

can put

He must

tin-

We

in the

ourselves that at

—

therefore look to the smaller

A

tomorrow?

say,

Security officials that the state-right
it his business to have
enough pictures on hand of the program size to take care of the demand
and to furnish very good entertain-

CHROMOS TRADING

ment at a fair price.
"Never before has

Suite

616

'Phone Cbeljta 8284

NEGATIVE TITLES

his field."

10

cents

per

including

foot,

THE FILM DAILY)

class

24

illustrations.

203

West 49th

Wad. 3443

United States, over the age of 16 years, and unnot read or heard of

who has

.

your territory

is

not already

Keep your eyes opened for our announcement

of twelve feature releases for
1923.
Regardless of the condition of your business, the opportunity we will offer
State Right Exchanges must bring their organization to a profitable basis.

.'

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
GOLDBURG, President
Phone Bryant 3993
1540 BROADWAY
JESSE

J.

s

rvice

Circle 10.056

St.

Laboratory

REWARD

if

hour

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS

Chicago Mort Henock is covering
the west side territory for Universal
in place of Reggie Albers, resigned.

big attraction.
Write for a press book or for a screening and
sold we will comply with your request.

cards.

Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

Albers Resigns

—

CO.

1123 Broadway

the state-right
distributor had such a splendid opportunity to make himself the real associate of the independent exhibitor in

(Special to

in-

Financing for Film Enterprises

whose famous mystery detective stories appear in 1082 published volumes.
The man who wrote these adventures produced no other type of fiction and
knew more about writing detective stories than any other single person, living or dead.
Of this vast material we have chosen 12 of the most powerful stories and packed
them into a new series of twelve productions of two reels each for distribution through
State Right Exchanges who know the value of exploitation and what constitutes a real

.

visit

volves no obligations.

NICK CARTER

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES

you have
messages a

or other

or perhaps
even thought you would look
us over some time.
Why not
make a "how-do-you-do" call,

under state-rights

his picture in for a first-run

man must make

as follows: Midcity Realty Company
from $100,000 to $200,000. Assets
$249,228 and liabilities of but $9,612.

derstanding the English language

fn

given our little
cursory glance

houses for his revenue, and if he expects those houses to stay in business
and to pay him the kind of prices he
must have for the more important
pictures, it is the belief of Producers

Another Tate-Cella subsidiary company increased its capital stock

To any man or woman

flatter

some time

of $86,751.

$5000.00

irried

THERE IS NO TIME
LIKE THE PRESENT

are so locked in with the national distributing organizations that it is only
occasionally that an independent dis-

se-

Lyric from the Reading
Amusement Co.
This practically
gives them control of Reading, except for the several houses operated
here by Wilmer & Vincent.

$18,000

neighborhood house and other house.
running from four to six changes per
week. Most of the first-run accounts

the

Star
Amusement Co. has completed plans
for the construction of a $125,000

City,

state-right

Up Reading
THE FILM DAILY)

Reading— Carr & Schad have
cured

(Special to

Kansas

just

and

1)

the neighborhood house, who musl
put on a daily change, might he <•
looked. The natural market of the

Tying

Kirske,

and

has

shown on
Marsey of the

Page

Get Pantheon Receipts

for pictures of a larger size the necessity of the small town exhibitor and

House Closed

Buffalo The Criterion
Pictures had been

from

The survey includes the follow ing:
"M is evident that in the scramble

THE FILM DAILY)

Y.— The Hudson Sunday
here

(Continued

122,086 persons paid
$157,900.90 during the run of 15
weeks and three days.
"Humore.'-que" formerly held the record with
$148,000 for 12 weeks.

closed.

Watervliet, N.
has been opened
Crowninshield.

Natural Market

at the Criterion,

m

mt^

0M

s

Featuring the greatest array
of

comedy

talent ever

gathered together in one unit.

Highly Praised by Experts.
"In

All-Star

these

Comedies,

by

directed

Gregory La Cava, the three attractive comedians are unusually good. The new combination
of actors

Raymond

IvHtee

is

successful."
"It is

a pleasing one which should be most

—The Morning Telegraph.
chockf ul of funny situations,

is

graphed and you can safely advertise
thing good in the comedy
point."

line.

It

well photoit

as some-

won't disap-

—Exhibitor's Herald.

"Swift action, clever stunts and an O'Henryesque twist at the end, pull this comedy up considerably and produce laughs."

"They contain a

lot of sure-fire

will bring laughs.

situations.
in

—Film

Charlie

Daily.

material which

There are many humorous

Murray has the

which he gained a reputation."

sort of roles

— Moving Pic-

ture World.

"Better

than

the

average,"

"Considerable

humorous material," "Yields good laughs, and
one or two hair-raising stunts" some of the other
critics

wrote.

Produced by

MASTODON FILMS Inc.,
C. C. Burr, Pres.

133-135-137 West 44th
Distributed through the

St.,

New

W. W. Hodkinson

527 Fifth Ave.,

New

York

Corporation

York, N. Y.
„<v

w
mM&§
Olj;W
-\

/
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'
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NEWS— This

Newspaper Opinions

photoplay certainly belongs
film shopping list.
It is
interesting from the opening
scene to the last, it presents for your approval the 1923 type of motion picture hero,
it
is
full, of
human beings in short it is
a Neilan picture.
TRIBUNE This picture does not seem
like a Marshal Neilan production.
It lacks
humor, and we do not mean by that comedy
There is a vast difference. But it is interesting if familiar and has in the cast a most
wonderful collection of stars. Some of them
have such small parts that Mr. Neilan
seems almost prodigal in his casting.
Neilan knows a great deal
about motion pictures.
When he wants to
he can be more forcibly expressive than any
dor in the business. He can put over
ideas with a terrific punch, and do it in
a way that is essentially his own.
But he

"My American Wife"— F.

P.-L.

Rivoli
Wife"

one of those elaborate
always surround Miss Swanson

films

—

—

an-

is

which

perhaps not
DeMille Picture, but
elaborate as a
plenty elaborate for all that.
And Sam
Wood brought a real horse on in the banSomething that, we believe,
queting scene.
Mr. DeMille has not yet thought of.
as

SUN — One

tures,

and

is

for she

not in

of

Miss

Swanson's

best

HERALD—

pic-

more restrained than usual,
her familiar role of vamping

is

her way to success against the discouraging
attitude of numerous leering cavaliers who
hold she is no better than a pretty lady,
and to be treated as such.

TELEGRAM— "My

American Wife"

—

frightfully

is

TELEGRAM—The
credit

"The Strangers Banquet"

—

this

story

romance

Goldwyn

laid

gifted

a

is

thing

finest

young

to

EVE.

thrilling

and

amid the busy yards

WORLD— This

dramatic
of a great

is

MAIL— Almost

epic in its proportions.
chief fault with so many pictures nowais a thin story padded to make a five
or six reel picture.
Here the handicap lies
the other direction.
in
There is material
enough for half a dozen plays.

—

;

—

with few reminiscent cut-ins.

l(

— R.

1

1

the

Arrow

Spokane

in

Seattle,

will

have

the

the

J.

Bischell,

prior to the commencement date
the contract, the employer may can-

hearing to the proposals of the

up-to-date

its

comedy ran
stage.

a year

on

gun.

of

the

producers.

There was no information forthcoming from the Hays office yesterday

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."

Actors

the

Equity

Montreal

—

Construction has just beThe house will seat 800.

John Hamrick owner

of a chain of

and Tacoma houses. Judgment is to
be made by the audiences.
Prizes
aggregate $1,000

in gold.

license fee of $500

and another

fee of

50 cents per seat; special tax for
operators and electricians; civic assessment on premises; special taxes
en canopies, electric signs, motors
and boilers; civic taxes, snow cleaning, etc., and also the business tax.
Apart from these levies are the
Amusement tax of 10 per cent and
the censorship fees.

No. 9
in

>>

expert,

who changes them com-

pletely.

love interest most ap-

"Adam and Eva" was directed by the man
who made "When Knighthood Was in

home as we
father who can't

Flower," and has a distinguished supporting

and deals with a

cast including T.

^FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION]^
ZUHOP

Roy

Barnes,

Tom

Lewis

and William Norris.

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

regarding

contract.

to have a

is

Blue Mouse theaters in the Northwest, has launched a Singers Popularity Contest in his Seattle, Portland

efficiency

Its story is uni-

handle his family, so turns them over to an
No.
No.
No.
No.

mo-

by'Guy Bolton and George Middleton
Scenario by Luther Reed

New York

it,

en-

notified

the play

a story of the American

know

part
is

Directed by Robert Vignola

pealing.

all

the

Taxes
new house
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will be operated by G. M. TerMontreal Theaters here pay enorwho recently sold his Rex at mous
taxes.
First there is the annual

Hoquiam,
which

Adam and Eva

versally popular,

It's

eliminate

provided the actor

been experienced with certain other

— A.

Rex, has taken over the Paramount,
at Lewiston, formerly operated by A.
H. Hilton. It has been closed since
August.

A Cosmopolitan Production
THIS

scenario

tirely,

Northwest distribution of the Wo- tion picture actors.
His criticisms,
man's Home Companion films which he explained, had not been
directed
are to be released day and date with at the first grade picture
companies,
the publication of the magazine.
but applied to difficulties which had

Spokane.

From

1)

the Bcenario provided the minimum
term of employment is not thereby
n need.
.should such changes in

THE SUPER 39
MARION DAVIES
a

Page

cel the contract by paying the actor
Metro reports confirmation of the one week's salary.
Frank Gillmore, executive secretary
loss of "Hard Luck" and "Burning
Daylight" in the Astoria fire. They of the Equity, stated that a movie
strike is not contemplated.
He said
were booked at the Columbia.
that Will H. Hays and other film
leaders
had given a sympathetic

hune,

Why

from

The employer shall have the right
make any changes or eliminations

iu

a legitimate house.

C. Montgomery has resigned from the local F. B. O. staff
W. E. (Bill) Bonham will travel out
of the Seattle office.
Seattle

days

GLOBE —

AMERICAN —

Broadway,

Contract

(Continued

—

The

It has been said that with the
single exception of D. W. Griffith the only
director whose name has any drawing power
at the box-office is Marshall Neilan,
this condition exists is made plainly evident
by a viewing of "The Strangers' Banquet."
In so far as actual direction of separate
scenes is concerned this picture is as nearly
perfect as any ever shown on Broadway.

THE FILM DAILY)

Butte, Mont.
The Ansonia
Amuse Co. will show pictures in the

the

Neilan's first
production under
the
leonine
banner of
Goldwyn, and he has done both himself and
his new associates proud in turning out what
we think is one of his best.

WORLD—

(Special to

director.

shipbuilding concern.

The picture really hangs upon
a conflict between labor and capitol, with
several love stories embroidered on the social
fabric.
The story is rather difficult to follow if one is seeking plot effects, but the
beauty of the photography makes it acceptable to the eye at all times.
TIMES Neilan has a knack for spirited
narration
he selects good casts, as a rule,
and gets the most out of the people who
play for him, and, when he avoids the excesses to which he is sometimes tempted, he
can make moving pictures mean more and
mean it quicker than almost any nine out
of ten directors you can name.
But he
doesn't stick to his story.
It contains what many pictures lack
a dramatic opening.
The picture
swiftly,

of

The

Capitol

moves

inconsistent.

SUN —'Indeed

a feast for the eye, but it
occasionally suffers from the unevenness that
comes with a multitude of courses.
The
hors d'oeuvres are sple'udid, but toward the
end the entree goes a bit flat, and the
dessert is somewhat insipid.
The climax of
Marshall Neilan's latest picture, one might
say, lacks the consistent robustness of ham
eggs.

a
Argentines.
is

production laid in the
MAIL Will please people who like
stories about so-called high society, horse
It will
racing and life in South America.
also please those who like Gloria Swanson.
How large a proportion of the population
has any or all of these tastes can be determined only by the future success of the
nature.
beautiful

is

;

AMERICAN— Good story.
TRIBUNE— "My American
other

it

New

Northwest Notes

on your holiday

novel,

No.
No.
No.

A-.,,

CC (paramount (picture

WATCH

THIS

SPACE
6
7
8

"Adam's Rib.''
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

MONDAY
FOR

No. 10

—
THE

Putting It

Over

-Z&>«DAILY

Thursday, January

Winking Contest
Sharon, Pa. The winking

"Police Left in Good
Humor After Frame-Up"

—

— Fred

contest,

4,

1923

when the picture played the Liberty.
The Sharon Herald footed the bill for

Demara of used with such success by Jacob the contest, including the prize awards
because of its faith in the idea to
whole
town
on its
Fabian when First National's "East build reader interest. The only exhibitor put his show
guard
against Boston Blackie, Peter
Let
Send along your ideas.
the Red,, and Count Ivan, interna- is West" played the Regent Theater, pense incurred by the exhibitor conthe other fellow know how you
tional crooks- "The Face in the Fog." Paterson, N. J., was sold to a news- sisted of the slides used to advertise
cleaned up.
Demara sent a message from Boston paper as a circulation building idea this exploitation in his theater.
to the chief of police and the mayor
telling them to be on the look-out for
Sherlock Puzzle Puzzles
Tulsa, Ukla. The manager of the the famous crooks and "if you see or
Here

how a brother

exover.

is

Lawrence, Mass.

the Palace got the

—

—

Majestic, got his townsmen puzzled
into attending a showing of "Sherlock Holmes," through a new variation in the co-operative page advertising stunt.
He took one of the "Sherlock
Holmes" stills, cut it into twentythree segments and printed one or
two segments in each ad that appeared on the page. Free tickets to
the Saturday matinee were offered to
all persons who cut out ihe segments
and correctly pasted them together
and presented them at the box office.
Hundreds of solutions were handed in.

anything of the
Fog,' that's the clue.
hear

The

'Face

Watch

the

in

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

out."

suspected a hoax but
played safe, put out detectives and
gave the story to the newspapers. The
police were sore at first, but Demara
gave each officer a pass, and now
they're laughing about it.
The chief
came through with a published endorsement.
police

111.

— For

"The Eternal Flame"

the

in

Chicago

— An

effective advertising
campaign was held in conjunction
Goldwyn's
booking of
the
with
Katz's
"Broken Chains" at Balaban
Chicago, under the supervision of

Chicago

&

tddie Bonns, of New York and Walter D. Nealand of Goldwyn's Chicago

of
at the Fisher,
striking night

A strong newspaper campaign, including full page advertisements, billboards on every elevated station for

Using Racial Propaganda

—

The
Detroit
"Hungry Hearts" at

exploitation of
the Broadway
Strand, Christmas week, resulted in
the most extensive propaganda among
the Jewish people that has ever been
known in this city, conducted by Phil

negative.

Gleichman and John Wilstach, DeGoldwynner.
The European Jewish Women's
Welfare Asso. handled 5,000 tickets
on a percentage basis. The membership of 1,500 went to work with a will.
The picture was endorsed by the leading Jewish Lodge, B'nai Brith, and
the United Jewish Charities, as being
troit

of great benefit to the race,

of

its

because

sympathetic appeal.

The B'nai Brith printed an editorial
supporting the picture in its official
organ. "The Jewish Chronicle," "The
Jewish Today," and "The Forward"
were advertised in extensively, and
carried favorable editorial

comment.

Five thousand folders, and five hundred cards in Yiddish were distributed
Newsin the Jewish neighborhood.
papers and bill-boards were both used
stiongly. The Detroit Times used a
"Hungry Hearts" story with a seven
column heading splash across the
page.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

a dozen tie-ups effected by
the theater a novel one was that with
the lighting and heating company
which used the sign: "'The Eternal
Flame' of love lights your lives. Let
the * * * heater heat your home."

An

deepest

faithfully reproduces every tone of the

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length

is

tinted base

identified through-

by the words "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

prior to the opening and a
"Traveling Billboard," consisting of
Small bottles of perfume were
a truck carrying two large painted
scenes and a six sheet on the rear given away to ladies attending the
helped considerably, as did tie ups opening night, a tie up with the manuwith the United Cigar Stores and the facturer by which four gross of these
sample bottles were donated and two
Weed Tire Chains Company.
gross more were bought by the theAnother good stunt was having
ater.
As a result of the deal the
Nimmo Black, aviator, fly over the retail
store handling the line of
signs
with
covered
city with his plane
cosmetics arranged a handsome winpainted in 16 foot letters. Twenty
dew display for "The Eternal
thousand cards were dropped into
Flame."
the streets from the plane for five
consecutive days.

two weeks

to

POSITIVE FILM

the manager used a
ballyhoo.
flat wagon was draped
in red and drawn by horses blanketed
in red.
The driver was masked out
and in the center of the wagon the
lettering, "The Eternal Flame" was
illuminated by an artificial flame of
red lights. Thin paper
streamers
whirled in the air by a concealed electric fan gave the effect.

Among

branch.

light

EASTMAN

showing

A

Bonns Works

highest

shadow.

Red Lights Fan "Flame"
Danville,

from

gradation

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

BH

Unsolicited Telegram
CLASS OF SERVICE

UNION

oYMBOL

Telegram

Day

Lerter

Blue

Night Message

Nite

Nlflhl Letter

NL

It none of
these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character Is Indicated by the
tymbol appearing after the check.

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

AM
E.

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

CUSS OF

SERVICE

Teleoranl

Day

Letter

Night Meesago

RECEIVED AT
36 PY

PDG

45

NL
RELAY
ALTOONA PENN

N

Night Letter

L

If none of
these three symbols
appears after the check number of
words* this Is q telegram. Otherwise Its character ia ind icate I b* the
symbol appearing after me ch«ck.

DEC 28 1922
AL LICHTMAN CORP
1650 BROADWAY NEWYORK NY
WE ARE PLAYING THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS ALL THIS WEEK
STOP THE PICTURE HAS CREATED MUCH FAVORABLE COMMENT STOP
WE WANT ALL EXHIBITORS TO KNOW THAT OUR BOX-OFFICE
RECEIPTS INCREASED DAILY STOP LETS HAVE MORE PICTURES
THAT PLEASE THE PATRONS AND THE BOX-OFFICE
SILVERMANS STRAND
1117A DEC 29

i

.

.

.

f

#"•:•:

\

ICTUR.ESQUE
w

//

THE DEERSLAYER

ddqptecl BomJames Penimore Cooper's

<9ia#icTeather Stocking Tales'^
Qjl masterly proiaokion, ,fiik>hfuJl$

f

adapted torn tk&
qf this inber-natioiiattg famous authon

powerful v)orks
(JA/btP availableJbr immediate &sbributioiu~

GUINGOPICTUHES COMPANY
1476 3road$q% Mv)3ork&ib^(Ph0W *&ryant 4416..
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Among The

"Third Alarm" At Astor Monday
"The Third Alarm" will be presented by the F. B. O. at t! e Astor

Monday.

next

-

Dick

Have

to

(Special hi

Hollywood
ji.st

THE FILM DAILY)
Logue

New

arrived here from

has

own banner

his

very shortly.

Security.

More Big Game

The

picture

and

is

in

10 reels.

Theodore

Court Justice Gavegan
has signed an order discontinuing a
Miit of Patrick A. Powers against the
Ciark-Cornelius Corp., because the
case lias been settled.

Wolf

J.

B.

C.

Contest
Film have notified

Big Australian Deal
Lichtman has concluded a deal
with Millard Johnson, American reAl

terri-

holders of the feature that they
may arrange with an exhibitor who
runs the feature for the selection of
the most beautiful shopgirl in the city.
This may be done by tying up a
newspaper on the selection, or doing

which

Ltd.,

New

and

The

most

beautiful

(

one selected as most attractive is to
be given a chance to play in "Temptation," the third picture on the series.

Handling Aralma Product
The following exchanges are handling the American Home Life Series,
upon articles dealing with
ed
American home life appearing in The
Vv oman's Home Companion, and produced by The Aralma Film Co.
Royal Pictures Inc., Philadelphia,
;..; Qualtoplav Film Corp., Syracuse,
N V.; Crescent Film Company,
Omaha, Neb.; Crescent Film Company, Kansas City, Mo.; Progress Pic!

1

New Orleans, La.; ProPictures. Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
United Film Service, St. Louis, Mo.;
Lande Film Dist. Corp., Cincinnati,
tures,

Southern trip on which he
"Sure
Fire
for
contracts
Flint." with R. D. Craver, First Na-

from

a

closed

True Thomptional for his territ ,r\
Dallas, Texas,
son. True Film Co.
for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
and William Hurlbut of the Michii

Favorite Film Company, DeMidi.; Lande Film Dist. Corp.,
(
leveland, Ohio; Quality Film Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Pioneer Film Co. of
X. I.. Boston, Mas-.; Specialty Film

Texas;
Dallas,
Arrow
Photoplays Co., Denver, Colo.; Arrow Photoplays Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah; Arrow Photoplays Co., Seattle,
Wash.; Co-operative Film Co., San
Francisco, Cal.; Co-operative Film
Co., Los Angeles, Cal.; Elliott Film
Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Company,

?

Two New

Lichtman Representatives
I- 1 UK FILM DAILY)
Denver Edward Grossman formmanager for Asso Prod., has
er
been added to the Al Lichtman
(Spe.

ial

—

Corp., as special representative.

Foster Moore, former sales manager for Jan- Film, is another special
representative who has joined the

company.

Inc.,

Ohio;

;

gan Favorite Film Co.

(Special to

gicss

troit,

For 1923

Lester F. S'cott, Jr., sales representative for C. C. Burr, has returned

girl

from each city is to be, in turn, passed
upon by a committee headed by Estelle Taylor and
Mae Busch, who
play the shopgirls in the C. B. C. picture, Joe Brandt. Director Edward
1
Saint, and Harry Cohn and the

Zealand.

Mastodon Bookings

through a committee of prominent

citizens.

success

of Australasian Films,
will give them the exclusive right to the output of his company for the first year in Australia

presentative

torial

it

Do You Want

Los Angeles manager.

H.

Shopgirl
C.

Denver

to

Jules Wolf, formerly manager for
Los Angeles, has
Educational in
been transferred to the management
of the Denver office, succeeding E.
M. N. Wolf is the new
J. Drucker.

Mitchell
The pro-

handle the road shows.
duction is presented by Eugene
Loth.
will

HIRAM ABRAMS

C.

Suit Biscontinved

Calif.,
follows the Fairbanks
run at the Lyric and will be shown
first
time Monday night.
for the
Ti ey are booked to remain for a
in.

.

Supreme

land,

McCarthy

(.

.

Pictures

"Hunting Big Game in Africa with
Gun and Camera," by H. A. Snow
the newest motion pictures from the
Dark Continent wl ich were taken by
the expedition,
fitted
out by the
Museum of Natural History of Oak-

i

by

productions

oi"

New Advertising Head
Robert McGrath has 1) •en appointed advertising manager and general
Pfodu< :rs
agent
by
purchasing

York, and

plans to produce pictures .under

Thorpe Supervising
Thorpe lias lie n appointed

supervisor
Burr.

Own Company

— Charles

9 9

"Independents

Chandlee Adapting Barton Editorials
Harry Chandlee lias been selected
to adapt the Bruce Barton famous
magazine editorials to the screen.
The series is being released by Second National.

Logue

4,

Win Suit
THE FILM DAILY)

was awarded the
Seattle— $-10(1
Exchange in their
Film
counter claim for damages against
B. Sanfonl, who had instituted
J.
$l,2(ii).
Sanford cancelled
suit
for
Seattle

contract
whereby
a
the
Seattle
distribute
pii duct in
duct was
11.

(1

Every Exhibitor

was to
company's

Portland, while
turn
to be

in

through their
<

lie

proreleased
lie eanhis

Wants

offices here,
his contract, opened his offices

Seattle, refused to fill bookings
ade by the Seattle Film Exchange,
later playing the same houses with
his product.
in
n

I

1

It
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Pay

Big

Sound Sense

Reported Sam Goldwyn Will Give
Fitzmaurice $100,000 a Year And
50 Per Cent of Profits

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood It is reported here
that Samuel Goldwyn has arranged
with George Fitzmaurice for the
next year, upon the completion of

—

his contract with Famous Players.
This, it is said, terminates in a short
time, after Fitzmaurice makes "The
Cheat."
has guaranteed Fitzmaurice $100,000
According to the report Goldwyn
a year and a 50 per cent share in the
profits of his productions.
(Continued on Page 2)

Deal Closed

Says Laemmle Relative to Production
Costs Universal's Plans
The following has been received
from Carl Laemmle.
"Editor, The Film Daily:
"I've never seen quite so much
good, sound, common sense packed
into a small space as you packed into your brief remarks about "Negative Costs" in your Tuesday issue of
You not only had
the Film Daily.
your figures and your facts straight,
but you showed exactly what they
meant, where they are leading to
and where they get off.
"It may interest you to know that
you have almost exactly summed up

—

Millions Involved
in the South

Here

M. L. Finklestein and Edward
Ruben, son of H. B. Ruben, of
At the
Minneapolis are in town.
Ambassador.
Grainger's Trip
James A. "Jimmy" Grainger, Goldwyn, did not leave as expected on
for a swing through the
country but will probably get away
on Monday.

yesterday between

MacLean's First for Associated
Douglas MacLean's first starring
venture for Asso. Exhibitor release
will be a picturization of "The AviaProduction is about to start at
tor."

months.

Famous Players and Stephen A. Lynch.

a result, an important official of Famous Players, will
president of Southern Enterprises. Dan A. Michaelove
It is
will be retained in all likelihood, as general manager.
understood that the personnel of the Lynch organization will
remain practically intact excepting that Y. Frank Freeman,
who has practically been in charge of Southern Enterprises, will
become the president of the corporation controlled by S. A.
Lynch, which handles "Tanlac." E. C. Holcomb, Lynch's former treasurer in Southern Enterprises, also goes with the Tanlac
organization.
Fn-nklyn in Charge

As
become

Superba Lease Expires

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Philadelphia Metro has relinquished the Aldine for special showings
and hereafter the Aldine will be
chain.
handled as part of* the Stanley
'
Metro held the house for several

THE

exclusively announced in yesterday's issue of
a deal involving millions was practically closed

FILM DAILY,

Aldine Reverts to Stanley
(Special to

Los

|

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— The

lease

on

oi

the

Superba, the Universal house here has
expired and will not be renewed. No
plans for releasing another house for
Universal productions have been announced.

The practical
more houses

will

be

the

in

operation of the 10C [I
in

of

retain

troubles of

connection

activel>

large

his

stock

holdings

stil!
ifl

the largest stock holders of the corporation.

Lynch, Freeman and

who have been

Mo.

transaction,

left

Michaelove

here closing
yesterday for

the

At-

lanta.

said that Lynch will immediorganize a trust company ir
Atlanta with capital of $5,000,000.

the
interest
Deneker of Split Lip

with

read

Clem

It

is

ately

Seeing
Nevada.
working up a
good big circuit and that they can't
get anything better to run than
"Annie's Aching Adam's Apple" and
"Lena's Load." I have a bright idea.
Please take this up with Mr. Deneker
and maybe he can get some actors
and a producer to produce my scenario.
For fear that some of the producers and scenario writers will steal

and

his

Famous Players, and those in th«
know say that he is probably one o)

Dear Danny:
have

between all parties
While Lyncr

the deal.

with the picture industry, he will

Exhibitor
I

in

sever

will

an

Castoroyl.

B,j

Best of Feeling Prevails
understood that the very hesl

concerned

Truth" dinner will be held at the
Eiltmore sometime in April. There
will be an inaugural dinner to the
incoming officers of the Advertisers
at the Boulevard Jan. 25.

string

is

of feeling exists

Naked Truth Dinner
The A. M. P. A. annual "Naked

Lynch

the

hands of Harold

Franklyn for Famous.
The exjl
changes will, of course, he directed!
by S. R. Kent.

It

Hollywood.

The Troubles

One

Manager

aelove Probably General

As

Interests

— Lynch
Famous — Mich-

of Feeling Prevails

of Largest Stockholders in

the Universal's future policy.
are going to make more and more
than
$100,000
for
less
negatives
apiece and less and less negatives
costing over that amount, for the
very reason given in your story.
"You've given a wise suggestion
to the whole industry on how to
start the new year on the right foot
and I congratulate you."

Wednesday

With Famous Taking Over Lynch

—Best

We

Finklestein

Price 5 Cent?

1923

5,

Pneumonia,

that these people are

my

"Down
duced

by

to the

Elmer

Clifton

Featur*

Ships" pro!
Clifton has been

Sea

in

secured for release by \Y.

W. Hod]

Clifton was at work a loud
time on this special which has for iti
particular thrill the overturning of £

kinson.

loaded by men by a whale: th<
subsequent capture of the whale, and
a lot of material devoted to whaling)
The production was made in and
around New Bedford, the Caribbear^
Sea and off Hatteras.
skiff

only explain the

thought, I
action of one scene.
In this particular scene, the villain
drives a hole in the bottom of a large
Of course, the boat
ocean liner.
(Continued on Page S)
will

Hodkinson Secures

of everyone who has seen
Great Picture»-is the universal opinion
Kingdom Within. *ea£rmg Kus
Victor Schertzinger's production "The
draw^ most
Star ke.
Pauline
and
sell Simpson, Gaston Glass
Aavt.
Picture.
Hodkinson
A
News.
everywhere," says Motion Picture

«A

!

^g
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Sales

2,000
3,000

300
200
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Griffith

1954
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\9%
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1,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

—

—

Keokuk, la. Baker-Dodge owners
of the Regent and Grand here have
Colonial.

—

Des Moines.

— Bob

The

year.

however,

is

defendant
with
Sidney
Ascher,
Joseph A. Jacobs and James L.
Burke, who have assigned their claim
to the plaintiff, whereby the persons
named were to buy negatives and
certain positive films of "The Gentle-

man Crook" and form

a distributing
company for it, and Spence was to
re-edit, cut and finish the films and
put them in shape for distribution,
and have them ready by July, 1920.
It is alleged that they paid $1,500 for
the films, spent $500 additional, and
organized the Super-Humor Films,
Inc.. as distributor at a cost of $600.
After the films were delivered to the
defendant, it is alleged that he did
nothing with them and refused to
return them.

of

suit

Mildred

against

Travers,

Plymouth

childFilms for

$100.

Held Over

(SkicLcatlcrvaA (J<CctuA£A-

it

offer

Sam Goldwyn,

of

said,

is

So

day on

far as

is

known
is

the

Grand Opera House here

this

New

East the

in the

Goldwyn has

picturization

of

duction.

Nothing has come from the Coast
to indicate where Goldwyn
lease his productions.

will

re-

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre*.
RESOURCES $5,000,000
-

—

LEGAL RATES

—

PRODUCERS & STARS
Also

represented.

form

every

"Robin Hood"
"Robin

Hcod"

Capitol at the end
an indefinite run.

—at legal rates.

at Capitol

tion therewith

will go into the
of this month for

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.
Knickerbocker Building

Shipman's Distribution
(Special to

Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

THE FILM DAILY)

—

T o r o n t o Canadian Educational
Films will handle the physical distribution of all the Ernest Shipman
Canadian-made

productions.

The

selling forces will be headed by William Cranston at Toronto, and by
Burpee and West at Montreal.

Chadwick Pictures Again
Chadwick Pictures Corp.

International* sDWlribiitersi-tfof

MOTION PICTURES*
»»,

made by the Nordisk
Hopp Hadley is preparing it
Olson

is

at the

concern.
for pre-

<&3

ra&isiSfii

ie?-0cEAN Film Corporatjon

In

will again

enter the field distributing in the open
market. I. E. Chadwick who operates Merit will be president, and
Jacques Kopfstein general manager.

field"

•

in Field

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING
218

WEST

NEW YORK

42nd ST.

BRYANT 7812
WHEN YOU THINK OF
FOREIGN THINK OF

INTER-OCEAN

McAlpin.

Bray Sales
Warner's announce a version of
Contracts have been closed for
"David Copperfield" with Wesley
Bray Magazine and for Bray Nature
Barry and the Lesser organization is
Pictures, with the Motion Picture
also reported to be preparing a picDis. Corp., Boston, for New England
ture on the same subject.
territory; and with Renown Pictures,
New York, for New York State and
Northern New Jersey territory.
Flashes

Guts and

Ira

Daab Studio

JUPITER FILM CORP.
1482 Broadway

N«w York

We

buy

righta only for entire

Publicist

Hyatt Daab, for three years connected with the advertising and publicity department of F. B. O., has
left for Los Angeles, where he will
be in charge of the R-C Studio publicity department.

Ben Grimm
tion left

occupy the posivacant by Daab.
will

'Little

H. Morgan will photograph
Old New York."

Blue, who has the lead in
"Main Street"
Brothers'
leaves for the coast Sunday.

Monte
Warner

ART

here for a few
days.
He will leave for Cleveland
shortly in connection with the showing of "Little Heroes of the Street."

Wesley Barry

WANTED

Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

Daily.

as office

West

19th St.

Watkini 7260-7461

handled

hereafter.

Celia Krieger, after six months of
scenario
a
training
as
technical
writer at the Warner studios, has returned to New York. At the Albert.

They

say that
manager for agency. two
American producing
Daniel Carson Goodman, author
Must have had experience in business now are under agreement companies and producer of "Has the World
to
deliver
end of motion pictures and theatricals. their entire product
to Second Na- Gone Mad," is now cutting and editState age, experience, salary expected. t-onal.
Mission Films, and Better ing this production.
Actual filming
Address Box 0-44, care The Film Day Pictures, producers
of the Bruce was completed last week under the

Man

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER

is

Latin America.

Second National Plans
Second National Pictures announce
for the new year that American made
productions
exclusively
will
be

Earton

editorials.

of

financial aervice rendered in connec-

"David Copperfield" Here
Andre Olson, Nordisk Films, is
week here with a print of "David Copper-

being brought back for a
engagement next week.

as to age, experience,
desired, etc.
Address Box
Film Daily,
York.

tails, first letter

salary

at the

is

work.

WANTED

THE FILM DAILY)
London, Ont. — "The Man From
that it
special

art in poster

Experienced laboratory manager for
plant
in
East.
Must be good
mechanic and know service requirements film industry. Give full de-

AA—

scenarios.

only productions which

1923

James Montgomery Flagg, the artist, spoke to the A. M. P. A. yester-

(Special to

back

with Associated Exhibitors covering
the Eastern half of the territory.

1)

has killed off all
other bidders.
Ouida Bergere, Fitzniaurice's wife will, it is understood,
be included in the deal, to handle

sentation.

Matson

Page

Gossip out here is to the effect that
Fitzmaurice has been making about
$30,000 a year with Famous, and
that he has had several offers from
producers ranging around $50,000 a

arranged for

Glengarry" was so successful

Detroit B. Berkowitz is erecting a
theater costing $80,000. at Shoemaker
and St. Clair Aves.

(Continued from

f

The Ascher Features, Inc., filed "Potash & Perjmutter." This type
suit in the Supreme Court against
of material is quite different from
Ralph Spence for $15,000 damages. what
Fitzmaurice
has
made for
The complaint alleges that in May, Famous, and in all likelihood Fitz1920, an agreement was made by the maurice will not handle this pro-

actress,

Bellevue, la. J. E. Grimm has sold
the Cozy to James Wright.

closed the

default
judgment for $3,722
against the Motion Picture Post has
been filed in the Supreme Court by
the Ad Press for work, services and
materials.

a

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

A

The Appellate Term has dismissed

Mid-West Notes

ft

confession of judgment by Herbert Brenon in favor of Messmore
Kendall for $8,455 has been filed in
tlit
Mr. Brenon
Supreme Court.
Mated that he borrowed $5,600 from
Mr. Kendall in 1914, which, with interest since that time, makes the
amount of the judgment.

5,

Flagg Talks

Big Pay

In the Courts

>ol. XXIII

Friday, January

direction of J.

Searle Dawley.

NEGATIVE TITLES
10

cents

per

foot, including cards.
revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

Through our
class

illustrations.

24

hour

service.

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
203 West 49th

St.

Laboratory

Circle 10,056

Wad. 3443
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Here^s the answer

We

wonder why

often

Pictures

like

a puzzle

to

certain pictures go over so big.

"Humoresque," "Miracle Man" or

"Over the Hill." |^Many L of

the greatest hits are with-

out famous stories or famous

break box

—

stars.

Why£

do they

office records?

The answer is—
They make people

feel what the screen doesn V show

Such

pictures _are rare but

Lak

A. Rose'*

is

Edwin Care we' s "Mighty

one of them.

It is

from Curtis

Benton's original story of high society and low society.

It

has a

title

the whole world loves.

THE

DAILY
Putting It Over

House Changes
THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Brevities

Here

how a

is

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Henry MacRae

brother ex-

put his show over.
Send along your ideas.
Let
the other fellow know how you

leave shortly for

based on Siamese

cleaned up.

—

support Viola
Millions" which
John Arnold will photograph.

—A

simply conKnoxville, Tenn.
structed battle scene showing incidents from "Hurricane's Gal," did
more good to the Strand than their
usual advertising policy. The scene
pictured U. S. destroyers in pursuit
ot the "Tahiti Belle" and was lavishly
colored and mounted.

Banners Form Barricade on Horizon
Manager Sam
Stamford, Conn.
Weiss of the Alhambra is away from
the center of the town. To remedy
this he had 30 foot banners painted
and spotted on the tops of buildings
in the main section ot the town, ad-

—

vertising "Oliver Twist," that dominated the horizon in all directions
and brought people away from the
main section to his house.

—

Ky. in preparation for
a two week engagement of "Uliver
Twist" at the Mary Anderson here,
Manager George A. Wine offered a
:?50 prize for the best 20 minute one
act play based upon any incident in
Louisville,

life.

Dickens' "Oliver Twist."

The Mary Anderson remained

in

background, the contest being
sponsored by the Louisville Theater
(juild and publicized by the Times
and the Courier Journal.
the

Harold McCord has arrived from

New York to edit
Common Law."
anity Fair"

bardman
in

is

Selznick's

finished.

Drumright, Okla.
R. W.
has purchased the Strand.

Eleanor

—

sent out 400 teaser telegrams
aj part of the exploitation of First
National's "Sonny." The wire read

Bartlett

Players-Lasky studio.
A.

W.

To Buffalo
THE FILM DAILY)
W. Carrick, formerly

Carrick

(Special to

Buffalo

—A.

manager

years.

Amsworth succeeds

of the Hodkinson Pittsburgh branch, now has charge of the
Hodkinson office in this city. G. R.

Carrick.

have the leading role

will

EVERY DAY

James W. Home, formerly with
Universal and I nee, will direct Ethel
Clayton in "The Greater Glory," her
third production for F. B. O.

"Too Many Lovers,"

starring

EVERY

Baby

been finished. Herman
Raymaker and Sig Neufeld are working on her next to be made on her
return from the East.
Peggy,

IN

has

Doris May, Harry Myers, Hobart
Bosworth,
Miss
Dupont,
Bryant
Washburn and Phyllis Haver have
been added to cast of Selznick's "The

WAY

|

THE FILM DAILY

I

GROWS

|

BETTER AND BETTER

I

Common Law."

Subscribe

Noah Beery has been engaged by
the Warner Brothers to play the part
of Adolf Valborg in the screen version of Sinclair Lewis' novel, "Main
Street,"
being directed by Harry

Beaumont.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Shooting has begun on Universal's
"Nobody's Bride," starring Herbert
Rawlinson. Herbert Blache is directing.
Cast includes Edna Murphy,
Alice Lake, Harry Van Meter, Frank
Brownlee, Phillips Smalley, Lillian
Langdon, Robert Dudley and Sidney
Eracy.

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

Today

New York City
my subscription to The

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including Weekly
1922

Year

j
H

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

—

Telegrams Boost "Sonny"
York, Pa. Manager Kelly of the
Oipheum sprang a variation on the
usual postcard and "teaser" campaign

— Randolph

"Souls for Sale."

Camera work on Chaplin's "DesTen Thousand Dimes Do Good Work tiny," starring Edna Purviance, has
Sharon, Pa. Ten thousand dimes been resumed, after two weeks illplaced in a window of the McDowell ness of Miss Purviance. The producNational Bank, helped to exploit "The tion will be released through United
Light in the Dark" when that attrac- Artists.
tion played the Liberty.
This display was part of a tie-up
effected with the bank and was visualized by a card which read "Come out
of the dark and into the light, open a
savings' account and start the New
Year right by seeing 'The Light in
the Dark' at the Liberty."

Angeles

important that they deserve
academic recognition; Columbia has
offered photoplay courses for several
so

Job

has been appointed business manager
of the editorial department of Famous

Columbia Stressing Pictures
According to Prof. Egbert, of
Columbia motion pictures are becoming

"The

Elrod

Los

1923

5,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Wausau, Wis.— F. T. Welter has
bought the Grand from Mr. & Mrs.
C. S. Cone.

will
to film a series

Noah Beery will
Dana in "Her Fatal

Battle Scene Boosts Picture

Playlet Contest

Siam

Bartlett's

(Special to

(Special to

hibitor

Friday, January

Issues— Every Day

Reviews— 52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription,

Film Daily for

$10— Foreign,

pages

$15

Name
Theatre

Address
Ulllllll^llltllUlllllllllillllllillhillliiillllUillM

when he

"Am

coming home.

Meet me

at

Or-

By a juditonight. Sonny."
cious selection of those to whom the
telegram was sent this stunt resulted
in word of mouth advertising that
well repaid.

pheum

Uses Diamond Display
Salt Lake City Anything worth
$100,000 is bound to attract attention,
and the display for "Pink Gods" was
worth just that.
George Carpenter of the Paramount-Empress Theater, and Rick
Ricketson, Paramount exploiteer, tied
up Boyd Park, the leading jewelry

—

store for a display of diamonds,
models of the famous stones of history, the Cullinan, Star of India, and
others, together with mounted

from the

picture.

stills

CAPITOL- NEW YORK-BOOKS
FIRST

"BETTER FILMS"
AT THE

CAPITOL

OF THE "BETTER FILM" TWO-REELERS

"This Wife Business"

"BETTER FILMS"

SUGGESTED BY AN ARTICLE BY

AT ALL

ALICE AMES WINTER

THEATRES

PRESIDENT GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
OF AMERICA

IN

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION

PRODUCED BY

Aralma film Co,

THE

Inc.

AMERICAN HOME

LIFE

SERIES

DISTRIBUTED BY

Alexander Film Corp.

LFriday,

January

5,

.1923

The Troubles

of

an

Northwest Notes
(Special to

Exhibitor
(Continued from Page 1)
to sink because
the

THE FILM DAILY)
Wash.— A committee

Georgetown.

o f local citizens plan to erect

a new
water house here.
shes in, but now comes the climax
the scene.
The hero,, (and I think
Sheridan,
e can get Rudolph Valentino to plav
Wyo. -- Fred Bezold.
iis part
because he is out of work former owner of the Gem, has let
)w) remembers what happened to contracts for a 900-seat house costing $90,000 to be ready by May 1st
e Lusitania. Wading into the water
to his neck, with a large drill he
mply drills a large hole along side
La Grande. Ore.—The Star was
the first hole and lets all the water
damaged by fire in a store next door.
it again and thus
saves the boat It has been condemned,
and is closed
arts

STUDIO FOR RENT

>

om

sinking.

Another thing about

my

scenario
that the cast won't be expensive,
he leading lady dies about an hour
tiore the picture opens so you can
t
Norma Talmadge or any other
ar to play this part cheap.
What worries me is the title for the

for repairs.

Roundup,

Mont.

— The

destroyed by

fire.

John

son,

Jr.,

at

whether he

this
will

time

One

of the

most modern studios

American

W. Ander-

does not

know

in the

25 minutes from

East.

rebuild.

I was going to call it "Did
Jensen & VonHerberg are rumored
Sink or Was She Scuttled." I contemplating
a temporary house in
ve been fooled so many times on Astoria,
to be later replaced by a
les
that I will leave it to the
fine theater.
The rumor has not yet
evada Circuit to suggest the title. I been
confirmed.
t fooled when I thought the "Four
orsemen of the Apocalypse" was an
Weiser, Idaho The Strand, formimal picture. In fact the exhibitor
this town ran this picture as a eily operated by F. J.
Becker, is
)uble feature with one called "Some being run temporarily by Mrs. CarT
Oats."
Probably he intended rie Barton, owner. Frank Mortimer,
feed the horses for fear they would president and manager of the Standop dead during the show and crab ard Amusement Co., expects to take
the house over early in the new year.
act.
In case this scenario meets with
ur approval, I have another storv
Seattle
John Hamrick opened a
mine called "The Football Coach" temporary
Blue Mouse in Astoria,
ut what is puzzling me is the fact
Christmas Day in Lovell's Garage
at every kind of a coach that I have
with "Tess of the Storm Country"
er seen has wheels on it but this
playing to packed houses. The cone hasn't.
What do you suggest?
verted garage boasts a Robert MorTell Mr. Deneker that I may be in
ton Organ, Simplex Machines, and
vada soon because the other night
is the finest "garage moving picture
en the way-freight came in I went
wn to get the mail without a hat house" on record.
id coat on.
My left lung has been
sthering me since and I may have to
[ out there for my health.
In leav-

cture.

Times Square.

le

Every modern

"

device.

Can be

—

length of time.

rented for any

Terms

reason-

M

—

g the

able.

Address

B-1923, care

The Film Daily

town the

e tracks,

freight pulled up
the post master got fired,

the only way you can answer this
is to address me care of Harry
'eiss,
First
National Office, St.
ter

iuis,

Mo.

He

will

be coming through
and he will

te in his car pretty soon
ing me the letter.

Wishing you

a

good

New

PROOF!

Year,

Sincerely yours,

[ZZIE OOTSD.
Universale January Releases
Universal will release five features
"January in addition to "The Flirt."
order of release "The Flaming

Indianapolis, Ind.
Al Lichtman Corporation,
1650 Broadway,
New York.

|

bur," starring

Frank Mayo; "KinHoot Gibson;

Courage," with

jjjd

phe Scarlet Car," starring Herbert
S.whnson; "The Ghost Patrol," with
ilph Graves, and Bessie Love; and
hann Bojer's "The Power of a
ie."

Clover Productions Start
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Baltimore
Milton Caplan and
arry S. Shapiro have formed Clover
rbductions, with offices at 240 Fallsay.
Thev have acquired "The
sildness of Youth," "The Wrong
[bmen," six five-reel Westerns, six
p-reel Westerns and ten two-reel
jriedies for distribution
in
Dela,
Virginia
#.,
and the Dist. of
jJlumbia.

Gentlemen:
We are happy to report that "SHADOWS" is a real box-office
attraction. The patrons comments on the picture were "wonderful",
"a real picture", and "the best acting ever seen".

The picture opened very big and held up for the entire week.
More pictures like this would be a pleasure to all concerned.

Very truly yours,
THE APOLLO THEATRE.

!

1
1

m

!

Friday,

January

5,

Stevens Dies
Stevents, well known stage
and screen actor, died at his home
here at the age of sixty.

Edwin

WANTED

Toronto House Reopens
THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto— The Regent was reopened here with "The Man From Glengarry; Clarence Robson manager.
(Special to

Negative shots of Paris,

Champs
Arc

de

D'elysees and

Triomp,

etc.

Film Regulation
THE FILM DAILY)
Board
Francisco The

(Special to

San

Communicate with

—

of

WILLIAM FOX

Supervisors has passed an ordinance
regulating, handling and storage of
films; due to the recent fire on Film
Row. A similar ordinance has been
passed by the City Council of Oak-

SOUTHARD BROWN
Room 1510

land.

Loew

State
Clara Young's Next

Theater Bldg.

FILM
—THE
"Condelia

(Special to

Hollywood

ficent," a story

DAILY)
the

by LeRoy

Magni-

Scott, will

be Harry Garson's next production
for Metro. Clara Kimball Young will
Production will be commenced
star.
Frank Beresford
early next month.

ATTENTION, SHOWMEN
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.
HUGE ELECTRIC SIGN

On

Broadway,

in

Times

Square, can be rented three
weeks, beginning Monday, Jan.
8th, at very reasonable price.

new show

Fine chance for

or

production.

is

writing the continuity.

Own Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Hoxie Planning
(Special to

—

Hollywood Jack Hoxie plans to
head his own company producing
westerns following the early expiration of his contract with Sunset Productions.
His wife, Marion Sais, will
head the scenario department, and

may

play leads.

Midwest Sales
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Anchor announces
that the Mid-West Dist. Corp. of
Kansas City has bought the Peggy
O'Day series of features, "The
Stranger of the Hills" and "Another
Man's Boots."
(Special to

'Phone Bryant 6381

Studio Manager

— Or

Do You Want
Success

—

Broad Gauged Business Executive
Harry Charnas, Standard Film Sersupervise business details and vice Co., Cleveland, has bought rights
studio personnel in N. Y. C. Should for the Arthur Trimble two-rcelers
have had experience in handling large from Anchor Film.
force with tact and initiative. Christian $100 Week.
Vocational Bureau
Seattle Election
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Agency), 17 West 42nd St.
At the annual election of
Seattle
the Northwest Film Board of Trade
here the following officers were electGuy Navarre, Fox Manager,
ed:

For 1923

to

—

—

WANTED

Lease on desirable theatre property
in Greater New York, Northern New
Jersey or

New York

State. $10,000 to
All communications strictly
$20,000.
confidential.
Principals only mail
full particulars.
Address B-04, care

The Film

Daily.

president;

Manager,

Al

Rosenberg,

vice-president;

?

De Luxe
L.

J.

Universal Manager, treasurer; E. A. Lamb, assistant manager
and booker. Select, executive secretary; J. A. Gage, Educational Manager, H. A. Black, Vitagraph ManSchlaifer,

ager; trustees.

This Title Has Been Drawing
Interest

For You For

Two

Generations

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
A LUND PRODUCTION
NORCA PICTURES,

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N.Y. C.

Every Exhibitor

Wants

It

192

7Ae BRADSTREET

20<?re<ochizei

of FILMDOM
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XXIII

Authority

No. 5

Saturday, January

6,

1923

Price 5 Ccnti

Hays on Arbuckle

Off

Issues Final Statement- ""ays Question Must Be Left
lly to
Public
The following statement v^as issued
by Will Hays yesterday on the Arbuckle matter, and refers to the suggestions and comments of all kinds
and from all quarters that have been
This, it is said,
received by him.
will be the final word on this matter.

On

Mission

Sidney Garrett ^ails for London for
Associated Exhibitors and
Other Matters
Sidney Grrrett. of Inter-Globe Export, sails today on the Majestic for
London. While there he will look
into several matters of importance
regarding Associated Exhibitors product, and will also take up with Ideal
Films and Gaumont (Bromhead's)
several productions so far as the

Says Hays.
"All suggestions which have been

American rights are concerned.

One

received from all viewpoints, and
they are many and varied, will be reThis
ferred to the proper parties.
is the kind of question that must be
left finally to the judgment of the
public on the one hand, and on the
other hand to those who have business associations with the individual
I
have
and the individual himself.
removed the artificial situation of one
man being or appearing to be the

of

judge in such matters either for one
hundred and ten million people, or

of the leading parts just before sailing.
He will be away about six

for a great industry

and

is

the

Ideal

production of

Tom TerMoore, and
the other "The Hawk," in which
Charles Hutcheson is starred.
The
Bromhead's now have Terriss under
"Harbor Lights." made by
riss

and featuring

contract

for

said, will

be made

Tom

which, it is
Egypt, and for
which a number of important American stars are being secured.
Garrett signed Wanda Hawley for one
a

special
in

weeks.

Such

art.

condition in the development of
unsound
business is absolutely
a
economically, and from every other
standpoint, and permanently must
not be.
A temporary framework or
scaffolding may be a very valuable
tool for a period in the remodelling
or construction of a great building,
but it must be remembered as the
building progresses that such structures are only temporary facilities."

these

a

In Russia
Producing and Distributing Arrangements Weak Fox and Paramount Popular
According to Charles Recht. Soviet

—

Johnny Hines, Doris Kenyon and Robert Edeson in one of the peppy
scenes from "Sure Fire Flint." Presented by Mastodon Films, Inc., this
C. C. Burr production has been the talk of Broadway during its engagement at B. S. Moss' Cameo theatre this week. Advt.

—

' oldwyn

attorney here, picture conditions in
Russia are very promising.
A special government department,
the "Photo-Kino." headed by Libermann, a former engineer, has been
formed to foster and encourage the
industry.
Every picture shown or

Gets "Merry Widow"
Goldwyn has purchased the picture
Arbuckle
Newark "The Plaything of an rights of "The Merry Widow." Von made in Russia must be licensed by
So Reported on Coast But Not Be- Emperor," Jesse A. Levinson release, Stroheim will probably direct.
There are four producthis bureau.
lieved in East 'Frisco Capital
being distributed through IndependRuss.
Moskwa.
companies.
ing
ent Exchanges, opens today at the
Involved
Fakel. engaged in makand
Screen,
"Willat With Technicolor"
Paramount for a pre-release run,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fContinued on Pape 2)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood It is reported here
Boston "Doc." Willat, one of the
that Gavin McNab, one of the lead$40,000 For "Masked Woman"
ing attorneys of the West, who deknown of the old-time pioneers,
best
It's a Business
It is reported that A. H. Woods
fended Arbuckle in the three San
has received six offers for the motion has shown up in Boston where he
F. B. O. is claiming a record
Francisco trials, has gathered toMasked will stay for some time to come. Doc
"The
rights
of
picture
for booking the smallest thegether

Pre-Release

(Special to

—

Working?
—

Showing

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

group

of San Francisco
have organized a
motion-picture producing corporation
a
financiers,

who

to be capitalized at $100,00(1.

The new

producing organizaprobably will seek a
location in Los Angeles for production purposes, will be directed by Attorney McNab. but it will be Arbuckle's company and the corpulent
comedian will be its active head.
film

which

tion,

here that McNab
has denied the report that he was
interested in financing Arbuckle.
It

also

is

said

Woman."

the

highest

offer

being

the

is

practical

mechanical chief of

$40,000.

Technicolor, being the link between

Woods says he will invite producers to his next opening and auction the play off the stage.

pany and the theater screen

the

scientific

theorists

Big Business

M. P. D. A.

Officers

at

in

the

com-

actuality.

Capitol

"The Stranger's Banquet," Neilan's

At the last meeting of the Ne w latest, is reported to have broken all
York Lodge M. P. D. A., the follow- records at the Capitol this week with
ing officers were elected for the en- the exception of "Passion," which
suing year:
did about $53,000 the first week of
The Neilan picture would
Director, Kenneth Webb; Assist- its run.
1;

ant Director, Geo. Irving; Technical
Director. John W. Noble; Treasurer,
C. Jay Williams (reelected); Secre-

have been held over had it not been
for a series of bookings, which would
not permit of extension. The book-

Haddock, (reF.
William
Inner Guard, Oscar Lund;
Relations in a resolution adopted Outer
Richmond:
Guard,
Joseph
Thursday disapproves of Arbuckle Trustee for three years, J. Searle
pictures being shown.
Dawley.

ing condition at the Capitol has resulted in "Robin Hood" being delayed from Jan. 21 to Jan. 28. There
some talk of bringing "The
is
Stranger's Banquet" back later.

In

New York

the

report

is

dis-

credited.

The

Hays Committee on

tary.

Public

elected);

A

report
ater in the country.
from a Los Angeles salesman
shows that he recently sold a
contract to the Simpson theater,
with a post office address of
theater
This
Cal.
Niland,
stands out on the prairie a mile
and a auarter from the nearest
The total populahabitation.
tion is two consisting of Mr.

and Mrs. Simpson. The rest
of the audience is drawn from
and ranchmen
farmers
the

—

within a radius of 20 miles all
of whom are forced to cross a
mile and a nuarter of the Imbefore
desert
Valley
perial
reaching this unique "neighborhood" house.

THE

£*?k

DAILV

Briefs Filed
Briefs will be filed in the "Peekskill" case on Monday.
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Quotations
High

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..

do

.

91 K

Close

Sale*

93^

94

90^

1.700
3,000
100
3,000

.

98-ys

90K>
98^4

...

6'/,

5%

pfd.

f G'wyn

94>S

low

9&V&
6

Not quoted

(jriHith

Loew's

im

...

Lyric tomorrow night.

195/6

19'A

1,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Bachman Due
Jack Bachmann of the Al Lichtman organization, is due in Monday
from the Coast.

Harry Warner Returning
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood H. M. Warner and
(Special to

—

wife are expect' \ to leave here
today for New York.
his

Mintz Closes Deal

M. J. Mintz, of the Cameo Music
Pub. Co., has losed negotiations with
Famous Players for the adoption of
his thematic music cue sheet in their
'

houses.

Duncan's Due
William Duncan and his wife Edith
Johnson, are expected in from the
Coast soon. Upon the completion of
the present Vitagraph contract it is
said

make

Duncan

will

Chaplin

To Make Record
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

serials.

—

Charlie Chaplin has
contract with The Brunswick Phonograph Co., to make a
record when he goes to New York
next spring. He will receive $10,000
in addition to 10 per cent royalty.

Los Angeles

closed

a

Sistrom To Coast
William Sistrom, Western production manager for Cosmopolitan, has
returned to the Coast.
work
start
mediately

He

will

im-

on

F.

R.

Adams, "The Love Piker" and
"Mother McGinn," by Jack Doyle.
Frances Marion will direct "The
Love Piker" and E. Mason Hopper,
'

is

Craver Here
R. D. Craver of Charlotte, N. C.
in town for a few days.

the latter.

Off

Cn

Vacation

Al Kaufman, Famous Players, accompanicd by his wife, leaves tomorrow for Palm Beach for a vacation.
Future plans unsettled.
Fields Leaving

Fox

Pierson Going to the Orient

Wayne

H.

Manager

eral

Harry Fields who has been connected for a long time with the Fox
organization will join United Artists
on Monday.

of United Artists, will sail from
Seattle on Jan. 14th, for the Orient
on a tour of inspection of the foreign

Tokio.

will be at
itinerary will include
Strait
the
China,
Japan,

His
His

August

Gianninni

New York
Commission

when

the
Motion Picture
State
started, it has collected
1,

1921,

$307,000 for censoring pictures.
During the same period the Comapproximately
spent
has
mission
Chairman
according
to
$116,000,

George II Cobb. There have been
made about 5.001) eliminations and
l>ss than 100 pictures have been con-

demned

I

-((

in

their entirety.

(QcluxuitLcrricii

first

U'CctuAjL^

I

stop

Russia,
Settlements, Philippine Island, India,
South Africa, Egypt and Australia.

Censorship Fees
Since

Pierson, assistant Genof the foreign depart-

ment

offices.

(Special to

Dined

—

Gianinni, prior to his departure for
The Doctor again voiced
the East.
his well known objections to bonuses
paid for loans from banks and bankers. Among those present were Mack
Sennett, Thomas H. Ince, Abraham
Lebf, J. F. Godsol, J. D. Williams,
_

Sam Katz, M. C. Levee, Ben P.
Schulberg, A. L. Gore, Adolph Ramish, Michael Gore, Irving M. Lesser,
Michael Rosenberg, Marco Hellman.
Jack Coogan Senior, Sid Grauman,
Jack, Sam, and Harry Warner, J. G.
Bachman, George Lichtenberger, Sam
Goldwyn, John GcCormick, A. L.
Montague
Carcwe and Harry D.

Glass,

W ilson.
r

1923

1)

ing pictures now. The last of these,
Fakel. is also a distributing concern.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Dallas E. S. Lowery, formerly
read man for Paramount has joined

—

Alpine, Tex.
C. D. Stewart has
at liberty, distribution is
quite another matter.
On account of taken over the management of the
the size of Russia, the scattered loca- Mojave.
tions of the houses, and poor transRusk, Texas
Eugene Kennedy,
portation facilities, this is quite a
difficult task.
The government de- formerly manager of the Palace, Tyler
partment is lending as much aid as has taken over the Jewel.
possible, while local distributing conBartlesville,
Okla. Mr. Chandler
cerns, such as the Northwestern, are
trying to meet the problem locally. has taken over the management of the
In addition to studios, laboratories Cutler theaters.
are being erected; foreign experts
Pittsburgh Maurice Geiger has rebeing employed largely for this purpose. All this work is under govern- signed from the Famous Playersment supervision and control; but Lasky office here and will travel Ohio
the government is not financially in- for United Artists.
terested
in
the
companies.
The
Russians have as their favorite star
$5,000.00 to
an Armenian, Moisse, who starred in
wanted
to
close
quick expansion
a Russian moledramatic production,
'Father Sergius," which was com- opportunity offered established small
pleted about a year ago.
The big but successful motion picture pro-

—

—

—

$10,000.00

German

feature, "Lady Hamilton" is
a favorite Russian film; as is every
Chaplin picture yet shown there.

"Lady Hamilton" was bought by

a

Russian for a sum equalling $800 in
American money.
Fox and Paramount pictures are seen very frequently.
The more melodramatic
pictures are the better they are liked.
Admissions scale from 5 to 25 cents.

Forbes Forecast
B.

C.

Forbes,

Magazine,

says in part:
"Frankly, I

hesitate

1923,

to

HANDLE YOUR OWN MONEY
Write

Box S I c/o The Film Daily
71 West 44th Street New York

WANTED
Experienced laboratory manager for
Must be good
plant
in
East.
mechanic and know service requirements film industry. Give full deas to age, experience,
desired, etc.
Address Box
Film Daily, New York.

tails, first letter

Forbes

in

forecasting

Company

ducing

salary

AA—

set

down how

doubtful I feel over
what unwise action may cause
in the second half of 1923.
have most of the elements and
materials for the making of
prosperity. But I am not at all
sure that these elements and
materials may not be mishandled mishandled
interna-

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pre*.
RESOURCES $5,000,000
— LEGAL RATES —

by
European
and
American statesmen; mishandled at home politically by the

represented.

We

—

tionally

radicals
in
Congress;
mishandled by industrial and other
corporations
overanxious
to
mark up prices unduly; mishandled
by
labor
leaders
blindly rather than prudently
intent upon forcing up wages.

-

PRODUCERS & STARS
Also

form

every

financial service rendered in

—at legal rates.

of

connec-

tion therewith

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.
Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

my

THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood Joe Schenck and Sol
Lesser were hosts at a luncheon tendered at the Ambassador to Dr. A. H.

Bernstein,

Page

and actors

"Robin Hood" Run Closes
Douglas Fairbank's "Robin Hood"
will end its long engagement at the

6,

Southwestern Notes

In Russia
(Continued from

While producing is going on at an
manager for encouraging rate, because of govern- Hodkinson.
town for a ment aid, and the plethora of artists

1879.

3,

Terms (Postage

Address

L. L. Baxter, business
Marshall Neilan, is in
few days.

Saturday, January

Edwin

"If I were to confine
forecast to the opening months
of 1923, I would predict, with
a fair degree of confidence, a
continuation of the improving

trend

way

which has been
months. * * *

NEGATIVE TITLES

under

class

"But when I try, as I have
tried most earnestly and perread the outlook
for the second half of the year,
I confess that so many questions and questionings enter my

mind

that

hesitate

any

make
one way

to

definite prediction
or other.
sorry to have
I
to say that the scales threaten
to be tipped towards the un-

203

illustrations.

West 49th

24

cards.

hour

service.

Circle 10.056

St.

Laboratory

Wad. 3443

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Inch

am

favorable rather than the fav"
orable side. * * *

including

foot,

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS

to

I

per

Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

for

sistently,

cents

10

24

Hour

Service

if

necessary

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 0985

-

;

m
Saturday, January

6,

1923

Steamer Sailings
Sailing

PatheNews
No. 3

AND EXCLUSIVE PICTURES OF
FAMOUS EGYPTIAN TOMB JUST DISCOVERED — Patho News presents first and

FIRST

exclusive pictures of the tomb rot King
Tutankhamen recently discovered, which is a
treasure house of enormous value and the
greatest archaeological find ever made.

ALLIED CONFERENCE OF PREMIERS
BREAKS ON REPARATIONS— Paris conference breaks up with opinions at a deadlock.

COUE ARRIVES — Famous
autosuggestion

arrives

advocate

New York

in

of
for

lecture tour.

Other news as usual.

today
Managerial

—

Changes

Joseph Robbins
managing the Gilmore here.

is

—

Erie, Pa. J. E. Rainey has resigned as manager of the Rialto.

Tex.— E.

Roberts of
Dallas has been appointed manager
Austin,

B.

Bristol,

bury,

is

A

—

;

;

M.

Africa and West Asia,
(Specially addressed).
United States sails at
12 M. for Copenhagen; mails close at 9 A.
for

Europe,

for Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland,
(Specially addressed).
Tartar Prince
sails at 2 P. M. for Cape Town ; mails close
at 12 M. for South Africa, (Specially addressed).
Fort St. George sails at 11 A.
M. for Hamilton ; mails close at 7.30 A. M.
Orifor Bermuda, Montserrat and Guiana.
zaba sails at 11 A. M. for Havana; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Cuba, (Specially addressed).
Zulia sails at 12 M. for La Guayrz;
mails close at 8.30 for Curacao, (Specially
Ponce sails at 12 M. for San
addressed).
Juan; mails close at 8.30 A. M. for Porto

Gordon Gets Another
Peoria,
111.— Milton
Hirsch has
THE FILM DAILY)
been appointed manager of the ParaBoston Nathan Gordon has added mount branch here.
(Special to

—

Virgin

Islands

and

the

Codman

Square,

Dorchester, to
a 2,000 seat house,
and the acquisition eliminates competition to his Strand, in Dorchester.

This

his string.

A LUND PRODUCTION
NORCA PICTURES,

P. M. for Rio Janeiro;
A. M. for Pernambucco,
Parahyba, Natal and Maceio, (Other Parts
at

of Brazil, specially addressed).
at 3 P. M. for Port au Prince;
at 1.30 P. M. for Haiti.

Generations

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
A Great Box-Office Title

at 2
11

sails

Two

Sung by

Monday
close

Trina.

Domingo

Santo

;

Aidan

owned by Edward

a tempo

Jamaica, Canal Zone and Panama, Specially
Southern Cross sails at 12 M.
addressed).
mails close at 10 A. M.
for Buenos Ayres
for South Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and
Paraguay. Martinique sails at 2 P. M. for
Barbados; mails close at 12 M. for Virgin
(Guiana, St.
Islands and West Indies.
Vincent, and Trinidad, specially addressed).

mails

—

Waukegan, 111. Carl Mueller has
been appointed manager of the Elite,

is

Araguaya sails at 11 A. M. for HamilCity.
ton, mails close at 9 A. M. for Bermuda.
Pastores sails at 12 M. for Port Limon
mails close at 9 A. M. for Costa Rica, (Cuba,

ol the Elite.

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Haiti sails
mails close
l!ll!llllllllilllilllll[!|||l!!lll!llllll!!lll!P!l!llll!lllli:!l!^

Tuesday

Conn. — Walley

formerly with

Linden, III. A house has just been
opened here by Mrs. Maxwell.

M. P. T. O. Zone Meeting
zone meeting of the M. P. T. O.
Moline, 111.— The Le Claire, which
of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern cost $250,000, will soon open.
Today
New Jersey, and Delaware will be
Majestic sails at 12 M. for Southampton; held at Shamokin January 14.
Moline. 111.— The Valley Amusemails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa
ment Co. has changed its name to
and West Asia, (Norway, specially addressthe Des Moines Orpheum Co.
Cameramen Unite
ed).
Adriatic sails at 7 A. M. for Liverpool;
mails close at 4.30 A. M. for Madeira and
Herman
O.' Brock and Seymour
Gibraltar, (Italy and Greece, specially adAlton, 111. The Onatoga has opendressed).
Dorothy sails at 11 A. M. for Spiegel, cameramen, have united for
under the management of M.
Barahona
mails close at 8.30 A. M. for the manufacturing of industrial and ed
Dominican Republic. Noordam sails at 11 commercial films at 727
Holland.
7th
Ave.
A. M. for Rotterdam
mails close at 7 A.

—

Pittsburgh Louis Michaels is manager of the newly enlarged Liberty on
the south side here.

Notes

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Launceston, Tasmania.

mail are as follows:

Rico,

Md.

foreign

for

Illinois
(Special to

in

ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry

M.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Baltimore,

steamers

of

Paramount's Tasmanian Office
Paramount has opened a branch

S.

managing

Griffith,

Z. Poli in Waterthe Poli house here.

Kansas City, Mc.-W. L. McDowell has sold the Bancroft to L.
A. Wallace.
Stroudsburg, Pa.— L. A. Wolfsohn,
former proprietor of the Strand, has
Iuised the New Tuscan in Brooklyn.

Live Oak, Fla.— C. C. Price has
taken over Lon Burton's theater at
Live Oak. Price has the Royal, at

10 A. M. for Havre;
mails close at 7.30 for France, (other counSamland
tries must be specially addressed).
sails at 12 M. for Antwerp; mails close at
9.30 A. M. for Belgium and Luxemberg.
Florinda sails at 12
(Specially addressed).
M. for Barcelona; mails close at 9 A. M. for
Canada
Spain, (Specially addressed only).
M. for Piraeus; mails close
sails at 2 P
11.30 A M. 'for Syria and Palestine, (Italy
and Greece must be specially addressed).
Matura sails at 11 A. M. for Grenada; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Grenada, St. Vincent,
Inca
Trinidad, Ciudada, Bolivar and Guiana.
sails at 12 M. for Puerta Plata; mails close

Rochambeau

sails at

Puerta Plata, San Pedro
do Macoris and Santo Domingo City.

at

9.30 A.

M.

KNOW EVERY DAY

|

ALL THE NEWS

|

OF THE

I

PICTURE BUSINESS

for

Bradley Supervising Manager

Tarpon Springs.

I

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis— Charles J. Bradley,
Macon, Mo. The Princess has
& Ruben publicity direcFinkelstein
been purchased by the Illmo Amusetor, will act as supervising manager
be
will
Wallace Akin
ment Co.
and will be in charge of house policy,
manager.
publicity and advertising

—

The "Film Daily
71 West 44th

exploitation,

Hartford,

Conn.— Fred A.

Valles of

the local Poli Theater has been transferred to the new Palace in Bridgeport.
W. J. Cotter succeeds Valles.

oi

all

F-R

houses.

F. B. O.'s

New

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately,
Star

Including Weekly

—

la.— Frank Wood,
City,
Sioux
former manager of the Princess here,
and recently Fox exploitation man, is
associated with J. C. Duncan in managing the Plaza and Royal, owned by
the

Hostettler

Omaha.

Amusement

Co.

of

decided. They have also purchased
three other stories for early production: "Vallev of the Giants" a Roberts Wells Richie novel that appeared
in the Country Gentleman; "Judith
of Bohemia," bv Corelic Stanton and
Heath Hosken, that appeared in

Munsey's; and "Jerry Comes Home"
a newspaper play by Roy Briant.

1922

Subscription..

1

Name

|

Theatre

|

Address
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Issues

$10— Foreign,

" 11 " 1 ""1

for

Issues—Every Day

Reviews— 52

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Year

Film Daily

to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313

F. B. O. announce that they have
purchased screen rights to "Born of
Barney Rosenthal, resi- the Cyclone," the play by Charles B.
St. Louis
dealing
dent manager for Universal has Stillson and Charles Berham,
star,
new
their
for
life,
gypsy
with
of
manager
as
Ittsel
named David
For several years Ittsel now called Derelys Perdue; but
the Rivoli.
not
was in charge of the State Lake, whose new professional name is

Chicago.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

mm

pages
$15
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DAILY

is

how a

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Mary Carr Double Helps
that

netted

all

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

vour ideas.

Youngstown,

6,

Over

Putting It
Here

Saturday, January

O.

—A

sorts

simple

Up With Newly-weds

Ties

Lawrence, Mass.

stunt

of publicity as

well as increased dollars to the Park

— Fred

Demara

of

the Palace believes the love-stuff

is

sure-fire

couple has just
he
established
a

after

a

ELMER PEARSON

so
during the showing of "Silver Wings" hooked-up,
was the one inaugurated by Manager "Newly-Weds Night" for the run of
Joe Shagrin who secured the services "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew." He
of a lady who resembled Mary Carr secured a list of the month's marriages

and who dressed in similar clothes.
Three days before the opening she
walked through the principal streets

Youngstown giving away small
handkerchiefs which contained the inscription: "See Mary Carr in 'Silver

of

Park Theater starting
Sunday." So great were the requests
for these souvenirs, that police were
used to hold the crowd in check.

Wings'

at the

Merchants Tie-up With "Confidence"
Ben Westland,
San Francisco
Universal exploiteer here seized upon
the title of the Herbert Rawlinson

—

picture playing at the Frolic for an
advertising tie-up. The picture was
"Confidence" and Westland
called
ccnvinced three big San Francisco
merchants that Confidence meant a
One was a big
lot in their business.
music store and the others clothing

from the County Clerk, numbering
104.
Passes were sent to all of them
and 97 showed up. The newly-weds
raved over a picture of true love, and
the next day the receipts took a jump.
Poppies and Carts
Newark, N. J. Three city snrinkling carts were used tc exploit the
Strand by Manager O'Crowley and

—

showing

W.

of

"The Sin Flood,"
Goldwyn

Ferguson,

R.

at the
exploi-

man.

tation

On

the rear end of each cart was
a big sign reading:
"The Sin Flood"
will sweep you away at the Strand.
The carts covered most of the business section of the city and carried
the signs for several days. The stunt

was

a

one but proved one

simple

the

ol

attention-getters
seen during

best

Jersey town
season.

Do You Want

had

the
the

Success

gteres.

of the stores took a quarterwhich together with the
Frolic ad for "Confidence" made up a
page lay-out in the San Francisco

Each

pp.ge

ad,

Daily News. A big streamer across
the top of the page announced "The
merchants below merit your 'Confidence' both for quality of merchan-

The word "Condise and for price."
fidence" was featured at the top of
each ad. The merchants were delighted at the opportunity to tie-up
with such

a

good-will establishing dis-

play.

Insures "Monte Cristo"
Charleston As the result of an ex-

—

ploitation campaign conducted by the
Capitol, during the recent showing of
"Monte Cristo," the leading newspaper of the city carried a three column photograph and story, part of
which follows:
"The picture. 'Monte Cristo' is the
first that has ever been insured in
Charleston. The management of the
Capitol, realizing the value of the
films, and taking into consideration
the expense to which they were going
to get it, have followed in the line of
many other amusement places, and
t;iken out a policy for $50,000, insuring the films against loss by theft or

Perilous Situation Contest

—

Charleston, W. Va. A new slant
on a newspaper contest for "The Sin
Flood," was used by the manager of
He arranged with the
the Capitol.
Charleston Gazette to run the con-

The first prize was five dollars
gold, the second a two months'
pass to the Capitol, other prizes being
two tickets each to "The Sin Flood."
The prizes were offered for the best
250-word essays on the most perilous
situation ever faced by the writers.
More than 100 replies were received
each day.
test.

in

The winning

essays were published
the Gazette daily and stimulated
attendance.

"Lorna Doone"

in

Many Windows

—

York- A new record for windew tie ups was established during
the run of "Lorna Doone" at the
Strand here according to the check
up made by the Ince offices. More
than 3,000 windows were secured.
Here's the list: I. Miller gave a display on Madge Bellamy shoes; F. O.

New

A.

Schwarz

tied

up on the Lorna

umbrella and coat;
Maurice Mendal shops gave a window on the coat; Macy's used the
umbrella for a window; Seven wois now playing.
"The firm of Patterson, Bell and men's specialty shops carried displays
Crane, through H. B. Littaker, their on the Lorna Doone dress; 75 winagent issued the policy, and one of dows featured the Lorna Doone song
2,000
windows displayed the
the clauses called for an armed guard and
to accompany the film from the sta- Lorna Doone Biscuit manufactured
by the National Biscuit Co.
tion to the theater."
i*.

?

in

Doone book; Gimbel's dressed a window on the Lorna Doone hat; The
New York Manufacturing Retail
store gave another window on the
There have been hat; Wanamaker's gave a window on

any other manner.
but few copies of the picture made,
and the showing in Charleston is
the first outside of New York where

For 1923

the

hat,

dress,

Every Exhibitor
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prediction has been fulfilled.

Constance Binney
Divorcement"
is

"A

in

of

Bill

superb

enter-

tainment.

dramatic strength

In

even exceeds

it

power of the stage play which amazed
New York, startled London and in Chicago lived up to its reputation as one of
the

the biggest hits of 1921-1922.

Joe Dannenberg of Film Daily saw the
feature and wrote "A fine picture
one

—

that

is

going to start them talking because

of the wallop

matic

For sheer dra-

contains.

it

entertainment

can

it

be

hardly

surpassed."

The National Board
tional Photoplays,

of Review (ExcepNovember, 1922) de-

an

essential merit deserv-

"It has

clares,

ing of wide appreciation."

Constance

Binney's

Her

amazing.

work

appealing background

to

interpretation of a daughter

her

own

is

simply

exquisite beauty lends an

future for

her

poignant

who

sacrifices

the happiness of a

divorced mother and the salvation of a
lonely father.

Fay Compton, Malcolm Keen, Henry
Victor and others complete "an exceptionally capable
all

credit

is

and well

due Denison

and

suited cast

who made

Clift,

the picture," to again quote Film Daily.

Associated

Exhibitors

proudly

claims Constance Binney in

"A

pro-

Bill

of

Divorcement," combining the name of an
alluring

stage

star

play,

photoplay

with

the

as

an

and

a

fame of a great

emotionally

genuine

perfect

first

run

attraction.

Ideal

lilm

hctur

pre

ofU ranee

v

(jinneu m

A Bill Of Divorcement
(NATIONALLY ADVERTISED)
From Clemence Danes Terrific Stage Hit Of 1921-1922

A Denison Clift Art ProductionPhysical Distributors
Pathe Exchange
INC
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Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73

WID'S FILM

West 44th

St.,

New

Tuesday

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS,

INC.

Harry B. Rosen, chairman of the executive committee
of the Harriman Nat'l Bank, and interested in pic-

Dannenberg, President and Editor J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager

Joseph

;

Entered

matter May 21, 1918, at the post
York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

second-class

as

New

office

at

all

Hollywood, California:

THE

FILM DAILY, 71-/3 West 44th St.,
Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Harvey E. Gausman, 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,

communications
York, N. Y.

New

to

Hollywood 1603.
Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative: Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., London,
1.
Paris Representative.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Internationale
Filroschau,
Prague
Representative
Central
European

his "Prosperity Dinner."
scheduled for Jan. 11th at the Astor.
Theater Owner's Dist. Corp. elects officers and opens
offices in the same building where the M. P. T. O. A.

has headquarters.

Irving

Chicago Representative:

W

:

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
"Merton
ter,

Will

Features Reviewed
Nazimova

pneumonia.

David R. Hochreith cancels

(Postage free), United States, Outside of Greater New York.
Foreign, $15.00
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Terms

Address

tures, died after a day's illness of

SALOME

in

Page

Allied Artists

2

of the

Movies" may be used by Glenn Hun-

now starring in the stage version, on the screen.
Hays is back from Hollywood and is confident

of cooperation and understanding in the coast centre.
Associated Booking Corp. (A. B. C.) will not attempt
to organize nationally.

According to Government tax figures business shows
improvement for November.

Thursday

.THE STRANGERS' BANQUET

Marshall Neilan's.

Gov. Smith

Page

Goldwyn

3

mends
Stoll

in

his

message

to the legislature recom-

the repeal of the censorship act.

Film Co., London, declared

a dividend of 5 per

cent.

THE FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR
Page

Fox

THE POWER OF A

Gloria

LIE

Page

Universal

Swanson

8

MY AMERICAN WIFE

in

Page

Paramount

Friday

5

9

Deal involving millions by which Famous takes over
the Lynch organization consummated. Famous will
Lynch.
retain the former staff practically intact, and
remains
business,
who will retire from the picture
one of the largest stockholders in Famous Players.
FitzReported that Sam Goldwyn will give George
maurice $100,000 a year and 50 per cent of tin- profits
from his productions.

Metro relinquishes the Aldine, in Philadelphia.
Sea
Hodkinson secures Elmer Clifton's "Down to the
in Ships."

Edward Sloman

presents

THE LAST HOUR
Saturday

Mastodon Films,

Short Reels

Inc.

— State Rights

Page

Page

13

15

sails for London
Sidney Garrett, Inter-Globe Export,
Will take up several other
for Assoc. Exhibitors.

important matters.
situation,
Havs issues statement relative to Arbuckle
to public.
says question must be left entirely

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good:*—Benjamin Franklin.

—
I

-.&&*\DAILV
Splendid Production Values But
Nazimova

"SALOME"

DIRECTOR

Charles Bryant

MJTHOR

Oscar Wilde

SCENARIO BY

Peter M. Winters

AS

Van Enger

Charles

A WHOLE

An

artistic,

and unusual production.

somewhat daring

May

be

difficult

to

put over as a financial success

STORY

Oscar Wilde's conception of Herod's
daughter given remarkably unusual treatment.
Not the character known in opera

A

DIRECTION

bizarre conception of an un-

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Still
STAR

Excellent

Splendid
her unusual and artistic

self.

Gives

DETAIL

Artistic;

Designed by

unusual.

after

Aubrey Beardsley's

Fair.

Famous dance

seven veils

of

Any

lot.

They've tamed it
sixteen year old girl can see

with safety

it

different,

stands out

own

things

her

naive,

sweet

presents

in

supreme

way

When

About

"Artistic"
Box

Here

is

and

clientele.

a crowd,

If

artistic

you happen

you can get

this

to cater to this sort of
safely,

haven't such a crowd you had better

out carefully.

naturally

to

Many

if

you

this

and

but

s,ee

of the so called thrilling

be expected

in

a

conception

of

the

which

she

a production of rare artistic value.

The

Nazimova Salome

is

an imperious, self-willed child.

She pouts and contorts her body

some Captain
hibits

do

to

of the

gesture of

a

in

death of the hand-

at the

Guard who loves

no particular pulsating passion

She ex-

her.

for John, rather

who, because she cannot get

that of a spoiled child

for

what

else happens.

rather the selfish feeling of an adolescent than

It is

What was

that

Nazimova

naturally expected to be a daring bit

the dance of the seven veils

though

woman

artistic

—

performance.

an extremely tame

is

anyone

If

in the audi-

ance on the screen appear they failed to show
or not there

is

it.

sufficient interest

among

the public to take to "Salome" remains to be seen.

From

a production

viewpoint

star's

work

is

The

more than could

artistic in the

excellent and there

her boyish figure.

is

it

cast has

is

The

an ample display of

little

It

extreme.

to do.

Out

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

production means to

one by

lips of the

desire

Salome

childlike

Crowd Yes—For Others Figure

a fine artistic production with a wellknown

You know what an

it

5,000 feet

Oscar Wilde wrote his version of the story

For the

the tremen-

love.

her

in

the

in

be normally desired and

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

the

Alia Nazimova, always a great artist and always

Whether

CHARACTER OF STORY
down a

to

ence was one-tenth as shocked as the banquet attend-

not particularly thrilling

bits

had scorned her

portrays.

quaintly clever original drawings

figure

in life

Others unimportant

Natacha Rambova

your

dead John who

the fully developed passion of a

Practically none

When

dous passion with which Salome kissed the

Lewis excellent
as Herod, Nigel de Brulier very good as John.
Satisfying; Mitchell

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

star.

make very clear just what Salome was.
opera was produced the big kick came in

what she wants, cares nothing

a splendid performance

SUPPORT

and her voluptuous, passionate

supreme indifference even

usual characterization

1923

John he used enough descriptive words

desires for

Allied Artists

7,

Nazimova's "Salome"

in

of Herod's daughter

in

CAMERAMAN

No K ick

Sunday, January

production of
any wonderful

"Salome" are missing. There isn't
dance of the seven veils and the love anguish of

Salome over the
no punch.

lips of

her dead lover carries

little

or

Of course if your people know, or if you want to
tell them what the famous Oscar Wilde story is all
about, it will undoubtedly create a certain amount of
interest.

that

it

is

But be careful of your promises other than
one of the most unusual and most artistic

productions of the year.
question

is

whether or not

value to you.

It
it

is

all

of that, the only

has sufficient box

office

Sunday, January

7,

1923

Drama That

Offers Variety of Appeal and

Marshall Neilan's production

Goldwyn

DIRECTORS.... Marshall

Neilan and Frank Urson

Donn Byrne

SCENARIO BY

Marshall Neilan and Frank

Urson
David Kesson
Contains many good exploita-

tion angles

and points of appeal;

will please a

good majority
STORY
Has an unusual angle too much of it
for one feature
DIRECTION
At times very good and distinctive; gets away from the commonplace; often

—

interrupts the continuity

Good
Good

LIGHTINGS

A

long

of particularly efficient

list

and pleasing players including many prominent
names such as Hobart Bosworth, Claire Windsor, Rockliffe Fellowes, Ford Sterling, Eleanor
Boardman and Thomas Holding

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Many

of

them

attractive

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
tal

The

yards of her late
of unrest

girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Regardless of what

8,153 feet

may

be said either for or against
"The Strangers' Banquet" as a production, it is very
likely that it will "take" with the average audience
because there is such a wealth of varying incident and
novel situations in it, and, on the whole, Marshall
Neilan has

made

a very interesting picture as far as

its

does get away from the
usual routine of screen entertainment and the many
odds and ends of audience appeal which Neilan has
injected,

is

make

concerned.

it

worthy

It

of special consideration.

Worth Careful

The

complicated and

plot

becomes highly involved and

in his desire to

supply the varieU

atmosphere and incident which the theme embrai
Neilan interrupts the continuity with the result thai
the spectator is frequently confused and it tak(
little while for him to catch up with
the progress of the
plot.
There are also obvious evidences of a not over
precautious editing.
plainer language

The

insertion of titles written in

would help

to clarify matters con-

Neilan has assembled an unusually notable cast
composed of many well known and capable players.
Claire Windsor is very attractive and does very good

work

the chief feminine role.

in

is

especially well suited as

is

a long

list

of others.

Rockliffe Fellowes

Angus Campbell and

Among

there

those not previously

mentioned are Eugenia Besserer, Nigel Barrie, Stuart
Holmes, Claude Gillingwater, Tom Guise, Cyril Chadwick, Philo McCullough and Arthur Hoyt. It is undeniably a splendid company.

conflict of capi-

managing the ship
father and quelling the spirit

and labor with a

individuality

been that Donn Byrne's story contained more
material
than they could comprehensively work
into one feature even considering that Neilan's picture
runs o

siderably at times.

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

picture has one weakness, however,
that doesn't
fail to attract your attention
and that is in
lC e.
Strange as it may seem the difficulty
seen,

eight reels.

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Excellently Produced

The

"THE STRANGERS' BANQUET"

AUTHOR

Has Been

There is considerable that
theme in connection with the
capital.
It requires numerous
also injects a good deal of force

convincing

sub-titles

in

the

labor and

conflict of

but Neilan

into the situations and

there are other equally noticeable deft touches that

mark him as a director of ability. A few of his clever,
but somewhat indelicate, "touches" may cause some
comment where they aren't "over their heads." It is
mostly suggestion, but quite obvious.

The
done

story

is

too complicated and could hardly be

justice in a brief

mended

synopsis but

it

can be recom-

who

like something a little different
combination
of entertaining elewith an attractive
ments.

for those

Do

Exploitation and Should
Box

is

a Good Business

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Strangers' Banquet" is Marshall Neilan's first
production under the Goldwyn banner and, all told, is

nouncements and you might make

a rather auspicious introduction.

Undoubtedly Neilbox office attraction because of the entertainment values which it
contains and the variety of angles from Avhich it may
be exploited.
Use the director's name prominently in your an-

Byrne's

an's production will prove a satisfying

This promise should prove thoroughly attractive parThe
ticularly where they demand something new.
cast deserves special mention and there is a long list
Properly handled the picture
of names for you to use.

story

—they

may

novel

—

is

already

be

it

plain that the

familiar

somewhat out

should prove a profitable proposition.

of

with
the

Donn

ordinary.

Jhe Greatest Box-Office Picture Tiell Shipman
SverTRade
A

tremendous romance
and melodrama of virgin

Alaska.

A story of gold and

frozen,

snowswept wastes; of a
duped girl who won her
fight against Man and
Nature in their most merciless mood.
Filled

in

a

dozen

M

great

episodes with the famous
animals that no other star
has ever learned to handle
so well.

Van Tuyle
presents

Bert

Ihe GRUB
AStory qfthe
Directed by Bert Van Tuyle
in collaboration With the author

This tremendous eight-reel production could be played to amazing receipts nationally as a
"road show." Miss Shipman and her distributors believe that pictures of this caliber
should go to the established picture first runs to give them the success and earning that
they need and deserve at this time more than ever before.
Prints of

"The Grub-Stake" are now on the way

WALTER

E.

haJm
7UM MA« HEP.

GREENE,

to all

F.

B.

American Releasing branch

WARREN,

y.lP^T.ffWCB

C"«fJ>m*fcii

offices.
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Jack Ford Makes Interesting and Entertaining Picture
"THE FACE ON THE BARROOM FLOOR"
prehensive continuity or
Fox

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Marion Burton

G.

Eugene

CAMERAMAN

B.

Lewis

George Schneiderman

WHOLE

A

has been skillfully

very interesting picture that

made and

good en-

offers a

tertainment
Particularly well constructed and

executed; good box
fine audience appeal

DIRECTION

office possibilities in it

and

way Ford

has done this

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very fine
Good

LIGHTINGS
Henry

B. Walthall gives a remark-

ably worth while performance

;

Ruth

Clifford

a suitable lead; others Frederick Sullivan,

Alma

Bennet and Norval MacGreagor

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some very

All right

Satisfactory

artist, relates

Degenerate, once

incidents that caused his

downfall, and paints the face of the

woman on

the barroom floor

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
is

by

5,785 feet

far the best of the recent

Fox

specials and

due Jack Ford for the success
of the production.
"The Face on the Barroom Floor"
will undoubtedly prove an agreeable surprise for those
who have been wondering just how the G. Marion
a great deal of credit

is

Burton poem would be handled as
result
told

is

The

characters are introduced

a way that secures your interest in them righl
from the start and maintains it throughout. The development is unusually good and Ford has built toward the climax with steadily increasing interest.
His method of using the flash-hack denotes extreme

very satisfying.

picture

One

is

that

reason for the success of

Ford does not

shift

the action.

The

painter starts relating his story to a group gathered

and he remains there during the entire telling
On the other hand there is the dinner
party where those concerned in the past life of the
painter are gathered. Through this definite placement
the spectator does not lose track of events and the denouement is both comprehensive and consistent.
For those who prefer to have something left to their
imagination, the first ending would be more desirable
but probably from an average audience viewpoint,

a screen story.

It isn't

The

often that a story,

through the use of flash-backs, maintains a com-

Undoubtedly Contains Fine
Box
Here's a very definite box

of the story.

epilogue scene, showing the regenerated artist re-

'li

beautiful coast shots

CHARACTER OF STORY

This

it

very carefully treated.

in a cafe

Excellent; there's a genuine agree-

able surprise in the

famous

doing both.
has been well constructed and

care and discretion.

STORY

PLAYERS

place

first

well sustained interesl but
in

in

SCENARIO BY
AS A

In the

Jack Ford

;i

Ford has succeeded

Jack

Famous Poem

of

united with his former love, will be the

more appro-

priate.

Henry Walthall gives one

of the best performances

Robert Stevens, the hero of the famous
is well worth seeing and it
His emotional
is doubtful if anyone could do it better.
restraint
and sinconsiderable
with
scenes are done
Ford allows a few too many shots of Walthall
cerity.

of his career as

poem.

Walthall's portrayal

This registers
effectively at first since it shows the man's weakness
Production
in his gait, but it is slightly overdone.

walking with his back

values are very good.

and
is

many

to the

The photography

cast

is

is

first

may

excellent

The storm

of the coast shots very beautiful.

rather mechanical but

The

camera.

serve for a

fair

thrill.

rate with Ruth Clifford a pleasing

heroine.

Possibiliti es

For the Box

Office

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

office attraction

and you

have a title that should certainly draw a good business.
Further than the drawing power of the title, you haS e a
very worth while picture in back of it and a story with
Everyone
a good deal of sure-fire audience appeal.
who has ever been anywhere at all has heard "The
Face on the Barroom Floor." It would be well to
have the showing preceded by a recital of the poem to
refresh their memories and be careful to secure an

appropriate

musical

accompaniment with

a

catchy

theme melody.

The

picture

is

the best of the recent

Fox

specials

and with the proper boosting it should prove a thoroughly gratifying box office number. Let them know
make
about' the performance of Henry Walthall and
and
name
Ford's
promises for his work. Use Jack
that
above all, boost the title and say that it is a picture
will appeal to all and offend none.

J/ie

FILM GUILD represents

Glenn
YOU WANT

SECOND FIDDLE
for several

money making reasons!

FIRST—As

a picture,

it is

a win-

ner.

"Written and Directed bq

FRANK TUTTLE
Photographed and Supervised by

FRED WALLER, JP.

TUTTL WALLER
PRODUCTION

SECOND—It will have behind

it

a

national advertising campaign.
Four powerful, half page advertisements will tell the 2,250,000 readers of the Saturday

Evening Post what a wonderful
picture

it is.

THIRD—It stars GLENN HUNTER, whose

popularity as a
screen star increases every
day, now making stage history
in
as

"MERTON" "MERTON
OF THE MOVIES."

FOURTH—It

has

Mary

Astor,
one of the most sensational
screen discoveries of recent
years, lending support to Mr.

Hunter.

FIFTH—It has a story, wonderfully handled, that will hit

home

because it depicts the life of millions of our movie patrons.

HUNTiEra
^

^PIDDLE,
MARYASTOR

ICTURE

WORTH
SHOUTING

ABOUT/

;

THE

ZtfrlDAILY
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Good Dramatic Material That Has B een Carefully Handled
"THE POWER OF A LIE"

extremes and there

Universal

DIRECTOR

George Archainbaud
Johann Bojer

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Charles

CAMERAMAN

Charles Stumar

AS A

Kenyon

WHOLE

Average dramatic offering that
has been satisfactorily produced and will please
a majority

STORY

Given

a

moments
First rate for a picture of this type

uses very good judgment usually

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Well suited and capable cast that includes Mabel Julienne Scott, David Torrence,
Maude George, Earl Metcalfe and June Elvidge
Not many
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate

Man

lies to

shield

his reputation with the result that sister's fiance

accused of forgery

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,910 feet

more serious thinking stories,
For those who
Johann Bojer's "The Power of a Lie" will prove thorlike

oughly interesting and a satisfying entertainment.
The theme has been very well handled by George
Archainbaud. There were several instances where he
might have overdone things but the scenes are acted
with considerable repression and there is obvious in-

good judgment on the part

of the director,

particularly in the fact that he does not overdo scenes

such as the rounders' party, the 'fire or the
is

man who

important role of
while Earl Metcalfe makes the most

lied

fairly

of the opportunities afforded

injured by the

lie.

by the part

man

of the

Mabel Julienne Scott

is

an

at-

numerous close-ups accorded Maude George, as Torrence's wife, would have been used to better advanJune Elvidge has an inning in
the dinner episode when she hints that the husband of
her hostess was the one who attended the midnight
orgy which ended in a fire and the death of one of the
party.
Incidentally this bit is very well done from
Others in the cast are Ruby
a directorial standpoint.
Lafayette, Phillip Smalley, Stanton Heck and Winston
Miller.

Archainbaud builds toward a

Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

last episode

David Torrence plays the
the

tage for Miss Scott.

DIRECTION

dication of

is

story

tractive heroine and photographs nicely although the

good treatment and interest is
nicely sustained; contains several good dramatic

is

no time wasted once the ending
moves along at a good pace with
the interest well sustained throughout and the parts
are in the hands of capable players.

The

is in sight.

trial.

The

quite a favorite topic for directors to

dwell upon but Archainbaud does not carry

Will Appeal to a
Box

it

to

rate suspense in

first

the climax and for a time the spectator cannot decide

whether hero

will really be convicted of the forgery
very likely that a good many will expect
that the "mysterious woman" who attended the party
and saw Hammond sign the note, will come forward
The fact that they get
and tell what she knows.

charge.

It is

around to the happy ending in a different manner
makes it all the more unexpected and convincing.
Story

Hammond

:

signs a note

Burton where a party is
unpleasant light on the
his wife

know

that he

the love of Betty,
in

him and

Hammond

affair

of

A fire casts an
and rather than have

at Burton's,
is

Hammond

sister,

later

Burton loses

a forgery.

Hammond's

tries

home

in progress.

was

infers that the signature

the

at

who

later believes

to shield Burton by saying she saw

sign the note.

Hammond's own

confession

saves Burton.

Good Many and

Title Will Attract

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors catering to people who prefer more serious thinking stories or subjects dealing with situations
that require more thought than a light, humorous
feature, will undoubtedly please them with "The Power
You could probably arouse considerable inof a Lie."
terest by using the title with catchlines although it is
quite sufficient of itself to indicate the theme.

Say "Have you ever thought what "The Power of a
:

Lie' is?

See

how

it

threatened the

an innocent victim of another's
latest attraction at the

life
lie

blank theater."

you might use the names

of

and liberty of
in

Universal's

Of the players

Mabel Julienne

Scott,

David Torrence, Earl Metcalfe and June Elvidge.
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7,
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Gloria Swanson in Another of
Gloria

Swanson

Her Lavishly Mounted Productions

in

distinction

"MY AMERICAN WIFE"
Sam Wood

Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

Sam Wood

AUTHOR

Hector Turnbull

SCENARIO BY

Monte Katterjohn

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Alfred Gilks

WHOLE

"Another Gloria Swanson picture" should cover it adequately it is just what
;

she usually does

Involves South American politics as a
side issue with a pretty romance for the star

main

situation

DIRECTION

Almost DeMille-ish at times; prosome spectacular

vides plenty of atmosphere and
effects

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Hasn't

exhausted her supply of bizarre
headdresses or unusual evening gowns
SUPPORT
Antonio Moreno very well suited
opposite for star and does good work others
Eric Mayne, Geno Corrado, Josef Swickard;
;

Eileen Pringle and Walter

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Long
Appropriate

Some

big and lavish settings

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich Kentucky

disapproved by parents of South American
tocrat, wins him in spite of the objections

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

girl

aris-

6,061 feet

To say that "My American Wife" is anything more
than another typical Gloria Swanson offering seems
one more vehicle to show
off Paramount's dazzling star in another series of pictures that include lavish settings, attractive atmosphere, some spectacular effects and, of course, Miss
Swanson in a number of gowns that give her added
superfluous because

For

it is

just

Star's

she displays in this one.

attractive.

way

thrills in the
is

some

It

two slight
Beyond
between two factions

offers

<

ne

or

of a horse rare and a duel.
sort of conflict

South American community, with the son of each
family striving for the favor of an American woman.
Sam Wood tells the story nicely and has spent a good

of a

deal of money; too much in fact, to provide some
spectacular effects such as the flower carnival, a lavish
party and the elaborate ball. Of course these things
dress the story up extensively but it is great waste
of

money when the material is not deserving of it.
There is some slight humorous relief but the theme

is

mostly dramatic with the climax affording- a rather

The American girl
De Grossa merely to

forceful conclusion.

pretends to

favor the

further her

scheme

son of

expose him for the attempted assassination
of her lover, Manuel.
The exposition is made at the
to

height of the grand ball and gives the'picture a satisfying ending. The star's gown of ermine tails, worn in

undoubtedly cause considerable comAntonio Moreno is a desirable leading man and

this scene, will

ment.

does very good work in this.
Story
Following a duel in which Manuel La Tassa
avenges an insult to Natalie Chester, an American girl,
:

Manuel
leaves

is

nursed back

when

to

health

his people object

verify her suspicion that

all

to

by the

girl.

her presence.

was not

fair in

She

To

the duel,

Natalie patronizes Manuel's opponent, Pedro, and after

gaining the necessary evidence exposes him at the
grand ball, wins the admiration of Manuel's people

and

is

happy with him.

Pictorial

Appeal

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

what returns the Gloria Swanson pictures bring you.
If she is a drawing card and your
folks are satisfied with the pictures in which she
usually appears, you can feel certain there will be no
exception in the case of "My American Wife." The
star appears to splendid advantage at all times and
for the benefit of your women folks, don't fail to mention the variety of new and dazzling costumes which
best

especially

Admirers Or Where They Want
Box

You know

and uncomfortable looking headdn ss<
s which will
tainly give her feminine admirers something
to talk
about.
She certainly is in a class by herself when it
comes to unique modes of hair dressing.
Other than the star's appearance the picture is not

that there

STORY

as the

as a purveyor of thrills from a sartorial
There are also some more equally bizarre

viewpoint.

Talk about the star's new leading man. He has
many admirers who will probably be anxious to see
him playing opposite Gloria Swanson. It may be
better to talk about the lavish settings and more or
It is what a good many
less spectacular atmosphere.
people want to look at so attract their attention to
"My American Wife." Say it is a Sam Wood production

and you might mention the race and duel

action events.

for the

.
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Footage

Data

Reviewed

FooUg*

Release Date

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Fooli of Fortune

Queen

of the

Moulin Rouge

My Gal
The Woman He

Me

and

The
The
The
The
The

Loved

Axe (Dustin Farnum)

Trail of the

5,609

8-20-22

Fools First

6,700

8-20-22

The Masquerader (Guy Bates Post)
East is West (Constance Talmadge)
The Light in the Dark (Hope Hampton)
Kindred of the Dust (R. W. Walsh)
The Eternal Flame (Norma Talmadge)
Skin Deep (Thos. H. Ince)
The Bond Boy (Richard Barthelmess)
Oliver Twist (Jackie Coogan)
Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)
White Shoulders (Katherine MacDonald)
Omar hte Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)

5,433

Timothy's Quest

5,200

9-10-22

6,377

9-24-22
10-1-22

4,428

Mohican's Daughter
Danger Point
Marriage Chance

Challenge (Dolcres Cassinelli)
When the Desert Calls (Violet Heming)
What Fools Men Are

The Super-Sex
As a Man Lives

4,700

10-1-22

5,807

11-12-22

6,159

11-19-22

6,087

12- 3-22

5,749

12- 3-22

5,800

12-17-22

Minnie (Neilan Prod.)
Lorna Doone

.

(Distributed through Pathe)
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A

Divorcement (Constance Binney)
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of

Bill

5,106
5,200
4,841

6,000
... .6,000

Allisun)

Breaking Home Ties
Conquering the Woman (Florence Vidor)
Playgv

« Pictures,

8-13-22
9- 3-22
9-10-22
10-29-22
8-15-22

6,000
5,887

11-12-22
11-26-22
12-17-22

5,905
5,483
4,587
4,792

8-27-22
9-17-22
10-1-22
10-8-22

5,401

Rides (Zane Grey)

Clarence

(Wm.

deMille)

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew (Gloria Swanson)
The Pride of Palomar (Cosmopolitan)

27
27

When Knighthood Was
Dec.

Ebb Tide

4
1 1

18

25
25
Jan.

(Thos Meighan)6,993

On the High Seas (Dalton-Holt)
The Young Rajah (Rodolph Valentino)
Anna Ascends (Alice Brady)

20
20

1

8
15

22
22
29

'

(Geo.

in

5,171
7,705
5,959
6,146
.7,155
7,500

Flower (Mar. Davies) 10,800

Melford)

Outcast ( Elsie Ferguson
Singed Wings (Stanlaws Prod.)
Back Home and Broke (Thos. Meighan)
Daughter of Luxury (Agnes Ayres)
Kick In (Fitzmaurice Prod.)
Thirty Days (Wallace Reid)
The Enemies of Women (Cosmopolitan)
Making a Man (Jack Holt)
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
The World's Applause (Wm. DeMille)

7,336
7,390
7,788

11-5-22
10-8-22
11-12-22
11-19-22
10-22-22
10-29-22
11-26-22
9-17-22
11-26-22
12-10-22

12-3-22

4,538
7,074
4,930

12-10-22
12-24-22
12-17-22

5,594
5,870

12-24-22
9-24-22

Tony

Do and Dare
Tom Mix in

Arabia

4,480
4,744
4,400

8-20-22
9-24-22

The Yoiemite

Trail

While Justice Waits
Three Who Paid

Mason Series
The New Teacher
Youth Most Have Love
Shirley of the Circus

Wfflua KnaMll
Mixed Faces
Man's Size

5,679
5,173

8-20-22
11-12-22

4.735
4,762
4,859

9-17-22
11-26-22
12-24-22

West of Chicago
The Bells of San Juan
Boss of Camp 4
John Gilbert
Valley

The Love Gambler

A

8-15-22

7,600

11-5-22

7,000

11-19-22

4,000

11-19-22

5,966

11-26-22.

8,000

12- 3-22

6,696

12- 3-22

6,200

12-10-22

5,953

12-17-22

5,003

7-16-22

D.
One

5,600

8-20 22

5,650
4,983

9-17-22

.....6,517

11)9-22
12-3-22

..4,500

12-10-22

6,190

12-17-22

11,000

10-29-22

W. GRIFFITH, INC.

Exciting Night

California

Romance

4,453
4,368
4,668

8-13-22
9-10-22
11-12-22

4,400
4,316

10-1-22
12-17-22

4,694

8-20-22

4,235

11-19-22

4,416
4,682
3,892

10-8-22
11-5-22
12-10-22

8,361

9-10-22
11-12-22
12-10-22

Special

Who

Are

The

Village

My

Parents
Blacksmith

The Town That Forgot God

Benj. B.

HODKINSON CORP.
6,000

10-22-22

Hampton

Heart's Haven
Rex Ingram Prod.
Trifling

Women

Hollandia Film Corp.
Bulldog Drummond
Producers Security

The Kingdom Within

5,500

S-ll-S*;

9,000

10-8-22

5,000

11-26-22

6,063

12-24-22

METRO PICTURES CORP.
Naia (Clara Kimball Young)
(Viola Dana)
Youth to Youth (Billie Dove)
The Forgotten Law
Enter Madame (Clara Kimball Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurette Taylor)
of

6,997

8-13-22

June Madness

6,000

10-1-22

6,603

10-29-22

6,000

10-22-22

B.oaJway Rose (Mae Murray)
Rex Ingram Prod.
Trifling

Joaea

Calvert's

6,902

6,000

11-5-22

6,000

11-19-22

4,600

12- 3-22

7,800

12- 3-22

6,000

12-17-22

8,100

12-24-22

7,000

9-24-22

9,000

10-8-22

Tiffany Prod.

Dustia Farnum

Cfcarfea

6,303

9-24-22
10-8-22

5,450

Hearts Aflame

Farnum
Moonshine Valley
Without Compromise

Shirley

9- 3-22

7,453

Woman (Betty Compson)
Voices of the City, (Lon Chaney)
Remembrance (Rupert Hughes)
Brothers Under the Skin
Hungry Hearts
A Blind Bargain
Broken Chains

Always the
.*

The Hands

FOX FILM CORP.

William

9- 3-22

8,422

4-16-22
7- 9-22

W. W.

Teas Mix Series
Just

5,600

5,651

The Headless Horseman (Will Rogers)

Who Saw Tomorrow

The Man

13

9-3-22

The Dust Flower

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
6
6

8-20-22

7,737

Inc.

Through the Storm
The Isle of Doubt (Wyndham Standing)
Face to Face
The Man She Brought Back

Nov.

7,835

GOLDWYN PICTURES

INC.

The Woman Who Came Back
Dusk to Dawn (Florence Vidor)
Grandma's Boy (Harold Lloyd)
Till We Meet Again (Mae Marsh)

8-13-22

.5,770

The Hottentot

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

R

7,000
10,613

Women

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN
Rich Men's Wives
Shadows
Thorns and Orange Blossome

6,500

11-5-22

6.971

11-26-22

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
The Snowshoe Trail (Jane Novak)
The Hound of the Baskervilles
If I Were Queen (Ethel Clayton)
The Broadway Madonna (Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Thelma (Jane Novak)
When Love Comes
Capt. Fly-By-Night

8-27-22

5,000

(R-C)

5,832

9-17-22

5,382

9-17-22

5,955

10-22-22

6,000

11-19-22

5,400

11-12-22

6.497

11-26-22

4,800

12-10-22

6,000
'

I
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Poor Judgment In Direction and Unpleasant Detail Mar the Story
Edward Sloman

presents

of a dinner being tendered the

"THE LAST HOUR"
Mastodon Films,

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
all

of the

— State

similar productions for sensational

and gruesome effects
Told in too much detail that is unSTORY
pleasant and at times repulsive
Should know better than to offer
DIRECTION
thrills

some

when

of the scenes that are included here

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Suitable

PLAYERS

Milton Sills too good an actor to be
wasted on such material Carmel Myers in a
rut again; a fine cast on the whole but handicapped by poor story

depict the

.

governor by

a political

the governor suffers a paralytic stroke at the

man

This same

table.

Rights

Edward Sloman
Frank R. Adams
Hylda Hollis
Max Dupont
Crook melodrama that outruns

AUTHOR
AS A

Inc.

boss

agony

is

given a further chance

of such an affliction

when he

is

to

called

upon to sign a pardon. Sloman not only shows poor
judgment in repeating this but he also allow s agonizing
close-ups of Eric Mayne, who plays the part, blinking
and otherwise denoting the

his eyes

Sloman

effects of a stroke.

further carries out his intention to provide sensational thrills in the climax, a masterpiece
still

long drawn out suspense arrived at through a
series of the most unpleasant and objectionable scenes
that have come to the screen in some time.
Milton
for

Sills, is the innocent man doomed to be hanged for the
murder of a political boss who happened to be. himself,
the murderer of Sills' brother. While Sills checks off
the hours on the walls of his cell, Carmel Myers, his
sweetheart, begs a pardon from the governor. His

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER
that "for

Few
Adequate
Overdone
Based on the idea
OF STORY
every wrong done you pay here not

—

hereafter."

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,929 feet

stroke prevents her success and she forges the sigA taxi driver robs her and leaves her on a

nature.

deserted

road.

the hanging.

Meantime the hour approaches for
The hanging apparatus is successfully

and you see

tested

Sills

being led from his

cell

with

the usual procession.
Sills

is

and

blindfolded

the hand ready

there

to cut the rope.

are

The

close-ups
real

of

murderer,

the girl's father, arrives to confess and save Sills but

knocked down by an auto at the prison gate. The
order for the hanging is given but the ropes refuse to
work and Sills' life is saved for another hour while the
thing is put into order. If folks aren't worn out by
Those
this time they are a marvel for endurance.
who do sit through it would undoubtedly be willing
to vote a like penalty for Edward Sloman for ever
is

does seem that a director of experience, such as
Edward Sloman, would certainly know better than to
It

offer

a

production

containing as

many

unpleasant

sequences as "The Last Hour," a crook melodrama
based on Frank R. Adams' story "Blind Justice." Just
why Sloman saw fit to run into such a mass of repul-

two instances is
inconceivable and unjustifiable. There is a wholly
unpleasant touch early in the story when a youth.
suspected of a bank robbery, is shot down by a detecThis is followed a little later by the interruption
tive.
sive detail as that depicted in at least

Will

Do For

Sensation Lovers But
Box

unpleasant

incidents

that

served for a satisfying crook melodrama but not in the
forced, exaggerated fashion of Director Sloman.

Not As

hardly belong in

subjects prepared for entertainment purposes.

Where

such a good cast has been wasted. Nearlv everyone is well known and certainly Milton Sills
deserves a better opportunity than that afforded by
the role of Steve Cline, ex-crook and ex-war hero.
It is a pity

Incidentally the

doubtedly be approved but that

Francis,

appeal.

only chance of

is

also brought into play.

Carmel

is

her.

its

war

not well suited to the emotional part given
Others are Pat O'Mally. Jack Mower, Alec

Myers

they go in for sensational themes, the picture will unis

a Clean-Cut Entertainment

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You better see this one and make your own decision.
The picture cannot possibly appeal to people with refined tastes.
They will refuse to accept it because it
depicts

giving them such a picture in the guise of entertainment. It just isn't and he should know better than to
Frank Adams' story might have
offer it as such.

Hummell.

Charles

Clary.

Walter

Long and Wilson

Footage

Date

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENT.

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Serials:
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments (la week)

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series

Under Oath

5,000

b.ugeue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise

Channing of the Northwest

FOX FILM CORPORATION'

Renewed

5,000

Special Productions

Love

is

an Awful Thing

One Week

(Owen Moore)

6.500
7.000

Love

of

9-10-22
11-12-22

UNITED ARTISTS
Who Played God (Geo. Arliss)
Tailor-Made Man (Charles Ray)
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
The Three Must Get Theres (Max Linder)
The Man

A

A

..

5.810
8,469
11,000
.9,000

10-8-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
11-19-22

3,842
7,892

9-10-22
10-8-22

Woman's Woman

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Jewel Features

CO.

Under Two Flags (Priscilla Dean)
The Kentucky Derby

7,407
5,398

10-1-22
10-22-22

4,430
5,130
4,920
4,627
4,783
4.517
4,787
4,506
4,836
4,570
4,465
.4,700
4,961
4,113
4,491
4,641
4,166
4,462
4,473

8-20-22
8-20-22
8-27-22
9- 3-22
9-10-22
9-17-22
9-24-22
10-1-22
10-1-22
8-15-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
10-29-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
11-19-22
12-10-22
12-17-22

Universal Features

The Loaded Door (Hoot Gibson)
Don't Shoot (Herbert Rawlinson)
Paid Back
Top O' the Morning (Gladys Walton)
The Galloping Kid (Hoot Gibson)
Caught Bluffing (Frank Mayo)
Confidence (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Girl Who Ran Wild (Gladys Walton)

The Long Chance
The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson)
Wolf Law (Frank Mayo)
Another Man's Shoes (Herbert Rawlinson)
Broad Daylight
The Lavender Bath Lady (Gladys Walton)

The Jilt (All-Star)
The Altar Stairs (Frank Mayo)
Wild (Hoot Gibson)
Forsaking All Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)

Ridin'

..

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features

The Ladder Jinx
The Ninety and Nine

6,000
6,800
6,000

A Front Page Story
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience
Alice Calhoun

10-15-22
12-17-22
12-17-22

5,000
5,000

Girl's Desir
Little
Wildcat

Chamber

5,951

Where Danger Smiles

5,000

SHORT REEL RELEASES
INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

W. W.

Ben Turpin Comedies

No. 26 (each
(each

1

The Four Seasons

Selig-Pork- Photoplays

Mermaid Comedies

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torcby Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies ( 1 reel)

First Series from No. 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
;

INC.

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.

—

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.

reels).

Selznick News.

The Whirlwind

(15 episodes),

The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon'* Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Edepisodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
die Polo),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Edepisodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
die Polo),
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel):
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher).

—

—

—

—

—

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)

—

Cinal Films

;

PATHE EXCHANGE,

KINETO

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs ( 1 reel)

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

reel)

1

reel).
(4 reels).

INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

HODKINSON CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)

Mack Sennet Comedies

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

reel)
reel)

(1

( 1

9-17-22
9-10-22

Alice Joyce

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review
reel)

Serials:

A

The Inner
William Duncan

GOLDWYN PICTURES

reels)
(2 reels)

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel)
Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet*.
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.
:

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity

—

It's

Development.

(slow speed)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine (1 reel): Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount- Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Comedies:
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

(

;.fj«l3«||««M

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)

Henry Lahrman Comedies (2 rati*)
B astor Kaaton Comedies (2 reels)

Short Real Masic Pilsa Preaact

"Bali, the

Unknown"

(5 reels)

—

Short Stuff
"The
Type

Social Buccaneer"

— Universal

of production

10 chapter serial

Those who hunt excitement, regardless of
story will find much that will please them

plausability

of

in Universal's
Starring Jack Mulhall, whose work in
the Jack London "Fish Patrol" series during the past few
months may have kept him before your crowd, it manages to
hold the interest in spite of the somewhat jumpy story, by

Frederic Isham from his novel of the same name. The producers have played up the vogue for imaginary kingdoms
defended by beautiful princesses who are rescued from peril

by the brave American, and

if

your crowd

is

inclined to like

they will be interested in knowing about it.
good supporting cast includes Margaret Livingston as the

this sort of thing

A

William Welsh, Harry DeVere, Robert Anderson, Lucille Ricksen, George Connors, Buck Conners, Sidney
Bracy and others. Robert Hill has directed and credit for
the scenario is given Anthony Coldeway and Burdette Brown.
little

princess,

The theme,

in brief, trimmed of course with stunts to give
necessary thrills, is that of young John Norton, before
the war a society darling, now returning home from the
trenches a two-fisted American to find his father in jail
charged with theft from the bank of which he is president.
The money, placed there by American authorities to safeguard

the

war was to have been returned to
Princess Elsie who is now on her way to receive it. John lets
his father think he is still the fop that he was before the war,
but secretly he dons his old doughboy uniform and sets out
to clean up the crooked gang that is the cause of the trouble.
How he wins the love of the princess as the doughboy and her
failure to recognize him as the fop may prove a little farfetched to the more critical but the rapid action will make up
it

for

Thorwald during

the

for slight deficiencies of this nature.

"Tea N. Tea"— Cameo

Type

1

reel

comedy

A

good number of laughs should be resultant from Jimmie
latest, which has been directed by Fred Hibbard.
Virginia Vance is having a birthday party but Virginia is not
interested in anyone but Jimmie. A fat boy who is in love
with her starts to spoil the party and by several sweet little
tricks manages to have the cook leave, break three or four
chairs and generally upset things, finally putting T. N. T. in
the birthday cake which explodes and wrecks everything but
Jimmie's love. A negro, whose name is not given, manages

much

"Paste and Paper"— Hal

Type

of production

effort.

Roach— Pathe
1

reel

comedy

Rather more mirth-provoking than the average run of Paul
Parrot's offerings is this one-reeler, and it has a good chance
Parrot is a novice in the paperof amusing your crowd.
hanging business and has everything possible happen to him
while making a rush job of papering the drawing room of a
fashionable family. There is a laugh at the finish when he has
hung paper on all the walls, covering both windows and doors

and making himself a prisoner. But members of the family
rescue him by falling through the paper which is as surprising
to

them

as to him.

all to be found in
"Hazel From Hollywood" in which Dorothy Devore
and Henry Murdock are featured. Dorothy Devore does some
very good work as the awkward young miss from Iowa who
goes to Hollywood to become a star. She actually does break
into the films by accidentally getting into a burning building
in a serial scene and is accidentally rescued by the hero.
The
producer refuses to erect another building so that the real
star can do the scene and continues the picture with Hazel.
Henry Murdock, Hazel's hick sweetheart, comes to rescue
her from the villains of Hollywood and wrecks many a scene

Christie's

in his efforts.

Your

folks will probably enjoy the studio atmosphere

where
become mixed with wild west stuff. To
more plot, Hazel overhears three bank robbers
actually rob the local bank whose officials have

desert love scenes

add a

little

planning to
agreed to permit a fake robbery to take place for a scene.
After much excitement she arrives with the police just as the
robbery is taking place. The picture has real entertainment
value.

"Stung"—J. K. McDonald— Pathe
Type

production

of

tells

pleasant

its

little

Litson this Johnny Jone's comedy
in a smooth, interesting fashion,

tale

that will hold the attention

ence.

Johnny

is

and

interest of almost

ably assisted by his usual

players headed

comedy

2 reel

Mason N.

Directed by

by

company

any audiof youth-

A

young
town from the city and proceeds to
break up a love affair by taking charge of an amateur performance of "A Midsummer Night's Dream." Johnny seeking
to play a joke on him fills the donkey's head which the actor
ful

actor arrives in the

little

Gertrude

Messinger.

little

swarm

of bees,

head instead. With eyes
is seized by deputy sheriffs for run"stung" shut,
ning away with a partly paid for machine. This they sell to
Johnny for the amount of the balance due and the love affair

attracted

Adams

to inject several laughs without

comedy

2 reel

uses for the part of Bottom, with honey, but a

Educational

of production

of production

Farce, comedy, melodrama and thrills are

chapter play.

latest

From Hollywood"— Christie— Educational

"Hazel

Type

is

honey
the youth

the

to

fill

the

patched up.

"The Terrible Tree"—Tony Sarg— Educational
1 reel animated cartoon
Type of production
Most artistic as well as entertaining is Tony Sarg's latest
subject,

which deals with an ancient knight's fabrications

to his

He

has been sent to get a
basket of eggs and his flirtation with the egg dealers fair
daughter causes the dealer to smash the eggs on his head.
But he tells his wife a story of a terrible tree which became
human in a most fantastic manner and held him in its claw-like
wife to account for his absence.

branches.

Will please a high-class clientele.

Pathe Review No. 2

Type of production

1

reel

magazine

There are some very beautiful shots showing the path of the
in the section entitled Photographic Gems that
prove worthy of the name. Tinted and toned they stand out
Some pictures taken
tis one of the high spots of the Review.
shark
and his small folthe
show
in the New York aquarium

sun on water

lowers, and the Pathe Color contribution shows "The Cities
That Time Forgot," in the province of Gard, France.

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
hooiagt

Date

ARROW FILM
Headin' North

4.257
5,000
5,000
6,500

(Wm.

Fairbanks)
Anotbei Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
Uncouquered (Maciste)
Peters

Peaceful

L.

Reviewed

CORP.

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
7,000

Notoriety

AYWON FILM

5,000
5,000

10-15-22

8-27-22

Life's

5,800
5,800
6.400

9-10-22
9-24-22
12-24-22

CUMMINGS PROD.
5,147
(Lon Chaney)
DEPENDABLE SALES CORP.

8-27-22

Only

Flesh and

Blood

Driven (Chas. Brabin Prod.)

R. L.

5,540

5,986

10-29-22

5,000
7,000
5,000

9-24-22
10-1-22
10-29-22

The Worldly Madonna (Clara Kimball Young). 5,600

7-16-22
8-13-22

Pauper

INC.

Women Men Marry

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
What's

Wrong With Women

CO.

Women

and Tame Men, Tin

Joins the Force.

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Westerns (each 2

15

reels).

AYWON FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Mary Pickford

Revivals.

Star

Ranch Westerns

B.

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

Sunbeam Comedies

West)

(Billy

reels)

(2

serial

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
Gump

reel each).

(1

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

Sold For a Million

The Expose

Count Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

LEE & BRADFORD

of

Sawing a Lady

Flesh and ipirit (Belle Bennett)

Serial:

INC.

Half (2 reels)

in

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.
The

Western Star Dramas (2

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)

reels).

Van Dyke and

Jungle Goddess (Truman

Sally

Elinore Field),

osephine

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
:

MASTER PICTURES

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their
Circus Heroes.
Ford Weekly.
Serial:
Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.
:

Secrets of Paris

MASTEDON

6,800

10-29-22

6,400

10-29-22

5,700

12-24-22

FILMS. INC.

Sure Fire Flint

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Kight Way

Our

City

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

(Maclyn Arbuckle)

Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the

Law

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs ( Wilfred Ly tell)
In

the

Night (All-Star)

GAUMONT COMPANY
HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

Patrol

Ray

Invisible

5,800
5,000

9-3-22

5,000

10-22-22

5,000

11-12-22

9-10-22

TR1-STAR PICTURES CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Ram beau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambean)
5.000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5.000

5,000

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
The Saeebrush
5,000

——
9-17-22

8-27-22

BROS.

LEE & BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues
(2 reels):

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in Law

t

Nation's

Isle

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

COMPANY

Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week) (1 reel).
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moiith) (2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each Yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

SACRED FILMS, INC.
STOREY PICTURES. INC.

Sacred Films (1 reel)

Rags to Riches (Wesley Barry)
The Beautiful and Damned

7.209
7,000

Heroes

7]oO()

10-1-22
12-17-22
12-24-22

WILLIAMSON PROD.
of the Sea

CO.

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
;

PACIFIC FILM

UNITY PICTURES

Wonders

INC.

(each 2 reels).

White Cap Comedies:

.

(.Wesley Barry)

Reissues (fourteen)

PLYMOUTH PICTURES

Water

of the Street

See

feet)

WM. STEINER
Ranch

WARNER

Spirit,

First.

JOAN FILM SALES

8-13-22

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

PINNACLE COMEDIES

The Better Man Wins (Pete Morrison)

Trail

:

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

Why Do Men Marry

(2 reels)

The Conquering Hero.

Saved by Radio

Table Top

INC.

12 >-reels.

(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

RUSSELL PROD.
The Range

Dissy Finish,

News

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
to

FILM MARKET,
Iimmy Callahan,

Environment

Welcome

15

episodes.

Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
ot
Man
'he Way
a
(Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)
(J

Homer

Village Grocer,

Her Royal Love

Branded

:

:

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)
6,400

HOWELLS SALES

reels)

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):

C.

The Cub Reporter (Richard Talmadge)

One

every other week (2 reels).
every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, In th« River,
Arrow-Northwood Dramas
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man ot Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)

11-26-22

8-20-22

the

CORP.

One

Blazed Trail Productions:

Success Series:

GIFFEN

GENIUS FILMS.

ARROW FILM
Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:

Serials:

6,522

The Prince and

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels), LSqnorisi

(2

5,300

to be Pitied (All Star)
a Shop Girl

CORP.

S.

S.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
& Howell Comedies

10-8-22

How Women
More

T.

Lips (2 reels).

PRODUCTIONS

Love (Betty Blythe)
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
Greatest Question (Roy Stewart)

ADVENTURES OF

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.
Alt

CO.

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O Day)
Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)

B. B.

9-24-22
10-29-22
11-5-22
11-5-22

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

4,300

10-29-22

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

2,000
2,000

—

2f*BftADSTREET

o/'RLMDOM

IS

READ
EVERY

M ORNING

FROM COAST
TO COAST

FROM COVER
TO COVER

"One Week

of Love from an
audience viewpoint, is made

on platinum and

set

with

Film Daily,
pearls"
12-'22.
NoO.

s~?*"

S

»i

\

Lewis

J.

Selzhick presents

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
and

CONWAY TEARLE

WEEK
OF LOVE"

''ONE

by Edward J. Montagne and Geo. Archainbaud
Directed by George Archainbaud
^Proiiuced by Myron Selznick

—

iTHE
tie BRADSTREET

ZfoRECOGMIZED

of FILMDOH

Authority

bl.
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Price 5 Cents

China Development

Evans Resigns
'rom Eastern Penna. M. P. T. O. A.
Officers Nr -inated
DAILY)
(Special to THE F
[
Philadelphia
Evans
S.
J'

Important Americans as Well as
Chinese Among Directors
Plans of Dragon Films
Officers and directors of Dragon

the meeting

Films, Inc., a five million dollar corporation which
plans
to open up
China for motion pictures, contains
names of importance both to this
country as well as China.

—

—

hrew a bombshell

of Eastern
i the M. P. T. O.
-esigned from
'enna. Friday when h
he board of managers and as a memHis resigier of the organization.
tation from the board of managers
.

The

accepted, but the

el

Evans at this time is guided
by his desire not to embarrass Sydney Cohen and the national organization and also not to hinder the
progress of the incoming local offi-

The "Charles W. Morgan," oldest whaler in existence, on which "Down
Into the Sea in Ships," the new Hodkinson super-special, was filmed.
Advt.
nest.
crow's
in
the
McKee
Raymond
set shows

—

What's Wrong?

Nominated
The following were nominated

Stephenson, Dr. Morris.

Boyd Chamberlain was re-elected
to the board of managers to fill the
vacancy of John S. Evans, resigned.
Cold

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Many of the members of the M. P. T. O. A. of Eastern Penn. and Southern New Jersey
are at the moment "cold" on the question of the national distribution idea
or the booking association idea. They
know too much of what happens with
the Stanley Company.
Correction
In a report published recently relative to the address of the Theater
Owners' Distributing Corp. it was
stated that these offices were in the
same building with the headquarters
of the National Exhibitor organizaThis is intion, the M. P. T. O. A.
correct.
The M. P. T. O. address is
132 W. 43rd St., while the Theater
Owners' Dis. Corp. offices are located at 25 W. 43rd St.

James

Dragon Films.

retary of

The

list

also includes as President

Chow TsuChi, who
more cabinet

has probably held
positions than any other

Chinese £nd who has been for years
prominent in the finances of China.

Officers

for
the various offices of the Penna. organization, the formal election to take
place on Jan. 19:
President, Dr. H. J. Schad, ReadC. Hunt,
ing; Vice-Pres., William
Second Vice-Pres., Floyd
Phila.;
Hopkins, Harrisburg; Secretary, Geo.
P. Aarons Phila.; Treasurer, William
of Managers,
J. Butler, Phila.; Board
3 years each, George Kline, Harry

a vice-president;

the

estate; Percy E. Mann,
former president of the Eagle Soap
Company; Morris R. Poucher and
Charles A. Meade who together with
Frank du Pont represent the du Pont
interests, and Frank V. Chamberlain,
probably the best known of all among
Chamberlain was formerly
film folk.
with Famous Players and will be the
general manager and assistant sec-

cers.

New

Jr.,

in

Drex-

Mark Twain

)f

tion of

Biddle,

J.

A. Thomas, vice-president and chairman of the board, who has for over
20 years been identified in the British
and American Tobacco Co. in China;
Charles T. Lark, who is trustee of the

nitteeman from this district. He was
supporter of Sydney Cohen
i strong
;or some time, but has recently disigreed with the latter on a number

As noted, the two
subjects.
:lashed at the last meeting of the
local association.
the resignaIt is most likely tha

known Americans

better

corporation include Anthony

members

preset would not consent to his leaving
he association.
Evans has been one of the leading
igures in the activities of the Penna.
He
>ranch of the exhibitors' league.
vas president of the local organizaion up to a year ago, and was, until
ecently, national M. P. T. O. A. comiras

of the exhibitors of this country
Lack of regulation as to
are paving unfair prices for pictures.
buying powers, coupled
big
the
methods exorbitant demands of
brings this about.
points
varying
with competitive conditions at

Between 70 and 80 per cent

(Continued

Page

on

2)

Selznick Offices to Coast?
report was confirmed Saturday that the entire Selznick offices
to the Coast
contemplate moving
some time in the Spring.

The

;

It

Pays

the great trouble is that in nearly all instances the exhibitors
can afford to pay the proper price don't and the load is
passed on to the smaller houses who "pay the freight." If Hays
the
can get started on straightening this out he can command
instantly.
country
this
of
exhibitors
of
the
attention
respect and

Morosco Prod.:
Dear Danny:
The old sheet
morning I read

But can he?

light

And
who

There are just two
are the big ones,
There
less.
No more no
classes of pictures.
and the others.
up
$350,000
from
which must gross somewhere
It tells
story
a fact
a
here's
but
Now what happens? Well—
West
Middle
the
In
exists.
that
argument
it all better than any
Here's the situation in a nutshell:
;

;

offered a socalled "big picture
"Don't want it, said the
for a week to a first run house for $800.
an $800 picture
exhibitor. "Besides there isn't such a thing as
You should either get $2,000 for the week, or $40
this city.

the salesman of a certain

company

Louis

Writes

This
an electric
sign for rent on Broad-

We

What

is

the result?

$60,000 in a picture.

company

releases it.
pay a nickel more.

rate won't

A

producer puts, let's say,
this
distributing
"big.
being
misses
just
It
The boys who have a regular $7.50 a day

Simply

:

It isn't big
(Continued on Page 4)

A

enough.

Here and

pays.

of

Just a piker two inch ad.
But that was what I wanted.
Investigation showed it was the
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin
Hood" flash on the corner of
45th and Broadway. Just next
door to our theater. I closed
the deal over the phone and on

way.

Monday

night

sign

the

will

flash

Oliver Morosco presents

Leo

for

cone idon't plav anything in between." That same
a dav
practically
or
money"
Either you get "big
tion'exists all over.
nothing.

Macloon,

O.

in a

Carillo

new

play

"Mike Angelo"
Morosco Theater Now
One month $2500, cheap

me
for

and

let

$8.00

me

for

say quick results
spent with

FILM DAILY.

THE

Now,

you

of
read the sign and spend $5
that $8 for two seats.

;

mMMimLiKW ^

j

ff'i"nr-?"r;

-'

Monday, January

pictures will be

China Development
(Continued from Page 1)
of important Chinese are

Monday, Jan.

no. 7

8.
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc..

Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th

St.,

New

York, N. Y., by

WID'S FILMS

and

FILM FOLKS,

Messrs.

INC.

Terms (Postage

United States. Outside
York $10.00 one year; 6
months $3.00.
Foreign
3

free)

Greater New
months, $5.00;
ot

Subscribers should remit with order.

$15.00,

Address

all

DAILY,

communications
71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

St.,

New

York,

—

—

London
man.

—

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

Film,

Clichy.
tionale
. .i

.

la )

(f-

,

Thomas and Chamberlain

InternaRepresentative
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplat».

distribution

what are known

will

all

pictures

in

PRODUCERS & STARS

Off to Europe
of Los Angeles sailon the Majestic Saturday for a

brief trip abroad.

JUPITER FILM CORP.
New

form

of

We

buy

—at legal ratns.

Knickerbocker Building

York

Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

right! only for entire

Latin America.

as the

Mfflwwitig
51

D1VERSEY PAftKWAV

-

CHICAGO,

US

of

MOTION PICTURES

KV

i

Commercial Developing and Printing

1339-

Distributers

International

i

MADE TO ORDER

R*$i3»m

tVXI

lIRHflflh^Btv. ss^WA^am

A.

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING

be of an educational nature.
is

AGNES AYRES
i€

every

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP,

1482 Broadway

THE SUPER 39

m

Also

tion therewith

working day and
WILL PURCHASE
night looking at film and he anticipates having SO complete programs lease on desirable improved theater
including a scenic, comedy and a feat- property. All communications conHe antici- fidential. Write full particulars. Price,
ure ready when he sails.
pates needing 200 complete programs seating capacity and equipment. PrinAll productions will be cipals only. Address B-04, care The
at the start.
retitled in Chinese.
Film Daily.
About 2000 theaters or places where

Sydney Cohen

—

financial service rendered in connec-

made in color. At
productions made in China

Chamberlain

LEGAL RATES

represented.

control the 68 theaters.

likelihood be

all

(QcLu&attirnaJt (J-Lctwi.

of

China and between them practically

mediately upon the arrival of Chamberlain and for the first time in the
history of the screen some of the relics and antiques of old China will be
shown in a production which will in
first

ed

the

trol

traduction will also be started im-

—

European

Central

Rue de

42

Chinese Theaters, Ltd., Ramos, and France and Goullette con-

leave

these ;.re in
treaty ports.

1.

— Le

—

present

Immediately upon their arrival in
China preparatory work to the openng of 2,000 theaters will be begun.
There are at present but 68 theaters
in all of China and practically all of

Irving Mack, 802 S.
Ave.
Representative Ernest
W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

abash

\\

-

unknown
practically
throughout 80 per cent of China. At
are

tures

Street.

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.
CI icago Representative

in

New York in two weeks
and plan to sail for China on Jan. 26.
Headquarters will be wstablished at
Shanghai, where incidentally an exchange will be opened and a school
where projection will be taught to
1,000 Chinese youths.
New York headquarters are temporarily at the Bar Bldg., 36 W. 44th
will

President and Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Pret,
RESOURCES $5,000,000

There are 430 million people
China and 5800 cities of a population of 20,000 or more.
Motion pic-

years.

.ncluded in the organization and it is
anticipated that through the influence
of these important citizens of China
that the development work planned
will be put through without di.ric uitj

1923

are expected

to be developed within the next three

A number
I ol. XXIII

shown
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Racing Hearts

WEST

218

NEW

42nd ST.

YORK!

BRYANT 7812 f
WHEN YOU THINK OF
FOREIGN, THINK OF

INTER-OCEAN
w

t

No. 10
in

yy

Supported by Theodore Roberts
and Richard Dix

Adapted by Will M. Ritchey

By Byron Morgan

Released

THIS

is

by Byron Morgan, author of

the automobile stories in which Wallace

scored

The climax

No.
No.
No.
No.

"Nobody's Money."

first

story

his best.

"I'ark Secrets."
Wife.
"Drums of Fate."

"My American

greatest

successes.

It

for a

woman, and

is

the most thrilling auto race

ever staged, culminating in a

—and

terrific

smash-

with Agnes Ayres driving the win-

is

ning car.

Morgan's
one of

his

n

March

up
Reid

Directed by Paul Powell

it's

his

finest

Theodore Roberts gives one of
characterizations.
Robert Cain

plays the heavy.

1

FAMOUS PLAYERS
ERS lASKYCORPORAT10Nja||

No.
No.
No.
No.

CC (paramount Gpicture

8

"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower.

9

"Adam and Eva."

6
7

WATCH

THIS
SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 11

—

WITH

LITTLE ADS
IN
The only

place of

its

kind in

World

the

A FEW WORDS—

ENLARGEMENTS

STORAGE

FILM

W.

Bryant 8174

Fabbrica Italiaoa Lamine Milano

MORAT

J.

302 E. 33d St.

Vanderbilt 7361

film

manufactured in
Italy
by
the

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

raw

Positive

of

Editing and titling that will
win the case for your picture
before
JUDGE PUBLIC

OLD

LLOYDS

THOUGHTS

BIG

Sole Agents

COMMERCIAL FIBRE

CO.

OF

AMERC1. INC

Phone:

Film Storage Vaults
Cutting

Rooms

.Projection Theatres
••Packing for domestic and exi

IS

WmB

JOS. R. MILES

LAUB

NEGATIVE TITLES
10

cents per foot, including cards.
revolutionizing process
give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
class illustration*.
24 hour service.

Through our

Film Continuity— Subtitle*
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St. Bryant 9900

we

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS

203

West 49th

Circle 10,036

St.

Laboratory

port shipment

Wad. 3443

Film Library
Editing and Titling

Custom Clearances and Forwarding
130

W.

Bryant 5600

46th St.

ART

Successful

fou must constantly know how you
tand so as to be able to plan the
levelopment of your business.
can help you.

We
W. A. FLEMING &

Studio For Rent
EVERY MODERN DEVICE,
25 MINUTES FROM TIMES
SQUARE. BYWEEK,
MONTH OR YEAR. BOX
067 c/o THE FILM DAILY.

FOR SALE

TITLES

10,000 Feet Scenics

LOUIS MEYER

To Be

I

PRICE RIGHT

'

West

*

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

PRODUCTIONS OND /IS

Craftsmen Film Laboratories
251

Madison Square 4430
East 26th St.
New York City

BE/DUTIFUL

Address T-222, c/o
19th Street

The Film

Watkins 7620-7461

fYou can obtain FILMACK
'roduction Trailers on

Daily.
f

All Features for

A

CO.

Advisors
Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Longacre 9074

1IIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII«IIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

THE

N

I

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
little

big ideas that

make

for success.

24 Hour Service
Presentation Trailers

I
|

$1-808 S.WABASH AVE IP
7/

CHICAGO,

II

L.

C.

Story and Continuity
FOR SALE

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs, etc.

Full of action, wonderful love theme.
story, only three interiors.
box-office.

c/o

For

An

St.,

New York

out door

Written for the

details address T-666,

The Film Daily

"We Never Disappoint"
229 W. 28th

Elaborate Borders!

this

Company

Phone Watkins 1416-17

Increased

Watch

the

Sarnes Printing

FOOT

TINTING FREE

Public Accountants and Business
152

.

on
LETTERING

LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

CARTOONS
Bill Pause
7IW.44TH:ST.

City

Ads

Ph.Vanderb.lt 4551

Little
BRING

immiHiufliiiniiiiiiiiiiii
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at better figures.

But generally

speaking the $7.50 price holds. What happens? The picture
grosses less than it cost to make. The producer is sick.
Gentlemen, what are you going to do about it?

TALK OF CLOSING HOUSES
From

the Northwest come reports of poor business.
One
of the biggest operators in that section is talking of closing over
"Rotten business" is his only comment.
a third of his houses.
"Too many seats?" he was questioned. "Perhaps," he said,
"but in addition film rentals are higher today than ever in history.
The prices we paid during the high water level of 1920 are a
joke as compared to what we are being asked and what we have
to pay
today. It started with 'The Sheik.' Since then it has
been a succession of prices that knock you cold. And you can't
gel out of the red."

W. W. H0DKINS0N

—

—

THE PRODUCER'S SIDE

So with

this kick aboard a big producer was asked about
didn't like the idea of talking.
"Perhaps prices are

He
things.
high," he admitted, "but what can you do about it?"
Salaries of
Directors are asking the earth. Sam Goldstars are soaring.
wyn is giving Fitzmaurice about three or four times what he got
from Famous. Others after Fitzmaurice offered twice as much
Valentino has enough offers to sink a
as his old contract.
ship.
At five, ten times what Famous has him for. Schenck
can leave First National any day. He can get a better offer for
the Talmadge's anytime. Is First National making anv money
with the Talmadge girls? Ask any of the big men in First National.
And print what they say if they'll say anything.
Exhibitors.
They'll outbid each
"What brings it about?
Look
other all the time. They always have. They always will.
Giving Hearst somewhere between $40,000 and $50,000
at Fox.
Bucking the
who gave Abrams $60,000
for 'Knighthood.'
That's the way it goes. It always will. And as
for 'Tess.'
long as they boost prices why should they kick?"
So there you are, And you're just where you started. But

Do You Want

—

ABC

something's got to happen.

NICKELS AND DIMES
And here's what it must be. According to Ricord Gradwell.
"We've lost our prospective," says he. "This business was built
on nickels and dimes. They made a fortune for people in the
early days. True that was before the palaces were built and be-

Success
For 1923

;

fore everybody thought they had to spend a hundred thousand on
every picture. You can do a lot with nickels and dimes. If
you don't believe it look at the Woolworth Building. It was
And from them. Exhibitor's will tell you they
built with them.
I'd rather reduce rentals than
can't afford to reduce rentals.
of those who say it can't be
flag.
Let
some
wave the sheriff's
priced night.
See what
popular
Sandwich
in
it.
a
done try
happens. You can't run the big houses for Saturday and Sunday
business alone. An empty seat is a challenge. To fill them. It
It's simply
isn't the pictures because they are better than ever.
that the family can't afford to go at 40 or 50 cents a head. And
there are usually four or five to the family. It takes too much
away from shoes and stockings and food. Let's get back where
we belong. And everybody will be better off."

?

THAT LYNCH DEAL
a big one. Some millions involved. And Harold FrankLooks like a lot of
lin will get a chance to show something.
theaters down South, will pass to other hands. Just as FrankTurned the Black string from a loss.
lin did in New England.
To a gain. Pretty smart operator that boy. It's the old story.
You can't keep a good showman down. And Franklin is a good
showman. Ask Mike Shea.
And Lynch gets out of pictures. Except for his stock in
Famous. It's a lot, they say. Everybody feels happy. Kent
Who can now run the exchanges as he wants to.
included.

Sure

—

And

that's that.

DANNY.

Every Exhibitor

Wants

It
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2,000 Reissues

Ind'p'ts

ice Buy
iarry Aitken and Oscar
Old Triangle Output fc State
Rights Distributic
.icial of
Harry E. Aitken, former
business
rriangle, has re-entered th
of Oscar Price n a new
is partner
:ompany known as Tri-Stone Pic-

(Special
UK FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— At midnight, New
York time, a number of independent
producers on the coast were holding
I..

Hays.
Credence

is placed in local circles
report that Thomas Lee Woolwine, district attorney of Los Angeles and unsuccessful Democratic
nominee for governor is slated to
head the new body at a salary of
$100,000 a year. The tentative name
of the organization is the Independent

in the

:omedies which, in the total, aggrePrice
about 2,000 negatives.
gate
itated yesterday that the company
ntended reissuing this vast amount
product in bulk, and that the
)f
nedium chosen was the state right

Producing Managers' Association but
personnel is being guarded care-

ield.

its

features in the list include
>roductions which achieved a marked
legree of success when originally reThey include productions
eased.
tarring Douglas Fairbanks, the Gish

The

William

S.

I

a meeting here at which plans were
discussed for the formation of an organization of independents similar to
the one which is headed by Will H.

According to Mr. Price, the comPercy L.
>any has bought from
Abaters, former president of Triangle
md from Hy Winik, the entire
lomestic and foreign rights to the
rriangle output both features and

listers,

Up

Coast Producers Seek Los Angeles
District Attorney for Position
Similar to That of Will Hays

Inc.

ures,

Lined

fully at the

moment.

understood that Herman L.
Roth, an attorney is largely instrumental in perfecting the necessary arrangements.
It

Hart, Charles Ray,

is

Raymond Hitchcock, Dorothy Dalon,

Louise

:ale,

Gloria

Glaum, Bessie BarrisSwanson, and many

)thers.

The

plan

for
the release
irst of a series of 12 two-reel Keystone comedies, which will be availThe pictures
able in the near future.
will be re-edited in their entirety beiore released.
One portion of the business will
:over sales of the motion picture
rights
It
is
other producers.
to
understood that the old Triangle
:ompany held rights to a number of
vehicles which were never produced.
calls

"Secrets of Paris," presented by Mastodon Films Inc., did a bigger Sunday business than any attraction at B S. Moss' Cameo theater in many
months. "Peacock Alley," with Mae Murray making a personal appearance one year ago, beat it by only $1 60. "Secrets of Paris" topped "Sure
Fire Flint" by three hundred dollars, and will undoubtedly hang up a
record for the week. Advt.
.

—

Mary

in

"Dorothy Vernon" to
Postpones
Make Classic— Lubitsch Will Direct Production
(Special to

Gasnier Here
L. J. Gasnier, one of the featured
directors of Preferred Pictures releasing through Al Lichtman, arrived
in town yesterday from Los Angeles.
He is at the Astor for 10 days.

5 Millions in Deal

"Faust"

—

Lubitsch will direct.
It
was Miss Pickford's

plan

make "Dorothy Vernon

Haddon

next

but

been postponed

the
until

of

Week

A

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Mary Pickford's next
vehicle will be "Faust" which Ernest

Hall"

Papers in Lynch-Famous Players
Transaction to be Signed This

to

special

York Times

dispatch to The New
from Atlanta says, in

"For a sum reported to be $5,700,000, the S. A. Lynch Enterprise Corp.
has surrendered management of the

production has

Southern

summer.

subsidiary

Enterprises, Inc., and its
corporations, to the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Corp.

made

in

role.

The

the East.

picture

will

be

department said that the coast

licity

was correct.
was recalled yesterday

report
It

that

D.

toastmaster.

Woods Returns to Hollywood
Frank Woods, formerly with Famous at Hollywood, left for the coast
yesterday. It is understood that Mr.
Woods plans to produce his own pictures in association with several other
men recently resigned from Famous
and other companies on the coast.

part:

Ordynsky To Make "The Exciters"
"Final contracts and agreements
Dennis O'Brien, Miss Pickford's
Richard Ordynsky, who was signadviser stated yesterday that he had covering this, one of the biggest busied by Famous Players a few months
not heard definitely that the produc- ness deals ever consummated in the
ago will direct "The Exciters," in
tion of "Faust" had been decided South, will be signed early next week
which Bebe Daniels will have the
upon. At United Artists, the pub- and the agreement is made retroactive
leading

Zukor Passes 50th Birthday
Adolph Zukor was the guest of
honor at a dinner given at Delmonico's Sunday evening by executives and department heads of Famous Players in honor of his fiftieth
birthday. John C. Flinn presided as

as of Jan.

1.

also understood that the new
President of Southern Enterprises,
Inc., will be Frederick G. Lee, former
President of the Irwin Trust Co. of
New York and at present chairman of
(Continued on Page 2)
"It

is

Leave on Foreign Missions
W. Griffith had planned a production
Cresson E. Smith, former United of "Faust" but that he had changed
Artists manager in Chicago, leaves his mind because of expected difficulon the SS. Ventura from San Fran- ties with censors.
cisco on Jan. 23, for Austral'a where
he will remain for some time.
H.
Duncans Arrive
Wayne Pierson, one of Paul LaVidor's First For Goldwyn
and his wife arrived
Duncan
Wm.
zarus' assistant sales managers, left
King Vidor's first production under yesterday, accompanied by E. L.
on Saturday for the Far East.
contract will be "Three Moriartv, a Los Angeles newspaperE. J.
Eichenlaub has succeeded his Goldwyn
man. At the Algonquin.
Fools."
Wise
Smith in Chicago.

Loew Takes Over

the Astoria

The Loew

circuit officially took
over the Astoria last night. The occa-

sion was marked by the appearance
there of Marcus Loew, Rex Ingram,
Alice Terry, Lewis Stone and Ramon
Navarro. The theater started running Loew vaudeville yesterday, replacing Shubert units.

Lesser Buys Vidor Studio
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY

-

)

— Sol

Lesser, president
of Principal Pictures has purchased
the Vidor studio on which $100,000
Prinwill be spent in improvements.
cipal will make 12 features there and
space will be leased to other pro-

Los Angeles

ducers.

Western Pictures Exploitation Co.
has been absorbed by the new Lesser
unit of which Irving Lesser is vicepresident and Mike Rosenberg, secretary and treasurer.

!

;

THE
Tuesday, January

Exhibitors to Vote on Arbuckle

5 Millions in Deal

(Special to

(Continued

from Page 1)
the finance committee of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.
supervising
executive to represent Mr. Lee and
Mr. Franklin will probably be sent to

A
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After "Backbone" Exteriors
left yesterday
afternoon for Woodstock, Vt., where
exteriors for "Backbone" will be shot.
Henry M. Hobart, vice-president of

Howard Estabrook

Distinctive and the
later in the week.

company

leave

.

offices.

The

report of this transaction
exclusively in The Film

first

appeared
Daily last Thursday.

using

the

Back Into Pictures

following

newspaper

Ann Pennington who

ad.

mats

in

their

has been apis understood,

pearing in vaudeville, it
is about to form a company which

"Watty" Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Watterson R. Rothacker
(Special to

—

here

yesterday for a ten day
stay at the New York office.
John G. Halm, secretary of the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., returns to
Chicago the last of January. He has
been installing; a service system at
the Hollywood plant.
left

"Three Openings"

"The Third Alarm," an

F. B. O.
opened for a four weeks' run
at the Astor theater last night.
"Hunting Big Game in Africa With
Gun and Camera" started an engagerelease,

at the Lyric.

Martin
Johnson's
"The
Head
Hunters of the South Seas," opened
at

Broadway

the

This

Week

Astor— "The Third Alarm."
Broadway "Headhunters

—

the

of

Cameo— "Secrets of Paris."
Capitol— "One Week of Love."
—
new

"An

Educational Exchanges on aB
Christie

Inch in time

Comedies

draws nine"

mmmmmmmmtaammmmmmmmmmmmmmma^ms

Loew's

Adams Sawyer."
—

Tuesday

"Smudge"

and

"Why

Justice Waits."

—
—

Wednesday

"Only a Shopgirl."
Thursday "Making a Man."
Friday- "The
Super
Sex"
and
"Boss of Camp Four."

—

Saturday

—"Pride

of the

Palomar."

Sunday— "Call

of the Sea."
— "My American
Wife."
— "When Knighthood
Was
Flower."
Strand— "One Exciting Night."

Rialto
Rivoli

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

in

Next Week
Astor— "The Third Alarm."
Brooklyn Strand
"One Exciting

—

Night."
Capitol Not yet determined.

—
24 Hour Service
necessary
Criterion — "Salome."
— Not yet determined.
SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP Rialto
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Bryant 0985
220 W. 42d Street
if

Columbus— The Ohio M.
will

meet Jan.

P. T. O.

16-17.

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, p re
RESOURCES $5, COO, OOO
-

— LEGAL RATES —

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is understood that
Rupert Julian is planning a Napoleon- represented.
ic film, to follow "Merry Go Round."

PRODUCERS & STARS

—

of

picture bears the tentative

There was considerable mystery at
the Universal offices yesterday over
the above report.
No one seemed to

know about it but at the. same time
no one in authority cared to register

Also

every

form

—at legal ratrs.

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.
Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

a denial.

yln Invitation
To Directors—

WHAT'S YOUR
*-^ BIG IDEA?
that every director has a pet
hobby some favorite script or story
that he has long wanted to make one
that he has felt sure could be picturized
I believe

—

into

—

an excellent attraction.

among these hundreds of ideas there must be many that
are really and truly great
If they are,
I want to see and hear of them. If they
are worth while making, I will help you
make them.
certain that

Strand— "Omar

the Tentmaker."

—

So I extend this invitation if you
have any story or theme that you believe
could be

made

into a great picture, let

me hear from

you. It is possible that
particular hobby may contain

your
enough originality in plot and form to
make the very scenario I am looking
for.
Let me hear from you.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP.
1600

Broadway,

of

financial service rendered in connec-

tion therewith

"His Royal Divorce."

"Salome."

New York—Today — "Quincy

Criterion

all

Meet

Julian Plans Napoleonic Film

I feel

South Seas."
Brooklyn Strand— "Kick In."

Get them at

P. T. O. to

THE FILM DAILY)

yesterday.

On Broadway

BIG

$?1 THE MOVIES KIO THtlM5£L>'--5

—

next picture for First National will
be "White Fang," a Jack London
story, in which Strongheart the dog
will be featured.

C@23

will star in a series of pictures.
If
the plan goes through, production will
be on the coast.

advertising

ADDED LAUGH
HAZEL FftOM HOLLYWOOD"
DOROTHY DEVORE e/iristioComedu

exhibitors will

"White Fang," Trimble's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Larry Trimble's

title

Joe Traub, former assistant to Nat
Levine of Plymouth Pictures, is now
connected with the Ruby Film Co.

—Virginia

(Special to

have their patrons vote as to showing
Arbuckle pictures in their state.

The new

Traub With Ruby

ment

BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE
are

The above dispatch occasioned no
comment from the Famous Players

—

—

Li'wyn

Financial arrangements of the deal
involve payment to the S. A. Lynch
Finance
Corporation
of
large
a
royalty over a period of years.

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

do

Atlanta shortly.

Richmond

Ohio M.
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Desmond's Double Killed
Zeidman With Sacramento Pictures
(Special to
ILM DULY)
E
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Bennie Zeidman who
Los Angeles Doubling for William Desmond in an aeroplane, Jean has just finished making "The Spider
Perkins, "stunt" man was killed here and the Rose" will be in charge of

Newspaper Opinions

(Special to

"Secrets of Paris"— C. C. Burr

Cameo

IMERICAN — *

*

*

An

absorbing version

Eugene Sue's masterpiece,

the

at

uld
*

is."
t

—

the

at

we

If

Cameo

whoever gets him
*

As

story

.

—

Omaha— Suit

of

ter,

George Munroe,

appreciate how a great
business men feel about
discussing their financial affairs.

You

Screen

Rights

to

Edward

BAT

that
the
theater
promised to pay the loan on

in

Great Story and Title.
Published and Copyrighted 1912.

date they had only
paid $2,000 of the amount.
to

SCHUYLER

Room

522 Fifth Ave.

Guts and Flashes

C.

financing

New York

We

film

specialize

propositions.

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

Mary Alden, is working on Burton
King's new picture.

—

Bring

CHROMOS TRADING

HODGE
707

speedy
your

sympathetic,

and effective.
problem to us.

Marshall's

famous story

verdict of $21,925.
Munroe alleges

will find our service con-

fidential,

FOR SALE

000 which Munroe made, has been
decided in favor of Munroe, with a

company
demand but

We

many

pear.

Beatrice, against the Hostettler
to recover a loan of $20,-

Amus. Co.
'

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
TELL THE WORLD

Hillyer will direct their first "Temporary Marriage" in which Kenneth
Harlan and Mildred Davis will ap-

former operator of the Gilbert Thea-

theater, convinces us
is a lucky producer.
is
presented on the

Sue's
*
een it is a rousing melodrama. * *
Bennett loves to produce melolitm.-ui
mas, hut he has the good sense to ternthem with fine acting. All of the parts
e sanely played.
riMES It will seem rather a wild and
redible melodrama that makes Up in inmittent intensity what it lacks in contiDorothy Farnum,
ty and persuasiveness.
prepared the adaptation, seems to have
empted to put too much of the printed
ry into the film. * * * But the exciting
in
themselves, hold the attention.
ties,
r one thing, they are intensified by a numof stirring, if overdrawn, impersonations.
MfAIL * * * Is a thoroughly entertainpicture.
Sue's book is full of the sort
material precisely suited to the screen, and
scenario by Dorothy Farnum takes full
/antage of it.
Good direction is coupled
h an unusually able cast. * * *
All the thrills that go to
ke up life in the Paris underworld are
*
-eeled in the story. * *
jLOBE It is one of those old time meloimatic thrillers that Dad gladly paid his
t
thirty cents to see. * * * It has been
nished with an unusually fine cast and is
>duced with exceptional taste.
3UN * * * An unusuallv exciting melo-

.

I

production of Sacramento Pictures
Corp. of which Wm. H. Jobclmann
will be general manager.
Lambert

Wins Verdict Against Hostettler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

and that is splendid.
were a producer we
immediately send for William Collier.
* * His performance in "Secrets of

as the acting,

"RIISUXE

II

—

Cameo recently.

iter. * * * The play is given a cast that
re nearly approaches the "all star" boast
n is usual. * * * The photography is as
id

I

—

616

'Phone Cheliei 8284

1

"The Garden of Desire" is being
produced by Whitman Bennett with
Louis

—

—

ima. * * *

Receiver Asked For
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

at

Canal and Vine

a

Pruch.

Alma

^sJU

Home's

ALLEN THEATRE,

AKRON
"only a

Louis Wolheim, and
Elizabeth Murray, have been added
to the cast in support of Marion
Davies in "Little Old New York."

Sts.

Tell,

SERVICE

113AL,

£jg sfjRAg£g|L
119

SHOP QIRL

Hebrew Sheltering House
League, New York City, will hold
The

their 25th annual entertainment
dance at the Waldorf Feb. 17.

9091

a

formerly of the
Co., has join-

ed the production forces of
Exploitation Service.

O.—

Boulevard

J.

Vaughn Construction

Cincinnati.
Attorney Edward
:cker has been appointed receiver
r the Theater Amus.
Co., operating
e

Phone— Beekman

Betty Blythe.

rELEGRAM—

and

Fulton

St.,

N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

THE SUPER 39
The Nth Commandment

>)

By Fannie Hurst

Directed by Frank Borzage

Scenario by Frances Marion

A Cosmopolitan Production
Released

THE same

trio that made "Humoresque"
director and scenario writer,
working in complete co-operation, have produced another triumph of heart-appeal in
"The Nth Commandment." It is a story of
the simple lives that Fannie Hurst knows so
well, with as much laughter and tears and
drama as "Humoresque."

author,

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
'Adam's Rib."

ma

March

18th

The

great

includes

Colleen

Moore,

James Morrison, Eddie Phillips, Charlotte
Merriam, and James Cooper. This picture
has the kind of appeal that always means big

money

at

the box-office,

and

is

certain

to

rank as one of the big ones of the season.

•AFAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION Ml
ADOLOH ZUKOB 0-...*.*
UjBI
J
.

,

cast

No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

(2 Cparamount Qidure

"Java Head."
"The White Flower.'
"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Hearts"

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 12

—

—

THE

-JXIK.
DAILV
(Special to

Supreme

Court Justice Gavegan
has signed an injunction in a suit of
the Fairmount Films against Metro
and Loew's, Inc., restraining the defendants from using the title "Hate"
for a film pending the trial of the suit
by the plaintiff to prove its ownership of the title because of prior use
of the same.
Justice

THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines,

la.

—Abe

Frankle has

withdrawn

from the Des Moines
Theater Co., headed by A. H. Blank;

retaining sole interest in the Casino
and remaining in charge of the houses
at Cedar Falls, Creston, Albia, and

Leon.

Wilmer and Vincent Protest
The following communication

has

Ford has been received from Walter Vincent,

&

Vincent.

"Editor Film Daily
In the issue of your
of the 27th ult. there appeared an
article,
which seriously reflects upon this
:

Lusk
(Special to

Washington

in

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington
Walter E. Lusk,
formerly in the Cleveland office, is
now in charge of First National Pictures

Exchange

here.

"We
paper
is

it

is

the

realize that
to supply

news

if

it

is

function

news

to

its

POWERS

of a newsreaders, but

not the truth?

Your

in-

formant as to the Victoria Theater at Harrisburg, Pa., has himself been misinformed
or else he has misrepresented to you.
"In the first place, Wilmer and Vincent
never cast longing eyes on the Victoria
Theater.
At the time that the Messrs.

George owned and operated it, we were in
friendly competition, and never even considered making purchase of their property.
At the conclusion of the European War they
decided that they wanted to return to Greece
offered the house for sale, naming a price.
There were a number of individuals who
were willing to buy, but their initial payment

—

operated at a profit and until the industrial
and financial depression became so marked
in Pennsylvania, at a very large profit.
"It is difficult for us to understand why
you felt it within your province to make
publication in the first place, of an article
reflecting upon our management, of any theaSince you have done so, we trust you
ter.
of the substance of
will make publication
this communication, as a matter of simple

Do You Want
Success

justice."

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

from

gradation

A.

company.

and distribution of pictures of the
offer did not interest the Messrs. George.
chimpanzee known as "Snooky,"
"One day, they came to us with the propeither under the titles, "The Jungle osition that if we would make purchase, they
Romeo," "Bluebeard of the Jungle" would take a very small first payment
thereafter the transaction was consummated.
or any other title. The case will be The theater under our management has been
later.

P.

'Daily'

Stoll Co.

Supreme Court Justice Gavegan
has signed a temporary injunction in
a suit of John Rounan against the
Chester Pictures, Inc., restraining it
from offering for sale any negative
in competition with him in the sale

Wilmer

of

signed an order dismissing the suit
of the Standard Film Service Co.,
against the Stoll Film Co., Ltd., on
the ground that the action has been
dismissed
previously
against
the
Alexander Film Co., and the court
stated at that time that the contract
could not be enforced against the

heard

9,

Frankle Leaves Blank

In the Courts

Supreme Court

Tuesday, January

highest

light

to

For 1923

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN

?

POSITIVE ^FILM
faithfully reproduces evrry tcne of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

Every Exhibitor

Wants
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

It

See Thursday's Film Daily
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Price

Famous Signs Dwan
Make
to Make
Series — Herbert Brc

Offer to
Independent

Director of "Robin Ho<- " Will
1

M.

l

Compson Fea
Famous Players aim
day that Allan Dwan,
ture

:ed yester>e last pic-

was "Robin Hood

s

to direct a series
ductions, the first of \

"Lawful Larceny."

THE FILM DAILY)

combine independent producers in
an organization similar to the Hays
movement said yesterday that he had
submitted a producing plan to Sydney
S. Cohen, president of tin- M. P. T. O.
and that he had received a receptive
sponse from Cohen.
The meeting scheduled for Monday
night was held in Roth's office. Those
present included Nat Spitzer. John P.
McCarthy, John B. O'Brien. James
to

These pictures

i

;

was made of this by Paramount,
would not prove surprising if Ho e

tion

Hampton appeared in the leading ro'
Dwan is now finishing "The Glimps :s

:.

Moon."
(Continued on pace

Confirmation
Locally

—

been en-

be released as Allan Dwan Prod,
and advertised like other director
series of the Paramount organization.
Edmund Goulding has been signed
Altbouerh no mento adapt the play.

of the

— No

(Special to

will

it

Approached

Los' Angeles
Herman L. Roth, the
attorney who is credited with being
the important figure in the movement

pecial proh will be

gaged

Cohen

Producers

P. T. O. President on Distri-

bution

-es

Cent^

5

John Ince, Roy Clemens,
Eugene Kaufman, W. D. Russell, and

Young

3)

representative

of

Louis

Burston.

Smith's Leave for Coast
Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph. and
his wife, Jean Paige, left yesterday

a

for the coast.

has been offered the position as head
of the organization but lie lias told
Roth that until the plan had been
evolved in a more definite form, he
could not make a decision. In film
circles, here, the movement is not being considered seriously.

A. B. C. Gets "Ninety and Nine"
It is understood that the A. B. C.
has secured Vitagraph's "Ninety and

Nine" for earlv release.
Universal's Dividend
Stock holders of Universal at a
meeting yesterday voted to declare
a stock dividend of 450 per cent.
Bill to
(Special to

Albany

Repeal Censors

THE FILM DAILY)

— Assemblyman

Cuvilier, in-

troduced a bill in the Assembly yesterday for the repeal of the censors.
Senator James J. Walker will introduce his bill in the Senate in a few
days.

The Troubles

of

an

Exhibitor
Pneumonia Nev
Dear Sir Film Daily:
Well the convention's

over.
of these things, we did

Nothing

at

the meeting.

Thomas Lee Woolwine,

midexact moment when a 90-ton whale turned on his pursuers in
waters. An
Atlantic and overthrew whale-boat and crew in shark-infested
super-special,
instant of breath-catching suspense in the new Hodkinson
"Down to the Sea in Ships."— Advt.

The

___^==

as noted.

to the death of his mother.

Owing

Unauthorized

Proposed Contract

Sydney Cohen was not

his

in

office

Re- yesterdav. No information was obFormulated By C. P. M. A. In Gianinni So Describes Statement
tainable relative to the Roth teleWith
garding His Activities
England May Prove Suggesgram. When W. A. True, president
Valentino
tive Here
of the recently formed Theater OwnDr. A. H. Gianinni, of the Bank ers Distributing Corp. was asked
Below will be found the terms of a
the Coast about it, he said his first information
proposed contract presented by the of Italy, who has been on
returned yesterday was obtained from the coast dispatch
C. P. M. A. for use between English for the holidays,

—

New
When

appearing

York.
informed

exhibitors and Film renters (distribThis may prove of interest
utors).

to

here in view of the difficulty which
has developed between the Hays organization and the several exhibitor

published that

bodies with reference to a proposed

Players so that Valentino's pictures
might be released through J. D. Wil-

standard form of contract.
Terras of

And

was decided upon

definite

New

the

Valentino

reports

was anticipated

it

would make an

he

case

effort

with

to

that

settle

Famous

yesterday's issue.

in

Sydney Cohen's Mother Buried
Annie Cohen, mother of
Sydney S. Cohen was laid to rest
Mrs.

vesterday.
At the T. O. C. C. meeting yesterday, a resolution of sympathy was

passed and forwarded to Cohen.

the Doctor declared that any

liams,

Contract

are the terms of the new film
contract between exhibitors and renters put
full report of
forward by the C. P. M. A.
the meeting at which the contract was dis-

The following

of

the

Famous

such statement was without foundastatement
tion of fact and that any

(Special to

in

Portland

THE FILM DAILY)
Maine— It is reported

Portland.
regarding his interest in Valentmo
here that Famous Players will erect
without foundation.
was
Mr. W. H.
and Congress
cussed appears on page 34.
The following communication has a large house at High in the Fall.
Huish also discusses the subject in his weekly
early
Butler
readv
be
Arthur
to
Sts.
drew from our league, but Split Lip article
from
been received
The Strand. formerly of the
came in and we are expecting an exOF AGREEMENT Graham, Valentino's counsel:
MEMORANDUM
(1)
string was taken over by the
for arMitchel
day of
whatever
hibitor from Musculary, Idaho, so
foundation
entered into the
no

like

all

what

we expected and accomplished nothDandruff and Fxzema withing.

have ten members O. K.
dinner after the convention
about the wittiest affair ever

we
Our

that

was

19.. between
hereinafter named the
Renter of the one part and
hereintheater
of
after named the Hirer of the other part.

still

pulled out here.
Bevans of Chafed, made the opening address. When he finished the
repartee started and continued all
Bevans said "Friends we
evening.
are gathered here for the purpose of
improving our condition. (Applause").
must look ahead to the day when
exhibitors will run the business,"
(Continued on Page 6)

We

A

of

(2)

WHEREBY
let

the said Renter agrees to
to the said Hirer for

Exhibition Rights (run) at
the film

theater

and entitled
approximate length
feet,

days,

for

a

commencing
19

of

(Continued

of

film

the

period

known

as
the

being

of

day

the
for

the

pounds, say
on Page 2)

sum

( £,

of
)•

"There

is

a
certain trade papers reporting
Rodolph Valen
rumored settlement between
Corp.
Famous Players-Lasky

ticles

tino

in

and

the radio
Valentino's speeches over
his articles pubto mil ions of people, and
show
magazines
motion picture
isl^d
a principle, and is
"hat he is fighting for
fighting to the finish.

'•Mr.

i

-There

has

been

no

final

determinanon

Frepara
court.
the action in the equity
when
to try the case
?ions are being made
ivir.
Be
and the evidence will
reached,
his
complete justification for
Valentino's
resistof

present
ance."

self-denial

and

courageous

Goodsides

who now have

practically "sewed up."

Portland

The Black

chain held an option on ground here
after Famous failed to secure
is claimed that Goodit
Strand
the

and

sides

mous.

have made it difficult for FaThis is probably the basis

that
for the circulation of the report
Famous intends building here.

No
home

one
office

in

the

Famous Players

would discuss the Port-

yesterday.
land report or situation

;

THE
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At Broadway Theaters

Wednesday, January

Proposed Contract
(Continued from

Capitol

Nq. 9 Wednesday, Jan. 10,

KOI. XXIII
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS,

Joseph
J.

W.

INC.

President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

Dannenberg,

ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months $3.00.
months, $5.00
3

the

Capitol
"Light
Cavalry"
and
"The
March," played by the Capitol orchestra,
opens the bill, followed by the regular
Capitol Weekly News, a Ballet Divertissement by Doris Niles, Thalia Zanou and
Blanche
O'Donohue
and "The Natural
Horn Liar,'' a short reel.
Evelyn Herbert
and Frederick Jagel sings "Because," the
feature
is
"One Week of Love," with
Elaine
Hammerstein and Conway Tearle.
Nadia Reisenberg makes her debut at the
piano,
rendering
"Scherzo,"
from "Concerto Symphonique." "A Stone Age Romeo,"
the latest Aesop
Film Fable, and organ
selections, close the program.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

DAILY,

communications
71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

St.,

New

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 802
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

The Film Renter, 53a
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42
man.

—

Clichy.

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzclaplata.

Quotations
High

98^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
.

v

do

pfd.

"G'wyn

90J4

.

98^

.

...

6J4

Low

Close

Sale*

94J4
89J^
98^4
6V»

98

5,000
1,500

Loew's

90H
98^

&A

200
600

Not quoted

Griffith

19^

...

193/6

World

19$^

Rialto
The overture

The

Jazz.

bill.

length

the only extra

is

this

week,

number

because

of

Elsa Fuller has just returned from
where she appeared in
five productions.

Germany,

prelude

Exiting Night" is next,
selections rendered by

organ solo

is
the first
the feature, "One
followed by several
An
the orchestra.

(7)

—

(£k£uc*x£lcrrui£ U-tctu/i£A^

Crandall in

-m

this

(9)

Broadway
New York

1482

(11)

Town

week.

We

buy

rights only for entire
Latin America.

NEGATIVE TITLES
10

cents

Monte Blue Leaves

for

Warner

class

illustrations.

24

hour

service.

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
203 West 49th

St.

Laboratory

Circle 10,056

Wad. 3443

International

Distributers

of

MOTION PICTURES

THE RENTER

shall

not permit any

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation

THE HIRER

agrees to pay the said
of
for
pounds (£
)
the hire of the film herein stated, within
seven days after the completion of the
hire period.

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING
218

FOREIGN

OF

WILL PURCHASE
on desirable improved theater
All communications confidential. Write full particulars. Price,
seating capacity and equipment. Principals only.
Address B-04, care The
Film Daily.
lease

property.

This agreement shall be signed by both
and completed simultaneously,

failing which this agreement shall benull and void.
In the event of any dispute arising out
of this agreement, the parties shall
submit such dispute to a Board of

come

(14)

THINK

INTER-OCEAN

THE HIRER

THE HIRER

7812

WHEN YOU THINK OF

agrees to insure the said
against fire or accidental damage
whilst in his possession.

agrees to exhibit the
said film at the above-mentioned theater
(kinema) only and at no other place
or places during the time the film is in
his possession.

NEW YORK

42nd ST.

BRYANT

THE HIRER

undertake^ to return,
carriage paid
(within tlfe territory
only), the said film immediately after
the final exhibition, in the same condition as received, reasonable wear and
tear excepted, to the address and instructions that the Renter shall furnish.
Should the Renter instruct that
the film be sent to an address outside
the territory, the Renter shall refund to
the Hirer the cost of any extra carriage
incurred thereby.

WEST

ART

Arbitration, such Board to consist of
two Renters, two Hirers, and an independent referee, according and sub-

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

West

19th St.

Watkins 7260-7461

Goetz Goes Up-State
Charles Goetz, manager of the W-B
exchange has gone to Buffalo, taking
with him Charles ("Pop") Berliner
and Lionel Edel who will handle

*WE NEVEP DISAPPOINT'

Reichenbach Returns
Harry Reichenbach returned yesterday from a three weeks' stay in
Detroit where he worked a number
of effective exploitation stunts on
"The Dangerous Age" and "Hearts
Aflame."

Properly Present Your Photoplay

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

undertakes to indemnify the Hirer against all claims as to
proprietorial
rights
or copyright in
connection with any music which the
Renter undertakes to supply with the

sales there.

+/&tfiadei&a>

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

ject to the provisions of the Arbitration
Act, 1889.

per

foot, including cards.
revolutionizing process
wo give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.

parties

has resigned.

Through our

(13)

Brothers.

Berman Leaves Goldwyn
Abe Berman, who joined Goldwyn
several months ago and who was
identified with Edward Bowes' office,

The former

picture played

Kunsky's Capitol New Year's
and grossed about $25,000.
"Hearts Aflame" is now running at

at

Week
the

Adams,

of

—

film

of

Monte Blue is en route for Los
Angeles to appear in "Main Street"

form

every

financial service rendered in connection therewith at legal rate*.

THE RENTER

sum

(12)

JUPITER FILM CORP.

Also

represented.

THE RENTER

exhibition of the said film in
this territory previous to the abovementioned first release date.

Washington, is
serving as representative of the Rotating Committee at First National

Harry Crandall,

PRODUCERS & STARS

public

(10)

Harry Warner Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry M. Warner
leaves for New York today.

THE RENTER

-

— LEGAL RATES -

said film.
(8)

last.

is

or subsequent Exhibition
Rights (run) are hired herein, there
shall be inserted in the following spaces
the names of the theaters (kinemas)
and the number of days that the film
shall be played previous to the commencement of this agreement.
theater
days at
days at
theater
agrees to deliver the
said film, carriage paid, in sound and
complete condition on the first day of
hire period mentioned herein, in time
for the Hirer to examine and prepare
the film for exhibition previous to the
matinee performance.
hereby declares that
lie holds the sole rights of the above-

penalties as to the proprietorial rights

of

Review

to

Where second

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, Prea.
RESOURCES $5,001, 100

or copyright.

Strand

A

town
town

19.. and he further undertakes to indemnify the Hirer from any claims or

2,200

The Strand Topical

theater
theater

film shall be first released for exhibition
this territory shall be

the

"Knighthood," the feature.

of

of his next comedy, Al St. John will
leave for New York on a vacation.
Bennie Stolloff, his assistant director will accompany him.

in

Rivoli

The overture
the
program

Coming East

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood — Upon the completion

mentioned film for this town (district),
and declares that the date on which the

"Robespierre" and Riesen-

is

Rialto Magazine
and "Daddy Long Legs," a musical film
follows.
Joseph Allesie renders a trumpet
The feature is "My American
virtuoso.
"ChopinWife." starring Gloria Swanson.
iana," by the Serova Dancers and Lloyd
Hamilton in "The Speeder," corrrplete the
Classical

feld's

number.

u

(5)

Paris."

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

(4)

(6)

—

European

Central

.'. .

;

Rue de

1)

1923

whatsoever

Cameo
"Favorite Minuets," the overture; "Evening Star." played by John Priest, at the
A musical prologue, "Voices of
organ;
Paris"
and finale selections on the organ
The
the
current
musical
numbers.
are
weekly pictorial is the second unit, followed
by a short scenic reel, "Arcadian Meadows."
The feature is C. C. Burr's "Secrets of

Page

In the case of the First Exhibition
Rights (run) being hired herein, the
following theaters shall be barred for a
period of
days after the termination of this agreement and these
kinemas (theaters) shall not be allowed
to advertise the said film in any manner
until
days after
the termination of this contract, except
by slide upon their own screen.

;

:

$15.00.

(3)

Al St. John
(Special to

10,

OtOMLQWFlLM yUJORATOWES
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 SB STREET
PHONE

BRYANT 5576

NEW yocK

ALLAN A.LQWNE5
GEN.

MGR

I

THE

—*— ^—

nesday, January

1923

10,

——

—

"Movie Kodak"
New Camera

Famous

Said to Have Reached
Technical Perfection Eastman

itkeNews
No. 4

SENDS TROOPS INTO THE

SICE

— Scenes

>JELAND

from Dusseldorf as

prepares to enforce reparation terms.

e

VTE ASKS WITHDRAWAL OF U. S.
DPS FROM GERMANY—The Presiigures

from
the American occupation

resolution

receives
of

facts

Senate;

of

oblenz sector.

news from Hungary; France; Korea;
Philadelphia, etc.
go
;

'HE

ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

Rochester,

dak"

the

best

pictures

movie ko-

the descriptive title given a
new invention which is said to have
reached
technical
perfection
at

Famous

also stated yesterday that
Herbert Brenon will direct for the
organization, his first picture to be
"The Rustle of Silk" in which Betty
Compson will star.
Later, Brenon
will

laboratory of
is
lecturing

are

ntino

four

in

appears.

which

Rodolph

The

complete

Lasky

ollows:
anslaughter,"

"Blood

and

Sand,"

and

Hood," "Over the Hill," "The
"The Prisoner of Zenda," "The
Horsemen," "Monte Cristo," "Tess
le
Storm Country," "Orphans of the
"Trifling
i,"
Women" and "The

You recognize

THE FILM DAILY)
Strand

here

(Special

owner

of

will
It's

the

Ont.— S.

L.

Lambert

is

this

line—

— Fascination

Pictures,

Incorporators:
L.
R.
Bangsberg and H. S. Douglas, New
York. Capital $10,000; E, C. Christensen, attorney.

So Will Your Patrons!

famous old American song and of a Lund
featuring Louis Wolheim, Helen Lowell, Donald
Gallaher and Helen Weir.

NORCA PICTURES,

Lambert,
here,

Rosenthal.

of a

title

Man For Mayor
to THE FILM DAILY)

the

I.

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
Production

Welland,

and

a tempo.

Film

,"

J.

Bird Kiddie, Manmotiot.
pictures.
Capital,
Incorporators, H. Suchman

Moreno in "The Exciters"
Antonio Moreno will be co-starred
the Kodak
Albany
on the new with Bebe Daniels in "The Exciters" Manhattan.

close.

in

g

Albany— Blue
hattan
$50,00.

Buffalo Strand Closes
Buffalo — The

Corp.,
Incorand D. Goldstein.

—

now Geraghty's assistant will be in
charge in Long Island City.

The capacity of the
100 ft. of the small
film, which is equal to 250 ft. of
The action of the
standard film.
kodak is the same as the large standard professional cameras.

(Special to

James

Theater

$10,000.

Dover. Del. The United Radio
Publicity Corp.
Incorporators: H.
G. Wilson, Frank C. Mooney, Charles
Mooney. Capital $500,000.

is returning to Hollyto assume other duties at the
plant.
Lloyd E. Sheldon, until

film is 35mm.
new kodak is

of

Capital,

porators, A.

with Four

Island studio

wood

conducted by the Daily News,
:

Woman

Compson vehicle.
Tom J. Geraghty who has been in
charge of production at the Long

Theater

Capital, $150,000.

— Miracle

Faces," another

Kodak Park.
For three years camera and lens
experts and chemical scientists have
been bending efforts toward the perfection of a motion picture camera
which could be used by amateurs.
At last the experiments have borne
fruit, and at a meeting Monday of
the American Chemical Society Dr.
C. E. Kenneth Mees, director of the

make "The

Albany
Bronx.

— Palace

Conn.

Corp., Norwich.

THE

Tops News Contest
of

—"A

Incorporations
Hartford,

1)

which, as exclusively noted in
machine.
The camera, called the motion pic- FILM DAILY, Richard Ordynsky
ture kodak, takes a film of 16mm. in will direct for Famous.
The standard motion picture
width.

:oday
list

N. Y.

is

company,

a

Work
THE FILM DAILY)

Experts at
(Special to

research

'alentino

—

Dwan

Signs

(Continued from Page

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

a

candidate for mayor.

Rajah."

THE SUPER 39

WALTER

No. 12

HIERS

in

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
with Jacqueline Logan
Screen play by Albert Shelby LeVino, from the story by Dana Burnet
Directed by Wesley Ruggles
Released

THE

first

star appearance of the always

He is a star
popular Walter Hiers.
has been made by public demand, and
there is no doubt that he will be a big box-

who

March

18th

who suddenly
American

gets

revolution,

a

South

and has many

excit-

mixed up

ing and screamingly funny adventures.

porting

cast

includes,

office attraction.

No
this.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

better vehicle could be selected than
It's

the story of a necktie salesman

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."

Logan,

Guy

George

<V,.,j..t

Fawcett,

besides

Robert

Sup-

Jacqueline

McKim,

Oliver and Clarence Burton.

LASKY CORPORAnON
A FAMOUS PLAYERS
HOOLDH ZUKOQ
.

in

No. 7 "Java Head."
No. 8 "The White Flower."
No. 9 "Adam and Eva."
No. 10 "Racing Hearts'*
No. 11 "The Nth Commandment'

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

MONDAY
FOR

No. 13

(X (paramount (picture

—

—

THE
ma^Bmmmmmmaasr-

DAILY
j5^»S:
Newspaper Opinions
"One Week

Love"

of

Iowa

AMERICAN—*

* * It is all extremely well
Hammerstein * * * displayed

Elaine

dramatic power that was quite surprising.

pictures

should prove great enterthose who like their society

all

undiluted.
*

Love,"

of

*

pursues

the
course of out-and-out meloto a stagy conclusion which, is patently
put on for the sake of its thrill without regard
to the logic and aim of the story.

MORNING WORLD— Elaine
*

*

Hammer-

Broadway

distinctly

is

calibre.

But we are not so sure of that, either. If
Fifth Avenue had cinema theaters, Miss Hammerstein would deserve to have her name there
* * * Even so,
in lights as big as Nazimova's.

"One Week of Love" is as good a screen
melodrama as Broadway has seen for a year,
and Miss Hammerstein's performance
markably bne.

re-

is

HERALD — The

spectacle of an airplane
crashing through the roof of a Mexican
abode hut is beautifully managed in this film.
* * * There are other big scenic punches
a railroad train crashing from a miniature
bridge into a miniature river, and a hero
rescuing a heroine on the brink of a waterfall.
* * * In fact, "One Week of Love'' is just
about as obvious in theme as it is possible
* That it is
for a motion picture to be. *
more than usually entertaining is a tribute to
the skill of its director, George Archainbaud.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *
ern romantic
with
several
suspense.

* * a Westrestrain*, and

drama acted with

sheik is with us again, Amer*
* The climax is a
time. *
wreck, in which an entire train
thrilling
plunges from a bridge into the river below.
this

TELEGRAM— But

it

is,

after

all,

the aero-

plane scenes which leave the most indelible
An incredible amount of attenimpression.
tion has been devoted to minute detail.

GLOBE — There

are

Week

of

Love,"

*

*

*

is

obviously "The Sheik" done to the tune of
airplane motors and Mexican greaser lingo.
* in the end * * * home, she parts from
him quite tenderly and yet sensibly. * * *
One wishes the picture could end right here,
*
has proceeded quite
for the story
i

plausibly,
point, full

and yet entertainingly, up
of

natural

human

to
reactions,

this

JOURNAL— *
and

* excellent film

*

One Week
good

of

romance
Love" gets away to a

the tempo, even
though most of its situations have lost their
novelty for picture enthusiasts.
It has two or
\hree thrills that actually thrill. * * *
start

Jene has been
transferred to the F. B. O. office here
as booker from their New Orleans

Pine Bluff, Ark.— The Berbig has
been reopened under ownership of
Kassinelli, Sepel and Prinze.

Wm.

here.

changed their name to the Picker.
Theater Advertising Co.

H. G.

El Dorado, Ark.—The Rex, destroyed by fire, is being replaced with
a new structure by M. J. Pruniski of
S.

Pickering,

president,

McCord

WELLS

His Most Famous Novel

of

IS

El Dorado.
Willat Selecting Exteriors
Irvin Willat is in Florida selecting
exteriors for "Fog Bound" in which
Dorothy Dalton will appear for Famous. This will follow "The Law of
the Lawless" now in production on
the coast.

"Omar"

Exploitation

First National exploitating "Omar
the Tentmaker," has devised a palanquin to be used wherever the picture
The cost will be from
shown.
is
$15 to $300, depending on the material used in construction.

Fabian's
(Special to

—

"PASSIONATE FRIENDS
Published by Harper and Bros.

READ BY MILLIONS
Everyone Will Want To See the
Marvellous Picturization of this
Literary Sensation

WATCH FOR

Buy Strand

THE FILM DAILY)

Newark The Fabian's have taken
over the Strand here from Lou Rosenthal at a figure reported close to
$100,000. The Strand has been making the going hard for the Fabian's
with high rentals.

9

RELEASER DATE
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Gene Roth Ought to Know

He shows pictures
CLASS OF SERVICE

that

make money.

He

understands what

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington
Statistics
covering
exports oi films during October, just
made public by the Department of

UNION

iVMDOL

Telegnir.i

Day Letts*

to buy.

Niyht

Message

Night Letter

Blue

WESTERNUNION

Nite

AM

NL

It non« of
these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Other*
wist. Its character is Indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE

W

E.

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

CLASS OF SERVICE

KiMBOL

Telegram

Day

Letter

that
shipments
22,000,000 feet,
with a value of approximately $750,
The most important item was
000.
positive film, of which 12,229,916 feet,
valued at $531,754, were exported,
the principal markets being Australia,
Argentina and Canada, in the order
named. During the month also there
was exported 492,781 feet of exposed
negative film, valued at $37,959, the

most important market being England.
Exports of sensitized but unexposed film during the month totaled 9,215,143 feet, with a value of
$195,837, the most important markets being France and Japan, the
former taking half of the total ex-

25 BG

36 VJ

Blue

Night Message

NIL

Night Letter

NL

If none o(
these hire, symbols
appears after llie c* H,k -lumber of
words! this Is a tetec-am. Otier«
wise its character ia Indicated t" the
symbol appearing after tne chuck.

_

SAN FRANCISCO CAL. JAN 5 1923.
AL. LICHTMAN CORP.
1650 BROADWAY NEW YORK NY.

HAVE MADE SPECIAL TRIP YOUR STUDIOS TO PREVIEW "THE HERO"
"ARE YOU A FAILURE?" "POOR MEN'S WIVES" AND "THE GIRL WHO CAME
BACK." STOP IMMEDIATELY BOOKED ALL FOUR STOP BEN SCHULBERG'S
INDEFATIGABLE WORK AT STUDIO PRESAGES LLOYDS INSURANCE FOR
FUTURE PRODUCTIONS. STOP CONGRATULATIONS.

EUGENE H. ROTH,
GRANADA, CALIFORNIA AND IMPERIAL THEATRES.

t

I

READ:

Commerce, show
totaled more than

ports.

h;

IS

has been
appointed salesman of the local Universal office.
Roy Sedin succeeds
McCool as booker.

Rock, and M.

T.

The Most Talked of Author
in the World

Omaha— G. H. McCool

Little

—

Amusement

maintains

October Exports
(Special to

—

Bridgeport,
Conn.
The Plaza
Co. has been formed to
take over the lease of Poli's Plaza

19

and

under Archainbaud's judiciously emphatic direction showing snappy signs of life that distinguish the movie quick from the movie dead
* such a powerful vivid and sensational
wreck that one can forgive it readily even
when the stereotyped waterfalls are dragged
in.

— Frank

are

that

situations

very alive and tense, and the theme as handled
and directed is sufficient to hold the interest.

SUN— "One

opened.

much

and

scenes

exciting

MAIL— The

icanized

Petite has re-

*

drama

*

—The

office.

DIMES— "One Week

stein

Falls, la.

Cleveland

TRIBUNE — It
tainment for

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Selznick

(Special to

10,

Simpson Co. Changes Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas The James P. Simpson C

Takes Over Poli House
THE FILM DAILY)

Southwestern Notes

Capitol

Wednesday, January

!

Wednesday, January

Putting
Here

is

DAILY

Over

It
his

Send along your
the other fellow

SI at 64.1 Cents

exover.

show

Let

ideas.

know how you

cleaned up.
[ovel Exploitation

Stunt

New York— Marc Lachmann,
exploiteer,

ersal

Uni-

member

a

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

New Haven—The

purchasing value of the dollar today
is
64.1
cents of its pre-war
value, according to a compilation made by Irving Fisher,
professor of political economy
at Yale.

responsible for
novel exploitation

is

ne of the most
tunts of the year in connection with
le recent Broadway presentation of
The Flirt," at the Rialto. By a tiep with the Barber's Union, he had
special day set aside in which
olored cards advertising "The Sam
'enton Hair-cut for Men" were inerted in all barber shops. This card
ed the hair-cut up with Tom Kenedy,

"The

of

Flirt's"

New

First Nat'l Office

THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha—The new exchange

months ago.
$500,000 String For St. Paul

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Chance

—

Indianapolis The Circle took a big
hance in playing First National's
Two
Oliver Twist" and won out.
yeeks before the picture opened it
dvertised the fact that if it should
ain between seven and nine on the
ipening night patrons would be coneyed to the theater by the cars of
wo taxicab companies with whom a
was made, without charge,
ie up
"or two weeks every cab operated by
hese two companies carried this sign
"Oliver Twist" and the Circle
in
It was tremendous adver["heater.
ising for the picture that was doubly
It
tie up.
,s effective as an ordinary

Paul

—

reported

that a
group of eastern capitalists will erect
six houses in residential districts of
this city to cost $500„000.
Oscar
Tatkin is representing the financiers,
having secured permits for two of
the houses.
St.

is

it

Capital Increases
(Special to

Louis

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Southern

Real

France

is

worried

England is worried
The United States is worried

of
1511

Nat'l has been opened at
Chicago St. The exchange was formerly housed on Farnum St., but, as
noted, was destroyed by fire several
First

KEYSTONE COMEDY REVIVAL

Everybody

(Special to

ast.

'aking a

!

—2&<

1923

how a brother

put

hibitor

10,

!!

Estate

and Financial Co. raised its capital
from $1,000,000 to '$1,450,000; Columbia Theater raised its stock from
$200,000 to $300,000; Middleton Theater Co. raised its stock from $100,-

is

worried

ALL THEY NEED

IS

A

Good Hearty Laugh!
Of

remembers KeyProgram was com-

course, everybody

stone Comedies.

No

plete without them, and, since then, real
laughs have been few and far between.
Audiences pay to be amused; that's why
Keystone is the best known Trade Mark
Rein pictures throughout the world.
cently, for whole days, we looked at Keystone comedies with some of the greatest

laugh experts in the world and decided
they would cure both world and Box

upplemented a comprehensive cam000 to $450,000; Castle Amusement
that embodied the use of the
Co. raised its stocK: from $25 000 to
walking
the
Oliver Twist" coach,
$100,000; and the Mid City Realty
iook and the teachers and libraries
Co. raised its stock from $100,000 to
,nd window displays in about a dozen

Office troubles.

tores.

and re-titled by a well known comedy
Producer and assisted by one of the

iaign

$200,000.

darnel for

Omar

Davenport,

la.

Receiver Asked For

—

When Manager

^overidge of the Capitol started his
:xploitation campaign on "Omar the
rentmaker" he began looking for a

The manufacturer of Omar
:amel.
:igarettes might have caused trouble
because of such a tie up with a
"amel; but his troubles were as noting compared to the troubles of the

spent weary
exploitation agent.
hours looking for the rare beast but
The veiled figure on the<( two
got it.
backed animal was labelled as "One
and
of the Shah's prospective bridts"
urged people to see "Omar the Tentmaker" and find out what happened

He

to her.

usherettes at the Capitol were
dressed in the garb of habitues of a
Enhancing this atPersian harem.
mosphere, one of these girls was stationed at a table in the lobby every
evening to give out figs and dates.

The

"scare" novelty was
used, large envelopes being distributed to motorists with the sign:
"New Traffic Rules" and the ques"Do You Think This City
tion:

The

traffic

Should License Drivers?"

The

folder

to use unusual
gas wagons
their
propelling
in
caution
during the "Omar" run because of the
crowds that would be on the streets
and especially around the theater.
inside

warned drivers

The quatraine contest was used in
conjunction with the Daily Times.

(Special to

Newark

—A

THE FILM DAILY)
for

bill

receivership

the North Jersey Theaters
owner of the Lyndhurst at
Lyndhurst, nas been filed by Libman
& Spanjer of Newark. The latter

against
Corp.,

corporation has a claim of $1,300
against the Lyndhurst corporation.
John T. Collins admitted that the
theater has been a loss from the
start.
Assets are said to be about
$90,000 and liabilities, including the
mortgage on the property, about
$85,000.

Robin Hood Big London Success
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—A

special correspondent
London
of the New York Herald says.
"It packed the Pavilion the first
performance, and that astute shrinker
from publicity, C. B. Cochrane, has

been
ever

quarter pages
house isn't big
England, even that England

apologizing
since

enough.

that

in

the

which Ambassador Page said was so
beautiful on account of the layers of
thick

green

taken

this

tradition, has
his Calisettings to its heart.

moss

So, we're going to release, during the
next six months, twelve of them, re-edited

screen's cleverest titlewriters, they will
be protected as such by copyright.

All theatres are warned against the use
of dupes or unauthorized prints of these
subjects, as all violations will

ously prosecuted.
State-right exchanges are wanted in
each state to cooperate with us in an intensive campaign of exploitation which
on
will put these high class comedies

every screen in America. They must be
financial
of good business standing and
responsibility.

TRI-STONE PICTURES,
565 FIFTH

of

Yank hero and

fornia pasteboard

Leaping literally, as he does through
one of the most English of all
English traditions Doug must have
had qualms when he sent the film
here.
He may be satisfied. Even
the Morning Post approves."

be vigor-

TRIANGLE
PICTURES

Inc.

AVENUE

H. E. Aitken
Oscar A. Price

KEYSTONE
COMEDIES

"

:

THE

&&»i

DAILY

The Troubles

of

an

(Continued

Page

from

added Lucille Hutton

Just then, from somewhere, came
a raspberry.
It was a loud one too.
Bevans refused to continue. Then the
repartee started.
Ike Wholsum of

Leprosy

said that

Lena Ghenster

and now that

am

called on.
I want to say that I have had a good
time (applause). I want to thankMr.
for
his
personal
Deneker
trouble."
She sets down and boy
you should a heard the applause I
I

Lee has

the cast of

"Desire."

Wally Van completes the cast
"The Common Law."

All over the room is shouts, the
hole ten of them was shouting.
I
tl ink
I
heard a raspberry or two.
but didn't pay no attention to them.
So I gets up and delivers the speech
of the day.
I
"Ladies and
says:
Gentlemen (Mrs. Deneker is there
with me) I am glad you all have had
a good time and if there is anything
you all have learned from my method
of exhibiting, why welcome to it.
"I admit I am a good exhibitor and
it
you bohunks get any ideas, I'm
glad." Well, that's where the repartee
rnded. I never heard such a raspberry in my life. Of course I could
a pinned it on Bevans, my nearest
competitor, but I aint saying. But
this much I know, anyone that tries
to get a bunch of hick exhibitors together for their own protection, is a
first class sap.
I'm through with 'em.
I got a big lot of high class features
coming in the next two weeks. I
got that serial I got hooked with.
Boy, it sure is a bed ridden feature.

Every time
is

I

either getting

think its
with the Owen
bed,

walk

I

in
in,

on

it,

some

Larry Semon's next comedy
be called

"No Wedding

Rowland

or out of their

My

—

Merry Christmas,
Yours,

CLEM DENEKER.
The Celluloid Salesman
"Jimmy" Grainger writes:
"Regarding your pertinent comment with
reference to salesmen seeing and being conversant with the product they are selling
"It may interest you to know that there
are now in our exchanges short sales reels
approximately 1,000 feet in length titled 'The
These show the high
relluloid Salesman.'
spots and outstanding scenes of the picture,
contain suggestions of exploitation value to
the exhibitor, and also give him some idea
of the advertising accessories and novelties in
conjunction with each picture to enable him
to put it over to a box office success.
"Our sales staff has found that in the majority of cases exhibitors dislike using up
lime to screen pictures and we generally
find that al such screenings a few scenes will
suffice to sell the exhibitor, therefore, these
reels are carried by our salesmen and are
used to give the exhibitor an idea of
the picture he is buying.
"These 'Celluloid Salesmen' will be issued
with each of our bigger productions starting
with 'The Strangers' Banquet.'

will

Bells."

Lee has retained
photograph "De-

V.

George Barnes

to

sire."

Metro's next comedy for Bull Montana will be "Two Twins."
Albert
Austin will direct.

The Standard Film Laboratories
a number
new negative cutting rooms.
Frank Ormstrom

will

of
of

the

RICHARD ROWLAND
F. J. GODSOL
CARL LAEM VILE
HIRAM ABRAMS
WILLIAM FOX
ELMER PEARSON

be art direc-

Norma Talmadge in "Within
Law" and Constance in "Madame

tor for

W. W. tODKINSON
I

Pompadour."
Allen Holubar has added the following to the cast of "The White
Frontier": Robert Anderson, William
A. Orlamond and Herbert Portier.

P.

A.

POWERS

scenes.

SELZNICK
ALBERT E. SMITH
WILLIAMS
J. D.

Universal has acquired "Souls That
Pass in the Night," by W. J. Flynn,
formerly Chief of the U. S. Secret
Service.
The story deals with fake

ARTHUR S. KANE
FRED WARREN

Fred W. Jackman, president of the
American Society of Cinematographers

is

at Gardnier, Mont., directing the
of
snow and primitive

shooting

L.

J.

spiritualists.

Universal
rights

to

Saturday

has

secured

the

screen

"The Self-Made Wife," a
Evening Post story by

some kind of a tie-up Elizabeth Alexander and plans
duce it with an all-star cast.
Daveno Company.

That'll be all for this time except
that I am going to Los Angeles next
week.
wife won a free trip from
the Rocky Mountain Gazette and I
am going to use it. Boy that Hollywood better look out. I'm thinking
for picking my films from the studio
direct and not bothering with no
salesmen or exchanges.

-

of

ADOLPH ZUKOR
MARCUS LOEW

Selznick's

Hollywood have opened

gits.

one

V.

to

pull-

ed the raspberry and Lena made a
witty comeback by saying. "Wholsum
youre a darned liar." Well that got
a big laugh and Lena was forced to
make a speech. Lena gets up and
says: "Fellow exhibitors, I been wanting to speak ever since this convention
started

THE FILM DAILY)

— Rowland

Hollywood
1)

10,

Coast Brevities
(Special to

Exhibitor

Wednesday, January

to pro-

Bryson has been added
to the cast of "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." Jack Sullivan, James
Dugan and William Wyles will be
Winifred

assistant directors.

Jack

Conway will
"Trimmed

Hurlburt's

direct
in

William

Scarlet" cast

of which will include Kathlyn Williams. David Torrance, Roy Stewart,
Fhillips Smallev, Robert Agnew and

We Know

You Want

SUCCESS

Lucille
Ricksen.
"White Tiger,"
starring Priscilla Dean, is finished.

Lee McCary will be assistant directo George Archainbaud in production of "The Common Law," in
the cast of which will be Corinne
tor

Griffith, Elliott

Every Exhibitor Will

Dexter, Phyllis Haver
Selznick has re-

and Conway Tearle.
tnined Shirley

Vance Martin

as

still

photographer.

Margaret Leahy,
English
prize
beauty brought to this country by the
Talmadges, will be leading woman to
Buster Keaton in his first five-reel
comedy, production on which will
begin within a week and which will
be directed by Eddie Cline. Miss

Leahy was
role of

originally

Aggie Lynch

the
in "Within the
slated

for

Law."
H. E.

GAUSMAN.

DEMAND

IT!

See Tomorrow's

FILM DAILY

19.;.

tie BRADSTREET

$<?re(ocnizei

of FILMDOM
XXIII

ol.

CI

Authority

No. 10

Thursday. January

11,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Completed

ontract

I

"Producer

Through

Fa-

Valentino

Offer— Seeks Relief
Chief Justice John I'roctor Clarke
of
the Appi
5 jon
of the

National officially announced
sterday that they had secured world
jhts to Chaplin's latest, "The PilFirst

Supreme Court
whereby Farm

ini."

to

This is the last of the Chaplin's to
me through First National. There
.ve been a number of interesting
velopments with regard to this proiction and it is said that because
various developments and complitions at one time papers were prered to be served on Hiram Abrams
United Artists through which ornization Chaplin is obligated by

number

Releasing

mous Players" Made

Series

ntract to release a

For Film

$50,000

f

National
Secures
Chaplin's
Latest "The Pilgrim"— Last of

irst

'

show

Rodolph Valentino
and altered so that

straining
not
I

I

living

"ii

permitted to earn a
occupation not in

e

—

competition with the plaintiff respondent's business."
Arthur Butler Graham, Valentino's
attorney, will a!
to secure a
surety bond of $2
to indemnify
Valentino against loss in the event
that he should
at the

of pic-

1

1<

res.

trial.

Chaplin

In connection with this action,
Valentino has sworn in an affidavit
that a producer who is now making

has in readiness a two
which is said to be called "The
ea" which on one occasion was

eler
r

ered

ce

National
Pilgrim."

First

to

"The

to

mpletion of
?ard to

in

prefer-

"The Pilgrim"

ssibility of First
two reeler.

National handling

(Continued

It is

"The most

phases of the old French criminal life are graphically
depicted in "Secrets of Paris," an absorbing version of Eugene Sue's
masterpiece, at the Cameo theatre. Those who crave excitement will find
it,"
Grena Bennett in the N. Y. American, Jan. 8th. Advt.

Arthur
the

Ryan,

for

several

years

organization where
road shows on various

Griffith

managed

offices until

ter

now

occupied by the

Kane Pictures Corp. The
company is moving over to the

thur

"

S.

First Nat'l

Love"

the Griffith attractions, is now as:iated witli the Theater Owners
St.
Corp., which has taken over
:

—

No
Distributing Corp.

sociated Exhibitors offices on 45th

Not

to

for Distribution
rhe Associated Press yesterday retted the following from Los An-

Handle "Ten Ton One Will Make Fitzmaurice Prod.
and One Glass Comedy for Sam
Over Exhibi-

Goldwyn
tion Value
(Special to THE FILM DxMLY)
understood that First National
will not distribute "Ten Ton Lo\ e,"
Los Angeles
Samuel Goldwyn
an Ince production directed by John promises to have at least two proOne will he headed
Griffith Wray.
It
is
further under- duction units.
stood that there has been a disagree- by George Fitzmaurice, and the
ment over the exhibition, value set on ond by an as yet unnamed director,
picture will he Mont;
lh<
first
production.
and Perlmutter."
Originally, according to report, an Glass' "P
exhibition valuation of $700,000 was
ildwyn states that production will
placed on it but when the executive he centered here and that he nia\

and

Ince

refused

to

re-

accept

and for that reason the deal
\n effort was made to
through.
obtain
a
statement
from Colvin
fell

Brown,
hut

luce's

New

York manager,

he could not be reached at his
esterday.

iffices

Mary

:kford, his wife, as the first step of
Ian to enter upon independent proEtion and distribution of cinema

tures made by other leading actors
the screen, have offered Jackie
ogan, child film actor, a contract
four pictures, and have announced
ns for an expansion of the United
(Continued on Page 2)

in

Al
letter

Wants Coue in Film
Lichtman yesterday wrote a
Emile Coue. the Nancy
to

pharmacist, who has caused considerable discussion by his principle of
through conscious
effecting
cures
autosuggestion, in which he offered
Coue $5,000 a week to appear in a
film which would deal with Co

methods.

on

Page

2)

Navarro

Ramon
"Trifling

To Be

Starred

whose work in
Women," as well as "The
Navarro,

Prisoner of Zenda," attracted unusual
attention, signed a long term contract with Metro yesterday.
He will
in the two forthcoming Rex
Ingraham specials, one of which will
he "Scaramouche" and later will be

appear

starred.

—

sign

later

several stars.

He

is

silent

on the subject of distribution.

"Success" Garsson's First Ready
"Success," the first special made by
Murray W. Garsson, Inc.. featuring
Brandon Tynan has been completed.

This

is

Tynan's

first

now editing
Dei
for
Famous Players. He is still under
contract to that organization and has
Ouida
to make "The Cheat."

G orge Fitzmaurice
"Bella
titling
and

i

re.

his

wife,

is

now

in

work.

is

will continue to
for him
scripts

stories
and
under the contract with Goldwyn.

write

appearance in

-trong following
Hi
on the legitimate stag
The production was directed by
Ralph Ince.
"Counterfeit
Love" the second
pictures.

Garsson production

es:

Fairbanks

Units

figure

Reports Pickford and Fairbanks Want Jackie's Pictures

'Douglas

Two

— Disagree

It is

duced.

After Googan

Promises

Release Set

committee met, the valuation was

ast

him

thrilling

—

b. 26.

Ryan With Theater Owners

offered

a film, designed
10 weeks with a

in

proviso that Valentino was to receive
$5,000 a week if the production should
run over the stipulated period. The
affidavit alleges that a representative

"The Pilgrim"

th

completed

to be

nullifies the

is over four reels in
understood that a large
m was paid in cash for distribution
;hts to
"The Pilgrim" and that
laplin will have a sharing arrange;nt in the gross beyond a certain
int.
Release date has been set for

-

$50,000 to appear

t

igth.

Fam

film- for

But the
the arrangements with

"Roxy," Green Room Club's Guest
The Green Room Club will hold its
iid
revel on Sunday night at
-amitel L. Ro
honor. Harry Reichenbach
will be the toastmaster.

Short Stuff
Special issue The Film Daily
devoted exclusively to the value
of
of

short stuff in the building

programs.

SUNDAY, FEB.

18

Of unusual value to every exhibitor regardless of the size
of his house. Watch for future
announcements.

;

_

THE
sat

Thursday, January

After Googan

$50,000

(( uiKmurd
from Page 1)
Artists' organization, the Los Angeles
Times states today.

wo.

Vol XXIII

10 Thursday, Jan. 11,1923 Price 5 Cents

"The expansion plans contemplate
the production under the supervision

For Film

(Continued from I'atr 1(
the producer interviewed Adolph
Ztikor and pointed out that distribution world be handled by Famous
Players inasmuch as the producer in

of

1923

"Knighthood"' Held Over
in Flow-

"When Knighthood Was

er" will be held over at the Rivoli
for a second week.
"Drums of Fate" comes to the

Rialto next week.

of Mr. Fairbanks and Miss Pickford
of feature films by eight or nine of

question was oblisred under contract
release
to
all
of his
productions
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and the most popular screen artists.
through Famous. The affidavit goes
FILM FOLKS, INC.
"Mr. Fairbanks said that Jackie on to say that Zukor refused to act.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Coogan would be offered a contract Valentino states that he has had an
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manage "; J- A. Cron, Advertising Manager. with the United Artists calling for
a offer to dance at $6,000 a week and
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under cash advance of $500,000, and a guar- another to make phonograph records
the act of March 3, 1879.
antee of 60% of the profits of the at $5,000 a record plus a royalty.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside first four pictures he would make at
Famous Players has been ordered
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign the Fairbanks-Pickford studio."
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
to show cause at the Appellate DiviSubscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
sion Courthouse, 25th St. and MadiAddress all communications to THE FILM
Irving Lesser is in California and son Ave. on Friday morning. GraDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Max Roth was reached at ham advances as a reason for a reN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538. when
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman, Lesser's office yesterday, he said it argument that Valentino was induced
'Phone, Hollywood was all news to him.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
to sign the contract with Famous
1603.
Irving
Mack, 802 S.
Chicago Representative
under representations that it was the
Wabash Ave.
same as the Meighan contract.
Madge Kennedy Sails
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Madge Kennedy sailed for a short
Ave., London, W. 1.
Upon her
trip to Japan yesterday.
The only producer who is making
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
return she will start work on her outside productions for Famous PlayClichy.
European Representative —-Interna- second Kcnma picture.
Central
ers release is the Cosmopolitan Corp.
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
(Hearst). At the studio yesterday,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
one could be reached to comment
no
False
Says Stock Issue Was
on the statement made by Valentino
At the hearing in bankruptcy in his affidavit.
against Max Spiegel, Walter Hays,
Sak-t
High
Low Cloce
Mitchell
vice-president of the
H.
96
2,200 Mark Realty Corp., operators of the
East. Kod. 97
96
Strand
theaters,
Mark
88^ 8874
3,000 various
F. P.-L. .. 89-K
1531 BROADWAY
Not quoted charged that Spiegel had issued a
do pfd
SUITE 400
500 false issue of voting trust certificates
Goldwyn
6K
6K 6
BRYANT
Not quoted on common stock with a face value
Griffith
1530
alleges,
on
which.
Hays
of
$490,000
Loew's .. 18H 195^ 19J4
U00
Triangle
N ot quoted Spiegel secured bank loans to the
Not quoted extent of $327,000.
World
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

11,
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PRODUCERS & STARS

—

form

every

tion therewith

—at legal rat*s.

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.
Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

Quotations

FOR SALE

FAMOUS
MELO DRAMA
CALL PHONE WIRE

.

Western Import

W.

71

W.

23rd St.,
45th St.

formerly at

Co.,

now

is

located at 145

"JUST A

MOTHER"
—

A
/T

(Sk^tcccutioriac

U'Cctu/u^

Title That Means Something
at the Box-Office
and a story that me:ns something, for it is an adaptation of "Mrs. Thompson," by the famous novelist,

W.

B.

With

NEGATIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

Hour

Service

Bryant 0985

Street

WANTED
Features

for

—2

NORCA PICTURES,

ticulars

C-12 c/o Film Daily.

Now

at 203-5

W.

FOR SALE
EXCELLENT PROPOSITION
Concrete and Glass Building, 80x100, Three Floors; Studio,
Laboratory,
Executive Offices, Directors' Rooms,
Dark
Rooms, etc. Traveling Crane for Lights.
Grounds, 100x200.
Street Frontage.
No Encumbrances. 45 Minutes from Broadway.

Reasonable Price and Terms.

40th St.

OWN LABORATORY
and

Broadway, N.Y. C.

STUDIO-LABORATORY

reel

In our

Elsom

Inc. 1540

per

including

foot,

cards.

Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest
24

illustrations.

hour

service.

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
203

West 49th

Circle 10,056

St.

Laboratory

ENGLAND

reel comedies.
dramas.
Also big
features for Czecho-Slavakia.
Send press books and full par-

Two

Isobel

NEGATIVE TITLES
cents

10

Wad. 3443

necessary

if

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d

SHOPGIRL
class

POSITIVE

24

BIJOU
ATLANTIC CITY
''ONLY A

MAXWELL.

"JUST A MOTHER"

EDWARD

STUDIO

ERNEST STERN
The Titleman
Phones Penn. 2373-2374

L.

KLEIN COMPANY

EXPORT— FILMS— IMPORT
152

West 42nd

NEW YORK

St.

CITY

Telephones
Bryant 6353-1587

of

financial service rendered in connec-

—

—

Also

represented.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
TELL THE WORLD
We

appreciate how a great
business men feel about
discussing their financial affairs.
You will find our service con-

many

fidential,

sympathetic,

and effective.
problem to us.
in

financing

film

Bring

We

speedy
your

specialize

propositions.

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

A PICTURE THAT
WILL LIVE

FOREVER

J

A MOTIOP

ACHIE\
RALPH
DIRECTED BY~

INCE

Distributors are intite{

MURRAY

Wi

522- 5* Ave. New York Oil

THE TOAST

PICTURE

:ment
With a

Cast of

Notable Artists
Based on the
Famous Broadway
Stage Play

communicate

vJith

ARSSON

INC.
one Vanderbilt 8056
THE M/\N

WHO

LOST

A

picture that lends itself to greal

exploitation without exaggeration.

THE
Thursday, January

11,
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Among The "Independents"
New Arrow Product
Two

Series of
Serial Lined

Short

Reels

Suit

Over Feature

and a Housman Comedies

File

Attachment

Up—Two New

Against Chaplin Classics Over
"Snitching Hour"
Special Representatives
An attachment for $18,803 against
Arrow has contracted for a batch
One series is com- the property of the Chaplin Classics,
of new product.
posed of 12 two-reel novelty reels, Inc., has been filed in the Supreme
known as the Tom and Jerry series, Court by the Housman Comedies,
Inc.
The complaint alleges that on
in which the characters are modeled
May 29 last, the plaintiff made an
from clay.
A second group is composed of 26 agreement to lease to the Clarkcomedies, half of them of the Mirth- Cornelius Corp., a five-reeler "The
quake brand, featuring Bobby Dunn Snitching Hour," for $20,000, which
and the other half. Broadway com- was to be payable five months after
Eddie Lyons will make a ser- the film was released. It is alleged
edies.
Francis Ford will make a serial that the film was released July 1st,
ies.
to be called "Adventures of the South but that only $1,196 has been paid.
Two It is also stated that the Chaplin
Seas," starring Peggy O'Day.
are Classics, Inc., has taken .over the
representatives
special
new
business of the Clark-Cornelius Corp.
George Hamp and R. I. Robinson.
The attachment was served on E.
Arrow will release eight features
as the "Arrowplays De Luxe"? The F. Murphy, of 416 216th St., Edgar
group will be composed of "Night Lockwood, assistant treasurer of the
Life in Hollywood," "The Streets of Guaranty Trust Co.. where it is alNew York," "Man and Wife," "Who leged the defendant has funds on deShall Judge," "Ten Nights in a Bar- posit, and on S. J. Rollo, vice presiroom," "Jacqueline," "The Broken dent of the defendant at 217 W. 46th
Violin" and "The Little Red School- St.
house."

Hurd Completes

New Comedy

Earl Hurd, has finished a new cartoon comedy for C. C. Burr, president
Inc.
This is
of Mastodon Films,
called

"Chicken Dressing."

Hirsh Buys Four
Nathan Hirsh has arranged to distribute four
new features, one a
first
will
month. The
be "The
Purple Dawn" in which Bessie Love
is

featured.

Hank Hearns Manager
THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta — Hank Hearns has been
promoted from salesman to branch
manager of the Southern States
office.

"Broken Violin" Near Completion
Atlantic Features, Inc., have almost
finished
work on "The Broken
Violin," which Jack Dillon is directing for Arrow release.
This is the
first of a series.

Open New Offices
Johnny Hines' comedies will hence(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
forth be known as "Melo Comedies."
St. Louis— The Nat'l Film PubThis is a word coined by Harriette
Underhill of the Tribune in her re- licity Studios have moved into their
new offices at Duncan Ave. and Sarah
view of "Sure Fire Flint."
St.

New

Werner Gets "Notoriety"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

St.
Louis Sam Werner, United
Film Service has acquired the South
Illinois and Eastern Missouri rights

to "Notoriety."

Opera Scenes With Film

Superior Film Statement
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— E. A. Jeffries, President of the Superior Film Exchange,
questioned regarding the statements
in

the

anonymous

relating to
that exchange, declared that it was
not true that Superior is out of business and said that aside from the
officers there are no more than seven
or eight exhibitors interested in this
exchange with a total investment of
about $1,000.
Originally, this exchange was formed as a co-operative
letter

distributing company with about 30
exhibitors as stockholders, a total of
$7,000 in stock was sold.
The com-

pany was then a strictly co-operative
one, no one having received anv commissions

or

salary for
stock.
Later the officers
poration purchased the
all but about six
of seven
Superior declared a 10%

May,

1921.

the sale of
of the corholdings of
of the men

dividend in

Since our announcement yesterday,
of our

Comedies,

our plan
picture

since,

we have been

much

very

by the approval with which

gratified

voice,

of twelve Keystone

initial series

acclaimed by the

is

world.

every

motion

Without a dissenting

film

man we have

seen

has agreed:

(Special to

"Melo Comedies"

Australian Producing Co.
Austral Super Films, Ltd., has been
formed in Australia to produce pictures, and will purchase outright the
Austral Super Films Syndicate, who
have completed "Circumstance" and
"A Daughter of Australia."

KEYSTONE COMEDY REVIVAE

Basil Horsfall, has entered into an
arrangement with American Releas-

whereby he
Bohemian Girl"

ing

will

present

Canada

That Keystone

is

the best

comedy trade mark

known
in

the

world;

That Keystone Comedies are the
best ever made;
That the public will receive them
with open arms;
That everybody who buys them
is going to make big money!

"The

conjunction with a presentation of the
in

in

opera.

First

Ready

The

Nat'l Non-Theatrical announce
the "Cradles of the Washingtons" is
ready for release. It is the first of a
series called, "Lives of Our Presi-

TRI-STONE PICTURES,
STRAUS BUILDING

dents" and was made in England under the auspices of the Sulgrave In-

565 FIFTH

stitution.

Health Films
Gilbert Tucker, Jr., who has completed 26 health films for the New
York State Health Department, says
that these pictures have proven very
valuable, and that his department
contemplates more extensive production of similar pictures.

Inc.

TRIANGLE
PICTURES

AVENUE

H. E. Aitken
Oscar A. Price

KEYSTONE
COMEDIES

—

THE
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"The Third Alarm"-

Newspaper Opinions
"Hunting Big Game

in

Africa"

TRIBUNE-

RIBUNE — The

ending is the happiest
ever you saw, no matter how
many pictures you have seen. * * *
There are some thrilling fire scenes in
the picture for which we were glad.

single reel of

picture * * *
productions!

ending

more drama in a
the African big game hunting
than in a bale of Hollywood
There

is

picture
which
and
thrilled,
delighted
a
entertained us as 'much as anything has in
is
We're
our
typewriter
going
afraid
ye rs.
to stutter when we try to tell you about it.
It

'Hunting

called

is

Africa,"
* * *

and

AMERICAN—A
thrills

and

Snow

production,

oi

chills

shown

at

Game

Big

absolutely

is

it

in

fascinating.

vivid
the
record
of
the jungle, the H. A.

"Hunting
the

Game

in

Theater,

is

Big

Lyric

worth seeing.

well

EVENING WORLD —

Comparison with
the pictures taken by the Paul Raini
pedition a decade ago is inevitable, and
whir the Snow pictures show nothing quite
as tense and thrilling as the famous water
scene of the Rainey pictures, tin
better balanced and provide fully as good
entertainment.

HERALD— For

H.

A.

that

EVENING WORLD— There

Snow, who went
gun and

into the heart of darkness with his
his camera, has made a film that
while from a dramatic as well as
cational point of view.

worth
an edu-

is

MAIL — Superlatives

are dangerous, yet
this picture seems to surpass all of its predecessors, excellent as some of them have
It is a marvelous panorama of wild
been.
life .marked by unusual clearness of photoginteresting
raphy,
subjects
and
exciting

a

is

fire—

The Third Marin" and you'll
laugh and weep.
It is truly a thiiller,
replete with- heart throbs and excitement.
This photodrama * * * is
unadulterated melodrama, but it is
plain,
a brilliant example of how surpassingly fine
screen melodrama can be made.
well;

NEWS— Mb(

DAILY

O.

-F. B.

Astor
i

Lyric

11,

.

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray everv step of

from

gradation

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

JOURNAL—

EASTMAN

TIMES— "The

Third Alarm" * * * wastes
Like the Fire
rtment With which it deals, its object
is to get there
without stopping to explain
liy.
Its object being to supply the
"Is
of
"pathos,"
"comedy,"
"virtue" and "thrills" preferred by many
movie fans, it proceeds at once to supply
commodities in large and labeled quanwithout regard for continuity, logic
or the questions of the cantankerously in-

me with

non-essentials.

POSITIVE FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone of the

telligent.

POST — There

negative.

is
good stuff in the film,
material for the human interest
skeleton of an interesting plot,
some
hair-raising fire-scenes, and
good acting. *
It suffers from
an excess of plot and sub-plot, which makes

ilthi

the quality through

to the screen.

the

intinuity ragged;
criticism for the use
devices. * * *

it

is

of

aTso

open

too

many

to

Eastman Film,

fair

stock

now
out

both regular and tinted base

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

"Secrets of Paris"— C. C. Burr

1

It carries

ntic

appeal,

,

moments.

SUN — "Hunting

Big Game in Africa"
impressed this reviewer as the most
fascinating animal picture he has ever seen.
It even exceeds in entertainment power Paul
J. kainey's classic series of closeups of wild
It
is
animals at the good old water hole.
exciting and hu
In spots it is very
beautiful.

GLOBE — *

at

its

not
day.

best,

Cameo
DAILY NEWS— Paris doubtless
more
-

that

m

A

an example of the cinema
more uniformly inter'

*

sensationally thrilling set of pictures has
been shown on Broadway in many a

mainly

unpleasant. *
Willie Collier
in the cast.

say

here

the

many males

that

MORK IXG WORLD— A
ful

*

has

many

secrets than
were disclosed at the
o Theatre Sunday night, but the ones
the picture does put on view for us

We

is

the

should
best

of

picture as color-

and as pulsating in its dancing and its
tig and
its
drinking at this should, ac-

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

to records of past similar photostand them up in the tiny Cameo all
this week and next week too, if it remains
there so long.

:ording

N. Y.

AT LAST!
A

State Right method of production and distribution has been brought
to a real commercial basis.

Our franchise for ten super feature attractions (the first six of which have been completed) are now being awarded to those exchanges who show
progressive business
policy and who do not gamble. The first six releases are entitled

"FLAMES OF PASSION"
"THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR"
"THE POWER DIVINE"
"A CHILD OF THE GODS"
"THE MINE LOOTERS"
"HIS LAST ASSIGNMENT"
No

state right

man

or theatre owner will ever apologize for marketing
this product
and they will be bound to make up the loss that they surfer on
other pictures
These productions are not being sold at 200% profit because we
expect to continue to
do business with the buyers.
The state right business man will lose no time in addressing

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
1540 Broadway,

Loew

State Bldg.,

Phone Bryant 3993

New York City

1923

fHE
7Ae brAdstreet

^recognizee
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Metro Bids, Too
Making Overtures to Jackie Coogan
— Lessers Making No Effort to
(Special

— Metro

is

in

services of Jackie Coogan.
the studio state that
at
nothing definite has been done, while
Fairbanks studio the same
at the
the

made.
understood that Fairbanks

It

is

is

is

personally interested in the Coogan
Apdeal on behalf of Allied Artists.
parently, Sol Lesser is not making a
determined effort to keep Jackie.
The indications are that when "Toby
Tyler" is completed. Lesser and the
Coogan interests will part amicably.
(Continued on Page 2)

S-L Plans "McGrew"
S-L Prod, will produce "Dangerous
Dan McGrew."
This will follow
"Your Friend and Mine," which
In "McClarence Badger directed.
Grew," Lon Chaney, Barbara La
Marr and Williard Mack will have
the leading roles.
S-L will also produce "Red Bulldogs," by Willard
Mack. Metro is expected to handle
distribution.

release
combination,
will
Harris
through Allied Artists Corp. Hiram
Abrams admitted this yesterday, but
said he could add nothing at the
moment regarding the first release or

how many pictures were included
the contract.
It will be recalled that shortly after
Woods resigned as producing director
for Famous Players he, together with
Buchanan and Harris, formed the
above named organization to produce
It has reported
their own pictures.
at various times that Penrhyn Stanlaws would join the trio but this
has never been verified.

just

Flint in

Motley

Flint,

Town

well
of the

head
Savings & Trust
financier,

known Coast
Los Angeles

Co., arrived yester-

WARNERS CLOSE
BELASCOiMAL
Will Have Active Aid of Great Stage Producer in Preparation of
Scenarios and Also in Cutting and Titling Belasco Successes
First

—

Harry

J.

Cohen has resigned from

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Roscoe

work on

for

the

a

Arbuckle has

two-reel

Screen

comedy

Comedy Com-

pany, an organization backed by San
Francisco money.

Fox.

to Coast
formerly with Fox,
with United Artists, leaves for

Going

Arbuckle Starts Production
(Special to

Three Set

Warner Brothers, through a deal closed yesterday, have
brought to the screen the greatest theatrical producer of AmerDavid Belasco.
ica
According to the contract, and an understanding reached
between the great stage craftsman and the Warners, Belasco
will aid in the preparation of the continuity and will oversee the
completed productions before they are cut and titled so that
the pictures may have the benefit of his vast experience.
The first three Belasco productions
to be made by Warners include, "The
Cohen Leaves Fox
the foreign department of

day.

'iere

Clem Deneker

Price 5 Cents

in

started

exhibitor

Frank
Buchanan-Elmer

Woods-Thompson

''

The famous

Organization
Authors, Inc., the

Allied

the field

Officials

statement

Woods-Buchanan-Harris Productions
To Go Through Abrams'

Keep Him
to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
for

Allied Release

1923

12,

Harry

now

Fields,

the coast today.
Edgar Lewis leaves on Sunday and
plans to start production shortly after
his

arrival.

who

As a result
transaction, it

"sewed up" Pneumonia,
Nev., and whose experiences
have proven a delight to the
has

readers

of

THE FILM

terday
Harry
Reichenbach,
who has been on a trip West
for
the
Mayer productions,
when asked to talk of his ex-

Many

A

said
he had met
Deneker; that Clem told him
he was coming East to secure
about 30 prints because his
shows never arrived as per
schedule, and to get some ideas
on exploitation. He told Reichenbach that he had booked a
picture called "Passion of the
Third Floor Back," and when

efforts

Belasco

have been
in

made

to

picture

picture material, only recently
as
purchased
having
National
First
But
West."
Golden
the
of
Girl
"The
of
all efforts to secure co-operation
(Continued on Page 4)

P.

arrived discovered it was
only an episode of "Who Is
Number One?" the famous old
it

serial.

announced that arrangements had been made for
Clem Deneker to sneak to the
AMPA, and Deneker was invited to attend the lunch next
Thursday. Seats should be at
a premium.

closing of the

making.
few of his plays have been sold

interest

periences,

He

of the

would not be surprising if Belasco and his general manBen F. Roeder, visited the
ager,
Warner studios in Hollywood next
summer.
The deal between Warners and
Belasco was started early in the Fall.

DAILY, is coming to New
York.
At the AMPA luncheon yes-

Famous

Gold Diggers," "Daddies" and "DeTwo of these will be in
burau."
There is
readiness for next season.
a possibility of "Tiger Rose" and
"Kiki," both with Lenore Ulric in
the star parts also going to Warners
It is understood
in the early future.
that upwards of $250,000 figured in
the deal, and in addition Belasco will
have a sharing arrangement in the
profits of the productions.

also

"Dot" dressed up in boy's clothing and stowed herself away on
an old New Bedford whaler, she never realized the excitement she had let
A night scene from the Hodkinson super-special, "Down
herself in for.
to the Sea in Ships."— Advt.

When

Powers Back from Coast
A. Powers of the F. B. O.,

re-

turned yesterday from the Coast. He
the producis enthusiastic regarding
eight
tion schedule, and says there are
the
units at work for F. B. O.:
ClayEthel
company;
Carev
Harry
Witw-er
ton, George O'Hara in the
Carter De
series, "Fighting Blood,"
Haven: Tane Novak, Warner Baxter
In addition
and Derlvs Perdue.
Inira
whose
Johnson,
Emory
is
released,
been
just
Alarm" has

working on

story.
a letter carrier

—

;

THE

g^k

DAILY

Brockell On Long Trip
Floyd M. Brockell has started on
a trip around the country that will
take him into Mexico and Canada.

He
Vol XXIII

No.

Friday, Jan. i2,

1 1

1923

Prices Cents

will
17th.

return to

New York March

Metro

Friday, January 12, 1923

Bids,

Too

(Continued from Page 1)
At the Lesser offices it was stated
that Jackie's father feels that the time
has arrived for Jackie to branch out
on his own as a full-fledged producer.
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Dave Thompson With Fox
"Oliver Twist" is now playing firstTHE FILM DAILY)
run
engagements throughout the
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Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
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Dave Thompson, country. "Daddy," the next on the
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manformerly with Metro, is now manag- Coogan schedule through First Na- represented.
Also every form of
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, ing the Fox Sunshine Comedies, suc- tional, will be released in about three financial service rendered in
connecat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ceeding Horace Hand, who is handl- months. "Toby Tyler" will also be
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"White Rose" Unit Going South
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'Phone, Hollywood
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ing the business end of production.
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communications to
71-73

(Special to

directing,

leaves
for
Miami,
Ft.
Lauderdale and New Orleans in
about two weeks for exteriors. Hal

cameraman, is working
with Hendrik Sartov on the produc-
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96
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tion.

Weiss Buys One Reelers
Louis Weiss, of Artclass, has purchased a series of 18 one-reelers from

88y2

do pfd

Goldwyn

88%

Not quoted
.

6%

6%

6

500

British

London.
The titles
"The Merchant of
Venice," "Bleak House," "The Scar-

Knickerbocker Building

yesterday what he knew of the Fairbanks' deal with Coogan, he said:
"If true, it looks mighty good to

Bro«dw»y

at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

me."

Brooks on 10 Week Trip
O. Brooks, Pathe serial sales
manager, left Saturday for a 10-

Films,
include

Ltd.,

of

wceks'

visit to Pacific

Coast

International

offices announced yesterday that a revival of "Salome" would
be released on the 14th.
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Dover, Del. World Amus. Service
Assoc, capital $3,400,000, F. R. Hansell.

Harrisburg.Pa.

—

General Amus.

Corp., capital $10,000,
F. R. Hansell. J. V.

incorporators,
Pimm and E.

MacFarland.
Dover, Del.— Instructive Film Soof Amer., capital $300,000, incorporations, R. Hansell, J. V. Pimm,
E. M. MacFarland.
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Preferred 8
RICH MEN'S WIVES

The
A

SHADOWS
A Tom Forman

Gasnier Production

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
A

A

POOR MEN'S WIVES

Directed by

THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK
(l&cLuxztional (/ZctuAJD

SPICE

OF THE PROGRA.V

P

Tom Forman

APRIL SHOWERS

Tom Forman

These tremendous box

THE

Gasnier Production

ARE YOU A FAILURE?

Directed by Gasnier

Directed by

Production

THE HERO

Gasnier Production

Directed by

Tom Forman

are backed up by
elaborate advertising, exploitation, publicity and the personal
guarantee of
office attractions

Al.

Produced by
Preferred
Pictures, Inc.

B~P.

Schulberg, Pres.

Lichtman

President Al. Lichtman Corporation

J.

G. Bachmann, Treas.
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"Four Horsemen" Revival
Found West Prosperous
Loew's .. 18% \9Vi 19J4
1,300
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Triangle
Not quoted
John E. Storey, Pathe general repLos Angeles A revival of "The
World
Not quoted resentative, has returned from the Four Horsemen" will open soon at
West where he found business good Miller's Theater for an indefinite
in San Francisco and Los Angeles. run.
Incorporations
The only depressed conditions he met
with were limited to the small wheat Percy and Cody Added to Schenck
Dover, Del.
California Cinema
belt south of Spokane and to the
Cast
Corp., capital $2,500,000.
apple area in the same district, where
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
much of the crop had been left on yLos Angeles Eileen Percy and
Trenton, N. J. Aurora Studios the ground.
In Salt Lake City, Lew Cody have been added to the
Corp., capital $40,000.
Denver and other interior cities he cast of "Within the Law," now
found business much improved.
being directed by Frank Lloyd.
Dover, Del.

distributers

Fox's "Salome" Revived

The Fox

Not quoted

Griffith

,

MOTION ^PICTTU RES

cities.

Paramount Managers Here
"The Hunch Back of
M.
Kempner, Albany manager and
Notre Dame," "Vanity Fair," "Mac
Allan Moritz, Buffalo manager for
beth," "A Tale of Two Cities" and
Famous are in town.
let

2,200
3,000

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.

asked

E.

Exhibitors

Sale*

When Hiram Abrams was

—at legal rates.

tion therewith

Sintenzich,

Samuel R. Newman, of the

Quotations

a First National release along in the
summer, and that is as far as the
Lesser deal with First National goes.
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Warner-Belasco Deal
(Continued troro Page 1)
Beiasco in production have so far
tailed.
Because of the nature of tne

just
closed
with
Warner
brothers this is important,
r-or it
means that Beiasco will aid the Warners in the preparation of the scripts,

deal

and also give them the benefit
knowledge in the cutting and
of the
leased.

pictures

of his

before
this

will

understood that the
to arrange to hold all
ttieir cast after the completion of a
ijelasco production so that if such
cnanges must be made to meet
lacking,

is

it

warners plan

Helasco's wishes

it

can be done.

Hollywood

make

Bosworth

tour of the world,
sometime next fall.

Whether or not the David Warfield
successes, all directed and produced
by Beiasco, will be included eventually in the deal, is an interesting
problem.
Warfield is a close associate of Beiasco.
But he is also
very close to Marcus Loew of Metro.
Many in the business believe that if
"The

Music
tioneer" and

Master," "The Aucother Warfield successes are picturized, that they will
go to Metro.

will

1

"Heads Up"

starring Hoot Gibson
has been finished at Universal.

Grant Carpentier has joined
scenario staff of Warner Bros.

the

Shannon Day will leave shortly
New York for a brief visit.

for

ing."

Fred Niblo and his wife, Enid Bennett, have left on a vacation trip to
Mexico.

"Red Darkness," the
featuring John Gilbert,

Hill,

Editor of

Fox News

N. Y. Herald
man, has been appointed editor of
Fox News, succeeding Don Hancock.
C.

Hill,

a

Fox
is

picture

being cast

by Jerome Storm.
Otto Lederer has been signed by
Metro for an important role in "Your
Friend and Mine."

Edwin Carewe is here from New
York with a staff to produce David
Belasco's, "The Girl of the Golden
West."

Mary

Miles Minter's, "Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" company has returned to the Paramount studio after
several

weeks on

location.

Bosworth

has

completed

the continuity of "The Silent Skipper."
Production will start as soon
as "The Blood Ship" is finished

Walter Miller has been engaged to
in "The Go Getter," by Peter
B. Kyne.
E. H. Griffith is directing

appear

Gleichman Loses
(Special to

F. P. Suit

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Lansing, Mich. The position of
Phil Gleichman, owner of the Broadway Strand, Detroit, for a writ of
mandamus, to keep in force a temporary injunction, designed to compel
Famous Players to give him the exclusive right to exhibit their productions, has been denied by the State
S ipreme Court.
Gleichman, according to the papers
filed, entered a contract with the corporation, after it had advanced him

money

to buy out a partner in the
theater, to exhibit only Paramount
pictures.
The contract, Gleichman alleges, was made in 1919, for a period
of five years, and was intended to give

him exclusive rights to the Paramount product. In 1922, Gleichman
charged, Famous refused to give him
the exclusive r'^hts for that year.
Gleichman
asked
the
Supreme
Court for a writ of mandamus to dissolve Judge Richter's order, setting
aside a temporary injunction that had

been granted.The Supreme Court affirmed Judge Richter's order and denied Gleichman's petition.

KEYSTONE COMEDY REVIVAL
We
men

Monty Banks is now making a
comedy, "Four O'Clock in the Morn-

Hobart

Edward

1923

starting

a

part of the deal,

productions.

12,

THE FILM DAILY)

— Hobart

David Beiasco probably holds the
"The Eleventh Hour" and "Modhighest position of any theatrical proern Monte Cristo" are being produced
ducer
in
America.
His
artistic
by Fox now.
touches and the completeness with
which he invests a stage production, ,r
Roy Klaffki has left Metro to behas long been acknowledged in the
come superintendent of photography
theater.
It
is
understood that as for Goldwyn.

all the appointments,
costumes and accessories used by
Beiasco in the various stage productions will go to Warners, to be used
in the pictures.
This should aid in
giving the Beiasco atmosphere to the

January

Coast Brevities
(Special to

titling

they are renot
be
"supervision,"
as
it
is
generally
understood in production, it practically amounts to the same thing, excepting that Beiasco will not sit in
on the "rushes," and suggest changes,
ur retakes.
And while this will be

While

Friday,

the film for Cosmopolitan.

cial

are

Reginald Barker and

staff

have

left

The Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.
have added to their staff Hal Norflett,
general sales manager; Frank Cavendar, assistant to President Morris R.
Schlank; Harry J. Howard, editor.
Following is Ethel Clayton's supporting cast in "The Greater Glory":
Carrie Clark Ward, Clarissa Selwyn,
Fred Esmelton, Albert Lee, Malcolm
Hart,
Baby
Albert
MacGregor,
Muriel,
Anderson Smith, Wilfred
Lucas and Victory Bateman.
Marshall Neilan's next for Goldwyn will be "The Ingrate," an original story by himself and adapted by
Carey Wilson. Cast will include
Hobart Bosworth, Claire Windsor,
Raymond Griffith, Bessie Love, Tom
Gallery, and George Cooper.

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

to negotiate

with

good business standing and finanresponsibility, to become our repreof

sentatives in the following cities:

South Bend, Ind.

Portland, Me.
Manchester, N. H.
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.
Providence, R. I.
New Haven, Conn.
New York City
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Newark, N. J.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.
Richmond, Va.

Chicago, 111.
Peoria, 111.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Des Moines, la.
Kansas City, Mo.
Wichita, Kan.
St. Louis, Mo.
Joplin, Mo.
Little Rock, Ark.
Houston, lexas
Dallas, Texas
San Antonio, Texas
El Paso, Texas

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Fargo, N. D.
Denver, Colorado

Charlotte, N. C.
Columbia, S. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Montgomery, Ala.
New Orleans, La.

Butte, Montana
Salt Lake City, Utah
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Fresno, Cal.
Portland, Oregon

Memphis, Term.
Nashville, Tenn.
Louisville,

Ky.

Charleston,
for Northern California to seek exteriors for "The Law-Bringers " his
next production for Mayer and Metro.

now ready

Seattle,

Wash.

Spokane, Wash.
Vancouver, B. C.
Calgary, Alta.
Regina, Sask.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Toronto, Ont.
Montreal, Quebec
St. Johns, N. B.

West Va.

Columbus, Ohio.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.

TRI-STONE PICTURES,

Inc.

STRAUS BUILDING
565 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
TRIANGLE
PICTURES

H. E Aitken
Oscar A. Price
.

KEYSTONE
COMEDIES

1

Inspiration
Pictures, Inc.,

Charles H.
Duell, Pres.,

presents

There never has been
a greater drama of
the sea!

That's the

absolute truth.

Our Dick
and Best
A^irAt notional,
^Picture

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
with

Miss Dorothy Gish

in

surging drama that will sweep them
off their feet with the irresistible force of the
storm lashed seas.
reels of

9

9

DIRECTED BY HENRY KING
Written by
Roy

F.

Edmund Goulding

Overbaugh, Cameraman

Robert M. Haas, Art Director

It's

a Current Release!

—

;

THE

%2H

DAILY

Steamer Sailings

Saturday
sails

at

12

M.

for

Antwerp

mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia, (Cork, Queenstown, Scotland, Canaries and Northern Europe, specially addressed).
Albania sails at 12 M.
for Liverpool; mails close at 8 A. M. for
Cork and Queenstown, (other parts of Ireland and other countries, specially addressed).
Columbia sails at 12 M. for Glasgow; mails
close at
8
A. M. for Scotland,
(other
countries,
specially
addressed).
Drottingholm sails at 12 M. for Gothenberg; mails
close at

(Special to

of

Lapland

8.30 A.

M.

Norway, Denmark,
Asia sails at 2 P. M.

for

Sweden and Finland.
Constanza; mads

close at 11.30 A. M.
Azores and
Portugal
(Turkey -and
Rumania, specially addressed).
Fort St.
George sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton;
mads close at 7.30 A. M. tor Bermuda.
Siboney sails at 11 A. M. for Havana; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Cuba, (specially addressed).
Nautic sails at 11 A. M. for
Nassau; mails close at 8 A. M. for Bahamas,
(specially addressed).
Porto Rico sads at
12 M. for San Juan; mails close at 8.30 A.
M. for Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
Caracas sails at 12 M. for La Guayra;
mails close at 8.30 A. M. for Curacao and
Venezuela, (Porto Rico, specially addressed).
Silvia sails at 10 A. M. for St. John's; mails
close at 7 A. M. for New Foundland.
South
American sails at 1 P. M. for Barahonia
mails close at 11 A. M. for Turks Island
and the Dominican Republic.
Ulua sails at
12 M. for Port Limon
mails close at 9 A.
M. for Costa Rica (Cuba, Jamaica, Canal
Zone and Panama, specially addressed).
Araguaya sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton;
mails close at 9 A. M. for Bermuda.
Turfor
for

Louis

M.

for

;

at

12

at
A.
9
(specially

M.
M.

for
for

Helsingfors;

mails close
and Finland,

Denmark

Miami

way, whereby the Illmo Amus. Co.
will acquire several more local houses
within a week.

month.

David
manager

has

Ittsel

owner

of the Del
recuperating after a serious

is

illness.

service with offices in the State Bldg.

Two New "U"
Harry

Managers

office

and

Robert

Eperson

at

Lake.

title

writer

Beach

for

at

the

"Dark

Secrets,"

starring

Dorothy

Dalton and "The Leopardess," starring Alice Brady are being edited at

Paramount

the

transferred
from Goldwyn's Cincinnati exchange
to the local office.

studio in

Long

Island.

Nazimova

rehearsing "Dagmar,"

will return to the stage.
will open Jan. 15 at the

The
Oscar Cantnor, Paramount salesman, is recuperating from an operation, necessitated by throat affection.

is

which she

in

play
Majestic, Buffalo.

Thomas Meighan

has presented to
Actor's Home Fund a picture
machine.
The films are contributed
by Famous Players.
the

G. E. York, watchman of the Lyric
has confessed that he was implicated
'ii the recent $5,000 robbery.

Theo.
Lowell,

from

a
theater.

The
made

Anton,

manager

the

of

received a fractured skull
robber, while leaving the

Two

thousand, one hundred fiftypatrons were doctored at the
Capitol by the medical attendants,
during the past year, according to the
Capitol press department.
six

pictures

for runs there are
of Jan. 14; "Robin

slated

will mafe>fcjur

E, K. Love Realty Cp. have
loan of $125,000 for five
on the Strand property, to

a

years,

Frank Tate and

his

associates,

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
TELL THE WORLD

who

recently purchased the house.

Henley

May Direct Dean Film
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

We

—

appreciate how a great
business men feel about
discussing their financial affairs.

Los Angeles Hobart Henley will
probably direct Priscilla Dean in "A
Lady of Quality," which Universal

many

plans to release in December.

You

Stories

our service consympathetic, speedy

and effective.
problem to us.

Universal

has
purchased
three
one an original by William
J. Flynn titled "Souls That Pass in
the Night"; "The Self Made Wife,"
by Elizabeth Alexander and "Blinky"
by Gene Markey.
stories,

in

financing

film

Bring

We

Property Present Your Photoplay

your

specialize

propositions.

NEGATIVE TITLES

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway

Forman's Next Finished
"The Girl Who Came Back," Tom
Forman's next for Preferred has been

10

cents

class

Suite

616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

per

Against

Daylight

including

foot,

cards

Through our revolutionizing processwe give you. choice of 10 high cla->
The highest
hand lettered alphabets.
illustrations.

hour

24

— Exhibitors

held a meetprotest against day-

SALESMAN
Old

Now

established firm desires salesman who
a wide personal acquaintance and is

Circle

Wad.

10 056

3443

at 203-5

W.

40th St.

OWN

LABORATORY
In our
ing Sunday to
has
"Gimme," week
thoroughly experienced in selling motion
STUDIO
Hood," week of Jan. 28, and in all light saving.
and
picture display accessories direct to prolikelihood, the week of Feb. 4 and
To the high grade
ducers and distributors.
Urbach Becomes Publisher
man who can rhow results, we have a
"The Christian," week of Feb. 11.
wonderful proposition.
State full experience.
The Titleman
Larry Urbach, who for some time All communications will be held in strict
Philadelphia Notes
past has been advertising manager confidence.
Phones Penn, 2373^-2374
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of the Motion Picture Journal, the
Box SS-30 c/o The Film Daily
Philadelphia The Elm has been local regional publication has become
managing editor and publisher, sucsold to A. Brown.
ceeding Tom Hamlin who has retired
You've heard it, haven't you?
The Diamond Theater on German- to devote his time to his advertising
The famous American household favorite for generationsservice.
town Ave. will be opened Feb. 1.

ERNEST STERN

Jack

Brown

has

been

appointed

sales manager of the theater division
of the Solar Eng. Co.

Because of the growth of the Mast-

baum

course in scenario writing, plans
are being formulated for the erection
of a building to house the school.

Henry Neely,
Ledger, was the

of the Eve. Public
chief speaker at the
of the Film Board of

recent meeting
at the Hotel Vendig.

Trade

Callahan Held in Bail for Jury
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Atlantic City, N. J. Jimmie Callahan, alleged head of the Callahan
M. P. Corp., producers of Callahan
comedies, is held under bail of $500
to appear before the January Grand
Callahan was recently given
Jury.
a preliminary hearing on a charge of
obtaining money under false pretenses on complaint of Mrs. Ernesta
Vanucci and George Gunn. the latter
former secretary of the company.

a

LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
is
the title of a new
Lund Production
With an All-Star Cast

'his

Tone Up Your Box-Office With This

N0RCA PICTURES,

Inc.

j

sirvice

Saving

THE FILM DAILY)

\

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS
203 West 49th St.

Laboratory

(Special to

Baltimore

ZiMadaPu,

will find

fidential,

completed.

"Peg" Going into Capitol
The Capitol will show "Peg O' My
Heart" the week of Jan. 21. Other

are y&ivf<mm£

Studio."

the

at

Bernstein

has been appointed manager of Universal's Buf-

Palm

Longdon has been

Phil

"U" Buys Three

falo
Salt

appointed

and

of the Rivoli.

F. L. Cornwell,

Monte,

been

192

Louise Lovely is making her debut
on the stage in an act called, "A Day

addressed).

Baer Starts on His Own
Fred E. Baer has started an independent advertising and publicity

W. Farnham,

Joe

Tela; mails close

Guatemala, Salvador and
Honduras.
V'auban sails at 12 M. for
Buenos Ayres; mails close at 10 A. M. for
Barbados, St. Lucia, Guiana, Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay.
Cuthbert sails at 1
P. M. for Manaos; mails close at 11 A. M.
for
Xorth Brazil and Iquitos
Morristown
sails

— Negotiations

12,

Guts and Flashes

THE FILM DAILY)
are under

St.

;

rialba sails at 12
at 9 A. M. for

Louis Notes

St.

steamers for foreign
ports, with time of sailings, destinations and points for which they carry
mail are as follows:
Sailing

Friday, January

Title

r

1540 Broadway, N.Y. City

!

THE
riday,

January

12,

1923
--

Announcing
for

Independent

MALCOLM

Exchanges
STRAUSS'

SA

M

A Sensational Spectacle of Magnificence,
and Passion

Thrills
With a

Distinguished Cast Including

DIANA ALLEN, CHRISTINE WINTHROP
and VINCENT COLEMAN
Distributed by

GEORGE

H.

220 West 42nd

WILEY,

Street,

Inc.

New York City

Territories Already Sold
Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey

Western Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey

Apollo Exchange, Inc.

Imperial Pictures

1600

Broadway

New York

1302 Vine

City

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia

Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore,
412 E. Baltimore

St.,

Baltimore, Md.

501

Mather

Bldg.,

Inc.

Washington, D. C.

'

<i

DABLY

Over

Putting It
Here

is

how a

brother exhibitor put his

show

Send along

over.

Let the other fellow know hoie you cleaned up.

vour ideas.

That "Personal" Angle

in Letters

—

Baltimore The New Metropolitan,
one of Baltimore's latest neighborhood houses, started off on the right
foot applying the personal touch to
their patronage.
Leslie F. Whelan, Paramount exwrote the letter signed
ploiteer,
"Marjorie Daw," the leading-lady of
"The Pride of Palomar," the christening picture, praising the theater and
the picture.

"Miss Daw's"

letter

went on chat-

her movie work and its
never-ending study and effort to entertain and please you.
tasteful
Neat,
letter-heads
were
printed up and the letters were dated
ting about

Distributes

Match Boxes

—

One of the effective
features of an extensive campaign
recently put across at the Apollo, on
"Lights of New York," was the distribution of 10,000 match boxes, each
bearing advertising of the picture, and
cafes,
distributed
in
restaurants,
hotels and cigar stores. This method
of exploitation proved very successful; every time a match was lit on
the box, the attention of the holder
was drawn to the announcement of
the picture on the covers.
Indianapolis

Boston Theater Distribues Oranges
Boston To encourage creative recipes from the housewives of Boston
and post-marked New York City.
and as an exploitation stunt for
Although they were prepared in
"Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood,"
Baltimore. Whelan shipped them to
playing at the Park, the American
New York where they were dropped and the theater got together on a tiein the mail slot.
up by which 10 crates of oranges
direct from the Douglas Fairbanks
Pointers on Value of the Simple Life
orange grove in California were given
Martinsville,
Va.

—

Martinsville's
ambitions is to raise its 5,000 population to 10,000, and the big guns of
the town tremble with the thought
that the young folks may travel the
jazz age.
Leslie F. Whelan saw that the
Henry County Semi-Weekly Bulletin,
was spouting editorially on the subject so he gave them an idea.
"Martinsville must return to the code of
"The Old Homestead." Simple devotion,
love,
fire-sides,
mother's
doughnuts, that's what Martinsville
must get back to."
This is the fifth town to be sold
on such a campaign. In Martinsville,
the Bulletin claimed that at their
request the exhibitor booked the picture to show the town what the

simple

life

was

like.

—

for the ten best recipes for

which the orange
table

purposes.

may

ways

in

be used for

The

American

printed the recipes daily. They covered cakes, pies, marmalades and
countless delicacies from the orange.

jf

Bonns-Ferguson "Teasers"

r Eddie Bonns, and W.

R. Ferguson,

of Goldwyn, devised an unusual line
of teasers for "The Strangers' Banquet " at the Capitol.

Five thousands cards with the picture of a chair printed in yellow on
a black background, furnished with
a string by which it could be tied to
telephone
receivers,
door-knobs,
automobile, etc., were distributed.
Fifteen thousand six-inch rulers
were
distributed
particularly
in
offices.
The Capitol mailed out 5,000
of them.

Using the Badge
Owensboro, Ky.
Bob Werth,
A herald in the shape of a bottle
Metro salesman, took advantage of a
new fire truck to exploit the showing was used freely. It was green and
It had two
of "Quincv Adams Sawyer" at G. M. black printed on white.
seals on it
the Goldwyn seal and
Pedley's Grand Theater.
Bob was seated in his hotel when the Neilan seal. Across the label
"23
printed
Brand of
star
he heard the fire truck's lusty siren was
On the
and gong and a moment later he saw Sparkling entertainment."
the big white machine riding by.
He inside of the herald were the names
inquired and learned that it was a of the star, a toast, etc., the name
recent addition and was being display- of the theater and of showiner. Ten

—

—

ed for the edification of the natives.
That gave him his idea, and a few
minutes later he was in a sign painter's office ordering two large canvas
signs to read. "Quincv Adams Sawver.

The Grand. Dec.

25, 26, 27 and
Greatest of all super-pictures."
He then called in the fire chief and
finally landed the privilege of having
the truck exploit the show.
Bob is
affiliated with the St. Louis fire fight-

28

thousand
form
a

paner

napkins, folded to
triangle
"Marshall
with
Neilan's supreme screen achievempnt
of 1923." etc.. printed on it, were distributed in restaurants, cafes, and
other places.
Ten thousand toothpicks in panpr envelopes, on which
was printed "Peopfrmint flavored.
Marshall Neilan's 'The Grangers'
Banquet,' etc.," were also distributed.

An

imitation
suggesting that

boro chief.
Pedley and his manager. M. Clark,

work the tie-up. The display
attracted much attention and was the
means of bringing many to see the
show during the picture's run.

three star course.
The name of a
plavrr in the cast was used in connection with each dish.
A special
bonk of toasts was prepared.

and

his

local

badge proved the

clinching argument with the

helped

Owens-

What

the Critics
Said of the Play

SUCCESS
A strong heart story,
with the proper mingling of pathos and humor. * * * It is a sweet,
green spot in the desert

of

and

clap-trap

unhealthful sex appeal
that has characterized
the stage far too long.

PITTSBURGH PRESS.
Something rare and
fine * * *

be an

turned out to

artistic

romance

built around a character as beautiful and distinctive as has been

conceived

'Success" makes a popu
and any play that
does that meets the severest
lar appeal,

We can think of
no other play except "The
Music Master" that in recent years got such a grip on
test of all.

the
so

ago.

There seems
undeniably

to

be

human

quality in the theme
that finds a responsive
chord on the part of the
audience.

To

it

as

brighten

drama with

a

and

lines

tions, gives

what

situa-

the public just

wants most of the

time.

and

Bitter

revealed

sweet

never

more beautifully
the comedy-drama

than in
"Success."

BOSTON AMERICAN.
an

heartstrings

pathetic

humorous

"The

since

Music Master" first
charmed American audiences a dozen years

public

did "Success."

sunshine and shadows,
heavens and hells, its pits

Its
its

of dispair

and

its

light-kissed

heights of victory, are told
in a

way

that can never be

forgotten.

BOSTON GLOBE.

N. Y.

AMERICAN.

All This

and More Will

Be Said

of

engraved

invitation
the recipient attend
a show, was mailed to a selected list.
Fnclosed was a printed menu for
"The Strangers' Banquet " a twenty-

ers

Friday, January 12, 192
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Loew Books
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13,

1923

Price 5 Cents

"A. B. G. Not Hit"

36

So Says Lee Ochs Commenting on
Switch of Haring-Blumenthal
Theaters to Loew Chain
"Not only is the A. B. C. not 'staggered' by the reported purchase of
part of the Haring and Blumenthal
circuit by the Loew chain as reported
in a weekly paper but we are not even
bothered," said Lee A. Ochs, presi-

Bulk

Circuit Contracts for

Paramount's "Super 39"
Three in the Balance

of

Nicholas Schenck, of

Loew

circuit,

closed an important booking con-

is

Famous

act with

iow

36

the

of

Players,

Loew

metropolitan

ie

whereby
will

circuit

group of 39

next

aramount pictures.
While it is true that

Loew

the

dent of the A. B. C. yesterday.
"We have other theaters ready to
step in when the Haring and Blumenthal houses step out," he added.
"We are not worried. I do think,
however, that it might be interesting
for other distributors to ponder over

shown a large portion of
e Paramount output as a regular
ing for some time past, it is also
has

lain

that the U. B. O. time has
a portion of the product,
his new deal, however, gives the
oew office all the pictures with the
xeption of three Cosmopolitan Profact

cured

lctions,

Go

rhe
va."

thong and reflect what it will
to them."
Although no contracts have been
signed by Charles Haring and Louis
F. Blumenthal with the Loew circuit,
it
is
understood that all conflicting
matters have been straightened out

this

mean

"The 9th Commandment,"
Getter" and "Adam and

It

understood

is

that

Ihere

be no difficulty over these three
id that,
after screening, they will
so be included in the transaction,
he amount of money involved is
ill

(Continued on Page 3)

Laemmle Leaves Thursday

msiderable.

Leon Schwartz Here
Leon Schwartz, Pathe distributor
the Dutch East Indies, is in New
ork en route to Paris.

Carl Laemmle leaves for Universal
City on Thursday.

Cameo

a thoroughly entertaining picture.
Good direction is coupled with an unusually able cast.
Sue's book is full of the sort of material precisely suited to the screen,"
N. Y. Evening Mail. Advt.

"Secrets of Paris," at the

theatre this week,

—

Theater for Coney Island

A

theater and office building will be
ected on the site of the Culver
ilroad depot at Coney Island, under
result of a lease made by the B.
T. to the Alhvell Development
for 31 years at an aggregate
>.,
ntal of $850,000.
Taxes and other
arges will bring the amount up to

Bonus Forwarded
Wired to Coogans by Metro
For Four Productions

$5C0,000

.

,200,000.

Shampan & Shampan have been
gaged to draw plans for the buildy

The

244
tending back 650
plot

is

ft.

on Surf Ave.,

ft.
The building
erected will contain offices,
Dres and a theater to seat 2,500.

be

The Troubles

of

an

Exhibitor
ear

Film Daily:

Well,

Xmas wa^

sure good to us.
3r the first time since I bought the
rvecentodeon, I did capacity with
r
laming Ventricle;" a heart interest
pry.
It's a bear.
You can get bend it and clean up.
I played to eighty
cents more on
e day (only open after seven) than I
d with any other show.
Xmas
!Ow itself didn't arrive, so I put on

My

concert.

I

monstrate
anola

had a local zither agent
his instrument, the local

guy play

his
(Continued on

newest
Page

2)

rolls

and

Keaton
Buster to
edies

Make

— Deal

The

biggest bonus ever given in
the business, $500,000, was forwarded
by Metro Pictures last night to Jackie
Coogan, Sr., by wire.
This cash
transaction closed the deal, which will
result in Metro releasing four Jackie
Coogan pictures, immediately following the completion of Coogan's contract with Sol Lesser.
While details of the deal are not
forthcoming, in view of Coogan's
arrangement with Lesser, in all likelihood they will show that Coogan
is to secure the bulk of the earnings
of his pictures. Metro to secure a
share for distribution, plus a part of
the gross after a certain figure has
been reached. "Oliver Twist," which
being released through First Nais
tional, is understood to be out on an
exhibition value of $2,000,000.
It is understood that First National
made a strong effort to secure

Coogan,

and
others

Doug Fairbanks and
were

in
interested
obtaining
half
But
the
Jackie.
million
offered
Metro
cash
by
knocked the pins from under the
others.
Marcus Loew started negotiations for the Coogan pictures
when he was on the Coast.

several

to

(Special to

Full

Metro
Length Comin Los

Closed
Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles It is stated here that
Buster Keaton has signed a contract
with Metro under the terms of which
he will make a series of feature length
comedies.
The first one is now in
production.

Marcus Loew stated yesterday that
the news embodied in the cast disKeaton
patch was news to him.
recently announced he would devote
time to productions of feature
length in favor of two reelers.

Jeanie

One Reel Form

Of the 18 one-reelers acquired by
Artclass there are at least three which
are either current or will be shortly,
in feature form.
These are "Vanity
Fair," "The
Hunchback of Notre
Dame" and "Oliver Twist." The first
will be released by Goldwyn as a
Hugo Ballin Prod. "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" will be one of
the future Universal Jewels, while
"Oliver Twist" is the current Coogan
release.

.

MacPherson,

Mille's scenarist,

is

De

Cecil

at the Astor.

East Side Houses Fined
Five East Side theaters were closed
one day this week and each fined
$1,000 for permitting children under
16 to enter without a parent or guardian.

Valentino Appeal Under Advisement

The

filing of briefs

and supplemen-

tary papers in connection with Rodolph Valentino's appeal for a reargument and revision of the injunction in favor of Famous Players was
as far as the matter progressed in the
Appellate Division court house yesterday.
decision will be made in
the near future.

A

Plans Nation

Famous Players

bis

Classics in

MacPherson Here

Jeanie

is

Wide Runs
make no

officials

secret of the fact that they consider

"The Covered Wagon." which James
Cruze has about completed on the
coast one of the most important productions turned out by that company.
A print is expected in New York
about Feb. 1st, and, according to
present plans, a series of special longrun
all

engagements
over

manner

the
as

will

country,

launched

be
in

the

"Knighthood."
reports from the

same
It

is

coast
are enthusiastic to a marked degree,
and that the home office officials are

understood

making
success.

all

kinds of promis

•

•

for its

—

;

&&<

—.
The Troubles

DAILV

of

Try Out Stereopticon Film
Pictures gave a demon-

an

Perfect

Exhibitor
(Continued from
N).
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Quotations
Low

High

East. Kod. 97
F. P.-L. .. 893/6
99
do pfd.
.

Goldwyn
Onnith
Loew's

.

Cloac

96

96

88^
98^

89^

6%

6%

6%

99

Sales

600
1,000

300
100

Not quoted
...

19H

19

19

2,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
N. J.— F. & W. Realty
Co., Long Beach, capital, $10,000.
J.
C. Giordano.

—

1)

got a quartet together. The quartet
was made up of three tenors and one
contralto (four people all told) and
then my daughter did a toe dance. It
was her first appearance in public and
being nervous, she suffered a broken
joint on the second toe from the end
of the right foot.
The producer of "What's the Matter

With Women's Husband's" brought
his picture up here and gave a show
under a tent.
exhibitors got to-

We

and blacklisted him. I was
the prime mover of this move. After
the meeting and after we had put him
cr the ban he got in touch with all
the other exhibitors but me and
damned if he didn't sell them the picture for their towns and did it by
threatening to play under a tent if
they didn't. I guess these exhibitors
protective leagues aint so much if a
guy with one sick film can break it up
like
this.
Imagine what that bird

gether

—

stration of its stereopticon film at the
Flushing theater in Flushing yesterday.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles

— Charles

Ray

recently

gave a preview of his latest, "The
Girl 1 Loved," to 200 invited guests
at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

Censor Violators

Stiffer Penalties for
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Harrisburg, Pa. The Commission
Re-organization of the State
Government, appointed in 1921, by
Gov. Sproul; has presented a plan to
the legislature, to amend the present
censorship laws, making the penalties
for the

for violators

much more

severe.

"An amendment

—

top for a feature then the company
writes to the other house and asks it
how much it will pay, quoting my
figure.
I
wait two days and then
write in and offer them two bucks for
it
then they write on and tell me
that after deliberation I can have the
film for four and I writes back and
says I'm not interested at that figure
but will give three and they generally
take it. I'm getting onto the

—Tricstone
capital,

Pictures, Inc.,
Attor$25,000.

neys, Larkin, Rathbone and Perry.

—

Trenton, N. J. Chelsea Pier Co.,
Atlantic City, capital $100,000. Wil-

bur Zimmerman.

—

Albany Aress Amusement Co.,
AttorManhattan, capital, $50,000.
ney, G. S. Youngwood.

"JUST

—

men

I

with

overheard two film sales-

talking at the railroad depot yes-

—

terday and have a lot of new ones
to spring on the next sucker that

National Non-Theatrical
130 West 46th St., N. Y.

-

PRODUCERS & STARS
Also

represented.

every

form

tion therewith

—at legal rates.

GREAT NORTHERN FINANCE CORP.
Knickerbocker Building
at 42nd Street, N. Y. City
Telephone Bryant 2989

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

24 Hour Service

if

necessary

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 0985

box

NORCA PICTURES,

ARCHER
A New Face on the
A New Personality in
A Youthful, Charming
Radiating

the

Screen.
Pictures

Qirl of

Whole-

someness of the American Home.

(J.

Searle

Qoodman)

Dawley)

For Further Particulars, Address

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
1482

»>

ISABEL ELSOM
the

POLLY

Broadway

of

financial service rendered in connec-

W.

B.

MAXWELL.

Ask about this unusual story with

"BROADWAY BROKE"

selling film service to churches
and schools in N. Y. State

-

A MOTHER

by the noted author,

comes along.
Next time you hear from me I'll be
at Los Angeles where the papers ad-

(Daniel Carson

of

CHAS. 0. BAUMANN, p re
RESOURCES $5.CC0,0C0
— LEGAL RATES

Adapted from "Mrs. Thomson

"JAVA HEAD" (Paramount)
"SOMETHING FOR NOTHING"

Wanted immediately capable

the

for

resume production.

is

The amendment proposes a fine
$50.
for a second offense of not less than
$50 and not more than $100, and for
a third offense, a fine of from $100 to
$200.

||

SALESMAN

Northwest
Nell Shipman
Northwest today to

for

—

Sixteen,

(T&dttcati&rial 6\ctuAjU^

1923

Broadway

r-

office title

Inc.

CLEM DENEKER

Manhattan,

leave

13,

Van Tuyle and

hereby submitted to the Motion Picture Act of May
15,
1915, P. L. 534, to provide for

—

$50,000.

Leave
Bert

The

report in part reads:

Inc.,
Pictures,
X.
Albany F.
Yonkers, capital $20,000, Attorney, M. vises pro and con.
L. Lesser.
Hope you have a happy new year
it
don't look so good to me.
Del. Theater
& ComDover,
Sincerely,
munity Service Bureau, Inc., capital

Albany

Loved" Preview

"Girl I
'

additional, and severer penalties in
cases of second and subsequent ofZukor would do if he wanted too.
Don't tip anyone off that I own both fenses."
The existing fine for an offense is
theaters
here,
I'm working one
not less than $25 and not more than
against the other.
I offer four bucks

tricks.

Trenton,

Page

Saturday, January

?

at

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

THE
January

irday,

DAILV

1923

13,

Mingo Making "Deerslayer"
"A. B. G.
Hit"
Mingo Pictures Corp. has com(Continued from Page 1)
pleted a version of Cooper's "The and
that it is a question of time only

Held on Fraud Charge
THE FILM DAILY)
Bridgeton, N. J. George J. Rone,

Not

itkeNews
No.

5

DEATHS OF

PROBES INTO
GED KU KLUX

E

VICTIMS

—

SIANA Investigation at
xcites nation-wide interest;
osecution.
JES, 15

IN

Bastrop,
scenes at

Deerslayer."

Six

Witwer

Stories Finished

F. B. O. has completed production
of six of the H. C. Witwer stories,
now appearing in Collier's.

$150,000 Theater Fire

AUTOS LOST IN BRIDGE

THE FILM DAILY)
Grand Rapids, Mich Fire caused
>bile.
damages to the Orpheum,
AND SNOW STUNTS IN THE $150,000
OF SNOWS — Experts give demon- last Sunday morning.
Wash., due to a

in

Kelso,

at

Montreal

it

(Special to

WASHINGTON— Unusual

5TER IN

—

stalled

i

i

for

benefit

of

news from France; Warsaw,
Sicily,

,

Pathe
Poland.

etc.

etc.,

ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

IE

oday
r

i

Williams
(Special to

<

TTTT.

i

i
iversal will release

—

Los Angeles Earle Williams will
have one of the leading roles in
"Masters of Men," one of the new

Gladys Walin Feb-

j?

JT

Anderson has returned to the
Ddon Studio and is now at work
;r next comedy.
ry

ng

"One

of

Stolen Night,"
Calhoun, has been
Vitagraph Brooklyn

Alice
at the

ed
j.

Heme, has been added to
Dwan's technical staff in an
Dry capacity for "The Glimpses
e Moon."
ie

Klaffki,

for

three years laboratory superintendent
for Metro, has signed a contract to
become head of the photographic department and laboratory at Goldwyn.

(Special to

—

Ready

—

purchased the screen rights to "Going
Up," taken from the original story,

"The

by James Montgomery. Lloyd Ingraham will direct
at the Hollywood studios, work to
Aviator,"

start in a

week.

Special to

To

have increased their capital

Inc.

to

$250,000.

With Pickford Company
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Ted Reed, former

eed

Special to

—

s

for Douglas Fairbanks, has
added to the Pickford company

tor

ldwyn

has

engaged

Clarence

to
direct
"Red Lights,"
erly
called
"The Rear Car."
er

marks Badger's return
after two years.
rul

to

Gold-

— Guy

Wilky,

:d his 14th picture,

raman
>

for

who

tion,

lay

won-

WEEKLY—"FIGHT-

H. C.

WITWER-COLLIER'S WEEKLY

has

"FIGHTING BLOOD''

as
Mille, has

STORIES

REMEMBER— 1 1.30 A.M.

—The

Sunday School Ascomposed of nearly 4,500

School superintendents, have
open drive for state cen-

The Arbuckle situation gives
'eformers a live topic of discusand those well informed in poliadmit the situation looks grave.

Tues. Jan. 16th at the

Astor Theatre as our guest

THE FILM DAILY)

:hed an
iip.

WITWER-COLLIER'S

ASTOR THEATRE,

aunch Drive For Censorship
Louis

C.

BLOOD"

d a three-year contract with FaPlayers.

(Special to

new H.

LEACH CROSS

"Grumpy,"

William de

—

stories, at the Astor Theatre, Tuesday, Jan. 16th, at
11:30 A. M., at which time you will see on the screen and in action the
great
who will oppose George O'Hara, celebrated
Pacific Coast flash and contender for the world's light weight crown,
series.
and star of the great "FIGHTING
No matter what
other important matters you have arranged for Tuesday Morning, Jan.
16th, come to the
B'way at 45th St.
You'll see the greatest series ever filmed when you see the

Wilky Renews Contract
to THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

BOOKING

are cordially invited to be the guest of FILM
of America, Inc.
at the World's Premiere of the

Special
s

City and Surrounding Vicinity

YOU
OFFICES

ING BLOOD"
Goldwyn

All Exhibitors

New York
derful

oduction manager.

Badger Returns to

In

-»f

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.
Main

?

MacLean Buys "Going Up" Rights
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Doug MacLean has
Banker

Waterbury, Conn. L. V.
has filed suit against J. and T. Fernandez, owners of the Hamilton, to
recover $12,000 damages.
Banker
leased the house, later finding the
business not as good as the owners
claimed.

THE FILM DAILY)
City—The Nat'l Exhibit-

you

Garrett P. Serviss and Max Fleischer have nearly completed editing
"The Einstein Theory of Relativity"
which comes to the Rialto or Rivoli
in about two weeks.
This will be the
first theater presentation.

Increase Stock
antic

Tcvurt

Selwyn

Owner
THE FILM DAILY)

Files Suit Against Theater

does competition

at
will close on January 20,
but will be shown at the theater again
in March with a new program.

the

Einstein Film Nearly

THE FILM DAILY)

—

believed to be a resident of Atlantic
City, is being held here on a charge
of selling stock in a corporation
which, Rone declared, has just bought
the screen rights to a big Broadway
success.
He realized over $12,000
alone here, most of his alleged victims being women.

"Teleview" Drawing to Close
The engagement of "Teleview,"

Klaffki Signs Contract
(Special to

Los Angeles— Roy H.

iting

Hawley

will also

"The Love Letter,"

n

in "Vita" Special

THE FILM DAILY)

Vitagraph specials Wanda
appear in it.

and Flashes

Huts

Ingram's Next
"Scaramouche," by Rafael Sabatini,
will be Rex Ingram's next production
for Metro.
Ingram is now cutting
and editing "Where the Pavement
Ends."

before the Central, Roosevelt, Montecello, Tivoli and Lincoln in Northern
Jersey are turned over to Loew.
Haring and Blumenthal are prime
movers in the A. B. C. It is understood that under the franchise agreement with the A. B. C, its members
are bound to play 12 pictures within
the period of one year irrespective of
to whom the theaters pass.
In that
event, the Loew interests in Jersey
would find themselves playing whatever product the A. B. C. books.
In Brooklyn, it is understood that
A. H. Schwartz who operates the
Farragut, Kingsway, Linden, Rialto,
Century and Albemarle has made
some sort of a dicker with Loew so
far as bookings are concerned and
that these theaters, too, are eliminated
from the A. B. C. roster.

(Special to

Office, F.B.O. Building,

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

competition /

THE

—HE—

DAILY
(Special to

is

put

hibitor

—

how a brother
his

Send along your

show

exover.

idea*.

Let

Albany—Vic

Bendell is F. B. O.
here, replacing his brother,

manager
Life Size Cut-Outs
St. Paul,

Minn.

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas W. Felton and C. M. Russey have taken over the Belmont and
have changed the name to Belvick.

know how you

the other fellow
cleaned up.

Robert.

Used

— Life

size cut-outs,

made from

the twenty-four sheets on
"Silver Wings," were used for a very
attractive lobby display by the Tower
Theater.
Three large cut figure
heads of Mary Carr and the two sons
in the picture were used over the

marquee.

The fact that Mary Carr was the
creator of the mother role in "Over
the Hill," was prominently displayed
in all
advertising.
Large banners
were used over the doors and also
over the marquee.
Special lobby
frames and layouts of scenes from the
production were also used. The arrangement of the front of the house
made a real flash and could be seen
by passersby from

all

Milwaukee

—H.

Terry

A.

is

now

hibitors'

office.

Kansas

City,

Mo.

— F.

W. Young,

—

Chicago, 111. Jack Barry, former
salesman for Clyde Elliott enterprises
is

now

sales

manager

of

American

Releasing here.

Omaha— C. W.

Taylor, formerly
the Pathe exchange in
this city, has joined the Hodkinson

manager
sales

directions.

of

force.

Government Producing Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Department

—

—

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Construction will be
Angle
started in about 60 days on a new
Freeland, Pa.
Another exploita- 12 story theater by Turner, Dahnken
tion tale of woe comes from Clyde
and Langley to cost about $1,250,000
Klinger, manager of the Refowich, and that will seat 3,500.
and Vernon Gray, Paramount exItalian

—

during

the

exploitation

The value

of the short subject to

your program.

How to build a program through
the use of short

How

well

stuff.

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

of

Purchase Rights to "Romany"
was announced in a recent issue
that F. B. O. bought the rights to
F. B. O. has
of the "jelly-beans."
They usually "Born of the Cyclone."
purchased
the rights to the play
pencilled mustaches on all female
"Romany," by G. Marion Burton,
lithograph faces and had a good time
which
was taken from the magazine
with "A" boards and the like.
story, "When the Cyclone Blows,"
Window displays were also "out,"
Charles Stillson and Charles Beause the book store had two shot- by
han.
guns and a can of tobacco on display
and no books in the ship. The music
Zane Grey Sues
store
didn't
have a window.
A
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tieup was thought about, but there
are only two cops in town and no
Los Angeles Zane Grey has filed

"The Man From Home."

Klinger
says out-door advertising was "out"
because of the persistent rowdyism

It

—

here against B. B. Hampton, E.
the Zane Grey Picthis idea.
The town's Italian popula- ture Co., Inc., alleging fraud and dition is large and the picture was version of funds by the above named.
filmed in Italy.
They wrote letters
Grey alleges nearly all of the proto the ministers of town presenting fits obtained from films based on his
them with free passes and urging books have been appropriated by the
them to exhort the beauties of the defendants, and that he did not reItalian scenes from their pulpits. The ceive the 25% stipulated in his conThe accounting covers films
Italian angle was exploited in hand- tract.
bills printed in the language and had based on "Desert Gold," "U. P. Trail,"
a lot to do with the cash that rolled "The Mysterious Rider," "Riders of
into the box-office.
Gray tied up the Dawn," "Man of the Forest" and
"Wildfire."
36 merchants for a double-truck.

traffic.

Finally

Stuff

former F. B. O. manager here has
been transferred to Des Moines.

—

ploiteer,

Short

connected with the local Assoc. Ex-

Wholesale Stunts f r "Omar"
of
Duluth P. F. Schwie, manager of Agriculture has produced 53 pictures
Garrick,
the
waved his magic wand dealing with its work during the past
of exploitation and transferred it into
year.
a substantial box office profit.
The
picture was "Omar the Tentmaker,"
Increase Capital
and the exploitation embodied a com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
prehensive campaign that involved
Trenton, N. J. The Missouri
lobbies and retail merchants.
An inexpensive but effective trim Theater Co., New York have filed an
for the front was arranged by having increase of capital here, of from $500,a tent and awning company place a 000 to $1,200,000.
specially made strip of red and white
awning around the marquee.
The
Ready This Month
picture was tied up with Omar ciga(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rettes, and a Superior Street cigar
San Antonio. Tex. Louis Sanstore used a window with a cutout
tiko's Palace will be opened the latof the Persian poet and a bowl of ter part of this month, under the
Omars. A haberdashery shop show- direction of
Jos. Steele.
ed Guy Bates Post, the star, wearing
Dunlap hats, the tieup that is being
New Los Angeles House
used throughout the country.

Using the

13,

Among Exchangemen

Putting It Over
Here

Saturday, January

value.

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented in the forthcoming
Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

THE FILM

out Sunday, February 19.

suit

Gray and Klinger

hit

on

F.

Warner and

An

unusual "buy* for the pro-

ducer and distributor of short subjects.

1923
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PROM ONE OF THE BEST NOVELS
—
I

.

1923

Price 25 Cents

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
~
~.
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„^PADI
BY-

.

IACMMI C

Associated Exhibitors
ARTHUR

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

S KANE.

PRES.

Physical Distributors

SIDNEY GARRETT

Pat mi Excmance

f
avtiA prabe from lke7rade

Preu ^reeh a wonderfulpicture

FlorenceVidor
CONQUERING THE WOMAN
From

F<£ Fascnating Novel

A
"The

picture opens with views of

life

we

see

at a seaside resort near Paris and

The

fights

which David Butler puts up during the
'shanghaiing'

moments

island

well pictured

a

life is

number

of

are real

The

stuff.

C.

ROWLAND

KINO V1D0!\ PRODUCTION

Miss Vidor aquaplaning, swimming and
indulging in other red-blooded sports.
The action shifts to America and then
quickly to the South Seas.

By HENRY

and there are

amusing situations here.

"Florence Vidor has always been one of

She soothes the

this reviewer's screen favorites.

eye and

Ear

satisfies the intelligence.

rings, neg-

and exaggerated eyelids have not figured
unduly in her success. And so it is easy to be
entertained when Miss Vidor fills the camera eye.
ligees

'Conquering
sprightly

the

and well

Woman*

is

entertaining,

cast,"

two ships through the
Miss Vidor
and Mr. Butler do most of the work in
The supportthe picture and do it well.
The photography
ing cast is adequate.
is clear and artistic,
while the subtitles
are snappy and excellently worded."

"The chase

seas

is

of

a bit of excitement.

Mot ion Picture

"Florence Vidor in 'Conquering the

News

entertaining feature, built along a
familiar, but

pleasing in

which

its

is,

at the

same

picture
picture

made up

is

so

good

to look at

less

directed

by Henry C. Rowland.

more

or

value as

might under a

it

production.

entertainment

feature's

King

Vidor

less

has

numerous pleasing locations

been

artistically

is

The

well cast.

Six

reels.

to register pleasantly with

any audience.

There

is

a

careful

genuine, pleasing vein to the story which makes the pic-

secured

ture satisfying entertainment of a light, easy-to-follow

that

have

is

Florence Vidor's

one of

variety.

"Miss Vidor

pictorial

pleas-

ing personality and ability to hold her

and

in selecting

is

appealing and winsome at

David Butler

role of the hero, Director

another redeeming feature for Henry

effective choice.

combination."

C. Rowland's theme."

IV 1DHIkY*

all

times

to play opposite her, in the

Vidor made a particularly

audience regardless of what she has to do,
is

time, thoroughly

photographed and the

atmosphere throughout
appeal.

is

"This newest Florence Vidor feature should not
fail

the

that

by King Vidor from a story

stereotyped plot will not detract as

much from

theme

a good,

and

of such a variety of interesting

scenes that will please, that the

was

is

unfoldment and picturization. David

Butler plays the hero role and

"The

Woman'

In this story the

two make a great

EXH!IMTO!§
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Hollywood, California:

to

China.
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Independent coast producers seek Thomas Woolwine,
Los Angeles attorney, to head body similar to Hays

movement.
Harry Aitken and Oscar Price form Tri-Stone

Pic-

tures, Inc., to state right 2,000 Triangle reissues.

Mary Pickford to make
Famous Players-Lynch
eric

Lee

to be

"P'aust."

deal involves $5,700,000. Fred-

head of Southern

string.

(Czechoslovakia). Wenzelsplatz

Wednesday
Coast producers claim Sydney Cohen expressed

Features Reviewed
P. A.

THE THIRD ALARM

Powers presents

Emory Johnson

est in organization

Prod.

— Film

Allan
bert

Dwan

to

Brenon added

of Valentino

Priscilla

Dean

Page

Universal

—Jewel

Page

Preferred Pictures
in.

.

.

Famous

Players.

Her-

to staff.

to

screen

under guidance of

J.

D.

Williams.

English exhibitor body drafts model contract which
may have counterpart in this country.

3

Thursday

THE HERO

B. P. Schulberg presents

Betty Blythe

2

THE FLAME OF LIFE

in

series for

Dr. A. H. Gianinni denies any connection with return

Booking

Offices

make

inter-

movement.

—Al

Page

Lichtman

6

Valentino appeals to courts to alter injunction order.
Affidavit reveals producer, believed Hearst, sought
his services for

THE DARLING OF THE RICH

one picture.

First National secures Chaplin's

"The Pilgrim," the

under the contract.
First National not to handle Ince's "Ten Ton Love"
because of disagreement over exhibition value.
Sam Golchvyn to have two producing units.
Fairbanks and Pickford after Jackie Coogan produclast

B. B.

Page

Prod.— State Rights

7

FLAMES OF PASSION
Independent Pictures Corp.

— State Rights Page

9

tions.

Glenn Hunter

in

Tuttle Waller Prod.

SECOND FIDDLE

— Hodkinson

Page
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Eugene Roth presents

HUNTING BIG GAME

Friday

AYarner Bros, close important deal with David Belasco; secure "Gold Diggers," "Deburau" and "DadBelasco to supervise scripts and aid in prodies."

IN AFRICA

duction.

Metro bids

Page
Lupino Lane

in

13

for

Allied Authors, Inc., to release through Allied Artists.

A FRIENDLY HUSBAND

Fox

Page

14

Short Reels

Page

15

"Pardoning the bad

is

Coogan Prod.

Saturday

Metro signs Jackie Coogan and Buster Keaton.
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injuring the

ters

by law

effects organization.

good."— Benjamin Franklin.
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Fire Climax Offers a Thrill With a Real Wallop
P. A.

Powers presents

better entertainment than Johnson's

"THE THIRD ALARM"
Emory Johnson

Prod.

— Film

Booking

struction and production values generally.

Offices

DIRECTOR

Emory Johnson

AUTHOR

Emilie Johnson

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Henry Sharp

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

An

almost inexhaustible supply
of fine thrills in picture dedicated to firemen;
sure-fire box office picture of its kind

STORY

melodrama roubut with some new angles and very well
Relies on a regulation

tine

handled

DIRECTION
best

Provides what

fire thrill

probably the

is

ever filmed

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Ralph Lewis the right man for hero
role and does it splendidly Johnny Walker and
Ella Hall make up the romantic end of it
All right; street scenes good
EXTERIORS
;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Careful

CHARACTER OF STORY
good family

All about a fireman

Of

6,757 feet

the melodramas of action and thrills, which
made their appearances within the past two

all

have
weeks,

it is

quite likely that

"The Third Alarm" tops

with a fire climax that is probably the best
thing of its kind ever filmed. There certainly is a
"kick" in this last reel of Emory Johnson's produc-

the

list

tion,

dedicated to

Commissioner Drennan and the

firemen of New York.
Last year Emory Johnson

made

a picture with a

policeman as the central figure, so he probably thought,
to even things up, it was due the firemen to make one
dedicated to them. "The Third Alarm" is by far a

A
There

is

a

very definite box

picture because

it

supplies a

office

new

it

picture

a popular

goers

number with

throughout

the

value in this

line of thrills

and

the big majority of

country,

— the

crowd

that continually shops for the theater promising the

most

thrills.

Some

posters with the

story

found

as well as the

many genuine

thrills

in the last reel.

One

particularly interesting element in the picture

is the much discussed replacement of the fire horses.
This is brought into the story in an interesting fashion
and offers a really touching bit of sentiment. It isn't
quite probable that a faithful and capable man such
as hero Ralph Lewis, would be forced into retirement
merely because he could not operate the new motor
truck.
He could easily have been given something
else to do.
One other slightly false touch is where
they handcuff Lewis when he admits the theft of his
favorite fire horse, Bullet, because he thinks his son
guilty.
They don't usually handcuff people for such
petty offenses.
But in every other respect, Johnson
has shown very good judgment and much common

sense.

outstanding feature of "The
Third Alarm" is the fire. There is a real wallop in
the thrill that this offers and the realism that has
been injected into this sequence is decidedly unusual
course,

and very

the

effective.

big,

The

cave-in of the building and

the rescue of hero's son, also a fireman, and his sweetheart, are splendid.

Ralph Lewis does excellent work as the fireman
hero.
His emotional scenes are very well done, and
the part couldn't be given to one more capable. Lewis
Johnny
is especially adapted to this type of portrayal.
Walker and Ella Hall do well, and others are Virginia True Boardman, Richard Morris, Frankie Lee
and Josephine Adair.

Up

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the sort of action and atmosphere that will certainly

make

ment and romance

Fine Box Office Attraction That Should Glean
Box

The

developed logically and smoothly and builds
towards the climax with an accumulative interest that
only comes of careful direction. There are many fine
touches that include humorous bits, pathos, sentiis

Of

stuff

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

policeman pic-

ture, not only in the material contained, but in con-

title

prominently

displayed should certainly attract their attention.

There is no limit to the exploitation that you can
put over in connection with the picture. Your local
fire department is one sure bet if you can only
secure

its

Show

cooperation.

The
fire and they'll be back.
mean more than names, but you might mention Ralph Lewis and the producer's name in case
they remember his policeman picture, "In the Name
a trailer of the

title will

of the

Law."

THE

VHHOBHBnH
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14,

Unusual Atmosphere, Action, Thrills and a Fine Production
Priscilla

Dean

But

remained for Hobart Henley to visualize the
quaint and picturesque atmosphere of the novel that
of a small mining town in northern England
and for

in

"THE FLAME OF LIFE"

—

Jewel-Universal

DIRECTOR

Hobart Henley

AUTHOR

Frances Hodgson Burnett

SCENARIO BY

Clawson

Elliott

CAMERAMAN

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

Unique and picturesque enter-

AS A

tainment that also contains thrills and action
out of the ordinary
STORY
New atmosphere and interesting; provides star with role that is after the order of
what she usually does
Very good; shows care and good
DIRECTION
judgment in every respect production above
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
Splendid
STAR
;

Good
in character that she portrays

not an easy role by any means

SUPPORT

With Wallace Beery

what

expect

to

his efforts in this respect, as well in production angles

generally,

Henley deserves much

ure the feature affords.

It is really a worth while
and should appeal to everyone, especially
those ever in search of something new or out of the

offering

ordinary, for

•^The

"The Flame

plot itself probably

way, since

in a

young

it

of Life" really

may

has a brutal father and an attractive

—

a

in

it

you know

performance;

fine

has received on the part of Henley.
Besides the pleasing romantic touches the picture
contains decidedly fine action bits, with the exception

it

some scenes showing Beery's attacks upon Miss
Dean, as his daughter. They have been obviously

Robert

kept within bounds but there

is

Appropriate

the foreman, explodes the mine,

Satisfactory

the film.

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

dramatic romance
of the mining districts of northern England

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,776 feet

Although Priscilla Dean remains the fighting, biting
and tempestuous heroine, her role in "The Flame of
Life" is slightly different from anything else she has
done recently and as entertainment, Frances Hodgson
Burnett's novel gets away from the ordinary routine
of screen plays, not so

much probably

in the situations

but in atmosphere and action incident to the plot.

Plenty For

You

to

many

you might

let

is

going

to not

picture goers.

you can go the

limit

only please, but

Where

they like

on promises and

them know that the climax contains a

mine explosion.

In view of recent actual occurrence

be especially interested. On the
other hand you have a quaint and picturesque offering

of this nature, they'll

much

scrap between the star and one of the

men workers

of

wo-

yard where, with other drudges of

in the

is

the real wallop of

This has been excellently done and if it
them out thoroughly thrilled, they can't
send
doesn't
piece of excitement. And
sensible
and logical ending.
given
a
for once a picture
Priscilla Dean performs very much in her usual manner but she probably works harder in this than any-

be

satisfied.

It's a real live
is

thing else she has done in a long while. Wallace
Beery is always a capable villain. He doesn't fail in
The star has been given capable support
this one.

throughout with Robert

Ellis

and Kathryn McGuire

next in importance.

T his One and Use Star's Name

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a safe bet that Priscilla Dean's latest picture,
of Life"

The

a little too

her class, the girl culls slate from coal, is a good bit and
of course the climax, in which Beery, to get even with

Talk About With
Box

action and thrills

Then

there is a good looking young hero who falls in love
with her. But the familiarity of this triangle is very
much obscured through the treatment accorded it in

INTERIORS
DETAIL

a great

that.

heroine, the object of the man's brutality.

this.

thrill,

is

not be considered new,

good lead and Kathryn McGuire delightA first rate cast
ful as an old fashioned girl.
throughout
Very pretty and unusual
EXTERIORS

"The Flame

credit for the pleas-

of

Ellis a

It is

—

the story and the careful and judicious handling which

the average

ideally

it

to

show them and you can

talk about unusual

atmo-

sphere.

your folks know what to expect
You can promise them she is at her
of Priscilla Dean.
best in "The Flame of Life." Tell them it is a Hobart

Of course many

of

Henley production and mention his recent picture,
"The Flirt." There is plenty for you to talk about for
The picture
this one and it's up to you to get them in.
is

really "there."

Shadow Box Lobby
nated From Rear.

Display, Papier Mache, Illumi-

i.

A Problem That Con
fronts EvervJShowman
It Is

One Thing To Get

Good Box-Onice

—

It Is

Sell It

A

Up

Attraction

Another Thing To

To Your

OS

Public!

WESLEY BARRY
in

Left and Below: Unique
attractive co-operative
|

Heroes of the Street
is

backed up with a line of

advertising accessories and
exploitation novelties that

or in window.

IiSSOIto

impress the
public mind with the real
bigness of the production
can't fail

to

itself*

Classics of the Screen

Beautifully Colored
Sticker.

cut-outs in four striking
colors, easel on
back,
size 10; x 15. Suitable
for use as counter stands

-.&W1.DAILV
Interesting Idea

title.
The theme contains some very
sound philosophy and will appeal to those who like

—Al Lichtman Corp.
Louis

AUTHOR

J.

Gilbert

SCENARIO BY

Gasnier

Emery

Eve Unsell

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Karl Struss
Will be appreciated by better

WHOLE

a dramatic entertainment that really does get
from the commonplace.

The

on the whole,

STORY

Contained fine possibilities and some
worth while situations
DIRECTION
Good; loses force in dramatic
climaxes through long drawn out sequences
quite

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

John Sainpolis gives the best performances with Gaston Glass next in importance; Barbara La
cast; others Doris

Marr not

particularly well

Pawn and Martha Mattox
Few
and invari-

Insufficient variation

ably shot from same angle.

DETAIL

Overdone

CHARACTER OF STORY

War

and "spunges" on brother

hero returns

until threatened death

him

of child he loves spurs

to reformation

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A year or so ago Gilbert Emery's "The

6,800 feet

Hero" served
was an ac-

as a stage vehicle for Richard Bennett and

knowledged success with Bennett's

very slight and it is evident
that it was not the easiest thing in the world to adapt
it to the screen.
The opening scenes promise a better picture than you really get.
There are innumerplot,

is

"The Hero,"
and honored at every turn.
But it suddenly lapses and nothing happens except the
regular routine of the household in which the char-

fine

ability

for

in particular

who

feted

is

acters are congregated.

Gasnier spends far too much time acquainting you
with his people. That Andrew Lane is a typical loving, kind-hearted and easy-going husband and father
is brought home to you at least a dozen times more
than is necessary. That he has habits that annoy his

young wife to distraction are indicated by showing
him picking corn plasters from his feet, bathing the
sore spots and finally stepping out of the water and

dragging the suds across the

manner

indication of the

in

This is just an
which Gasnier uses his
floor.

footage on unnecessary detail.

The episode in which Lane's young brother, a returned war hero, decides to steal the church funds
which his brother has locked in a desk, and his subsequent scenes with Lane's wife which get nowhere
at all
are much too long drawn out. And the great

—

—

fault is that the

ting

would be

ending

is

obvious

all

entertainment.

some
very worth while material in the Emery story which is
now serving as the latest Al Lichtman release, un-

hold them for the almost seven reels.

But there was

Will Stand a

Much
Box

they can see their

way

seems very possible that

it

it

Better

possesses in

more value

its

it

as enter-

present form.

De-

good material and some interesting ideas that
presents, "The Hero," will have difficulty in holding

spite the
it

the average audience.

ed and the fault
so

The

lies chiefly

much time on

interest

not well sustain-

with Gasnier for spending

which would have
shorter and more to

certain episodes

been decidedly more forceful
the point.

is

if

its

present footage

it

will hardly

Production

values are average to good and the cast, especially
Sainpolis, does

Chance

can be made into a worth
lot

In

an

good work.

Carefully Re-Edited

If

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

to re-editing this one,

while attraction with a whole

tainment than

also

Cut-

the time.

a decided benefit for the picture as

dramatic characterization evidently one good reason
for its favorable reception.

If

away

able receptions for the returning veterans,

class clientele

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

1923

der the original

"THE HERO"

DIRECTOR

14,

Helped Along By Good Cast But Too Long

B. P. Schulberg presents

Preferred Pictures

Sunday, January

Of course, there are those who may favor this form
The longer you hold off from the climax,

of suspense.

the better they'll like
tion

"What

thought of
are

The

title offers fine

exploita-

and you can arouse considerable interest with

catchlines such

Or,

it.

some

is

as:

"When

is

a hero

your idea of a hero?

how many

not a hero?"

Have you

kind of heroes there are?

ever

There

"The Hero,"
Of the players

interesting angles on this in

the latest Al Lichtman production."

use Gaston Glass' name. Those who have seen Barbara La Marr in the recent Rex Ingram productions
will

be attracted by her name.

THE
Sunday, January

14,

•22H
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Not Very Strong Material
Betty Blythe in

been successful

"THE DARLING OF THE RICH"
B. B. Productions

— State

DIRECTOR

Rights

John Adolfi
Dorothy Farnum
Dorothy Farnum

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Edward Paul

WHOLE
good deal

Mediocre attraction done with a
of display but not very well con-

STORY

Unusual though not convincing or especially interesting; not what they may expect
it to be
continuity

Doesn't bridge the gaps in the
satisfactorily;
production values

adequate

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Will please her admirers

SUPPORT

Suitable; includes Gladys Leslie,

Montague Love, Charles Gerrard and
Swayne Gordon

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

wealth nearly loses

Girl in search of

man

she loves in effort to

obtain riches
6,100 feet

a rather peculiar combination of situations

in this story

by Dorothy Farnum, written

Blythe, and while

it

may

for Betty

contain elements of appeal for

a certain class of patrons,

it

is

not sufficiently concise

make the picture anything more than
an average offering. The plot embraces a wide variety

or interesting to
of ideas

other to

which do not bear enough relation to each
fit well in one story and the director has not

fault.

The

plot

this type of picture will appeal,

won't matter that the richest man in New
is not shrewd enough to know when he is mixing
with crooks or that he takes part in an affair in which

them
York

it

woman

There

auctions herself off to the highest bidder.

isn't

any

real

good excuse

for this particular

twist and a higher class clientele will undoubtedly

object to such a far-fetched and unreasonable method
of approaching a climax.

The story's dramatic quality is considerably weakened by such false steps and then a not over judicious
direction.
Besides not always using good judgment
handling
of situations, Adolfi does not make the
in the
best use of the players. Charles Gerrard's character
is never given a definite connection with the others
and you never can tell whether he is working for himthe princess or the rich man.

Betty Blythe's admirers will likely be satisfied with
She
the offering and her work is quite satisfactory.
plays
Austin,
who
Leslie
support
by
capable
given
is
the lead, Montague Love, as the rich man, and those

mentioned above.
Story

:

Charmion Winship's

nothing but an unsold patent.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
is

covering up this

do not usually
look for plausibility nor object to the lack of it. For

self,

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

There

whom

Julia

Few

in

does not dove-tail and the continuity is rambling.
Whether or not the situations are plausible probably
doesn't matter a great deal because the people to

a

structed

DIRECTION

in Betty Blythe's Latest

leads her to

New York

to pose as a princess

father dies leaving her

Her

where she

who

is

desire for wealth

is

hired by crooks

selling her jewels for relief

money. Unknown to her the jewels are stolen goods.
Charmion meets Lawrence, the man who once saved
her life but must keep up the disguise. Martin, a
rich man, and Lawrence fight for Charmion's hand
with Lawrence finally victorious and forgiving her

when

her crook friends are disclosed in their true

light.

Will Please Star's Admirers and Probably the Average Audience
Box
For the average crowd

this

may do

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

well

won't stand promises or unusual exploitation to make
it a special drawing card. Regardless of some attempts
to dress the story up with some lavish scenes, you
couldn't honestly bill it as a lavish production and
it

unless you

want

to disappoint the sensation seekers,

you should not play up the title because they may
expect something totally different from what they'll
get.

In case Betty Blythe

enough but

you can readily

is

interest

of her latest production,
If

you think the theme

popular with your patrons,

them with the announcement

"The Darling

will appeal to

the old question of: "Should
riches?

of the Rich."

them, talk about

you marry

for love or

See the question answered in 'The Darling

of the Rich.'

"

*$fa@
Here
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Sweetest I{®mamce Ever Screemed

a dieting*

uished and remarkable picture with a
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Our advice to every
big first run theatre*
owner is to have
your orchestra leader with you when
you screen "The

.

tremendous
drawing power and
cast of

V

direction that at
once ranks it with
Douglas Fairbanks'*

Bohemian
l>

Your

"Robin Hood" and
* When Knighthood

Was

Girl."

leader

will

vision at once the

remarkable presentation he can

In Flower."

S

you give this
derful picture.
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Good Action and

Thrills in

"FLAMES OF PASSION"
Independent Pictures Corp.

— State

DIRECTOR

into

SCENARIO BY

Not

CAMERAMAN
AS A

J.

WHOLE
ventional lumber

box

credited

Cook

C.

Plenty of good action in concamp picture has considerable
;

value

office

STORY

Along fairly familiar lines but live situations and action make up for unoriginal theme
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; provides some genuine thrills and handles climax splendidly

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Good
All right; sometimes poor on

PLAYERS

George Larkin, Al Ferguson and
Frank Whitlock work hard for the action Karl
Silvera and Frank Whitson allowed to overact;
Ruth Stonehouse good and Laura Anson suit;

able

EXTERIORS

Fine lumber camp shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many

CHARACTER OF STORY
ployee

is

attempt

Ample
Lumber camp em-

forced to fight jealous associates

to get rid of

who

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,700 feet

and

is

of becoming a satisfying box office attraction.

theme is more or
embracing some

The

with the situations
familiar angles and an atmosphere
that has been a popular element in more than one
less conventional

recent production.

Lumber camp

stories are

Box

Satisfying

Box

coming

Office

premise and acquainting the
spectator with the locale, he proceeds to get things
started.
He tells you all you need to know without
going into unnecessary detail and once you learn that
hero George Larkin has an enemy in the camp, you
can know what to expect. A near-by competitor has
bribed the superintendent to prevent hero's company

from getting

it

as

many houses

so

depends upon the desires of your clientele. If
you know they want action and thrills and won't object
to a slightly familiar plot, you can do a first rate busiall

ness with this latest state rights offering.

There

is

logs

down

the river in time to

offers a thrill

down

the mountain in

Hero's intervention

is

fulfill

a

villain to spoil the plan

on a runaway
an attempt to wreck it.

a log train

another

thrill.

Those who like fist fights for their action will have
good one coming to them in the battle between hero
and villain, fought on the logs in the river. There is
still another live fistic encounter between hero, the
girl's father and the villain which precedes the forest
fire climax.
The latter has been very well done and is
always thoroughly realistic. The rescue is a little
long drawn out because it is hardly possible that any
of those trapped in the flaming forest would survive
as long as they do.
Nevertheless there is a good thrill
in this and it does bring the story to a fairly smashing
a

A

bit of

suspense

is

also found in the incident

which the girl is caught on a log that is headed for
the saw. There is the usual love interest developed in
the regulation fashion with the ultimate happy ending.
George Larkin is particularly capable of the hero
Ruth Stonehouse
role and does very good work.
makes an appropriate lead and the cast is adequate
with one or two possible exceptions. The director has
allowed some slight overacting.
in

Theaters

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Because of the good action and the variety of

it

its

The effort of the
when he starts

contract.

Number For Many

well as the thrills and suspense, "Flames of Passion"
will be a very suitable attraction for

thrill

after establishing a

climax.

always an open market for this type of
offering and with a story that provides some good live
action, "Flames of Passion" stands a very good chance

There

Story

fire climaxes doing a big
market.
The story has been given a rather careful production
and the direction, on the whole, is quite satisfactory.
G. H. Moody loses no time in getting into the action

ride

interiors

G amp

prominence with forest

business in the

Rights

G. H. Moody
George Hively

AUTHOR

Lumber

plenty for you to talk about and a trailer of

one of the

fights, a rescue stunt, or the forest fire shots,
should easily serve to bring them back when you

show the

picture.

The

title

may

not be sufficient to

indicate the character of story, so play

it

up with

stills, and with readers in the space accorded
your local papers. George Larkin's name can
be used and they may remember Ruth Stonehouse although she has not done very much of late.

catchlines,

you

in

STORY

Jhe

tyAVAVAVArAVJ^A^AWAWA
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THE GREAT]EST RELEASE
OV THE YEAR
CALEB DEM ING,
wanted
a

sturdy blacksmith in the

"I^KXU

little vil-

boy who would be straight and
man among men.

lage of Alden,

strong and a

a

Amos, however, was born a cripple, paralyzed in
his right arm.
Deming's disappointment was so great that he
became very much embittered against his son. Amos, however,
was endowed with a keen spiritual insight and a capacity for
love which he exercised on all about him, particularly the chilHis

son,

whom

dren of the town, for

Emily Preston,

made

he

toys.

had been ostracized by

the girl next door,

The

the villagers for the sins of her brother.

unbearable for Emily, and after
(gossips she

(and

planned

to

made

Amos

sought to befriend her

Amos's great

spirituality,

ever,. and the unselfish force of his love finally caused a
(of heart,

life

with one of the village

a fight

leave town.

was repulsed several times.

gossips

how-

change

Amos's father learned of
Emily and disowned him.

and she decided

his son's friendship for

to

remain.

In the meantime, Preston endeavored to obtain justice at

former partner, the owner of a huge
lumber camp. Dodd instructed Krieg, a powerful, unscrupuKrieg bore
lous lumberjack, to cut timber on Preston's land.
the hands of

a secret

Dodd,

his

Dodd and endeavored

grudge against

gaining his revenge on Dodd.

as a tool for

Preston

to use

Preston, however,

Krieg was caught
spiking Dodd's timber, and realizing that Dodd had learned
Preston was accused, tried, and
of his enmity, he killed him.
refused to have anything to do with Krieg.

sentenced to death.

Krieg took refuge
to

hide

him

until dark,

to superstitious fears.

but

a

in

Emily Preston's house and forced her

when he could

He

planned

escape.

to kill

demonstration, which he took

to

He

was

Emily before

be an

omen

a

prey

leaving,

of evil, pre-

That night he left with the threat that if she told
on him he would return and kill her. At the suggestion of
Amos, she testified before the court and saved Preston, although
she knew she was taking her life in her hands.
vented bim.
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Read
stand

it

and then you

KINGDOM

why/ THE

WITHIN

will under-

promises to be
ATJ

A

few nights

the girl.

Krieg returned for his revenge upon
Little Connie, an orphan whom Emily had adopted,

Amos

ran to

later

for help.

dows and locked

Terror-stricken,

Emily barred

the win-

window

the door, but Krieg burst through the

and entered the room.

Emily fought desperately and managed
few minutes.

clutching fingers were about her throat

room.

Amos threw

terrific

battle ensued, but

to

elude him for a

on her, and

Relentlessly, he closed in

his writhing,

when Amos

entered the

himself between the girl and Krieg.

Amos was

a child in the

A

hands of

the powerful Krieg.

Amos

by his paralyzed arm and twisted it.
With a sickening blow and kick Krieg threw the boy in the
corner and turned again to attack Emily. Nothing but a miracle
could save her.

Krieg seized

Amos saw the girl he loved being strangled to death at the
hands of the maniac Krieg, and he made a superhuman effort to
crawl to his feet and reach him. As he struggled to his feet a
look of joy spread over his face.

He

could use his right arm!

He

was no longer a helpless cripple! With both arms outstretched he advanced on Krieg. Krieg, startled by Amos's cry,
turned and beheld a strong, vigorous youth in place of the once
frail

weakling.

was too much for his ignorant brain to comprehend. His
and superstitions overcame him and he frothed at the

It

fears

mouth

like

a

wild beast.

With

a

shriek of

terror

he ran

and into the arms of the villagers,
had been aroused by Connie.
frantically for the door

As Amos stood

who

doorway with the light shining out
behind him, a hush fell upon the group gathered without, as
they gazed on what seemed to be a veritable miracle. The tears
came to old Caleb Deming's eyes as he gathered his son in his
arms and begged forgiveness. The great force of Amos's love
in the

change in the hearts
gained for him the heart of Emily.
had brought about

a
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Sunday, January

Good Rural Drama That Contains Enough Action and
Glenn Hunter in

DIRECTOR

Frank Tuttle

AUTHOR

Frank Tuttle

SCENARIO BY

Frank Tuttle

AS A

Fred Waller,

WHOLE

Good

rural

drama

with considerable naturalness;

that

is

Jr.

played

has some

fair

thrills

STORY

Has

this

and will be liked by
somewhat obvious and

a following

particular crowd;

not always convincing

DIRECTION

All right; supplies effective atmosphere and uses players to good advantage

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Gives

Very good
Good
an interesting performance and will

be well liked for his work in

SUPPORT
bit

this

appealing;

contributes good character

and others well suited

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty rural shots

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Ample
who

College student

claims honors of the family nearly spoils the
life of his

younger brother, the

real hero

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,810 feet

"Second Fiddle" contains an idea that has not been
used extensively for screen plots so

it

should carry a

good appeal for the average picture audience. And
it has been rather capably handled by Frank Tuttle

who

is

also responsible for the story.

The

is rather after the style of a serial with the
pursued in each episode, being captured and
escaping again in the next. Through this method of
development Tuttle succeeds in sustaining the interest
very well and those who go in for thrills of a serial
order will find some to their liking in "Second Fiddle."
There is the attack of the villain upon his daughter,
his capture by hero and later his escape from jail and
another attack upon hero's sweetheart with the eventual rescue in which hero comes into the honor due
him. All these bits are played with the sort of stress
peculiar to this type of drama. There are close-ups
of villain approaching his victim and the usual touches
that help to supply the thrills.

He

has supplied

and smooth continuity and tells the story
in a straightforward fashion and usually reaches conclusions without wasting too much footage in doing so.
a coherent

plot

villain

Things are not always convincing, such, for instance,
which hero explains his inability to hold

as the bit in

the

Mary Astor thoroughly

Townsend Martin

Thrills

of proper rural

Prod.— Hodkinson

CAMERAMAN

1923

Production values are up to standard and the injection
atmosphere makes the feature attractive
from a pictorial standpoint.

"SECOND FIDDLE"
Tuttle Waller

14,

because the gun was not loaded.

villain

The

willingness of the father to immediately brand his son
a liar

is

not a convincing twist but, of course,

it

serves

as a stepping stone to still greater honor for hero
when he finally clears himself and is acknowledged as

the true hero of the family.

Glenn Hunter does very good work in the picture,
and Mary Astor, who will be remembered for her
appearance in the two reel Triart productions of last
year, is very pretty and appealing.
Others in the cast
are capable. They are William Nally, Leslie Stowe,

Mary Foy.
Herb Bradley hands

Jim an unwho
Cragg
loaded revolver to hold off the desperate
has killed his daughter. How Herb makes it appear
that Jim was a coward and events so shape themselves
as to cause Jim to believe that he has lost the love of
his sweetheart, Polly, is followed by Polly's rescue by
Story

:

Jim and the

latter's

his brother

capture of Cragg.

Has Elements That Will Appeal To a Good Majority
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you know your folks like the type of dramatic
entertainment that "Second Fiddle" offers you can be
quite sure they'll go out satisfied because it contains
effective thrills, enough action, a first rate atmosphere
and a cast that does very good work. In case you
played Glenn Hunter in "The Cradle Buster" sometime ago, you might recall that and tell them he is
If

the star of '"Second Fiddle."

The

good one and suggests plenty of exploitation angles and stunt advertising that should
Mary
easily attract the attention of your patrons.
Astor is a pretty heroine whose photo will attract
attention in the lobby. They may remember her from
her Triart pictures, such as "The Beggar Maid."
Catchlines will give an adequate idea of the story if
you want to let them know what it is about.
title is

a

THE
Sunday, January
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Thrilling and Realistic

Record

Eugene H. Roth presents

"HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA"
DIRECTOR
H. A. Snow

AUTHOR

Real narrative

SCENARIO BY

The same

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Sidney

Snow

WHOLE

Unusually absorbing and interesting pictures of Africa's wild beasts taken in
their native haunts
STORY
Photographic record of trip into untraversed places of Africa

DIRECTION
rative

yet

A

composed nar-

particularly well

probably the best of the kind

picture,

made

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS

Natural

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS

Natives, beasts and explorers

Mighty

INTERIORS
DETAIL

interesting

None
Splendid descriptive sub-titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

trip

through

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

10,000 feet

This latest photographic record of an African exploring expedition is probably the most authentic and
realistic that has ever been obtained.
The Snow
African expedition was organized by the African Expedition of Oakland, California, and left San Francisco
1919, returning early in 1922, after a trip

in

the world, totaling 80,000 miles.
detail

it

might be well

to

make

around
Before going into

a note of

some

inter-

esting facts connected with the taking of these un-

usual pictures.

In Africa alone the expedition travel-

ed 60,000 miles, exposed 125,000 feet of negative film

and made more than 4,000

still pictures.
All photographic developing was carried on at night, the tem-

perature of the daj- being tense enough to melt the

Very Worth While
There

Game

is

in Africa."

extremely

It is

valuable

who

likes

Besides the actual scenes of the animal herds consisting of every variety that you have ever heard of, and
twice as many that you never heard of, the expedition
pictures contain

as

Early

delightful views of the African

the

picture

there

from the

is

life

sequence which

a

rest of the offering, but

it

is

decidedly a very interesting feature of "Hunting Big
Game in Africa." Incidentally it will probably till
the average audience more than it ever dreamed about
in connection with the precious diamond.
The views

mine and the conditions under which the natives

ot the

are intensely interesting as

which the stones go prior

The

is

the process through

to their actual appearance.

sub-titles in this, as well as

throughout the picture,

give very interesting data.

The

introduction

of

the

"flivver"

big

into

game

hunting is another new angle and the fight between
the wart hog and the Ford offers a humorous touch
as do the matrimonial customs of the native tribes,
the pictures of which tend to indicate where the modern dance ideas originated.
There are numerous
thrilling shots of animal captures such as the whaling
scenes, the lion hunt, the charge of the rhino into the
face of the camera, and the capture of the elephants.
There are many other equally thrilling bits too many

—

to record

in

detail here.

entertainment of

Game

educational

in

(litters slightly

essentially a novelty but also

an

many

There are also glimpses into the tribal
found
as
in the camps along the line of travel.
country.

acter.

subject.

A

logical subjects but the film will also appeal to everye

often through the use of the telescopic lense which
permits of more intimate views, close-ups in particular.

its

The

picture

is

a very

fine

kind.

This Exploration Novelty

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mighty large percentage of your folks will never get
any nearer to Africa than they are to your theater and
tnis is one very good reason for their seeing the picture.
Appeal especially to those interested in zooi.i

The picture offers the most interesting and spec la
animal life, with the creatures
cornered and photographed in their native lair, very
cular views of wild

"Hunting Big

a very definite attraction in

Home

cameraman.

Possibilities in

Box

at

film the minute it touched the water.
The tour was
conducted by H. A. Snow and his son, Sidney Snow,

work

densest Africa

Wild Animals

of

an entertainment of an unusual char-

And

they certainly get that

in

"Hunting Big

in Africa."

Present facts

in

connection with the expedition and

get your folks interested well in advance.

plenty of material for you to
ploitation

is

work with

concerned and you might

There

is

as far as ex-

recall the Paul

Rainey expedition of a few years ago with promises
of newer and better pictures in this H. A. Snow expedition.
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A Fairly Successful Attempt At a Slap -Stick Comedy of Feature Length
Lupino Lane

"A

There

in

FRIENDLY HUSBAND"

DIRECTOR

Jack Blystone
Jack Blystone
Jack Blystone

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Jay Turner

WHOLE

A

slap-stick

comedy

in five reels

more laughs

that holds the interest and contains

than you might imagine
A fairly well connected plot with some
STORY
and some of the old ones well done
gags
new
Makes a good attempt considering
DIRECTION
registers some worth while
the proposition
;

humor

more

of a

is

or less familiar order

and although many of

the stunts have been used before there are also

some

new gags and the old ones have been done
over with some new touches. The idea of the mechanrate

first

ical

used

contrivance operating on push buttons has been
in various forms but its association with a camp-

ing outfit

is

undoubtedly new.

Folks will get a good

laugh out of the camp
his

wagon which Lane attaches to
Ford and brings home as a surprise for "wifie."

The mother-in-law angle

is

quite old stuff but

it

isn't

greatly overdone.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

All right

Nearly
surely

all

amuse those who

exteriors

like riotous

comedy

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Adequate; no one well known
Suitable

Few

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Ralph Spence's

titles

more subdued

than usual

CHARACTER OF STORY

Based on the fami-

mother-in-law angle with the husband

liar

one reason

Of course the usual
used to a large extent to round
out the situation and gather in the laughs. These are

humorous incident

Fox

AS A

fairly conservative plot that is

is

for a nicely sustained interest.

final-

Lupino Lane works hard to put the picture over
and the many admirers of slap-stick comedians will
surely enjoy his stunts in this. His athletic ability is
also given good opportunity for display.
The director
has made the mistake of repeating the gags as is so
often the case in this sort of a picture.
Lane's attempt
to get the Ford into the garage and the continual closing of the doors as he is about to drive in is very much
overdone as is the incident of the suitcase when
Lane tries to pack his "duds" in preparation for the
vacation.

They get

comedy and get it over. But, on the
Lupino
Lane feature comedy does offer a
whole, this
pretty good humorous entertainment and for those
who like this type of comedy, "A Friendly Husband"
will probably send them into roars of laughter at

good deal of fun out of the camping
sequence in which Lane plays porter for the wife's
family. The bit where Lane goes hunting and the
squirrel he's aiming at is calmly sitting on his hat,
offers a good laugh.
The "cute" little animal that gets
into the leg of Lane's trousers is sufficient to knock
the family over when he gets back to camp. They
never fail to bring in this gag showing the comedian
wriggling around with some moveable object causing
him great distress. But the audience usually gets a

frequent intervals.

laugh out of

ly asserting his rights

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

4,527 feet

more than an ordinary task on his
came to making "A Friendly Husband"

director had

hands when
because

it

it

isn't a

very simple matter to

make

a five

reel slap-stick

Has Enough Laughs To Make
Box

It

Satisfy If

will surely

at the showing.

recent Lupino
liked them,

Lane's

first

go

big.

They'll have a lot of fun

In case you have been playing the

Lane two

reel

it

so

it's

evidently

all right.

They Want This Type Of Comedy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Many exhibitors cater to a crowd that can never get
too much of slap-stick comedy. For them "A Friendly
Husband"

quite a

comedies and they have

you can count on satisfying them with
feature comedy.

You might make it plain that it is a feature and it
would probably be easy to get them interested if you
could secure a trailer showing the unique camping
outfit.
They'll want to know more about it. The
title isn't enough to let them know what sort of a
picture this is so play it up with catchlines and display
plenty of stills in the lobby unless you know they are
familiar with the star and know what to expect.

Short Stuff
"Border Law"

Type

— Range

Rider

— Pathe

"Casey Jones, Jr."—Jack

2 reel western

of production

Texas Rangers and friendly Mexican Rurales cooperate in
"Border Law" to round-up a trio of gun runners. Maloney
A supis the bashful lover of the Ranger Captain's daughter.
posed artist seeks lodging at the Captain's house and the girl,
seeing in him her opportunity to make Maloney propose, takes
him as a boarder. This gives the artist, really the chief of
the gun runners, a chance to obtain needed information. The
bashful lover, however, learns the true situation, and after
a good chase through the mountains in which the girl is
kidnapped and rescued, and the gun runners captured, he
overcomes his bashfulness enough to make the desired offer.
Pauline Curley is the girl and the cast includes Pedro Valenzuela, Tommy Grimes and Bud Osborne.

"No Luck"
Type

2 reel

comedy

is

ladylike

photography is introduced with exceedingly
the sweet boy is induced to smoke one of
cigars and he floats away on the wings of
other good gags are introduced when he
function in opera hat and rubber gloves that
efforts

of his

spite

made and

to

free

himself.

funny

when

effect

the girl's father's

Several

tobacco.

attends

society

a

stick to his

The

subject

the

president

board the train and
here

when

reeler,

Day"

is

reel

comedy

used as the basis

Sargent

way

tries the

is

determined not to

more luck

is

against him.

pocketbook with a string on
it.
But they can't fool him. He hides in a doorway and
sees another messenger come along and pick up the bag just as
the owner whose knitting is on the other end of the string
comes up and gives the finder a reward.
the

fright, finally

to the office he sees a

Screen Snapshots No. 17
of production

Among

Type

1

reel fan

magazine

the picture favorites caught at an actor's fund benefit

Mary

by as

Lillian

sails

for

Prevost have some fun

Europe.

in the studio.

Ben Turpin and Charlie Murray
beating scenario.

steal

the safe.

A

good

becoming small balloons.

Casey

'Em Sweet"

effect

is

used

rides a bfcycle

— Century—Universal

of production

2 reel

comedy

Brownie, the dog, and little Jack Morgan are the chief funmakers in this one, written and directed by Raymaker. The
opening shots showing Brownie giving Jack a shampoo are
very "cute."
Sister has two beaus and Jackie has a lovely
time playing tricks on both of them. He sifts pepper on one's
boquet of flowers, and then buys a box of bees which he presents to the company.
The rest of the action consists of a
grand scramble to avoid being stung.

of production

Wesley Barry and Marie
A very funny shot shows

at typewriters writing a

world-

1

a particularly interesting issue,

is

reel

magazine

containing material

Opening with some "living paintings,"
which are followed by street scenes in India, the New York
Aquarium is visited and some queer fish filmed. These are
seen to have almost human faces particularly the "boob faced"
of

varied

trigger

subjects.

who

fish,

the

title

of

this

is

a very cute

cartoon subject

manner of Tony Sarg, which under
"The Merrie Huntsman," depicts the adventures

silhouette,

in

try to swallow a black spot on the outside

Following

of the tank.

after

the

of a hunter in his efforts to capture several playful animals.

— Educational

"Be Yourself"— Christie
of production

Two

—Pathe

Miles Minter, William Farnum, William Russell,
Viola Dana, Enid Bennett, Conrad Nagel, Bebe Daniels and
many others. Lillian and Dorothy Gish bid each other goodare

to

and the money. The cast includes Peg O'Neill, Violet Oliver,
Jack Lloyd and Spencer Bell.

Type

Type

sent

well

directed

be fooled but the harder he

On

is

over the roofs of the moving train and captures the bandits

This
1

followers will be well pleased.

Jr.,

Pathe Review No. 3

old stand-by, "April Fools

one

Casey Jones,

hands

is

by Scott Darling and starring
Lewis Sargent, the champ messenger of the Western Union.
While not hilarious, the fun is wholesome and Sargent's
this

railroad,

the colored porter's eye-balls begin to swell from

the laughs frequent.

of production

The

the

of

speed up The Speed-Ball, Celeryville's month late train. All
is going reasonably well when Mexican Pete and his bandits

"A Fool For Luck"— Universal

of

comedy

Released under the brand name of "Mermaid," this is one
the best comedies that Lige Conley has appeared in in
some time. Directed by Del Lord, it is a railroad story that
combines laughs with some good stunts.
As assistant to

Type

Type

2 reel

of

"Sting

some very funny stuff in Lloyd Hamilton's latest.
comedian is first seen trying his luck as a fisherman.
The fish bite everything imaginable but the bait,
finally jumping inside his shirt and biting him.
Slow motion

in

of production

— Hamilton— Educational

of production

There

The

Type

White— Educational

2 reel

comedy

very good entertainment are to be found in
this Christie comedy, which Neal Burns and Charlotte Merriam help materially to put over, aided by a large cast. Particular mention should be given Babe London who, as the fat
Neal
little factory girl, has quite a few laughs to her credit.
him
manufacturer
who
puts
of
son
a
happy-go-lucky
the
is
He beto work in the factory to bring him down to earth.
comes the champion of the factory girls and they strike for a
raise.
After many complications he presents his new sw-etheart to his dad, only to find that she has been put to work
so that he would fall in love with her. The comedy has been
directed by Al Christie from a story by Robert Hall.
reels of

Short Stuff
"Prickly

Type

—Bruce—Educational

of production

1

reel scenic novelty

This one of the Bruce Wilderness Tales uses the
a

young tramp who thinks he

beauties

of

the

is

is

country through which he travels.

splendid.

home town only

The young man

to find that he

is

Type

There

and the photography
finally returns to his

not being sought at

all.

of production

This

flight of

pursued to bring out the

are several shots of exceeding beauty,

throughout

"Royal Chinook"— Kiser— Pathe

Conscience"

is

1

reel

industrial

another of the Oregon Trail Series made by Kiser

Northwest and it depicts the
Columbia River salmon in clear and interesting
fashion.
The photography is good and the picture will undoubtedly interest. The manner in which the salmon are
caught for canning as well as the way in which the young are
conserved is shown in detail. A good short reel.

showing the

industries of the

life-history of

m
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"The Friendly Circle"
I

Where the Promise
is

Performed

The

Barnes Printing

Company

INC.
229

West

JIllllilllHlllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllill^

28th Street

Phone Watkins 1416-11

m

Short Stuff
The

value

of the short subject to

your program.

How

to build a
uselof short stuff.

program through the

is

How

well known exhibitors use short
subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects" by

important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience value.

Just a few of the ideas that will be
presented in the forthcoming Short Stuff
FILM DAILY, out Sunday,
issue of

THE

February

An

19.

unusual "buy" for the producer and

dis-

tributor of short subjects.
,

title
t ne
the song,
j to be the
the Criterion,

.loses there.

—

—

—

——

Pafhepicture

Produced by
Robert J. Flaherty, F.R.G.S.

Are you fishing for an attraction?
Here's one that's real the

—

REVILLON FRERES

production

Nanook of the North
Read the exhibitors' comments below. Pathe has
had hundreds just like them!
"We

put over 'Nanook' wonderfully. I actually believe this
product made more honest-to-God friends for the Belasco
than amy Jififlture. I ever bought. It's a great and wonderful
entertainment."^Jt/ (7/ H. Sohm, Belasco Theatre, Quincy,

"Broke record in Bakersfield in 4 days showing. Did the
same thing in Pomona." Harry C. Arthur, General Man'
agar, West Coist Theatres, Los Angeles.
"Most interesting and educational picture we have ever
Pleased patrons 100
Scdlak, Bee Bee, Neb.

III.

shown.

"Wonderful. Greatest picture in last 6 months. Big business."
H. W. Peery, Ogden Theatre, Ogden, Utah, (quoted

/.

in

Ex.

Herald).

"Most unique picture we ever played, making a host of
friends and more than satisfactory from a box-office stand/. H. Ruben, Ruben-Finkelstein Circuit, Minn.
point."
"Here is a real special. Record business. Everyone pleased."

—

v red Jones, Rialto Theatre, Nelson, Neb.
-eptional picture

an any

The offering gave
in some time."

we have shown

°aynesvillc, Minn.

better satisfac-

Jack Hartigan,

L.

per

cent.

It's

wonderful."

"Standing room was at a premium for the two days showing
We heard more
and 'Nanook' was the talk of the town.
favorable comments on it than any picture we have ever
shown. It was the most natural and life-like entertainment
we have ever seen."- John H. Raven, Colonial Theatre
Co., Mich.

MANY EXHIBITORS ARE GETTING REPEAT BOOKINGS.

ANY EXHIBITOR WHO DOESN'T PLAY THIS
IS PASSING UP THE SENSATION OF THE

PICTURE
YEAR.

tie
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"Loyalties" Sold

Universal's Theater

sworthy Play Goes to GrahamWilcox Prod., Who Also Buy

Planning Big Broadway House With
Large Office Building— Several
Sites Considered
Important officials of Universal
are planning the erection of a 3500
seat theater in the heart of Broadway,
with an office building in conjunction
therewith, a portion of which will
be used as the future home for Uni-

"Chu Chin Chow"
pecial Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
ondon Graham-Wilcox Prod.

—

,

purchased the picture rights to

e

Galsworthy's

n

versal's executive offices.
Several sites are understood to be

subjects

under consideration. The amount involved for a theater structure and

Charles Wilcox will

a big scale.

America on the

for

The com-

making both

y intends

and

"Loyalties"

"Chu Chin Chow."

to

i

building in what is known as
section of Broadway,
would run into several millions,

office

20th.

the

trade

'he

here

of

is

the

opinion

"Chu

and

"Loyalties"

t

theatrical

minimum.

Chin

Executives at Universal refuse to

>w" will stand out as two of the

discuss the report.

noteworthy British pictures of

5t

On

year.

the Shelf

Famous Decides

to Write Off the
Three Arbuckle Features Never

Iraham-Wilcox Prod, was recently
ned with the express purpose of
cing pictures with a world-wide

two are "Flames of
with Mae Marsh, and "The

Its first

•ket.

sion,"

nderful

Thing."

tactically
every
ing company in
:red
>ne

important

pro-

to

''Second Fiddle' has heart interest, thrilling suspense and Glenn Hunter
in a most appealing role.
It is a superior attraction that promises satisfaction at the box office," says Moving Picture World, of this excellent
Film Guild production for Hodkinson Release. Advt.

—

New York

had
"Loyalties," which

bids for
of the season's theatrical suc-

Protection

;es.

Giblyn Returns from Europe
harles Giblyn has returned from
land
where he directed "The
30crites" for the Hollandia Film.
Special Edition of

"Salome"

edition of "Salome" has
been printed. It is selling in the
)y of the Criterion, as well as in
ous book stores.
film

.

Something

to think about.

[.

draw plans for a $500,000 theater
on 86th St., between 4th
5th Aves., Brooklyn.
The house

3e built

seat 2,500.

Censor

Bill in

Indiana

THE FILM DAILY)
ndianapolis — Senator Knox
oduced a

censorship

bill.

has

It

is

erstood that the revival of the
uckle question is the reason for it.

run and others want it. Some getting it. Jensen & Von
Herberg reported to be getting four months from some distributors.
Ruben & Finklestein reported wanting six months. Others
hive been after it. Say they can't operate without it. That
they pay the bulk of the money for big pictures. And the
neighborhood houses clean up. Because those houses don't bein to pay what the first runs do and the folks won't come down

THE FILM DAILY)

os^Angeles— The

cast for

"Main

et" will include Florence Vidor,
ite
Blue, Noah Beery, Robert
don,
enda.
ct.

Harry Myers and Louise
Harry
Beaumont will

reelers.

It

is

anticipated

that

he will continue directing but will
not at least for a leng time appear
personally in comedies. It is a question whether his name will appear as
"director" of the comedies.

—

—

Vote Against Arbuckle

The National Committee

for Better
Films, an affiliation of the National
Board of Review, has decided against
favoring in any way further exhibi-

;

town, preferring to pay the lower prices

in their

home

theater.

may

be true.

What

of exploitation;
advertising? Is any one
first

of advertising; what of national
insane enough to figure that this

what

run business alone?

Forget

it.

If

there

is

any

national advertising it is to awaken interest in home
folk for their neighborhood houses.
And what would happen if
this "protection" was extended to six months generally?
would remember the pictures that came out six months back?
can remember those that came out last August? Try and
"
do it and get a headache.
_
^_

sense

tion of

in

Who

Who

.

—

(Continued on Page 2)

Arbuckle pictures.

Women Condemn

And

there isn't any doubt that
c'ifficulties exist.
But you can't run the picture business for first
First runs give a
run houses alone.
It just can't be done.
to a distributor.
gobs
big
quick clean up and ready money in
But except in unusual cases what production can live on first
runs alone? The very Lig unusual ones yes. The rest. No.
And emphatically no.
All of which

produces
omplete Cast for "Main Street"
(Special to

two

of large chains;

—

(Special to

It is understood that at the last
directors meeting of Famous Players,
that it was decided to shelve the three
Arbuckle features owned by the corporation, and to write off as a complete loss the amount involved; upwards of over half a million.

Coast reports are to the effect that
Arbuckle has started work directing

first

;

Big Theater for Brooklyn
W. Del Gaudio, an architect,

Big operators

—

Be Released

(Special to

Arbuckle

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The governing board
of
Federation
National
Women's Clubs has unanimously
voiced opposition to the return to the
screen of Roscoe Arbuckle.
Washington

of

the

Changes Name to Resolute
The Dependable Film Sales, Inc.,
has changed its name to the Resolute
Film Sales, Inc. Charles R. Rogers
is

president.

"Eli Eli at Criterion

"Breaking

Home

Ties,"

the

title

based on the song,
of a
be the
"Eli Eli," is understood to
Criterion,
next feature going into the
picture

this after

"Salome" closes

there.

;

THE

22H

DAILY

r

Protection

\^*m WOTl^ JfcBHOOT/O

RUKTKCT

Pi*'

'FaXJOM^

^AUTHOOfTY

1

(Continued from

Page

what would happen if this "protection" idea
What do you think would happen among the second
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Advertising
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Address all communications to

spread ?
run and neighborhood operators? Will they be expected to sit
back and laugh ? Maybe. But more likely you will find them
organizing combinations to offset the moves. And the most
logical of all happenings subsequently would be booking combinations.
And what a nice, messy sort of thing that would be?
Gentlemen, once again what are you going to do about it?

—

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood

Belasco.

— Irving Mack,
Representative— Ernest
W.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

802

Let's

it.

—

Quotations
Low

Hi«k
East. Kod. 97
F. P.-L. .. 89}*
do pfd. .99
Goldwyn
6l
.

Cloae

96

88^
98J4

A

Sale*

96
89Ji
99

6%

600
1,000

300
108

6]/t

Loew's

...

19H

19

19

2,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Form

Partnership

James

Geller, has severed his connection with the Fox to establish an

advertising and publicity agency with
Edward Frohlich.

Where

Warner's

bite off a quarter million for David
telegraphs a half million to Jackie

was somebody saying something about "hard

;

-

CHARLES

are they?

Broadway

AND

R. H.
BABY PEGGY
Cochran. Universal. Has a hobby Baby Peggy, the diminuitive star of one of their comedy companies. Regular little
vamp. Sure has vamped Cochran. Every time they get a print
in.
Out it goes to New Rochelle. And all the friends of the
family are called in. To see how Baby Peggy does it. And R.
H. stops thinking about his new house. And all other things.
It's great to have a hobby of a six year old star.

"The Hero."

—

4e

Little girl.

Regular trouper. In Gasnier's
Looks like a comer.

When

the late lamented Frank Bacon was alive a lot of offers
reached John Golden to picturize "Lightnin'." With Bacon in

famous role. Deaf ears. Nothing happened. Then Frank
Bacon was called home. And as picture material "Lightnin' " is
now worth about eight cents on the dollar. Or less.
Which suggests this why not have David Warfield make
"The Music Master." Or one of his other big successes right

:
-

When

to

JACKIE'S
BRYA.NT

B UILEtfNp
NfcW H^lCf
"'•
7812
/
-

WHEN YOU THINK
FOREIGN

'

'd'F-r

THINK-" U%.)

INTER-aC;EH

happy ol#*rf#

be released is another story. Quite another
And so with other big stage successes. So that the
story.
future will not be robbed.

now.

"~

will make -pa

:

of:

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation 1'

42nd ST;',**'

N. Y. City

JUST A SUGGESTION

MOTION -PICTURES

WEST

Street,

dxaitmoney?

his

218

42nd

THIS ONE

Worth watching.

Motion Pictures

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y. C.

INTER-OCEAN

at

—

Personal Representative

Distributer's

Pres,

—

—

Ethel Shannon.

CHARLES WALTON

International

O.

BAUMANN.

Knickerbocker Building

CRANDALL'S WISDOM

WATCH
in

RESOURCES $5,000,000

Speaking of "hard times" had a fine chat with Harry Crandall.
Know Harry? Has the distinction of having been hit
harder during 1922 than any exhibitor in the world. When the
Knickerbocker collapsed and there was a tremendous calamity
most of his houses were closed about seven weeks. And for
a time afterwards you couldn't expect much business for him.
But he stuck to the job. Got a few more grey hairs. A few
more lines about his eyes. And what's the result?
Today Harry Crandall is one of the real optimists in the
business. Pulled thjrougfh.
But still a-going. And he says
this
"Every time you tell an exhibitor things aren't so good
what happens? He leans back and says, 'well, the other fellow
is having the same trouble I have.'
But if you tell him you're
doing fine, and business is good if he isn't getting what he
should he'll plug in and work and find out why. So the answer
is
don't ever tell them business isn't good.
It isn't good business.
Few exhibitors work as hard as they should."
Golly, Harry, but you said a lot.

Bryant 5741

Serving the Best

president that the operators would
not accept the 25% wage reduction
proposed by the theater owners' association.
The wage scale for operators in de luxe theaters is $80 a week.
In other theaters the scale is governed by seating capacity.

:

Not quoted

Griffith

threatened

4Jjhutnrc (Em-pirrattnu
see

Fred-

—

annual

strike of operators looms again with
the statement of Thomas J. Reynolds,

times!"

S.

Are., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative InternaFilmschau,
tionale
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

And Marcus Loew

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

(Special to

Chicago

Coogan.

—

1603.

1923

OODLES OF MONEY
Scads of

;

THE FILM

IS,

"Chi" Operators Talk Strike

1)

Incidentally,
Vtl. Xfflll

Monday, January

INCOME

And Jackie's father is
Jackie's pictures get a lot of money.
Every
earns
a bit more.
trusteeing Jackie's share. But Jackie
cents.
50
use
he
gets
suggestion
the
company
can
time he offers a

Mr. Exhibitor:

Ask Your Film Company

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET

When

they were making "Oliver Twist" he earned $50 this way.
And this is his own money and he can do with it as he pleases.
Incidentally how many people know that Jackie's father
formerly had an act in vaudeville?
(Continued on page 3)

for the

(Pat. Applied For)

It

means more

to

you than

ar,

other accessory.
It is the cue she<
a
musically perfci
that
insures
Dicture presentation.

THE
Monday, January

15,

1923

Protection

Releases Switched
Al Lichtman will release "Poor
Men's Wives" next instead of "Are

(Continued from Page 2)

You

"ROXY'S" PARTY
Green

Room

Club

a

Failure?"

The

be available in
leaving the coast for

will

night.
Nice affair,
ncidentally "Roxy" has a new idea on rehearsals,
ihone to give directions. Don't have to yell.

Lots of fun.

last

March. Before
York, Gas-

New

Don't miss Thursday's lunch of the AMPA. Clem Deneker
Pneumonia, Nevada, has promised to talk. If Clem talks as
Boy; what a party?
/ell as he writes.

Nazimova's play, "Dagmar."
open at the Selwyn, Jan. 22.

a Country."

True. Bill Burford. Harry Davis. All of the ExActually got in the business last
tibitors Distributing Corp.
Lunched over at Delmonico's. Like all the other big
veek.

ballroom of the Hotel Astor.

Bill

Lautem Not Pathe Salesman
According to Lewis Innerarity of
Pathe, a man named Charles Lautem
representing himself in the Maryland and Virginia territory as a Pathe
salesman, and is offering Pathe releases at
low rentals.
Innerarity
states there is no such salesman in
the employ of the company.

A WALLOP

is

In Elmer Clifton's "Down to the Sea in
There
will they stick these long titles on?
jn't one theater front out of 50 that can handle such a title
But there's a wallop in it. Big whale overturns
dequately.
out in
small boat. Loaded with sailors. Real stuff.
he ocean. No phoney tank stuff. And sharks sailing all around.
But Raymond
5oy; this acting business may be all right.
He
/IcKee won't make another whaling picture for some time.
a
one.
need
good
24
sheet;
and
a
Just
:ad enough with this

Regular one.

—say;

why

Way

.

ot of prints

and

Of that whale

trailers.

ver right.

stunt.

To

says he

802.

"Mighty Lak' a Rose" has been
on as the title for
the
picture
Edwin Carewe has
definitely decided

finished

for

First

National.

SKELETON RATTLING
Jack Meador turns the limelight on the skeletons. And
sends out a pretty yarn about Frankie Bailey's legs. There are
only three of us who remember her when she was with Weber
& Fields. Joe Plunkett included. Wonder if we'll see what's
In "The Famous Mrs. Fair." Oh, by the way,
left of them?
Lydia Yeamans Titus.
there's another oldtimer in the cast

get this one

—

THEM PRESS AGENTS

Laemmle

S. L. Rothafel has been made an
honorary member of the American
Federation of Musicians, Local No.

And

GIRLS,
They say over at

going to make many pictures
But the publicity boys send out a
hat cost over $100,000.
That "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" will cost a
lice yarn.
Carl

will

—

GETTING IN THE BUSINESS

ihips"

papa of an

Fox's "The Town That Forgot
American Legion Get Historic Film God," will be released Feb. 11th.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mary Carr has been elected a honIndianapolis The Film Service Di- orary member of the A. M. P.
A.
vision of the American Legion has acquired from S. H. Boynton, of ChiA complete fire-proof projection
cago, all rights to "The Man Without room has been installed in the main

>f

"

the

"Poor Men's Wives."

CLEM COMING

ellowS

is

eight-pound baby.

picture

latter

nier practically finished the editing of

Uses a micra-

Guts and Flashes
Harley Knoles

isn't

A TREAT

IS

COMING

Inspiration that Dick Barthelmess will
knock Valentino dead when the girls see Barthelmess as the
handsome Latin in "The Bright Shawl" all dressed up 'n everyDANNY.
thing.

lillion.

Atta boy's.

THE SUPER 39
"THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON"

No. 13

with Bebe Daniels and Nita Naldi

AN ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTION
Adapted by Edfrid Bingham and Lloyd Sheldon from

the novel by

Edith Wharton
Released

A

DELUXE
seller.

production of a world's best
This book has been at the

top of the book-sellers' lists ever since it was
published.
It also ran in four installments
of the Pictorial Review, with a circulation of

25th
is Allan Dwan's first production
made "Robin Hood." It is a loye

This
he

the Saturday Evening Post and the Pic-

Review

torial

for

in luxury.

box-office

—

"Dark Secreta."

"My American
"Drums

Wife."

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam't Rib."
"Java Head."

National advertising

tremendous power.

in

made on a lavish, stupendous scale,
gorgeous in gowns and sets. Scenes include
Venice, Paris, Florence all the last word
is

since

story

of

2,500,000.
It

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

March

A

will

start the people looking

WATCH

it.

real million dollar picture,

and exploitation

with unlimited

possibilities.

THIS
SPACE

TOMORROW
"The White Flower."

"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Hearts'*
"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr Billing! Spendi Hii Dime"

FOR

No. 14

C£ (paramount Cpidure

DAILY

On Broadway

Short

Melbourne

Flirt."

—

Brooklyn Strand

"One Exciting

Night."

Cameo— "The Marriage
—
Capitol "Gimme."
Criterion — "Salome."
Loew's

Chance."

Stuff

and

Trail."

First

National
has
first

of

Horse-

Snow

Shoe

—
— "Arabia."

Chicago
"Fabiola"
Jan. 21.
Italy and

Wednesday

Auditorium

chain.

Two

in

additional houses ar
the course of construction.

Name Changed
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

run

will

two weeks beginning
The picture was made in
for

is

in ten reels.

Saturday — "Notoriety."
Sunday— "Back Home and Broke."
Lyric — "Hunting
Big Game
Africa."
Rialto — "Drums of Fate."
Rivoli— "When Knighthood Was
Flower."
Strand— "One Exciting Night."

system that has kept

pictures off the screen for a year or
two, according to reports from Ralph
J.

Pugh,

in

London.

—The

Dover, Del.
Corp. of New

Great Outdoor

York have changei
the Nat'l M. P. Institu

their name to
tion of America, Inc.

Getting Early

bler."

Two More

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas— The Ro-Nile and the Has
have been added to the Fo

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Get

IS, 192;

kell

now

Release Dates
Thursday "East is West."
British First National is getting
Friday— "All the Brothers Were
early release dates despite the adValiant" and "The Love Gamvance booking

The value of the short

Circuit

"Fabiola" in Chicago

Headless

"The

The

Kxhibitor's Circuit of Australia
secured the Athenaeum Hall, a

(Special to

the Sea."

man"

—

Foy

(Special to

run house here.

New York—Today— "Toll

Tuesday — "The

Run House
THE FILM DAILY)

Secure First
(Special to

Astor— "The Third Alarm."

Broadway— "The

Monday, January

Four Reade Houses Closed
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

N. J. Walter
Grand and Trent in

Trenton,
Capitol,
and the

Reade';
this

in

subject to your program.

in

How

build

to

gram through

a pro-

well

hood

ex-

jects to advantage.

"Fillers" at a price vs.
real

short

subjects

of

material value.

"How

I

subjects"

pick

my

Was

Flower."
Cameo Not yet determined.
Capitol— "Peg O' My Heart."
Criterion "Salome."
Lyric
"Hunting Big Game

Immortal Poem

"The Pied Piper of Hamlin"
Beautiful
Costumes— Massive Sets Designed and

in

Expressly for this 2-reel Production.

Main

Title in

its

In

LARRY WEINGARTEN— Bryant

New York
are

derful

Just a few of the ideas
that will be presented in

forthcoming

Stuff issue of

Short

THE FILM

out

All Exhibitors
City and Surrounding Vicinity
cordially invited to be the guest of FILM BOOKING

YOU
OFFICES

of America, Inc.
C.

new H.

ING BLOOD"

—at the

World's Premiere of the won-

WITWER-COLLIER'S

WEEKLY—"FIGHT-

Astor Theatre, Tuesday, Jan. 16th, at
11:30 A. M., at which time you will see on the screen and in action the
great LEACH CROSS who will oppose George O'Hara, celebrated
Pacific Coast flash and contender for the world's light weight crown,
and star of the great "FIGHTING BLOOD" series. No matter what
other important matters you have arranged for Tuesday Morning, Jan.
stories, at the

ASTOR THEATRE,

16th, come to the
You'll see the greatest series ever filmed

Sunday,

H. C.

B'way

at 45th St.

when you

see the

WITWER-COLLIER'S WEEKLY

19.

"FIGHTING BLOOD

>J

STORIES
An

unusual "buy" for

f«-

REMEMBER— 11.30 A.M.

Tues. Jan. 16th at the

Astor Theatre as our guest

-»!

the producer and distrib-

utor of short subjects

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA, Inc.
Main

Prizma

For Screen Call

Fire Averted at Laboratory
Automatic sprinklers averted what
might have been a serious fire at
the
Claremont laboratory in the
Bronx on Thursday.

To

audience value.

February

ROBERT BROWNING'S

short

and

reel

Right Price

masterful screen version of

by important

The news

DAILY,

A

in

—
—
—
Africa."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— "Omar the Tentmaker."

Broadway managers.

the

at the

"THE PIED PIPER"

—

use short sub-

hibitors

Next Week

Astor— "The Third Alarm."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— "When Knight

known

Negative

Frances Illington Presents

the use of

short stuff.

How

New

Office, F.B.O. Building,

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

citj

Rivoli in New Brunswicl
have been closed indefinitely, because
of poor business.

3500

Built

THE
iday,

January

15,

1923

Coast Brevities
Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Curt

amouche."
lry

n in

"The Hero" in Exceptional Class
The Exceptional Photoplay Com-

campaign in behalf of the next
Pyramid Prods., involving dis-

mittee of the National Board of Review has placed "The Hero" in the
category of exceptional pictures.

tion

Rehfeld, for sevrears assistant director to Rex
m, will become manager of the
m unit on the return of the dito the Metro studios to make

llywood

Extensive Expliotation Campaign
Pyramids has launched an exploitafive

tribution of 3,000,000 heralds.

Portland

Lehrmann will direct Hoot
"The Poor Worm."
Pathe
Collins, Jr., will head
art department.

nte

the

1

.

(Special to

London

McGowan

i

jhow,"

comedy

for

THE FILM DAILY)

— Violet

Blackton, Stuart
Blackton's 12 year old daughter, plays
a leading ingenue role in her father's
production, "The Virgin Queen."

has completed "The

a kid

Fox Releases
Footlight
Ranger,"
with
Charles Jones, released on the 14th;
Dustin Farnum's "Three Who Paid,"
released
the
7th,
and revival of
"Salome," is scheduled for the 14th.
"The

Bill

Blackton's Daughter Playing Lead

Film

jr

Wins Eschman Contest

Portland, Los Angeles, Milwaukee
and the New York exchanges are the
winners, in the recently closed Eschman Sales Contest, conducted by

Hal

i.

(Special to

—

Chicago Bill Rice operating the
Seely on Roscoe Ave., and the Hamlin on Belmont Ave., died at a Chicago hospital

(Special to

Boston

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Three

floors of the

this

week.

Plan Theater

Fire in Boston

Good Name." a Collier's story
illiam McNutt, has been started
iversal; director, Harry Pollard.
s

Rice Dead

THE FILM DATLY)

—A

Chicago

Wash- be

built at
will be

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)
1,200 seat theater will

Halsted and Madison Sts.
ready bv Spring and will

Northwest Notes
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Wash.

—

Councilman E. L.
President
of
the
Puritan
Theater Co., Mrs. Blaine, and Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. L. Gellerman, were
made defendants in two complaints
asking for $1,000 filed in Superior
Court.
Dean Fred E. Bolton of the
University of Washington faculty and
Miss Bertha Hegman, public school
teacher, the plaintiffs, ask for $500
each, which they claim to have invested in stock in the the-.ter at 1305
E. 45th St., upon the assurance of
Blaine and Gellerman, that it would
be redeemed upon 30 days notice, and
which he now claims it is impossible
to do.
These complaints follow sevSeattle,

Blaine,

week. The Seattle
is suing the theater
company and Samuel and Mary Elizabeth Fried, who leased the ground on
which the theater stands, for foreclosure of $55,000 mortgage. The
G. & G. Theater Company sued for
payments on projection machines and
rest room furniture formerly used in
Ye College Playhouse, and purchased
eral

made

last

Title Trust Co.,

ington theater building were wiped It
Church Around the Cor- out by fire that did damage of about run pictures and vaudeville.
has been completed by Warner $75,000.
William A. Seiter directed.
ers.
Film Agency's License Revoked
Gade to Make "Faust" Sets
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Svend Gade has left for Hollywood
al scenes have been shot on a
Los Angeles The State Labor
Ethel Clayton production, tem- to supervise construction of the sets Commission has revoked the license bv the company.
Greater Glory." for "Faust," in which Mary Pick- of the Classic Film Actor's Agency have filed a claim
ily titled "The
ford will appear.
Gade, incidentally, for violating the law by publishing due.
ttle

—

B.

lis

n

Mayer

Litson

has appointed
production manager

Fred Niblo, John M. Stahl and
Litson was
aid Barker units.

directed the Asta Nielson version of

e

xly production manager at the
vyn studios. Wellington Wales
een made business manager of
layer forces.
He was recently
iated
ir

Norma's Latest Ready This Month
First National will release

Talmadge's
Voice
part

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

and misleading advertisements.

of

this

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit— The Michigan M. P. T. O.
"The are fighting United Artists by way of

production,
the Minaret," the latter

latest

From

Law," she

month.

finishes "Within the
will start "The Garden of

Allah."

B. P.

Mich. M. P. T. O. Fighting United

—

Madison, Wis. The Grand has
been purchased by F. W. Fisher and
renamed The New Madison.

Norma

When Norma

with Marshall Neilan in a

capacity.

false

"Hamlet."

W. F. Jahn & Co.,
of $1,504.76 charged

penalizing

Fairbanks

recently apthe Star
Amusement Co., of Everett, has been
made manager of the company's four
houses, the Everett, Apollo, Star and

George E. Bradley.
publicity

placing
"Robin Hood" in the Orpheum without giving the three first-run houses
in this citv a chance to deal for the

pointed

film.

Orpheum.

for

Jr.

man

for

FINEMAN
Presents

"DON'T

MARRY FOR MONEY"

By Hope Loring and

Louis Duryea Lighton

Directed by Clarence L.

A
On a
A Theme

of

Million Dollar Title

Great Story With a Remarkable Cast

Tremendous

An

Brown

Interest to

Irresistible Title

Every

Woman

in the

For the Box Office

All Rights to Title and Story Fully Protected

World

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHT
IN

The only

place of
the

its

kind in

World

Editing

ENLARGEMENTS

WORDS—

A FEW
and

win the case

Motion

Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

OLD JUDGE PUBLIC
LESLEY MASON

before

LLOYDS

STORAGE

FILM

729 7th Ave.

Film Storage Vaults

Rooms

Cutting

Projection Theatres
Packing for domestic arid export shipment
-

W.

Bryant 8174

wmB

JOS, R. MILES

J.

302 E. 33d St.

LAUB
—

warding
130

W.

Bryant 5600

46th St.

Sole Agents

Vanderbilt 7361

Great Value

our clients is our aid in planning
the development of their business.

Film Continuity Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type
of Independent Productions
130 West 46th St.
Bryant 9900

cents

class

per

including

foot,

cards.

24

illustrations.

hour

service.

203

West 49th

Circle 10,056

St.

Laboratory

Wad. 3443

FOR SALE

TITLES
West

Studio For Rent

TITLEGRAPH STUDIOS

ART

251

I

Through our revolutionizing process
we give you, choice of 10 high class
hand lettered alphabets. The highest

10,000 Feet Scenics

®

EVERY MODERN DEVIC
25 MINUTES FROM TIME
SQUARE. BY WEEii
MONTH OR YEAR. Bo!
067 c/o THE FILM DAIL
1

PRICE RIGHT

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

To

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO OF AMERICA,
Phone:
Madison Square 4430
New York C
15 East 26th St.

NEGATIVE TITLES
10

LOUIS MEYER

A

Address T-222, c/o

19th Street

The Film

Watkins 7620-7461

Daily.

FLEMING

TRAILER/

Advisors

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

W. A.
& CO.
Public Accountants and Business
452 Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Longacre 9074

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that

go

THE

the

to

this

make

little

big pictures and Distributors
big ideas that make for success.

PRODUCTIONS OND AS
BEAUTIFUL
)
.

You can

I

N

A

Facilities

Story and Continuity

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs,

etc.

Full of action, wonderful love theme.
story, only three interiors.
box-office.

c/o

For

An

St.,

New York

Presentation Trailers

|)e08 S.WABASH AVE
7/

CHICAGO,

IL

L.

out door

Written for the

details address T-666,

The Film Daily

or
LETTERIM

LAYOUT

Never Disappoint"

229 W. 28th

FOOT/;

^Elaborate Borders
V.24 Hour Service
.

for

I

TINTING FREEi

FOR SALE
Increased

FILMACK

'All Features for

c.

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

obtain

o duct ion Trailers on

Barnes Printing Company

"We

fi

Fabbrica Italians Lamine Milano

MORAT

Film Library
Editing and Titling

Custom Clearances and For-

I'ositive raw
manufactured
by
Italy

of

that will
for your picture

titling

City

Ads

ILLUSTRATION!

AND

Little
BRING
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Big Results
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Baumann to Produce
Tie-ups With
Independent Exchanges— Going
to Coast After

Lawyers Agree

And Distribute— Plans

Standard

Contract
oned Out Ready for Consideration of Exhibitors
he committee of attorneys repreHitches

in

—

Product

Charles O. Baumann intends reentering the producing and distributing ends of the business and for that
purpose has formed the Baumann

ing the distributors who are memof the Hays organization, have
e to an agreement on the features

Dist. Co., which will have offices in
the Leavitt Bldg.
He will be active head of the distributing unit which will arrange release through independent exchanges
all over the country.
Baumann says
that deals with some have been
made.
He leaves for California
shortly
to
line
up product and
promises release in the near future.
Baumann has not been actively

think should be embodied in the
losed standard contract.
is understood that in a few days
contract as this committee has
led it will be submitted to Will
rlays and that the latter will then
nit it to the various exhibitor
es who have been a party to the
'erences.
The recent conferences
the attorneys have worked out
;factorily in that the objections to
ain clauses which existed in one

identified

>

the outside looking in, aj he
it, waiting for the time to come
he could again become active.

"Secrets of Paris" beat everything that has played B. S. Moss' Cameo
theater excepting "Peacock Alley" and "Sherlock Holmes," doing the
biggest business that house has enjoyed in months where it stood 'em
up during the week of January 7th. Advt.

—

Warner Bros.

Common

—

Sunday

s

for

the

East.

"Roxy's Dinner"
Clever
left

T

he Troubles of an
Exhibitor
Split Lip,

ir

Green

Before

ing he signed Frances Marion to
the continuity for "Potash and
with
Imutter"
in
co-operation
itague Glass.

Nevada.

Danny:

guess you've been wondering why
haven't heard from me for the
two weeks and while I'm a little
amed of the truth, this is how
t

ters stand.

got a picture from the SprocketFilm Co. named, "Where Are
Offsprings?" and I thought it
lid be a smart stunt to take the
n title off and let the audience
ss the name of the picture.
was all right but the film was all
>ng.
Folks not only guessed the
le of the picture, but mine, the
le of the theater and a lot of other
les not fit to print and the next

My

l

"ning guessed everybody's name in
rt.
I had to buy a new picture
et and replace thirty broken seats
vas not able to open for two weeks.
(Continued on Page 4)

Speeches

Room

and Program
Club Capitol

—

Supreme Court Decides for Express
Companies in Suit Concerning

Show Burlesqued
It

was

Value of Shipments
(Special to

"Roxy's" night at the Green

Room

Club on Sunday. And it was
Not only were there
a great night.
addresses from Marcus Loew, Rex
Ingram, John Flynn and others, but
during the show following the feature
of the bill was the burlesque of a
Capitol show, which sent Roxy into
It was well
a spasm of laughter.
done and very funny. The stage of
the Green Room theater is only about
eight foot square, but this proved
The
large enough for all the fun.
entire program was well arranged.
Harry Reichenbach acted as toastmaster.
Joe Dannenberg, of
DAILY, was the first speaker,
and was followed by John Flinn, who
paid tribute to "Roxy's" ability as a
showman. Hiram Abrams was excused from talking, and Rex Ingram

THE

FILM

made a few remarks and was followed
by Marcus Loew, who paid a lavish
Incidentally
tribute to Rothafel.
(Continued on Page 4)

he

Loew Goes to Buffalo
Marcus Loew left for Buffalo yesterday.
He will be gone until the
end of the week.

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Breaks

Saturday's price.

The

Evening Post

of the

financial editor
in

commenting

said:
"The acute weakness in Famous Players
common was apparently the result of selling

Limits Liability
at

puts

when

There was a break in Famous Players common on the stock exchange
shares
yesterday.
About
13,200
changed hands and at the close, the
stock was quoted at 865/6 or 2^ below
on

Goldwyn Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
ollywood
Sain Goldwyn
(Special to

dis-

and Keystone days he has been on

F. P.

Barry Coastward Bound
Lesley Barry has left on a 12
personal
tour
ks'
appearance
:h starts this week in Boston and
up in Los Angeles. In April he
ts work on "David Copperfield"

and

production

with

tribution for about five years.
He
said yesterday that since the Triangle

have been amicably arranged.
is hoped that there will be no
issity for the framing of two conts and that one standardized form
be satisfactory to the M. P. T. O.
view York, the T. O. C. C. and
national M. P. T. O. as well.
•ter

Supreme Court

rendered an important decision
may have some effect on the
status of film shipments sent via
has

that

liy

this

traders

professional

on the

floor

of

the

It was
the Street,

based according to reon advance information
ports in
concerning the unfavorable nature of the company's annual report for 1922. There were

Exchange.

also reports in circulation that the company
would be obliged to do some financing, which
would take the form of a new
it was said
From an opening figure of 89,
stock offering.
sales of a small volume of stock brought the
quotation close to 85 before recovery set in

about

noon."

express.

The

Nazimova's Next?

has decided that the
fact that a shipper accepts an express
court

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Local reports state
receipt in which the liability of the
that Nazimova's next picture will be
company is limited in the event that "The World's Illusion," by Jacob
the shipment is lost is in itself bind- Wasserman.
ing, and that it is not necessary to
secure the actual signature of the
shipper or an agent to the agreement.
The suit arose over the action filed
by the American Railway Express
The
Co., against A. J. Lindenburg.
West Virginia courts had held that
the express company was liable for
the full value of the shipments involved on the ground that Lindenburg had not agreed to be bound by
the express company's receipt, in

which

definite limitations of the

pany's
F.

The

liabilities
I.

L.
F.

com-

were outlined.

M. Club Holds Party
L. M. Club held

I.

annual party
on Saturday.

at

the

its

Hotel Majestic

(Special to

—

Bryant
Charles
reached yesterday
the
Buffalo

of

He was

connection

with

coast
in

not
be
could
confirmation

for
report.

"Dagmar,"

opening of
new show.

Nazimova's

Deneker En Route
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

in

the

Chicago Clem Deneker of
Pneumonia, Nev., arrived here
yesterday en route to New York
where he will address the
A. M. P. A. on Thursday.

—

;

THE

c&m

DAILY

Harry Warner Returns
Harry
Warner returned

Coast Brevities
(Special to

Hollywood
play
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ARTIST

completed.

man

Babe London has been signed

802

S.

Fred-

Dexter, Assoc. First

West

Nat'l

Sawyer has been signed to
in
Ruth Rowland's "The

Haunted Valley."

work on
Stromberg picture, "They

Montana has

latest

his

Call

St.

OWN LABORATORY
arid

STUDIO

ERNEST STERN
class

The Titleman

R.

Phones Penn. 2373-2374

Pictures,

48th Street.

03rrai ^tfrihcrrt

SALESMAN

appear

40th

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative InternaEuropea..
Central
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
Wenzelsplatz.
vakia),

—

—

started

Wanted immediately capable

4ljut an re GJr»rpara it mi

of

selling film service to churches
and schools in N. Y. State

RESOURCES $5,000,000
-

National Non-Theatrical
West 46th St., N. Y.

Knickerbocker Building

130

Broadway

at

42nd Street, N. Y. City

Dancing."

It

on location at
the Hughes Company. "Souls for Sale."
Jones

Clayton

is

Palm Springs with
L.

J.

Frothingham announces

he will produce the following

Low

High
East. Kod. 96>i
F. P.-L. .. 89
95
do pfd.
G'wyn ...
5)4
.

Clone

95%

95%

85>4
95

865/6

5 T/>

5/2

95

Sales

1,000
11,000
100

Griffith

18>4

19

400

1

H. E.

1.000

18-34

Dietz

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Tully Back
Richard Walton Tully returned on
Sunday on the Bremen. He said he
had found in Paris a remarkably
girl, Andrec Lafayette^ who
would have the star role in "Trilby."

beautiful

BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE
following ad. mats
newspaper advertising

the

r

in

their

AOOEO LAUGH

BIG

HAZEL FBOM HOLLYWOOD"
DOROTHY DEVORE ehristieComedy
5£E THE MOV/IES

KID THEIYI5E.Lve5

GAUSMAN.

111

Dietz,

of

Goldwyn,

Charnas
Harry Charnas

in

Town

Howard
at

using

that
the

writing the continuity; a film version
of a celebrated stage play; and an
original by William V. Mong who
will have leading role.

Not quoted

Loew's....
Triangle

in

coming year: "The Dice Woman."
an original by Harvey Gates who is

Quotations

is

ill

home.

Stopping

land.

in from
at the Astor.
is

Gasnier Leaves Wednesday
Louis Gasnier leaves for Los AnHis next picture
geles tomorrow.
for Preferred will be "Mothers-In-

Law

at all

new

"An

Educational Exchanges on al
Christie

inch in

time

Comedies

— Beekman

9091

Cooper-Hewitts hard lights and
laboratory located on valuable
ground in heart of city. Cost
$65,000.

Will-sell at a sacrifice.

Reasonable amount in cash balance on time.
30 days

Will be' dismantled in

H.

Room

J.

Klutho,

if

SBKVMtf

not sold

Owner

401 St. James Building
Jacksonville, Florida.
No coal needed, no snow and ice.
Cheapest electric juice in the
Country only 2 cents a kilowatt.

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

from

gradation

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

Hiers Here With Bride
Walter Hiers was in town yesterday with his bride, en route to Savannah and the coast. His honeymoon

was

a present

the

at

Phone

FOR SALE

."

tional
Get them

KLUTHO STUDIO IN FLORIDA

Cleve-

Board of Review will be held
"The
Waldorf on Feb. 3.

Future of the Exceptional Photoplay"
be the topic discussed.

will

draws nine"
J.

German

POSITIVE FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone 01 the

negative.

Off for California

W.

EASTMAN

from Famous Players.

National Board Lunch
The annual luncheon of the Na-

general manager for

E. Brulatour and George Blair of
the Eastman Kodak Co. left for CaliThey will be gone
fornia yesterday.
several weeks.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.

J.

f

(&daxuxtlcma£ U-Lctu^jU^

Ohio M. P. T. O. Convention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
annual
Columbus The
second
State convention of the M. P. T. O.

—

opens today

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

to last

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Inch

24 Hour Service

if

W. 42d

Street

at

Bryant 0985

out

both regular and tinted base
is identified through-

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

stenciled in

Hack

"Eastman" "Kodak"

letters in the

transparent margin.

the Critenden Hotel,

Arthur Jacobs Here
Arthur Jacobs is in town from the
coast.
He and Sam Rork have closed

National. Production at
United Studio, Los Angeles.
First

Eastman Film,

now

two days.

necessary a deal covering "Wandering Daughters"
by Dana Burnett whereby
James Young will produce it for

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

1922

Live" will

dio.

Ariel

W.

at 203-5

16,

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

are

High

lettering.

Apply with samples.

only.

7th Floor, 6

Work on "Why Do We

Bull

— Irving Mack,
Wabash Ave.
London Representative — Ernest W.

and

WANTED

he started soon at the Fine Arts stu-

1603.

Chicago Representative

for

Comedies.

Christie

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Now
'

"Grumpy."

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
VV. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
act

—

from

on Sunday.

In our

Layout

is

Joseph

the

California

"Bella Donna," starring Pola Xegri,

St.,

WID'S FILMS

New
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Bernice
Frank will
important role in Wm. De

an

Mille's

Tuesday, January

the

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
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N. Y.

n
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House Changes Hands
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[Special to

—

Me. Casco Amusement
which E. Loew is president,
mrchased the Casco here.
rtland,

of

Mrs. Eager Returns
Carolina Eager, who, accordo newspaper reports, has been
ig the world for the past four
interest
of
clean
the
"in
Europe on
es," returned from
Jremen.
s.

,

and Schad Get Another
THE FILM DAILY)
Carr and Schad, who
ading, Pa.
arr

[Special to
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six theaters in this city have
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"Roxy's Dinner"

Exhibitor

(Continued from Page 1)
said that the motion picture industry
should have given the dinner to
Rothafel, and not have this tribute

Page

(Continued from
a*

an

The Troubles of an
1)

Been reading about that convention
Pneumonia and it looks like apple come from the Green

sauce to me.

Glad

attend.

didn't

I

other

organization.

the

in

I!I!II!!ITII!I!IIIII!IHIIIIIIIIT1!II!!IHIIII!I!I

I'llIM

Short

Features,

Subjects or Star-Series,
can now secure 100% distribution in the
United
States
and
Foreign
Countries

UPON

Capitol.

you have an exhibitors convention. He predicted that the big Capitol of
If Frank Rembusch or Sidney Cohen today was but a sign of what would
had been there it might have been an- come in the future.

A

GUARANTEED

BASIS.

Releasing arrangements with

other story but the idea of the buzzards in this territory getting toJoe Klein Visiting
gether is positively stupid. They all
Joe Klein, Lichtman special reprewould be dollars and sense ahead if
they'd stay at home and look after sentative at the Charnas exchanges
their business which is all shot to is in New York.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

hell.

assures individual attention and
results to Producers.

see where Metro is making a picture called "The Light That Failed."
It ought to go big in this community
where the power houses go flooey
every time you book a big special.
I

Here's what
C. D. D.'s

—Three

letters

which

was

I

got for Christmas:

I

— Six changes of dates
advising films with
booked burnt up — Reseven
concerns —The

Two

gards
from
poorest night in the year and a press
book on a picture I ran two months
ago.

A

fellow

here

some Triangle

wants

to

sell

conducted and managed by

independent and responsible "Hustlers," which

Hodkinson Switches Managers
A. W. Carrick, Hodkinson manto

Buffalo.

Pittsburgh has
Ainsworth.

been

His

place

in

by Guy

filled

under the supervision of
originator and organizer of:
Kessel-Bauman, New York Motion,
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal and Triangle
Film Companies producers of Ince-Kay Bee,
Sennett-Chaplin-Keystone and other

CHAS.

Crystal Reverts to Pictures
(Special to

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Toy

Charles

maximum

B AIM ANN DISTRIBUTING CO.

ager in Pittsburgh, has been transferred

19i

and Directors having produced,
or who contemplate producing Extraordinary

Room or any
When "Roxy"

development of the

16,

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

They spend their time passing resolu- took the floor he was visibly overtions and how conditions can be im- come.
But he finally managed to
proved and then go home and cut tell about his work, and paid tribute
each other's throats. Put a herd of to the men of his staff for their aid
wildcats and rabbits in a cage and

Tuesday, January

has

leased the Crystal for picture shows.
The house adjoins the Toy, which
also shows films.

0.

—

BAUMANN,
;

me

Famous

How is it?
ZEKE BEEZWAZ.

Productions.

stock.

Arrange Canadian Release
The Famous Players Film Service.
Ltd.,
will
distribute
"Shadows,"
Amusement Co. Dissolves
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms,"
Camden, N. J. The Ocean Pier "The Hero" and "Are You a FailAmus. Co., have filed a certificate of ure?" in Canada by virtue of a deal
dissolution.
with the Al Lichtman Corp.

130

W.

46th

St.,

N. Y. City

Telephone Bryant 4200

—

ilium
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ALICE BRADY
a

No. 14

in

The Leopardess"

By Katharine Newlin

Scenario by

Burt

J.

Clarkson Miller

Directed by Henry Kolker
Released

March 25th

THE

romance of a wild South Sea
maiden and the man who tried to tame
Scenes in the South Seas and in New

her.

York,

Full of
providing vivid contrasts.
charged from start to

glamour and mystery
finish

—

with emotional and dramatic intensity.

A strong supporting cast includes Montagu
Love, Edward Langford, Charles Kent,
George Beranger, Marguerite Forrest and
Glorie Eller.
This picture was directed by
the

man who made

and it is the
Brady has ever had.

"Disraeli,"

best vehicle which Miss

WATCH

THIS

SPACE
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife.'

"Drums

of

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."

ERS-LASKY CORPORATION
.PH

ZUKOQ

£>..>... t

,

M
L)E

No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13

"The White Flower."

"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Hearts"

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billing! Spendi Hit Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 15

CC Cparamounl (picture

—

—

—

BRADSTREET

^recochdsi

>/ FSLMDOM

Authority

tie

XXIII

Wednesday, January

No. 16

17,

1923

Price 5 Cent?

U" Buys "Driven"

Plan 20 Features
Lesser- Ramish Enterprises Now Consolidated in Principal Pictures
Irving Lesser Back
Irving M. Lesser returned to New
York yesterday from Los Angeles
with the announcement that all of
the Lesser-Ramish enterprises on the
coast had been consolidated in one
company:
Principal Pictures Corp.
While West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
will continue as such, Principal Pictures will be the main unit with Sol
Lesser, president, Irving Lesser and
Abe Gore, vice-presidents; Mike
Rosenberg, secretary and Adolph

Over Charles Brabin Feature
and Plans an Immediate Re:es

lease for It
Universal

distribute "Driven,"

will

made by Charles
The company intends re-

production
bin.

and
in the near future,
it
one of the very few outside
chases made by that organization
the years it has been in
all of
ing

•ks

iness.

had placed the sale of the
the hands of Charles R.
president of the Resolute

;rabin

ure

in

*ers,

Sales, Inc.

tis

Ramish, treasurer.
Principal
Pictures
plans
have
under way for the production of 20
features. Production will be centered
in the Vidor studio, which, as noted,
Principal has purchased.
That deal
was followed by the acquisition of
30 acres adjoining the plant on Santa

Williams Back
D. Williams has returned from

.

coast.

Flinn Goes to Coast
ohn C. Flinn of Famous Players
yesterday for Los Angeles to conwith Jesse L. Lasky regarding
le Covered Wagon."

Damages

Sues for $25,000

Robert Spear,
William E. Burns,

his

through
ney,

who was

Film Service Corp., alleging

licious

Burns alwere procured

prosecution.

the indictments
h malicious intent

es

to

injure

'SECOND FIDDLE' may

be put down as a

likely production," says

Moticn Picture News. The first Film Guild Production, starring Glenn
Hunter for Hodkinson Release, will make money for any exhibitor. It
has everything the box-office requires.

against the M. P. P. D. A.—
Hays organization and the Pru-

itial

"

Advt.

at-

icted in July as a receiver of stolen
is, has filed suit for $25,000 damis

Monica

him.

Hays organization had no comnt to make and no one at Pru-

T. O. C. C. Dinner
The T. O. C. C. will hold a beefsteak dinner at Healey's Feb. 1.

Rothafel Going to Europe
Sam Rothafel is planning a brief
He expects to
vacation in Europe.
sail sometime next month.

in

Skouras Brothers Here
Charles and Spyros Skouras were
town yesterday from St. Louis.

Thomas Leaving Soon
Clark W. Thomas, of the Thomas
H. Ince organization, leaves for the
coast soon.

cared

to

discuss

the

matter

terday.

Unit System
w Goldwyn Production Policy
Each Director to Have His

Own

Staff

ioldwyn announced yesterday the
system of production had been
tailed at the coast studio, and that
1

h

director,

in

the

future

would

own

production force,
iach unit will lie separate and
rate
as such.
When Marshall
ilan joined Goldwyn he brought
r

e

his

him his entire staff. Eric Von
oheim,
King
Yidor,
Rupert
ghes and others either have their
n organization complete,
or are
the process of doing so.
Neilan
at work on "The Eternal Three,"
original by himself, while "Red
jhts," which he originally planned
ng, is being made by Clarence G.
h

dger.

Pringle
and
William
lamond have been added to the
ck company.

\ileen

for

the

construction

the World"; a series of four Irving
Cummings Prod., the first to be
"East Side. West Side," a series of
four from the newly formed Sacramento Pictures Corp., the first to
be "Temporary Marriage," starring
Mildred Davis, three from a producer,
whose name cannot be given as yet,
and four more adapted from stage
plays or successful published novels.
Lesser plans to remain in New

York permanently

e

itial

Blvd.

outdoor sets. The plans include
three Harold Bell Wright stories,
one of them "The Recreation of
Briant Kent"; "The Meanest Man in
of

Coogans Coming
J. Vogel Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sol J. Vogel, Hodkinson distributor
Los Angeles The Coogans are exon the Pacific Coast is here from
to leave for New York soon.
pected
San Francisco.
Sol

—

Metro Improving Studio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Metro expects

tribution.
offices

He

in

char<re 'of dis-

has taken over larger

on the 10th

floor of the State

Bldg.

Wagner to Direct for Lasky
Rob Wagner, author of numerous

Get Pre-Release House in Tokyo
stories and articles appearing in the
The Imperial Hotel Auditorium of
to
Evening Post ij to be a
Tokyo has been opened as a pre- spend about $500,000 in improving the Saturday
Paramount director.
His first picrelease house for Paramount pictures, studio.
New lighting equipment will ture will star Walter Hiers.
E.
according to cables received by
be one of the large items.
'layers.
F. Shauer of the Famous
Irvin Willat Here
Rueben Going to Coast
Walsh Will Direct "Doug"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Irvin Willat has arrived from the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago L. M. Rueben, president Coast to direct "Fog Bound," to be
Los Angeles R. A. Walsh will of the M. P. T. O., will be the made at the Paramount Long Island
"Doug" Fairbanks in "The guest at a luncheon given in his honor studio, with Dorothy Dalton as star.
direct
Black Pirate." an original story by at Malloy's tomorrow.
He leaves Paul Dickev will write the scenario.
Fairbanks, which will take the place for California for a month's stay
of "Monsieur Beaucaire." Production shortly.
is slated to begin in a month.
Experiences
Leo Leaves; Sheehan Going
Louis Weiss Sells Holdings
Jack G. Leo, vice-president of Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Weiss has sold his holdings is en route to the coast on production
Cleveland
Clem Deneker
and resigned his posts with the vari- matters. It is expected that Winfield
spent yesterday here discussing
ous companies with which he has Sheehan leaves on Sunday and that
hard-luck experiences of an exbeen identified including Artclass, Joe Pincus who has been lining up
hibitor with Fred Desberg.
These comedy material here goes with him.
Clarion. Numa and othirs.
Deneker left last night for
under There may be increased activity at
operate
various
units
will
York.
New
supervision of Alfred Weiss, former the Fox coast studios in the next few
weeks.
vice-president of Goldwyn.

—

1

—

—

—

!

;
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"Adam and Eva," starring Marion
Davies, opens at the Rivoli on Feb.
11th.
N

16

1.

W ednesday,

Jan.

1

7,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

West 44th

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73
York, N. Y., by

St.,

WID'S FILMS and

New

FILM FOLKS,

INC.

President and Editor
J. VV. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

Terms (Postage

Outside
free) United States.
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
Months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
of

Address

communications

all

DAILY,

William B. Laub has edited and
"The Sea Raiders," and is
now editing, "Woman and Wine."

titled

West 44th

71-73

to

THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

Burr has already completed
All-Star comedies and a sixth
soon be ready for Hodkinson

C. C.
five
will
release.

Robert Davis.
Lyman
Howe's
"Hodge
Podge," a short Educational reel, precedes
the feature, "Gimme,'' with an all star cast.
"The Parade of the Tin Soldiers," by the
Capitol Orchestra and the latest Aesop Fable, "The Fable of a Fisherman's Jinx," are

numbers

the last

of the

bill.

Conrad

Tritschler, an English artist
will come to America as part of Richard Walton Tully's producing organ-

.''"Messmore Kendall, has been appointed an aide on the staff of Gover1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S. nor Edwin P. Morrow of Kentucky
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- with the rank of Colonel.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Maurice Costello is returning to
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
screen in "The Glimpses of the
the
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- Moon," an Allan Dwan production,
Central
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- now being filmed.

—
—

H. Van Loan have returned frorJ
Los Angeles and are ready to star!
work on "The Fog" which Metro will
release.

WANTED
Bookkeeper

is

the overture.
The regular News Pictorial,
a Cameo Cartoon and a violin solo rendered
by Kreisler follow.
"Shiloh," from "The
Voice of the Land," a single reel, and the

comedy,

Snub

Pollard

screened

before

the

in

feature,

"Big

Up," are
"The Marriage
played by John

4r[trutrtfc

Chance."
An organ solo
Priest completes the program.

—

High
.

do

pfd.

.

.

95^
87
96

RESOURCES
Broadway

The second and fourth movements from
Fourth Symphony and Riesenfeld's Clas-

Low
93 '/2
83
94J4

Close

93 Vi

84^
94%

Sales

1,200
1,500

900

A

Ennis Going to Chicago
Bert Ennis leaves for Chicago

Gypsy Dance by

Will Rogers
feature,

this

in

Mary

the Serova Dancers

and

"Fruits of Faith" follow the
Miles Minter in "Drums of

of California.

week

only.

WANTED

lettering.

High

class

Apply with samples.

R.

Dexter, Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures,

West

7th Floor, 6

ART

48th Street.

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms"
Already booked for

.iMetwational JDistribttters

Tx

r

_

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.

West

19th St.

Watkins 7260-7461

is

AND
Here

:

jNTHrfkEAN Film Corporation'

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING
218:

WEST

42hdSf;;"'

'

:

N^W ^TtK

BRYANT -78 12- -.."".
WHEN YOU THINK OT
"

.

FQ REIGN VTHIJ4KVOF

•INTE<R-Q^E;AiN

!

IN

EVERY BIG CITY

a great story by Bertha M. Clay, a great cast,
Directed by Gasnier. Book it now and cash in!

And

is

A GREAT

PICTURE,

*

"THE HERO,"

another Gasnier Production. All the critics
Exhibitors are talking about it. The public is DEMANDING it.

don't forget

have praised it.
Book it now and cash in

ALLICHTMAN.
Produced by

Insure Your Screen

EV -'«$Sl

the big attraction sensation of the season.

*

&&iAadet0anl

of

MOTION ^PICTURES

LOEW'S WARFIELD, SAN FRANCISCO BROADWAY STRAND, DETROIT
ALDINE, PHILADELPHIA
LOEW'S STATE, LOS ANGELES
BOSTON THEATRE, BOSTON
THE CAPITOL, CINCINNATI

TITLES

251

42nd Street, N. Y. City

at the Rivoli.

Sweeping The Country
man

at

Fate."

—

and

$5, 000,000

Macey Harlam and Fuller Mellish sical Jazz open the program, followed by
weekly magazine and the Fairbanks Twins,
have been engaged by J. Searle the
from the Music Box Revue, in "The Mirror"
Dawley, to appear with Mary Carr Dance, a music film. "Dear Old Pal of Mine"
is next,
sung by Thomas Cowan, baritone.
in "Broadway Broke."

Not quoted week to handle exploitation for
Griffith
Not quoted "Quincy Adams Sawyer" which opens
Loew's ... 18^ 18K 18^
1,600 at the Chicago theater on Jan. 29.
Strand
Triangle
Not quoted
The Mark Strand Topical Review is the
first number.
A prelude to the feature, D.
'Worm
Not quoted
DeMille on Pleasure Trip
W. Griffith's "One Exciting Night," ren(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
dered by the Strand Orchestra, is next. An
Los Angeles Cecil DeMille, ac- organ solo finishes.
"Hearts Aflame" at Rialto
"Hearts Aflame," goes into the companied by John H. Fisher, Capt.
William Bethell, Carmen Runyon,
Rialto the week of Feb. 4.
It is a
Paul Iribe, Dr. Frank Watson and
At Other Houses
Metro release.
Joseph I. K^ne, are away on a six
"The Third Alarm" is in its second week
weeks' hunting and exploring trip to at the Astor, Criterion still houses "Salome"
the barren Tiburon Island, located indefinitely, "Hunting Big Game in Africa"
continues on at the Lyric, and "When Knightin the Infernal Channel, in the Gulf hood Was in Flower" is held for a second

Layout

-

Knickerbocker Building

Rialto

G'wyn

ARTIST

GJorp oration

the

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

filn

National Non-Theatrica
Motion Picture Co., Inc., 130 Wes
46th Street, New York City.

—

vakia), Wenieliplatz.

— male —familiar with

business.

:

"Valse Suite," arranged by E. Kilenyi,

—

to

Cameo

ization.

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

192.

(Special to

Capitol
"Thirteenth Hungarian Rhapsody" is the
overture followed by Frederic Fradkin singThe
ing "Zigeunerweisen" (Gypsy Airs).
Capitol Magazine is next.
Unit No. 4 is
Divertissements,
"Voices of Spring,"
(a)
with Betsy Ayres, Mile. Gambarelli, Alexander Oumansky, Doris Niles and Thalia Zanou;
"Carolina in the Morning," sung by
(b)

17,

Make "The Fog"
THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco — Max Graf and Ej
Ready

At Broadway Theaters

Guts and Flashes

Vol. XXIII

Wednesday, January

Preferred Pictures,
B. P. Schulberg, President.

President Al Lichtman Corporation.

January

lesday,

mi

i

it

in

1923

17,

if mTiriiiiiMin
Horace Starr Dead
Rounan Here
Linder to Make Feature Comedy
THE FILM DAILY)
John
Rounan,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
identified
with
the
Lorain, O. Horace Starr, old-time
production of "Snooky" comedies, is
Los Angeles Max Linder is exexhibitor, and former owner of the
Amuse-U, on the site of which now at the Astor. There has been some pected to arrive here the latter part
litigation recently with C. L. Chester, of this week, to start
work on a
stands the Pantheon, died last week
over the "Snooky" series.
nine-reel comedy.
at the home of his
(Special to

—

itlie'News
No. 6

sister in Elyria.

:UHR OCCUPATION

—

Territory

by French and Belgian forces.

I

is

CHINA— Flood

by

hailed

makes hun-

>meless.

items

from

Brooklyn,

Gibson's Next Four Selected
(Special to

ITALY— Mussolini
RIVER,

—

Rockville,
Md.,
Dallas, Manchester.

Bovil,

THE FILM DAILY)

four

pictures

TITLE - STORY- PRODUCTION -CAST

— Hoot

Los Angeles

for

Gibson's next
Universal will be

You have them

"Katy Didd," "The Shave Tail,"
"Well Done Riley" and "Out O'
Luck."
Edward
Sedgwick
will

all

in

THE LUND PRODUCTION

direct all of them.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"

Against Arbuckle in Canada

NEWSlOF THE WORLD

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

oda

Montreal The Montreal Women's
Club has requested the
Quebec
Board of Censors to maintain the ban
on Arbuckle pictures in Quebec.
The executive of the Saskatchewan
Social Service Council, with headquarters at Regina, has forwarded a
protest to Will H. Hays against permitting Arbuckle to appear on the

Hunts Increase Capital
THE FILM DAILY)

screen again.

I

With Louis Wolheim, Helen Lowell, Donald Gallaher and
Helen Weir.

NORCA PICTURES,

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

pecial to

—

idelphia
Hunt's Theaters
ed their capital stock
300 to $1,500,000.

have
from

—

May Suing U. F. A.
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)

—Joe

May, producer of "Misthe World" has filed a suit
the U. F. A., seeking damages
million marks.
alleges that U. F. A., when
ild the film to the United States
if

the contract

by cutting and

pressed"
(Special to

oe
in

Famous Has Option on "The Op-

al-

the picture, thereby ruining

it.

*WE NEVEP DISAPPOINT'

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris
Famous Players has taken
over distribution for France on "The
Oppressed," produced by William
Elliot with Rachel Meller the famous
Spanish comedienne in the leading

aTlTi
INCORPORATED.

2 20
t'~-

PHONE

role.

WEST

42*$ STPEEt^
^NEW ypRK r

BRYANT 5576

-ALLAN A.LOWNES.
GEN. MCQ.

.

Ben Blumenthal has purchased this
production
for
several
European
countries,

and

understood that

is

it

Famous Players

has an option on the

production for America.
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POLA
NEGRI
a

No. 15

i

Bella

yy

Donna

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE PRODUCTION
Adapted by Ouida Bergere from
Supported by

CONWAY

the novel

by Robert Hichens

TEARLE, CONRAD NAGEL

and

LOIS

WILSON

Released April ist

HER

first

American

Here's

picture!

something the whole world has been
waiting for. Made by a great American director, with an American cast, and with all
the technical facilities which Paramount can
supply.

No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

The

story has been famous as a novel and

as a play.

and

of

this

ADOLDH 2UKOO

powerful

ever

written.
to

make

one of the biggest ever made.

•AFAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION P
-

one of the most dramatic

emotionally

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

is

Paramount has spared no expense

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

It

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9

"Adam and Eva."

10

"Racing Hearts''

11

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billingi Spendi Hii Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."

12
13
14

WATCH

THIS
SPACE

MONDAY
FOR
1

:

No. 16

(X paramount Gpiciure

—

THE
u'J«.

«Mf»i*i

•<&m

DAILY

"Drums

Newspaper Opinions
" Gim

me"— Goldwy n

DAILY NEWS— We

greatly admired the
work of Miss Chadwick she's really awfully
good.
Then we liked Henry Walthall's
small bit as a male housekeeper, but we
did not like Mr. Hughes"s sentimentalizing
of the reason for the situation.
thinkthat on the whole he can make better pic;

We

MORNING WORLD—

We are just about
convinced, however, that Mr. Hughes is
than a little bit insincere in these
"pictures of life."
Rather, we imagine, he
puts his heel on his real thought
"This
will make a picture play." * * *
This motion picture is extremely well
photographed and is acted perfectly by Miss

more

:

Chadwick and Mr. Glass.
It
is
titled
by Mr. Hughes. * • *
TIMES Rupert Hughes seems to have
had a line in view when he started his
latest photoplay "Gimme." * * »
Capitol
this week, but he didn't hew very dose to
it as he went along. * * •
Helene Chadwick.

brightly

—

*

*

succeeds

in vitalizing her role, despite
things she is called upon to
Kate Lester is also good, as usual.

incredible

do.

TRIBUNE—* * * It is a nice, friendly
comedy that even Rupert Hughes might be
proud of. We think next to "Hold Your
Horses"

Hughes

it is the
pictures.

most entertaining

of all the

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Cap

it o 1 's
flawless film.
Rupert Hughes
photo-play a delightful story of the newlywed's problems. Is well cast and pictured.

"Gimme"'

'is

HERALD—*

*

*

dignified,

intelligent
and reflects

EVENING WORLD— "Gimme"

is

not as

Hughes has done,
Not by a long shot.
TELEGRAM— With unerring aim, Rupert
Hughes has hit the popular taste * * *
warm human quality and its genial comedy

good

as

is

effects.

it

*

some

things

as bad.

*

•

MAIL — But

—

MORNING

TELEGRAPH—

There are
interesting shots of the African
jungle and the native uprisings are quite
realistic and exciting.
The cast is an excellent one.

some very

TRIBUNE —As

real

of

the

From Burbank

Jenal In

P. Jenal, general counsel
Sacred Films, Inc. is here from Bt

bank. Calif.

Beecher
(Special to

Sells

Out

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. G. L. Wilier
and H. B. Boshaven, of the Beecher
Circuit, have bought the interest of
the Beecher Estate in the theater
company, thereby acquiring the controlling stock.

3p fte <fenwy

Wter yxt?

Keaton Making "Three Faces"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
DAILY
Los Angeles Buster Keaton's first
pressed us as being sort of a junket around
feature length comedy for Metro; unthe Paramount studio. * * * We rather
liked the work of Yale's ex-football star.
He der the new contract will be "Three

is

far as the

male contingent

"Drums of Fate" is a success.
NEWS— "Drums of Fate" im-

concerned,

a fine figure of a man, and if given decent
things to do should be popular.
Miss Minter
ran the gamut of emotions successfully.
is

HERALD — Miss

EVENING WORLD—*
good Paramount romance.

Mary Miles Minter
*

work.

She

*

is

TELEGRAM—*

Faces," now in work. Wallace Beery
and Lionel Belmore are in the support.

Minter's

picture is six
reels in length and cost a
great deal of
money. Mr. Rogers's film is a paltry three
reels, and probably cost about as much as
Miss Minter's salary for one week.
In spite of all this "Fruits of Faith" is
better entertainment than "Drums of Fate"
inestimably better.

*

—

*

*

ably
*

*

*

*
*

*

a

corking

*

really

aided

does some

Straw Vote Favors Arbuckle
(Special to

and abetted.

*

an absorbing film
drama full of romance and adventure.
MAIL Miss Minter's acting in the
"Drums of Fate" is worthy of praise, but
the story handicaps her too greatly.
The cast of the picture, however, is unusually competent.
GLOBE If there has been a worse picture shown on Broadway this season it was
the good fortune of this reviewer not to
have been present.

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

City The
Kansas City
Journal recently took a straw vote on
the question of whether or not Arbuckle should return to the screen.
The result was ten to one in favor of
Arbuckle.

Kansas

—

Detroit Jake
Schreiber
of
the
Blackstone took a straw vote last
week and the majority favored the
showing of Arbuckle films.

May Be Three "Fausts"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —There may be three
(Special to

will

—

—

—

15

—

A WOMAN

IN

NEGATIVE FOR SALE
High-class,

can

new

made

Ameri-

5-reel

out-door

feature.

Great bargain for quick

Box

S-2 c/o

Film

action.

Daily.

CHAINS

with

E. K.

LINCOLN

Mrs.

192

Frank

versions of "Faust". Mary Pickford
make one; Ferdinand Pinney
SUN The story is a revival of the Earle plans another while there is a
"Enoch Arden" school, but it is cleverly French version in this country, awaitworked out and the film is full of atmos- ing release.
Miss Pickford may have
GLOBE The majority of theatergoers phere.
a lawsuit on her hands if the Lavel
EVENING
Like
most
Paramount
POST—
will
find
Rupert Hughes's latest cinema
pictures, "Drums of Fate," at the Rialto, Photoplays Co. Ltd. of Canada careffort interesting, and therefore entertaining.
good photography, settings and direc- ries out its intention of filing suit on
SUN—* * * very pleasant and alluring has
tion
this time Charles Maigne did the dithe ground that it has copyrighted all
comedy. * * *
recting but the film, adapted from a novel
EVENING POST— New Rupert Hughes by Stephen French Whitman, is found want- existent versions of Goethe's mastermoving picture has many interesting features. ing in many instances.
piece.
theme

play
is less modern, being nothing more than the
old story of a wife's difficulties in extracting
money from her husband. With so slender
a plot it is not surprising that the film
drags a good many of its 10,000 feet or so.
the

17,

$100,000.

only real acting in the piece

done by Fawcett, who doesn't have much
of a chance as the girl's guardian, and Casson Ferguson, who makes the most of the

Buy Gladwin Park

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit
Dick and Tom Lynch
have purchased the Gladwin Park for

is

fine

a

and well modulated production,
much credit on the versatile Major Hughes.

nor

* * deals with
Africa in the best cinema fashion.
It is
never very exciting, and save for some fair
acting by Maurice B. Flynn, is monotonously
adventurous throughout.

TIMES — The

Bros.

(Special to

musician's role.

tures.

*

Lynch

P.-L.

Rialto

MORNING WORLD—*

Capitol

the

Fate"— F.

of

Wednesday, January

MARTHA MANSFIELD

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

W.

H.

TOOKER

Is the First Release
of the

AMALGAMATED EX CHANGES OF AMERICA,
Denman Thompson's Sunshine

Now

of Paradise Alley

in Preparation.

Inc.

BRADSTREET

jfeRECOCMZEI

< FILMDOM

Authority

(e

No.

CXIII

1923

18,

Price 5 Cents

Launched

Famous

to Test Censorship
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Auditors

Cinema

and

address, in

the
in

made

Club,

now

a

which she declared

co-operation of women's
Ohio had made censorship

of

meeting is being held in the
Chittenden, with about 325 exAt the dinner h Id
rs present.
ay night, the speakers w re
Smith of
President Martin
:

M. J. O'Toole, chairman of
National Public Service Corn!
of the M. P. T. O.; Sydney
(Continued on Page 3)
o,

Here

ip.

Bushman- Bayne

intend
"es so constructed that in key
they can appear in a spoken act
id of one reel.
In those cities
2 they don't appear, the required
vill be included in the feature.
e

Variety said of "Secrets of Paris": "It is bound to be a draw for it is the
best kind of rugged melodrama that will appeal to all strata of fans.
The crowd filled the lobby out to the street box office."— Advt.

Selling Points

Important Decision

—

Series

in

A

decision of importance, especially
the foreign market, and foreign

o
buyers, developed yesterday
Supreme Court jury, before

f

awarded

Black,
verdict

It

is

when

a

Justice

Max Glucksmann

a

Gillespie

against

$5,000

of

Bros.

understood the case will

be appealed.

rhrough Goldwyn

The

case involved the questions of

Read Making "The Cow- damages that may be recovered by
Arrangement for One
one claiming that his rights had been
Picture Only
and made valueless by
infringed
Parker Read, Jr., is at work on pirated copies appearing in the tericture
"The ritory for which he claimed exclusive
tentatively
called
arker
ard"

—

Distribution

ard."

igh

Goldwyn under

will

be

one picture

a

lgement only.
ad and Ralph
Ince are coting, and at present are shoot-

Miami.
Jack Boyle, and

exteriors
r

rlenry
5

The

in

Hull, Doris

in

story
the cast

Kenyon and

Wolheim.

rights.
It appears

that Gillespie
Select Pictures the exclusive
tures for the territory of
Gillespie Bros, also acted as

matografica

purchased

from

right to 10 picBrazil and that
agents for Cine-

Sud Americana who purchased
exhibit the same pictures in the

the rights to
It is alleged
territory of Argentine and Chile.
the royalty provided for in the contract between Select and Cinematografica Sud Americana was not paid and for that reason Select
(Continued on Page 6)

See Page 2
News

iarket.

of the

Independent

is

a

possibility

that

hibitors

York

for

appear

make

in

for

will sail

London on
a picture

from

Jan.

Tom

Gaumont, Ltd.

New

27th.

to

Terriss will

en route

is

where he

will

confer

Ragland will
headquarters in Hollywood and

establish
will

devote the bulk of his time to watching productions being made for his
organization, primarily with a view
of seeing to it that essentials to the
sale of a picture be given room in the
productions.
Associated Exhibitors have several
making pictures for release
units
through that organization, including

Man," and will be directed
by Victor Fleming, to be followed by
"The Heritage of the Desert" and
"The Wanderer of the Wasteland."
the Last

Plans For 12

McLean, Madge Bellamy,
Florence Vidor and Leah Baird. The
idea of having a representative at Hollywood for the purpose of having in
production such ideas as will aid in
selling the picture is being carried
out by several companies, notably
Players.

Town

Benjamin H. Fletcher, publisher of
"Movie Age," the regional published
in Omaha for Iowa and Nebraska, is
town.

in

Distinctive Productions have plans
under way for 12 features two of

which, "Backbone" and "The Ragged

While Arthur S.
in.
Friend yesterday was non-commital
so far as other vehicles are concerned,
understood he has practically
is
it

Edge" are now

closed for a number of stories.
In a few days, distribution may be

arranged
at

least

for.

It

is

understood that

two important

have made bids for the

distributors

series.

Clem's Here

Douglas

in

5)

As Yet

indefinitely.

Fletcher in

('.age

Hollywood Two of Distinctive's Program
to
Work— No Distribution Set
with producers

with regard to correspondence that
has been passing for several months.
remain
will
he
expected
It
is

Sailing Jan. 27th

Wanda Hawley

—

on

Paramount to Film Grey Stories
The current and future works of
Zane Grey are to be produced by
Paramount. The first will be "To

Production Ragland on Coast
for Asso. Exhibitors
John C. Ragland of Associated Ex-

For

Famous

or

There

1921.

(Continued

Rendered Relative to Foreign Market
Say Case May Be Appealed

Bushman and Beverly
making a number of

X.

.ncis

of

work on

the figures may drop below those of
1921 in view of the fact that the business slump extended into the first
fix months of the year.
The earnings at the end of the third quarter
and
of' 1922 were about $2,800,000
while this figure would perhaps, ind cate a drop from the approximate
54,000,000 total of 1921, the returns
for the last three montl s of 1922 are
expected to swell the earnings close
*o the 1921 total.

iture.

an Saenger and E. V. Richards
They are spending
the Astor.
days here prior to embarking
four months round the world
Mrs. Richards will also make

at

It is expected that the earnings for
1922 will be about on a par with those

essary because of the close coion between the clubs and the
She agret d to bring
r owners.
e question of Sunday closing
:ensorship before the C.nema
with the ultimate purpose of
th(
referendum
to
iting
a

Saenger and Richards

Famous

Players are
the company's annual
statement, which will not be ready
for some weeks, in view of the reports yet to be made by a large percentage of the 145 odd subsidiaries
operated by the parent company.

—

tmbiis
O. At the conv ntion
M. P. T. O. of Ohio, Mrs. O.
well, first vice-president of the

;

Players Financial Condition

Excellent—$1,C00,000 Note
Wiped Out

-Matter Up at Columbvs
Convention
Special to

Up

Earnings Held

Referendum

hio
!e

Thursday, January

17

Armed
of mats,

with a carpet bag

unused

slides

full

and un-

press books, together
with a steamer trunk contain-

opened

ing his collection of especially
Clem
one-sheets,
designed
Deneker, of Pneumonia, Nev.,

has arrived in town. He
address the A. M. P. A. weekly
lunch today, at the Boulevard.

will

;

THE
sm

-e&?kDAILV

Among The

Thursday, January
rreifffflMTifrrm ifc

"Independents 99

—

18,

1923

i»>

Witwer In From Coast
Witwer is here from

H.

C.

the

coast.

Na.
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Address

President

— Irving Mack, 802
Representative— Ernest
W. FredShaftesbury

westerns featuring William K. Hackett;
12 two reelers with Charles Williams,
12 one reel fairy stories featuring
Geraldine Will and "Men Women
Hate," a five reeler.

—

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

The Film Renter, 53a
Atc., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42
man.

—

Clichy.
Central
European

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod. 95J^
F. P.-L. ..87
96
do pfd.

/
/ G'wyn

.

Close

Sales

93^

93]/2

83

843/6

1,200
1,500

94%

94%

900

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

18%

...

18^

18^

1,600

World

Pawn Leaves
Pawn who has been

few days

left for

in

Order "Passion" Title Changed

THE FILM DAILY)

— "Passion"

was prethe Monarch the week of
"Passion to Win," the Al-

sented at
Jan. 8 as
berta censors having

change

will

five reel

tion,"

Box

the third of C.
Office Winners."

Buy

—

heart of
Tears."

the

"Sweetand "Kid

Tess,"

Mounted,"

ordered

this

in title.

Herman Lieber Here
Herman Lieber, who operates

Runs

—

in the

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

"Six

Kershaw Heads Manitoba Assn.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg At the annual meeting

—

West.

of the Manitoba Exhibitors Assn. at
the St. Charles Hotel, R. Kershaw
was re-elected president by unanimous vote, this being his third term

in the office.
George F. Law, local
manager of Universal, was elected
Steamers to Show Films
and representative of
An arrangement has recently been vice-president
Frank R. Hyde was
the exchanges.
entered into by the Oriental line,
re-elected treasurer and Gordon C.
with the F. B. O., whereby all the
Lindsay secretary.
The association
passenger vessels of that line will
decided to throw open its membership

Several Stories

"Kissable

First

(Special to

Scott on Trip

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The following stories have been purchased by Julius
and Abe Stern for Century Comedies.
For Baby Peggy: "Tilly Jones,"
Mender," "Smile be
"Little
Trouble

Maker,"

C.'s

Lester F. Scott, Jr., general sales
representative for C. C. Burr, is away
on an extended business tour through
the Middle

Sterns

B.

Pacific

supplied

with

screen

entertain-

ment.

to legitimate houses.

Starts Work
THE FILM DAILY)

Brenon
(Special to

—

For Brownie, the dog: "Dogdom,"
"A Dog's Day," "Dog Tracks," and

Los Angeles Production has begun on Herbert Brenon's first pro"The Rustle
duction for Paramount
with Betty Compson and
Tearle.
Walter Hier's next picture will be
"Seventy-five Cents an Hour," by

of

Silk,"

Conway

Frank

INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

Phil Greenberg, exploiteer for F.
B. O. at St. Louis, has resigned and
is now in New York where he expects to remain permanently.

(Special to

company

his

town

Greenberg Here

Edmonton

states

the coast yes-

terday.

er" will remain at the Rivoli for a
"Dark Secrets" goes inthird week.
to the Rialto.

Chicago Balaban and Katz have
bought "The Christian" and "The
Washburn Signed For "Temptation" Strangers' Banquet" for Chicago. The
first run will be at the Chicago theBryant Washburn has been signed
ater.
to play a leading role in "Tempta-

Gangsters."

Doris
Doris

Releases

Jan.

"His Master's Breath."
Not quoted
"Slim
For Buddy Messenger:
Not quoted
Saunders. Detective" and "Amateur

Triangle

for a

Pictures

handle a series of eight

Rue de

—

Representative InternaFilmschau',
tionale
Prague (Czecho- Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Loew's

C. Burr.

Primrose Lining Up Product
Charles H. Rosenfeld of Primrose

to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Aywon

3rd Week for "Knighthood"
"When Knighthood Was in Flow-

Lewis Starts Another
Three features scheduled for AyEdgar Lewis has completed "Are won release this month are: "The
You Guilty?" and will start work Storm Girl," "Back Fire," and "The
shortly on "Oh, Ye Fools," for C. Flash."

THE FILM

communications

all

Sold For Australia
Australasian
Films,
Ltd.,
will
handle "More To Be Pitied" and
"Only a Shopgirl" in Australia.

INC.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

Reorganizing Second National
complete reorganization of Second National Pictures Corp. is under
way. Dale Hanshaw is doing the
work.

A

and Directors having produced, or

I

Joseph Henabery
with Jacqueline Logan as

Condon.

will direct
lead.

Agnes Ayres' next picture will be
Wesley Ruggles will

"Contraband."
direct.

who contemplate producing

Extraordinary
Features, Short Subjects or Star-Series, can now
secure 100% distribution in the United States and
Foreign Countries

UPON A GUARANTEED

BASIS.

Releasing arrangements with

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

*L

fc-f

©ten /

conducted and managed by independent
the

Circle, Indianapolis together with his
brother, Robert is serving as a member of the First National rotating

committee.

and responsible "Hustlers," which assures
individual attention an'd maximum results'^ to
Producers.

BAUMANN DISTRIBUTING

CO.

under the supervision of
CHAS. O. BAUMANN, originator and organizer
Kessel - Bauman, New York1*Motion,
of:
Keystone, Sales Co., Universal and Triangle Film
Companies; producers of Ince - Kay Bee,
Sennett- Chaplin -Keystone and other Famous

—

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces the closing
giving

it

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

Productions.

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two

million feet of selected shots
as far bark as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

130

requirements.

Phone

Bryant

W.

46th

St.,

N. Y. City

Telephone Bryant 4200

0984-0985
r.iiiuiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiidiiiiiPiiiiiiiiiWiiiu

in

iimpiiiiiiiiiii iiiiinniiiiiiiffliimiiinnii

sure can
do it /

THE
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18,

1923
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May Sell Studio
THE FILM DAILY)

Dhio Referendum
(Continued

from

Page

—

1)

Jacksonville, Fla.
It is understood
Zohen, Mrs. Gurwell and Max
that the Klutho studio will shortly be
n of Columbus,
placed on the market.
his address Cohen pointed out
popular vote had shown that
New House for Paterson
people in New York and in
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
sachusetts were opposed to SunPaterson, N. J. The Alexander
and censorship, and
closing
d that similar moves to gauge Hamilton Theater Corp. will spend
It $150,000 on a new theater to be built
public opinion be started.
>
then Mrs. Gurwell spoke and at Church and Market Sts.
sd her sentiments,
In New Offices
ax Stern delivered a talk that was
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
auded generously. He said that
idependent exhibitor organization
Louis The Motion Picture
St.
necessary to fight a trustification Exhibitors League of St. Louis and
le business, which he felt was inEastern Missouri has moved into
To substantiate his con- new headquarters at 3308 Olive St.
ible.
ons on the trust idea, he pointed
proof
t he thought was conclusive
Universal Slogan
his intention on the part of cerUniversal has adopted as a slogan
distributors.
"Universal pictures
the Pleasure is
:fore the meeting adjourns, it is Yours."
George Greenberg, 320 W.
of some sort will
:cted action
102nd St., received a check for the
aken so far as the Theater Own- slogan.
When
Dist. Corp. is concerned.
en explained what this company
Northwest Shipments Held Up
ned, his remarks were received
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
approbation,

—

—

—

all

i

Smith

likelihood,

will

be

president without any opHis leadership of the Ohio
tion.
is understood to be satisfactory
Other
he majority of members.
ikers at the dinner were Major
es J. Thomas of Columbus; H.
Ritchey, of the Michigan M. P. T.
and C. C. Pettijohn, general
lsel of the Hays organization.
lected

Desmond
(Special to

New "U" Serial
THE FILM DAILY)

in

TRIBUNE— The
direction

is

story

amusing. *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

Mrs.

NEGATIVE FOR SALE

Freak

conceived and executed by Hampton
Del Ruth.
In fact, such a mixture that
you've a little bit of everything and not much
of anything.

High-class,

can

AMERICAN—The

acting is hopeful, and
for either burlesque, meloor
comedy separately are good,
but, as a coherent feature play, it should
have been released as a disconnected twothe

possibilities

—

drama

(Special to

—

in

write

the

continuity

LINCOLN

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

"THE

5-reel

out-door

Amerifeature.

Box

S-2 c/o Film

Daily.

MORNING WORLD—*

*

*

A

gorgeous

comedy picture. * * * "The Marriage
Chance" is an audacious, extraordinary play
which whizzes on with the pace of a Kansas tornado.
Nor is it any less incorrigible.
Anything is likely to happen in it.
light

CHROMOS TRADING

—

not a

little

CO.

1123 Broadway

MAIL It is a curious and extraordinary
mixture of broad comedy, drama and sheer
melodrama, so lacking in continuity as to be

Suite

616

'Phone Chelae* 8264

confusing.

GLOBE—*

*

*

"The Marriage Chance"

not such a bad product on the film mart.
It has a great deal of comedy and side show,
which are excellent in themselves, and the
dream, to those Freudinally minded, offers
food for reflection.
A good cast helps this
sketch immensely.
is

CASH AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY FOR
RELIABLE

EXHIBITORS

PROPOSITIONS

EVERYWHERE
ARE DELIGHTED

Investigate

!

WITH

ONLY A

_

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Kelly Writing Meighan Script
Anthony Paul Kelly has been ento

new

reel serial.

Canada

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto
First National offices
are using a "featurette," made up of
trailers of their big pictures, which
exhibitors are being shown prior to
buying film. They havt been in use
about a year.

gaged

made

Great bargain for quick action.

—

—

Using "Featurettes"

—

Hollywood
Douglas Fairbanks'
"Robin Hood" is in its 14th wrek at
Grauman's Egyptian theater.

*

Incl.

for

24

"White Heat," in which Tom MeigNichols, han will star after completion of
George
Sargent,
ris
rge Webb, Harry DeVere and "The Ne'er-Do-Well." Production in
the East.
Harmon.

E. K.

(Special to

but the

terrible,

is

*

in 14th Week
THE FILM DAILY)

"Robin Hood"

film

Seattle
Film shipments have been
seriously delayed in the outlying districts
of Washington and Oregon,
due to serious flood conditions.

—

Angeles With William Desid as star, Universal will produce
rial, based on American business
Robert F. Hill will direct,
Is.
cast will include Esther Ralston,
os

Newspaper Opinions
"The Marriage Chance" — Amer.
Releas. — Cameo

(Special to

Hour

Service

necessary

if

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d

Street

Bryant 0985

MARTHA MANSFIELD
JOE STRIKER
IN

WOMAN

IN

W. H.

TOOKER

CHAINS"

By Edward Owings Towne

NOW READY

FOR RE VIEW

DENMAN THOMPSONS

"SUNSHINE OF PARADISE ALLEY"
A GREAT PLAY
A GREAT AUTHOR
WILL BE THE SECOND RELEASE OF

AMALGAMATED EXCHANGES OF AMERICA
1540 BROADWAY - - NEW YORK
Foreign Rights Controlled by The Export and Import Film Co., Inc., 729

7th Ave.,

New York City

THE

-^g^

DAILY

Pictures Move
THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit

— Metropolitan Pictures have

moved from
the

47 E. Elizabeth

St.,

to

Film Building.

representaProd., left
yesterday on a trip through the South
F.

Conklin,

G.

special

Hope Hampton

of

tive

and West.

Carleton King in Town
Carleton King, head of the production unit hearing his name, arrived
Here from Los Angeles yesterday to
arrange release of three two-reel
rural comedies in which he is starred.

Making "Out to Win"
THE FILM DAILY)

Clift

—

London Denison Clift
work on "Out to Win"

is

now

for
Films, Ltd. When he finishes
will return to the States.

Jacobson Suit Discontinued
Justice Tierney has

at

Ideal
it,

he

Burr Travesty on "Hamlet"
C. Burr has produced a
two reel travesty on "Hamlet," with
Charles Murray. Joe Hart, Dorothy
Allen and Felix Adler, which will be
released by Hodkinson.

Mumper Practicing Law
THE FILM DAILY)

settled.

New Company

Another

Olivette Thomas-Seel has arrived
from Europe. She says she intends
forming her own producing company.

Claims to have been working

man

studios for the past

in

two

Ger-

years.

Judgment Filed

David Rodman against
Los Angeles Hewlings Mumper, the Signet Films a default judgment
formerly associated with the Ben B. for $2,300 was filed in the City Court.

Hampton

Prod., has returned to the
of law, having formed a

with

partnership

Shaw.

In a

—

Judge

Victor

E.

Offices in the Title Bldg.

The complaint
fendant sold

alleged that the dethe New York

Rodman

State rights to "Mother. I Need You"
and then refused to furnish the film,
causing $2,000 damages.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Lambert

started work on "Temporary Marriage" for Sacramento Pictures. The
cast includes Mildred Davis, Tully

Maud
Marshall, Kenneth Harlan,
George, Mrytle Stedman and Stuart
Holmes.
Closes Big Deal
Jupiter Films which recently acquired the Vitagraph output for a

Run

Joint

(Special to

Hillyer has

—

South American countries

of

has sold the product to the Chilean
Cinema Corp. for Chile. Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador. Six serials, 55 features
and 56 two reel comedies are involved
the footage totaling close on to 1,000,000 feet.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

of the short subject to

your program.

How to build a program through
the use of short

How

well

stuff.

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

Truart has acquired the following,
for state right distribution:

"Women Men Marry"; "Patsy";
"Riders of the Range"; "The Prairie
Mystery"; "Pirates of the Plains";
"A Western Musketeer," and a series
of 12 short reel Burlingham Travel
Adventures.
Change

(Special to

Four Houses

Truart Releases

Favorite-Kunsky Deal
Detroit
Favorite
Films have
closed a deal with John H. Kunsky,
whereby Favorite will handle the
future distribution of all productions
formerly distributed by the First National Film Exchange of Mich., prior
to the formation of Assoc. First National Exchanges.
The deal involves
34 productions.

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland "The Streets of New
York," released in Ohio through
Progress Pictures, has been booked
for a day and date run at Loew's
Metropolitan, Alhambra, Liberty and
Mall theaters, beginning Jan. 18th.

Jupiter

number

The value

suit of

Hillyer Directing
(Special to

Stuff

signed an order discontinuing the suit
of Louis Jacobson against Kempson
Pictures Corp. because the case has

been

Charles

practice

Short

Nolan Handling Lichtman Product
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Denver— Harry Nolan has replaced
Mountain States Film Attractions as
Lichtman distributor in the Denver
and Salt Lake territory.

Supreme Court

(.Special to

(Special to

18,

Conklin on Trip

Metropolitan
(Special to

Thursday, January

Title of

(Special to

Los

Law

the

'How

I

pick

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
of

Bosworth Film

Ul

—The

Sea,"

title

"The
Hobart
been
has
of

value.

starring

Bosworth for Anchor,
changed to "The Man Alone." The
production has been sold to Apollo
Exchange, Inc., for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey.

Albert James Making Feature
Albert James Prod, has started
work on a picture with Gardner
Shooker Made Exchange Head
James, Martha Mansfield and Ed(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mund Breese in the cast. George
Seattle
B. M. Shooker has been Sargent is directing at the Tec-Art
appointed general manager of Arrow studio from a script by Lewis Allen
exchanges in Seattle, Denver and Browne.
It
is
understood ClarkSalt Lake, succeeding Charles
R. Cornelius will distribute.
Gilmore. resigned.
Manager Hugh
Rennie of the Seattle exchange, has
Lose Suit
His successor has not yet
resigned.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been named.
Los Angeles W. Bradley Ward
and Delbert L. Davis lost a suit for
Marvin D. Cohen, who has been $7,950 against Clermont Photoplays
Film Ex- for yearly contract wages at the rate
Seattle
selling for the
change, has left to open offices for of $75 a week for Ward as assistant
the Reelboard, Daylight M. P. Sales director and $150 a week for Davis
Service.
as cinematographer.

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented in the forthcoming
Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

THE FILM

out Sunday, February 19.

—

—

An

unusual "buy" for the pro-

ducer and distributor of short subjects.

19:

—
THE
ursday, January 18,

Earnings Held

Up

(Continued from Page 1)
pointed out that the fact that
ious Players had arranged with
Lynch to actively take over
K.
iselves the management of the
thern Enterprises, Inc., is in ita very definite indication that'
company feels it can operate the
e chain on a successful financial
after

Lynch's

had

interest

taken care of. When the annual
;ment appears, one of the insting angles will probably be the
ination of the $1,000,000 note held
name of the Amusement
the
ince Corp., as a result of the conmation of the Lynch deal. FamPlayers officials scout the reports
taring in the Evening Post that
1922 statement would prove unrable,-and that a new stock issue
Id be necessary for financing puri

:s.

every year
i,000 in preferred stock is retired
amortization purposes, and the

was

recalled

that

was made that any considera-

t

comparative

of
ts

financial

statefact

must be made with that

'or

—

originally

slated

completion of

to

this,

direct.

On

the

Badger

will

re-

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

from

gradation

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

turn to S-L to direct a production
the Metro studios in Hollywood,
after the completion of which S-L
Prod, will be made in the studio in
at

EASTMAN

San Diego.

Changes at F. P. Canadian Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Ray H. Leason has been

POSITIVE FILM

—

appointed

general

Famous Players
Northern

and

supervisor

of

theaters in Manitoba

Ontario,

with

faithfully reproduces every tone of the

head-

the Capitol, Winnipeg.
He will also have charge of the
Province,
Winnipeg, recently acquired, and of theaters at Fort William and Port Arthur.
John T.
Fiddes. owner of theaters in Mon-

quarters

treal,

of

at

has

the

Thomas

been

Capitol,

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

manager
Winnipeg.
H. M.
appointed

now
out

returns to Montreal to reof the Capitol there.

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

sume charge

lind.

/ve

Badger Loaned By S-L
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Clarence G. Badger
has been only loaned to Goldwyn by
Sawyer and Lubin to direct "Red
Lights," which Marshall Neilan was
(Special to

is

s,

mm

DAILY

1923

AreFORReady
to Pay CASH
PRODUCTIONS OF MERIT

NEW YORK OTV and STATE & NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
The Bigger

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

They Com&i- The Better We Like Them.

REiSTOWiST

729- SEVENTH AVE.

/ BIG

PICTURES;
INC.
BRYANT 4-754-- 6174-

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Phone

BUSINESS
at the Capitol this

week with

"GIMME!''
Rupert Hughes'

latest

Goldwyn

Picture

and the response of the public
and critics to this uproarious
domestic comedy proves that
we have

A

GREAT BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

THE

<2^

DAILY

Two

Problems

(Special to

Crookston.
Grand,

THE FILM DAILY)
Minn.

New

— C.

L.

Hiller,

I

Columbus, Ind.

— Frank

Rembusch,

operates two houses here, says
the craze over basketball in this section of the country has cut receipts
25 per cent.

May Work
According

in

West

default
in

filed

Arrow

the

Film

In the suit of

Eugene

Spitz against

Ivan Abramson and Graphic Films
"Mother Eternal," Supreme
over
Court Justice Tierney signed an order
directing the Garfield National Bank
to pay $1,482 out of a fund of more
than $2,000 on hand, to Abramsou for
payments made and bills due. The
income from the film is being deposited in the bank.
In the suit of Doubleday Page &
Co. against Vitagraph for the cancellation of the contract to make films
of the O. Henry stories, ou the

'Continued

from

decided against Vitagraph. He also
denies Vitagraph's plea for an injunction restraining the publishers
from contracting with another producing company for the filming of the
stories.

of

Next-Best-Thing."

failed

Lee

A

default

been

filed

judgment for $2,062 has
the Supreme Court

'

Bushman

in

favor

Suzanne Devoyod

of the Comedie
Francaise in Paris. She alleged that
she sent $3,120 to Bushman on his
agreement to come to Paris and take
part in a film she was making, but he

come

and

returned

only

COM/NC/

3*° OF THE
6 BOX OFFICE

WINNERS

tory.

In June. 1920, an action was begun by
Glucksmann against Gillespie Bros. The case
was tried by Allan Deutsch, of Rosett &
Deutsch. The defendants were represented by

Satterlee, Canfield & Stone.
Louis Brock of the Schenck organization
acted as an expert for Glucksmann.

4Jjhtctttre

Bushman

A

letter

from

the plaintiff, filed with
the papers explained that the Collector of Internal Revenue wouldn't let
him leave the United States until he
had paid $10,000 back taxes, and he
couldn't raise the money because his
funds were tied up in alimony proceedings.

(Etfrpurattnu

RESOURCES $5,000,000
-

to

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

Now
In our

The estate of Harold A. Lockwood,
who died Oct. 19, 1918, has been appraised at $32,552, which is divided
equally among his mother, his son,
Harold, and Gladys W. Lyle of Los
Angeles. He had $22,°17 in cash and
$4,865 in Liberty bonds.

at

42nd Street, N. T. City

at 203-5

W.

40th

PF

T T

and

STUDIO

ERNEST STERN
The Titleman
Phones Penn. 2373-2374

SI

INDEPENDENCE and INTEGRITY
TWELVE 5 PART FEATURES

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
A

^

THE FIRST SIX RELEASES
Flames of Passion

Pictures of Punch,

Power

(

any Trade Paper Rtview)

The Power Divine
The Devil's Partner
The Way of the Transgressor
The Clean Up
The Valley of Lost Souls

and Pulchritude
Released one a

See

month through

Independent Exchanges

Productions Built and Sold to maintain the exchange, the theatre

and ourselves
Address

in business.

Independent Pictures Corporation
JESSE

1540 Broadway,

J

GOLDBURG,

New York

St.

OWN LABORATORY

OUR TRADE MARK AS WELL AS YOURS
S

1923

:

in

against Francis X.

to

Patef

However, it is claimancelled the contract.
ed, before the cancellation Gillespie's ohta ned
from Select positive prints on their contract
for Brazil and in violation of their contract
shipped those positive prints to Chile and
Argentine where they came into possession
of CinematoKrafica Sud Americana who exIn the
hibited the same in that territory.
meant me and after the cancellation of the
contract with Cinematografica Sud Americana,
it appears Select sold to Max Glucksmann the
rights to exhibit the same p'ctures in Argentine and Chile which rights CinematogWhen
rafica Sud Americana previously had.
Glucksmann found that the pictures which he
had purchased from Select were being exhibited by others an investigation was made
by him through his office here in New York
and, he claims, these facts were unearthed,
namely that Gillespie Bros, had shipped unauthorized copies into Glucksmann's terri-

ground that Vitagraph is in default,
Supreme Court Justice Platzek has $1,450 of the money.

Arms,
American representative of GrahamWilcox Prod., "Chu Chin Chow"
which the company has purchased
may be made in Hollywood. When
Charles Wilcox arrives the end of the
month from London, he will bring
with him two Mae Marsh subjects,
"Flames of Passion" and "Paddy-theLouis

to

the

judgment for $2,555 was
Supreme Court in a suit

Corp. against
Llewellyn H. Allen of 130 West 46th
St. on four trade acceptances.

of

writing to Theodore
lavs, of Finklestein & Ruben, says
the radio and basketball are knocking blazes out of business.
In part
he writes:
"I believe that it is almost time
to get out of the picture business,
although I don't know what else to
But it is a sure thing that
do.
people are losing their interest in
pictures.
It's about time that the big
picture men cut out the 90 per cent
bull and the 10 per cent picture and
get down to giving the public something for their money. Good pictures
still have a drawing power, but the
trouble is there is too much Gold
Leaf publicity spent on pictures, and
then when you see them they are
disappointing."

who

A

18,

Important Decision

In the Courts

Radio and Basketball Giving Small
Town Exhibitors Trouble

Thursday, January

President

Telephone Bryant 3993

sTHE
7Ao BRADSTREET

jfomoomii
Authority

of FILMDOM
XXIII

ef.

No. 18

Friday, January

19,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Ohio Receptive
eater

Owners

Corp.

Dist.

Sid Chaplin to Edit
Gets

Engaged by Tri-Stone

Columbus

Cordial Reception at

Keystone Series

— Smith Re-elected
O. — Cordial reception

Convention

Right Distribution
Negotiations were closed by wire
yesterday whereby Sidney Chaplin

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

lolumbus,
s tendered to the officers of the
eater Owners Dist. Corp. by the
egates attending the state convenn of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio at
final session in Hotel C ittenden.
illiam A. True, president of this
w distributing organization exlined its purposes and indicated
e
Dgress
already
made.
Other
makers on the distribution proposin were W. D. Burford, of Chicago,
d Harry Davis of Pittsburgh.

will edit the first series of Keystone
comedies for release to state right

exchanges through the newly-formed
Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc.
Chaplin left for the coast on Monfollowing
conferences
wi*h
Oscar A. Price who with Harry E.

:

day,

Aitken, formed Tri-Stone.

t'.

Regional directors and
:

members

committees were

zone

P. A.

Some

—

selected

re-editing

in

view of

of

comedy

:

w

his

Goldwyn Returns

ered a lengthy address yesterday
the A. M. P. A. weekly luncheon
the Boulevard.

the way from his
the West to address
advertising men and tell them
he put over his now famous

itropolis

the Keystone revivals
extensive knowledge
values.

in

Point~~s

on Theater Operation Some
Striking One-Sheets
Zlem Deneker, the famous ex•itor
from Pneumonia, Nev., de-

31em came

sub-

Hollywood.
Messrs.
Price
and
Aitken are of the opinion that Sid
Chaplin will prove valuable to them

of

Deneker a Hit
M.

The

jects will be sent to Chaplin at once,
and it is possible that work will be
carried on at Charlie's studio in

(Continued on Page 6)

yes the A.

to Prepare
for State

Sam Goldwyn
Elmer Clifton's stupendous production of "the golden days of whaling,"
as Lawrence Reid of the Motion Pi-.ture News described "DOWN TO

from the

returned

He

coast yesterday.
bassador.

is

at

the

Am-

Wallace Reid Dead
THE FILM DATLY)
Los Angeles Wallace Reid died

THE SEA

IN SHIPS" in his enthusiastic review, will prove one of
the greatest money makers you have had the opportunity of booking for a
long time.
Ifs a Hodkinson Picture. Advt.

(Special to

—

—

a

in

private sanitarium yesterday.

all

in

of theaters.
Mr. Deneker
a
decided impression.
His
:ute observations on film methods,
d his keen insight into the evils,
cuit

Joe Keller Here
Joe Keller, sales representative of
United Artists in Cincinnati, is in
town.

Dillon Off For Coast

Edward Dillon is en route to
coast to make "Broadway Gold"

Film Players' Ball Tonight
the
for

Truart.

ide

Sada Cowan Joins Lasky

The Film

Players' Club. Inc.. will
hold a ball at Terrace Garden tonight as a move to secure funds to
build a clubhouse.

Lynch Plans Another Trip
THE FILM DAILY)
Fox To Take Over Central?
Atlanta The Weekly Film Review
Los Angeles-— Sada Cowan has
eged and otherwise, existent in the
It is reported that Fox will take
lustry met with spontaneous ap- been added to the Paramount scen- reports that S. A. Lynch plans an- over the Central theater for firstother trip abroad, and that he will
luse.
Scattered around the dining ario staff on contract.
runs.
John Zanft, of the Fox
sail from New York early next week.
om were the home-brewed oneoffices, is out of town and in his
"Trilby" Through 1st Nat'l
eets concocted
by Clem.
They
absence no comment would be made
(Special to THE FILM DATLY)
Warners Don't Seek Tie-up
ought many laughs.
No one at the Shubert offices
there.
Clem said:
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Los Angeles In an advertisement
could be reached for a statement.
"Fellow moving picture people, I certainly
over his signature in the Mid-winter
Los Angeles Warner Bros.
glad to be here today because I got a
Bros, authorize the statement that
:ssage from the Exhibitors of the Almost edition of the Times, Richard Wal"U" Forms Sales Cabinet
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

—

l

ir

West

ton Tully states that "Trilby" will
be released through First National.

for you.

His String
know how busy you people are and I
going to try to mention all the cornlints I could mention if I wanted to get
"I

it

aint
talking as an
hibitor with one theater.
I got five thea•s and a
depot.

or

'ty

personal.

I

"I got the Elite at Pneumonia, the Smellsd at Split Lip, the Fivecentodean at Lepsy, the Garageo at
Broken Sock and the
?

new

Union

Pacific

meeting

rooms

at

mper, Nevada.
So you see you are listento a circuit
f
owner.
wife is the
:asurer and secretary and I am the man-

My

er.

"We

exhibitors have got troubles.
'You producers don't realize it for you
around New York and believe what your
ess agents
tell
you about your pictures
ing great.
But you can't believe your
(Continued on Page 4)
'

Short Stuff Number Feb. 19
Best kind of an ad buy.

Interested in "Legit"

Film

Merger

they are not interested
of a

merger or

other

company

men

evidenced considerable
contemplated booking arrangement between A. L. Erlanger and the Shuberts in the legitimate field.

Young

nothing to

is

THE FILM DAILY)

— Fred

Creswell

will

name

Enterprise Dist. Sold
(Special to

as-

W.

Quillian

THE FILM DAILY)

who

Universal has reorganized its sales
plans so that control will be vested in
a sales cabinet composed of Art
The
Schmidt and four assistants.
latter will have
their territories

it.

Atlanta—The

Atlanta

the

S.

A.

Lynch Enter-

prises have sold the Enterprise Dist.
Corp. to William K. Jenkins and John

Creswell in the South
(Special to

any sort

with any

A
business.
of James
with the Warners, but there
in

local report linked the

interest over the

in

affiliation

intend operating the

complete charge in
and will have power

to approve contracts without submitMeetting them to the home office.
ings will be held four times a year.

The company yesterday announced
new series of nine features to be
known as Capitol features. They will
a

En- be "The Prisoner." "The Rolted
sume supervision over the five ex- various exchanges themselves.
"The Midnight
"Gossip "
in- Door,"
an
changes taken over by Famous Play- terprise has been conducted as
Good
He suc- dependent distributor by Lynch with Guest." "Single Handed." "His
ers under the Lynch deal.
"Trimmed
Bride."
"Nobodv's
Name."
OrNew
Charlotte.
ceeds L. L. Dent, who will probably offices in Atlanta,
Gibson feature,
a
be connected with the theater organ- leans. Oklahoma City, Dallas, Omaha in Scarlet" and
undetermined.
name
Kansas
City.
and
ization.
Short Stuff!

How?

The answer:

Film

Why?
Daily

What?
Feb.

19

Tel! the waiting world
Short Stuff Edition Feb

in

19

Advertise!

Advertise!

All short stuff Feb.

19

;

THE

-a&n

an

DAILV

1>e

title

of

"The Curse

of

Drink"

has been changed to "The Curse."

and

D.
W. Griffith will make his
headquarters at the Brunton studio,
Miami, when he shoots exteriors for
"The White Rose."

President and Editor
Toseph
J W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

Earlier in the week, Ralph Hayes
of the M. P. P. D. A., delivered an
address before the National Ass'n of
Book Publishers at the Yale Club.
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

West 44th

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

Y„

York, N.

FILM FOLKS,

WID'S FILMS

by

St.,

INC.

Dannenberg,

this

Address

communications

all

DAILY,

71-73

condition

West 44th

—
1603.
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Aye., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Cliehy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
Filmschau,
(Czecho-Slo1.

Prague

tionale
vakia),
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High

Low

Close

93%
84

95
8534

5%

Loew's

...

1854

18^

5V8

900

18^4

1,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

been

default
filed

and

Max

Amusement

Ginsberg on notes.

Justice Hartman has
City
dismissed a suit of Frederick H. Lincoln against the Erbograph Co. and

Court

William A. Jamieson for $800 because
he failed to prosecute it. He sued on
the ground that the defendants converted to their own use five reels of
Edison Educational films.

Buys "Captain of Souls"
Edgar Wallace's "Captain of Souls"
has been purchased for production by
Goldwyn.

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mae Murray's next
(Special to

—

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

Bell

West

19th St.

Wttkfau 7260-7461

Bryant

then
demonstration.

If

A

a

new

Daily.

and Howell Camera 170 Degree
Shutter. For Cash.
FARINA and OGLE
Art Titles
430 Claremont Parkway

Will be'dismantled in

H.

Room

J.

30 days if

Klutho,

I

WEST

42nd ST;'./-'

-

Nkw

^DTCK

BRYANT 7812'."
WHEN YOU THINkBf
FOREIGN

THlfrK" OF

:INT&lR-ap^:N

4f[tttcmrc dUrrpm-athiu

not sold

Owner

RESOURCES $5,000,000
-

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

at

42nd Street, N. Y.

You Were Offered
Gold Mine—

What would you do? We are

offering you a Golden Opportunity

THE PREFERRED
Pictures with 100 per cent box

Get them

office value,

now

booking.

.

8.

Here they

are:

RICH MEN'S WIVES

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS

Gasnier

Gasnier

THE HERO

POOR MEN'S WIVES

Gasnier

Gasnier

ARE YOU A FAILURE?

THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK

Tom Forman

Tom Forman

SHADOWS

APRIL SHOWERS

Tom Forman

Tom Forman

NOW and

cash in on your crowds.

Produced by
Preferred Pictures
B. P. Schulberg, President.

of

N T E R-O C EAN B UILD^KG

218

401 St. James Building
Jacksonville, Florida.
No coal needed, no snow and ice.
Cheapest electric juice in the
Country only 2 cents a kilowatt.

Teleview

iDisfribu/e/i

Inter-Ocfan Film Corporation

Cooper-Hewitts hard lights and
laboratory located on valuable
ground in heart of city. Cost
$65,000. Will sell at a sacrifice.
Reasonable amount in cash balance on time.

how

and

action.

MOTION PICTURES

KLUTHO STUDIO IN FLORIDA
FOR SALE

the industry has advanced.
Among the pictures shown will be
"The Great Train Robbery," a Pickford release, various strips of colored
films,

feature.

S-2 c/o Film

Internationa/

0984-0985

Phone Bingham 2100

Albany Fred G. Sliter field manager for First National, stopped off
long enough to supervise the construction of a home that he is building, and then proceeded west on a
tour of exchanges.

sl-'ow

Ameri-

5-reel

out-door

feet of selected shots

THE FILM DAILY)

T.

ART TITLES

Box

St.

on Exchange Trip

(Special to

made

Great bargain for quick

back as 1897, negative and posimade available for your

Phone

will

Sliter

new

High-class,

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

After Exteriors
B. Buffum, location man for
Atlantic Features, leaves for the West
Indies tomorrow to secure locations
for the company's next feature. Jack
Dillon will direct for Arrow release.

NEGATIVE FOR SALE

was

are now
requirements.

tive,

There

Co.

Vitagraph contract.

the

to

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

will be a revival of a numjudgment for $1,745 has ber of old films at a special showing
in
the Supreme Court at the Selwyn tonight in order to

against the Nickroll

W. 42nd

Over two million

Film Revival Tonight

In the Courts
A

220

picture

"French Doll" Next

1,000
3,000

Not quoted

Griffith

sent

prints

Anr.,?unces the closing of a contract
giv.i.g it exclusive sales rights on the

Sales

Not quoted

the

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

be "The French Doll,"
which is expected to be in production
for about three months.

Quotations

of

by the company to be the
William in exile at Doom.

said
first of
is

picture

East. Kod. 9SJ4
F. P.-L. .. 853^
do pfd
Goldwyn .. 5j4

The

Exile" shortly.

in

son signed a contract with Univers

can

as far

Kaiser

encloses a letter sent to

valueless.

Hodkinson Has Kaiser Film
Hodkinson will release "The Ex-

S.

Duncan Signs With "U"
William Duncan and Edith Joh

so rainy that the entire subject

Through Charles Walton, Lucille
La Verne and Jane Thomas have been
engaged for D. W, Griffith's "The
to THE FTLM
St., New York.
White Rose," now in production.

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

192:

to

American. Horn says not only were
hundreds of feet missing, but the
titles
were so short and the film

free) United States.
Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months $3.00.
months, $5.00
3
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
;

office,

19,

him by Frank Horn, manager of the yesterday to star in serials. Th<
American theater at Columbus, Ind., leave for the coast in a few days
embodying a complaint against the finish the unexpired term of the

Terms (Postage
of

Friday, January

Complains of Bad Prints
Frank Rembusch, in a letter

Guts and Flashes

?r~*

BHWJUH.Il"

Ah LICHTMAN
President Al Lichtman Corporation,
1650 Broadway New York.
,

City

—
;

Friday, January
peoples minds off it and
from the audience.

Deneker a Hit
(Continued from Page 1)
ess agents any more than we can use the
uff they send us to advertise.
"While I aint got no newspapers in any

my
t

towns,

am

I

glad

of

couldn't

I

it.

any of the trash sent me into them so that
wont kick on the publicity, but the big
are terrible.

tergrafs

"When

Universal
salesman
came
rough Pneumonia and got me to sell my
neral merchandising store, he only told me
that

Marcus Loew was and how much

rich

iw

aney W'"'am Fox had.
He didn't tell me
out the million guys that didn't have a
Well, I bought the Elite theater out
ckel.
Pneumonia and turned it from a stable
temple of movies and changed the
to a
lole interior.
That is, I took out the stalls,
didn't need them, there was too many in
e business as it was so I boarded up the
:d boxes and mangers and put in chairs.
I
ing paper bells from the ceiling
in fact I

—

ent

a

lot

of

money on improvement and

ened with Pathe weekly, because I heard it
lyed the Strand for fifty-two weeks.
Well
I put out two one sheets
advertised heavy.
painted myself.
at
I
And fixed up my
That is I put the other one sheet
bby.
Ere.

"Well I packed the house. It was a
I
jnderful opening.
got eighty-one seats
the theater and I sold eighty tickets.
y wife sat in the other seat so I could say
Well, imagine how
ery seat was sold out.
ugh I felt when the print gets in and I
id its a one reeler and no drama in it.

"The audience went away sore as hell.
"I made a speech and said that the other
re spools must a got lost in the express
ice, and that seemed to satisfy the cusmers for I heard one of them say that if
c other spools was like the one they saw
ank God they was lost.

What

the

my

running the thea-

feller from Famous Players came in
hearing that an exhibitor named Glickin up in Detroit was suing them for their
:tures I figures they must be pur'ty good,
I did business with him.
He showed me a
t of 41 pictures, the years output he called
and suggested some of them for me. He
Id me that I would make a mistake showing
eir pictures every
week in the year and
ggested that I leave the week before Xmas
en for First National pictures.
That if I
In't do well that week with First National,
could take all my stuff from him the next
ar.
Well I let him pick out ten pictures
start with, I git the first one the next
Dnth, after the Rialto theater, its called
listress of the World."
Then I get Caruso
two pictures, Fred Stone the comical in
o pictures and the salesman said that if I
inted something to fill in he would give me
Fatty Arbuckles but that if I was wise
said I would not advertise these but surise the customers.
I forget the others but

a

d

6y

come

right

from

Broadway

to

Pneu-

}nia.

"I had a couple of bad experiences with picres,

"Course I don't propose to tell you all
to make pictures, that's your business
but I think I can talk on publicity and the
kind of junk we get to work with.

how

"I

to be quoted to your
dont know when one of
to help me put a
picture over, but we sure get the bad end of
it every time we fall for press stuff and pay
for it.
I think the stuff is lousy.
Of course
if you fellows dont know what lousy means,

men

too.

called

"The Flour

of Minneapolis" and
with the Washburn

suggested a tie-up
osby Company, and I wrote them.
Well,
me a lot of liftergrafs. Here's one.
ell,
I don't know what was wrong but I
in't
have one paid admission. Later I
und every one sayin' eventually not now.
ey sent

—

Real Exploitation
"That's the last publicity I used that was
at to me.
I played a picture called "The
Sherman's Child" and tied up with the
mtral Market.
It was the biggest night I
d.
I bought forty herrings for two cents
piece, they were a little old and a can of
uerdines.
I gave a herring to each grown
adult and a sauerdine to each child.
The
:ture wasn't so good but the fish kept the
1

for

KEYSTONE

I

them might be sent out

I

—

you

will tell

its

that a picture

is

a classic

on Broadway, a masterpiece in Chicago, a
knockout at Des Moines and then we get
behind it and starve to death.
"Well, I got stuck on a superfeature that
was put over by a guy named Arthur Leslie
whose writing his memorial for the movie
weekly and called "The Truth Ar; ut Blades"
and after hearing his stuff tied up with the
local drug store and made a big display in the
window of Gillette safety razor blades, had
signs put up in the part about blades of
grass spent almost $3 and figured I'd play
to capacity, which is 81 people.
I paid Vitagraph $5 for first run being the only theater in town, and am, as I said, countin' on
capacity, when what happened?
Five of the
people in town is sick in bed, without
knowin'
it,
Ike
me
Hardscrabble gets run
over on a coal tipple and his wife is took
down with nervousness, for fear he aint going
to die, being as she would collect insurance,
five people who is visiting from Excema has a
fight with the people they're visiting
bingo,
my gross receipts is all shot to hell and I
lose 80 cents on the night.

COMEDY REVIVAL

—

—

SYDNEY CHAPLIN

—

"Now that's why programme pictures is
better for us small circuit owners than big
superpictures like Vitagraph turns out.
Saturday Shows

will re-edit

and

re-title

the

first

KEYSTONE COMEDIES

"Of

course,
I
make dough sometimes.
now Selznick give me a good break.
advertised that for every World film
feature we booked he would give us one for
nothing and I fell for it. I gets busy and
ties up for 10 features for Wednesday nights
my middle of the week show which I am supposed to pay $2 for and then I gets ten
Saturday night shows for nothing so after
the contract is signed, I find that summer's
come on and I only play the Saturday night
shows which I got free gratis and I played
eight of them before the exchange is hep
and made a little money, so that now I am
sure that Selznick is about the only friend

—

—

—

who makes money

for exhibitors.

"Well, I dont want to take up too much
time, but there's one instance where I got
the bad end of it.
the new house at

That was when

I

bought

Elephantaisis.
I
didn't
know when I bought it that the roof leaked
and that when it rained I couldn't sit no
people in the early rows, that is the first seven
rows in front. There was nine rows altogether on the first floor and there wasn't
no balcony. Well, I rents a picture from
Metro and pays $2.50 for it for first run.
The night I plays it, it starts in raining like
helland only 20 people could come in, as
the whole early part of the house is drippin'
now, there's the idea should I git a kick back
from Metro or must I hafent to pay the
whole two fifty. That's one of the reasons
of my trip east here, besides coming to give
any ideas I got on how to put it over. I
want to say also that I enjoy reading the catalogues like the Moving Picture News and
World and Exhibitors Herald and get a lot
of laughs out of them for we dont git no

to

be released by

us.

The exhibitors of America know that
Mr. Chaplin has been instrumental in
the preparation of the greatest

comedy

successes ever made.

Sydney Chaplin knows comedy.

—

Theaters are warned against the use

—

—

Sunday papers out our
they arrives.

way

Thursday,

till

"I guess I owe my being famous to
nenbergs catalogue, for I been swamped
since my first letter was run in
catalogue.
And besides that, I grabbed
other theaters and a depot since I was
letters

of

dupes or unauthorized prints of these

subjects, as all violations will be vigor-

ously prosecuted.

if

Danwith
that
four
first

published.

TRI-STONE PICTURES,

Wants His Shows

"I rented a film from an independent salesin

want

wouldn't

publicity

He

the news gets spread around the
Sees that a live guy was in the business at
leumonia and pretty soon salesmen started
come in and talk about mail. I got more
lil myself in one week
than the Pneumonia
st office ever handled in two years before,
got so many press sheets I started to post
em up in the lobby, then inside the theater
and the people that came to see the picture
ed to walk around the room and read them.
ell
when I finds that the customers is
tting a lot of laughs out of the press
oks, why I started only posting ten or
elve a week at that rate 1 got enough to
it
me a couple years. You'd be surprised
w good the jokes go.

"Well, to get back to

had good reviews

This here

Mail Brought

"Well,

:,

I

1923

19,

"I came to New York to get about 30
feature supers to run me a couple of months,
as I can't depend on my show gettin' in,
in time, I missed three holidays Xmas week.
And one show I missed when I was to play
"Dead or Alive" and spent more'n a dollar
tie-ing
up with a fertilizer company to
spread fertilizer all over the street in front of
the theater and going out and renting a
skunk to turn loose in the lobby. The show
didn't get in and I was sunk for six bucks
beside the skunk using his display all over
the lobby.

"Well,

I

hope

ideas on how to
build up business

get near

and

call

I gave you fellows some
run a circuit and how to

and say
Pneumonia any

on us."

that
time,

if

any of you

why be

sure

Inc.

STRAUS BUILDING
565 FIFTH AVENUE,

TRIANGLE
PICTURES

NEW YORK

H. E. Aitken
G;xar A. Price

CITY

KEYSTONE
COMEDIES

Box Office f

Everything for the
A

tempestuous love in
strong in them
and tense dramatic appeal, and
rich in oriental atmosphere.
tale

desert

Norma

\

\
\

of

places

.

—

Talmadge,

the

screen's

greatest emotional actress, in one
of her finest dramatic roles.

Eugene O'Brien, one of the most
popular screen idols, heading a
supporting cast \vhich includes
such sterling players as Edwin
Stevens, Winter Hall, Claire

Brey and

Lillian

Du

Lawrence.

A

story known to millions through
Robert Hichens' famous novel and

stage success.

Produced with the touch and the
of a master artist, Frank

finish

Lloyd,

director

of

"Smilin'

Through," who personally directed
and supervised this picture.

*<

Adapted by one of the most sucFrances

cessful scenario writers,

Marion.

Photographed by Antonio Gaudio
and Norbert Brodin.

mam

bring
them in, and the picture will send
them out happy.

You've got everything to

A

stolen

kiss— and her

husband stepped

in I

Joseph *M.Schenck.
presents

ATE

^voice from the
v cMinaret"
FIRST

NATIONAL

A IKiat

Ylational

"Picture

— ——

—

—— —

—

— —

EUGENE H.QOTH presents

NTMC BK GAME

WITH CUN
AND CAMERA
By H. A. SNOW
INTO PHENOMENAL

SWEEPS

SUCCESS OVERNIGHT
:*X

What the Foremost CriticsSayAboutlt>

Lion

Game
with Gun and

"In 'Hunting Big
in

Africa

Camera,' H. A. Snow poked
his camera right up under
the noses of the wildest

animals

MLklkJ.

l

l «,(<«..'.

Wild Buck

jungles

of

the

African

and came

away

with pictures of the whites
of the beasts' eyes. This

"A

Picture which thrilled, delighted and entertained us as much as anything in years. It is absolutely fascinating from the
opening shots of over a
million penguins flying into the ocean to the closeup
of a giant African elephant charging into the

camera.

is

in

all

we

consider this the best film

an extraordinary film."
Quinn Martin, N. Y.

entertainment

in

New

York today."—P. W. Gal-

World.

Baboon

All

lico in

Daily

News

"The most complete
which means the most instructive and the most

Elephant

—motion

picture
ever
made. The beautiful, the
ugly, the swift, the ungainly
they are there,
singly and in herds, at
water holes and darting
across the plain or diving
into
the jungle under-

thrilling
of wild

animal

life

—

Giraffe

growth. Comedy is introduced to relieve the tense
action." J. O. Spearing,
N. Y. Times.

"Most satisfying pictures of wild animal life yet taken." Don Allen, Eve. World.
"More drama in a single reel than in a bale of Hollywood productions."
N. Y. Times.
"By all means see this picture and take the children, for if you don't
they'll never forgive you, if they ever find out about this show."

—

Daily News.
Big Game in Africa' are

"All the excitement, thrills and chills of 'Hunting
No one between the ages of seven and seventy should miss this picture."
N. Y. Eve. Post.
"A marvelous panorama of wild life." Evening Mail.
"No Zoo in the world is able to produce as large a number of wild animals as
these pictures show." Louella O. Parsons, Morning Telegraph.
"A vivid record of the thrills and chills of the jungle."
Rose Pelswick in N. Y. American.
"In the midst of most exciting adventures one suddenly realizes that during all
this hazard the camera was there bravely cranking, cranking, cranking."
N. Y. Eve. Journal.
"An example of the cin"The flat statement pre"The most fascinating
dicting a long showing for
animal picture ever seen. ema at its best. A more
'Hunting Big Game in
uniformly interesting and
It even exceeds in enterthrilling
set
Africa
with Gun and Camsensationally
Paul
J.
tainment power
era' is based on a number
of pictures has not been
Rainey's classic. It is exin
foremost of
of things,
humorous. shown on Broadway
and
citing
It crowds
which are these: Tense,
a day.
many
Crashes between the Fliv- more real drama into its
thrilling moments, punctuver and wart hog are
ten reels than 90 per cent
ated with mirth provoking
funnier than the antics of
scenes and great lessons
of so called super-speLloyd or Chaplin.
cials."
from nature."
E. V. Durling in
there.

Rhinoceros

W

.idtllliuiJ

Stanley Crane

Camel

—

N. Y. Sun.

Game

—Eve.

the Globe.

Telegram.

Gun and Camera'

has virtually swept the town off
The press went wild over the picture and stated it was the biggest entertainment
its feet.
in New York."— Variety of January 12th.
" 'Hunting Big

in Africa

LYRIC
DDir'irc.
Jr inICJId:

with

THEATRE
42nd STREET
West

nights
matinees

of

25c,

Broadway

Twice Today and Twice Every

Day

including Sundays 2:30-8:30

50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
25c, 50c, 75c! ««»d $1.00

ALL SEATS
RESERVED

Gnu

THE

ItrU*^

May

Coast Brevities

Ohio Receptive
(Continued from Page

da
DAILY

(Special to

1)

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Some

credence is
placed in the reports that the question of local censorship may be revived. The opinion is evidently based
on the resolution passed by the Fri-

day Morning Club frowning on the
reappearance on the screen of any
with the development of the busiactor whose life and habits "are
severely
for
notoriously immoral."
The resoluness of the new company.
Neal Hart recently.
tion was aimed at Arbuckle and was
The following officers were elected:
forwarded to the citv council.
John Bowers heads the supporting
President, M. C. Smith, Toledo; vicecast
"The
Tinsel
Harvest,"
being
of
president at large, A. C. Hettsinger,
sections

the

of

state

in

Cincinnati; vice-presidents

David L.

Wm.

M. James,

made

"stunt" man,
injured while doubling

Mason,

F. B. O. has in preparation a
ture called "Daytime Wives."

at the

was

MADE TO ORDER
Commercial Developing and

Rpjacker

The following resolution commending the action of Governor Smith, of

.

effect

law

the

was

in

of

repeal

passed

his

the

amid

efforts

to

censorship
engreat

thusiasm.
"Whereas, our national President, Sydney
S. Cohen, has personally communicated to
the information that Govthis convention

ernor Alfred E. Smith, of New York State,
elected on a platform which opposed the
censorship of motion pictures, sent a message to the legislature of that state recently
strongly recommending the repeal of the law
creating a censorship board in that state and,

Youne

Clara Kimball

Woman

"The

Now

at 203-5

W.

40th St.

OWN LABORATORY

In our

and

STUDIO

Jjjr

die *pu ^buying

ERNEST ST^RN%
The Titleman
PhQpls/P^nn. 2373-2374

about profits p

-

of

has finished

Bronze" and

CHROMOS TRADING

will

take a short vacation before starting
work on her next picture.

1123 Broadway

James Morrison has been selected
play a part in "The Little Girl
Next Door," the Blair Conan produc-

Suite

which

will

be

made

in

"Therefore, be it resolved by the Motion
Picture Theater Owners of Ohio in state
convention assembled in the City of Colum-

commend the action thus taken by
Governor Smith and thank him on behalf
of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of
Ohio, and wish him the fullest measure of
success in this and other announced moves
calculated to advance the interest of the
people of New York State and through the
example and moral influence of which the
welfare of all the people of the United States

bus,

will

expression.

Wednesday, January 17 1923, that we

'Phone Chelsea 8264

CASH AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY FOR
RELIABLE

York

lic

616

Chicago.

Charles Stumar will turn the crank
on a series of comedy dramas to be
produced by Hugh Drieker at the
Fine Arts Studios. Work on the first
official
with
this
conformity
in
"Whereas,
program of Governor Smith's hills have been of the series has iust been started.
introduced in the Senate and House in New
H. E. GAUSMAN.
the repeal of this

State providing for
censorship law, and are being pressed to
passage through the influence of Governor
Smith and other officials interested in preserving for the people the freedom of the
press, and that of all other agencies of pub-

CO.

to

tion,

PROPOSITIONS

heartily

Investigate

!

be conserved."

A CONTRACT TO EXHIBIT
THE WOMAN
IN C H A I N S
By EDWARD OWINGS TOWNE
SUNSHINE OF PARADISE ALLEY
DENMAN THOMPSON

(Ready

Now)

(In Construction)

Bv

THE FIRE PATROL— By Hawkins & Barber
LIFE OF AN ACTRESS— By Langdon McGormack
TOO RICH TO MARRY— By Edward Owings Towne
THE FATAL NIGHT— By Hal Read

DRIVEN FROM HOME— By Hal Read
LOST IN NEW YORK— By Leonard Grover
THE LAND OF THE LIVING— By Martin J. Harvey

YOUR MOTHER AND MINE—By Gromar
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND— By Charles Reade
IS

EVIDENCE OF GOOD SHOWMANSHIP

AMALGAMATED EXCHANGES OF AMERICA,
Foreign Rights Controlled
729

By

Seventh

Printing

Film Mfg. Company'

term.

State,

pi

Ince studios.

Jane Novak has started work on a
Dunlevy, picture, the name of which has not as
P.
Akron; secretary, Al. F. Kinzeler, yet been decided upon.
Dayton; treasurer, John T. Kumler,
Toledo. Executive committee: Judge
Jess Robbins will start work soon
G. H. Foster, Marion; Henry Biebei- on a new comedy-drama for Vitason, Jr., Delaware; Wesley H. Preil, graph, at the Fine Arts studio.
Norwalk; Fred N. Tynes, Portsmouth; John A. Schwalen, Hamilton;
Anderson Smith is the latest addiW. Trunk, Youngstown. tion to the cast of "The Abysmal
Joseph
This is president Smith's second Brute," starring Reginald Denny.

New York

192:

connection

Bud

Shumann, Cleveland;
James
Columbus;

19,

"Daytime Wives" Coming

Revive L. A. Censors

(Special to

Harry D. Brown,
Hollywood
from among the leading theater ownAr- with Metro for some months, is
ers of the key cities of Ohio.
back at Universal City as electrical
rangements were made for other chief.
He will supervise work on
meetings of exhibitors in different "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."

Friday, January

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM
Avenue, New York City

GO.

„

„

1540

Inc.

^
BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.

(e BRADSTREET

jfeRECDQIIZEft

/* FILHDOM

Authority

XXIII

No. 19

Price 5 Cents

Order Modified

Produce

arlos to

Valentino Wins Point Before Appellate Division
New Order Likely
The Appellate Division of the

Association With Wilto Enter Business

Long

is

Saturday, January 20, 1923

im Fox

—

For Himself
for many years aswith William Fox, has reto enter the production field

Supreme Court yesterday ordered the

Carlos,

;d

injunction secured by
ers against

mself.

In paragraph one of the words "or
otherwise" eliminated.
In paragraph two the words "or
rendering any services for himself or
on his own account" eliminated.
In paragraph three, the words "or
any other business of any kind or
class whatsoever" eliminated.
It was taken for granted yesterday

the Gordon Edwards unit,
made "Nero" and "The Shep-

of

he will make big

ctions.

has had many years of exHis long
the industry.

los

that these revisions meant that Valentino could go to work for interests

in

ce

with Fox Film gave him
edge of every branch of the infrom the launching of exes and theater operation to the
of production.
ion

aside from Famous Players provided
he did not attempt to go into pictures
or on the speaking stage, as long as
the Famous contract existed.
As a' result of the decision it is
understood that a new order will be

'

i

Son Killed

Naulty's

N. Naulty, 18-year old son,
N. Naulty, studio manager" of

les

ctive Prod.,

Inc.,

was

early in the
sled accident.

N.

;e,

J.,

killed in
week in

picture as colorful and as pulsating in its dancing and knifing as "Secrets
of Paris,' should, according to past records, stand them up in the Cameo
all this week and next, if it remains that long." Quinn Martin in the
N. Y. World. His prediction became a fact. Advt.

"A

—

Woolwine Declines Offer
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Attorney
District
Angeles
wine announces that he is no
considering seriously the offer
to act as head of an insimilar
to
dent organization
of the Hays organization.

him

On His Own
THE FILM DAILY)

O. Buys "Lights Out"
F. B.
O. has purchased screen
Out,"
which
rights
"Lights
to
F.

— Emil

lin

recently ran at the Vanderbilt.
other purchase is "Knight of

the

E.

F.

Davidson
producing company.
svered his connections with the
to

A.,

.

new company.

oduced

the

Range" by William Wallace.

The Friars will tender a dinner
One of
tonight to Fred S. Murphy.
the features on the program is a
comedy featuring 30 Friars,
film

among them,

Will

A

Planned One With Reid
It

first.

is

expected that the death

not

Wallace Reid will cause any
changes of importance in the Para-

of

Ban
to THE FILM DAILY)
Wis. Has the mayor

Fighting Serial
Special

erior,

:gal

—

right or authority to pro-

from being shown in
This question will
have to be answered by the
as a result of Mayer Fred
serials

statement to the
any type must
le shown in
Superior theaters.
r declares in his statement that
will be no exceptions to this
I, that the good serials must not
iiown because the succeeding
night not be so good.
issuing

a

!

American debut
which

tween now and September, he was
to appear in one, "A Gentleman of

this year,

according

Intercontinental Pictures Agency,

list

The

will

them.
"Polikushka,"

distribute

first

is

taken

from Tolstoy's novel.

Leisure."

Plans for Better Films
1st

Nat'l

Committee Meeting

,

that serials of

Moscow Art Actors in Films
Members of the Moscow Art Theater appear in four films made in
Russia, and designed to make their
to

In the
for the year.
of 39 pictures to be released be-

The executive committee of First
Those
National is now in session.
attending are Robert Lieber, Indianapolis;

Moe Mark, New York;

Katz, Chicago; Abe Blank, Des
Moines, E. V. Richards, New OrHarry Schwalbe, New
leans and
York.

Sam

filed and when this is argued it is
understood that Famous Players will
make an effort to include in the injunction a clause preventing Valentino
from appearing publicly in

dances.

understood that under the deValentino can make phonograph records, or do any of a number
of things other than appear publicly.
The dancing point promises to be a
strong one, and much stress will be
It is said that Valenlaid upon this.
tino has been offered $5,000 a week
by the Keith circuit to do a dancing
It is

cision

act in vaudeville.

Gasnier Film at Criterion
Al Lichtman arranged yesterday
for "Poor Men's Wives," a Gasnier
Prod., to open for a run at the Crifollowing
28,
on
terion
Jan.
"Salome."

mount schedule

theaters?

r

—

Los Angeles It is understood that
Jack Dempsey will return to pictures
shortly, and that a contract is now
drawn up awaiting his signature.

Rogers.

of

screen
of one of Schiller's plays will

rig's
<n

become manager

An-

Friars Give Dinner

Jannings, formerly
A., has started his

Dempsey Plans More Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

B.

Jannings
Special to

Famous Play-

Rodolph Valentino modi-

fied in three instances as follows:

no details regarding the
:ing scheme are available, it is
lated that in view of the exexperience Carlos has had
e
ent months, as producing manile

iCing" abroad,

1

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Hartford, Conn.— The Connecticut
Co-operative Ass'n for Better Films,
Inc., was formed here in order to
review motion pictures shown in
this state and recommend only those
that appeal as suitable for exhibition.
Some exhibitors are reported in
sympathy with the plan.

At Famous Players pending the
reading of the decision no statement
was made. Arthur Butler Graham,
counsel for Valentino was out of the
city yesterday, but at his office it was
stated no one cared to make any comment in his absence.
Efforts towards patching up the
difficulties between Valentino and Famous Players have been made recently by interested friends of both
Valentino and Adolph Zukor, but to
date they have failed of consummation.

Back Monday
Cohen and Mike J.
O'Toole, of the M. P. T. O., are
expected back from the M. P. T. O.
of Ohio convention on Monday.
Sydney

S.

Another Drop in F. P. Common
There was another sharp drop in

common stock yesclosing quotation was
2% points below Thursday's
About 20,400 shares changed

Famous

Players

terday.
83y2 or

The

close.

hands.

.

THE

a

—i—
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Some

the

of

startling

(Special to

one-sheets

Washington
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— $750,000

worth

r imn

ii

San Francisco News

Film Exports

Exploitation

mm

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

of

San Francisco R. A. McNeil.
conceived by Clem Deneker, of the film was exported from this country
H. Emmick and M. Naify are
reproduced during the month of October, ac- incorporators of the Monterey
circuit,
are
Deneker
Thi
VeL XXIII No. 19 Saturday, Jan. 20. t923 Price 5 Cents
them cording to figures just made known aters Co., with a capital of $50,00
brought
Air. Deneker
below.
Bureau of Foreign and and
by the
the Merced Theater Co., wit
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks. with him from Pneumonia. New, and
Domestic Commerce.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
a capital of $150,000.
They ha\
P.
A.
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and displayed them at the A. M.
purchased the Park, Globe, Freemor
FILM FOLKS, INC.
luncheon on Thursday.
Coast Photoplayers' Exchange
Bell, Casino and Fruitvale in Oal
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manland
from N. Mamlar. Several
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
POLICY
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Los Angeles It is reported here the houses will be made larger.
Catered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
By Clem Deneker
that an official of a prominent prothe act of March 3, 1879.
Ferris Hartman and Paul Steii
Deneker Circuit of Theaters
ducing organization has launched
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
on when I adv. a plans for the formation of a large dorf have secured control of tl
now
From
Foreign
onths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
can de- central photoplayers' exchange, to Rivoli for four years.
Subscribers should remit with order. picture is in 5 spools you
$15.00.
No more booking cats be opened about March 15. NegotiaAddress all communications to THE FILM pend on it.
Fred Weis, formerly manager
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York. bags without I see the picture ahead. tions to obtain the American Legion
N. Y. ; Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4SS2-5538.
the Warfield, has gone to Kans;
Stadium
to
house
the
organization,
tomorrow,
York
for
New
leave
I
Bollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
City.
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood and Mrs. Deneker will be in charge. which, it is said, is supported by
1603.
films direct every studio in Hollywood, are now
the
best
guarantee
I
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S.
Sol Lesser is remodeling and r
from the studios when I get back. under way.
Wabash Are.

MY

.

]

i

—

i

—
—
Representative
—Ernest
London
man. The Film Renter. 53a
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film,
Clichy.

W. FredShaftesbury

am

I

New Lyceum.

decorating his

new melodeum

also getting a

and an old experienced player who
Asks $10,000 Damages
1.
Roos Bros, are planning the ere
Nothing to souper for
42 Rue de sings also.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion of a large house on Grand Avi
Friends can
the Deneker Circuit.
Findlay, O.
E. B. Gilmore, op- near B'way, Oakland.
European Representative InternaCentral
you
Filmschau,
Prague (Crecho-Slo- address me, c/o Film Daily, if
tionale
erating the Marvin, has -filed suit
vakia), Wenzelsplata.
have any suggestions to make.
against J. N. Doty and Rev. W. E.
The three bandits, who robbi
Hill, alleging the defendants had hurt the manager of the T. & D., at Sa
C. DENEKER,
his business to the extent of $10,000 ramento recently, have been captun
Circuit Owner.
by prosecuting
him on Sunday here. Sales
High
Low Close
opening charges.
1,000
East. Kod. 9Sy2 93*/4 95
Mayor Rodabaugh has ordered
Blanche Sweet in "Tess"
82^ S3y2 20,400
F. P.-L. .. 85
that
all
picture
theaters
remain /^ (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Specialties
Not quoted
do pfd
closed on Sundays, pursuant to the
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan a
900
/Soldwyn .. SY%
$ lA
5\i
Zither Solos
recently passed ordinance, until a nounces that Blanche Sweet will pi;
Not quoted
Griffith
Pythian Sisters Choir
grand jury decrees otherwise.
Sev- Tess in "Tess of the Duberville;
1,500
Loew's ... 18^4 18f£ 18^
Elks quartet (4 people).
eral petitions have been filed by the- which he will produce for Goldwy
Not quoted
Triangle
Trio
(3
Organ
Mouth
ater owners asking that the ordinance
Not quoted
World
people).
be lifted.
Goldburg Leaves for Coast
The Basso Duo (2 people)
Jesse
J. Goldburg, president of I,
Mexico
Winship Goes to
and special
dependent Pictures Corp., left y<
Publicity.
of
until
recently
Tie-ups
William C. Winship,
terday for Oregon and Los Angel
Special
at the Los Angeles exchange has been
to start production on the first
Paramount's
offices
manager
of
made
three pictures that will be releas
Herring
Every
A
to
Grown-Up
in Mexico City.
ARBUCKLE
by Independent. Goldburg will vi
Adult
the exchange centers on his retu
in
Tonight
over
21
years
British Trade Exposition
trip.
A
Sourdine
to
Kiddies
the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
COFFEE HAPPENS"
Fish
from
Central
Market
International
First
Film
Co.
The
London
Produced by Industrial
Cinema Trades Exhibition will be
featuring
held at Olympia, from July 17 to
BROTHERS
Tonight
ARBUCKLE
Fashion Show
%xcsxi pt&xlbyevn
August 4.
and the souper-feature
(Maybe Fatty and one other)
in natural colors
Frank Newman Injured
4J|irutTtrc (Extrporatinu
in 2 spools and bring the kids.

—

—

Quotations

y

j

—

"HOW

—

(Special to

Kansas

THE FILM DAILY)
— Frank Newman

City

in a hospital in St. Joseph, in a serious condition as a result of a recent
automobile accident.

New

Shea House

(Special to

—

in

Watch

is

Buffalo?

for special

ELITE

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo It is rumored here that
Shea plans to erect* another house
to be built on Main Street, and to
be known as Shea's Metropolitan.

*

of

the
the

*

The coming screen

Ku

Klan
spread
propaganda cannot be shown in any
local theater, according to a ruling
just passed by James W. Breen,
ass't corp. counsel of this city.

(i

*

Mufflers

star

See the

8 spools

Famous Joke Book
Lobby

in

the

(&clu.<UztiarLal (J ixitcouu^

Coming Saturday
(If picture gets in)
HE. SPICE Of

THE ?ROGS.»,M

'THE FISHERMAN'S EX-WIFE"
Selznick Souper Special

42nd

Street,

N. Y.

City

220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces the closing
giving

it

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

Flannels

(Broadway Clothes Shop)

requirements.

Phone

SAME PRICES

picture of the dirty dagos of the
in

— Mittens — Red

at

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

Emporium)

COME EARLY— STAY LATE

"MY COUSIN"
underworld

Millinery

Broadway

Rubbers and Boots
(Boston Shoe Co.)

in

A

Knickerbocker Building

Fashions in Parade
Horse Blankets and Buggy Robes
(Jones Hardware Co.)
Bath Robes (1 style only)
(Mrs. Deneker)
Hats and feathers (Latest in town)
(Paris

Mr. Henrico Caruso

Klan Films Barred
THE FILM DAILY)
films

print gets in)
*

-

"WILDERNESS TAILS"

Prices.

(formerly Grogan's Stable)

(if

RESOURCES $5,000,000

and

Display.

Wednesday Night

(Special to

Chicago— Any
Klux Klan that

Window

No Higher

"BRUCE IN THE MOUNTAINS"

Store

Keyser's

Bryant

0984-0985

We AreFORReady
to Pay CAS
PRODUCTIONS OFMEP.IT
for NEW YORK CM and STATE a NORTHERN NEWdERSI
Bigger They Come
v
Better We Like Them
R.E2*6V\T.N PICTURES, inc
729-* SEVENTH AVE.
BRYANT A-7BA-- 6V
''

The

--

The

Phone

THE

<S^

DAILY

aturday, January 20, 1923

Tyrol Forms New Unit
Jacques Tyrol Prod., Inc., have
The company will
been formed.

^atheNews
ids

the

exile;

unemployed; a prince in

ain's

man-carrying balloon; Jewtraw wins

championship in Plattsburg, and

kating

news from

r

A new

over the world.

all

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

name

to

constructed
of 3rd

Ave.

before

a

folks.

A

delegation of newspaper
buffet lunch will be served,

The Automatic Player Piano Co. presided over by
moved to 64 No. Pryor St.
who is starred.
F. H. Kirby who has been connectNEGATIVE
ed with Bromberg Attractions in
POSITIVE
Georgia and Alabama is now with

Marion

Davies,

{TITLES

Steffes Offers Business Booster

IncL CARDS
American Releasing.
THE FILM DAILY)
15 CENTS PER FOOT
Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes sugJ. M. Hermann branch manager of
24
Hour Service if 'necessary
business
drive
for
gests a special
Pearce Films, in New Orleans, sucdesignated ceeds R. I. Robinson as manager of
specially
during some
SIMPLEXjnTLE^SHOP
week in February.
the local exchange.
Robinson has |
Bryant 0985
220fW. 42d Stre.t]
gone to New York.
(Special to

tod

W-B
W-B

The

After Product

Exchange intends ex-

tending activities to include the dis-

New
dacon. Ga.

Princess

is

of

tribution

Theaters

—The

New York

Greater

being

New

pictures

right

state

Here's the

Northern

and

ler

the

—The Rex has opened

management

M. Palm-

of J.

With an

Louis Wolheim, Helen Lowell,
Donald Gallaher and Helen Weir.

all-star cast including

—Suspense—Mystery—Surprise

films.

Action

The
Okla.—The
fire

—

Washington The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued new

e.

ayed by

THE FILM DAILY)

regulations covering the shipment of

—

Norwich, Conn. The Palace Ther Corp., will build a new house

Inid,

A LUND PRODUCTION

Rules for Film Shipments

(Special to

the picture!

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"

Jersey.

New

—and

title

in

lodelled.

danger, Tex.

several

Criterion,

de-

weeks ago,

will

rebuilt.

Big Foreign Deal
Agrupacion Cinematografica

Espanola,

NORCA PICTURES,

Barcelona, Spain,

S. A., of

have secured 100 First National

and

A GREAT LOVE STORY
Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

pic-

Spain,
in
distribution
for
Portugal, the Canary Islands and the
Spanish African colonies.

tures

rebuilt,

—

The Lyric will
Manager Frank Bovay

iinghamton, N, Y.
lounces.

Carewe Picks Cast
THE FILM DAILY)
5an Francisco
Sam H. Levin is
Los Angeles J. Warren Kerrigan,
nning the erection of the Balboa Sylvia Breamer and Russell Simpson
Ocean Ave.
will head the cast of "The Girl of
Golden West," which Edwin
the
jibson City, 111. The new Edna, Carewe
United
at
produce
will

|

KNOW EVERY DAY

[

ALL THE NEWS

|

OF THE

I

PICTURE BUSINESS

(Special to

—

—

—

:h

a seating capacity of over 700,

Studios for First National.

been opened.

5

Plan Theater in Chicago
(Special to

Government Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago A theater and stores will
built on Sheridan Road, between
be
Washington The following films
and Loyola, at an estimated
Albion
superunder
the
ve been produced
by Marks, Goodman,
of
$160,000
cost
ion of the Dept. of Commerce
Marks and Harrison.
d the Bureau of Mines, with the

—

af various manufacturers, to acaint the public with methods used
I

making American products. There
no charge for renting these films,
the borrower must assume all

t

;ponsibility in case of loss or

dam-

e:

rhe Story of Petroleum, 4 reels; The Story
Sulphur, 2 reels; The Story of Ingot Rock
illing,
3
reels; The Story of Abrasives,
reels ; Mexico and Its Oil, 4 reels ; The
ry of the Motor Car, 4 reels; The Story
Alloy Steel, 3 reels; The Story of Heavy
cavating Machinery, 4 reels
Oxygen, the
mder Worker, 4 reels; The Story of an
;

reels ;
3
The Story of a
reels
The Story of an Automo•,
5 reels
The Story of Compressed Air,
Transportaeels ; Water Power, 2 reels
l,
2 reels; The Story of a V-Type 8-Cyler Motor Car, 4 reels; The Story of a
ve in Head Motor Car, 4 reels The Story
Machine Tool Manufacture, 3 reels The
ry of Steel, 6 reels; The Story of Port1

Meter,

ctric

.tch,

3

;

;

;

;

House Burns

Traverse City

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

The Lyric,
owned by FitzMcElroy, was burned to

Traverse City,
a 1400 seat
patrick and
the ground

Mich.

house,

Tuesday
was caused by crossed

Fire

night.
wires.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY— 313

Brouse Closes Ottawa House
(Special to

Ottawa

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

attitude

of

The

Including

several

unions of organized labor has brought
about the closing of the Family, by
Harry Brouse. After showing stock
Brouse decided to revert to pictures
and vaudeville. The musicians' union
demanded that an orchestra leader
be maintained in addition to a new

1922

Address

These films

may

men

is

stage

said,

HIIIIIIIIIWIIIUM

'

Film Daily for

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Name

be secured by ap- were necessary.
The theater re:ation
to
the
above opened, but patronage did not come
either
of
ntioned departments.
up to expectations.

reels.

it

Year

Weekly Reviews

Subscription,

Theatre

Cement, 2

director.
insisted,

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

employes also
on having five
back stage when only two men

;

i

the

set ever constructed for a
motion picture, has been built in the
23rd Regiment Armory, in Brooklyn.
Scenes will be shot next Monday

biggest

Chaplin have

N.
Trenton,
J.—The
Classics have changed their
C. C. Pictures.

THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

theater

Use Armory for Large Set
What Cosmopolitan claims is

Name

Changes

May Have New House

may be
THE FILM DAILY)
on the northwest corner
Atlanta— A. W. Blue, formerly and 64th St.
with C. E. Cooley in Florida, is now
(Special to

on the road for Consolidated.
Norca's Next
"The Red Trail," by Lesley Mason,
J. A. Reynolds has gone to Florida
No. 7
featuring Nora Swinburne, will be for Peerless.
picture put out by Norca,
on snowshoes in New Hampshire; the next
C. L. Kendall, division manager of
following "Love's' Old Sweet Song."
Oregon;
Huge protest from
in
Vitagraph is here.

sball

Jest

produce.

3rd Ave.

Atlanta Notes

$10— Foreign,

pages

$15

DAILY
The Public and "Millions"
The following communication

been received from Pat Dowling, of
Christie Film Co., Hollywood:

"Dear Danny:
editorial the other day on
at lesser cost,' was a
great thing, but didn't go far enough.
I wish you could say something some
day on the subject of 'less hollering

"Your

'more pictures

from the industry

to the public

Coast Brevities

has

The

Saturday, January 20, 1923

(Special to

Hollywood
ing on "The

THE FILM DAILY)

— Clyde

Cook

work-

is

Artist."

Hazel Deane has been signed by
Al Christie.

Donna" has been completed
months of work.

"Bella

after three

about

Short

Harry Mann has been signed for
stock at Universal.
have
papers
Angeles
Los
been flooded the last few weeks with
Goldwyn has signed Claude Gillingstudio stories about the millions to,
water to act in "Three Wise Fools."
to
be
and
be spent by companies
earned by stars this year. Sometimes
Marcel Perez has finished direction
the figures are exaggerated, someof "Three O'Clock in the Morning."
either
But in
times they are not.
money.'

"The

t''

instance, I believe publicity given to
large figures has an awful kick back.

"Making Good," a new Pete Morfeature, has been completed.
Sanford Prod, will distribute.

rison

getting damn sick
of having millions flung in 4heir
faces by moving picture interests.
And yet some of our biggest comannouncing
on
right
panies
go

Charles Stallings has been elected
president of the Assistant Directors
Association.

'million dollar quotas,' 'million dollar
contracts'
dollar
'million
salaries,'
and what nots.

Betty Francisco and Helen Ferguson will play opposite Hoot Gibson

"The public

"What

is

the use of continually
shouting to the public that ours is
the fourth greatest industry, when
figures recently given out in New
York and printed in the leading
dailies, motion picture products are
not even listed in the FIRST

"The public has come to believe
that every one connected with picYou would
tures is fabulously rich.
be surprised to know how many
times every day even our comparatively small

company

is

solicited for
expert to

The solicitors
donations.
get thousands.
in

"I believe there are certain people
Los Angeles who think that Will

big hearted bosses
should build parks and community
centers and playgrounds in Hollywood out of their 'fat purses' and fix
the rotten streets and put in buss
lines and new trolley service and perhaps build hillside homes for everyone who wants to live in the film cap-

Hays and

his

Theodore Von Eltz and
Lawrence have been added
cast of "The Common Law."

Lillian
to the

Edward Martindel is supporting
Mason in "The Eleventh
Hour," directed by B pr nip Durning.

been engaged to
of
comedies for
Century.
He will direct Buddy
Messenger's third vehicle.

Jim

Davis

direct

a

James
technical

has

series

B. Leong
advisor in

serving
production

is

"The Remittance Woman,"
he has a role
Clayton.

Frank

LeRoy

in

in

which
Ethel

Beresford
Scott's

adapting

is

Magbe Clara Kim-

"Cordelia,

H. E.

public has naturally received
these ideas from newspaper publicity

as
of

support of

Garson

GAUSMAN.

Mabel's Next "Mary

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"It seems that we have tried our
Harrisburg, Pa. Floyd Hopkins,
best to kill and cook our own goose manager of the Wilmer and Vincent
Big figures may flatter houses here, is ill with pneumonia.
in this way.
the vanity of a few short sighted offiIt is a cinch they don't kid any
cials.
"Blue Water" Finished
And you can
exhibitors any more.
when
some
time
has
life
the
Ernest
Shipman yesterday wired
your
bet
they don't kid the public but simply the following from St. John, N. B.:
"The motion picture production of
do to it what the well known red flag
'Blue Water,' from the book of the
does to the bull."

same name, by Capt. Frederick William Wallace, had its premier showIris Opens Own Exchange
ing in St. John today, before the
John J. Iris, former New York directors and stockholders of New
manager for Educational, has opened Brunswick Films, Ltd.
David M.
a short reel exchange of his own Hartford, the director, and Ernest

"Among

Shipman, who

now

the
Masterpieces" has just finished a
month's run at the Criterion and
"Famous Paintings" at the Rialto

picture in all countries, were among
those present. It will be released to
the Canadian and American theaters

and

in

Rivoli.

February.

will

How to build a program through
How

well

stuff.

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

Ann"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
concerning money. Every time they
Los Angeles
Mabel Normand's
pay fifty cents to get into a theater
they have an idea that about forty- next picture will be "Mary Ann."
nine cents of that is going right into
the pocket of the star and the comFloyd Hopkins 111
pany producing the picture.

Godfrey Bldg.

your program.

the

nificent," which will
Young's next Harry
ball
production for Metro.

"The

the

of the short subject to

the use of short

Shirley

ital.

in

The value

"The Poor Worm."

in

is

TEN?

Stuff

exploit the

value.

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented in the forthcoming
Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

An

THE FILM

out Sunday, February 18.

unusual "buy** for the pro-

ducer and distributor of short subjects.
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DAILV

Satisfying Light Entertainment

"GIMME"
Rupert Hughes Prod.

— Goldwyn

Rupert and Adelaide Hughes
Rupert Hughes
John Mescall

CAMERAMAN
AS A

'.

WHOLE
light

A

pleasing entertainment of the

an enjoyable picture that the

variety;

majority will like

STORY

Nothing very much
good incident and pertinent

to

it

detail

but a

makes

lot of
it

at-

tractive

DIRECTION

Usually good; although occasionvalues high
production
ally choppy;
Splendid

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Excellent

PLAYERS

Helene Chadwick and Gaston Glass
well suited to principal roles; others Kate Lester, Eleanor Boardman, David Imboden and H.

All right;

Very pretty garden shots
Good
one or two sub-titles too

"pointed."

CHARACTER OF STORY

Business

marries wealthy fellow goes back to
assert her independence

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Gimme," the

latest

girl

who

work

to

5,769 feet

Rupert Hughes screen

effort, is

an exposition of. the modern woman, "in all
and the pictures makes it very plain that she is here to
stay so where they need to be convinced on this point,
very likely Hughes' picture will go a long way toward
her glory"

getting-

them

nothing

interested in the idea.

makes

else, it certainly

woman

the business

is no very weighty maand some of the situations are slightly exag-

terial

gerated, the idea contains a splendid quantity of audi-

ence appeal.

of today

It"

"Gimme" does

plain the position of

and her attitude toward

husbands and matrimony in general.
Rupert Hughes and his wife have supplied some
interesting detail that will undoubtedly make the pic-

These newlywed comedy dramas seem

and tribulations of the pretty heroine and her
new, good looking husband. And they couldn't ask
for a better couple than Helene Chadwick and Gaston
Glass, the newlyweds of "Gimme."
tic trials

Besides the actual pleasure and entertainment to be
found in the picture, there is some mure or less convincing reasoning which may lead to heated debates
where the spectators happen to find the theme "hitting
home." There is a lot that can be said for and against
the Hughes' idea of the modern woman, nevertheless.

From

a production standpoint, everything has been

very well taken care

Exhibitors
pleasing

who

cater to a

entertainments,

"Gimme."

It

contains a

lot

do

well

attractive.

The

title

is

secure

it

particularly

unusually strong and should

be sufficient to arouse their

know what

to

light,

of interesting angles on

present day living that should make

curiosity.

They'll

all

to expect since the recent popularity of the

newly coined word.

and, as usual with the Rupert

torial appeal.

One

or

two

of the sub-titles

might be

modified to appear less "pointed."

Helene Chadwick is particularly appealing in this
and she seems to get a lot of pleasure out of bringing
friend husband, Gaston Glass, around to her way of
thinking regarding a 50-50 sharing basis for husband
and wife. Glass does good work also.

Fanny

Story:

Daniels, an interior decorator, bor-

rows $500 from Lambert, her employer, who is in love
with her, to buy her trousseau. Her marriage to the
wealthy Clinton Ferris does not prove entirely successLambert renews
ful and Fanny gets her job back.
his attentions and threatens to tell Ferris of the loan.
In the home of Miss Wainwright, which Fanny is to
redecorate, Lambert makes another plea and the two
Miss Wainwright explains
are discovered by Ferris.
matters, Ferris learns that the loan bought Fanny's
wardrobe, and a reunion follows with a 50 50 sharing
basis as the understanding between husband and wife.

Many

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

crowd that prefers

will

of,

features, the picture contains plenty of pic-

Material In This Will Appeal To
Box

to

"take" with the average public about as well as anything the screen offers. They never tire of the domes-

Hughes

B. Walthall

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Bits

ture goers and although there

Rupert Hughes

SCENARIO BY

umerous Pleasing

21, 1923

ture thoroughly attractive to a large, majority of pic-

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS

N

With

Sunday, January

A
tion.

teaser campaign should prove effective exploita-

Use throw-aways employing

with another such as
hat," following
picture.

it

"Gimme

a

the

dime,"

word "Gimme"

"Gimme

new

up with the announcement of the

Use Rupert Hughes' name and

let

them know

Helene Chadwick and Gaston Glass handle the
pal parts.

a

princi-

'

vhwk

i

mmn

Sunday, January

THE

y
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Fairly Interesting Picture Interrupted
Hampton Del Ruth

Prod.

There are two

"THE MARRIAGE CHANCE"
Hampton Del Ruth
Hampton Del Ruth

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not credited

CAMERAMAN

Dal Clawson

WHOLE

Rather interesting picture except

AS A

is a trifle too gruesome
dream ending
Has some good romantic sequences and

that mystery episode

despite

STORY

has been given a first rate production
Good, on the whole, though injects
DIRECTION
a little too much unpleasant detail in one

sequence

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Alta Allen gives a pleasing performance and at times photographs very well; Milton Sills adequate; Henry B. Walthall, Tully
Marshall and Irene Rich suitable

Few

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl faints during

her marriage ceremony and vision results in the
marriage of sister whom she had persuaded
against

sisters, the

younger about

to

marry

the district attorney, and the older still engaged to the
fanatical Dr. Graydon who devotes his time to the

American Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR

By Spooky Sequence

study of vivisection. Eleanor persuades Mary that
Dr. Graydon does not intend to marry her at all and
succeeds in having Mary break the engagement. Prior

ceremony which will unite Eleanor and Bradley,
the district attorney, Eleanor takes a drink of water
to the

handed to her by Graydon. She faints and is pronounced dead by Graydon. Returning from the
funeral Mary and Bradley notice a kitten drinking from
the same glass, with the kitten also falling over dead.
Analysis proves the water contained poison. Later,
the cat comes back to life. Bradley hastens to the
graveyard where Eleanor's body is disinterred and
the casket found empty.
tion

5,840 feet

to

is found in Grayperform an opera-

This is a decidedly unpleasant episode to an otherwise interesting picture but, of course, the fact that
Eleanor was in a faint and dreamed all this, is supposed
to take away the unsavory atmosphere and supply the
picture with a genuine surprise ending. It is doubtful,
however, if the average audience will be in a right
mood for the surprise ending as thought out by Del
Ruth.

The

it

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Later she

home and Graydon about
when he is shot by Mary.

don's

story has been given a good production.

The

gruesome business. Of course it is
all passed off in the dream ending but for the time
being the atmosphere is thoroughly capable of supplying some very realistic chills for the more sensitive

are thoroughly interesting and the romances
two sisters and their maiden aunt promise an
enjoyable and unusual picture, wholly unlike what the
theme develops into. Del Ruth has injected some
effective humorous business particularly in connection
with the "romance" of the maiden aunt, played splendidly by Laura La Varnie, and Tully Marshall, as the
unwilling suitor. Alta Allen is a pleasing Eleanor and
Milton Sills,
Irene Rich is a sympathetic Mary.
Henry B. Walthall and Mitchell Lewis complete the

ones.

cast.

The important
production

feature of this

the

is

surprise

Hampton Del Ruth

ending upon which the

climax hinges, a sequence which, in itself, consists of
some rather unpleasant detail and incidents which may
thrill those who don't object to their thrills being derived from fairly

Will

Do

If

you don't think

sequence and
will

its

this

they'll

object

to

somewhat unpleasant

more

There are those who

the

mystery

incidents,

The

cast

like

or less sensational order so for

feature will offer a
is

first

you

thrills

of

them the

sufficient

names

known
Henry B.

them

interested, such as Milton

are well

to get

Sills,

Walthall, Tully Marshall, Irene Rich

and Mitchell Lewis.

The

title is

a

good one and can

be played up with catchlines and your usual announce-

ments should be enough

to take care of

it.

The

picture

does not warrant unusual exploitation or promises

rate entertainment.

good and there are

Thrills

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

probably be able to please them with "The Mar-

riage Chance."

of the

They Don't Mind a Few Chill-Provoking
Box

If

first reels

that

but should get over with the average audience.

The Biggest Hit
PLAYED 35 REGULAR
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fllll
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Weak Story Material But Production Values Are High
"DRUMS OF FATE"

certainty

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Charles Maigne

AUTHOR

Stephen F. Whitman
Will M. Ritchey

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

James

Howe

destined

possible that the

young woman,

believe that

Enoch Arden

of the

variety

bride's

photography and handling players
but material made

it

concerned

is

stop there

PHOTOGRAPHY

First rate

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Mary

Miles Minter seldom convin-

cing in emotional roles; Maurice B. Flynn a

worth while hero with George Fawcett in a
role that keeps him in the background; others
Casson Ferguson, Bertram Grassby and Robert
Cain

EXTERIORS

All right though

may

not be the

average conception of an African jungle

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY
band dead,

Believing her hus-

marries musician out of pity,
returning to the former upon musician's death
girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,716 feet

does seem an unfortunate piece of business
that Miss Minter could not have been allowed to live
happily ever after with her explorer husband since it
had taken her so long to make up her mind in regard
It really

The opening

to a husband.

shot shows her entertain-

ing the unlucky suitors, probably two dozen of them,
and then came hero Maurice Flynn from out of darkest
Africa and
first

made the young
affection was restrained
it

Stephen

Seriously,

All very fine as far as production,

won

few

the fair heroine. But that

feet of

"Drums

Atmosphere

was only the

of Fate," with

May

Appeal
Box

Where they want something a
way of atmosphere, you may be
with "Drums of Fate," or if they

little

much un-

to

a better impression.

Nor can you
happy when his

was.

it

artist

to a kiss

on

his fore-

offers quite

weak

Whitman's

novel,

"Sacrifice,"

material for the screen and not at

an appropriate story for Mary Miles Minter since
it requires considerable emotional work on her part
and she is not well suited to this type of role. The
situations are slight and the development depends
upon coincidence and illogical twists that could never
make the story a good entertainment. It moves along
all

slowly and without

much change

the African uprising which
offers

very

is

of

tempo except

realistically staged

for

and

some excitement even though the jungle looks

much

like

other California woodlands.

Charles Maigne has given the story a splendid production with plenty of scenic investiture and a generThe Venice scene is very
ally pleasing atmosphere.
pretty, as are

numerous other

The photography

sets.

Maurice
B. Flynn is always a likeable hero and does very good
work in this. George Fawcett's role is unworthy of

is

excellent and the supporting cast

first rate.

him.
Carol Dolliver marries Larry Teck and they
are quite happy until Larry is called back to Africa
where he is captured by natives and reported dead.
Story:

Sometime later Carol's guardian encourages her to
marry David, his crippled musical protege. Larry
returns but, finding Carol married and believing her
happy with David, again goes back to Africa. After

David's death Carol goes in search of Larry, risks her
life among the natives, but is repaid by the reunion

which follows when she

finds

Larry

in a native

camp.

Them But Don't Promise a Lively Offering

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

unusual

able to satisfy

You know

in the

them

best

what appeals

whether or not they

to

your

clientele

will like a picture such as

and

"Drums

prefer a story some-

what unusual and won't mind that it does not contain
forceful situations.
Very likely the presentation which
you accord the picture will have a lot to do with getting it over so if you can secure the right musical
score and proper effects to accompany the picture, it

make

mourning

so deeply

head.

in

DIRECTION

on the

fall

her husband's death, could be goaded into marrying the
crippled musician out of pity, even considering the

fairly

Romance

to

shoulders of the pretty young wife. The picture is
almost silly in its sincerity and it doesn't seem at all

very obvious sort of union that

Uneventful except for some
exciting African uprisings

with colorful atmosphere and adventure thrown

will

unhappiness

WHOLE

STORY

very

and

of Fate."
if

Mary Miles Minter

the featured player so

she has a following you might use her

those of her supporting cast.
is

is

name and

Paramount's press sheet

complete with suggestions for exploitation

want

to

make

a fuss

about the showing.

if

you

THE
Sunday, January

5^2
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U ndeserving

Good Production Rather Wasted On
"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS"
Maurice Tourneur Prod.

model.

—Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

Maurice Tourneur

AUTHOR

Pan

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Rene Guissart

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Just to think of what

Chancy could have done
character certainly detracts greatly
from the role he does portray, a part that is really

with the

madman

obscure

in

comparison with the importance of the

other.

Very good production accorded
commonplace theme that has some gruesome

Other than the interesting detail and good production which Tourneur has accorded the story, there is
little in "While Paris Sleeps" to make it generally

twists

attractive.

WHOLE

STORY

Not

although there

particularly attractive
is

much

material

interesting detail in

its

Provides thrills of a rather unpleasant nature production values are high
;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Good

Usually good
ManMildred
Lon Chaney miscast;

ning and Jack Gilbert suitable others Harden
Kirkland, Jack MacDonald and F. Farrell Mac;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Show

careful detail

Fair

Good but

occasionally unpleasant

CHARACTER OF STORY

Sculptor, jealous of

model's suitor, plans with
;

madman

repents in time to save man's

to kill the

The Hodkinson

there

office

is

unable to state just

how

draw your own conclusions if for no
Lon Chaney is very
badly cast. It is quite apparent that Tourneur made
the picture before Chaney came to the fore as a "man
(if a thousand faces," for instead of having him play the
rather safe to

other reason than the fact that

madman who models

the crimes of the time

occasionally shows his art of displaying

torture through living models, they have
as a sculptor suffering

Chaney

from an unrequited love

cast

for his

Regardless of the logic of

the sacrifice that

is

a subsequent reunion.

is

it,

the girl

as old as the pictures and

Injected into this

is

a

unwholesome twist that introduces a sequence
of some fairly hair-raising scenes, tending to remind
one of the once famous Eden Musee where the most
famous criminals and their fiendish acts could be
found duplicated

in

idea of the

wax.

madman

his pet torturing device

is

presenting living models in
the

most gruesome

bit

and

shown smouldering on the
charged with electric current are far from what

the shots of Jack Gilbert

steps

the average public expects in their screen entertain-

Very

ment.

likely

some

of this will be edited before

It is a

quaint Paris that Tourneur presents and the

atmosphere is quite appealing with some of the street
scenes and an inn on the outskirts providing some
rather pleasing touches. Mildred Manning is the girl.
She does satisfactory work and the cast, on the whole,
The Jack Gilbert in the picture is John
is adequate.
Gilbert,

Fox

star for the past year.

To

Story:

Bebe pretends

please her lover's father,

favor the sculptor Santados, who because of his
jealousy had contrived to have Marionette, a madman,
to

get rid

last minute Santados
from
a death of torture
saved
is
a happy reunion of the pair.

of the

weakens
and there

lover.

At the

and the lover
is

Not For

a Family Clientele

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

one that you had better see for yourself and
decide what you can do with it. Where they like
sensational subjects the picture can be used and will
undoubtedly satisfy them, but it is decidedly unfit for
family consumption and will not appeal to those who
If you cater
object to gruesome or unpleasant things.
to a regular patronage you know pretty well what they
want and if the more or less sensational attractions do
This

which a rich father implores the
by

in

rather

Will Appeal to Sensation Seekers.
Box

the very time

is

love with his son, to prove her devotion

in

makes

4,850 feet

long ago Maurice Tourneur made this picture, an
adaptation of Pan's "The Glory of Love," but it is

wax and

situation

main,

in the

the picture goes out for general distribution.

life

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

part of the

girl

The

Donald

latter

worn

The theme,

giving him up.

presentation

DIRECTION

in

Material

is

not appeal to them, this one will hardly do.

Many

probably come in

will

if

you want

the picture on the strength of Chaney's
will surely

wonder why he has been

to exploit

name

but they

so miscast.

In

view of the disappointment they are due for it may
not be advisable to get them in through playing up

Chaney.

On

tion seekers

the other hand

who

it

will

go big with sensa-

will find a thrill in the

Horrors" sequence.

"Chamber

of

THE

Not At All

3tfr1DAILY
tame affairs
from Jones.

Charles Jones in

"THE FOOTLIGHT RANGER"
Fox
Scott Dunlap

AUTHOR

Dorothy Yost
Dorothy Yost
Dev Dennings

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

A very tame offering for this
wholly unlike what they expect from him
STORY
Gives Jones quite a vacation; poor
that
drama
isn't always wholesome either
Fair; didn't do anything that
DIRECTION
star,

would

lift

material out of the ordinary class
All right

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

Adequate
well enough but belongs in western

dramas

SUPPORT

A

company
Langdon and

satisfactory supporting

includes Fritzi Brunette, Lillian

Henry Barrows
All right

Ample

actress, follows her to

New

Ranger, in love with
York where he saves

her from attack by her manager

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,729 feet

Wherever the Fox scenario department saw
in this story as

possi-

a vehicle for Charles Jones

obvious, not so

much

that Jones doesn't

handle the role he is given satisfactorily, but that the
whole atmosphere and plot does not suit his personFolks have come
ality nor is it the thing he does best.
plenty
with
of good action
to look for live westerns
as the Charles Jones features, but they are due for a
disappointment in "The Footlight Ranger."
The role of Bill Moreland gives the star very little
real opportunities and hardly any chance for his typThere is a fight or two but very
ical line of action.

comparison with what you usually get

The

cowboy hero

idea of a regular

fol-

lowing an actress around with nothing particularly
exciting happening makes a slow-moving and rather
dull picture and even when the girl becomes the subject of the manager's unwelcome attentions and Jones
is kept busy protecting her, things are not over interesting and the story drags along to an equally tame
finish.
There is no suspense nor attempt to build
toward the climax.

And

the situations are not what might be called alto-

They make

very plain what the
manager's intentions are toward the girl he plans to
star in a Broadway show and the private dining room
sequence at the notorious inn isn't exactly what folks
will want their young daughters to see. All of which
emphasizes the fact that the story is wholly inappropriate and unsuited to Jones, from whom his admirers have come to expect clean, wholesome western
gether wholesome.

it

very amusing to read the synopsis contained in
the Fox press sheet and compare it with the story as
it appears on the screen.
Evidently it was written before the picture was made, or else the one that wrote
it took a poor guess at what the picture contained.
Some of the posters included on the press sheet also
indicate incidents that never occur, such, for instance,
as the fire at the oil field. There is no such sequence
in the picture. Jones does good work, but it is hard
It is

to figure

Box

Probably Jones' admirers will accept
fuss but they are sure to

it

him

in a picture of this kind.

Moreland meets Janet Ainslee, a stranded actress, and by selling his dogs secures money to
pay her way back to New York. Later Bill goes to
the city and again meets Janet, who is about to be
starred on Broadway in a show backed by David
Marsh, whose attentions to Janet are unwelcome. How
Bill saves Janet and they go back west together comStory

pletes

:

Bill

it.

Who

Will Disappoint Star's Admirers

given such an

Good Entertainment

Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

isn't at all

in

a

21, 1923

entertainments.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

bilities

Nor

the Right Vehicle for Jones

DIRECTOR

Sunday, January

Expect Action

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

without much

wonder why he was ever

ill-suited story as this one.

But make

clear just

and you won't make

It all de-

pends upon how well they like the star. Of course if
you don't have to worry about regular patronage, you
can use your own judgment. Probably the story would
just appeal to your folks. You know them best.

it

riety of stills

sheet.

They

it

what

sort of a story this

very clear

if

and posters suggested
look

more

you use the vain the

like the usual

It is

not the story as

it

Fox

press

Jones offering.

Also do not reprint the synopsis as printed
sheet.

is

in the press

appears on the screen.

;
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Sea Picture With Action and Thrills Offers Good Entertainment
"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"
Besides a pleasing romantic angle, the many
bits of action

Metro

DIRECTOR

Irvin Willat

AUTHOR

Ben Ames Williams

SCENARIO BY

Julien Josephson

CAMERAMAN

Robert Kurrle
Virile sea adventure picture
AS A
thrills,
unusual action and
which offers fine
splendid atmosphere
STORY
Of the Jack London type with strong
situations and many worthwhile moments
First rate; provides fine atmoDIRECTION
sphere and action aboard whaling vessel has a
wallop

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

A

PLAYERS

among

tion

splendid cast with fine co-operathe players;

Malcolm McGregor

comes up front with fine dramatic performance
Lon Chaney good, as usual, and Billie Dove a
pleasing heroine

EXTERIORS

Beautiful water shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

Young

sea captain

proves himself the master when he quells mutiny among his men, aided by brother previously

comic

slight

and some worthwhile

thrills,

fine

as well as

the story contains one particularly
notable bit of character development in the person of
relief,

Captain Joel Shore.
In this connection especially,
Director Willat has shown considerable skill. From
the outset the spectator realizes that the youth is destined to be the hero of the story, but Willat's deft

handling of the character does not hint as to how it
will be brought about, nor do you know whether Joel
is strictly a weakling or just habitually reticent.
Of
course,

much

comes well
Shore.

credit

is

Malcolm McGregor, who
his work in the role of Joel

clue

to the fore for

McGregor makes

the character real and there

plenty of force in his portrayal.
Irvan Willat has injected delightful atmosphere and
the scenes aboard the whaling vessel are indeed pleas
is

ing.

And

the last two reels contain sufficient action

thoroughly make up for a rather slow beginning.
is real action in the mutiny sequence, and the
attempted rescue of Mark Shore by his brother Joel
in the shark infested waters, and earlier in the picture
the killing of a whalu are also fine. The interest is well
sustained and with the exception of being just a trifle
slow in getting started, the story moves along at a
good pace all the way.
Billie Dove photographs very well and is a pleasing
to

There

adventurous tale of the water that
contains all the elements of popular appeal consistent
with the type of entertainment which it offers. The
picture is a first rate entertainment of its kind and

Lon Chaney gives his usual splendid performance as Mark Shore and Robert McKim is the
heavy. The cast, on the whole, is quite satisfactory.
Story
The whaling vessel returns without its captain, Mark Shore.
Joel, a younger brother, is made
captain and his bride sails with him. They find Mark,
who explains how he had been ill with fever and
nursed by a native girl. Mark incites the crew to
mutiny when Joel refuses to return to the island where
Mark had hidden valuable pearls belonging to traders.
How Mark eventually comes to Joel's rescue and order

should please a great many.

is

a traitor

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

6,265 feet

a big majority of picture patrons that favor

is

virile sea stories of

And
Ben Ames

riety.

the Jack London-"Sea Wolf" va-

they couldn't ask for anything better than
Williams' "All the Brothers Were Val-

iant," a delightful,

heroine.

:

preserved

is

followed by Mark's death in the sea.

Will Please a Big Majority and Will Stand
Box
Here

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good strong sea story with adventure, action, thrills and romance, that should go big with your
audience. If you know they are particularly fond of
this type of entertainment, it should be worth your
while to make an extra fuss about the showing and
let them know what "All the Brothers Were Valiant"
is all

is

a

about.

The

the type of story

title itself isn't sufficient to
it

is,

so use plenty of

Some Promises

indicate

stills in

the

lobby and whatever exploitation you think necessary
to acquaint them with the picture.
You can promise that Irvin Willat has supplied a

Of
production and use the name of the author.
othand
asset
Lon
another
course
Chaney's name is
ers who deserve mention are Malcolm McGregor,
Billie Dove and Robert McKim. The picture is worth
your effort to get it over and get your folks in.
fine

SECOND FID
Written and directed by

FRANK TUTTLE

Photographed and supervised
by FRED.

WALLER JR
a TUTTLE-WALLER

PRODUCTION

Qlways Played

"second

Hit

FIDDLE'

as

JimBradlcy^iGM

Herbert

Bradley

arrived

home from

college,

handsome,

and possessing all the
His awkward
social graces.
brother, Jim, who had always been
regarded as a "Second Fiddle," was
relegated to the background.
polished,

immediately took possession of Jim's room and threw out all
his belongings, to which Jim said

Herbert

nothing.

Jim permitted his automobile
by the egotistical Herbert, who

to be

monopolized

utilized

it

to take

Jim's sweetheart driving.

and

finally

took his

girl

/

Finally, Herbert tried to steal Jim's sweetheart.

BUT—the worm
how Jim

turned!

and proves
his manhood in a crucial test, and wins the girl
of his dreams, is told in this enthralling and gripping film drama.
Just

HODKINSON

PICTURES

finally asserts himself

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:
may

Fiddle"

be put

down

"Second

as a likely

charm, rare intelligence and an acute
sense of comedy.

attraction.

EXHIBITOR

MOTION PICTURE WORLD:

This
is a feature that should please every
class of patrons.
It has heart interest,

thrilling

suspense,

and

Glenn

HERALD:

"Second

Fiddle" has the appeal of a well-told
story, natural and picturesque New
England scenery, and it will please the

majority of picture-goers.

Hunter

in a most appealing role.
It
a superior attraction that promises
satisfaction to the box-office.

is

FILM DAILY:

EXHIBITORS TRADE

will appeal to a good majority.
Conthrills,
enough
action,
a
tains effective
first-rate atmosphere and a cast that

There
it

is

will

REVIEW:

no doubt in our minds that
well received wherever

Has elements that

does very good work.

be

HARRISON'S

shown.

MORNING TELEGRAPH:

Glenn

Hunter does his usual splendid work
as Jim Bradley, the "second fiddle."
He is an actor who possesses unusual

REPORTS:

"Second

Fiddle" is so well handled, and so
appealing in its humanness, that it
is
a thoroughly pleasing offering.
Glenn Hunter does good work; the
same is true of Mary Astor.

ourcratrons

Mil Like, it!

;
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Mary Garr in Another "Mother" Role That That Doesn't Approach the Others
"THE CUSTARD CUP"

The

Fox

DIRECTOR

Herbert Brenon

AUTHOR

Florence

SCENARIO BY

Bingham Livingston
G. Marion Burton

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Made up

of

Malloy

good incident and

detail

but not particularly strong in situations

DIRECTION

offers

;

draggy

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Mary Carr

featured in one of her

typical "mother" roles Miriam Battista handles
an important part very well; others adequate
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Appropriate
Occasionally overdone

CHARACTER OF STORY
the tenements

Kind-hearted

woman

implicated in counterfeit

is

scheme but saved by secret service man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
For those who

like plenty of

6,166 feet

human

interest in their

series of

does not contain a very prominent or
weighty plot nor any particularly oustanding situasatisfying.

It

Instead

tions.

human

composed of incidents of the
variety with some rather effective

it

interest

characterizations.

The

action

is

on the counterfeiting den,

very slight and with
fire

and the

last reel

"The Custard Cup"

doesn't boast of thrills.

Will Probably Please an Average
Box

Where
stuff

them.

they like heart interest and

the three

will like

little

Mary Carr and

children

the place of her

own

human

whom

interest

to satisfy

her devotion to

she has adopted to take

that died and they will be delight-

ed with the fighting

little

Lettie

which Miriam Bat-

makes very real and convincing. But for those
who are more critical you may have difficulty pleasing
tista

good

little

actress

cookies and pays for her gluttony with a stomach ache.

Throughout the mass of human interest touches and
you are given a glimpse here and there
of a counterfeiting scheme and the participants but this
characterization

angle of the story

seldom logical or convincing.
Just why an accomplished counterfeiter should be
daring enough to circulate his "phoney" bills on an
excursion boat

is

granting, of course,
anything. Nor is it likely

isn't at all sensible,

knows
would even be heartless enough

that the counterfeiter

throw his
burning counterfeit bills on the deck endangering the
lives of so many.
But it supplies a thrill which has
been fairly well done. Director Brenon loaded the
old steamer Mary Patten with extras who could swim
and staged this sequence adequately with a miniature
representing the steamer in flames.
to

Mary Carr

injects considerable sympathy and feeling
one of her typical mother roles and Miriam Battista has a good deal to do as the tempestuous little
There are two other entertaining youngsters
Lettie.
and the cast, on the whole, is capable.

into

Crowd and Admirers

of

Sentiment

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you can rely on "The Custard Cup"

They

a

is,

is

the exception of an excursion boat
raid

show what

Director Brenon overdoes it. This is especially
so in the sequence where Lettie eats a whole pan of

she

that he

"The Custard Cup," the first of the
Fox specials, will undoubtedly prove

entertainment,

new

she picked from the dumps. Lettie's temperamental displays consume many feet of film and
while this gives Miriam Battista (Lettie) unusually
fine opportunities to

PHOTOGRAPHY

of

Lorene, in love with Dick Chase, a young policeman. There is also old Wopple, a cranky old bachelor
the Bosleys, a mysterious couple and "Penzie" (Mary
Carr) a motherly person who lives for her three adopted children. Next to Penzie.in importance, is Lettie, a
little girl

Brings out characterizations efone good thrill occasionally

and

fectively

consumed entirely with acquainting you with the people of the Custard Cup, a group of
little two-family tenements clustered around
an oval
driveway. There is Mrs. Percy, who hides her laziness
under a feigned illness and is supported by her daughter

Tom

Mostly human interest stuff with
some good characterizations but little plot

STORY

early reels are

them with

this

one since

it

lacks strong situations and

suspense.

You can

about the excursion boat fire if you
want to attract them by promises of thrills but don't
go too strong on this angle for the fire is the only real
Of course your big talking
bit of action in the picture.
talk

name

Mary

famed mother of
"Over the Hill" and "Silver Wings." Her admirers
will surely want to see the picture.
point

is

the

of

Carr, the

THE
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Pleasing

Romance

Picture That Offers

in

"THE GHOST PATROL"
Nat Ross
Lewis

AUTHOR

Sinclair

SCENARIO BY

Raymond Schrock

CAMERAMAN
AS A

A

STORY

Contains interesting atmosphere and
situations that have been rather carefully
handled

DIRECTION
tells

sustaining the interest satisfactorily.

story smoothly

nection with the enforced retirement of

Good
First rate

Bessie

Love an appealing heroine

very hard but is not especially well suited; George Nichols very good,
also Geo. Williams and Max Davidson

and Ralph Graves

tries

Settings, but realistic

.

twist which comes at the end, with Dorgan re-instated
and made captain, will probably not be as much of a
surprise as it is intended to be.
The audience rather
expects this to happen in the natural course of events
ading to the happy ending.

Suitable

Bessie Love
finally

Daughter of delicatessen keeper is happy with boy she loves after
father's objections are overcome

father.

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,228 feet

Besides an appealing romance there

is

some

effective

heart interest touches in "The Ghost Patrol," a story
by Sinclair Lewis, in which Universal is featuring
The idea of the
Bessie Love and Ralph Graves.
parental objection to a daughter's love match has

served as the basic situation of

many

screen plays

in

the past but this time it is worked in, in connection
with interesting by-plot that includes some effective

heart interest.

Director Ross has provided a satisfying production,
a

good deal

of

pleasing

atmosphere

handled the players to good advantage.

Title

Can Be

because

it

The down-

Exploited and
Box

The average audience

and

will like

"The Ghost Patrol"

and it is short, and
For those who like romantic stories

"The Ghost Patrol"

thoroughly appealing as the

girl

who

is

Ralph Graves works hard as the lover but he

not particularly well cast since the part requires con-

siderable emotional acting and Graves isn't able

carry

over convincingly.

it

to

Character bits that are

interesting are contributed by George Nichols, George

Max

Williams and

Davidson.

Kugler refuses to allow his daughter Effie
to marry Terry Rafferty, one of the idlers of "Little
Hell," although Terry was on the way to reforming.
In despair Terry gets drunk and assaults the political
boss and is sent to jail for a year. Upon his release
Terry is slugged by one of the boss' men. Dorgan, the
policeman, friend of both Effie and Terry, brings word
of the accident to Effie and upon Terry's* recovery
Story:

there

is

an all-around reconciliation.

of

Featured Players

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

contains elements of appeal that usually

point.

is

braves her father's anger and goes to her lover
even though it means that she cannot go back to her

Use Name s

attract the majority of picture goers
to the

Dorgan by

the new police chief and his subsequent secret patrols
when he dodges the officer who has replaced him. The

Ample

injected

Besides the

romance of the delicatessen proprietor's daughter and
the rowdy who has reformed there is a pleasing

All right; sustains interest very

PHOTOGRAPHY

.

story unfolds smoothly and Ross has succeeded

sequence devoted to Don Dorgan, the policeman, who
for years has patroled "Little Hell" and kept order
through his kindly manner rather than by domineering
them. There are some fine heart interest bits in con-

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

The
in

by a capable cast and

nicely produced

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

especially in the street scenes.

satisfying short entertainment

portrayed

pleasingly

well and

district known as "Little Hell" is nicely pictured
and while the scenes are apparently studio affairs they
are quite real looking and the photography and lightings have been given considerable careful attention,

Ben Reynolds

WHOLE

Good Entertainment

town

Universal

DIRECTOR

£Z6I '\Z /vjenuEf 'Aupung

prove particularly interesting.
It has exploitation angles that can be taken advantage
of such as the names of the players including Bessie
Love and Ralph Graves, who are featured, and also

George Nichols and Geo. B. Williams who

offer thor-

oughly worth while characterizations.
Play up the
the policeman

title

who

will

press sheet offers

with catchlines and

tell

refused to be retired.

them about
Universale

interesting suggestions

for

stunt

advertising that should easily attract the attention of

your pepole.
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and Novel Offering Dealing With South Sea Island People

Interesting

"HEAD HUNTERS OF THE SOUTH SEAS"
Associated Exhibitors

DIRECTOR

Martin Johnson
AUTHOR
Real narrative
EDITED AND TITLED BY
Arthur Hoerl
Martin Johnson
CAMERAMAN
AS A
A novel entertainment that will
appeal to those who like something a little dif-

WHOLE
ferent

STORY

Deals with customs and habits of nacannibal islands of the South Seas

tives in

DIRECTION

much

Includes

in connection

interesting detail

with island inhabitants

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Martin Johnson, Mrs. Johnson and

the natives

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Numerous picturesque views
None
Pleasing
Explorations in

CHARACTER OF STORY
jungle lands

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

is

much

.5

that

5,000 feet

interesting and enlightening

is

Martin Johnson's jungle adventures and while "Head Hunters of the South Seas"
in this latest edition of

does not contain as many thrilling bits as his "Among
the Cannibals of the South Sea Islands," there is probably more interesting detail and intimate views of the
habits and customs of these savage people in this picture than in the other.

The

offering

is

a pleasing va-

from the regular routine screen entertainment
and should prove popular where they welcome an

riation

In "Head Hunters of the South Seas" Mr. Johnson
and his plucky little wife return to the land of Malekula
where the Johnsons met with hostility upon their last
visit and narrowly escaped with their lives.
Chief
Nagapate seems inclined to be more friendly this time
and Johnson secured some interesting results when he
showed the natives motion pictures of themselves
which he had taken during his last visit. Despite the
of securing the pictures at night without

difficulty

proper lighting

facilities,

and the

of "seeing themselves as others

effect

the pictures are fairly clear
see

them" is an interesting touch. The last seen of Chief
Nagapate he is pushing off in a small craft thoroughly
satisfied with an umbrella presented to him by Mrs.
Johnson.

The
of

and arrive at the island
inhabited by strange diminutive
be dragged out of their jungle

travelers leave Malekula

Santo, which

is

people who had to
haunts to pose before the camera. They live in the
trees and are about as close a relation to the monkey
Their maas any human that you have ever seen.
neuvers in the trees, at a distance, would lead you to
believe they were monkeys, although they probably
are not quite as agile as the pictures would have you

obvious that these scenes are run
much faster speed to give you that impression.

think.

Many

It

is

at

a

of the close-ups of the natives are of particu-

lar interest

and the exaggerated headdresses

will prove

Besides pictures of the island people,

most interesting.
Johnson has also secured many very beautiful views

of

the tropical islands that include a scene of a volcano
eruption and one picture which Johnson claims to be
the first photographic record of an earthquake. There
are also

many

very attractive water views that gives

the offering considerable pictorial value.

occasional change.

Should Be an Agreeable Variation for Your Program
Box

who

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

vary their entertainment will
find a very pleasing and novel offering in "Head Hunters of the South Seas," another expedition into the
tropical islands by Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, who
have previously secured many unusual pictures of the
South Sea tribes. You can make promises for the novelty of the picture and get them interested by catchlines such as:
"In Head Hunters of the South Seas"
Exhibitors

you

will see

how

like to

a tribe of cannibals acted

when they

saw
If

their first

motion picture, a picture

your folks saw the

last

Johnson

of themselves."

picture,

"Among

the Cannibals of the South Sea Islands," they will

undoubtedly be interested

in the latest-

your lobby can easily be dressed up
attention.
talk

about

adventure and

to attract their

Besides the novelty value of the offering,
its pictorial

cational, as well.

appeal and of course

it

is

edu-

—

Short Stuff
"Fighting

Type

Blood"— George O'Hara— F.

of production

2 reel

B. O.

'The

comedy drama

A

brand new series that looks like ready money and lots of
box office. H. C. Witwer, the noted slang writer
whose contributions to Collier's Weekly and other publications
have made his name a household word is the author, and the
first of the series of two reelers based upon the Witwer stories
were given a preview last week. In many instances the productions savor somewhat of the famous and very popular series
called "The Leather Pushers'' released by Universal. There
is a considerable difference between these productions, however.
This series shows a large variety of young folks and
the types especially are very well selected. Production values
are unusual for two reelers and while the fighting and boxing
episodes appear in each of the two reelers there is not as
much of the actual fighting or the exhibition of the naked body
as in the earlier sequences of "The Leather Pushers." There
is a lot of comedy introduced and if the remainder of the
series live up to what developed in the first three stories they
are going to prove a mighty good bet.
Clara Horton plays opposite the star and Mai St. Clair directed.
Some exceptionally good camera work appears for
which Lee Garmes is given the credit. Nearly all of the
stories dwell upon instances in the development of the career
of "Six Cylinder Smith" a nom-de-plume taken by a former
dispenser of soda water. The love interest is very well carried
out and as a whole the series should prove one of the best bets
it

in the

of the season for short stuff.

Type

Champeen"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

2 reel kid

comedy

you have not played the previous Our Gang Comedies
with this one and if you have played them you won't
need to be told to play this. In either event, your crowd will
If

start in

love

it.

The only

man who

is

adult in the entire film is a friendly policeseen for a minute or two, while he catches Sun-

Sammy swiping apples. He tells him he must either
pay the grocer a dollar or go to jail. So Sammy arranges
for a ring battle between Mickey Daniels and Jackie Davis who
are both in love with a sweet little miss who smiles on each.
There is some very good stuff before the actual fight, when
both Romeos rush to get their sweetie a bottle of soda and
crash into each other with disastrous results. But a great deal
of fun is contained in the fight scenes.
Held in an old barn
with planks for seats, the youthful audience is constantly being
unexpectedly dumped whenever they applaud. The champs
fight in and out of the ring.
Both have been told privately by
Sammy that their opponent would "lie down in the second
round." But when that time comes, each is surprised at the
other's failure to do so. Just then another little boy invites
Juliet to go for a soda and the fight ends with both fighters
concentrating on the common enemy.
shine

"Moonblind"

Type

— Bruce—Educational

of production

1

reel

scenic-drama

is the first of a new series of Bruce Wilderness
by Educational, and the beauty of the mountain
tops in the opening shots is enough to make one gasp. Giant
mountains with peaks in the clouds, snow covered ravines,
and grass covered hills are the background against which the
The story is simple but delivered
little drama is enacted.

"Moonblind"

Tales, released

"Mr.

Type

Hyppo"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

1

reel

comedy

In this week's release, Paul Parrott is seen as a hypnotist.
His youthful assistant, Jobyna Ralston, tries her best to make
the performance go over well but in spite of their combined
efforts the audience is getting suspicious.
A hypnotist "professor" whom Paul owes for a course of lessons is seated in
the audience and takes this chance to get even. The offering
is a bit ahead of the usual run of this series, but depends
chiefly upon slapstick for its humor.

"By Lantern Light"
Type

—Bruce

of production

Educational
1

reel

Two prospectors are searching for gold. One,
bothered by what his partner calls "moonblindness," ties a
handkerchief over his eyes. His partner slips down a cliff and
injures his legs and the blind partner finally crawls down the
cliff and reaches him, only to drag him around all through the
night in an effort to find their camp. The suspense is held exceedingly well. Dawn finds them both exhausted but his
prayer for help is answered by means of the sun shining on a
He is rescued only
tin pan which a nearby sheepman sees.
to find that it was all a dream and his partner is perfectly well.
forcefully.

scenic-drama

"Keep 'Em
This, one of Robert C. Bruce's

new

series

Home"— Carter DeHaven—F.

B.

O.

of Wilderness

is one of the finest short reel secnics seen this season.
combines the exquisite background of the Oregon sea coast
with its rocky cliffs and caverns with an appealing tale of two
little boys who, caught in a cave by the incoming tide, are
hunted for during the entire night by their anxious family.
Artistic in the extreme are some of the shots which give
silhouette-like effects to the figures caught in the waning light.
The seas shots have a haunting beauty that will not be quickly
forgotten. This is a short reel that can be played up as well
as the feature with which it is used in conjunction, with the

Tales,
It

Type
Mr.
reel

of production

and

Mrs.

Carter

2 reel

DeHaven

comedy market with some

first

are

comedy

supplying the

short

humorous subjects
The type of comedy

rate

that should be popular with exhibitors.

full

which they present is of the domestic order, and contains
a good deal that make the pictures appealing to the average
They usually consist of "knocks" at the usual
audience.
squabbles of a young married couple and in "Keep 'Em Home"
The young wife
the idea is readily guessed from the title.
doubts the absence of her husband with the unsatisfactory

attention closely.

The wife's plan to
excuse causing the trouble.
jealous and her subsequent suspicion when she
discovers powder on his coat sleeve lead to complications
that offer pleasing comedy entertainment and will be liked
by a big majority.

assurance that it will please a critical audience. The photography, for which John M. Lemond is given credit, is among
the best yet done in this type of production, but besides the
beauty of the scenery which in itself is enough to hold the
attention, the little story is very well done and holds the

"business"

make hubby

STUDIO FOR SALE
25 Minutes from Times Square.
Every Modern device. Must be
Sold at once.

Producers should

investigate this proposition.

Terms

can be arranged for responsible
parties.

Address: R-291
care of

The Film

Daily

Associated Exhibitors.
ARTHUR

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

S KANE,

PRES.

Physical Distributors

SIDNEY GARRETT

Pat he Exchange

^-dgvidA pralde from lhe7rade Vreu ^reeL a wonderfulpicture

FlorenceVidor
CONQUERING THE WOMAN
From %e

Fascnat.no Novbl

A
"The

picture opens with view* of

a seaside resort near Paris and we see
Miss Vidor aquaplaning, swimming and
indulging in other red-blooded sports.
The action shifts to America and then

1

"Florence Vidor has always been one of

at

The fights
quickly to the South Seas.
which David Butler puts up during the

The

moments are

real stuff.

island

well pictured

and there are

a

life is

number

of

ROWLAND

C.

KING V1D0I\ PRODUCTION7

life

'shanghaiing*

By HENRY

amusing situations here.

She soothes the
eye and satisfies the intelligence. Ear rings, negligees and exaggerated eyelids have not figured

this reviewer's screen favorites.

unduly

And

in her success.

entertained

when Miss Vidor

'Conquering
sprightly

the

and well

the camera eye.

is

"Florence Vidor in 'Conquering the

pleasing in

which

its

is,

at the

picture

made up

so

good

to look at

less

stereotyped plot

'will

value as

might under a

production.

King

Vidor

less

has

numerous pleasing locations

been

artistically

or

time, thoroughly

The

directed

by King Vidor from a

story

is

Six

reels.

"This newest Florence Vidor feature should not
to register pleasantly with

any audience.

There

is

a

careful

genuine, pleasing vein to the story which makes the pic-

secured

ture satisfying entertainment of a light, easy-to-follow

that

have

is

Florence Vidor's

one of

variety.

"Miss Vidor

pictorial

pleas-

ing personality and ability to hold her

and

in selecting

is

appealing and winsome at

David Butler

role of the hero, Director

another redeeming feature for Henry

effective choice.

combination."

C. Rowland's theme."
;A-BKOOuni

Authority

»MMLY-

all

times

to play opposite her, in the

Vidor made a particularly

audience regardless of what she has to do,
is

is

photographed and the

atmosphere throughout
appeal.

more

entertainment

feature's

theme that

well cast.

by Henry C. Rowland.

fail

the

a good,

unfoldment and picturization. David

not detract as

much from
it

was

is

and

of such a variety of interesting

scenes that will please, that the

Woman'

same

Butler plays the hero role and
is

entertaining,

entertaining feature, built along a
familiar, but

picture

easy to be

33)eilomin03Iele!3irapb

News

"The

is

cast."

of

Motion Picture

it

fills

Woman*

two ships through the
Miss Vidor
seas is a bit of excitement.
and Mr. Butler do most of the work in
The supportthe picture and do it well.
The photography
ing cast is adequate.
is clear and artistic, while the subtitles
are snappy and excellently worded."

"The chase

so

In this story the

two make a

great

EXHIBITOR

IIEIMJ)

—

iTHE
BRADSTREET

tie

^recognizee
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7 or

Authority
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Walker Suing

Release Plan
Favor ExTalk of
Censors There
to THE FILM DAILY)

Exhibitors
Distribution

consin
libitor
(Special

Directed to File
Suit Against

ilwaukee— The M.

—

P.

T.

the

of

O. of

new complaint in
members of the M.

Steffes.

A

The complaint alleged that Senator
Walker was hired as national counsel
month and expenses
and performed
10

1923. that we heartily commend the
ation of the Theater Owners Distribut~orporation, endorse its service proposals,
pledge the support of this organization
he furtherance of these purposes, and
all
theater owners in Wisconsin and
give the fullest measure of
rhere,
to
tance to this corporation."
19,

resident F. J. McWilliams was
fined to his home in Madison by
ess, and vice president J. H. Sil-

Milwaukee, presided.
'he legislative committee reported
certain elements were considerthe matter of introducing a cenship bill at Madison, and urged
t united action be taken to prevent
an,

of

t

passage.

engrossed resolution was preted to former president Joseph
}de, of Kenosha, expressive of the

in

of the theater owners
services and the advances
ie by the state organization under
reciation
his

direction.

was
resolution
of sympathy
ered sent to Mrs. Wallace Reid.

.

jrauman's "Met" Opens Jan. 26
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

os Angeles

—

mlitan theater
:

Grauman's Metscheduled to open

Sid
is

26.

M.
(Special to

P. D. A. Ball

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Motion Picture
os Angeles
Victor's Assoc, will hold their anv

ball
17.

in

the

Alexandria

Hotel,

to last
will be written in screen history as a masterpiece of its kind is
IN SHIPS.' It will
offered in Elmer Clifton's
be talked about as one of the sensations of the year," says Motion Pic-

"What

ture News.

'DOWN TO THE SEA

a Hodkinson Picture.

It's

— Advt.

The Vision
Who,
Who,

in the entire

in the entire industry indicates

it?

they have

it?

ten million people
Under normal conditions from
Even with
country.
in
this
enter picture theaters every day
minds;
the
best
of
worthy
task
the minimum figures, here is a
Imagine
understanding.
of
keenest
the
the best intellect, and
what it would be to feed an army of five million men daily
and then attempt to appreciate what it means to satisfy the
five

to

appetites of that same number of humans
and an important one.
It is a real task

with

amusement.

;

—

which is
If the entire population of Greater New York
approximately over five millions were taken as an example of
the picture going public, and this army marched past the corner of Broadway and 42nd Street, 16 people to a row, it would
days to pass.
take about

—

(Continued on Page 2)

He wants

May
was

$1,000

for

from November, 1921,
May. and $262 disbursements.

contention.

"The Christian" Showing Tomorrow
Goldwyn will give a special presentation of "The Christian" at the
Capitol tomorrow morning. The picture is expected to run
the theater.

Getting the

To improve

New York

two weeks

at

New York

Angle
between the
and field managers,

relations

office

Brockell, of First National, has
perfected a plan whereby each district
manager will spend at least a month
here learning distribution from the

M.

F.

New York
the

office.

H. A. Bandy

is

first.

Contract

Up

Katherine MacDonald Working on

Last Picture for Schulberg—
First National Release

3^

The statistics showing the amount of food consumed by
these people runs into enormous figures. There are no statistics
There are some figures, of course,
as to their entertainment.
but they are meaningless. There are also the production charts
These prove conclusively what is
of the various companies.
being given the American public as picture entertainment.
Unfortunately these lists are cluttered with the names of many
They are released, but that's
pictures which "get nowhere."
Then there are certain types of pictures
all it amounts to.

a

$1,000

at

August, 1920,

Gilbert & Gilbert as attorneys for
True, Burford and Steffes, asked that
Senator Walker be compelled to file
a new complaint on the ground that
he alleged that he was employed by
the defendants and "others," and he
failed to name the "others" as defendants also. Justice Walker upheld
this

motion picture industry has

in

his services until
his employment

when

last,

terminated.
each month

and

Theater Owners of Wisconsin, in
assembled at Milwaukee, Friday,

organization

the

for

Vhereas, motion picture theater owners

ing

against

I.

O'Reilly,
liam D.

Vhereas, the board of directors of the
on Picture Theater Owners of Amerca,
endorsed the formation of an indecoidistribution
exhibitor-owned
ent

ire

suit

Berman,
Charles
L.
John Mannheimer, WilBurford and William A.

Samuel

number of theater owndiscussed the proposition, and bv
sing vote the convention adopted
following resolution:

rwhere are in favor of such a move as
atter of business protection,
'herefore, be it resolved, by the Motion

his

Edward Fay, Marcus Loew,

True,

corporation.

l

tion,

For

P. T. O. of A.,
to recover $6,262 alleged to be due.
Senator Walker brought his action
last summer and named as defendants Sydney S. Cohen, William A.

William A. True and W. D. Burbrought out what they thought
be advantages to the exild
tors.

Complaint In

P. T. O.

Fees
Supreme Court Justice Wagner
has signed an order directing State
Senator James J. Walker to file a

consin held a two-day convention
Officers of the Thelast week.
Owners Dist. Corp., were ind to attend the convention, and
jecial order of business was deed to enable them to explain the
is

New
M.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Katherine MacLos Angeles
Donald is at work on "Chastity, her
picture for B. P. Schulberg and

last

Victor
release.
National
picture
Schertzinger is directing the
several
which will be completed in
First

We

understood that there will be
far as
no renewal of the contract, so
Schulberg is concerned.
jt is

:

;

:
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Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod. 95
85
F. P.-L.
do pfd
.

Goldwyn

^

%

93
8234

.

Sales

95

1,000

S3y2

5%

5%

Loew's

900

Not quoted

Griffith

isy2

...

isy2

18%

1,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Bushman in Films Again
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne
latest
sire."

will appear in
vehicle, "The

Betty Blythe's

Garden

of

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

220 W. 42nd
Announces the closing
giving

it

St.

of a contracl
exclusive sales rights on th(

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million
as far

feet of selected shots

back as 1897, negative and

are now
requirements.

made

tive,

Phone

posi-

available for your

Bryant

0984-0985

NEVER TOO
LATE TO MEND"

"IT'S

DEAL PENDING

A

little bird drops an idea.
That there is a mighty big
deal pending.
And there should be some interesting developments during the next few days. Meanwhile the lawyers are
busy scratching out, and inserting in. Clauses.

Amalgamated Exchanges
of America, Inc.

CLEM'S HIT
Clem Deneker, Pneumonia, Nev.

That's his monicker.
the celebrated exhibitor.
Whose hard luck stories have
created universal sympathy for him. Told his troubles to the
AMPA. And "drew" the biggest house ever attending their
famous and select Thursday luncheons. Clem was a real knockout.
He's visiting the local show palaces and his opinions of
Broadway shows, and management, will, as usual, appear
exclusively in
FILM DAILY—* * * Advt.

And

Bryant 5741

CHARLES WALTON
Personal Representativt
Serving the Best

in

Motion Pictures

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y. C.

THE

20,400

Not quoted

SV8

..

Close

1)

—

BIG

it

22, 19

"The Net" on F
Pay?" March 4.

will release

and "Does

25,

which, through box office approval, indicate the type of entertainment desired. But often this is momentary; a whim to
be appeased.
Then some of these very pictures drop off in
certain neighborhoods.
For no apparent reason whatsoever.
And no one seems to know why.
Which leads to the query, pertinent and important who has
the vision?
And why isn't it placed in operation? Because
once this question is intelligently answered it might be simple
to figure out a lot of the "whys" and "wherefores" that hit this
business.
Every once in awhile.

THE FILM

communications to

all

Page

(Continued from

(Monday, Jan. 22, 1923!

No. 21

Fox

The Vision

^
o/"FHXDOM#
pBSADSTRBT

Vol. XXIII

Monday, January

GEMS
When

Robert Bruce made his first series of "Wilderness
Tales," among those who raved over them was yours truly.
Saw the second series a few days ago. And boy, they are
there. Probably "By Lantern Light" is the best all around for
entertainment and artistic effects. But "Moonblind" runs close,
and "Jenkins and the Mutt" has some fine shots and some
wonderful tinting. These fit in every program. From Brooklyn
to

MINE."
Amalgamated Exchanges
of America, Inc.

Buenos Aires.

Go

De-

'YOUR MOTHER AND

on, Bruce.

Make some more.

A RASPBERRY

Grainger Closes Buffalo Deal
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—"The Christian" and "The
Strangers' Banquet" have been bookR.
ed for Shea's Hippodrome.
J.
Grainger closed these deals personally.

Says the Honorable Richard A. Rowland.
According to the New York World

Of

First National.

\&&t/bacfoi

"The popular

girl of pictures will not be the pretty, doll faced type.
will be the ordinary appearing young
who plays the leading role in melodrama, because melodrama is going to be the principal
screen fare, and in this form of picture facial beauty does not count for

woman

She

much.

In almost every case out

West

Faithfully Portray Full Ne^ativeVal'

the studios are getting ready for

a series of these plays."

When RA

Protest Brooklyn Theater

The

residents of Tompkins Place,
Brooklyn, are disturbed because of
a plan to erect a theater at 292 Court

which

St.,

will

Tompkins

extend

Place.

through

The

to

property

owners have prepared a protest
be acted on Jan. 23.

to

reaches Hollywood. Next time. What a recephave from the doll faced lot? Whose numbers are
And whose baby doll expressions. Have put many

mvriads.
houses in the "red."

(Special to

at

Amalgamated Exchanges

de

Lasky Plant

THE FILM DAILY)

Mille unit, producing.
"The Trail of the Lone-

SALESMANSHIP

This yarn comes from out Denver way.
Where Harry
Nolan holds forth. And just a few miles from Clem Deneker's
Minter stars, "Prodigal Daughters," abode of pleasure
starring Gloria Swanson, and "The
Jack Lannon, old time liquor dispenser, up in Butte. SawLaw of the Lawless," starring Dordust,
back room, piano player, girls and everything. Regular
othy Dalton.
place. The boys came from miles around. All the wise crackers.
Everybody happy. Mr. Volstead popped up stopped all
the mirth and gayety. Too bad. Jack had a lot of kale. Some(^h^AJycatocma-i. O-tcttouu^
body promoted him into bank robbing. Sold him an independent
"Grumpy."
some Pine"

of America, Inc.

Sub franchise holders of First National may be happy from
now on. Just maybe. For 'tis said that Katherine MacDonald's

—

William

LIVING."

IMPORTANT—PROBABLY TRUE

contract will not be renewed.
And the lady of ice plans
retirement from the screen. For marriage. Yes, boys, 1923 does
Los Angeles Four companies now look better.
at work at the Lasky studio are the

Four Units

'THE LAND OF THE

tion he will

unit, in

International

,

'Distributers

oj

MOTION' 'PICTURES

which Mary Miles

;

(i

exchange. Explained how soft it was, etc. After awhile Jack
discovered "Not so good."
The customers didn't crave his
product, Assortment bad, but had one good one. Says Jack:
(Continued

on

Page 4)

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation'

I

N T E R-O C EAN B UILDiNi
"

218

WEST

4 2nd

ST;

;

",.

'"

•

NfcW

XOK

BRYANT 78 .2 \
WHEN YOO THlNK'd'F
FOREIGN

THlftK' OF

INTER^CMI

THE
22, 1923

January

ay,

3

"The Christian"

On Broadway
-"The Third Alarm."
World's
the
"All
ray

_

—

yn Strand
in Flower."

"When

in

B'way Strand

— THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit "The Christian" has been

Dunkirk Theater Burned
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

a

booked

Broadway
commencing March 4.
for

the

Strand

(Special to

Dunkirk, N. Y.— Fire recently destroyed the Dronen and several prints
of film here.

Knight-

New House in the Bronx
Samuel Minskoff plans a theater

—"Milady."

Rehfeld to Manage Ingram Unit

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Curt Rehfeld, for
St.
He is building one at 180th St. some time assistant manager to Rex
New York— Today— "Back and Boston Road. Last year he built Ingram, will manage the unit when
e and Broke."
house at Kingsbridge Rd. and Ingram
a
returns
to
film
"Scaraday— "Pawn Ticket No. 210" Jerome Ave.
mouche."
i "The Scarlet Car."
nesday "That Woman."
Bendell Joins F. B. O.
Governor Wants State Tax
and
Beautiful
"The
s(j ay
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mned."
Des Moines Gov. Kendall in his
Albany, N. Y. Victor Bendell who
"Women Men Marry" and
lv

O' My
—"Salome."
>n

—"Peg

Heart."

to

seat 2,000 at Sheridan Ave. and 170th

Ruling

Boston

he Great Night."
"Broken Chains."
-Jay

—

Big

-"Hunting

Game

in

manager

a."

-"Dark

Was

Week

-"The Third Alarm."
ray

—"The

Stranger's

»
jrn

in

—

Strand
Flower."

inaugural address said he intends proposing a state amusement tax as a
new source of state revenue, something similar to the Federal admission

Nominated

for

Censor Board

THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — Mayor D. W. Hoan
(Special to

has nominated Mrs. J. C. Buckland
and Mrs. E. J. Kluckow for the censor
board. A third nominee is Henry
BanStaab.

Knight-

Billion in Jewels."

— "Robin Hood."
—
Ml "Salome."
[

Amalgamated Exchanges
of America, Inc.

K. C. Women's Club Boycott
Arbuckle
(Special to

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Kansas City The Athenaeum, a
women's organization composed

local

FARINA & OGLE

of over 800 members has decided not
to attend any shows where Arbuckle
films are exhibited.

Free Shows

in

Okla. City

Title

(Special to

Oklahoma

THE FILM DAILY)

City

—All

Out of a
Clear Shy-

theaters were

Photographers

At Claremont Laboritories
430 Claremont Parkway

Bingham 2100

Inflammable Film Banned

THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee A peremptory order
thrown open to all comers gratis on demanding the removal of inflamin Jan. 9, the visitors being the guests mable film from all local department
Game
Big
-"Hunting
cf Honorable J. C. ("Jack") Walton, stores, has just been issued by W. D.
:a."
Harper, city building inspector, who
in honor of his inauguration as Gov-"Nobody's Money."
ernor of Oklahoma. It is estimated charges that on a single counter he
-"World's Applause."
—"The Voice From the Min- that about 100,000 people visited the found enough film to destroy the
whole building.
theaters.
—"One

"DRIVEN FROM
HOME."

Tel.

"When

Supreme Court has
company may legally

tax.

Women

the Tentmaker."

Next

Film Booking Offices

in

er."

—"Omar

of the

here.

Secrets."

-"When Knighthood

has been associated with the Goldwyn
Film Corporation for the past six
years, has been appointed general

—The

require its employees to forsake membership in labor unions. The ruling
may affect the picture business so
ar as operators and theater employees
are concerned. The decision was a
result of an action brought by the
Moore Drop Forge Co. against the
Springfield Central Labor Union.

—

—

Affect Film Unions

THE FILM DAILY)

decided that a

—
—

—

May

(Special to

(Special to

—

"LOST IN

NEW

YORK.

Amalgamated Exchanges
America, Inc.

of

g

jj

"*

-

•

;

THE
Monday, January

DAILY
c^&£fLs£

The Vision

Coast Brevities
(Special to

(Continued from Pace §)

go on the road myself." First town, Paratello. Saw Dan
Carruthers. Says Dan: "Sorry, Mr. Lannon, but I can't use

—John F. Seitz, cameraTom Storey, laboratory

Hollywood

"I'll

that kind of stuff in my house." "Mebbe not," says Jack, "but
I got one that's a bear.
Knocks them off the seats. Look at
this herald." Don never heard of the film and the herald didn't
mean anything. Don asks: "What's this picture all about?"
"
"It's about a 'Broad' and a 'Guy' and 'an Island.'
Jack says

man and
man, of the Rex Ingram staff, have
arrived here from the East.

Hugo

Ballin has completed the actual camera work on "Vanity Fair."

Have you

—

—

—

KALE

scenario

staff.

Nikolai de Ruitz has been added
to the cast of the "The Hunchback
of

REWARD EARNED
Down in the Wall Street territory
say.
That when Pathe directors meet next month.

of the

That

only place of
the

kind in

World

FILM

3LL0YDS

its

Sam Rork and James Young

have
taken space at United for production
of "Wandering Daughters."

STORAGE

Jack Mulhall, Lew Cody, Eileen
Percy, Joseph Kilgour, Helen Fergu-

Tom

Ricketts,

De Witt Jennings

Film Storage Vaults
putting Rooms

Talmadge

in

Warde Crane and
Norma

130

W.

46th

46th

Bryant 9900

St.

Positive

raw

film

manufactured in
the
Italy
by

Motion

Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes
J.

302 E. 33d St.

Vanderbilt 7361

failures.

W.
Public

A.

it has resulted in
Let us guide you
your problems.

many
in

FLEMING & CO.

Accountants and
Advisors

452 Fifth Ave.

Business

Tel. Longacre 9074

TELL A

GOOD

STORY!

That's half the selling
problem. Come to a specialist in
publicity.

FRED
Loew

motion picture
E.

BAER

Advertising
Bldg.,
1540 Broadway

LOUIS MEYER

LETTERIMC

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

LAYOUTS

OF

AMERICA,

INC-

West

19th Street

Watkins 7620-7461

Madison Square 4430
East 26th St.
New York City

ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

CARTOONS

Business

Not knowing

of America, Inc.

MORAT

Phone:

Know Your

Amalgamated Exchanges

TITLES
251

Sole Agents

COMMERCIAL FIBRE CO
15

'THE FATAL NIGHT."

ART

Fabbrica Italiana Lamine Milano

Bryant 5600

St.

West

of America, Inc.

LAUB

b

of Independent Productions
130

Amalgamated Exchanges

THOUGHT

of

W.

Bryant 8174

Film Continuity— Subtitles
Editing Only the Highest Type

Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film Library
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding

"TOO RICH TO
MARRY."

"Within the Law."
H. E. GAUSMAN.

ENLARGEMENTS

OLD JUDGE
LESLEY MASON

Projection Theatres

Amalgamated Exchanges

will support

titling

729 7th Ave.

"EASY MONEY."

ing for First National.

that will
win the case for your picture
before
PUBLIC

Wm

JOS. R. MILES

and

Selzr;

offices.

Herschel Mayall has been added to
the cast of "The Isle of Dead Ships"
which Maurice Tourneur is now mak-

FEW WORDS—

Editing

finding

new

the

of America, Inc.

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG
The

for

Twins."

(Continued on Page 6)

IN A

site

The title of the latest Bull Montana
comedy has been changed to "The

son,

They do

—

Selznick representatives in

Notre Dame."

Two

Frederick James Smith, in Photoplay, commenting on what
some stars do with their money says;
"Lillian Gish owns a tiny restaurant in San Pedro, Cal.
"Norma Talmadge owns half of 'The Music Box Revue.'
"Mary Miles Minter owns a laundry.
"William Russell owns a beauty parlor."
Most interesting of all are the possessions of David Wark
Griffith, the producer of the pictures which have made more
money than any others. The master director owns a fourteenacre lemon ranch, a velour hat, three suits of clothes, and a watch.

business.

Warner

the next

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is reported t|
George L. Eastman, of the Cham;
of Commerce, has appointed a cc|
mittee from his office to assist

Grant Carpenter has been signed
for the

He
week's gross at the Capitol will be? Well every week.
forwards the Goldwyn office. An estimate of what the big
house will gross the succeeding week. How he does it is a
mystery. But the fact remains. That he is seldom out of the
way. In his estimates.

19;

Seeking Site For Selznick
(Special to

suitable

:

FIGURES AND SUCH
heard. How Roxy figures out. What

THE FILM DAILY)

22,

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

Bill Pause
7IW.44TH.ST
Ph Vanderbilt 4551

THE
day, January 22, 1923

St.

Louis Notes

(Special to

Louis

,

moved

THE FILM DAILY)

—The
into

F. B. O.
its

new

Exchange

quarters at

Olive St.

Roland Title Changed
Pathe announces that the title of
the next Ruth Roland serial has been
changed from "The Riddle Rider of
the

Range"

to

"Haunted Valley."

From

"The Wheel" Trade Showed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris—
Abel Gance's, "The Wheel,"
Toronto
The Famous Players
Canadian Corp. has taken over the was recently given several trade
showings in this city. The producProvince in Winnipeg.

the Maritime

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

took over three years to produce and cost approximately 4,000,000
francs.
Pathe Consortium Cinema
are handling the film.
tion

Plans For Nat'l Convention

Walsh Motor Co. has adopted
ires as a means of selling male

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Vitagraph has no intention of
linquishing its exchange despite

re-

Chicago The state theater owners
rehave begun plans for the national ports to that effect.
convention and exposition to be held
icar Canthor has been transferred
The Capitol will be built starting
at the Coliseum, probably in May.
tlanta, to handle Paramount pubin April.
It will have straight picture
in several Southern states.
policy and will be one of the Spencer
La Voise Joins Theater
;s.

'THE FIRE PATROL."

•

:ed

& Yenn

Capitol at
of the old

have opened their
Benton, 111., on the

Hippodrome.

Film Board of Trade has reheadquarters from the EmTheater Bldg. to offices above
lew F. B. O. exchange.
le

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

circuit.

— Roy

Amalgamated Exchanges

exploiteer

of America, Inc.

La Voise, former
"Saturday Night" a weekly newsin
Washington
has been appointed manager of the paper of standing in Canada, has attacked the stock selling proposals of
Cameraphone theater.
Pittsburgh

Goldwyn

Ernest Shipman. According to this
paper,
is
it
practically
throwing
Capreol Theater Burns
Toronto A fire that swept the money away to invest in these stock
film
producing companies, Mr. Exhibitor:
business section of Capreol in North- selling
ern Ontario, wiped out the one pic- formed in Canada.
Ask Your Film Company for the
jdkinson has two new salesmen
ture theater Rossman's, the loss being
[aurice Aaron, who is travelling
"THEMATIC
MUSIC CUE
000.
$1,189,300 Spent in Construction
hern Illinois and Walter Light $20
(Pat. Applied For)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has been assigned to the Indiana
Ottawa According to an official It means more to you than any
Gets Two More
:ory.
It is the cue sheet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
review of construction for 1922, 38 other accessory.
Chicago C. E. Beck has taken theaters were built or rebuilt, the total {that insures a musically perfect
inagers have broadcasted warnThis does not picture presentation*
against an individual who claims over the Rose and Alcazar on Madi- cost being $1,189,300.
son
St.
from
cover
decorating,
Jones,
Linick
&
furnishing or equipPalethorpe. This worthy
e J.
This gives Beck three ping any of the structures.
d St. Louis about two weeks ago Schaeffer.
called upon several
exchange houses in the loop.
In each instance he held himFrothingham's Plans
"LIFE
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mt to be the personal representaBuffalo Strand Closing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles J. L. Frothingham's
Df the president of the organizaACTRESS."
Buffalo The Mark-Strand Thea- next production will be "The Dice
and it is alleged he took advanto obtain cash for checks that ter will close Feb. 1.
There is much Girl," an original by Harvey Gates,
Amalgamated Exchanges
returned from a New York bank discussion here as to what the Strand after which he will make a picture
of America, Inc.
:ed
"No such account at this interests will do to keep their name from a celebrated stage play, the
in Buffalo.
name to be announced later.
;d its

—

>

SHEEF

—

—

OF AN

—

—

WILLIAM deMILLE'S
it
with

From

the play

Grumpy

99

THEODORE ROBERTS, MAY McAVOY
CONRAD NAGEL

by Horace Hodges and T. Wigney Percy val

and

Screen play by Clara Beranger

Released April 8th

THE

land's greatest criminal lawyer, who conceals a heart of gold under a grouchy manner, he gives a performance long to be
remembered. The cast is unusually strong,
including,
besides
the
featured
players,

play that broke London's record,
ran a year in New York, and then came
back for a season-long return engagement.
Few stories have been written with such
heart-appeal, such appealing characterizations, such dramatic suspense.

The
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

role

is

ideal

for

Roberts.

As Eng-

Casson Ferguson, Bertram Johns, Fred
Huntley and Charles Ogle. This is William
deMille's

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

FAMOUS P1AYERS-L71SKY CORPORATION
AOOLPM ZUKOB

Ow.d..t

,

biggest
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

box-office

attraction.

9
10

"Adam and Eva."

11

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billing* Spend* His Diaae"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."

12
13
14
15

"Racing Hearts"

CC (paramount (picture

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 17

DAILY
In the Courts
The

suit of

Benjamin

P. Schulberg

against United Artists, D.

W.

Griffith,

Douglas and Mary Pickford Fairbanks and Charles Chaplin, has been
discontinued by Supreme Court Justice

Gavegan

at

request
Driscoll

the

O'Brien, Malevinsky &
the defendant, because

it

of
for

Perl S.
in

Parish got an attachment

Supreme Court against

the

the
Pictures

property

Sterling
of the
Corp., in a suit for services, in which
The attachment
she claims $2 000.
was served on the property of the
defendant, but an order has been filed
discharging the attachment because
the defendant put up a bond of $2,250.

The Appellate

Division of the Sua ruling of
the lower court that a balance of
$336 in the Equitable Trust Co., to
the credit of Mme. Valentine Perret.
wife of Leonce Perret, must be applied on the payment of a judgment
obtained against Mme. Perret by
Rita Vinay.
The papers show that
this sum is the balance of $18,000
paid to Mme. Perret as agent for her
husband by Pathe for the film,
"Twisted Man," most of which fund
she converted into frances and took
to France with her.
She alleged that
the money belongs to her husband although it stands in her name.

preme Court has upheld

King Completes Feature
Burton King has finished direction
of "Better

Times Ahead"

at the Ideal

studio.

22,

:

"Suzanna" Road Showed
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Mack Senni
(Continued from Page 4)
"Suzanna" is being translated
it wouldn't be surprising if Elmer Pearson was made "Mister
Spanish editions and will be retPresident." Which would mean a well earned reward. To a soon for a road show tour thro
man who puts day and night work. In on a schedule. And who the Latin countries. The first L;|i
presentation will be in Buenos Ai
works in his shirt sleeves. And gets results.

The Vision

(Special to

—

j

5

i

THEY ALWAYS COME BACK

has been

settled.

Monday, January

Increase Capital

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Regular writer. Sour and sore. Some
Chicago The Illington Amus.
time ago. Said he would never write another scenario for pic- operating
the Illington has increai
After Which Cecil DeMille; Jaydee Williams; David the capital stock from $10,000 to $
tures.
Griffith and a few other master minds. Decided to worry along. 000.
But for a time they considered suicide. As the only way out.
The Marsfield Amus. Co., of
After Tony's explosion.
city have increased the capital st]
And then. After they changed their minds. With the com- from $25,000 to $100,000.
ing of the dawn. As the title writers put it. Tony proved himG. A. Zaft, A. N. Felton and
self a regular he-man.
And changed his mind. And so he's Felton
have formed the Kedzie M<
gone to Pittsburgh for atmosphere. For the steel making pic- rose Amus. Co., with offices at 4
ture, "White Heat."
For Famous.
No. Kedzie Ave.

Anthony Paul

Kelly.

—

l]

•

RENTALS
F. H. Smith.
An old timer. Down in Thomasville, Georgia.
Is thru. Says high rentals, excessive taxation, and lack of patronage caused him to close. This industry might not be able to

"SUNSHINE OF PARA
DISE ALLEY."

But the other reasons could be remestop the taxation stuff.
And they should be. This isn't the time to lose one real
died.
worker. And down South they say Smith is a real man. And
on the level. That's reason enough to keep him in business.

GHOSTS
The

American recently offered $5,000 for a photograph of a ghost. To which Jim Bray. Of the Bray Comedies.
Sent a letter offering not one photo. But a whole reel
of them.
For the five grand.
It may only be incidental.
But Bray is producing the Heeza
DANNY.
Liar Comedies. At the moment.
Scientific

Amalgamated Exchanges
of America, Inc.

"THE

WOMAN

IN

CHAINS."
Amalgamated Exchanges
of America, Inc.

ft

SPECIAL TRADE

«
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

SHOWING

i.i

ft
ft

v

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
i.t

ft
ft
ft

THE CHRISTIAN
a picturization of the famous novel and stage play by

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Presentation under

«

:.:

the

ft
ft

personal

direc-

tion of

S. L. Rothafel
:.:

:t

Sir

Hall Caine
directed

by

Maurice Tourneur

NOTE:
the

This

is

most important

showing

for exhibit-

ors of the year.

:.:

ft
i.t

ft

i.t

if
ft
ft

CAPITOL THEATRE
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Tuesday Morning
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— 10:15

sharp.

—
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Sign

Cohan?

Under

il

Pictures

Principal

ted

Way

1923

23,

Price 5 Cent*

Competition
Important Distributors Are
Reported Interested in Fitzmaurice Goldwyn Not
Talking
Since the return here of Samuel
Goldwyn from the Coast, where, as
noted, he placed George Fitzmaurice
under contract, it is understood that
Several

Have

and That Pro-

—

iucer Will Collaborate at

Studio
as reported that Principal Pic-

have secured a

number

of the

M. Cohan plays and the proupon his return from England
d of this week will leave for
ngeles to collaborate on pro-

e

<een

i.

This

is

London," "Mary" and

Nelly Kelly" were the plays
reported as being involved

ely

transaction.

Principal

company

is

"erdiness for the Fall season.

the

in

located

production shortly,

in

M. Lesser, vice-president

"Secrets of Paris" stood 'em up all week during its engagement at the VicRobert Lynch cites it as positively the best
toria theater in Philadelphia.
independent he has bought. Advt

Bros, have two Cohan
on next year's schedule, "Litahnny Jones" and "George
•ner

—

ngton, Ja."

Managers Here
The Metro district managers
town for a sales conference.

By Clem Deneker
ling Director, Deneker Circuit
of Theaters and Depots
1,

New York

lere

is

all

right.

I

two days now and I don't
between this and

uch difference

City,
except more people
lore lights, but I sure was dislted in the theaters.
I went to
n

rand the first night I was here,
/hile they had quite a line up
out in front, something was
ig.
It seemed like lots of people
lassing the door without going
)w,
that's
one
thing
that
iple

In't

happen.

I

met

Abe Warner Coastbound
Abe Warner leaves for Los An-

District

New York

Joseph

the manager, and ast him
he didn't put a "speiler" out in
to remind people the show was
(Continued on Page 2)

Gray

in

Charge

New England

in

are in

Inc.,

(Special to

has

concluded arrangements whereby its
Boston houses will be operated under
No
direction of William P. Gray.
change of ownership is contemplated
p.nd the present officials will continue
in
office.
For some months past
Gray has operated its theater holdings
in Maine and New Hampshire.
The Manchester Amusement Co.,

subsidiary has sold the Strand,
Rockland, Mass., to L. A. Rhodenizer,
the theater's former manager.
a
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Jersey City. N. J.

— A temporary

Of

Large Stockholder

lm Daily:

May

I correct an error.
Clem Deneker did not

dis-

ss hard luck experiences with

—he listened.

e

Sincerely yours,

FRED DESBERG.

in

The

Corporation
Famous Players announce that
contracts have been executed whereby S. A. Lynch of Atlanta and his
associates had been relieved of the
management of the theaters and film
exchanges operated throughout the
South by Southern Enterprises. Inc.
At the same time Famous Players
paid to S. A. Lynch Enterprises
Finance Corp.. approximately $1,900,000 which appeared on the company's

junction issued Saturday in Jersey
City against Director of Public Safety
William B. Quinn and Police Capts.
James Larkins, Edward O'Connor
and William Hogue, enjoining them
from interfering with operation of six
theaters on Sunday was dismissed
yesterday by Vice-Chancellor John
Bentley. The injunction was secured
by the State Theaters Corp., the Ritz
Theaters Corp. and Louis Blumen-

(Continued

on Page 2)

Facts

About Pictures Which Prove of Interest to Legislators and Others
Pettijohn Uses It
of the best aids

Pettijohn

is

using

which Charlie

throughout

in

which

make.

Harry Rapf Coming East
Harry Rapf is expected to arrive
here from the coast soon with a print

states

contains a chart on the last page
with a number of interesting figures.
Investment in the industry is placed
taxable property
$1,250,000,000;
at
terial

$720,000,000, approximate cost of
(Continued on Page 3)

THE FILM DAILY)
—John Griffith Wray

Los Angeles

has left for New York to obtain feature mattrial. It is reported he will
make three specials for Ince.

To Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

E. O. Blackburn
(Special to

—

Edward O. Blackburn
Chicago
has left for the coast to resume
charge of sales and service at the
Rothacker

plant.

May Have Five Directors
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles According to the
Times, B. P. Schulberg expects to
have five units at work by March 1st.
At present he has three, headed by
Tom Forman, Louis Gasnier and
Victor

Schertzinger.

the

where legislative
battles are on is a pamphlet which,
together with other interesting macountry

at

will also

(Special to

Some
One

production

Perlmutter"

Goldwyn

(Special to

in-

thal.

Some Figures
the Famous-Lynch Deal — Lynch

&

Ince Signs Wray, Is Report

Jersey City Loses

Boston

Theaters,

no announcement has
seen made it is generally expected
in well advised film circles that whoever distributes the Fitzmaurice productions will also handle the "Potash

of "Brass."

geles tomorrow.

:ett,

Pardon—Our Error

could not be
statement yesterday.

a

Famous.
Although

of

could not be reached yesfor a statement, and at the
offices, the report was "news
m."
pal,

jeing

for

Coast reports indicate that Fitzmaurice will leave for New York in
April, upon the completion of "The
Cheat."
As previously noted, Pola
Negri will be featured in this by

i

ng

Goldwyn

Samuel

which all
Lesser enterprises are merged.
>mpany has already secured one
Cohan plays, "The Meanest
in the World," which will be
lolding

has developed for

forthcoming Fitzmaurlce productions. Several of the
larger companies are said to be interested in securing- the Fitzmaurice proluctions which are expected to be in

t

:

competition

the release of the

The Film Year Book
Will be delivered to paid
subscribers probably the end
of the week, or early in the

coming week.

;

—.£Efr*
DAILY
Some Figures
(Continued

D^jll^BBaBBan

from

Page

VoL

Ho.
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Tuesday, Jan.

23,1923

Price

5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Publiahed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS,
Joaeph
J.

W.

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

Advertising Manager.
Katcred as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Tsrms (Postage free) United States. Outside
at Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, 4S.O0; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
$13.00.
ager;

A.

J.

Address

Cron,

communications

all

THE FILM

to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St,, New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: VanderbBt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 HoUywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

—
1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Cliehy.
Central
European Representative— Interna(Czecho-SloS.

1.

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelaplatz.

tionale
vakia),

$1,500,000 was paid
Players to Lynch and his associates,
with 15,000 shares of Famous Players

common

stock.
The announcement
emphasized the fact that Famous
Players did not contemplate any refinancing,
and that there was no
truth in rumors recently circulated
to that effect.

The following officers of Southern
Enterprises, Inc., have been elected:
President,
Frederic G. Lee; vicepresident, Harold B. Franklin; secretary and treasurer, Frederick Metzler.
Dan Michalove, director of theaters, will be in active charge under
the supervision of Harold B. Franklin.
A. S. Barnard is retained as
general counsel.
With Lynch holding 15,000 shares
of Famous stock this undoubtedly
makes him one of the largest stockInciholders of the corporation.
dentally the stock is appraised at $100
a share.

Low

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

96J4

96^4

.

84H

83%

...

SJ4

5*4

..

19J4

.

96*4
84 H

2,000

5%

100

^.'.(Special to

500

Not quoted
19

19

1,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations

/Xos

—

Albany
ators,

selling at about

Run

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Mary

Pickford's,

of the Storm Country" has just
finished a ten week run at Miller s.

Shauer Goes to Havana
Shauer, left on Sunday for
Havana, in company with Chester E.
Sawyer, vice-president of the Caribbean Film Co. to discuss distribution
in Cuba and Central America.
E.

Miracle Theater Corp.,
Albany
Bronx.
Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, A. James and D. Goldstein.

hattan.

now

Not quoted ^Tess

Griffith

Loew's

is

"Tess" Ends Long

Sales

Close

do pfd

G'wyn

It

84^.

Quotations
High

(Continued from

1)

liability.

sum

E.

Arrange Distribution

The Carlton King Prod, have

turn-

over to Producers Security the
handling of their pictures throughout
the world.
ed

—Aress

Amuse.

Capital

$50,000.

H. Suchman,

J.

and

Man-

Co.,

IncorporI.

Rosen-

Cannot Show Films

thal.

(Special to

—

Spokane,
Wash.
Blue
Mouse
Theater, Tacoma.
Capital, $60,000.
Incorporators, John Hamrick, L. O.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

A restraining
City
order was issued by the District
Court, restraining Jacob H. Cooper,
Oklahoma

manager

from showing unauthorized
Governor J. C.
Walton inaugural films, and the InAlbany Fascination Pictures, Inc., ternational, Universal, Selznick and
Manhattan. Capital $10,000. Incor- Pathe from
showing the films anyporators, L. R. Bangsberg, H. S.
where in the United States.
Douglas and E. C. Christensen.
The restraining order was based
on petition of Dan V. Lackey, who
Albany
F.
X. Pictures, Inc.,
had the only official barbecue pictures,
Yonkers.
Capital, $20,000.
Incormade under his personal supervision,
porators, I. Kaplan, P. Cohen and S.
and at a cost approximately $5,000.
Ellis.
Lackey claims that the pictures belongs to the barbecue committee,
Albany Verity Film Co., Inc.,
and if any proceeds are realized from
Manhattan.

Lukan and

C. E. Gates.

of the Criterion,

—

—

—

Capital $50,000.

porators,

Joseph

Anna

Incor-

and

P.

Ornato.

—
—

Jefferson City, Mo. Progress Pictures, Inc., St. Louis
Capital, $20,Incorporators, A. Goldman, T.
000.

Leonard and

;i

J.

Olsen.

(£>cLiu:<xtic?nasl

'LcttMuu^*

New York

Seeing

Of this
by Famous

balance sheet as a

exhibition of the pictures, that they
will go to the committee.
Final termination of the matter
will be thrashed out in the courts in
the near future.

"now going

Tuesday, January

Page

1)

but he just stood
and looked at me, and I could see
he was at a loss for an answer.
I
wanted to tell him that the people
who is running that life of a fireman
at the Astor Theater, two crossroads
down Broadway, has a "spieler" out
in front
but then I didn't want to
give those other peoples ideas away
to an opposition manager.
I
don't think the decorations of
the Strand is in keeping with the
show, and am wondering if Mr.
Plunkett changes them every week.
If he does I got a couple a clever
ideas that I used at Leprosy when
I
played
"The Draper's Sister,"
which he is welcome to without
charge from me.
The feature at the Strand was
pretty good though, but I thought
maybe they was making a mistake
having the music play while the picture is on so that you can't hear
people next to you reading the titles
out
loud.
This wouldn't do at
Pneumonia, where I got a lot of Indian customers who can't read and
who depends on others to read the
on,"

—

titles.

The music was
melodium.

going to take me
to the Capitol next time I can get
away from that V. L. S. E. crowd
I'll
that is showing me the town.
bring Mrs. Deneker here the next
time. She can meets these exhibitor's
wives and give them some great ideas
on fashion shows with their pictures
which we originated at Pneumonia.
I want to thank the producers for
the nice time I had at the convention

Panama

Thursday for lunch.
was a little disappointed
looks of some of the boys

Players,

left

before Feb.

fro

1.

KLUTHO STUDIO IN FLORIDA
FOR SALE
Cooper-Hewitts hard lights and
laboratory located on valuable
ground in heart of city. Cost
$65,000. Will sell at a sacrifice.
Reasonable amount in cash balance on time.
Will be'dismantled in

H.

30 days if

J.

not told

Owner

Klutho,

Room
No

401 St. James Building
Jacksonville, Florida.
coal needed, no snow and ice.

Cheapest electric juice in the
Country only 2 cents a kilowatt.

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

CARDS title:
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

Hour

24

Service

necesso

if

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOI
220 W. 42d

Bryant OS

Street

Now
In our

at 203-5

W.

40th

St.

OWN LABORATORY
and

STUDIO

ERNEST STERN
The Titleman,
Phones- Penn. 2373-2374

^Jjtmmrc (EWpnrcxtum

RESOURCES

-

$5,000,000

Knickerbocker Building
in

the
the

at
meeting, but guess they mean well.

B.

Compai

New York

is

I

Franklin

Ne'er-Do-Well"

not return to

last

Harold

192

nice, especially the

Of course the Strand is got a different kind of clientele than what I
got, they evidently don't ever get the
same people twice, while I got to
get the same people back every night,
so that I got to run a better show
that he does, considering everything.
Mr. Rothapfel

"The
will

23,

—

"

Broadway

42nd

>t

N. T. City

Street,

En Route West
Franklin,

of

— Beekman

Famous

Phone

on Saturday on a two

9091

weeks' trips to Los Angeles.

Rogers Handling "Success
Charles R. Rogers, president of
Resolute Film Sales, Inc., is in charge
of distribution on Murray W. Garsson's "Success," which was directed
by Ralph Ince. The cast includes
Brandon Tynan, Naomi Childers,
Mary Astor, Dore Davidson, Lionel
Adams, Billy Quirk and others.
Distribution will probably be announced within a few days.

We Are Ready to Pay CASH
FOR PRODUCTIONS OF AAER IT
for NEW YORK CM and STATE a NORTHERN NEW dERSEy
Bigger They Come --The Better We Like Them.
RENOWN PICTURES,
inc.
72.9- SEVENTH AVE.
BRYANT A7BA-- 6\7AThe

Phone

RBAfc

119 Fulton

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTE
SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces the closing
giving

it

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million

feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

requirements.

w

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985
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Houses Must Stay Closed
THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond, Ind. Although some
(Special to

—

Some Facts
of

"blue laws" have been modified
closing ordinance
re, the Sunday
not be lifted.
11

e

Schwartz Sells his Three

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Joe Schwartz has sold
houses, the Liberty, Kos-

Milwaukee

three
>usko and Riviera.
3

To Film

Navy photographers
ish of
irship

will

film

the

Iowa, an obsolete
which will be sunk March
the old

in the

Bay

of

Panama.

Oppose Leasing to "Outsiders"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Denver—The M.

P. T. O. of Cola recent meeting, voiced
opposition to the practice of
;ir
Dducing and distributing organizans leasing films, other than educanals, to any but regular licensed
;aters engaged in the business of
ido,

at

hibiting pictures.

House
THE FILM DAILY)

Protest St. Paul
(Special to
St.

— Residents

Paul

Carter

and

in

the vicinity

Doswell

Avenues,

iced their opposition against the
ection of a $65,000 house, at a hear» given before
the city council,
scar Tatkin and Morris Goldberg
e

behind the project.
several houses

lilding

ntial district

They intend
in

of the city.

from

Page

1)

the resi-

—

Minneapolis
Through the state
body, the proposed ordincombined weekly circulation of news ance presented to the city council
reels at 40,000,000.
All the data has asking for the maintenance of a firebeen collected and compiled by the man in every house with a seating
Hays organization in the following capacity of 300 or more, has been

annual production

at $200,000,000

and

exhibitor

Motion picture theaters

in

the United States

15,000
7,605.000
50,000.000
$520,000,000
8

Average number

Number

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Moran, Tex.— J. Goodfriend
opened his new theater.

a

has

Pecos, Tex.— The Rialto will install
radio equipment soon.

killed.

chart:

of seats in picture theaters
of persons employed in picture theaters

Persons permanently employed in picture production
Permanent employees in all branches of picture industry
Investment in motion picture industry
Approximate cost of pictures produced annually
Salaries and wages paid annually at studios in production
Cost of costumes, scenery, and other materials and supplies used

507
105,000
50,000
300,000
$1,250,000,000
$200,000,000
$75,000,000
in

pro-

annually
Average cost of one feature film production
Average number of ieature films produced annually
Average number of short reel subjects, excluding news reels, annually....
Taxable motion picture property in the United States
Percentage of pictures made in California (1922)
Percentage of pictures made in New York ( 1922)
Percentage of pictures made elsewhere in United States (1922)
Foreign made pictures sent here for sale (1922)
Foreign made pictures sold and released for exhibition
Theaters running six to seven days per week
Theaters running four to five days per week
Theaters running one to three days per week
Lineal feet of film exported in 1921
Lineal feet of film exported in 1913
Percentage of American films used in foreign countries
Film footage used each week by news reels
Combined circulation of news reels weekly
Number of theaters using news reels weekly
Amount spent annually by producers and exhibitors in newspaper and
magazine advertising
Amount Spent annually by producers in photos, cuts, slides, and other
duction

accessories
spent annually by producers in lithographs
spent annually by producers in printing and engraving

Amount
Amount

ComindAs a
Gift

Southwestern Notes

THE FILM DAILY)

Seating calpacity (one show)
Average weekly attendance at picture theaters
Admissions paid annually
The average number of reels used for one performance

Iowa

Finish of

(Continued

Proposed Ordinance Killed
(Special to

of Providence

$50,000,000
$150,000
700
1,500

$720,000,000
,x4<

(

\2
4',

Waco, Tex.— D. W. Ray has purchased the Auditorium.
Bryan, Tex.— Mrs. Marshall and
Miss Wilson have opened the Palace.

Dallas— Joseph
the

C. Singer has leased

Queen now operated by Southern

Enterprises.

Haskell,

Tex.— The Haskell

recent-

y leased by Ed Robertson, has been
jurchased by him.

Waco, Tex.— Dr. K. H. Aynesworth has purchased the Victory from
outhern Enterprises, Inc.

,

425
9

000

—

Petrolia, Tex.
A fire originating in
he booth of the Petrolia did considerable damage.

1,500
4 500
14Q qoo 000
32.000 000
90
1.400 000
40.000,000
11,000

$5,000,000

$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$3,000,000

San Antonio, Tex.—The Palace is
name given by Louis Santikos to
the new house which will be opened
.he

about Feb.

1.

L. J. Pruch
(Special to

Joins

Home

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha — Louis
the ranks
Service.

of

J.

Pruch has joined

Home's

Exploitation

—
Lj-i--

.*«

THE
r-ja'

'aHML-tw..

.1

*±*<m

DAILY
•tiBZHk
Louis Notes

St.

(Special to

— F.

Louis-

in Shelbyville,

It

23,

1923

Ov*>r

THE FILM DAILY)

Russell has been
named manager of the Yale Theater,
Anna, 111., recently taken over by the
The house
lllmo Amusement Co.
was formerly the Main but the name
was changed to conform to that of
other houses owned by the company
St.

Putting

Tuesday, January

S.

111.,

and Macon, Mo.

A

loan of $300,000 on the Columbia
theater building and site has been
made by the Edward K. Love Real
Estate Co. to Frank R. Tate, Charley
It is underCella and other owners.
stood that they plan to improve the
site with a lofty structure to be devoted to retail stores and offices.

Jack Underwood of Enterprise has
announced the early release in this
territory of "The American Torreador" and "Other Men's Boots."

hibitor

how a brother exput his show over.
Let
Send along your ideas.
the other fellow know how you

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

cleaned up.

gradation

Here

is

Effective Publicity
To exploit "Gimme" at
St. Louis
the Delmonte, Manager Ernest Lynch
filed in the Circuit Court a pro forma
decree of incorporation for an AntiGimme Society of St. Louis.
The papers declared that the organization was opposed to tips for
waiters; to calling taxicabs to take
young ladies home, etc., etc., and the
newspapers fell for the stunt with a
vengeance, giving it much space. The
otar even commented on the society
editorially, and then the Delmonte
sprang its advertising.

—

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone cf the

negative.

—

Snowden,

It carries

Eastman Film,

Goldwyn
window

now

—

EXPLOITATION

highest

the quality through

to the screen.
Another Window Tie-up
Columbus, O. H. T.

exploiteer arranged a clever
Oklahoma
"Broken
display
when
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chains"
played
at the Grand here. He
Perry, Okla. A. T. Cook, owner
placed a pile of chains in a Main
of the Lyric, was killed in an autoStreet window and used a card readmobile accident near Orlando, Okla.
ing "How many links in this chain?
Twenty free tickets to the Grand
and
Theater for the ten best answers each
TISING SPECIALIST
day.
Leave your answers inside."
1
Can exploit, advertise, sell and manage
one side of the display he used
On
any production.
a three sheet cutout and on the op2
Creator of Novelty Exploitation and pubposite side an art card display setting
licity stunts.
forth the high spots of the picture.
3
"Empty Seat Doctor" for Exhibitors.
4
Sales-Promotion and Idea Man Seeks Con- The entire window was banked with
Will go anywhere.
nection.
stills from the production.
Address B-l, care The Film Daily

Exhibitor Killed

from

out

both regular and tinted base
is identified through-

available in nine colors,

its

leneh bv the words " Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

ADVER-

—

—
—
—

Co-Operative Advertising
Flint, Mich.
That merchants will
fall for a page of co-operative advertising, when it is of an interesting
nature, is proved by the tie-up that
was made when "Sherlock Holmes"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

CHROMOS TRADING^CO.
1123 Broadway
Suite

616

'Phone CheJ»ea 8294

played the Orpheum.

John Wilstach,

exploiteer went to The Journal, and sold them on the idea of a
page advertising with local merchants,
all featuring the great detective, using
the slogan across the top of the page

Goldwyn

Ready

Money
WHEN YOU
NEED IT
REPUTABLE
PROPOSITIONS
FINANCED.
IN

ANY

AMOUNT.
Specialized Service
to Motion Picture
Enterprises.

— "Sherlock
The

Discovers

in

page told what
Sherlock Holmes found out of a
favorable nature, about certain firms
in the city.
Among these such advertisers were approached, and came
into the tie-up as the Studebaker
Automobile Co., The Victor Phonograph Co., and the Baker Business
rest

To

Confidence.

Clothes without buttons.

Programs without short

One

is

subjects.

as foolish as the other.

Stuff" number, out

Fight School Showings

February

The "Short

19, will

contain

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— The Ohio M. P. T. O.

innumerable suggestions of real value not

have launched an attack against the

only to the producer and distributor of this

showing of theatrical
and churches.

material, but

films in schools

Engaged

for

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

"Main

find

Street"

—

Los Angeles Gus Inglis, general
manager for P'lorence Vidor, states
Associated

Exhibitors,

Inc.,

much

live,

wide awake showmen

will

of advantage in the various articles

to be contained in this issue.

to

whom

Miss Vidor is under contract,
granted permission for her to play a
role in "Main Street" for
Warner Brothers. Miss Vidor has

leading

Consult with us in

Bread without butter.

the

of

College.

that

Quick Action.

Holmes

Flint."

Short Stuff

completed "Alice Adams" and in
addition to this has two other completed vehicles for release by Assojust

ciated.

An unusual

"buy" for the producer and

tributor of short stuff.

dis-

THE
lay,

January

23,

'£tl

DAILY
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For Once
All the Critics Agree!
Read What They Say About

Presented by

VEN

CARL LAEMMLE

with a brilliant cast including Charles Mack (courtesy D. W. Griffith), Eleanor Fair,
Burr Mcintosh, George Bancroft and Emily Fitzroy.

The Supreme Epic
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
Intensely dramatic, well directed. Strong heart
interest.
Different from any other American
made production.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
So powerfully portrayed as to make the film an
epic of the Blue Ridge.
It has every angle of
appeal!

of Kentucky Hills
FILM DAILY
A

mighty fine picture and a very powerful dramatic entertainment. Should find a place among
the year's best pictures. Don't miss "Driven"!

TELEGRAPH
MORNING
A
recommend

seen.

SCREEN OPINIONS
is a wonderful picture
powerful character study!

It

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
A

powerful picture, makes strong demands upon
the emotions. Sounds the depths and the heights.
Digs under your skin and stays there.

From

the Prize Story in the Cosmopolitan

Magazine by Jay Gelzer.

It is gratifying to be able
this as one of the finest we have

really splendid film.

to

—a

gripping

MOTIONForPICTURE NEWS

drama,

gripping situations it has not often
surpassed. Its tensity is continuous!

A

been

Charles Brabin Production

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES CORPORATION

'

THE

c&m

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"Peg O'My Heart"— Metro
Capitol

MORNING WORLD— Laurette

Taylor's

most vivid and

screen Peg is one
amusing light comedy performances we can
remember, but the transfer of Mr. Manner's
play from the stage to the cinema has not
of

the

The picture * * * will
been so successful.
amaze Miss Taylor's admirers with its remarkably fine picturing of the actress herand her aptness in stepping so naturself,
ally before the camera with Michael under
her arm. * * * But somewhere in the making
of the picture * * * King Vidor, or some
one, did something, or failed to do something,
which reduced the pretty stage play to unIt may
picture stuff.
even,
Posnot have been Mr. Vidor's fault at all.
sibly the difficulty lay in expressing Peg's
mission in Ireland by way of printed dialect

just

pretty

fair

subtitles.

AMERICAN — As

picture, it
joyable as it was as a play, due to
vivacious interpretation. *
lor's

a

is

as

en-

Miss Tay*
Miss

Taylor, with Mary Pickfordian curls, has a
breezes
and
presence
screen
delightful
through her role with a great deal of pleasure and animation'.
* * Miss Laurette TayDAILY
lor crashes into the movies and pins her
We hope that she goes
star to a tall cloud.
on making pictures, because the cinema needs
actresses. » * * Vidor's direction on the
whole is pleasing, although here and there it
But then,
smacks of a little screen hokum.
the play itself is hardly literature and perhaps Mr. Vidor was getting everything he
could out of it.
Laurette Taylor and "Peg o' My Heart," on view at the
Capitol this week, are a combination which
should prove mightily potent in any motion
picture house lucky enough to secure them.
To begin with, it may be asserted that the

NEWS—*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

screen lost a great star when Miss Taylor
*
decided to stick to the legitimate stage. * *
In short, no praise is too high for this Peg
of the screen.
She is an artist par excellence.

TIMES—

So it is not a distinctly cinematographic piece that has come out of the adaptation.
The screen version is rather a trans-

literation than a translation of the play. But,
after all, this is what was to be expected,

and, all things considered, there is, it would
seem, no cause for regret.
For what most
people want to see is as near an approach
as possible to the
original
"Peg o' My
Heart." Those who saw the play want to see
it
again, and those who missed it want as
much of it as they can get. Therefore they

welcome

will

which,

this

made

skillfully

not just as good,

if

good as a substitute can

HERALD — One

substitute,
just about as

is

be.

can

not

Miss
must be

describe

Taylor with the adjectives which
used over and over again in movie reviews.

To

damn
Her

her "adroit" would be to

call

with

faint

praise.

She

divine.

is

Vidor

Mr.

vitality

given

tale.

human

and

pictorial

the fascinating

to

*

plays

actress

with

all

the

reckless

care-free,

abandon the cinema portrayal calls for, even
to doing what is technically known as "a

My

Heart," as a whole, is a sin"Peg o'
It
has been digularly beautiful picture.
rected with much skill and with genuine
sympathy by King Vidor, and it is con-

"Dark Secrets"— F. P.-L.

by

trolled

intelligence throughout.

has been a long
while since there has been a more enjoyable
film than "Peg o' My Heart." * * *
*

*

Wonders which

have been wrought by good photography and
fine and diversified direction by King Vidor
which make you forget you ever saw the
Miss Taylor is as inimitaspoken original.
ble as ever in the
sential part of the

title

role.

*

*

*

humor has been

The

es-

preserved,

*
exceptional supporting cast * *
lend themselves to a gem of a picture which
Metro has turned loose on the world

and an

MAIL — Laurette Taylor's acting makes
a thoroughly pleasing and entertaining picture of "Peg o' My Heart" at the Capitol
With anyone else in the part J.
week.
Hartley Manners' stage success might not
have fared so well on the screen, for the
play has little of the material generally deem
ed essential to a successful film.
this

TELEGRAM— The

picturization
of
J.
Hartley Manners' best known play has been
skilfully

made by

King

Vidor

for

Metro.

picture

good

some

lent

of

screen melodrama, with
photography and reams
hokum.

is

excelcelluloid

things.

dren call

Dalton has done betEmotionally she did what chil"pull faces," and the close-ups, of

made

these too
personality, and

course,
her

like

manifest.
I

But

I

can never forget

she was out of the films and
Ruben
was
really
Jose

"Aphrodite."

in

capital.

TRIBUNE—

Dorothy Dalton plays Ruth
Rutherford pleasantly and naturally. * * *
Jose Ruben is very attractive as Mohammed
Ali.

EVENING WORLD—

The story, written
especially for the star by Edmund Goulding,
with
novelty
and
deals
a myst c surgeon.
s a
tense and thrilling and really
It's all very
makes a corking good afternoon or evenMiss Dalton is espeing's entertainment.
good in a part that fits her like a
cia'ly
rubber glove.

EVENING SUN— The
tain. ng
t

film is quite enterof its timeliness, in view

on account
interest

the

the

little

Frenchman

from

Xai.cy has caused in this country. * * * In
act we consider this one of Miss Dalton's

most interesting

vehicles.

JOURNAL — "Dark

picture
ected.

MORNING WORLD— It
*
thusiastic

*

forth.

has mu
passion, and love, a
didn't get ver

and

conspiracy,

We

*

about

it.

AMERICAN — However,
with a

"Milady,'
of excellent French :
attractive and artistic.

company

diverting,

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Romai
not

dead
It lives and breathes agi
Cameo this week, where "Milady
sequel to Alexandre Duma's "Three
keteers" is holding forth in all the s»'
of the Seventeenth Century. * * *
It was taken in France by Henri
mant Berger, and great care has been
to the settings and costumes.
!

*

*

*
*

*

TIMES — Coming

so quietly that iij
said almost to have sneaked in, a 1
motion picture of remarkable quality
day entered what one who enjoy
keenly must hope will be a fully sue
week at the Cameo. * * *
The fil
e

'

;

AMERICAN — Miss

low charming

EVENING WORLD— It
EVENING SUN—*

Rialto

WORLD— The

MORNING

ter

Releasing!

the

fall."

tures,

;

23, 19,

Cameo

—

her

;

"Milady"—Amer.

*~ *

GLOBE Her creators have managed to
do as much with the movies as they did on
the stage, and in some ways a little bit more.
It is doubtful, very doubtful, that even Mary
Pickford, the almost unanimous choice for
the movie Peg, could have done more with
the part than Miss Taylor.
The distinguished

ges-

her expressions, her very innermost
thoughts are perfect.
She overdoes nothing;
she never puts over her points with a slapstick
she is superlatively delicate and subtle
and yet there is never a moment when
her essential force is not apparent to the
most unsensitive eye. * * *

has

Tuesday, January

Secrets" is a good
well acted * * * and well di-

*

1

mains one of the most absorbing, ai
ts separate scenes, one of the most
lieces of dramatic cinematography th:
fi

Broadway

brightened

for

long

a

WORLD—There

EVENING

photography and
like
hand-to-hand sword
rather
good-looking
and
beautiful

Frenchman

playing

Fair
conflicts, »
athletic

If

role.
you like

was

d'Artagnan
this

the

Three- Muske

the

picture.

*

romance

in
* *

style,

of the days

you

EVENING SUN— While
American

the dash of the

it

will

has

doesn't

version,

became

of

the

dauntless trio after

TELEGRAM—

out.

*

*

*

However,

it

is

a

told.

A THEATRE

A THEME EVERY WOMAN HAS CONSIDERED PERSONALLY AT
SOME TIME OR OTHER AND ONE THAT THE WHOLE WORLD IS
IT'S

IN.

PRESENTED BY

B.
Story by

HOPE LORING

and

LOUIS

P.

FINEMAN

DURYEA LIGHTON

Directed by

thi

the

wiped up most of France.
"Milady" * * * feat
good programme at the Cameo * * *
with thrills and spectacular moments th'

MARRY FOR MONEY"

TREMENDOUSLY INTERESTED

re

caught the courtly grace
Duma's "Twenty Years After," and ci
your pulses with its authentic setting
chivalrous conduct as it
tells
you
duction

ASK YOUR WIFE—OR YOUR STENOGRAPHER
—OR ANY WOMAN IN THE WORLD

"DON'T

is

some

leading

complete story, well

—IF ANYTHING COULD KEEP THEM FROM
SHOWING A PICTURE CALLED

tim

less headlong and spectacular thi
is
Fairbanks production, it is more Galli
s
closer to Dumas and to the Frat
wrote of.
it

CLARENCE

L.

BROWN

:

1

distnic!

"

January

,

1923

23,

Coue Picks Short Story

and Flashes

its

Emile Coue has selected a two-reel
Blythe has completed "The educational story, written by Elmore

of Desire."

Christie will

i

make

her screen

"The Enemies of Women."

i

of the Storm Country," feat,ouise Fazenda, has been fin-

M.

Coue

Tom Mix

Ford will direct
ext production, "Three

Jumps

of the United States M.
have been moved to the

offices

Idg.

has been opened at
smopolitan studio for the use
staurant

an

Exhibitors will release the
production, "Tents
h," Feb. 25.

MacManus

Mayo, scenario writer for

ie

Hamilton, has completed his
year with the comedian.

and

financial

for

with

Warner

which

him

the

edu-

cational script which merely illustrated
the
outstanding points
of
his theory as set forth in his lectures,

and

his personal
film is limited to
his beliefs.

be

appearance in this
an explanation of

The two-reel educational film will
made by Motion Picture Arts,

New Rochelle studio
be distributed by Educational Films, Inc.
The proceeds
of the film will be applied to foundat
will

ing a
City,

its

Coue Institute
M. Coue

and

New York

in

Two

Tyrol

Prod,

work on a
:ase

have

just

series of pictures

on the state right market.
Cracker,"
Fox
a
be released Feb. 4 in-

Wise
r,

will

of
led.

Jan.

originally

as

21,

and "Young and

Dumb"

instead of Jan. 21.

cinema,"

M.

Coue,
important

stated

one of the most
agencies in existence for the wide
dissemination of an educational message, on an entertainment basis.
As
a teacher I desire to have its help,
but I have no ambitions as an actor
and do not wish to be financially
benefitted.
This educational screen
"is

Mae Busch has signed
years with Goldwyn.

Theft

Stock Exchange building.
were then sent to Japan,
declared, and many productions
shown in the Orient before they

The
Fox

films

here.

monev

The

amount to $1,000,000.
Reed and Marley

involved
are

H.

William

may

By Peter B. Kyne.

LEWIS

and

five

will

Clifford

direct

at

Gene Crosby
Lynn Darling

specifically

charged with the grand larceny of
two films "Love," and "Skin Deep."

—

and Leen Artigue.
camereaman.

is

Emory

The cast of
"Westbound 99"

Johnson's

for F. B. O. includes
Ella Hall, Claire Mc-

story is the only one I have authorized or will authorize for the present,
and the many flattering offers are
sincere
and
declined
with
deep
thanks."

ROY BARNES, SEENA OWEN, WILLIAM

TOM

for

The cast
Fine Arts.
will include Pat O'Malley, Clee MadiOtte Lederer, Frank Hayes,
son,
"Power"

were
were

Ralph Lewis,
Johnny
Dowell,

Taylor
Harren,
Graves, Wedgewood Newell, Red
Kirby, Richard Morris and Jane Mor-

H. E.

THE SUPER 39
"THE GO-GETTER"
with T.

head

Kathleen Clifford has been engaged
by Al Christie.

THE FILM DAILY)

the

no
as has been

personal benefits at all.
his policy in the matter of the several books published regarding his
work and the conducting of public

"The

will

—

lectures.
les

of

will

Colleen

Los Angeles Robert Marley, shipGerrard Grassby has been added to
ping clerk at the Ince studios, and
D. K. Reed, until last October con- the cast of "Trimmed in Scarlet."
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Directed by E.
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Griffith.

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
Released April 8th
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all star cast.
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Vray Here; Signs With
Ince
hn Griffith Wray arrived in

Monday from

town

the coast.
Yesy he confirmed the report from
Angeles that he had signed
a
•act with
Thomas H. Ince to
t three
and possiblv four

The Market Abroad
England

to
I^ans and is expected
to arrive there
on Saturday. He will
remain on the

Continent indefinitely.
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"Doug" Plans Grecian Story
rise of
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be a very
;:kmg material and talent
reel feature costs
Los
Angeles-It is reported that
to take busy year for the British
1,000,000 marksproducing
to California with
Doug Fairbanks will produce
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companies, judging by the ambitious is the chief topic of conversation.
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of Pericles
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scheduled for the ensuing 12
on the script
months.
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Selznick in Court Action
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as saying
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pro(unction for Return of
that
he was tremendously
$28,525
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interested
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teriors.
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Louis— Ross Denny

t
is
however, stay away because
destroyed by fire.
exponent of
conventional, though good,
Beery
* * * the Shah played by Noah
fts tvne
yP*
came
it
*
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Capital Increases
was acted so flashily that
role of Omar.
Play
near to overshadowing the
N.
Albany,
good
a
Titles
Tames Young has done
rT
increased
has
York
has
Tully
of
Walton
Corp,
Richard
ioi? of direct nT
Right Way
the
is nothMade
There
$75,000.
to
setting.
capital from $40,000
prov?ded an effective
Quality Quantity
design or scenery.
York,
ing new, however, in
Mr. ^tuvvesant Theater Corp.,
even.
24 hour Service
and
satisfactory
The acting is
$1,000,000.
convincto
$500,000
to be a
from
course,
of
old,
too
Post is
makes amends in the latter
Title Photographers
ing youth, but he
At Claremont Laboratories
Chester Picture Corp. has
part of the picture.
The
theme,
430 Claremont Parkway
It is a beautiful
name to Chester InTel. Bingham 2100
^that^ Richard changed their
beauHfully done in the way
increased
Witn gooa ter'al Pictures, Inc., and
Walton Tully knows so well.
000
story, excellent comcapital from $900,000 to $3,500
acting an entrancing
photography,
pany and rather remarkable have impress"Omar the Tentmaker" should
ed us more.
the
passions
The final fadeout of Omar
marked the definite
n . Tentmaker" * *
world.
Tully into the field
of the
ntry of Richard Walton
for Guy Bates Post,
As
of super producers.
P
won that distinction by
S he had not already
Masquerader," final recogunusual, for the spectacular

you

Conan Doyle fam-

few days.

oToptay

Very

house,

The All-Star comedy troupe under
has
supervision of Richard Thorpe,
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picture will
total length of this
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20,000 feet,
of
neighborhood
t in the
in two parts.
released
be
will
id
another
are also producing
toll's
addition
herlock Holmes series in
Ihe
an eight or nine reeler of
>
stones
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of
ign of Four," one

moment

the oriental color and

supported

and
been spent, is now completed
at the end
showing
for
due
be
ill
It is reported that
this month.

jlarly
the present

a p.cture

success, is
'thetiUe role in the stage
by an excellent cast.
picture of its kind.
It is an excellent
spectacle, me lodrama
Cornprised as it is of
real poetic
romance and many scenes of more, enterj
offers
beauty "Omar" p/obably
play.
as a picture than as a
tinment
"
here is the
"niov a spectacular show
things bore
such
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If
for you.

[s
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linked

S^ul^o^bfa^e^esented^

release this year.
pictures
K
?
Hall Came
he Prodigal Son," the
£40,000
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close
which
ory on
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together into
becomes unbelievably dull.
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they
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lot of

scenes and a

schedule a number of

Sir

St

are plenty of beautiful
TRIBUNE— Therephotography
fine
which

for

made
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the

Strand

the
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playing
which

ilsworthy Play,
nultaneously in
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After Exteriors

Louis Notes

St.

™

has its «n° m ts of dra
££
lhee
,t
exception is well rcast

it

VV
Mr. Post.
#
exception, we must state, is
enema actor.
do not think he is a good
Post
s
Mr
thought
In these later episodes we
and the
imDersonation very much better,
the torture chair
scenes where he is placed in

he endowed with real dignity.

none

featuring
other than "Nell Gwynne,
Betty Balfour.
star,
British
the

"Robin Hood" opens
Sunday

endeavor is to be made to
make this a worthwhile production,
outstandand it should be one of the
addition
In
1923.
ing releases for
"Squibs ento
sequel
a
be
will
there
titled "Squibs M. P."
Hepworth's have a number of picstarting imtures that they are
Samuelhave
also
as
upon,
mediately
the next few
son's, who is offering in
A Royal
his latest picture of

edge

on

on chained
white man's

and

For drama, for the

sensational "animal stuff," see

TRAIL"
"THE RED
NORA SWINBURNE
Featuring

NORCA PICTURES, Inc. 1540 Broadway, N.Y.

City

at the Capitol

Every

Booked by

Divorce."

look like

being

very

& Rubin—

"THE HERO"

weeks

Ideal's
in 1923.

Finkelstein

big

They have "The Harbour
Ternss, and
Lights," made by Tom
Queen
featuring Tom Moore, "Mary

A Gasnier Production

by Dennison Uitt,
directed
and "This Freedom," also
a series
be
also
will
There
by Clift.
from
pictures,
Pimpernel"
of "Scarlet
Baroness
by
novels
known
well
the
others.
Orczy, and a number of

of Scots," directed

houses.
Will be shown in their big
And
with real box office power.

1923 looks to
British production in

Preferred

ever in its
have a bigger year than
this
in
producers
as
history, and
value of an
country are alive to the
would seem
international market it
way to
their
find
that they should

world.
the screens of the

Progress
Francisco,
Shopgirl"

has

purchased

San
Only a

for

California,

Nevada,

Pictures,

Arizona and Hawaii

Inc.,

of

it's

a picture

one of the

8.
Di tin beted b*
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Box Office Suggestion

Put on an
a

OLD MELODY WEEK
As outlined
Everybody
a

in the

loves

symphony on

the
the

old

for this great heart
interest picture

tunes

human

Picture entertainment.

they

music cue

A

-

Here's a picture

heart strings.
rare

built to play

Wonderful music -and

chance to give the kind of
show

all love.

Edwin Carewe
present^
t

J! symphony of life
by

in the high

axB low

places

(hirtisltenton -Directed

byWmn

Cxewe

Sol Polite,

Cameraman, John D.

Schulze, Art Director, Philip Masi,

Assistant Director.

The Successor to "Humoresque"
"The Miracle Man" and "Over
the

Hill"

A 3ixat

national Picture

R

M

Ay"Foolish Parents," the Second

(Special to

maroffering to the state right
is ready for
and
finished
been
ket, has

up the

usurious agree>ged "corrupt and

Durham. N.
taken charge of the

distribution.

induced him to make

Wener

Pictures
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be
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S.uld transfer to a
Wener, certain films

K-med by
Tiich the Talmadge
oith rights for the

sisters

in

appeared

Another Independent
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(Special to THE FILM

Angeles— Earl Montgomery
a
"See Here
has started work on
ban-
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organized
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plaintiff
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r that purpose
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manager
general
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assistant
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h excess of
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first
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THlTSUPER 39

OR1A SWANSON

No. 18
in

"Prodigal Daughters
Scenario by

From

the novel

by Joseph Hoek.ng.

A SAM WOOD

Monte M.

Katterjohn.
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PRODUCTION
T

T

Released April 15th

A

JAZZY

ject

that

rebellion

story

of

against

everyone

is

the

modern

convention.
talking about

girl's

A

sub-

drama-

manner. The book
tized in a vivid, thrilling
edition, with
photoplay
and a
is a best seller,
be put on
soon
will
play,
scenes from the
sale

throughout the country.

of

party,

studio

scenes in

Fate."

"Nobody's Money
"Adam's Rib."
"lava Head."
"the White Flower.
"Adam and Eva.

Greenwich

Village,

parrescue, wild jazz
a thrilling aeroplane
Cast
gowns.
Swanson
ties-and the usual
Vera Reyno Id*
Graves,
Ralph
includes
Charles
Roberts, Louise Dresser,

Theodore
Clary and Maude Wayne.
No. 10

"Dark Secrets."
n
"My American W'te.

"Drums

marvelous bathing
Big scenes include a

No
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16
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Change
sion of Law to Be Submitted to
:ernational Copyright Union —
Copyright

Exhibitors
T.

Before Congress Soon
has just bejn

conference

between
Trades
:ing
ors' League

Unions anl The
which ph ns have

at

completed for a revision of the
law which will permit the

right

States

ed

join

to

the

Interna-

day.
Moross delivered a letter to
the F. I. L. M. Club members in
which he said the T. O. C. C. considered it a breach of promise in
view of the arrangements under which
they have been operating since Dec.
14, 1921.
He said that the rider inserted in contracts bv some members
of the exchangemen's organization
vested the right of arbitration in the
F. I. L. M, Club as seen fit by that
organization and that the T. O. C. C.
was left out of the deliberations entirely.
Moross added that so far as
the T. O. C. C. was concerned, the

Copyright Union,
r years difficulties have been exnced with the existing copyright
Df the United States, which has
it
impossible for participation
e International Copyright Union,
e difficulties have been accentu1

i

of recent years owing to many
ges in the literary field and in
lublishing industry, while condi-

now make

possible to adjust

it

permit American participathe International Copyright

to

iill

in

(Continued on

Pace 3)

matter ended, there.

En Route

Corinne Griffith

New

rinne Griffith will arrive in
on Sunday to confer with

R. Rogers and Edward Small
Section of a vehicle for the first
action to be released through

Loew

les

cinson.

Installation
e

annual

V.

M.

Report Valentino Signs
e Herald reported yesterday that
»lph Valentino had signed a conto appear over the Keith circuit
',000 a week.
At the Keith ofit

was impossible

to
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Angeles— Harry Rapf who, as
has signed a new contract with
ier
Bros,
will
make "Wolf
;s,"
"Lucretia
Lombard" and
adway After Dark."
s

Warner

left

for California yes-

y.

Pathe Threatens Suit
the
'St

iey,

threatens

Mrs.
Colo,

Effie

who

to

institute

suit

Tew,

censor in
ordered a cut in

sue of Topics of the Day. The
nation concerned censorship in
al and pointed out that if the
ion were left to the public in the
of a referendum, it would fail
lse of lack of public support.

St.

Louis House
to leave for
to complete

plans for the erection of a State
theater there. From St. Louis it is
reported that the theater will seat
4400 and will be located at 8th St. and

Washington Ave.

Have Supervision Over First
National Production Activities
In California

Will-

One

of the matters under discusthe recent executive committee meeting of First National was
the appointment of Richard Walton
Tully as production chief on the
west coat with the final word over
the artistic merits of all pictures
made there for release through the
sion

at

At First National yesterday there
was no comment made on the report
that Tully would be given this post.

1,

e

Plans

Marcus Loew expects
St.
Louis on Sunday

Three Bad Spots

Tully in Charge

circuit.

Rapf Picks First Three
(Special to

Hariette Underhill, in the N. Y. Tribune, took occasion to pay a high
tribute to the playing of William Collier, Jr., in "Secrets of Paris," the
C. C. Burr release that is now playing to exceptionally big business all
over the country. Advt.

—

Dinner Tonight

installation dinner of
P. A. will be held tonight
e Boulevard and will replace the
Thursday lunch. John C. Flinn
tew president is in California.

yesterday
irm this.

Out
—

C. C. Withdraws Members
From Arbitration Board Consider it an Ultimatum

Sam Moross, secretary of the T. O.
C. C. yesterday instructed Hy Gainsboro, J. Jame and Sol Raizes not to
participate in the deliberations of the
joint arbitration board which met
in the F. I. L. M. Club rooms yester-

conInternational

the

id

O.

It

is

now

understood that the matter is
in
the hands of the various

lawyers, and that its final disposition
is a matter of days only.
Coast reports yesterday indicated
that Tully and Guy Bates Post had
come to a parting of the ways because of Tully's failure to publicly announce Post's financial interest in
the various pictures in which he appeared.
At Tully's office, it was
stated that the cast had not been

rounded
whether
"Trilby."

out,

and

Post

it was
not known
appear
in
would

James Young

will

finish

picture for First National
Tully
to direct "Trilby."
leaves for the coast in a few weeks.
his
in

first

time

Censorship
Outlook in Missouri,
Idaho and Iowa Not Encouraging

— Pettijohn

on Ground

Charles C. Pettijohn, general counHays organization left yesterday for the Middle West on censorship matters.
He will pay partisel of the

cular attention to the situations in
Missouri, Idaho and Iowa where the
outlook is far from optimistic.
The situation in South Dakota is
said to be satisfactory.
The state of
Washington is understood to be in
satisfactory alignment and no trouble
is

expected

there.

Jack

Connolly,

Washington

representative
of
the
Hays organization was in town
earlier in the week reporting on conditions in Tennessee, Arkansas and
Texas. He is now en route to the
South to keep watch on developments
there.

Seek Three Censors in Missouri
(Special to
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—

Jefferson
City,
Mo. The Committee of Fifty's censorship bill provides a commission of two men and
a woman, each to be paid $3,000, and
large retinue of employes at high

Fees will be $2 for 1200 feet or less,
and $1 for duplicates. $500 or 60 days
the

maximum

for a violation.

is

make
was the

scheduled to

a series for First
National,
guest of honor of
that organization at a lunch yesterday at the Ritz.
Arthur Jacobs,
in charge of the Borzage productions,
was a co-guest. Robert Lieber, president of First National, welcomed
Borzage to the organization, and
stressed the importance of good material and the proper selection of a
good director. R. A. Rowland, general manager of First National, said
he was as much impressed with Borzage the man as Borzage the director,

and Borzage made a few remarks,
admitting he could not make a speech,
and proving it. Harry Reichenbach
and C. L. Yearlsey also spoke and a
letter from Clem Deneker, the famous Pneumonia, Nevada, exhibitor, to
Jacobs, was read to the gathering
of editors and publishers of fan
trade press present.

and

after the lunch Jacobs
the Coast. Borzage will follow in a few days. The first Bor-

Immediately

left for

production will be based on
written several years
ago by Tristam Tupper. The title
will
be changed for the screen

zage

"Terwilliger,"

salaries.

in jail is

Borzage Guest of First National
Frank Borzage, who, as noted,

version.

;

;
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(Special to
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Denver
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Denver Harry Fields, who

Harry Fields
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assets of the Better
Pictures Corp. were recently auctioned off at a receiver's sale held
at the studio on N. Wells Street.

"Roxy" Sails on the 30th
L. Rothafel leaves for Europe
on the 30th. Sailing on the Berengaria.

Arrow

Arrow.

E. Shallenberger

he

FILM EXCHANGE EXECUTIVE
Who

has made an exhaustive study of the
Executive Duties pertaining to the manage-

Hart Films For Nebraska ment of Branch Exchanges and
agement and who has spent
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—The

—

Omaha The Crescent Film Exchange have purchased the new series
of Neal Hart productions for this
territory.

Buys Burr Feature
Zierler,
of Commonwealth,

and Countries abroad, desires to make a
connection with a reputable organization that
Experience covers
can use his services.

ica

branch management, publicity, sales and
First class

Sam

has purchased "Secrets of Paris" for
Greater New York, and Northern
Jersey.

William

Vogel

has

pur-

(Special to

credentials.

interview by appointment.

Get Michigan Rights

Zierler

Sales Man-

Twenty-four
Years in the Theatrical Profession in Amer-

ploitation.
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A

B-3,

care

Reply

Film Daily

—

Detroit Jack Moss has taken over
the Michigan rights to "Ten Nights
In a Barroom," formerly held by Joe

Horowitz.

Enterprise Get Hart Features
Texas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Enterprise has secured
St. Louis
San Antonio, Tex.
Shamrock Southern Illinois and Eastern MisPhotoplays, with studios at Terrell souri rights to six Willam S. Hart

Plan Six Reeler

in

—

Wells, will produce a six-reel feature

re-issues that will appear under

"The Germ."

titles

(Special to

Hollywood
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—

(Special to

"The Front Page

Story," the third Jess Robbins production has been finished and was
given a pre-view recently before the
Screen Writers' Club.

Milwaukee

new branch
1st.

This

Goldwyn
since

new

and with new paper.

New Goldwyn

Third Robbins Film Finished

Sept.

Office
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— Goldwyn
office

marks
exchange

will

here
the
to

open a

about Feb.
fourth

be

new

opened

1st.

in

—

cently joined United Artists,

is

CHR0M0S TRADING

re-

CO.

here.

1123 Broadway
1

DISTRIBUTION UPON
A GUARANTEED BASIS
—PLUS

Buys "Wonders" For England
Mordaunt Hall has purchased
"Wonders of the Sea," the WilliamF.

,

1

son sub-sea picture for the F. B. O.
of London for English distribution.

Luz On

Way West

Ernst Luz, general musical director
for the Loew circuit, is enroute to
the coast to study picture presenta-

renowned
Stars, Directors and

tions in that territory.

offered to

is

Hearst Buys "The Grey Cloak"
Hearst
has
Randolph
William
purchased film rights to "The Grey
Cloak" by Harold MacGrath from
Jacob Wilk.

CO.

under the supervision of CH AS. O. BAUMANN, originKessel-Bauman, New York
ator and organizer of:
Sales
Co.,
Universal and Triangle
Motion, Keystone,
Film Companies; producers of Ince-Kay Bee, SennettChaplin-Keystone and other Famous Productions.
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FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
130

million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
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Enterprises.
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Confidence.

ex-

Personal

chased the foreign rights.
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World

f

for

Acquire

Chicago

300

19'4

19

Triangle

a

Sales

700

Griffith

Loew's

coast

—

Quotations

v

the

<%
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S.

was on
arranged for Francis
Ford to produce a 15 episode serial
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Tom Moore in Nigh Film
Tom Moore will probably appear

Change
1)

draft has been

in

William Nigh's second picture for

made Weber and North. The

copyright law with such
s would permit of admission

title is

"Mar-

riage and Morals."

ternational Copyright Union
lg transmitted to the authorBerne for consideration.
the proposed amendments

"Dangerous Age" at Strand
"The Dangerous Age" will be the
feature at the Strand next week and
sting law has been embodied not "The Voices from the Minaret,"
shortly to be presented to as stated in Monday's issue.

A

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

League has submitted
nadian Authors' Association
ipt of these changes,
consistency in the existing
leen the topic for discussion
)d many years and has reproper adjustment before
an agreement on copy;o
throughout

the
d it is hoped that the prescript will unify the entire
so that an international unng will be arrived at in the
»n of copyrights, which will
a great deal of criticism.
rs

existing

DeCordoba Signed
Through Jess Smith, Pedro De
Cordoba has been signed to appear
in "Fires of Faith," to be made by
Gaumont in England, with Tom
Terriss directing.
De Cordoba will
sail

ial

to

light

to

deepest

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Saturday on the Celtic with Nigel
who will also appear in the

faithfully reproduces every tone of the

Barrie

picture.

negative.

It carries

the quality through

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now
Itart

highest

shadow.

iches of Congress.
ithors'

from

gradation

available in nine colors,

is

tinted base

identified through-

Lardner Series

out

THE FILM DAILY)

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

its

length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak"

lgeles— Lee Moran and Arxom have started work on
of

Ring Lardner

stories

in

Release will probably
jh Educational.
form.

"Archie" Comedies
Comedies, Inc.. have
ned to produce a series of
eel comedies, to be known

tn

rchie

"Indiscretions

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

Archie,"
of
P. G. Wode-

the stories by
'roduction in New York.

ftars 'Stars! Stars!

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

-JZ0»lDAILY
Taisho Buys Metro for Japan
The Taisho Film Co. has purchased

My
>i

if
if

•

Dear Danny:

have read the "daily" ever
since it has been issued for its
news value and the reviews because I ought to. But if the
I

(Special to

1

i

tears actually rolled down his
cheeks. Seriously Boy, in these
days of poor business and other
worries, your little bits of sunshine come direct from heaven.

!(•

1

tl

British Isles for Fox.

With

best regards.

H

Tuesday.

U

by the presence

it

such an early showing which start-

at

Grauman's "Met." Opens
ed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sid Grauman's Metropolitan will open tomorrow night.

—

v
VI

at 10:15.

Sennett-Lesser
(Special to

Los

Mack
some

Suit

Settled

(Special to

Angeles

—The

suit

filed

collected $154,655 from
industry during 1922. Its expenses were $82,883. The commission during the year ordered eliminations from 861 films; approved 2506
without cuts; granted permits without
examination to 326; issued 3,377 licenses and condemned 72 in their entirety.
The report says the commission has been liberal in its judgment

the

by

Sennett against Sol Lesser
time ago for an accounting of

the receipts of "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin" has been settled. Up to the
time the action was filed, Sennett
claimed he had received $123,000 and
that other sums were due him for
which no account had been made.
of pictures.

independent:
pictures i
,

at

42nd Street, N. T.

Cltj

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLE

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

24 Hour Service

if

necesi

SIMPLEX TITLE SH0
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant

Strauss'

SALOME
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Y— The Motion Picture

Commission
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Malcom

$5,000,000

WB ARE READ}/ TO PA\

Censors Collected $154,655

Albany, N.

i>

i

Some comment was caused
of so many exhibitors

-

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

—

at "Christian" Showing
There were a number of important
exhibitors at the special showing of
"The Christian" at the Capitol on

JULIAN BRYLAWSKI.

ii

RESOURCES

the
to
assistant

Box-Office TitleSensation
Thrills—

Many

1

);

Jfjtrutnrc OJtfrporaitrr

—

abroad, will return so
Frank Drew To England
Frank Drew, manager of the Pitts- Hollywood studio to become
burgh Fox office, sails Feb. 15 for to John Fairbanks.
London, to begin his new duties as
general manager in the
assistant

have just finished reading his
speech aloud to Daddy and the

r

For "Doug"

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

I

i)

Sails

on the British Isles, with headAngeles
Clem Pope and
quarters at the London Allied Artists'
Charles A. Goss have been added to
Clarence Erickson, who has
the staff of the West Coast Theaters. office.
been handling; the Fairbanks interest

whole publication hadn't contained a thing of value it would
be worth many times its price
for the many good laughs I
have had out of Clem Deneker.

°t
is

R.

25, 192

W. McFarland,

formerly producthe entire 1922 Metro output for tion managir for Mayflower, has been
"Trifling
This
includes
Japan.
Women," the Mae Murray series and appointed personal foreign representative for Douglas Fairbanks. He will
the others.
sail Saturday for London to supervise
With West Coast Theaters
the road-showing of "Robin Hood"

Likes Clem
n

McFarland

f*r j.vw m
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WILEY

Incorporated
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729 SEVENTH

St.,
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PICTURES

AVE.

Phone BRyANT f,

BELIEVE IN SIGNS?
INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
1

-

THIS TRADE MARK MERITS

YOUR IMPLICIT CONFIDENCE

PRODUCT

POLICY
We

Independent Pictures Corporation is committed to the
have elimpolicy of straight-from-the-shoulder methods...
inated the well known practice of having an "asking price," a
"bartering price" and a "taking price."

We

A

We

are merchandising film productions under the same
business policies and principles which prevail in other stable

now

series of big special productions, the first of
in the initial stages of production.

triangle which we have adopted for our Trade Mark
is symbolical in that its three points represent the Producer,
the Distributor and the Independent buyer in the field.

The

Our pricing policy absolutely guarantees each a square
deal and an equitable share in the profits of this business of
marketing film in which each must be recognized as equally

Us Now For

Present

and Future Profit

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
J.

it

strictly adhere to its policy of a fair, definite price; terms of
a most satisfactory character; always a square deal.

important factors.

Jesse

which

Twelve smashing Nick Carter thrillers.
Twelve D. W. Griffith Revivals starring such renowned
artists as Lillian Gish, Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh, Henry
Walthall, Jack Pickford and Harry Carey.
Additional product will be announced in the near future.
Bear in mind that Independent Pictures Corporation will

industries.

Tie In With

are offering Independent buyers:

Twelve completed feature productions of which "Flames
of Passion" is the first to be released.
Read the reviews on
this picture.
We'll stand pat on their verdict.

Goldburg, President

1540

New

Broadway
York, N. Y.

—
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tie
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L. M. Club Insists on Rider

Laemmle
Too High

Carl

Say They Won't Book
From Exchanges
here were a great many informal

xhibitors

ferences

yesterday in front

held

he Godfrey Bldg. relative to the
arent deadlock

and the F.

C.

between the T. O.
L. M. Club over

I.

Thinks

—Cites

of Detroit

Laemmle,

Carl

which he predicts

Admissions

Instance of

in

will

statement
a
cause a storm

"The

the F. I. L. M. Club meeting
Wednesday night ,it was decided twenty

Central, in Detroit, has mul-

was

all

cut to ten
Immediately four times as
cents.
many customers entered the theater.

ting the right of arbitration in the

may be the thing lor every exI don't
to do. and it may not be.
pretend to know the individual problems of

every exchange belong-

to the club

includes
—and
—attach the rider
this

United Artists
>'s
:ts

conunless the exhibitor agreed to

committee and reject

all

of settling whatever dises may arise between exchange
exhibitor,

method

t

exchangemen base their insiston the rider clause on what they

'he

On

of criticism, suggests that exhibitors
try a cut in admissions as a stimulant
for business.
Here are his reasons:

attendance by foxir through
cutting its admission price in half.
Formerly the admission price was

Lt

Big Deal Put Through

House

tiplied its

matter of arbitration.

nsist that

Price 5 Cent*

Advises Price Gut

Looks Like Scrap
[.

1923

cents.

It

"This

hibitor

exhibitor, but one thing I do know,
that the exhibitor who is losing
or who is not making what he should,
must hop to it and do something radical in
order to improve his business.
(Continued on Page 3)

every

that

is

money

Coast

—

&

comes One

—
—

State.

The

deal also includes the Educational franchise and

to involve

and that on

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

that basis,

Page

2)

Doug's

brother

suffered

ulytic stroke on Wednesday
affected his vocal chords.
) state that he will recover.
;

a

3s

— Linton

Wells, form-

epresentative of the N. E. A. is
a g
Mack Sennett for $10,000 alto be due him in the form of
ii d
r its from the "Suzanna" book and
iure which Wells claims he wrote
'i out
getting credit.
r

succeed Sam Zierler at WedZierler resigned,
meeting.
lljrlerman of Universal replaced
Jr ;r as secretary and Si Fabian, as
ic oresident
Henry
succeeding

is

has been active in
expected to continue in

ken and Langley circuit in Southern
California, in which West Coast has
been interested. This chain includes

Unger Succeeds Zierler
Unger of First National was
jejed president of the F. I. L. M.
Je

3\ to

etiy's

who

that
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Angeles

Lesser,
producing,

Irving M. Lesser stated yesterday
the acquisition of the T. and
D. holdings by Lesser, Gore Bros,
and Adolph Ramish, involves nine
Northern California theaters: each
known as the T. and D., and located
Richmond,
Oakland, Berkeley,
in
Watsonville, Salinas, Stockton, Sacramento and San Jose, and also the
Tivoli in San Francisco; the First
National franchise in Northern California, which gives West Coast control
over California, Nevada, Arizona and the Hawaii's; the Educational franchise in the same territory
and the control of the Turner, Dahn-

which
Doc-

Wells Suing Sennett
(Special to

California.

Famous Players. The difference is
that he is local in operations, his
territory covering about 1,000 miles
along the California coast.

John Fairbanks 111
O'Brien was advised from
coast yesterday that John Fair-

>,lcs,

ing, including first runs in all important cities in North and South

field as well.
The deal, however, makes him powerful as an exhibitor, comparing with Loew and

tennis
I

This will give Lesser and his associates 20 per cent interest in First
National, and makes him the owner
of probably the largest individual
holding in the organization.
This will also give the West Coast
Theaters, Inc., practically control of
California, with about 150 days book-

that

exchanges had done away with
deposit system.
(Continued on

said

about $3,000,000.

1

loss

is

Fire at Fine Arts Plant

—

inst

Lesser

D. Houses and Franchise in First National Beof Most Important Factors in Exhibiting
Field Heavily Interested in Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Sol Lesser and Abe Gore, representing West
Coast Theaters, Inc., have bought out all of the Turner and
Dahnken holdings in Northern and Southern California as well
as the First National franchise in this region and in New York
Secures T.

Metro to Release "Success"
Los Angeles A fire at the Fine
n the arbitrary actions of the exMetro will release Murray Garsitors themselves who had promised Arts plant caused damage of $50,000.
The
son's "Success" on March 26.
make good what ever defaults in Chester Bennett's studio property deal was closed yesterday by Charles
tracts and payments occurred on suffered the loss.
R. Rogers representing the producer.
part of various of their members,
was held that payments in some
Feinman in Detroit
Mary Minter Through
es had not been made as per the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Associated Press reports the
eement and that the T. O. C. C.
Detroit Al Feinman is here in Los Angeles Times quoting Mary
not make any effort to make good, connection with the campaign for Miles Minter as "through" with films,
vas also stated that the T. O. C. C. "Heroes of the Street" which opens now that her Paramount contract has
promised to insure exchanges at the Madison on Sunday.
expired.
e

By

Tourn"Tell us, what have you done to him?" This incident in Maurice
the
marks
Sleeps,
Paris
"While
eur's production featuring Lon Chaney,
This Hodbeginning of as exciting a climax as have ever been filmed,
kinson picture is a real thriller. Advt.

—

five theaters in Los Angeles, three
in Pasadena, two in Glendale and
one each in Huntington Park, Taft

and several other towns.

There are

14 all told.
(Continued on

3)
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Filmschau,
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tionale
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East. Kod.
) F. P.-L. ..
do pfd
\

96^

96 J*
85-4

84J4

Loew's
Triangle

t

18*6

1954

..

and

title

Dover, Del.

States TheIncor$100,000.

James M.

Satterfield.

—

Albany Fort Edward Amus. Co.,
Edward. Capitol $10,000. Incorporators, L. and M. Fischer and
W. Bascom. Attorney, N. Bascom.
Fort

Dover,

Del.
Pictures.

Incorporators,

— Herald

Non-The-

Capital,

$5,000,000.

Graham

Ready

M ONEY

Mr. and Mrs. Carter

work on "Say

started

monds,"

Tom Moore Here
Tom Moore of Washington

DeHaven have
It

With

their ninth for F. B.

Dia-

NEED
is

REPUTABLE
Big Set

Build

Mae Busch, who recently signed
a five-year contract with Goldwyn.
plays an important role in "Souls for
Sale."

What

in

PROPOSITIONS

Brooklyn

said to be the largest inever built for a picture now

terior

stands

FINANCED

is

in

the 23rd

IN ANY

Regiment armory
"Little Old New

Brooklyn for
Rex Ingram will begin work on York." It is about 250 ft. in depth.
"Scaramouche,"
immediately
upon Marion Davies will entertain at lunch
his arrival here from New York, today after which newspaper folks
Feb.

witness

will

1st.

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

The

picture

Paterson,

Rae

D. Henkle and Clarence C. Chester,
New York. (Capital Trust Co. of

is

the

shooting

of

AMOUNT.

some

Specialized Service
to Motion Picture
Enterprises.

scenes.

And

good

as

the

title

as

the

title!

Quick Action.

is

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
A

in every

IT

in

town.

O.

j

WHEN YOU

distributors.

Hazel Deane has been engaged to
in Christie Comedies.

Louis Houses

—

appear

which has been known

— Diamond

Capital,

"Nobody's Bride."

1.200

19J4

World

atrical

to edit

St.
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Louis Lehr Brothers have
St.
bought the interest of Morris Reichman in the Palace, and several South
Side houses.
Lehr brothers now
control the Family, New Broadway,
Peerless, Yale and Palace.

600

Not quoted
Not quoted

ater Co.
porators,

Paul N. Wilson has been engaged

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
i

Frankie Lee's contract with Popular Pictures has terminated.

100

96^4
85

Griffith

t

Sales

Close

G'wyn

t

Huntley Gordon plays the leading
male role in "Chastity."

in

Quotations

Fi

latter part of this

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Mali-

DAILY,
t.

On

go

-

if Copyright l"2.i, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
J Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
1

into production the
week.

(Special to

(Continued from Page 1)
the other hand, members of the
T. O. C. C. made statements about
the high-handed actions of the F. I. L.
M. Club and stated they would have
nothing to do with the exchanges.
It was said for them that most exhibitors had booked up product for
two months ahead and could afford
to stop business with exchanges until
"they saw the light of reason." The
exhibitor opinion also seemed to be
that one or two weeks without any
new business would bring about a decided change in the attitude of the

(Special to

11

Control Five

Looks Like Scrap

Coast Brevities
Hollywood
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iflfawii

American home

Consult with us
Confidence,

for generations.

Lund Production, with Louis Wolheim, Helen Lowell,
Donald Gallaher and Helen Weir in the cast.

CHROMOS TRADING

in

CO.

1123 Broadway

NORCA PICTURES,

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

More Golden

Dela).

Facts

Suite

616

'Phone Chelsea 8284

About—

"THE HERO"
A Gasnier Production

ztwue^

From

the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico, all wise showmen are booking it for early play dates. Latest
returns are:

Boston Theatre

KLUTHO STUDIO IN FLORIDA
FOR SALE

Phillips

and

Cooper-Hewitts hard lights
laboratory located on valuable
ground in heart of city. Cost
§65,000. Will sell at a sacrifice.
Reasonable amount in cash balance on time.
Will be dismantled in 30 days

H.

Room

J.

Klutho,

if

Here

is

Egypt

Boston
Fort Worth, Tex.

Rialto

San Antonio, Tex.

U. S. Theatre
Des Moines Theatre

Paterson, N. J.
Des Moines, la.

a great story of heroism in every-day

life.

not sold

Owner

401 St. James Building
Jacksonville, Florida.
No coal needed, no snow and ice.
Cheapest electric juice in the
Country only 2 cents a kilowatt.
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PICTURESInc.

Distributed by
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Kansas City Notes

Lesser Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

/est Coast now operates 57 houses
own chain, and by the new
its
increases its holdings to 80.
San Francisco
>ut $1,000,000 in
estate is part of the deal, this
uding a large plot of ground in
k of the California theater,
[

i

Robert Lieber's

Comment

Lobert Lieber, president of
iated First National, said,

(Continued

from Page 1)
"The Detroit theater mentioned is a house
of 551 seats.
During a ten weeks period
a year ago, it was doing about $450 a week
at an admission of twenty cents.
During
a similar period

Branch has been given charge

Bill

Goldwyn exploitation in the
of
vicinity of Omaha and St. Louis.
E. C. Rhoden, First Nat'l branch
manager, has fully recuperated from

an operation for appendicitis.

Al Kahn, Crescent Film Exchange
has secured rights to "Nan of the
North."

recently it ran its business
$900 a week with a ten cents admission price.
In other words, cutting the
price in half, doubled the gross receipts and

up

to

four times as many patrons.
"I know of another theater which increased its business $300 a week by cutting
its
admission prices, and of others which
built up better business by similar means, I
am not at liberty to give out the names of
these houses.
It is of particular note that the
patrons who formerly were regular attendants
at these houses before prices went up several years ago, and who dropped out with
the price boost, have made their re-appearance as steady customers with the price re-

"Cordelia The Magnificent" Next
"Cordelia the Magnificent," by Leroy Scott, will be Clara Kimball
Young's next vehicle for Metro.

ART TITLES
LOUIS MEYER

attracted

Crafts: len

251

Film Lab.

Wert

19th St.

Watkina 7260-7461

International

.

Distributers

of

MOTION 'PICTURES

duction.

here

As-

of course particularly gratifying to
fellow franchise holders that the Turr
and Dahnken interests have been taken
by members of our own organization.

The
filed

with

won They

Lesser, Gore and Ramish have
universal respect and admiration of the
e because of the sound, yet rapid progIt seems to me that
they have made.
more striking indication of confidence
the future of Associated First National
Id be given than this additional and very
it investment these men have made in the
Having lVen intimately assolpany.
ed with the organization for so long,
would hardly have increased their ali
ly heavy holdings in First National unThe deal
they believed in its future.
be regarded as of very great import|
to us because of the solidarity and
e
iter unity of action it will bring about,
ch would not have been true had alien
rests bought into the company."
;srs.

Plan Ten More
(Special to

Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—West Coast Theaters

after

undergoing extensive re-

(Special to

Enterprise Co. has
of incorporation here

Capitol

papers
capital

listed

at

$1,000,000.

operate several houses

in

the

»V

Creditors Meet Jan. 29

modeling.

is

^os

Advises Price Gut

The Linwood has been reopened

ser.

tt

has been added to the selling force
of F. B. O.

New York

State franchise in
National is also part of the
it
Lesser and his associisaction.
own 80 per cent of this franchise,
ing Lesser stated yesterday that
iid not contemplate any change in
lagement, although Ralph Clark,
general manager will, in the
work under supervision of
ire,

he

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo.— Lew Nathanson
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Jersey City, N.
C.

Pictures,

Newark on
Corwin, of

J.

— Creditors

Inc.,

Jan.

New

will

tvH

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation'

of C.

meet

in

Nathaniel S.
York has been ap29.

pointed ancillary receiver, and James
city.
A. Hamill of Jersey City, receiver.
C. C. Pictures, formerly operated as
Friedman Coming to New York
Chaplin Classics, Inc., and is the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
successor of the Clark Cornelius
Detroit Joe Friedman, Universal Corp.
manager here will be transferred to
New York shortly where he will have
duties in connection with the new
sales cabinet in the home office.

I

NTER-OCEAN BUILDING

218

WEST

42nd

.ST;','

•'

'

NtW $£)$£

BRYANT 7812 \
WHEN YOO THINK 3?
FOREIGN ^THINK',

"

QF..
;

—

Inc. will add ten theaters to their
chain, according to present plans.

Three, in San Pedro, Pomona and
Riverside are in variuos stages of
construction while sites are being
secured for seven more in other
Southern California towns.

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42nd
Announces the closing
giving

it

St.

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
requirements.

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985

AT THE FOLLOWING THEATRES

[

'anniversary first national week
FEBRUARY

3-10

I?

THEATRE
Capitol
°t
IS

U

Pastime
Allen
Allen

.

t

t-

II

Capitol ...

.

w.

Capitol

Exeter St

Olympia
New Grand Central

West End

America

la.

Poli
Colonial

la.

Columbus, Ohio
Ohio
Lima, Ohio
Charlotte, N. C.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Greensboro, N. C.
Emporia, Kans.
Cincinnati,

Electric

Joplin,

Palace

St.

Electric

St.

Newman

Wyo.

Meriden, Conn.

National
Strand

Louis, Mo.
Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Lyric

CITY
Casper,

Walnut
Sigma
Broadway
Broadway

Can.
Kingston, Ont.
Springfield, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Allston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Brockton, Mass.

1

J-

la.

St. Catharines,

Olympia
Olympia
1

THEATRE

CITY
Des Moines,
Davenport
Iowa City,

Des Moines

Mo.

Wichita, Kans.

Mo.
Mo.
Joseph, Mo.

Springfield,
City,

Kansas

V>

Capitol

Electric

St.

r\

Beaux Arts
Arcade

Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Isis

Augusta, Kans.

Metropolitan

Atlanta, Ga.
Birmingham, Ala.

Rivoli
P. &

Palm Beach,

Trianon

Mary Anderson

Macon, Ga.

Criterion

Beachams
Empress
Rialto

Murray
Olympia
Melba

New

Babcock

Haven, Conn.

National
Monticello
Strand
Allen
Shea's Hippodrome

San Antonio, Tex.

Rialto

Houston, Tex.

Murray
Odeon

City, Okla.
Bartlesville, Okla.

Regent

Elmira, N. Y.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.

Gaiety
Majestic
Majestic

Ponca

Strand
Strand
Shea's Hippodrome
Shea's North Park
Shea's Court Street

Eastman

Orpheum
Luna

L

Royal
Princess
Liberty

_.

Ky.

Norman, Okla.
Lewiston, Mont.
Mont.
Newark, N. J.

Billings,

Branford
Regent
Pastime

Dallas, Tex.

Isis

A

University
Judith

Orlando. Fla.
Ansonia, Conn.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Tulsa, Okla.
Lawton, Okla.

Capitol

Louisville,

Winchester, Tenn.
Plymouth, Mich.

Paterson, N.

Union

,.

.

J.

N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Lakewood, N. J.
Windsor, Canada
Toronto, Canada
Omaha, Neb.
Lincoln, Neb.
La Grange, 111.

.^

Alhambra
Lyric
Illinois

Hill,

Springfield,

111.

Spring Valley,
Bloomington,
Aurora,

111.

Hinsdale

Hinsdale,

111.

South Bend, Ind.
Logansport, Ind.

Plumo
Midway

Streator,

111.
111.

Danville, Ind.
Whiting, Ind.
Portland, Ore.

Rivieria
Tivoli

Rockford,
Chicago,
Chicago,

Grand

Wheaton,

111.

Rialto

^

111.

111.

111.
111.

Joseph M. Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
IN

"The Voice from

the Minaret"

Personally Directed by Frank Lloyd
Adapted by Frances Marion from the novel by Robert Hichens; Photographed by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin
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Deal Causes Unrest

dore For Allied

Undercurrent

aurice Prod, and "Potash and

Series

srlmutter"

May Go

Through Abrams
Organization
understood that a deal

j

now

is

T^

the Allied Proand Distributors Corp. the
may reArtists subsidiary

way whereby

—

i

i

—

George Fitzmaurice Prod,
"Potash and Perlmutter"
be produced by Samuel

the

he
to
ryn.

K

HUB

Jm

of
Dissatisfaction
Distributors Over Purchase of T. and D. Properties in the West

Among

imaurice starts work under his
?yn arrangement as soon as he
etes "The Cheat," his last pro-

^ilHGB

BvfV^iS

fl

*?*>

i

is

;>
:

j

rf]
1
SLv'Bl

i|

W^BD

discussed in many offices yesterday.
One angle of the discussion was this:
What effect will the consolidation
have on future prices?
Before the deal was consummated,
West Coast controlled about 100 days
along the Pacific Slope. There have
been conferences at various times be-

n for Paramount,

am Abrams admitted yesterday
was talking with Goldwyn.

le

Idedbelieve a

:'

tween officials of the theater circuit
and heads of important distributing

number

of other disors have been discussing the
I
with Mr. Goldwyn, too.
r
e that
:st

Fitzniaurice

is

one of the
and I

directors in America
can
exhibitors
that

-Jr.

,av/

tled satisfactorily.

Although it is true that West Coast
Theaters do not control the first run
situation in Los Angeles and San

We
dis-

Goldwyn could not be reached

i

day.

Rothacker Re-elected
Special to

is,

Jr.,

Charles E.
vice-president;
treasurer; John G. Hahn,

Edward

secretary

•,

Seeing

Francisco,

New York

By Clem Deneker
nager of the Deneker Circuit
I've seen the Capitol theater
11,
must say that the more I go
d this town, the more I'm disnted.
I
expected to see differnd of pictures at the Capitol and
I seen a picture there, that was
he same on the screen, as the

show, well, I was all ready to
the choo choo for Pneumonia.
I

only difference between them
line is that there wasn't so much
r
to these
but they was just
lg pictures just the same.
Rothafel was great to me.
exhibitors
and discussed
the
les
from every angle and he
5
to have the same complaints I
only he gets them right here
e they start while I got to wait
out to
:hey work their way
(Continued on Page 3)
A
;

—

We

the

(Continued on

Hudson Going

Four More

Go

to

He Would

Roach Denies Report That

Release Through Ritz Carlton
Pictures

Hal Roach, producer
Lloyd comedies, who
York,

stated

Harold

of the

yesterday

in

New

that

there

is

was no truth to the published report
that when Lloyd finished his Pathe
contract he would release through
Ritz Carlton Pictures, J. E. WilRoach said
liams' new organization.
future plans had not been made, inasmuch as Lloyd had four more
to make for Pathe.
Fairbanks on Hays

The Associated
interview

from

Press, reprinting an
the
Los Angeles

Douglas
quoted
yesterday
Fairbanks as follows:
"Mr. Hays has nothing whatever to do

Times

with the art or morals of the motion picture
He is simply the hired intermediary
industry.
or 'fixer.' He has done wonderful work in
straightening out the censorship tangle, but
that, and only that, is his function.
"When Mr. Hays was here last month I
told him the public ought to be informed that
I admire his
•moral uplift' was not his role.
ability and admire him as a man, but I
believe his true status should be made known."

The Hays
ment on

office refused
this yesterday.

to

com-

Goldwyn-Seastrom
Noted Swedish Director-ProducerActor to Work in America
For Goldwyn
Victor Seastrom. whose productions for the Swedish Biograph have
attracted unusual and marked attention during the past few years, and
who is regarded by important American producers as one of the finest
directors of the day, was signed yesterday by F. J. Godsol to produce for

Goldwyn

He will leave for
Pictures.
(Continued on Page 3)

Lund Plans Films in Color
Oscar Lund has formed Lund
Prod., Inc., and will make a feature
in

natural colors as his

produc-

first

now

total

aggregate

believed,
it
is
Page 2)
to

Coast

Earl J. Hudson of First National,
is expected to leave for Los Angeles
shortly in advance of Richard A.
Hudson stated yesterday
Rowland.
the report was somewhat exaggerated
and that he didn't plan the trip "at
present."

Claims and Denials
Exhibitors and

Exchangemen Can't

"The Spoilers"
(Special to

Goldwyn

for

hibitor

circles

that
into

the
the

of

Hays

—

was reported yesJesse D. Hampton, who
It

terday that
has not been active

some

time,

activities

"The
would

in

pictures

for

would resume production
with

Spoilers,"
distribute.

a

new

and

version

that

No comment was made

of

Goldwyn
at

on the above yesterday.

,

t

office
fight

r

local
had stepped
through its law committee, and had
instructed exchanges who were members of the F. I. L. M. Club to elimin-

5
c

ate the rider clause until some action
was taken on the uniform contract

\

j

M. Club.
The original

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

'

Rider
Clause in Local Contracts
Claims evidently originating in ex-

Agree on Situation

were denied yesterday at the Hays
office and by officials of the F. I. L.

tion.

.vyn

their

that

fact

bookings per picture
about 150 days will,

R.

H. Seifert, asand J. G. MamThese
treasurer.
assistant
ler with Douglas D. Rothacker
itute the board of directors.
ary;

"Secrets of Paris," the screen version of Eugene Sue's masterpiece, has
registered the biggest hit of any independent release presented in many,
many months. Cast, story, production, all have been highly endorsed by
Advt
criticis, exhibitors and public.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

— Watterson

Rothacker
e-elected president of the RothFilm Mfg. Co. at the annual
Other officers are H. J.
ng.
cago

.

j;

his pictures."

e

t

H " flvi

organizations regarding the prices
paid by the circuit and, at the last
held not so long ago, it was reported
that the entire matter had been set-

make

with his productions.
be very glad indeed to

f

There is a definite undercurrent of
dissatisfaction
among distributors
over the transfer of the various Turner and Dahnken holdings in California to the West Coast Theaters,
Inc.
The important transaction was

Gold-

report indicated that
the dissension between the T. O. C.
C. and the F. I. L. M. Club had
been removed by the action of the
exchanges in doing away with the
rider vesting arbitration in the exchangemen's organization. The Hays
office denied the report unqualifiedly
as did the F. I. L. M. Club where it
was reported the situation was un-

changed.

*
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Saturday, January

In the Courts
A

J.

suit for $2,480

has been

filed in

McDermott Now Treasurer
E. McDermott has been elected

treasurer of Select.

Supreme Court by the Powers
Engraving
Co.
against
Malcolm
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Comedy Producer Here
Ella

Klean

Kelly, producer of Kelly's
Komedies, Columbus, O., is

at the Bristol.

WID'S FILMS and

Dannenberg,

Joseph

Strauss and Charles Presbrey
work, labor and services.

The

suit

of

Herbert

Rawlinson

against Oliver Prod., for breach of
contract of employment has been restored to the Supreme Court calendar
for trial on Jan. 29.
It was stated
that the case would not be defended.

Laemmle
(Special to

in

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Carl Laemmle
is
he got off the train at
San Bernardino he was met with a

Los

here.

Angeles

When

Deal Causes Unres
(Continued from Page 1)
the future as an extrem;
powerful lev%r in influencing distr
utors and their prices on future p
tures.
West Coast will have, fr.
this time on, an extremely interesti
talking point to advance to distril
tors in the shape of nine first nj
in Northern California.
Distributors refused to discuss
coast deal yesterday for publicati.

act

the

surprise in the form of a delegation
of local exhibitors, arranged by Mike

27, 19

in

Late yesterday there were repo
circulation

in

that the deal had

i

been definitely closed, although t
Address all communications to THE FILM
A default judgment for $1,415 has Boylan.
sources from which this comrm
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
originated, admitted that a trans;
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538. been filed in the City Court in favor
"Andy Gump" Series for "U"
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman, of Jacob
H. Meyers against the
tion was under way.
Irving Lesi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood Clark-Cornelius
Corp.
drafts
on
stated, however, that he had receiv
1603.
Los Angeles Universal will re- a number of confirmatory telegrai:
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S. drawn on the Cosmopolitan Film Co.,
Wabash Ave.
which were endorsed to the plaintiff lease a series of "Andy Gump" two from the coast and that there cot
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- but not paid.
reelers to be produced by Samuel
be no doubt about the consummati
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Van Ronkel. It is understood the of the contract.
Ave., London, W. 1,

—

—

—

—

—

Paris Representative Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Central
European Representative

Rue de

— Interna(Czecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
tionale

Low

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
)

96^4

...

6%

5%

...

19J4

18^

do pfd.

G'wyn
I

I.

f

.

85

.

Griffith

Loew's

t

96

96
8414
96

.

Close

Sales

84^
96y2

310
300
400

Sji

1,300

96

jury
Supreme Court
before
Justice Platzek gave a verdict for
$4,680 for George B. Ward in a suit
against Patrick A. Powers, which
interest made a judgment for
Ward claimed that he was
$5,391.
entitled to the possession of 312
shares of stock of the Powers Film

with

Quotations
High

A

Not quoted
19^
3,300

Products.

Inc.,

Powers refused

worth $6,000, which
to deliver to him, and

sued for that sum.

contract covers a period of five years

and was closed

last

November.

F. B. O. Signs Witwer
P. A. Powers has signed H.
Witwer to write a new series

C.
of
stories for production and has also
secured the film rights to all stories
that the author may write for the
next five years, with the exception
of those stories already contracted

E.

Four

New

Exchanges

—

West Coast Theaters,
of the T. and

be started
Albany
Amsterdam Theaters
with sermons in churches throughout
Realty
Co.,
Manhattan.
Capital
the state this Sunday and will be folLos Angeles Justice Frank S.
Incorporators, P. Casey, L.
$5,000.
lowed up along other lines as soon
Forbes has assessed Artists' BookE. Thompson and A. J. Van Buren.
as the organization can obtain more
through
Laning Exchange,
John
Attorney, J. H. Walters.
funds.
caster, its general manager, costs of
the trial in which it sued George
Albany Brabon Tynan, Manhat- Hackathorne, for $93.75, the amount Bache Canadian District Manager
Floyd M. Brockell has appointed
tan, motion pictures.
Capital, $5,000. of
a commission asserted to be due
Incorporators,
W. G. Lovatt, S. them for obtaining a position for Louis Bache, Washington branch
Schwartzman and A. Corey. Attor- Hackathorne in "Human Hearts" in manager, as district manager for First
National in Canada.
Vincent Mcney H. S. Hechheimer.
1921.
Cabe has resigned.
According to the complaint HackaWalter E. Lusk, as noted, is WashAlbany Julian Rochlitz Studios, thorne entered into a verbal agreeErdmann
Manhattan.
Capital $5,000.
Incor- ment with it to pay a commission of ington manager and G. W.
in
Cleveland.
manager
made
C. E.
porators, J. J. Meyers, S. Friedman
of his salary on any position ob- Bond
is
Chicago manager permand M. S. Brotman. Attorney, Hart- 5%
tained by him through the agency. anently.
man, Sheridan & Tekulsky.
It developed that Hackathorne previously had signed an agreement with
May Control Future Output
Lasky Signs Richard Dix
Robertson and Webb, for manageAlthough no definite understanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment of his affairs. When notified has been reached by First National
Los Angeles Richard Dix has by Lancaster that a part had been and Richard Walton Tully, regarding
been signed by Paramount to star.
obtained for him at Universal, the the latter's possible affiliation with the
former was referred to
Clifford organization on production matters,
Robertson as his agent.
Subse- it is true that a plan is under discusquently Robertson succeeded in ob- sion whereby Tully will supervise
taining the part for his client.
productions to be made in the future
Lancaster claimed that he had under contracts yet to be executed.
never received notice from Hacka- If the arrangement is made. Tully
thorne to the effect that he had turn- will not interfere in any way with
ed over his affairs to Robertson and producers now making pictures for

—

D.

—

It will

Inc.,

by

virti

deal.

Plan Alterations

at Studio

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

Lesser

prodi

Principal
Pictures, w
spend about $100,000 in altering
old Vidor studio which it has tak
A new closed stage will
over.
constructed and additions made to
administration buildings.

tion

unit,

t

t

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLE

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

—

ing law in Jersey.

DAILY)

—The

Tivoli will
redecorated at a cost of $250,01
The theater passes into the hands

(Special to

J.

any picture form.

THE FILM

(Special to

San Francisco

for.

Gavegan, of the N.
Second National has arranged with
Triangle
Not quoted Y. Supreme Court, has signed an
World
Not quoted order approving a bond for $250 as four new exchanges for the distribution of its product. These are Strand
security for cost in a proceeding
Film Service, Washington; Standard
Rounan
against
brought by John
C.
Film Exchange, Pittsburgh; GreenIncorporations
L. Chester, the C. L. Chester Prod.,
wald-Griffith Film Exchange. CleveDover, Del.
Crandall's Tivoli and the Chester Picture Corp.
land and Harthill Pictures, Inc., ChiTheater, Wilmington. Capital $650,Rounan is seeking a temporary in- cago. Dale Hanshaw is nOw on the
000.
(Corporation
Trust
of junction
Co.
to
restrain
the
Chester road for the company.
America.)
Picture Corp. from producing, leasing or distributing any prints, negaWant Jersey Closed Sundays
Albany Lewall Amus. Co., Ticon- tive or pictures of the chimpanzee
The Society for Prevention of
deroga. Capital $10,000. Incorpora- known as "Snooky," either under the
Crime and the Promotion of Morals
tors, L. and M. Fischer and A. M. title of "The Jungle Romeo" or the
intends to launch a statewide camBarton. Attorney, N. Bascom.
"Blue Beard of the Jungle," or in paign to enforce the Sunday closJustice

Alterations for Tivoli, 'Frisco

24

Hour

Service

if

necesst
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Bigger they come-the better we like then
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PICTURES))

729 SEVENTH AVE.
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—

Webb.

the circuit.

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220
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the closing of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the
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it
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Over two million feet of selected shots
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requirements.
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Goldwyn-Seastrom

Coast Brevities
(Special to

.theNews
No. 9

THE FILM DAILY)

(Continued from Page

—

Hollywood Gretchen Hartman has
returned from New York.
been

OCCUPIES THE RUHR—

I

Work

very timely and interesting scenes
French army entering the Ruhr;
pouring into Essen; the
soldiers

has started on Buddy Messenger's third for Century.

haracter of the occupation, etc. etc.
ws from Cary, 111.; San Diego, Cal.

Three new "gag" men have been
engaged for Century Comedies.

the

k; on the

Mexican border; Tacoma,

:c.

day
Page

(Continued from

There was

.

den

I

was

stars to
at

es

I

would think

them

over,
mind giving people ideas so
they aint opposition to me.
tothafel

made

me

which

too,

I

am

it

going to

with the press agents if I
them together for a talk.
the idea. To have all the
lesmen carry make up, wigs
ngs, and when they come to
>nia to sell me films, they can
i

t

p like

y and

Then

one of the stars of

the

their

idea

I

gets since

I

and I bet Plunkett and
both use them I give them.

ere,
:1

another thing, I think they
mistake putting the name of
cture in too many places outthe theaters, they dont leave
to the imagination.
For insuppose they are playing a
picture, which the chances are
f the time,
they are, and it

some town ahead of this one,
: people in that town writes to
iends here telling them not to
I

Marion Davies Entertains
Marion Davies entertained about
SO magazine and newspaper writers

studio.

it

is

released,

early in

they lose lots of customers.
just put out the sign "a new
every week." then no one

has been signed
on a long term contract with Goldwyn. He will play the part of Sheridan Scott in "The Rear Car."
Griffith

Theater

"The World's Applause"

will

be

the feature at the Rivoli next week.
"Nobody's Money" will be the Rialto
feature.

Louise Huff and Ben Lynn have
both deserted films for the stage,
making their debut in "Mary the
Third."

Robert

the

Bruce,

C.

producer

of

Other

FARINA & OGLE

C. Bolte, vicesecretary;
Cole,
treasurer and M.

Photographers

Title

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100
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KNOW EVERY DAY

Edwin Carewe has picked J. Warren Kerrigan, Sylvia Breamer and
Russell Simpson to head his cast for
"The Girl of the Golden West."

ALL THE NEWS
OF THE

Vance de Bar Colbig, or Pinto, as
known by his work for the
is

United Feature Syndicate, has been
added to the Al Herman unit at
Century as gag man.
directing the
Rowland V. Lee
shooting of scenes which are said to
number the most people appearing on
the Metro lot this season. The episodes are for "Desire."

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

Ginsberg, trustee.

release.

PICTURE BUSINESS
-

is_

Albert Austin, formerly associated
February List .
Chaplin and recently
Wife Learned," "Migltv with Charlie
director of several Coogan pictures,
Rose," "The Sunshine Trail,"
has been engaged to direct the next
["he Pilgrim"
are set for reMontana comedy at Metro.
uring February by First Na- Bull
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Natl's

Owners' Ass'n.

Henry Suchman,

t

r

m
|

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

H

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including

—

at

in

S. G. Newman, who has been here
representing the British Exhibitors
Film, Ltd., has sailed back home.

J,

are John
president;
Henry

Marjorie Daw will be Douglas
MacLean's leading lady in "Going
Up." Lloyd Ingraham will direct for

At the United Studios, Allen Holubar is building an ice rink for
know anything about it until
Woman," formerly
the
"Slander
is stuck with a ticket and then
"The White Frontier," in which
ir worry.
That's my method
Dorothy Phillips will star.
'neumonia I guess that's why
isiness. I'm going to the Rivoli
The cast for "April Showers"
will include Colleen Moore, Kenneth
nder if you can arrange for me Harlan, Myrtle Vane, Priscilla Bonit
Marcus Loew. I want to ner, Harriet Hammond, Tom Mcn about blind bookings?
Guire and James Corrigan.
irst

luncheon given

at a

officers

he

next month.

Wittman Re-elected
Wittman has again been
re-elected president of the Bronx M.
John

P.

the Spring.

Raymond

F. B. O. will release "The Bishop
of the Ozarks," a Finis Fox Prod.,

working on "The 23rd Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, Wilderness Tales for Educational,
at
the F. B. O. where a large set for "Little Old New has finished editing and titling the
first three of his next series.
York" had been built.

"Merry Go Round" has been finished and will be given a series of previews before

has booked

is

I

first

the other produc-

Production on "They Call It Danchas been temporarily postponed.

make personal appear- Associated Exhibitor

can break even, even
icture is as good as they rave
being, which it aint always.
t
s

Among

vehicle.

Ethel Clayto
Greater Glory"

circuit

ond of the Glenn Hunter series to be
Seastrom released through Hodkinson.

have

which Seastrom has made, and
which have been released are: "You
and I," "Mortal Clay," "A Man There
Was," and others.

good sugges-

a

to

come

yesterday

empty

that time to pull

said he

effort

Wagon."

1)

of

him why he
personal ap-

ast

make

serious

tions

there about 6.30 in

moon and
;t

lots

a

titled.

ing,"

Fox

local

"The Third Alarm."

John Colton, has been engaged to
For several years, various Ameriwrite the scenario for "The Excan producers have sought to bring
citers."
Seastrom to this country.
It
is
known that two years ago, one of
"The Lap of Luxury," is the secthe most important companies made

"The Tiger's Claw" has been finished and is now being edited and

Cullen Landis is in San Diego securing some exteriors for her next

New York

eing

Seastrom, under

the contract signed, is understood to
have the right to act in as well as
direct his productions.

to America, but for various reasons, the idea failed of development.
Seastrom's latest release in America was "At The Stroke of Midnight,"
by Metro. This was produced originally under the title of "The Death

Shannon Day has left for a brief
visit to her mother in New York.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

it

anticipated that he will immediately

start in production.

A huge radio station has
erected on the Warner lot.

The

Hollywood next Wednesday, and
is
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Putting It
Here

is

how a

vour ideas.

Chicago

Old Vehicles on Parade
San Francisco An "old vehicle
contest," in which prizes were award-

—

Goldwyn picsome nation- ed

has come in
to persons submitting the quaintwide exploitation at the hands of est antique carriages, constituted an
exploitation tieup for "Quincy Adams
Eddie Bonns, who was aided by
Sawyer" when it played at Loew's
Walter D. Nealand, Goldwynner in Warfield. Stories in newspaper and
Chicago.
cuts of the contestants and their
Three men were selected as presi- vehicles drew a great deal of interest
dent, vice president and secretary- to the stunt, and a parade of the
treasurer, and papers of incorporation eighteen vehicles through the city
of The Anti-Time League filed with put a fine finish to it.
Most of the contestants were girls,
the secretary of State for Illinois.
The purpose of the League was de- and some of the coaches that they
clared to be the doing away with the had discovered were popular fifty
various forms of begging prevalent years ago. The oldest vehicles were
in
Chicago commercial, * household photographed with the girls submitand sidewalk begging and the tip- ting them, and the Bulletin published
For
Hat-check girls and a new photograph every day.
ping nuisance.
the best vehicle, a prize of $25 was
boys are under the taboo.
The Examiner-Herald published a awarded, with a second prize of $15,
two-column story on the incorpora- and a third of $10. Other rewards
for

ture

i'

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

— Another

—

—

of season tickets to the
with
a number of tickets
The
out over various press wires.
Herald-Examiner ran an interview entitling the holder to see "Quincy
with Sam Shurman, president of the Adams Sawyer."

tion of the

League and

was

it

sent

consisted
Warfield,

League, then head of the Goldwyn
"Anti-Flirt" Campaign
sales force in Chicago, since pro- An
All kinds of space was accorded
moted to be resident manager of the
an anti-flirt campaign put over by
Milwaukee exchange.
Marc Lachmann of Universal on behalf of

A

Men's Fashion Show
Taking a

Memphis

—

from
previous successes in other cities, H.
B. Clarke, of the Strand, decided on
a men's fashion show in connection
with the engagement of "A Tailor
Made Man."
His first step was to tie up with
Phil A. Halls, the most exclusive
men's furnishing store in Memphis.
tip

"The

Flirt."

A meeting was held in the Biltmore. Five persons using the names
of the characters from Booth Tarkington's story, called a meeting to
order with James Madison presiding,
while representatives and reviewers
from all New York newspapers were
snapped
Photographers
present.
Two more meetings
flashlights.

were held and the same representatives were present with other followThe store supplied all the clothing up stories executed. It was not long
for the fashion show, put in a coand
Philadelphia
Boston,
before

window

operative

week

display a

in

advance and mentioned the fashion
show and picture in all their newspaper ads.
For models Clarke got
four young men who were prominent
church
and concert singers and
formed a quartette.
This
quartette
gave
two performances daily, at 4:00 and at 8:45.
Dressed in the latest fashions, they
came on the stage one at a time,
singing

number.

the verse of some popular
All would join in for the

chorus.
When they were all assemthey
bled
gave
several
popular
selections.

The lobby

display was a special
set representing the show window of
a tailor shop. In the foreground was
a cut-out of Charles Ray in a natty

business

suit.

On

one

side,

Ray was

sleeves at a pressing
and
on
the
other
side,
Ray in evening clothes.
cut-out
of the girl was looking up at the
cut-out of Ray. Just in front of the
set and on each side stood cheap looking tailor's dummies out of compo
board and painted. One had a sign
reading $2.98 and the other $5.60.
large banner was across the front
of the lobby.
in his
table,

shirt

A

A

27,

Over

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Bonns Busy Again

Saturday, January

other cities started their own crusade
with local enthusiasts for the moveBuffalo came out
ment interested.
with a three column headline proclaiming the debut of the event with
200 members enlisted right off the

Short
Stuff
The

value of the short subject to

your program.

How to build a program through
the use of short

How

well

stuff.

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

value.

jump.
In an N. E. A. feature, which ran
680 newspapers from coast to
coast, both sides of the flirting situation was brought out with James
Madison's version and that of an
averse one by a New York business
K. C. B., Lucy Lowell and
girl.
others contributed syndicate details
space in their many
for editorial
newspapers. Special tack cards were
posted all over the city bearing the
lizzard
insignia,
a
organization's
pierced by a hat-pin illustrated by a
drawing of the various modes of
flirtations.
Prior to the opening of
"The Flirt" at the Rialto, the Crusade was tied-up with the showing by
daily newspapers ads.
Lachmann's stunt was put over
only after gruelling work on his
part drilling his "crusaders" in how
they should act and conduct their
group of highly intellimeetings.
gent actors and actresses were engaged for the stunt.
in

A

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented in the forthcoming
Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

An
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short

subject
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program through the
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stuff.

How

well known exhibitors use short
subjects to advantage.
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"Fillers" at a price vs. real short subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects" by

important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience value.

Just a few of the ideas that will be
presented in the forthcoming Short Stuff
issue of
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Several

42,
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Rue de

S.

Pragut

Filmschau,

reported

seeking George

Principal Pictures reported having George
signed.

Fitz-

M. Cohan

A. Lynch's deal with Famous Players gives him
15,000 shares of common stock.

Hays'

Clichy.

Internationale

distributors

maurice product.

order.

New

Paris

Katherine MacDonald completes contract with B. P.
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Court directs Senator James J. Walker to file new
complaint in action to recover $6,262 from M.P.T.O.
Wisconsin M. P. T. O. favors plan of Theater Own-

office

draws up interesting chart with

statistics

for use in censor fights.

(Czechoslovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
Charles Chaplin secures

all rights on "Dog's Life"
and "Shoulder Arms" shortly. May reissue them.
Frank Borzage signed by First National.
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Nat'l
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production.
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American Releasing Corp
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"THE CHRISTIAN"
Goldwyn
Maurice Tourneur
Sir Hall Caine
Paul Bern

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Charles Van Enger
Magnificent production that has
many angles of appeal; a highly artistic and
worth while picture
A splendid rendition of the famed novel,
STORY
beautifully told and with much sincerity in its

AS A
it
i

WHOLE

theme

DIRECTION

Excellent, on the whole; a few
slightly irritating bits that can be remedied,
however done on a big scale, lavish and mighty
;

artistic

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Many

The very best
gorgeous effects

PLAYERS

Phyllis Haver the real surprise of
the company in a short but impressive performance; Mae Busch very real and pleasing as the
heroine and Richard Dix does fine work at first
but runs into overacting toward the close

EXTERIORS

Unusually fine shots of London
Appropriate and good to look at
Generally very well taken care of
Minister of Church
CHARACTER OF STORY
of England breaks cloister vows to return to
woman he loves who he believes is destined to
lose her soul

INTERIORS
DETAIL

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

28, 1923

Gaine Novel That Merits High Praise

—

Maurice Tourneur Prod.

DIRECTOR

Sunday, January

About

8,500 feet

The very fine effort of Maurice Tourneur who produced "The Christian," for Goldwyn, results in a picture that is truly a worth while achievement in every
sense of the word. The story has been gorgeously
mounted but at the same time retains the dignity and
solemnity that the atmosphere requires. To the public at large "The Christian" will undoubtedly prove
one of the outstanding attractions of the year. It deserves that place because Sir Hall Caine's novel has
been given a careful and complete presentation.
On the other hand there are points during the run
of the picture that stand out as being wrong when
they are compared with other instances of fine judgment and consideration shown throughout the rest of
the offering. There are, for instance, the mighty un-

usual and inspiring shots of London at night many
particularly worth while and beautiful views and right
on top of this fine reality you are asked to accept some
very obvious studio sets as representing a London
back street. The shock is too great and the difference
creates the wrong impression. These shots referred
to, however, can readily be eliminated without the least
With the exception
interference with the continuity.
values
are of the highproduction
of these incidentals,
locations,
gorgeous
numerous
There
are
est type.
scene upon scene in which the lighting effects alone
are a marvel of photography and artistry.
Then comes Tourneur's attention to the story itself.
He has developed it logically and evenly. Although
at times it is just a trifle too arbitrary, the sequences
dovetail nicely and the interest is well sustained at all
times.
He builds toward the climax surely and with
an accumulative interest that ends with the riot of
the mob incited by the priest's enemy and is followed
by the tranquil reunion of the lovers. The ending,
as shown for review, is poor in comparison with the
other fine points in the production. Just one shot of
the priest recovered, and happy with his bride, would
be sufficient. The draggy, uneffective sequence that
follows the riot are out of place and not at all the
right finale.
To have the hero live is what the public
usually demands, and that can be arranged even
though the really logical conclusion would be his death
in the arms of the girl he fought to save.
Richard Dix, in the famed role of the priest, gives
At first he promises to
a performance that varies.
really hit the high spots, with a portrayal that is conservative and sincere but later on Dix runs into overacting and forgets all about repression and sincerity.
In the course of a day, in one sequence, he shows a
beard that would have taken a week at least to grow.
Mae Busch is very real and appealing as the girl. Her
work is convincing and always pleasing but the outstanding bit, and a surprise for those who recognize
the Sennett bathing girl, is the playing of Phyllis
Haver. She does a genuinely fine piece of dramatic
portrayal in the role of the unwed mother who kisses
her baby goodbye and gives it into the care of the
orphanage before she dies. Miss Haver registers a
The others
real "choke in the throat" in this scene.
in the cast are quite adequate, including Cyril Chadwick, Mahlon Hamilton, Joseph Dowling, Claude

Gillingwater and Gareth Hughes.

Needs Some Change But Should Prove a Fine Attraction
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With some changes that are obviously necessary without
"The Christian" should prove a worthy addition
of the "best pictures."
For those who crave

not

know

suggestion,
to the list

England,

production and unusual atmosphere and backgrounds,
the offering can be highly recommended, and where they
want a story with a moral they couldn't ask for anything
more indicative of it than Hall Caine's "The Christian." But
don't give them the impression that it is a preachment.
Tourneur has steered well clear of that.
Of course the novel is thoroughly well known.
You
shouldn't have to acquaint them with the story any further
than the mention of the title, but where they need to be
reminded, the Goldwyn posters indicate clearly the nature of
the theme. For the purpose of clarifying it for those who may

wise

artistic

—

at the

it

first

it

that the

that the "priest" in the play is of the Church of
would be well to make this fact known definitely

introduction of hero in his clerical attire. Otherto cause some dissension where they know

liable

is

Roman

priest

is

bound

to celibacy.

Give Maurice Tourneur the mention he deserves for his
work on the picture and let them know it is Goldwyn's most
release of the season.
Promise them really
delightful London locations and splendid pictorial values. The
picture has that.
Of the players mention Richard Dix, Mae
Busch and Phyllis Haver.
There are others in the cast
known to your folks but these are the most prominent.
When the picture comes to you, in its corrected form, it should
be well worth your while making a big fuss about the showing.

pretentious

—

THE
Sunday, January

28, 1923

daily
m^
^.•B-.i^an!

More Small Town

Stuff

With Usual

"DOLLAR DEVILS"
Victor

Schertzinger Prod.

Victor Schertzinger

AUTHOR

Victor Schertzinger

AS A

Louis Stevens
John S. Stumar

WHOLE

An

boast of anything

average attraction; doesn't

new

in story

but there

is

good

STORY

Given a satisfying production and good
small town atmosphere usually appeals
DIRECTION
Never for a moment succeeds in
keeping the ending from you anti-climax loses
interest toward close
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

to really strike oil— and he
Probably the author-director does strike a new
note in the anti-climax he tacks on; the wells go dry
and the town once more lapses into peaceful tranquility, just a little more prosperous from the
profits of

the wells while they lasted.

Although there is no originality in the plot itself,
the story has been rather well handled and there is
plenty of interesting detail and individually good bits

Joseph

Cullen Landis a first rate hero and
Dowling gives a good performance;

others

May

Eva

Hallam

Novak,

it all

Of course there is the usual romance with hero's
sweetheart "falling" for the newcomer and the subsequent marriage of hero to the gorl's more wholesome
But even

The

tries to fleece

cast does very well with Cullen Landis a con-

vincing and sincere hero and Eva

the townsfolk

Ney

marries.

5,600 feet

game nor
is

oil

town

all.

people the idea that their land holds a

oil and the people's salvation is once more
town boob. "Dollar Devils" is really very old
stuff and it runs true to form all the way through with
Schertzinger never making any strenuous effort to
keep you from guessing what the conclusion will be.

wealth of
the

All Right

If

They Don't Object
Box

Hallam Cooley

Bruce Merlin

Story:

Hemling

It

location with the city slicker

as the girl he

is

the typical

"slicker."

stock skin

did he change the atmosphere at

the usual small

selling the

popular

Novak

Farrell, the college bred sister, neither

screens nor acts well.

Victor Schertzinger didn't have to think very hard
to concoct this plot of the ever

don't em-

happy ending. The picture is well made, the locations are fine and the photography is always good.

Small town hero

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

They

the

Suffices

who

this isn't a surprise.

phasize the domesticity of the stay-at-home girl for
nothing. You know very well that she will figure in

Suitable

over" city slicker

when

of the picture's best features.

Right

,

the

the city
fellow starts selling his stock. Joseph Dowling, as
the most popular person on Main Street, offers a fine
character bit that is particularly interesting and one

sister.

CHARACTER OF STORY
"puts

with the excitement and confusion

trast

Cooley and Lydia Knott

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The town and

people offer particularly effective detail and the director
brings out the peace and easy living in splendid con-

Good

Wallace,

Propaganda

that help to relieve the triteness.

incident and interesting bits

PLAYERS

St."

does.

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN

Main

Of course you expect hero

— Hodkinson

SCENARIO BY

"

insists

that there

is

oil

in

so he starts selling stock to the inhabitants.

Jim Biggers, in love with Helen Andrews who recently
returned from college with high toned notions, tries to
convince Helen's father that Merlin is a fraud. Helen
Jim proves
Bruce leaves town, Helen going with
him. How Jim strikes oil, the wells go dry and Jim
marries Helen's sister completes it.
attributes the accusation to jealousy. Later

he

to a

right and

is

Familiar and Transparent Plot

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If they won't object to a plot that they
through from the very start, and the fact
situations are all very commonplace, you have
with this one. The good incident and first

can see
that the
a chance

know

it

is

a Victor Schertzinger production

and you

can use the names of the players such as Joseph Dowling,

Eva Novak and Cullen Landis.

Catchlines will

rate at-

mosphere does make up, in a measure, for the trite
things and where you know this line of small town
stuff appeals to them, it should be an equally safe bet.
The title might be effectively exploited and it suggests plenty of ideas for stunt advertising.
Let them

do for an idea of the story, such as "Are you

The people in Hemling didn't
about money but see how they got it any way

of the

care

in search

mighty dollar?

and then

lost

it.

It

happens

in 'Dollar Devils,' Vic-

tqr Schertzinger's latest production."

M

The Greatest of
Romantic Melodramas
°l

CLAIRE WINDSOR

KENNETH HARLAN
PAULINE STARKE

HOBART BOSWORTH
WALTER LONG
CYRIL CHADWICK
ALEX FRANCIS
WINTER HALL
MARGARET SEDDEN
GEORGE COOPER
STANTON HECK
FRED STANTON

AWMtNER BROS

A

From

the

Story

and Scenario by Olga Printzlau

play by Charles E. Blaney and book by Marion Russell
.

.

Directed by

BIG, Vital Story of Conflicts and Contrasts,
Imperishable, a Beautiful

Romance and

Wm.

of a

A.

Seiter

Love

Thrilling,

Pulse Quickening Adventure.

"The Little Church Around the Corner"
Melodrama with Traditional Prestige to Back

is

Modern

it

Up.

CIAS SIC oPtKe SCREEN

-WW

—.
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Sunday, January

Vehicle Wholly Inappropriate For Katherine
Katherine MacDonald in
).

r

far

"MONEY, MONEY, MONEY"

n

B. P. Schulberg Prod.

—Asso.

First Nat'l Pict.

r

DIRECTOR

Tom Forman

AUTHOR

Larry Evans
Hope Loring

SCENARIO BY
ii

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Jos.

WHOLE

Brotherton

Starts out to be an interesting

picture but

drifts into the

commonplace very

shortly

A

STORY
all

and

sion in

vehicle that doesn't suit the star at

it is

difficult for

her to

make an impres-

Fair; nothing out of the ordinary

and doesn't give material any unusual

treat-

ment

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right
Satisfactory

Handicapped

in this

one

Average; includes Carl Stockdale,

Raymond, Charles Clary and Jack
Dougherty
Frances

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty country club views
Suitable

A

lot of sub-titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

Daughter with
makes a
circumstances
moderate
father of
splurge with inherited money only to learn that
it

Tom Forman
He

used his best judgment in the
allows too many sentimental

between the father and daughter. It looks a
see a man fondling and calling his daughter "baby" and treating her like one when she's a
mature woman. It doesn't "belong" and they are likely to get a laugh out of it that isn't intended.
Katherine MacDonald makes an attractive society belle
or the wife of screen brokers, lawyers and doctors, but
she's far from her right place as the young country
bits

trifle silly to

girl.

There are some obviously poor

it

DIRECTION

LIGHTINGS
STAR
SUPPORT

MacDonald

to either her personality or ability.

picture's direction.

3

-]

from suited

Nor has

was a fraud

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,995 feet

Katherine MacDonald is well past the stage where
she can play the pretty ingenue and convince her
audience. Nor does she succeed in putting the role of
Priscilla Hobbs over in her latest release "Money,

Money, Money," a story of a small town girl who was
bored by the modern circumstances of her old fashioned parents and whose desire for the luxuries of life
almost ruined her father financially. The star just
doesn't fit in with these surroundings and it is almost
ridiculous to try and place her in a vehicle which is

All Right

If

They Are Not
Box

28, 1923

bits in the picture

may

even attract the attention of the casual observer.
For instance, when the Hobbs' take advantage
of their newly acquired fortune and move into a house
in the residential district, they later show old Hobbs
in the sitting room of the old home.
But they don't
explain whether or not Hobbs is maintaining two establishments both the old and the new. In the last
reel, after Priscilla and the man who is to save her
father's business, have ridden all night through a
raging storm in an open car, they appear in the same
clothes bone dry and none the worse for the journey.
There are other bits of detail that Forman has
that

—

slipped up on.

The moral

of the story

is

money causes unand also to those who

that

happiness to those who have it
do not possess it. But whether or not they'll believe
it from this is a grave question.
Charles Clary overworks his eyebrows for expression ^nd Jack Daugherty

not the hero he promises to be.

is

The

cast

is

adequate.
Priscilla Hobbs' immediately begins to
Story
spend her newly inherited fortune only to learn later
that it was a scheme of her father's enemy, Carter, to
ruin them. How Priscilla learns that money is not
:

everything and saves her father by her quick action,
and later marries the son of a rich man, completes the
story.

Particular

Or Like

Star Real Well

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This one is all wrong from a viewpoint of the star.
She is miscast and her director has done nothing to

The
itself

star tries very hard to convince
is

and her work

The country

thoroughly satisfying.

counteract the inappropriateness of the story. In fact
he has made it worse by stressing things that should
have been passed over lightly and emphasizing incidents that should have been omitted. However, if
they like Katherine MacDonald well enough to accept
her regardless of what she has to do, you can show it

with catchlines that explain those

to them.

picture.

club

sequences will undoubtedly appeal and possibly you
can interest them with the

unhappy and those who haven't
them

to figure

it

used in connection

title

who have money

it

are unhappy.

are

Ask

out and then come in to see the
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Richard Harding Davis' Story a Good Vehicle for Rawlinson
Herbert Rawlinson in

taining elements that have been nicely worked together
and well blended together.

"THE SCARLET CAR"
Universal

While some

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

AUTHOR

Richard Harding Davis
Geo. Randolph Chester

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

Good

blends

latest;

diversion in Rawlinson's

action,

romance

and

comedy

From

the pen of Richard Harding Da-

vis; supplies first rate screen material

Keeps story going

and maintains even

although

new

the situations are

all

DIRECTION

at a

good pace

interest throughout; han-

PHOTOGRAPHY
less

Good
Good
overacting than usual for him

Tom

O'Brien an interesting char-

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

SUPPORT

and others are Claire Adams, Edward CeNorris Johnson, Tom McGuire and Marc

acter

Robbins

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Appropriate
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Candidate for mayor
loses support of his backer at the last minute
on evidence of fellow whose girl he stole

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,417 feet

Richard Harding Davis' story offers Herbert Rawlinson one of the best vehicles he has had lately and
Rawlinson does better work and manages to forget
most of his tricks of overacting all of which contributes to a satisfying entertainment in his most re.

—

cent release,

"The

Scarlet Car."

a first rate screen vehicle aside

Rawlinson.

It

Davis' material

from

makes

its suitability

to

contains a 'satisfying variety of enter-

Will Suit Those
Box

Who

to

them

in

"The

Scarlet Car."

It's

more the

Rawlinson and he does better
work here than he has in his last two pictures. Of
course let them know that it is a Richard Harding
Davis story and in case they may remember a picture
that Universal made several years ago under the same
name, say that this is an entirely new picture.
sort of thing that suits

comedy business that heads off any
make it appear too serious or dramatic.

rate

The

material has been used to very good advantage
by Stuart Paton and there is one bit that he saves

from becoming too far-fetched by supplying a comic
touch.

most interesting of the characters is that
of Beans Bradley, played by Tom O'Brien. Beans is
a typical Bowery boy who isn't going to see his "goil"
copped by a rich "guy." O'Brien supplies most of the
laughs but his character doesn't run quite true to form
when he allows Rawlinson to give him a beating.
The piece also contains some first rate action which,
of the

although not terribly exciting, supplies the essential
variation.
The picture, on the whole, offers a good
lively entertainment that will likely be accorded a
favorable reception by the majority of audiences.
Bill Winthrop's father is supporting Ernest
Story
Peabody, candidate for mayor. Bill doesn't like Peabody, one reason being that Peabody is engaged to the
Bill encounters Beans Bradley, who
girl Bill loves.
promises that he has enough "on" Peabody to expose
him and spoil his chances of election. After some complications Beans tells Bill that Peabody has betrayed
his (Beans') girl and that he has also accepted graft
from the opposite party. Bill follows Peabody out
into the country and Peabody makes a hasty retreat
while Bill wins the girl and Beans gets his sweetheart
:

back.

Like a Good Lively Story

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Herbert Rawlinson's following will have a good one

coming

first

attempt to

One

dles player very well

cil,

mayor on one

ticket and accepts graft from the
opposing party to put through certain franchises for
them as soon as he is elected. This angle isn't new
but it has been worked in with plenty of original byplot that makes it wholly interesting and there is also
for

some

nicely

STORY
not

of the situations are not strictly new,
especially the idea of the election candidate who runs

You can promise a good variety of entertaining elements and catchlines will do to give them an idea of
what it is all about if you think they'll want to know.
Say: "He almost became mayor but then something
happened. See what it was. Herbert Rawlinson upHis latest picture at the
set the candidate's plans.
blank theater offers a good entertainment. See 'The
Scarlet Car!'"

e
i

n
e

a VICTOR SCHERTZINGER production

BOX- OFFICE

/'DOLLAR DEVILS"

a production
that is better than 80° of the pictures
released to-day. It is one of those clean,
wholesome, intensely interesting and
well made. pictures that breakbox-office
records, build patronage and go such a
long way in increasing theatre prestige.
is

.

1

tt^-.

mafe
fir

%m/

^

Every

first

run theatre in the country

"DOLLAR

needs such a feature as
DEVILS". Ask for a screening at once.

a HODKINSON

picture

THE
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Action and Thrills After the Fashion of a Serial
Harry Carey

you haven't that

in

require further consideration.

"CANYON OF THE FOOLS"
Film Booking Offices

DIRECTOR

Val Paul
Richard Matthews Hallett
..John W. Grey
Wm. Thornley and Robert
^

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN
DeGrasse

AS A

Average western with plenty of
helter skelter action; will please where they
are not critical

A

commonplace plot built up with fairly good by-plot and incident; a confusing climax
Ordinary; provides good atmoDIRECTION
sphere but hasn't given story coherent or logical

development
All right
All right

slightly different western role for

him

but gives him plenty to do
Marguerite Clayton adequate as
SUPPORT
lead; others Fred Stanton, Jack Curtis, Joseph
Harris and Charles Le Moyne

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

A . Good

Not many

Cutting frequently bad
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man in search of
one who framed him for murder meets former
sweetheart and saves her from man who turns
out to be the one he is looking for

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

Harry Carey's latest picture will prove
some audiences because it
contains a typical old-fashioned western melodrama
plot with all the intrigue, fighting and thrills of the

Very

likely

sure-fire entertainment for

10-20-30 order

—the kind that

certain communities.

still

does big business in

For them

"Canyon

Fools" will supply the right entertainment.

All Right

if

they*

want good

of 'the

But

if

They Are Not Too

If

Box

Where

at all

He

new.

doesn't

ward

Then Val

Paul's direction doesn't save

the close the action

—whether

fast action

they can't always follow

it,

is

of such a helter skelter

it is almost impossible to tell who is ahead
hero and his band is overcoming villain

and his crowd or vice versa. Bad cutting in this sequence is also responsible for the confusion in the mind
of the spectator. Just why they thought it necessary
to have a storm in the climax is hard to tell. It doesn't
make things any more exciting and the rain is far from
realistic.
It just looks as though they were using a
is

possible for

Of course

but

it

to be raining with the sun* shining,

it

hardly likely that, with such a downpour, the

it is

horses hoofs would raise such a cloud of smoke.

The

plot

is

of the serial order with hero

knocked

out in every reel and coming back stronger than ever
in the next. Toward the close, when they attempt to
get things going faster for the climax, the action gets

beyond you and

mostly a matter of waiting for the
last shot to see who wins, in case there is any doubt
in your mind.
The flood offers a fair thrill.
Harry Carey hasn't the sentimental cowboy hero
role in this but he is kept hard at it tracking down the
man who framed him for a murder and saving the life
of the girl he loves. Marguerite Clayton does well as
it is

The others are well suited.
Story: Bob arrives in "Canyon of the Fools" on

the

girl.

the

man who framed him. He meets his former
sweetheart, May, who is also at the place to marry
trail of a

Harper, a prospector. Harper does not come to meet
Bob is made deputy sheriff and sent out to the
mining district to bring in a thief. Harper turns out
to be both the thief and Bob's man.
Bob marries May.

her.

Critical

Or

They Like Carey

If

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and won't mind

"Canyon

it.

the story in coherent fashion and to-

tell

sprinkling pot in front of the camera.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
A

In the first place Richard Matthews Hallett hasn't
included any situations in his story that haven't already been used dozens of time, nor is the atmosphere

variety that

WHOLE

STORY

class of patronage the picture will

of the Fools"

your picture. And this isn't to say that it hasn't a
chance because there is a crowd that will be thoroughly well satisfied with just such action as this picture contains. They like the serial type of thrills and
action and that is what this one, based on a Saturday
Evening Post story, resembles mostly. It is a series
of captures and escapes with hero, of course, coming
out victor in the end.

Harry Carey has
doubtedly be

a loyal following

and

they'll

with his latest attraction.

satisfied

un-

You

is

might say that

it

is

a

little

different

from

his

more

recent releases and catchlines will give a further idea.

Say
der,

also

:

man who framed him for murman in 'Canyon of the Fools' and

"In search of the

Carey finds

his

wins back the

girl

he loves."

If

they are ac-

quainted with Marguerite Clayton use her

name

also.
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French Production

Dumas' Novel That Has

of

Henri Diamant-Berger Prod.

tator's

American Releasing Corp.

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

The

Henri Diamant-Berger
Alexandre Dumas

AUTHOR

WHOLE
that will

Not credited
Not credited
production
French
Well made
please and interest those who like

costume plays

STORY

A

as

Dumas

DIRECTION

sequence of "The Three Musketeers"
wrote it
Satisfactory— difficult to judge

from certain angles in view of extensive cutting
which production has evidently undergone

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually

all

right

LIGHTINGS

Vary; sometimes very good
PLAYERS Capable French players though several
lack the ease and assurance of our own per.

.

.

formers

EXTERIORS

Suitable

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Romance and tragedy

in historical setting

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

7,000 feet

good deal that is interesting and worth
while in this French production, a sequence of "The
Three Musketeers," as Dumas wrote it, and for those
who like historic romances and the atmosphere of
the costume play, "Milady" will prove an agreeable
entertainment. Lovers of Dumas, disappointed in the
is

a

Fairbanks' picture because
story, will find

much

it

did not cover the entire

in this to please,

Will do Nicely

up

although the

to the individual exhibitor to decide

whether
If

and one that will
be interested in a well made production that shows
a serious effort to be something worth while, you may
fell quite sure of interesting them with "Milady."

Where

they favor historical spectacles
in.

There

is

it

is

very noticeable interruptions in the continuity, still
the little breaks are obvious all through, some more
so than others.
There are one or two bad bits of
cutting where they have clipped the film right in the
middle of the scene. For instance where Richelieu
is

seated at a desk on which a kitten

is

walking around,

However, this is not
and considering the vast amount
of eliminations, the work has been carefully done.
the kitten suddenly disappears.
a frequent occurrence

There are numerous sub-titles, long and explanatory
which make up for much of the detail omitted, and
through this means the story maintains a satisfactory
coherence, even though it jumps over some sequences
more rapidly than it should to be satisfactorily con"Milady" contains some first rate dramatic touches,
and its tragic ending is probably the most distinctive
feature of it.
There are also some effective action
sequences, such as the escape of Milady de Winter
from the tower in which she is imprisoned. Berger
has provided an artistic production that shows exceeding care in connection with its settings, costuming
and general atmosphere. The players are handled to
good advantage at all times, and while there are no
particularly

outstanding

performances,

well balanced and quite capable.
ers

the

cast

is

These French play-

have not the assurance of our own artists, but one
is grace and they wear costumes

thing they do possess

very well.

Historical

Costume Plays

Where

they liked "The Three Musketeers,"

be easy to judge this one.

You can

it

should

decide for your-

a

self

whether or not you care

of the production.

very

much

to

to

The names

announce the origin
alone will not

your crowd, so the

title

will

sufficient to talk about.

be used with catchlines or other explanation.
of the players are

mean

have to

should be

sequence of Dumas' "The Three Musketeers" and promise a pleasing atmosphere.
it

the

to a better class audience

simple to get them

Say

American program, and while
the cutting has been carefully done and there are no
fit

Offices Analysis for the Exhibitor

or not his particular clientele will favor "Milady."

you cater

start.

picture bears every evidence of having been

severely cut to

Where They Like
Box

It is

in getting the spec-

vincing.

Good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

There

Interesting Angles

Berger picture does not succeed
undivided attention at the

"MILADY"

DIRECTOR

n

None

known, but you might make the

most of the author's name.

QGneat Romance lhat

Evening Mail says: "Here is a really fine picture.
In fact, so good that if France sends over any
more of the same excellence the Germans will
lose their prestige in production. Audiences
who want to know what became of D'Artagnan
and his gallant companions who swore c all for
one and one for all' will revel in this picture."

Starts Whore

says: "Those
happened after
that,' when the final curtain fell on
'The Three Musketeers,' can have

New York American
interested in 'what

their curiosity satisfied in 'Milady'

Cameo. It is the sequel to
Dumas' greatest romance. An ab-

at the

sorbed version of the adventure of
Milady de Winter and her vicious
partnership withCardinal Richelieu.

A

diverting, attractive, artistic picSpectators will revel in the
chivalric acts of D'Artagnan and
his celebrated trio."
ture.

New York Globe says: "No difference
in technical standards can take away
from 'Milady' the spirit of romance
and adventure put into it by virtue

of uncommonly fine acting. This
picture doesn't have to trade under
the publicity of 'The Three Mus'Milady' will win the
keteers.'
approval of audiences on its own
merits."

Evening Telegram says: " 'Milady'
is a complete story, splendidly told;
a great romantic thriller and in no
way dependent upon a previous
knowledge of 'The Three Musketeers.' It is filled with thrills and
spectacular

moments throughout."

New

York Evening Post says:
"'Milady'is filled with many stirring
scenes and it tells its story in an
absorbing way."

*lhe

musketeers" Finished

Ikree.

Here is a smashing eight-reel romantic melodrama that we brought
into New York absolutely unannounced, opening it with a minimum
of advertising at the Cameo Theatre and receiving the best notices given
to any picture on Broadway in six months.
The reviews average
bigger and better than those accorded any super-special in the fall
and winter seasons.
YorA: Times says: "A motion picture of remarkable quality yesterday entered what one who enjoyed it keenly must hope will be a
It is called 'Milady' and is a
fully successful week at the Cameo.
successor if not exactly a sequel to 'The Three Musketeers.' The film
is one of the most absorbing, and, in its separate scenes, one of the most
finished pieces of dramatic cinematography that has brightened Broadway for a long time. It is closer to Dumas and to the France he wrote
of than 'The Three Musketeers.' This is not said in disparagement ol
'The Three Musketeers.' It was a magnificent work of its kind. But
'Milady' is something different and differently eloquent. It is a fine
and effective work. Its scenes are dramatically compelling, especially
the scenes of the execution of the evil Milady. This sequence is one of
the most stirring things ever put upon the motion picture screen."
iVeit;

iladi]
<*

HENRI DIAMANT-BERGER PRODUCTION

^meripan
WALTPR

E.

GREENE,

Prtadmi

TRADE MARK

New

New

can

mance

York Sun says: "This picture
your pulses with its authentic settings and chivalrous conduct,
when it tells you what becomes of
the dauntless musketeers after they
had wiped up most of France."
stir

New York Tribune

says: " 'Milady'

one of the pictures which should
not be missed. Put it on your list.
Well acted, exceptionally so, with a
great D'Artagnan and a still greater
Milady, the woman of the fleur-de-

is

Evening World says: "If you like
the romance of the days when
D'Artagnan was in style, you will
revel in this picture 'Milady,'
one of Dumas' best stories."

from

York Telegraph

£ PAT

says:

OFFICE

"Ro-

not dead. It lives and
breathes again in 'Milady.' The producers have adhered to actual historical facts and have not distorted the story in an effort
to achieve a happy ending."
is

New

York World says
the powdered, white
shoulder of the leading
woman in'Milady' there

"On

is

lys."

REG. U.

a fleur-de-lys.

The

brand of the wanton.
What more could be
asked? It is a story
of conspiracy
passion and
love."

^m
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Fair Picture But Material Not the Best Suited for Star
Dorothy Dalton

The

in

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Victor Fleming

AUTHOR

Edmund Goulding
Edmund Goulding

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Hal Rosson

WHOLE

A

rather weird theme

entertainment with a
and improbable oriental
fair

twists

STORY

May

appeal to some but possibly too
to make a good number for the

far-fetched

majority

DIRECTION

Satisfactory; provides a

duction and picture

is

good pro-

always good to look at

PHOTOGRAPHY

First rate

LIGHTINGS
Suitable
STAR

All right

but needs stronger material than
that afforded by "Dark Secrets"
SUPPORT
Jose Ruben has best acting part and
does very well; Robert Ellis adequate; others
Ellen Cassidy, Pat Hartigan and

A

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Warren Cook

few and those

attractive

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Arabian exercises
will power to influence crippled girl to walk and
reverses power when she repulses him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,337 feet

Considering the very light weight material that VicFleming had to work with in Edmund Goulding's
story, "Dark Secrets," the picture is much better than
you might imagine it could be. But this isn't to say
tor

that

it

those

is

who

a

good entertainment.

may

favor oriental atmosphere and

original twists that have a bearing

ular

It

Coue theory

—autosuggestion.

May

Please

appeal to

some

slightly

on the present pop-

should be simple to get

interested through this channel, or

if

you prefer

to stick to names, of course the star's will be given the

most prominence.

—

native.

The

picture contains a good

amount

of pictorial ap-

on
the whole, well done. The photography throughout
Certainly "Dark Secrets" is not long
is also excellent.
enough to bore anyone even if it doesn't happen to
appeal to them particularly.
Story: Ruth Rutherford releases Lord Wallington
from their engagement when she is crippled. Later
she goes to Wallington in Cairo after hearing he is
drinking himself to death. Dr. Ali, an enemy of WalHe
lington's, operates upon Ruth and is successful.
demands payment the usual kind. She refuses and

The

peal.

settings are attractive and the acting,

—

killed

is

by Wallington's servant.

Exploited

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you don't think they will be disappointed you
might easily arouse their curiosity to see this one by
mentioning the fact that it touches on the Coue theory
The topic is open to so much disnf autosuggestion.
it

quite short and then Director Flem-

Some and Has Angles That Can Be

If

them

is

promised an interesting romance which is immediately
interrupted by a pretty fair thrill: the heroine is permanently injured when thrown from a horse which she
has wagered she will tame. The subsequent procedure
is seldom convincing and the piece threatens to "flop"
for a bit, but evidently the film editor has saved it by
immediately getting into the oriental episode where the
climax is reached.
Dorothy Dalton does good work as the girl in love
with an English officer stationed in Cairo, but the real
acting of the film is contributed by Jose Ruben as the
suave Arabian doctor, whose will causes people to do
as he wishes them to do. This angle bears slightly
on the current Coue theory of auto-suggestion that
certain ills may be cured by one's own will. The direct climax, however, has served previously in pictures and crippled heroes and heroines have found the
use of their limbs in a moment when they least expected it. In this instance the girl jumps from her wheel
chair to save her lover from death at the hands of a

Ali

Box

cussion at this time that

picture

ing has managed to sustain the interest surprisingly
well in view of a scarcity of incident and by-plot. The
opening scenes appeal largely to the eye and you are

"DARK SECRETS"

AS A

28, 1923

kss

Her admirers may not be

satisfied

with what she is given to do but with them "Dark
Secrets" will undoubtedly get over.
Where they like thrills you might mention the spill
when the heroine is thrown from her horse and injured where she is attacked by the doctor who has
cured her and her final miraculous recovery when she
rushes to the rescue of her lover. Paramount's press
sheet has ample suggestions for further exploitation.
;
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Star Pleasing in Picture That
Mason

Shirley

Has Good Drama and Human

in

"PAWN TICKET

210"

Fox
Scott

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Dunlap

David Belasco and Clay M. Greene
Jules Furthman
George Schneiderman

WHOLE

Pleasing

human

interest story

that will go big with star's admirers

and gen-

eral public

STORY
a

From
first

a Belasco stage play; serves as

Mason and

rate vehicle for Shirley

con-

good dramatic situations
Very good except that the ending
DIRECTION
is dragged a trifle; plenty of good touches and
right atmosphere
tains

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Standard
Appealing and does good work in this
Fred Warren offers fine character
SUPPORT
bit and others are Robert Agnew, Irene Hunt,

Dorothy Manners

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Adequate

Ample

Interest

given into the keeping of a pawnbroker
whose wife has just deserted him. He lavishes his love
on the child and the prologue ends with her grown up.
This consumes the first reel of the picture and estabShirley

DIRECTOR

.5

is

premise and gets the attention clearly
centered upon Shirley and her benefactor, Uncle Harris, as she calls him.
Then Dunlap proceeds to develop the story in a smooth, consistent fashion that
accumulates interest as it goes along. The director
has succeeded in injecting force into the dramatic
moments and with the exception of the way he has
handled the ending, his efforts have been worth while.
The conclusion does drag slightly, however, and it
takes too long to reach the inevitable happy finale.
Since you know it is bound to come, it doesn't prove
quite as effective as it might if they had used less
footage to get to it.
The climax has been nicely reached and it isn't
likely that many in the audience will think out a solution to the^plot as it really happens. In this respect
Dunlap has certainly kept things from becoming obvious before the right time and the surprise that it
lishes a definite

offers

the real thing.

is

Mason has

Shirley

to her personality

and

a role particularly well suited
it

allows her the sort of emo-

in this picture that will appeal

Robert Agnew
in the lead does good work and the supporting cast
includes Fred Warren, as the pawnshop keeper, also
Irene Hunt, Jacob Abrams and Dorothy Manners.
Story
A woman places her child in the custody of
Harris Levi, pawnbroker, who gives her pawn ticket
210 as a receipt. Fifteen years later the woman presents the receipt and asks for her daughter. Levi takes
her to the home of his rich friend, Mr. Strong, where
the girl is living. Levi then learns that Strong is the
woman's husband and that the wife who deserted Levi

human instrong to make

years before was the cause of their separation. Levi
denounces his friend but there is a reconciliation

CHARACTER OF STORY

Child left in care of
pawnshop keeper learns her father came between her benefactor and his wife

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,871 feet

tional playing that she

seems

to like.

:

Not long ago Shirley Mason's sister, Viola Dana,
appeared in a picture that was very much like this
one. Metro released it under the name of "The Five
Dollar Baby" and although it differed somewhat in
plot it had the same basic theme as "Pawn Ticket
210."

There

is

much

to the average audience
terest
it

which

it

contains

and the element
is

particularly popular with

Get Your

sufficiently

women

of

patrons.

Women

Patrons Interested
Box

girl's effort.

They'll Like

in This.

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This picture can be recommended for most any audience.
It is a first rate dramatic offering that has a
pleasing star, a first rate romantic twist, strong dramatic situations and a surprise climax that should
make it a thoroughly satisfying entertainment. You
can arouse their interest by telling them of the woman
who pawned her baby, or if you prefer to put it another
"What did 'Pawn Ticket 210'
way you might ask
:

brought about through the

represent?

You'll be surprised

if

you come

to

the

blank theater and find out."
Shirley Mason's admirers can be appealed to particularly and you can promise them they'll like her

work

in this.

Your women patrons

you might direct most of your
Play up the title with the star's

ture especially well, so

publicity to them.

name

also.

will like the pic-
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The Old Question
Thomas H.

of

Ince presents

Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

John

Griffith

AUTHOR
AS A

Wray

Bradley King

WHOLE

Not credited
Henry Sharp
with
melodrama
Ince
The usual

the customary

hokum

CAMERAMAN

that provides a plot but

convincing
Will please a big majority especially

isn't

STORY

28, 1923

Marriage or a Ga reer Worked Out with Much Argument

"WHAT A WIFE LEARNED"

SCENARIO BY

Sunday, January

the admirers of meller and those

who

favor this

and playwright, is certainly a stupid young man- and
he is made quite inconsistent at several times throughout the progress of the story. However, he and his
pretty young writer-wife worry along through six
reels of misunderstandings until Director Wray decides to reunite them to "live happy ever after."

Beyond the continual eruptions in the domestic life
of the cattle rancher and his pretty wife, there is little
of interest in the picture.

doesn't get

far

as

It is

an arbitrary plot that

entertainment, nor does Wray's

direction sustain the interest satisfactorily, although
it

would have been

difficult to

do very much better

PHOTOGRAPHY

with such poor situations. The spectator gets more
or less peeved at being taken into the confidence of
the couple's marital difficulties to such an extent that
it lasts for the six reels.
Each succeeding episode is
Jim and Sheila continuing
a repetition of the last

LIGHTINGS

their incompatibility.

type of plot

DIRECTION

The kind

that goes with this sort

of story; adequate but not out of the ordinary
All right

Good
PLAYERS
John Bowers and Marguerite De La
Motte do good work in principal roles; Milton
the other

Sills,

man

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable
All right

Adequate
Husband, jealous of

CHARACTER OF STORY

wife's career, leaves her but later

is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

reunited
6,228 feet

All the incident, coincidence and inconsistencies of

meller are prominent in this latest

Thomas H.

production, a typical Ince entertainment of

"What

Ince
kind.

its

Wife Learned" doesn't give out any

start-

ling information or disclosures such as the title

might

a

In fact at the end

suggest.

it

isn't

apparent that the

—

Eventually the plot promises to develop into the
old eternal triangle and it probably would have only
the dam breaks and the usual thing happens; the hus-

band saves the life of the other man, who in gratitude tells the husband that his wife really loves him.
Funny how screen husbands always believe this when
coming from the other man, but their wives can't tell
it to them.
All the hokum in this runs true to form
so if folks don't mind having everything all figured
out for them, and like a story that doesn't require any
thought on their part, they'll be suited with "What a
Wife Learned."
Milton Sills gives up the hero role to John Bowers,
the very stupid husband. Bowers does his best to get
the part over, but it isn't a very nice part to have to

wife

make

tainly the

and works it out satisfactorily enough. Marguerite
De La Motte is a pretty Sheila. Production is all right
except for the miniatures used for the dam. Photography is also first rate.

knows any more than she did in the opening reel
when she was a school teacher. If she is any wiser,
she doesn't show it. A much better title would have
been "What a Husband Couldn't Learn," for cerhusband

of pretty Sheila

Dome,

Very Commonplace But
Box
There
great

is

a

many

good market
folks

like

meller attachments to give

it

the spice.

Still

because a

dramas with
They'll gasp

when hero nearly loses his life while working,
riveter, on a new building.
There's a real thrill
You can talk about the idea
for the moment.

woman who

tries to

do both.

as a
in

it

of a

choose between marriage and a

career and of the difficulties presented
to

the

Type That

Sills

takes the "other

Suits a

man"

role

Good Many

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

for this picture

these domestic

.novelist

convincing.

when

she tries

Perhaps you could get them interested

by playing up

this angle.

Your women,

particularly,

can be appealed to. They'll like Marguerite De La
Motte. She's very good to look at.
Milton Sills' admirers will come in to see him and
you can also use John Bowers' name. Say it is a
Thomas H. Ince production, but if Ince's "The Hottentot" precedes this one don't talk too much about
this one.
The former is so very much better they'll
expect a repeater.

THE
Sunday, January

DAILV
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A Play of Hollywood and Its People Th at Should Attract the Public
Dorothy

Phillips

them

in.

"THE WORLD'S A STAGE"
Principal Pictures

— State

DIRECTOR

heroine

Rights

AUTHOR

Elinor Glyn
Colin Campbell and Geo.

Bertholon

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Dal Clawson and Chas. Haskins

WHOLE

Very likely to please a majority,
the "fan" crowd particularly, since it deals with
Hollywood and its people
STORY
A novelty in some ways and very old
stuff in other ways; the usual Elinor Glyn
philosophy, however
DIRECTION
All right on the whole; studio bits
will

go big; climax offers a bit of meller

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Thoroughly pleasing and convincing;
rather a too patient sufferer, however
SUPPORT
Quite well suited; includes Bruce
McRae, Kenneth Harlan, and Otis Harlan

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Appropriate

Adequate
Motion picture

CHARACTER OF STORY
actress marries

who eventually
marry man who really

drinker

leaving her free to

dies,

loves

her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,977 feet

and at the same time it
propaganda since the
that a good true wife should be and the

first

is all

tendency

Colin Campbell

SCENARIO BY

a fine insight into both

looks like a

is

rate piece of

show

to

that

the private lives of the

Hollywood players are very much

like

those of other

people.

The opening reel secures the spectator's interest
and development is such that it maintains the same
tempo throughout and finally culminates in a melodramatic climax that precedes the final happy ending
in which the patient and enduring young wife is happy
with the man who has long been in love with her.
Incidental to the plot there are

some

bits that will

certainly appeal to the average audience.

They show

the interior of the studio and the spectator gets a
pretty fair idea of how they "shoot" a set. These are
the points that will make the feature appeal and you

can count on Dorothy Phillips pleasing them.
The star is thoroughly convincing and sincere in
her portrayal of the young actress who suffers the
neglect and abuse of a drinking husband because she
loves him and thinks he needs her.
Kenneth Harlan
hasn't a particularly pleasant role but he does good

Harlan

work.

is

man who

unworthy husband in
Bruce McRae is the other

certainly an

the role of Wallace Foster

;

restrains his love for Foster's wife because

he knows she

still

loves Wallace.

Otis Harlan and

Jack MacDonald try to ring a humorous touch now and
then with their home-brewing facilities. MacDonald
would have gotten along much better without the
Keystone beard, however.
Story
Jo Bishop gains fame in the "movies." She
marries Wallace Foster while John Brand, also in
love with her, remains a true friend. Wallace drinks
heavily, mistreats and neglects Jo who strives in vain
Eventually he accuses her
to be happy with Wallace.
of being in love with Brand and while trying to take
her away, their machine goes off an open bridge.
Wallace dying as a result and Jo is happy later with
:

It would seem that this latest production starring
Dorothy Phillips would be a mighty attractive feature

average picture audience because it is a decided
it deals with Hollywood, the home of
motion pictures, and its people and the public is only
too anxious to know the more intimate details of both
the making of pictures and the personal affairs of
those who make them. "The World's a Stage" gives
for the

novelty in that

;

Brand.

Propaganda In This That Should
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors will undoubtedly find that their folks will
particularly relish this story of motion picture people,
their

work and

ways on

their private lives.

The

Do S ome Good

public

is

al-

the alert for "inside information" and you can
count on them liking the things that happen in "The
World's a Stage." Let them know it is a story of
moving picture people, how they live and how they
work. That should be enough to get them interested.

Of course, use Dorothy

Phillips'

name and

let

them

know
who suffers

that she plays the part of a motion picture actress

the neglect and abuse of her husband
rather than divorce him and be happy with the man
It might help the
that really loves and respects her.

industry in general to use the propaganda that this
to assure folks that Hollyoffers, in the right way

—

wood

is

not as

it

has sometimes been painted.
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Dana Should

Viola
Viola

Dana

pleased with her characterization as the sweet, hoopskirted Southern girl who has never been allowed to
go outside of the beautiful valley in which her grand-

"CRINOLINE AND ROMANCE"
Metro

Harry Beaumont

AUTHOR

Bernard McConville
Bernard McConville

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

John Arnold

WHOLE

Pleasing comedy-drama that

AS A

should go over well

STORY

Good entertainment with

and plenty

Plot a

of laughs.

DIRECTION

Very good;

be pepped up a

a

pathos

little

trifle

far-fetched

few

reels could

first

little

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Satisfactory

Very pleasing

in quaint role of

hoop-

skirted girl of 1923

Claude Gillingwater does very good
work; John Bowers and Allan Forrest leading
men others adequate but unimportant
;

some very pretty

Suitable,

shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl kept in seclu-

sion by grandfather runs
aunt.

Becomes

away

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

Viola Dana's latest Metro release should prove an
entertaining offering for the average audience. It
combines comedy that at times borders on the farcical

with pathetic touches that get over
is

some sure

fire

comedy

in

good shape and

stuff that will

bring

spontaneous laughter.
The plot centers around a situation which is fairly
different.
The star's admirers will undoubtedly be

Pleasant Little

Romance"

your audience, particularly

The

title will

will

Viola

if

Dana

You can

that the hoop-skirted

is

girls

and you can promise an interesting

them

is

a

trifle far-

not take

it

if they do
too seriously, nor will the fact that she

changes her mannerisms with her clothes. They may
wonder a trifle at the finish, however, whether she
stays in crinolines the rest of her life or goes back to
flapper fashions.

Some

exceedingly funny complications ensue in the
last reel when both lovers from the city follow Viola
to her little valley and the old Colonel with true Southern hospitality entertains them.

Most humorous

is

the sequence in which both suitors take Viola riding.

A

makes her mule run away and both lovers
excitement mount the same horse.
They

bee-sting
their

in

only to drop her in an effort to carry
the sort of thing Miss Dana does very

her.

well,

This is
and the situation

is

built

interest

up

until

laugh after

laugh results.

Claude Gillingwater is excellent as the old Colonel,
and John Bowers and Allen Forrest do good work as
the lovers. The cast also includes Betty Francisco,
Mildred June, Lillian Lawrence, Gertrude Short,
Lillian Leighton and others.

Emmy

Lou, reared in seclusion and hoopskirts in a deserted Southern valley by her grandfather,
Col. Cavanaugh, runs away to a fashionable aunt and
scores a hit with all the men, particularly Davis Jordan
and Augustus Biddle. To make friends with the girls
she bobs her hair and wears short skirts but returns
to her granddaddy in crinoline as he is about to kill
Followed by Jordan and Biddle she cannot
himself.
decide which she loves best until the Colonel stages a
Story

:

duel between the boys.

but

Emmy

doesn't

know

The
it

pistols aren't loaded

and thus makes Jordan her

choice.

If

Exploited

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

undoubtedly satisfy

probably interest the

some good laughs.

fact that this

Comedy-Drama That Should Go Over
Box

"Crinoline and

The

fetched will not bother your folks overmuch

fashionable

to

a flapper but later returns to

grandfather and marries

there

father has reared her.

finally rescue her

SUPPORT

EXTERIORS

As Hoop-Skirted Flapper

Please

in

DIRECTOR

21

little

a favorite.

and

women

haired flapper and then goes back to crinoline. Catchij

nes cou id be used to good advantage and you can

them

tell

that in spite of a long-sleeved bathing suit, she

story with

them by

telling

maid becomes a bobbed-

beats them
star's

a11

name and

in

swimming.

tell

them about the supporting

cast.

Date

Footage

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENT.

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

SeUnick Picture* (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine

Hammer stein

Henry Lehnnan Comedies

Star Series

Under Oath
Bugcue O'Brien Star

Series

FOX FILM CORPORATION
5,000

Special Productions

Love

of

7.000

11-12-22

UNITED ARTISTS
Who Played God (Geo. Arliss)
Tailor-Made Man (Charles Ray)
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
The Man

A

..

A Woman's Woman
(Nazimova)

Salome
,
,
„
Jewel
Features

(2 reals)

Buster Keevon Comedies (2 reels)

5,000

The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest

One Week

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Renewed

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

5,810
8,469
11,000
.9,000

10-8-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
11-19-22

7.892
5,000

10-8-22
1- 7-23

CO.

Under Two Flags (Priscilla Dean)
The Kentucky Derby
The Flirt
The Flame of Life (Priscilla Dean)

7,407
5,398
8,000
5,776

10-1-22
10-22-22
12-31-22
1-14-23

... .4,506

10-1-22
10-1-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
10-29-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
11-19-22
12-10-22
12-17-22
12,31,22

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and JeS Animated Cartoons
Fox News (Twice a Week).

(1

reel)

Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

W. W.

reel)
(1 reel)

HODKINSON CORP.

Universal Features

The Girl Who Ran Wild (Gladys Walton)
The Long Chance
Wolf Law (Frank Mayo)

Another Man's Shoes (Herbert Rawlinson)
Broad Daylight
The Lavender Bath Lady (Gladys Walton)

..

The Jilt (All-Star)
The Altar Stairs (Frank Mayo)
Ridin' Wild (Hoot Gibson)

4,836
4,465
.4,700
4,961
4,113
4,491
4,641

4,166
4,462
4,473
4,508

Forsaking All Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)
A Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)

The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)

7-23

4,910

1-

4,228

1-21-23

Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)

The Ghost Patrol

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features

The Ladder Jinx
The Ninety and Nine

Antonio

6,000
6,800
6,000

A Front Page Story
Moreno
A Guilty Conscience

10-15-22
12-17-22
12-17-22

Chamber

Where Danger

Smiles

WARNER

;

;

(each

reel).
(4 reels).

1

The Four Seasons

PATHE EXCHANGE,
The Timber Queen
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.

—

LEWIS

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

5,951

5,000

S el nick
7.

Serials:

7,209
7,000
7,000

10-1-22
12-17-22
12-24-22

SHORT REEL RELEASES

News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes), The Branded Four (15 episode*).

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

INC.
INC.

—

—

—

—

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

VITAGRAPH

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)

reels)

Mermaid Comedies

(2 reels)
(2 reels)
(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Jim Aubrey Comedies (2

Home

reel; Valley of

1

Modern Centaurs,
(1

1

Ten Thousand Smokes,

1

reel;

reel.

reel)

Punch Comedies

(2 reels)
Comedies (2 reels)

Cinal Films

OF AMERICA

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet*,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of InaMt*.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Pari*

A

the Beautiful,
Naturalist's Paradise,
Let's See the Animals.

Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

Campbell

CO.

(Released through National Exchange)

Run,

Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Chester Outings (1 reel)

reels)

KINETO

reel)
reel)

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth— How he Knocks

His

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
'episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, KUeea
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel) :
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

—

Harold Lloyd Comedies

Chester Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies (1
Gayety Comedies (1

reels).

BROS.

Rags to Riches (Wesley Barry)
The Beautiful and Damned
Heroes of the Street (Wesley Barry)

Sehg-Pork- Photoplays (2

INC.

(Serial)

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.

Alice Joyce

The Inner
William Duncan

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second Series from No. 27 to No. S3

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity —

-It's

Motor

(slow speed)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)

(1

reel)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine (1 reel): Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 recl*>

Development.
Its History

—

Efficiency
Electricity in the

Motor

Vehicle.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

Tony Sorg Almanac

(1 reel)
Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

Morocco the Mysterious,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
26 Short Subject Color Picture*

"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the

Unknown'

(5 reels)

Short Keel Music Filna Protect

Short Stuff
—Century—Universal

"Smoked Out"— Range Rider— Pathe

"Peg O' the Movies"

Type

of production

comedy

2 reel kid

Those who have been anxious

to see

Baby Peggy

will

be

glad to see lh:s one which is the first of a series of six twoThe
reelers featuring the tiny star that Century is releasing.
plot is light ai.d should of course not be taken seriously, but

Peggy

there in

is

fifty

different ways.

The women

folk will

She is first seen traveling to Universal City in
slung under a freight car from which she emerges
dressed like a little Bill Hart. The first thing she does is
throw a brick at what she thinks is a thief, thus spoiling a
perfectly good scene that a director is making. After many
troubles she finally gets her "chance" and telling the director
"you ain't seen nothing yet," proceeds to go all the vamps of

just love her.

hammock

a

moviedom one better in the famous "Fool There Was." If
and how can they help it go ahead
like Baby Peggy

they
with

—

—

this.

"Hearts of

Type

Type

of production

Written and directed by Ford Beebe and the hero, Leo Ma-

"Smoked Out"

offers

like this sort of stuff.

The

loney,

2 reel

"Fruits of

drama

"Hearts of Oak," another of the Timber Tale series featurRoy Stewart, has been directed by Duke Worne from a
scenario by Harvey Gates. There is plenty of thrill in this
little two-reeler and the action doesn't stop for a minute.
Joseph Girard is in the cast and Vera Reynolds is the girl.
This time Stewart as the ever-busy official of the Government
Forestry Service in addition to putting out a small-sized forest
fire, fighting several lumber thieves and rescuing the girl from
a runaway lumber flat-car, wins a wife in the bargain.

ing

good entertainment

who

for those

chase, generally used to

good ad-

vantage in other offerings of this series, is eliminated in this
one, but there is plenty of fist fighting to make up for it.
Maloney, rescuing a man who has been wounded and robbed,
takes him back to his aged sick mother who has not seen her
son for years. Leaving the sick man in the barn, Maloney
goes to the house to explain. The mother is overjoyed to see
him, thinking he is her son and he permits her to believe it
The villain who robbed her son reuntil she falls asleep.
turns to pose as the long lost brother, with an eye on the
promising ranch, but after difficulties in which Maloney is
found to be an impostor, and the villain sets fire to the barn,
the real son is identified by his signature. The cast includes
Bud Osborne, Pat Rooney, Ray Meyers and Pauline Curley.

Oak"—Timber Tales— Universal

of production

2 reel western

Type

Faith"—Will Rogers— Pathe

of production

3 reel

comedy drama

This three reel Will Rogers picture offers a lot more entertainment and real amusement than many of the so-called features.

It is

Rogers

tramp and

at his best in the role of a

it

is

easy to guess the rest if you've once seen Rogers in one of his
typical hobo parts. Will is a "son of rest" who gets an inspiration from a traveling person. The preacher's text is "faith"
and he promises his hearers that they may have anything they

want merely by having
send him something to

faith.

Will immediately asks "faith" to
he gets it, along with many

How

eat.

is only the beginning of this interesting number.
Later on there is considerable sentiment in connection with
Irene Rich and
Will's adoption of a babe he finds in the desert.
"Fruits of Faith" is a
a cute baby are Rogers' chief support.
thoroughly worth while addition for any program.

other wishes,

Starland Review No.

Type

of production

19

— Film

Booking Office
1

reel novelty

There are a number of interesting glimpses of stage performers in this latest review that will make it a good number
for houses where the people have a chance to know the players
presented, through either vaudeville or legitimate shows that
play the town. It includes Sally, the monkey featured in
Ziegfeld Follies; Mosconi brothers, members of the dancing
family; Henry Hull and John Willard, star and author respectively of "The Cat and the Canary"; the Bennett sisters,
dancers in the Boardwalk, a Broadway restaurant; also the
Du Val sisters of "The Hotel Mouse" and the McCarthy sisters of "The Music Box Review"; a scene from "The Love
Child" and interesting views of W. T. Benda, creator of the
famous Benda masks.

of production

2 reel

comedy

Snub Pollard with Marie Mosquini, directed by Charles Partries very hard to make this comedy a winner.
In the
first reel Snub's difficulties with a straw hat and palm beach
suit in the midst of a terrible blizzard serves as a peg on which
to hang the different gags.
He finally adopts a newsgirl,
Marie Mosquini, and her little brother, and plays Santa Claus
by dropping down the chimney with a bag of firecrackers. A
mean landlord seeking rent complicates matters and the trio
take a train to Florida. But by mistake the train goes to
Iceland and the second reel, in an effort to travesty "Nanook,"
has some really funny stuff.
rott,

Type

in

Dixie"

—Mutt

and Jeff— Fox

of production

reel

1

cartoon

There are a few laughs in this latest Mutt and Jeff, but the
material isn't nearly as funny as some of the subjects Fox has
previously turned out. Mutt and Jeff invent a machine into
which the cotton

is

thrown

direct

from the

The remark-

field.

able feature of the machine is that it turns out ready made
clothes. There is the usual line of behavior on the part of the
little

fellow and his big partner but

"Down

in

Dixie"

is

shy

on laughs.

"A

"A Tough Winter"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type

"Down

Type

Raisin and a Cake of

Yeast"— Aesop's Fable— Pathe

of production

This

is

a particularly

1

good number

reel

cartoon

of this series, the ideas

incorporated being clever and the animation smooth. A little
rabbit is chased by furious bloodhounds into a cave. Escaping, he is found by Farmer Al Falfa who gives him a drink
of his home brew which has such an effect that the rabbit is

next seen throwing one of the hounds around his head by his
Farmer Al next gives a rooster a drink which blows all
tail.
Then he takes a drink himself and the "kick"
his feathers off.
it takes him among the stars.
some unknown reason), "There

he gets out of

which

is

travel to

(for

broaden one."

The moral
is

nothing

of

like

—

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Keie...

Footage

Date

ARROW FILM
(Wm.

Peters

Peaceful

5,000
5,000
6.500

Fairbanks)

Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
Unconquered (Maciste)

L.

Reviewed

CORP.

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
7.000

Notoriety

AYWON FILM
Another Man

a Booti (Francia Ford)

of the Rich (Betty Blythe)

Girl

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Alt

Lips (2 reels).

ARROW FILM

10-8-22

10-15-22

6,000

1-14-23

6,400

12-24-22

:

11-26-22

:

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):
Village Grocer,

Success Series:

5,986

10-29-22

7.000
5.000

10-1-22
10-29-22

Star

CO.

-^^~

and Tame Men, The

Westerns (each

15

2 reels).

Westerns (each 2

IS

CORP.

reels).

6 (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

B.

C.

Ranch Westerns

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Sunbeam Comedies

(Billy

West)

(2

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

reels)
serial

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro

Daughter of Eve

Gump

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

The Expose

reel each).

(1

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls
Flames

Women

Joins the Force.

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

Her Royal Love

A

Homer

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Harry Carey:
Joy Comedies:

PHIL GOLDSTONE

HOWELLS SALES

Girl,

AYWON FILM

INC.

Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)

Passion
The Power Divine
The Way of the Transgressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters
of

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

1-14-23

Sawing a Lady

Western Star Dramas (2

-

—
—

of

INC.

Half (2 reels)

in

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

-

Serial:

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

Sally

Br'de and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their
Circus Heioes.

Branded

Ford Weekly.

Serving Two
x he Way of

Serial:

Belle

Bennett)

:

(Josephine Earle)
Masters (Josephine Earle)
a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

FILM MARKET,
6,800

10-29-22

Night (All-Star)

Ray
feet)

The Conquering Hero.

LEE & BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
8-13-22

(2

reels):

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother

in

Law?

Nation's

Isle

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
COMPANY

5,000

10-22-22

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

5,000

11-12-22

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy. each J4 reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mvstery (IS episodes).

WM. STEINER
TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

5

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cumminprs Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

.

000

5.000

Sacred Films

UNITY PICTURES
5,000

9-17-22

4,300

10-29-22

WILLIAMSON PROD.

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

—

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lilv (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5.000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Ramheau) .5.000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5.000

Sea

CO.

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He'a In Again,
;

PACIFIC FILM

Top Ranch

of the

—

JOAN FILM SALES
Invisible

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

Wonders

See

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

The Better Man Wins (Pete Morrison)

Marry

Spirit,

HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Reissues (fourteen) (each 2 reels).
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

—

Law

of

First.

Nick Carter Series (2 reels 10 a month).
Favorite Star Series (2 reel dramas
10 a month).

5,000
6,000
6.000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full

12-24-22

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)

Why Do Men

:

5,700

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas

Sht Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
Mn. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)

(2 reels)

Norma Talmadge

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

Table

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

10-29-22
1- 7-23

6,400

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

In the

;

'..6,929

Environment

Trail of the

GAUMONT COMPANY

America

Sure Fire Flint

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

INC.

(every Tuesday)
Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

Mack Swain Comedies

INC.

Finish.

12 2 reels

News

Secrets of Paris

Dizzy

Miracles ot the Jungle, 15 episodes.

limmy Callahan,

MASTER PICTURES

MASTODON FILMS

IS

:

The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
t

Field),

episodes

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge.
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

LEE & BRADFORD
Flesh and Spirit

Riv«r,

the

Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
foi a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, H«i
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)

Three and a

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

5,540

Women Men Marry

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)

Serials:

GENIUS FILMS

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liquoriai

& Howell Comedies

DEPENDABLE SALES CORP.
Dri'en (Chas. Brabin Prod.)

CORP.

T. S. S.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

\\b-i£

5,000
5,000

FILM SALES CORP.

C. B. C.
Only a Shop

,

\\'\'ii

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.

The Darling

ADVENTURES OF

10 29/22

CO.

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

(1

SACRED FILMS, INC.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.

reel)

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel everv 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel everv 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (1 a month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

2,000
2,000

—

—

STUDIO FOR SALE
25 Minutes from Times Square.
Every Modern device.
Sold at once.

Must be

Producers should

investigate this proposition.

Terms

can be arranged for responsible
parties.

Address: R-291
care of Film Daily

I

I
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Year Book
1922-23
Out Wednesday, January 31st

If

your copy does not arrive

promptly advise immediately

Price $2.50 (to non-subscribers)

i
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Carlos'

29,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Schenck Busy

Plans

sported He Will Produce Working
Co-operatively With Woman's

Reported After Valentino to Appear

With Norma Talmadge

Home Companion

"Romeo and

in circulatior that Abe
for many years the right
,nd man of William Fox, will take
er the production of material with
Comnich
the Woman's
mon will work co-operatively.
These reports could not be verified

E. V. Durling says in the Globe:
"Joe Schenck is doing his best to
persuade his old friend Adolph Zukor

Reports are

irlos,

the services of Rodolph
him, and for a very
good reason. Mr. Schenck has set
his heart on having Rodolph and Nortransfer

to

Home

Valentino

to

ma Talmadge

Saturday. Alexander Film, which
handling the distribution of some
reelers, based on stories from
'o
i

appear

Inasmuch
running more

Juliet.'

for
his bankroll

stated that there was
be no changes in the existing dis-

in

'Romeo and

as Joe is noted
or less wild with

when there is something
wants there is a possibility we
may yet see Rodolph and Norma on

at publication,

he

and no one could be found
admit the veracity of the report.
It is said, however, that Carlos has
cured headquarters at 1650 Broadly, and will shortly open offices, and
at plans are well under way for
irlos to take over the production of
material mentioned; and that
I
ibution,

plans call not only for two
but in all probability, feature
lgth productions as well.
Carlos has long been a very imrtant figure in the Fox organization.
is long training has acquainted him
th a thorough knowledge of every
anch of the industry.

in

Juliet"

the balcony.

Rodolph would even go so far
let bygones be bygones and
walk over to Mr. Zukor's Fifth
as

"If
to

Avenue

office,

the possibilities of the

aforementioned picture being made
would be very great. It seems that
Mr. Valentino and Mr. Zukor are in

ese

elers,

the position

"Dollar Devils," Victor Schertzinger's second picture for HodMnson reCullen Landis, Eva Novak and Joseph Dowling make
lease is a corker.
this story of an oil boom in a small town fairly sizzle with excitement,
laughter and human interest. A Hodkinson picture that is better than 80%
of the pictures released today. Advt.

—

of

quarrelling

Neither will speak

children.

first."

There was an important conference
of principals early last week regarding a settlement of the Valentino-

Famous Players

controversy. Nothoccurred and the situation remains unchanged.

Max

Reinhardt Coming Here
The early arrival of Max Reinhardt
this country is indicated by the
:t
that Max Ree, associated with
n as artist, has already reached
:w York.
The German producer
coming here to produce plays with
nerican casts, and perhaps do some
:ture work.
$280,000 Sought in
(.Special to

Washington

Damages

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Representatives of
estates of the 28 victims of the
lickerbocker theater disaster have
tituted suit against the Knickercker Theater Co., of which Harry
Crandall for $280,000 of $10,000
each of the victims. The District
Columbia law is such that suits of
s
nature cannot be filed until a
ir after the deaths occurred.
:

ing

That Deal

Arthur Butler Graham, Valentino's
attorney, had no comment to make
on the Globe report. Adolph Zukor
could not be reached.

Ten years ago, a young trade paper writer gave Sol Lesser
the title of "Little Napoleon."
Today, those familiar with
ancient history, might compare him with Alexander who "sighed"
Lasky Signs Moreno
because there were no more nations to conquer. And perhaps
L.
Lasky has signed Antonio
Jesse
Lesser hasn't "sighed." Perhaps he is only just beginning.
Moreno for five years to play leads.
This is certain. No other move in the picture industry has
brought such a feeling as the announcement that Lesser and
Wilcox Arrives from London
his associates had taken over the T & D California circuit, which
Charles Wilcox of Graham-Wilcox
carried with it an 80 per cent interest in the New York franchise Prod., arrived on the Berengaria
of First National.
from London on Saturday. His comwill produce "Loyalties" and
pany
be
will
with
which
the
T
D
The West Coast Theaters,
&
Wilcox's trip is
amalgamated, has developed rapidly under the management of "Chu Chin Chow."
to dispose of American rights to
Lesser, Mike and Abe Gore and Adolph Ramish. In distributing "Flames of Passion" and "Paddycircles, the West Coast Theaters organization has received the The-Next-Best-Thing."
dignity of being classified among other circuits which pay as
By securing T &
and extending
little as possible for pictures.
Future Talmadge Productions
i heir
bookings to practically 150 days, for all practical purposes
Talmadge's next picture
Norma
Lesser becomes the boss of the West Coast.
will be "Ashes of Vengeance," a coscircuit tume play which Frank Lloyd will
Famous Players have attempted to secure the T &
and franchise, and naturally, First National officials are satisfied. direct.
Constance will next do
But otherwise the distribution field generally when apprised of "Dulcy," under the direction of
Later Constance
Franklin.
the report, used expressions which for various reasons are not Sydney
in
laid
appear in a story
will
presented herewith.
Joseph Schenck
Napoleonic times.
When, in addition to the exhibition activities of the Lesser has signed Victor Hccrman for one
group, it is borne in mind that only recently, Lesser announced year am! lias also engaged Willard
will supervise both prothe enlargenn nt of his production activities, the move becomes Mack, who

D

Stanlaws Plans Two a Year
Penrhyn Stanlaws
who recently
npleted his contract with
iyers,
ist.

es

a

Famous

New York

from the
He plans to make two picyear from now on. and biis

in

ds starting

work about June, folEurope- He admit-

ding a trip to

on Saturday that he is entertainan offer from one distributor, but
lied that
he was affiliated with
ied Authors, the Woods, BuchanHarris organization, as reported.

D

(Continued

on

Page 4)

duction units.
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Balshofer Plans Series
Fred J. Balshofer left for the coast
Astor— "The Third Alarm."
yesterday to get a new series of
Ban- westerns under way
Stranger's
Broadway "The
Fred Church
quet."
will be featured.
Brooklyn Strand "Omar the Tentmaker."

29, 1923

On Broadway

bite?- national

—
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— "One Million Jewels."
Capitol— "Robin Hood."
—
Criterion "Poor Men's Wives."
Loew's New York — Today — "Dr.
Jack."
Tuesday — "Catch My Smoke" and
"The Pauper Millionaire."
Wednesday — "Thirty Days."
Thursday — "The Kingdom WithCameo

in

in."

Friday— "The Veiled Adventure."
and "The Ghost Patrol."
Saturday— "Captain Fly-By-Night."
Sunday "One Week of Love."
Big Game in
Lyric "Hunting

—
—
—

—

Australia Proves
(Special to

Good Customer

Inter-Ocean Film Corporation?

—

November exports
Washington
included 12.604,101 ft. of positive,
valued at $510,980; 328.122 ft. of
and
at
$40,937;
valued
negative,
3,102,148 ft. of sensitized, but not exThe
posed film, valued at $83,676.
most important markets were

I

"

as fol-

sensitized, Japan, with imports
1,050,389 ft., valued at $29,102.

.

of

96

96
84J4
96
5Vs

96

.

Next Week

220

Close

.

85

96^
6J4

NT E R-O; CEAN

Sales

84K
96^

310
300
400

$%

1,300

giving

18&

19J4

it

Over two million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
requirements.

Phone

——
—
—
—
——
Strand "The

Not yet
Capitol "Robin
Criterion "Poor
Lyric "Hunting
Africa."
Rialto
Not yet
Rivoli Not yet

Not quoted
Not quoted

Big

Game

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

in

vmmMmm&
Commercial Developing and Printing

FARINA & OGLE

determined.
determined.
Voice From the Min-

Title

Photographers

'^ffiSpaipp^p^i

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

aret."

0984-0985

mm

determined.

Hood."
Men's Wives."

Bryant

3,300

Age."

Cameo

St.

the closing of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

Not quoted

Hugh Cardoza Dead
Astor— "The Third Alarm."
Loew's ... 19K
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Triangle
—
Cardoza, veteran Brooklyn Strand "The Dangerous
Atlanta — Hugh
World

W. 42nd

Announces

Low

do pfd.
'wyn ...

VNVIW.XOKK

42nd ST;'/"'

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

WEST

BRYANT 7812 :."'
WHEN YOU THIN'k\C*F'
FOREIGN THINK" OF

I

(Quotations

Strand— "The Dangerous Age."

N T E R-O CEAN B UJLQ&l£

218

Positives, Australia, with imlows:
$71,304; negatives, England, with imports of 202,203 ft., valued at $33,327;

Africa."
Rialto "Nobody's Money."
Rivoli "World's Applause."

(Czecho-Slo-

died here last week.

'
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Griffith

showman

pf

—

—

tionale
vakia),

Distributers-

MOTION 'PICTURES

1339-51 DtVEPSEY

PARKWAY- CHICAGO. U.S.A.

THE SUPER 39

DOROTHY DALTON
(<
with

Law

The

of the Lawless

No. 19
in

99

THEODORE KOSLOFF and CHARLES DE ROCHE
From

the Pictorial

Review

story

by Konrad Bercovici

Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon and Edfrid Bingham

Directed by Victor Fleming

Released April 15th

A

STORY
mental

of primitive people

and

Charles de Roche, the famous French star,
makes his first American appearance in this.
Theodore Kosloff is featured, and others in
the cast are Tully Marshall, Fred Huntley

ele-

emotions,

unusual in setting
story ran in the Pictorial

and in story. The
Review, with two and a

half million circula-

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

WATCH

and Margaret Loomii.

tion.

"Dark Secrets."

No. 10

"Racing Hearts"

"My American

No

"The Nth Commandment"

"Drums

of

Wife."

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eva.''

FAMOUS PLAYERS
RS L\SKY CORPORATION?^
ih zuuon
AOOLPI

0~.....l

,

Lg

11

No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. IS

"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."

"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."
"Prodigal

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

Daughters."

No. 20

(2 Gparamount Cpkiure

MOTION PICTURE ARTS

Inc.

SECURES CONTRACT
AND

IS

NOW PRODUCING THE

ONL Y A UTHORIZED
SCREEN STORY WITH

Monsieur
Emile
Coue
THE MOST TALKED OF MAN
THE WORLD
IN

PERSONALLY
MESSAGE
DELIVERING HIS

TO THE MILLIONS OF PIGTURE-LOVING FOLK EVERYWHERE

JOHN
L
McCUTCHEON
HAS BEEN SELECTED TO DIRECT THIS PRODUCTION WHICH

WILL CARRY THE MESSAGE WHICH CIVILIZATION HAS SO
M.

COUE

Said to

EAGERLY RECEIVED.
ELMORE LEFFINGWELL,

writer and publicist

"YOU KNOW MY STORY! TELL IT TO
THE WORLD, FOR THE GOOD IT MAY DO!"

AND

LEWIS ALLEN BROWNE
ADAPTED THE STORY TO THE SCREEN

SCHUYLER E. GREY, production manger, arranged with
JAMES S.BROWN Jr. and a staff of four cameramen than
WHOM THERE ARE NONE MORE SKILLFUL, TO PHOTOGRAPH
THE THEME THAT HAS ELECTRIFIED THE THINKING WORLD!
distributed by

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES

Inc.

us,

THE

-*@?kDAILY
1)

doubly significant. He has proven his ability as a producer
which only accentuates that there is something for the entire
industry to think about in this latest deal involving millions

—

great deal.

According

Wednesday)

during 1922 there were 738 features released, and 1,304 one, two
and three reelers. And you know how many were three reelers.
All of which substantiates the claims of the optimists that there
are "fewer and better" pictures in the market.

—

NORTH MEETING SOUTH
Out among the Native Sons

of Callyfornia the Northerners
and Southerners don't often mix. You can start any row you
want anywhere out there by telling a 'Frisco chap Los Angeles
Or any other way. But
has it on his town. Or vice versa.
that didn't stop the hard headed business folk of Sacramento
which is North, so to speak Callyfornia, from investing a lot of
money in Hollywood and calling it the Sacramento Pictures
inter&
Corp. Lambert Hillyer to direct. J. G. Hunter
man, in the conested and J. C. McCann of Idaho, also a T
cern.

—T

&D

A

SLIPPED?

D

—

la

All pretty, pretty.

But something seems

to

At

have happened.

TOUGH

IT'S SURE
have to give up $260,720 of his half mil
To the Government. As taxes. Says th
lion from Metro.
Collector of Internal Revenue in Hollywood.
Jackie Coogan

will

How

few there are? You can count 'em. Almost on you
fingers.
One hand enough. They stand out. But a lot o
Who think they're important. Won't even allow thei
others.
pictures to be touched. Must be released as made. Well, well
If

those self same directors

all

made

Tha

the kind of pictures.

needed no alterations; no cutting; no title changes. It migh
be different. As it is if their bluff is called well some younj
men out Hollywood way might be in difficulties. Mentioning m

—

names

— at present.

Marcus Loew

NO FORGETTING
When

telling this one
he arrived in 'Friso
on his last visit there was a big reception. 'Welcome' signs al
over the place. Hotel filled with 'em.
in his room three bij
Full of furs. With a 'welcome' sign atop. Won't le
trunks.
is

:

Up

him forget he was once

in the fur business.

THE LION ROARS
Some week

Finnigan-on ag'in off ag'in, gone ag'in relative to the
combine theater and office building. To go up on Broadway.
In the 40's. Gentleman interested has seen a lot of people. In
a number of companies. Thought the idea was all set. And
Was going to have half a dozen of the big companies
pretty.
Show pictures in theater. Use office space in buildco-operate.
ing.

1923

COMMERCIAL DIRECTORS

FEWER AND BETTER— YES?
to the FILM YEAR BOOK (out

WHAT

29,

big companies haven't lined up as yet. So far as signing th
dotted line is concerned. Wonder what slipped?

That Deal
(Continued (rom Page

Monday, January

for Goldwyn.
Showed "The Christian." It's
Little long, but
boys, a bear. And then Godsol sign
Victor Seastrom. Been making fine pictures in Sweden. Shouli
do as well over here. And atop of that Joe Godsol almost closed-

—

picture.

—almost

something slip.
IT'S COME TO THIS
Rutgers Neilson. Sends out yarn to newspaper editors
Of picture department. Talks about a Dinosaur pup. Naraet

Gee

let

DANNY.

events the

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHTS
The only

place of

the

its

kind in

World

EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—
I

am

ture

make somebody's

trying to
better

and

better.

How

FILM

STORAGE

about

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

Corp.

of

pic-

yours ?

LLOYDS

ENLARGEMENTS

Bryant 4741

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

J.
St.

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

PUBLICITY
The kind which sells your services or
Call up Bryant 6763.

product.

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broad tvay

Loeiv Bldg.

JOS. R. MILES
Bryant 5741

A

knowledge of story writing and
continuity
work is of tremendous
value in picture editing.

Film Storage Vaults

Rooms

Cutting

Are you

interested in having your productions edited and titled with this
training apparent in the work?

Projection Theatres

Packing for domestic and export shipment
Film' Xibrary
Editing and Titling
Custom Clearances and Forwarding

WILLIAM
130

West

LAUB

B.
46th St.
Bryant 9900

J

-

N

EGAT IV

WA NTE

E

'.'

130

W.

46th

Bryant 5600

St.

D

CHARLES WALTON
Personal Representative

ART

Serving the Best

TITLES
LOUIS MEYER

THE

Craftsmen Film Laboratories

Barnes Printing Company

Sunrises,

Sunsets, Accidents,
etc.
Any Subjects of an extraordinary
nature.

251

What have you?

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower
Phone 436572

Hollywood,

West

19th Street

Watkins 7620-7461
St.

is

a

can help you solve

W.

A.

it.

FLEMING & CO.

Public Accountants and Business

Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.

Tel.

Longacre 9074

I

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

c.

Phone Watkins 1416-17
Increased

Watch

N

Calif.

How to Run

a Successful Business
We
vitally important problem.

Motion Pictures

in

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y. C.

big ideas that

make

for success.

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs,

"We

etc.

Never Disappoint"

229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

Citl

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfoRECOCMIZE*

of FILMDOM
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Ready For Signing
Conference on Uniform Conracts to Be Held Friday — Many

Schenck Signs In?
Coast Reports Deal With West Coast

nal

Months'

Theaters,

Work Over

\

final conference has been arlged for Friday, at which the unicontract will be signed by the
cessary parties, the T. O. C. C,
M. P. T. O. A. and the M. P.
D. A. the latter the Hays organi;ion.
This is the plan agreed upon
present, and will be cariied through
some unforeseen obstacle
less
suld present itself.

(Special to

—

from 15%

for the final meeting. Present
Friday will be State Senator
The T. O. C. C.
tnes J. Walker.
,nts him there as matter of senti-

Another report in circulation
that Jensen and Von Herberg
also purchase an interest in the
Coast Theaters, Inc.

:nt.

"The Last Hour," produced by Edward Sloman
Inc., is declared to be, "season's best

—

row because one won't

a neighborhood

Abandon Reel

When men

ence

Commerce

has

Graphic

cancelled

its

ar-

lgement with the producer. The
:1
has been abandoned,
rhe one reeler, which was of a

was primarily made
exhibitor body, but was

gazine nature,
the local
o

intended

for

distribution

It
is
country.
the
oughout
ierstood that the reel did not meet
h the reception expected.

let another suck his
and say, "Well, they're

enough

to

have their individual businesses

of a lolly-pop, they are usually called

London

THE FILM DAILY)

"Paddy-The-Best-Next-

Thing," starring Mae Marsh, opened
at the Scala on Saturday.
The picture was received with high praise
press.

Here on Distribution of "Paddy"
Charles Wilcox of Graham-Wilcox
Prod, is at the Waldorf to arrange
for the release of "Paddy-The-NextBest-Thing" and "Flames of Pasboth starring

sion,"

Mae Marsh.

who owns

difference

who

refused

For months

to let

the lolly-pop.

It

makes

the other fellow take a

less differ-

lick.

Board of these two organfilm
disputes,
has
been
held up by every one
izations in settling
in the industry, aware of its operations, as a model upon which
exhibitors and exchange men could and should operate. Therefore,

when

for

past, the Arbitration

some

silly reason,

there

is

a possibility of this

it is not
only deplorable but disastrous.
Certainly there should be sufficient sanity, sufficient good
sense, sufficient business intelligence in these two organizations
to block this idiotic movement.

effective

B'way Competition
May Use Legitimate
Sunday Shows Experiment at Cohan Theater

Keith

Circuit
for

Houses

This refers and is intended to refer to the members of the
T. O. C. C. and the F. I. L. M. Clubs of New York. It makes

O. C. C. Handled 12 of Them
Locally
\fter handling 12 issues of the
lucational Graphic in Greater New
irk the Theater Owners Chamber

Up

old

row over the sucking
"damn fools."

little

Gives

—

West

only children."

—T.

lucational

London

in

had it
might

FREDMAN„

children put their fingers in each other's eye and start

lolly-pop, older, intelligent people smile

(Special Cable to

from the

Be Men !
When

"Paddy" Opens

Mastodon Films,

duction so cleverly as to add much to the charm and interest of the narby the critic of Exhibitor's Herald. Advt.

THE

A. B. C. Buys "Suzanna"
rhe Associated Booking Corp. has
ised with the Allied Prod, and Dist.
show "Suzanna" the end of March.
B. C. starts showing "The Ninety
d Nine" the week of Feb. 11 in
inhattan and the Bronx and in
ooklyn the following week.

for

crook story made into a film pro-

rative,"

A. M. P. A. to See "Extra"
rhe A. M. P, A. is giving a their party on Thursday night at the
mgacre theater to see "Extra,"
)duced by Jack Alicoate of

LM DAILY.

to 20%-.

which would indicate that
Schenck had bought into the LesserGore-Ramish chain which recently
took over the T. and D. interests.
Felix Feist of the Schenck office said
it was news to him.
Advices received by First National
from the coast indicated that the report might be correct.

town

Discontinued

is

Schenck

coast

t

News

It

Irving M. Lesser, stated yesterday
he had received no word from the

rhe various committees representthe interested parties, have been
work for about six months. It is
w believed that a contract has been
Dived that will prove satisfactory
everyone.
It is understood that
iday was agreed upon to allow
dney S. Cohen to gather several
:mbers of his executive committee

Selznick

reported
has

here
purchased an interest in West Coast
Theaters, Inc. Although not confirmed, credence is placed in the
statement that his interest varies

—

Selznick News has been disconThe last issue appeared
ued.
turday.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
that Joseph M.

m

:

—

Inc.
Another One
Mentioned

and worth-while institution being abolished,

(Continued on Page 3)

—

The Keith circuit is seriously considering taking over a number of
legitimate theaters on Broadway for
special picture shows on Sunday only
by way of competition to the big
Broadway first-runs.
The matter has been under discusThat the idea
sion for some time.
has taken hold in some sort of a
form is indicated by the fact
on Sunday, "While Paris Sleeps"
goes into the George M. Cohan for
that day only, and on the next day
starts a week's run at Moss' Broaddefinite

that

way.

Whyte,
terests

covering the Cohan
by Arthur G.
representing the Keith in-

This

theater,

deal,

was closed

and George Dillon,

kinson manager.

local

Hod-

THE

^— —
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Tuesday, January

Schwalbe Returns
Borzage Leaves Today
Harry Schwalbe returned yesterday
Frank Borzage leaves for the coast
today to start work on his First from a duck hunting trip.

29
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Jersey Reform Element Active
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Trenton, N.

J.

New

—The

Presbytery of

Brunswick has adopted a resolution condemning the Sunday amuseExhibitor Beefsteak Thursday
by Minority
Musgrove Here from Australia
The much discussed beefsteak of ment bill introduced
Simpson, of HudLeader
Alexander
held
Thurs•Harry Musgrove, First National the T. O. C. C, will be
son County in the Senate. The Simpdistributor in Australasia, is at the day night at Healy's.
National series.

Vol. XXIII

m

i

DAILY

son Bill provides for the opening of
picture houses after 1 o'clock Sunday
afternoon. North Jersey, particularly
Jersey City, favors the measure but
the central and southern sections are

Biltmore.

Levinson Recovering

THE FILM DAILY)
Lakewood, N. J. Lew Levinson,
Los Angeles Several big pro- formerly with Supreme in Philadel- opposed.
ducers here say that at the present phia, is here recuperating from a retime there is a shortage of screen ma- cent serious illness.
Photoplay

(Special to

Shortage?

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

terial.

Phone

Adds

to

Equipment

— Beekman

9091

Oscar C. Bucheister has added a
Howell camera and a special
Hollywood, California — Harvey E, Gausman,
stand to his title equipment. William
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood night to arrange for the premiere of
1603.
The Christian" at the Broadway- J. Hart has become associated with
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S.
Strand.
There will be a showing for Bucheister in the conduct of the busiW abash Ave.
The stand is one of BuchRepresentative Ernest
Hotel ness.
Londoii
W. Fred- exhibitors
at
the
Statler

—
—
man.
The Film Renter, 53a
Ave
London, W.
Pans Representative— Le Film,
Clichy.

Shaftesbury

Bonns Arranging Detroit Showing
Eddie Bonns left for Detroit last

eister's

shortly.

Rue de

42

European

Central

Representative— InternaFilmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slo-

tionale

valia>

Wenzelsplatz.

Wales With Mayer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wellington Wales
Los Angeles

—

manager,

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.. 96y2
F. P.-L. ..84

..95^

pfd.

96^

100

84

84
95

200
200
200

A

19 l

...

19

Triangle

World

Mid-West Notes
(Special to

—

is

—R.

G. McCurdy has
Universal exploiteer

been appointed

ganization.

Buffalo.

—

—

Gibson City, 111. Wooley Bros,
The
have opened their new Edna.
house seats 700.

—

Louis The lllmo Amus. Co.
acquired control of the Main

Chicago

—W.

111.

D. Burford. secretary

Owners

has returned from

New

Dist.

Corp.,

Mayer To Retire
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— Emil Mayer, for many
years chief accountant with Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, will retire Feb.
15, and will make his future home in

—

—The

Alcazar

and

Rose,
Beek,
will soon have to be dismantled to

recently taken over by C.

make way

for the

new

of

Famous

Players, has returned from a trip upstate where he sold the "Super 39,"
to Nate Robbins for Utica, Water-

E.

addition to the

Morrison Hotel.

(Special to

•

It

is

reported

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces
giving

it

the closing of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million

feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

requirements.

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985

highest

light

to

deepest

shadow.

EASTMAN

here

operated by Burr Nickle Prod. Exchanges have already been established in 27 cities.
Eight of the scheduled twelve productions have been finished.

POSITIVE FILM
faithfully reproduces every tone of the

negative.

It carries

the quality through

Receiver Asked
(Special to

Newark

—

For
THE FILM DAILY)
Libman and Spanger

filed an application for receivership against the New Jersey Theaters
Corp., and the owner of the Lindhurst, at Lindhurst.
The assets are
reported at $90,000 with liabilities
listed at $85,000 including a mortgage
on the prop erty.

to the screen.

have

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

Develop Albany Chain

(Special to

~

—

that local capital is financing the new
national distribution system to be

from

gradation

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

May

(T (£>cUuxi£i07iai. (JCctiorju-'

St.,

Reproductive quality enables the sensitive
emulsion to correctly portray every step of

Will Operate Distributing System

York.

Steubenville, O.
George Schafer,
owner of the Victoria, is planning a
$300,000 house here, construction on
which will begin at an early date.

Chicago

Buxbaum,

(Special to

California.
of

of the Theater

119 Fulton

Closes Up-State Deals

memory.

manager

Street in AnnL,

H.

sold.

Sigmund Faller, former
the Orpheum, succeeds
Chicago Harry and Leo Brunhild
Mayer, while George H. Moore behave left for a three weeks' -vacation
comes manager of the Orpheum.
trip to Florida.

St.

Harry

—

Reid's

THE FILM DAILY)

La Porte, Ind. The Central
being completely remodeled.
Des Moines

Buxbaum

Talk of Anti-Dope Film
Skirboll Promoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Joe Skirboll, for many years in the
6
Los Angeles It is reported here
Not quoted that Mrs. Wallace Reid (Dorothy exchange end of the business and
more recently First National manager
19
1.100
Davenport), will appear in a film in Pittsburgh has been promoted to a
Not quoted showing the evils
of the dope traffic. district managership in charge of one
Not quoted The report has it that
the proceeds of the Western districts. A. S. Davis
will be used to erect a memorial to succeeds Skirboll in Pittsburgh.

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

Close

96^
95
6

Goldwyn ..6

have

invention.

Marshall Neilan's business
has been made business
town and Syracuse. Buxbaum states
manager of the Louis B. Mayer or- all key points up-state have been
recently

in

own

1.

,

do

Bell and

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— C. H. Buckley and
J. E. Tarsches, proprietors of the Leland, have obtained a lease of the
Clinton Square from Fred P. Elliott.
Oscar J. Perrin, manager of the Leland, will have charge of the Clinton
Square. Buckley and Tarsches plan
to establish a chain.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE
rmmmmmmm
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Be Men !

Censorship in Australia
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

A
dney. N. S. \V.
Drship measure has been passed
stringent

(Continued from Page

1)

annoying that a break should come at this
time on the eve of the adoption of a uniform contract one of
the features of which must be an arbitration arrangement to
settle disputes without recourse to costly court procedure.
The grown-up men, members of these organizations, if unable to agree on who should lick the lolly-pop, can prove their
right to be called business men by throwing away that which
DANNY.
is in dispute, and starting anew.
It is especially

—

—

Censors for Washington?
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

okane, Wash. Several women's
are behind the censor bill which
icpected to be presented to the
lature soon.
5

Meat Alabama "Blue" Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—A

ontgomery, Ala.

Sunday amusements has been
postponed by an eighteen
eventeen vote by the Senate.
he measure was aimed at Sunday
ball and pictures in Mobile and

(Special to

.

Hollywood

finitely

Ky.

— Exhibitors

Russell's next

Jeff Lazarus,

here

interested
in
the
In
orship situation in Indiana.
e quarters it is feared that the
of the Indiana legislature may

who

Grauman

Sparks

some

—

recently arrived

sending a print of the
"Oliver Twist," featuring
original
Nat Goodwin, to England, where it
will be shown in comparison with the

men Against Censors in Carolina
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The North Caro- modern
harlotte, N.
Federation of Women's Clubs

C—

ill

E.

S.

>fcr

Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

'Changed

(Special to

Washington

version.

In addition to Betty Compson and
Conway Tearle, Herbert Brenon secured Anna Q. Nilsson and Cyril
Chadwick to appear in "The Rustle

any censorship
present
not
sures for two years, it is believed,
iew of a recent resolution which
ged the organization to watch
'Hays movement before introduc,new measures.

42nd Street, N. T. dry

NEW-yORKCITO ESTATE

^NORTHERN NEWJERSEy
the better we /ike

RENOWN

them

PIGTURESinc

729 SEVENTH AVE.

PfmtWiM\ £ffj£

is

,

,

at

WE ARE READ* TO PAV

Atlanta E.
Sparks,
Florida
J.
supervisor for Southern Enterprises,
has bought from that company their
theater interests in Orlando, Lakeland
and St. Petersburg. However Sparks
will not sever his connections with
the organization.

interests.

Sol Lesser

Kentucky.

effect in

Buys Three

(Special to

m
:

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

FOR PRODUCTIONS OF MERIT

from the East, is now in charge of
advertising and publicity for the

much

-

Wife."

Goldstone has retained Wilanother produc-

Phil

—

RESOURCES $5,000,000

with the grippe.

lian Howard to direct
tion.

Watching Indiana Situation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
very

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—William

"Wanted— A

will be.

itgomery.

Duisville,

Abe Sablotsky 111
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia Abe Sablotsky is

Coast Brevities

to pro-

bill

iJfviumrc (Unrpnr<itimi

of Silk."

GAUSMAN.

H. E.

Disturbed

THE FILM DAILY)

— Exchange

managers

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

here are put out over the more or
less arbitrary attitude assumed by
the Virginia censors in issuing bulletins containing rejections and eliminations in pictures before the exchanges
have had a chance to appeal the

Incl.

original decision.

220 W. 42d Street

24 Hour

Service

necessary

if

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
Bryant 0985

THE SUPER 39
oaaiiT^ia A^cinw

-t

THOMAS MEIGHAN
66

The Ne'er Do Well"
i

f

By REX BEACH
Directed by Alfred Green

Adapted by Louis Stevens
Released April 22nd

THE

The whole company went to Panama for
some ot the scenes. The cast includes Ella
John MUtern> Laurence Wheat, Ger-

masterpiece of one of the greatest
,,
i(
A. best
screen writers in the world.
for

seller

Meighan.

.

and an
Made on a lavish
years,

role

ideal

^

.

for

trude Astor and Jules Cowles. In every way
"Back Home and
a bigger picture than

scale as a real

Broke."

special.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 10

"r>„

!,

c

..

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

»

Wife."
"^AmeS
"Drums
of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam'. Rib."
"Java Head."
»
flower."
'The White Flower."
•The
'Adam and Eva"
"Racing Hearts

'

MOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION Ej
Lp
.

~t(\

f<V)I|l

>-

AOOLPH ZUKOR.

O....J..I

,

""
i

ii

'.':

No
Ko.

16
17

"The Nth Commandment"
*£*. Billing. Spend* Hi. Dime''
"The Glimpses of the Moon.'
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

is
19

"The Law

11

12
>?
13

14
IS

"Prodigal

<X (paramount Qidure

Daughters."
of the Lawless."
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Rosen With Goldstone
Stanley Anniversary
Flashes
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Phil Rosen has sevBebe Daniels was operated yester"The Dangerous Age"— 1st Nat'l
Philadelphia Victor Herbert will
ered connection with Paramount and day for appendicitis.
be guest conductor at the Stanley
Strand
next week, Anniversary Week.
MORXINO WORLD— For a photoplay has joined Phil Goldstone Prod.,
with so little individuality, this one is right where he will direct "Honor Bound."
*
*
*
Lee Ferguson is now director of
Its
interesting and it carries a moral.
Mr. Stahl having
execution is first rate,
publicity at the Brooklyn Strand.
Goldman Resigns
Foreign Deal on "Oliver Twist"
continuity
smoothly
and
draarranged his
"Oliver Twist" has been sold for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Its acting by Mr. Stone is, as
matically.
and there is a girl, Edith Czecho-Slovakia, Austria, Hungary,
usual, good,
Kansas City, Mo. Lawrence E.
George W. Trendle of the Kunsky
Roberts, who is likely to be heard of again Yugo-Slavia, Poland, Bulgaria, Rouchain, Detroit was in town yesterday. Goldman has tendered his resignation
right soon. * * *
mania, European Turkey and Greece.
Distinctive Prod., Inc., have taken as secretary and counsel for the state
The photoplay is one of the type which
the cinema kings refer to as "a damn good
over the Biograph studio in the M. P. T. O.
"Roto" Issued for "Omar"
audience picture."
Bronx.
TRIBUNE — As for us, we enjoyed every
As part of the accessories for
flicker of the picture, and we hadn't read "Omar
the Tentmaker," First Nathe novel, so there was no chance of disGeorge Landy, newly appointed Stereoscopic Motion Picture Camera.
appointment on that score. It seems to us tional has made up an eight page rotorepresentative for Jackie
an interesting theme, well acted and per- gravure section for distribution by publicity
Must have two lenses, 2$/% inches
At any rate, we
fectly directed. * * *
Coogan is in town.

Newspaper Opinions

(Special to

Cuts and

—

—

—

WANTED

recommend

cheerfully

appeal

and

it

hope that

its

AMERICAN— The

production is
entire
ingenuously timely, and adheres

interesting,
faithfully to the question it asks and answers.
Lewis Stone is excellently cast as John
Emerson and is well supported. * * *

TIMES— It

is

not

bore.

a

It

is

enter-

so
well done as a motion picture that you are
the
and
enjoy
sermon
allowed to forget the
film as just a story, which, presumably, is
taining.

sermonizes

It

a

but

bit,

it

is

what you want to do. * * *
This same story told as nine directors out
of ten would tell it would be tame, dull stuff.
You know that. But John M. Stahl has put
He has made motion pictures
life into it.
that seem real.

—

EVENING WORLD

Of

course,

we

won't tell you what it is ; that would spoil
Go see for yourself, we don't think
things.
you'll regret it.

TELEGRAM—*

*

exhibits anew
delineation of the
*

Mr.

draforte for the
Again
matic side of American family life.
he transfers the hopes, joys, griefs and sorrows of that complex institution, the American home, to the screen without distorting

Stahl's

them.

MAIL —

*

*

*

one of compelling interest

There are few betto both young and old.
ter screen actors than Lewis Stone, and he
Emerson
a sympathy
lends to the role of John
and understandig that makes this prosperous
husband, who has reached the "dangerous
age," one of the most convincing and appealing characters that has appeared in the
films

in

some

time.

SUN —And

let

it

be

said

at

the

outset

"The Dangerous Age" is a fine picture. It
is
a sensible, human and touching story.

No

exhibitors to the newspapers in their

stuff.
No silly and obvious
But for its rather dull beginnig
it
would come very near being the best
American story and picture of the year.

maudlin sob

Fox announces the following for
February release. "The Net," "The
Town That Forgot God," "Romance
Exhibitors here Land," "Truxton King," "The SalesSpokane, Wash.
threaten to boycott the larger pro- man," and "The Wise Cracker."
ducers and distributors who rent a
local house to show the big pictures
The eight page advertisement on
and pass up the first runs who regu-

May

Boycott Exchanges

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

buy their product. They
"Knighthood" as an example.
larly

but
in

lias

Spot Cash.

Give full information fist letter.
Box B-329 c/o Film Daily.

apart.

locality.

be wide.

will

always kept

the

dramatic

cite

interest

the foreground.

MAIL— William De

FOR SALE
PORTABLE GRAPHOSCOPE

Brand New.
List Price $260.
engagement of "The Dan- Will sell for $185 to quick purchaser.
gerous Age" in Paterson, N. J., is
T. REMEY
the

test

being sent out to exhibitors to aid
them in their campaign in putting

J.

247 East 41st Street

Murray

this picture over.
Mille

has

made

New York

Hill 3457

a

somewhat gripping and powerful picture of
"The World's Applause," with Bebe Daniels
and Lewis Stone, at the Rivoli this week.
GLOBE "Distinguished" seems to be the
most suitable adjective to apply to William
De Mille's "The World's Applause," showing this week at the Rivoli.
It is probably
the nearest approach to a Belasco production the screen has yet given. * * *
This
latest production of Mr. De Mille's is most
certainly something to which his contemporary workers and colleagues can and should

THE ODD

—

with pride.
This acting is far above the average.
SUN William De Mille is a conscientious
director, who prefers to deal with overtones. * * *
Consequently the picture is
presented with a very convincing air of
reality, even at the party, when the electric
piano plays in one room while the stabbing
performance goes on in the next. * * * Bebe
Daniels takes another step upward in her
ascent as a capable dramatic actress. * * *

!

THE UNUSUAL

!

"THE RED
TRAIL"
NORA SWINBURNE
Featuring

point

—

A

powerful

love

story with some of the
"animal stuff" ever filmed.

most

unusual

NORCA PICTURES, Inc. 1540 Broadway, N.Y. City

preaching.

HERALD — There
punch

is

one tremendous pic-

the film, which is provided
by that old familiar stunt a race between
automobile
an
and an express train. In this
instance the pictures are taken at night, so
that the effect is achieved by headlights
streaming through utter blackness.
It
is
gorgeous photography, and in itself well
the
price
worth
of admission at the Strand.
torial

in

NOTHING LIKE

—

the program building "Short
WHEN
DAILY appeared
Summer
last

"The World's Applause"—F.

P.-L.

Rivoli

MORNING WORLD—

Mr. De Mille has
given this story * * * quite a lot of color,
and he has photographed Bebe Daniels and
Mr. Stone and others in striking scenic
frames.
The yarn is simple-minded melodrama. *

*

*

DAILY NEWS— It
that

is

the kind of picture

makes you wish you'd stayed home and

played cassino instead of venturing out into
the bad weather.
As far as we could make
out, it had nothing to recommend it.
The
moral tacked on to the end did nothing
to make up for the unpleasantness that had

gone

before.

TRIBUNE— The

story is interesting; it
also well played and well directed by William De Mille. but unfortunately the titles
is

sound

like

nothing

in the

AMERICAN-— Miss
supergorgeous

them

to

be

clothes
correct.

world but

Daniels

and

just

EVENING WORLD.—The

picture deals
scandal with a capital "S,
and serves
to while away an hour and a half in a
exciting
and
interesting
fairly
manner.
in

TELEGRAM—*

pressions
country.

from

exhibitors,

* * of more than passing interest * * *
Mr. De Mille has presented a vital subject, has pointed a moral,

large

THE

Stuff" issue of
FILM
it brought enthusiastic exand small, throughout the

so valuable, so informative, so worth while to the
entire industry, that it seems assured that the forthcoming issue,
devoted to Short Stuff, out February 18, will receive even a more
cordial welcome. And as comprehensive, as helpful, as the initial
number was the forthcoming issue will be better, in every way.
It

was

.

Exhibitors who are "showmen" and who want to improve
their presentation will not only read every word of it, but will file
it for future reference and use.

titles!

wore some
enough of

IT

Don't forget the date

—Sunday, February

18.

Without doubt the best "buy" that a producer or distributor
of short stuff can make. Our advertising solicitor is as close to
you as your 'phone.

City-

IHE
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Arbuckle

31,

Price 5 Cents
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Others

to Direct

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

San

3medies,

Inc.,

as

is here en route to Palm Beach.
In film circles the reports continue

berg,

Reel

to circulate that

a director.

The

has, or will

new

and

that

nance to make

He

this
good in

also said

was

Von Herberg

have an interest

either
in

the

combine engineered by
the Lesser organization the T. & D.
and West Coast.

atement contained an expression to
e effect that he was "done with
:ting,"

Francisco

the

with

immediately

THE FILM DAILY)
—J. H. Von Her-

(Special to

—

Hollywood In a statement issued
ArRoscoe ("Fatty")
:sterday,
ickle announced that he would start
ork

Deal?

in

Reports Will Not Down That Von
Herberg Will Be Interested in
New Coast Combine

ever Again To Appear On Screen
As An Actor— To Start Work
Immediately

theater

—

his

the right
that he would

Hollywood

—The

As before

film world here
of Jensen & Von
Herberg being interested in the Lesser combine with T. & D. The fact
that Joe Schenck is involved, holding a 20 per cent interest, has caused
much comment in view of Schenck's
connections with First National and

is

Metro.

ay."
art
ith

work immediately, concluding
the expression "from now on

continue

not see or hear from me expting through the comedies which
>u will

direct."

noted. Famous Players
written off feature comedies in
They will
hich Arbuckle appears.
:ver

be released.

with jealousy, entraps his rival in a
The development of the story of Maurice
fiendish chamber of torture.
Tourneur's production, "WHILE PARIS SLEEPS," up to this point and
the rescue of the hero provides a thrill that will be remembered by your
'patrons for a long time. It's a Hodkinson money-maker. Advt.

Lon Chaney,

No

Deal Closed

Goldwyn

Issues Statement
Regarding Distribution of Fitzmaurice Productions

unuel

as a sculpture,

—

closed."

Indorses Uniform
Contract
At the meeting of the T. O. C. C.
:sterday, the proposed uniform conT. O.

C.

C.

was discussed enthusiastically.
he T. O. C. C. will affix their sigttures on Friday.
act

Chadwick Seeks Injunction
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Helen Chadwick is
(Special to

eking

an

Baumann

Dist.

Co.
City

what advertisers

do not personally know the circulation of THE
the actual returns I have received from the advertising which I have been doing, leads me to believe that your
circulation must be nothing less than that of the 'Saturday Even-

While

to

—

there he will eventually
York, where he will arrange for vaudeville to play over the
West Coast circuit. He will offer 30
weeks.
to

New

Coogans Arrive Saturday
Coogan, accompanied

Jackie
his

parents,

is

scheduled

to

by

arrive

here Saturday.

ing Post.'

came not only from every State in the Union, but
from England, France, Germany, China and other points in the

"Roxy"

Sails

Rothafel sailed for Europe
yesterday aboard the Berengaria.
S.

L.

Orient.

Yours very

truly,

CHAS.

restrain

Miss Chadwick alleges that Goldyn permitted her contract to lapse
id then maintained that she was
She claims that
ill in their employ.
:cause of an understanding under
hich all coast producers operate
ayers cannot get work from other
•oducers while still bound by an
Her contract, it
:isting agreement.
alleged, was to run for two years.

at 'Frisco

THE FILM DAILY)

From

pany.

I

FILM DAILY,

O.

BAUMANN.

oldwyn from interfering with her
forts to obtain work from other
'oducers.

Charge

logical.

Abe Gore, secretary
West Coast Theaters will go to
San Francisco shortly to manage the
new Northern interests of the comgo

to learn just
their Ads.

in

San Francisco

New York

The Film Daily:
No doubt you are interested
receive in the way of returns from

—

injunction

exceedingly

of

Replies

rlelene

but

able,

(Special to

Results

ssterday:

:en

No one in authority would discuss
the possibility of the Von Herberg
affiliation with the Lesser-Gore group
yesterday, although well posted film
folk insist that it is not only probGore

Relative to the before noted report
at Samuel Goldwyn was negotiating
ith Hiram Abrams regarding to the
stribution of George Fitzmaurice
oductions, Samuel Goldwyn said

"While it is true that I am negating for distribution of the
itzmaurice productions, no deal has

mad

talk

to

Seena Owen?
With the completion of "The GoGetter," Seena Owen's present conIt
tract with Cosmopolitan expired.
Goldwyn
Samuel
is understood that
will tender her a long term contract

Sam Goldwyn

starring her in

After

coming productions.

When Goldwyn was
terday he said he

reached yes-

know nothing

of

it.

Ballin Starts Another

Hugo

Ballin

who

Soon

has just

pleted "Vanity Fair" will

com-

make

an-

other production at Goldwyn.

O'Brien Going to Coast
Dennis F. O'Brien leaves for the
coast tomorrow to confer with Doug

and Mary.

Split With Dalton Denied
Reports reaching New York from
yesterday
credited
Angeles
Los
Dorothy Dalton with severing connections with Famous Players upon
completion of "The Law of the LawDisagreement over salary was
less."
given as the reason for the alleged

dispute.

Robert T. Kane, production manager of

Famous Players

iaid yester-

day there was nothing to it yesterday.
He added that arrangements for "Fog
Bound," Miss Dalton's next picture
had been completed.

'

2

I

m
Robbins' Directors Elected

Says Censorship Is Unnecessary

—

i
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$5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

Greater

months,

DAILY,

THE FILM

communications to
71-73

West 44th

St.,

New

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

—
1603.
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Pans Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative— InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo-

S.

little
of Trenton; J. Rothstein,
Willis and Jenny Lowery.

not

E.

needed,

pointing

out

abolition of the position

good way

Harlem Theater Sold
James L. Van Sant has purchased

down

to cut

that

the

the expenses

of the city.

the theater at 125 East 116th St.,
Fitzgerald Story for Hunter
from Walter C. Hubbard.
A
crook story written by F. Scott
Quinlan and Leland have placed a
Fitzgerald for Glenn Hunter will be
first mortgage loan of $200,000 on
the Boulevard theater, at 1026 South- the next Film Guild picture for Hod-

ern Boulevard.
Isidore Burenson will build a onestory theater, to cost $60,000, on the
southwest corner of Hughes Ave. and
186th St.

tionale

Wenzelsplatz.

kinson.
The scenario will be written by James Ashmore Cfeelman
and directed by Frank Tuttle.

Low

Goldwyn ..6

A

100

84
95

84

200
200
200

6

95
6

...

19^

19

19

1.100

in

N. T. City

Distributer's

Bfe^fSa

Corporation

INTER-OCEAN BUILDfNG
218 WEST 42nd stV>''
NKW .^O'KK
BRYANT 78 2
WHEN YOU THINK OF
'-

FINANCIAL SERVICE

i

FILM PROPOSITIONS

for

CONSULTATIONS INVITED

FOREIGN

WITH RELIABLE PRINCIPALS

THINK' OF

INTERS DEAN

REASONABLE RATES
An

Interview Involves no Obligations

ART TITLES

[^r CONVINCE YOURSELF
Now

Located

LOUIS MEYER
in

'Phone Chelsea

Suite 1207-1208

8284

Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

West

19th St.

Watkins 7260-7461

Ohe Oscar

C.
jBuchheister Co.

Rich in Drawing Power,

ART TITLES
UPrintecCQitles b^Speciol bffects
l30W.4-OtiiSt
NewYork: City

"POOR MEN'S WIVES"

r^ant 5466

FOR RENT
Small studio suitable for fashion, test
or experimental work, also cartoon
stand by the hour, week or month.

ERNEST STERN
203

West

40th

St.,

N. Y. C,

Opened at the Criterion, New York, Sunday. Don Allen in the
Evening World wrote, "Thousands seemed to prefer it and jammed the
Criterion for the evening showing."

And

the other critics called

It is

great because

Telephone Penn. 2373-74

tfttiada y>uru

PREFERRED
PICTURESIhc.

it's

it

a great play.

a Preferred Picture directed by Gasnier.

fcnribrtcd by

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPO R
.

„

6-PSchv.lbcrf .p r

Look Betterand Wear Longer

of

EBji&ispSSl

Ikter-Ocfan Film

Offers a Speedy, Confidential

"3rd Alarm" Closes Sunday
''The Third Alarm" closes its run
at the Astor theater on Sunday.

(T^cUu>aturrLaI 6\cLl

at 42nd Street,

special arrangement Mary Astor
work with Richard Barthelmess
"The Bright Shawl."

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Knickerbocker Building
Broadway

MOTION PICTURES

Not quoted

Triangle

-

International

Sales

96^

-Griffith

Loew's

Close

RESOURCES $5,000,000

By

Quotations
96y2

^trtanrc GJcrpartxtxim

will

1123 Broadway
High
East. Kod.. 96^
F. P.-L. ..84
do pfd. .. 95 l

offices

would be a

1.

vakia),

1923
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To Help

Ince

The Ince

—

INC.

Dannenberg,

Editor;
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager
A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Joseph

—i

31,

Mrs. Reid
announced yesterUtica, N. Y.
The following have
Camden, N. J. In his recent in- day that Thomas H. Ince had
been elected directors of Robbins' augural
address, Mayor Victor King offered Mrs. Wallace Reid his fullest
Enterprises, Inc., W. Green, C. W.
co-operation in the production of the
Cushman, of this city; W. C. Doo- said the local censor commissioner is anti-dope picture she contemplates.
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Jo Rok Prod. Formed
Prod, have been formed to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cameo
distribute
the Joe Rock comedies.
Detroit Geo.
Spaeth
has
post"Master Melodies," by Grieg, is the cur.
Headquarters in the Mecca Bldg.
rent overture unit, followed by the Cameo poned his trip to the Orient.

At Broadway Theaters

Detroit Notes

Jo

PatteNews
No. 10

ERMANS PROTEST FRENCH OCCUATION OF THE RUHR— Mammoth mass
RENCH TROOPS PENETRATE OVER
MILES BEYOND OCCUPATION
ONE— Scenes of the French advance which

)

irs

I

t>

Pictorial, Topics of
violin solo rendered

"One

Million in
precedes.

which

NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
FIRST

today
Ward Managing Stratford House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ont.—John

V. Ward,
irmer manager of the Province,
Winnipeg, has been appointed manger of the local Allen house.
Stratford,

Must Improve Ventilation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington— Health Officer Fowl-

Several

has ordered local houses to imtheir ventilation.
Inspectors
:cently declared 13 theaters out of
pproximately 18 visited were uninitary so far as ventilation is con:rned.

Walter Long has joined the
United sales force.

is

Wadlow

Floyd

last.

is

local

MOTION PICTURE ARTS,
Now

Inc.

Producing Only Authorized
Screen Story With

a

new

its

first

MONSIEUR EMILE COUE
JOHN L. McCUTCHEON Directing

The Second Annual Motion Picture Day Celebration will be held in
the Statler Ballroom, Feb. 14.

M. Coue Said to Elmore Leffing well.
Writer, "You Know My Story! Tell It
to the World, for the Good It May Do!"

will

install

$6,500 organ in his Virginia.

Capitol

The

number is Over"Robin Hood," the current attracAn organ number is the only extra
because of the length of "Robin Hood."

ture

opening

musicale

The Capitol
anniversary.

to

tion.

Criterion
"Badinage," is the overture, followed by a
Mutt and Jeff comedy, "Nearing the End,"
"Sunbeams," a Prizma scenic and a short
Mermaid Comedy, "High Powres. A prologue to the feature, "Poor Men's Wives,"
is

of

Rialto Magazine opens
events are
"Pike's
Dan Mason as "Pop"
in the "Long Shot," and "Nobody's
Money," with an all star cast headed by
Jack Holt.
The musical numbers include

Other

bill.

—
Tuttle

And

film

"Thirteenth

Hungarian

Rhapsody."
Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz, the
Rivoli Pictorial, Scene from "Herodiade,"
and the feature picture, "The World's Applause," dome next.
Spanish Dances, by

Oscard

Paul

and

Myers, and "Peg
Baby Peggy, conclude

Vera

the Movies," with

of

the

James

S.

Brown

Distributed by

A. R. Archer, formerly connected
with the Aliens in Montreal, has
taken over the management of the
Quo Vadis.
Phil
Gleichman, of the B'way
Strand, has booked "Suzanna," "One
Exciting Night," "Jazzmania" and

Strand
"Fresco" is the overture.
Walt Kuhn's
dance travesty, "Petulant Petunias"
latest
and the Topical Revue, follow. The feature
is
"The Dangerous Age."
A new "Our
Gang"
Comedy,
"The
Champeen,"
and
organ selections finish.

Meade has been appointed
manager for United Artists in
Northwest
Canada.
Meade was
Charles

sales

formerly

connected

Paramount

with

the

local

office.

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Q uality—Q uantity
24 hour Service
FARINA & OGLE
Title

Photographers

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

TO ALL EXHIBITORS: —
POLA NEGRI'S
First

and

ONLY

AMERICAN MADE PICTURE
IS

u

A

Bella

Donna"

George Fitzmaurice Production
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

Miss Negri has

NEVER appeared

in

any other American-made

Her second American-made
(C

A

picture will be

The Cheat"

George Fitzmaurice Production
Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

(paramount (pictures

i

Jr., Photography

Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms."

performance.

FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKYCORPORATIONP

It

Production Manager

months.

Rivoli
is

Schuyler E. Grey,

in

Kenneth Fitzpatrick, of Fitzpatrick
& McElroy, has left for the Coast.
He will be gone about three or four

first
and
second
movements
of
"Scheherazade," Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz,
and the Weber Male Quartette, (a) Lassie
O' Mine, (b).
But He Didn't.

overture

Pantheon and Alhambra

:

Busted,"

The

The

the

Cleveland.

The regular weekly

Peak

celebrating

Lewis Allen Browne Adapted

Rialto
the

is

Art Hoganson, former Fox salesman, has resigned to become manager

next.

r

rove

Jewels,"

the feature,
"Once Over," a comedy.
selections on the organ by John

page news as usual.

IB THE

Day, "Poem," a
Pau Tiesenghouse,

the

by

and a Post Nature Scenic, "Winter Tale."

unit

the world.

ther first

—

Priest

leetings in Berlin.

Rok

picture.

THE

DAILY
Newspaper Opinions
"Poor Men's Wives" — Lichtman
Corp. — Criterion
HERALD—*

*

"Poor Men's Wives"

*

is

destined to do well as a box office attraction.
It is a picture in which women play the
heroic roles, and which, therefore, will make
its greatest appeal to the ladies, God bless
•em. * * *

Gasnier directed this picture and handled
With every temptation to descend
well.
to the maudlin and the trite, he managed to
maintain a semblance of intelligence throughout the piece.
it

TIMES— The
the

picture

most than can be said

for

has

the

occasionally

that

is

it

semblance of reality.
This happens in its
minor moments. * » * the performance of
Barbara La Marr as the poor man's wife,
rings true.
She can act when they don't
make her overdo it. But Betty Francisco,
as the rich man's wife, gives the most consistently good performance of the piece.

SUN — There

are several highly dramatic
situations, and the picture is quite likely to
appeal to all those who wish they were
millionaires.

*

*

*

TELEGRAM — In
* * *

Money,"

"Nobody's

Holt mixes comedy and drama

in equal
portions with delightful results, tingling the
blood one second and the funny bone the
next.
His portrayal of a suspicious book
agent is an excellent piece of acting.
Jack Holt is one of the fortunate
screen stars who seem frequently to be favored with one of those light amusing plays
which generally manages to entertain an audience pleasantly despite a number of minor

MAIL—

defects.

Such is "Nobody's Money," * * * a mixture of drama and comedy, not to mention
love interest, that assures good-sized audiences throughout the week.

SUN — * * * A
TRIBUNE— It

highly amusing comedy.

an amusing story, but
after it got away from the second reel it
seemed to us rather involved and not so easy
to

*

follow.

work.*

*

is

Everybody

*

* *

does

POST— "Nobody's Money"

witnessing
that Gas-

these seven reels, one's feeling is
The
nier has done an eminently fine job.
outstanding quality is talented direction. * * •
The result is a creation that fans will richly
relish.

TELEGRAM — *

*

*

a

discovery has been made. Jack
plays a fine comedy sense. * * *

not

tions

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Melodrama

in
this

TRIBUNE—

It ceased to amuse us as soon
The first part, when
as it became unreal.
the two girls are employed in a gown emporium, the one as model, the other as

Holt

could be cut considerably without

—

Los Angeles Gasnier has begun
work on "Mothers-in-Law." Gaston

(Special to

is

Money"— F.

Advertising Philadelphia
(Special to

Bryant

posi-

your

0984-0985

DISAPPOINT'"

1NCOOPOCATED

220 WEST 42 *$ STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

ALLAN A.LOWNE5
GEN. MGP.

Nothing Like
WHEN
the program building "Short
VV

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Dr. Sproule, of the
Dept. of Docks has just finished a

House For Atlantic City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

$1,500,000

—

P.-L.

last

MORNING WORLD— This

is
really a
and delightful little cinema comedy,
and Mr. Holt comes out as a comedy player

Louis Notes

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The safe of the FamSt. Louis
ous Players office was robbed of
AMERICAN Holt is an unusually good $100 in cash and $57 in stamps Sunactor, and he is as convincing in a comedy
day night.
role as he was in the days when he used to
at all difficult to

make

laugh.

—

lead the Royal Northwest Mounted across
the border. * * * The story was spontaneous,
the presentation delightful and the sub-titles
clever.
And the rest of the cast did its
best to make the descriptive adjectives un-

The
house,

Dreamland
111.,

has

Theater,

Rood-

been sold by Ross

Denny.

animous.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

William Le
Baron's comedy, "Nobody's Money" has lost
of its value in its trip from stage to
screen.
The story lends itself admirably to
the medium of the silver sheet and will probably make money for all concerned in its
production.

none

think you'll like Jack

"Nobody's Money."

We

did,

issue of

THE FILM DAILY

Summer

it

sions

from

and

Carl Muff is the new owner of the
Shelbina, Mo., house purchased from
J. E. Huggins.
F.

M.

Brockell, of First National,

and R. C. Seery,

district

manager,

spent several days here this week.

It
Stuff"

appeared

brought enthusiastic expresexhibitors, large and small,

throughout the country.
It

was

worth
seems as-

so valuable, so informative, so

while to the entire industry, that it
sured that the forthcoming issue, devoted to
Short Stuff, out February 18, will receive even
a more cordial welcome. And as comprehensive, as helpful, as the initial number was the
forthcoming issue will be better, in every way.

Exhibitors
St.

bright

we're hard to please.

available for

—Wm.

Harry Savage, who recently leased
the Royal on Atlantic Ave. is spending $44,000 on alterations.

Rialto

WORLD—We

Phone

made

THE FILM DAILY)

City
S. Shaw has
purchased the Park for $144,000.
Atlantic

—

in

are now
requirements.

tive,

Glass, Edith Yorke, Joseph Swickard,
Crauford Kent, and Viola Vale are
in the cast.

Atlantic City It is reported here
GLOBE * * * An exceedingly skilful arrangement of what experience seems to have that Charles Liddau and Herman
taught cinema producers is what the public Golden will build a $1,500,000 theater
wants. * * * It is the sort of thing which on the boardwalk.
The project, it is
makes the film treasurers rejoice and the
said, will be backed by a number of
judicious grieve.
local and New York financiers.

EVE.

feet of selected shots

back as 1897, negative and

CROMLOWFlLW iABORglORIES

Work Again
THE FILM DAILY)

loss.

a commonplace picture at
best, relieved here and there by touches of
fair to middling acting; at worst, it illustrates
strikingly the worst faults of the movies.

Holt

as far

of

"WE NEVEC

—

it

Over two million

dis-

short reel, "Philadelphia, the Second
Port of the U. S." The film show
fitter, seems promising enough. * * * Barbara
La Marr proves that she really can act.
the advantages of the port and will
MAIL * * * Well photographed and well be distributed to various civic cenacted, but with so unsubstantial a plot that
ters throughout the country.
It
the play drags until it becomes tedious.

does not find

dispooed

it

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

abroad.

Gasnier At
(Special to

picture. * * * Even so, despite the banality
of the story, the picture will no doubt attract
favorable attention, for it is well directed and
well acted, and very elaborately produced.

who

otherwise

giving

St.

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

Sold For $144,000

a Tiffany setting seems to best describe

his audience

220 W. 42nd
Announces the closing

Rialto

Holt displays considerable
as a light comedian in the feature at
the Rialto.
'Nobody's Money." * * *

done

"Nobody's

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

Bray Opens London Office
One of the results of Mrs. Margaret Bray's recent European trip
was the opening of an office in London to handle English and Continental distribution of Bray produc-

GLOBE —Jack

work

Gasnier's best

The

POST— It

Inc.,

picture you can-

in the courtship of Jim and Laura.
scene on the roller coaster is delightful,
In the
the sensations registered are perfect.
home, Mr. Gasnier's realism takes the form
of prespiration which he distributes liberally.
His picture is unpretty but true, hence one
admires his courage. * * * For us, the hit
of the evening was Miss Za Su Pitts.
is

Kingston. Associated Authors,
produce.

will

ability

not afford to miss.

DAILY NEWS— Mr.

—

delightful

hit

EVENING JOURNAL —On

New Series for Lee-Bradford
Teachers Suggest Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lee Bradford Corp. has arranged
to release a series of eight and perPortland, Ore. Censorship is sughaps twelve two reelers, starring gested in a resolution recently passed!
Hamilton
and
Muriel by the Oregon State Teachers' Ass'n.
"Shorty"

comedy and keeps one in good
humor throughout the film. Then a pleasing
is

EVENING WORLD—*

* * will probably
the public's fancy and go merrily along
*
for a long long run at the Criterion. * *
The direction is excellent and the photography leaves but little to be desired.

1923

31,

excellent

the

at

Wednesday, January

who

are

"showmen" and who

improve their presentation will not
only read every word of it, but will file it for
future reference and use.

want

to

Don't forget the date— Sunday, February
19, 1923.

Without doubt the best "buy" that a producer or distributor of short stuff can make.
Our advertising solicitor is as close to you
as your 'phone.

—

7Ao BRADSTREET

A'rec6chdd

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII

/ol.

No. 31

Thursday, February

1,

1923

Price 5 Cents

English Exchanges

Kent Going Abroad

port and Import in Deal With
Kilner's Exclusives 25 Features Ready

On Two Months Business Trip Next
Week— May Get to Russia Be-

export and Import Film,

Kent, Famous Players, sails
on the Olympia, and will
spend about eight weeks abroad. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Kent.
The trip will be entirely of a business nature.
He will visit all important distribution points in Europe, and
it would not be surprising if he reached Russia.
The Foreign Department of Famous Players has long been under
the jurisdiction of E. E. Shauer.
It
is understood that Kent's trip will in
no way affect Shauer or his department.

—

Exclusive

Kilner's

with

iction

have opened exchanges

ms, Ltd.,

in

gland to handle direct distribution

whatever material Export
port has available for that
has

"Cilner's

tures

Great

also

Export

from

Britain.

Woman

in

lalgamated

and
terri-

purchased 25
and Import
This includes

Chains," first of the
productions,
all
of

ich Export and Import will dismte in foreign markets for the
I five years. William Blumenthal.

of Ben,

rther

company,

Woman

who

is

be in charge there.
Chains," has been sold

Uruguay,
Peru and Bolivia.

Argentine,
ile,

Paraguay,

Sam Gould
Sam

Amsterdam Here
Jen Amsterdam, Masterpiece Film
Tactions,
Philadelphia,
was in

m

vesterdav.

Mary Minter Coming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lollywood Mary
Miles
Minter

—

Stallings A.
(Special to

.os

Angeles

D. A. Pres.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Charles

Hunter Buys In
—

elected president of the Assistant
ectors' Assoc.

Promotion
John L. Hunter, who has been
manager of American Releasing

K. Brin, Kwality Films, WarBros, distributor in the Northst,
is expected from
Seattle in a
or two.
I
..
1

All Short Reels at
(Special to

^os
i

tt

Symphony

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—The

Symphony

an entire program
week.

will
of short reels

Lesser Signs Lytell
(Special to

Hollywood
rt
it

in

THE FILM DAILY)

— Sol

Lesser has placed
Lytell
under contract.
His
picture will be "The Meanest
in

the World."

inception,

stock interest

interests

of

the

organization.

In association with J. P. O'Loghlin.
managing director of Canadian
Releasing, Hunter will share in the
operation of the organization that
now opeiates exchanges in Montreal,
Toronto,
Halifax and
Vancouver,
with a fifth office opening in St.
John, N. B. Frederic Gage, for the
past year assistant sales manager of
American Releasing, has been appointed manager of sales.

Grant Separate Charters
P. T. O. A. has issued

The M.

separate charters to the M. P. T. O.
Zanft Back from Middle West
of Eastern Missouri, and to the M.
fohn Zanft returned on Wednes- P. T. O. of Western Missouri. This
f from a trip through the Middle was done at the request of the units
est in the interests of Fox.
He at their recent convention at Exd he found conditions satisfactory. celsior Springs, Mo.

are

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

Irving

Thalberg

leave Universal next month to
ome vice-president of the Louis
Mayer Prod. Mayer has plans
B.
under way for increased production.
Thalberg, who has been directorgeneral at Universal City for some
;ime. will leave the company with
the best of wishes.
There has been
no friction with Carl Laemmle or

will

any other Universal

officials.

At Universal, it was nointed out
yesterday tl.at Carl Laemmle is now
at

was

no suchad been decided upon as yet.

the studio.

i'i-^or

It

said

fair.

Graf Signs Powell

THE FILM DAILY)
— Max Graf has sign-

Los Angeles

ed Paul Powell to direct "The Fog,"
for Metro release. Cuilen Landis and
Ralph Lewis are in the cast.

—

Los

a chain of

and around Pittsburgh,
Conditions in his territory

in

(Special to

Leaves Universal to Join Louis B.
Mayer No Successor Determined Yet

sales

since
large

has purchased a
in Canadian Releasing
Ltd..
American's Dominion
Corp.,
ally, and has taken up his residence
in Toronto to manage the Ontario
its

Brin Expected

Thalberg Resigns

Purchases Interest in Canadian Releasing Ccrp
Fred Gage Gets

Stallings has

in

here.

is

"In our humble and personal opinion a corking good picture," says Roger
Ferr: in the Moving Picture World of "The Last Hour," C. C. Burr's
Mastodon release, and then adds this line, "Sam Moscow received more
contracts on it than on any other picture he had previously handled."
Advt.

Visiting

who owns

Gould,

theaters

leave for the East soon.

1

Return

Oldknow Here
Oscar Oldknow, of the Southern
States Film Co., Atlanta, is at the
Vanderbilt on his honevmoon.

president of

will

in

His

fore
S. R.
h\l).
10

con-

in

I.

To Meet
THE FILM DAILY)

T. O. D. C.

(Special to

—

Milwaukee
The Independent
Theater Owners' Dist. Corp. will hold
a meting here the latter part of this
week.
Pollard to Tour
(Special to

World

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood "Snub" Pollard is expected to make a tour of the world
with his wife upon the completion of
his current comedy, which he is making for Hal Roach.
Pollard will be
gone about six months.
Selwyn's Aid Sam Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn has arranged with
the Selwyns to produce "Potash and

Perlmutter" in the East. To bring
Lyman H. Howe Dead
this about, it is understood that Gold(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
wyn has agreed to pay a considerable
Brookline,
Mass. — Lyman H. sum to the Selwyns in lieu r f which
Howe, president of Lyman H. Howe they will cancel the proposed trip to

Films Co., Inc., of Wilkes-Barre. Pa.,
died Tuesday, in a hospital here.
where he has been ill since last June.
e was 68 years of age and was
one of the pioneer exhibitors of pic-

coast of Barney Bernard and
Alexander Carr, who are now appearing in Chicago in the newest of the
Potash and Perlmutter plays.
The director has not yet been deter-

tures in this country.

mined upon.

.
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World

— Fred

representative for United Artists.

after a vear's illness.

Robinson
(Special to

— R.

I.

from

New York

to

with

Progress Pictures.

Cleveland

Robinson

become

Hearn,
H.
dead here

is

here-

is

associated

(Special to

18#

1,200

and Snyder.

—

It

has been

Walter Forde, who recently arrived
from England has started work on a
picture.
While in England Clifford
Buffalo Renown Pictures will give
S. Elfelt signed Forde on a three year
screening of "The World's a

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Mundy With Ince
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Talbot Mundy has
been signed by Thomas H. Ince to

Mae Busch Injured
Moore, Jack Cooper, Billy Engle and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Edith Lee Grant are among those
Hollywood — Mae Busch has been who have been added to the Century
confined to the care of physicians as Comedy stock company.

"Stage," at the Hotel Statler tonight.

write

His

originals.

will

first

be,

Own."

Devil's

result of a recent automobile accident.

Lowell,
Theaters,

H. E.

a

St.

Max

Louis

Linder Injured

Inc.,

Merrimac Square

has

—

Memory

In Loving

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY

JOSEPH KAUFMAN

1123 Broadway-

who

passed away Feb.

Ethel Clayton

1,

1918

Kaufman
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Knickerbocker Building

CONVINCE YOURSELF
Now

Located

in

Broadway
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42nd Street, N. T. City

'Phone Chelsea
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Suite 1207-1208

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
W. 42nd

220

England

reopened

GAUSMAN.

Reports
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New

Joe

unit.

—

Mass.

Boyd,

Lois

Jr. in Films
from Paris indicate that
contracts have been signed between
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis
Jack Weil is again manLos Angeles Cablegrams received Mrs. Evans and William Elliott,
ager for Goldwyn. He was trans- here from France have it that Max formerly of Elliott, Comstock & Gest,
ferred several weeks ago to the home Linder is in a serious condition as a by which Elliott will manage Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., in his own producing
office.
result of a fall from a precipice.

in

Come to Trial
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Barry,

Doug

Weil Back

Mack

Lowell House Re-opens

contract.

Eddie

"The

j

Buffalo Showing

CONSULTATIONS INVITED

(Special to

back

a

—

Los Angeles Trial of a suit for
$36,000 brought by George Edwin
Joseph, the attorney, against Pauline
Frederick and of her cross-suit for
$46,647 was on the calendar in the
Superior Court yesterday.

is

upwards of $50,000 yearly.

Louis

(Special to

Blanche Sweet will
in "Tess of

Through With Sennett
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Kathryn McGuire

(Special to

Ayres

play the role of "Tess"
the D'Ubervilles."

(Special to

Suits

— Agnes

at the Lasky lot from a short vacation
to begin work on "Contraband," under direction of Wesley Ruggles.

Costly

THE FILM DAILY)

Offers a Speedy, Confidential

has completed her contract with
Sennett.

Hollywood

:

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Ray Foster, cameraman, has written "There's a Nest in Gypsyland," a
song published by Watterson, Berlin

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

1923

estimated
that censorship would cost Missouri

(Special to

Blanche Sweet as "Tess"

Hollywood

Censors

Missouri

Cleveland

in
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Billy Bein has resignCincinnati
ed from Standard to act as special
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giving

the

The alat a cost of $150,000.
terations include a balcony, lobby

seats and new si age settings. The
seating capacity has been increased to

closing, of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

it

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

after rebuilding the

house

St.
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requirements.
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rincipal Pictures Corp.
present

msm
HARVEV GATES
starring

ALICE
*,

LAKE

ancf

^

MILTON
-.-,

SILLS

supported by

RICHARD HEADRICK JR.

RALPH LEWIS

AND
f^ersonally produced and diivclecf

iy Irving Cumminrfp

State Right Buyers!
Principal
1540

BROADWAY

Pictures Corp.
NEW YORK,

N. Y.

GERTRUDE CLAIRE

y
Offers This

Extraordinary
Box Office Attraction

PRINCIPAL PICTURE*.COMPANY

&

.%

bresen
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/**

vr

&kJ tAW'-A.

ElNOR CjIXNS "VERSION
OF THE ROMANCE
OF A SCREEN STAR-.

.
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CRASH!
npHE

storm-driven schooner shuddered sicken-

ingly as

it

struck the reef.

From stem

to stern

wounded thing. Canvas ripped
and timber splintered. High up in her gale-swept
rigging the angry cries of the two fighting demons
blended in the exulting shrieks of the hungry hurrishe trembled like a

cane.

Shot-swift rain and spray tore at their faces.

Furious thunder boomed even above the pound of
hull-breaking seas.

A

sudden, blinding, Heaven-

rending flash of lightning revealed the forms of the
two men fighting to the death atop the dizzily

—

They are

swaying mast.

NOAH

and

WALLACE

BEERY
screen's most noted character actors,
putting a gigantic kick into a drama of the
a picture as sweeping as its own
sea

The

—

mighty gales and as welcome an attraction
to jaded theatregoers as a breath of salt air

to a land-locked sailor.

ROOKING r\ FFICES
FILM
W^ AMERICA I I INC
OF
723

SEVENTH

AVE.,

NEW YORK CITY

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

A

BY H.H. VAN LOAN

Drama of Shattered Souls
Reborn upon the Sea

Mitfhty

A ROBERT THORN BY PRODUCTION

— ——

THE

DAILY
-Z&>*,
Mayer Buys "Climbing" for Stahl
Repp West Coast Agent
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles E. E. Repp is the
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer has
purchased "Climbing," now enjoying new West coast representative for the
John M. Stahl Bristol Photoplay Studios of New
its premiere in stock.

1,

1923

—

—

York.

will direct.

If

it

is

Show Einstein Film Saturday
Hugo Riesenfeld will give a special

Metro Field Changes
Changes in the personnel of the
Metro field force place C. R. Osborn
as Cincinnati manager, replacing Arthur Lamb, resigned; S. A. Maclntyre in Omaha; and J. J. Burke in

Saturday morning at
number of educators

Atlanta.

will attend.

of

Relativity"

"The Einstein Theory
film

it

in

at

Rivoli

the

of

on

A

o'clock.
and scientists

11

POSITIVE FILM
Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,

with every step of gradation in between,
Eastman Positive Film reproduces it all and
carries the quality of the negative through
to the screen.

Love and Adventure Story With Generations
Back

get

will

EASTMAN

—

—

showing

you

in the negative,

the print, on

Talk of Coast Booking Office
Norma's Next a Costume Play
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles There is considerable
Los Angeles Norma Talmadge's
next production will be "Ashes of discussion here relative to the advisVengeance" a costume play laid in ability of launching a central booking
the time of Charles the Ninth of Eng- office from which recognized producers can at all times draw talent.
land.

A

Thursday, February

Eastman Film, both regular and

of Publicity

now

of the Title

out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

"LOVE'S OLD SWEET SONG"
A Lund

Production with an

all-star cast

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
NORCA PICTURES,

Inc.

ROCHESTER,

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

N. Y.

TRADE REVIEWERS ALL PRAISE
"FLAMES OF PASSION"
"Out

of the ordinary run of pictures of its
' There is not
a reel that does not
unfold some sort of thrilling escapade. * * *
At all times entertaining and particularly
melodramatic. * * * Furnishes delightful and
worthwhile entertainment. * * * Realistic and
elaborate in thrill presentations."

kind. *

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
.

"Truly in keeping with its rugged and picturesque atmosphere is this plot which releases a compact amount of physical action,
the kind of action which keeps one at strict
attention. * * * Embellished with rugged
scenery with the thrills coming thick and fast.
* * * A picture of stirring action entirely
consistent with its theme and therefore convincing."

"There

THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS

always an open market for this
type of offering and with a story that provides some good live action.
'Flames of
Passion' stands a very good chance of beis

"There's an honest-to-goodness forest fire
Not only are the
of Passion.'
flames under good headway in the brush,
but they wrap around the trunks of great
trees.
The wonder is when and how they
got it. It is easy to believe the heat put out
*
of business a couple of camera lenses. * *
* * *"

in 'Flames

coming a satisfying box office attraction.
* * * Those who like fist fights in their action will have a good one coming to them in
the battle between hero and villain, fought
on the logs of the river."

FILM DAILY

The

setting is perfect for the story.

Independent Pictures Corporation offers to State Rights Buyers a steady,
supply of dependable product distributed on a straight-from-theshoulder basis: a fair, definite price on satisfactory and equitable terms.

reliable

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
JESSE

1540 Broadway

J.

GOLDBURG,

President

New York, N. Y
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Valentino to Dance

Stock

Will Appear in Detroit on Sunday

Expected to Offer From $1,000,000
to $1,500,000 to Public to Bolster
Up Business

The Ascher Theater
concentrates

(Special to

Corp., which

theater

its

Interesting Developments
Possible

activities

Rodolph

Chicago, has opened
Wall
St., from where
offices at 49
is
being
campaign
selling
a stock
essentially

conducted.

It

understood

Cochrane Leaves
left for Universal
Cochrane
R. H.

While

in Three Days
snow on Sunday

Capitol played
"Robin Hood"
On Monday the total
to $11,500.
reached $7 104.52. a new Monday
record. The receipts for Tuesday

were $7,134, making a total of $25,738.52 for three days.

New York

By Clem Deneker
Manager The Deneker Circuit
Since

I

writ

some shows.
ain't

glad

I

you

last,

I

Maybe you
ain't

I

been to
think

I

got the opposition

New York

think the

T
only gave one show, thoueh.
stuck after the first show and the
That's
lights was turned out on me.
bad management because the streets

was crowded when T went out. I
reads in
I
had a bad experience.
cHcken
there's
a
where
papers
the
show at Madison square garden, and
went there, but it was only barn
wasted a whole
T
yard chickens.

cab-

or

his

When Famous

Players was asked
statement with regard to the

a

for

it was stated that "there was
no comment to be made."
Those interested in the Valentino

report

litigation,

say

some

interesting

de-

velopments may result from the engagement, in view of the injunction

now

operative against Valentino.
(Continued on
Page 2)

Lasky Due Tomorrow
had been a nice, quiet little town before the smooth talking fake oil
promoter hit it. He turned it upside down until Jim and Zannon took
a hand in the game and spoiled all the plans of the crooks. "DOLLAR

Jesse L. Lasky is due in
from the coast tomorrow.

It

DEVILS"—

a Victor Schertzinger production is the type of picture that
evenings" entertainment in a»n
builds theatre prestige a guaranteed
Reality.
Hodkinson Picture. Advt.

—

S

Copyright Ruling
Injunction Twice

Thrown Out
Favor

An

Wen

By Goldwy

of Circuit

of

important

Court

in

Howells Sales
decision,

?ose' better

than

'When

involvin

and litigatio thful statement
alleging infringement under the exist
n™ copyright laws, was handed down'
iy the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap
peals for the Second District (New
York), on Tuesday, in connection
with the suit brought by Goldwyn
against
Howells Sales Co., Inc.,
nvolving
"Vendetta"
and
"Mr.
Barnes of New York."
The circuit court by its opinion
reversed the two injunctions obtained through the lower Federal
Court on behalf of Goldwyn.
The
opinion would seem to convey that
the mere fact that a motion picture
producer has purchasedV the film

and

?al

rights to a piece of literary -.material
does not of necessity permit^im to

_

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Box

New York

Fox Buys "The Fool"
The Fox offices are expected

to

shortly announce the purchase.of the
rights to "The
Fool."
The
wyn
office denied any deal had
Knightr!
n closed "yet."
,

of 'Old Time Melodies,' as per I
If the weather had t
a real hit.
ney in advertising I think we w(

the rights of copyright

suit charging infringement if
briii-'
another picture appears with a somewhat similar story.
Attorneys for
Howells Sales, maintain that the ruling makes it necessary for a producer
I spent Friday night at
afternoon.
to make legal arrangements with the
and
Riesenfeld
Dr
the Rwoli with
owner of the copyright so that in
while he had a good show on. neople
the event a second picture appears
the
in
goinqr
out
and
up
was getting

(Continued on Page 6)

Karl

to locate
attorney, Arthur
Butler Graham yesterday, it is understood that the report is authentic.

Zukor Going With Kent
Zukor, as well as Sydney
R. Kent is sailing for Europe on the
Olympic. They olan to visit most of
the \ European
capitals.
Clarence
proof that Bowoen, former member of the
r Relief Commission will be the
third Vnember.
jdolph

Darewe's

managers is got.
Hippodrome is about as
good a show as there is without moving pictures and it was packed. Thev

these

at

a

was impossible

it

Valentino

at the

Seeing

Majestic,"

beginning Sunday night.

aret,

—A

City yesterday.

the

"New

that

to $1,500,000 will be
offered to the public.
In the company's prospectus, the
prediction is made that there will be
theater?
of
merger
gigantic
a
throughout the United States similar
to the mereer effected in the steel
The formation of the
industry.
Ascher Theater Corp. is given as ?
The followstep in this direction.
ing information is gathered from data
appearing in the prospectus.
The chain consists of 22 theater?
with a seating capacity of 30 675 and
about
totaling
admissions
annual
The properties as ap2(rXrt**80©,
(Continued on Page 2)

Does $25,738

that

and

his
wile,
Valentino, will start

Fischer's

from $1,000,000

Despite

understood

is

Valentino

Winifred Hudnut
a week's dancing engagement

in

is

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit— It

cquires Control
M. Schenck Buys Majority
Studio— Mike
Levee Remains
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck
becomes principal owner of the Uni-

Joseph,

Interest in United

—

|

|

Offic

ted Studios
yesterday.
The deal

by virtue

is said to involve $1,500,000. The propertv is said to be valued
at $2,500,000.
Mike C. Levee, presi-

dent of the corporation, is associated
with Schenck in acquiring the controlling interest.

Sign Uniform Contract

of a deal closed

Today

At 2:30 this afternoon, officials of
the T. O. C. C. and the M. P. T. O.
of New York will meet in Will Hays'
office to affix their signatures to the
uniform contract. The officers of the
O'Reilly group together with their
two up-state lawyers will be in town
for the occasion.

He

will

remain as

president and general manager, while
Schenck will become chairman of the
board of directors.

Nick Schenck could not be reached
statement
for
a
Feist admitted he

yesterday.

report but had not received
firmation.

Felix

had heard of the

)

.
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after deducting $527,205.75 for depreciation.
The consolidated balance sheet upon completion of the
present financing places total assets
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President
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15,

obvious," reads the prospectus
those who participate in the
present financing will share in the
large profits resulting from a material
expansion of the present chain and
the merging of this corporation with
other large chains into one great cor"It

is

Page

1923

Stolen Sweets

1)

reported along Broadway that
the Keith offices were interested in
securing Valentino to dance, but that
it
was decided in view of the injunction, not to attempt to book
him, although $6,000 a week was set
It

is

A

leading exchangeman of
the middle- west says: "I believe The Film Daily is stolen
more than any other paper in
the business."

at the figure for his services.

Hasn't Signed Vaudeville Contract

"that

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign

from

(Continued

I

by Coats
and Burchard Co., of Chicago, were
valued at $6,473,205.75 sound values
April

2,

Valentino to Dance

Stock

Page

(Continued from

Friday, February

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Fred

L. Cornwell, ownDelmonte has received a
telegram from Rodolph Valentino in
St.

er

Louis
the

of

"Bohemian

Cameo

Girl" at

'The Bohemian Girl" will have its
first showing in this country at the
Cameo on Sunday.

which he denies signing a contract to
in vaudeville.
His wire read
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, poration, when same is consum- that if
could
he
appear
in theaters, he
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Small studio suitable for fashion, test
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman, mated."
would appear first at the Delmonte, or experimental work, also cartoon
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
Apparently referring to the Gold- true to his promise.
stand by the hour, week or month
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S. wyn interest in the company, the
ERNEST STERN
Wabash Ave.
prospectus says that "a group of the
Exhibitors Attend Beefsteak
203 West 40th St., N. Y. C,
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- best banking, theater and motion picThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
The T. O. C. C. held a beefsteak
Telephone Penn. 2373-74
ture brains in the United States" has
Ave., London, W. 1.
dinner
at Healy's last night.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de invested $1,100,000 in the company.
Clichy.
The campaign is being conducted
European Representative InternaCentral
Newman in Town
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- along dignified lines. Invitations are
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
being sent out according to number
Frank L. Newman, Kansas City,
and by name only.
whose recently reported death has
caused him much annoyance, is in
Quotations
town, accompanied by Milton Feld,
The
business
slump
of
1922
hit
the
High
Low Close
Sales
Ascher circuit as it did practically general manager of his theaters.
FOR PRODUCTIONS OF MERIT
East. Kod. 95^ 95^
600
95^
$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.
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18^

18^
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Loew's
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84^
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every other large string of theaters
in the country.
Since that time, it
is understood the financial affairs of
the company have taken a turn for
the better and, at the moment, the
finances are said to be in favorable

1,000
100

'5%
800
Not quoted
800
18^
Not quoted
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Triangle

World

condition.

Bobby Dunn

make

will

of 13 comedies for

Marion Davies'
Eva" opens at the

a

new

latest,

Rivoli, Feb. 11

of pictures

of its

INDEP

does not
escapade. * * *

a reel that
.ling

of Luxury,

PIC

the second
and p art i cul a rly
of the Glenn Hunter, Film Guild,f
shes delightful and
series will be released Feb. 4 by Hod-. * * *
Realistic and
'

Louis

— C.

C. Pettijohn, general

counsel of the Will Hays' organization, addressed a gathering of the
League of Women Voters on censorship while here.

r

1

-4

h ? story

<;n™ Bride.
r,m, "
Snow

^iction.

.

t

*„..

r

authorized a denial of the statement
that Lloyd has made releasing arrangements to take effect on the expiration of his contract with Pathe.
Hal Roach also denied the report last
week.

Otto Brower is here from the Coast
to be assistant to Irvin Willat who
will make "Fog Bound" with Dorothy
Dalton at the Long Island studio.

251
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AVE.

Craftsmen Film Lab.

of

good chance of be"Youf office attraction.
Kirk
fights in their ac-

wood and Doris Kenyon and will
gin shortly on "Oh Ye Fools."

729 SEVENTH

William R. Fraser, secretary and
general manager of the Harold Lloyd
Corp., who is now in New York, has

DING COMPANY

a

Flames

RENOWN

PR.

«-v.; c

them

better we like

Doubly Denied

nations."

Alice Brady and company withT URE WORLD
Henry Kolker, director have returned
_«_i,
°
from the North where they filmed forE" ™" ket u
n™
that pro-

Edgar Lewis has finished
Are Guilty" starring James

Louis

St.
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_

"FLAMES O

in

Skipper."

"TV,'The

St.

Eeb_ll.

_w.fp.ks_ bpcTUiainp-

, 4"'r°

The new Francis Ford serial for
Arrow will be called "The Fighting

-

O.

"Driven" at Criterion
"Driven" goes into the Criterion for

"Adam and

signed Ruth Dwyer. She
will leave for the coast studio shortly.

kinson

B.

Arrow.

Fox has

The Lap

F.

(Special to

they come --

ir
'

Pettijohn in

to Detroit

of the
leaves today for Detroit.

series

NEW VORKCITy ESTATE
^NORTHERN NEWJERSEY
for

phia.

Berman
Harry Berman

Cuts and Flashes

Visitors

State right buyers in town yesterday included William D. Shapiro.
Franklin Film of Boston and Tony
Luchese, De Luxe Films, Philadel-
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Announces the closing
giving

it

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

'Phone Chelsea
8284

Over two million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
requirements.
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Facts and Figures
Published by permission of Jacob
Associated

National

First

operator of several

On

fine

a full week's tryout at the

Franchise
theatres

in

holder

New

—

'
'

"Lorna

When Knighthood Was

and "Quincy Adams Sawyer"

in

Jersey

Flower,

'

'

J.,

a comparison

as

Doone" by
Beat "The Bond Boy" by
Beat "Rags to Riches" by
Opposition

and

Garden Theatre, Paterson, N.

taking some pictures played recently

Beat

Fabian

$328.00

at The

428.00
28.00
Regent, one block away,

at a nearby house.

Mr. Fabian states:
"Usually on week stands in this theatre business drops on Thursdays and
Fridays. On 'Mighty Lak a Rose' business grew every day, Saturday be-

ing the biggest for eight months.

"We

had stormy weather

week. We increased our
newspapers, and on 10,000 dodgers and

for practically the entire

advertising by $175, spending
200 window cards.

it

in

"Our patrons enjoyed 'Mighty Lak a Rose' better than 'When Knighthood
The music, composed of 'Old Time Melodies,' as per First
in Flower.'
National cue sheet on this picture, made a real hit. If the weather had been
fine and we had spent a little more money in advertising I think we would

Was

have broken

all

The above

records for the house."
is

a conservative, truthful statement and proof that

Edwin Carewe's

Is
A

symphony

of

life

in the

Masi, Assistant Director.

national

Office

Bet

high

and low places by Curtis Benton;
Directed by Edwin Carewe; Sol
Polito,
cameraman; John D.
Schulte,
Art Director; Philip
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EMILE COUE

I

The most

e

p^

Co^

man

in the

world

PERSONALLY

^

C.o»

talked- of

Appearing on the screen with his simple message
which has taken the country by storm.

"THE MESSAGE OF

::
i

EMILE COUE"

0^5?^

d

i

His only authorized motion picture

BACKED BY MILLIONS OF DOLLARS'

WORTH OF
will soon
release as

be ready for
an

PUBLICITY
^_
Q J
/2j. ^fal/UlA^

^
^d^

..'

M

SPECIAL

Everybody is reading about Coue
Everybody is waiting for this picture

It will

OS
iStf
•nv.

e

J

Box

be the Greatest Short Subject

Office Attraction ever offered

Produced by Motion Picture Arts,

Inc.

Directed by John L. McCutcheon

"He has

probably received more publicity of late than
Cinema stars has ever had."

the greatest of

—New York Morning Telegraph

wager this two-reeler will do more to support the
R. O. business than the feature photoplay (a five or six
reeler) which will be altered on the same program.'
W. WardMarsi. in he Cleveland Plain Dealer

"I'll

S.
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:
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B«w York City, January 26th 192S

Mr. B.W. Hammons
Pres. Educational Film Exchanges
370 Seventh Avenue
Dew York City

My Dear Mr. Hamnone;

When I learned, after my arrival In America,
of the great extent and Influence of your cinema, reaching millions
day,
1 thought to myself that It would be moat
of your people every
wonderful thing if the screen could one day be employed to help ma
spread the message I am trying to carry to all mankind.

<o

It was never my desire or intention to consent to appear In any picture which would be based upon fiction, but
when Ur. Elmore Leff lngwell who has directed my publicity, told me
that you would be willing to take to the people a two-reel educational
picture, which would actually impart my message and explain my work,
1 was Immediately impressed thst it was my duty to taks advantage of
euch an opportunity,
I am aware of your exteneive distribution facilities, end I thank you for the fine co-operation you have given In
making arrangements to show the picture, "The Message of Emlle Ooue*,
which I einoerely hope will entertain your millions of patrons while
etill benefiting them by ehowlng how self-mastery, through oonscioue
auto-suggestion, can help every man, woman and child - everywhere.
,

«'Day

by

The proceeds of this motion ploture, Mr. Hammons,
will go to establish a frse clinic, or more properly speaking, institute, near my home in Kanoy, 7rance, where I have great difficulty
It must be understood
now in handling the crowds that come to see me.
right now that I am not personally to be the beneficiary of whatever
The free institute
this pioture earns; not one cent will come to me.
so badly needed in my home town, will serve thousands of people in
quest of help, and if you are to assist in making that a possibility,
it ought to afford you much satisfaction.
Aooept my einosre thanks, please, for the great
kindness and consideration you have shown my message. You understand
and seem to sympathize with me in what I am trying to do, and for the
sake of the cause - the epreading of the message, I wish greatest
8UC068B to the picture in which I appear, trying to explain from the
screen to millions I cannot otherwise reach. Just what I am explaining
from the lecture platform wherever I go.
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Seeing

(.Continued from Page 1)
of the feature, which is very
had.
It means that people don't like
the picture, or that they arc going
to make a train.
So I suggested to
the Doctor that he ought to have
a train caller in the lobby who would
keep the people posted when trains
leave so they would he able to Stay

Myths

(Continued

"The great

remain

I

gave Dr. Reisenfeld a couple of
good suggestions about how to advertise.
I said to him to get a Ford
or an automobile, and to put banners
on the side saying the name of the
s''ow and when it comes to the Rivoli.
and run it all over town and then
people would talk and he could do
I

nrbusiness.
I
didn't get
from the suggestion, so I
guess he was too much impressed by
the idea to be able to think up a
answer right awav.

the
of

caption:

Hollywood:

American

people loves its myths and
legends. It has become convinced that Hollywood is a
scene of iniquity, and it will

picture.

think it's a great idea of Mr.
Zukor's to have a Doctor as manager
Then if the pictures makes anyone
sick, why they can get cured right
there in the theater. You know how
many times you have heard peonl n
say "that picture made me sick."
Well, now that's all taken care of.

vnder

"The Fair Name

wanted and see the whole

they

New York Times

Says the
editorially

The

in that conviction."

American public

great

existing idea of
Hollywood only as long as the
editors of' yellow journals, and
the publishers of scandal-mongering sheets insist on printing
the "dirt" to satisfy what in
their opinion is the appetite for
salacious
news among the
people of this country.
will

retain

its

And

the

arises:

Are

grave
question
decent selfrespecting people of America
interested in such news?
the

DANNY.

better

answer

don't think theaters with these
foreign names have got much appeal
I told him that and he agreed with
I

Universal Buys "The Acquittal"
Universal .plans to film "The Acquital."
It is expected that Priscilla
Dean will be starred and that it will
be released next vear.

me, and I told him if he wanted to
change the name to the Elite, which
Schenck Coast Unit Moves
is the name of mine which I origin(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ated, that I wouldn't get mad.
Now
Hollywood Due to lack of space,
about the Rivoli show.
I think his
orchestra is cheating on him, for I Joe Schenck has moved his company
noticed that sometimes the drums from the Metro studio over to United.
wouldn't play, and then the violinist
Australian Theater Deal
would stop for a minute and then
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
the trumbone would stop for a few

—

minutes.
I didn't want to say anything to him, because I didn't like
to see anyone lose their job.
Personally I think New York is overseated at dinner time and underseated
a bedtime.
I
was overseated at
Dandruff and took out two rows.
That's what I think about New York.

Then

posts here like what

my

of
to

need

they

again,
theaters.

am

Saturday.
to last

T

leaving New York next
got enough good shows

me two

months.

Before

I

go

any of the publicity men would

if

to

like

give

me

the circular letters
I get, why I can take them with me
and save them postage. I know they
got them written two years ahead.
I
hoped to meet Will Hays before
went awav, but I guess he is prettv

I

to Build in L. A.?

THE FTLM DATLY)

Los Angeles— It is reported here
that William Fox plans a large theawho ter here. The house has been talked

lost.
I

stockhold-

got in front
There don't seem
I

anywhere for people
drive around, to hitch, while they
see shows and a lot of good customers
Well

Fox

(Special to

hitching

be

is

Z.— The

Wellington. N.

ers of the Wellington Opera House
Co., at a recent meeting, decided to
dissolve the existing company and
form a new organization to acquire a
number of local houses.

hard to get at.
I got my people all
up with him if any trouble
comes.
I
mav go in to producing
on my own hook.
I
got a great

of for

some

time.

John Zanft of the Fox offices said
yesterday it was news to him.
Taxis Attract Attention
A fleet of checkered tax's attracted
attention yesterdav about noon when
they filed down Broadway from 59th
Street to the financial district bearin','
signs advertising the showing of

"Poor Men's Wivef" at the Criterion.
A second group circulated along 5th
Ave mkI in
ar
m.
.

1

1

<

lined

'i

prv
I

to

Baumann Leaves for Coast
Charles O Baumann will arrive in
Los Angeles on Feb. 10.
He will

met Marcus Loew and he's going represent the interests of the Baume to same of his outlying mann Dist. Co. in arranging con-

ta'--c

and 86+h streets.
Will tell you all about it after.
I
a'so saw the Russian players at the
Astor lobby and think they're great.
'-otises

at

59th

Yours Clem.

tracts

been

for

productions

which

have
some time

negotiation for
plans for releasing are to
he completed for the earlv fall.
During his stay in Los Angeles,
he will
stop at the Alexandria.

past.

in

All

ironi

Pijj<

.

1

)

with situations of a similar nature,
he can have redress through the
courts, on a claim of infringement.
The attorneys interpret the decision
to mean that the mere copyrighting
of a completed picture is not sufficient
upon which to base an infringement
suit,
if
the producer bringing the
action has not purchased the copyright or arranged with the owner of
the copyright to assure him protec-

PARTIES WITH CAPITAL

much

for the story

drawing power of Pola
Negri.
Goldwyn, however, claimed
that the company had a right to
copyright the motion picture rights
only, and for that reason could sue,
the

alleging an infringement.

When

the

appeal was made by Howells, the injunction was vacated 'on the ground
that Goldwyn did not own the copyright, and for that reason could not
sue under the copyright law.
Goldwyn then again revived the
action,

this

time,

making John

negatives and sample printi

the

circuit

cetera,

et

to

be

basis,

agreed

upon.

Submit
o n

letter

B-505, c/o

propositions
1

y

,

court

rendered its decision reversing the
second injunction and dismissing the
entire
case
on the ground that
Stephens was not suing as copyright
proprietor, but had merely assigned
his claim to Goldwyn for the purpose
of litigation, and also on the ground
that Goldwyn was not the holder of
the copyright.

addressing;

The Film

Daily.

WARNING
Certain individuals, against whom li
are now being taken, %ave unlawf
possessed thfmselvs of a print of our phij
play, "Dr. Thodore Herzl," duped negatiJ
and are now exploiting the 'film under j
steps

titles

of,

"The Wandering Jew," "The

Dr. Herzl," etc.
of
Both Schild
fa'h~r and son, appear in the play.

—

Film Exchange has secured the East
Missouri and South Illinois rights to

"Hope Diamond Mystery"

Enterprise

will

World's a Stage"

distribute

serial.

"The

in this territory.

;1

Kraj

We

hereby warn everyone in the molj
picture industry that we will proceed to 1
extent of the law against anyone guj
of the abuse of our rights.
Those interest
please apply to
David Celmajster, B'ij
Central Hotel, bet. 10 and 12 A. M.
.

full

CELMAJSTER & zA

MOTION PICTURE ARTS,
Now

In.

Producing Only Authorize
Screen Story With

MONSIEUR EMILE COUE
JOHN L. McCUTCHEON Directin
M. Coue Said to Elmore Leffingwe
Writer, "You Know My Story! Tell
to the World, for the Good It May Dc
Lewis Allen Browne Adapted

It

Schuyler E. Grey,

Production Managi

Brown

Jr.," Photography

James

S.

Distributed by

Educational Film Exchanges,

Werner Gets Serial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis
Sam Werner of United
the

by

F.

Stephens, owner of the copyright of
"Mr. Barnes of New York" a coplaintiff
in
the
action
against
Howells.
The lower court granted
a
second
injunction
and
again
Howells appealed.
In this action,
Howells brought up practically the
same points that came up in the first
action and, in addition, maintained
there was no cause for the suit on
the ground that Stephens, as copyright
proprietor
had assigned all
damages that may accrue to him to

Goldwyn.
On Tuesday

after,

—percentage sharing

licensee.

for

months

six

delivery of two completed'

the exclusive motion picture rights to
"Mr. Barnes of New York," and even
admitting that that story and "Vendetta" were alike, Goldwyn could not
sue to prevent an infringement because the company was not the copyright
proprietor,
but
merely the

"Vendetta," not so

of

within

Moore appeared. Goldwyn obtained
an injunction.
Attorneys for
Howells claimed
that, even though Goldwyn owned

as

guaranteeing reproduction cost

contract

turn

that

The attorneys claim that Howells
were innocent parties in the transaction and that they had purchased

motion picture
bona fide releasing

desire

"Vendetta" was an infringement on "Mr.
Barnes of New York," in which Tom
alleging

make

to

Some time ago David P. Howells
purchased a German picture, "Vendetta," starring Pola Negri.
It was
shown at the Strand in December,
1921.
Goldwyn brought suit in the
court,

Burr is in the Sot
on "Secrets of Par,;

tative for C. C.
relative to deals

tion.

district

19

2,

Scott in the South
Lester F. Scott. Jr., sales repres

Copyright Ruling

rti'ddle

if

Friday, February

ln<

7Ao brAdstreet

9/* FILMDOM
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XXIII

Authority

No. 33

Saturday, February

Says He's "Mr.

1923

3,

Price 5 Cents

X"

Some Features

He Was

FeatSteger

Of Uniform Contract Adopted Yesterday Big Step Towards

Denies It
)arlier in the week, Judge Murray
:he 3rd District Court rendered a
ision
for
Merle Johnson and
inst Iroquois Prod, involving $500
costs for services in connection
h "The Valley of Lost Souls."

Business-Like Procedure
Probably the most business-like

rle

Johnson Claims

Fox Advertising

red in

Iriefs

filed

—

—

move made within

became

industry

to

yesterday

effective

with

signed

Hays

better

a

representatives

of

the

T.

when

O. C. C.

representatives

of

th'

bring intf
effect the existence of a uniform coif

ement that Johnson who is a scenwriter is the "Mr. X" adverti c ed
jnsivelv bv Fox the scenaroist for
Little" Child Shall Lead Them"
"Who Are My Parents." a- the
ure was named for general rei

organization,

to

tract.

Because of its importance, the full
of the uniform contract will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

text

The

Steger of the Fox orthe
yesterdav branded
:ement as a falsehood and stater'
ohatically that although it wa c
Julius

;e.

the

commercial
relationship between buyer and seller,

this suit contain the

in

about

bring

chief feature of this, according
posted film men, is that thf
adoption of the contract is "a ste»
in the right direction."
"The con
tract is too long and undeniably coulr"
be improved," said one of the posted
distributors yesterday, "but it is far
better than anything we have eve'
During the next six month
had.
or year, there is every reason to b'
lieve that the men who framed thv
will get together and improve it.
I<
shows we are getting somewhere ic
a business-like way."
(Continued on Page 3)
to well

lization

that Johnson had been employed
the studio for a short time, no
lg he had done in the way o r
narios had been used by the com
I

-

y-

the Iroquois suit,
Caryl S
stated he understood Johnto be paid by Agnes Egan
)b out of the proceeds accruing
n the picture, but Mrs. Cobb conh'cted that statement.
n

ming
was

.

Williams to Entertain
D. Williams will be a host at
informal dinner to be given at
Ritz-Carlton on Mondav, Feb. 12

"The last Hour," an Edward Sloman production, distributed by C. C.
Burr of Mastodon Films, Inc., has already been booked for first runs in
thirty-two New England theaters.
Those New England exhibitors sure

knew how

Try

to pick the winners.

to

— Advt.

Reorganize

Efforts Under Way to Have C.
Pictures Receivership Taken
Out of the Courts

C.

McLaren and Ritchey Here

V

McLaren, president and H.
Ritchey. general manager of the
P. T. O. of Michigan were in
S.

yesterday

vn

discussing the explan with W. A.

itor distributing

ue

and Sydney

S.

Cohen.

way

to

reorganize

C.

C.

factory Returns
at

P ictures.

Inc., on a basis satisfactory to all of
The matter
the producers involved.
by the end
definitely
may be decided
of next week.
It was reported yesterday t'at had

the

comp.any

Board Luncheon Today
rhe National Board of Review will

certain

luncheon at the
d its annual
ddorf- Astoria tndav. "The Future
the Exceptional Photoplay" will
discussed by Dr. Everett Dean

by the rethere
would
have
ceivership action,
into
the
been no necessitv to go

Nat'l

rtin,
liter

^ant,

Rex

Ingram.

Eaton.

Pritcharrl

James

J.

Nazimova,
Charles

Walker and others

Pathe Issues Denial
iSernbard Benson, Vice President
Pathe. and a partner in the firm of

Lynch &

characterized
published c tatement in the current
te of "Variety" to the effect that
possible change of ownership of
Pathe organization was in prost" as entirely unfounded and abrrill.

itely

contrar}'

Co.,

to

fact.

interests

in

al-

the business to carry on with-

lowed

out precipitating matters

courts.

Tt

was

al^o

reported

that

appointment of the r-ncillary receiver,
Nathaniel Corwin. mry be contested
by certain of the ere Htors on the
ground that he was a former employee of H. C. Cornelius.
T'-c petition in bankruptcy was
filed

tures

in
is

Theaters Playing to

English

Efforts are understood to be under

Jersey City since C. C. Pica New Jersey corporation.

By

fSoecial to

London
is

in

Satis-

Houses

Premium

ERNEST W. FREDMAN
P.

— Generally

verj

News,

Lmdon

THE FILM DATEY)
speakin?, busi-

satisfactory with English

There

dition

to

the

list

is

Wm.

Brandt's many
friends have been urging him to be-

Landau.

Since then

still

of

—

weeks.

"The

manner at least for the present.
Apocalypse" finished a successful run
at the Palace on the 31st, and was
followed
"The
immediately
by
Prisoner of Zenda."
Uniform Contract
on

Pa.w

2)

The complete

"Othello"

Charles C. Burr intends filming "So
This is Othello" on the coast. Robert Edeson will be starred.

Billy Brandt, active worker of the
T. O. C. C. and formerly president
of that organization, said yesterday
that he would be a candidate for the
presidency in the forthcoming election to be held about the end of
February
Brandt was president for
several years; and met his surprising
defeat last p eb. at the hands of

another adcome a candidate.
prominent west
Release O^ Arbuckle Comedies
end theaters that have gone over to
(Special to THE FILM DATEY1
the kinema.
Hollywood Tt is understood that
The F.mpjre. in Leicester Square,
no definite release has as yet been
has opened with Stuart Blackton's
determined for the comedies being
"The Virgin Queen," directed by Arbuckle for Reel Comproduction
which features Lady Diana Manners edies. Tt is said, however, that one
This will be of the leadinq distributors of short
and Carlyle B.lackwell
in New York, will eventually
followed after a two weeks' run by subjects
Norma Talmadee in "The Internal secure this product, and that when
that Arbuckle
Flame," which is hooked for four the release is made,
Four Horsemen of the may not annear in a very conspicuous
kinemas.

(Continued

Edeson

— London

The Film Renter and M.

ness

Brandt a Candidate

Good

Business

Powers Returning

to Coast

I'
V Powers, of F. B.
on Monday for the Coast.

O.,

leaves

text of the uni-

form contract will be found on
pages 3 and 4, this issue.
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In the Courts
A

default

judgment

been filed in the City Court by the
Ritchey Lithographing Corp., in a
Vol XXIII

33

No.

"i>3

Saturday, Feb. 3

Price 5 Cents

against the Herz Film Co., for
posters furnished for "Shame."
suit

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks.

West 44th

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS, INC.
loseph

T.

W.

St.,

and

has

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second class matter May 21, 1918,
%t the post office at New York. N. Y., under
ager;

A.

J.

act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10 00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3 00.
the

tlS.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

^ddress

all

communications

THE FILM

to

New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood. California Harvey E. Gausman,
DAILY.

West

71-73

N. Y.

Supreme Court

44th

Justice

discontinued

suit

a

Giegerich
of Ernest

Shipman against the Renco Film

Co.,

because the case has been settled.

An

been

filed
in the
discontinuing the
suit of Kin Hubbard against Universal, brought in 1920, because the
case has been settled.

order has
Court

Supreme

Page

1

is

west end theater. "Climbing Mount
Everest" and "Shackleton's Quest to
the Pole," are also doing very well.

default

—

—

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

1.

— Le

Clichy.
Central
tionale
vakia V

European

42

Film,

Representative

Rue de

— Interna-

(Czechoslo-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
.

do pfd.

G'wyn

.

.

...

975/g

86
96

6%

96
843^
96

Close

97 V&
86
96

6^

6

Loew's

..

18^4

18^

18%

Due

in

World

Dover,

Del.-

— Associated

Inc., capital $500,000.

Authors.

Wilmington.

—

Dover, Del. Hilltop Amus
Wilmington, capital $300,000.

Co.

in

enlarged

its

Sam Shurman

—

of

Rebuke Hays
The board of directors of the New
York State Federation of Women's
Clubs has passed a resolution rebuking Will H. Hays for permitting

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— "The Drivin' Fool"
has been completed after two months
of camera work all over the West.
The picture is now being titled by
Walter Anthony.
Wally Van is

featured.

Bedding

in Philadelphia

SALESMEN WANTED
l

Something new for exhibitors.
Can make $10 to $30 daily.
Good side line. Address K-3.

of

Y. City Federation of Women's Clubs yesterday passed resolutions condemning efforts to repeal
th estate censorship law.
The meet-

was

at the

are

the

Programs

without

short subjects.

Hotel Astor.

Brooklyn Strand Aiding Charity
A percentage of receipts from tickets sold by representatives of the
Brooklyn Home for the Aged to
"Omar the Tentmaker" at the Brookinto the benefit

WANTED

Stereoscopic Motion Picture Camera.
Must have two lenses, 2$/% inches
apart.
Spot Cash. Give full infor-

mation

fi

st letter.

Box B-329 c/o Film

Daily.

is

as foolish as

the other. The "Short
Stuff"

number,

February

out

18, will

con-

tain innumerable sug-

gestions of real value

not only to the pro-

ducer and distributor
of this material, but

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

W. 42nd

St.

live,

wide

awake

Announces the closing
giving

it

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two

million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and posiare now made available for your

showmen

much

will

find

of advantage in

tive,

requirements.

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985

the various articles to

be contained in this

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

issue.

FARINA & OGLE
Title

Photographers

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

An

NEGATIVE

TITLES

Photographic
Journal of America. The Camera,
and the Bulletin of Photography.
lications

buttons.

for Censorship

women, members

THE FILM DAILY)
— Thomas Bedding, POSITIVE
formerly editor of many film pub- Inch CARDS
lications, has been appointed to an
15 CENTS PER FOOT
editorial position in the Chambers
Hour Service if necessary
24
publishing house, some of whose pub(Special to

Philadelphia

without

Clothes

N.

of a series of productions to be disPicture
tributed
by
Independent

"Drivin' Fool" Finished

1

Women
2,000

—

Paradise"

(QdiMxztlo-naJ. (J-LctuAjL^

Club

Goldburg on Coast
ly Strand, is being put
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jesse J. Goldburg is fund for the home.
here casting what is to be the first

—

€

ter.

One
Milhas

Roscoe Arbiickle to re-enter proFilm
duction.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eugenie Feiner is the
St. Louis
Seeling and Brittain Here
winner of the motion picture opporCharles R. Seeling and Frank L.
tunity contest conducted by Rural Brittain
of
Seeling-Brittain
Prod.,
Weekly. She will leave for Holly- Los Anq-eles are in town arranging
wood shortly to appear in "The Isle distribution on a new series of "Big
of Paradise" which E. H. Griffith will Boy" Williams pictures. The present
Eugene O'Brien, it is report- group is handled through Aywon.
direct.
ed, will play the male lead.
"Isle

Bread without but-

THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee

Corp.

Del.
Penn. Film Service
Corp., Pittsburgh.
Capital $50,000.
Incorporators, E. A. Wheeler, E.
Teplitz.

Dover,

—

ing

Shurman
Goldwyn has

been named resident manager.

Incorporations

(Special to

Boston The
Police
Dept.
has
issued an order compelling all theater
owners to keep their roofs clear of
ice and snow.

the

The Coogans will not arrive in
town today as expected, but will get
200 in from the coast on Tuesday.

Not quoted
Not quoted waukee branch.

Triangle

Tuesday

100

200

Stuff

Roofs Must Be Kept Cleared

About

1,600
3,000

Not quoted

Griffith

In the suit of Housman Comedies
to recover for breach of a contract
for
"The Snitching Hour" from
Chaplin Classics, Inc., successor to
the Clark-Cornelius Corp., a default
judgment for $19,035 has been filed
in the Supreme Court.

Sales

Short

Goldman Resigns

judgment for $2,723 has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone. Hollywood been filed in the Supreme Court by
Kansas
City, Mo.
L. E. Goldman
1603
Adam Kessel, Jr., against George F. has sent in his resignation as secreChicago Representative — Irving Mack, 802 S.
Hummel on a note payable at 1476 tary of the Missouri M. P. T. O.
Wahash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- Broadway.

—

1923

)

doubtful if any picture has
ever played
to
such phenomenal
audiences as "The Four Horsemen,"
and it is now being taken off in the
heyday of its success because Sir
William Jury is under contract to
show two more pictures at the Palace
during his tenancy. "Robin Hood,"
at the London Pavilion, is playing
to packed houses, and many other
are
productions
being
held
up
through being unable to secure a
It

3,

Good

(Continued from

St.,

A

Saturday, February

Business

for $1,980 has

1

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 0965

unusual "buy"

for the producer and
distributor
stuff.

of

short

.

urday, February

3,

—.

1923
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Some Features

UNIFORM EXHIBITION CONTRACT

ntinued from Page

WtheNews
No.

WING

UP

ir.

— Interesting

storm

TROOPS
tries

from

news

igo,

Canada,

Macon, Ga., Jersey

Street

City

GER-

IN

a

new one

at

Constantinople,
City,

of

That in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained and
the payment on account herein provided for, the parties hereto agree

as follows:

The

First:

accepts

Distributor hereby grants to the Exhibitor, and the latter

a license under copyright,

subject to

hereinafter stated, to exhibit, during the year
19

:oday
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Harris is vacationing here
continuing her Orpheum tour.

heodore Roberts will start on a
ieville tour Feb. 11.

MacDonald has

fully

re-

from a long siege of

ill-

ames Corrigan has replaced Matt

Show-

agher in the cast of "April

above-named theater

(or
)

number

of successive days hereinafter specified.
The Exhibitor aerees to pay for such license as to each
of such photoplays the sums hereinafter specified, at least three (3) days in
advance of the date of shipment from the Distributor's exchange or the last
previous Exhibitor of the positive print of such photoplay in time for exhibition in the Exhibitor's theater on the first exhibition date of such photoSuch
play, hereinafter set forth or determined as hereinafter provided.
license shall be specifically for the exhibition of such photoplays at said
theater on said exhibition dates and for no other purpose.
at the

Mildred

Wallace
erated

each of the copyrighted photoplays hereinafter designated as more

copyrighted photoplays starring

Cecil Holland and
ollywood
mond Cannon, star and director
ectively have been loaned by ProProd, to the Fred Caldwell for
ighthood in Hollywood."

to

,

the terms and conditions

commencing

particularly described and identified in the schedule herein contained

Coast Brevities

r

State

WITNESSETH:

etc.

tST WITH THE FIRST PAGE NEWS

(Special to

,

Theater, No.

(hereinafter called "the Exhibitor"), party of the second part,

Ga.

ita,

(hereinafter called

and

an exhibitor operating the

sidelights.

Rowe

Bonnie

devil

first part,

only, for the

If any of the said photonlavs shall be released by the Distributor after
the period above specified, the Distributor shall be obliged to deliver such
photoplays to the Exhibitor hereunder as though released within said
period; and the Exhibitor agrees to accept, pay for and exhibit them at
such later period pursuant to the terms hereof.

Second
The Exhibitor agrees to return each positive print received by the Exhibitor
hereunder, with any anpurtenances furnished for temporary use, to the exchange of the
Distributor from which the Exhibitnr is served (herein termed "the Distributor's exchange"), or as otherwise directed by the Distributor, immediately after the last
exhibition of such positive "print permitted hereunder, in the same condition as when
received by the Exhibitor, reasonable wear and tear due to the proper use thereof
excepted.
The Exhibitor agrees to pav all costs of transportation of such positive
prints and appurtenances from the Distributor's exchange or the last previous exhibitor
of any such positive print (as the case may be) and back to the Distributor's exchange;
or if directed by the Distributor, to ship positive prints elsewhere than to the Distributor's exchange transportation charges collect.
It is understood that the delivery
of a positive print properly directed and packed in the container furnished by the Distributor therefor, to a carrier designated or used by the Distributor, and proper receipt
therefor obtained by the Exhibitor, shall constitute the return of such positive print
by the Exhibitor.

1)

features of the contract
is that exhibitors are prevented from
negotiating with two distributors at
the same time, setting up one against
the other, and in a like manner, the
distributor is barred from using the
same tactics on an exhibitor. One
of the most important phases of the
contract is the provision made for
actual play dates, Par. 8 providing
for this in a very broad manner.

\inonv

a corporation

,

blown

is

day of

in triplicate this

"the Distributor"), party of the

WITH TRAIN AND PLANE—

ILLS

r

A

FRENCH

H

WARSHIP— British

that ran ashore in a
Scotch coast.

lip

1Y

11

19

Agreement, made
between

tin

Another very important section of
the contract (Par. 19) provides for
the settlement of difficulties through
There was
a Board of Arbitration.
some discussion over this clause and
it was decided to eliminate that portion which apparently indicated tba<
the Film Boards of Trade had the
right to decide the number of members on the arbitration board. The
discussion over various clauses lasted
until about six o'clock when the T. O.
C. C. and the M. P. T. O. of Nev
York both signified their readiness to
There was no
ratify the contract.
representative of the National M. P.
T. O. present.
Senator James J. Walker was there.
said that next month he would
sever all official connections with the
industry as counsel for the exhibitor
Charles L. O'Reilly
organizations.
said he would not run for the state
presidency again.

He

:

Grey Terry, Cyril Chadwick
Gertrude Bennett are in the cast

(Contirued on

Ithel

Special Aids

tion

aids,

nine feet

cloth banners,
thirty inches, red brown

including

by

on white with the trade mark
Rotogravure one sheets,
blue;
with pictures of stars, sildes in five
colors and one, two and four column

letters
in

anniversary

Page 4)

For Anniversary Week

For First National Week, the company has issued an array o' exploita-

week

cuts.

'Brass."

Mason will be the "stunt" man
Bob Horner production, "The
Inight Hummer."
lud
the

May

)oris
has
rincipal role in

Halperin

been signed

Ask Herb Rothchildi^He Knows
fZZL-rti

to play

"Tea With a Kick"

"THE HERO"

Productions.

Ivelyn Kenyon will write the storfor the series to be produced by

A

Woman's Home Companion.
Vork on Douglas' MacLean's
oing Up," has been started.
Doug's

first

latest,

This

independent.

Hobart Bosworth has finished the
itinuity
i

will

of

"The

Gasnier Production

Skipper,"
on the pro-

Has been booked by him
he believes

for the Granada, San Francisco, because

it is

Silent

soon start work

:tion.

limmy Adams, recently appearing

A GREAT BOX

Educational comedies, has been
ned by Julius Stern to co-direct,
y and write for Century Comedies.

rhrough Charles Walton. Alfred
int,
Percy Carr, Charles Kent
d Grace Griswold have been signed
appear in "The Ragged Edge," to
made by Distinctive, with Harmon
eight directing.

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

This progressive

showman knows what he's

doing.

Distributed by

ProliULti by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
PPS<lnjlt*rj"-Prn

OFFICE ATTRACTION

JC-Bflfhmann-rfT*t

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
i650BnoAnwAy( Sf^JNEW YORK CTTV

1

!;

:

THE

c@?k

DAILV

Saturday, February

3,

1923

Complete Text of Uniform Contract
In all newspaper advertising and publicity relating to said photoplays, the
Exhibitor shall adhere to the form of announcement contained in the advertising matter
furnished by the Distributor.
The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor, upon demand, any
Thirteenth
Government tax imposed or based upon the sums payable under this contract.
If
this contract calls' for payments computed upon the Exhibitor's
Fourteenth:
gross receipts, the Exh bitor shall furnish to the Distributor daily a correct itemized
statement of the gross receipts of said theatre for admission thereto upon the play
dates of said photoplays, upon forms supplied by the Distributor should the latter
and the Distributor shall have access at all reasonable times for the purso demand
pose of inspection to the box office and to all books and records relating to the Exhibitor's box office receipts during the period of exhibition of said photoplays.
The Exhibitor shall charge an actual minimum admission fee of
Fifteenth
cents at said theatre on the dates when said photoplays shall be
Picture."

(Continued from Page 3)
Third
The Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor the sum of six cents (6c) for
lineal foot of any positive print lost, stolen or destroyed or iniured in any wav
the interval between the delivery thereof to the Exhibitor and the return thereof
by the Exhibitor in full settlement of all claims for such loss, theft, destruction or
injury.
Such payment, however, shall not transfer title to or anv interest in such
positive prints to the Exhibitor or any other party, nor release the Exhibitor from
liability arising on' of any other breach of this agreement.
The Distributor shall repay
or credit to the Exhibitor any sums paid by the latter for lost or stolen prints unon
their return to the Distributor within thirty (30) days after the date when the same
should have been returned hereunder.
The Exhibitor shall immediately notify the Distributor's exchange bv telegram of the loss, theft, destruction or iniury of any positive
print.
Tf anv print shall be received from the Exhibitor by the Distributor or any subseauent exhibitor in a damaged or partially destroved condition it shall be deemed to
have been so damaged or destroyed bv the Exhibitor unless the latter, on the day of
receipt of such print, shall have wired the Distributor's exchange that such print was
received by him in a damaged or partially destroyed condition and setting forth fully
the nature of such damage and the amount of footage so damaged or destroyed.
:

each
'ii

:

;

:

exhibited thereat.
All advertising matter used by the Exhibitor in connection with the
Sixteenth:
exhibition of said photoplays must be leased from or through the Distributor and must
not be sold, leased or given away by the Exhibitor.
Seventeenth
The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor, upon execution hereof,
the sum of
dollars ($
) as payment on account of the
:

Fourth: The Exhibitor agrees to exhibit said photoplays only at the theatre above
'"ecifierl on the date or dates above set forth or determined as hereinafter provided.
yhe Exhibitor will not allow any positive nrint to leave the Exhibitor's possession
.>,,.,.,,,
the
per nr specified for the exhibition thereof by the Exhibitor, and will not
"hibit or permit the exhibition of any such positive print at any other time or place
j

fan

|

those herein

or determined

specified

as

herein

provided.

^' le Distributor agrees to deliver to a common carrier or other agent of
E .
H
Exhibitor a positive print of each of the above photoplays in time for exhibition
the Exhibitor's theatre on the dates above specified or determined as hereinafter proed. but the Distributor shall not be Table for any faliure or delay in makinq- deliveries
•dting from the elements, accidents, strikes, fires, court orders, censor rulines. delavs
any common carrier, failure of the Producers of anv of such photoplays to make
-lelu-er them to the Distributor, or of nnv
of the above-named stars or other pernors to appear therein in time for deh'very as above provided, or the failure or
d t of anv prior exhibitor in returning
anv positive print to the Distributor, or for".1 ""le '! tn a subseouent exhibitor, or bv reason of any cause not within the
control
the n,str-butor whether of a similar or anv other nature.
It is understood
how«"e- that the nesrlect or default of the Distributor's emolovees hereunder
shall not
he deemed a cause beyond the Distributor's control.
'.

Sixth:
During the life of this agreement the Distributor agrees not to authorize
or i,eer, S e the exhiM.nn of anv of th» photoplays
above specified in violation of any
protection or
run
clause contained in tlr's contract.

Seventh
Tn
a"v nhotoplavs in

thi

:

event of default by the Exhibitor in exhibiting or paving for
ordance with the Provisions hereof or if the Exhibitor shall exhibit
f
nrv
f
sa ;d photoplays at antime or place other than

o- permit the exhibition
'hose above specified, the

Distributor

ma-

at

its

option

'

terminate

th,s

dehverv of additional nhotoplavs hereunder until such defaults shall
cease
r
led ei
;- :™«
f * election of either of said remedies shall be without nreiudice
tr
,o ,„
*n
her of * le r '" hts or remedies of the Distributor in the
premises bv reason
ofs s..eh °l
breach.
Tn the event of the intentional violation by the Distributor
of any
protection or "run" etanse contained
this contract, or in the_event of the intentional
'{eDwtrfburr.; -n delivering anv nhotoplavTo
nhotoplav
to
the
"the"
Exhibitor
hereunder
"and
vMuJSt
wh.ie such last-ment.onerl default
continues. the Exhibitor mav at his option terminate
t'"'s contract bv £r>vi>immediate notice m writing to the Distributor, but the election
r>f
such remedv shall
"ithout nreiudice to any other ritrhts or remedies
of the
Exhibitor in the premises bv reason of such breach.
No waiver by either Party of
anv breach or default bv the other narty
shall be construed as a waiver of any subsequent hreach or default by such other
party.

"TT

1

'

\

,

shall trive th» FvWW.^ -* !-.-* f our
>
(4 ) wee k s
not ce
date upon which each photoplay, the exhibition
dates
of
which
are
sPee.fied.n this contract, will be available
to the Exhibitor ai
and shall at the same
'me notifv the_ Exhibitor that the latter may select exhibition
dates
with such date of availability? Within Two"
'
(2) "we^'Tfter theTnailfng
s ' la "
the Distributor in writing of the exhiVtioTdatf
ii
1,n '" Cl1 for,n,,rn0 seleeted bv
the Exhibitor.
Tn the event of th
,
rfailure
T h -ilh tnT
to 1°' f ne Distributor may. at anv time
after the expiration of said
£, od of7 :two (2) weeks
-enod
,
from the date of the initial notice of availabilitv
the Distributor. design^ the exhibit
date's" of°
m^ilin^

m wr,w

The Distributor

of

_

ot

Z

;

the

™^

'ZW'Z^ W**
i

'

,X

^daTe

•on

da'e

^

»,

Wptvft

so

designated: and the period of protection (if any") afforded
the
Exhibitor under this contract shall commence
to run with the expiration of the fortnight described m the initial notice
of availability.
T
tne even * tIiat tne exhibition date
or dates selected bv the Exhibitor a, above
? ,
t,le F
,i '' itor
thp not ce nf ^'aMabilitv therefore ~nt the
t
,T null and void
D ' stnb,' tor ^a"
and the Distributor shall be obligated
n mail a
J*
Exhibitor.
'•'
Any exhibition dates seleced
Th
FxhTbTtor f\7 P
^t
° r '':'"'" r ''.,'"' the distributor as above Provided,
or
/
otherwise a trreeT ,L
i
n '< trih « tor
''
<*£ Exhibitor, shall be f£ a°„
p rnnsesS th
f
he^ exnm,,
exhib Hon
on d' """
of such photoplay as though originally
'
specified in this
cont ract

FffltorSfh?lvM

''

L,

'X

onenW^d'^

'

^™

™*

,

C
f
C ° n tr 'nrt fnr a SPri
of Mature nhotoplavs. five reel
or more in
,
,
Vncrth"
nff"
enelh. ,and
featuring
a Particular star or director
the Exhibitor shall not be required
hereunder to exhibit more th an one photoplay
of such series every five (5) weeks.

~

old

"

-

Ninth
None of the nliotonlays specified in this
agreement
negatives or are old negatives renamed,
except th. following
Tent
Tf prevented by censorship, fire,
or similar

are

from

re-issues

This contract shall not he assigned bv either party
without the wn'ttm
SSICTP
an d the w.:„en consent of the other 'par "provided
that
„
sells
or ;.
d.snoses of his interest in the theatre above
specified
he mav
,:M
of such interest without the written
'",'
?" rcnas
consent of
ihe n-t
r°" a " f'. s " ^,1 ««'fwneBj
shall become effective upon
the written accen"ance
hv
abilit\herc"nde'
consent of the Disbutor shall not apply to contracts' not to be
performed within Tne "year
Twelfth: The Exhibitor agrees to run photoolavs
as delivered w thout alteration
— »«t with the written
or telegraphic approval of
ments of competent public authorities necessitating the Distributor, subject to requir":
anv change.
The Exhibitor also
to advertise and announce each photoplay as
.

h"

W™f
l

£

I

,'

:

j

|

\

i
I

Ii]

j

Distributor may, at its option, demand, for its protection and as security for the
by the Exhibitor of this and all other existing contracts between the
parties hereto, payment by the Exhibitor of an additional sum not exceeding $500 andi
not less than $100 under each existing contract, such sum to be retained by the Distributor until the complete performance of all such contracts and then applied, at the
option of the Distributor, against any sums finally due or against any damages determined
by said Board of Arbitration to be due to the Distributor, the balance, if any, to be)
returned to the Exhibitor; and in the event of the Exhibitor's failure to pay such
additional sum within seven days after demand, the Distributor may at its option by
written notice to the Exhibitor suspend service hereunder until said sum shall be paid
and/or terminiate this contract.
In the event that the Distributor shall fail or refuse to consent to the submission
to arbitration of any claim or controversy arising under any film service contract which
the Distributor may have with the Exhibitor, or to abide by and forthwith comply with
any decision and award of such Board of Arbitration upon any such claim or controversy
so submitted, or if the Distributor shall be found by such Board of Arbitration in
a "y such arbitration proceeding to have been guilty of such a breach of contiait as
sha 11 in the opinion of such Board of Arbitration justify the Exhibitor in refusing to
deal with the Distributor, the Exhibitor may at his option terminate this and any other
existing contract between the Exhibitor and the Distributor by mailing notice by
registered mail within two (2) weeks after such failure, refusal or finding, and in
addition the! Distributor shall not be entitled to redress from such Board of Arbitration'
upon any claim or claims against any exhibitor until the Distributor shall have complied with such decision, and in the meanwhile the provisions of the first paragraph
of this section Nineteenth shall not apply to any such claim or claims.
Anv sucn termination by either party, however, shall be without prejudice to any
other right or remedy which the party so terminating may have by reason of any such
breach of contract by the other party.
The provisions of this contract relating to arbitration shall be construed according
to the laws of the State of New York.
T e P^'f 8 hereto agree that every existing contract between the parties hereto
i
ii
h
shall
be and hereby is amended so as to include the foregoing section with the same
torce and effect as if originally incorporated therein.
T-Wen ti t
(Optional Clause.)
If this contract designates certain photoplays by
,.,,
, f, ^.
title, it shall
be non-cancellable as to such photoplays. If it embraces a series of photopiays not designated by title it may be
cancelled as to such series by either party after
two photoplays of such series have been plaved and
paid for, by notice in writing to
par ' v w'thin ten (10) days after playing the second of said photoplays, such
'
cancellation to take effect after
'
_<.__!_.._
,fi^
-jj.',;...i
additional _i.
photoplays
shall have been
played and paid for
the

performance

1

t

,

•

iTthc
if
the eT-K
Exhibitor
,

last payable hereunder.
Eighteenth: No promises or representations have been made by either party t*
the other except as set forth herein.
This agreement shall be deemed an application
for a contract only and shall not become binding until accepted in writ ng by an officer
of the Distributor and notice of acceptance sent to the Exhibitor as hereinafter provided.
The deposit by the Distributor of the check or other cons'deration given by
the Fxhibitor at the time of application as payment on account of any sums payable
hereunder shall not be deemed an acceptance hereof by the Distributor.
Unless notice of acceptance of this application by the D'stributor is sent to the
Exhibitor by mail or telegraph within the following periods after the date of application,
to-wit, seven (7) days if the Exhibitor's theatre is located in the City of New York,
Essex, Hudson or Bergen Counties, New Jersey or Westchester County, New York,
ten (10) days if said theatre is located elsewhere East of the Mississippi and twentyfive (25) days if located West of the .Mississippi, said application shall be deemed withdrawn and the Distributor shall forthwith return any sums paid on account thereof
by the Exhibitor.
"A copy of this application, signed by the Exhibitor, shall be left with the Exhibitor
at the time of signing, and in the event of acceptance thereof as above provided a
duplicate copy, signed by the Distributor, shall be forwarded to the Exhibitor.
Nineteenth
The parties hereto agree that before either of them shall resort.:
to any court to determine, enforce or protect the legal rights of either hereunder, each
(pursuant to rules
will submit to the Board of Arbitration established or constituted
and regulations now on file in, the office of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., and identified by the signature of its President,
copy
of which will be furnished to the Exhibitor upon request) by the Film Club or Film
from
Board of Trade in the d:ty wherein is situated the branch office of the Distributor
which the_ Exhibitor is served, all claims and controversies arising hereunder fori
determination pursuant to the rules of procedure and practice from time to time adopted
by such Board of Arbitration.
The parties hereto further agree to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision
and award of such Board of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceeding, and agree
and consent that any such decision or award shall be enforceable in or by any court
of competent jurisdiction pursuant to the laws of such jurisdiction now or hereafter
in
force; and each party hereto hereby waives the right of trial by jury upon any]
issue arising under this contract, and agrees to accept as conclusive the findings of
fact made by any such Board of Arbitration, and consents to the introduction of such
finding in evidence in any judicial proceeding.
In the event that the Exhibitor shall fail or refuse to consent to submit to arbitration!
any claim or controversy arising under this or any other film service contract providing for arbitration which the Exhibitor may have with this or any other distributors
or to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision of such Board of Arbitration
upon any such claim or controversy so submitted, or if the Exhibitor shall be found N
by such Board of Arbitration in any such arbitration proceeding to have been guilty
of such a breach of contract as shall in the opinion of such Board of Arbitration c
justify this or any other distributor in requiring security in dealings with the Exhibitor,

j

and the reason therefor.
Eleventh

sums
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I say, sir, one simply must lift Fairbanks
and litis 'flobinjfooaout of the ordinary
groove ofeven great pictures; one isforced
to say ofTairbanks that he is

(2 letter bjf Charles Qlbvn
to the 7Veu> Yorkltines.

a World artist

wlw has given to mankind an immortal

—

masterpiece"

What A.
Owner of a

Here's

H Blank,
Circuit of

Theatres in Nebraska

and Iowa, Has
"Douglas Fairbanks

in

lar top, closed biggest

to

Say—

Robin Hood," one

week

dol-

in the history of

Capitol Theatre, Davenport.

"Press and public proclaimed
ever shown.

it

greatest picture

"Will play return engagement soon.

Omaha, and

"Strand,

opened Sunday

Princess, Sioux City,

to greatest business

on theatre

record.

" 'Robin Hood'

is

surely

some production."
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Joseph M. Schenck reported after Rodolph Valentino
to co-star him with Norma Talmadge in "Romeo
and Juliet"

to

may

become a reality on Friday.
take over legitimate theaters for

Sunday picture shows.
Educational abandons Graphic, made originally for
special use of T. O. C. C.

Wednesday
Coast reports link Jensen and Von Herberg with
Coast Theaters, Inc., activities.

Features Reviewed
THE DANGEROUS AGE

John M. Stahl Prod
L. B.

Jack Holt

Mayer

Roscoe Arbuckle never

—Assoc.

Page

1st Nat'l

2

appear before camera. Will
now in work.
Samuel Goldwyn denies distribution on Fitzmaurice
Prod, has been closed.
direct comedies.

Page

Paramount
Richard Barthelmess

FURY

in

Inspiration Pictures

3

—Assoc.

1st Nat'l.

..

.Page 4

to

The

NOBODY'S MONEY

in

West

first

Thursday
Sidney R. Kent going abroad on a two months' trip.
Export and Import to establish English exchanges in
conjunction with Kilner's Exclusives.

John L. Hunter buys

interest in

Canadian Releasing

Corp.
B. P. Schulberg presents.

.

.

.POOR MEN'S WIVES
Page

Al Lichtman

Preferred

Gladys Walton

5

Page

8

THE PAUPER MILLIONAIRE

— Assoc. Exhibitors

Page

9

William de Mille Prod.

John Gilbert

Fox

in

about $1,500,00.
closed in a few days.

ONE MILLION
American Releasing

Rodolph Valentino to dance in Detroit. Interesting
developments looked for.
Ascher Theater Corp. offering stock subscriptions of

Newspaper reports say Goldwyn-Hearst

William B. Brush presents

Paramount

Friday

THE LOVE LETTER

in

Universal

Playgoers

Irving Thalberg to leave Universal for a vice-presidency in Louis B. Mayer Prod.

IN

JEWELS
Page

1

THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE
Page

Page

15

New

Page

19

in

copyright ruling reverses two injunctions ob-

tained by

Goldwyn and

favors Howells Sales Co.

Saturday
Representatives of the T. O. C. C. and the New York
State M. P. T. O. met with representatives of the
Hays organization in an effort to finally ratify the

proposed uniform contract.
Short Reels

deal will be

confirmation.

Joseph M. Schenck acquires controlling interest
United Studios, Hollywood.

14

TRUXTON KING

No

expected that the
contract will become effective almost immediately.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"

It is

—Benjamin Franklin.

<-•

Q
'***,

7fftM*

znzsr&BBzm

Here

is

One

John M. Stahl Prod.

—Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

John M. Stahl

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

J.

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Frances Irene Reels
G. Hawks and Bess Meredyth
Jackson J. Rose

A

splendidly

made

picture that

audience attraction and should
prove a popular choice

makes

STORY

a

fine

All well

known

facts but skilful treat-

ment end judicious application make them completely interesting

DIRECTION

Puts

that trite story

this

one over; so well done

comes forth as

first

rate enter-

tainment

PHOTOGRAFHY

Sunday, February

Very good

LIGHTINGS

Good; some unusual night effects
Lewis Stone gives a capital performPLAYERS
arce; CLo Madison, Edith Roberts and Ruth
Clifford contribute to the picture's attractiveness

EXTERIORS

Not many

INTERIORS
DETAIL

First rate

Given good attention
The why and wherefore of the unrest a man undergoes when he
reaches "The Dangerous Age"

CHARACTER OF STORY

4,

1923

HMMOaaaaiMaB

of the Best Pictures of the

"THE DANGEROUS AGE"
Louis B. Mayer

DABLV

Year

your house, they are going to talk about it a great
d( al, and this regardless of whether they are young
and hope to get married, young and married, or wives
whose husbands have reached the "dangerous age"
somewhere in the early 40's. All are going to be very
happy over this picture. Perhaps it may teach them
a lesson, but certainly there is no preaching and it
never slows up in interest.
John M. Stahl deserves all the credit for this one.
He has taken a simple, somewhat hackneyed story
and has made of it one of the pictures that will surely
stand out during the year. Much of this is due to his
expert knowledge of what constitutes the boring, uninteresting developments from day to day in the house
hold of a web to do family. Here the husband still
has sentiment sufficient to be enthralled by the charm
And Lewis Stone as the
of an early spring night.
husband, was never cast to better advantage. He is
delightful.
While Stone dreams of romance, his wife
When Stone suggests she
patches his underwear.
should go with him to New York and enjoy a second
honeymoon, she informs him that the spring house-

Nothing was ever truer to
it and so does every
admit it.
York alone, meets a girl young

cleaning must be dons.

Every man

life.

wife

if

of forty

she wishes to

knows

one of the best pictures of the year. There
the theme, and there aren't
any great thrills, but it is the kind of production that
brings people back to the theater, and these are the
sort of pictures that are very much needed indeed

Stone goes to New
enough to be his daughter. He is carried off his feet,
writes to his wife that he wants his freedom, only to
discover the girl is engaged. Then comes a wild chase
His arrival on the day of his
to recover the letter.
daughter's wedding, his anxiety to obtain the letter.
His wife reads the letter, but dissembles, and the story
ends with the wife awakened to the fact that a man
wants to hold his wife as a sweetheart and not only

today.

as the caretaker of his

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Here

isn't

7,204 feet

is

very much new about

"The Dangerous Age"

is

picks up with each succeeding performance.
sort of thing that

women

"love"; that

Arouse the Interest

It's

when they

in

Box

the

leave

it

r(

n

I

your

women

folk are sure to be interested,

and

our business should build with every succeeding per-

a

mighty

All in

fine picture.

This Should Be Enough

Folk.

You have

some excellent names including Lewis Stone, whose work in recent pictures
has given him a splendid standing. And you have the
name of John M. Stahl whose more recent productions
the advantage of

have- given him quite an important position as well.

formance

Vnu can

home.

excellent, the cast splendid, the

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

will take care of itself.

hi

is

story handled with true and unerring instinct.
all,

Your Women

back of this one hard. Give it a good start and
Let your people know the
general theme of the story. That is all important.
1

The production

the sort of picture that

and catchlines because the
title is easily applicabli
Let them imagine
to this.
what "The Dangerous Age" is, or it might be better
to tell them what it is, and issue a warning to the wives
of your community to see the picture for what good
they can obtain from it.
easily use teasers

Some

of

your people

may

also

remember Edith Rob-

erts.

The
"i

a

title

is

attractive

and

will

awaken

women on
newspaper discussion based on the

ou can work with your club

difficulty.

this

plot

curiosity.

and start
without

_Oi
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Wholesome Entertainment In
Jack Holt in

Paramount

„ .Wallace Worsley

AUTHOR

William LeBaron

i

Charles Schoenbaum

that

Very brigb* and amusing comedy
makes sure-fire entertainment

Fine, fast-moving vehicle provides

rate screen material

first

and has been well handled

DIRECTION

Shows splendid comedy sense and
keeps story going in bright humorous vein
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Equally pleasing and capable in comedy
Holt given fine support by Harry
SUPPORT
Depp who puts over many of the laughs; others

Wanda

and provides many laughs that contribute to

Beulah Marie Dix

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

business, incidental to the plot, certainly rounds

out

it

its

suc-

cess.

SCENARIO BY

number

Comedy Feature

Director Worsley has shown keen comedy sense in his
handling of the story. He always manages to get the
most out of the situations and a lot of unimportant

"NOBODY'S MONEY"

DIRECTOR

Holt's First

Hawley, Walter
Faye

McGrail,

Robert

Schable, Julia

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

;

not

many

Appropriate
Splendid

titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

A comedy complex
with the usual incidents but laughs galore in
them

The development
interest as

it

5,584 feet

Jack Holt easily proves his versatility in putting
his first genuine comedy role in "Nobody's
Money," Beulah Marie Dix's adaptation of William
LeBaron's stage play. Irregardless of Holt's performance, his likeable personality and the fact that he
shows what he can do as a comedian, there is real
entertainment in "Nobody's Money." It is a sure-fire
amusement and if they don't laugh, cheer up, and go
out happy after seeing it, it won't be the picture's
fault.
It is in a happy vein all the way through and
over

smooth, swift and increases

goes along.

in

the easiest thing in

It isn't

the world to sustain the interest evenly in this type of
farce comedy but Worsley has succeeded in doing so to
a

surprising

all

the way.

There

nothing startlingly
original in LeBaron's comedy scheme.
In fact the
idea has been worked out similarly in many previous
pictures, though probably never to much better advantage than it has been done here. The hero, who has
everybody at his mercy, turns out to be the man whose
interests he is protecting.
In this instance the denouement happens to be a genuine surprise and probably there won't be a great many who will figure out
the ending before time.
Jack Holt is thoroughly pleasing and capable in the
Holt,
role of John Webster, erstwhile book agent.
together with his "side-kick," Harry Depp, is the life
They get a lot of fun out of it and
of the picture.
have no difficulty in making it register. The laughs
are spontaneous and well distributed and there are no
dull moments in the picture.
It is good entertainment
degree.

Wanda Hawley

While she hasn't

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

is

is

woman.

Holt's leading

a great deal to do, they

might have

secured a better suited opposite for Holt.
Two flim-flammers are working a
Story

small

:

town under the

assumed name

stranger, happening into town,

A

of Robert Douglas.
is

hired by the

two

to

play the role of Douglas to help them out of a scrape.
Complications pile on with the stranger holding the

winning hand and ruling the

lives of those

who

hired

him. How he turns the tables on the two, swings the
Governor's election the way he wants it, wins the candidate's daughter and then discloses his true identity,

makes up

a series of laughs in this

amusing

feature.

i
e
t

y

Make Your Promises and Let the Picture Do the Rest
Box
If

you are looking

for a

get to this one at your

opportunity.

well satisfied with Jack Holt's

you can
is

rest assured

it

will

first

Get the

if it

star's

comedy

They'll be
effort

and

amuse them unless there

something wrong with them.

ture's fault

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good strong comedy number,

first

doesn't cheer

It

them

s

won't be the picup.

admirers interested in his latest pic-

ture.

Promise them something different

you can make
a

comedian.

for

him and

safe promises for his first appearance as

His

is

a personality that gets them.

them know the picture

is

there with laughs.

If

Let
they

want humorous entertainment you can count on pleasing them. It is worth your best exploitation and the
results should prove

worth your

effort.

jmnday, February

4,

1923

Barthelmess at His Best in "Fury"
Richard Barthelmess in

the captain of a

windjammer who, embittered by his
wife's desertion, sees the world
all wrong.
Much of
the action is laid aboard ship
and the remainder in the

"FURY"
Inspiration Pictures—Asso. First Nat'l Pict

DIRECTOR

Henry King

AUTHOR

saloons and boarding houses which
line the docks of

Edmund Goulding
Edmund Goulding
Roy Overbaugh

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

the great city.

Ranks with "Tol'able David" as
one of Barthelmess' best pictures

STORY

Excellent vehicle with the sea and

sail-

ors for striking and beautiful atmosphere

DIRECTION

The footage

PHOTOGRAPHY

is somewhat lengthy,
and cautious editing might be employed to advantage,
particularly with
reference to the extended sequence
of the

Very good

LIGHTINGS

Excellent

Barthelmess as the gentle son of a
sea captain embittered by disappointment,
gives
striking performance;

Tyrone Power stands
fine as the

EXTERIORS
docks

very few, but typical
Well handled; some poetic titles out

of place, particularly the final one
for

women
3,709

since "Tol'able David" has Richard

mess had such an opportunity, and not
since

mous production

Too much cannot be

any house;

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

in

cepting that perhaps the characterization
is overdone
at times, her performance is
very gratifying. She has
&
a number of opportunities to
do the "bits" which she
does best, and she registers pathos
exceedingly well
when told by "Boy" that he cannot marry
her until he
has fulfilled the oath he has taken.
She is heartbroken.

Striking shots of the sea and

Good

aboard ship and

Dorothy Gish has an unusual opportunity
to appear
in one of the roles for which
she is famous, and ex-

"heavy"

especially appealing to

burial at

fights both

the saloon.

Dorothy Gish delightful;
out, and Pat Hartigan

CHARACTER OF STORY

and some of the

sea,

PLAYERS

Not

skilfully carried out,

is

Excellent; a few sequences held

too long

INTERIORS
DETAIL

The environment

of London and Glasand Director King has
lost no opportunity to convert
to "Boy" Leyton all
the sympathy which Barthelmess
usually obtains and
which is given a highly colored background
by the almost insane actions of his father,
portrayed by Tyrone
Power, and by the rough but natural
happenings
aboard ship.

gow

said of the

performance of Ty-

rone Power, as the captain, and Pat
Hartigan gives an
excellent performance as "Morgan,"
the heavy. Production values are hieh

f ee t

Barthelthis fa-

How

Story
:

of last

year has he accomplished
such excellent results as he does in "Fury."
He is
shown as a tender boyish charming figure, the
son of

"Boy" Leyton avenges

man who

the

kills

stole his mother,

his father

and

makes up

this

unusual drama. In the end "Boy"
marries Minnie
a waif, and all ends well.

Here's Another "Tol'able David"
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

have been especially written for him
by Edmund
Gou.ding, who has performed a mighty
fine'job
Bar
thelmess seems to live the part of the
Quiet lovnble
son of a rough sailor. You can tell your o
ks , ha ,h
is the best thing Barthelmess
has done since "Tol"b,e
David," and that .t ranks high in comparison
with that
popular production. Yon can also tell then,
that Henrv
King, who made "Tollable David," directed
Barthe,
mess in this, and that he has an "unusuaLy
cast including Dorothy Gish. Your fans
will r
probably
"j
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Theme Makes Good

Splendidly Handled Domestic Relations

Contrast in this instance

B. P. Schulberg presents

"POOR MEN'S WIVES"
Preferred Pictures

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS

— Al

Lichtman

Louis Gasnier
Agnes Christine Johnston and Frank

is

Entertainment

especially interesting

and

You are first introduced to
the two girls, chums, who work in a dressmaking establishment. The one marries a rich rounder while
the other becomes the wife of a chauffeur. From this
excellently

worked

out.

point the story gathers interest and builds steadily

Dazey

SCENARIO BY

Agnes Christine Johnston and

toward the climax.

In fact the interest

Frank Dazey

WHOLE

An

Karl Struss

is

as long as the seven reels the story consumes.

it

isn't

attractive

what

often that this

The development
you expect

is

is never obvious and the things
happen do not occur. Each new

many

teresting

assumes that the wife of the chauffeur
semi-poverty and accept the attentions

audiences want
A familiar angle on the marriage quesSTORY
tion though very well developed and quite in-

Very good;

handles material in

commendable fashion and development shows
originality and good judgment

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

Good

LIGHTINGS
Barbara La Marr much

better in this

than in "Trifling Women" David Butler, Betty
Francisco and Richard Tucker all well suited
and capable
;

Not many

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

In good keeping; some lavish
Satisfactory

A

CHARACTER OF STORY

contrast of the

two girl chums, one who marries
chauffeur and the other a millionaire
lives of

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

a

who

a genuine surprise.

is

The

spectator naturally
will tire of her

of the rich

man

home in his automobile after running
her down. But she doesn't, and it is a clever sequence
of events that leads to her husband's suspicion and an
equally clever twist that brings about the happy ending without beating around the bush into divorce
drives her

courts and the

like.

Barbara La Marr, as the wife of the poor man, appears to fine advantage in this and she does excellent

work. Her portrayal is real and convincing. Betty
Francisco is a splendid type and David Butler is a likeable and thoroughly pleasing chauffeur.
Richard
Tucker, as the millionaire rounder, and Zasu Pitts in
a fairly unnecessary comedy role, complete the cast.
Production values are high and the picture has been
rather lavishly mounted at times, though always in

6,963 feet

good

box

Laura, whose husband has saved enough
money to buy his own taxi, secures an evening outfit
on approval, and attends a ball with her chum, Claribel, who is married to a millionaire but is thoroughly
unhappy despite her luxury. Laura's children destroy

"Poor Men's Wives" looks like a first rate
number, due largely to the splendid efforts of Gasnier,
who produced the picture. The story really contains
material with genuine audience appeal but

twist

to

And

the case.

that

PLAYERS

so well sus-

office picture

box

that contains elements of popular appeal;

DIRECTION

is

tained that the spectator hardly realizes the picture

CAMERAMAN
AS A

ii

it

is

office

decid-

edly the skilful treatment and careful handling accorded it that makes it entertaining. And there are indi-

taste.

Story

:

vidual touches and original twists that keep the theme
from resembling so many others dealing with this same

the gown and she uses the savings to pay for it. Her
husband suspects her and accuses Claribel's husband
with an eventual understanding and happy reunion

angle on the marriage question

for

—wealth or happiness?

both couples.

Deserves Careful Exploitation and Should
Exhibitors will undoubtedly find this one a com-

box

office

attraction and

it

might

be well worth while making an extra fuss about

you want

to

do the right kind of business with

properly exploited

it

should bring in a

You can make promises
them about the
that

it

for

fine

it.

it if

And

return.

the production, telling

lavish settings,

and

First Rate Business

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Box

pletely satisfying

Do

for the story, in

deals with an interesting angle on the marriage

question and has been splendidly handled.

You

can

it will hold their attention all the way.
Barbara La Marr's name should be an attraction
and use Gasnier's as well, mentioning his "Rich Men's
Wives," "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" and "The
Hero," also Al Lichtman releases. Use stills in the
lobby and catchlines. Also appeal particularly to your
feminine patrons. It is a picture that should go espe-

be sure

r
e
ii

e

d

c
r

cially

big with

women.

—
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The value

of Warner "Classics" does not rest entirely
with the fine entertaining qualities of the pictures themselves.
also supply the means of presenting these
pictures with the best possible box-office results.

We

Warner
feasible points

Bros.

Coast to Coast Float,

between Maine and California, is the national

advertising sensation of the year. Its
appeal to the public mind assures
increased attendance at theatres showing Warner Bros. "Classics of
the Screen.

in touching all

Sunday, February

Delightful Entertainment.
Gladys Walton

"THE LOVE LETTER"

Among

DIRECTOR

King Baggot
Bradley King
Hugh Hoffman

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Victor Milner

WHOLE

AS A

Bright, original entertainment
with star at her best in role unusually well
suited to her
STORY
Interesting comedy drama with strong
humorous situations and worth while dramatic

moments

DIRECTION

Very good; handles players and

material to splendid advantage at

all

times

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
The

Good
Good

sort of role she does best; sure to

please and her emotional bits in this th2 best

she has ever done

SUPPORT

George Cooper

"Red Mike";
others Walter

fine as

Edward Hearne well suited hero;
Whitman, Fontaine La Ri e

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Right atmosphere
Appropriate
All right; titles very good

CHARACTER OF STORY

worker
and
pocket
wins a
Girl factory

puts a note in overalls
country husband

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Love Letter"

4,426 feet

the best regular weekly re-

is

lease that Universal has turned out so far this year

and

The

Walton picture

the best G'adys

it is

picture

is

a splendid

in

some

time.

entertainment that contains
fine combination of comedy

an original story with a
and drama, very well blended together and with more
logic and plausibility than you usually find in this type
of

story.

It

has

sure-fire

audience appeal and

its

ability to satisfy a big majority is certain.

You Can Count on

Walton
star,

latest

folks will

make an
feature,

if

extra

they are at

fuss

ail

And

quite

concerned.

who put mash

notes

on which they work and which are sent

has succeeded in sustaining the same interest all the
way through and building up a first rate suspense in
the climax when it looks as though the girl's new

found happiness is destined to be ruined by an acquaintance of her tenement days.

This last reel particularly, gives Gladys Walton a
chance to again do an emotional bit. And it must be
admitted that the star shows a decided improvement

and the sequence

in this direction

in which she pretends to love another in order to save her husband's
life is very well done.
Also the scene in which she
kisses her baby goodbye.
The role of Mary Ann Mc-

Kee

is the sort that Miss Walton does best and she's
going to please more than just her regular admirers
by her work in this.

The
good

story has a dash of meller which includes a

twist.

The

which

into the store

the

girl is

taken on her

When

Red Mike.

her crook friend,

is

first

"job" by

the police rush

being robbed, the star gets into
position of a dressed

show window and assumes the

figure thus eluding the police.

There are many other

equally good touches that

the picture interesting

make

and very good entertainment.
Story

When

:

her friend

Red Mike

is

sent to prison,

Mary goes

to the country to look up the fellow who
answered her note. They are married and happy until
Mike calls and threatens to shoot Mary's husband un-

goes away with him. How Mary prepares
to obey to save her husband's life but Mike weakens
and tells the truth, leaving Mary to enjoy her happi
less she

it.

This

Comedy Drama

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

partial

to

the

about the showing of her

"The Love Letter" because

cidedly the best she have given them

is

is

to stores all over the country, is the heroine.
You are
given an idea of the answers the girls receive to their
notes and among them comes one to Mary Ann McKee.
This gets the story off to a fine start and King Baggot

Them With

thoroughly enjoy this latest Gladys

picture and

the girl factory workers

in the overalls

ness, completes

Pleasing

Box
Your

out with an absorbing premise that

out of the ordinary as far as romance

Universal

1923

Gladys Walton at Her Best
It starts

in

4,

it

is

de-

If

you have

campaign by writing

some

to

you might

start a letter

your patrons and signing the

name "Mary Ann McKee," then following this up with
the announcement of the picture to be shown at your
theater.

in

a mailing list

Play up the

theme— the consequences

of

time.

writing love letters and jou can depend upon your
they'll be delighted

the entire picture

with her work as well as with

It is a

very pleasing entertainment.

being on hand. The comedy
drama are both well balanced and interesting.
flapper

patrons

and

Sunday, February
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English Production That Doesn't Get Far

"THE PAUPER MILLIONAIRE"
Playgoers

the millionaire

Frank H. Crane

AUTHOR

Austin Fryers
Elliot Stannard
Wm. Shenton

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

of the feature consists of the hardships

— Associated Exhibitors

DIRECTOR

WHOLE

Slow-moving picture that is
poorly constructed and doesn't stick to any one
line of thought; an EngHsh production

STORY

Occasionally contains good incident
but lacks strength of feature material

DIRECTION

Ordinary for the most part;

doesn't sustain interest satisfactorily

But there is no comparison in the way both themes
have been handled. This one is by far inferior and has
not been given the skilful treatment that would make
it a satisfying picture.
There is no humorous relief
in this to

trimming

Hallard does satisfactory work

do

There
it

Typical foggy London

Adequate
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

New York

million-

goes broke in London while looking up
poor girl his son wants to marry

About

5,000 feet

Associated Exhibitors' latest Playgoers release is an
English import that doesn't hit any high spots either
in presentation or acting.

It is

quite an ordinary at-

traction and one that will hardly satisfy audiences here.

At

which

millionaire parent decides

a

prevent the marriage of his son to a poor girl and
goes about it in the usual way buying the girl off.
to

—

But once the father lands

in

London on

his errand the

storv takes an entirely different turn and the remainder

Build

This does not look

like a

place the picture

is

of feature length.

insufficient situations

and incident

to give

value and the director has not
it

out.

atmosphere is quite realistic and interestis nothing very outstanding.
The exteriors offer some fairly good shots of London on one
of its typical foggy days and, on the whole, the locations are first rate.
Photography is about fair.

Of

the players, C.

father, has the

most

except that he

is

M. Hallard,

as the millionaire

to do and he does it well enough
never convincing as a New Yorker.
He looks just the English actor that he is. Katherine
Blair is pretty and deserving of a more conspicuous

part than she

is

given.

The remainder

of the cast

is

adequate.

John Pye Smith, New York millionaire,
London to "buy off" Hilda, the pretty nurse,

Story:

goes to

whom

to

his son is engaged.

Through unusual

cir-

cumstances Smith is left stranded and penniless in
London. He is injured and nursed back to health by
Hilda who is then welcomed into the family.

Short Stuff

If

You Use

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

very sure thing

if

you know

they want and demand good entertainments.
first

worthy

of the

Up Your Program With Good
Box

it

ing but there

the outset the picture promises to be one of the

familiar order in

is

out a plot that certainly needed some

make

injected any particularly effective bits to round

aire

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

fill

to

much entertainment

Some

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

is

unreally the wealthy
is

the conditions of those less fortunate than himself.

Fair

tle to

endured by

London and

In this respect the theme is not unlike one of our
recent releases in which a rich westerner comes to
New York and. not being able to get any ready cash,
is forced to mingle with the poor, thereby learning

LIGHTINGS

but hardly fits the part of a New York millionaire; Katherine Blair attractive but has too lit-

in

able to convince anyone that he

Fair

CM.

who goes broke

John Pye Smith.

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

As Entertainment

In the

obviously foreign and they

If

you know they are not very

critical

and can build

your surrounding program up with good short
it

will help cover

reels,

up the feature's shortcomings.

A

have quite enough poor American features to put up

good comedy, educational subject and the usual news

with without your giving them some weak imports.

weekly

But it is mostly a matter for your own judgment so it
would be well to take a look at the picture yourself

with care.

b.fore you decide.

offering.

will

make up

for the other

if

you pick them

n
e
i'

There are no names

to use so

it

is

up

to

e

c

the

title

and catchlines

to let

them know what you are

E
r

.

GoldWyii
Marshall
Neilan's
Greatest picture

The Strangers?

Current and ComingPictvaeS
Marshall
NeilarTS

NOT only

Banquet
AUen

to these February, March and April
releases here's what you're going

Broken.

Chains
The Chicago Daily
.

News

Prize

A

Story

k.

Rupert
HugHes'
A IS^QtVoF married

Tonrneur's
production of

The
by

The Great and Only

Greedy
Wives

k

Rupert
lies'

production of one of New York's
biggest dramatic hits

Souls For
Sale

THREE WISE FOOLS

VON

'•"'•'

SirBallCaine

R-A.

Perhaps the greatest stage success of
time next to "Ben Hur"

Her Greatest
all

\

ELINOR GLYN'S

Lost
On A South

Mad Xove

STROHEIM'S

THE MERRY WIDOW

WalsKs
And Found

Pola

TESS OF THE D'URBERVILLES
With Blanche Sweet

Christian
-

to get soon:

MARSHALL NEILAN'S

Matirice

K

tliree

KING VIDOR'S

life

..

Eternal
Erich Von
Stroheim's

BEN HUR

Winning

fine

months

are exhibitors assured of great
Goldwyn Specials, but in addition

Holubar's

'

for the coming

SIX

A

Vanity

DAYS

Picture of Passion and

Ballms

Perfume

i

Fair

Sea Island

VICTOR SEASTROM
Lon CHaney
in
.

a.

love.,

Story 0J7
and thrills -

A Blind

Europe's greatest director

working on his
at the

is

now

picture
Studios

Red

first

Goldwyn

Directed by

Clarence

Badoer

Everybody's Talking About "The Christian"

;

————

m
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Good Production and Right Treatment Makes Familiar Material
Wm. B. Brush presents
"ONE MILLION IN JEWELS"
American Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR

J.

AUTHOR

J.

SCENARIO BY

P.
P.

P.

J.

CAMERAMAN

McGowan
McGowan
McGowan

Wm.

Tuers

WHOLE

AS A

Crook melodrama that offers
good excitement revolving around the old
jewel smuggling business
fairly

STORY

Will appeal to a certain crowd that likes

the intricate type of plot that this contains

DIRECTION
is

All right usually, although there

not enough suspense to cause any surprise in

what happens

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Helen Holmes foregoes her

serial

crook of this feature
Elinor
J.
Faire photographs poorly; others adequate
adventures to play the

McGowan

P.

girl

a pleasing performer;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some very

Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
smuggle

attractive

in

Efforts of girl to

crown jewels despite

efforts of

man

she loves to prevent her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,326 feet

It must have taken a lot of courage to decide on an
unhappy ending for this picture and for that one out-

Interesting

pect, and generally prefer, the sugar-coated happy
ending no matter how unreal. After five reels of persuading on hero's part and the same extent of refusals
on the heroine's side, you do imagine she'll eventually
give up her crook associates and live happy ever after
with her revenue officer-hero.
With this exception Wm. B. Brush's offering runs
true to form with the usual intrigue connected with the
effort of a crook band to smuggle in certain crown
jewels.
Some very attractive and interesting locations
greatly alleviate the triteness of the plot and the
sequences occurring in and around Havana Harbor
have sufficient pictorial appeal to make up for the
weak material. Many of the scenes are aboard a private yacht or on the steamer, with the smuggling business made considerably more interesting through the
surroundings in which it happens.
The plot consists of very much the same incidents
with the jewels passing from hand to hand in a succession of mystery bits that fail to build up any very
definite suspense for the climax.
The incident of the
candy box in which the girl crook attempts to get the
gems in by placing them in the candies and giving
the box to a steamer acquaintance, that suspicion may
be averted, is a rather clever twist though never con-

vincing.

Some

action

occurs

in

the

course of the

story though there

is nothing very conspicuous.
has
a pleasing personality and they'll
J.
like his work as the revenue officer who realizes too
late that the girl crook loves him.
Helen Holmes has
a rest from her serial thrillers as the girl.
She also
does good work and the remainder of the cast is well

P.

McGowan

suited.

pect the heroine to die.

Helen Morgan is one of a band sent to
smuggle in some crown jewels. They are shadowed
by Burke, a revenue officer, secretly loved by Helen.
Helen refuses to listen to Burke's plea to give up the
game but he does not realize, until she is killed in an
attempt to save his (Burke's) life that Helen really

this

loved him.

standing bit of individuality the producers deserve
considerable praise.

ending but

it

It is quite

breaks

all

a sensible and logical

precedent for a picture of this

Certainly no one in the audience will ever ex-

type.

Such an event never figures in
type of crook melodrama because they usually ex-

Has Angles That Can Be
Box
This

They

is

first

rate

like this type of

smuggling

plot.

material

for

more

Exploited to Bring

Them In

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

certain

audiences.

crook melodrama with the jewel

It is

Story:

or less of the regulation

formula but there are other interesting angles, such as
pictorial appeal, and pleasing players, that make it a
better attraction than it might otherwise have made.
If you know your folks like this sort of entertainment,
you have sufficient to talk about to get them interested.

Helen Holmes

is

well

known and where

she has

gained a following for her dare-devil stunts in serials,
you will certainly attract them with her name. Tell
them she plays the part of a girl crook who smuggles

crown jewels

Catchlines will give a

into the country.

further idea of the story.

some pictures previous
them interested in him.

J.

P.

to this.

McGowan

has

You might

made

also get

a BOX- OFFICE TITLE am

!

BOOKED OVER THE

U. B. 0.
CIRCUIT

fflREE BIG BOX-OFFICE
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A Typical DeMille Entertainment With
William DeMille Prod.

artist,

"THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE"

DIRECTOR

William DeMille
Clara Beranger
Clara Beranger

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

L.

WHOLE
that

is

as far as

STORY

Guy Wilky

Consists of situations and at-

mosphere intended
it

Artificial

to provide visual appeal

but

gets

and quite

theatrical; flavored

with sensational bits that will make it popular
with a certain crowd
DIRECTION
Very good as far as production
goes and usually handles story with good judgment but ending is too long arriving

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Lewis Stone and Bebe Daniels featured with Stone doing his usual good work and
Miss Daniels a suitable but not beautiful
Corinne d'Alys; others Kathlyn Williams and
Adolphe Menjou

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

.Few

Many

CHARACTER OF STORY

elaborate settings

Star seeking pub-

cause of man's death at the hands of
his jealous wife
licity is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

a married man,

6,526 feet

Probably because there is a moral to it the unpleasant bits in "The World's Applause" will have to
be excused but it does seem unfortunate that they have
to wade so deeply into scandal and sensation providing
incidents in general, to get to it. Before you finally
learn the lesson of this film that success is not measured by the amount of prominence you attain you are
treated to some mighty intimate scenes in which a

—

—

popular stage favorite is the sensuous, central figure.
She is very deliberately sought by a famous portrait

4,

1923

Atmosphere

the Usual

who

plans his seduction in

Of course he has

elaborate style.

Paramount

AS A

Sunday, February

DAILV

14

a studio establish-

ment which figures prominently in his scheme and the
very innocent young moth runs headlong into the
flame heedless of the warning of her manager, who
really loves her. The aggravating thing about these
petty publicity seekers is that you are expected to
accept their sugar-wouldn't-melt-in-their-mouth attitude for the real thing.
But this Corinne d'Alys spoils it all, or the title
writer does it for her, when she admits that her would-

be lover will give her everything but "a narrow gold
band." The titles, incidentally, are very bad. There
is one in which the true lover warns the girl that the
artist wants her to pose for him so that "he can see

more

of her."

The

titles

are quite off color in

many

similar instances. This one particularly seemed to
strike the Rivoli audience as a thoroughly fine humorous touch.
William DeMille is following closely in the footsteps
of his brother, Cecil,

when

it

comes

to

making

pictures

with plenty of pictorial appeal and colorful atmosphere.
In this respect the picture is interesting and should
From a story angle, it is all a matter of taste.
satisfy.
Where they like this theatrical, sensational stuff, it is
all very nice but where they want clean, wholesome
stories, it

may be

different.

Bebe Daniels handles the

role of Corinne adequately

but she never gives the impression of being sufficiently
beautiful to have "The World's Applause." Lewis

always capable but deserves a more sensible
cast, on the whole, is suitable.
Story: John Elliot's new star, Corinne d'Alys, is
swept off her feet by sudden success. She accepts the
attentions of Townsend, an artist, the husband of
Elliot's sister, who paints her portrait.
Townsend is
accidentally killed by his jealous wife and Elliot is
arrested.
His sister, realizing Elliot loves Corinne,
commits suicide, leaving a confession which clears
Elliot and cures Corinne of her craving for publicity.
Stone

is

role.

The

Can Be Exploited Easily—Be Careful of Your Family Trade
Box
Undoubtedly there are exhibitors who
get this one because

it

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
will

want

Nevertheless "The World's Applause"

to

will appeal to their particular

is

hardly suit-

ed to a family clientele and while there are no flagrant-

and there are a good many people who will be
thoroughly well satisfied with the picture because it
contains the sort of atmosphere and situations that
they like best. Stories of theatrical life always appeal
to a big majority and this one should prove no excep-

tage of by exhibitors

tion to the rule.

people interested.

clientele

ly offensive bits, there are several

tions that will
It

make

it

very definite sugges-

unsuitable to such an audience.

has plenty of exploitation angles to be taken advan-

who want

to play

it

and get their

THE
Sunday, February

jg^S

DAILY
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John Gilbert Has Good Vehicle
John Gilbert

Jerome Storm
George Barr McCutcheon

SCENARIO BY

Paul Schofield

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Not credited
big improvement over Gil-

A

tark stories

this

of

tells

story very well ;

pictorial

comedy touches

weak
All right

LIGHTINGS
Makes
STAR

Good
good use

of

the opportunities

given him

SUPPORT

Mickey Moore a pleasing young prince
and Ruth Clifford quite attractive others Frank
Leigh, Otis Harland, Winifred Bryson and
Richard Wayne
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate

One

or

two

elaborate sets

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

American held as

spy in Graustark, saves life of the prince and
wins the hand of his aunt

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,613 feet

"Truxton King," one of George Barr McCutcheon's
Graustark stories, provides a much better vehicle for
John Gilbert than any of his recent releases and the
picture, as a whole, is entertaining and quite worthy

Although the idea isn't essentially
original, since these comic opera themes have made
frequent appearances on the screen of late, still Jerome
Storm has handled it nicely and the result is satisfying.
of consideration.

Has

Satisfying Qualities
Box

good many audiences

v

ton Kins:

»

„
u
because

that this

and

For John
is

*.

it

M

"Trux-

^f
+,
~~ 4-o.-^^ a suitable
,„; fn
, ^^;
variety
ot
contains

make

it

all his

r

them know

recent releases

have been disappointed

this will help to reestablish him.

r

an appealing

Gilbert's admirers let

the best picture of

in case they

—

the hand of the heroine.
All the elements popular with this type of story are

weakest.

The comedy business

provided solely by a corpuwho tries hard
to furnish some laughs, but they usually miss fire.
Incidentally it looks very suspicious the introduction
of this guide who is one of Cook's men with his cap
displayed throughout the picture with the band reading Cook's Guide. Fox seems to be going in heavy
is

lent player representing a tourist guide,

—

for this advertising in his pictures of recent release

and

more than

it is

to kick

there

is

likely that exhibitors will

soon start

about it. If the advertising isn't intentional,
no good reason for the publicity that Cook is

given.

Storm has given the story a good production and the
encounter between the two factions has been well

The

staged.

shots were taken at night with search-

lights providing splendid lighting effects.

some

They shoot

of the scenes of the approaching troops

There's a good

ditch.

thrill in this.

from a

John Gilbert

fin-

has something more suited to his ability and the
supporting cast is good.
Story
Truxton King, an American, is suspected of
being a spy by the guardians of young Prince Robin.
ally

:

They
the

find later that he

life

faction.

of

Robin

How

in

is

their friend

when he

saves

an attack brought by the opposing

King saves the day and wins Robin's

Aunt Lorraine, completes

and Should Appeal

the story.

to

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

will be pleased with

entertaining elements that will

number.

Yankee hero who spoils all the plans
army by himself and

fights off a small

receives the usual reward

is

Good; supplies splendid

PHOTOGRAPHY

A

enemy,

is a comedy bit now and then that aims to provide a
humorous strain. It is in this respect that the feature

DIRECTION
are

tor," there is a

of the

McCutcheon's popular Grausthat makes satisfactory screen ma-

;

terial

values and

much

to be found in "Truxton King" and besides the intrigue and plotting of the enemy, the adventures of the
Yankee hero and the customary romantic angle, there

something in

One

very

is

has a chance to really do

bert's recent pictures

STORY

plot

like its predecessors with the
opposing faction of a mythical kingdom planning the
downfall of the party in power and like "The Dicta-

Fox

AUTHOR

George Barr McGutcheon Story
The

in

"TRUXTON KING"
DIRECTOR

in

.5

in the past

you know they happen to like these comic opera
of the recent Wallace Reid
entertainments, on the plan
r
picture, "The Dictator," you can count on satisfying
them with "Truxton King."' Use George Barr McIf

>

Cutcheon's name with the title because if they have
read his Graustark novels they'll want to see this picture.
Let them know that Ruth Clifford is the star's
leading woman and that young Mickey Moore has a

prominent

part.

CURRENT RELEASES
KtlfiM Date

Footage

Reviewed

Release Date

Footage

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
The
The
The
The
The

Axe (Dustin Farnum)

4,42S

10-1-22

Daughter

4,700

10-1-22

Trail of the

Mohican's

Danger Point
Marriage Chance

Challenge ( Dolcres Cassinelli)
the Desert Calls (Violet Heming)
What Fools Men Are

When

5.807

11-12-22

,5,840

1-21-23

6,159

11-19-22

6,087

12- 3-22

5,749

12-3-22

5,800

12-17-22

6.000

12-31-22

The Super-Sex
As a Man Lives
Solomon in Society (Wm. H. Strauss)
Milady
That Woman

6,000

We

The

Woman Who

Meet Again (Mae Marsh)

INC.

6,000

10 29 22

Fooled Herself (May

Allison)

Breaking Home Ties
Conquering the Woman (Florence Vidor)
Head Hunters of the South Seas

5,401

11-12-22

6,000

11-26 22

5,887

12-17-22

5,000

1-21-23

Face

to

The Man She Brought Back

4,587

101-22

4,792

10 8 22

Ebb Tide (Geo. Melford)
7,336
Outcast (Elsie Ferguson
7,390
Singed Wings (Stanlaws Prod.)
7,788
Back Home and Broke (Thos. Meighan)
7,841
Daughter of Luxury (Agnes Ayres)
4,538
Kick In (Fitzmaurice Prod.)
7,074
Thirty Days (Wallace Reid)
4,930
The Enemies of Women (Cosmopolitan)
Making a Man (Jack Holt)
5,594
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
5,870
The World's Applause (Wm. DeMille)
When Knighthood Was in Flower (M. Davies) 10,800
Dark Secrets (Dorothy Dalton)

4
11

18

25

25
Jan.

1

8
15

22
22
29
Feb.

5

5

My

American Wife (Gloria Swanson)
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)
Drums of Fate (Mary Miles Minter)
Nobody's Money (Jack Holt)

12
19

26
26

Catch
William

in

Arabia

My Smoke

)

11-26-22
3 22

8,000

12-

6,696
6,200

12-3-22

5,953

12-17-22

12 10-22

(Katherine MacDonald)....

Brothers Under the Skin
Hungry Hearts
A Blind Barga:n
Broken Chains
The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)

D.

4,983

12- 3-22

12-31-22

1210 22
12-24-22

12-17-22

12- 3-22

4,500

12-10-22

6,190

12-17-22
1-

5,769

1-21-23

11,000

10-29-22

HODKINSON CORP.

Second Fiddle

(Glenn

Hunter)

The Headless Horseman (Will Rogers)

Women

4,400
12-31-22

11-12-22

6,000

10-22-22

9,000

10 8-22

Drummond

5,000

11-26 22

6,063

12-24-22

Producers Security

The Kingdom Within

•

1-14-23

Hollandia Film Corp.

7-23

1-21-23

5,810

Rex Ingram Prod.

Bulldog

5,716

1-21-23

C. S. Clancy Prod.

9-24-22
9-17-22

7-23

8,153

W. GRIFFITH, INC.

W. W.

Trifling

12-24 22

11-19-22

6,517

6,000

1-

5,173

11-19-22

5,^66

Tuttle-Waller Prod.

6,061

4,070

4,000

11-26-22

Farnum

METRO PICTURES CORP.
June Madness (Viola Dana)
Youth to Youth (Bilne Dove)
The Forgotten Law
Enter Madame (Clara Kimhall Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurette Taylor)
Hearts Aflame

Were
and Romance

Brothers

the

Crinoline

Valiant

(Viola

Dana)

6,000

10-1-22

6,603

10-29-22

6,000

10-22-22

6,000

11-5-22

6,000

11-19-22

4,600

12- 3-22

7,800

12- 3-22

6,000

12-17-22

8,100
6,265

12-24-22
1-21-23

6,000

Rex Ingram Prod.
4,762

11-26 22

4,859

12-24-22

Shirley of the Circus

4.668

11-12 22

Pawn

4,871

Mason

MacDonald)

Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)

Minnie (Neilan Prod
Lorna Doone
The Hottentot

All

While Justice Waits
Three Who Paid
Shirley

hte

(Katherinc

11-19-22

12 10-22

Farnum
Without Compromise

Duttln

Omar

Shoulders

11-5-22

7,000

4.S50

Series

Tom Mix

White

10 8-22
8-15-22

7,600

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar Devils

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

Coogan)

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Dec.

(Jackie

Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)

One Exciting Night

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

Face

Twist

Oliver

6,303

6,902

GOLDWYN PICTURES

(Distributed through Pathe)
Till

Skin Deep (Thos. H. Ince)
The Bond Boy (Richard Barthelmess)

Money, Money, Money

6,000

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Review*!

Series

Ticket 210

4,400
4,316

10 1 22
12-17-22

Charles J ones

Boss of

Camp

4

The Footlight Ranger

4.235

11-19 22

4,729

1-21-23

4,416

10 8 22

PATHE EXCHANGE,

4,682
3,892

11-5-22
12 10 22

9,000

10-8-22

6,000

12-31-22

INC.

PREFERRED PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN
Shadows
Thorns and Orange Blossome
The Hero

5,000

ll-S-22

6,971

11-26-22

6,800

1-14-23

FILM BOOKING OFFICES CF AMERICA

John Gilbert
Calvert's

Women

Dr. Jack (Harold Lloyd)

William Roisell

Mixed Faces
Man's Size

Trifling

Valley

The Love Gambler
A California Romance
Special

The Village Blacksmith
The Town That Forgot God
Face on the Barroom Floor
A Friendly Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

7,000
10.613

11

12

22

12 11 22
7-23

5,785

1-

4,527

1-14-23

6,166

1-21-23

If I Were Queen (Ethel Clayton)
The Broadway Madonna (Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Thelma (Jine Novak)
When Love Comes

Capt. Fly-By-Night

The Third Alarm
Canyon of the Fools

(Harry

Carey)

(R-C)

5,955

10-22-22

6,000

11-19-22

5,400

11-12-22

6,497

11-26-22

4.800
6,000

12 10 22
12-24-22

6,757

1-14-23

6,000

Date

Footage

LEWIS

J.

Renewed

SELZNICK ENT.

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchange*)
Elaine Hammer stein Star Series

Henry Lehrman Comedies

Under Oath

FOX FILM CORPORATION
5,000

Special Productions

Love

of

7.000

11-12-22

UNITED ARTISTS

Fox News (Twice

Who Played God (Geo. Arliss)
Tailor-Made Man (diaries Ray)
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)
Allied Prod. & Dist. Corp.
The Man

..

5,810
8,469
11,000
.9,000

10-8-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
11-19-22

7.892
5,000

10-8-22

A Woman's Woman

.

,

„

Jewel Features

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons

(Nazimova)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

a

(1

reel)

Week).

Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)
Serials:

A

Salome

(2 reels)

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

5,000

Eugene O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest

One Week

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville TroUey (2 reels)

1-7-23

CO.

Under Two Flags (Priscilla Dean)
The Kentucky Derby
The Flirt
The Flame of Life (Priscilla Dean)

7,407
5,398
8,000
5,776

10-1-22
10 22-22
12-31-22
1-14-23

4,506
4,836
4,465
.4.700

10-1-22
10-1-22
10-22-22
11-5-22
10-29-22
11-12-22
11-26-22
12- 3-22
11-19-22
12-10-22
12-17-22
12,31,22

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

reel)
(1 reel)

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

Universal Features

The Girl Who Ran Wild (Gladys Walton)
The Long Chance
Wolf Law (Frank Mayo)
Another Man's Shoes (Herbert Rawlinson)

..

Broad Daylight

4.961

The Lavender Bath Lady (Gladys Walton)
The Jilt (All-Star)
The Altar Stairs (Frank Mayo)
Ridin' Wild (Hoot Gibson)

... .4.113

4.491
4.641

4.166
4,462
4.473
4,508

Forsaking All Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)
A Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)
The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)
Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)
The Ghost Patrol

4,910

1-

7-23

4,228

1-21-23

6.000
6.800
6,000

10-15-22
12-17-22
12-17-22

VITAGRAPH
The Ladder Jinx
The Ninety and Nine
A Front Page Story
Antonio Moreno
Guilty

No. 26 (each
(each

Plunder

5,000

BROS.

Rags to Riches (Wesley Barry)
The Beautiful and Damned
Heroes of the Street (Wesley Barry)

7.209
7,000
7,000

10-1-22
12-17-22
12-24-22

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

INC.

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.

Range Rider

—
—2

Series

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

—

—
—

—

reel)

Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Tony Sarg Almanac (1 reel)
Hamilton Comedies

reel)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount Magazine (1 reel):
Paramount- Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergb Series (2 reels)

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds ol
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet*.
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Ins«-<>u.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Pan«
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity
It's Development.
Its History
Efficiency
in
the Motor Vehicle.
Electricity

Motor

—

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

(2 reels)
(1

—

VITAGRAPH

—

(slow speed)

Earl Hurd, Comedies

CO.

—

reels)

(2 reels)
(1

I

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epi
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Edepisodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
die Polo),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Edepisodes.
episodes; Terror Trail,
die Polo),
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher).
Star Comedies (1 reel):

KINETO

The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
Educational Specials:
How he Knocks
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America. The Crater
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)
Films

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

Selig-Pork- Photoplays

Cinal

J.

western

reel

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four (15 episodes).
Serials:

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge

INC.

5.951

WARNER

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

;

(Serial)

LEWIS

The Inner Chamber
William Duncan
Where Danger Smiles

Mermaid Comedies

First Series from No. 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Alice Joyce

Ben Turpin Comedies

;

reel).
(4 reels)

1

The Four Seasons

Conscience

Mack Sennet Comedies

reel)

1

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies

Super-Features

A

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Serial:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Comedies:
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the

Unknown'

(S reels)

Short Real Music Film Product

3
e
t

y
s

X

—

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
del,

Footage

U att

ARROW FILM
(Wm.

Peters

Peaceful

5,000
5,000
6.500

Fairbanks)

Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
(Maciste)

Unconquered

L.

Reviewed

CORP.

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
7.000
Notoriety

AYWON FILM

C. B. C.
Only a Shop

Girl

& Howell Comedies

6,000

1-14-23

FILM SALES CORP. 6,400

12-24-22

:

:

Husband's Flat, His Wite Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):
Village Grocer,

11-26-22

INC.
5.986

10-29-22

7,000
5,000

10-1-22
10-29-22

PHIL GOLDSTONE

HOWELLS SALES

Women

and

Tame Men, The

Joins the Force.

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Success Series:

Westerns (each

15

2

reels).

CORP.

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: b (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Mary Pickford

Revivals.

B.

C.
Star

Ranch Westerns

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel)
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

CO.

(Billy West) (2 reels)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial

Sunbeam Comedies

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Count Cagliostro
Daughter of Eve

Gump

A

(1

reel each).

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls
Flames

Homer

AYWON FILM

Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)

Rlvar,

Girl,

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

5,540

Women Men Marry

the

Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
fot a Soul, Beloved Brute, Uuicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hei
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)

Three and a

Serials:

GENIUS FILMS

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)

DEPENDABLE SALES CORP.
Driven (Chas. Brabin Prod.)

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels). Liquorisi

ARROW FILM

10-8-22

PRODUCTIONS
Rich (Betty Blythe)

CORP.

Lips (2 reels).

10-15-22

of the

T. S. S.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt

5,000
5,000

B. B.

ADVENTURES OF

Adventures of Tarzan (.Elmo Lincoln), IS episodes.

11-S-^

CO.

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
Another Man's Boot* (FrancU Ford)

The Darling

10 2 ?22
;
11-5
vU

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

of Passion

The Power Divine
The Way of the Transgressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters

LEE & BRADFORD

The Expose
1-14-23

Sawing

of

a

Lady

INC.

Half (2 reels)

in

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

Western Star Dramas (2

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Field),

15

episodes.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
:

——

The Unconquered Woman (Ruby e de Renter)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Dissy
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
:

Finish,

Circus Heroes.

Sally

Branded (Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

Ford Weekly.

FILM MARKET,

Jimmy

MASTER PICTURES
6,800

10-29-22

6,400
6,929

10-29-22
1- 7-23

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Environment

5,700

12-24-22

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Law

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolfs Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
Night (All-Star)

(2 reels)

:

HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Reissues (fourteen) (each 2 reels).
INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Nick Carter Series (2 reels — 10 a month).
Favorite Star Series (2 reel dramas — 10 a month).
JOAN FILM SALES CO.
Ray

Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Series:
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again.
;

The Conquering Hero.

LEE & BRADFORD

Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues
8-13-22

(2

reels):

PINNACLE COMEDIES

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Lawf Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES

PACIFIC FILM

Top Ranch

COMPANY

5,000

10-22-22

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-mouth) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

5,000

11-12-22

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yl reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

.

SACRED FILMS, INC.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.

Sacred Films (1 reel)

UNITY PICTURES
5,000

9-17-22

4,300

10-29-22

WILLIAMSON PROD.
of the Sea

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

—

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid ( Marjorie Rambeau)
5 ,000
Mrs. Belfame ( Nance O'Neil)
5.000

Wonders

See

feet)

WM. STEINER

Marry

Spirit,

First.

Norma Talmadge

Invisible

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

Why Do Men

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

The Better Man Wins (Pete Morrison)

Table

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

America

Sure Fire Flint

In the

GAUMONT COMPANY

(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

Mack Swain Comedies

INC.

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

Trail of the

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-reala.

News

Secrets of Paris

MASTODON FILMS

Miracles oi the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Serial:

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reel9 a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedles (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

2,000
2.000

—

Short Stuff
"The Oregon Trail"— Universal
Type

Historical serial in IS chapters

of production

This

is

Screen Snapshots No. 19

the third of Universal's historical serials dealing with
The first, "Winners of the

the settling of the United States.

West," dealt with the Sante Fe Trail and the settling of California; the second, "In the Days of Buffalo Bill," dealt with
the Overland Trail and this, "The Oregon Trail" deals with
the settling and winning of the Oregon territory for the United States. The same star and director appear in this serial
as in the preceding two; Art Accord and Edward Laemmle,
respectively. The story and scenario have been written, from
American history, by Robert Dillon with the assistance of
The first two chapters reviewed this week
historical societies.
are extremely interesting, from a historical angle as well as
being filled with incidents of exciting nature.
Louise Lorraine is seen in the leading feminine role as the
daughter of Velasquez, the first white man to settle in the
Oregon territory. She show dramatic ability. The supporting
cast includes Duke R. Lee, Ruth Royce, Jim Corey, Sidney De
Also
Grey, Bart Law, Grace MocLean and Dick Carter.
should be mentioned the work of a wonderful collie dog, referred to as Rex Accord.
There should be a wonderful opportunity to tie-up with
schools in this one and the press book issued by Universal
should help you a great deal. History is easily assimilated in
picture form and special school children's matinees should go
over well.

Type

of production

1

Club"— Better Day Pict.— Second

Niat'l

Pictures

Type

of production

1

A

glimpsed making the Roman orgy scenes in
"Manslaughter"; Theda Bara plays "Pung Chow" and golf;
Thomas Ince explains the story of "The Hottentot" to Madge
"Bellamy; and Jackie Coogan wins an automobile race. Fans
his cast are next

will like

it.

"Yellow Handkerchief"—Tales of Fish Patrol—Universal

Type

of production

"Just a Little Late

average one

Club"

reeler, in that

it

is
is

Bruce Barton Editorial

decidedly different from the
neither a comedy, nor scenic,

movie going public. It is a picby Bruce Barton, its theme dealing
with young Mr. Just-a-Little Late, and with his rival Mr.
Spry, who is always just little early.
There may be some
who will object to a preachment, even in sugar-coated form,
but it should, in the main, entertain, and there are quite a
few laughs distributed throughout the reel. Better see this
first and judge for yourself.
and

offers a

change

to the

turization of an editorial

drama

2 reel

another of Jack London's "Tales of the Fish Patrol"
Le Grant, and with Louise
Lorraine as the waif of the water front. Edward Kull has directed from a scenario by Anthony Coldewey.

This

is

starring Jack Mulhall as Charley

The punch in this story comes in the last few feet when
LeGrant traps the entire gang of pursuing Chinamen, headed
by "Yellow Handkerchief," Jim Wang, in a huge fishing net.
The shot showing the men entangled in the net is exceedingly
novel.
The rest of the tale is interesting and will hold the
attention.

Type

of production

This

reel

magazine

Although the scenes in this issue are, of necessity, not new
they will probably prove none the less interesting to picture
fans.
visit to Rudolph Valentino's former bungalow at
Hollywood comes first, then Mary and Doug returning to the
coast after a visit to New York. Director Cecil De Mille and

Bray

"Colonel Heeza Liar's Treasure Island
"Just a Little Late

reel fan

is

a clever

of Colonel

and the

1

little reel

reel

— Hodkinson

cartoon comedy

combining the little cutout cartoon
actual photographs of the artist

Heeza Liar with

staff

of the art department.

ceedingly real and the

manner

in

The

little

figure

is

ex-

which the entire action

is

handled makes extremely interesting material. The Colonel
hears the boys reading about a desert island that contains
treasure and gets himself radioed to the nearest ship from which
he sails to the island in a bottle. The cannibal chief tries
very hard to cook him but the Colonel escapes and dives off
a cliff only to be swallowed by a fish which after a supposed
lapse of time is caught by the artist and his friend who are
on a vacation. They are much surprised to see the Colonel
and hear about his adventures.

—Cameo—Educational

"Dog Sense"
Type

Pathe Review No. 6

Type

of production

reel

1

magazine

of production

1

reel

comedy

Director Fred Hibbard has made in "Dog Sense" a very
little comedy with the assistance of two very
clever bull pups, a flock of cats and a cute toddling kiddie.
The plot is but a thread, but if it were even less, it would not

entertaining

An
are

Review No. 6
showing Japanese
boats lighted by torches, fishing by means of
Each fisherman handles about twenty birds, pull-

interesting feature of this issue of Pathe's

some very

fishermen in
cormorants.

well-tinted

night

scenes

ing the strings attached to the birds' throats so that they cannot swallow the fish they catch. Another feature that will
prove interesting is an oriental dance that is seen first in
actual

rhythm and then

entitled "Riders of the

actual

home

and swords.

in

slow motion.

Red Sands"

The

colored footage

gives a glimpse into the
of desert sheiks, including a battle with shields

be missed as the almost human dog makes up for it. There
is some very funny business with his master's pipe which the
dog smokes with evident enjoyment. When the other pup

do the same, the first dog
But the pup, disdaining his
interference boredly blows the mouthful of smoke he still reIt is a clean, amusing and
tains in his older brother's face.
thoroughly enjoyable offering, and is the best reel seen so far
under the Cameo banner.
steals the pipe

and endeavors

rudely takes

away from him.

it

to

Short Stuff
"Hoboes De Luxe"

Type

— Universal

of production

reel

1

comedy

This is an amusing one-reeler featuring Neeley Edwards as
the extremely polite hobo and his side partner Bert Roach
The opening is good, showing Edwards dreamat his valet.
ing of a wonderful dinner served on silver platters and his
awakening under a tree with the odor of mulligan stew in the
The story written and directed by William Watson tells
air.
of the tramps' adventures in a missing husband's rich father
mixup. There are quite a few laughs in the offering.

"Colonel Heeza Liar and the Ghost"

Type

of production

— Bray— Hodkinson
reel

1

cartoon comedy

This time Colonel Heeza Liar, the little animated cartoon
cutout has a scrap with the artist because he doesn't want to
work at night. But the artist says that he must stay, so the
Colonel tries to get revenge by dumping a jar of paint on him.

Then when

some new ones. Dan Mason buys himself
make-up" and starts out to get a
thief.
How Tillie, the depot agent, captures the crook and Pop
gets the credit offers some pretty fair laughs.
miliar gags but also

jumps
a toy balloon which he

a

"professional

Pathe Review No.

Type

A

room and climbing into
has draped with chiffon he proceeds to scare the boys. How
he succeeds in frightening them and also a passing policeman
provides the balance of the action. There is some very clever
stuff in this one, which should prove a pleasing addition to
almost any program.

"Jenkins and the Mutt"

—Bruce— Educational
1

reel

reel

1

most interesting subject

in this issue of

magazine

the Review deals

with "The Thrill Box" mechanism in which the Army Air
It is doubtful if one will
Service tests recruits' flying ability.
still wish to fly after seeing what airmen have to be able to
stand.
Then there are some very pretty tinted shots of the
Connecticut River, an interesting electrical experiment in the
.Popular Science section, and colored scenes of the Sahara's
population.

"Boyhood Days"

Type

2 reel

Young Buddy Messinger
the

first

clever

—Century— Universal

of production

of

comedy

seen to good advantage in
Century banner.

is

comedies under the

his

monkeys help

some

to get

laughs.

Buddy

this,

Two

loves Alice

and Buddy's father who owns the town store loves Alice's
mother. There are a few titles that could be eliminated with
good results but the offering as a whole is amusing and should
please the average audience, especially if Buddy has found

them

favor with
of production

5

of production

the boys are having a lunch the Colonel

into the prop

Type

detective

either in

"The

Flirt" or other vehicles.

scenic-drama

is the second of the new Robert C.
"Wilderness Tales." The little drama,
played against a background of western hills, country roads
and rippling mountain streams, is enacted by Alice Ellis,
Irving Kennedy and a most appealing dog. Jenkins is a henpecked clerk and Mrs. Jenkins is the hen-pecker. One evening she refuses to give her husband his dinner unless he loses
the dog. He tries in every possible way to do so, but the
morning comes with the Mutt still at his side. Having been

"Jenkins and the Mutt"

Bruce

away

all

night, he

afraid to face his wife

is

months and Jenkins is
worn and tired, with the dog still

stretches into

and so the night

wandering. Finally,
at his heels, he returns,
still

only to rind that his wife has moved away and left no address.
The photography is exceedingly good. Some of the scenes

have been

"The Nuisance"— C. C. Burr— Hodkinson

called

series

tinted.

Type

2 reel

of production

comedy

Some good audience stuff is contained in this two reeler
which stars Mary Anderson, Raymond McKee and Charles
Murray, and has been directed by Gregory La Cava. The
somewhat choppy, jumping from one sequence
to another that is not related at times, but in the main the
comedy should get over well. There is some funny business
continuity

is

house that has sliding panels and all sorts of
trick apparatus that is worked by switches in the cellar.
The hero has a bet that he cannot stay there overnight. A
cat gets in the cellar and after experimenting with the switches
finally manages to set fire to a can of dynamite and blows
in

a haunted

up the place.

"Once Over"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type

of production

The

title

Earlier in the picture there

1

of this Paul Parrott

comedy

reel

gives no indication that

the action takes place in a barber shop school

where Paul

learning the gentle art of being a tonsorial expert.

comes out

of a face

comedy

mask treatment with her nose

A

is

bride

empty

into

bowl

Some

a sequence which

is

of goldfish

Murray's trousers.

the Minister's wife.

trousers

of the

obviously after the

some may

overturned and its contents
Incidentally, he is talking to

is

and the family cat jumps up and

on the floor
head inside the

slide out

fish

sticks

its

fish.

frame

away happy.

Not so her husband, who returns to the barber shop to clean it up. But Paul
saves the day by throwing him into a barber chair and raising
it

to.

entirely out

of shape, but seeing the pretty manicurist through the
of a glassless mirror she goes

A

object

Pathe Review No. 4

Type

of production

1

reel screen

magazine

to the ceiling.

Scenic shots illustrating Bryant's poem "The Death of the
Next comes an
this issue of Pathe's Review.
Bonnie McLeary,
interesting funeral filmed in Canton, China.

Flowers" open

"Pop
Type

Turtle,

Detekative"— Film

of production

Dan Mason's
Detekative," a

2 reel

comedy

Plum Center comedy is "Pop Tuttle,
rate rube sheriff comedy with some fa-

latest
first

Booking Offices

sculptress, next

models a tiny

figure.

The New York Aqua-

rium again provides interesting material for the camera in the
shape of Puffer fish. Colored scenes of modern Athens complete the issue-

Short
Stuff
The value

of the short subject to

your program.

How to build
the use of short

How

well

a program through
stuff.

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

"How

pick

I

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

value.

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented

in

the forthcoming

Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

An

THE FILM
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unusual "buy" for the pro-

ducer and distributor

of short sub-
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Business

Hays OrgTake Ad-

vantage of Uniform Contract

seems to be the opinion of

t

re-

—

exhibitors that those indeident
exchanges who are not
liated with the Hays organization
use the uniform contract which
ratified by the T. O. C. C. and
3
M. P. T. O. of New York on
day.
insible

totaling $6,825,249.80 were collected
by the Government in December, according to figures made public by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. This
was an increase of $1,340,459 over the
collections of $5,484,790.03 reported
for the month of November, and was
$135,546 more than the $6,689,702.83
collected during December, 1921.

I

W.

H. Linton,
inquired what
*ht be expected from the indeIt can be stated that the
idents.
ief rules that they will come into
The Hays organization has
meeting,

that
Utica,

it

definitely

Collections from the seating tax on
theaters during the month amounted
to $35,207.24, as compared with $49,245.96 in November, 1922, and $34,991.16 in December, 1921.

:.

particularly careful to impress
the minds of the exhibitor corntees that as an organization, it
not guarantee that its various
mbers will use the contract. At
same time, it is held that the uncontract contains so many proions which will rebound to the
antage of both distributor and exitor,
that it would seem logical
all of the releasing organizations
take advantage of it.
:n

The December

"WHILE PARIS SLEEPS"— A

great box-office title— produced by a
Tourneur, and featuring Lon Chaney a boxoffice star
provides a combination that is sure to be a money-maker in
any theater. It's a Hodkinson Picture. Advt.
box-office director

—

— Maurice

—

admitted that the Hays orholds no control over
lization
right units and, in fact, sevdistributors.
national
of
the
1
e "play date is pay date" clause
expected to perform all kinds of
lefits.
Billy Brandt pointed out at
(Continued on page 2)

Spectacle

Insurance

on Saturday.
)orothy Dalton is due in today
t work on "Fog Bound."
st

iogers Handling

Charles R. Rogers of Resolute Film
es, Inc. will handle the distribution

"Broadway Broke"

for J.

Searle

ivley.

Praise for

Hays

Jimmy"

Walker paid a fine
ute to Will H. Hays on Friday
sn the uniform contract had been
fied.
Walker said Hays had
ved

his bigness in carrying on
lings
with the exhibitor units
pite the fact he added, that "the
ional exhibitor organization had
apsed." He said that Hays could
e easily dropped the whole mat-

and
ms,
je
c

eliminated all reform proand that the exhibitors at
could do nothing because of

of

aggressive

leadership.

to a

"I'd rather

pay $50,000

good play or a good story and insure

cost than to take a chance with an

unknown

gamble any way you take
than any other."

less of a

it

;

but

it is

my

for

the

production

vehicle.

It's

a

gamble that way

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

special

train

is

being planned by the American Historical Revue and Motion
Picture
Exposition to bring to Los Angelesfor the premiere of the event next
summer the President, members of
his
official
family, the diplomatic
corps from Latin Americ
a Con,

Which may be true. But which incidentally leads to existing high values demanded by owners of such materials. Present
But
prices for picture rights make 1920 figures look pikerish.
they keep on paying them just the same. Warner's deal with
Belasco for three pictures runs into a quarter of a million. But
Belasco's name means a lot. But the proit may be worth it.
ducers are asking $50,000 for almost anything in the way of a
stage success and "The Fool" was held so high by the Selwyns
So there you
that Griffith passed it up and Bill Fox grabbed it.
are.
Happen to know of an incident where one producer, sore at
another for securing one of his best directors, bid up the price for
And they
a certain play $50,000 over the price originally set.
call it a business.

—

of the competition.
Just wont
go to $15,000 on special occasions,

Famous Players keeps out

pay these sort of prices. May
but usually pay less. Claim they put the money in the negative.
Incidentally hear "The Covered Wagon" cost over $800,000.
Highest price ever put into picture by Famous. Touted as a
knockout.

History Since
President May

Attend
(Special to

to

"B'way Broke"

—The

Los Angeles
R. A. Rowland talking.

in 1924

Trace

to

Columbus

ngius
Lasky In; Dalton Due Today
esse L. Lasky arrived from the

that

Pageant

is

te

totals definitely in-

business throughout the
country is on *he up-grade.
The
November taxes were $88,000 over the
October collections. Now the December taxes indicate a substantial increase over those for November.

dicate

m

t

Better

December Figures $1,340,459 Over
Those for November Improvement Over 1921, Too
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
Admission taxes

of

We'll see.
(Continued

on

Page 2)

gressional
delegation,
United
the
States Marine Band, and the director
general of the Pan American Union.

These men and their wives will be
the guests of Los Angeles and the
exposition from the time they leave
Washington until they arrive home.
Plans for this train, which will
run to Los Angeles and return, via

many

of the principal cities, are

now

being worked out by Frank B.
Davison, director general of the exMayor
with
position.
Davison,
George E. Cryer visited Washington in December and extended the
invitations.

The

history

of

the

New World

be shown in pageantry, from the
discovery of this continent by Columbus until the proclamation of the
Monroe Doctrine. It is planned also
will

to film this story, filling in the series
greater detail to

of pageants with
give it continuity.

1K2C
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—
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that it means a
definite, assured flow of money into
the treasuries of the distributors with
the resultant advantage of having
sufficient funds on hand to divert
them into production channels. For
the exhibitor, Brandt foresees cheaper rentals because the distribution

Friday's

not

will

"Where were you this morning?"
Second Producer "Where I am every morning at the bank."
First Producer:

:

be

compelled

to

maintain

lines of credit and make loans
exorbitant interest rates, before
begins to get returns on his in-

he
vestment. Charles O'Reilly is of the
opinion that better results at the
box-office are in sight for exhibitors
the immediate play date
clause will not hold up subsequent
first and second runs and exhibitors
will be able to cash in on second and
third runs, while the distributors' extensive advertising campaigr is still
fresh in the public mind.
Brandt is responsible for the interesting assertion that fully 25%
in revenue is lost between the time
an exhibitor signs a contract and the
He
distributor collects the money.
credited Mar us Loew with making
that statement to him, and said Loew
had made that discovery when he

because

took over Metro.

;

Properly Present Your Photoplay

Mrs. Joseph Pulitzer, widow of the former publisher of the
World. Planning a big party. Calls on Eddie Darling; Keith offices, to secure talent.
Darling reports back that
he can get the "greatest bet" of the day, better than any opera
star.
"He's having trouble with his company," he went on, "so
you will have to invite him as a guest. Then he and his wife
will dance for you and later you can give him a souvenir, and put
a check in it." Mrs. Pulitzer agrees. "And who is he?" she
"Valentino," responded Darling, all enthused.
asks.
Mrs.
Pulitzer was silent a moment.
Business of thinking. "And
who?" she asked after a few moments, "is Valentino?"

HARRY CHANDLEE

New York

THE

\S

SPICE

OF THE PRC

New

to

Offices
at

RATTLING THE SKELETON

Avenue

Seventh

729

Suite

1005

Bryant 3623

the other contestants.

WATER STUFr
In Morosco's production of "Lady Butterfly" they have a
unique effect of the boat sailing out to sea. The reproduction
of the water has puzzled many old timers in the audience.
It's
done by projecting a moving picture from back stage. Stuff
shot along the Mediterranean, but projected at a trick angle.
Gives very unusual effect. Producer is also the projector. Gets
$100 a week for his film and his work. Worth it.

EXHIBITORS

SALESMEN WANTED
Something new for

Can

make

$10

side

line.

Good

POW WOW

Title

Photographers

International

—

K-3.

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

;

Interesting.
He believes, so they say, that his pictures can
be distributed without a regular machine. That he can do without one and save a lot of money. Has other radical ideas. All
of which does not add to the gayety of United Artists.
First
thing you know something'll happen in that organization. And
Doug's ideas may blossom. But meanwhile Doug takes a lot of
big rentals for "Robin Hood." And the well known squawk of
Mister Ex-hi-bi-tor is heard throughout the land. If Doug ever
puts his idea into execution boy, what might happen?
By the way, Doug's next will be in color.

daily.

Address

FARINA & OGLE

;

DOUG'S IDEAS

exhibitors.

$30

to

have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

Scheduled for Chicago in May. And pretty soon all the
scrapping will start. Just as it always has. Frank Rembusch
will be heard from so will others, including perhaps John Evans
of Philly and possibly Al Black, if he gets in the game in time.
Meanwhile "they say" Syd Cohen may not listen to the pleadings
of his friends who want him to run again.
But will withdraw.
To develop the Theater Owners Distributing Corp. Which will
leave "Al" Steffes and others a free field.
For the presidency.

.

iDisfribitterJ- fif.

MOTION 'PICTURES

&V

K&&SI

tVkt

•'

Inter-Ocean Film Corpor atiow

INT E R-O C EAN B UILI>£nG
218

WEST

42nd ST;

'..'-r''

-

Nt'w

'

.^PltK'"

BRYANT 7gi2 \'"7 v
WHEN YOU-'THINK x3frv
FOREIGN -THINK' OE
:

:INT.E-I^b:0^;iM

MONKEYING AROUND
J. Parker Reade takes his pet monkey on a
train he is going to allow himself an extra half hour.
To make
sure the monk gets aboard in time.

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

Dumb

W. 42nd

of Safety First Theater,
Bell, Ariz.
All pictures looked alike to him.
$7.50 was the limit and that

Announces the closing

took in "Dr. Jack" and "Robin Hood."
Comes to Denver. Sees Harry Nolan. Says he, "what's
your price on Chaplin's ? I can't do business with your salesmen.

Over two

(Continued on

Page

4)

'

:

The next time

H. B. Egg, owner

U^ciu/UU^

Announces His Removal

Frank Tichenor claims that he prepared the first insert that
ever went into a trade paper in his business. Back in April 1914,
boosting "The Little Rebel."
There'll probably be some heavy mail following this. From

WHAT'S AN IMITATION?
f (^cLuoatiaruii

£&ifa(foi&a>

HEARD ON BROADWAY

session

long
at

ANY DAY

200

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Clem Deneker has reached the pinnacle of fame. His experThe Film Renter of London.

INC.

Dannenherg,

three ne
Dahlia

"Torquay," "The
and "A Palace of Kings."

iences are being re-printed in
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New
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5,

Prizmas

released

subjects.

1)

CLEM ABROAD
5,
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Joseph
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New

Three
Prizma has

Insurance
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Monday, February

giving

it

St.

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and posiare now made available for your

tive,

requirements.

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985

THE
Monday, February

New

On Broadway
This

-<2^

DAILY

1923

5,

Theater for Brooklyn

The frame dwellings

Week

— "While Paris Sleeps."
rooklyn Strand — "The Dangerous
Age."
ameo— "The Bohemian Girl."
apitol — "Robin Hood."
riterion— "Poor Men's Wives."
New York—Today— "One
oew's
Week of Love."
Tuesday — "A Blind Bargain" and
roadway

Additions to "Red Lights" Cast

47-51 4th
Ave., Brooklyn, will be replaced by
a 1,600 seat picture theater.
The
property has been leased by the

(Special to

at

Deenstraus Corp.

—

Culver City, Cal. Johnnie Walker
has been loaned to Goldwyn by Robertson-Cole for "Red Lights." Alice
Lake, also has an important role.

Another Hollywood Story
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Upon the completion
of "Knighthood in Hollywood," Fred
Caldwell will start "The Deacon of
R. W. Case of the Columbia, which
Hollywood," with the same cast.
aims to expose the dope evil.

Making Dope Film in Seattle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle— "The Tale of the Pipe," is
the title of a picture being made by

(Special to

—

"The First Degree."
Wednesday —-"Sure Fire Flint."
Thursday "The Speed King.''
McRae in Orient for Films
Friday— "All the World's a Stage"
Four This Month From "U"
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
and "The Love Letter."
Febscheduled
for
has
Universal
Saturday—"Kick In."
Los Angeles Henry MacRae has
ruary release Frank Mayo in "The
Sunday "One Exciting Night."
First Degree, Gladys Walton in "The left for the Orient to film a series of
"Hunting Big Game in Love Letter," Hoot Gibson in "The productions based on Oriental cusyric

—

—

—

—
— "Hearts Aflame."
ialto
—
ivoli
"Java Head."
trand — "The Voice From

Gentlemen from America" and Her- toms and traditions.
arrive in Hongkong
bert Rawlinson in "The Prisoner."

Africa."

the Min-

Films

aret."

(Special to

Next Week

roadway

— Comedy
—

rooklyn Strand

Carnival Week.
"The Voice From

the Minaret."

— "The Last Hour."
— "The Christian."
— "Driven."
yric — "Hunting
Big Game
Africa."
— Not yet determined.
— Not yet determined,
trand— "Fury."

a

apitol
riterion

Daylight

He

is

due to

shortly.

Officers Elected

—

Hinge's Farm. M. Ernest Bertron
Frenchman, is the inventor.

F.

H. Elliott Says Underwriters Are
Determined to Do Away With
Inflammable Film

Giving specific data relative to
measures designed to eliminate the
use of inflammable film bv organizations of fire chiefs and underwriters,
Frederick H. Elliott, former N. A.
M. P. I. secretary and now vicepresident of the Feaster Mfg. Co.
says a nation-wide campaign is under
way to compel use of non-inflammable stock. He says the slow
burning stock will saddle considerable expense on the industry because
it costs more to make.

According

to Elliott, the Fire

Mar-

Ass'n of North America is
backing a Congressional bill to keep
inflammable film out of inter-state
shal's

commerce

after Jan.

1,

1925; the In-

Ass'n of Fire Chiefs intends
Grand Rapids The newly elected waging a state campaign along those
lines;
while in San Francisco exofficers of the Consolidated Theaters,
changes cannot operate in buildings
Inc. are as follows: W. J. Clark, presimore than two stories in height.
dent; Dr. S. LeRoy, vice-president;
Elliott blames the agitation largely on
C. M. Hurd, secretary and F. G.
the vast amount of film on sale in
Clark, treasurer and general manager.
department stores during the holi(Special to

Hendon, Eng. The "Cineojour," a
device for presenting motion pictures
in broad daylight or in a fully lighted
room, was recently demonstrated here
at

ameo

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Sees a Danger

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

ternat'l

—

days.

Gov't Seeks "Lab" Helpers
Gould With First National
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis Salesmen Organize
ialto
Washington
The Civil Service
Winnipeg Bill Gould has resigned
ivoli
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hodkinson,
Commission
of
announces
an
open
manager
comdistrict
as
St. Louis
petitive examination for laboratory
A Film Salesmen's Club
and has joined First National.
aids in motion picture laboratories, was launched on Saturday following
Ruderich Dead
Toronto C. A. Meade, has been on March 7, 1923. Vacancies in the a luncheon. The object is to produce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
appointed district manager of Western Division of Publications, Department better selling methods, that will lead
Buffalo Chris Ruderich, manager Canada for United Artists with head- of Agriculture will be filled from this to a closer' co-operation wit hthe exhibitors.
examination.
quarters at Winnipeg.
the Casino is dead.
in

—

—

—

—

—

E

THE SUPER 39
MARY

MILES MINTER

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Supported by
Adapted by Will M. Ritchey from

ANTONIO MORENO

Fox Jr., and
Directed by Charles Maigne
the novel by John

by Eugene Walter

the play

Released April 29th

FAMOUS
a song,

for years as a novel, a play and
this immortal classic of Ken-

tucky's mountains

manner worthy

is

now produced

of its great heart-story.

in a
Mil-

have known and loved it. It has had
thousands of imitations, but none has come
near it in genuine appeal.
lions

No. 2 "Dark Secrets."
No. 3 "My American Wife.'
No. 4 "Drums of Fate."
No. 5 "Nobody's Money."
No. 6 "Adam's Rib."
No. 7 "Java Head."
No. 8 "The White Flower."
No. 9 "Adam and Eva."
No. 10 "Racing Hearts'*

i

Miss Minter has the best role of her caand the great supporting cast, headed
by Antonio Moreno, includes Ernest TorThis
rence, Edwin Brady and Cullen Tate.
reer,

A

special photobe a really big picture.
play edition of the book will be issued.
No. 11 "The Nth Commandment"
'Mr Billings Spends His Dune
No. 12
'The' Glimpses of the Moon."
No. 13
will

~^2gsr

;^ffm

t

fSS.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

14
IS
16
17
18
19

No

20

C£ Cparamounl Gpidure

'The Leopardess."

Donna."
'Grumpy."
'Bella

'The Go-Getter."
•Prodigal Daughters."

"The Law of the Lawless.
"The Ne'er Do Well."
mi wiiil!

i

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

'

No. 22

THE

iMHk

DAILV

Monday, February

1923

5,

Insurance
THINKINC; QUICK

(Continued from Page 2)

Too tough for me. Thought you might listen to reason. Salesmen ask $15 etc." Nolan says "Sorry Mr. Egg, but that's the
minimum on Chaplin's. Can't do any better." Says he "Why
should I pay you $15 for Chaplin when I can buy Billy West for

Lionel Keene. Running the
Los Angeles Loew houses. Had a big line up. Threading all
around the house. Waiting to get in. Keene hustles a boy or

$5?"

And

"Well," says Nolan. "One is the genuine article and the
other is Imitation."
"Yes," says Egg, "that may be so, but my crowd don't know
the difference."
(Neither does Egg).

THE MUSIC PROBLEM
Interesting idea developed.
Bradford. To help the many,
library is not what it should be.

By M. J. Mintz and Jimmie
many orchestras whose music
They have developed the the-

Which gives the leader a few bars of
the appropriate selections. When the hero saves the heroine
and wallops the villain. Then if the musician hasn't got that parAnd what's more
ticular piece, he replaces it from what he has.
The cue sheet defines what music is taxable. And
interesting.
what isn't. So Mister Ex-hi-bi-tor knows where he is.
matic music cue sheet.

Ed

two.
It's

Schiller's

former assistant.

Right along the line.
cigarettes for the men.
an idea.

With

ice

water for the women folk.
while waiting.

To keep them happy

THE FAMILY ALBUM

Of Lapland relatives. Comes in almost every mail. Clyde
For "In Other Lands." And a clever press
Elliott shot a lot.
agent keeps sending the family photos and their biogs in
regularly.
Good stunt.

—

—

FAME

,

Lovoldozes Ben Blumenthal uj budapesti szinhazaban
This is the way a Hungarian newspaper. Published in New'
York. Headlined a pistol fight near or in.
Budapest. Asked about it Ben said: "Forget

Ben's house in
nothing hap-

it;

pened."

EXHIBITORS NEEDS
Writes an exhibitor to a supply house: "Send us one "Good
Night" slide at once. Can't close my house till I get it."

COAST AMBITIONS

HOME

Ready to finance
of the biggest banks in Los Angeles.
production and distribution. But has a string tied to it. All
OK. Cash 'n everything. But this comes only if the company
involved will move distribution headquarters to Los Angeles.
Chamber of Commerce reported back of the move. Great idea.
Please notice the "if."
If it works.

Bert Van Tuyle. And Nell Shipman. Home again. Among
their animals way up in the far Northwest, 18 miles of sledge
From anywhere. Nothin' to do but play with their pets.
ride.
And make pictures. No critics; no newspapers; nothing. Nowonder they're happy.

One

DANNY.

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHTS
Rewards

Dependof
ability

We have had the pleasure of serving
• great many of our clients ten or
more

W.

A.

EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—
I

am

ture

FLEMING & CO.

better

and

better.

How

about

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

Bryant 4741

Are you

interested in having your proedited and titled with this
training apparent in the work?

WILLIAM
130

LETTERING

N

LAYOUTS

Any

ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

7IW.44TH.ST
Ph.Vanderbilt

West

4551

LAUB

B.
46th St.
Bryant 9900

Film Clips
For All Purposes
Picture

W.

J.

302 E. 33d St.

EGATI V

WA NTE D

E

PUBLICITY
If your story i3 worth telling,
it's worth telling right.
Call
up Bryant 6763.

FRED

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

Sunsets, Accidents, etc.
Subjects of an extraordinary

Leenu Bldg.

1540 Broadivay

,

Bryant 5741

CHARLES WALTON

ART

Personal Representative
Serving the Beit in Motion Picture*

Producers,

TITLES
Craftsmen Film Laboratories

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower St.
Hollywood,

West

19th Street

245

West

47th St. N. Y. C.

THE

Barnes Printing Company

Watldns 7620-7461

I

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

NC.

Phone Watkins 1416-17

Calif.

Increased

Watch

Directors

Motion Picture Service

LOUIS MEYER
251

What have you?

BAER

E.

Advertising

Sunrises,

Phone 436572

CARTOONS
Bill Pause

Motion

A knowledge of story writing and
continuity
work is of tremendous
value in picture editing.
ductions

or

of

pic-

yours?

years.

Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
Tel. Longacre 9074
452 Fifth Ave.

make somebody's

trying to

ENLARGEMENTS

make

for success.

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs,

"We

etc.

Never Disappoint'*

229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

City

J

"

THE
7Ao brAdstreet

ZkRECOCNIZE*

o< FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII

Vol.
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Tuesday, February

6,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Secure Control

Await Decision

famous Players' Deal Under Way
With Ben Blumenthal for Ownership of Hamilton Corp.
It is understood that Famous Play-

Ind'p'ts

SB WLM

have staited negotiations with
Sen Blumenthal looking for the conrol of the Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

—

*k

1

w,.

visement Judgments Filed
understood that the Treasury

^

It is

Department

at Washington is awaiting an interpretation of Section 906
of the Revenue Act of 1918 before
taking any measures in connection
with the 5% tax ruling which would
work hardship on a number of independent operators, should the Government decide it is within its right

:rs

3 Mi

Arrangements will probably be conluded this week not only with Bluminthal but with Samuel Rachmann
is well and when final arrangements
ire

consummated, Famous

iamilton

will

own

in its entirety.

Hamilton was the unit formed
he distribution of German-made

for
pic-

Understand Treasury Dep't

Has 5% Tax Ruling Under Ad-

wSWKmm

to
Tiff

"'

»

collect.

Some weeks ago
ization

on behalf

Hays organ-

the
of

several

of

its

members who may be

included in
such a ruling, filed a brief with the
Washington officials in which representations for these producers and

ures in countries outside of Gernany. The Negri pictures made here
ire to be "presented" by Hamilton as
vill those of Ernest Lubitsch.

were made. Other independents have been acting "on their
own." Not later thai, two weeks ago,
a representative of William Alexander,
secretary of the Film Distributors'
distributors

Charnas Buys

Two

'"-BjS-;-.

Harry Charnas has purchased, for
Standard
Film,
"The World's A
"Environment" from
itage"
and
Middle
Western territory, comprisin- about
5% of the United States. He exlects to leave for home tomorrow.
Principal

Pictures

for

League sent a representative to
Washington to confer with Treasury officials. The Film Distributors'
League which formerly released the

his

" 'Last

Sell

Carlos' Deal Off

Abe
Mlm

Carlos' deal with the

which

ter,

is

More on Valentino
The Sunday World credited
ious Players

a Fa-

as saying that
ready to meet
todolph Valentino with "every pos-

he

company

official

was

"As to his comible co-operation."
ensation," this official was quoted,

we always have been and

are

now

repared to discuss and readjust his
ontract commensurate with his pres-

day popularity." When Adolph
!ukor was asked whether such statent

nents reflected the truth of the situaion, he said they did but in relation
the World report that the company
night attempt to enjoin Valentino,
rom dancing in Detroit, he had no

omment

make.
Arthur Butler Graham, Valentino's
to

characterized the World
"Famous Players propaganHe said the dispute was not

ttorney,
rticle as
la."

lased on matters of compensation
,nd said he would welcome any atempt to punish Valentino for conempt of court, as the World indi-

ated might be tried.

to capacity
like this one,"

and stood them up balance

Geo. W. Allen
Bedford, Mass., wired C. C. Burr.

Moscow more

New

of the

week.

of the Capitol thea-

Jr.,

Aralma

producing pictures
n conjunction with the Woman's
lome Companion is understood to
lave failed of development and that
he product will be disiriDuiea as
eretofore through
the Alexander
"ilm Corp.
Co.,

Hour' opened

Oppose Percentages

Peace In Sight
T. O. C. C. and F.

I.

L.

M. Club Will

Probably Settle Arbitration at
Special Meeting Tomorrow
Plans were practically completed
yesterday for a special meeting of
committees representing the T. O.
C. C. and the F. I. L. M. Club to be
held tomorrow morning at which a

new
in

up

set of rules covering arbitration
York will be drawn
to the satisfaction of both parties.

Greater

New

It is assumed that the controversy
which has existed for several weeks
will be finally eliminated and rules

of

sufficient

elasticity

prepared

so

that trouble in the future will be
avoided.
It is understood that the
F. I. L. M. Club is in accord with the
provisions of the uniform contract as
ratified at last Friday's meeting.

Members
organization

exchangemen's
the
have been attaching a

of

rider to local contracts which exhibitors have been instructed not to
sign by the T. O. C. C. The riders
vested methods of arbitration in the
F. I. L. M. Club.

Hopwood Play

for Stahl

Mayer has purchased
Avery Hopwood's "Why Men Leave
Home." John M. Stahl will direct.
Louis

B.

English Exhibitors

Method

Frown on That

— Expected

to

Change

However
ERNEST W. FREDMAN

By

P. hlews,

companies which are rather anxiously hoping for an early statement
eral

from the Treasury Department.

Attitude,

The Film Renter and M.

Triangle reissues has and does hold
that it does not come within the scope
of the provision no matter what the
interpretation, because it was merely
a clearing house for its members.
It is understood that the Government has filed judgments against sev-

Garsson Has Ince Signed

London

THE FILM DAILY)

Murray Garsson

stated yesterday
he holds Ralph Ince under contract
has cropped up during the last few and that Ince was merely loaned to
J. Parker Read to aid in the producdays upon the question of sharing tion
of "The Coward" which Goldterms. Many of the branches of the wyn will release.
C. E. A. have discussed the matter
(Special to

London

and

—A good

signified

sisting

their

any demand

on a percentage

deal of discussion

intention

re-

basis.

Several leading exhibitors in
castle,

of

to play pictures

Birmingham,

Bristol

New-

Gene Sarazen Signed by Warner's
Gene Sarazen, golf champion has
been engaged by the Warner Brothers

be featured

in a series of
reelers to be made on the
The series will
combine
coast.
comedy and golf instructions.

to

and Lon- seven one

don,
have
expressed
themselves
strongly upon this matter, but at the
same time here is little doubt that
when a big picture comes along, there
will be plenty of exhibitors quite willing to show it on a percentage basis.
The question of sharing terms has
been simmering for some time, but
with the number of big pictures that
are assembling over here it is doubtful if there is any other way of handling the situation in view of the fact
that exhibitors will not pay the prices
that the renter demands to enable
him to get an adequate return.

Patten's Position

In the latest issue of "Zit's" there
appeared an article indicating that
Thomas Patten, personal representative of Will H. Hays on the coast,
was head of the National American
It is understood that
Picture Corp.
this is incorrect and that while Patten was interested in the proposition,
that this occurred prior to his identification with the Hays organization.

—

—
THE

•<&?*DAILV
Bennie Zeidman Here
Bennie Zeidman is at the Algonquin.

Just

from the

in

coast.

Tuesday, February

Sailing

steamers

of

foreign

for

ports, with time of sailings, destina-

Denig Resigns
36
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Sales
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87

1,500
2,000

86^

6

SU

5%

18*> 8

\SV»

1,100
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Loew's
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Bennett Forms F. X. B. Pictures
Whitman Bennett has formed the
F. X. B. Pictures, Inc. to star Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne. The

now

is

Party on the
17th
The M. P. Salesmen, Inc., a local
organization of salesmen will hold
its annual ball at the Commodore on
Salesmen's

the

17th.

Madi- the

Co.,

and C. H. Zuterman.

of

the

Al Mertz will manage the local
Universal office, succeeding Joe Fried-

man who

leaves for

New York

24 Hour

at

Service

necessary

if

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d Street

Bryant 098S

P;

2

— Beekman

Phone

9091

Sixaola
Bermuda.
Marta; mails close

close at 7.30 A. M. for
sails at 12 M. for Santa
at 8 A. M. for Jamaica,

Canal Zone, Pana-

Columbia and Ecuador.
Kiowa sails at 12M. for Barahona; mails
close at 9.30 A. M. for Dominican Republic.
Opland sails at 12 M. for Santo Domingo
mails close at 9.30 for Dominican ReCity
public.
Surinam sails at 2 P. M. for Paramaribo; mails close at 12 M. for Trinidad,
Bolivar, Virgin Islands, and Guiana.
Costa

Rica,

SBRVICa,'

;

119 Fulton

Thursday
Manchuria

sails

at

P.

3

M.

Hamburg;

for

mails close at 11 A. M. for Europe, Africa
(Canaries
specially
adand West Asia,
dressed).
S'ta Elisa sails at 10 A. M. for
Valparaiso; mails close at 6.30 A. M. for

Zone,

Panama,

Columbia,

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Ecuador,

Bolivia and Peru, (except Iquitos).
-Maraval sails at 10 A. M. for Georgetown;
mails close at 7 A. M. for Grenada, St.
Trinidad,
Bolivar
and
Ciudad
Vincent,
Mexico sails at 12 M. for Vera
Guiana.
at 2 P. M. for Maracaibo; mail* close at
Cruz; mails close at 10 A. M. for Bahamas
Chile,

Islands,
Yucatan
and
Fortune
other
parts
of
(Cuba
and
Campeche,
Carna sails
Mexico specially addressed).
at 2 P. M. for Maracaibo; mails close at
12 M. for Haiti, Curacao and Venezuela,
(specially

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces
giving

it

the closing of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
requirements.

Phone

Bryant

0984-0985

addressed).

play the leads.

If

it

is

in the negative,

you

will get

it

in

the print, on

THE FILM DAILY)

EASTMAN

—

out of the

Fire

—

to take charge
sales in this city.

sails

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

M. for
Lil.au; mails close at 11.30 A. M. for NorthFt. Vicern Europe, Germany and Poland.
toria sails at 11 A. M. for Hamilton; mails
Estonia

addressed)

Chicago The local Paramount exInHess change has moved from 8th and Wabash to 1.3th and Wabash, a location
slightly

Select

NEGATIVE

Chicago Paramount Moves

Kent With Warner
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kent has resigned
Bill
Detroit

Warner

Forrest

of the Strong."

Sax on Trip
of Weber and North has

(Special to

—

Ann

for a trip through the South in
interest of the Will Nigh series.

Incorporators,
Capital $12,000.
son.
P. E. Hinkson, and James Knox.

Chicago Rialto Theater Co.
corporators, H. A. Hill, G. E..

Street.

Tom Moore

Sam Sax
left

Amus.

Way

Inagua,

and

—

from

production.

in

studio on 61st

Portland Theater Co.
Louisville
Incorporators, G.
Capital $40,000.
Strong, J. and M. Carrigan.

— Echo

first.

800

Incorporations

Chicago

be the

will

Nigh at Work
Not quoted
William Nigh has started work on
"Marriage and Morals" at the Metro

World

—

Los Angeles Universal will produce "The Co-respondent" and "The

;

Canal
Close

Not quoted

...

Another new Snub Pollard series of
will be released by Pathe one
every four weeks. "Before the Pub-

first

Low

do pfd
G-'wyn

Wednesday

Universal
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POSITIVE

Garfield sails at 11 A. M., for London
mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe,
Africa and West Asia, (specially addressed).
America sails at 12 M. for Naples; mails
close at 9. A. M. for Azores, (Italy specially
Mauretania sails at 12 M. for
addressed).
Alexandria; mails close at 9.30 for Madeira,
Gibraltar.
(Italy and Turkey specially
Spain.

ma,

Pollard Series

six

lic"

— Interna-

\

New

Rue de

(Czecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale

E. E. Shauer, director of the foreign department of Famous-Players
has returned from Cuba.

'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood Blvd.

6411

Seattle

From Cuba

Shauer Back

of

Address

From

Brin Here

L. K. Brin, Kwality Pictures, distributor for Warner Bros, in the
Pacific Northwest, is at the Claridge.

1879.

3,

mail are as follows:

(Special to

Pres.

ULKS, INC.

1

and points for which they carry

tions

Lynde Denig, assistant publicity director of Goldwyn, has resigned after
nearly four years with that company.

Two New Ones From

Steamer Sailings

Threatens "Flying

(Special to

Chicago

Film Row.

A"

threatened to be a

disastrous fire was caught in time at
the headquarters of the American
Film Co. The flames were extinguished with a few hundred dollars'

POSITIVE FILM

THE FILM DAILY)

— What

damage.

soon.

Day and Date Run
Pathc reported yesterday that for
first time in its history, the Stanley circuit in Philadelphia played the

Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,

with every step of gradation

between,
Eastman Positive Film reproduces it all and
carries the quality of the negative through
in

to the screen.

the

its

theaters.

same time

two of
The pictures were "Dr.

saftie bill at the

at

Jack" and "Fruits of Faith" and the
houses, the Carlton and the Victoria.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

available in nine colors,

outits length

is

tinted

base

identified through-

by thewords "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

Laval Intends Making "Faust"
(Special to

WANTED FOR
1

and 2

reel

N. Y.

—

TERRITORY

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal Laval Photoplays, Ltd.
it
intends
producing
comedies and dramas announces
of accessories, new and "Faust" in California.

with full line
second hand prints.

UNIQUE FOTO FILM
R

407, 729-7th

Ave.

Bryant 5993

1923

6,

Mary

Pickford's next picture will
be "Faust." Ferdinand Pinney Earle
has been contemplating the same
theme for some time.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

THE
day, February

6,

1923
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BOOKING

Through Leading Exchanges Everywhere

FIRST DRUG-EVIL SUPER
By

HARVEY GATES

THE DRUG TRAFFIC
AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION
Every Theater Wants This Timely Subject
Act Immediately to Tie- Up with Newspapers
All Star Cast Including

GLADYS BROCKWELL, BARBARA
TENNENT and BOB WALKER
3
e
t

A

SURE-FIRE
Prints

ACT
To Loew

Ready

BOX

OFFICE

Positively

TORNADO

February 23rd

NOW— WIRE— WRITE
State Theatre Building,

Suite

1005-08,

New York

y
s

X

Tuesday, February

4

Newspaper Opinions
"The Voice from the Minaret"

AMERICAN—

Nat'l— Strand

1st

TRIBUNE—We

had

all
the
feeling
the Minaret" that

through "The Voice From
we were in a studio. * * * Miss Talmadge
seems more mature than ever she has seemed
It
before, and she surely is a great actress.
is a joy to watch her; so much so, in fact,
or
doing
what
she
is
care
that we do not
whether she is doing it with scenery or on
a stage as bare as the stage in a Shakespearean production (used to be) and Eugene O'Brien is one of the best looking,
most pleasing actors on the screen. What
we just said of Miss Talmadge is true of
him.

MORNING WORLD—The

picture is as
delightfully photographed in its individual
views, including close-ups by the half dozen
of Miss Talmadge in mental distress, as
anything brought here of late, and it is a
It has been made at quite
dramatic fizzle.
an enormous expense and it does not show
progressed
one inch in the
signs of having

development of cinema drama.
Probably the least worth
DAILY
while of Norma Talmadge's recent pictures.
The star's talents appeared to us to be
wasted in a picture of this kind, the kind
being English society drama of the slightly
soiled variety. * * * It has as its one redeeming feature Miss Talmadge. Miss Talmadge, we think, could make almost any pic-

NEWS—

ture

*
*
*
interesting and absorbing picture.
The desert and the Damascan accessories
were perfectly photographed, and throughMiss
out this picture the eye was tittilated.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

MORNING WORLD—*
it

stuff

Schenck

has prothe Minaret,"
duced
in his customary generous and excessively
lavish fashion.
He has, as usual, assembled
the very best literary, acting and directorial
In this particular instance,
talent available.
however, the result is on the whole disappointing.

Joseph

"The Voice from

a
a

is

of a mariner feud, and although
of the usual convention screen
characters seem generally to have

made up
its

purpose
great

in

deal

first,

*

*

It

seems

that apparently

view, and the
of the time.

HERALD—The

play

is

lifelike

outstanding feature *

is

—

—

—

On

has

critical

very

a

story.

*

»

grounds, however, the picture
very banal and old-fashioned

sufficient

to

re-

Miss Talmadge's

vogue still continues * * * the story is so
judiciously romantic and reverently conventional that it will provide safe and sane thrills
for many and lead no one into paths unapproved by the Puritans.

*

*

4

EVENING WORLD—The

cast is excel!
singled out Miss Joy's char
acterization of the Chinese Princess * * *ail
being especially fine.

lent,

*

*

*

we

Melford

*

*

*

has caughl

the spirit of the original story and of thi
period absolutely, and by the discriminatioi
and the unfailing sense of tempo * * * hi
has made it one of the judicious film triumph S
of the year, capable of making any doubtini
Thomases forgive the screen all over again
\

Two

Leatrice Joy.

—

*

*

*

Although her surroundings
are worthy enough in themselves to overwhelm
any individual effort, she appears in bold
relief. * * *
"Java Head," as a whole, is
beautiful to behold and
a splendid picture
Miss Talmadge charged with drama.
EVENING
bethasn't for a long, long time been seen to
GLOBE * * * Entertaining and interestter advantage than she is in "The Voice
At times it approaches greatness, but
From the Minaret." * * * Anyway, it's ing.
is far from being in a class as a motion picwell worth a visit to the Strand.
*
ture that "Java Head" was as a novel. * *
SUN * * *May be counted a successful just a fairly good motion picture, and one
effort to thrill the movie public.
quickly
into
which
will
probably
pass

WORLD

—

ideal team.

oblivion.

Be Presented
THE FILM DAILY)
to

Bills

(Special to

—

Sacramento A Sunday closing bill
and one to prohibit the sale of theater
tickets unless seats are immediatel;
available, will be presented to thsji

Legislature soon. The M. P. T. Or
of No. Calif, and the Allied Annul
Industries will send representativeij
when these measures are brought upj,

*

POST—Without

Norma Talmadge "The

Voice from the Minaret" would be a total
* * * The cast fortunately
splendid. * * * But Miss Talmadge is
worthy of better pictures, such as her pre-

disappointment.

is

vious release,

"Smilin' Through."

h

"THE RED TRAIL"
will lead a trail of dollars to

fortunate
in having so fine an actress as Norma Talscenes
the
leading
role.
In
madge to grace
of emotion, which are so easy to overdo,
she pulls up the reins of her feelings tightly
and with a firm hand, never letting the situation get theatrical.

TIMES—*

Colorful

1923

TELEGRAM George Melford, director
and Joseph Hergesheimer, author, make ai

SUN— George

*

*

melodrama

Talmadge once again displayed her emotional
* * *

is

tumes.

abilities.

GLOBE— Mr.

author

a quite conventional story
told in an equally conventional way, so that
the result is another product from the film
The piece is laid in
mimeograph. * * *
Salem, Mass., in the late '40s, which offers
opportunity for picturesque settings and cos-

by

represented

possible.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Is

port,

MAIL —A

powerfully dramatic and wellacted climax saves * * * "The Voice from
the Minaret," at the Strand this week, from
what would otherwise be a conventional and
somewhat tame love story.
* * * It registered as an

6,

"Java

Head"— F.

your

box-office.

P.-L.

Rivoli

TRIBUNE—To

and George Melford has in some way kept
an intriguing air of romance clinging to the
screen interpretation which one seldom finds
in a picture made from a familiar story.
Every minute of it was a delight to us,
and "Java Head" is one of the best directed
things we have seen in a long time.

Most

The

Sensational
Animal Picture of the Year !

us the characters were
transferred from Joseph Hergesheimer's story
screen
without being damstraight to the
It all seemed very real
aged in the least.

NORCA PICTURES,

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. City

THE SUPER 39

1

A GEORGE MELFORD Production
"You Can't Fool Your Wife"
with

Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi, Lewis Stone

and Pauline Garon

by Waldemar Young, suggested by Hector Turnbull's

story

Released April 2gth

AN

and highly dramatic version
theme that always attracts. With

original

of a

one of the finest box-office titles in years.
Made by the man who made "The Sheik."
Besides the four featured players, the cast
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11

"Dark Secrets."
"My American Wife."

"Drums

of

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Hearts"

"The Nth Commandment

includes Julia

Swayne Gordon,

Tom

Carri-

gan, John Daly Murphy, and many other
The production is on a big and
favorites.

This picture has all the
break records with.
need
to
ments you
luxurious scale.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

"Mr.

Billings

ele-

Spends His Dime"

"The' Glimpses of the

Moon."

"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."
"Prodigal

Daughters."

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."

CE (paramount (picture

IMIilllMilJiilllllllfllM

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No.
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Price 5 Cents

Bosworth Signs

Foreign Merger

—

Goldwyn for Five Years May
Make Some Picture of His
Own Under Contract
th

Several Companies in Which the
Schlesingers Are Interested

roldwyn has placed Hobart Bosth under contract f o
five years,
ier the terms of the contract, he
appear not only in Goldwyn pic-

M. and M. A. Schlesinger have
formed the Middle East Films Corp.
in Albany in which various of their
companies engaged in the picture
business in the Far East have been
merged. The company has a capital-

•

but continue to make his own
;pendent productions starring him:s,

ization of $1,500,000.

such pictures are made, the argement vests an option in Goldl whereby the
company can dewhether or not it wants to handle
distribution.
In
the
pictures
ie by Goldwyn, he will be feati.
He is at present appearing in
ie Eternal Three," a Neilan protion.
He is also in "Vanity Fair"
"The Stranger's Banquet."
'he first of the new series will be
ie Blood Ship."
Two years ago,

M. A. Schlesinger who is an attorney plans to leave for the East about

f

Feb. 10 to develop the field there. He
said yesterday the new unit hopes to
further the market in India, the Federated Malay States and that portion
of the world in general.
There are
at present several organizations functioning in behalf of the Schlesingers
but Middle East Films Corp. will act
as sort of holding company for all
of them.

:

dwyn -distributed "His Own Law,"
Second Fiddle" starring Glenn Hunter is 'full to the brim with the things
This is a picture that
that hold an interest and tug at the heartstrings.
can be billed as a strong human interest attraction without fear of a come'

Sign With Hirsh
eeling-Brittain Prod, have signed
sw releasing contract with Nathan
sh of Aywon. "Big Boy" Wilis will be starred.

back," says Screen Opinions.

— Advt.

Exhibitor-Distributers Plan Trips
Lasky to Make "Salomy Jane"
George Melford's next production
Officials of the Theater Owners
Williams Postpones Dinner
for Paramount will be "Salomy Jane" Dist. Corp. plan a number of trips
D. Williams who planned to in which Jacqueline Logan will apin order to explain the plans of their
2
a few friends next Monday at pear.
Miss Logan may be starred. organization to exhibitors in various
tier at the Ritz has postponed the
The production will be made on the parts of the country. There will be
ction for a short time.
It is understood that "Salomy a meeting held in New Haven and
coast.
Jane" was made once before by the in Boston shortly and later in the
F. P. Common Jumps
California M. P. Corp.
mouth, another in Detroit.
.

common closed at
yesterday, a rise of 2^4 points

'amous Players

Monday's
res changed

close.

hands

About
on

the

6,500

Float Bonds for Washington Theater

The American Bond and Mortgage

ex-

floating an issue of $1 500,000
first mortgage gold bonds to
finance an enterprise to be erected at
Co.,

nge.

in

More Features
nned By Charles C. Burr—Three
>robably With Hines — Another
light

is

7%

North E and 13th Sts. N. W. Washington and to be known as the Cosmopolitan office building and theater..
The house will cover five floors
of the proposed building and will seat
The project is to be sponsored
2,250.

Signs with Lee-Bradford
Fitzgerald will direct four
features a year for the Carl A. Theobold Prod. Co., of Dayton, O.. for
distribution
through Lee-Bradford.
Production will be in Dayton. Fitzgerald and Theobold are at the
Claridge for a few days.
J.

A.

"Torchy" Series
Charles C. Burr stated yesterday
plans making eight more feaby the Cosmos Theater
this season and that all of
ss
ander Wolf, president.

m

will

:e

right

>urr

be distributed through
exchanges.
promised
independents
a

of pictures, six in number to
as the "Big Six."
With
3U Are Guilty" that series will be
npleted.
Of the new group, three
probably star Johnnv Hines,
ies

known

I

Charles Christie Here
Charles H. Christie is at the Biltmore. He is here on one of his
Co., Alexregular business trips, conferring with
Educational officials. At the studio,
production will shortly be completed
Censor Bill Up in Missouri
on this year's schedule. Along the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Spring, the 1924 releases will be put

—

Jefferson
City,
Mo. The Committee of Fifty of St. Louis has presented its censorship bill to the legislature.
The reformers claim that
the measure has the backing of numerous Protestant and Catholic religious
organizations throughout the
state. It would create a commission

probably "So This is' Othelle"
Rob rt Edeson, another.
:r
also plans further production
short reels.
He is contemplating
ring Russell Griffin, a five year of two men and one woman, each to
and another series of "Torchy" be paid $3,000 a year, to review and
nedies, not with Johnny Hines censor all pictures produced or shown
with another actor.
in Missouri.
!

'ring

The Schlesingers are very much interested in the I. V. T. A. the International
Variety
and
Theatrical
Agency which is closely affiliated with
South African Films, Ltd. and South
African Film Trust, Ltd.

—

duced bv Bosworth.

£
r

Handle Affairs of

$1,500,000 Unit to

in

May Go

London
is
now on the
coast will be back in town soon to
prepare for a trip to London. Warto

Abe Warner who

ner and Harry Rapf will be here in a
few days with a print of "Brass."

Luncheon for Zukor and Kent
Adolph Zukor and Sidney R. Kent
will be the guests of honor at a
luncheon to be tendered them at the

Commodore on
to

their

Friday preparatory
departure for Europe.

Lesser Signs Cline
(Special to

Los
signed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Sol
Lesser
ha*
Eddie Cline to direct "The

Meanest Man in the World" for
which Bert Lytell was engaged.

e
t

y
s

Announce "The Spoilers"
Goldwyn officially announces it will
distribute "The Spoilers" to be produced by Jesse D. Hampton. THE

FILM DAILY

X

reported this from the

coast on Jan. 27th.
•<l

Vogel Still Holds Chaplins
William M. Vogel, in a communi-

work.

cation to this publication states that
in "The Exciters"
the fact that Bebe his contract with First National on
Daniels will be confined to the hos- foreign distribution of the Chaplin repital for at least four weeks, Agnes leases gives him control of the prodAyres will replace Miss Daniels as uct for five years after release abroad.
co-star with Antonio Moreno in "The Since the date of release in different
countries varies considerably, and in
Exciters."
Miss Daniels will have the stellar some places, none or only part of the
role in "Contraband," originally as- series has been sold, Vogel's rights
have some time to go.
signed to Miss Ayres.

Agnes Ayres

Owing

to

r
'.(

c

r
r-

;
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of

act

Termj (Postage

free)

New York

Greater

feature,

"Robin

Hood,"

rendition

on the ortran

;

—

Bollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
160J.

— Irving Mack, 802
— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Chchy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloChicago Representative

S.
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London Representative

is

selection
and a
this

week's

the
closing

"Mignon" and Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz.
Head" is the feature. "Waltz," a
Dancers and "Dog
dance,: The
Serova
Sense" an Educational comedy are last.
"Java

Strand

to

bill.

Cameo
"The Bohemian Girl" is the overture, followed by the Cameo News Pictorial, a
Cameo Cartoon, an Xylophone Solo, "The
Gipsy Dance"; and "The Champeen," a
comedy. "The Bohemian Girl," a Harley
Knoles, Production with an all star cast is
the feature.
John Priest at the organ concludes.

Rialto

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
$10.00 one year; 6
months $3.00.
Foreign
3
months, $5.00
should
remit with order.
Subscribers
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILV, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Of

musicale

1923 Prices Cents

7.

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

FILM FOLKS,

appropiate

"William Tell," the overture; and RiesenJazz are the opening numbers.
"At The Barn Door," rendered by the Weber
Male Quartet, is next. Reginald Barker's,
"Hearts Aflame," presented by Louis B.

Wednesday, February

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

the feature attraction.
"Pizzicati,"
a danseuse, by Djiski, and a Max Fleischer
"Inkwell" comedy, "Reunion" finish the

Fiimschau,
VWnzelsplatz

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY

feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

requirements.

Phone

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
do pfd
.

G'wyn

.

98^
S93/4

-.

Close

Sales

98

2,200
4,800

98
87

89-34

19^

5%

at
in

the Criterion;
Africa," at the

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

Lyric are the only held over films on Broadway.

New

FARINA & OGLE

Physical Distributor

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special Cable to
St. Louis
Physical

—

distribution of

Lichtman product in Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois will
be handled through the Educational
Rivoli
in
The Rivoli Pictorial and "In Crinoline Exchange. There is no change
with
franchise
arrangement
Time," sung by Miriam Lax, Susan Ida the
and Inga Wank, precedes the overture, Skouras Bros.

$%

WA

430

of the

Internationa/

(Special to

1,000

Newark

CHR0M0S ^TRADING COMPANY

Imter-Ocean Film Corporation

INTER-OCEAN B UILEtfftG

RELIABLE PROPOSITIONS
FINANCED

IN

— "The

Power
film made
at

ANY AMOUNT

218

WEST

"'"

42nd ST;

'/

NtWJXpltft:

BRYANT 7812 ""'/
WHEN YOO THl.NK{d'F"
FOREIGN THINK' QE
.

;

INTER-O.CMM

All Transactions in Confidence

LOW RATES

QUICK RESULTS
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Newark, N. J.
Love," the stereoscopic
opens
Pictures
Perfect
Terminal on the 10th.

"Distributers _of

MOTION 'PICTURES

2,800
19^
Not quoted

Stereoscopic Film in

Photographers
Claremont Laboratories
Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

Title

At

performance.

Not quoted

World

0984-0985

1123 Broadway

Not quoted
6

...

Griffith

Loew's

Low

Bryant

At Other Houses
"Poor Men's Wives,"
and "Hunting Big Game

is

Quotations
High

St.

of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

it

Over two million

1.

tionale
vakia).

W. 42nd

2?0

Announces the closing

feld's Classical

Mayer

1923

of
by-

Investigate Without

Fox's

Suite 1207-08

Any

ART TITLES

Obligation
Phone Chelsea 8284

LOUIS MEYER
Crafts:nen Film Lab.
251 West 19th St.
Watkim 7260-7461

(f (^cLcoc<xticrnci£ (J'tctuAjU-s

Rowland and Clark have booked
WANTED
Negative air plane shot
Fifth Avenue, New
Also shot from balcony
on Avenue, from point

on

south
York.
south
above

"THE HERO"

Plaza.

SOUTHARD BROWN

IN THEIR BIG HOUSES

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

GOOD ENOUGH FOR THEM
ITS GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU

Suite 1510

IF ITS

Telephone: Bryant 6848

ftoiutti by

PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
B.P Schulbery -Pnt

J t

Baihmann

TrrtL

^
''

giving

The overture is "Scene Fantastique," followed in order by Here and There (a)
"Innocence" (b) "The Alaskan Mail" and
"The Riders of the Red Sands;" a Russian Folk Dance, the Strand Weekly Review
and a prologue to the feature, "The Voice
From The Minaret." A Bray Scenic is
next.
The bill closes with an organ solo.

7,

Distributed by

AL-L1CHTMAN
R.ATIO N
COR.PO
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(Actual Photographing)

Prints Shipped Everywhere February 13th

BOOKED THRU LEADING EXCHANGES
For March 1st

FIRST DRUG-EVIL SUPER
By

HARVEY GATES

THE DRUG TRAFFIC
AN IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION
All Star Cast Including

GLADYS BROCKWELL, BARBARA
TENNENT and BOB WALKER

A

SURE-FIRE

ACT
To Loew

BOX OFFICE TORNADO

NOW— WIRE — WRITE
State Theatre Building,

Suite

1005-08,

New York

"
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"The Bohemian Girl"—Amer.

Newspaper Opinions

No. 12

LAST

AMERICAN SOLDIERS
LEAVE GERMANY!

Barker
combine

AMERICAN —As

E.

F. leave

of the millions
Coblenz for the long

journey home; where the Stars and Stripes
have waved since 1918; the final ceremonies
as the United States relinquishes control to
the French; the last march through the streets
of Coblenz, leaving a fine record behind.

INTENSELY INTERESTING TO
EVERYONE— ADVERTISE IT!

today

The

EVE.

forget while
you see "Hearts Aflame" at the Rialto Theater that in these astonishing (fire) scenes
there must have been a cameraman or more
along to photograph them. * * * The forest
fire, of course, is the climax * * * but there
are other sequences that set one's nerves
a-tingling.
One is the spectacle of great
trees crashing to the ground and another is
the blowing up of a dam. * * *
realistic

* * * forest fire * * * is
and very thrilling.

Griffith is enroute to Calistart work on "Six Days"

fornia to
for Goldwyn.
She will return to New
York in April to commence her series
for Hodkinson.

later.

WORLD—We

Announces His Removal

New

to

Offices
at

SALESMEN WANTED
Something new for

Can

thoroughly

Good

thoroughly

— we

you'll like Heart's Aflame"
we like it so well that we're
forest fire again some time.

did.

make

$10

side

line.

to

Suite

exhibitors.

$30

daily.

Address

Avenue

Seventh

729

1005

Bryant 3623

K-3.

believe

In fact

going to see the
Reginald Barker
has turned out an unusually clever motion picture, one that adds to his reputation as a
leading screen director.
The forest fire is a
startling spectacle that makes one think, because of its true beauty, that forests were
created to be burned and not cut down.

*

'

\WE NEVEB

''

DISAPPOINT"';

'

j.

(ROMLOWpILM lABORATORlES

POST —

The exciting forest fire scenes in
the final reels more than make up for whatever is lacking in the beginning of "Hearts
Aflame" at the Rialto. The cast is good, too.
.

Hodkinson Force
George M. Dillon, manager of the
Hodkinson exchange has placed J.
M. Dillon in charge of South Brooklyn, sales and W. H. Dunbar in
charge of Connecticut. There will
to

probably be additions

HARRY CHANDLEE

Amer-

But before coming to the "one big scene"
the producers take you through several reels
of hackneyed action in order that they may
have the length to feature the film.

Leaves for Coast

Adds

will

MAIL—

* * * Serves to introduce to

ican audiences Gladys Cooper, reigning Engtheatrical
beauty, and Ivor Novello,
lish
destined to appear in D. W. Griffith's next
picture, and judging by the welcome they
received yesterday, they have found a home
from home on the American screen.

rather ramblingly,

JOURNAL— You

» * * The film version conreasons for appealing to the

are concerned. * * *

SUN —

1

it

here.

many good

women

motion picture
a
was wonderful

picture led up *o

romance

Tit

century fan.
First and foremost, the cast is a superlative
one, especially so far as the three leading

however.

EVE.
Corinne

fire

;

twentieth

picture most dramatic.

The thousand remaining troops
of the A.

tains

and with effect climacteric
fire
and flames to make a

achievement, the

* * * Is a poetic

AMERICAN—

Director

skilfully

with

shown

ever

—

192J

is, in the main, a faithful adap-ii
the opera from which it takes its^
name, its settings are well chosen and ap;
j
preciatively photographed, its cast includes a
number of exceedingly good-looking people,
and it has not been cheapened by movie melo-,
dramatics.
But it is uninspired.

.tat ion

and about the best of the foreign cinemas

Rialto

MORNING TELEGRAPH

7,

TIMES— It

Releas.

Cameo

TELEGRAM—

"Hearts Aflame"— Metro

PatheNews

Wednesday, February
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TRIBUNE— It
any one who
preservation

outdoors"

is

is a very good story and
interested in trees and their
and forest fires and the "big
going to be delighted with the
is

picture.

THE SUPER 39

JACK HOLT

No. 23
in

The Tiger's Claw"
By Jack Cunningham

Directed by Joseph Henabery

Released

AN

original

the

many

A

star

thrills

May

Some

story specially written for
with the idea of putting as

into

6th

one picture as possible.

foot

strong love melodrama with real heart-

gap

"Dark SecreU."
"My American Wife,"
of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eya."
"Racing; Hearts"

"The Nth Commandment"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
i

AOOIPH

ZUMOCt.

in a

broken bridge; the dynamiting

dam; the amazing flood scenes. Eva
Novak and Aileen Pringle are in the cast.

of the

interest.

"Drums

of the thrills are Holt's fight with

the tiger, his horseback leap over a fifteen-

ChMhi

.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19

"Mr. Billing! Spends Hi» Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter.

20

Daughters."
"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."

21

"The

Trail of the

22

"You

Can't Fool

"Prodigal

<X (paramount Q>icture

Lonesome Pine."
Your Wife."

WATCH
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How's Business?

'Art" Conference
ined by Adolph Zukor

to

:andard of Principles on

Impressions

Develop

Zukor

New York

in

in

the

order to develop a
nite. set standard of artistic prints to which the industry can live
uid under which it can operate at
future

-

in

The

over of the Lynch
houses by Famous caused a lot of
excitment in that territory and the
exchanges are all up in the air. Every

ukor describes these standards as
s that "will guide producers in dis-ging their obligation toward the
ural development of the millions
leople all over the world who rely
the screen for their principal reIt is planned to appoint
gion:"
upervisory board of well known
and women to award a series of
es, in cash, which Zukor will offer

Famous started at once to unload
many of the "lemons" such as selling

artistic

ds-

5

;,

artists, sculptors,

and educators,

Zukor's idea to develop an illation institution corresponding to

s

nch

Academy is to
the Royal Academy

French

the

it

literature,

on to

and the Pulitzer FounAmerican journalism.

Ernest

Shipman Back
Shipman is in town from

British art

"Dollar Devils" produced by the director who has never made a failVICTOR SCHERTZINGER, is a production that will build theatre
patronage and Cullen Landis, Joseph Dowling and Eva Novak, are names
Advt.
that mean extra admissions.
It's a Hodkinson Picture.

ure,

Roland Contract with Pathe
(Special to
,os

Up

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Ruth

Roland has
Pathe for

lpleted her contract with

)m she was making serials. It
ected she will make features

is

in

future.

,ooks

for

Central

Distribution

D. Williams addressed the A.
P. A., yesterday on the relations
ween film executives and their ad,

He

)

ville.

(Continued on Page

,4)

Cubberley Here
F. Cubberley of the F. and R.
Film Co., Minneapolis is in town
looking for Westerns for distribution
in the Northwest.
J.

Northwest Uneasy

"Five Years In Hell"

Disturbed Title of Iliodor Film Al Gilbert Prod.
Will Make Going to Petrograd
Theatre Deals
for Scenes
by Finkelstein and Ruben
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Al Gilbert of Al Gilbert Prod,
Minneapolis In exhibitor circles,
stated yesterday he had signed Iliothere is some uneasy feeling over

Minneapolis
over Two

Exhibitors

—

New

—

further invasions of Finkelstein find
Ruben in the exhibiting fi e cl
F. and
R have taken over the Rialto here
and the Zelda in Duluth.
The acquisition of the Rialto by F.
and R. was unexpected in view of the
fact that S. Reisman was understood
to have other parties under consideration.
The Rialto seats 8(1(1 and is
located at Chicago Ave. and Lake St.
With reports that F. and R. were attempting to secure longer first run
protection, talk of a suburban booking combination has been revived
here. In some quarters, it is said
Finkelstein and Ruben plan to invade the suburban districts.
With the acquisition of the Zelda

Duluth,

in

William

.

from the field.
on this house is for ten years.

retires

one point stated that all of the
cutives and sales managers he had
ken to in the last two months
eed that the day of centralized
ribution will arrive shortly. Wilis characterized as "a joke", the
sent distribution cost ard said that
:reas a <~haplin or Pickford formcost about $50,000 to distribute,
y now cost about $250,000.

This means first run competition in
Duluth is practically eliminated. The
only other first run not controlled by
F. and R. there, is the Lyceum, a
Clinton-Meyer house showing Paramount releases. Before the transfer

lease

of interests in the Zelda, distributors
could play that house against the
Lyceum for better prices, but that
opportunity has now passed by.

Roth Resigns
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco

— Eugene

H. Roth,

many

years managing director of
dor, frequently known as "The Mad
Rothschild theatrical interests
the
Monk" and generallv credited as a here including the Imperial, Granada,
power behind the throne in imperial- Portola and California theaters has resigned.
istic Russia, to appear in a 10 reeler

which Gilbert plans to make in Rusand in New York.
The story which is practically

sia

with

identical

the

syndicated

series

Hearst newspapers
is
called "Five Years in Hell" and
deals with what is said to be a numappearing

ber

of

in

the

inside

Petersburg

facts

in the

regarding

St.

days preceding the

Kerensky revolution.

Roy Sheldon

has written the script and will also
Gilbert plans taking Iliodor
direct.
and a company to shoot exteriors in

Abrahamson
The F. and R. Petrograd and

touched upon distritising men.
ion. in response to questions and

'

i

—

i

tada.

the houses at Orlando,
Fla.,
Lakeland. Fla., and several other
small houses to Ned Sparks of St.
Augustine. However they are holding
on to the winners such as Tampa,
Miami, St. Petersburg and Jackson(

hose elements "contributing most

Zukor
ipment during the year."
he is prompted to call such a
Eerence because it is along cultural
s the industry needs development,
says that so far as technique and
jstrial stabilization is concerned,
industry has made extremely satisory progress.
hose who will attend the confere will be leading novelists, drama-

taking

distributing company had their men
on the ground while I was there, all
tr\ing to see that their product did
not suffer in the change made.

l

motion picture's

Prominent Film
the Country

Atlanta

times.

the

a

General Conditions
Following will be found the impressions of how business is throughout the country as obtained by a
well known executive who has but
recently visited the points mentioned:

Industry Can Operate
is planned by

n "Art" conference
>lph

of

Man Now Touring

Which

New

finish the

interiors in

York.

It is also his plan to show the completed picture at a Broadway theater
and use as lobby displays, a number
of interesting objects brought over

Iliodor.
For atmosphere, Gilbert will mount as guard a
squad of Russian cossacks.

from Russia by

Iliodor appeared in
the Romanoffs" some

"The

Fall of
years ago.

for

New Capitol Record
"Robin Hood" established

a new
for the week
ending Feb. 3. The total for the week
was $58,097.66. By days.
Admissions Attendance
17.702
$11,581.12
Sundav. Jan. 28

gross

at

Capitol

the

Monday, Jan, 29

Tuesday jW. 30
Wednesday. Jan
Thursday. Feb.
Friday, Feb. 2
Saturday,

Feb

31..
1

3

Totals

7,104.52
7,134.69
7,044.17
6,421.49
7,001.32
11.810.35

13,895
13,700
13.253
12,078
13,073
18,119

$58,097.66

101.820

The former record was held by
"Passion" which grossed about $55,000 for the week. Paid admissions
on the opening Sunday were 22,466.
Monday, February 12 being
Lincoln's birthday and a legal
holiday, there will be no issue
of
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FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg,

President and Editor
Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under

J

Chicago

McElroy

Copyright IV2S. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
inc., Published Daily at 71 73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Joseph

(Special to

W. Ahcoate,

S.

—

Guts and Flashes

THE FILM DATLY)

Messrs. Fitzpatrick and
leave for California today.

Kent Has the Grippe
R. Kent has the grippe. He

is

home

for a few days but it is not
expected it will interfere with his

at

trip

Friday, February

Kenyon

Evelyn

Companion

is

Home

— 'Phone, Hollywood
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

S.

1.

tionale
vakia),

Wenzelsplatz.

Interiors for Richard Barthelmess'
"The Bright Shawl," are being* shot
at the Tilford studio.

Low

High

film which Educational
distribute has been titled "The
Message of Emil Coue."

will

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
.

.

98^
89V4

98
87

do pfd

G'wyn

5%

6

...

Loew's

..

W/»

19*A

19 T/g

2,800

Incorporations

— Chelsea

Albany

Albany

— Lewal

orators, L.

& M.

Corp.,
$10,000. Incorp-

Capital,

An

the

new

Shop,"

with

Fischer and A.

C. B. C.

—

Julian

Rochlitz

Studios,

Manhattan. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators, J. J. Meyers, S. Friedman and
M. S. Brotman.

— Middle

Albany

Fast Films,

Inc.,

Manhattan.

Capital, $1,500,000. Incorporators, M. Schlesinger and A.
Birgel.
Attorney,
M. Scheslinger,

THIS

MAN

with

Subway

Announces His Removal

New

to

Offices
at

WANTED

Prod, denied yesterday that he had
appointed any one to handle his
affairs in this country.
He said representations had been made by an
individual that were not true. "Paddy
—The Next Best Thing" which Wilcox brought over will be shown
privately at the Ritz shortly.

reach.

HARRY CHANDLEE

SCENARIO
EDITOR

future.

to

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1540 Broadway, Room 1711.

New York

COMEDY

play Quilip.

easy

ride,

Rent reasonable.

Film Sales Corp.

Love

Lon Chaney

with every modern dex 165
enclosed lot same size.

vice. Size of building 80

"

1600 Broadway,

Wilcox Issues Warning
Charles Wilcox of Graham-Wilcox

Albany

0WN

M.

Barton.

lights

be released

ALL RIGHTS TO
TITLE RESERVED

house.

Bessie

STUDIO FOR RENT
Double equipment with two
and two new sets of

All Star Feature Production

I

—

in the role of Little Nell.

to

"

"The Texas Steer" will be filmed by
Young sometime in the near
James
Ti-

Amus.

conderoga.

About

Young To Make Dicken's Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood James Young is expected to make Dicken's "The Old

may

Manhattan. Capital, $1 000.

%r Photoplay

stages

TO THE TRADE

House For Boston
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston Financed by the Tremont
St. Realty Co., the Olympia Theaters,

Curiosity

Producing Corp.,

Properly Present

Goldwyn.

$8,500,000

the

Not quoted

World

extra dividend of 75 cents a share
together with the customary quarterly
dividend at $1.25 a share. Both are
payable on April 1.

1,000

Not quoted

Griffith

Katherine Kavannaugh has been
Eastman Declares Extra Dividend appointed a scenario writer and perEastman Kodak has declared an sonal assistant to June Mathis, at

Sales

5^

&rffiadet0ti>

portant cities throughout the country.

Inc., will erect an $8,500,000 theater
and hotel on the site of the existing
98
2,200
Wilbur Theater, to seat 4,200. An
8934
4,800
orchestra of 50 pieces will be one of
Not quoted
features of

Close

and Ceylon.

The Coue

abroad.

—

Quotations

Theaters, Ltd., of Chicago, for
pictures to be shown in India, Burn
,

series.

Abbey to Star Peggy Worth
the act of March 3, 1879.
Abbey
Pictures,
Inc.,
will
star
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
Marguerite Courtot, who is in
Peggy Worth in a series of two reel "Down
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
to the Sea in Ships," is remonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign comedy dramas. Three will be made
covering from an operation for appenSubscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
in New York and the others in imAddress all communications to THE FILM
dicitis.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5538.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,

First Nat'l Sells 18 Pictures

Bruce Johnson of First Nation
con- has concluded a contract
with Madi

writing

Woman's

the

for

tinuities

192

9,

Avenue

Seventh

729

Must be experienced in modern two reel
comedy con-

Suite

and be able to originate and pass upon gag stories.
New York studio. State experi-

Bryant 3623

struction,

1005

ence.

Box B-07

c/o

THE FILM

DAILY.
International

of

Distributers

MOTION " PICTURES

Manhattan.

—

Warner Bros., Manhattan.
$5,000. Incorporators, S. P.
Freidman, A. C. Thomas and H. S.
Attorneys,
Thomas
I! are ford.
Albany

Capital,

Inter-Ocean Film Corporati

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 Broadway

&

I

Freidman, Manhattan.

N T E R-O C EAN B UILFJfH$

218

'•'

IN

ANY AMOUNT

W,EST 42nd ST;)/

" r

VNKW,>2DTCK

BRYANT 7812 .''X.'
WHEN YOU THINK pV

RELIABLE PROPOSITIONS
FINANCED

m

FOREIGN

THINK- QF

:INTER-a£|lN

All Transactions in Confidence

LOW RATES

QUICK RESULTS

ART TITLES

Investigate Without

LOUIS MEYER
251

West

19th St.

LEX TITLE SHOP

220 W. 42nd St.
Announces ine closing of a contract
excksive sales rights on the
juiue
it

Obligation

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over t»u m.llion

Craftsmen Film Lab.

Wttkiru 7260-7461

Any

itivlt

Suite

1207-08

Phone Chelsea 8284

feet of selected shots

ha»k a- 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your
requiremenis.
Bryant 0984-0985
f'hone

a- far

T^givspaper ad. /gears Stlllman 'Theatre.
*
Cleveland, OkLo.^_____^——

Record**^

Sllnmaii
,<Pi, e

Faur

theatre
1

^'^Musketeers'

"One £«»'

..

'
f

Zen<i«

STILtMAN
at THE

e

FIRST

NATIONAL

OR

MA

.TALHADGE
JhcVOICE

from the

MlNARET
FRANK LLOYD

Personally Directed by *s«>
Adapted by Frances Marion from Robert Hichens' Novel
Photographed by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin.

S
e
t

y
s

——
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How's Business?

In the Courts
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Minn.

Pipestone,

—Jerry

(Continued from page

Hines,

former owner of the Orpheum and
Gem, was convicted last week by a
at Pipestone of arson in the
The charge grew out
third degree.
of Hines' alleged attempt to burn
the Orpheum, valued at $80,000, Nov.

jury

14,

Dallas

—

compel

Court

to

testify

before

to
against
the Fox Film Corp., and others for
$13,000 for services in arranging with
the American Bond & Mortgage Co. to
mortgage for $1,300,000 on
execute
the Fox Film plant between 56th
and 57th streets and 9th and 10th
avenues. The film company alleges
that title to the property was taken
by the Fox Film Realty Co.
in

a

Oklahoma City

Fox

William

frial

suit

'

—

— three

run houses
fighting and everyone complaining.
Boland has the Empress, with First
Nat'l, Goldwyn and Fox and is doing
the best business, but his house is a
barn. Cooper has the Criterion the
new house and is slowly starving to
death, the corporation changing hands
three times in the last five months.
Confidentially he is trying to make a
deal with Boland to amalgamate as
Business

off

first

Buffalo Jay Berman has filed suit
the Supreme Court here against
Joseph A. Court and R. J. Wood for
$15,000, alleging breach of contract.
Berman alleges that the owners of
the Ellen Terry of which Court is a
stockholder and director, through the
Woodburn Real Estate Co., headed
by Wood, had agreed to rent the
Grand St. theater to him for one
year and then broke the agreement.
In the contract Berman was to pay
$7,200 yearly rental for the house
with an option to buy for $65,000.
Berman delivered $100 to Wood to
hind the option.

Boland turns his new Orpheum now
playing Interstate vaudeville into a
run house on April 29th and
first
opens with "The Christian." On the
same date he closes his stock at tinLiberty and goes into first run, so
Cooper is in one hell of a jam. The
other first run house, the Capitol, was
built by Lynch as Boland kept Famous out of that city for 16 months
and now Famous is trying to unload
to Cooper and if the deal goes though
he will get together with Boland and
they will close the house. Tulsa is a
far better town at present than Okla-

Both Sides of Controversy
Recently F. H. Smith, owner of the
Grand Theater, Thomasville, Ga.,
said he was being driven out of business by high rentals and taxation.
The following are extracts from a letter received from him:

Kansas City
Business here only fair. Exhibitors
are howling bloody murde r everywhere over prices and it is one constant battle.
Hostettler is trying to
put over a booking combine in this
territory and at present he and Baker
of Kansas City, control eleven key

in

Dear Danny:
Like your paper, exchange managers ask
me to write my own ticket. But when I
te'l
'era what I can afford, they laugh, hut

OPENS

homa

February 11^
CAST INC UDES
CHARLES MACK

do

so

High

Say

and

so.

New York

Capitol

in

towns.

You

say

does.

may

be

Blame

rentals.

town

of

Why?
Don't

we

8,000

(Courtesy D.

W.

fit

small

change
But we don t.
can't

i

From

Atlanta comes an unsigned
letter written apparently by an exchange man who gives the other side
of the controversy. The letter says that
Thomas has been exhibiting pictures
through arrangement with a charitable organization so that he has been
paying no taxes to the Government;
that the

Woman's Club was

there

profits

was no way

accrued
in

Every exhibitor

Griffith)

s'rous

Elinor Fair
Emily Fitzroy
Geo. Bancroft

Burr Mcintosh

A CHAS. BRABIN
PRODUCTION

"U" Exchange,
Broadway, N. Y.

Story by Jay Gelzer

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

de-

see'ng this
wonderful production is
invited to be the guest
of Universal.
Tickets
for the Criterion are
available at the Big
of

1600
C.

presented by Carl Laemmle

City.

towns

in this territory

and boy what

MOTION

tllRLAGRAPtl

CORP.

PICTURE

Announces the

Removal

of its

Executive Offices from

FORT LEE
to

prices.

Because

excessive taxation.
We can.
exhibitors to do it.
Even in small
towns.
But you can't herd 'em.
Too many
"speckled
yearlings."
You know Bulls.
Maybe you don't know "speckled yearlings."
You would if you lived in the cattle country.
Keep hammering on taxis and rentals generally, Danny.
Exhibitors must look after
his own hide with the public and rentals in
Mine is "toughening up."
his home town.

whatever

AN INVITATION

I

I

to

-

CRITERION

they are doing to the exchanges outside of Famous and First National is
Too many liars in the
d m't buy. * *
He is being forced to pay
Pretty well distributed a shame.
business,
anyhow.
But I am gonna show 'em or quit. for Famous and First National and
too.
Leave the others are helping to pay their
Got enough to last about 60 days.
with a clean slate.
put on home office.

to receive
but that

which they could

m

1923

DRIVEN

Supreme

the

in

9,

Houston
All theaters are doing fair business
but this town needs a new house
badly.
Understand that John Jones
of Dallas, is going to build a house
with 2,500 seats.

1921.

an application

ii

i

The One Picture the Trade Press Agreed On!

1)

the
prosecution,
According
to
Great for first runs at present. Last
Hines hired a tramp to burn the thea- Sunday the following were playing
ter, for which he had paid $20 000 in
Melba— "Robin Hood", "Palacecash, and upon which he owed $60,- Knighthood," Old Mill—r'One Ex000, drawing interest at 10%
citing Night." Nuf sed. The Capitol
is going into a first run house which
William A. White & Sons have will add to the joys of the exchanges.
filed

Friday, February

Sheehan Expected Abroad

THE FILM DAILY)
London—Winfield R. Sheehan
(Special to

is

723-7A AVENUE,

NEW YORK

CITY

expected here in the late Spring.

Montreal Collects $176,765 Taxes
(Special to

Montreal

Chas.

Developing and Printing

THE FILM DAILY)

—Total paid admissions

at

September, October
and November were 4,848,216. The
revenue received by the city and the
Province through the amusement tax
totalled $176,765.05,
half of which
goes to the city for local charities and
half to the Province for distribution
under the Public Charities Act.
The total patronage for 1922-1923 is
estimated at 20,000 000 people. This
local theaters for

check up. This letter says that if the
whole truth were known, it would be is an increase over the last fiscal year
found that the exchanges have been of almost three millions and over the
treating Smith fairly.
1920-1921 total of five millions.

De Moos
Hirliman

Industrials and Productions

C.

Cartoons and Animation

Paul H. TerryGeo. A. Hirliman

Titles and Trailers

HIRLAGRAPH

J.

MOTION

PICTURE

Phone Bryant 1533

CORP.

7fomoomii
Authority

BRADSTREET

7/>o

of FILMDOM
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Sell
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No. 40

10,
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Price £ Cents

Deny Receivership

Nine Houses

In Petition Filed Against Select Pictures Corp.
Bankruptcy Proceedings Started
Late yesterday afternoon, George
Learned Hand, of the U. S. District
Court, dismissed the petition filed to
have a receivership appointed, as a
result of a petition of involuntary
bankruptcy filed against the Select
Pictures Corp.

'aramount Subsidiaries Di: ose of
Theaters in the South ai i in

New

—

England

Enterprises, Inc., which
ssed into the hands of Famous
ayers in its entirety recently has
sposed of a number of theaters in
; South.

Southern

was announced yesterday

It

Jefferson

e

and

Orpheum

that

at

St.

The petitioning creditors were:
Graphic Photo Engraving Co., $484;
A. H. Weiss, $171; and J. J. Rotchford, an employee of Select, $150.

igustine, Fla., the Beachem, Grand
d the Phillips at Orlando, Fla., and

Auditorium and Casino at LakeFla., have been sold to E. J.

e

id,

of Jacksonville.
Asheville, N. C,
Id to C. R. Hamford.

iarks,

at

;tic

The

Mark Himan,

Ma-

Angeles

has been

Bernheim Succeeds Thalberg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jules Bernheim has

(Continued

— director

general of
succeeding Irving
Bernheim has been with
for many years and for
past year has been business mail-

appointed

City,

"The Last Hour," an Edward Sloman production with Milton Sills and
Carmel Myers featured, is proving a smashing dramatic hit throughout

New

of

an

Exhibitor
Nevada.

Dear Danny:
Seen the announcement in your
riodical where Clem
Deneker is
New York. He wants you to know
a talk I had with him before he left,
e mentioned something about buy? some film while he was in New
irk to use when his shows didn't
t in and I told him that Famousayers had a flock of German negaes he
could probably buy dirt

r

eap.

Clem asked me who run the hotel
New York and I told him Mr.
stor had a pretty fair tavern where
could get accommodations if he

—

Convention May 21-27
It is understood that the national
M. P. T. O. convention will be held

M.

e

P. T. O.

Chicago,

May

21-27.

Farewell Lunch
The heads of departments at Famous Players yesterday tendered a

luncheon to Adolph Zukor and

Kent who leave
Rie-senfeld

Hugh
Message

for

S.

R.

Europe today.

Books Coue Film

Riesenfeld has booked "The
of

Emile

Coue"

for

joint

run at the Rialto and Rivoli, beginning Feb. 25. It may stay several
weeks.

Clem to keep away from
Seventh Avenue and he would
along all right, I also warned

Einstein film at the Rivoli next week.
will be shown from 11 to 12
o'clock every day and will be followed by the regular program and an-

his

shirt

and

collar

ough.

m

Saul

often

anged
told

about buying

Long

Island and

Woolworth

Building.
(Continued on Page

3)

Six.

Rogers Sailing Today

THE FILM DAILY)

Double Showing of Einstein Film
There will be two versions of the

:

9

one of C. C. Burr's Big

Los Angeles Universal has signed
Jack Hoxie to appear in serials.

in

:t

It's

Universal Signs Hoxie

A. Boushey, formerly of
ssanay, has been appointed producm manager of Universal City.

I

England.

(Special to

Homer

Split Lip,

and

on

page 2)

Heath Quits Lasky
THE FJLM DAILY)
Los Angeles Percy Heath has resigned his post on the Lasky scenario
(Special to

—

staff.

er of the studio.

The Troubles

Co.,

While it was impossible to obtain
any statement from officials of the
Selznick organization, it is understood
that a reorganization, plan had been
determined upon early Friday morning, for the purpose of continuing the
business as a going concern and to extend its activities on a broad scale.

s sold the Bijou at Barre, Vt., to
argaret McKenna of that city.

e

Trust

ship.

England Theaters, Inc., in
lich Alfred S. Black was formerly
terested but which is now owned
mpletely b ythe Zukor organization

liversal
lalberg.
liversal

&

other creditors, opposed the receiver-

New

en

representing the Los

Savings

One

other, in abridged form will be shown
throughout the other performances
during the day.

Fox

Rogers,

leaves for

general

England

Friedman

counsel

of
today on the

Olympic.

Joe

New

Friedman,

manager

in

Gen'l Sales M'g'r

former

Universal

Detroit has been appoint-

ed general sales manager of Univer-

Ryskind With Lichtman
Morrie Ryskind has succeeded

sal

attractions.

J.

M. Loughborough as director of publicity for the Al Lichtman Corp.

Mexico Upset
Two

Films Held Up to Indicate That
Mexicans Are Ridiculed on Screen
Ideal Buys "Charley's Aunt"
Old Trouble Again
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
Cables
from Mexico City indicate
London Ideal Films, Ltd. have
purchased the film rights to "Char- that the Government is again disley's Aunt" for £20,000 and royalties. turbed over the light in which its nationals are being placed by American pictures.
Deal is Closed
Recently the situation which had
It is understood that the negotiations under way by Famous Players come up before was straightened out
looking for the complete control of by Bernon T. Woodle of the Hays'
Hamilton Theatrical Corp. have been office who spent some weeks in
Mexico City conferring with Prescompleted.
ident Obregon and members of the
Mexican Government. At that time,
Schenck Plans Improvements
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
assurances were given that caricaLos Angeles Joseph M. Schenck tures of Mexican people would cease
(Continued on Page 3)
states that about $200,000 will be
spent in improving the United Studio
of which he has acquired control. The
Monday, February 12 being
roads will be paved and additional
Lincoln's birthday and a legal
cottages erected. There will also be
an administration building erected.
holiday, there will be no issue
Thomas Little, head of the property
of THE FILM DAILY.
department will go to Europe shortly
to buy new props.

—

—

;

THE

DAILY
Authority

(Special to
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Los Angeles

— George

Edwin

Jos-

from

Page

1)

also understood that the large
creditors have agreed to co-operate in
this, and a formal announcement relative to the plans of the concern
It

is

in the Superior Court
Pauline Frederick had paid him
$31,800 for services under an agreewill probably be made sometime withment whereby he was to secure her
in the next 10 days following the arengagements. Joseph is suing for $36,rival of Motley H. Flint of the Los
filed
a
000 while Miss Frederick has
Angeles Savings & Trust Co., one
countersuit for $46,647.

eph

Vol

Deny Receivership

In the Courts

3feRKOCMHB

Saturday, February 10, 1923

testified

th.it

of the largest creditors.

Guts and Flashes
"Safety

Last,"

Harold Lloyd's

seven-reeler,

a

is

latest.

William Dudley Pelley has written
an original titled "Ladies to Board."

John

has been elected an
of the F. I. L. M.

Iris

J.

honorary

member

Club.

;

Patrick A. Powers has filed suit in
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside the Supreme Court against Select
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Pictures and Lewis J. Selznick for
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order. $8,000 on a note made Nov. 13 last,
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM payable in two months. Charles Gold
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York. has sued Mr. Selznick and Mrs. SelzN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Harvey h.. Gausman. nick for $5,500, on two notes.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
the

act

March

of

1879.

3,

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 802
— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Pans Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Cltchy.
Central
European Representative— Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
Czecho-SloChicago Representative

S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative

1.

(

vakia),

Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low Close
East. Kod. 105^ 104^ 104;/
High

..

88%

87s/g

...

6H

6^

19%

18^

F. P.-L.
do pfd

G'wyn

3,000
2,000

88%

Seattle— A libel suit for $25,000 has
been filed against John Danz, who
owns a chain of second run houses,
who had his automobile wrecked by

bomb

Not quoted

a

6^

home.

400

Not quoted ferring

Griffith

Loew's

Salea

—

Lynn, Mass. Maurice E. Curran,
salesman is being held here on
charges lodged by Sam Jawitz, who
alleges that Curran turned in a nitmher of bogus contracts for films,
signed by theater managers and colJected his salary and commissions on
the strength of them.
a film

.

.

.

World
Plans a

Gump

Series

Detlor Gets Year in Prison
(Special to

sentenced

THE FILM DAILY)

— Arthur

to

in-

that trouble with the unions

which has

in-

by

Washington State Federation

of

Local

76, Inc.,

the
12

Detlor, former

Empress, has been

months

ment on the charge

imprison-

of theft

by the

conversion of "funds of the Western
Amusement and Property Co., Ltd.,
the corporation operating the Empress.

situation with the Patents

Louis T. Rogers and Nathaniel A.
filed suit in the Supreme Court against Rialto Prod., to
restrain it from making further contracts for "Tony Sarg's Almanac,"
or from disposing of the exhibition
contracts, or any of the cash received
from the contracts, or the 45 prints
of the twelve one-reel films. Thompson said in an affidavit that no payments have been made of 50% of the
gross rentals due the plaintiffs on the
contract, since Nov. 25th, and that
Rialto Productions is insolvent and
it
have been returned unsatisfied. Thompson said
he feared the defendant would be put
into bankruptcy before the plaintiffs
can get back the films.

Washington. It will be recalled
such a meeting was planned on several occasions the last being Jan. 26.
quorum of the committee was unobtainable and so the meeting never occurred. The M. P. T. O., is now
urging exhibitor members to write
Congress and more especially members of the Patents Committee so
that a definite date might be made
for the hearing.

—

The property has been subleased

to

Buffalo Players, Inc.
The Allendale Theater Co. leased
the building for a oeriod of 15 years,

ending in
sought to

to the
for the

D. W. Griffith expects to be in the
South for three months, filming exteriors for "The White Rose."

WANTED
Negative

air

plane shot south

on Fifth Avenue, New York.
Also shot from balcony south
on Avenue, from point above
Plaza.

SOUTHARD BROWN
1540 Brcadway, N. Y. C.
Suite 1510

Telephone: Bryant 6848

National releasing
Corporation with
E.

Off for the South
Robbins and "Shorty" Hamil-

have left for Orlando, Fla. to
start work on the comedy series they
will release through Lee-Bradford.

Palmer Photoplay Starts First
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Palmer Photoplay

—

has placed its first picture in
production,
"Atonement"
starring
Co.,

Lloyd

Hughes.

Production at the
Ince studio; direction by Joseph De

established foreign
business desires to

correspond with
capable executive
to handle foreign
film department.

Give

full

details,

experience. Correspondence
held confidential..

Address B-923 c/o

THE FILM

DAILY.

Grasse.

Costume Story

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP

for Barthelmess

Richard Barthelmess' picture to follow "The Bright Shawl," will be "The
Fighting Blade" by Beulah Marie
Dix. The story occurs in the time of
Oliver CromweL in England.

220

W. 42nd

St.

Announces
giving

it

the closing of a contract
exclusive sales rights on the

FAMOUS STONE LIBRARY
Over two million

feet of selected shots
as far back as 1897, negative and positive, are now made available for your

requirements.

Phone
Justice Hinkley has denied
a motion of Levin Michaels, owner
of the property housing the Allendale
to vacate a temporary injunction restraining him from prosecuting summary proceedings in city court for
the purpose of ousting the Allendale
interests, the General Theaters Corp.

Buffalo

leave

will

A

ton

Thompson have

forces and
coast shortly.

Committee

at

A

J.

ers.

J.

judgments against
Seek Music Tax Hearing
The M. P. T. O., is endeavoring to
arrange a hearing on the music tax

Selznick was said to be ill at
Myron Selznick is
yesterday.
enroute to the coast and David Selznick could not be located yesterday.
The news of the threatened bankruptcy drove a number of small
creditors to the Selznick offices late
yesterday and for a time there was
some confusion.
For some time past there have
been reports of such procedures but
during all this period the larger
creditors have, according to report,
decided to make an effort to carry the
business along pending the release of
"Rupert of Hentzau" and "The
Easiest Way."
It is said that the largest creditors
include the Los Angeles Savings &
Trust Co. and the Utica (New York)
Trust Co., the latter having furnished
Selznick funds on a bond issue. The
Flint organization has a representative in the Selznick offices and S. J.
Frazier represents the up state bankL.

Ruth Dwyer has been added

Fox

home

Labor.

—

Samuel Van Ronkle
produce a series of "Gumps"
comedies at Universal City.
will

Edmonton
manager of

stood in front of his

stituted the suit, will be supported

the

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

it

19^
2,000 had apparently culminated in an atNot quoted tempt to take his life. The Musicians'

(Special to

as

Danz made statements

Wires from the coast indicates that
Los Angeles today

Flint will leave
for New York.

Bryant

0984-0985

Says Stockholders Got Funds Back
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London John Cecil Graham, general European representative of Famous Players is quoted in Kine Weekly

—

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

as saying that all of the stockholders

FARINA & OGLE

Famous

Players-British Producers
have been given their money
back with interest.
in

Title

Ltd.,

Motion Picture Day
THE FILM DAILY)
1930.
Recently Michaels
Detroit Arrangements have been
terminate the lease on the about completed for the Motion PicDetroit's

(Special to

—

Photographers

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
Incl.

CARDS

TITLES

ground that the plaintiff has defaulted ture Day to be held in this city Feb.
15 CENTS PER
in payment of rent and in its obliga- 14.
A big business meeting will be
tions to make repairs.
Ouster pro- held in the afternoon and a banquet 24 Hour Service if necessary
ceedings were begun. They have at the Hotel Statler in th? evening.
TITLE
been held up by the temporary in- Among those invited are: Will Hays,
Bryant 0985
Street
junction.
220
W,
42d
Sydney Cohen and Marcus Loew.

FOOT

SIMPLEX

SHOP

-

THE
TH

1

lllHIl

10,

-<2^

DAILV

MM—

February

turday,

1923

On Broadway

Arrow Deal With "Universal"
Arrow has sold the following

Praises Editorial
to

Next Week
Universal for Brazil: "Streets of N. Gus Inglis Says Coast Conditions Are
Proof of Thought on Negative
Brooklyn Strand "The Voice From Y.", "Price of Youth", God's Country
Costs
The Minaret."
and the Law", "Impulse", "A Motion
Cameo "The Last Hour."
to Adjourn", "Bonnie Mty", "InnoGus Inglis of Willis and Inglis,
Capitol— "The Christian."
cent Cheat", "Night Life in Holly- Los Angeles, in a letter to the editor
No. 13
Criterion "Driven."
wood", "Hidden Light" and "Penny of THE FILM DAILY says:
BRIDE
DUKE OF YORK AND HIS
Loew's New York Monday "One of Top Hill Trail."
"I know you get lots of letters from the
at

—

LtkeNews

—

—

—They

are caught by the
>tball game in Scotland.

BE

—

camera

Exciting Night."

—

"Crinoline
and RoTuesday
mance" and "Thorns and Orange

RHINELAND SOLDIERS REACH
ANNAH — Tumultuous greetings hail
.

end of

at the

their long journey.

CAPTURE

3UANIANS

MEMEL—

showing the seizure of
by armed bands of peasant volunteers.
first page news as usual.
pictures

jsive
el
r

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Blossoms."

Wednesday— "Lorna Doone."
Thursday — "The Flame of Life."
—
Friday "The Woman Conquers"
and "Love's Old Sweet Song."
—
Saturday "Omar the Tentmaker."
Lyric — "Hunting
Big
Game
Africa."
Rialto — "Java Head."
Rivoli — "Adam and Eva."
Strand — "Fury."

in

:oday

Week
Brooklyn Strand

'he

Troubles of

—

of Feb. 18

—"Fury."

THE FILM DAILY)
marked increase in the
picture business in New York State
is indicated by the large number of
new corporations granted charters by
During the
the Secretary of State.
past month 35 companies with a capi(Special to

Albany

—A

talization of $2,558,500 filed certificates of incorporation, compared to
31 companies, with a capitalization
of $953,500 during January of last
vear.

Claims Church Is Injuring Theater

Cameo — "Down to the Sea in Ships."
—
Capitol "Minnie."
Criterion — "Driven."
an Lyric— "Hunting Big Game

in

Africa."

Exhibitor

Incorporations Increase

Strand— "The Hottentot."

CContinued from Page 1)
it
was nice of me
p him off and I told him I didn't
t to see him fall by the wayside
The first time I went to
I did.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland— The M. P. T. O. A.,
of Ohio, is back of a Salem exhibitor,

who

claims he is going "under" because he cannot compete with a
church showing a regular picture program. Sam Bullock asked the Film

fellows here on the Pacific Coast complimenting you on your editorials and your worthwhile publication, the Film Daily, but I
want to step out oi the beaten track so
far as
I
am concerned and write you a

complimenting you on your editorial
under the title of 'Negative Cost,' in your
issue of January 2, 1923.
"I think this is an article that every motion
picture
producer
should
read
and
thoroughly digest, as you hit the nail on
tlie head when you pointed out the fact that
there
are
very few pictures
that
gross
over $300,000.
In talking to people connected with independent productions here I
notice just what you say in your article
they ail talk about a million' dollar gross
on their picture, but when the negative is
finished, prints and advertising paid for, the
production put on the market and the summing up ot it comes, the gross is almost
always way below the million dollar mark.
"Articles such as the one you have written
should make the producers think.
I might
further say that it should also be taken into
consideration by some of the authors and
the people who control rights to stage plays
and books, because as a rule this is where

letter

—

the big figures originate.
It looks to me
that the cost of the story is the basis from
which some of the producers figure their
gross, and this is obviously all wrong.
If
all
the trade journals would take up this
subject that you have so effectively touched

Board of Trade to withdraw their
Oppenheimer Here
service from the church.
The board
G. A. Oppenheimer of the S. and
am sure this propaganda would do
refused, claiming that such action, in upon,
O. Pictures Corp., Los Angeles, is at order to be effective, must be na- the whole industry a great deal of good.
As
you
have pointed out more than once,
Warner tional. The Salem exhibitor, U. E. we should
start cleaning house inside the
York they took me like the the Ritz. His company is the
i
in
California.
Rakeshaw. owner of the Grand, industry rather than outside."
When Bros, distributor
its took the World Series.
lem thought

'

got through with me, I couldn't
the fiist payment on a clay pipe
I fooled them on my second trip.

I

Pacific Films,

:e

ok five hundred dollars with me
they only got three hundred of it.
oklyn Bridge is what stumped me
,gh.
I followed the dern thing for
or six miles and thought it funny
so much of it was built on land
n a feller told me I was following
elevated.

(Special to

New Company

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del. Pacific Film Co. has
been formed here with a capitalization of $1,000,000.
The Corporation
Trust Co. put through the incorpora-

through his attorney, has asked for
an injunction against the non-theatrical institution to keep it from

showing

C. B. C. Gets Davis

Film

C. B. C. will distribute "Passionate

Friends."

theatrical films.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll

tion.

"Evolution" Given Private Showing
A preview of "Evolution" an Urban release was held Thursday even-

lem said he wouldn't have no time
ing at the American Museum of Natomfoolery as he had several
picture
deals
tural
History. The
gs to take up with Will Hays
with the history of the universe from
it conditions in Nevada,
the birth of the planets to the age of
just heard a good one on Clem.
man, showing in detail the different
"Way
played a picture named:
steps in the evolution of '.iving creaIn Toledo" and invited
ra South
tures.
It was produced by Dr. Rayveterans at the Soldiers Home to
mond
L. Ditmars of the New York
free.
He
nd the performance
Zoological Society and edited by Dr.
i't know how many they were and
Benjamin
C. Gruenberg, a well-known
turned out en masse (been takhigh school teacher.
French lessons from cologne
les) and he didn't have a seat left
the cash customers,
m going to take a crack at Robin
(Continued from Page 1)
in future productions of the members
id if United Artists will give me a

KNOW EVERY DAY
ALL THE NEWS

—

OF THE

PICTURE BUSINESS

Mexico Upset

On that
protection. Jensen and Von of the Hays organization.
understanding, it was decided to alberg are getting four months,
ere are a few of my late exploita- low the flow of American pictures inks

to

stunts in brief:

Mexico

to continue uninterrupted-

y-

an unfavorable light, American pictures will be kept out of the country.
The Hays office yesterday was
without official advices regarding the

Deep"
omer free.

pie.

l

in

:r

fellow offered

me two

quarts -of

my

theater.

Would

Crow
trade

for
if

you were me?

ZEKE BEEZWAX.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

The

reports indicate that extwo pictures has been
made: "Excuse Me, Sheriff" a Fox
release and "The Agent," a Larry
late
ception to

The
contract entered upon by Woodle on
behalf of the Hays organization stipu-

Semon comedy

for

two

pictures.

Including
1922

Year

Weekly Reviews

Issues— Every Day

— 52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Vitagraph.

lates that, unless producers discontinue the practice of holding up Mexicans and other Latin-Americans in

Film Daily for

one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313

— Offered to tatoo any
31ood and Sand" — Tied up with a
to serve rare steak and raisin
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Putting It
Here

how a

is

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Book Tie-up for "The
Goldwyn has made

a tie-up for
with
Christian,"
Grossett & Dunlap, publishers, who
of
reprints
priced
cheaper
issue
The publishers are
popular novels.
issuing a picture edition of "The
Christian," illustrated with stills and
with a jacket illustrated from scenes.

"The

exploiting

"What

is

— Local

residents

were

asked to give their opinions as to
what they regarded as "The Dangerous Age" of life as part of the exploitation on the attraction at the
Allen. They were also asked to state
the dangerous age in their particular

The interviews
business.
brought out many differences of opinion and the prominence of the individuals who allowed themselves to be
quoted, was sufficient to insure stories
in two of the city papers.
line

of

Runs Slipper Contest
Wilmington In connection with
the showing of "The Prisoner of
Zenda" at the Arcadia, the WalkOver Shop displayed in its windows
the slippers worn by Alice Terry,

—

during the filming of the picture. Miss
Terry is credited with having the

any screen actThe Walk-Over Shop believed
ress.
Wilmington women could rival her
and a contest was held.

most

perfect foot of

The

first

woman whose

foot

in

shape, form and size fitted perfectly
Miss Terry's slipper was offered any
The expair of shoes in the store.
ploitation stunt attracted many persons and proved a big box-office
booster for the house.

A

Baltimore

— Roman

Centurians

of

Caesar's
period
carrying banners,
rode through the shopping crowds
during the run of "Nero" at the New
theater.
The riders attracted great
attention while the banners they were
carrying announced the run of the
production at the theater.

'The Dangerous Age?'"

Cleveland

Send along

Centurians Attract Shoppers

Christian"

Realism

in

—

theater.

For

"The

Bachelor

Daddy,"

he

the membership of the
Daughters of the Empire, a fraternal
order, and out of the 28 women. 20
None of these were regular
came.
patrons.
He made a point of going
up to each one and discussing moving
pictures with them. They were tickled to death with the picture and

telephoned

promised

to

come

oftener.

The same gag was worked with another society for "Across the Continent," and pretty soon Bolinsky
expects to have a hundred or more
influential folks constantly boosting
his house.
The soundness
proved

by

the

his methods is
fact
that
played

of

"The Bachlor Daddy" and "Across
during

—

Cleveland William Raynor, manager of Reade's Hippodrome, built a
complete blacksmith shop in the
foyer in connection with "The Village
Blacksmith." The horse was in the
stable.
The fire was burning in the
fireplace.
The anvil was ready.

An

buggy stood on one
Harness and other suitable
accoutrement lay around on the saw
dust floor.
It looked very real and
old

The value

of the short subject to

your program.

fashioned

side.

was exceedingly
Join the

effective.

How to build a program through
the use of short

stuff.

"A-B-U-T-S"

—

Toronto Clever exploitation was
carried out by Ben Cronk, of the
Allen for "Brothers Under the Skin."
He distributed thousands of "membership cards," with safety pins attached, which signified that the holder
was affiliated with the "A-B-U-T-S,"
the pin being the club emblem. Other
cards had safety matches, the wording
being "Most matches are failures.
Don't get married until you see "Brothers Under the Skin' at the 'Allen.' "

A

moving van was sent through
the residential districts bearing banners which read:
"This furniture is
being moved for non-payments of
weekly instalments. Don't get married until you see 'Brothers Under the
Skin' at the 'Allen.'"
Effective Teaser

Indianapolis

—When "One

How

well

known

exhibitors use

short subjects to advantage.
"Fillers" at a price vs. real short

subjects of material value.

"How

I

pick

my

short subjects"

by important Broadway managers.

The news

reel

and

its

audience

value.

Campaign
Exciting

Night" was booked for showing at the
Circle the management put through a
tie-up with the Indianapolis Star producing exceptional results.
The tie-up took the form of a symposium, conducted for two weeks in
advance of the play date for the picture, by the paper for the best letters
from readers describing the most
"Exciting Night" in their experiences.
Prizes of $1 each for the daily best
letters were given.
As the symposium closed all letters were judged
again and the best of all won an
award of $50.
The contest ended a week before
the play date and immediately following it a teaser advertising campaign
was started in local newspapers, the
copy referring mysteriously to "One
Exciting Night," and timed to tie up
with the display advertising and announcements just before the opening

Continent"
Christmas
in
opposition to Christmas
parties,
church
bazaars,
skating,
hockey games, and other diversions. performance.
the

week

Short
Stuff

The Lobby

Real Idea

J. A. Bolinsky, manParis, Ont.
ager of the Allen, has begun a campaign to get selected groups into his

10,

Over

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

vour ideas.

Saturday, February

Just a few of the ideas that will

be presented in the forthcoming
Short Stuff issue of

DAILY,

An

THE FILM

out Sunday, February 18.

unusual "buy" for the pro-

ducer and distributor of short subjects.

1923
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Price 25 Cents

THE PICTURE YOU WILL NEVER

WANT TO FORGET

Presented by

CARL

LAEMMLE
Featuring)

MACK
CHARLES
pgg&
breast
and a

CHARLES MACK-

includirjp

FAIR. BURR MCINTOSH.
EMILY FITZROYond GEO. BANCROFT

ELINOR

WE U39KS LIKE
RICHARD BARTWCLMESS
HE ACTS LIKE

JOHN BARPYMOREOONfTrAH-TDSEE
HIM IN THIS GREAT.

From fhp Cosmopolitan Magazine -s+ory by Jay Gelzer

.

PRODUCTION.

Opens

at the

Criterion Theatre
Broadway, N. Y.

C

February 11th

:^.

A CMAS.BPABIN

r

PRODUCTION

<<

VfSTON

UNIVEPSAUJEW
THEM
"BEAT-

ir

YOU CAN"

—

—

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

Kane, Pres.

S.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT

Physical Distrjbutors
Patme Exchange

Florence Vidor
CONQUERING- The JVempaper
IN

<

The Trade Press
'Conquering

the

Woman

popular

h

THE WOMAN

Set
been produced
are
direction
and
characters
tings,
generally
to
that
caters
nature
of a
approved standards. There are picturesque shots of the sea, a yacht
race and a thrilling rescue. Florence
Vidor plays in charming style.''
Moving Picture World.
in

style.

FROM THE NOVEL BY*

HHENRy

KING VIDOR.

—

'Conquering the Woman' is the
sort of film which will find favor
with a majority of movie fans and
ought to score creditably from a box
office angle. Florence Vidor plays
with dash and dramatic skill."
Exhibitors Trade Review.

(The publication of these two reviews makes unanimous the vote of
the trade magazines on the entertainment and box office value of
"Conquering the

Woman.

")

ROWLAND
A

C.

PRODVCTIOM

"Henry

C. Rowland's novel has
into a wonderfully delightful production, effervescing with
good humor, bubbling with subtle

een

made

comedy and joyous

satire,

and hav-

tensely
ing
numerous
dramatic
3cenes and thrilling touches as well.
The photography is perfection itself
and the settings are marvels of

beauty.

Ihe Exhibitor
"Conquering the Woman," with
ence Vidor. — A
good
real

plenty

Florpicture with

of action, new and novel situaa pleasing story and finish.

tions,

and

Davis

&

Walter,

(From

Grand Theatre, New

— General
"What

Castle, Ind.

Me" department

patronage.

"Florence Vidor, one of the
greatest beauties of all filmdom, is
most attractively gowned and gives
her role an interpretation which
proves
her
really
extraordinary
cleverness as an actress. She is aided
by an excellent cast."

The above review written when
"Conquering the Woman" was playing a full week's run at the Grand
Theatre, Pittsburgh, appearing in
the Pittsburgh Leader.

the Picture Did For
of Exhibitors Herald.)

From every angle, it's an outstanding hit;...

News
2f*BRADSTREET
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Tuesday
Independents awaiting interpretation of War Revenue
Act by Treasury Dep't on which 5% pyramid tax
depends.

Famous Players

Filmschau,

Internationale

to

control

of

Hamilton Theatrical

Corp.
T. 0. C. C. and F.

new

Clichy.

$6,825,249.80 or $1,340,459 ovei

Independent exchanges, not members of Hays organization, expected to use uniform contract.
Coast plans lavish pageant in 1924 and ambitious film
tracing history of America since Columbus.

at

Terms

Address

December tax figures
November total.

I.

L.

M. Club

call

meeting to draw-

arbitration rules.

Prague

English exhibitors oppose percentage bookings.

(Czechoslovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
M. and M. A. Schlesinger form Middle East Films

Features Reviewed

Corp., capital $1,500,000, to consolidate enterprises
in

Norma Talmadge

in

THE VOICE FROM THE MINARET
Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

2

Far East.

Hobart Bosworth signs five year contract with
Goldwyn.
Charles C. Burr plans eight more features and additional

short reels.

Charles C. Burr plans eight more features and addi-

THE BOHEMIAN GIRL

Harley Knoles' Prod

Page

American Releasing Corp

Tom Mix
Fox

Page

Thursday

3

ROMANCE LAND

in

tional short reels.

12

Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, Schenck
and Talmadges reported considering protective
association
cities

JAVA HEAD

George Melford Prod

Page

Paramount
Richard Talmadge

THE SPEED KING

in

Page 16

Phil Goldstone-State Rights

Edwin Carewe

presents

13

.

MIGHTY LAK A ROSE
Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

17

to

secure

proper financial returns

where exhibitors refuse

Charles Chaplin directing

fair

in

rentals.

Edna Purviance

in

"Public

Opinion" for Allied Prod, and Dist. release.
to make "World's Illusion," originally
planned by Nazimova.
Canadian Educational may handle F. B. O. releases
in Dominion.
Friday

Rex Ingram

Impressions of film man on tour give "low down" on
conditions as they actually exist.
Adolph Zukor plans an "art" conference to develop
artistic standards for business to w ork on.
y

Ed (Hoot) Gibson

in

THE GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA
Page 20

Universal

Minneapolis exhibitor uneasy over further inroads of
Finkelstein and Ruben in exhibitor field.
Al Gilbert Prod, to feature Iliodor in "Five Years in
Hell."

Douglas MacLean

in

BELL BOY

13

Saturday

Page

21

Friday afternoon to throw SelzReorganization probable.
nick into bankruptcy.
Famous Players theater subsidiaries sell nine houses.

Thos. H. Ince-Asso. First Nat'l

Page 24

Short Reels

"Pardoning the bad is

Efforts

made

m

late

injuring the good" —Benjamin Franklin,

>n
le

>n
de
id
IB

THE
Sunday, February

To

Will Surely Appeal

Norma Talmadge

Admirers But Story

Star's

Asso. First Nat'l. Pict.

DIRECTOR

Frank Lloyd
Robert Hichens
Frances Marion
Tony Gaudio

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Splendidly

made

picture that

go especially big with star's admirers, but
otherwise won't cause a commotion
will

STORY.

.

.The usual eternal triangle with too many

.

passionate outbursts, almost ridiculous at times

DIRECTION

Always very fine and picture is
mounted in every respect but situa-

beautifully

tions are too "slushy"

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Sure

Excellent

to satisfy her many admirers; does
not always appear to advantage in close-ups
SUPPORT
Eugene O'Brien comes back as the
star's lead; a well suited opposite and does good

work; the late Edwin Stevens' eppearance
uncanny to those who know he is deceased

EXTERIORS

All right

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good
Ample
Unloved wife of

CHARACTER OF STORY
English nobleman
student,

love with theological

falls in

him up but

gives

upon

reunited

is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,885 feet

Regardless of just what the criticisms for or against
of the Minaret" may be, one thine is cer-

"The Voice

— that

make plenty of money. In the first
Eugene O'Brien hack as the star's
leading man, and it presents Miss Talmadge in one
of those typical passionate dramas which seem to
place

it

it

will

brings

bring them

and Director Lloyd has seen to it that
going to be disappointed. He has allowed

in.

folks arc not

Should

Draw

probably won't matter a -real deal what

Talmadge has

do as long as she appears

to

Norma
the

in

picture, to satisfy her following

and judging from the

Strand

still

r,
,
f
then

patronage,

.,

there

•

is

,,

,,

h,,e

the

the other

star

is

1,,that
angle—

in
r

And

vogue.
,

i

•

conventional and borders on real
*
"slushy" drama, will be heartily received by a good
many -the women in particular. They'll have plenty
oi lo\ e making to feast their eyes and they'll remember
]S

trlte

'

shown you can count on

the word-of-mouth advertis-

ing to do the rest.

it

So far as the picture's moneyed success is concerned,
seems sure enough, and will likely prove a

popular choice with the majority of audiences. And
from the looks of the matinee crowd at the Strand,

Norma Talmadge's
full

following will surely turn out in

But the picture

force.

any place
drawing power

will not gain

in the list of the year's best despite its

or financial capacity because the story won't

let

it.

It is the ever popular eternal triangle, worked out with
a few slightly new complications and a fairly different

atmosphere, but, on the whole, "The Voice From the
Minaret" is essentially commonplace in its situations
and weak in logic.

The

hero, a religiously inclined

he meets the

woman, pretends

young man

to fight off the

never convincing, no matter
times Eugene O'Brien walks to the open
but

tion,

it is

until

tempta-

how many
window to

wring his hands in search of consolation. Nor do Miss
Talmadge's many tears compel sympathy, because
you know only too well that her sickly husband will
eventually make his exit for the happy ending that
is bound to come.
Of course there are some intervening complications that are unexpected and help to
relieve the triteness of the plot, but generally speak-

Robert Hichens' story is wholly unworthy the
money Joseph Schenck has spent upon it, and the
splendid production given it by Frank Lloyd.
There is an attractive desert sequence with the hot
sands providing a more or less appropriate background
for the apparent liaison of the ex-theological student
and the wife of an English nobleman. The atmosphere
is colorful, the photography excellent and the lightings
very good. The star does not look as well in this,
although it may be that she has not been carefully
photographed.

Not At All

Distinctive

for the Exhibitor

Eugene O'Brien and Norma Talmadge as
i n g set
the pace for this type of drama

sort of hav-

early in the

picture business.
I*

you know they

should be

,

of the story, which,
'

.

osculatory scenes that will easily

Big Business Even Though Picture Is
Box OfRce Analysis

It

Quite Lacking

ing,

husband's death

tain

1923

gain a reputation for the feature, capable of drawing
Once it has been
a big crowd anywhere it is played.

"THE VOICE FROM THE MINARET"

AS A

many

the lovers

in

Is

11,

a rfew
ested

Norma Talmadge

her

name

that is necessary to get
them in, and
°
'
..
..
...
,
the lobby will certainly get them mterCatchlines will do if you think they will want

,-„

all
.

.

stills in

.

;;

to

like

know more about

the story, but the star's

name

coupled with that of Eugene O'Brien will do just
as well.

THE
Sunday, February

JW*

DAILV

1923

11,

Romance And Picturesque Atmosphere Make

Pleasing

"THE BOHEMIAN GIRL"

pleasingly artistic, the picture offers a satisfying en-

American Releasing Corp.
Harley Knoles

Wm.

AUTHOR

Balfe

Rcsina Henley
SCENARIO BY
Rene Guissart
CAMERAMAN
Picturesque atmosphere in adaptaAS A V/HOLE.
tion of famous stage play; a pleasing picture
though not particularly distinctive
Except for locale doesn't differ greatly
STORY
frcm familirr type of rommtic melodrama
Even and, for the most part, quite
DIRECTION
.

.

artistic

F

;

interest usually well sustained

HOTOGRAPH Y

Average
Not always good

LIGHTINGS

FLAYERS

Ivor Novello fine type of screen hero

but has limited role in this; Gladys Cooper
phasing; others Ellen Terry, Constance Collier

and C. Aubrey Smith

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Pretty

One or two big sets
Ths story of the
of girl who is willing

CHARACTER OF STORY
Gypsy wins

opera.
to

love

remain with her lover even after she learns

she

is

of the nobility

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Bohemian
eventually
version

Ivor

find

6,462 feet

Girl" has gained considerable

opera, and

as an

its

is

it

way

natural

only
into

was made by Harley Knoles

Novello

and

Gladys

Cooper,

fame

it

should

The

screen

that

pictures.

England with
two prominent

in

English players, in the leading roles, with an artistic
and rather pleasing entertainment the result of their
combined efforts. Stripped of its attractive atmos-

phere and effective romantic twists, "The Bohemian
Girl," as a film plav, leaves little to the imagination
of the audience, since the situations have already
served in many an American screen melodrama. But

Play

Up

And

the Title

Box

Interest

talk

about the two English players

the principal roles.

tertainment that will undoubtedly be well suited to
the average audience.

The

.

picture

a trifle too long, but

is

it is

surprising

been so well sustained in spite
of sequences that are slightly too drawn out. Harley
Knoles tells the story in a smooth, even fashion, and
usually wastes no time in getting to the point of the
particular episode.
The development is also good
and builds towards the climax with increasing interest.
There is one bit which is not altogether coherent.
You understand that the girl stolen by the gypsies
that the interest has

known

has never

that she

is

really the daughter of

nobleman nor from whence she came, but when she
is doomed to imprisonment
for theft through the
trickery of the gypsy queen, she calls for her father.
a

The

may

titles

however.
Ivor Novello

who

fulfills

be the fault of this incoherent

is

bit,

the customary romantic type of hero

the requirements of the role of the

all

Polish soldier, and promises to do

much

better

work

given a more ambitious part. Since he has been
signed by Griffith to appear in his next picture, it will
be interesting to see what he does. Gladys Cooper,
another English player, is a thoroughly pleasing heroine, but she does not screen well in this.
Possibly
it is due to poor lighting.
Incidentally, the lightings
throughout are not as good as they should be.
Arline, the young daughter of Count ArnStory
heim, an Austrian, is saved by Thaddeus, a Polish
soldier, who joins a gypsy band.
Arline is stolen by
one of the band, but protected always by Thaddeus,
who falls in love with her when she is grown. When
if

—

who appear

in

d
e
c

s,

:

the

band returns

Bohemia years

to

ignorant that Arnheim

him
and

her father,

she learns

later, Arline, still
is

brought before

Arnheim

is

her parent

eventually happy with Thaddeus,

makes up

for theft.
is

How

is

the climax.

Them

In

The Gypsy Romance

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Those who like artistic pictures with attractive
atmospheres and plenty of pleasing romantic touches,
If
will be well satisfied with "The Bohemian Girl."
your crowd favors this type of entertainment you can
safely promote the picture and get them interested
through many channels. Let them know about the
stage play the title should already be familiar and

—

Appealing

with the choice selection of locations, appealing gypsy
camp atmosphere and a production that is usually

Harley Knoles' Prod.

DIRECTOR

It

The gypsy atmosphere
a large majority

kidnapped when a
them.

It

undoubtedly appeal to

and you can play

lines indicating the

of the band,

will

romance
child,

and then

it

up with catch-

of a girl of the nobility,

who

falls

in love

finds there is a barrier

with one

between

can be played up to excite their interest

prominently and use the
score of the opera for your musical accompaniment.
and, of course, use the

title

>e

l-

Qhe World's
Record in the
«——
Wo/id's lowest theatre
wii \m\t\mnm

w

mum

uawiaaanManaa^

Robin Hood"
Floods Box-Office of the Capitol Theatre, New York
$58,097.66 for First Week's Gross

"Douglas Fairbanks

In spite of a blizzard, rain

in

and cloudy weather more than 100,000 persons saw

this

sensational audience picture in seven days, with a splendid start for a second

record-smashing week.

101,820 Paid Admissions

UNITED ARTI/TJ

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFODD
CMAQUE CUADUN
DOUGLAS rAIODANIO"
D.

V GteimTM

WII2AM ADflAKf - DTiESIDENT

Absolutely

The Only New Thing
In Motion Pictures

This Year!
From

exhibitors

critics

—from

—from

audiences

picture experts

comment, again and again,

—from

—comes

after

this

viewing

that great photoplay sensation

1

D. W. Griffith's

"One

Exciting Night"

Here is a picture that has
any exhibitor can ask.
It

demands and also
immensely any type of audience.

satisfies

pleases
In

all

EVERYTHING

box-office

sections of the country

it

has set

new

attendance records in theatre after theatre.

"something new" in pictures
that exhibitors everywhere are seeking.
It

that

is

d
e

Miss Louella Parsons Says
In
"Here

The Morning Telegraph

something entirely new

is

c

—

the

first

picture of

its

kind

I

have

ever seen.

"D.

W.

"Never
thrills,

Griffith has never

made such an enjoyable

picture.

been anything so full of
suspense and everything that makes for one hundred per cent,
in the history of pictures has there

interest."

D. W.
'

'One

GRIFFITH"/

6oatw TIM

)X

rs

hej

in
in

UNITED ARXLTTT CONDONATION

MARY PICKFOR.D

•

CWAP.LIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAJ" FAiriDANKJ"
WIR.AM ADR.AMJ: pnE^IDCNT

•

D.

V. GfitrFITW

in
de
id

—

!

More Money From Philadephia
and a Record in Cleveland!
"One Exciting Night," his latest picsuch a smashing box-office busidid
ture sensation,
ness at the Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia, that it
brought this letter from Frank W. Buhler, managing
director, to Albert Grey, general manager of the Grif-

W.

D.

Griffith's

organization :•—

fith

"Enclosed find check to coyer additional rental on

"One

"We

Exciting Night."

have extended

owing

to

)

the,

engagement of

:

this picture

great popularity in Philadelphia.

its

"

'One Exciting Night' is a picture that appeals to all
classes.
It has an element of comedy, an element of
drama and keeps the spectator interested jevery minute of the showing.
:

s

.

Big Box-Office Returns and
a New Record in Cleveland

r

.Breaking all house records at popular prices at the
Stillman Theatre, Cleveland; Mr. Griffith's "One Exciting Night" played to $18,1 3.80 the first week* of
The second Week brought
.the
engagement.
*'§\ 3,679.89.
v.
:-;. .:.;.;.;
1

V

,

%

•

As

a result of the splendid box-office and audience
value of the picture, N. M. Schenck, of the Loew
organization, sent the following letter to Albert
rey:

,

"Thought you might like to know that 'One Exciting
Night,' which completed a two weeks' run at the
Stillman Theatre, Cleveland, has done remarkable
business.

,

-r^

/

"The audiences received
sure that

will

enthusiastically,

and

I

feel

go equally well anywhere."

GRIFFITH/
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The Strand Theatre of New York
For Two Weeks Broke the Record

Made With "Way Down

»,

East'| arid

Also With "Orphans of the Storm"
And REMEMBER! "Way Down .East"

in stage

much

screen theatres, has played to twice as
as any other two pictures ever made!

and

business
i

And this record was. made during the .most unfavorable weather in years.
$1 5,000 greater than

"Way Down

East"!

r

$8,000 greater than "Orphans of the Storm"!

Read What Joseph

—

Plunkett Says

am glad to write you that D.
W. Griffith's, 'ONE EXCITING NIGHT' did bigger
business for us than either 'Way Down East' or 'Or"Dear Mr. Abrams

I

We

were compelled to stop the
times during the engagement of
the picture. It certainly is a great audience attraction,
which was plainly shown by the way our audiences
received it."
phans of the

S.torm.'

sale of seats

many

Now Read What
"Strand— 'ONE

"Variety"

Had

to

Say
d

EXCITING

NIGHT!'

e

(Griffith-

c

United Artists.) Seats 2,900. Scale; 30-50-85. Was
held over for second week and broke the house record
on the business done by both 'Way Down East' and
'Orphans of the Storm,' previous Griffith's that
played two weeks at the house. Got close to $29,000
'•
on the week."
.

"Variety's" report for the
ter

week

first

at the Strand

"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"

stated that

than $3 ,000," adding that
1

grossed "betwas being held over.

it
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They Love

It

"Superior to anything of the sort the screen has ever known.
Through every inch D. W. Griffith's art is most telling.

Moments when one

thinks one's heart cannot last

—then on-

slaughts of comedy.''—-N. Y. Sun.

among

"Griffith's picture will live

the immortals of the silver

'One Exciting Night' is one of the best photoplays
ever produced."- N. Y. Evening Telegram.

screen, for

—

"A
N.

magnificent piece of

Y

work

—-indeed a hilarious

thriller."

Times.

—

masterpiece women screamed, everybody
gasped -and then, the .audience went into
hysterics of laughter."——Chicago Herald and

"A

^7~-

—

Examiner.
"Stupendous is the word! You will rise up
on the edge of your seat and scream." Bos-

—

ton Traveller.

btfe

"It will
i*^

** 4

-

be

this year."

THE

—N. Y.

popular evening's pleasure
Post.

"The audience as one man shivers at 'One
Exciting Night'—The action is terrific.
All
highly successful."— N. Y. Herald.
"Even remembering what the master producer
has done before, this surpasses all and Griffith has added the funniest type of negro come-

—

dian."

—N.

Y. Journal.

"Everybody
time."

—

had a wonderful
Chicago Tribune.

"Gale after gale of applause
Titanic—-A mighty spectacle."

*' N.Y.

Mail.

"Stunning."

—

—Boston Globe.

RIFF IT Hi"
UNITED AQTISTS CORPORATION
MARY DICKrOIiD

CWAP-LIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAID.DANIO"
HlliAM ADIiAMj; PfiE^riDETNT
•

•

D.

W. GDJFFITI-I

-

in Owcai' CUifde-

Direction

by

Charles ISruant

Broadway Stood Up
to see

Nazimova's "Salome"
the Criterion Theatre, New York, "Salome"
played to $1 1,706 for the first of a four weeks'
engagement or $2,088 more than the seating
capacity of the house
608.

At

—

%)

:

d

—

Business for the second week amounted
$10,299, showing $681 in S. R. O. receipts.

e
c

to

Gross of $38,153.50
for

Four Weeks

With a capacity business

of only $38,472 possible for the engagement, "Salome" played to a
Here are the figures,
total gross of $38,1 53.50.

week by week:
First week gross, $11,706,

or

$2,088

above

capacity.

Second week

gross, $10,299, or

$681 above the

capacity.

Third week gross, $8,299.50.

Fourth week gross, $7,849.
Total gross for four weeks, $38,153.50.

rs
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Great for the Box-Office and
Great for the Audience
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Good Action And
Tom Mix

SCENARIO BY

Joseph F. Poland

CAMERAMAN

Dan

Clark

Burlesque western with good

some novel stunts

make

that will

it

attractive to a majority

STORY
in the

it, but Ralph Spence
with
some
fair humor
gaps

Little to

DIRECTION
last reels;

titles

fill

Adequate; saves the best for the
pretty slow in getting it going

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Offers some new

Standard

Includes Barbara Bedford, Frank

Brownlee and others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
An overdose of
CHARACTER OF STORY

pretty shots
Suffice

Spence's "wise cracks"

Cowboy

outwits

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Mix's latest

3,975 feet

from what he
usually does, or at least it starts out to be, but ends
up as a typical Mix western with stunts, action and
thrills of a fairly familiar order and a few new ones
besides.
The beginning promises a burlesque on
is

a

little

different

"The Connecticut Yankee" with the star cavorting
around in "tin B. V. D.'s"— a la Ralph Spence titles—
the laughs provided mostly by said titles, except that
they are not always funny. They'll appeal to a cer-

Talk About The Rodeo
Box

And Use

probably as good as some
of his other pictures, nor as full of thrills and action,
it

a finale that should

make

popular, and they shouldn't object to the fairly slow

There is
a certain crowd as

comedy vein

first reels.

a

to

sure-fire.

that will appeal

won't do for every
audience, but there is a big majority that like this
sort, and where Mix has a following you can count
or it going over.
It

had a

I

There
contest,

a lot

is

of this

is

meet in which villain and hero
the winner to marry the girl. Naturally there
of crooked work on the part of the villain
a rodeo

is

which gives hero

fine opportunities to display his skill

The first is a chariot race with hero
The camera work in this is first
are many fine shots of the speeding

various sports.

easily the victor.

and there

Next comes an obstacle race on horseback,

chariots.

almost the winner of this when villain
Finally
is out of the running.
a mixed vehicle race with Mix in an old
is

cuts the saddle and hero

there

is

Once more villain tries to spoil
by loosening the bolts, but hero drives
victory, minus the wheels.

fashioned carriage.
hero's chances

right to

when
are

villain captures the girl

some

first

comes in the last reel
and hero follows. There

of the action

rate thrills with

and carrying her

to safety

Mix rescuing

the girl

on a cable which spans a

Mix's admirers will like the feature particularly
and if it's action they want "Romance Land"
should do nicely.
lake.

well,

Barbara Bedford plays opposite Mix and has a more
or less exciting time of
of her

own

chewing

A

Trailer

trying to marry the

Frank Brownlee

choice.

villain

it

who

plans

all

is

man

the usual cigar-

the surprises for hero.

Of The Rescue Stunt

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

latest isn't

"Romance Land" has

if

of the picture consists of a series of

Much

girl.

But the best

girl

hat to you

from marryunimportant incident
that gets over neither laughs nor thrills, and Sedgwick seems to have been at a loss to know what to
do until it was time to start the action, prior to the
climax. The start is slow but probably the fast action,
stunts and thrills of the last reels will make up for it.
ing the

and hero

Some

every attempt of villain to prevent him from

marrying the

my

others are of the same order.

plots with villain trying to prevent hero

rate,

SUPPORT

While Mix's

The remainder

in

stunts that will please

his admirers

Tom

monkey wrench." The

Kenneth Perkins

action and

however, and very likely they will get a

of armor, says, "I'd tip

Edward Sedgwick

WHOLE

1923

big laugh out of the one where hero, wearing a suit

Fox

AUTHOR

11,

Reels of Mix's Latest

tain crowd,

in

DIRECTOR

AS A

Two

Thrills In Last

"ROMANCE LAND"

still

Sunday, February

DAILY

12

Talk about the rodeo and promise action and

thrills

some new ideas. A trailer would be
about the best means of getting them interested, by
showing shots of the race or one of Mix's spectacular
rescues. That should be enough to make them come
that contain

back.

Of course

play up the star's

name prominently

and you can say that Barbara Bedford
lady.

is

his leading

THE
Sunday, February

-%2H

DAILV

1923

11,
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Pleasing Atmosphere and Fine Produc tion in Latest Melford Picture
George Melford Prod.

"JAVA HEAD"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

George Melford

AUTHOR

Joseph Hergesheimer

SCENARIO BY

Waldemar Young

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Bert Glennon

WHOLE

mounted and with

Attractively

little

make up

Tries to

for story's de-

through good production but
requirements
covers

ficiencies

PHOTOGRAPHY

it

hardly

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
the

Very good
Well suited

a strong entertainment.

does not turn out to be a white girl adopted by a
Chinaman in infancy, with the denouement paving the
way to the happy ending. This time the other alternative is taken, and probably the less frequently used
of the two the Oriental kills herself just as the heroine
;

of the recent "Toll of the Sea" did.

The

cast with Leatrice Joy

Manchu

appealing

But despite the splendid efforts of Director Melford
and a capable cast headed by Leatrice Toy. who is a
very appealing Taou Yuen, the picture does not offer

the others except perhaps that the Chinese heroine

and that quite
footage to sustain

interest evenly

PLAYERS

princess;

Jacqueline

Logan, Albert Roscoe, Raymond Hatton and
George Fawcett others who are prominent
Actual shots of old Salem
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Manchu bride of
when she learns her

Salem skipper kills herself
husband still loves his childhood sweetheart

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,865 feet

George Melford's latest production is an adaptation
of Joseph Hergesheimer's "Java Head," a story of old
Salem in the days when hoop skirts and narrow minds
were the popular vogue. But the latter doesn't play a
prominent part in "Java Head" since the people raise
no great objection to the introduction of a Manchu
However, Hergesprincess into their community.
heimer's tale is rather typical of the old days with the

plot

is

very slight and there seems

Box
latest picture is so

The

for the excess footnee used.

much

served to

the interest

little

excuse

storv would have

better advantage in five reels, with

more

effectively sustained.

The sequence

dealing with the drue-eaten brother of the white girl
does not seem at all essential although it provides

Raymond Hatton with

a first rate dramatic role.

Leatrice Joy is the brigfht spot of the picture, together with the quaint pictorial appeal contained in

She

it.

a pensive and winning- princess

is

who

surely please her admirers for her part in this.

Roscoe

is

will

Albert

well suited and the entire cast capable.

Because of an old feud Gerrit Ammidon, of
an old Salem family, is ordered out of the house by
Nettie Vollar's father. Gerrit sails to China where he
marries a Manchu princess whose life he saved. How
he brings her back to Salem and discovers he still loves
Story:

Nettie,

is

followed by the

Manchu

when

girl's suicide

she learns the truth.

Name

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

very good to

is

well worth seeing and,

will

warrant particular ex-

Leatrice Joy's performance

better chance

while you

may

The story is
order but where they remember Joseph

ploitation,

you can make the usual announcements

include the

name

Hergesheimer's story and were favorably impressed

who mean

the most at your box office and whatever

by

else

look at that probably
of getting over than
of a familiar

it,

it

will

have

a

much

you would expect.

they will undoubtedly be anxious to see what

Melford has done with

it.

As

stuck to the story and given
duction.

it

far as that

goes he has

a thoroughly fine pro-

d
e
ic

Promise Pictorial Appeal and Use Leatrice Joy's
George Melford's

concerned.

much

familiar; accorded too

DIRECTION

is

to the plot

offering

Very

value as far as pictorial appeal

The plot is as old as Kipling's
"East is East and West is West and never the twain
shall meet," nor does "Java Head" differ greatlv from

pleasing atmosphere; otherwise a conventional

STORY

atmosphere delightfully retained in the production
who shot most of the exteriors
right in Salem where the story is laid. The quaint
houses, shaded streets and the typical water fronts,
all beautifully photographed, give the picture splendid
provided by Melford

not think

to

of the producer, those of the players

you think they

to interest them.

it

will

want

to

Mention the

know, or need
fact that

to

many

know,
of the

scenes are actual shots of Salem with that quaint

England atmosphere.

New

The Greatest TTlonej
Ever offered the

A

EXH

Picture that MtLt

:

!

Flaking bnort bubject
KDRS of this Country!

y
t

s

d

s

Presented by Fred E.Hamlin
Here

is

the answer, graphically and real-

istically flashed

on the screen, to the great

question

What Did
You

the

War Accomplish?

see in this film the aged, broken

and

man who

deluged Europe in blood
that his towering vanity might triumph for
a moment in history.

helpless

who smuggled

picture camera into the estate at

Doom, and

caught the one-time "war lord" at close range,
under the pretext of photographing landscapes and flower gardens.

Many

moments are

Hanford MacNider, former head of the American
of

its

startling.

Legion, says:
"It

He paces

a specially constructed motion-

appears to

me

as an epoch-making event

barbed-wireenclosed prison like a caged lion, but with none
of the lion's dignity. His companions are a

faithful

pair of dachshunds

to end his declining years, isolated

his

twenty-acre,

in the screen industry, in that it gives a

and

realistic description of

once all-powerful

German War-Lord

most

how
is

the

forced

and alone,
)

This

is

the only motion picture ever taken

of the ex-Kaiser in exile.

was obtained by
ex-Crown Prince,

It

a former school-mate of the

a pitiful figure in the world of affairs."

Book

it

now, while newspapers are giving

pages of publicity to this sensational

film.

DNS will want to SEE!

he

on
on
3«
or
de

nd
an
on
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Good

Stunt Stuff That Furnishes Fine
Richard Talmadge in
Phil Goldstone— State Rights

Grover Jones

AUTHOR

Not

SCENARIO BY
AS A

credited

Grover Jones

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Arthur L. Todd
acrobatic escapes which

Series of

star performs with considerable agility the chief

point of interest in this

STORY

The conventional mythical kingdom

themel with variations; not as good as star's
recent vehicles

DIRECTION

Makes some display
and speeds story up to satisfying

in

production

finish

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good

Will go very big where they like the
Fairbanks type of stunts

SUPPORT
the

Mark Fenton and Harry Von Meter
political villains; Virginia Warwick a fair

EXTERIORS

Like

Them

displayed in large letters at the track, and the winner wears a jersey with the name "Indian" on it. It
is

looks like a thoroughly intentional boost. Following
this there is a rather dull stretch, in which they get
the plot concerning the attempt of a king's
enemies to depose him and gain control of his kingdom. This is not entirely coherent or logical, but it
into

leads to

some

first

rate action.

Talmadge certainly performs some hair-raising leaps
and bounds that should be enough to send them out
satisfied.
Bounding out of two story-windows, swinging on awnings to dangerous heights and leaping
around fast enough to make you dizzy, certainly
makes him a champion at this kind of stunt stuff. He
plays a dual role but there are few double exposures,
and those not very good. Fortunately the part of the
king is not important and they have not encountered
much difficulty in the way of keeping the two char-

Suitable

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
all

Who

1923

acters separate.

heroine

cyclist

For Those

11,

The only outstanding bit in the early reels is a
motorcycle race, which is fairly exciting. Incidentally
the Indian motorcycle is quite conspicuous. The name

"THE SPEED KING"

DIRECTOR

Thrills

Sunday, February

American motorimpersonates foreign king and gets into

kinds of trouble but wins a princess for a wife

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Richard Talmadge

About

5,000 feet

The production is adequate and the director has
gotten in some display with regard to the ceremonies
and the royal household. The story is the familiar
mythical kingdom theme with a few variations, but
it

runs close to formula with the American hero win-

ning a royal bride.

the chief contributor of this

is

—

type of comedy lately, the acrobatic stunt kind and
where they like this sort of entertainment the Tal-

Story:

Jimmy

Martin,

Charles of Mandavia,

is

who

looks just like

King

hired by the king's enemies

two, there

is

plenty of thrills in the succession of escapes which hero effects in evading the

impersonate him while they abduct Charles. Jimmy falls in love with Princess Margaret and confides
his impersonation to her.
How Jimmy saves the
kingdom and Charles' life and wins the title of Sir
Jimmy and Margaret's hand as well, completes the

enemies of the king he

is

story.

madge

His most recent
offering, "The Speed King," doesn't contain as good
a story as some of his others but toward the end, the
pictures should go very well.

last reel or

Play

Up

impersonating.

Title

And Make Promises For
Box

There seems

to be a

and since Talmadge

is

Doug Fairbanks

the chief contributor

of this type of entertainment, outside of Fairbanks,

there should be a market for his pictures.

contains some

first

The

latest

rate action and thrills of this order

and should thoroughly please them.

Star's

Performance

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good many picture goers who

like this acrobatic stunt stuff of the

variety,

to

you have played the recent Talmadge pictures
you probably won't have difficulty interesting them in
this, but if you haven't you might use this and see
how they take to it. Let them know what the star
does, and promise some very exciting escapes.
The
title is good and could easily be advertised by having
a man ride about town on a motorcycle displaying the
title and announcing the showing at your theater.
If

;

Sunday, February

11
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A Crook Story That Is Entirely Different and a Sure-Fire Entertainment
Edwin Carewe

want to force the happy ending by introducing
improbable coincidence and so things work around to
a w holly satisfying, though fairly tardy, happy ending.
This is not to say, however, that the detail employed

presents

didn't

"MIGHTY LAK A ROSE"
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

Edwin Carewe

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Mighty

entertainment in

fine

Curtis Benton
Curtis Benton
Sol Polito
strong feature that offers
its

here is out of place. There are numerous mighty
strong touches of pathos in these last reels and it would
be a pity to cut them out but the picture does need
some speeding up.
The basic idea, and an old one, is the regeneration
of a band of crooks.
But it is doubtful if it has ever
been put to better use, or surrounded with more convincing human interest situations, than it has here.
The gradual reformation of the band brought about
by the soothing violin played by the blind heroine
whose favorite is "Mighty Lak a Rose" is great and
there is a pathos in the climax that is a wallop and it
can only be appreciated by seeing it. Carewe has
mounted the picture in good taste, the photography

comedy-pathos com-

bination

STORY

Crook theme that has originality and
unusually worth while and interesting twists
Excellent; certainly secures the
DIRECTION
undivided attention; brings out
spectator's
comedy, human interest bits and pathos
remarkably well

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

LIGHTINGS

Always good
Dorothy Mackail really worthy of
PLAYERS
stellar prominence for her excellent work in this
James Rennie ideal hero and Anders Randolf

and lightings are excellent and it is an all around fine
piece of work as far as he is concerned.
Too much cannot be said about the meritorious performance of Dorothy Mackail, the blind heroine. Miss
Mackail plays with a sincerity and feeling that gets under your skin and she's always convincing. She is not
beautiful but she's all the more sincere and convincing

also very good; Helene Montrose fine type and
Harry Short provides the laughs
Suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL. .Good

Appropriate
although sometimes too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Blind girl's music is
means of crooks' redemption and her benefactor
sacrifices his love that she may be happy with
her young lover
.

fur

.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

8,260 feet

"Mighty Lak a Rose" is a mighty fine picture and
Edwin Carewe deserves a great deal of credit for the
very worth while offering which he contributes to the
Curtis Benton's story is a
list of the year's best.
wholly absorbing crook theme that is almost entirely
unlike the average and contains many thoroughly
original and interesting twists that make it an unusually strong and appropriate screen vehicle. It is
the sort of theme that will appeal to a large majority
and the manner in which Carewe has handled it, makes
use of every good point that it contains and brings out
the elements of comedy and pathos in particularly
convincing fashion, is all very fine.
The development is ideal and the interest is accumuIt isn't often that the continuity in a story of
kind succeeds in maintaining logic and coherence
to the degree that this one does.
Toward the close
Carewe does spend a trifle more time on sequences
than necessary, with a slight tendency to drag the conclusion, but his purpose is quite obvious. He evidently

lative.

this

Deserves Your Best Exploitation
Box

—

they see her work in

this.

this

at least in this type of role.

The

cast

is fine all

the way through with James Rennie a real hero and
Anders Randolf a splendid type for the role of "Bull"
Morgan. Helene Montrose also gives a fine performance as "hard-boiled" Molly Malone and Harry Short
supplies the humor.
Sam Hardy has a minor part.
There is also a mighty well trained collie in the picture.
Story: Rose Duncan, a blind violinist, comes to
New York where she is to live with her uncle and
receive instruction from Professor Trevor who is interested in her playing. The uncle is killed and Bull
Morgan, a crook, sees a chance to use the girl. He pretends to be her uncle and takes her to live with his
crowd which includes Jimmy Harrison, educated by
Bull; Molly, Bull's "sweetie" and "Slippery Eddie"
Foster. Jimmy is won over by Rose's "Mighty Lak a

it

s

o
d

s
ir

When Jimmy

decides to "go straight" Bull
hitting
Rose. Her recovery brings
throws
about the reform of the others. Later Jimmy is caught
by the police while "turning off one more trick" to get
money for an operation on Rose's eyes. Rose, who
believes Jimmy is dead, is finally found by Trevor and
on the night of her debut, Jimmy, now free, wanders
to the stage door where his dog recognizes Rose's picLater there is a reunion and Trevor gives up
ture.
hope of winning Rose.

Rose."

a chair,

Eff o rts

and Will Surely Please

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

combination satisfying a large majority and "Mighty Lak a Rose" is strong
comedy and pathos. You can count
in both elements
on it pleasing them and they'll laugh at the antics of
"Slippery Eddie" and probably weep at the misfortune
There is much to be said
of the little blind heroine.
about the splendid performance of Dorothy Mackail
and you might make an extra fuss about her perform
ance because they are sure to look for her again after

You can always depend on

.

it,

y

Make

sure that your musical accompaniment is right
one because it has a lot to do with putting the
picture over satisfactorily. The song from which the
feature takes its name should be prominent throughout
the showing.
Make promises for the entertainment
the picture affords and by all means get your women
folks interested.
They'll have a fine old fashioned cry
over this one and what woman doesn't "love" a good
cry now and then. The picture is worth your best
efforts and give Edwin Carewe's name the prominence
he deserves
for this
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)
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Sweetest

Romance Ewer

WmmrndL
PRODUCTION

Screened.

THE

BOHEMIAN
GIRL
With

this greatest
all-star casts

of

IVOR NOVELLO

P
V.

GLADYS COOPER
ELLEN TERRY
CONSTANCE COLLIER
C.AUBREY SMITH

M
New York

Telegraph: "The Bohemian Girl"
lends itself remarkably well to the screen.
It's difficult

to

know whose performance

to

personnel of the cast
Besides being beautiful,
excellent.
is so
Gladys Cooper has great distinction. Ivor
Novello, as the leading man, looks like a
Greek god and is an intelligent, handsome
actor.
Constance Collier is dashing and
radiant.
It's a very well done picture.

emotional, and beloved Ellen Terry. Ivor
Novello is an excellent example of the
romantic school.

start praising first, the

New York

Tribune: There never has been
such a gorgeous profile on the screen since
Francis X. Bushman became the idol of the
fans, as that of Ivor Novello. Gladys Cooper
"The Bohemian
is very lovely to look at.
Girl" makes one long for music.

Evening Mail: One of the most delightful
and charming photoplays made in some
time is Harley Knoles' production of "The
Bohemian Girl" at the Cameo Theatre this
week. Ivor Novello gives every indication
of becoming another Valentino. He is not
only one of the best looking men on the
screen today but also a finished actor.

New York

Times: Harley Knoles has made a
from the opera that has
not been cheapened by movie melodramatic^.
faithful adaptation

The

r&

cast

is

Sun: "The Bohemian Girl" introduces two fresh, attractive personalities to
the picture fans of the country Gladys
Cooper, a reigning theatrical beauty, and
Ivor Novello, who is to appear in D. W.
Judging by the
Griffith's next picture.
welcome they are receiving at the Cameo
they have found a welcome on the American

—

Evening World: This picture leaves but
Now that Novello has
little to be desired.
been brought over to be Griffith's leading

to the 20th century

—

superlative Gladys
Cooper, the most beautiful actress of the
British stage; Constance Collier, gifted and
theatre fans.

New York

screen.

New York American: "The Bohemian Girl"
It contains many
at the Cameo is a delight.
good reasons for appeal

Evening Telegram: A poetic romance and
about the best made picture ever brought
here from abroad. With its marvelous,
gorgeous settings and elaborate costumes,
it's a real treat.
Gladys Cooper is charming
throughout the entire story and Ivor Novello
is both handsome and a good actor.

man
WALTER E GREENE,

f. B.

President

TOADS MARK KEG

U

S.

WARREN,

PAT. OFFICE

yia-htsidtnl

the interest quite naturally centers first
in his work in this picture. It's a vivid
production.
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smashed over in the Minneapolis Pantages in the first
blizzard week of the winter.
Now it repeats in Los Angeles and
it will duplicate these hits for Alexander Pantages in his houses in
First

it

Kansas City
Oakland
Memphis, Tenn.

San Francisco
Salt Lake City

t

1

sl/ftmAjuKW

*
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Here

What Los Angeles

Is

Los Angeles Examiner: Here is a story that accomplishes
the unusual by the simplest and most direct means
Every woman who sees Tibi Lubin will admire his handsome, sturdy boyishness. Alex Pantages is a mighty good
"picker" of pictures.
.

.

Los Angeles Express: "The Prince and the Pauper" is a
faithful depiction of that continuing favorite from the
pen of Mark Twain. The picture is at all times a delight
pictorially and in every other way.

—

\i_

Los Angeles Record: A picture that is a real treat.
Everything about the production is well chosen; you are
sure to like it immensely.
Los Angeles Herald: If Mark Twain could come back
to life he would be sincerely satisfied to see the perfect picture made from his "The Prince and the Pauper"
and with wonderful Tibi Lubin, who plays the beggar
lad and the King's son.
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Some Good Amusement
Ed (Hoot) Gibson

Ed Sedgwick
Raymond L. Schrock

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

George Hull

CAMERAMAN

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

More atmosphere than comedy
Gibson's latest but a satisfying humorous

in

offering at that

STORY
among

Includes some effective post-war
the soldiers awaiting discharge

DIRECTION
little

hokum

First rate; has gone to quite a

trouble from a production standpoint for

just a regular attraction

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR.

.

.

All right

.Provides

many

of the laughs

and

will please

SUPPORT

Tom

O'Brien good as hero's buddy
and Louise Lorraine, the French girl; others
Frank Leigh, Jack Crane and Bob McKenzie

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Attractive
Suitable
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
France, become
principality

on leave in
implicated in uprising in small

where one

they discover

who he

Soldiers,

is

made

over-lord until

a

nobleman

who

hero,
lord

for a political alliance, the idea is turned

comedy with the introduction

into a

gets

marry

to

marry

of an A. E. F.

mixed up

all

in the plans of an overson to the daughter of a duke,

his

thereby insuring his own political position.
The laughs consist of fairly familiar post-war
hokum, with the happy-go-lucky buddies furnishing

Hoot Gibson and Tom O'Brien, as
the amusement.
Johnny Day and Dennis O'Shane respectively, are
delightfully pleasing war buddies who find they can't

when they

use the furlough

finally get

it

because they

How

they eventually borrow the price
but land in Cardonia and get into
immediately because they cannot speak

of a trip to Paris,
difficulties

Spanish, gets the picture off to a good start.

Of course the ever prominent romantic twist is
included, with hero Hoot saving a senorita from marriage to the villain whom she does not love, and the
subsequent understanding between hero and the girl
when he learns some of the native terms of endearment.
Gibson does good work, and Louise Lorraine is
:

Two

girl.

pals in the A. E. F. are given a fur-

With a borrowed dollar they "clean up" in a
crap game and start for Paris. Instead they land in
Cardonia, a principality of Spain. Hero is mistaken
lough.

Use Gibson's Name And
Box
is

for a bandit

and

falls in

love with the prettiest senorita

Cardonia. After a series of exciting adventures he
saves the girl from marriage with the villain, finds

in

she

is

Grand Duke, and becomes
kingdom. The last seen of hero
camp doing k. p. duty for overstaying

the daughter of the

assistant ruler of the

he

is

back

in

his leave.

Tell His

A dmirers

They'll Like This

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the right picture

average audience, and you can count on the
camp pleasing them thoroughly
well. It furnishes sufficient amusement to cheer them
up, and Hoot Gibson can be relied upon to keep
for the

hokum

the cut and dried old plot of the girl forced to

Story
4,658 feet

things are not just

Raymond Schrock has conceived a clever twist to
an old dramatic situation that just saves his theme
from being a most conventional one and instead of

pleasing as the

While "The Gentleman from America" isn't as
funny as some of Gibson's other recent releases, it
has a satisfying humor and enough comedy incident
to make it register sufficiently well to get it over, and
the production itself is quite worth while, and the
atmosphere is wholly pleasant and interesting.
Director Sedgwick has been considerably more painstaking in mounting the picture than the story really
warrants, but the result gives the piece quite a good

"A Gentleman from America"

when

humorous as they might be, there are other compensating values that keep you interested.

really is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

19^,^

as

are "broke."

a majority

11,

A. E. F. Buddies

deal of pictorial appeal, and

in

Universal

DIRECTOR

Two

In Story Dealing With

"THE GENTLEMAN FROM AMERICA"

AS A

Sunday, February

DAILV

*.»«

of the soldier

them amused when the comedy situations fall a bit
short of drawing laughs.
The atmosphere in this is somewhat different from

Gibson's previous picture, and you can
that pictorially

it

to the story say

is
it

let

them know

quite pleasing, and with regard

deals with the adventures of

two

A. E. F. boys on leave and of their difficulties in a
Spanish principality where they are taken for bandits,
and one eventually becomes assistant ruler of the

kingdom.

Play up Gibson's name and
features that you have shown.

recall his recent

THE
Sunday, February

&W.

DAILY

1923

11,

Few Laughs And Not Much Of Anything
Douglas MacLean

"BELL BOY

allows too

in

13"

Thos. H. Ince— Asso. First Nat'l. Pict.

Wm.

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Seiter

Austin Gill
Violet Clark
Bert Cann

WHOLE

weak comedy number
when compared with the Ince-MacLean "The
Fairly

Hottentot"

STORY

Lacks good strong humorous incident;
reels made up of very silly business

first

DIRECTION
gag

Makes

until

it

the error of repeating each

loses all chances of a laugh; other-

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

Tries hard to overcome the poor story

SUPPORT

John Steppling the star's chief aid
amuse; others Margaret Loomis,
Jean Walsh and Eugene Burr
in his effort to

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
bell

Disinherited youth

boy and wins over uncle who

objected to his marriage with an actress

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

3,940 feet

how
and Douglas MacLean

After seeing "The Hottentot," you

know

just

good a comedy Thomas H. Ince
Probably that is the reason
are capable of making.
"Bell Boy 13" seems such a "weak sister," but surely
there is no comparison between the two offerings.
The story in this is very slight and without any
genuinely strong humorous situations upon which to
build, and there is not enough good incident to round
it out to even the short four reels which it consumes.
Nor has Director Seiter succeeded in improving upon
the story through his direction.
At the outset he

MacLean's

Else In
much

latest

on the order of slap stick, and
there are some very old gags that even a hokum tworeeler wouldn't boast of.
The efforts of young hero
to evade his uncle and keep his date with the actress
he wants to marry afford considerable silly business
in the opening reel that doesn't gain a favorable imthat

is

The

stunts that
MacLean goes through to get out of the house may supply
laughs where it doesn't take much to amuse them, but
it is all very hackneyed humor.

pression

start

to

with.

e

keeping the story moving
at a good pace, even though it isn't continuously
funny and he would have gotten much better results
Seiter

does succeed

in several instances,

wise average

becomes

21

in

where the situations were

a
s

fairly

new, if he had not repeated them so often. The introduction of a very homely girl who "thinks the wedding
march the prettiest music ever written," is one instance
where it is overdone. The first glimpse of her face,
when she's singing "Fly, birdie, fly," is all right and it
will get a laugh,

MacLean

y
it

s

but not the second nor third look.

hard enough to please his audience,
but he is under quite a handicap with such poor material.
John Steppling is an amiable enough uncle
despite his objection to his nephew's marriage to an
actress, played by Margaret Loomis, whose clothes
tries

would seem

not

of

Harry Elrod's uncle would rather have

his

to

indicate

that

the

feature

is

s

recent manufacture.

Story:

nephew

interested in his stock business than in the

whom Harry

wants to marry.
Kitty also refuses to have anything to do with him
Harry becomes bell boy 13
until he goes to work.
at a prominent hotel, from which his uncle manages
to have him fired. Harry incites all the help to strike
and when the management threatens the uncle, the
latter gives in, Harry tells his followers to go backto work, and he also wins the consent of the uncle
actress, Kitty

Clyde,

ne.d.

.c-

to his marriage.

de

Won't

Do

Unless They Happen
Box

If

you don't

find

it

difficult to

To Favor This Type

of

Nonsense

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

amuse them and they

at

ty
es

ox

Douglas MacLean works very hard

to put the pic>rs

will

laugh easily, you can undoubtedly put "Bell Boy

13" over satisfactory, but
tot" first

and follow

to be disappointed.

it

if

you show "The Hotten-

with this one, they are bound

The

among your

if

you number many

patrons, you might get

strength of his performance.

of his admirers
it

first is

so full of spontaneous

will hardly be satisfied

)

over on the

The comedy

is

mostly
or

of the slap-stick variety such as the breaking of plates,

and original humor, that they
with the second.

ture over, so

a display of ill-fitting hats on the part of the star, and

more

or less familiar chase stuff that keeps things

going

if

nothing

else,

He
or
id
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LET THE "DOLLAR DEVIL

!!

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER
PRODUCTION

VIAKE

MONEY FOR YOU/

y
it

s

o
d
r.

n
s

*

DOLLAR DEVILS

is

the type of

you would be glad to publicly
recommend to your patrons, and from
picturfe

the standpoint of exploitation,

any number

can be turned into

extra admissions.

PICTURE

has

of sensible arid practical

sales angles that

HOD10NSONI

it

ASK FOR A

SCREENING AT ONCE.
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Short Stuff
"The Balloonatic"

Type

—Buster

Keaton

— First

2 reel

of production

Pathe Review No.

National

comedy

Written, directed and played by Buster, "The Balloonatic"
undoubtedly satisfy your folks, especially if they like him.

will

There

amusement contained

plenty of

is

of running time but

two previous
ever there are

releases,

many

twenty minutes

not quite as funny as either of his

is

it

in its

"Cops" or "The Electric House."

How-

high spots that will bring laughter just as

hearty as the previous two elicited. About the most amusing
in which Buster walks along unis the sequence
conscious of the fact that a bear is following him. Gun itt

of these

hand, he keeps on with the grizzly right at his heels. SudHe picks up his gun
denly, a second bear confronts Buster.
and fires it at this bear and in brandishing his gun over

head he unconsciously knocks the other bear on the head
and kills him just as the shot kills the first one. Walking back
a few steps, Buster sits down, and it is only when he realizes
that his hand is touching something warm and furry, that he
looks down to find that he is sitting on a dead bear and has

Type

7

of production

1

pictures"

this

magazine

cute shots of babies comprise the "living
There are some
of Pathe* Review.

Some extremely
in

reel

issue

adorable kiddies and this should find especial favor with
How mail is delivered
the feminine portion of the audience.
in Alaska is next shown, and the human interest touch is
provided with a glimpse into the homelife of a settler. The
popular science division deals with the composition of the
human breath in interesting fashion, and the colored sceilic
bit

shows interesting scenes

in

Arabia.

"Gambling With the Gulf Stream"

Type

—Bray— Hodkinson

of production

1

reel

magazine

his

two with one stone.
Haver is the girl in this and it is a far cry from her
work in "The Christian" to a one-piece bathing suit, but she
does both well. As the title indicates, Buster gets mixed-up
with a runaway balloon and after shooting a pigeon that has
killed

Phyllis

settled on the gas-bag, he breaks his fall in a tree-top. The
equipment of the balloon includes a collapsible canoe and
armed with this and a pair of boots two sizes too big, and a
fishing rod, Buster goes fishing.
A word here should be said
in praise of the locations which are as good as those con-

tained

many

in

Phyllis

"scenics."

with the

waterfall
is

sun

won and

finally

Particularly

striking

the

it.

fine

After

is

a

shot of a

many adventures

closing footage sees the pair

above which Buster has erected an awning,
peacefully sailing towards the falls. There is a good thrill
here, when you think they are actually going over, but just
at this point the canoe rises above the water, and another shot
shows that it has been attached to the mended balloon all
in the trick canoe,

the time.

"Extra

Type

!

Extra !"

— Hammons— Educational

of production

2 reel

comedy

While not quite as funny as Lloyd Hamilton's preceding of"No Luck," there is very good entertainment in this
one.
Hamilton, in his role of a ladylike young man, is extremely funny and his humor is in a class by itself. Not once
does he relax from his pseudo-dignified and chastening attitude

this one reeler contains some very
shows by text, diagram and actual
shots the way in which the Gulf Stream and the Arctic Current circulate, how this current could be deflected by means
of anchored buoys on the Grand Banks; and what would happen to the climates of the different countries if this really were
The British Lion would turn into a polar bear
to take place.
and cocoanuts would grow on Broadway, according to Bray.
The idea is shown in detail and is extremely easy to follow.
Very good for any house.

Styled as a Bray

Romance

interesting material.

It

"Spuds"— Universal
Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

If your folks have liked the previous offerings in which Lewis
Sargent appears as the hardworking Messenger boy, they will
like this in all probability.
Sargent has a likeable personality
The plot of
and doesn't strive overmuch to be funny.
"Spuds" centers around a water hydrant against which Jimmy
parks his bicycle, in spite of a policeman's warning. Drawing
a potato sack over the hydrant he fills in the top with potatoes,
and goes inside the house to answer his call. The cop returns
and seeing the potatoes offers a passing Italian fifty cents for
them. The Italian agrees, but when the cop tries to lift the
sack the top of the hydrant comes off and then the fun begins.
It is a mildly amusing comedy that should pass muster.

"The Cobbler"— Our Gang— Pathe

fering,

and even when he smiles, it is in the indulgent manner of a
very correct schoolmarm. Ruth Hiatt has a bit that she puts
over well, but Hamilton is on the screen continually. There

some very funny stuff with a typewriter with a particularly
long carriage which he operates at an open window on a level
with the street. Innumerable things get on the end of the roller
including hats, doughnuts and finally a firecracker which explodes and blackens his face, scaring the girl who is passing alis

Hamilton is a newspaper photographer. He
kered cap and is mistaken for a dynamite thrower
the police arc' looking for. After being mistaken several times
for the villain they employ him as official photographer and
after a chase the dynamiter is caught.
But while the cop
struggles to hold him long enough for Lloyd to get a photomost
wears

to

death.

a chei

graph the

villain

throws

his trusty

dynamite.

Type

of production

2 reel kid

comedy

Director Tom McNamara's gang of assorted kiddies are here
again in this one and it's a safe bet that your folks will be
mighty glad to see them. If you have played the preceding

"The Champeen," "Saturday Morning,"
you will not need to be urged to book this one. If you
haven't had any of them, a treat is in store for you and your
audiences.
Little Farina is one of the shining lights in "The
Cobbler," but every one of the kids does such fine work that
it
is difficult to single out any for particular mention.
They
invade a good-natured old cobbler's shop this time, and he
tells them what he would do if he had money.
Just then a postofferings of this series,
etc.,

man

delivers a notice of a pension.

The

cobbler procures a

and the entire gang go on a picnic. After
a time they stop for water and little Farina wanders off into
a watermelon patch while Mickey Daniels gets chased by a
tramp. You are sorry when the end comes, and they all get
rickety old flivver

away

in the erratic flivver.
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Schenck and Hays

"Peter" Here
Important
Probably

Producer Raises Interesting Question
Schenck's Star Gathering
Important

German Production Will

Go

for

—

Into Rialto or Rivoli

Broadway Run

"Peter the Great," said to be one of
most important German productions made in some time is now in
New York and has already been seen
by Paramount officials.
Just what disposition will be made
The picture
of it is problematical.
is known to contain a good deal of
material that is expected to have appeal to American audiences, but other
portions are said to be in doubt. Dimitri Buchowetzki who directed "All
for a Woman," "Othello" and others,

(Special to

made

Hollywood Following the appearance of a lengthy statement in the
Los Angeles Times last week in
which Joe Schenck terms Will Hays
an organizer hired to silence censorship, picture people are wondering
what

would

As

Douglas Fairbanks rehad something to say as to
Hays' activities and this is followed
by Schenck who in the statement re-

Paramount release or not,
"Peter the Great" will have a run at
either the Rialto or the Rivoli in the
near future.

a regular

Adams.

E.

Mason

Hopper

Frances Marion is due
day to go over the scenario.

No

Decision on

(Special to

Washington

will
in to-

big success

it

scored in

5% Tax

—

Bureau of Internal Revenue still
have before them the protests which
have been filed by the various producers and distributors regarding the
imposition of this tax under certain
conditions, and it is expected that
decision will
short time.

be

New

England.

—Advt.

Bowes and Grey Sail
Edward Bowes of Goldwyn and
A. L. Grey of D. W. Griffith, Inc., are
the passengers on the Olympic

among

rendered within

Mark Twain
River gambler.

Of the old time Mississippi
was going to commit suicide. Because

told the story.

Who

there weren't any amateur poker players

left.

All of which

is

apropos of the fact that there aren't any amateur exhibitors
That is, when it comes to figuring values. At least they
left.
figure

it

out that

way

in Chicago.

Where one

distributor said

"You know

First National has caused more difficulty with exRight. How?
hibitors than any other factor in the business.
By giving out those sub franchise exhibition value figures. There
Mister
was a time when we could ask a price. And get it.
for
figures
Your
price
Exhibitor says: "Well, I don't know.
picture
your
And
exhibition
value.
this town on a million dollar
ain't worth a million. Ain't worth $300,000. So cut it or get out."

Now

Preparing Rules

—

Local Arbitration Problem Settled
Regulations Now Being Drafted
Committees representing the T. O.
C. C. and the F. I. L. M. Club, are

work drawing up a new set of
arbitration rules to govern disputed
cases in the Greater
York terat

New

Which sounds tough from the distributors point of view.
But that's a mighty good reason not to pay those fancy prices.
Now so popular.

ritory.

Following several conferences last
week,
the
matter was definitely
straightened out to the satisfaction of
both parties. The rules will be so
d r afted as to avoid any rupture in the
xuture such as that occasioned when
the exchanges recently inserted the
rider clause in all contracts.

FEATURES TOO LONG
From

over comes the holler. That features are too long.
First run operators sav so. As well as the little fellows. And
they're right. There was a time when a five or six reeler was
supposed to be "just the right length." Now they're all super's
at least they run from eight to 12 reels.
all

(Continued on

page 2)

is

now two days

out.

Balzac Story For Goldwyn
Goldwyn will distribute Balzac's,
"The Magic Skin," which will be
Charles
made by Gilbert Gabel.

Scholars

THE FILM DAILY)

the

a

"The Last Hour" opened on Sunday at B. S. Moss' Cameo theatre and
stood 'em up all that evening and again the next day. It is repeating the

which

-The Treasury Department has not yet made any decision regarding the 5% tax on films
included in the war revenue law.
Officials of the Legal Division of

a

ferred to declared Hays is not a Czar,
not in the business of "saving souls"
and was called into the industry as
an organizer to "silence the plea for
censorship."
(Continued on Page 6)

is

Start Picture

direct.

be.

noted,

cently

seems certain, however, that
It
whether the picture does go out as

Cosmopolitan
Productions
have
signed Anita Stewart to appear in
"The Love Piker," by Frank R.

will result.

Prior to Hay's joining the industry
Schenck issued the first important
statement as to what Hays' duties

the picture.

En Route West To

THE FILM DAILY)

—

the

Whittaker will prepare the scenario.
Production starts in the spring.

Arms

Wilcox's Representative
will continue to be the only authorized representative of the Graham-Wilcox Prod.
Ltd., of London, in this country according to Charles Wilcox, managing

Lee Arms has been and

lirector of the

company. Wilcox made

statement after the discovery that
film salesman with no authority

this

a

offering one of the minor releases
Graham-Wilcox
controlled by the

was

unit.

"Roxy" Impresses
(Special Cable to

British Exhibitors

THE FILM DAILY)

the
of
Rothafel,
on
sailed
York,
New
theater,
Capitol
the Berengaria Saturday.
"Roxy" made a great impression
He
here on the British exhibitors.
luncheon
great
a
at
was entertained
the exhibitors and the trade

London— Sam

given by
in general

on

last

Wednesday, and

Walter Wanger was

the host at an

important dinner given "Roxy" on
Friday night, prior to his sailing.

.
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Won't these producers ever learn: that in pictures; as in
everything; brevity is the soul of wit. Chop out a lot of the
You can't get much more.
footage, please Mister Producer.
Hi Abrams notwithstanding. Prolust because it's eight reels.
Must make them over seven reels. Yet
ducers for United.
Chaplin. And Lloyd. In short fives. Or even four reels. Get
the big money. True, Doug's "Robin Hood" is long. Too long.
But it would get the same money. In less footage. That's
Meanwhile; the picture goer gets tired out; there isn't
sure.
a chance to use and play up the short subjects as they deserve;
and what's the answer: a poorer show; more dissatisfied people;
and the Eastman Kodak declares another special dividend.
Length has nothing to do with it. Never had. Never will
Look at
have. The biggest men aren't always the smartest.
oh,
my!
little
but,
They're
Loew.
Zukor. Glance at

—

S.

The Film Renter,
flin.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film. 42
Representative
Paris
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

—

Rue d»

— Interna-

tionale
vakia),

(Czecho -Slo-

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Low

Close

Sales

3,000
East. Kod. 105/2 104 J4 104/,
2,000
88 $4 87H 88
F. P.-L.
Not quoted
do pfd
400
6% 6% 6%
G'wyn ...
.

K

.

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

...

19V4

\m

19^

2,000

Not quoted

World

has purchased the English rights
"Only a Shopgirl."

1)

i

13/1923

These quotations are as of Saturday. The market was closed yesterday, Lincohn's Birthday.

*EAL>

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANL
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTF8

Do you know how

fast Metro's stepping?

Have you watched

haven't much company. Because nearly
tilings?
everybody else has. Sure are moving. Mid-West exhibitors say
Metro salesmen are promising for 1923-24. An addition to
Metro's program. In the form of two female stars. Who will
•
make Metro still more formidable.
Meanwhile. Over in the Loew organization. The chiefs of
Of the
Are chafing. They can't get the attention.
staff.
Big little Boss. Who'se so busy with Metro. He don't know

No? Well, you

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for

th

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEE
(Pat. Applied For)

means more

It

to

you than

It is the cue s
other accessory.
musically perfl
that
insures
a
picture presentation.

they're in business.

HOW

DIGNIFIED WE'RE BECOMING?

a time he was known as "Buck" Jones.
Onct upon a time
he's Charles Jones.
at Fox's.
"Hoot" Gibson. Now, if you please or if you don't
(Hoot) Gibson. After awhile they'll lose the Hoot.

Onct upon

Now

—

—

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

Over
it was
it's

Ed

FARINA & OGLE
Title

COMBINATIONS
Read what

is

As discovered by
is

happening?
film

Note the booking deals going on?
touring the country? Well;
Something to think about.

man now

going to lead to?

it

Photographers

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

(Continued on page 4)

ting forth the menace of drugs, that
she insist that the plot revolves
around some profession other than

motion pictures.

Think

of the sensation

The Moscow Art Theatre Players
have created and what they
would mean to your Box Office

Watch

for

"THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE"
(State Rights)

(T^cU^cLtlcrn^i (JitLovD

With

the Stars of the

A

National releasing
Corporation with

established foreign
business desires to

correspond with
capable executive
to handle foreign
film department.

Give

full

NEGATIVE
POSITIVE

OH THE PROG;

Arista Film Corporation

experience. Correspondence
held confidential.

729

Seventh Ave.,

New York

Address B-923 c/o

TITLES

CARDS
15 CENTS PER FOOT

Incl.

details,

MOSCOW ART THEATRE
SPICE

9091

O.,

of New Jersey, has written Mrs. Dorothy Davenport Reid, widow of the
late Wally Reid, urging that in the
picture which she plans to make, set-

THE

— Beekman

Phone

TALKING ABOUT MARCUS

what
Woodhull Writes Mrs. Reid
R. F. Woodhull of the M. P. T.

192.

Walturdaw Buys "Shopgirl"
Walturdaw Co., Ltd., of Lond

Scholars
m

13,

THE FILM

DAILY.

Hour

24

Service

if

necessat

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOP
220 W. 42d

Street

International

Bryant 091

Distributers

of

MOTION 'PICTURES
MOTION PICTURE COIQRING
See our work on

"When

Knighthood was

in

Flower"

LOOKOUT FOR

Inter-Ocean Film

I

106

West 52nd

New York

Street

City

Telephone Circle 7872

N B UILD¥NG
N T E R-O C E A"•"•'"

218

JOHN DUER SCOTT

Corporation

WEST

42nd,ST;;

-nVw.XO'KK
"

BRYANT 78U
WHEN YOU THLNKpt
FOREIG N TH iSJK' OF
;

.

"THE DOPE RING"

INTER-aCEAN

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

12

January

Me"

the Picture Did For

"What

27, 1923
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(Continued from Page 2)

But most difficult of all. To figure out. Is the getting together. Of Schenck. Doug. Harold Lloyd. And others. To
Wonder what
V-e-r-y interesting.
offset booking combines.
they're going to do? And how?
Particularly interesting in view of Joe Schenck's identificaIn West Coast Theaters.
the Lesser-Gore group.
salesmanager.
Of any company.
No one has yet discovered the
For the prices
Mike
Beauties.
To
Gore.
Offering American
anyway.
could
notice,
Not
so's
you
West Coast pays.
After awhile Joe'll be having a hard time. Sitting on the
fence as a producer. And trying to be interesting. As an exhibitor as well. At the same time.
But suppose Chaplin, and the Talmadge's. And Doug and
Mary. And a few more. Decide not to sell where the exhibitors
combine? What then? W-e-1-1, several things might happen.

MOTION

HIRLA6RAPH

PICTURE^CORP.

Announces the

tion with

You

blame anyone for figuring. But then there's something
Clayton Act. Known to attorneys who practice in the
Which might cause some trouble. It's about
Courts.

can't

Removal

of its

Executive Offices from

FORT LEE
to

AVENUE,

723-7th

NEW YORK

CITY

like the

U.

S.

conspiracy.
Of course

Developing and Printing

sounds like pup eat pup. If a lot of exhibitors
combine. There's nothing to stop producers. And distributors.
From doing the same darned thing. Been opposing combines
so long. For just this reason. That maybe you've tired reading
about it. But, boys, you're going to have one. Just as sure
as you have the other. And it may be easy. Very, very easy.
To make the Clayton Act. Or any other old act. Look like

Chas.

De Moos

it

and Productions

Industrials
Titles

C.

and Trailers

J.

Hirliman

Geo. A. Hirliman

-

preserved

figs.

BACK TO FUNDAMENTALS

Cannot escape

it.

Have

to

go right back to them.

And

chief

HIRLAGRAPH MOTION

When they get a little confidence maybe
of all is confidence.
things will be different. When buyer and seller meet and play
Not trying to "gyp." Not trying to "do." But playing
right.
on the level with each other. These things will stop. And
not before.
Who'se that said "millenium?" Better arrive long before.
Or there won't be no business left.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION
Golly the squawks.

Hear them a mile

off.

west distributor talking: "If it hadn't been for Al Lichtman
where would we have been this season? Tell me?" That's
"The Warner's were a
what he says. And goes on like this
big help in the field last year. But now they're doing business
with First National exchanges. And you can't get near them.
Unless you have a golden rod. And the Mint back of you.
And what's in sight for next season? Tell me?"
Tried to tell him. More squawk. "Say," he went on, "You
get those producers to sell us on negative value not New York
appraisement; and perhaps we'll get somewhere."
You independents on the Coast? Do you hear this? Well,
heed it.

CORP.

Phone Bryant 1533

If
Biggest Mid

PICTURE

it

is

in the negative,

you will get

it

in

the print, on

EASTMAN

:

POSITIVE FILM

;

ENTERPRISE
When

Percy Hammond, dramatic critick of the Tribune.
Did a fool stunt and broke his kneecap. Don Clarke and Howard
Dietz at Goldwyn. Had a thought. They got a home projector.
And took it, together with a sheet. Down to Percy's house.
Tacked up sheet. Got the operator busy and tried to screen
"The Christian." Projector broke on the first day. Projector
broke on the second day. The third day it took. In Friday's
"Trib." Percy damned home projectors and their kin forever
more. But said a lot of nice things about. "The Christian."
Not so bad. Since the picture opened Sunday at the Capitol.

Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,
with every step of gradation in between,

Eastman Positive Film reproduces
carries the quality

and
of the negative through
it all

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

ANOTHER STORY
That story of Egg and Harry Nolan reminded George Kann
of Goldwyn, of one they tell in England about the salesman
(they call them travellers there y'know) who came to the exhibitor and after bulling the merits of his picture, etc., ad infinitum, winds up his spiel with:
(Con tinned on page 5)

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

THE
lesday,
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13,
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Yegg— have the biggest

AL GILBERT

(Continued from Page 4)

"And now Mr.

am

I

u.

I

going to

$400."
Mr. Exhibitor.
ering you $40.

Salesman.

you

let

"And

"And

I'll

surprise yet for
have this feature for one week

I'll

surprise

of the

Al Gilbert Productions

you Mr. Salesman, by

surprise you, Mr. Yegg.

I'll

take

Announces That He Has Secured

it."

YES, STILL ALIVE
Of Forefather's Day, Dec. 21.
Charley Ray's souvenir.
Gave out nice white and pink sweety
id celebration at studio.
Showing the Mayflower. As it appears in "The Courtrigs.
And we ate all of it.
ip of Miles Standish."
*

the Exclusive Services of

ILtODOR, "THE

DANNY.

Ellis has just
medical school of
iversity a two-reeler "Meeting the
nace of Tuberculosis."
iarlyle

the

picture.
Clara Beranger is now en
route to the coast with the scenario.

"fIVE YEARS IN HELL"

Today on "Hollywood
THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles
James Cruze starts
James Q. Clemmer,
/OS Angeles
This
of the oldest showmen in the work on "Hollywood" today.
high
is
designed
to
be
one
of
the
been
appointed
maniness has
lemmer Managing

L. A.

—

"Super 39" on the Para-

lights of the

Kinema.

of the

A.

(Special to

—

ig director

Ten-Reel Super Production to
be made in Russia and the United
States, Supported by an AilAmerican Star Cast

Starts

Kinema

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

mount program.
Frank Dazey Here
Tank Dazey, who together with
Christine Johnston has written
lumber of originals for Preferred

Pickford Writes an Original
(Special to

ties

town. Miss
on the coast preparing

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Jack

Pickford

melodrama with

AL GILBERT

has

South
American flavor.
It is understood
nston is
There
script for "Terwilliger," Frank this will be his next picture.
zage's first picture for First Na- is some talk of his co-starring with
Marilyn Miller in a picture.
lal.
tures

1

of

late

in

is

Appear In

to

"Only 38" Wm. de Milk's Next
completed
"Only 38" by A. E. Thomas will be
Columbia William de Mille's next Paramount

Makes Tuberculosis Film

MAD MONK"

written

a

a

220

WEST

42nd

NEW YORK

STREET

THE SUPER 39

WALTER

HIERS

"Six Bits an Hour'
with Jacqueline Logan
By Frank Condon

Released

ANOTHER
written

for

snappy

comedy

Paramount's

newest

and adventures.
Full of real-life
and genuine dramatic situations.

No

May

13

Everybody knows

specially
of

star.

the

ness.

All about a soda-fountain clerk, his ambitions

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12

He's been popular for a long time,

and the public will flock to his star pictures.
This is a worthy successor to his first picture, and will be a comedy sensation.

humor

"Dark Secrets."
Wife."
of Fate."

——
"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."

W FAMOUS PL

"Java Head."

"The White Flower."

"Adam and Evm."

llT^;

"Racing Hearts"

"The Nth Commandme
"Mr. Billing! Spend* HU Dime"

that Hiers will be one

biggest box-office stars in the busi-

"My American

"Drums

Directed by Joseph Henabery

Scenario by Grant Carpenter

(

CORPORATION h'M

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."
Daughters."
of the Lawless."
Ne'er Do Well."

"Prodigal

20
21

22
23

"The
"The
"The
'You
"The

CC paramount Qiciure

Law

Trail of the

Lonesome

Pine.

Can't Fool Your Wife."
Tiger's Claw.

mmmm

CITY

,

THE

•3&<

Tuesday, February

DAILY

(Continued from page 1)
article points out

The same

A

that

neither Fairbanks nor Mary Pickford
are interested in the Hays organization and in view of Schenck's bringing together these stars together with
Chaplin and Lloyd to offset low prices
offered by booking combinations, the
Times article says:
"It is a matter of discussion in motion-picture circles whether, if such
an alliance materializes. Mr. Schenck
and his galaxy of stars will desert
Mr. Hays and his association, or if
he will cause the entry of his prospective colleagues into the Hays fold."

statement from Vitagraph claims

company was awarded

$1,-

London

Six Jewe

"The Acquital," "Na
"The Pretty Sist
Marietta,"
Jose," "The Co-respondent,"
"The
and
Veh
Burglar"
The first is for Pi
Flame."

They

are

Dean, the next three for Vi
Valli but no decision has been
on the other two.

THE DRUG MONSTER
The just completed, stupendous and most timely five-reeler
dramatization of the hideous curse, which threatens with it's
deadly grip, America's youth. In it powerfully does the devastation of this diabolical curse strike into the minds of all.

SAVE MUCH MONEY

out right and in violation of the law.
The fight between the extras and
the booking agents has been going

By

immediately acquiring this up to the minute production

AND MAKE

on for some time.

BIG

AYWON FILM

Reengage Terwilliger
Pyramid Pictures have reengaged
George Terwilliger to direct "Wife in

MONEY
CORP.

Nathan Hirsh, president
729 Seventh Avenue

Peter Milne prepared

Only."

Picks

Universal has already select'
stories for production as 1924 J

an

early

Name

distributing

Germany by

Universal

Will clamor to see

complaint is scheduled
hearing in the State Labor
Commission's office. An extra man
whose name is withheld for obvious
reasons, charges the manager of the
Service Bureau, 1036 South Hill St.,
with discounting his pay checks withfirst

is

in

13

MILLIONS

The
for

made

Fresno.

so-called

offices.

Granger

—

—

the

—

"Dr. Mabuse,"

13,

w^'""

"

[

200 and costs in its suit against the Decla Bioscop.
Liberty Theater Corp. of Fresno and
San Jose. The litigation involved the
Jack Weil in St. Louis
showing of Larry Semon comedies.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
It is claimed that Liberty transferJack Weil has succeeded
St. Louis
red its interest in the Fresno house
B. Dugger at the local Goldwyn exJ.
to Kehrlein Bros, who played one
change. H. L. Hollander is the new
comedy and then sought to cancel manager of the company's Omaha
the contract. The company, so far
office succeeding Roy Churchill.
as the San Jose house was concerned,
fulfilled its contract and then renewed
Then Vitagraph filed suit for the
it.
value of the unplayed pictures in

Extras Fighting Booking Offices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Extras working in the
studios are opposing
"control" of booking

"-»ww »w

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

that the

i

Granger Handling "Dr. Mabuse"

Vitagraph Claims a Victory

Schenck and Hays

- r-^- -r--

New

York

the script.

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGH!
Rewards

of

Depend-

ability

I

We

have had the pleasure of erring
a great many of our clients ten or

more

W.

A.

EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—
am

ture

better

FLEMING & CO.

and

better.

How

about

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

Bryant 4741

Are you

interested in having your proedited and titled with this
training apparent in the work?

WILLIAM
130

West

B. LAUB
46th St.
Bryant 5466

LETTERING

NEGATI V

LAYOUTS

Any

ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

7IW.44TH.ST
Ph.Vanderbilr

4551

W.
302 E. 33d

J.
St.

WA NTE D

E

PUBfLICIT^
The
kind the Salesmanag
would write if he were an a
vertising man.

FRED

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

Sunsets, Accidents, etc.
Subjects of an extraordinary

What

LorwB Idg.

1540 Broad

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower
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Mystery

Release

Understood "Lady Hamilton" Goes
Film is Germanto Hodkinson

Surrounds Action of Hiram Abrams
Against Adolph Zukor for

—
Made— Originally Sterling's

It

is

understood

that

$25,000

Hodkinson

In

an

action

brought

the

in

"Lady Hamilton," variously touted as one of the most im-

Supreme Court yesterday, Hiram
Abrams seeks $25,000 damages from

portant products of German studios.
The picture was brought over here
by Rudolph Berg of Berlin, representing Richard Oswald Films, the
producers. At that time, negotiations
were launched with United Artists
and a print sent to the coast for the

Adolph Zukor.
Only the summons was

will

release

Fairbankses to see.
It was at that
time that the Allied Prod, and Dist.
Corp. was in formation as a means
to placate Charlie Chaplin's resentment over the inclusion of artists
(Continued on Page 2)

Berman Back with Abrams
Abe Berman, w!io recently

Eastman Joins Hays' Organization
George Eastman has joined tht
Hays organization.

Ray Kirkwood Off for Panama
Ray Kirkwood, a former assistant
director at

the

Ince studio, has

left

Cuba and Panama. He will ultimately go to Salvador, where he expects to shoot some material.
for

The U. B. O. booked "While Paris Sleeps," Maurice Tourneur's thrilling production featuring Lon Chaney, because they knew with such a
title and such box office names they could count on big profits.
It's a
Hodkinson

picture.

— Advt.

—

—

hibitors.

bert Hillyer will direct, the cast to
include Milton Sills, Anna Q. Nillson,

Bryant Washburn and Wallace MacDonald.
This will bring Beach back to the
Goldwyn fold after an absence of
some time. Beach was former presi-

Schenck-Hays
THE FILM DAILY)
dent
Hollywood Relative to the various the
(Special to

—

reports published regarding his attiture toward the Hays organization,
Joseph M. Schenck has authorized the
following statement:
"There has been some quiet whispering
that this organization was intended to work
contrary to the efforts of Will H. Hays.
That is most emphatically not true. I am a
member of the Hays organization and a firm
I
believer in his work.
respect
and
fidence,

have the utmost conadmiration
for
his

achievements.
"This organization will never oppose Will
H. Hays so long as his policies continue as
And I have no reason to
they have begun.
suspect that he intends to change his policies."

of Eminent Authors, Inc., when
coterie
of
nationally
known
authors
produced
and
released

through Goldwyn.
Beach resigned
and became associated with Whitman
Bennett and LTnited Artists.
Incidentally,
the
production of "The
Spoilers" brings Jesse Hampton back
into the ranks of producers after a
lengthy absence.

Rapf and Sam Warner Here
Harry Rapf and Sam Warner are
here from Los Angeles, with a print
of

'Brass."

Goldwyn Signs Frank Mayo
Goldwyn has signed Frank Mayo

who

Dagmar Godowsky,

and

will

appear in the Rupert Hughes
special. "Souls for Sale."
Mayo will
be starred or featured later.
first

Kane Re-elected

Back

to Fold
Players' Directors Meeting
At the regular meeting of Famous Rex Beach Again Tied Up With
Players Board of Directors yesterday
Goldwyn Jesse D. Hampton to
the regular quarterly dividend of 2
Produce the Pictures
per cent on common stock was deRex Beach is again associated with
clared
payable April 2 to stockGoldwyn. By virtue of a deal with
holders of record March 15.
D. Hampton, it is understood
Jesse
Harold B. Franklyn and Ralph
Kohn were elected to the Board.
that Hampton will produce all Beach
works in the future, and that they
Lloyd Not With Schenck
will be released through
Goldwyn.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The first of the series, as has been
Hollywood Associates of Harold announced, will be "The Spoilers,"
Lloyd cannot understand how his which will go into production on the
name is being associated with the list coast in about three weeks. Lamwho are reported interested with Joseph M. Schenck in
the formation of a protective association to offset low rentals from ex-

left

United Artists to join Goldwyn, is
back with United Artists, in the
foreign department.

Famous

of professionals

with-

filed,

the usual complaint being presented.
No indication of the purpose
if the litigation was to be had.
All parties involved, as well as
ounsel. refused to discuss the action,
tnd as a result, there was considerible mystery as to what might be
behind the litigation.
Adolph Zukor is en route to Europe.
uit

—

Many at Rosenbergs' Funeral
Many prominent film men attended

ExAssociated
annual meet-

the joint funeral of Henry and Anna
Rosenberg, who died within 24 hours
Mr. Rosenberg was
of each other.
one of the oldest showmen in the
business and was father of Walter

Again Heads Associated Exhibitors
Two Dividends Declared by
Directors

Stockholders

of

hibitors. Inc., held their

ing yesterday and re-elected the folArthur S. Kane.
lowing directors:
Roy Crawford, Elmer R. Pearson
John C. Ragland and John P. Fritts
George M. Sharrard was added to tin
list

of directors.

The directors re-elected Arthur S
Kane, president; Roy Crawford, vicelohn C
and treasurer;
president
Ragland, secretary; Walter N. Seligsand G
secretary,
assistant
berg,
Messrs
Bardet, assistant treasurer.
Kane, Crawford, Pearson, Fritts and
Sharrard were elected members of
the executive committee.
directors voted to declare a
dividend for the first quarter of
1923 on the company's preferred stock
to stockholders of record as of March
25 next, and an accrued and preferred dividend of 2 2/3% for the
last four months of 1921 to stockholders of record as of Dec. 31. 1921
The dividend for the first quarter
These
of 1923 is payable April 4.
dividend declarations make complete
the pavment of all dividends from
March 1, 1921, when the present corporation was formed, until the end
of the first quarter of 1923.

Reade, Jerome and Leo Rosenberg.

Plan Big Elizabethan Film
studio claimed to

The Cosmopolitan
know nothing of a

special

dispatch

appearing in yesterday's American
from Washington in which it was
stated that Julia Arthur had been engaged to appear as Queen Elizabeth
in an important costume play starring Marion Davies. The picture will
be started in the Spring.

Dope

The

2%

!

The woods seem
of

dope

to

pictures.

be

There

full
is

Drug Monster," "Drug
Traffic" a "Dope Ring" pic"The
ture,
side,

"Cocaine" from the other
and Wally Reid's widow is

making another

one.

how

healthy is this sort
of program for the picture industry as a whole?
Just

DANNY

;

THE

PW

-<2^l

DAILY

Change

in

Mills Picture for

Release

from Page 1)
original "Big Four"
in
United Artists.
Berg remained
here for something like six months
negotiating and then left for home.
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Quotations
Low

dopfd...

G'wyn

Close

88?4
98^4

...

6%

Sj4

..

20ys

19%

1,200
3,800

89^
98%

200
6
600
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

106^ 107

99

20%

World

was impossible

to

communicate

who

yesterday with C. R. Seelye
in

at

the pro-

duction.

at the Cameo
definite run.

4,700

on the 18th for an

in-

Through Hodkinson
Ernest Shipman has arranged the
distribution of three Canadian-made
pictures through Hodkinson.
These
are "The Man
From Glengarry,"
"The Good for Nothin' " which was
made as "Glengarry School Days"
and "The Rapids." All of them were
directed by David M. Hartford.

May Make

Series

understood that Anita Stewart
will appear in a series of Cosmopolitan Prod., the first to be as noted,
It is

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

—"Knighthood"

theaters

Levy and Goldberg Here
Col. Fred Levy of Louisville
New York. Lee Goldberg of
Feature Rights Exchange is also

(Special to

Los

in

Big
here,

One

Picture

Angeles

— Principal

Won't Make "Sonya"
understood that Joseph M.
Sohenck who was dickering for the
film rights to "Sonya" has abandoned
It

is

in "Capt. Applejack"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Barbara La Marr
will have the leading feminine role in
Applejack"
which
"Captain
Fred
Niblo will direct. Miss La Marr is
now appearing in "Souls for Sale."

(&cLcLoatiorui£ (J-tctwuA-J

I

a

year to play opposite

Norma

Talmadge.

Would Regulate Film Usage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ottawa Provisions for a Federal
law to regulate the use of both nitrocellulose (inflammable) and acetatefilms
(non-inflammable)
cellulose
throughout Canada were presented
by George F. Lewis, of Toronto,
deputy fire marshal of the Provincial Government, in connection with
the convention of the Dominion Fire
Prevention Ass'n.

MOTION PICTURE COLORING
See our work on

"When Knighthood

JOHN DUER SCOTT
West 52nd

Anger May Head Comedy Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is reported that
Lou Anger, Joe Schenck's a general
manager will head a new organization to star two comedians in two

details,

Title

Fight

Looms Up

Flamme,"

a stage production
Playhouse on Sundav.

New

at

the

Board
THE FILM DAILY)
new Arbitration Board

Detroit Arbitration

(Special to

—

Detroit A
has been appointed to handle all disputes between exhibitors and the exTraveling Auditor wanted: Apnlica- changes. Those
representing the extion must state age, married or single, changes
are:
Harry Lorch, Goldsalary and expenses expected, experiwyn; Fred Nugent, Metro; and Jack
ence,
term of employment each Saxe, of Favorite.
Exhibitors on the
position.
board are: John Niebes, of the Dawn;
Address B-713—c/o The Film Daily H. T. Hall, Russell; and Mr. Pfeifle,
of the Priscilla.

Photographers

At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100

THE FILM

DAILY.
International

-Distributers

of

MOTION 'PICTURES

Short of Capital

?

CALL ON US FOR
CASH IN ANY

The Lord's Day Alliance has declared war on Sunday shows in New
York State. The action was precipitated
by the showing of "La

City

FARINA & OGLE

—

reelers.

Street

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service

Give

Address B-923 c/o

Flower"

in

Telephone Circle 7872

established foreign
business desires to

full

was

New York

National releasing
Corporation with

experience. Correspondence
held confidential.

—

treasurer
of
the
Detroit
elected
Nugent succeeds
F. I. L. M. Club.
Joe Friedman, resigned.

Schenck has signed Jack Mulhall
for

Guy
Hornby

Nugent Elected Treasurer
will make.
The story will be one
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by James Oliver Curwood.
Detroit Fred Nugent has been

(f

It is understood the manrecorder.
agers intend remaining open on Sunday.

Pictures

will distribute a picture starring

(Special to

—

Hill,

correspond with
capable executive
to handle foreign
film department.

THE FILM DAILY)

Bates Post which Robert T.

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

N. J. Managers of the
seven theaters that remained open on
Sunday were fined $1 each yesterday
when they appeared before the city

Union

A
is

Astor.

Signs Post for

played 32
simultaneously
last

week.

La Marr

holm, is in New York. He is mal!
ing his headquarters with E. S. Mai]
heimer.

106

at the

"Knighthood" At 32 Houses
(Special to

Swedish Film Man Here
Biornstad, head of the A.
Biornstads Filmkompani of StoclJ

Odd

Jersey Managers Fined
(Special to

CI 75 000.
It

Not quoted "The Love Piker."

"Down to the Sea" at Cameo
"Down to the Sea in" Ships" opens

local

at

14, 192

the idea.

Fr*dShaftesbury

—

High

Later Sterling Pictures were formNew Jersey to handle the picture.
P. S. Parish and Thomas F.
Martin were mentioned in connection
with the company's personnel.
A
test cnias;ement was made in Providence where the picture broke records and caused unusual comment.
One interesting clause in the con'rac* nlnced the Ameri:an valuation

Mills will produce for
Goldwyn "What Shall It Profit?", an
original story by George D. Baker.
The story is of the romantic type of
"The Prisoner of Zenda."

ed in

W.

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

East. Kod. 107
F. P.-L. .. 897/8

the

pn? time had an interest

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

inan.

than

Goldwyn

Frank B.

'Continued

other
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Short or
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BUILD-fNG
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CO.
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251

Suite
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YORK CITY — Doughboysthe complete
remain-
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13, 1923.

"DRIVEN" REACHES HEIGHTS
OF BEST AMERICAN FILMS

lap from the Rhine— 152 of
their
troops from Coblenz come here for
<charge.
it

'

i

ORANGE,

tns

Mr.

76th
Vizard" received congratulations on his

Ifthday.

•)RONTO,
ge a polo

:

rk

CANADA
match on

—

Motorcycle fans
the frozen surface of a

pond.

)NSTANTINOPLE. TURKEY

—

Pathe

ot
ws presents first and exclusive pictures
famous port, photographed by CameraErcole in an airplane of the French
[n
'•

my

Aviation Service,

her

new

sas usual.

today
New

Theaters

an has been opened.

Lincoln— The new Lincoln,

a 1200

house, has opened.

Moline, 111.— The
;

new LeClaire

opened about Mar.
Tillamook,

jild

will

Produced and directed by CHARLES BRABIN.
Released by UNIVERSAL.
Presented at the CRITERION THEATRE.
"Driven," to us, stands out as one of the best photoplays we have
ever seen from an American producer. This is a tall statement, but we
stick to it.
It is powerfully dramatic, brilliantly
acted and directed, and makes no concessions.
The producer set out to tell a story of the kind
of people who inhabit the mountain regions of the
South, and he did it unflinchingly. It is not a pretty
picture, but it is an honest picture.
The story is so simple it can be told in a few
words. A drab, miserable mother of a vicious mountain brood sells information which leads to its being
wiped out in order to assure happiness to her young-

G. Beals will

a $40,000 theater here.

will

Berkeley, Cal.— Irving Pichel
a theater in this city.

We can recall, perhaps, only two other photoplays in which the inevitability of circumstances has
been as powerfully rendered in a series of pictures
as it is in "Driven. ^ There is more real despair and
heartbreak in this short film than in all the rest of
the so-called "heart" and "mother" pictures pat together.

15.

Ore.— A.

Title of picture,

W. GALLICO.
"DRIVEN."
P.

est son,

No. Fairhaven, Mass.— The Amer-

:at

By

N. J.— "Many happy reThe world-famed
Edison!"

iEST

Acting honors belong to Emily Fitzroy, whose portrayal of the
of the mountains whose family have crushed everything but life
out of her is a
marvelous bit of

woman

acting. Charles
Emmet Mack is

lild

seen

Jefferson City, Mo.— Billy Mueller
Miller theater.
is opened his $150,000

Keene, N. H.

is

Elinor Fair, he
shares next honors

is

Essie,

George
and
Mcintosh

the

are

Triplanning the

Opens Shanghai Offices
THE FILM DAILY)
Shanghai—The Great Oriental Momoved
ion Picture Co., Ltd., lias
(Special to

here from Canton.

BanEur:

have
two
parts,

Lem
who

desires Essie, and
Mcintosh as Paw,
the head of an
unholy family of

to cost

Marco
Conn.— Joe
Willimantic,
epresenting a New York theater
rm recently looked over various
purchase
ites here with a view to
roperty for a new house.

heir offices

when

Bancroft, as
killer,
the

— The

new house here

rection of a
500,000.

other

telling

(rive.

Co.

girl,

in

croft

Beverly Hills, Cal.— A. W. Hudson
new
itends spending $80,000 on a
leater to be built at 502 Beverly

Amus.

the

of Tollivers

$100,000 house
14th and Crittenden
'ill be erected at
ts., by Moore & Blakeslee.

Va.

re-

one of tnem murders her father.

Washington— A new

tate

this

with
the bvutal family

thrown

$350,000 negro house.

W.

in

markable picture.
Miss Fair plays

in

Montgomery, Ala.— The Theater
Iwners Booking Asso. plan to build

Steubenville,

from
With

different

the' others.

office

Detroit— A new 750 seat house
sing erected on 12th St., opening
Dout three months.

her

as

youngest son, who

Bruno and Joe
—John
theater and

new

arille plan a
uilding here.

Burr Mcintosh

Elinor Fair aRd Charles
enthusiastic about this film as
see it.

Emmet Mack
we would

like to.

We

moonshiners.
We haven't the
space to be as
suggest that you

excellent, because it does just what it should
and Essie
elps to tell the story. The love element between Tommy
It hel,
a picture
is
It
done.
ever
seen
it
have
we
as
is handled as charmingly
for
yourself.
see
well,
oh,
is
life.
It
of

The photography

is

~>%w

UJLUiiJU.UI
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Among Exchangemen
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh Edward Kelly is again
hack with Supreme Photoplays.

—

Detroit
W. Schuttenhelm has
joined the local sales force of United.

Toronto

— F.
—

Louis Hodkinson
salesmen, Walter
Maurice Aaron.
Pittsburgh

— H.

has two
Light and

—

be

will

Gaston
Glass'
next
"Mothers-in-Law."

Finds Northwest Hopeful
in the Far Northwest,

Exhibitors

William C. Foster, pioneer cameraman, is dead here.

Walter Hiers, has started work on
"Seventy-five Cents an Hour."

M. Herbel has been
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has
manager signed Corinne Griffith to play the

after two lean years, are now taking
a cheerful view of current and future
business conditions, according to Edgar O. Brooks, of Pathe who is in

Spokane.

to assistant sales

of the Universal exchange.

Pittsburgh

—

S.

lead in "Six Days."

A. George, formerly

on the road for Pathe, now has similar duties with American Releasing.

—

Kansas

William Branch
City, Mo.
local Goldwyn exploiteer, is

former
now connected with the Minneapolis

Mervyn Le Roy has been added
"Going
Douglas MacLean.
the

Up,"

of

cast

PREPARATION— A JOHN

IN

—Jack Klums has resigned
western salesman for Universal to

as

Goldwyn.
Charles H. Christie, has been elected a vice-president of the Los Angeles
Realty Board.

H. E.
Vitagraph's

Los

Angeles

&&tfiadet&anl

"

Situation

—A

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— One

Emmett Flynn

story which

will

di-

Art Holah
(Special to

—

in Oil

Cleveland Art Holah has quit the
picture business to become associated
with a prominent oil company. Hois

Film Sales Corp.
Broadway,
New York
1600

making Cleveland

head-

his

THE FILM DAILY)

Y.—William

Berin-

has acquired the Lyceum here.
This gives him control of houses in
Albany, Elmira, Troy and Newburgh
with a $200,000 theater under way at

stein

Little

Falls.

Carrier, Special Exploitation

£\ Special 6/Fecfs
l30W.4bthSt
New York City
'Bryant

5466

(Special to

Cleveland

Man

THE FILM DAILY)

— Eddie

Carrier has been
exploiteer-at-large for Goldwyn.
Carrier will work on Goldwyn productions all over the country instead
of confining his energies to Northern

made

Ohio.

Wisconsin Unit Growing

We

have the greatest
in the industry

title

and

equipment

invite all

producers to see

it.

THE FILM DAILY

Summer

it

from

sions

It

It
Stuff"

appeared

brought enthusiastic expresexhibitors, large and small,

was

worth
seems as-

so valuable, so informative, so

while to the entire industry, that it
sured that the forthcoming issue, devoted to
Short Stuff, out February 18, will receive even
a

(Special to

•cprintect^Qitles

B'WAY., N. Y.

issue of

more

THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee During the last six
months 17 houses have been added to
the state M. P. T. O. 12 of which are
controlled by the Saxe
Brothers.
This leaves all but two theaters in
Milwaukee members of the body.
(Special to

—

sive, as helpful,

as the initial

forthcoming issue
Exhibitors

want

And

cordial welcome.

Berinstein Gets Another

Newburgh, N.

ART

last

Business

C. B. C.

TITLES

COMPANY— 1540

Nothing Like

THE FILM DAILY)

quarters.

'Dhe Oscar C.
Buchheister Co.

FILM

throughout the country.

rect.

lah

McCARTHY PRODUCTION

P.

WHEN the program building "Short

Fall Special

of
the
Fox
specials for next year will be "Shadows of the East," an E. M. Hull

Her Accidental Husband

ALL RIGHTS TO
TITLE RESERVED

Tax

number of government
are here investigating the
music tax situation.

(Special to

"

Back with Hearst

third

THE FILM DAILY)

A

All-Star Feature Production

Griffith

to

who

I

E. H. Griffith who just complet
"The Go Getters" for Cosmopolita
has been engaged again by the Hear
organization to direct "Snowblinc
The company will go to British C(
umbia for exteriors.

Third

officials

Los

APEX

GAUSMAN.

— Vitagraph's

Investigating
(Special to

Chicago

—

"The Man Next Door."

special will be

An

Board Organizt

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Ready For Release

192

THE DAYS OF
YESTERDAY

Jean Hersholt will appear in both
"McTeague" and "Red Lights" for

manage his Burton Heights Theater,
Grand Rapids.

Insure Your Screen

(Special to

'

14,

to

starring

office.

Detroit

WW"** BP

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland, Ore. A Film Board
Hollywood
Hugh Dierker is are inaugurating all short subject pro- Trade
has been organized here, nect
working on "The Other Side" to be grams. The Cum-Bac was the first sitated by the number of new e
released through American Releasingto try the new policy.
changes.

now

new

promoted

Paramount

—

Portland Trade

THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal — Many exhibitors here
(Spec.al to

A. Hunter has joined

the sales force of the local
St.

Short Subject Programs

Coast Brevities

I—

Wednesday, February

as comprehen-

number was the
every way.

will be better, in

are

"showmen" and who

improve their presentation

only read every word of it, but will
future reference and use.

Don't forget the date

—Sunday,

will not

file it

for

February

18, 1923.

Without doubt the best "buy" that a producer or distributor of short stuff can make.
Our advertising solicitor is as close to you
as your 'phone.

THE
Vednesday, February

Putting

It

14,

Over

is

how a brother

exover.

put his show
Let
Send along your ideas.
the other fellow know how you

hibitor

—

Street.

Jos.

Desberger

resignation to the

Useful

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis The local F. B. O. exchange has been moved to 3312 Olive
St.

cleaned up.
Jickens' Societies

Five Directors Writing Their

Louis Notes

St.

(Special to

Here

&W

DAILY

1923

tendered

has

his

American Releas-

ing.

Throughout the country are DickI

Societies that take immense inin any picture or play produced
irom the works of the English auihor; and the endorsement of these
ocicties can be a valuable aid in
oosting a picture's run.
uis

vest

This was demonstarted during the
bowing of "Oliver Twist" when the
icture played the Tremont Temple.
?he Dickens' Society of Boston at-

nent, street
local
ipal

I

Goldwyn

direc-

are

Columbus

— V.

M.

Riegel,

is making his own version
"McTeague," King Vidor is workUnder Riegel's plan the films would
ing on the scenario of "Three Wise become part of the regular routine
Hugo Ballin wrote the con- work of the high school classroom by
Fools."

Stroheim

of

Circuit.

(Special to

THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY

SHOULD INVESTIGATE

—

—

Will Fight

ewspaper advertising figured in the
howing of "Quincy Adams Sawyer,"

Damaged Films

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

the Grand.
Milwaukee As a result of a flock
of the largest automobiles in of letters reaching the state M. P. T.
)wensboro's fire-fighting fleet carried O. from exhibitors protesting against
huge sign, announcing the coming damaged films, the latter organization
The as- is laying plans to fight the situation.
f the picture to the Grand.
istance of the street railways cornany was no less important. On each
Oppose Daylight Saving
ar was fastened one of the one-sheet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and
winthis
production,
osters of
Baltimore The M. P. Exhibitors'
ow cards were also freely used. AnLeague of Md. is conducting a series
ther effective device was the use of
n old shay, similar to that in the pic- of anti-daylight saving meetings in
the local houses.
These meetings will
jre while all of the leading newskept
be
up
until
election.
apers carried large advertisements
rell in advance of the presentation.
Toronto Claiming that business is
t

One

THE DOPE RING

—

—

le

bookmarks for
"Rubaiyat"; Dunlap hat window
of 2500 Library

e-up; Persian rug

e-ups

on

Omar

window
cigarettes

tie-up; 4
effected

—

Pittsburgh Thieves recently stole
$1,800 from the safe of Rowland &
Clark's Liberty.

Robbers were frightened while

>aby naming contest on "Omar" and
Shireen"; and a Good fellow tie-up.
Through the courtesy of the Omaha
tee's radio department, a local elocuthe
recited passages from
ionist,
Rubaiyat" tying up with the regular
adio entertainment.
The Daily News found a good front
age story in a tie-up with the First

stolen

Jational Bank whereby it agreed to
eposit $10 in the bank to the account
f the first boy born during the week
amed "Omar." It was agreed that
le same sum was to be put to an
ccount for the first girl born during
In
le week to be named "Shireen."
ise of mixed twins, one to be named

Removal

Robbers Get $1800
THE FILM DAILY)

tempting

to

the
recently.

rifle

Cameraphone

New
last

MOTION

PICTURE

CORP.

Announces the

(Special to

espite the state law which prohibits
ne advertising of cigarettes in winows; Navy recruiting service tie-up;
!.adio lecture by noted elocutionist;

Kensington,

safe

of

of its

Executive Offices from

FORT LEE

at-

to

the

Pa.— $600 was

from the safe of the Liberty
week after the house had been

723-7th

AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

closed for the night.

Toronto

THE FILM

—Tax returns

De Moos

DAIT VI

for the large
during 1922. reported

Ontario
by Peter Smith, Provincial Treasurer

cities of

Chas.

Developing and Printing

Toronto Hit
(Special to

Industrials and Productions
Titles

C.

J.

Hirliman

Geo. A. Hirliman

and Trailers

indicate that receipts at theaters fell
off in a number of centres during the
year.
This was due, partly at least,
to reduction in

believed.

admission prices,

it

is

Of

the large cities, Ottawa
showed a substantial increase over
the previous year, however, 1922 being a record year." The tax totals for
various cities follow.

Omar," the other "Shireen" the deThe amount was
3sit was to be $25.
remain at the bank until the baby Toronto
Hamilton
ecame of age with interest com- Ottawa
>

Dunded semi-annually.

as a result of dayexhibitors here are orfile opposition.

saving,
ganizing to
light

outdid all
revious efforts in exploitation of
Omar the Tentmaker" when the at"action played the Strand.
Briefly tabulated the stunts were:

HIRLAGRAPH

60%

decreased by

Baby Omar" Contest
Omaha— H. B. Watts

fse

state

educational director and head of the
state censor board has developed a
plan whereby school children may be
prevented from viewing objectrdnable films.

C. D. Hill, Hodkinson, has just returned from Indianapolis where he
closed a deal with the Brentlinger

Empire Destroyed By Fire
THE FILM DAILY)
New Brighton, Pa. Tho Empire
The fire departrailways and other muni- has been completely destroyed by fire.
agencies combined with

Ballyhoos
Owensboro, Ky.

— Five

adanting their own stories.
Marshall Neilan is the author of his
next "The Eternal Three," Eric von
tors

New System For Censoring
(Special to THE FILM DAI IV

Ross Denney of the Dreamland,
Fair,"
while having the public study the pictures
Roodhouse, 111., has purchased the tinuity for "Vanity
Rupert Hughes has been doing his and eliminating those that should not
Bijou at Carrollton.
be seen.
own scenarios for some time.

The St. Louis Amus. Circuit, operended a special performance. They ating 14 houses, has
signed for "Robin
ot only gave the picture word of
Hood" and "One Exciting Night" for
in
nouth advertising but also space
the circuit.
heir official magazine.
Itreet

Hollywood

Own

THE FILM DAILY)

Windsor

1922
$599,743
112.724
75.129
17,572

1921

$630,033
127,393
70,238
20,472

1920
$602,749
125.919
67,245
22,354

HIRLAGRAPH MOTION
Phone Bryant

PICTURE
1533

CORP.

•

THE

&&*

DAILY

"The Christian"

Newspaper Opinions

"Driven"

—Universal

Criterion
AMERICAN The outdoor scenes were
The picture was lugupicturesque. * * *
brious and drawn out, and, although the
actors meant well, the title was self ex-

—

planatory.

NEWS—

"Driven." to us, stands
DAILY
out as one of the best photoplays we have
This
ever seen from an American producer.
we stick to it. It
is a tall statement, but
powerfully dramatic, brilliantly acted and
is
directed, and makes no concessions.

GLOBE— In

"Driven" Mr. Charles Brabin
picture which is entitled to

has produced a
take its place among the very best of not
In
only this season but all other seasons.
all respects it is a masterly piece of work.
* * * A photoplay having every
element of an exceptional picture, lacking
only the spark of greatness to raise it to a

MAIL—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
really splendid film, the

photography

of

A

*

*

which

exceptionally artistic. * * *
If "Driven" doesn't attract large audiences
York's
York it will be
in effete
fault
and misfortune. Whoever misses seeing this piece misses a film that he or she
would have been glad to remember.
is

—

New

New

POST—The

film

and makes a good

TELEGRAM
among

season's

TIMES — *

films
is

—

dramatic

unreeled

interestingly
picture.
is

"Driven,"

* Is

*

one of the most genuine

because

it

is

*

rooted

It

reality,
logically, inin

in a true situation, and grows
evitably up from its solid ground, and it is
unusually well made. * » *
As this mother
n the mountains, Emily Fitzroy gives a

performance.
TRIBUNE To us the story was fascinatng and real, and Mr. Brabin has done it

thrilling

—

1

crfectly, "let the chips fall

where they may."

is

office, a story which under
cinematographic treatment of Maurice
Tourneur is probably far more compelling
than it was in printed form or on the stage.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

"The

*

"Adam and Eva"— F.

Don't miss

it

Tourneur has chosen

a

:

—

*

of the day.

WORLD—*

*

*

excellent one in
every respect. Story, direction, acting, titling,
settings, and photography are all far above
the average.

The

much

for these things as for the fact that it vividly
and poignantly pictures the soul of a man in

rages

Yet for once in a way it can
said that Miss Davies is better than her
But Miss Davies does m
terial. * * *

—

—

there

production

is

HERALD — "Adam

tremendous

an

struggle.

amusing

comedy,

an

and Eva"
with

is,

in

many

ceptable light comedy work in the part
"the spendthrift," Eva King, there is evid
in the performance of the star a tone

monotony.

beautiful

*

*

t

has

been

Luther Reed
believe

this

picture

SUN*

"The Christian."

ar.tly,

picture

's

essentially

TELEGRAM — The
which

at

with

a

But

lad

*WE nevep

theatric. * * *
interest and anticipa-

r.

his

busiress.

.

impressed

even

its

exciting

film

as

In

its

'in

by

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 *S STREET
NEW YORK

PHONE

TIMES — And

those

.religiosity

who are
may enjoy

entertainment.

For,

disappoint"'

OlOMLOWFllM LABORATORIES

heralded

.nent.

BRYANT 5576

not

ALLAN ALOWNE5
CEN. MGC.

this

aside

supposed "meaning," the movie melo-

entitled "The Christian" is a stirring
production.
"The Christian" is an
unusually stirring melodrama.

drama

'

Herbert Brenon Production

a best seller

box-office

by

title

No

2

"Dark Secrets."

3

"My American

.No.

4

"Drums

No.
No.

5

6

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"lava Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Hearts"
"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."

No. 25

Compson and Conway Tearle

combination of

No.

No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13

knows

the

its
advent is undeniably justified, for the manner in which Sir
Hall Caine's most famous novel has been
adapted for the screen is a red letter achieve-

tion

Adapted by Sada Cowan and Ouida Bergere

a

stars, director

It

—

The

famous author

that

May

alone

13
has been produced on a really big scale.
story deals with the love of a poor girl

famous statesman, and is rich in heart
and drama. Anna Q. Nilsson and
Cyril Chadwick are in the cast.
for a

means

appeal

money.

of

a

the

even

shrewdly,

week, is very
put together.

this

Released

and

t'mes,

was made.

by Cosmo Hamilton

a

at

*

*

— Technically

Capitol

A
HERE'S

funny

*
It appears to be just a
movie, with some good mob and night scenes.
Too bad the producer had to stick so
closely to the foolish logic and psychology
of Sir Hall Caine's book, from which the

with Betty
the novel

is

transferred to the screen
in a fashion that leads us

n THE SUPER 39
"THE RUSTLE OF SILK"
From

*

"Adam and Eva"

effect,

scenes. * * *

MAIL —

I

:

EVE. JOURNAL Broad in its scope, rich
wlh beauteous adornment and spiced with ac-

breast

\

WORLD—

HEUALD —

great not so

n

TELEGRAM—

to

The latest screen version represents photography at the very acme of its
perfection.
There are scenes recorded under
the inspired direction of Maurice Tourneur
which make an emphatic appeal to the
aesthetic sense. * * * Story is preposterous.

is

*

,

picture.

"The Christian"

*

scenario by Luther Reed, who
brought to the screen version every bit o(
value, which, combined with the lavish
varied settings, produces a more novel ef
than could be reached within the limits
the theater. * * *
She is winsome and
together charming.
into

and Eva" is lively, real acting, and is at once more Spirited
vigorous, affable and intelligent comedy, and more demurely natural, than she has
e
f
yap can't crack a smile or two. get Coue been before. * * *
You are in
or somebody to help you out.
Miss Davies has an ic
a bad way.
role. * * *
EVENING
Is no exception.
TRIBUNE— There is this about it a
But "Adam and Eva" will probably prove way if you don't like the picture you ca
acceptable to those legions who do admire
say it was the fault of the star, Mar
Miss Davies, as it is a well-set, well directed Davies, for she is the best thing in it. * '
and well-photographed bit of screening.
Robert Vignola has done good work w
GLOBE By her work in "Adam and Eva" the direction, and though he has not bi
she
Miss Marion Davies conclusively proves
able to make another "Knighthood" out
las become what it was never suspected she
t
some of the scenes are magnificent.
would one of the very best screen actresses
* * While she does very

include so much in his screen version of
"The Christ an" that the powerful, dramatic
punch of the book and play is absent in the

tion,

14, 19

SUN —

P.-L.

AMERICAN— "Adam

!

GLOBE— Maurice

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

merit gen-

Rivoli

Chris-

tian" * * * was one of the most enjoyable
It is now
pictures we have seen in years.
on view at the Capitol and our advice is:

'irill

Criterion,

at

*

its

above the averIt is worth see-

ng. and those who can enjoy a thing because
is
it
largely a delight to the sense of sight
certainly ought not to miss it.

a splendid picture,
directed, free from the

and

well

is

the

best.

shown on Broadway.

ever

brilliantly acted
taint of the box

whose

niche.

lofty

NEWS— It

DAILY

the matter ol

erally as a picture, it
age in effectiveness. *

Capitol

Beginning today and in the future,
newspaper opinions will appear with
the names of the papers arranged in
alphahetic order.

WORLD — In

— Goldwyn

Wednesday, February

Wife."

Fate."

W FAMOUS PLAYERSLAS KY CORPORATION
AOOIPH
,

ZUKQB

P.,,,*,.,

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

14
15
16
17
18

WATCH

"The Leopardess."
'Bella Donna."
'Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

SPACE

20

Daughters."
"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."

21

"The

22
23
No. 24

"You

19

TOMORROW

"Prodigal

Trail of the

Lonesome

Pine.'

Can't Fool Your Wife."
"
'The Tiger's Claw
"Sixty Cents an Hour."

(2 (paramount Cpiciure

THIS

FOR

No. 26

—

—
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More

16,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Opposition

Minn., Western

New York

and Conn.

(Special to

Bill

Federal Trade Commission Action
Against Famous Players and
Others Spmewhat Altered

Against Uniform Contracts
Four Units on Record

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—The

executive committee of the M. P. T. O. of Minnesota has decided that the proposed
uniform contract is not acceptable.

Minneapolis

Amended

File

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

plaint of the Federal

against

sion

the

amended comTrade Commis-

Famous

Players-

Lasky Corp. Stanley Co. of America,
Black New England Theaters, South-

It will so inform Sydney S. I ohen
and, through him, Will H. Hays. The
committee declares that, while s iiiie
an
improvemenl
indicate
clauses
over the existing contract, the nev
draft is entirely too one-sided.

ern Enterprises, Saenger

Amusement

and others, was forwarded by

Co..

registered mail to
ants yesterday.

all

of the defend-

The amended complaint of the acwhich was started Oct. 20. 1921,
somewhat less extended than the

tion

The M. P. T. O. yesterday issued
statements voicing the oppositk n of
the Western New York M. P. T. O.,
and the Connecticut units to the proposed uniform contract as drawn up.
The statement says that the Nev
York unit at a meeting on Feb. 13
discussed the contract and "strong
resolutions were adopted directing
the officers of this organization to
notify all local exchanges operated
by these companies to the effect that
.P. T. O. conthe members of the
sidered the contract unfair and inIt was further declared
equitable."
that they will authorize legal proceedings, if necessary, to restrain the

M

companies from operating under

is

original complaint, and is returnable
April 5 before the Commission with

the customary 30 days being granted
to all the defendants to file an answer.
Paragraph 1 of the amended bill of
practically unchanged
is
from that of the original, but in Paragraph 2, the extent of the business

complaint

in

New York

with

print of
Isle of Lost

a

Maurice Tourneur's "The
Ships" which First National

will re-

lease.

Michigan Ban Off

Meet

Restrictions Against United Ar-

— Dispute

Arose Over Non-

Theatrical Bookings

According to Arthur S. Friend,
president of Distinctive Prod, the ban
on United Artists productions in
Michigan has been lifted by the M.
P. T. O., of that state.

M.

May

19-26

P. T. O. Convention to

—

Be Held

action

was brought

as

a

the original

Sherman, Chicago Plan Large
Exposition at Coliseum
Members of the M. P. T. O. A.
were informed this week of the offidates of the national convention,
19-26 at the Sherman Hotel,
Chicago. The business sessions are

cial

May

re-

—

rBuys "Up

the Ladder"

amended

bill.

page 2)

Cochrane Returns
R. H. Cochrane returned from Universal City yesterday.

Deal Reported Under Way
was reported late yesterday afternoon that Haring & Blumenthal have
It

pooled

their

Northern

New

Jersey

theaters with those operated by Frank
Hall, and that the entire group of
eleven houses would book through
Haring & Blumenthal,
the A. B. C.
according to report, had originally
made a deal with Loew but this transaction was said to have been called
off.
At the Loew offices it was said
that no deal had ever been made with
Haring & Blumenthal and that it was
only being considered. The others
could not be reached for a statement.

Lichtman Honored
"The Christian" Held Over

THE FILM DAILY)

elaborated, the

(Continued on

tion.

Court Proceedings For Possessior\of
Blue Mouse House F. & R. and\
Sobelman Involved

somewhat

at

—

Minneapolis Roi

is

going into the question of the key
city first run operation to a greater
extent than the same paragraph in

scheduled to open on May 21.
sult of a meeting arranged in New
While the convention headquarters
Barrymore in "Beau Brummel"
York by Friend, with W. S. Mac- will be held at the Sherman, the
Warners officially announced yes- Laren, president and H. M. Richey, actual business sessions will be on the
terday that John Barrymore would general manager of the Michigan
In conjuncfloor of the Coliseum.
be starred in "Beau Brummel," to be unit.
Friend originally sent Homer tion with the convention, there will be
made on the coast in the Spring. K. Gordon to Detroit to discuss the an exposition to be known as the
The company says he mav appear in matter^wilh Lin. rx+i4feitox_oJ^cjals. Motion Picture Palace of Progress.
Barrymore will return
"Deburau."
(Continued on page 2)
ach state unit is entitled to a repfrom Europe in about two month
tation equal to its state represenand go to the coast to make the^rc"The delegates
in Congress.
tures.
nates must be chosen at least
th in advance of the conven-

The

(Special to

elaborated.

bill

tists

is

is

son picture.

No

Levee Here
Mike C. Levee of United studios

Players

Paragraph 3, which refers to the first
run situation throughout the country,

it.

(Continued on page 5)

Famous

of

"Second Fiddle," starring Glenn Hunter, backed by a national advertising
campaign in The Saturday Evening Post, offers one of the best boxIt's a Tuttle-Waller production and a Hodkinoffice buys offered today.

^yJ'The Christian" will be held over
the Capitol for another week.

at

at Surprise Dinner Given at
the Ritz-Carlton Last Night
Sails on the 20th

Guest

Jack Bachmann managed i get Al
into the Ritz last night
Lichtman
Los Angeles Universal has purrow is interested in what looks like
in F. P. Stock Registered
on
the pretense of dining with several
Rights
between Finkelstein and chased "Up the Ladder" for use of
battle
a
The stock exchange has registered business men. What Bachmann realIt will
be one of
Ruben and Rowe and Sobelman over Virginia Valli.
Lichtman into a
15.000 shares of Famous Players ly did, was to steer
the
the
fall
the
first
Jewels.
By
of
Both sides
the Blue Mouse theater.
where about 70
room
dining
private
Lynch
A.
to
S.
March, 18 companies will be at work stock turned over
are to seek injunctions.
had gathered
folks
film
known
well
deal
the recent
The Blue Mouse is controlled by at Universal City. Roy Stewart may under the terms of Famous
surprise dinner for Lichtman bea
at
Players
pr.d
Lynch
the Rivoli Theater Co., of which Wil- appear in "The Skyline of Spruce," between
Europe on the 20th.
the transaction of fore he sails for
liam Hamm is president; William and Art Acord in "The Oregon and authorized
(Continued on page 2)
Minneapolis

—The

entire local film

(Continued on page S)

(

SpeclaT~tff-T«E--^XL-M--DJrftYT'

—

Trail," a serial.

business

in

the rights.

;

THE
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Lichtman Honored
(Continued from page 1)
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good
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a
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do pfd.

G'wyn

.

99

...

6

SaV«

Close

106^ 106^

600

893/g

89^

99^

99 1/,

4,000
100

.

H

6

300

6

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

20"4

20.^

21

...

2,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

—United

Albany

Producers'

Films.

that ending up with a few remarks
about hoping to continue everyone's

friendship

in

the

future.

Harry

Reichenbach was toastrhaster and in
that capacity, called on a good many
peonle to say a few words. It was a
were
J.

Among

party.

real

those

present

:

Kelcey Allen, Ben Amsterdam, Eph Asher,
G. Bachm'ann, G. Ballance, Fred Baer.

David Batch. J, Beecroft. George Blaisdell.
Larry Boynton. Milton Blumberg, Sol Brill,
1
Hi n' man. M. Broskie. Hairy Buxbaum,
H.i'y Charnas, Oscar Cooper, Col. Robt.
E. Coulson, Joseph Dannenberg. Roger Ferri,
Franklin.
Leopold Friedman. Dr.
Ha>-olil

Sinai

hospital

yesterday.

Agnes Ayres Here
Agnes Ayres is hack in New York
From the Coast to begin work at the
Paramount studio on "The Exciters."

Friend Addresses A. M. P. A.
Arthur S. Friend addressed the
A. M. P. A. yesterday and urged that
all
criticisms of the industry from
within the ranks be killed so that a
united front might be presented to
offset

outside attacks.

—The Carlisle Prod.

1)

"As

a further result thereof

Players-Lasky

Corp.

is

Famous

the

largest

owner in the world, and in
one week in the year 1920, more than
6,000 American theaters, or approxitheater

mately one-third of
theaters

in

all

the

the motion pic-

United

Co., So.

conspirators have coerced and intimidated and attempted to coerce and
intimidate
motion
picture
theater
Mastbaum Off For Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
owners or exhibitors by diver means
Philadelphia Jules Mastbaum, of and methods among which were the
the Stanley Company, left yesterday following, to-wit:
for a two month's trip to the coast,
"(a) Threatening to build or lease
with stops at Chicago, St. Louis and or operate theaters in competition
In addition to with exhibitors who refused to sell
the Grand Canyon.
Sydney Franklin Coming
his family, the party consists of Mr. or lease their houses.
of and Mrs. Ellis Gimbel, and Mr. and
director
Franklin,
Sydney
"(b) Threatening to cut off or in"Brass," is due in from the coast on Mrs. Milton Herold.
The private terfere with the film service of such
Sunday.
car of the president of the Pennsyl- exhibitors who refused to so sell or
McCosker, Joseph Pollock, Harry Reichenah. Judge William L. Ransom. Robert
Reuben, Morrie Ryskind, Arnold Rothstein.
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld. Erno Rapee, Richard
\
Rowland, J. Rosenthal, Harry Schwalbe,
Stebbins,
Arthur
Schwartzman,
Samuel
ro eph
Seidelman. Roland Schulberg, Fred
RobWeinberg,
A.
Sc.hader, George Weeks,
ert Welsh, Arthur Whyte, Sam Zierler, C. F.
Zittel and Moe Mark.

mittee,

Feb. 27.

—

(Special to

the party.

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles—The M.

D.

A.
Association Ball will be held Saturday at the Alexandria.
P.

Michigan Ban Off
(Continued from Page

A. Levitt, Bklyn.

N. J.— Cellu-Waste

Co.,

Newark.

Capital $50,000.
Incorporators P. W. Smith, B. Water-

Hayward with

International
Lillie Hayward, scenario cJitor of
Inspiration for two years, has resigned and has joined the staff at
International.
Lillie

lease their theaters.

"(c) Secretly offering higher renteffective upon expiration of leases
held by exhibitors who refused to sell
or lease such theaters.
reducing
the
"(d) Temporarily
price of admission charged by theaters owned or controlled by the respondents, below that charged by exhibitors who refused to sell or lease
als

1)

—

Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, G.
Schact, C. J. and E. Adler.
Attorney

noring the first runs, the Michigan
unit immediately banned all United
Artists releases including "Disraeli,"
"The Ruling Passion," "The Man
Who Played God" and the Griffith

their theaters.

"Tn

compelling

or

attempting

Oklahoma

(Continued on page 5)

Pictures.

— Alhambra Theater

Capital $50,000.
O. Kabatsky, E. J.

porators,
and L. B. McAnally.

Albany
Capital

Buck,

man.

Ready

City-

Tulsa.

— George

Incor-

Lundy

Incorporators,
G.
G. Lovatt and S. Schwartz-

Attorney, H.

ay 13

S.

Hecheimer.
It

Trenton

— Reel

oaua v^uwan au \Tr

Buck, Manhattan.

$5,000.

W.

Now

THE GREATEST PHOTOPLAY OF THE GREATEST PROBLEM--AN EXPOSE OF THE
/-vaapieu uy

Comedies,

Inc., Jer-

IncorCapital $200,000.
porators, C. J. Shinner, A. F. McCabe
Turner. (Corporation
and J.
C.
Trust Co.)

sey City

The

ING"

has been produced on a really mgrf
story deals with the love of a poi

A PICTURE WITH THlW a famous statesman, and is rich j,£REST— A GOOD
A PRODUCTION THAT WILL HELP THE FIGHT AGAINST DOPE

MORAL

FOR DISTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENTS
Communicate With

a

EDWARD

(Sk/uca.tlcm*.i£ (J Lett
152

West 42nd

L.

KLEIN

COMPANY

Street

Telephones: Bryant 6353-1587
THE

SPICB

OK THE

WOGH VI

'

to

compel independent exhibitors to
book and exhibit the motion picture
films produced or distributed by FaCorporation,
Players-Lasky
mous

brook and D. Lawrence.

Co.,

States,

—

—

Trenton,

Bill

All of the key cities in Paragraph 4
in the old complaint, are eliminated in
the new.
Paragraphs 6 to 13 of the
old have been more or less incorporated in Paragraphs 4 to 10 inclusive
in the amended complaint, but Paragraph 10 of the amended bill really
gives the jist of the amended action
as follows:

ture

Then they came east and through
Sydney S. Cohen, a meeting was arBert Ennis Back
Dover Pacific Film Co., WilmingBer; Ennis is back from Chicago ranged at which Hiram Abrams and
ton.
Capital $1,000,000.
(Corporawhere he launched an exploitation Albert L. Grey were present. When
tion Trust Co. of America).
campaign on behalf of "Quincy "Robin Hood" was placed with the
Masonic order in Michigan, thus igAlbany Earle Amus. Corp., Bklyn. Adams Sawyer."

Inc.,

Amended

(Continued from Page

showed nothing but Paramount picIntroduce Censorshio Repeal Bill
tures, and about 67 cents of every dol(Special to THE FTLM DAILY)
lar that was paid to enter motion picAlbany The Administration bill ture theaters was paid
II. Giannin", Henry Ginsberg, Phil Gleichto enter those
man. Ben Goetz. Dr. Edward Golden. Karoly to repeal the State Censorship Law
Grosz, Henry Herzbrun, B. F. Holzman, was
by theaters which displayed Paramount
Wednesday,
introduced
pictures.
Richard Hildreth. William A. Johnston. H.
F Jans, Arthur Kane, Maurice Kann, How- Senator Walker and Assemblyman
"In acquiring or controlling, and in
A
Democratic leaders.
ard Kelly. L. Korson, Irving Lesser, Fred Donohue,
Marx. hearing on the repealer will be held attempting to acquire or control, moMcDougal.
Harry
F.
Lichtman,
Oivnn Marl in, Fred Mitchell, M. Moran,
Means Com- tion picture theaters, the respondent
Moore, George Morris, Alfred J. before the Ways and
Foster

Los

Capital $350,000.

Cairo.

it.

Coast Directors' Ball Saturday

Capital $750,000.

Inc.

like

was over, he told
everybody how happy he was and all

Mt.

vania was placed at the disposal of

Incorporations
Albany

was

anything

File

I

Quotations
East. Kod. 106^4
F. P.-L.
903/g

didn't expect
Later, when dinner

time.
surprised.

\

—

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

AYe.,

Lichtman

He

Arthur Lorw Improves
Loew's condition was reported extremely satisfactory at the
Art luir

New York

City

B

:

—— M'WI

THE

•c^k

III l

DAILY

Friday, February 16, 1923

Exhibitor-Distributors

Backs

Conn.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

File

Amended

—

(Continued from Page 2)
Conn. At a meeting
respondent
conspirators have
these
of the M. P. T. O. of Connecticut, the
coerced and intimidated, and attemptplans of the Theater Owners Dist.
ed to coerce and intimidate, exCorp. were endorsed and the support
hibitors by various means and methof the state unit pledged.
ods, among which are the following,

New Haven

to-wit
"(a) Threatening to build or lease
or operate theaters in competition
with independent exhibitors who refused to book and exhibit such films:
"(b) Interfering with the film service of such independent exhibitors
and causing the cancellation of contracts for service between such exhibitors and producers.
"(c) Disparaging independent exBldg.
hibitors who refused to exhibit such
pictures, by means of advertisements
circulated
in
newspapers
placed
throughout the territory in which
Beginning with February Releases such independent exhibitors' theaters
Mats will be Furnished Free to were located.
on all Publicity and
Exhibitors
"(d) Inducing, and seeking to inAdvertising layouts for
duce independent exhibitors who had
contracts of release for the exhibition
of motion picture films produced by
competitor producers, to cancel such
|
contracts or refuse to make such
One-column, one-inch "ad" mats can contracts, by offering to give and
had gratis on all Hamilton giving such exhibitors, motion picbe
Comedies, Christie Comedies and ture films produced and distributed

Associated Reorganizes
Samuel H. London, general manager of Associated Photoplays, Inc.,
which ceased operations some time
the company has reago, states
organized and again plans activity in
the independent field, with a series
of five Milton Sills pictures, made by
John Gorman Prod. The company
has opened an office in the State

FREE MATS

EDUCATIONAL! PICTURES

Mermaid

Com edies.

by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, for nominal sums of money, or

ADVERT1SEJY0UR SHORT SUBJECTS
EXCHANGES,

EDUCATIONAL FILM
E. W. HAMMONS.

free of charge.

Inc.

President

BY THEgAUTHOR OF

THE CHRISTIAN
The
The
The
The
The

SIR

Eternal City

Master Of

Man

Bondman
White Prophet
Scapegoat

HALL CAINE'S

INTERNATIONAL NOVELS
Translated into French, Qerman, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish. Russian, Finnish, Qreek,
Bohemian, Roumanian, Japanese, etc.

AVAILABLE FOR PICTURES

9

from the new

bill.

(Continued from

Row

Page

1)

Sobelman, vice-president and Oliver

Rowe,

treasurer.

course,

an

important

Hamm
figure

is,

in

of
the

City Amusement Co., which, it
is
understood, ownes 50% of the
stock of the Rivoli Theater Co.
Greater Amusements says that the
row started over the placing of a
detective in the form of a cashier at
the Blue Mouse to check up on the
receipts.
Sobelman, the story goes,
learned of this and discharged her,
whereupon, Charles J. Bradley, of F.
and R. discharged the theater force,
with the aid of two policemen. It is

Twin
H. K. Fly Company,
Scenario Department

Barrow

St.,

New York

Telephone, Spring 531 6

International

l

DiitfibnlejS

MOTION 'PICTURES
Ik?.

of.
'

ttSI

Hamm

Inter-Ocean Film CorporaY igm'

I

furthering and carrying out
the aforesaid conspiracy, said respondents have used various other
fraudulent and unfair methods to exclude competitors from producing,
distributing or exhibiting their motion picture films."
It is important to note that that
section of Paragraph 14 of the old
complaint, which charged that the
certain
theaters
by
operation
of
Famous closed certain important theaters against independent producers, is
not to be found in the amended complaint, and that Paragraph 15 of the
original bill
which refers to the
foreign situation, is also eliminated
in

Minneapolis

Also other Plays and Novels
by Famous Authors

The

"And

N T E R-O C EAN B IJILI^fN^
-N^W.^"^
WEST 42nd ST;'.
:

218

''

BRYANT 7812 Y"'V~
WHEN YOO THINK 'd'F"
FOREIGN

THINK"

OF,.

;

INTER-aCMM

said that
informed Sobelman
that he was discharged as manager of
the house. The latter refused to leave,
and secured an injunction restraining
F. and R. from taking possession of
the house.
When Bradley and the
policemen got there, however, they

were armed with an injunction against
Sobelman, which kept him out of the
theater.

Murray Plans Memoirs
Murray will write
memoirs shortly.
Charles

Archainbaud With Garson
Archainbaud has been signGeorge
(Continued from Page 1)
Clara
In Connecticut, the resolution of ed by Harry Garson to direct
"Cordelia, the
in
Kimball
Young
condemnation was passed at a meeting held in New Haven on Feb. 13, Magnificent," by Leroy Scott.
at which it was declared the proposed
contract was "unfair, inequitable and

More

Bill

Opposition

lacking in mutuality."

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Upper New
York and Connecticut have now
gone on record as opposing the uniform contract.
The Cohen office
maintains that these various units
are the ultimate judges and that is for

TITLES

LOUIS MEYER
Craftsmen Film Lab.
251

West

19th St.

Watkina 7260-7461

them to decide whether or not they
want the contract.
,

Edelhertz Speaks

The

attack of the Wisconsin unit
elicited
the
following
from Bernard Edelhertz,
chairman of the uniform contract
committee of the T. O. C. C:
"The attack on the uniform contract by
the Board of Directors of the M. P. T. O.

yesterday
statement

of

not

Wisconsin, because of Paragraph 12, is
made in a spirit of fairness nor with a
of the facts regarding these pro-

knowledge
visions.

"The statement that this paragraph would
give the producers absolute control of the
screens of the country, and that this control
could be sold for fabulous sums for political
and other propaganda is preposterous on
the face of it, to be given serious considera-

«>0.

«

f

t&VM
^'^J^

EXaT|N6/

iH&l

tion.

"I am certain, that the intelligent exhibitors of the country will understand, that
such statements as these, are issued for the
sole purpose of creating ill-feeling in the industry and not with a view of bringing about
a better understanding between exhibitor and

^h

distributor.

"The uniform contract is certainly the first
progressive step in that direction.
For the
first time in the history of the motion picture industry, commercial relations between
distributor and exhibitor, are to be based
upon mutual rights and obligations.
It is invariably known, that the contracts
in vogue heretofore, were entirely one-sided.
All of its provisions were in favor of the
producer and distributor. The exhibitor was
virtually
without any rights and remedies
under the old form of contract. All of this
has been swept away by the provisions of the
uniform contract and mutual remedies are
provided for by both distributor and exhibitor.
Now, with respect to Paragraph 12,
the legal as well as a common sense interpretation of this paragraph, as reflecting the intention of the parties to the contract, can
only be construed as meaning, that the exhibitor cannot re-edit pictures by any alteration or addition, but that is all that the
scope of this paragraph covers. To say that
the wording of this paragraph gives the producer the right to insert political propaganda
or commercial advertising in a picture, is
absolutely violating the intention of the part.es and the ordinary meaning of words, which
seek to express such intention.
"Even without the expressed provisions
contained in the code of ethics which specifically
prohibits
such violation, the exhibitor would be justified in refusing to exhibit
a picture containing political propaganda or
commercial advertising.
"I repeat, let us be fair to the uniform contract.
As I have stated before on several occasions, it is not 100% of what we sought
It
to accomplish in favor of the exhibitor.
was not possible to accomplish all of that
on the first attempt, but it is certainly a
step ahead, so let us accept it in that spirit.
So much gained now and with a firm resolve
for still further achievements in the near
future."

Advance Date of Coue Showing
"The Message of Emil Coue"
the Rivoli on Sunday, inoriginally
the
25th,
of
as
stead
planned. The feature will be Agnes

opens

at

Ayres

in

For the

First

Time

in

America

MOSCOW ART THEATRE STARS
In a remarkable motion picture

"THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE"
Wise Exhibitors

cash in

will

Arista Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

mm

til

MADE TO ORDER

Commercial Developing and Printing

1339-51 DIVEPSEY

PARKWAY

-

CHICAGO.

U.S.A.

%Short of Capital

?

CALL ON US FOR
CASH IN ANY

AMOUNT
Loans

Short or
Long Periods Made to
Reputable Individuals
for

Speedy Service When
Time Counts

Investigate

!

"Racing Hearts."

Discuss Distribution in Boston
CSpecial to

THE FILM DAILY)

Boston— Officials of the Theater
Owners Dist. Corp. discussed their
his

ART

plan with Massachusetts exhibitors at
the Lenox Hotel yesterday.

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea 8284

The Great Box-Office Sensation
"THE MESSAGE OF

EMILE COUE
with

EMILE COUE
the most talked of

man

in the

world,

APPEARING PERSONALLY
could easily have been "padded" into five or six reels.
But Educational's
PADDING. Therefore, only the length actually required to
policy is
It is all "meat," with^notja foot of
tell his message was used— 2054 feet.
padding.

NO

r

Thousands who heard M. Coue's
to hear

With

lectures,

him, are eagerly waiting to get his

and the millions who were unable
message from the screen.

this great box-office attraction offered in

such short length, a splendid

well-balanced program can be presented with this feature.

This gives the

real

showman

his opportunity to use the S.

R.O.

Practically every first Run in the United States is booked.
with your nearest Educational Exchange immediately.

sign.

Get

in

I

touch

Take advantage
picture.

of Educational's big supply of accessories in exploiting the
These! include,

Four-color 24-sheets.
Four-color three-sheets.
Four-color one sheets.

Duo-tint 11x14 lobby cards (Eight cards to a set)
-Hand-colored Slides

Black and white 8x10 photographs
( Ten photographs to a set)
Three-column, two-column and one-column
newspaper advertising cuts and mats (mats free)
Two-column and one-column publicity
cuts and mats (mats free)

BE SURE TO GET A COPY OF THE PRESS SHEET
f

&cUi<xzticm a£ (/ictuAjL&J

"THE SPICE OH THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

INC.,

e.

w. hammons, Present

These Great

Showmen

Break All Their Booking Records on

"THE MESSAGE OF

EMILE COUE

11

Booked Also
By The
RlVOLl,

New

York

Capitol, Detroit
Capitol, St* Paul
STATE, Minneapolis
GRANADA, San Francisco
CIRCLE, Indianapolis

ACT AT ONCE
If

You Want

STRAND, Milwaukee

to

Share in the
Box-office

Produced by
Motion Picture Arts, Inc.

Clean^Up on This
Great Short
Subject Attraction*

Directed by
'THE SPICE

John

OFTHE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

e.

L.

McCutcheon

w. hammons,

President

JL4.

-

'

A Tip to Real
Showmen Is

•
!

LA
*

#

*

*

-

*

#

Sufficient!
rV

a*w

f2*?'»«

*/

FonD

£"«*•«

*°*Ultt,

AG0

'US

4P7o

Edwin Carew?

A symphony of life in the high and low places by
Edwin Carewe; Scenario by Adelaide Heilbron; Sol
Schulte, Art Director; Philip Mash Asst. Director.

A ?irAt

Curtis Benton; Directed by
Polito,

cameraman; John D.

national Picture

1204

jL brAdstreet
of FILMDOM
XXIII

Vol.

Saturday, February

No. 46

Appeal
J.

Authority

to

17,

1923

Price 5 Cents

A 50-50 Deal

Hays

B. Clinton, of Duluth Has Tilt
With Goldwyn and Says He Will
Ask the General's Help
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Understood Haring and Blumentha
and Frank G. Hall Are Equal
Partners in Theater Deal

One

—

Duluth, Minn. J. B. Clinton of the
Clinton-Myers Company, operating
the Lyceum here intends appealing
a Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
decision to Will H. Hays.
Action
failing in that quarter, Clinton says
he will seek redress in the courts.
The controversy arose over a contract which Clinton signed with Manie

sion

was

.ng and Blumenthal Enterprises an<
the Frank Hall theaters in Jerse}

Hoboken and Union Hill.
While repeated efforts to reach

Jity,

irlncipals

the

closed

changes

contract

whom

that

leal

was

failed,

all

set.

The houses involved

he

are high class

Those of the Haring and Blumentha
chain are the Central, National, Tivol
nd Monticello, Jersey City; the Lin
oln, Union Hill and the Roosevelt

certain

were necessary before ap-

proval, the changes not to affect
(Continued on page 2)

th<

commonly
around town was
the

ac
jepted story
tha
he deal was a fifty-fifty arrangemen
between the two parties. One angh
hat was spoken of repeatedly was th<
tact that the negotiations with Loev
tad been terminated after it wa:
generally taken for granted that th

Gottlieb for 10 Goldwyn pictures, including "The Christian." The contract was supposed to be either approved or rejected by James R.
Grainger. Clinton says he was informed later by Clyde Booth, the

Goldwyn salesman with

of the chief topics of discus
local film circles yesterday
the deal closed between the Har
in

"The

The Hall house:
the State and Ritz, Jersey City
-he Strand, Hoboken and the twii
theaters, the State and Capitol ii
Union Hill. In point of number ant
valuation, it is believed the deal i;
the most important in local exhibiting
circles in a considerable time.
West Hoboken.

Sign Wesley Ruggles
Famous Players have signed Wesley Ruggles under a long-term contract.
Ruggles has just completed
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime" starring Walter Hiers.
He is here to direct Bebe Daniels in her next pic-

ire

"The Last Hour" holds interest on Cameo screen," writes Grena Bennett in the N. Y. American, and then goes on to say, "escape by a rusty
spring was the real backbone of an absorbing play well acted." Advt.

—

ture.

Pola Negri in "Don Caesar"
Pola Negri's next picture will be
"Don Caesar de Bazan" originally
retitled
"The
Spanish
Cavalier."
Rodolph Valentino was to appear in
this.
The picture will be made on
the coast with Antonio Moreno in the
role planned for Valentino.

The Troubles

of

an

The Other

Producing Scheme?

Side

Mike Gore Has Something

Say

to

Regarding the West Coast
Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Relative to the item

—

published recently regarding the Lesser-Gore acquisition of the T. & D.

Boston Hears Harry Asher and Sam
Grand Are Visiting Coast Relative to a New Venture
(Special to

Boston

—

THE FILM DAILY)

It

is

reported

here

that

Harry Asher, president of the American Feature Film Co. and Sam Grand

Bean Blossom, Ind.

Good Morning

Sir:

I notice from time to time you conduct a column in your pamphlet labeled "The Troubles of An Exhibitor"
and as a former member of this click,
may I air a few pathetic incidents in
my troublesome career as a sponsor
of canned amusement in the small but
thriving city of Bean Blossom?
am sure the boys out in the arid
1
wastes of Nevada will appreciate my
misfortunes.
To begin with, I was chump enough
to
trade a perfectly good oystershucking factory for the Weary Hour
Cinema, the only temple of amusement in Bean Blossom and from the
very outset, grief befell me in a good-

ly

measure.
I

will not

attempt to enumerate the
situations such as:

many provoking
film

over-rated specials,
(Continued on Page 4)

miss-cuts,

is

Deitrich, has resigned as
director for Cosmopolitan.

C

publicitj

"Covered Wagon" at Criterion
"The Covered Wagon" goes intc
the Criterion on March 19 for an in
definite

run.

Michael Gore and David are jointly interested in a new proBershon, the latter the booking man- ducing plan and that their coast trip
ager .of the West Coast Theaters, is relative to that idea.
have issued the following statement:
Both Asher and Grand left for
"Not long ago we had a conference with California on Thursday to be gone
the heads of various important distributing about a month.
The story in local
easily allayed

Robert Brunton Dangerously 111
John Brunton is due in New Yorl
today from Florida in time to sai
for London where his brother, Rober
Brunton, founder of the Brunton oi
United studio is dangerously ill.

that the financial into be identified with
American Feature Film are interested in the new move, the exact nature of which is somewhat indefinite.
The same financial group, however, has financed production in the
past.
It is believed that Asher will
act as advance agent for them.
One
of the best informed film men in
Boston says he understands the enterprise will be an important one.

Tully Leaves for Coast
Richard Walton Tully left for California yesterday to begin work a;
production manager of two First NaTully will contional coast units.

Circuit,

Exhibitor

Out of Cosmopolitan
understood that Theodore

Deitrich
It

organizations, at which time we
their
expressed agitation over

the

steady

our West Coast Theaters chain.
The expression of our plans, purposes and
policies as they had been revealed in the past
and would be in the future, completely allay
the fears of these gentlemen and reassure
them. We do not know why the agitation has
Our aims in the matter of the
arisen again.
extension of our chain of theaters are merely
the aims of good business based on the faith

growth

of

that the entire motion picture industry is in
a solvent and growing condition.
"The three branches of the motion picture
distribution
and exindustry, production,
hibition are all so intimately related to our

(Continued on Page 3)

circles
terests

has

it

known

tinue his activities as a producer, hi:
Philir.
picture being "Trilby."
Kroha and Ray Coffin his assistants

next

went with him.

It

the

Loew's Condition Improves

Buys Kennedy Feature

F. P.

Famous Players have purchased
Madge Kennedy's "The Purple Highway"
first

pany

for

fall

release.

outside buy
in

This

made by

about two years.

the

is

the

com-

Won't Release Negris
understood that, by virtue oi
deal whereby Famous Playen
is

Hamiltor
the
control
of
secured
Theatrical Corp., several Pola Negri:
Th<
of old vintage changed hands.

The Mt. Sinai hospital reported
yesterday that Arthur Loew's condiHe un- pictures are now in the Famou<
tion is improving steadily.
derwent an operation earlier in the Players vaults but will never be re
week

for appendicitis.

leased, in this country, at least.

y

;

THE

ma

DAILV

Appeal

.tfeREtOCHIZB

Authority

to

Hays

(Continued from page

Charnas

in

Harry

Charnas,
Service, Cleveland

11

says, he
that the rental for "The

Clinton

Later,

Christian."

Saturday, February 17, 1923

Ban On Liquor

Town
Film

Standard
visiting.

is

Informative Bootlegging and Jests
on Prohibition Get Shears in
Pennsylvania

was informed
Burr Buys Two Stories
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Christian" which had been quoted at
Charles C. Burr has purchased "The
Acting apparently
Harrisburg,
Pa.increased
would
to
$750,
be
$1,000 Average Woman" and "Rich Men's
opyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks, flat, with a fifty-fifty arrangement
orders from Gifford Pinchot, newon
Sons" for production.
nc, Published Daily at 717.1 West 44th St.,
ly elected governor, Harry Knapp,
Clinton avers
lew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and over a gross of $4,500.
chairman of the Pennsylvania Board
ILM FOLKS. INC.
he had already advertised the picture
Universal Offices Moved
oseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Censors, has issued orders to
of
extensively for the Lyceum.
He
ap'Special to THE FILM DAILY*
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manactions which tend to
ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager, pealed to the Minneapolis film board
Minneapolis The Universal ex- eliminate all
informative on bootlegging and
entered as aecond-class matter May 21, 1918, and at the same time agregd to pay
be
change is now housed in the Loeb
t the post office at New
York, N. Y.. under the increased rental rather than disthe liquor traffic; slurs on state and
Bldg.
ae act of March 3, 1879
national prohibition laws; and all
He claims the
'enna (Postage free) United States.
Outside appoint his patrons.
i
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 contract was signed under protest.
jests which pertain to prohibition or
Goldwyn's New Research Dept.
lonths, 15.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
enforcement officers.
Following a special grievance com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
15.00,
Subscribers should remit with order,
mittee meeting, the entire committee
Just how far this order will go is
address all communications to THE FILM
Culver City, Cal. A new library
DAILY, 71-73 West 14th St.. New York. was called.
a problem at the moment, but it is
and
research
been
department
has
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
certain to hit many comedy situations
Clinton said he would abide by the added to the Goldwyn
lolly wood, California — Harvey E. Gausman,
Harriet
lot.
6411 Hollywood Blvd
Phone. Hollywood decision of the committee as final, if Morris, formerly with Griffith and which have made prohibition the basis
1603.
One of the first
of plot and action.
Gottlieb agreed to. This, the latter Lasky is in charge.
'hicigo Representative— Irving Mack, 802 S.
in under the
which
came
features
refused
to
do.
Wabash Ave.
Late yesterday, the Hays office had Frothingham To Star Marcia Manon new order had eliminations made of
ondon Representative Ernest W. Fr^dflm.
The Film Renter. 53a Shaftesbary not received any communication from
bootleggers handing out drinks to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ave., London, W.
at so much a glass, and
customers
Clinton.
'aris Representative— l-e
Film. 42 Rue de
Hollywood J. L. Frothingham,
situation was classed as "inClichy.
will
star Marcia Manon in "The this
'entral
European Representative InternaPhil Gleichman Here
Dice Woman," an original by Harvey formative" bootlegging.
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-SloI'akia), Wenzelsplat*
Phil Gleichman, of the Broadway- Gates.
Tax For Dakota?
I
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46 Saturday,
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7
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19^3
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Prices Cents

—

—

—

1

—

—

Strand Detroit

Q«notations
Low

High
Cast.
"

Close

Salea

800

87%

3,000
100
100

P.-L.

..
.

8934
99]/2

90V&
99 y2

99

Sy8

5ys

2

5%

Not quoted

riffith

.oew's

..

20%

20%

20%

riangle

New

York.

(Special to

Guts and Flashes
Marshall Neilan's "Minnie'
iunday at the Capitol.

—

McGrew."

C.

A

Henry McRae directed "The Man
From Glengarry" and "The Good for
Nothin' " and not David M. Hartford

Mr.

stated.

Hartford

&

directed

"The Rapids."

the

—

be shown short-

On

—The

f

Louis
Railroad

"The Nuisance," an
)ody."

The

Nat'l Screen Service, of Chiago, will distribute trailers on Paranount pictures.

The American Dramatists gave a
linncr to their president,
Edward
"hilds

Carpenter

last

night.

Conrad

Tritschler, English scenic
irtist has arrived from London.
He
will prepare settings for "Trilby."

William Morris
portant role in
A.nita Stewart's
mopolitan.

will

have an

"The Love
first

im-

Piker,"
picture for Cos-

Have Your Titles
Made the Right Way
Quality — Quantity
24 hour Service
FARINA & OGLE
Photographers
At Claremont Laboratories
430 Claremont Parkway
Tel. Bingham 2100
Title

Alt and

here and start on another
batch of Hallroom Boys comedies.

will return

Coast

Company Leaving Today
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

San Francisco Murray N. Fay,
head of M. W. Fay Prods., with a
party of scientists,

own

boat, the Narwhale for
the South Seas, to make animal picin

their

tures.
a year.

The

party will be gone about

would release "The Magic Skin" a
Balzac story to be made by Gilbert
Gable is identified with
Achievement Films, Inc. of Philadelphia which some months ago produced "The Power Within" for Pathe
Gable.

release.

The company has

just incapital to $1,100,000.
The
picture will be made on the coast.

creased

its

>

sion's report.

...................Al

THE GREATEST PHOTODRAMA ON
THE WORLD'S GREATEST PROBLEM.
A GRIPPING EXPOSE OF THE UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS OF
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THE DOPE RING"

"The

Inside Story of

In This Country'

The

daily

Monthly.

paper and periodicals are fighting
is the production that will help

dope. Here
the battle.

ft

GET BUSY IMMEDIATELY

ft
It
**

Dope

Is appearing in Hearst's International

ft

For Distribution Arrangements Communicate with
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Louis.
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Gable With Achievement
Goldwyn a few days ago announced

St.

:.:

**
Army and Navy w

men, and photographers, leave today

—

< >..
READY NOW

George

com- Williams, who just finished a Hall"The Busy- room Boys series, have signed for a
12 week vaudeville tour. Upon the
completion of the engagement they

All-Star

:dy will be released as

—Al

Chicago and

gave

rom Chicago and

Tour
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

(Special to

**!'2$!!'2M?'iJ£M?»**-**.**.**>*.**>*.**>*.**.»M*.»*>*

Vaudeville

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines A bill providing for
Alpatrons of its a 10% admission tax has been pre"Limited Red" train a complete pic- sented to the State Legislature with
ture show en route Chicago to St. the report of a special tax commission
Louis on Monday.
A coach fitted authorized by the preceding Assemout as a theater with two Acme pro- bly.
The measure, which if passed,
jectors and Da-lite screen and seat- goes into effect July 1, 1923, will proing 45 passengers, gave three com- duce $2,000,000 annually.
Adminiplete 2-hour shows on the eight-hour stration is placed in the hands of the
trip.
Newspaper and trade press state board of assessment, also crerepresentatives accompanied the car ated by another bill in the commisSt.

ton

TJ

y at the Rivoli.

10% Tax For Iowa
THE FILM DAILY)

Shows Films

A. Train

(Special to

Correction

Maryon Aye Signed by Lesser
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
^ivoli to the Rialto next week.
Los Angeles Maryon Aye has
been signed by Sol. Lesser.
Her
'The Destroying Angel,"
Leah first will be "The Meanest Man in
Baird's new picture is now being cut.
The World."
will

—

—

as

opens

"Adam and Eva" moves from

'Adam's Rib"

THE FILM DAILY)

Bismarck, N. D. A bill placing a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
10% on all admissions has been inDunn Scenario Editor
Albany The Secretary of State troduced in the Dakota legislature.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has authorized "Ritz Carlton PicThe measure would make no excepHollywood Winifred Dunn has tures, a Delaware corporation to do
tion of those theaters charging 13
been made made scenario editor for business in the State. This is J. D.
cents admissions, exempted under the
Metro.
She is now adapting "Dan W.lliams' Company.
Federal law.

2 000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Vorld

in

Ritz-Carlton Designated

Kod. 106^ 106^ 106^

do pfd.
j'wyn ....

is

EDWARD
152

WEST

L.

KLEIN COMPANY
NEW

42nd STREET,
YORK
TELEPHONES: BRYANT 6353-1587
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TOMB OF TUTANKHAMEN—

|i

TJS
:ws

cameraman visits the tomb, diswhich has interested the world, and
plures of tomb, its surroundings and

•

|iy

Who Said New\brbandChicag>
Never Agree on Pictures

P

xc'ators.

i

GIVE THEM GREAT PICTURES LIKE-

NFLORIDA TO CUBA BY AIR—
'ews

ia

cameraman takes an

interesting

SMMBER THE MAINE"— 25th
arJof

i

battleship

is

annicelebrated at Arling-

:ws as usual.

r

ONE INDISPENSABLE FILM

H

today

Aflame
of
life
AND
WHAT
READ

//

THEY SAY

swNEW YORK.

CHICAGO

rings the bell with 'The Flame
Priscilla Dean is most effective.
think highly of Mr. Hen!ey and The Flame of
"

best picture Universal studios have turned out in a

The Other Side
(Continued from Page 1)
that it is inconceivable we
anything to interrupt their progress
other words, to kill the goose that
golden eggs.
terprises

ldlo
iii

t

do not claim that we are in the mo•cture business as an act of philanWe are in it to make money and
p|
<\j

"Carl

Laemmle

We

of Life.'
Life.'

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

;

that no permanent advantage can
up for us that does not rest on a
)ft
to all others engaged in it.
jl advantage
cpting the public.
kji\v

i

live-and-let-live policy has characterized
ithods in the past and it w.ll be pro-

The motion picture inthe future.
has grown so out of hand that any
amay be looked upon just now w.th
i>n.
But we believe that any careful
*
of the situation will see that in the
of a string of more than one hundred
j
theaters we are in a position to serve
back more
fr divergence of public taste,
(of
pictures on an assured profitable
land encourage theater going among
sses by offering entertainment of d.s1
presented in an atmosphere of class.
Lrrangements include the booking of
ille acts from the best
vaudev.lle cirn America.
These attractions will be

—

"Vivid and vital acting exceptionally fine, diNot a moment when it
rection truly inspired!
Get it quick! Suit-ails to grip one's attention.
able for big and little houses everywhere!"

(in

it

to fortify

our pictures.

that any member of the motion picldustry can hope to do is to serve the
and we believe that in the extension
r
interests we best serve the public.
theaters housing better pictures means
prices for producers."

"Away from

the ordinary routine of screen plays!
A worth while offering should appeal to everyone.
Is going not
It's a real live piece of excitement.
only to please, but thrill! Go the limit on promises,
the picture is really there!"

House

[Special to

Texarkana
THE FILM DAILY)
for

—

xarkana, Ark.
The Saenger
s. Co. has started construction on
ft house.

700 Michigan
[Special to

nsing,

—

FILM DAILY

"Vivid picture of

life

— holes

the

in a
so realistic

interest

Scenes
tight grip from start to finish.
Should have
that they possess a powerful appeal.
a 100% appeal!"

is

Here

splendid in this!

is

the

long time, and one of the most vivid and entertaining productions we have seen this season. Priscilla

Dean is an actress whose ability seems to grow
with each succeeding picture, and I am sure you
will be one of her admirers after you have seen
this picture."

CHICAGO EVENING POST
"Again
title

Dean proves her

Priscilla

right to the

of 'one of the screen's best actresses.'

She

furnishes the silver sheet with another brilliant bit

As
CER-^
Miss Dean. The

of impersonation that will live to her credit.

photoplay

a

mighty

is

it

interesting.

TAINLY

you are going to love
and scenery are splendid. So

sets

So

is

is

the acting.

the direction."

CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE

HARRISON'S REPORTS

"Bristles with the dramatic!

"In cast
lenger

Dean

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

-

[i

"Priscilla

this picture holds its

own

with any of

the productions turned out by what are classed
the better program producers and in direction there
asked for. The picture
is nothing that can be
establishes Priscilla Dean as a character actress of

no mean

suspenseful

to

the

last

A

degree.

A

climax that is
Fine entertain-

moving story

ment

for

that

should jar any audience with the force of

its

any screen!

appeal and

its

strong, fast

excellent characterizations!"

ability!"

EXHIBITORS HERALD

VARIETY

Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

Mich.—The

hall's office

State Fire
reports 700 houses in

UNIVERSAL JEWEL starrinf

tate.

Arts Lot Being Remodeled

ie

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

illywood— The Fine Arts Studio
idergoing extensive remodeling.
:w enclosed stage is being conted at the east end of the lot,
the old wooden buildings, now
g Sunset Blvd., will be razed
lake way for a row
of

lit

tes.

bllUtlUltS L'Uul

new

itlUlJ£ 0±JcU115U

aramraiiraa
in

a

Piclunzafion of a

ch-ea-6

KoVel

/^FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

A Hobavt Henley Production

Presented byCarl Caenmle

I

;

)I

THE

"j&ti*^ DAILY
DA

Saturday, February

—

oath.

may seem

strange, but the title
of the various pictures I played had
a direct bearing on my unfortunate
adventure in the land of broken
sprocket-holes and one-lung pianos.
I
herewith submit a few features
and the results obtained:
It

•'MANSLAUGHTER"— Opened to
a calm, cool and collected audience,
but before the exhibition had proceed-

ed fifteen minutes, Zeb Teacup and
Otis Hatchet got into an argument

over their rights to a certain pew and
the verbal disagreement of these two
bozo's terminated in a gun battle in
which four cash customers and three
dead heads were mortally wounded.
This affair crabbed business for three

—A

Peoria, 111.
vaudeville and picture policy was recently inaugurated
at Ascher's Palace.

New

P. C. T.

Head

London— William H. Evans has
been appointed managing director of
Cinematograph Theasucceeding Lord Ashfield..

the Provincial
ters,

New

$1,500,000 Chicago

(Special to

Chicago

House

THE FILM DAILY)

— Peters

erect a new
2,000 seat house to cost $1,500,000.
will

months.

"THE ETERNAL FLAME"—
had just filled the auditorium of my
cathedral when the film caught fire
destroying reels one, three and five.
A panic followed and when the smoke
cleared away, the Weary Hour reminded the spectator of No Man's

Ohio Rejects Neilan Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. The Ohio censor
board has rejected "The Stranger's

—

Banquet", Marshall Neilan's
on the ground that
antagonize organized labor.
ture,

new
it

pic-

might

Land.

WILD"—

"RIDIN
A delighted
audience was enjoying the antics of a
dozen cow-catchers in this subject
when suddenly without warning, Joe
Doakes, who had just returned from
a "white mule party" at Corncrib,
lost control of his "Elizabeth" and
before he could gather his wits together, this speed demon crashed
through the lobby, smashing two-one
sheet frames, a photo board,-the boxoffice and fourteen chains in the back
rows.

"THE SIN FLOOD"— I

would

have played to capacity business on
this picture had it not been for the
dam in Roaring River bursting at
6.00 P. M., and flooding the entire
county. This mishap hung the crepe
on my door for five weeks.

"ONE EXCITING NIGHT"— On
this super-sensation

my

assistant re-

ported "alls well" at 7.45. Promptly
at 7.50 Lem Spriggins crowned Tate
Cruthers with a piano stool. Lizzie
Smith threw a fit. Ella Perkins baby
swallowed its mothers' wrist watch.
Dan Darnits boy went to sleep and
fell over the balcony railing.
Bert
Blert got his car caught in one of the
electric fans and to cap the climax, a
flywheel at the powerhouse broke,

throwing

the entire
darkness.

total

community

"THE STORM"— My

short,

but

Bean

structure

Blossom,
to

reducing

every

toothpicks.

Need more be said?
I claim more foul balls and flat tires
than any exhibitor in America and if
there

happens

be an individual
iwho thinks his hard luck average is
better than mine, I am perfectly willing to present him with my suit in the
Western Hospital For The Insane.
Dejectedly yours,
tc

SAM

SAPP.

of language
Granting that
complaint on the

Chicago—The

Illinois M. P. T. O.
circularizing its members for information relative to the music tax
situation in Illinois.
The questionnaire contains a number of queries designed to secure information to turn
over to the Department of Justice.
is

Levine Elected

(Special to

Hollywood

this

letter.

enclosed Mail Bag
Astor theater is but one single instance of
recorded dissatisfaction, herein lies food for
'Is
thought.
Let me ask this question

1

—

Prizma has o]:d
new laboratories on the Downin oi
The old quarters were located k
i

Fine Arts studio part of which J
destroyed by fire.

Oklahoma

woeful poverty
in

the

(Special to

Oklahoma

to

Have

Censors

THE FILM DAILY
City,

Okla.

— Serui

it

Horner, Lewis and
Pherron are sponsors for a dij)
censorship measure now before

answer

legislature.

ever good policy to cheat the public?' My
Yet in the show business
is
'No!'
cheating is done again and again as you
know.
I wonder, if at this time, it ever
should be even thought of with the public
in such a hyer-critical mood.
"Even the stars themselves are knocking
Valentino (I realize that he is
the game.
outs with Famous) publicly says that
at
75% of present motion pictures are an insult to public intelligence.

top of this, Fairbanks rushes into
intimating that Will Hays is but the
Fairbanks
tool of the moneyed producers.
nates about 'Art' in pictures, and says the
moneyed men of the industry leave 'Art' flat
on its back in their attempts to step over it

Johnson,

c-

Ik

Theobald Productions Stan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dayton Carl Theobald Prodiij

—

Co. has been incorporated here 1
a capital of $25,000.
Carl Thec|
is president, J. H. Fitzgerald will
rect the productions.
(

print,

and make money.

"He emits a smoke screen to the effect
that he and his wonderful wife and Charlie
haplin, and others are the annointed, and
that they are the Chosen who will lead the
industry out of the bull-rushes of moneygrabbing into the high Heavens of Art.
"If Fairbanks is so finely altruistic why
didn't he put out 'Robinhood' at 10 cents for
hildren and 25 cents for adults so that all
might see it and be 'artized' if I may coin
the word.

"I

THE FILM DAILY)

tell

you

the

time

has

come when

the

men

of this industry must put clothes
on the lips of their fellows.
When,
when, will the leaders of the photoplay
Yarn that the newspapers leap onto the utterances of motion picture, people with the

big
pins
oh,

Why

avidity of a bull-dog attacking a cat?
do the newspapers do it? Not because they
seek to injure the industry, but because the
members of it are public characters, so to
speak.

Tri-Stone Closes Two Deals
Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc., has clj
a three year contract with the ^
consin Corp., of Milwaukee, andi
First Film Corp., of Minneapolis
the distribution of Keystone
re-issues in their territories.

Dahn

at F. P.-L.

(Special to

—

con';

House

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto Harry Dahn has been:
pointed manager of the Regent or.
the Famous Players houses relie
Clarence Robson, manager of
Hippodrome the new parent the:
of the chain, who has had charg
the Regent and Strand in additio
the

Hippodrome.

"To my mind there should be a national
campaign of service, courtesy and lily-white
advertising started in the endeavor to win

back the confidence of the public."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee George Levine, of Universal, has been elected president of
May Build Big Chicago House
the F. I. L. M. Club of Wisconsin.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Other officers elected are: W. A.
Chicago
It is reported ground is
Aschman, Pathe, vice-president; R. A.
to be broken within the next few
Hess, secretary and attorney; Arthur
days for another theater in Chicago.
Grey, treasurer; Tom Norman, Fox,
Lubliner & Trinz, who have 17 theasergeant-at-arms.
ters now, will own the new house,
which will be located at Belmont and
Active in Portland
Lincoln.
It will have a seating capa(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
city in excess of 4,000 and cost ap-

—

—

— Sam

Bernstein, who operates the National, has taken over
the Grant, from A. Berg.
His son
will probably run the Grant. Hugh
McCredie, of the Multnomah, is reported to be planning a new house.
Bob White, of the Arleta, plans to
add a Bob White Theater, to his
holdings.

Portland

in

eventful career as an exhibitor, was
brought to an abrupt close on this
presentation of this feature. Twenty
minutes after opening time a tornado
hit

Seeks Music Data

Illinois
(Special to

exhibiting a

would swear

"On

&

Horwitz have
property on Lincoln

paid $300,000 for
Ave., where they

I

:

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

be

15

New "Lab" Opened
THE FILM DAILY

Too Much Talk

Banks Named Business Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Exhibitor Suggests Clothes-Pins For
Exhibitor
Cleveland William J. Banks has
Lips of Talkative Stars
(.Continued irom Page 1)
been named business manager of the
The following communication was
exploitation flops and other petty Cleveland Exhibitors' League.
forwarded by the manager of a northgrievances, but I will set forth a serwest theatre to the general manager
ies of sad sequences that eventually
Mixed Policy in Ascher House
of the chain operating his house:
compelled me to take the paupers
(Special to 1HE FILM DAILY)
"If it were not for the fact that I would

The Troubles of an

17,

Principal

Pictures

Principal Pictures

Sales

announce the

fol-

lowing sales:
Exchange,
Chicago,
"Environment" and "The World's a Stasc" Drucker
Film
Corp.,
Chicago,
"Environment,"
"World's a Stage" and "Flesh and Blood";
H. Leiber Company of Indianapolis, "The
World's a Stage"; Midwest Film Exchange
of Milwaukee, "The World's a Stage" and
"Environment"; Renown Pictures Exchange
of
Albanj and Buffalo, "The World's a
Stage" and "Environment"; A. H
Blake
of Des Moines, "According to Hoylej" "The
Milky Way"; Southern States Film Company, Dick Hatton series; Finklestein &
Rubin
Exchange of Minneapolis, Irving
Cummings Mounted Police Northwesterns
Navy Department, Bureau of Motion Pictures, "The World's a Stage," "Man from
Hell's
River," "Environment" and "Fleih
and Blood."
Griever

;

oob&oh
n ttA%i
(

proximately $2,000,000.

PRONOUNCED

BAVOOOO)

EVER-LAST-INGLY EXCITING

MILLIONS
Will clamor to see

U

THE DRUG MONSTER

The just completed, stupendous and most timely five-reel
dramatization of the hideous curse, which threatens with it's
deadly grip, America's youth. In it powerfully does the devastation of this diabolical curse strike into the minds of all.

SAVE MUCH MONEY
By immediately

acquiring this up to the minute production

AND MAKE

BIG

AYWON FILM
729 Seventh

I

MONEY
CORP.

Nathan Hirsh, President
Avenue

New York

—

f

iTHE
7Ac brAdstreet

^RECOCMIZE

of FILMDOM

Authority
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No. 48

19,

Price 5 Cents

1923

52 a Year

Through United?

banned "by Palmer Photoplay
Promise a New Studio in Holly-

ir.

a

A new

studio

he

Hiram Abrams states he has heard
'"thing that would indicate the Firs;
National Chaplins would be reissued
hrough United

126th

&o w:cn : when you bcok "WHILE PARIS SLEEPS,"
iCu.ai. s fcreat box-offic^. p. oductioti featuring Lon Chaney
and Jack Gilbert was built to break house records. It's a Hodkinson

stroyed.

picture.

You

can't

i.-£u±Le

— Advt.

Order 200 Prints

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Max Graf has signed
(Special to

Quit

Mildred Harris and Louise Fazenda
for "The Fog."

—

Los Angeles The coast unit of the
Motion Picture Directors' Ass'n he'd
annual ball
[Saturday night.
its

at

the

Alexandria,

Smith Returns from Rochester
Courtland Smith returned from
Rochester Saturday where he had
taken up the booking situation there.
He refused to comment on the results
of

the

trip.

Salesmen Hold Dinner-Dance
The Motion Picture Salesman, Inc.,
a

local

organization

of

film

evening.

A

number

of professionals

were there, as well as most of the
exchange managers.
"Othello" Shown at Century
"Othello" was shown privately last
night by Ben Blumenthal on the
Century Roof.
There was special
music supplied by Hupo Riesenfeld,
several numbers from the Moscow
Art theater repertoire and that of the
Chauve Souris and dancing after the
showing.

For
"The
Pilgrim"—Total
Reach About 225 90 Alone

—

It

Greater

Two

Press agents who continue to publicize big figures should
be canned. Awhile ago it may have been all right. To talk
about the $100,000 sa aries. And million incomes. Of stars.
And others. But that cay died a long time ago. Certainly it
should have. There arc far too man}- calamity howlers. And
ism-chasers. Who use th se figures the wrong way. And every
time they do. It costs a lot,

Someone who

sent out a yarn that Louie
a year as-assistant in production.
Everybody in the business knows this
couldn't be true.
Despite that Irving Thalberg is a mighty
smart man. This sort of bunk gets big headlines but causes

Latest offender.

Mayer.

Was

paying Irving Thalberg $100,000

a lot of trouble..

THAT AMENDED COMPLAINT

sales-

men, held their second annual dinnerdance at the Commodore Saturday

William M.

Artists.

\>gel, foreign distributor, pointed
"tit
recently that because of the
variance
in
release
the
date
of
Chaplins in the foreign market, he
would control those rights for some
time to come.

Graf Signs Harris and Fazenda

THE FILM DAILY)

be

Mr

nd Second Ave., suffered a fire loss
abort $1,000,000 early Sunday
f
morning.
The electrical equipment
and
scenery were practically de-

Coast Directors Give Ball

It is understood that
comedies made by

m

Fire at Cosmopolitan Studio

(Special to

—

series
of
rife Chaplin

ill

i

at

THE FILM DAILY)

for First National
reissued
through United
\r: sts when the distributing rights
them revert back to Chaplin.
Two, "A Dog's Life" and "Shoulder
Arms" revert back in April and
Oclober of this year; "Sunnyside" on
un 22, 1924: "A Day's Pleasure"
n Dec. 22, 1024, "The Idle Class"
on April 18, 1926, "Pay Day" on
h 20, 1927 and "The Kid," on
Feb. 21, 1927.

will

louse the production activities of the
:ompany. This will he built in Los
\ngeles in the near future, accord:r
to the company.
The series will be made primarily
or distribution to churches, schools
ml colleges, and will be an additipn
o the regular group of pictures, th<
f
which. "Out of the Night," is
in
low iii pre duction at the Ince s'udio
'a'mer ;s Az 'eloping its own writer'
hn ugh a. department of which Clayton Hami'.lcn is the head.

The Cosmopolitan Studio

Angeles

'.cs

it

year.

First National Series Will

iSpwial to

intended extending its
tctivifies along production lines, and
hat it expected to turn out 52 picures

s

Protablv Go Through Abrams
Unit as Reissues

wood as Headquarters
Palmer Photoplay Corp. announced
pn Saturday

n

prints

225 before the picture starts its national release.
Of that number 90
will be used in Greater New York.
It seems certain that the picture will
remain at the Strand for two weeks.
New York and the Bronx will get the
picture beginning the 12th of March,
all theaters above 41st St. playing it
simultaneously the first three days of
the week and all below 41st St. and
The
in the Bronx, the last four days.
Brooklyn Strand and a number of
houses in Brooklyn run it simultaneously beginning Monday, March
19th.

took the Federal Trade Commission something like 18
months to amend the complaint against Famous Players. And
Mastbaum, Saenger, Lynch and others. The amended bill is
Jt splits i^to separate counts the alleged actions
interesting.
the various defendants in what is claimed to be the unlawful acquiring of theaters. And the action against Famous in what is
contended to be unlawful on the part of Famous in getting their
pictures exhibited.
In view of various changes that have occurred, including the
action of the Hays organization, as well as the acquiring of the
Black and Lynch houses by Famous, it looks (to a layman) that
*

2)

Distribution

have been
ordered for "The Pilgrim," Chaplin's
new four reeler, which goes into the
Strand on the 25th, for two weeks.
The total order will probably go to

If

It

(Continued on Page

New York

hundred

Will
for

s

print order reaches 225, it
a new high record will
Those on
been established.
Kid" did not reach that number.

the

believed

hf-e

"The

>

No

Successor

Named Yet

No

Theodore C.
to
successor
Deilrirh as publicity director for Cosmopolitan, has as yet been appointed.

"Roxy" Returns
("Roxy") returned
from abroad on the Berengaria yesS.

L.

terday.

Rothafel

!
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Quit
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sure:

it's

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
do pfd.
.

.

.

G'wyn

Low

Close

Sa'e«

106^ 106^ 106^
903^

99^

S%

....

89^
99^
Sy%

800

%7%
99^

3,000
100
100

5%

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

..

20%

20

%

20^

2 000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

'Frisco Flashes
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Monroe Salisbury
has signed a 40 weeks' contract Jo
appear in the Mission play at San
San Francisco

Gabriel.

Marc

McDermott

is

at

the

St.

Craig Hutchinson has started work

new Gerson

studio on the
second of the Peter B. Kyne series.
the

Portland, Me., to the Capitol Theat'
Co., Springfield; Nickelodeon, F,
River to A. Gosominski; Rialto ail
Bijou, Fall River, to N. M. Yamitit
Empire, Fall River, has been leas
for a term of years to B. F. Keith,

i

Ted Taylor

arrived here last week
to join the staff assisting Von Stroheim in the making of "McTeague."

Oakland, Robbed

State,

THE FILM DAILY)

Oakland, Cal.
$3,000 from
recently.

— Robbers
safe

the

of

took ov
the

Sta

WHY

WOMEN
RE-MARRY

VALUES
Prices for picture rights to important plays and books continue soaring. The latest to make the industry gasp is the report
that the heirs of Lew Wallace only want the piffling sum of
$350,000 for the picture rights for "The Prince of India."
When, oh when, will this sort of thing stop?
Incidentally, Broadway gossip has it that an offer of $30,000
was turned down by the owners of "Listening In" at the Bijou.
It is said that Jules Mastbaum and others of the Stanley Co.,
and Ben Moss are back of the production. They should know
something about values for picture rights.
Wonder if any producer has thought of picturizing "Black

Oxen?"

NEW

London reports

at

—

W

days.
That
Incidentally there are mutterings from the Coast.
everything isn't so happy. Among the other Famous stars.
Over the attention and publicity. And pictures. Which Pola
is getting.
Jealousy.

Francis for a short while.
Cullen Landis and Robert Lewis
play prominent roles in "The Fog."

Resold

Circuit

THE FILM DAILY)

Strand and Colonial, Newport,
to M. Boas; Central Square,
tham, to J. H. Doyle and Gordc
Strand and Prender, Newburypo
and the Strand, Amesbury to M. Bt
roughs and L. M. Boas; Strar

(Special to

Pola Negri. Objects to appearing in a gauzy night dress
in- a shipwreck scene.
Says Charlie might not like it. A-hem.
Let's see.
Didn't Pola make some pictures in Europe that were
well, you know.
But then Charlie hadn't arrived in those

192;

I.,

a real picture.

POLA AND CHARLIE

19,

River,
Mass. The Empl
Fall
Circuit,
sold by the Cosmopolit
Trust Co., in liquidation to S;
Lebowich on Nov. 1, 1922, has bej
resold to the following:

—

vakia), Wenzelsplatz

High

1)

Going into the Criterion next week. "Othello." Emil Jannings does the Moor. And what a performance he gives! What
an actor! Kraus also in it. Another fine performance. Saw
it awhile ago.
Big question simply this do they want Shakespeare on the
screen? If they do they are going to like this one. May be a
fair test.
May not. But there has been such a vogue of Shakespeare along Broadway of late that this may work out. This is

«ian.

lo

Page

(Special to

HIGH ART

Fr«:d-

1,

Empire

It

so far as the renting of films is concerned that many, if not all
of the matters set up against Famous have been eliminated,
even admitting that they had occurred. Of course this isn't a
legal decision.
And maybe the Commission will find this all
wrong. But we'll see what we see.

and

President

from

Monday, February

are to the effect that

The

Ask Your Film Company

J.

is

means more

to

you than

ai

It is the cue she
other accessory.
a musically perfe
insures
that
picture presentation.

Plli

If (PIQUING

See our work on

"When

Knighthood was

in

Flower"

but

JOHN DUER SCOTT

LONG FEATURES
Did you notice what a

thei

(Pat. Applied For)

It

Stuart Blackton's

older of the Blackton children

for

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET

MOTION

STARS

two little daughters carried off the honors at the showing of
"The Virgin Queen," just presented with Lady Diana Manners
in the leading role.
twelve.

Mr. Exhibitor:

important exhibitors and others
had to say in yesterday's issue with regard to the length of feature
productions? Maybe somebody in production circles will take

106

lot of

West 52nd

New York

Street

City

Telephone Circle 7872

heed.

HARRY AND RUDY

FREE MATS

for

Beginning

Mats

will

with February
be Furnished

Releases

Free

Exhibitors
on all Publicity
Advertising layouts for

to

and

Educational Pictures
One-column, one-inch "ad" mats can
Hamilton
be had gratis on all
Comedies, Christie Comedies and
Mermaid Comedies.

Fox,

Fields,

is

EXTRAVAGANCE
Harry Nolan's weekly contribution exhibitor writes to exchange for daily change of Norma Talmadge films for six months.
"Must have it. Don't care if it costs me $18 a week."
:

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS. Proridenl

who

did the impressario act at many openings
associated with Rudy Valentino. Just in what capaIncidentally, Harry and Rudy were on
city, seems indefinite.
the Chicago and Alton train going to St. Louis, and upon which
were shown the first motion pictures in history. Universal had
Priscilla Dean in "The
the honor of being on the first program.
Flame of Life" and a Baby Peggy comedy.

Harry

THEN AND NOW

Inc.

in Paris sometimes meet an unusual character
earns a trifling living by selling cute little dolls. He was

Americans

who

(Continued on Page 6)

'Distributers

nternational

o

MOTION -PICTURES
Inter-Ocfan Film Corpora! ion"

INTER-OCEANB UJLLT&lg
N^W y$>tt
ST:,
218 WEST
BRYANT 7812
:

42nd'

'-'

.

".

'

:

.

"
I

WHEN

YOl>THI.NK\6;F~
THINIK'- OF

FOREIGN

'

:

NTE R-O.CE&M

THE
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Over

Putting It
Here

is

hibitor put
<iend along

his

show

exover.

your

ideas.

Let

how a brother

know how you

he other fellow

-3JIKDAILV

Newark Goes Wild Over

leaned up.
Brf'iefit

Performance
Pa.

jjancaster,

— Manager

Charles

[Howell of the Colonial, recently
£e a benefit performance to all the
jcr kiddies of the city, tickets being
iiributed by the police. This caused

comment from

taxable
'lystery"

all

sides.

Night

—The

Lotus theater
inaugurated a "mystery" night,
him the name of the feature as well
»:he rest of the program remains a
Lllentown, Pa.

featuring

Charles

Mack(CourtesyDMGnf//fA)

Elinor Fair

Emily Fitzroy, Burr Mcintosh and George Bancroft

After the
jdstery until screened.
piformance patrons are given mysitr

prizes.

Reward

C ers $100

—

Birmingham, Ala. The Alcazar, a
fit run house here announce a re*'rd of $100 to any person who can
U a picture during the next 12
ninths in any other house in the city
This is
ore it is shown there.
I

pbven a great business builder.

unches Anti-Gimme Society
•
it. Louis
To exploit the showing

—

"Gimme"

Delmonte Lynch

at the

the Circuit Court a pro
ma decree of incorporation for an
iti-Gimmei Society of bt. Louis.
declared that the organ,e papers
tion was opposed to tips for waitto calling taxicabs to take young
;
ies home, etc., etc., and the newspers fell for the stunt with a venance, giving it much space. The
ar even commented on the society
itorially, and then the Delmonte
>rang its advertising, revealing that
iimme" was the feature at the
use.
1

filed in

Good Break
St. Louis
The

—

St.

Louis

Globe-

emocrat is one of the many St.
papers using the syndicated
•"ables in Slang" ot George Ade.
When The Missouri played "Back
ome and Broke," Herschel Stuart,
e manager, sold the paper the idea
a split one-sheet poster announcing

auis

Dth the picture and Globe-Demoat feature. Stuart paid for the print3sting and also made available their

g and the newspaper paid for the
)iitract locations on the bill-boards

Read What They Said About
THE DRAMATIC GEM^YEAR
"DRIVEN"
American

reaches

heights

of

best

It stands out as one
of the best photoplays we have ever
seen from an American producer. We
haven't the space to be as enthusiastic
about this film as we would like to.

films.

—NEW YORK

the very best, not only this

but
all
other
seasons.
"DRIVEN" could be utilized to serve

season,

model for the great majority
cinema producers.

as a

—N.

AMONG
One of the
shown on

most genuine films ever
Broadway.
There are scenes
that reach the

seeing.

news

stands.

ovel Airplane Stunt
Perth, Australia What Fox claims
:is section as a means of advertising,
be the first airplane to be used in
as recently used by the Royal thear in exploiting "The Last Trail."
he plane distributed several thou-

—

ind leaflets bearing

announcement

of

rhe Last Trail" playing the house;
nong the leaflets were many tickets
ir free flights.
Large crowds gath-

ed when

the prize flight was anthe daily papers with a
suit
that the
admissions at the
3yal doubled.

Dunced

GLOBE.

summit

best cinemas produced

—N.

"in

Y.

well worth

It is

EVE. TELEGRAM.

of

cinematographic power. It is impossible to imagine how the things they
say could be more effectively told.

—NEW YORK

the

here in a long time.

TIMES.

WHOEVER

misses this piece misses
a film that he or she would have been
glad to remember. It is gratifying to
be able to recommend this picture as
one of the finest we have ever seen.

ONE

the really fine

of

Broadway.

— N.

FASCINATING
has done

things,

dra-

which have been shown on

matically,

it

and

perfectly.

seeing.

Y.

real.
It is

— N.

WORLD.

Mr. Brabin
well worth

Y.

TRIBUNE.

— N. Y. MORN. TELEGRAPH.
IT IS deserving

id the

Y.

of

DAILY NEWS.

UNUSUALLY well made.
"DRIVEN"

AMONG

A PHOTOPLAY
ment

of

having every

ele-

an exceptional picture.

—N.

Y.

the fine

rank among
things that the movies have
of high

produced.

EVE. MAIL.

A Charles Brabin

— N.

Y.

HERALD.

Production
Presented

in

Carl

by

Laemmle

ELenJurpin as the Romantic

*AC«

$fftftfTT
pi'e<sen tr

BC*>

TUftW*
(67/7 C?

KATftftY*

Mc 604&e
/n

44

OF AftABV
Direction
UIlied

by

j#

J.JZichai'd ^one^r

Producers and /Distributors Corporations*
729 J~euenth

"O fii'onch

Otsenue, JVeas C/ork City

Office located in each United Qrtistj- Corporation Exchange

—

^-<£over of the Desert

THE
Monday, February

Quit

Closed Stage Near Completion
(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—The

Warner

stage at the

enclosed
studio will be

finished in about a month.
about 35 ft. in length.

Murphy
(Special to

It will

in Pittsburgh

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Abbey

Gowland in "Greedy Wives"
Goldwyn has engaged by cable
Gibson Gowland, an English actor,
will reach the studio by Feb.
24 to start work in "Greedy Wives,"

who

Von

Eric

Stroheim's

first

picture,

based on "McTeague."
Leiber Back in Films?
<

Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles —

It

is

rumored here

that Fritz Leiber is considering several offers made him by large producers to re-enter films. Leiber played in "The Queen of Sheba" and "If
I

Were

King."

Novel Presentation
John L. Hunter, of Canadian Releasing Corp., returned to Toronto
completing arrangements for the tour of the opera company which will present "The Bohemian Girl," in conjunction with the

Saturday

after

picture of the same name distributed
by American Releasing. Beginning
April 16, at the Royal Alexandria

Toronto, the company will cover
of Canada.

all

ducers are tempting their important artists away.
This would seem to be a fitting spot to thank
for his

Tom

Terriss

representative of the organization in this territory.
special

New

BUSINESS FOR NORDEN
started

it.

signs.

Universal Signs Four

Hearst
Marion Davies' name appeared

Jumping

With "Knighthood."

in

size.

Willie

with the title of the picture in four foot letters.
Then came Nazimova in "Salome." With all of it in 10 ft. dimenThen "Poor Men's Wives." Same size. Now comes
sions.
"Driven." And the letters, each and every one 12 ft. high.
Mortimer Norden ought to call Willie Hearst godfather. For
in 10

ft.

letters

(Special to

—

direct.

First Finished
(Special to

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)
Ramon Icarez

—The

finished "Movie Mad,"
of a series of six productions
at the Court Studio.
The second is
a burlesque on "Broadway Rose,"

Prods, have

the

CONTRACTS AND SUCH
Over at Goldwyn. Breaking on the first page regularly.
All Joe Godsol's doing is signing contracts. In the past few
weeks. Take a look. Signed Victor Seastrom to direct; then

Bought
Hobart Bosworth, Conrad Nagel and Frank Mayo.
"The Merry Widow" and "Three Wise Fools." And then got
King Vidor to sign the dotted line. More. Arranged to distribute "The Magic Skin" and "What Shall I Do?" Gilbert Gable
And Frank Mills the other. Brought Rex Beach
to make one.
back. To the fold. With Jesse Hampton as producer. Gee!

Who

are Gable and Mills,

You Have

anyway?

DANNY

first

called,

"Broadway Mose."

Two New Ones
(Special to

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

—Archie

Comedies,

City have filed a certificate of incorporation here, with a
of $10,000.
J. Raymond, G.
Anderson and P. Johnson are behind
capital

the project.

Straussberg,

J.

Gulkis

Katz have incorporated
Photo Film Corp., of
Capital,

Seen

M. STAHL'S

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH"
,o«ij

ALL STAR ATTRACTION
Now

in the

Released Through

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT

Making

I.

Hub

Brooklyn.

$50,000.

His Forthcoming Production

for

and

the

"THE DANGEROUS AGE"
Watch

Inc., of

New York

S.

Take

JOHN

THE FILM DAILY)

Universal City Ethel Terry, Ramsay Wallace, Vernon Steele and Niles
Welch have been signed for "What
Wives Want." Jack Conway will

starting this thing.

a breath.
By the way.

C. B. C. Feature

C. B. C. will state right "Her Accidental Husband," a Dallas Fitzgerald Prod., with Miriam Cooper,
Forrest Stanley, Mitchell Lewis and

Richard Tucker.

charming postals from Paris.

Those Criterion

c

Harry Gibbs In Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Harry Gibbs, formerly in
the New York Fox office, is the new

—

formerly the leciding comedian of the Comedie Francaise and
when pictures started booming, he indignantly refused "to disgrace his art by working for the cinema." But this was a long
time ago, and today the same theater is protesting that film pro-

be

A. Murphy, of
J.
Pictures, Inc., is here arranging for the production of a two reeler starring Peggy Worth.
Pittsburgh

It

(Continued from Page 2)

new

m

1923

19,

I

:

THE
:

Monday, February

Aubrey

due soon.

is

Strongheart. will be starred in Jack
.ondon's celebrated "White Fang."

The Painted Child"

Cents an
Hour."

'in

Hour"

City

Elinor
Stage,"

—A

bill

New

territory.

—

dated.

The new company Doerr.

tal

of

will

produce and handle equipment.

$25,000.

Marshall. Tex.— The booth of the
Palace was destroyed by fire, loss
about $3,000.

Joins

Sparks

THE FILM DAILY)
Jacksonville — Ed Brown, who
(Special to

—"Out

has
Little Rock, Ark.— A. S. Watlingconnected with Southern En- ton, formerly of New Orleans, has
terprises for about three years, is succeeded Alvah Wilson as manager

Cleo Madison.

join the E. J. Sparks interests.

&

Ryan

exteriors.

been

leaving

Beresford, S. D.

—Ryan

&

organization,

this

and

will

of the

Majestic.

Fire Destroys Star

Kundert Fined

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

Kundert

THE FILM DAILY)

—

D. The Star, operated
by F. W. Stevenson, has been completely destroyed by fire.
Roslyn,

S.

have been found guilty of violating
the Sunday closing ordinance and
fined $50 and costs.
This is the second time the theater owners have
Chariton, la. The Strand has been
been up on charges.
damaged by fire.

Mulhall's first picture under
Jhis contract with Joseph Schenck will
be in support of Norma Talmadge in

Jack

—

|"Ashes of Vengeance."

Films has formed a
Films" creed to be used in
paign for better pictures.

ntly

apitol

I

of Bondage,"
the
Sanford feature for independent release, has been finished.
The
cast is headed by Pat O'Malley and

"Never-Do-Well"
The Meighan
(company has arrived back from
Panama where it spent six weeks

The National Committee

took $100 from the

—

Brown

first

—

Ban*

Dallas G. J. Meredith succei
Wakefield as exploiteer for Consoli-

Producers

THE FILM DAILY)

—

DAILY)

(Special to T!

Okl

Chicago W. A. Whitlock, A. Lowy
Temple, Tex. The Temple owned
and H. A. Fleckles have formed the
Lowy Medical Film Co., with a capi- by the city, has been leased to C. A.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Abel" for Cosmo-

Bet"Better

for

ter

its

Hugh

cam-

On His Own
THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Taxes Highest

Dierker

(Special to

Hollywood

—The

(Special to

Hollywood It has
Fairbanks
that Douglas

production

pictures, the
a story by

will

here

field is

make

a scout picture for the benefit
of the B. S. A.

"The Other Side,"
Thelma Lanier, has alfirst,

ready been started.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

latest to enter the

Hugh Dierker, who
recently formed Hugh Dierker ProHe plans to make four
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—Los

Angeles county

received $261,792 in taxes from the
$2,700,000 spent for theater admissions during the month of Jan. This
was an increase of 45% over the same
month a year ago, and the highest
ever received.

If

publicity

means anything
the

to you, think of
of

value

"THE MOSCOW ART THEATRE STARS"
In their

first

feature for

American

release

"THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE"
(State Rights)

Arista Film Corporation
729 Seventh Ave.

THE SUPER 39

THOMAS MEIGHAN
<<
By

White Heat

in

>>

Adapted by Anthony Paul Kelly

R. G. Kirk

Released June yrd

THIS
theme.

picture

many

is

unusual

It is laid in

It was specially written for the star by
R. G. Kirk, famous Saturday Evening Post
strongly dramatic, with a
It
is
writer.
It has all the elepowerful love interest.
ments for a big success.

and in
mills, and

in locale

the steel

of the scenes will be actually taken in

the Pittsburgh mills.
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3
4

"Dark Secret*."
"My American Wife."

5

8

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

6
7

"Drums

of

Fate."

9

"Adam and Eva."

10

"Racing Hearts"

11

"The Nth Commandment"

12
13

"The' Glimpses of the

"Mr

Billings

•;

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION fij|
,

Spends His Dime"

Moon."

AOOLPH ZUKOQ
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14
15
16
17
18
19

"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."
"Prodigal

Daughters."

22
23
24
25

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

26

"Hollywood."
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On Broadway
Broadway
Brooklyn

"Poor Men's Wives."

Strand — "Fury."

Cameo—"Down
Capitol
Criterion

Loew's

M>

Capital Increases
't
Co oi tins
Producii
have filed an increase of capital with
from $20 000
the Secretarj oi Stat,
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I
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Sea
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Ships;"
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to

$50,000.
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"The Man Alone"
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De Luxe Feature Films
Friday- -"The Second Fiddle" and
have acquired the next C C, Burr
"< u mlc hh
From America."
"Sure Fire Flint/'
"
he W orld's Applause." series consisting of,
"Are
You Guilty?"
"Secrets
Paris"
oi
Sunda}
American Wife."
Lyric
"Hunting Big Game in "Luck". "The Lasl Hour" and "Oh,
Ye Fools." "Environment," a PrinciAfrica.''
pal Picture-- release has also been pur
Rialto "Adam and Eva."
cha>ed
Rivoli "Racing Hearts."
Strand "The Hottentot."
Coast Labor Situation Serious
s

ii

I

—
—
—

Next Week

Broadway

'Special to

— Not —yet

determined.
Brooklyn Strand "Tin Hottentot."
Cameo "Down to the Sea in Ship--."
Capitol
"M innie."
Criterion "Othello."
Lyric
"Hunting Big dame in

—

—
—
Africa."
Rialto — Not
—

"Adam's Rib."
Strand- -"The Pilgrim."
Rivoli
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Francisco Victor B. Fisher
has purchased film rights to "Youth
Triumphant" by George Gibbs. Fishplans three a year, the
feature Virginia Lee Corbin.
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first
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to

Hamilton

Lloyd

['

role

\
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n

working on a
of "Uneasy

don has been signed

for a

Hunchback

Notre

"The

in

Dependof
ability

in

local

The workers have asked

labor representatives have been holding meetings lately to discuss the situation. J. W. Engcl, Irving Thalberg
and Abraham Lehr, are on the com-

Jack Conway's next picture
"What Wives
Universal
will
be

We

have had the pleasure of serving
great many of our clients ten or

more

W.

years.

FLEMING & CO.

A.

ture

make somebody's

trying to
better

and

better.

How

729 -7th

I Phone-

% Bryant*;„3377

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

<*

series.

Victory Bateman, has been signed
by Marshall Neilan for role in "The
Eternal Three."

Wesley Barry
Warner lot soon,
,1

due back to the
after having finisha long vaudeville tour.
is

*wy,

"
ii

Marie Marin Sais
screen
tion

in

will return to the

the F. W. Kraemer producof the Desert."

"A Son

Nelson McDowell

Golden West,"
"Sonora Slim."

«
THOUGHTS

the latest adHirl of the
playing the part of

dition to the cast of

is

"The

Av:4,«!0f

1

(PRONOUNCED

E.

GAUSMAN.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

about

Film Clips
For All Purposes
Picture

W.

Bryant 4741

J.

302 E. 33d St.

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

LOUIS MEYER

BAVOOOOO)

EVER-LAST-INGLY EXCITING-

PUBLICITY
The kind -which

pic-

LESLEY MASON

Public Accountants and Business
Advisors
Tel. Longacr- 9074
452 Fifth Ave.

Film Exchange

Iris

"Call of the Wild." now in production, will be the sixth of the H. C.

yours?

729 7th Ave.
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Howard With Hodkinson
Howard has joined the Ho

J.

k'nson organization to act as

"

1

Witwer

studios are becoming dissatisfied with
working conditions, threatening a
strike which may greatly handicap

production.

be,

is

the

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG
a

C.

h;

electri-

A

Fisher Buys Gibbs Story
•San
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Angeles Carpenters,
cians and painters employed

Los

for $2 a day more than they are now
receiving and are kicking because of
the time they lose due to unfavorable
weather conditions and the uncertainty of their employment.
committee appointed by the Motion Picture Producers' Ass'n. and

determined.

yet

—

Roscoe, S. D. The Princess
been totally destroyed by fire.

field

has

DeLuxe Acquires Burr Series
(Sperial to THE FILM DAILY)

Fate."
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!

comedy bearing

limine."

"Drums
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Hollywood— Al St. John, Tom Mix
and William Russell arc the owners
3 new haberdashery recently opened here.
(Special to

incn ised its capi
from $100,000 to $200,000.
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product.

sells

your services or

Call up Bryant 6763.

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broadnuay

l.oeiv Bldg.

Bryant 5741

CHARLES WALTON
Personal Representative

A MOTION PICTURE
is

as

WILLIAM
130

West

Producers,

as strong

weakest

its

Serving the Best in Motion Pictures

B.

46th St.

subtitle.

LAUB
Bryant 5466

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.
In,ao?r-po^ated
N

EGATI V

WA NTE

E

Sunsets.
Any Subjects of
nature.
Sunrises,

;

251
19

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower
Hollywood,

W.

Van

SmEET

7461 - 7620

I

N

c.

Phone Watkins 1416-17
Increased

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors

LETTERING
LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIONS
44th S.

WEST WATKINS

St.

BILL PAUSE
71

TH
_

Calif.

Watch

For—

THE

Barnes Printing Company

D

Accidents, etc.
i
extraordinary

What have you?
Phone 436572

Directors

Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y. C.

4551

the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

Facilities
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Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs,

"We

etc.
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Will Rebuild
Cosmopolitan
Plant

Buys "R. U. R."

—

Harlem

Replace
Revised to

to

— Loss

Play Goes to Goldwyn Seems Likely
That Victor Seastrom Will
Direct It
"R. LT; R," the Theater Guild production which ha- been running on
Broadway for about six month- has
been purchased by Goldwyn. While
no announcement has been made for
whom it was bought, it seems to be a
logical selection for Victor Seastrom.
The play was written by the Capek
brothers, who revolved the action
around the "robots" or manufactured
human beings. It lias the Continental
flavor that Seastrom has been treating
in his Swedish Biograph productions.

$600,000

Cosmopolitan Prod, expects
itake

about- three

months

to

it

will

rebuild

and Harlem
the studio
by fire on
badly
damaged
was
which
and
building
the
loss
to
The
Sunday.
contents was estimated at between
$500,000 and $600,000, fully covered
by insurance.
Films saved by the firemen, included the negatives of "Enemies of
Women" and "Little Old New York."
126th

at

The making

-St.

of the latter picture, will

proceed this morning in three different studios, one, on Jackson Ave, another the Tilford studio and the third,
Offices are to be
the Tec-Art plant.

Columbus

established at

Franklin, Barrymore's Director

Sydney Franklin will direct John
Barry more in "Beau Brummel" for

Warner

Circle.

Sets and props for "Little Old New
York." on which work had been going on for weeks and which was
about two-thirds finished, were all
destroyed, including expensive ball-

Mildred

room

world.

furniture,

and other works

paintings,
of art.

Lloyd
(Special to

Hollywood

sculptures

"The Last Hour"

Goldwyn Active
Goldwyn stock was exceptionally
active on the Stock Exchange yesterday.

8,400

opening

at 6

for

Boston
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— Herman

Mintz

general counsel
England Theaters, Inc.
as

Three

New

.

.

(Special to

re-

New
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—

Los

Angeles According to the
Times, Louis B. Mayer intends add-

six.

new

series to his production

thus increasing his units to

The names

of

the

three

new

states

that

directors are not divulged.

The same

article

Tour World

to
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—

Harris

Harold
plan

a

Lloyd
tour

and

of

the

Matthew Wilson Here
Matthew Wilson, head of Goldwyn, Ltd. of England is in New York.
He came over with S. L. Rothafel on
Sir

the Berengaria.

Series

Planned by Louis B. Mayer Signs
Earle Williams as a Featured
Player

activities,

has
of

.

—

ing three

Mintz Resigns

signed

keep you on the edge of your seat," writes P. G.
and then goes on to say, "if you like
has a new idea, is well directed and

—

Florida carrying his golf sticks with
him. The itinerary includes Palm
Beach, Miami, Tampa and Havana.

(Special to

will

Gallico in the N. Y. Daily News,
suspense you'll be surprised.
interesting." Advt.

shares changed hands,
and closing at 5%.

Kane Off For Florida
Arthur S. Kane is en route

Bros.

also

Answer By March 14

Extend Messenger Contract
Must Then File
Century Comedies have extended the
Reply to Trade Commission
contract with Buddy Messenger to
Hearing Soon Perhaps
cover a long period of time. In addi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion to the comedies, Buddy will apFamous Players- pear in two features for Universal.
Washington

Famous

Players

—

Lasky and other defendants in the
amended complaint filed by the FedCoal Question Serious
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
eral Trade Commission, must have
Albany Lack of coal has forced
their answer filed b" March 14. The
houses in this section to close
several
actual testimony will be taken someand it is said if the condition conti-

—

time after April

IS.

nues,

it

will force

many

others to fol-

what date the hearings will low suit.
Mae Murray to Europe?
It depends on the
signed.
doubtful.
been
open
is
have
Gordon
Huntley
DAILY)
to
THE
FILM
(Special
Pettijohn in Los Angeles
calendar and number of cases yet to
Hollywood Upon the completion
The
commissioners.
the
heard
by
to THE FILM DAILY)
be
(Special
of "The French Doll," Mae Murray
Paul Mooney, Mayer's Eastern repLos Angeles Having visited 19
may go to Paris to film exteriors for resentative, stated yesterday he hadn't widespread nature of the defendants'
probably necessitate states since his departure from New
will
activities
"Mademoiselle Midnight," her next.
heard about the new directors.
Earle

Williams,

Renee Adoree and

Just on

—

—

"Movie Day" Plans Completed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Moses En Route to Coast
Vivian M. Moses has left for
Michigan's Mo- Fox studios in Hollywood. He

the
Detroit
Plans for
will
tion
Picture Day Celebration are remain there for several weeks.
practically completed.
W. S. McLaren, president of the M. P. T. O.
Sawyer in Chicago
of Michigan, will act as toastmaster.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Some of those who have consented
to be present are Sydney Cohen. MarChicago Arthur H. Sawyer is here
cus Loew, Mayor Lodge, Senator conferring with Herbert Lubin. S-L
Copeland, E. W. Hammons, J. M. Pictures have just completed "Your
Quinn, H. B. Warner, J. R. Grainger, Friend and Mine" for Metro release.
and others.
Sawyer returns to the coast shortly.

—

—

taking testimony in various parts of
the country.

Lichtman Sails Today
Al Lichtman sails on the Berengaria for an extended tour of Europe
and the continent today.
Brentlinger on Coast
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— A.

F. Brentlinger, of

the Consolidated Theater Co., which
operates throughout Indiana, is here.

York, C. C. Pettijohn, of the Hays'
He will conorganization, is here.
tinue his trip in a few days, going
to Texas, Oklahoma and Missouri.

Thursday, Feb. 22nd, being
Washington's Birthday and a
legal holiday, there will be no
issue

of

DAILY.
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Drew
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B. DeMille,
has been on a vacation yachting
is back.

Joins English

Frank Drew
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— Cecil

who
trip,

Tuesday, February

Fox Unit

en route to England
to join the English Fox unit as assistant to Lou Levine, the managing
is

director.

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at

Jean Hersholt will appear
71-73 West 44th St.,
" Red Lights."
WID'S FILMS and Teague" and

in

The suit of Carl F. Zittel, known
as "Zit," against Jules E. Brulatour,
has been discontinued by order of
Supreme Court Justice Bijur because

First Nat'l Releases

"Mc-

1923

In the Courts

it

i

20,

has been settled.

"Refuge,"
Jealousy,"
of
"Scars
In the suit of Nathan Burkan
"The Isle of the Lost Ships" and against Eddie Polo for legal services
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Rosemary Theby has been added "Daddy" are on the First Nat'l March in connection with the formation of
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manschedule.
the Eddie Polo Serial Corp., a deager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager. to the cast of "The Girl of the Golden
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, West."
fault judgment for $2,099 was directed
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Going to Egypt
by City Court Justice Schmuck.
the act of March 3, 1879.
The Frank Lloyd cast of "Within
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
Universal Service, a Hearst news
of Greater New York $10,000 one year; 6 the Law" is in San Francisco shootA default judgment for $4,738 has
gathering association, reports from
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign ing exteriors.
London that Wanda Hawley is going been filed in the Supreme Court by
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
to Egypt to appear in Conan Doyle's the Harmony Film Co. against the
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Ricardo Cortez will play a lead in "Fires of Fate."
Sunnywest Films Inc., Jacob BerkoN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
next, "Seventy Five
witz and Bernard H. Wiles on a conHollywood, California — Harvey E. Gausman, Walter Hier's
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood Cents an Hour."
The
tract on which $5,500 was due.
Snow Causes Northwest Upset
1603.
defendants paid $1,000 on Nov. 1 last
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 802 S.
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
John Fairbanks has fully recuperWabash Ave.
after the suit was brought.
London — Representative— Ernest W. Fred- ated from his recent illness caused
Minneapolis
Severe snowstorms
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury by a paralytic stroke.
in the Northwest are causing considPhotoplay Magazine has moved its
Ave., London, W. 1.

New

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,

INC.

—

Paris

Representative

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42

Clichy.

—

European

Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

Eva Novak, has finished her engagement at the Fox studio, playing
opposite William Russell.

Quotations
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

89

...

6

88>4

800
600

85^

5^5^

Loew's

..

20%

20J4

20^

300

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Albany

—A.

Manhattan.

R.

Buddy

for
Messenger's
second
"The
is
being
edited.
Century
Teacher's Pet" is the working title.

8,400

Not quoted

Griffith

Amusement

Co.,

Incorporators, L. and S. Rosenthal.
Attorney, L. Goldgerg.
Capital $25,000.

the completion of "The Two
Twins," Bull Montana, supported by
Chuck Resiner, will do a vaudeville
tour together.

Upon

Mary Lee Wise, who plays "Queen
Anne," in "To Have and to Hold,"
has been retained by Famous to play
in Pola Negri's next.
H. E. GAUSMAN.
Plan Jamaica Theater

A

—

Albany Special Attractions, Manhattan.
Capital
Incor$20,000.
porators, C. N, Rosenthal, F. Nathan
and S. Periman.
Attorneys, Goldsmith & Rosenthal, Manhattan.

"Adam's Rib" at the Rivoli
"Adam's Rib" opens at the Rivoli
Sunday.

of

will

W.

57th St.

— Beekman

9091

From Coast

Robert A. Brackett, sales manager
Burr Nickle Prod., is here from

"The

coast.

Devil's

Disciple,"

be made by the company
England in March.

will

in

New
JEAL

Edwards Going to Panama
Gordon Edwards is expected to
leave for Panama tomorrow to shoot

suraeml

119 Fulton

St.,

J.

exteriors for an original story calling
for Canal Zone scenes.
Bela Lugosi,
Edmund Lowe and several others are

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

going with him.

Despite Statements to the Contrary

1,600 theater and assembly hall
be built at 54 Flushing Ave.,

Jamaica on a site acquired by the
Marne Co. from the Colonial Theater
The project will
of Jamaica, Inc.
cost $500,000 and is backed by a
group consisting of John N. Booth,
of Jamaica; Commissioner of Public
Works Benjamin Marvin of Jamaica;
Charles G. Stewart of Manhattan,
and William G. Willman of Brooklyn.

offices to 221

Phone

Brackett Here

the

Sales

Not quoted

do pfd

G'wyn

Close

107^ 106^ 107^

.

.

Low

erable upset to train schedules. The
said to be the woist in

John Sainpolis and Fred Esmelton storms are
have been added to the cast of 25 years.
"Three Wise Fools."

HAROLD MacGRATH
is

the

SOLE

of the

and

EXCLUSIVE owner

motion picture rights
to his novel

MAKE HAY WHILE THE SUN SHINES!
Never have independent exchanges had a greater
opportunity

U

to

make

big

THE DRUG MONSTER
the

new

6-reel

"The Drumsof Jeopardy

money than with
79

the Saturday Evening Post Serial

photo drama exposing America's
deadly scourge.

For further information apply to

BE ALERT AND ACT AT ONCE

AYWON

JACOB WILK

FILM CORP.

Nathan Hirsh, President
729 Seventh Avenue

1476

New York

New York

Broadway
BRYANT

0832

City

—
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Newspaper Opinions

WORLD—

"Racing Hearts"— F. P.-L.

'Down

Sea

the

to

Ships"

in

—

—Cameo

Hodkinson

AMERICAN— Every man

who loves the
loves adventure
in Ships," * • *
will enjoy
The story is vivid, tremendously exciting and
remarkable in its accurate presentation of the
ways and days aboard a whaler a hundred
years ago.

woman who
"Down to the Sea

and every

sea

EVENING WORLD—
We

Here, at least, is a
*
sea picture that is a sea picture. * *
wouldn't have missed "Down to the
Sea in Ships" for a whole lot.

!

GLOBE—In

fact, the picture at the Cameo
like a Griffith production made

me

looks to

Every

by Clifton.

trick of casting, of

photog-

raphy, of dramatic construction, and so on,
which has gone to make the Griffith masterpieces so successful, is included in "Down
The result is what
to the Sea in Ships."
seems to me to be without question the great,
est picture of its type yet made.

HERALD— "Down
is

to

the

Sea

in

Ships"

genuinely fine achievement.

possesses an epic quality which is reMr.
grettably rare in motion pictures. * * *
Clifton deserves unlimited credit for "Down
He worked hard and
to the Sea in Ships."
he worked intelligently and the results are
sincere efforts.
worthy
of
his
thoroughly
It

—

MAIL—*

delight all those who
Despite
like the sea and its perils. » * *
* * * drawbacks "Down to the Sa in Ships"
is one of the most realistic photoplays ever
It contains a cast of characters
produced.
It
that is perfect for this type of picture.
is

*

will

AMERICAN However, the race scene
was certainly a vivid and realistic affair. I
think it was the longest race I have ever
seen screened.
In its way it was palpitant
and vibratory, and those who thrill at race's
will thrill at this.
At any rate, it was extremely well done.

DAILY NEWS— Feature

and
For

SUN —
the

best

a

Clifton
has presented
a thrilling one, too, * * *

Elmer Clifton production
and most exciting picture the
this

only fair to see;

lacks originality.

it

EVENING JOURNAL—The

tasks set he-

Miss Ayres and Richard Dix, her leading man, are arduous and their performances
fore

are

adequate.

EVENING WORLD— It's
and

worth

well

a good picture
afternoon or evening's

an

time.

GLOBE— Be
automobile race

however,

said,

it

we

the best that

is

that

the
have ever

MAIL— If
spills

you

like

by

furnished

thrills

racing cars you will like this pic-

of

ture.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

The picture
has been adroitly directed, and contains many
comedy touches which go to make a
picture of this sort really worth while.
little

POST—*

*

*

an enjoyable

is

film

with

many humorous moments.
SUN And Agnes Ayres

—

in
"Racing
Hearts" at the Rivoli this week proves as
good a feminine substitute for Wallace Reid

as you
colony.

TELEGRAM—*
feature.

canvassing the film

could get aftet

*

*

*

*

thrilling

dramatic

*

TRIBUNE—The

ing.

* * *

It is

WORLD—*

story is simple, but amusamusingly worked out.
*
*
a snappy little film

comedy.

ever had. * * *
rousing, swiftly pulsating tale of
Bedford nearly a century ago. * * *

New

is

moments,

•

it

is

* aside from its many
one of the most beau-

cinemas ever shown.
is not even a good regulation
movie, for its continuity is poor and its melodramatic action is preposterous and often
tiful

TIMES— It

obscure.

m

secured the picture for the District
of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware and
Virginia.

WHY

WOMEN

MORNING TELEGRAPH—A

very amusphoto-play has been made from "The
Hottentot," * * *
Douglas MacLean is a
very satisfying substitute for the original star
and Madge Bellamy makes a pretty and
ing

RE-MARRY

sprightly heroine.

POST— The

photography

race with some splendid trick
as

is

real

and as

thrilling

as

anything of its kind seen on the screen.
William Collier's play has been made into
a laughable film in which Douglas MacLean plays the hero and causes as much
laughter as some of our best comedians

Financial Service for
Motion Picture
Interests

on the screen.
TIMES For

—

they have made a merry
screen farce of "The Hottentot."
In some
respects it outdoes the stage production. * * *
It's all a lot of foolishness, of course, and
it would be better in two or three reels than
in the five or six allowed it
but spirited
foolishness is a welcome relief from the laboring solemnity of most photoplays. * * *
In giving credit * * * one must not overlook the work of Douglas MacLean.

READY CASH IN

ANY AMOUNT
Low

;

SUN— "The

week

is

Hottentot" at the Strand

Quick Service
All Transactions in

an excessively amusing picture.
Hottentot" is the sort

TELEGRAM— "The
of

picture that must necessarily
members of the family.

appeal

Strictest

to

—

Nat'l

TIMES There is a race in this picture
the best we ever saw on the screen,
but this is a steeplechase. * * *
The story is lean, but the big race makes
up for any lack one may feel. Also, Douglas

*

MacLean

Strand

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

an extremely funny picture. It deserves rank with
that classic film comedy, "Twenty-three and
One-half Hours' Leave," and there will be
many who will contend that it is better than
its joyous predecessor.
is

Rates

this

Let's

also,

"The Hottentot"— 1st

a

TELEGRAM—*

thrilling

Pearce Buys Animal Feature
Pearce Films, Inc.. have purchased
"It Might Happen to You," from
Weiss Bros, for Louisana and Mississippi.
Standard of Baltimore has

—

all

Cameo Theater has
It

—

witnessed.

wholesome entertainment.

POST— Elmer

novelty,
is

*

EVENING
Laugh and grow
is a
motto true.
We know. We put
on ten pounds while viewing "The Hottentot"
at the Strand yesterday. * * *
For "The
Hottentot" has more to it than comedy.
Much more. It has a corking good story
and as thrilly a race scene as it has been our
good fortune to see screened.
GLOBE At any rate, it is very funny.
* * * Douglas Mac Lean is this hero
and
handles the absurd situations very capably.
MAIL It is genuinely humorous and kept
the spectators in laughter throughout the performance.
Douglas MacLean as Sam Harrington, who is in mortal fear of horses,
has proved himself to be one of the best light
comedians in the movies.
fat

Rivoli

Confidence

Get Acquainted

CHR0M0S TRADING

CO.

an extremely clever comedian.

is

1123 Broadway
"Backbone" Preview
"Backbone" will be given a private
showing at the Strand this morning.

Suite

THE SUPER 39
GLORIA SWANSON

1207-8

'Phone Chel»e» 8284

No. 28

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION
From Charlton Andrews'

Adapted by Monte M. Katterjohn.

adaptation of Alfred Savoir's play.
Released June
tremendously
THIS
comedy makes an

successful
ideal

will be the biggest of all the Swanpictures, in lavishness of production.
It's a big story, and everything has been
done to make it a record box-office attrac-

This

stage

vehicle

son

for

ran a year on the road,
after a record-breaking season in New York.
Gloria Swanson.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"Dark

10
11

12
13
14

It

tion.

Secret*."

"My American
"Drums

iot/i

Wife."

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eva."
"Racing Heartt"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKQR

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billing* Spends HU Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."

P..,.d..t

.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

15
16
17
18
19

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

Daughters."
"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."

WATCH

"Prodigal

"The

"You
"The

"Hollywood."
"White Heat."

C£ (paramount (picture

SPACE
.

Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
Can't Fool Your Wife.'
Tiger's Claw."

"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

THIS

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 29

—

—
THE

Here
hibitor

A

Over

Putting It

how a brother

is

put

exover.

show

his

Send along your

Let
the other fellow know how you
ideas.

cleaned up.

Personal Touch
Sin Bernardino, Cal.

Tuesday, February

ql

the

If

bearing a personal mesfriend
visiting
Los
from
a
urging the recipient to see

cards,

posl

picture

when

it

came

to

is

it

in the negative,

Direct
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W. II. Branch,

Eau
local

<

Clair.

.

toldvvynner, arranged with the
l

o.

wrap

to

10,000 loaves of bread with a herald,
reading: "For Your Banquet Use
Old Home Bread, for "The Stranger's

Banquet" go
and Sunday.

to

tin'

Grand Saturday

—

of the Strand

found a new angle for

exploiting "The Masquerader" in the
use of the street ballyhoo. A masked
man was invested with evening
clothes and sent on the streets all lit
This was effected by stenciling
up.
the front of his stiff shirt to read:

"The Strand Now.

A

very effective stunt
was recently pulled here by one of the
local
houses when showing "The

by

POSITIVE FILM

bodyguard and a negro footman, appeared
a

the central business section of the
an automobile of flashy design.
The car rolled up to the curb in front
of several big stores, one after the
other.
At each store the negro footman would jump out of the car, brush
the pedestrians to one side and spread
a rich Oriental rug from the curb to
the doorway of the store.
Then his
highness, the "sheik," would alight
from the car, and walk on the carpet
into the store.
When the car rolled
down the avenue crowds saw posters
on the tail end, advertising "The
Sheik."

Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,

in

city in

"Masquerader" All Lit Up
Madison, Wis. A. P. Desormeaux

rader."

—A

Sheik."
A "sheik" accompanied

in

EASTMAN

"Sheik" Stunt

Harri6burg

it

the print, on

Method

(Special to

you will get

I

town.

A

20,

—

During the
"The Strangers' Banquet, at
Strand, Frank Browne mailed 550

run

ili-

-Z&fijDAILY

thin

piece

The Masqueof linen was

with every step of gradation in between,
Eastman Positive Film reproduces it all and
carries the quality of the negative through
to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now
-

out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

posted over this and underneath small
electric light bulbs were placed and
connected with the battery on his
pocket by a button in the glove.
The masked figure invested with

new

lights

was a

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

certain eye-arrester.

His route was unrestricted. He appeared in hotel lobbies, at street car
intersections, in fact, in any place
where he was likely to collect a
crowd.

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
announces that

it

has acquired Burton King's Remarkable Production

THE EMPTY
CRADLE
Adapted from Leota Morgan's Novel

»

CHEATING WIVES

WITH

MARY ALDEN & HARRY
To Be
Title

and other

rights

Fully Protected

Distributed on the States Right

T.

M0REY

Market by

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
1540 Broadway,

New York

City

M. H.

HOFFMAN

Advisory Director

1923
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Big Foreign

Mastbaum The Chief?

Glucksmann Gets Ince, Talmadge
and Barthelmess Series for Seven
South American Countries

Chicago Papers Report He Will Head
New Fairbanks-Pickford-Chaplin
Unit News to Abrams

—
THE FTLM DAILY)
Chicago — Local newspapers dis-

Jacobo Glucksmann has c'osed a

(Special to

of important deals covering
foreign distributing rights in Argentine. Chile, Peru, Ecuador, Uruguay,
Paraguay and Bolivia. Three series
of pictures are involved and several
series

independent productions.
One group is the Ince series

cuss the possibility of Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanley Co. of
America becoming the head of a new

producing organization to be headed

by Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickand Tola Negri.
The Tribune says:

of

ford, Charlie Chaplin

eight released through First National,
composed of "A Man of 'Action,"

"Are four famous motion picture stars,
Douglas Fairbanks. Mary Pickford, Charlie
Chaplin, and Pola Negri, soon to become one

13,"
"Bellboy
"The
Hottentot,"
"Skin Deep," "What a Wife Learns."
"Scars of Jealousy," "Lorna Doone,"
and a MacLean subject not yet titled.
The deal includes the following

Norma Talmadge

subjects,

"Has

include

Mad?"

World Gone

the

bought from
and "A

"Notoriety"

Equity and
Alone,"

O'Reilly at A. M. P.
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the M. P. T. O. of New York, will
address the A. M. P. A. today on the
uniform contract.

Tourneur's Next "Brass Bottle"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Maurice Tourneur's
next will be "Brass Bottle" which
Charles Meighan is adapting from the
English novel by F. Anstey.

—

May Open Bank in Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
News

publishes
a long letter addressed by R. V. Morrison to the

Chamber

of

Commerce,

which Morrison, as A. H. Gian-

in

representative says the Bank
will establish a branch in
Hollywood if assured proper support.

nini's

Italy

of

Kill

Missouri Bill

Never Passes House Committee
Action Looked For in the

—No

Senate
(Special to
T

efferson

ate

danger

Stanley Company of
night on the Santa Fe for

of the

left last

California.

"During his twelve hour stay in the city,
Mr. Mastbaum. one of the biggest motion
Mctnre
-<r

'

" 'Dollar Devils' is a picture of interesting incident and wholesome throughout," says Motion Picture News.
Victor Schertzinger who directed "Dollar
Devils," featuring Cullen Landis, Joseph Dowling and Eva Novak, is a
Advt.
Its a Hodkinson picture.
production that will build patronage.

—

men

in

East,

the

refused

affirm

to

deny any statements regarding the sug-

fsted combination.
" 'Before
T
left
plained,

I

make no

New
my word

gave

York,'

statement

definite

that I
before

he

ex-

would

my

ar-

on the coast.
"If the merger is

rival

effected Mastbaum, it is
predicted, will direct the affairs of the four
stars."

Code In Works

Abandons "Faust"
A. Today

—The

baum, president
America,

uninformed as to the

for

circles

'ilm

still

rumor which has been exciting
a month, when Jules Mast-

truth of this

Man

from Bobby North.

Hollywood

screen constellation?

"Chicago was

"Smilin'

Thru," "The Eternal Flame" and
"The Voice from the Minaret," and
three starring Constance Talmadge
as follows:
"The Primitive Lover,"
"East is West," and "Polly of the
Follies"; and four Barthelmess vehicles including "Fury," "The Bond
Boy,"
"The Seventh Day" and
The independent produc"Sonny."
tions

mammoth

THE FILM DAILY)

—

City, Mo.
Th- immediof censorship i.. Missouri

has been removed. The House Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence has
voted to kill the Committee on Fifty's
censorship bill.
(Continued on Page 3)

Mary

No

Pickford Will Not Make ItDecision Reached Regarding
New Vehicle

Be Ready
Lawyers Still

Arbitration Clauses Will
in

Few Weeks—
at Work

News To Abrams
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Junta, Colo. Hiram Abrams,
en route to California with his family,
denies any knowledge of the reports

La

Members of the law committee of
Coast reports yesterday indicated
a^oearing in Chicago papers which
the
Hays organization are at work re- credit Jules E. Mastbaum with going
that Mary Pickford had abandoned
her plans to produce "Faust," after vamping the arbitration clauses to be to the coast to become president of
a new all-star company planned by
the subject had been discussed and used in conjunction with the pro
Pickford. Fairbanks and Chaplin.
uniform
In
about
posed
contract.
upon.
practically decided
DANNY.
Miss Pickford originally planned to two weeks, the changes will be made
make "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon and a final draft prepared for use of
Hall" but this was put off in favor of
"Faust."
It is understood that a

number

protests

of

were registered

Two

slowly and that although the changes
while in completed form, may appear
only slightly different from the original draft they really involve a cood
Whatever subject is deal of thought so far as the legal
assured that Ernest phases are concerned.
is

from exhibitors and

that these bore
some weight in the final decision. It
was likewise reported that "Dorothy
Vernon" will not go into immediate

production.
selected,

it

Lubitsch will direct

De

Mille

Cecil

De

it.

May Work in
may film

Mille

Goldwyn Signs George Walsh
will feature George Walsh
Goldwyn
Palestine
Walsh
in a number of productions.
"Ten Comin

AI Kaufman left for Hollywood yesterday to
Jeanie
arrangements.
discuss the
MacPherson who has been here for
about a month is also en route West
to prepare the script.
Paramount announced Robert Agnew had signed a five year contract
with the coast stock company.

mandments"

in

Palestine.

for First National

company members.
It is understood that Richard WalIt is known that the law committee
ton Tully will make two more pichas to work very carefully and very tures for First National, these to be
the

one of the
"Vanity Fair."
has

important

roles

Valentino Going to London?
It
was reported yesterday that
Rodolph Valentino would go to London to appear in a version of the
"Music Box." Arthur Butler Graham, his attorney could not be
reached for a statement.

"Trilby" and one other.

Melford to Make Hough Story
George Melford will direct "North
of Thirty Six," the new Emerson
Hough serial, which made its first
pnpearance in the Saturday Evening
Post.
It was sold by Jay Packard.
Melford is now finishing "You Can't
Fool Your Wife" and then starts on

"Salomy Jane."

Tomorrow. Feb. 22nd being
Birthday and a
will be no
there
legal holiday,
Washington's

issue

of
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St.,

New

York,

—

overture

comedy, "Felix

cartoon

by

followed

"Rienzi,"

is

The

Jazz.

Weekly

"Message of Emile Coue," and a
dance number, "Gavotte I.ouis XIII,
"Racing Hearts,"
he feature, is
"Mighty I.ak' A T^ose," by Marcel
II,
soprano and "Casey Jones, Jr.," a
eel comedy, close the bill.

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
tionale

is

the

musical

which Pathe
The Strand Topical Review is next.
Then comes a prologue to the feature, "The
Hottentot," 'A Sunshine Comedy, "The Five
Fifteen," precedes the closing organ selection.

.

.

Sales

107^ 107%

5,000

88^

1,300

88
97

600
700

97

5s/&

5s/s

it

..

20J4

20

Triangle

World

here

the
Both on vacations.

showing

"Driven,"

'

May 1st
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Fitzmaurice Through by
(Special

to

—

studio.

Los

to

Angeles — Gibson

Gowland,

(T<&cLcccitlcrncd (filctuAzD

has been engaged to appear in
"McTeague," is due here from London about the 24th. Gowland was
signed by cable.

Women will love him
Men will envy him

0m

to

distributing Marshall Neilan's
productions. Soon "The Eternal
is

Three"
—that signedVonStroheim. Soon"Qreedy
Wives," "The Merry Widow"
—that signed Victor Seastrom
—that has just placed these great actors
under exclusive contract Frank

—

Mayo, Conrad Nagie, Hohart

Due
THE FILM DAILY)

who

Doesn't Know Names Yet
Paul Mooney, of the Mayer organization stated yesterday that it was
true that Mayer would add three new
units to his production forces and
that, while he had heard about the
move, the names of the directors had
not yet been divulged to him.

—that

English Actor
(Special

greatest

directors

for

while "Hunting
in its eighth week

week,

Los Angeles George Fitzmaurice
and his wife, Ouida Bergere, will
20
2,300 sever all connections with Lasky upon
Not quoted the completion of "The Cheat,"
Not quoted about Mav 1st.

Lasky

from

is

last

Game in Africa," is
the Lyric, to run indefinitely.

Coast Arrivals
Lois Wilson and Theodore Kosloff
are

and

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Close

Criterion

second

doing the great and only "Ben

—that has engaged the world's

\merica,

the

is

unit

of Our Forefathers,"
presents historical scenes of

ii

i

Low

the

Hur"

opening

"The Land

ed by

The

.

—that

Strand
"Martha."

At Other Houses

Quotations

It's

t

I

S.

1.

High
East. Kod. 109
F. P.-L.
89
do pfd.
9S]/2
G'wyn ...
5Vs

You said it!
company—

finishes.

Classical

feld's

1603.

Central

Hand"

Big Things?

il

i

— Irving Mack, 802
London — Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
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Pictorial,

'Phone, Hollywood

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

the

Rivoli

X. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-S55S.
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman.
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

a

he
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Subscribers should remit with order.
all

DAILY,

is

because of the

bill

A

A.

J.

the

overture,

solo

Minor," first movement.
erto in
Rjesenfeld's Classical Jazz are the open
musical units.
"The Einstein Theory of
vity" is next, then comes Ruth Chase.
rendering
ano,
"A May Morning."
in
and Eva.'' starring Marion Davies
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Alicoate, Treasurer ami Business Man-
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is
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Bosworth

—that has

just released the year's sensa*

tion — "The Christian"

— that

—

has engaged King Vidor to direct
also Charles Brahin
—that is releasing Pola Negri's "Mad
Love"
—that has engaged June Mathis to head
the scenario department
that has now in work such vehicles as
Rupert Hughes' "Souls for Sale"

—

—

"Qreedy Wives," "The Merry
Widow," Hugo Ballin's "Vanity
Fair" -"Three Wise Fools," "The

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

"Z FOREIGN) REPRESENTATIVE
Former Lcndon Director of Big
American Film Concern (of which he

Eternal Three," Elinor Qlyn's
<n
'Six Days"—"R. U. R," and many

doubled the business) now employed
in New York, seeks to represent re-

other great prizes*

sponsible company in England or
France. Address T-4 c/o The Film
Daily.

CARLLAEMMLE/".,.^

JACK LONDON'S

ir
\\\

FAMOUS DQAKATtC STORY

HADE TO ORDER
•'Commercial Developing and Printing

•Slacker

Film Mfg.Company
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Kill Missouri Bill
(Continued from page

1)

Led by Rev. Howard Billman,

sec-

PatkeNews

retary of the Cc .nmittee and of the
St. Louis Church Federation, the reform element put up a strenuous fight
No. 16
for the bill in committee. The lobby
YORK— In- is still endeavoring to have the measFIRE HORROR IN
sane Asylum on Ward's Island burns and ure revived on the floor of the house
25 lose their lives.
when the committee makes its report.
GERMAN "FASCISTI" MEET DESPITE There is also an outside chance that
GOVERNMENT 30,000 Bavarian nation- some action toward slipping through
alists hold huge demonstration.
a bill via the Senate will be made,

—

Ice-boat
climbing

SPORTS GIVE THRILLS—

racing
in

at

the

Mountains; fishing
consin.

"A

THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE
Frank

S.

coast.

Schertzinger's
Preferred will be
Mansion of Aching Hearts."
for

McRae

Starts for Orient

(Special to

Vancouver

—

A New

Bill for

—

Los Angeles Doris May, recently
by R-C, will appear opposite
William Farnum in "The Gun Fighter."
the title of which
may be

starred

changed.

Missouri

WANTED

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Kansas City

— Representative

May With Fox
THE FILM DAILY)

Miles

SALESMEN

FILM
Bulger has introduced a bill in the
Mattison Here
Missouri legislature, making it a
Greater New York territory.
A
Mattison is here from the felony for exhibitors to sell more chance for quick money in handtickets than there are seats in the ling
saleable
picture product.

A

penalty for violation, calls
for two years in the penitentiary.

Cruze Finds "Ideal Type"

THE FILM DAILY)
—James Cruze, who

Call

Bryant 1695.

(Special to

Hollywood

has

LOUIS MEYER

production.

Correction

A

typographical error in yesterday's issue stated that Harold Lloyd
would tour the world with Mildred
Harris.
Of course, the name should

Cameramen Reorganize
Members of the now defunct

United Society of Cinematographers
have organized another organization,
which has its headquarters in the
The organization is
Candler Bldg.
Color Shots in "Adam's Rib"
as yet unnamed, but will meet next
One of the sequences in "Adam's week to adopt a title and elect
George Lane is
Rib," which comes to the Rivoli next permanent officers.
week, is a sequence in which a num- temporary chairman and A. G. Penand
temporary
secretary
ber of Japanese lanterns in a ball- rod,
have been Mildred Davis.

FILM LABS.
CKAFTSMEN
o o'
o sr
t e d

I

it

-p

-3T

'

a.

>

WEST CATKINS

251

19™ STREET

,

room

Doris
(Special to

Henry MacRae was

been searching for a suitable type, to
play the lead in "Hollywood," has
signed Hope Drown to appear in the

A

liambra in Brooklyn next week. She
appeared there recently in "A Fool

THE FILM DAILY)

entertained by city officials before he
sailed for the Orient where he will
film a series of productions based on
the customs of the Far East.

house.

toda

— Victor

picture

in Stock
Battista
will
appear in
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," at the Al-

Miriam

There Was."

Red Bank, N. J., high but with but twenty-four days resnows of the Cascade maining which to pass bills before the
through the ice in Wis- session dies there is little danger from
that quarter.

Other news as usual,

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
first

NEW

WINTER

Miriam

Schertzinger's First
(Special to

7461-7620

treasurer.

reflect various colors.

THE SUPER 39
WILLIAM
de MILLE'S
a
Only 38

yy

with

May McAvoy,
From

the play

Lois Wilson, Elliott Dexter, George Fawcett

by A. E.JThomas.

Screen play by Clara Beranger
Released June

BETTER

than "Clarence," this picture
will prove to be William deMille's biggest box-office winner.
A play of life as
we all know it, full of laughs and tears.

1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 15

ijth.

Made from
all-star cast.
the flapper,

mother,

the stage

Wilson
Dexter and

Lois

and

"Drums

No.
No.
No.
No.

Wife."

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam'a Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Et»."
"Racing Hearta"

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."

AOOLDH ZUKQR. Owi.,.1

is

hit,

with an

delightful as

the

youthful

Fawcett

have

16
17
18

"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

19

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.'
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

No. 20
FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION
,

is

excellent roles.

"Dark SecreU."

"My American

comedy

May McAvoy

.

No

21

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22
23
24
25

No
No

26
27
28.

"Prodigal

Daughters."

"Hollywood."
"White Heat."
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife.

<X (paramount Qidure

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

MONDAY
FOR

No. 30

THE

m

**«

DAILY

Robbins After Another
(Special to

Utica

—The

Nate Robbins

New

—

Sixth St. The new organization has
already started supplying players to
the studios.

—

John

Colton,

author

is

in

"Cor-

of

Bert Roach
appear in

will

New

ANY AMOUNT

The

Rates

Strand chain

of

"Rain,"

(Special to

Robert

with

ture

CO.

June,

Distributer?

Ann

Little,

8284

Kaufman,

Exhibitor

ftib&iWk

16 the-

Inter-Ocean Rim

Corporation

Marshall

War

THE FILM DAILY)

— Several

Witwer

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING
218

important film

have combined to wage a
war on "Kleig Eyes." An exhaustive
officials

made

WEST

NEW "YORK
42nd ST:
BRYANT';78.12

W.H EN

YOU TH N K OF
THINK OF
I

FOREIGN

to

INTER-OCEAN

"Fierhting

GAUSMAN

Gordon, Mildred
Jack Livingstone

a coast philanthropist.

Knows

The

Distributor

Knows

THE PRODUCERS ARE SOUND ASLEEP
Did you ever go to a show and hear a story told that you thought funny, and
at which the audience roared with laughter, and then later try to tell the same
story yourself, or hear some one else try to tell it, and see it fall flat?

—

—

—

The

failure wasn't the fault of the story that's sure.
It was a good story
heard it, and it will always be a good story. The reason for the failure

when you
is the way

it

was

And That

told.
1

Is

Once a good

What's the Matter With Most Motion Pictures

—

—

story always a good story whether told through the medium
of motion pictures, plays or books the degree of success depends entirely upon
the
of the teller.

ART

WATCH

—

What's the Answer

?

IN 1923

MAURICE CAMPBELL PRODUCTIONS
Madison
New York

534

Ave.,

of

MOTION, PICTURES

and Wilfred Lucas in the cast. The
picture deals with facts of the drug
traffic as
unearthed by Angela C.

1123 Broadway
Chelsea

International

"Greatest Menace" New Film
Mayer and Quinn, with offices in
the Putnam Bldg., will state right
"The Greatest Menace," a drug pic-

Confidence

Get Acquainted

The

Tully

the Ladder," for

H. E.

All Transactions in

'Pfcone

Lee as vice-president.

Blood" series for F. B .O. will be
"Gall of the Wild," and not "Call
of the Wild."

Quick Service

1207-8

now numbers

"Kleig Eye"

"The Ex-

study will be

sixth of the

charge of the Hirlagraph Co., at Fort

Mark Realty Co.
York, and seats 2,500. The

endeavor to
This
find a remedy for the affliction.
Helen Broneau is the latest addi- step is being taken because of the
tion to "The Hunchback of Notre amount of time lost on a production
when an important player is stricken.
Dame" cast.

READY CASH IN

de

aters.

Universal.

Interests

Suite

and

"Up

Hirlagraph

Moos, formerly with
be Eastman Kodak, has assumed actvie
Charles

controlled by the

Hollywood

Financial Service for
Motion Picture

21, 1923

Newton

delia the Magnificent."

will write the scenario for
citers."

CHROMOS TRADING

De Moos With

Star

—

Los Angeles The much talked of
Joe Bonoma, stunt
Extra Motion Picture Players' Ass'n
has been incorporated under the laws the Universal forces.
of the state as a benevolent and proLewis Dayton will appear
tective association with offices at 921

Let's

to

Troy Theater Opens Tomorrow
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Troy, N. Y. The new Troy Theman, has joined
ater will open tomorrow. The house

THE FILM DAILY)

Strictest

Fox

THE FILM DAILY)

_—

Jess Robbins has engaged
Hall for his next.

"Extra" Ass'n Starts

Low

Wednesday, February

Los Angeles Virginia Fox will
has starred by R-C in "Now You See
finished "Danger," at the Fine Arts It." Tom Gallery will be male lead.
lot.

(Special to

(Special to

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Clifford
Elfelt

Enter-

Syracuse

in

Virginia

Coast Brevities

THE FILM DAILY)

prises are dickering for control of the

Strand

S^^

Telephone, Plaza 8730

THE

#

Wednesday, February 21, 1923

%j^

THE WORLD SHOULD SEE
J.

G.

MAYER'S

SENSATIONAL PHOTO MELODRAMA IN SEVEN PARTS

«rT1¥ W W"^

DIRECTED
BY
ALBERT
ROGELL

THE

GREATEST

A
DRAMATIC

I

tj

:;

EXPOSE
of the

MENACE

DRUG
EVIL

WITH

ROBERT GORDON
MILDRED JUNE
ANDY McCLELLAN

Just
{

ANN

LITTLE
JACK LIVINGSTON

WILFRED LUCAS
RHEA MITCHELL

HARRY NORTHRUP

BEN ALEXANDER

Completed After Five Months

Prints

in the

Making

and Accessories Ready for Delivery

TERRITORIALS BUYERS
WRITE

WIRE

-

PHONE

-

j

MAYER & QUINN,
1493

Distributors

BROADWAY
SUITE 509

PHONE BRYANT

N. Y. C.
2389

Note

THIS

IS

NOT A

RE-ISSUE

—
THE

<2^

Wednesday, Febr uary
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Stan Laurel With Roach
Stan Laurel has been signed by
Sailing of steamers for foreign Hal Roach to alternate with Paul
ports, with time of sailings, destina- Parrott in Hal Roach comedies, retions and points for which they carry leased weekly through Pathe.
mail are as follows:
Friedgen Plans Two Reelers
Thursday
Ray Friedgen will produce a
1.
Monnolia sails at 3 P. M. for Hamburg;

Graf Signs Harris and Fazenda

Steamer Sailings

THE FILM DAILY)
Max Graf has signed

(Special to

Los Angeles

Mildred Harris and Louise Fazenda
"The Fog."

for

Managers Again Fined
Eight theater managers in Union
Hill, N. J. were fined $1 each yesterday for keeping open or, Sunday.
This is the second time. Recorder
Hauenstein warned then if they repeated the offense they would be

11 A. M. for Europe, Africa
ami West Asia (Canaries, Norway, Sweden,
specially addressed).
and
Maderia,
ind
via Luisa sails at 10 A. M. for Valparaiso;
mails close at 7.30 A. M., for Canal Zone,
Ecuador,
Columbia,
Salvador,
Panama,
(except Iquitos).
Bolivia, Chile and Peru
II

grand jury

held icr the

series of

mails close at

no

insa sails at
mails.

M.

12

Hamburg;

for

appear with Hope

Hampton

in

for Paramount.
that following this

understood
starts

his

Lew Cody

to

Sweden.

"Law-

Larceny"

ful

Stavagerfjord
close at
mails

It

sails

(specially

he

Censorship Hearing March 6

THE FILM DAILY)

Assemblyman

Cuvillier,

who

Saturnia

sails

at

Joy,

who

12

Los Angeles

went

include

Pauline

WHY

WOMEN

I

RE-MARRY

Clegg, Bert Glennon, Charlie Clark,

Nan Herron and Val Dixon.

*WE NEVEP DISAPPOINT'

—

It is

(RDMLOWFlLM LABORATORIES

understood that

INCOEPOCATED

220 WEST
PHONE
BRYANT 5576

!

42*5 STREET

NEW yOQK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MGB;
•''

Nathan Burkan is legal advisor of
The
Holubar and Miss Phillips.
above dispatch was news to his office

delegation of T. O. C- C. members will attend the hearing on Tues-

Albany.

I

yesterday.

JUST COMPLETED
and

Now

Playing at

GRAUMAN'S NEW METROPOLITAN THEATRE
LOS ANGELES

DAY BY DAY
A

Practical Exposition of Auto Suggestion
as practised by Emile Coue and others

Produced by

S.

M. Herzig and Lyle W. Rucker

The Biggest Picture Scoop This Year
Wire

tl,

Ascott

Swayne
Garon, Lewis
Gordon, John Daly Murphy, Margaret Kelly, Waldemar Young, Cy

Allen Holubar and Dorothy Phillips
will continue future activities under
separate banners.

A

in

Leatrice

Around

reelers

Nita Naldi,
Stone, Julia

Those

filmed.

Eastern
Riga; mails close
Esthonia and Finland
for

May Work Separately
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

has introduced a repeal measure in
the Assembly, has arranged for a
hearing before the Ways and Means
Committee on Feb. 27.

day

Bergen;

Norway,

Church

M

—The

hearing on the
Administration Bill as Senator James
measure
J. Walker's censorship repeal
termed, will be held before the
is
Senate Finance Committee on March
6th.

addressed).

for
for

Astrea sails at 2 P. M.
special addressed).
for Maracaibo; mails close at 12 M. for
Curacao, (specially
and
Venezuela
Haiti,
Munargo sails at 2 P. M. for
addressed).
Nassau; mails close at 12 M. for Bahamas.
Sagaland
Fortune and Inagua Islands.
for Nassau; mails close at
12
sails at
9 A. M. for Bahamas (specially addressed).

ture.

Albany, N. Y.

at 3 P. M.
for Latvia,

M.
M.

Finland.

Glasgow; carries no mails. Bogota
sails at 2 P. M. for Savanilla; mails close
(Haiti and Jamaica
at 11.30 for Columbia,

with Goldwyn.
coming East for the pic-

(Special to

A.

and

for

contract
is

M

'

is

8.30

Denmark

12

at

sails

Little

Corner" will be given its first pub]
showing March 11 at the Strand.

Melford Takes Company to Coast
Having completed interiors on
"You Can't Fool Your Wife," George
Melford has left with his company
for the coast where exteriors will be

carries

Friday

Nagel in "Lawful Larceny"
Conrad Nagel is in New York

"Handy Andy" two

at the Tec-Art studio. Charles
will have the title role.

"The

21, 1923

for Distribution Rights at

Once—

S.

M. HERZIG, 6411 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,

Calif.

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfoRECOCMIZEt
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Authority
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Sues Hays Af
S.

Hearst

,'n

N.
E. Samuelson of NHim
Alleges Conspiracy to
and Wants $150,000 amages
jn,
.uin

A

complaint was

Clerk's office on
ney,'

E.

filed in

the

Newton,

of

Deal

J.

County

Wednesday by

Samuelson

Pi ice 5 Centi

ducers Ass'n
its

of

officers of the

F.

L.

I.

New

closed

Hoy Reporting

Service, charging

attempt to drive

a

whereby

deal

the

future

rangement

will

become

effective

at

once and that it was merely a question
of production before the first of the
Cosmopolitan series will be released
through the Goldwyn distributing
system. Godsol stated, although he
had not really gone into the matter,
he understood that Hearst's contract
for a certain number of pictures with
Famous Player: had been carried out
and that all of the negatives had been
It seems safe to assume,
delivered.
the
Cosmopolitan
that
therefore.

him out of business.
Samuelson operates the Park theaThe complaint alter in Newton.
leges that in April, 1922 he contracted
for "Ten Nights in a Barroom" from
An go,. Two days later, according to
the papers, he informed Arrow that he
intended cancelling the contract. It
is alleged he was then informed that
Arrow intended holding him to the
contract.
It is also claimed that the
case
was then reported to the
F. I. L. M. Club and the Hoy Reporting Service and that subsequently the
joint arbitration board filed a judgment of $100 against him. Samuelson alleges that he refused to recognize the judgment and that film service was then cut off from the Park
by the other exchanges.
The complaint involves the Hays
organization on the ground that the
actions of the exchanges were taken
under the direction and participation
of Hays.
Samuelson's complaint sekes a four
fold injunction.
He is seeking an injunction to restrain the defendants
from refusing service; from demanding exorbitant advance deposits for
films; from charging exorbitant prices
for films and from forcing him to submit to the decisions of the arbitration

was made

that

Hearst pictures will be distributed
through the Goldwyn organization.
F. J. Godsol stated that the ar-

members, the
M. Club and

conspiracy and an

the

announcement

Wednesday

William Randolph Hearst and Goldwyn had finally

America, the asso-

individual

—

Official
late

Sid-

Jersey against Will H. Hays, as president of the Motion Picture and Prociation,

Closes

With Goldwyn Consummated
on Wednesday Effective
Almost at Once

Broke all Monday
sure fire box office attraction for any theatre.
Broadway Theatre, New York.
records for six years at B. S. Moss's
"While Paris Sleeps" a Maurice T ourneur production starring Lon
Chaney —a combination that means extra profits anywhere. A Hodkinson
Picture.
Advt.

A

—

—

"Rosita," Mary's

Slams "Politicians"
Charles O'Reilly Scores Attacks on
Uniform Contract Sees Need
for Nafl T. O. C. C.

—

Charles
the

M.

L.

O'Reilly,

P. T. O., of

president

New York

—

Vernon"

of

State,

1'. A. on the uniform contract Wednesday. He took
occasion to slam the objections of
"film politicians," as he termed them,
to "fancied wrongs" in the contract,
and said that progressive exhibitors

addressed the A. M.

Same Time

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles -- Confirmation

Los

made

at the

to

of the report that

Mary

has abandoned "Faust," as reFILM DAILY yesported in

THE

Miss

Pickford will
"Rosita"

(Special

to

Ince Plans

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Three of Thomas H.
pictures for the fall will be
"The Just and the Unjust," by
Vaughn K ester; "The Devil's Own"
and another story by Talbot Mundy.
Los Angeles

I

nce's

is

Pick-

ford

terday.

Some

Next

Spanish Story Brought Over by
Lubitsch Will Make "Dorothy
(Special

Prod, now in various stages of production will be the first to be released
through Goldwyn. The most important is "Little Old New York" starring Marion Davies.

work

Buys Out Equipment Company

W. H. Rabell. presiden of the Independent Movie Supply Co., Inc.,
states his company has taken over

and the Motion Picture Equipment Co.,
Independent is the
of 719 7th Ave.
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
local distributor of Powers projectors.
"Rosita" was brought over from
the country over could not fail to see
Berlin
by Ernest Lubitsch, who will
the decided advantages of the new
Musicians Seek Wage Increase
board.
The story is laid in Spain in
direct.
He alleges that he was considering draft over the present form of con- the 15th century. Chevalier, who is
The Musicians' Mutual Protective
the construction of a new theater in
Newton at the time and that the action of the defendants who total over
40 in number killed those plans.
He
therefore considers he has been damaged to the extent of $150.0(10.
(Continued

on

Federal-Famous
(Special

to

page 2)

Trial

Set

THE FILM DAILY)

—

tract.

O'Reilly blamed high rentals on the
disorganized condition of exhibitors
and while he had words of raise for

Hays throughout

Corp.

the

has

been

(Continued on Page

Nirdlinger Goes

April 23rd.
W. H. Fuller, head counsel of the
commission, will be in charge of the
prosecution, which will be heard in

linger

New

Mastbaum

York.

set

all

of his

for

appearing in the opera in Paris, will
come over for one of the parts, while

Holbrook Blinn, in all likelihood, will
play the king.
incidentally
Fairbanks,
Douglas
states he will not make his next picture in color, this because of the excessive cost of production, the length
of time necessary to make sufficient
prints and lack of equipment on the
coast.

The trial of the 25%.
Commission
suit
Famous Players-Lasky

Washington
Federal
Trade
against

practically

he did assert that the organized
producers
and distributors under
Havs' leadership had brought about
increased rentals "in almost the same
ratio as theater attendance had decreased."
He placed that figure at
talk,

on

concurrently

(Special

to

Philadelphia
is

on

2)

West

THE FILM DAILY)

—

his

Censor

Bill in

Iowa Killed

Private dispatches received in

New

Fred G. Nixon-Nird- York yesterday indicated that the
way West to join the Senate in Iowa had voted against the

party.

censorship

bill

there.

Union, Local 310,

is

seeking an in-

It calls for salaries
crease in wages.
as high as $96 a week for musicians
at the Capitol, Rivoli, Rialto, Strand,
Criterion and other theaters in their

class.

In other theaters where admissions
are 25 cents or more the musicians

ask $80 a week, and where admissions
are less than 25 cents, $70 a week.
They want $60 a week for organists
have no
or pianists in theaters which
Musicians in theaters
orchestras.
which have music only at night performances demand $56 a week if the
admission is less than 25 cents and $1
extra per show oer man if the admission is more than 25 cents.

THE

&&»h

m

DAILY

Sues Hays Ass'n
(Continued from Page
Sidney E. Samuelson told THE

FILM DAILY
No 51

Friday, Feb. 23.
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Low

I
do know,
do not know.
however, that I have been in this
business long enough to take care
of myself and my affairs."
Courtland Smith of the Hays office
in commenting on the suit characterized it as a trivial action of no im-

tion,

East. Kod. 108j/2 1073/g
F. P.-L.
88^ 87
.

do

pfd.

G'wyn

.

..

...

96

6%

107%

6,000
2,000

883/6

955/6

95%

300

5%

6%

8,000

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

...

19%

80

20

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

These quotations are as of Wednesday. The Stock Exchange was closed
yesterday, Washington's Birthday.

The

Preferred Eight Sold
eight Preferred pictures

first

have been sold to the Overseas Film
Trading Co., for Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland.

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

FREE at your
Educational Exchange
for this

I

portance

to

'ad"

The Message

of

EMILECOUE"

the T. O. C. C.
its work and excellent organization,
and said he hoped the organization
would amend its constitution to permit non-resident members to join. He

his

organization.

get

somewhere

that the

Hays

office

was working

—

Fla.
J. H. Bradford, head
Bradford Amusement Co. is
dead here after a week's illness.

Manker Leaves for East
THE FILM DAILY)
Roy L. Manker,
Los Angeles
(Special to

—

APPrARING
«.

IN

HIS

ONLY

president of the Palmer Photoplais en route to New York.
Kansas City Burns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kyne Speaks Out
Kansas City For the second time
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in two months the Circle was severely damaged by fire.
This time the
Los Angeles — Peter B. Kyne
flames caused over $3,500 damages. doesn't like the business methods of
producers and so told the members
of the commercial board of Los
"Fury" in Third Edition

for

coast in about a week to do one script
for Warner Bros.

business ethics

among

19

STREET

"THE MOSCOW ART THEATRE STARS"
In their

first

feature production

"THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE"
(State Rights)

Arista Film
729 Seventh Ave.

Corporation

New York

City

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

IRIS

J.

Ave. N. Y.

729 -7th

"THE ABYSMAL BRUTE"
Her Head said "No,"
Her Heart said "Yes."
What Happened ?

FOR RENT
—
—

—

—

tax.

t OSRLLAEMMLE^l/,

JACK LONDON'S
FAMOUS DBAWATIC STORY

MAKE HAY WHILE THE SUN SHINES!

7/Mysumw
REGINALD
DENNY
A HOBART HENLEV
PRO0UCTI0N

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

Never have independent exchanges had a greater

«

to

make

big

money than with

THE DRUG MONSTER
new

6-reel photo

»
International

AYWON
729 Seventh

Distributers

IKi-ivv'SI

drama exposing America's
Inter-Ocean Film

Corporation

INTER-O C EAN
WEST

42nd ST;

B

IMLDING
.

NEW "YORK

BRYANT 7812
WHEN YOU THINK OF
FOREIGN THINK OF

FILM CORP.

Nathan Hirsh, President
Avenue

of.

MOTION PICTURES

218

ated

7461-7620

office

producers.

Urges Music Tax Protest
Completely equipped cutting room by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the day week or month thoroughly
Kansas City Letters have been refire proof
cabinet for storing films
ceived by many of the exhibitors in
while
working
on them. Apply
this territory in which the M. P. T.
Room 511
O. has urged them to write to their
Congressmen in protest of the music
729 Seventh Ave.

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.
Itlo o
TH
_

box

to have

Angeles at a luncheon last week.
which Ed- Kyne said the industry would never
mund Goulding wrote is now in its be established on a business-like
basis unless there was a code of
third edition.
Goulding leaves
the

BE ALERT AND ACT AT ONCE

WEST WATKINS

!

your

to

picture

deadly scourge.

251

means

"Fury", the novelized version of the

new Barthelmess

the

ar-p'o-r>

it

-

MOTION PICTURE.

LOUIS MEYER

what

—

opportunity

•

EXHIBITORS
Think

Circle,

M.COUE

PERSONALLY

R. Levy, resigned.

J.

to

reduce the price of accessories, including paper so that the practice of usine
mounted
posters
could
be
eliminated.
O'Reilly also said that
in nine years, the number of theaters
in Greater New York had fallen from

THE FILM DAILY)

the

of

ceed

business."

in this

O'Reilly touched on the highlights
of the proposed contract and pointed
out to the advertising men wherein
He said
the exhibitor would benefit.

Pete Smith Back
1100 to 500.
He blamed this on the
Pete Smith, who has been in Pitts- system of subsequent runs which kept
burgh exploiting "Robin Hood," is box-office pictures from the small
back in town.
theaters until the advertising and
publicity values had been reduced to
Bradford Dies

Tampa,

Sales

telephone

Whether or not this acsociations.
tion of mine will fit in with any
policies or plans of either organiza-

(Special to

Close

the

1)

He commended

jg

Harry Decker to Buffalo
Harry Decker, of the W-B Film
Exchange will go to Buffalo where he
on will appoint a new manager to suc-

from Newton yesterday that the suit
was filed as a personal matter, so far
He said:
as he was concerned.
"I am one of the organizers of the added:
M. P. T. O. of New Jersev and also
"I would like to see a T. O. C. C.
I
was in Chicago and then one on the coast,
of the national organization.
present at all meetings of both as- and then, perhaps, the exhibitors can

Quotations
High

over

—a

_s

Slams "Politicians"

1)
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New York

INTE R-OCEAN

I

—

—

February

riday,

1923

23,

New Wampus Officers
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Dierker Starts "Other Side"

(Special to

Los

Angeles

—The

recently

held
inual election of officers for the
/estern Motion Picture Advertisers,
as
follows: Joe Jackson,
esulted
resident,

Harry Wilson,

vice-presiStrickling, secretary
Dowling, treasurer.

Howard

ent,

Pat

nd

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hugh Dierker has
begun work on "The Other Side,"

—

first

as

(Special to
:

Los Angeles

in

Dierker Prod.

The

If

known
cast in-

Peter

Burke,

Harman

—Walter Hagen, golfer

$&efAadet&anl

DuPont

!vill
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— Citizens

at

to the screen.

municipal election on April 3
decide

whether the town

shall

Sunday shows. A petition signby 1300 was presented to the City

A LIVE WIRE

lave
Id

Council last Monday, demanding the
lepeal of the Sunday closing ordin-

few Directors

for Jersey

1st

Nat'l

vere elected directors to

David Mate,

fill

out

class

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

first

accounts.

Individuals or

Companies

Write or Wire

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

vacancies.

Newark; Thomas Hayes,

Thomas Black, East
Metuchen;
3range and David Keiserstein of
Bayonne were elected to the advisory

available in nine colors,

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

Will handle limited number of

New

Jersey
"irst National franchise holders last
veek, Louis Rosenthal of Newark
ind Herman Wilenbrink of Montclair

At a meeting of the

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

WEST COAST
REPRESENTATIVE

:nce.

I

with every step of gradation in between,
Eastman Positive Film reproduces it all and
carries the quality of the negative through

Cheapest in theLong Run

Decide Sunday Question April 3

[heir

in

Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,

direct.

(Special to

it

POSITIVE FILM

which Clarence Bricker

Webster Groves, Mo.

you will get

EASTMAN

THE FILM DAILY)

fed in a series of six-reelers, in the
will have
irst of which Miss

[•ill

in the negative,

Mac-

been signed for three years by
A. Mowat Prod. He will be star-

^miiiine lead,

is

Gregor and Cleve Moore.

Six Reels

'as
f.

it

the print, on

cludes Fritzi Brunette, Helene Lynch,
David Butler, Charles Clary, Herbert
Standing, E. M. Kimball, Pat O'Malley,

Hagen, Golfer,

of a series of four to be

Hugh

TAMAR LANE

ROCHESTER,

Hollywood Studios Hollywood,

N. Y.

Calif.

Doard

BIG

NEWS FOR THOUSANDS OF

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,

Inc.,

announces that

and extraordinary story, that
F. B. O's

JPF"

F.B.0

got

and

it

This

is

TIP

it

has

now

will be advertised

THEATRES!!!

in process of production A. T. Locke's celebrated

from coast

to coast.

TO ALL EXHIBITORS. WATCH AND WAIT FOR

the Big Story for which a dozen Big Producers were angling

F.B.O.

will startle the

industry with

it

F? T%

f\

t .O.VA

every theatre in America
gets a chance to play it— Ask

will see that

GENTLEMEN— HERE'S ONE SWEET CLEAN-UP- -READY
Distributed bv Film Booking Offices of America,

-•d

SOON!!!

Inc.— 723 Seventh Ave., New York.-Exchanges Everywhere

PnA

Guts and Flashes

Some Business

Marshall Neilan's "Minnie" will be
shown at the Capitol next week.

"The Message of Emile Coue"
Educ'l— Rivoli

From the Hodkinson office
comes this:
That "Down to the Sea in

Mildred Harris will have the leading feminine role in "The Fog."

to

seats 566.

WORLD—*

EVENING

Waldemar Young

has begun adap-

tation of "Salomy Jane," George Melford's next production for Paramount

leather frames appearing
lobby of the Capitol this week

The new

Pyramid

Pictures,

have

— "Daytime

Wives"

(Special to

Ad Copy

THE FILM DAILY)

— Formal

Ottawa

notice

has

been

served on exchanges and theaters in
Ontario that censorship will be imposed immediately on all advertising
copy for use in connection with pictures.

The

edict includes

newspaper

Tilley Sees America's

signed

Chance

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mary Thurman, Edmund Lowe,
A. Hausman, Florence Dixon, Wm.
London Frank A. Tilley, editor of
Tooker, Edna May Spooner and Kinematograph Weekly, says AmeriOra Jones for "Wife in Name Only." ca at last has a real chance to do

—

worthwhile things through Victor
Seastrom. Kiue is usually conservaGoldwyn Makes Field Changes
Goldwyn has made the following tive, but Tilley's praise of Seastrom is
lavish.
He adds:
changes in the field:
'Whether America knows it or not, it is
Effective Feb. 26, P. M. Desbon the greatest thing in the history of motion
if it be that
assumes chartre in New Orleans, pictures that she has ever done,
she has seen and understood what Seastrom
MonOn
succeeding J. W. Pope, Jr.
was doing and would have accomplished in
But he must not be fettered he
day, H. W. Starrett took charge in Sweden.
Atlanta, succeeding J. L. Marentette. must not be forced along the mistaken
lines
of punch and pep and zip and
'popular'
A. B. Lamb is now Los Angeles man- all the rest of the farrago of the kerbstone
ager, replacing Seth Perkins.
illiterates who dominate the screen."

*

*

Anway,

an earnest movie actor.
M. Coue screens exceedingly
He has the proper sort of features and
well
individually to
a way of looking that goes
every spectator.
is
MAIL "The Message of Emile Coue
Theory
a fitting successor to "The Einstein
is

—

.

Relativity" * * *.
the picture one is
readily the purport of
,f

of

Through the medium
able to grasp more
M. Coue's ideas and

their 'application.

Financial Service for
Motion Picture

Another Sale on "Notoriety"
States Film Co., Inc..

Interests

The Southern

of Atlanta has purchased "Notoriety"
for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

READY CASH IN

ANY AMOUNT
Low

Sh-Sh-

Rates

Quick Service
9cl love to tell you all

about it but 9 can't!
9fs a secret -ShSh-

liilf

All Transactions in
Strictest

Let's

Confidence

Get Acquainted

CHROMOS TRADING
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chel»ea 8284

tier-lastingly Exciting

Announcing

the Reorganization of
ASSOCIATED PHOTO-PLAYS Inc.
RELEASING TO FRANCHISE HOLDERS
The

First of

New Series Starring

a

MILTON SILLS
WHY WOMEN RE-MARRY
IN

with

ETHEL GREY TERRY
and Star Cast Including

CAROL HOLLOW AY

WILFRED LUCAS

JOHN GORMAN
Produced by

WILLIAM LOWERY
Story by VAN A. JAMES

CLARISSA SELWYNNE

JOHN GORMAN

Productions

Distributed by

ASSOCIATED PHOTO-PLAYS
LOEW

BUILDING,

1540

CO.

1123 Broadway

;

Directed by

i!j

production under direction of Emi
Chautard.

in

GLOBE—

Ontario to Censor

The authorities
ad copy as well.
were placed there by Agnes Egan have always held this power, but until
Cobb, who is handling the sale of now were not strict about its enthem.
forcement.
in the

Los Angeles

be

Emile Coue

Paul Gray has been engaged by Renown to head their exploitation department.

Coue

to

TRIBUNE—

day.

The Cameo

M.

(Special

a good pantomiraist and his
dominating personality holds the undivided
The picture was
attention of the audience.
greeted with hearty applause
A picture called 'The Mes^
sage of Emile Coue" is very well done,
the
there was more applause at the end ot
picture than there is usually after a feature.

proves

Ships" played to 2,584 paid admissions at the Cameo on Sun-

Viola Dana is recovering from an
operation for appendicitis.

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH

in Work
THE FILM DAILY)

"Daytime Wives"

Newspaper Opinions

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Inc

—

fHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

^recogkizeb
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Authority
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Seitz Features
Understood

Producer

Emerson Hough

—

(Special to

ducing
branching out into the feature production field. It is understood he has
four stories lined up for production.

—

Los Angeles At a meeting, which
lasted until after 2 o'clock Thursday
morning,

Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
Pickford, Harold Lloyd, Dennis F.
O'Brien, representing D. W. Griffith,
and Joseph M, Schenck, representing

These are all by Emerson Hough,
purchased by Seitz through Jay Packard and are "The Purchase Price."
"John Rawn," "The Way Out" and
"The Way of a Man." It is understood a deal is under way with Hodkinson

for

distribution

one,

of

and perhaps, the entire

Norma

and Constance Talmadge,
formed their new organization, which plans to check the evils
of exhibitor booking combines.
definitely

at

parties pledged a substantial
to meet the expected cost of
operation of the new organization, for
which a name will be decided upon
in a few days.
It is planned by the
group interested to begin functioning
practically at once.

All

series

amount

of four.

Coogan Leaving

Jackie

Jackie Coogan is giving a party this
afternoon at the Biltmore, prior to his
departure for the coast tomorrow.

Paramount

The annual
Pep Club

will

dore on March

Ball

March 9
Paramount

ball of the

Commo-

be held at the
9.

Le Vino Here

how Edward Sloman could have packed more action into "The
Last Hour" is not apparent. ... A melodrama that should captivate
every devotee of the crook picture," is the opinion of the critic of the
N. Y. Evening Journal. Advt.
"Just

Albert Shelby Le Vino is in town
to prepare the scenario for the new
Bebe Daniels picture, which Wesley
Ruggles will direct. The title is undecided.

—

An

of

Exhibitor

Ralph Ince has signed
with

Paramount

Dalton

made

one

in

in

the

a contract
to direct Dorothy
picture.
It will be

Tom Meighan on "Legit"
"show me"
It is reported that Tom Meighan
state, and I would like to have you
will appear in a stage version of
let me know by telegraph when Clem
Deneker, in Nevada, is going to show "Back Home and Broke." This will
interfere
with his work for
the scenario picture that Izzy Ottsd not
is

the

Paramount.

wrote.

Smith to Boston
Courtland Smith left for Boston
yesterday, where he will give an address before the F. I. L. M. Club

they

even

He

freight train into his town.

talks

about writing and using the pencil,
I saw him shoot craps once and he
don't make Little Joe or Big Dick
with a lead pencil.
I run a general store here and also
have the local moving picture show.
A slicker come to town the other
day
and
started
talking
about

OLIVER TWIST

and how

it

would

me

the money.
I
gave him an
order for a dozen plugs, thinking he
was a tobacco salesman because I
have a good line of chewing tobacco
for
the
boys in town, such as
get

Carsten Dahnken Here
Carsten Dahnken, son of Fred
Dahnken, First Nat'l Franchise holder in San Francisco, is in New York
representing his father on the rotating committee.

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Gaumont Co.,
was made, Col. A. C. BromGrainger Twist and
Honey Dip head becomes chairman of the Board,
Twist, but I found out this slicker replacing Leon Gaumont, who conwas not selling tobacco, but he was tinues as a member of the Board of
stock interest in the
Ltd.,

_

selling spools of film.

commander

of the

I

am

also the

American Legion.

(Continued on page 2)

Directors.

The rearrangement

is

be-

lieved here to foreshadow increased
activity on the part of the company.

Any

star of ac-

of
idea
president.

Mastbaum

becoming

its

Forty or Fight."

Browning Signs With Goldwyn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Culver

City

—Tod

Browning, one

of the featured directors with Universal until now, has signed a long
term contract with Goldwyn.

Moose Lodge Sponsors Film
understood that the Loyal
Order of Moose has financed a production of a feature called, "Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Jones," which was made in
Chicago and in Mooseheart, Ind.
The cast includes Jane Jennings, Jane
Thomas and Charles Delaney. It was
reported yesterday that the picture
was submitted to Sydney Cohen and
officials of the Theater Owners' Dist.
It

London As a result of an eternal
arrangement, whereby a transfer of

stars.

two Emerson Hough novels, "The
Mississippi Bubble" and "Fifty Four

A. C. Bromhead Heads Gaumont
(Special

with the releasing arrangements

any of the

Cosmopolitan Buys Two
Cosmopolitan Productions, according to Jay Packard, has purchased

Where does Izzy

get that stuff?
quit running the

of

cepted importance, and comparing in
box-office value with those named,
will be able to join the organization
members.
if agreeable to all of the
Joe Schenck is the authority for the
statement that Jules E. Mastbaum of
the Stanley Co. of America, has
nothing whatsoever to do with the
new organization, and laughed at the

todav.

east.

Film Daily:

Missouri certainly

Under the proposed plan, an exhibitor or a combination of exhibitorswill not have the right to play the
production of any of the stars mentioned, unless a fair price for the
production for any one or all of
them is paid. Where it is necessary,
the stars will finance theater construction in those cities where all of
The
their pictures can be played.
new arrangement will in no way conflict

Paramount Signs Ralph Ince

The Troubles

Why

Form
THE FILM DAILY)

crete

Seitz, who has been proserials
for
Pathe, intends

George B.

least,

Ass'n

Coast Protective Organization, Long
Talked of, Finally Takes Con-

Stories
Distribute

May

kinson

Form

Stars

Four
Hod-

Plans

Corp.

is

The Associated Press, in reporting
the formation of the new organization
on the coast, quotes "a declaration
the inof independence formed by
The text of this
terests involved."
declaration as given by the Associated
Press follows:
"Certain combinations and groups
are being
of persons and corporations
business
in the motion picture

formed
growth
which will dwarf the artistic
and we, who
of the motion picture,
to the public
are directly responsible
and
productions
our
of
for the merit
regard for this re-

having a profound

th*
which
producer
protect the independent

ponsfbility, deem it necessary
organization
time to form an
will

at

exhibitor against
the independent
combinations and
commercial
these
with the
enable us to keep faith
public."

Id

THE

-c&?kDAILY

Saturday, February 24, 1923

An

Buys Plot Adjoining Capitol
Messmore Kendall, as president of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Los Olmos Estates, Inc., has purExhibitor
Hollywood Warner Bros, have
chased the property included in num(Continued from Page 1)
added Alan Hale to the cast of "Main
bers 236 to 244 West 51st St., and
This slicker salesman also wore a in numbers 235 to 237 West 50th St.
Street."
Legion button. He was talking about The buildings on these sites adjoin
picture
called
"THE MAS- the Capitol Theater which is operThe Warners are installing a new a
QUERADER." When I asked him ated by a company of which Kengenerating plant.
the Legion number of Guy Bates dall is the head.
Charles B. Murphy has been added Post he nearly hit me. explaining to
me that this was not a Legion Post,
to the cast of "Red Lierhts."
Color Process For Cartoons
but the name of an actor, and it had
Carpenter-Goldman Lab., Inc.,
The
no relation to any hitching post that

The Troubles

Coast Brevities

of

-
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Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..

do pfd.

G'wyn

..

Close

88^

87
9554

96

6%

...

883/6

5%

300

6%

8.000

Not quoted
...

19^

80

20

Triangle

World

'.

to

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

and

it

Another "Leather Pusher" Series

the Princess.

manager.

D. Frisina, owner of theaters at
Kincaid, Taylorville and Auburn, has
purchased the Fitzpatrick & McElroy
theater at Mattoon, 111.
Capital Exchange Buys One
Capital Film Exchange has purchased "Is Money Everything" for

New

York

and

Northern

Jersey.

"Dear Mr. O'Brien: On your expense account for last week, we see
an item for $3.50 for a horse and
buggv. Please explain to our Auditing Department what you did with
the buggy, and how can you carry
the horse with you?
There is also
another item for $16.00 for sleeping

Woman"

Two

Reelers

you

With Rogers

the contract signed with

went to
us you were

report only $995.00 worth.
This
leads us to believe that you are loafing on the job.

has
erected in front of the Criterion for "Othello," which opens to-

Yours

am

I

from the coast issued against

a

man

posing as "Roy Stewart," Universal
star.
The impostor is said to be
cashing checks using Roy Stewart's
name, in and about Washington, D. C.
Petition Filed
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Utica
The Super Distributing
Corp., conducting a film business in
Syracuse, filed a voluntary petition in
bandkruptcy Wednesday, with liabilities

listed

at

$31,254,

Holubar

enclosing.

St.

—

to

large
theater.

The above organization is affiliated
with the M. P. T. O. A., and until
now it has operated as the M. P. T. O.
of Western N. Y., Inc. No one could
be reached at Sydney Cohen's office
for information relative to the change
of

name.

FOR KENT
—
—

Completely equipped cutting room by
the day week or month thoroughly

—

proof cabinet for storing films
Apdy
while working on them.

fire

511

729 Seventh Ave.

the post office for several days
so that the post master can read it.
This is to get publicity because it
mentions my theater from a new
angle.

She gave up everything to
go with the Abysmal Brute.

Why

?

You can answer this letter in care
of Harry Weiss, First National, St.
Louis, because when he delivers the
letter to Izzy Ootsd at Castoroyl.
he will be glad to drive over here.
Best regards to your family
have one.

Yours very

if

you

truly,

PLATZ.

Files Judgment
judgment has been filed against
The theater Town & Countrv Films, Inc.. by R.

$1,200,000.
started the erection of
office building adjoining the

company has
a

eight

a

in

and assests of

Louis The Missouri Theater
has increased its capital from

Co.
$400,000

The organization will operate in
Western New York counties.

Room

herewith,

Mo. Theater Co. Expanding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

has

Phillips vehicle,
"Slander the Woman," scheduled for
April release by First Nat'l.

—

Albany The Western New York
Motion Picture Theaters, Inc.. have
been granted a membership charter.

truly,

V. E. R.

Finished

(Special to

JIPPUM FILLUM COMPANY."

morrow.

Form New Ass'n
THE FILM DAILY)

Exhibitors

first

work for us. you told
We also
Hal a wide awake salesman.
two- note that last week you did $1,000.00
worth of business, vet this week vou

"Othello" Opening
green light electric sign

A

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood
Allen
finished the Dorothy

When

car tickets.

$1,125.

"Slander the
(Special to

the third series.

is

my

envelope with a one cent
Laemmle Warns Against Impostor stamped
stamp for a reply. Do not seal the
Carl Laemmle has sent a warning letter as I am going to let it lay
Olympis,

John Karzin, owner of the
Casino, and Lincoln, has recuperated
from his recent illness.

Greater

This

that I am curious or anything, but
after the salesman left here, I found
a letter that he accidentally left laying
on
cracker barrel.
It is funny
that
the boys who were playing
checkers did not get hold of it. The
letter read as follows:

been

R. Chatillon has been made office
of First National and R. L.
sales

make another series
Witwer "Leather Push-

Universal will
of the H. C.
er" stories.

reelers for Pathe.

manager

McLean

GAUSMAN

Roach, Will Rogers will make 13

THE FILM DAILY)

rename

of

H. E.

—

will

is

Spoilers" will have eighteen
feature calibre, it is announced. To date the following have
been selected: Milton Sills, Noah
Beeo', Barbara Bedford, Anna Q.
Nilsson,
Robert Edeson, Wallace
MacDonald, Mitchell Lewis. William
V. Mong, Ford Sterling, Alec Francis, Kate Price and Louise Fazenda.

Louis E. B. Martin, has purchased the Majestic at Lepanto, Ark.,
St.

Lombard." which

"The

players

Under

Louis Notes

(Special to

adapting Kathleen

be produced bv Harry Rapf.

13

St.

is

6,000
2,000

95?4
:

Griffith

Loew's

Sa'et

108H 107^"l07^

"Mc-

Fred-

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

Sada Cowan

Norris' "Lucretia
S.

the script of

have in front of the general store. which has taken the plant launched
This slicker tried to tell me that by the Associated Screen News, in
an Irishman was so tough that after Flushing, has developed a color prohe died his friends would sit around cess to be used primarily of color
at a wake to watch him.
Do you animation. Arthur W. Carpenter,
think this is done so that in case the formerly with Prizma. is the inventor.
corpse comes to life he can't start While sponsors feel that their invention will prove suitable to scientific
a scrap?
work in the main, they hope to later
I am rather suspicious of this salesits use in cartoons of strict
man because he was an Irishman develop
animation value.
working for a Jewish concern. Not
I

Teague," Von Stroheim has returned
from 'Frisco.

Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood lilvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
Chicago Representative

photograph-

is

6

Foreign

$15.00.

communications
71 73 West 44th

Charles Richardson

ing "Cordelia the Magnificent."

Feinman In Boston
Al Feinman sends the following
telegram from Boston:
"Preparing an elaborate exploitation campaign for "Brass," which will
have it's world premiere at the Park,
March 5th. Production is booked for
an indefinite engagement.''

A

Suratt,

who

asks $2,506.

Lang

in

CARL LAEMMLE^/,

(Special

to

JACK LONDON S

London
tured

which

in

"Wandering Jew"
THE FILM DAILY)
Matheson Lang is fea"The Wandering Jew,"

—

Stoll will distribute.

has been reported in New York,
in
the
past few weeks,
that
an
elaborate production of "The Wandering Jew" will be made here.
It

FAMOUS DRAMATIC STORY

vmysumw
REGINALD DENNY
A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

]

—

THE
aturday,

February

24,

1923

3

A

Putting It Over
Here

LtkeNews
No.

That's

the other fellow
cleaned up.

.ention of the world.

news

from -Florida, Washington,
Boston, Canada, etc.

D.

Tennessee,

THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

today
New

Producer

(Special to

p.

Let

know how you

bearing

(Special to

—

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis The General Film Mfg.
has been incorporated with a

of $600,000.
ielding has been elected

i.pitalization

Romaine

president,
he company has closed a lease on
ie Egyptian Building, in University
[ity. Mo., and will use it as a studio.

The Ad-O-Gram Film Corp. which
been using the building will retain
barters on the lower floor.
This
is

)mpany makes advertising

films.

The

were conducting a
$150,000 for new
buildings, and A. W. Force, manager of the theater, sold them the
idea when he invited them to a special
to

P.

raise

screening of the

As

film.

a

result,

Masons made money for their
new home and Force made money for
the

the Bijou.

Angle for "Fast Mail"
Duluth A new angle to the automobile locomotive street stunts for
"The Fast Mail" was used by the
management of the Zelda, by tying up
with an automobile agency the use of
a car and operator was received without any charge to the management.
Prominently displayed on the body
of the rubber tire of the locomotive
was advertising for the picture at the
Zelda.

—

The

direct

tie-up

company

read:

Oakland Car
Speedy as 'The Fast

Mail.'

automobile
dahl's

and

Phil

Kahn,

the
of
distributor

the picture of a flirt with
eyes.
The eyes were made
by moving the herald slowly

Mason

local

Masons

campaign

Now
B.

—The

order took 20,000 tickets from The
Bijou theater to be sold on a percentage basis when "Gimme" was
playing the house.

—

Missouri

THE FILM DAILY)

Creek

Battle

Pittsburgh

movable
movable
up and down.

"Gimme" Helped Masons

New

St.

over.

ideas.

—

National "Robin

THE FILM DAILY)

with

Hood" Tieup

— Pete

Smith director of
Douglas
Fairbanks
Feature Film,
of Universal
Films, put over the launched a campaign for the showing
"The Flirt" locally by distributing of "Robin Hood" at the Pitt where he
several thousand animated heralds
perfected a national

Boston
American

brother ex-

show

his

Send along your

German

rail workers strike;
trains
by French engineers and soldiers;
scenes of the occupied
I;,,
etc. Graphic
::tion of Germany which is attracting the

her

put

hibitor

17

.erated

,

how a

(Special to

happening in the ruhr

French erect customs barrier; German ofremoved; Director of Customs arials
reted;

is

Real Flirt

the

"RosenService
"

in Process

exploitation

tieup with the
manufacturers of Lion Brand Collars.

The co-operative stunt consists of a
special advertising drive for a collar
named

Newsies Advertise "Heroes"
Detroit During the run of "Heroes of the Street" at Kunsky's Madi-

for

and

the

Robin Hood, the displays

advertising

tying up with the
announcements.
According to Smith all the exhibson, the management gave a specia
morning matinee for the newsboys itor has to do is communicate with
made possible by the Times, bring- the local Lion Brand dealer when he
ing considerable free space in the has "Robin Hood" booked, supply
paper.
There were 3500 boys at the materials for displays such as paper,
showing, and each was presented stills or whatever, and displays are arwith a Wesley Barry police cap and ranged by the dealer.
novelty
puzzles.
A cameraman,
Th etieup with the Columbia Grafespecially engaged, filmed the occa- anola concern is anohter which has
sion, shown later at the Capitol and been used to distinct advantage in all
Adams.
campaigns thus far for "Robin Hood."
"A stunt that I have been working,"
said Smith, "and that can be put over
A Selected Screening
Atlanta
"The Christian" was by any exhibitor on any film is a tieup
recently given a showing at the with photograph and camera dealers

—

theater's

—

Howard to several
Drama Leagues and

Literary Clubs,
the press, eight
days prior to the opening.
Cards
were distributed to the guests to obtain a consensus of opinion which
was very favorable.
The written
opinions together with the threeteaser campaign, show cards,
cards, a float representing the
book; a 10,000 mailing list and an
attractive lobby display put the picture over.

day

car

in

On

Eastman products.

head of our company

I

the lettergive the store

a letter stating that stills for 'Douglas

Fairbanks in Robin Hood' were made
by a Graflex camera and printed on

Eastman paper

stock.

"Another gag that is always surefire on this production is the 'Robin

Hood Mark
always

of Chivalry Feather.'
I
the company with the
number of hat stores in a

select

greatest
city.

of Production

SCHULBERG
ANNOUNCES-

Daughters of the Rich"
Featuring

GASTON GLASS
From

the famous novel by

and

EDGAR SALTUS

ETHEL SHANNON
Adapted by

OLGA PRINTZLAU

A GASNIER PRODUCTION
Produced by

Distributed by

PREFERRED
PICTURES Inc.
B.P.Schulberj"-/ rM
1

J.C

Bachmdjin/rfj*.

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPO R.ATIO N

1650 BROADWAY (Sjj£ )nEW YORK CITY

THE

-3&*lDAILV
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"Wampas"

Northwest Notes
(Special

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hollywood

Officers Installed

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

newly

electee!

Ad

Godowsky completes the officers of the Western M. P.

Dagmar
F. B. O. Housewarming
McCarthy Making New Film
Selznick's "The Common
cast of
DAILY)
THE
FILM
(Special
to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Law."
Milton Simon, manager
St. Louis
Hollywood— J. P. McCarthy is
making "The Days of Yesterday." gave a housewarming last week in
Winnipeg William Gould, formerthe new F. B. O. exchange.
P. P. Craft will distribute.
with Hodkinson is now with First

—

—

ly

National.

Rainey's Jungle Film For Rialto

vertisers
Illinois

were

M.

installed

Monday

P. T. O. to Fight Drug;

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago The Illinois M. P. T.
has passed resolutions endorsing
They
fight against the drug evil.

"Luck" Finished
tend offering the
The Rialto, Rivoli and Moss circuits
"Luck" Johnny lines' latest featCentury's "A Spooky Romance,"
ure comedy is finished. Ralph Spence have booked Paul J. Rainey's, "Heart starring Jack Cooper and directed by
has completed the titling and Johnny of the Jungle," a two-reeler. Merit Al Herman, is finished.

tht
in-i

aid of their screens

1

supervised the editing.

handle the picture

will

in

New

MOTION PICTURE

York.
Sylvia

"Tattling Lips," the Third

—THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood "Tattling Lips"
(Special to

is

the

Madge Bellamy, to
be produced by Regal Pictures on the
Ince lot.

third vehicle for

Carmel Myers
(Special to

—The

first

Blair

Coan pro-

duction, "The Girl Next Door," has
been finished at the old Essanay
studios. Carmel Myers is featured.

Urges Portland
(Special

Increase Capital

in First

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago

to

Produce

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Portland, Ore.— T esse T Goldburg,
an address before the Chamber of
Commerce, urged the formation of a

in

picture bureau to influence
producers to make pictures here.

motion

Ashton,

Dale

Fuller

LIGHTINGjCOr

and

Orman Leaves Blackton Company Jean Hersholt will appear in "Mc(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Teague" for Goidwyn.
London — Felix Orman, who for
two years has been associated with J.
Herman C. Raymaker will direct
Stuart Blackton in England, has re- the next Brownie comedy.
Jimmy
signed.
Adams has been engaged to appear.
(Special to

Dover

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

Arrow salesman,

— Achievement

Films, Inc.,
of Philadelphia, have filed an increase
of capital with the Secretary of State
from $150,000 to $1,100,000.

Company Chartered
THE FILM DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. Handy Andy Prod,
(Special to

—

have been formed here with a

capitali-

zation of $300,000. The incorporators
are S. Schwartzman, W. G. Lovett

and D. Schneer.

H.

&

—

Barney

S.
is

With or without

Salt

service.

Estimates furnished.

—

Lighting effects Storm effects
Explosions

Room 303—220 West
Phone

Rose, formerly

now

42nd

—Bryant 0985

Lake

ShSk

—

Winnipeg Henry Morton has renewed the lease of the Monarch here
for another ten years, also
lease of the Gaiety.

having the

911 give you the biggest
thrill you ever

Century has bought ten more storfour each for Baby Peggy and
Buddy Messenger, and two for
Brownie.

had9am

ies,

B. Start

Daylight Screen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Daylight Picture Screen Corp.
Los Angeles The H. & B. Film
has developed a daylight screen which Co., a recently formed organization,
was demonstrated at the Metropoli- plans to produce eight five-reelers,
tan Club last week. A South African with Cliff Smith and Helen Gibson
and a colored picture were playing the stellar roles.
film

—

Seattle—J. A. Hughes, former short
manager at Pathe, has been
appointed Associated Exhibitors repsubjects

CvQr-last-ingly Cxciting

resentative.
Pinitniiiniiii

shown.
Truart Gets "Empty Cradle"
Truart will distribute "The Empty
Cradle." produced by Burton King
with Mary Alden and Harry Morey

The picture will, in all
the cast.
likelihood, be distributed through the
proposed chain of Renown exchanges.
in

Bromley-Fegan Start Soon
THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis— Sam Bromley and Barney Fegan have formed the Associated Hooking Co., a new independent
Fegan recently returned
exchange.
from New York where he contracted
for a number of pictures.

Bowman With Shipman
THE FILM DAILY)
John, N. B.— Ernest H. Bow-

I

KNOW EVERY DAY

j

ALL THE NEWS

(Special to

St.

man, formerly with Anglo-Canadian
Picture Plays, Ltd. has been appointed representative for Ernest Shipman
Prod, for the Maritime Provinces and
Newfoundland.

Appearances with Picture
(Special to

(Special to

OF THE

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

Guy Bates Post |

picture for Principal will be completed by April 1.
Ed Newman and
Robert T. Thornby who are sponsoring the production are arranging for
a 20 weeks personal appearance tour
in conjunction with the picture.

I

PICTURE BUSINESS

Increase Capital
(Special to

Albany,

THE FILM DAILY)
Beaver Films Buy "Determination"
Y.—The Producers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

N.
Corp.

its
increased
has
Security
capital stock from $600,000 to $750,-

Montreal

Gradwell
increase had
the
organization purposes only.
Ricord

Kippan.

It is

planned to open
in Toronto.

offices

John and

in St.

F. B. O.

— Beaver

Films, Ltd., is a
new company with headquarters here.
Joseph A. Hardy, secretary-treasurer
of the company, has bought "Destated yesterday termination" for Canada.
The manbeen made for ager of the Montreal branch is S. H.

000.

"Nan
started a special

drive in conjunction with its
About $7,500 in
anniversary.
first
cash prizes will be distributed to the
sales

sales force.

per,"

of the North,"

"The

Deceiver,"

"The Fighting
"Headin'

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including
1922

Year

Weekly Reviews

Skip-

North,"

"A Stranger in Canyon Valley," four Neva
Lightning,"
"Chain
productions,
Gerber
"High-Speed Lee," "One-Eighth Apache,"
"Rack to Yellow Jacket," "A Motion to Adjourn," "The Innocent Cheat," "Man and
Wife," "Night Life in Hollywood."

Film Daily for

Issues— Every Day

— 52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

— Foreign,

Merit Film Get Arrows
F. B. O. has purchased "Alimony,"
Merit has secured the following
by A. T. Locke. "Flaming Waters,"
by E. Lloyd Sheldon and "The Mir- Arrow productions for Upper New
acle Baby," by Frank Richardson York:

The company has

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Subscription, $10

Buys "Alimony"

Pierce.

St.

manager, succeeding B. M. Shooker.

mond.

I

night

pages

$15

.
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lOitk a Preferred Cast
GASTON GLASS
BARBARA LA MARR
JOHN SAINPOLIS
DAVID BUTLER
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200 prints of "The Pilgrim."

Palmer Photoplay Corp. plans 52 pictures

INC.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, at the post office at
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free), United States, Outside of Greater New York,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00 Foreign, $15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California: Harvey E. Gausman, 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
;

Hollywood 1603.
Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago Representative:
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., London,
1,
Le Film, 42 Rue de Clichy.
Paris Representative:
Prague
Internationale
Filmschau,
Representative
European
Central
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Headlines

in

Charles Chaplin's First National scries may In- re-issued through United Artists. First National orders

Copyright, 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS

Week

of the

Price 25c

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

WID'S FILM

News

•

(Czechoslovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

a year de-

signed for non-theatrical distribution.

Tuesday

Goldwyn buys

'R.

U. R." probabl

for use of Victor

Seastrom.

Cosmopolitan Productions to re-build Harlem studio
badly damaged by fire. Loss estimated at $600,000.
Louis B. Mayer plans three new director series.
Famous Players and other defendants must file answer
to Trade Commission by March 14th.

Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Emil Jannings

OTHELLO

in

Ben Blumenthal

him.

— Export &

Import Co..

.

.Page

2

SUCCESS
Murray Garsson Prod.

Agnes Ayres

Chicago reports credit Jules E. Mastbaum with heading
new producer organization plan by Fairbanks, Pickford and Chaplin. Hiram Abrams says it's news to

— Metro

Page

3

RACING HEARTS

in

Page

Paramount

Jacobo Glucksmann buys Ince, Talmadge and Barthelmess pictures for seven South American countries.

Mary

Pickford abandons production of "Faust."
committee
of Hays organization working on
Law
bitration code. Will be ready in several weeks.

Missouri censorship

ar-

bill killed.

4

Thursday
Katherine MacDonald in

Legal holiday.

THE WOMAN CONQUERS
Friday

Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

Hobart Bosworth

Anchor Films

in

— State

Frank Mayo

THE MAN ALONE
Rights

Page

7

NONE SO BLIND

Burton King Prod

Arrow— State

5

Rights

in

Universal

Page

8

THE BOLTED DOOR
Page

9

William Randolph Hearst closes deal with Goldwyn
for distribution of future Cosmopolitan productions.
Sidney E. Samuelson, Newton, N. J. exhibitor, sues
Will H. Hays, the M. P. P. D. A. and about 40 other
Claims an
film companies on conspiracy charge.
organized attempt to force him out of business.
Charles M. O'Reilly slams "politicians" at A. M. P. A.
lunch. Sees need of national development of T. O.
C. C.

produce "Rosita," a Spanish
story of Middle Ages. Ernest Lubitch will direct.

Mary Pickford

will next

A CLOUDED NAME
Playgoers— Pathe

Page

1

Saturday

Prominent

stars

form Protective Association

to

com-

bat exhibitor booking companies.

Short Reels

Page

15

George B. Seitz expected

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good,"

to

make

series for

—Benjamin Franklin.

Hodkinson.

THE

<^2
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DAILV

Buchowetski's Production of "Othello
Emil Jannings

Ben Blumenthal

—

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Truly Worth While Achievement

'

picture as a whole, and closely allied with the very

in

"OTHELLO"
Export

25, 1923

&

Import Co.
Dimitri Buchowetski
William Shakespeare

PRODUCTION EDITOR

Don

Bartlett

notable performances of a uniformly excellent cast
headed by that sterling portrayer, Emil Jannings,
with Werner Kraus, always interesting as Iago, the
perfidious friend of Othello.

an entertainment for intelliwho prefer a really worth while
artistic achievement, something out of the ordinary.
Unfortunately this class of picture patronage is in the
"Othello"

essentially

is

Carl Hasselman
CAMERAMAN
A highly intelligent, artistic and
AS A WHOLE
compelling interpretation of Shakespeare's work
STORY
Adheres to the text even to the subtitles masterfully handled and wholly absorbing

minority but for those to whom it will appeal "Othello"
offers a real gem of an entertainment.
Buchowetski's

DIRECTION

interpretation of Shakespeare leaves

;

Superb; a remarkably fine rendimagnificent in compotion of a masterpiece
sition, development and all the rest
Excellent
Splendid
effects
LIGHTINGS
As though Shakespeare's character
STAR
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

•

•

came

to life so realistic is

his characterization;

PLAYERS

Werner Kraus

a tremendous hit as

Iago and lea Lenkeffy a charming Desdemona
Few but those very good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Numerous spacious and splendid

settings

DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY..
Shakespeare, they

know

while

they

know

6,385 feet

be outdone by the legitimate stage in its
current revival of Shakespeare, Ben Blumenthal will
offer Dimitri Buchowetski's film adaptation of Shaketo

And

speare's "Othello" at the Criterion theater.

it

may

be recorded right here that the screen, through
the medium of "Othello" will readily "holds it own"
in the

present revival, for the Buchowetski production

not only another step in the advancement of the art

is

motion pictures, but the best picture to come from
the German studios since "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Too much cannot be said for the masterful rendition
which the producer has accorded Shakespeare's work
and the realism and sincerity of the presentation is a
very definite factor in the success attained by the
of

An

is

tistic

its

ap-

unfortunately limited to the more intelligent

picture patrons and those

who can

be satisfied by ar-

endeavors such as that which Dimitri Buchowet-

ski offers

them

not numbered

be likely

in his

production.

Also those

among Shakespeare's admirers

who

are

will not

to favor the picture despite its meritorious at-

tainments.

be desired

and a very

definite

—every

knowledge

atse-

shows care
motion

detail

of the art of

"Othello" is not as spectacular nor as lavish
production
a
as some of those that have come from the
German studios but it contains qualities that make it
equally distinctive.
Its dramatic value is of a high
pictures.

standard.

Emil Jannings as "The Moor," the insanely jealous
husband of the beautiful Desdemona, is one of the
most lasting impressions that the picture will leave,
and easily seconded by Werner Krauss, the original
Caligari,

Iago

as

the

Lenkeffy, not as well
as the

ing

known

who

trickster

Othello's jealousy to further his

own schemes.

Ica

American audiences

to

two previously mentioned players,

Desdemona and

arouses

is

a

charm-

others in the cast, even those of

only remote importance, are well chosen and thor-

oughly capable.
Story

:

Othello

is

commanded

the Turks in Cyprus.

to quell

He names

Cassio as his lieuten-

ant thereby exciting revenge in
friend.

an uprising of

Iago,

a

perfidious

Othello, "the son of an Egyptian father and a

mother," marries Desdemona.
Through a
series of clever ruses Iago leads Othello to suspect
Cassio of being in love with Desdemona. Eventually
Othello kills his wife, learns of Iago's perfidy, kills
Iago and then himself.
Spanish

The

Intelligent

Audience

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Notwithstanding the excellence of "Othello"
peal

lected for the various roles

Entertainment Strictly For
Box

little to

and he has injected realism to the nth degree. The
mosphere, the settings, the costuming and those

Dr.

"Othello"

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Not

Worth
If

gent minds and those

So it may be that "Othello" will not prove a box ofknockout but the exhibitor who caters to an appreciative clientele, those who prefer something distinctive and worth while, will not go wrong in showing them "Othello." You can safely make promises
with regard to the excellence of the production and
above all, talk about the remarkably fine acting. It
fice

should be easy to secure the cooperation of local educational boards.

Sunday, February

25, 1923

DAILV

Story Of Stage Life With Atmosphere That Pleases
"SUCCESS"
Murray Garsson Prod.

DIRECTOR

— Metro

Ralph Ince
Adeline Leitzbach and Theo. Lieber,

AUTHORS
Jr.

SCENARIO BY

Adeline Leitzbach and Theo.

Lieber, Jr.

CAMERAMAN
AS A

William Black

,

WHOLE

A rather pleasing picture that
contains effective audience appeal and treats old
theme

in first rate fashion

STORY

New

angles in development of stage

romance with old Shakespearian actor the

prin-

cipal figure

DIRECTION

Usually good; one or two sequences slightly overdrawn, but on the whole,
satisfying

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

LIGHTINGS

Occasionally too bright

PLAYERS

Brandon Tynon gives a convincing
performance as the Shakespearian actor Theodore Lieber, Jr., Mary Astor, Dore Davidson
and Naomi Childers others
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Actor, with lost

makes triumphant return in role that
made him famous and also reunites with his

reputation,

estranged wife

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,700 feet

"Success," a Murray Garsson production released by

Metro, treats of a slightly familiar theme but with
new angles and careful treatment to make it

sufficient

a satisfying entertainment for a

are so

many who

good majority.

like stories of

stage

life

There

that they

should favor the romance offered in "Success," a story
dealing with the fame attained by a noted Shakes-

perean actor whose popularity eventually dwindles because he was too sure of his success.

A

Good

Title

To

Exploit

first

place

his identity

unknown

still

to

the girl or her lover,

appears in the role and saves the young man's reputation results in the reunion of husband and wife and
This sequence has been nicely
the young lovers.

handled and quite convincingly since the make-up of
Lear makes it quite possible for such a deception to
be carried out.
Brandon Tynan gives a very satisfying performance
as the actor whose success "went to his head." Tynan's

make up

in the latter reels

in the revival of

when he begs

"King Lear"

is

splendid.

for a role

Theodore

Mary
adequate as the young actor.
Davidson
Dore
well
and
do
Childers
Astor and Naomi
adds a few humorous touches with his box-office
Lieber, Jr.

is

worries.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of entertainment in

can be used to interest picture goers. In the
it should be easy to get their attention by
playing up the theatrical atmosphere and using catchlines indicating the nature of it, especially referring to
the famous actor who was ruined by too much "Success" and if you care to make a point of the moral in
the story, that should also interest them.
this that

There is a definite moral that is nicely woven in
without being preachy and while there may be no
great surprise in the denouement, still Ralph Ince
maintains the interest splendidly all the way through
and the happy ending is effective even though it is
what they will probably expect. The development is
smooth and usually logical the only incidents that are
unconvincing being those in which the estranged wife
faces her broken down actor-husband who is feeble
and apparently ill and in need of care. It is hardly
probable that the wife would ignore him (the estrangement having been caused by the actor's drinking)
much less allow him to be manhandled by his former
theatrical associates.
Of course there is an alibi for
her action in that her young daughter, about to assume
the role formerly played by the mother, believes her
father dead, but it would have been a much more
human attitude to have had the woman go to the man
especially since there had evidently been no divorce
and she might still have kept his identity from the girl.
A very good twist is that in which the new portrayer
of Shakespearian roles, the finance of the former great
actor's daughter, refuses to go on in the opening performance of "King Lear" because of the producer's
attentions to his intended wife. How the aged actor,

And Elements That Can Be Made To Appeal

Box
There are attractive elements

Many

Although Brandon Tynan's name will probably not
mean much at the box office of the picture theater, you
might tell them of his prominence on the legitimate
stage and of the splendid performance he gives in this.
They will know Mary Astor and other names to use
are Naomi Childers and Dore Davidson, the latter
well

known

The

title

for his

unusually

fine

character portrayals.

should be easy to exploit.

—

THE

j^*2
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Romance And Good Auto Race Chief

Pleasing

Agnes Ayres

his

in

Wallie, he will please

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Paul Powell

AUTHOR

Byron Morgan

SCENARIO

Will M. Ritchey

CAMERAMAN

Bert Baldridge

WHOLE

Slight but agreeable feature

that contains fair excitement in racing sequence
STORY
Satisfying romance with rather familiar

situations although they are nicely handled

DIRECTION
ively

All right; racing sequence effect-

done and furnishes some

thrills.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
SUPPORT

First rate

Good
Pleasing and usually convincing
.Very good; Richard Dix, good lead

and Theodore Roberts splendid, as usual
Appropriate
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
•

Ample

•

CHARACTER OF STORY

Daughter

mobile manufacturer, in

of auto-

absence, has

latter's

makes the

racer built that wins and

role very

well

and, while he isn't quite as convincingly romantic as

"RACING HEARTS"

AS A

Points of Appeal
Dix handles the

favorite sport.

25, 1923

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

car

famous

5,691 feet

Agnes Ayres has a story somewhat different from
recent vehicles in Byron Morgan's "Racing

her

Hearts," an automobile story that furnishes a satisfy-

opposite for the star.

them and he makes a satisfying
Agnes Ayres makes the most

of the role of the automobile manufacturer's daughter
hits upon a scheme to make her father's product
by stunt advertising, an idea abliored by the old
gentleman Theodore Roberts contributing the hum-

who
sell

—

orous touches as the contrary parent.
In spite of the very slight material at hand, Director

Paul Powell has succeeded very well in maintaining
an even interest throughout and where it was necessary to do some padding, he has done so without lessening the speed. Toward the end he supplies some
first rate thrills in the racing sequence and the cam-

eraman

is

also to be credited with

good work

in shoot-

ing these scenes.

Of course

never any doubt as to what the
outcome will be but this won't spoil the picture for
those who like stories of a highly romantic flavoring
there

is

such as this. There is a wicked villain who plots
with the owner of one of the competing cars to
prevent the other winning but it is all very mild
plotting and never threatens to cause any serious damage to the love affair of the daughter and son, respectively, of the contesting owners.
The only standard

make

any prominence in the
the Durant, the others are all made up names.
of car that gets

film is

ing entertainment, of rather light weight but contain-

ing sufficient good incident, pleasing romantic situations and a cast that gets

it

over.

The theme

doesn't

vary greatly from some of those that served Wallace
Jveid so capably in several of his pictures that proved
thoroughly popular, so "Racing Hearts," will undoubtedly be well received by a majority.

who

Richard Dix,
a leading

is

rapidly

man, plays the

the good looking

Star's

young

coming

role that Reid did so well

racer

who mixes

of

Hearts," and there are
for

you

of trouble.

to get

A

It

enemy, the Mono, made by Smith whose son, Roddy,

How Virginia, in her father's
is in love with Virginia.
absence, has a racer built and entered in the road race,
and drives it to victory herself when she learns the
driver has been bought by Smith,

is

coupled with the

reunion of Virginia and Roddy who drove his father's
car off the track to allow Virginia to win.

Will Interest

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Agnes Ayres picture, "Racing
enough good talking points in

them interested without

trailer of the

:

And Racing Sequence

automobile racing stories will be well

pleased with this latest

it

love with

Admirers Will Like
Box

Admirers

to the fore as

Virginia Kent's father refuses to go in for
Story
"stunt" advertising so his make of automobile, the
Granada, is not nearly as popular as that of his

The

star's

admirers will

you can promise them

like her

work

in this

a story a little different

those she has had recently.

and
from

Talk about the good sup-

a great deal

racing sequence will

make

them want to come back to see the entire picture,
pecially if you show a shot of the final spill.

es-

porting cast using the names of Richard Dix, Theo-

dore Roberts.

Stunt advertising and exploitation will

also do very well to arouse their curiosity.
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Average Picture With a Few Fair Thrills
Katherine MacDonald in

"THE

various ways

WOMAN CONQUERS"

a

Tom Forman

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

•

Joseph Brotherton
average offering that has
good combination of atmosphere and fair dramatic situations

WHOLE

STORY

An

Not new nor given any

different treat-

ment; contains appropriate role for

star,

how-

DIRECTION
in latter reels

Adequate; good snow sequence
with a few mild thrills develop;

ment smooth

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

Satisfactory

Dark on

interiors

role better suited to her than her

last

SUPPORT

Bryant

Washburn,

leading

man;

others Mitchell Lewis, June Elvidge, Clarissa

Selwynne, Boris Karloff and Francis McDonald

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Snow'shots pretty
All right
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

who

Girl

tires

of

goes into the North where suitor
proves his love by fighting for her life
life

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,102

feet

Katherine MacDonald's latest is an average entertainment that probably won't cause much discussion
one way or the other. It is an in-between number that
is neither poor enough to be condemned nor good
enough to be praised. It is due chiefly to the story
which deals with situations already familiar to the
screen and ones that have been twisted around in

Use Names

of Players
Box

They may not be

dissatisfied

mind

a

few familiar

twists.

fight.

fair thrills

They

with this one or at

There

is

enough where they

The atmosphere

such as the blizzard, the

in

fire

and the

are not strong enough, however, to play

up with promises of a

more closely
most adapted to
her in "The Woman

so that her admirers will like

Conquers,"

much more than

is

they did in her recent

production, "Money, Money, Money."

She gives a

satisfying performance and they'll like

what she has

to

do

where

in the latter reels,

wounded

lover

by driving

she saves the

life

of

a sledge through a bliz-

zard with only the dogs to guide her.

The opening

reels deal in a general

away

way with how

and there are suggestions of the heroine's discontent and boredom
brought about through the useless existence in which
she finds herself. All this leads up to her decision to
get away from it all and go to the trapping ground inherited from an uncle. At this point the story becomes
their time

interesting, with attractive snow covered backgrounds and the always interesting dog sleds.

more

takes a dramatic turn with the introduction of
Lazar, the czar of the region, who threatens to rule
the new mistress as he does his workers. Nothing unIt

usual happens and while

Forman makes an

effort to

is always
keep the ending from becoming obvious,
expected. There are some mild thrills such as when
the villain, in revenge, sets the store house on fire and
the fight where villain attacks the girl and her society
suitor becomes a he-man and fights for her.
it

a slight suspense in the effort of the girl
to bring her lover back to the camp where his wound
Of course he recovers with the
will be attended to.

There

is

heroine finally accepting his proposal of marriage since
he has proven himself not altogether a "social lion."

to

Give

An

Idea of

The Story

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the latter reels will undoubtedly please and there are

some

[or the star.

the sort of portrayal that the star

and Gatchlines

won't gather any particular kicks.

a story that will get over well

don't

Tom Forman

role of the society girl approaches

society folks idle

PHOTOGRAPHY

it

The

her

ever

least

previous films.

by the selection of a capable cast

Not credited

CAMERAMAN

social

many

it

Violet Clark

•

SCENARIO
AS A

Last Reels

from becoming noticeably hackneyed through
satisfying production, a smooth development and

keeps

Asso. First Nat'l. Pict.

in

in

thrilling picture.

they like the star, "The Women Conquers," will
have a better chance of pleasing them and they'll unIf

doubtedly

like the story better

than her

last one.

The

and names you can use
and
are those of Mitchell Lewis, Bryant Washburn
idea
June Elvidge. Catchlines can be based on the
supporting cast

is

of the society girl

first

who

and sought the peace

rate

life
tired of the luxuries of her
and contentment of the North-

land.
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Hobart Bosworth Gives Interesting Performance
Hobart Bosworth

Hobart Bosworth

in

"THE MAN ALONE"
Anchor Films

roles than that of the

— State Rights

DIRECTOR

William Clifford

AUTHOR

Not credited

SCENARIO BY

Clarence Badger

.'

CAMERAMAN
AS A

O. Taylor

J.

Rather satisfying feature with
not unfamiliar situations but none the less interesting.

STORY

Has

several

first

rate twists

and should

go over with an average audience

A

DIRECTION

slow at times but usually
satisfactory and in good judgment
trifle

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Gives

All right

:

Fair

an interesting performance though

not quite as actionful as usual for

SUPPORT

him

Jamie Gray adequate but does not
very well
others William Conklin,

screen

;

George Barnum

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate

Adequate

.Wealthy mine owner
is rejected by girl whose father he befriends,
because of his rough mannerisms
.

.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

The

idea which supplies the main situation in "The
Alone" is not altogether new but the feature's
value as entertainment does not suffer from lack of
originality despite the fact.
It has been surrounded
with other good situations and a fine variation of
atmosphere and incident that makes it a picture somewhat out of the ordinary and interesting because of
effective characterization.

Box
"The Man Alone"
isn't

will please the

character played by Bosworth rings
and the treatment accorded him by the
girl he loves and the manner in which he accepts her
abuse will win admiration for him.
A very good
feature of the story is that its development is natural
and not contrary. When hero is rejected he does not
fight for the girl, but tries in other ways to win back
her love, nor does he cancel his loan to her father.
Events occur in the right sort of succession and withlife

out the use of coincidence.

Somehow

or other

Bosworth

is

usually associated

with a sea story, or some equally virile theme, but his
performance in this is thoroughly satisfying and a
pleasing variation.

There is a sequence in the picture,
what the star often does that of

—

however, similar to
a rugged sailor, although in this case it is against his
will, the villain having had him shanghaied aboard a
tramp steamer.

William Clifford provides a satisfying production
and his direction of the picture is usually very good.
The cast is capable and fulfills requirements adequateBosworth's leading lady is not a popular film
ly.
player nor does she screen very well.

becomes engaged to Ben
Dixon, millionaire mine owner, "a rough diamond but
with a heart of gold." His manners and dress get on
Marjorie's nerves and she breaks the engagement.
Temple, in love with Marjorie, has Dixon shanghaied
aboard a tramp steamer bound South. Later Dixon
makes his way back but finds Marjorie in love with
the man he hired to fit him for the society in which
Marjorie moved. Dixon proves a good loser.

it

ular attraction.

You have

worth

them and

to interest

will

the

average audience

if

of

Hobart Bos-

they have ever seen any

of his previous productions, very likely his

drawing card.

unusual

do nicely for a reg-

name

Marjorie

Hill

—Use Star's Name

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a picture that will stand

promises or exploitation,

a sufficient

The

etiquette.

Should Satisfy the Average Audience

be

usually cast for

gains the whole-hearted sympathy of the spectator
when the girl rejects him because of his lack of social

Story:

Man

it

more virile
uncouth mine owner who seeks

is

Suffice

CHARACTER OF STORY.

and while

Picture

the hand of a society girl, but he is equally entertaining and capable in the role of Ben Dixon. Bosworth
wins the audience's admiration from the start and

true to

WHOLE

in Latest

name

will

Catchlines could read:

"He was

a

rough diamond

with a heart of gold, but he didn't fit in with his fianHe was 'A Man Alone.'
cee's social surroundings.
Or if you want to interest your women folks you
might ask them: "What type of man would you marSee how one girl didn't recognize a' real man
when she saw one. Hobart Bosworth's latest feature,
'The Man Alone,' offers some worthwhile hints on the
ry?

marriage question."

Sunday, February

25, 1923
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Dore Davidson Gives Fine Gharacteri zation

The theme,

Burton King Prod.

"NONE SO BLIND"
Arrow

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS

— State

ters

SCENARIO BY

Leota Morgan

CAMERAMAN

Alfred Ortlieb
interest picture

with comedy and pathos nicely blended; will
appeal to many
STORY
Conventional situations although carefully worked out and very well handled; contains good audience appeal
DIRECTION
Satisfactory; development is very

good and there are many good heart

interest

bits

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

deserted daughter.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate
Sub-titles rather good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Money

lender rears

The

plot also includes an elabo-

which builds

For instance, there

detail.

and given

treatment and direction to
and interesting.

that the latter should

fact

known

to her,

is

sufficiently care-

make them

This

entertain-

girl,

little

who, un-

library in the

It

is

decidedly the character study offered in the

by Dore Davidson that creates the real
human interest in the picture. His devotion to his
granddaughter and his great sorrow when he learns
that all his planning goes for naught through her love
for a Christian fellow, the ward of the man who deserted her mother. The religious angle is prominent
role played

but

all barriers.

King has handled the story very well and

Director

He has blended pathos
with humor successfully and builds toward the climax in a satisfying fashion, wasting no time on finishing touches once the ending is in sight. The cast
is a good one with Dore Davidson contributing his
usual finished performance as the "Shylock of Wall
Street," and Zena Keefe a sympathetic and appealing
heroine.
Roles of less importance are capably han-

usually to the best advantage.

Edward

Earle, Maurice Costello,

is

a

good audience picture that

By

will appeal to a

make a thoroughly satisfying box
You know pretty well just how

office attrac-

this

type of

if you have played any of those similar
and can easily judge its drawing power from the

they like these

human

interest

themes with

comedy and pathos combination you can

sured they'll be pleased.

Exploitation

rest as-

this time they should

know Dore Davidson and

the type of portrayal which he does so well.

name and

let

them know that

plays the part of a
the

story will go,

If

Gene Burnell.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

big majority and with the right sort of exploitation

a

of

poor section of the city. Of course these are all of
minor importance and in no way interfere with the
coherence of the story, but they may strike some as
being just a shade too convenient.

dled by

Box

others.

meet the

her sister, in a

Good Audience Appeal and Angles That Will Bear

it,

romance

the tailor's son and the rich man's daughter, or for the

5,900 feet

although the situations, some of them fairly

different from the others

to

no explanation of how

learns that love breaks

fails

conventional, have been twisted around into a theme

tion.

is

certain events are arrived at such as the

ning a great revenge which

this line

should

to the ultimate

it is always used with discretion and forms a very
important part in the climax when the money lender

There have been quite a number of these Jewish
heart interest stories since the appearance of Fannie
Hurst's "Humoresque" and they have apparently satisfied the public.
"None So Blind" is another along

in"-

the principal charac-

deserted daughter's child at the same time plan-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

ful

for

climax and the shattering of the old man's dreams of
repaying the man who ruined his daughter's life.
There are some rather outstanding instances of coincidence in the development, due mostly to insufficient

PLAYERS

Dore Davidson in one of his typical
characterizations, does good work and Zena
Keefe an appealing heroine; others Edward
Earle, Robert Bentley and Maurice Costello

essentially of the heart in-

—the old Jewish money lender and the child of his

rately planned revenge

Good human

is

with the progress of the story gaining

terest variety

Burton King
Leota Morgan and Kathleen Ker-

WHOLE

of course,

more and more sympathy

Rights

rigan

AS A

Jewish Heart Interest Story

in

If

man who

you care

to

money

in

Use

his

"None So Blind" he

lender

who

plans to ruin

deserted his daughter and her baby.

make use

of the idea of racial barrier,

them from that angle. You
use the names of Zena Keefe, Edward

the picture will interest

might also
Earle and Maurice Costello, an old time Vitagraph
favorite.
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THI
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—

i^hen
Audiences the World Over
Stand Aghast at the Daring of this Picture
EVER before has a photo-dramatic production made its

N

bid
for public approval backed by the weight of critical enthusiasm that has greeted "Down to the Sea in Ships."

"One

ot the most interesting pictures ever produced.
combines pretty nearly the best in everything, acting, photography, direction and cast." Philadelphia North American.
.

.

.

It

a picture that will do more in a single season to restore confidence and public interest in the motion picture theatre than any
other force at work within the industry.
It is

"In this picture, the screen has gained one of its few veritable
classics.
It is visual literature, hauntingly beautiful.
A truly
great film."
Boston Advertiser.

—

Down

to the Sea in Ships" has been launched with one of the
biggest advertising and exploitation campaigns ever put behind a
picture.
Magazines and newspapers all over the country will be used
to arouse interest in this super-production.
The opening gun in the

campaign

Saturday Evening Post (circulation
2,250,000), on March 10th.
This will be followed by intensive advertising designed to reach every community of any size in the United
a full

is

page

in the

States.

"One of

one
the real surprises of the screen season.
worthy of a place among the finest of the year.
there
have been no more thrilling escapades ever caught by the camera
a film that will blaze the trail for the new type of pictures
that are bound to come."
Detroit News.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

exploitation possibilities of "Down to the Sea in Ships" are
endless in their variety and effect. It is so utterly out of the beaten path,
so daring in its conception, so masterly in its handling, that the exhibitor is confronted not with the problem of filling his theatre, but
with the immediate necessity of securing "Down to the Sea in Ships"
early enough and for a long enough run to satisfy the enormous public
demand that is already aroused for "the master-production of the

The

new

year."
Probably one of the most beautiful photoplays ever made
The enthusiasm grew by leaps and bounds." Boston Globe.
.
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As q
Will Be Talked About
"

It

<

The Supreme

Thrill of
Picture History!

FRAIL boat and

its

six

Motion

occupants towed

at express

toward three thousand miles of open
water, through a sea lashed into foam by a maddened whale.
train speed

A

sudden turn; a shout, "Look out, he's headoars are splintered along one side of the
whaleboat; before the startled crew can backwater, the monster of the deep is upon them
ing for us!"

The

"A flip'of its death-dealing "flukes," and both craft and its
occupants are tossed high in the air. The boat falls back
into the sea a battered wreck, its crew floundering about in
shark infested waters.
the climax of the most astounding piece of realism
a motion picture made in the broad reaches of
mid-Atlantic, with a go ton sperm whale as the principle actor,

Such

is

ever photographed

and

the

—

directing as fierce a battle between^man
as the long history of whaling has ever known.

hand of chance

mammal

;

It required eighteen months to make "Down to the Sea in
Ships."
It is utterly unlike any production ever filmed, because, it is nature at her most thrilling moments, with
intrepid * whalemen in mad pursuit of the biggest game on
land or sea. Incidents of unparalleled daring, enacted apparently within a few feet of the eyes of the astonished audience, seem to challenge belief that the scenes were actually
aken by a camera and at breathlessly close quartets.
1

—

Every phase of whaling is shown with startling fidelity
first view of the big "school", following the weird cry
from mast-head, "B-1-o-w-s, b-1-o-w-s," the lightning-like
lowering of the boats, the dash for the prize, the instant of
suspense as the boat-steerer sinks his harpoon to the shank.
Then the frantic effort to escape, with a thin curl of smoke
arising from the harpoon line as it sings over the bow, so
swift is the whale's dash for the open water and freedom.
the

For' hours the. battle

waged

in a dull-red sea, before
us that the monster has fought
his last fight.
Then follows the "cutting-in," and the
thousand-and-one processes that for two hundred years
have made the New England whaling industry a tradition
tenderly fostered from generation to generation.

the cry of "Fins'out!"

is

tells

Yet back of this vivid picturization of daring runs one of
the sweetest love-stories ever unfolded on the screen, a romance breathing all of the quaint customs of the most famous whaling city in the world.
sinister conspira;y, its
aim the control of as fine a fleet of whalers as ever sailed
the seven seas; a hair-raising mutiny and its overthrew of
as brutal a master as ever triced a sailor in the riggiig; a
storm off-shore, the like of which no trick of photography
could ever hope to equal, are touches of realism that lift
"Down to the Sea in Ships" far out of the categoiy of what
we have come to accept as the usual motion picture thrill.
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Productions of the Season."
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SEA IN SHIPS

ORE than one hundred of the lead-

„...

ing newspapers of the country
have devoted full page feature-

"*

In Films

nt

L

Romanic Old

Wl, r

,

rrorn Seven

C•»*„
0i

stories to this extraordinary pict-

being Actionized in one of the
principal "fan" magazines of the industry,
and fifty other periodicals, including national magazines, gravure sections, house
organs and syndicate services are hailing
"Down to the Sea in Ships" as the greatest
stride forward in recent motion picture
ure. It

is

history,

j
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Will Get Over

They Don't Mind Lack

If

Frank Mayo

him

in

"THE BOLTED DOOR"

AUTHOR

.

•

George Gibbs

•

SCENARIO

in

Benjamin Kline

WHOLE

A

fairly

good short entertain-

STORY

Conventional theme that contains some

diis

who

DIRECTION

Fair

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
by story but

will

probably please

Haver pretty but has uncon-

hunter Charles Stevenson good but hasn't
;

fact that the girl actually decides to

marry him

at her

is

showing almost abhorrence

that after

husband's

her feelings should undergo a

kiss,

away from home.

You know

is

living

of course, all along that

she will finally love him, but you expect some sort of

The only

comes when the hero

tense point

receives a telegram saying that the estate has been

The

have anything further

clines to

and the hero punches him
This

fight is the

one

to

em-

then de-

villain

do with the lady

in the eye.

but

bit of action in the picture,

sustained pretty well be-

is

cause of the rapidity with which the story

told, the

is

Pretty
film

Satisfactory

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
love of girl

Hero finally wins
who marries him to keep uncle's

fortune from going to charity
4,126 feet

Here you have a conventional theme that has been
used times without number.
kick in any part of

it

being

than

in less

and has substituted a

There

is

pleasantly enough to the regulation finish.

title

familiar death-bed scene

instead.

The

a polished finger-nail on the

next shot the gloves are
Phyllis

Haver

is

on the

still

pretty but

she has which allows
create sympathy.

hand holding

little

is

Mayo's admirers

too has been limited by the story.

Box
The average audience

probably find this accepta favorite you can count on it to
of the film lends itself ad-

mirably for use on a double-feature program, and the
title lends itself well to exploitation stunts.
Catchlines such as "What was behind 'The Bolted Door,'
and others will attract.
You can mention the fact that Phyllis Haver, form-

Mack Sennett bathing

girl,

Star Is

A

role

will in all prob-

in this

one although he

Favorite

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

will

able and if Mayo is
draw them. The briefness

If

hands.

opportunity for her to

be pleased with his work

Do For Average Crowd Or

but in the

it

girl's

shows

hampered by the

machine shop

Should

a slight

ch~>se-up of the letter

ability

His adopted father desires

is

curs in the sequence in which the girl opens a letter

Hero, the adopted son of a wealthy financier, prefers
to society.

There

discrepancy that could easily be remedied which oc-

no particular

and the picture moves along,

Fortunately Director

five reels.

Worthington has omitted the

with gloved hands.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

er

him does not

tend to create sympathy for her, and another discrepan-

in spite of this the interest

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

and

dies

go to charity.

to

is

after admitting that she can never love

much

to do

a

man

li

be shared

a climax.

Nigel Barry stereotyped fortune

;

old

in

is

to

bezzelled and the fortune lost.

vincing role

turn

months, his fortune which was

Satisfactory

Phyllis

Theme

hero and heroine are not married

if

admirers

SUPPORT

in

The

fortune hunter.

el

prove* that

six

The

Familiar

change without any apparent cause while he

unconvincing situations

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Limited

pretty niece

cy in the plot

Climax lacks punch

ment.

marry

between them,

George Randolph Chester

CAMERAMAN
AS A

to

his will

William Worthington
.

And

with a polish

Universal

DIRECTOR

Action

of

plays opposite the star

and that Nigel Barry and Charles Stevenson are
the cast.

Use Mayo's name with

the posters and

tion the fact that the story deals with a bride

fuses to love, honor and obey her husband.
if

your folks want

ises

on

thrills,

men-

who

re-

However,

be careful about your prom-

this one, as there is a total

absence of the usual

"stunts" and excitement generally found
ferings.

in

in

Mayo

of-

Have Ypu Ever Noticed

How Many

Times

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfeRECOGNIZED

©/"FILMDOM

Authority

Is

Quoted In

Motion Picture Publications

i

THE
Sunday, February

25,

1923
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Pretty Fair Story Material But Very Badly Handled

CLOUDED NAME"

"A

Playgoers

— Pathe
Huhn

Austin O.

AUTHOR

Tom Bret
Austin O. Huhn
Jean Logan
Fairly interesting and absorb-

SCENARIO

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

ing combination of situations that suffer from

poor handling

STORY
as told

Not convincing nor sufficiently
here; might have been used to

logical

better

advantage
Doesn't

story in coherent or
convincing fashion; lacks unity and careful con-

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually

LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS. .... Norma

all

right

Very poor
Shearer very pretty and quite

capable of a better part; Gladden James adequate and little Yvonne Logan a camera-conscious yungster; Richard Neill, the villain

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

Cutting and

titles at

Man

times bad

avoids girl he

loves because he believes her father responsible
for his father's ruin

and disappearance

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
a better

"A Clouded Name" is really
and more careful presentation than
Not

that the material

is strik-

some fairly good
situations that might have been worked into a much
more interesting and absorbing plot than you are offered in Austin O. Huhn's production.
ingly original or strong but there are

construction

is

faulty and the continuity very

The sequences

choppy.

are loosely connected and the

Nothing For

will

audience

because

if

you want

to represent a

fixed

up

mount-

obviously
amateurish fashion with painted pieces placed upon the
porch to give the effect of broken plaster, etc. Other
equally bad bits of detail, unimportant, but none the
is

found

in

in the production.

The director has not improved on an already choppy
continuity in the development of the plot and while
there is no great difficulty in following events, there
is a continual lack of conviction about the various
steps preparatory to the climax which, in

itself,

con-

The audience will have
it well figured out ahead of time.
The material has
not been used to advantage which spoils what might
funch or

tains little

have furnished a

surprise.

rate average entertainment.

first

to

Shearer

is

likely to find fault

It

may

this.

Gladden James

is

the

over "close-uped" hero, with Richard Neill a weakkneed villain. Yvonne Logan is given featured promlittle girl is

too camera shy to register

appealingly.

Story

:

Jim Allen shuns Marjorie Dare because he

believes her father responsible for his
ruin and eventual disappearance.
jorie loves

where she

own

father's

Nevertheless Mar-

Jim and follows him to a mountain lodge
Leighton,
is entertained by Jim's host,

How

also in love with Marjorie.

Marjorie

is

saved

from Leighton's attack by a bearded stranger who
turns out to be Jim's father is followed by the clearing of her father's name and her happiness with Jim.

The

cept

feature picture for

more than

pretty and good to look at but has

small chance of appeal in

show them "A Clouded Name"

has not been properly handled.
bill

Norma

gram accompanies

one since they will realize that a pretty

double feature

supposed

is

ain lodge not frequently used,

critical

day of splendid productions and careful

direction, they are
this

interiors indicate lack of

Title

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

have to be sure that you haven't a

in this

house that

terior, a

You To Talk About Ex
Box

You

The

be.

proper equipment and the lightings throughout are
very poor and often too bright and jumpy. One ex-

inence but the

4,855 feet

story contained in

has been accorded.

The

what they should

Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

it

in many respects and regardless of the
way
the story has been handled, production values are not

treatment

tell

struction

The

disjointed and at times
has not been given a careful

It

less apparent, are to be

DIRECTION

worthy of

J whole, seems

as

quite amate. irish.

DIRECTOR

AS A

picture,

with

fair story

get by on a

or where a strong short reel pro-

it

is

There are no names
stick to the

She

is

them so you had best
the title and let it go at

to attract

announcement

They may

that.

make no promises for the
too weak to bear them out.

but

it

look for

of

Norma

Shearer again though.

pretty and very good to look at although she

hasn't had

much chance

to

show what she can

do.

CURRENT RELEASES
Release Date

Footage

Reviewed

Footage

Release Date

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance
The Challenge (Dolores

When

Desert Calls
Fools Men Are
the

What

fc'^ 07

11-12-22

|.o:tn

1-21-23

6,159

11-19-22

6,087

12-

5,749

12-3-22

Cassinelli)

(Violet

Herning)

The Super-Sex
As a Man Lives
Solomon

in

Society

(Wm. H.

Strauss)

3-22

5,800

12-17-22

6,000

12-31-22

Milady

1-28-23

Woman

That

One

Million in Jewels

5,326

2-

The

Bohemian

6,462

2-11-23

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Twist

Oliver

(Jackie

Coogan)

Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)
(Katherine MacDonald)
Omar the Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)
Minnie (Neilan Prod.)

White

Shoulders

Lorna Doone
The Hottentot

Money, Money, Money (Katherine MacDonald)
a Wife Learned
Fury (Richard Barthelmess)
The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Talmadge)
Mighty Lak A Rose (Carewe Prod.)

What

6,000
Girl

Revieweo

4-23

INC.

7,600

11-5 22

7,000

11-19-22

4,000

11-19-22

5,966

11-26-22

8,000

12- 3-22

6,696

12- 3-22

6,200

12-10-22

5,953

12-17-22

5,995

1-28-23

6,228

1-28-23

8,709

2-4-23

7,204

2- 4-23

6,885

2-11-23

8,260

2-11-23

3,940

2-11-23

Brothers Under the Skin

4,983

11-19-22

Hungry Hearts

6,517

12-3-22

A

4,500

12-10-22

6,190

12-17-22

Boy

Bell

(Douglas MacLean)

13

(Distributed through Pathe)

Woman Who

The

Allisun)

Breaking

5,401

11-12-22

Ties

6,000

1

Woman

5,887

12-17-22

5,000

1-21-23

Home

Conquering the
Head Hunters

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Fooled Herself (May

(Florence Vidor)
of the South Seas

1-26-22

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

Face

Face
The Man She Brought
The Pauper Millionaire
to

4,587

Back

10-1-22
0-8-22

4,792

1

5,000

2-

Bargain
Broken Chains
Blind

'

The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)

Jan.

Kick

8
15

22
22
29
Feb.

(Fitzmaurice
Days (Wallace

COR*P.
7,074

12-24-22

4,930

12-17-22

5,594

12-24-22

11

18

25
25

9-24-22

6,526

2- 4-23

in Flower (M. Davies) 10,800
Dark Secrets (Dorothy Dalton)
4,337
My American Wife (Gloria Swanson)
6,061
Drums of Fate (Mary Miles Minter)
5,716
Nobody's Money (Jack Holt)
5,584

9-17-22

2-4-23

Java Head (Melford Prod.)

7,865

2-11-23

7,153

2-18-23

The White Flower (Betty Compson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)

4
11

8,500

1-28-23

4,850

1-21-23

5,600

1-28-23

5,810

1-14-23

5,000

11-26-22

6,063

12-24-22

(Elmer Clifton Prod. 8,000

2-18-22

HODKINSON CORP.

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar

When Knighthood Was

4

1-21-23

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

5,870

The World's Applause (Wm. DeMille)

4

Mar.

In

Prod.)
Thirty
Reid)
The Enemies of Women (Cosmopolitan)
Making a Man (Jack Holt)
Missing Millions (Alice Brady)

1

1-

5,769

4-23

W. W.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

1-28-23
1-

7-23

1-21-23

Devils

Tuttle-Waller Prod.

Second Fiddle

(Glenn

Hunter)

Hollandia Film Corp.

Drummond

Bulldog
Producers Security

The Kingdom Within
Whaling Film Corp.

Down

to the

Sea

in Ships

METRO PICTURES CORP.

18

Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
5,691
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers)

18

The Nth Commandment

Enter

25

Glimpses of the Moon (Bebe Daniels)
The Leopardess (Alice Brady)

Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurette Taylor)
Hearts Aflame

11

25

Tom Mix

FOX FILM CORP.
Series

Catch

My Smoke

Romance
William

Land

Dustin

Mason

Young)

6,000

11-5-22

6,000

11-19-22

4,600
7,800

12-3-22

6,000
8,100

12-17-22

12- 3-22

12-24-22

6,265

1-21-23

3,975

Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)

6,000

1-28-23

8,500

2-18-23

5,173

11-12-22

Success

6,700

4,762

11-26-22

4,859

12-24-22

4,668

1112-22

4>871

1-28-23

4,316

12-17-22

All

the

Brothers

Pawn

Ticket 210

Russell

Man

'

s

Size

Charles Jones

Boss of

Camp

4

The Footlight Ranger
John Gilbert
The Love Gambler

A

California

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

Dr. Jack (Harold Lloyd)

Series

Shirley of the Circus

Wniiam

(Clara Kimball

Farnum
While Justice Waits
Three Who Paid

Shirley

Madame

12-31-22
2-11-23

4,070

Farnum
Without Compromise

7-23

8,153

Romance

Truxton King

4,235

11. 19-22

4,729

1-21-23

4,682

11-5-22

3,892

12-10-22

'

5

613

2

-

4-23

Special

The Village Blacksmith
The Town That Forgot God
Face on the Barroom Floor
A Friendly Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

7,000

11-12-22

10,613

12 10 22

12-31-22

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN
Shadows
Thorns and Orange Blossome
The Hero
Poor Men's Wives

7,136

11- 5-22

6,971

11-26-22

6,800

1-14-23

6,963

2- 4-23

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

(R-C)

The Broadway Madonna (Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Theima (Jane Novak)
When Love Comes

6,000

11-19-22

5,400

11-12-22

6,497

1

4,800

Capt. Fly-By-Night

6,000

12-10-22
12-24-22

5,785

1-

4,527

1-14-23

The Third Alarm
Canyon of the Fools (Harry Carey)

6,166

1-21-23

Stormswept

7-23

6,000

1-26-22

6,757

1-14-23

6,000
5,000

1-28-23

2-18-23

footage

L>**«

LEWIS
Special

SELZNICK ENT

J

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Buitrr Kcatorj Comedin <2 rrrl«1

Productions

One Week

Love

of

7.000

11-12-22

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)
Allied Prod.

&

11,000

11- 5-22

.9,000

11-19-22

Dist. Corp.

(Nazimova)

Salome

The

..

Girl

Loved (Chas. Ray)

I

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Jewel Features

The Flirt
The Flame

5,000

1-7-23

8,000

2-18-23

CO.
8,000
5,776

12-31-22
1-14-23

The Lavender Bath 'Lady (Gladys Walton)
The Jilt (All-Star)
The Altar Stairs (Frank Mayo)
Ridin' Wild (Hoot Gibson)

4,113

11-12-22

4,491

11-26-22

4,641

12- 3-22

4,166

11-19-22

Forsaking All Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)
A Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)

4,462

12-10-22

4,473

12-17-22

4,508

12,31,22

The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)

4,910

1-

4,417

1-28-23

4,228

1-21-23

4,426

2- 4-23

.4,658

2-11-23

4,795

2-18-23

6,800
6,000

12-17-22
12-17-22

of Life

(Priscilla

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Kcvicweo

Dean)

FOX FILM CORPORATION
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff An.rnated Cartoons
'._

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

W

Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)

The
The
The
The
The

Ghost Patrol

Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
First Degree (Frank Mayo)
Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)

..

(Herbert Rawlinson)

Prisoner

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features

The Ninety and Nine
A Front Page Story
Guilty

The Inner Chamber
William Duncan
Where Danger Smiles

No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second
(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels).
C. C. Burr's All Star Comedies (2 reels)
;

Heroes

Rod & Gun

Plunder

(Serial)

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Dav 1 a week.

Range Rider

—
—2

Series

LEWIS

BROS.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

(Wesley Barry)

12-17-22

7,000

12-24-22

INC.

The Whirlwind

(15 episodes),

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epiSerials:
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.

—
—

—

—

Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels)

Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel)

:

When Eye

(Hoot Gibson, Jack
Fell,

No

License

Perrin, Eileen

(Billy

Fletcher),

(2 reels)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

(2 reels)

KINETO

—

A

Naturalist's Paradise,
the Beautiful,
Let's See the Animals.

Morocco

—

Electricity
It's Development.
Efficiency
Its History
in
the Motor Vehicle.
Electricity

Motor

—

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:

(2 reels)

(slow speed)
(1

reel)

the Mysterious,

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall)
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Comedies:
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly

reels)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

OF AMERICA

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets.
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris

of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketcbografs (1 reel)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Tony Sarg Almanac (1 reel)

CO.

(Released through National Exchange)

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
How he Knocks
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs. 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
Miscellaneous (1 reel):

Films

The Branded Four

VITAGRAPH

Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

Cinal

reels).

—

7,000

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

western

reel

Harold Lloyd Comedies

Selig-Pork- Photoplays

INC.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

SHORT REEL RELEASES

Mermaid Comedies

to

52

Series (1 reel each).

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Serials:

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

.

Bray Romances (1 reel)
Bray Comedies (1 reel)

5,000

Damned

of the Street

First Series from No. 1
Series from No. 27 to No.

Selznick News.

5,951

WARNER
Beautiful and

HODKINSON CORP.

W.

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.

Conscience

Alice Joyce

The

reel)
(1 reel)

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)

Antonio Moreno

A

reel)

(Twice, a Week).
Bride 1
15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Ente'*airments (1 a week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

Universal Features

7-23

(1

Fox News

Serials:

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heid' of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown' (5 reels'
Short Reel M^ilr Pltai Prod«*r»

—

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Kel

Footage

Ij,^

ARROW FILM
(Wm.

Peters

Peaceful

5,000
.5,000

Fairbanks)

Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
Unconquered (Maciste)

L.

Reviewed

CORP.
..6,500

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY WORTH
7.000
Notoriety

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

10 " 2

ARROW FILM

f-22
2
n '\'
A

11-5-2^

CORP.

Tex
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Detective Series.

10-8-22

:

AYWON FILM

CO.

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
Another Man'» Booti (Francis Ford)

10-15-22

6,000

1-14-23

6.400
5,200
4,800

12-24-22

5,986

10-29-22

Spotlight

:

Homer

Village Grocer,

Darling of the Rich (Betty Blythe)

Serials:

Riv«r,

Girl,

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):
Wild

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.
The

5,000
5,000

the

Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Het
Comedies (2 reels)

Three and a

Women

Tame Men, The

and

Joins the Force.

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

FILM SALES CORP.

C. B. C.
Shop Girl

Only a
The Passionate Friend
The Lamp in the Desert

GENIUS FILMS

INC.

Women Men Marry

AYWON FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Mary Pickford

Revivals.

PHIL GOLDSTONE
7,000
5,000
5,000

Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)
The Speed King (Richard Talmadge)

HOWELLS SALES

10-29-22
2-11-23

——

Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro

Star

Ranch Westerns

Sunbeam Comedies

(2 reels).

(Billy

West)

reels)

(2

serial

•

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls
of Passion

The Power Divine
The Way of the Transgressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters

Serial:

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and

CO.
Elinore

Field),

15

episodes.
1-14-23

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
:

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,

LEE & BRADFORD

:

Circus Heroes.

Tbt Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer)
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett;

Ford Weekly.

Sally

Serial:

Branded

FILM SALES

C.

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

Daughter of Eve

Flames

B.

C.

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

CO.

Her Royal Love

A

.""MB

Miracles ot the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

(Josephine

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

MASTER PICTURES
Secrets of Paris

MASTODON FILMS

6,800

10-29-22

6,400
6,929

10-29-22
1- 7-23

5,700
5,977

12-24-22
1-28-23

reels)

:

Moonlight Knight, Full of

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

Spirit,

See

First.

Reissues (fourteen)

INC.

(each 2 reels).

INC.

Sure Fire Flint

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Environment
The World's a Stage (Dorothy

(2

INC.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
Nick Carter Series (2 reels — 10 a month).
Favorite Star Series (2
dramas —-10 a month).
JOAN FILM SALES CO.
reel

Phillips)

Ray

Invisible

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
;

feet)

The Conquering Hero.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Law

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolfs Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night

(All-Star)

LEE & BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
8-13-22

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mot her -in- Law? Nation's

Isle

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The Better Man Wins (Pete Morrison)

5,000

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

Top Ranch

5,000

11-12-22

Irving

Cummings

Series

2,000

Cissy Fitzgerald

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. S, 000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5.000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5.000

SACRED FILMS,

Water

2,000

INC.

.

Sacred Films

5,000

9-17-23

WILLIAMSON PROD.
Wonders

of the Sea

(1

reel)

STOREY PICTURES,

UNITY PICTURES
Why Do Men Marry

(1 reel).
reels).

10-22-22

WM. STEINER
Table

(2 reels):

4,300

10-29-22

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

INC.

Short Stuff
"The Phantom Fortune"
Type

of production

much

to be said in

its

offering,

favor.

"The Message

"The Phantom Fortune"

In the

place

first

it

is

prac-

have a thoroughly plausible plot that
It is devoid of the usual totally
is laid in the business world.
impracticable, romantic stuff generally found in chapter plays,
and although it does drag in an underworld gang, too much
tically the first serial to

stress

is

not placed upon this feature, that

is

in the first three

chapters which were reviewed.

others.

Incidentally Universal's motto, "It

Can Be Done"

by the hero as a slogan throughout the

story,

is

used

which deals
factory from

with Barclay's fight to save his dead father's tire
his father's enemies.
In this he is helped by Mary Rogers,
secretary of the company and the youthful office boy, "Speck"
O'Dawn. "Speck" is played by Lewis Sargent, who makes
the most of the role.

Type

of production

in no way a fictional story, but is a demonstration by Coue,
by means of titles and illustrations of his points, of the theory

Coue is shown lecturing before a group
and you get the impression that you yourself are
listening.
The well-known phrase "Day by Day" is stressed
a great many times in the closing sequence and finally the
of auto-suggestion.

is made to say it, with M. Coue.
Educational has
prepared a series of exploitation helps in their press sheet
that should help you put the picture over.
It is the only film
that Coue has appeared in and the general interest evinced
by the public in his work should be sufficient to show you
which way the wind blows.

audience

of production

Hood, and

2 reel

in the

your folks liked "Around the World

or "Perils of the Yukon," you can
in

Red Robin Hood"—Joe Rock— State Rights

"Little

tale

and director work

Coue theory

is

press-book.
If

2 reel exposition of

In view of the vast amount of talk regarding Coue and his
theory of auto-suggestion, you can count pretty safely on this
to draw the crowd.
It should be explained that the picture

Type

aplenty

Inc.,

Educational

opening episode which ends
with the hero's race through a driving rain storm, the wrecking of his machine and his narrow escape from electrocution
There is a
by fallen wires, against which he is thrown.
thrilling climax at the end of each episode which should bring
them back for more.
There should be a good opportunity in this one for a number of excellent tie-ups with local tire concerns, etc., and numerous exploitation ideas can be obtained from Universal's
thrills

Emile Coue"— Motion Picture Arts

of people,

Directed by Robert Hill from a story by Anthony Coldewey
and George Hively, it stars William Desmond, with a supporting cast that includes Esther Ralston, Lewis Sargent,
George Nichols, Catherine Calhoun, Jack Henderson and

There are

of

chapter serial

15

Universal's latest serial

has

—Universal

tell

in

Eighteen Days,"

them

the

same

star

comedy

There has been more than one travesty on "Robin Hood"
released during the last few weeks, but this holds about as
much humor as any of them. The opening is well done,

showing a group of kids playing marbles. Joe Rock is a
"goody-goody" who will not fight his fat rival for the affecof

tions

little

"Robin Hood."
he

is

Rhodes.

Billie

The

reading and

titles

Instead he reads the story of

are in verse, supposedly from the

in cut-backs,

Rock

sees himself as Robin
Plenty of fun is contain-

his fat rival as the Sheriff.

ed in the burlesque and at the finish,
Hood's courage and really licks his

Rock

some

gets

of

Robin

rival.

this.

Pathe Review No. 8

— Pathe

Screen Snapshots No. 20

Type

of production

1

Type

reel fan

magazine

Ruth Roland and Louise Fazenda have an automobile race
in this issue of the Screen Snapshots; Wesley Barry
distributes candy to a group of youthful admirers; Barbara La
Mar has some gowns draped on her by Mitchell Leison; and
first

there are intimate glimpses of

including

Snub

many

other screen celebrities

Hoot Gibson, Gladys Walton, WalWill
Lee, Bebe Daniels and many others.

Pollard,

lace Beery, Lila
be enjoyed by all movie lovers.

"Broke"

Type

of production

comedy

Although there is nothing particularly new in this one, it is
a fair example of the knock-about comedy and should go over
well enough, depending upon the sort of thing your audience
likes.
It does not drag and things are happening all the time
to keep up the interest. Jimmie Adams and Virginia Vance are
featured, but Virginia has very little to do, and Adams is on
the screen constantly.
His chief difficulty is getting out of
jail and the way in which he manages this, time after time,
supplies the action for the comedy.

is

called

reel

magazine

"Eye

for Eye,"

and other features of the human
face.
The audience then guesses whether they are mascuAnline or feminine, after which the entire face is shown.
other interesting subject is a section showing a trick roper
doing stunts with a lariat which are then analyzed in slowmotion photography. The living pictures this time are of
scenes in and around a fishing village and the colored section
of shots of eyes

deals with stone castles in the Pyrenees.

Type
reel

1

novel feature of this Pathe Review

and consists

"Chicken Dressing"

—Cameo— Educational
1

A

of production

— Earl

of production

Hurd

— Educational
1

reel cartoon

comedy

"Chicken Dressing" is another of the clever Earl Hurd
comedies, which combine cartoon drawings and real objects
Earl Hurd Jr. is the
in interesting and entertaining fashion.

cameraman and general boss
payroll, as star, a real chicken,

of the studio

which has on its
a cartoon drawreal rabbit and a

Bobby Bumps,

Bobby's dog, Fido, another cartoon, a
This manner of handling material of this kind
kitten.
The novelty of it
is exclusive with this brand of comedies.
will surely appeal and the humor is of a clean, wholesome
ing,

real

variety, appealing to all ages.

Short Stuff
Type

A

"Do Your Stuff"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Sister"— Cameo— Educational

"Oh
of production

trained rooster

/.-.

is

the

medium
lium

.

.1

reel

comedy

that get'*
o: laughs
Ret'* a couple of

and the opening, in particular, is good, showing
However,
a bull pup playing hide and seek with the rooster.
"Oh Sister" lapses into bed-room, boarding-house table stuff
that is as old as movies. The two sisters who run the boarding house are both in love with Jimmie Adams, the star
The other sister,
boarder, but he favors Virginia Vance.
whose name is not mentioned, seeks to win him with tough
round steak and endearments, but to no avail. The villain
then approaches and in usual bewhiskered style makes off
with her life savings of $37. Jimmie catches him, and as a
reward she gives the young couple her savings and goes to
live with them.
Average comedy.
in

this one,

Type

of production

1

reel

This Paul Parrott offering has more of a plot than is usually
found in his comedies and it should sufficiently interest _the
average audience. The laughs are derived throughout from
hokum consisting of sliding doors, collapsible stairs and other
trick devices in a house in Chinatown where the hero's girl
has been abducted. The hero's fight with the stairs and the
Chinamen comprise the action, but there is a new twist at
the end when Paul is confronted with a row of electric buttons and told to push one if he pushes the right one, a sword
When he finally pushes one,
will descend and kill his girl.
a stream of water lands in his eye and the "chinks" turn out
to be members of an actor troupe to whcih Paul belongs. J.

—

A.

Howe

directed.

F~

°*\!
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Goldwyn
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More

Five
famous

No.

26,

Listed

Own

Hearst's

Have That Many

Players

From Cosmopolitan

Price 5 Cents

1923

The Park

Circle

•

"Adam and Eva," "The Nth
Zommandment," and "When Knight3etter,"

Was

in Flower."
understood that with the deivery of these five negatives, the conbetween William Randolph
ract
Hearst and Famous Players comes to

lood
It

tions.
ill
be devot.d to
similar to that of
"Knighthood" at the Criterion. The
Park will be renamed the Cosmopoli-

Each theater

is

in end.
:hat

the

long

It was pointed out last week
new arrangement with Gold-

effective with

wyn becomes

livery of pictures

now

the de-

in production.

—

—

Goldwyn program from Cosmopolicostume oicture.
play "Queen
will
Arthur
Julia
star
also
This will
Elizabeth."
Marion Davies, and will be placed in

when it reopens in about two
The price scale will be
months.
probably the same as that of the big
Broadway houses. The opening picture will be "Little Old New York."
This plan will be followed where
ever theaters are acquired.

Stanley's

Bonus Boys

them in the business. They have taken more
other
of the many curses which have infested
toll out than any
Anita Stewart is on the west coast, this industry from its earliest days.
"When a producer has to
preparing to appear in "The Love
how can he do anyfinances
his
for
percent
up
Lionel pay from thirty
Cosmopolitan.
Piker"
for
You can keep on
else?
anything
do
broke?
he
Can
Barrymore and Alma Rubens are co- thing but go
featured in "Enemies of Women," pouring water down any rat hole, but that only keeps the rats
which was made in part abroad.
away until they find a new place to burrow in. And so with

Too many

will

New House The Elrae
THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

Philadelphia

—

The

new

Stanley

be erected on the
of the Bingham Hotel, will be

house which
site

Each

as the Cosmopolitan.

known

be

known

Cosmopolitan

year.

runs

first

tan

Perhaps the most important is "Little
Old New York."
Marion Davies is to be starred.
The picture, which is about two thirds
finished, was held up because of the
fire at the Harlem studio last week.
Never have these three popular sere en stars been seen to better advanThe Hearst organization has made tage. Joseph Dowling, Cullen Land is and Eva Novak. Victor Schertzmany promises about the lavishness inger, the director who has never pr oduced a failure has made in "Dollar
of this new production.
Book it now It's a Hodkinson picDevils" a picture that makes friends.
It seems sure that this will be one ture.
Advt.
___^^^^^^^^_
of the important contributions to the
tan for next
plans another

at

International announced on Saturday that it had taken over the Park
at Columbus Circle on a 21-year lease,
as : ndicated that this is the first of
chain which William Randolph
a
Hearst plans to develop, to house key
city runs of Cosmopolitan produc-

pictures which
amous Players will release between
iow and the first of September, there
Cosmopolitan productions.
five
re
These are "Vendetta," "The Gold

39

of

list

Center—First
Columbus

Will Develop Theater

in

Super 39
the

In

Chain

will

as the Elrae.

Under

the ar-

rangement made between Stanley and

the Keith people regarding vaudeville
in Philadelphia, this theatre becomes
part of the combination.

of

production in the spring.

got to pay up some day and
when the time comes for the final payment, then what? Ask
any of those who have been bled by these Shylocks and they
And in between they will punctuate their ideas
will tell you.
That gets them nothing. They were
with curses and oaths.
caught in the jam and they kicked at the price. When this
business reaches a point where a man will refuse to pay these
bonus boys, then maybe we will get somewhere. There are
bankers who are doing business on a straight bankable basis.
They want decent security and they charge six percent. If you
pay any more for your money it's because of one of two things
your
either you haven't security that's worth anything, or
reason.
other
no
proposition isn't bankable. 'There can be
One of the old big companies is to-day paying the price
of bonus boy money. And what a price is being paid
thirty percent funds.

Crandall
(Special

Forms New Company
THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Harry Crandall has
Washington
formed a new company known as
Crandall's

Theatre

Operating

The corporation was formed

in

Co.
Del-

aware with a capitalization of $200.000.

Minter and

McAvoy

in "Legit"?

It was reported Saturday that Mary
Miles Minter and May McAvoy, both
formerly with Famous, would return
to the stage shortly.

"Covered

You have

DOPE PICTURES

Wagon" Preview

"U"
The change in release of Cosmopolitan Productions from Famous
Reel Stays With

News

Players to Goldwyn, does not involve
International News Reel, according
manager of
to E. B. Hatrick, general
International
Co.
Reel
News
the
News is being released through Uniunder the
versal, and will continue so
has some
which
contract
terms of a

time to go.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" Again
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Principal Pictures
Angeles
new production of
a
announces
Corp.
Cabin."
"Uncle Tom's

Los

"Uncle

Tom's Cabin." has been

t.mes.
in pictures several

w

'

11th, at the

Hotel Plaza.

(Continued on page 2)

first

:

lor
Some time ago, an
leased in 1918.
in re-issued
appeared
older version
the
?m in New England, and later,
Smith Productions of Tulsa,
that they would
Okla., announced

Of
dozen or more of these things being offered.
A
A benefit performance of "The
H
them,
play
Covered Wagon" will be given for course it isn't expected that any of the big houses will
anticipate
the Film Mutual Benefit Bureau Mar. that would be hoping too much.
But the distributors
make' the
half

In the

Clark appeared
version Ma?guente
reFamous Players. This was

picture.

—
THE

&1K,
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m*
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Ho^54

Bonus Boys

authority
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Quotations
Low

High
.

do

.

pfd.

G'wyn

Close

Salet

108^ 107^ 107%

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
..

8&y2

87

96

95%

6%

...

5%

6,000
2,000

88%
95%

300

6%

8.000

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

19%

80

...

20

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Trenton

—Roosevelt

Operating Co.,

Jersey City.

Capital $500,000.
Incorporators, H. A. Black, C. J. Skinner and A. F. McCabe.

Albany
Bklyn.
tors.

— Gates

Amusment

Capital $8,000.

Corp.,

Incorpora-

H. M.

Brill. A. Weiss and J.
Attorney, W. A. Blank.

Goldstein.

Albany

— Wilkes

Manhattan.

Theater

Corp.,

Capital $5,000.

Incorporators, F. X. McKenna, T. E. and
G. M. Donavan. Attorney, J. Levy.

Albany
Co.,

— Max

Manhattan.

In-

M. Lasky, H. Marinoff
Schulman. Attorney, M.

corporators,

and N.
Rosenblum.

Albany

— American

Life
Pictures,
Inc., Manhattan.
Capital $1,500.
Incorporators, S. C. Hodge, E. Marshall
and N. C. Lemon. Attorney, H. H.

Neiman.

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for this

'ad"

FREE

at

your

Educational Exchange
OeconaCliilahood

Christie Comedies
WITH

Bobby \^rnoti

This Concerns

You

following

officials

secretary.

Every man feared him !
Every woman idolized him!

Why

?

C4RLLAEMMLE%/

5

JACK LONDON'S
FAMOUS DMMATIC STOBY

REGINALD
DENNY
A HOBART HENLEY
PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL

FOR RENT
Completely equipped cutting room by
the day week or month thoroughly

—

—

—

proof cabinet for storing films
while working on them.
Apply

fire

Room

511

729 Seventh Ave.

I

PRODUCERS!
•"
—

—The

have been unanimously re-elected to
the Film Board of Trade here: W.
A. Kaiser, president; S. C. Jacques,
vice-president; M. A. Gorgemenke,

Of Schenck and Mary and Doug working

Lasky Photographic

1923

Unanimously Re-Elected
to THE FILM DAILY)

THAT COMBINATION IDEA
together.
To
get the right kind of prices for their big pictures. Sounds all
right if you just look at the producers' side of the story.
But
what about the exhibitors side? There's a lot to say. And a
prominent Middle Western exhibitor who happens to be on
the coast didn't mince words about it. He said, "the Schenck
idea may be all right for the producers but if there was anything
needed to bring about a real exhibitors' organization, this idea
will do it.
And do it more quickly than anything else. The
producers and their stars say they' will not sell any of the so
called big pictures if an exhibitor or group of exhibitors fail
to meet them on what is a fair price. But who is going to determine what is a fair price? It gets right back to the old question
of values.
For instance, take Fairbanks. He is a great drawing
card in 'Robin Hood' but he made several a year ago on which
exhibitors lost a lot of money.
He is bound to figure future
values on past successes.
But who knows what the coming
pictures will lie.
Certainly no sales organization which is trying to take the last dollar from the exhibitor."

26,

(Special

Cincinnati

1)

getting a good run from the smaller and less important houses
and cashing in that way. Now let's think this over a minute.
Remember this boys, you can't take out of anything more than
yuii put in it.
If you unload a cheap and punk piece of property
on an unsuspecting world, you'll pay for it in the end. Everybody in the business knows what these so called dope pictures
are.
And what they are intended for. Just cashing in on something that seems to be talked about. You all know who is expected to use and pay for this stuff. You all know that if these
pictures get any real circulation at all that, the whole industry
must pay the price for any success they meet. It is particularly
dangerous at this season of the year when in many states, legislatures are meeting, and in a number of them censorship and
Sunday closing problems are being fought out. For every booking one of these pictures gets, so much more censorship is in
sight.
You can't avoid it and the less you figure against it the
better off you are. If this business hasn't passed far beyond that
sort of picture, then the past five years have been spent in vain.
You might as well look for some of those old-time sensational white slave pictures if the dope property gets any kind of
run at all and this is asking for murder if it was ever necessary.
Wide distribution of the dope pictures means setting this
industry back five to ten years. And don't forget it.
What is needed in this business is a vigilance committee.

(Continued on page 4)

Capital $5,000.

Monday, February

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN

IRIS

J.

729 -7th

Ave. N. Y.

yant 3377

The Press Reports:

"DOUG FAIRBANKS — MARY PICKFORD — CHARLES CHAPLIN — NORMA
TALMADGE—CONSTANCE TALMADGE
—HAROLD LLOYD and D. W. GRIFFITH
UNANIMOUSLY CONDEMNED THE PRODUCERS FOR MAKING

MONEY EVERYTHING
IN THE

PRODUCTION OF PICTURES"
Think This Over It Concerns You

MOTION PICIUREC0I0RIN6
See our work on

"When Knighthood

was

in

Flower"

JOHN DUER SCOTT
105

West 52nd

New York

Street

City

Telephone Circle 7872

*

**>v

VV
8&

;i

""'i'iifpn!,fi, &..

i«R^

itA"

]

I

WE'VE BEEN ON THE JOB
FOR MONTHS

OFFICIAL CO-OPERATION AWAITS

YOU

FOR

ANGELA C. KAUFMAN'S
DRAMATIC EXPOSE OF THE DRUG EVIL

"THE GREATEST MENACE"

MAYER &

QUINN,

Distributor*

Personal Rep. Resolute Film Sales, Inc.

1493

BROADWAY

Bry. 2389—SUITE 509

:

THfc

-2&>nDAILY

(Continued from Page 2)

But Joe Schenck

tries to

a fair price. Suppose
they will only give a

"Suppose an exhibitor refuses to pay
a booking combination of exhibitors say
certain price for a big picture and that the price

is

way under

to that town and
why
the
big
star
pictures aren't
best
paper
tells the editor of the
being shown and then tells of our offer to that exhibitor, or
group of exhibitors, to play the pictures on a percentage basis
after the share of negative costs is paid and the share coming to
the theater for its operation. After that we will split fifty-fifty
on every dollar taken in. If that isn't fair I don't know what
fairness means. And there again you have to think about"

what

it

Our representative goes

should be.

Warner

the

town.

little

Warner's gopher

Exchanges

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Breckenridge, Tex.

—The

orchestra

of the Palace has been enlarged.

Exhibitor:

iMr.

Ask Your Film Company

—

Nacogdoches, Tex. The Thornand Palace are being remodeled.

—The

Donna, Tex.

Crown

under control of M. L.

now

is

Gilfillan.

is

Covington, Ky. The new Liberty
in the course of construction here.

for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEEP

dale

(Pat. Applied

means more

It

to

For)

you than

for all the

was

It

prairie

was

built

by Louis Geib and

is

going

to prove a treat.

International

Have kept Richard Walton Tully going over thirty years in
the show business. And now he is going to try to carry some of
the money pictures. Making "The Bad Man," for First. National
and may also make "Black Oxen," referred to in this column
last week
should make a real picture. Coming west on the

INTER-OCEAN BUILDING
218

WEST

42nd ST.

NEW

"YOftK

BRYANT 7gl2
WHEN YOU THINK OF
FOREIGN THINK OF

MADE TO ORDER
I

PARKWAY- CHICAGO. U.S.A.

NTE R-OCEAN

]
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—

train he dropped a lot of them. This
half of them to life it will mean a lot.

is

sure,

if

he can bring

WINNIE SICK

KNOW

Up in 'Frisco with rheumatism. Winnie Sheehan of Fox
has been laid up six weeks. Don't know when he will move
around. Too bad.

___^

Health Films Finished
(Special to

Zeevold Sells Out

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Gilbert Tucker, Jr. has finished a
series of 26 health films for the State

Health Dept.

New Houston
(Special to

—

First Run
THE FILM DAILY)

Houston The Interstate Amusement Co. has opened the new $1,000,000 Majestic.

New

St.

Lidgerwood. N.

Censors

—

D.— H.

E. Zeevold

nad

Condemn Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg The censor board here
has condemned "The World's Applause" and "A Fool There Was."

Louis House

Louis

PICTURE BUSINESS
The Film Daily
71 West 44th
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—The

Marshall, 111.— S. E. Pertle
taken over the Pythian Theater.
owns a chain in that vicinity.

Roodhouse,

111.

— Ross

the Dreamland has
Bijou, in Carrollton.

Denny

purchased

has

He

of
the

Leiber, of Indianapolis, for Indiana;
Liberty Films, of Des Moines for
Iowa; Southern States Film Corp.
for the entire South and Southeast;
Mountain States Film Corp., for the
Rocky Mountain States; and the 20th
Century Film Corp., for Eastern
Penn. and Southern New Jersey.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY)

Announce Eight Sales
Aubert which has
Harver Gates has sold "The Drug
accommodations for 2500 and repre- Traffic" to the following:
sents an investment of $250,000, has
Renown Pictures, for Greater New
opened. It will be under the manage- York, New York State and Northern
ment of Samuel D. Bromley, who also N. J.; Excel Amus. Enterprises, of
operates the Broadway and Chippewa. Williamsport, Pa., for Dela., Md.,
Dist. of Columbia and Virginia; H.
(Special to

St.

OF THE

fc.

THE FILM DAILY)

of the Lyric has sold his house
has gone to the coast.

(Special to

JEVERY DAY

3ALL THE NEWS

DANNY

Including
1922

Year

Film Daily for

Issues— Every Day

—52

Weekly Reviews

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription, $10

—Foreign,

pages

$15

Name
* iiviirc

Address

of

t Ikter-Ocean B.im Corporation

Hi
1339-51 DIVERSEV

Distributers

MOTION PICTURES

Commercial Developing and Printing

IDEALS

an:

It is the cue shee
other accessory.
musically perfec
a
insures
that
picture presentation.,.

world just like the main street of
Think of the sensation THE MOSCOW
so natural that when Fitzpatrick, of ART THEATRE PLAYERS have created
what they would mean to your Boxand
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, the Illinois chain exhibitors, saw it, he
Office.
Watch for
leaned in front of the Superb Theater, which is part of the street
"THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE"
Abe
set, and said, "I think I'm at home," he was dead right.
(State Rights)
with the stars of the
Warner said the front of the theater made him think he was
MOSCOW ART THEATRE
back in a little town in Pennsylvania where the Warner's got Arista Film
Corp.
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
The detail that has gone
their start, a good many years ago.
into that street set will surprise a lot of people. The drug store
has enough bottles in it to be used for a regular drug store any
day. And the bank building and the city hall are true to life.

Looks

ever saw.

any

Two

1923

—

—

Just about the most natural thing you

lot.

(Special to

26,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Supreme Film ComPort Arthur, Tex.—The Elks house pany of California, Inc., has bought
is being redecorated.
the Kipling Exchanges in Los Angeles and San Francisco as well as
Rusk, Okla. Eugene Kennedy has the Independent Exchanges, and have
taken over the Jewell.
taken over the distribution of the
American Releasing Corp. for the Los
Plainview, Tex.— S. J. West has Angeles territory.
opened a new house here.

THAT MAIN STREET SET
On

Supreme Buys

Southwest Notes

Bonus Boys
That's something to think about.
make it clear when he puts it like this
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This

way— "The

Omaha— A

Week

severe

— Strand— "The Hottentot."
o "Down to the Sea in Ships."
— "Minnie."
:lyn

ol

—

—

"My

Wife."

l^erican

(morrow

—"The

Isle

"The

and

flaest"
[fools."

Conof
Canyon of

—"Environment."
— "Nobody's
Money."
irsday

iWnesday
T

[•day— "The

Romance."

California

|[urday

and

Prisoner"

— "M oney,

—

Money,

Game

Aica."

change

in

film explosion caused
to the Fontenelle exduring a screening.

damage

is

—

A

tion will manufacture raw film by
a new process, which will greatly reduce the price of the stock.

Cannot Draw Color Line
THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines A clause of a bill recently introduced by Representative
Diltz in the legislature makes it a misdemeanor for an exhibitor to draw the

NOT A RE-ISSUE
A BIG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

—

:

(special

to

Irma

Talmadge

f-iin

the

has

—

you want the Best Picture on the Great
National Problem, it's "THE DOPE RING"

If

LIVE WIRES WILL ACT

Missouri

sale

of tickets

at

theaters

after

EDWARD
West 42nd

152

the

house has been filled. Under the
terms of his measure no more tickets
finished can be sold than the actual seating

Law."

NOW

TELEGRAPH TODAY

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis Representative Connie
O'Brien has presented a bill to the
Missouri legislature prohibiting the
St.

Law" Completed
THE FILM DAILY)

Within the

Bill in

(Special to

yet determined.
yet determined.
id— "The Pilgrim."

Thrilling Expose'

of the methods and operations of the Dope Ring in
this country
a picture with suspense, heart-interest
and thrills and wonderful exploitation angles.

Next Week
clway Not yet determined.
cklyn Strand "Robin Hood."
r0 "Down to the Sea in Ships." color line. The penalty for violation
of the statue is a fine of from $100 to
rol Not yet determined.
$500, or from 30 days to a year in jail.
Irion "Othello."
I
"Hunting Big Game in

New

to

Five Reel Photo-Drama

A

(Special to

—
lica."
I)— Not
|i— Not

columns

—

d— "The

—

American
rnd Magazines are devoting
combrt the great Dope Evil.

THE
DOPE
RING
A New

—

Orlando, Fla. E. J. Sparks, who
has theater holdings in Orlando,
Lakeland and St. Augustine, added to
his interests by leasing the house now
under construction at Ft. Pierce. It

ri

—
——

— Newspapers

their

Another for Sparks
THE FILM DAILY)

will seat 1,400.

—

appearing monthly in

vital question that is gripping the entire

Public

(Special to

>- "The White

Pilgrim."

now

HEARST'S INTERNATIONAL

Berlin
Antargin Rohfilmfabrik
has been formed here with a capital
of ten million.
The new organiza-

a

Flower."
|i— "Adam's Rib."

'The Inside Story of Dope'

Can Make Raw Stock Cheaper
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

"A

.Tone y."
5'iday— "Java Head."
"Hunting Big
|
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(Special to

Third Alarm."

Bion— "Othello."
Today
tPs New York

Exchange Burns

Fontenelle

On Broadway

L.

KLEIN COMPANY
New York

Street

City

Telephones: Bryant 6353-1587

capacity.

THE SUPER 39
Agnes Ayres and Antonio Moreno

in

"The Exciters"
Directed by Richard Ordynski

Adapted by John Colton.

By Martin Brown.

Released June 24th

THE

This play

melodramatic stage success of 1922

makes a marvelous box-office attracAgnes Ayres is delightful as the girl
tion.
whose life was a search for excitement.
Antonio Moreno will win new admirers as
the handsome detective.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.

2
3

"Dark Secret*."
"My American Wife."

4

"Drumt

5

6
7
8

No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 1*
No. 15

of

excitement, and
ity.

The two

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
ADOlDH ZUMOa

full

of

action,

comedy and

moves with lightning

star

rapid-

combination means money

anywhere.

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
"Adam and Eva."
"Racine Hearts"
"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr Billing! Spenda Hi» Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."

is

0....d..e

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

16
17
18

"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

19

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."

No

28.

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

No. 29

"Prodigal

Daughters."

"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

"Hollywood."
"White Heat."
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife.
"Only 38."

%£ Cparamount picture

WATCH

THIS

SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 31

,

THE
EKS33S

is

how

put

hibitor

Toronto

a brother ex-

show

his

over.

Let
the other fellow know how you

Send along your

ideas.

cleaned up.

Painting The Snow
Rhinclandcr, Wis.— Writing "Sherlock Holmes"— At The State Theater,
on snow piles throughout the city
brought considerable comment and
many new patrons to tbe house during the showing of the film recently.
The writing was made possible by
means of an air-brush.

Fire Chief Helps Prologue
Durham, N. C. For the

—

"The

Alarm"

Third

at

—

A

simple

exploitation

feature that attracted attention for the

run of "The Stranger's Banquet," was
the erection of a canopy over the
Allen theater lobby. A carpet was
spread under the canopy to lend an

run

of
local

the

a

fashionable

wedding.

own serviettes. Diners
way read of the attraction.
their

in

this

"Third Alarm" Hook Ups
Watertown, N. Y. To demonstrate
the possibilities of "The Third Alarm,"
G. A. Josephson, F. B. O. exploiteer
tied up a double truck to insurance
concerns,
hardware and electrical
shops and fireproofing material. Only
9 concerns were required to get the
layout, and all used the same trademark.
A safe concern advertised that it
was dangerous to wait until the third
alarm before thinking about conserving records, a druggist urged you not
to wait until the third alarm before
you bought his cough cure, and another, a hardware shop, contended
that after the third alarm you would
need tools for rebuilding. The Avon

Front Page Story
Toledo Two weeks prior to the
opening of "A Front Page Story" at
the Temple, a blind contest was conducted in the Blade offering prizes
for the best front page story each
day submitted by other than news
paper people. The stunt drew great offered firemen 10% of their ticket
An sales and $1050 worth of tickets had
enthusiasm from the readers.
announcement of the opening date been sold before the City Manager
stepped in to forbid the stunt.
brought the contest to a close.

—

Original
Detroit T. D. Moule, of the Capitol got a new one of his own for "The
Dangerous Age" when he displayed a
tiny boy's suit and a perfect 48 on a
three sheet board in the lobby, with
"4 or 40, which is the 'Dangerous

North

—

"

Age?'

lettered

1923

Chicago

in

111

26,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Tom

North, Mack SenChicago
nett's representative, is laid up with
the flu at the Sherman Hotel. Nortr

came

here
days ago.

on

business

about

I

|

ter

in.

"David Copperfield" Ready
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a newsCopenhagen Nordisk Films havt
20,000 paper napkins, carrying the title
of the picture, theater and date of paper to a prize contest for children completed "David Copperfield." Twc
whose birthday was the same as other big productions are also near
showing were distributed at cafes and
Jackie Coogan's got a lot of free completion, one starring Greta Rya
estaurants which substituted them for
for
Harry gaard and the other, Karina Bell.
publicity
newspaper
of

effective

—

house, Fire Chief F. W. Bennett sang
"A Fire Lady," the fheme song, as
a part of the prologue. This was advertised extensively as part of the
regular program, bringing many personal friends.

A

An

Canopy Erected Over Lobby

Putting It Over
Here

Monday, February

DAILY
i3 s^li^ft

Coogan Birthday Contest
Hartford, Conn. Tying

f

—

—

Needles, of the Princess.
So many children suddenly found
that their birthdates coincided that
birth certificates had to be called for
in making the awards.

"U" Exchange For Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Universal will build
an exchange here.
Hollister
(Special to

Company Moving

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dayton The Pyramid Film Co.,
headed by H. E. Hollister, has moved
in to new studio headquarters on the

Hawes

Some French Statistics
THE FILM DAILY)
Paris The following statistics
(Special to

—

arti

the latest, having been compiled by
the French government:
In the northern section of thij
country there are 180 cinemas usee
by 32,500,000 people annually, and ir
the Pas de Calais section there an
95 houses which yield over 17,400,00(
paid admissions. Lille, the capital o
French Flanders, has but a dozer
theaters which gives the governmenl
1,900,000 tickets to tax.

estate.

To

Star Miriam Battista

A new company

is
now in the
course of organization to star little
Miriam Battista in feature length
productions.
"The Shining Adventure," by Dana Burnett, is the first.
Robert Edgar Long will handle the
business end of the new company.

LITTLE ADS WITH&BIG THOUGHTS
EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—

Experience
Studying the plans and problems of

numerous

many

diversified lines for

years has given us an experience that
comes to few. It is at your service.

W.

A.

FLEMING &

CO.

I

am

ture

trying to
better

and

make somebody's

How

better.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

pic-

about

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

yours?

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

W.

Bryant 4741

J.

302 E. 33d St.

BA

A E R
resultful advertising and publicity
service at a reasonable cost.

Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

MORAT

BAER

E.

Advertising

Vanderbflt 7361

1540 Broadiuay

Loeiv Bldg.

Public Accountants and Business

Advisors
452 Fifth Ave.

Longacre 9074

Tel.

LOUIS MEYET4
is

its

WILLIAM
130

West 46th

B.

St.

CHARLES WALTON
Serving the Best

'

subtitle.

C

Bryant 5466

CRAFTSMEN
FILM LABS.
c o r

EGATI V

E

WA NTE

1x

251
TH

Hollywood,

.

-T*.

t

a

e

7461

-

7620

Calif.

W.

LETTERING
LAYOUTS
ILLUSTRATIONS
44th S.

Van

N

c.

Phone Watkins 1416-17
Increased

this page every Monday.
Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors

BILL PAUSE
71

I

St.

Watch
For—

THE

d

WEST WATKIMS

19 _ STREET

DAWES, 1407 Gower

o.

Barnes Printing Company

What have you?
Phone 436572

-p

D

Accidents, etc.
Sunsets,
Any Subjects of an extraor dinary
nature.
Sunrises,

FRED

Motion Pictures

LAUB
I

N

in

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y.

as strong

weakest

[

Personal Representative

A MOTION PICTURE
as

Bryant 5741

4551

the

little

big ideas that

r

make

for success.

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs,

etc.

"We Never Disappoint"
229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

Cil]
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New

Creditors

Committee Handling Selznick
Trying to Secure Harmony on
Future Policy

Distributor

New National Releasing Organization
Now Being Considered by Three
Well Known Film Men

special

A

committee of five representing
the
Selznick
creditors
of
arious
[Corp. and its subsidiaries has circularized the 100 odd creditors of the
Irarious Selznick enterprises in order
lo secure their consent or a majority
fconsent to a plan of action which the
fcommittee believes will straighten
Ihe financial stringency of the corporation's affairs.

Three well known film men are
considering the formation of a new
national releasing organization. While
it is true that the company has been
talked of as a possibility only, the
plan in the minds of its sponsors may
bear fruit.
One of the principals has been
identified with the export field for a

The committee is composed of HyInan Winik and Ralph B. Ittelson,

at

I

l.r

The second was
of years.
one time an important official of

number

"

an exhibitor franchise organization
which is now defunct. The third is
an executive who recently resigned an
important post with one of the large
companies.

Representing general creditors: W. C.
I. Doolittle, representing the Utica
group; M. C. Levee, representing the
tos Angeles bankers and Charles E.
pain, an attorney representing the
Rothacker laboratories of Chicago,

Balaban on Coast

(Continued on page 2)

(Special to

Crane in "Three Wise Fools"
William H. Crane, has been engaged by Goldwyn to act the role
)f the judge in "Three Wise Fools."

—

Webb

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

M. L. Finkelstein
expects to leave for the coast in a few
Minneapolis

'The Last Hour' is the last word in melodramas," says Hariette Underbill of the Tribune.
"P; has an exceptional and pulse quickening climax,"
says the N. Y. Evening Sun. Advt.
"

—

days.

Utassy Resigns?
"The Master of Man" Bought
George Utassy has resigned as
Goldwyn-Caine Once Asked
general manager of Cosmopolitan
$100,000
Prod., according to a report current
yesterday. It was said that he would
leave his present duties the end of
the month. Utassy said yesterday it

was news

Luxor Pictures

Buys Gaine Novel

to him.

The Troubles

of

An

Exhibitor
Dear Film Daily:
Nu, at last, I had much pleasure
meeting Clem Deneker. I am also,
what they call an Exhibitor and believe it to me, if ooser, my customers
would go to such Treater like the
Capitol. Clem, my pall, is right when

By Formed— Plans
Producers

eral

Manager

Hearing Postponed a Week
The hearing on the censorship
peal

bill

re-

be held on Tuesday,
Albanv and not today as
The T. O. C. C. delega-

will

March 6 in
scheduled.
tion will leave here in a special car
The regular meeting will be
then.
held on Thursday instead of today.

Luxor Pictures Corp. has been
Goldwyn has purchased "The
Master of Man," a Hall Caine novel formed with Sig Schlager, former
for
which there has been some sales manager for J. Parker Read.
spirited bidding. It is understood that Jr., the general manager. The comAmer. Releasing Gets "Quicksands"
at one time Caine held the film rights pany plans to handle the American
American Releasing has secured
at

$100,000.

No announcement

re-

distribution of foreign producers par-

been made. ticularly in England, France and
It seems likely that there will be Sweden and advise them on the needs
at least two Caine novels in film of the domestic market so that they
form for the fall, one "The Eternal can govern their plans accordingly.
The officers of the company are
City,"
which George Fitzmaurice
Barren,
will make for Sam Goldwyn and now Samuel J. Barren, David S.
Schlechter.
E.
L.
and
Schlager
Sig
"The Master of Man."
There will also be two subsidiaries,
one Barren, Inc. designed to take
Exports at New Level
care of the finances of the company

lative to the director has

show in the Capitol
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Moving pichkers the same as I do.
December exports
Washington
I took Clem to my Treater and on
the way we stopped for a little lunch. reached new levels, according to figWe shmussed a bisel by the table ures prepared by the Department of
and he enjoyeved the gefilte Fish and Commerce, 12,686,973 ft., valued at
Lokshen zup. I am a regular sport $564,492, being shipped abroad.
Shipments of sensitized, but not exwhen it comes to treat a Goy, so after
lunch I got two cigars in the United posed film, totaled 1,891,558 ft., valued
he says that they

—

Tie-ups With Foreign
Sig Schlager Gen-

Plans Series of Four

Webb

expects t> close a
contract for four pictures this week.
In two of them, two well-known stage
stars will appear.

Kenneth

Finkelstein Going to Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

Max Balaban of
Angeles
Balaban and Katz, Chicago, is here.
Los

—

and another, Sig Schlager Enterprises,
It is said that Boston and New
Inc.

York

financial interests are involved.

Schlager returned
from an extended

a

few days

trip

abroad.

Sawyer and Lubin Here

ago

"Quicksands," proon the coast by Howard
Hawks, formerly connected with the
Marshall Neilan organization and
active worker in the production^ of
"Bob Hampton" and other Neilan
"Quicksands" was directed
pictures.
bv Jack Conwav and has a cast headed by Helene Chadwick and Richard
distribution

for

duced

Dix.

For "The Pilgrim"
Exchange ^ has
Nat'l
The
enough bookings on hand for_ "The
110 Prints
First

in circulareleased. The

Pilgrim" to keep 110 prints
the picture

tion when
any other
closest approach to this by
First Nat 1
the
thru
handled
picture
Exchange was "The Kid" for which
is

Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert 80 prints were used.
for 15 cents, got my cupons and we at $50,788; exports of exposed negaare in town. The former came
Lubin
valued
ft.,
tives
amounted
to
714,488
walked to my Treater. The front of
At the Strand on Sunday paid adfrom
the coast and the latter
from
in
mine Hoyse was decorated with all at $65,874: and there were also
shown eieht times,
heine
They comprise S-L Pic- missions totaled 88.000 the picture
-sitive film, Chicago.
kinds of flags because I Showed a shipped 10,800,927 ft. of
tures,
(Continued on P»gt« •)
valued at $447,830.

—

;

;

THE
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Hollywood
two weeks
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—

Bert Lytell will make
tour over the Orpheum

vaudeville circuit.

New

York, N. Y.. bv

West 44th

St.,

WID'S FILMS

and

INC.

Dannenberg,

the next Christie

Comedy.

President

;

Finis
a

Fox has

new

Edwin

has
Charles
Jones,
"Hell's Hole," directed by

the

completed

two

thirds of the

before putting into effect

desired

the

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

It is said that

has been secured and that
the consent of at least 85 "o of them

on

Guyol.

While In Chicago

1)

creditors

Warren

started production

by

story

the act of

Outside
States.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign

bers of the committee.

is

and

Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager
A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Joseph

Kathleen Clifford will be featured
in

Page

by the other mem-

elected

the consent of about

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

FILM FOLKS,

who was

scheme

to reduce the overhead of

system

distributing

27, 1923

Creditors
from

(Continued

i

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

Up

Line

Coast Brevities

Tuesday, February

and

secure

In passing through Chicago,
Irving Mack, our representative there.
He will be
found at 802 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
visit

THE FILM DAILY

a file of
Mr. Mack will
for your use.
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

new revenue from current Selznick
productions. The plan of the com-

Hilliker and Caldwell Back
Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Cald
Address all communications to THE FILM Flynn.
"A meeting of creditors was held Febru- well are due in from the coast today;
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
ary 16th, at which more than one hundred
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
title
played
the
Adams,
who
Ernie
with claims amounting to over where they titled "Mad Love" an<
creditors
Hollywood, California Harvey E. Gausman,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood role in "Listen Lester," has been sign- two-thirds of the entire indebtedness were "Lost and Found" for Goldwyn.
present in person or through representation.
1603.
ed by Century.
"After full discussion the meeting unaniChicago Representative Irving Mack, 802 S.
mously selected the undersigned to act as a
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. FredMarguerite de la Motte, has been committee for the creditors and a plan of
Subscribers should remit with order.

$15.00.

Emmett

J.

mittee

is

outlined

the following let-

in

ter sent to all creditors:

—

,

—
—
—
man.
The Film Renter, 53a
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film,
Clichy.

Shaftesbury

1.

Central

European

Rue de

42

selected for the leading role in

"Wan-

dering Daughters."

summarize

Frank B. Good, cameraman or recent Coogan productions, has joined

Warner Brothers.

Quotations
Low

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
.

do

pfd.

G'wyn

113% 112^

.

.

SSy2
96%

863/6

6%

6%

...

Sale*

11000

113

96^

87%
96%

3,500

6%

2,800

700

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's....

195/6

1,500

195/6

19J4

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

arrived

home

Their Universal contract goes into effect Mar. 1.

from the East.

"Mistaken Identity," a Sanford production, directed by W. J. Craft and
starring Pete Morrison,

is

completed.

Pauline Garon will appear

in "Terwhich will be directed by
Frank Borzage for First National re-

williger,"
lease.

Incorporations

Century

—

Dover, Del. Assoc. Authors, Wilmington. Capital $500,000.

—

Dover, Del. Hilltop Amusement
Wilmington, Capital $300,000.

Co..

—

has

signed

Edward

111.

— Colored

Theater

Incorporators, R. O'Neill, T.
Anderson and M. Currev.

Corp.

—

Good Pictures, Inc., ManIncorporaCapital $20,000.
Attors, E. Ellery and A. E. Cobb.
torney, M. H. Ring.
Albany

as

Gladys Walton's next vehicle for
Universal will be "Crossed Wires,"

—

$5,000.

and

J.

Incorporators,
B. Murphy.

T. Lester

L.

—

Birmingham, Ala. Paragon Poster
Capital $2,Service. Inc., Brewton.
Incorporators. J. R. Miller, L.
000.
Miller and E. McMillan.

—

Kingberton
111.
Springfield,
Capital
Co., Millstadt.
Incorporators, E. Bange, J.
$2,000.

Amusement

R. Green, E. M. Staude.

Albany
Inc..

—

United
Manhattan.

Producers
Capital

Films,

$750,000.

Incorporators, R. A. Schwartz and
Attorney, H. G. Kosch.
Gest.

M.

—

Albanv
Manhattan.

H. E.

corporators,
AtH. O'Neill and W. Gitskey.
Conway.
torneys, Richards, Smith

&

we

your

fol-

herewith and
convenience as

plan
contemplates that the cominvolved in having a number of
corporations, some having the bulk of the
-lel>ts and others having the bulk of the assets
be eliminated, and a new corposha
ration will be organized to take over all of
the creditors will receive two
the assets
vpr\r notes hearing interest at six per cent.
(6^5) per annum and whenever there is sufficient funds on hand, a distribution of five
per cent. (59^) of the amount of the notes

"The

1 !

GAUSMAN

;

will

le

made pro

rata.

"Tt was the opinion of all those present
the meeting that through this plan the
best results could be accomplished and that
the plan could be made effectual and put
in operation by March 1st, if the creditors
would act promptly.
at

"Creditors to the amount of more than
Sixteen Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,600,000.) have already given their approval to
to the plan, which in our opinion offers the
best evidence that it is to your interests to
give it your hearty co-operation."

(Special to

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
They called him Woman
Shy ! Yet he carried off th.
woman he wanted! Why\

—

at

the

Hollvwood

studio.

You

"DOUG FAIRBANKS — MARY PICKFORD— CHARLES CHAPLIN — NORMA
TALMADGE—CONSTANCE TALMADGE
—HAROLD LLOYD and D. W. GRIFFITH

UNANIMOUSLY CONDEMNED THE PRODUCERS FOR MAKING

MONEY
EVERYTHING
THE PRODUCTION OF PICTURES"
IN

It

Concerns You

MONEY EVERYTHING
I

N. Y.

Tom"
THE FILM DAILY)

The Press Reports:

IS'

St.,

Los Angeles Principal Pictures intend filming "Uncle Tom's Cabin" on
a large scale.
The river scenes will
be constructed on the lot and for that
purpose,
other
have been
units
diverted to different studios. The
Guv Bates Post picture will be made
at the Ince studio and "East Side,
West Side," a new Cummings picture

This Concerns

Think This Over

119 Fulton

Preparing for "Uncle

DISTRIBUTORS!
—

Gates Amusement

Corp.,
Capital,
$10,000.
InDoulberrv, J.
F.
R.

to

Choice Productions, Inc. are producing a new series of short subjects
under the direction of Tom Mills.
Headquarters are established at 6044
Sunset Blvd.

hattan.

The Ideal
Charlestown, S. C.
Theater Co., Inc., Columbia. Capital

I.

Edith Lee
"gag" man.
Grant will have the ingenue role in
"Trv and Get It."

Luddy

San Francisco O'Connor Produc- written by King Baggot who is
Capital $100,000. direct. Hugh Hoffman adapted.
tions, Los Angeles.
Springfield,

for

dissent.

enclosed

plications

:

The Duncans have

Close

it

was adopted without
is

lows:

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho- Slo-

tionale
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

High

reorganization
"The plan

[

GKRLLAEMMLE^W*

JACK LONDON'S
FAMOUS DPAMATIC STORY

REGINALD
DENNy
A HOBART HENLEY
PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

Tuesday, February 27, 1923

WARNING
Beware

"The Message
Exchanges,

Inc., is

Emile Coue,"

of

the

by Emile Coue, and

we

in

have the exclusive

who

distributed

by Educational Film

ONLY authentic and authorized

Motion Picture

which he Personally appears.

For

this picture

rights.

Unfortunately our great Industry

men,

and Imposters

of Imitators

is

cursed with some unscrupulous

claim identity with the Industry;

on the good name and hard work

who

of others.

constantly try to trade

These

devoid of

parasites,

original ideas, lie in wait to try to appropriate to themselves the result of

others' ideas

do

and

efforts.

The

exhibitors

and

distributors,

by

refusing to

business with them, can stop this evil.

The

Educational Film Exchanges,

Distributor

who

Inc.,

warn any Exhibitor or

does do business with them that

promptly and vigorously,

all

will prosecute

necessary legal action to protect our rights

and business and prevent any unauthorized use
Coue> or the subject-matter of

any motion

we

his

book

of the

name

of

Emile

of lectures, in connection with

picture.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.

—

—

;

Tuesday, February

In the Courts

steamers

In the suit of John Rounan against
the C. L. Chester Prod., Inc. and the
Chester Pictures, the defendants have
applied in the Supreme Court for an
injunction restraining the plaintiff
from exhibiting the films delivered to
him until he has returned to the defendants cancelled notes given in consideration for the pictures, which the
defendants say they fear he has nego-

Sailing

of

foreign

for

ports, with time of sailings, destina-

and points

tions

for

which they carry

mail are as follows:

Tomorrow
Van

JJuicn sails at 1 P. M. for
mails close at 10 A. M. ior
r-urope, Africa and
Latvia sails
est Asia.
at 2 P. M. lor Danzig; mails close at 11.30
ior
Denmark, Sweden.
Finland, Poland,
Kussia, Dithunia and Esthoma,
(specially
addressed only),
beydlitz sails at 5 P. M.
ior liremen; mails close at 1 P. M. ior
Oermany, (specially addressed only).
Silvia sails at 10 A. M. ior St. John's; mails
Pres.

Plymouth;

W

close at 7 A. M. ior Newfoundland.
b't.
Victoria sails at 10 A. M. ior Hamilton;
mails close at 7.30 A. At. ior .Bermuda,

A. M. ior Montevidea;
mails close at 8 A. M. ior Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay, (specially addressed
only).
Metapan sails at 11 A. M. tor Santa
Alarta; mails close at 8 A. M. ior Jamaica,
I'anama, Costa Kica, Canal Zone, 'Nicaragua,
etc.
Huron sails at 12 M. ior Puerto Plata;
mails close at 9.30 A. M. ior Turks Island
and the Dominican Republic. Paria sails at
iiespendes

sails at 11

P. Al. ior St. Thomas; mails close at 12
M. tor St. Thomas, St. Croix, Saba, St. Mar-

3

tins,

Ouida Bergere to Do Script
Ouida Bergere, has been engaged

Steamer Sailings

St.

Eustatius, Trinidad, Ciudad Bolivar

and Guiana.

Thursday
Mt. Clinton sails at 12 M. ior Hamburg;
mails close at y A. M. for Germany, (speMinnekahda sails at
cially addressed only).
3
P. Mi ior Hamburg; mails close at 12
The
.si. ior Europe, Airica and West Asia.
Lambs sails at 3 P. M. for Port Said; mails
close at 12 M. ior Egypt, (specially addressed only) Esperanza sails at 1 P. M. ior
Wra Cruz; mails close at 10 A. M., ior
i ucatan
and Campeche, (Cuba and other
parts ot Mexico must be specially addressed)
Guiana sails at 12 M. ior St. Thomas; mails
close at 10 A. M. ior St. Thomas, St. Croix,
Prince
St. Eustatius, St. Kitts, Saba, etc.
Frederick Hendrick sails at 3 P. M. ior
Paramaribo; mails close at 12 M. ior Cape
San Gil sails ior
Haitien and Gonaives.
P. M. for
1'ort Limon; mails close at 5
Costa Rica, (by rail to Boston for this
steamer.)

Friday

Munamar

12 M. ior Antilla; mails
close at 9 A. M. ior Antilla, (other parts of
Haiti sails at
Cuba, specially addressed).
3
P. M. for Cape Haitien; mails close at
Munargo sails at 3 P. M.
12 M. for Haiti.
for Nassau, mails close at 12 M. for Bahamas,
(including Inagua and Fortune Islands).
sails at

Saturday
Pres. Harding sails 10 A. M. for Bremen;
mails close at 7 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia, (Irish Free State must be
Beemsterdijik sails at
specially addressed).
mails close at 8
11 A. M. for Rotterdam
Regina sails at 11
A. M. for Netherlands.
A M. for Liverpool; mails close at 8 A. M.
for Irish Free State, (other countries must
Finland sails at 11
be specially addressed).
A. M. for Plymouth; mails close at 8 A. M.
for South Airica and West Asia, (Irish Free
State must be specially addressed.) City of
Edinburgh sails at 12 M. for Cape Town
mails close at 9 A. M. for South Africa.
Fort St. John sails at 10 A. M. for Hamilton ; mails close at 7.30 A. M. for Bermuda

Orizaba

sails at

11

The

Film

Stoll

Ltd. has

Co.,

filed

Supreme Court against the
The
Sherlock Holmes Series. Inc.

suit in the

complaint alleges that in March, 1922,
the defendant bought the rights in
the United States for four years, to 12
episodes of "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes," for $60,000, but has
failed to pay for the twelfth, for which
A second claim
$5,000 is claimed.
for $75,000 is made on the ground
that the defendant exercised an option
to take the second series of 15 tworeelers at $5,000 each, but has refused
to carry out the agreement.

Richard

M.

for

Zone
M.

Saba,

St.

Martins,

etc.

M. for Hamilton; mails
Bermuda. Pastores sails
Kingston; mails close at 9 A.

M.

Costa

and

dressed).

Croix,
at 12

St.
sails

close at 9 A.
at 12 M. for

for

Rica .(Cuba, Jamaica, Canal

Panama must be
Larentz

W.

specially adhansen sails at 12
mails close at 9.30

for Puerto Plata;
A. M. for Puerto Plata, Sanchez, La Romana,
Santo Domingo City, etc. Camamu sails at
1
P. M. for Pernambuco
mails close at 10
A. M. for Pernambuco, Parahyba and Natal,
;

for

Moderate Terms

which Pro-

holds American releasing rights, left yesterday for CaliSecurity

new

Speedy, Confidential
Service

deal.

Sunday Record at Rivoli
"Adam's Rib," which opened at the
Rivoli on Sunday topped the paid admissions figure of 8,939, set by the
last DeMille production, "Manslaughter," by 253, showing to 8,992 people.
In its second week at Grauman's
Rialto, Los Angeles, it broke that
theater's second week record, previously held by "Manslaughter," by

Consult with us

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
1207-8

Suite

'Phone Chelsea 8264

$461.

"The

emotional acting on
view at this time"
finest

Supreme

Quinn Martin, N. Y. World

Brockell in Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Floyd M. Brockell,
general manager of First National ex(Special to

changes,

here.

is

First

Now Playing at

—

the

CRITERION

M

Negro Film Opens

"Deceit," the first all-negro production has opened at the New Douglas,
Lenox Ave. and 142nd St. for a three
day run. The Micheaux Film Corp.
of Chicago

handling distribution.

is

If

it

is

in the negative,

you

will get

it

in

the print, on

Another Sales Drive

EASTMAN

The New York State exchanges of
Famous Players will conduct another
"Kent Kleanup Kuarter" drive
the

in

spring.

It

cover

will

later

three

months.
Canter to Handle Sales
A. Canter will handle sales for
Associated Photoplays, Inc., which
recently reorganized.
The company
will release five Milton Sills productions, the first "Why Women Re-

Marry."

POSITIVE FILM
Detail in highest highlight or deepest shadow,
with every step of gradation in between,

Eastman Positive Film reproduces
carries the quality

Sunlight Arc's Schedule Filed

Cuba,

Thomas,
Araguay

Standing,

"The Hypocrites"

ducers

has

in

A. M.

;
mails close at 8 A. M. for
Zulia
(specially
addressed only).
sails at 12 M. for La Guayra; mails close
San
at 8.30 for Venezuela and Curacao.
Lorenzo sails at 12 M. for San Juan; mails
close at 8.30 A. M. for Porto Rico, St.

Bigger Opportunities

recently returned from Holland where he starred

obtained a
Court
against the Town and Country Films,
Inc. for $2,506 alleged to be due on
the sale to the defendants of the
"Alaska negatives" for $6,000.
Suratt
the

judgment

Havana

for

The Magic Password to

Standing Leaves for Coast

fornia relative to a

tiated.

;

and Montserrat.

into production.

in

The schedule
ties

filed

and liabiliby Sunlight Arc Corp. inof assets

cludes,
liabilities
$370,832,
assets
$210,660, main items being accounts,
stock $66,543; machinery,
$91,316;
$36,470; office fixtures, $15,508. The
principal creditors are Gotham National Bank, $103,205; Sperry Gyroscope Co., $117,418 (claim in litigation); Pressed & Welded Steel Prod.

Co.

$24,810;

J.

J.

(other parts of Brazil must be specially addressed).
Southern Cross sails at 1 P. M.
for Rio de Janeiro; mails close at 10 A.

Brown,

M. for South Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,
and Paraguay.
Michael sails at 2 P. M.
for Para; mails close at 11 A. M. for North
Brazil and Iquitos, (mail closes at S P. M.,
via rail for Norfolk for this steamer).
Gen.
O. H. Ernst sails at 3 P. M. for Cape

Haitien;
Haitien,

Mare.
St.

F. Solow, $10,000;
$3,375.
mails

close

KitU,

at

M.

12

Cross

for

St.
etc.

Croix,

to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now

available in nine colors,

outits length

is

tinted

base

identified through-

by thewords "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

close at

Saba,

12

St.

M.

&

Cape

Port de Paix, Gonaives and
Bridgetown sails at 3 P. M.

Thomas; mails

Thomas,

and
of the negative through
it all

Harmer, $32,711;

Abraham

for

Martins,

St.
for

St
St.

1923

READY CASH

by Goldwyn to write the continuity
for "Six Days," which is soon to go

Wyndham

27,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

!

Coming

The Novelty Melodrama of thenar
Galleons, derelicts, once-proud clippers,
liners, caught in the grip of the
weird Sargasso Sea through centuries and
wedged by sea-weed into an island of lost
stately

A

colony of men and only two
inhabit it, a rabble ruled by a giant
Escape is imwith the right of might.
Each new wreck adds castapossible.
ways, desperate men sometimes a woman, and she, by community law, must
marry within one day, choosing her husband from the mob. The man she takes
must defend her against all-comers.
To this island drift a millionaire's
daughter, a New York detective and his
ships.

women

—

Sk

prisoner, an ex-naval officer charged with
murder sole survivors of a wreck. And
although the girl would give a million for
reprieve, she must choose her mate from
the men who offer.
Two want her the
brute who rules and the man accused of

sailor's myth some call the Sargasso Sea;
yet the atlas shows it at the Gulf of Mexico's very door.
Thus Tourneur has depicted both island and people, in scenes
that come as some new, almost incredible

murder.

With Anna Q. Nilsson, Milton Sills,
Frank Campeau and Walter Long in the
cast, produced at M.
C. Levee's vast
United Studios, at Hollywood, "The Isle

—

—

Director Maurice Tourneur tackled a
big job in filming this story of Captain
Crittenden Marriott's.
Not only was
there drama of the strongest kind, but
also the unprecedented locale of the Sargasso Sea with its waste world of stagnant weed, its submarine monsters, the
hundreds of ships it never lets go.
A

wonder.

of Lost Ships" will be discovered as that
rarest of jewels
a photoplay the like of
which has never been seen.
Yo ho, me hearties! Bend a sail!

—
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Maurice Tourneur Production
<BteISLE OF LOST SHIPS"
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% Qittenden Marriott
A

-

Jitbt

Tersonally directed bytilaurice 'Tourneur

national Picture

THE

The Troubles

of

An

Exhibitor
(Continued from Page 1)
pichker for 2 days. About a dozen
kinderlach were waitin with pennies

come in. I showed for
time The Great Train Rob-

and nickels
the

first

to

bery and the serial Perils of Pauline
with the Great Star White Pearl in
which she herself killes 4 men. A
fine Maydel is she Pearl, but mine
Idene, Sura, wouldn't let me look too

much on

her.

She

Mine Wife

sells

is

a Jelistnize.

the tickets and I
take the pennies and nickels from the
kids.
Clem, being a business men,
helped me to collect the nickels and
we pushed in the kids before the
Gerry Society had a chance to see
that they are alone, without what
they call a chapenish. Clem was really
surprised what a beautiful Hoyse I
have. On the inside I have an automatic player piano which I got from
the Italian next door for $57 cold
cash after he gave up his business
pushing it around the corners every

-3JW.DAILY

Small Opening Coast Office
will open an office

on the coast April

1st.

Blank Building

THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha—A. H. Blank is planning
(Special to

the erection of a $1,000,000

house

first

Here's

run

A Thought

to seat 3,000.

FOR

Finds Northwest Improving
Pathe's latest report from

Edgar O.

Brooks, serial sales manager,

on a

visit to exhibitors in the

west

tells

who

is

Northof rapidly improving busi-

Tuesday

less conditions in the Seattle territory.

Damaged by Fire
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Liberty, Mo. The Lyric, operated
by C. R. Wilson, was badly damaged
by fire. It represented an investment
of $96,000.

Filming in North Carolina
(Special to

—

kids, nursing bottles and For a
two Neighbors, the Kosher butcher

carriches,

Girl."

Portell

Buys Delray

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Send In Your Subscription To

The Film Daily

—

Detroit Joe Portell has purchased
the Delray, and will be the sole owner
having just obtained a new ten year
lease.

They eat peanuts, oranges, candy.
Cue Sheet for Short Reels
Pastrami sandwiches. The boy, who
Pathe has closed a deal with the
pays me $3 a week for the privelech, Cameo Music Publishers, whereby
sells them bottles of soda water and the latter
will supply the Thematic
believe it to me, every time the gun- Music Cue Sheet for distribution with
men on the picktcher shoots from his "Aesop Fables."
coming out of a bottle
makes such a noise, that you really
think some one was shooting and if
by chance the cork flies into some

27,

Edward Small

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood F. J. Balshofer and
morning.
his company have left for North
The Treater was packed with baby Carolina where they will film "All

and the Tony the Barber. Clem wanted to know the reason for mine success and I told him that it is because
I
give
mine customers freedom.
America is a free country, and as I
am a good Citizneck, I let mine Customers do as they please.

Tuesday, February

NOW

TO-DAY

pistolet, a cork,

kids eye

—a
up.

and he

starts to cry and yell
produced of an holdwants to know why Mr.

real effect

Clem

is

Gets Another

Steffes

THE FILM DAILY)
Watertown, S. D.—W. A. Steffes,
(Special to

head of the Minnesota M. P. T. O.,
and owner of several Minneapolis

Shmiel Rottapel dont come down to houses, has acquired the Colonial.
to learn how to put on
Winn Succeeds Coffin
a show with real effects.
I told him
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that next week I have a speshil fizure
with a personal appearance of Kid
Omaha James Winn has succeed(iamiff, so will invite mr. Rottapel.
ed E. R. Coffin as First National exMaybe I can get a feature for about ploiteer in the Nebraska territory.
two weeks for $14 to pay mine rent? Coffin resigned to handle the publicity
Mr. Zukor of the Famous will guar- for Richard Walton Tully Prod.
antee, because I am his only cash
Customer, no checks with come
House for Bay Ridge, B'klyn
backs.
Will let you know next week
The Shore Road Amusement Co.
how I made out with Kid Ganuff.
will build a theater and seven houses
on the north side of 86th St., east
Good by and good luck,
MOISHE PIPICK. of 4th Ave., in the Bay Ridge section
of Brooklyn.
Boss of the Nikalodeum Treater
739 Orchard Street, New York.
Chaplin

mine Treater

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

—

(Special to

Liberty Films

Buy "Environment"

May Tour World
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood It is reported here that
Charlie Chaplin and Pola Negri may
Omaha
Liberty Films have sail with the Fairbankses when they
bought the state rights to "Environ- leave for a tour of the world, somement" from Principal Pictures.
time in the Fall.
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Meyer Leaves French Pathe
(o THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Opening Aug.
(Special to

Santa Barbara, Cal. Construction
Paris Jacques
Meyer, who has
been secretary of Pathe Consortium work has just been started on the new
Cinema, has resigned. Paul Pigeard Granada theater and office building,
has been recalled from Berlin and put to be opened here about Auer. 1. Cost
in charge of the foreign department. $500,000.

New York

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313

Issues— Every Day

— 52

Including

Weekly Reviews

1922 Year

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Issues

— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10

Name

Theatre

1
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—

for

St.,

Address

pages

192
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Newspaper Opinions
Othello"— Ben Blumenthal and D.
P. Howells
Criterion

—

WORLD—

EVENING

We. among a lot
claimed Emil Jannings
others, always
raid out-act almost any character man on
And after sitting: through
!e screen. * * *
• * "Othello," * * * we find absolutely no
lason to change our opinion. *- * *
The film is an ambitious effort and dededly well worth the seeing.
I

j

GLOBE— "Othello"

I

|m that
ig
i

is

is

the most unpleasant

we have ever

that it
to its
larger

e
l-nsations

seen.
This isn't sayis nor art,
for it is.
In fact,
superb artistry that we attribute
measure of those uncomfortable

we

experienced yesterday
Iternoon
Criterion Theater.
A less
performance
|ell-done
would verge now and
en upon parody.
"Othello" is a crushing disipointment to us credulous souls who be•ved. in advance, that it would rank with
i"
many fine pictures that Germanv has
that
at the

HERALD —

1

It enlisted the services
j-oduced.
'lendid actors, Emil .Tannings and

Vaus,
!

ii

had

it

Shakespeare's tragedy as

foundation for its pictorial drama.
* * *
is a stodgy, cumbersome movie.
MAIL * * * is as notable a production
any of the Shakespearean plays now on
It

I

and

of two
Werner

—

roadway.

Those who cry out

for art in the movies
lay point with pride to this picture, for it
bmbines every element of perfect produc-

an accomplishment in which European
Inema producers are far above our own.
lon,

SUN —The

^mosphere
itisfactory.
ompeted to

settings are splendid and the
the presentation thoroughly
* * *
Werner Kraus. as Iago.

of

some extent with Emil Jannings
the performing honors. * * *
The chief fault with the director was the
av he handled the extras in group and mob
"'
* *
However, on account of Emil
and Shakespeare, "Othello" is a
annings
an'
hottion picture one should not miss.
T
Here is an Othello that
ems to live the role.
Also of note is the Tago of Werner ICraus
* * There is a polish and fine subtlety to
s acting which create a profound impresthe terrible impression that belongs to
jn
e most classic of "villains."

TIMES— Shakespeare

—

the

screen,

is
not Shakespeare. * * •
Shakespeare's plays
were built on

of

But

solid
producer to

and it is possible for a
lake one of these stories and from
i
photoplay that will stand on its
as screen entertainment. * * *
stories,

it

fashion

own

feet

And this is what • » * Dimitri Buchowetzki, has done, * • * he has told a stirring
lory of simplicity, courage, honesty,
vil'ainy
'rees

and revenge which rises by many deof excellence above the usual offering

the

if

id

screen.

true,

it

is

has vitality,
a thing of action.

oded motion

It

it

is

direct

It's a full-

picture.

TRIBUNE — Emil

Jannings is a fine actor,
•t
he resembles more an African chief, we
think, than a half Moorish, half Spanish warrior of Venice.
Werner Kraus. * * » plays
'ago.
His portrayal is fantastic and he
•uakes Iago a man with an impish sense of
humor, without dignity. * * *
This performance will therefore, be considered an artistic triumph for those who
know, but we doubt if it will be popular

with the masses. * * *
The picture is presented with all of the
splendor and all of the enormous gatherings
which distinguish the foreign productions.
They always seem to have gathered together
not thousands of extras but thousands -of
actors.

WORLD

—

The

Shakespearean

tragedy

* * * is acted in this film play with surpassing strength.
The great German character
actor, Jannings, and that other distinguished

German, Kraus, combine two superb performances and bring to Broadway what is
beyond question the finest emotional acting
on view here at this time * * * one film plav
possessing the acting merit of this "Othello"
is
worth a great many of the frothy and
meaningless splashes from Hollywood.

"The Pilgrim"— 1st

jr

TELEGRAM—

on

course,

Nat'l

DAILY NEWS— It is screamingly funny,
of things that
make us laugh. We howled, we roared, we
measured from the standard
slapped our sides.

There's the truth about
the picture.
It made us forget ourselves and
laugh.
You really cannot say much more
in praise of something.

EVENING WORLD—There

of yourfor laughing at the incredibly grotesque
adventures of Chaplin in this new picture,
and vet vou can't help it
* * * about as engaging an example of his pantomimic art as
self

EVENING JOURNAL—

anything that he has ever done. * * * The
opening is surprising and the end, instead
of the customary fadeout on the two sweethearts, is pleasantly out of the ordinary.

no way of

We

—

HERALD

dition."

Charlie's

which

is

latest
comedy. "The Pilgrim,"
at the Strand, isn't as good as

now

works which we have

either of the standard

mentioned above.

But

Chaplin has never made anhe had never been heard of
before, "The Pilgrim" would be a hit.
That's
the test, and no one can doubt, surely, that
"The Pilgrim" meets it.
No, this picture is not the equal of "The
Kid." * * * He has not copied himself nor
has he played low to the mob with haphazard
slapstick.
He has aimed at something in
Ins

if

new work and

hit

it.

TRIBUNE— Coming

out of the Strand
Theater yesterday wc heard a man say that
Charlie Chaplin was getting "too damned reImed
So perhaps that is the reason we
liked "The Pilgrim" better than almost any
'

other pictures. * * *
wrote the story and directed the
picture.
It
is in
four reels, but it doesn't
seem lo be more than two, which is a good
of

his

Chaplin

sign.

WORLD— There

surefire

stuff

is quite a lot of the old
throughout "The Pilgrim," al-

though, being only four reels long, the picture is at no time padded or tedious.
It
had them rocking in their seats yesterday.
It
is
really marvelous the wear that this
voung man can get out of his original bag
of

tricks.

incredibly funnv.
Tt
contains elements of humor as vitally
laughable as anything that has ever been
written or said.
it

is

MAIL—

In it the genius of the comedian
exploits the various shades of humor, and
even the pathos, in the life of a clergyman.
it
is compactly done in four reels instead of the usual five. * • »
Chaplin is
the master pantomimist. * * •

d

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It

must

be

however, that in the midst of his clowning and of his low comedy he has the faculty
of wringing the hearts of his audience withsaid,

out

apparent

the

point

effort,
is

and bringing them to
This

of tears.

"The Pilgrim"

Strand
AMERICAN—You feel ashamed

is

getting around the fact that Chaplin is extremely funny as the minister-by-mistake;
funnier, perhaps, than any one else on the
screen, save Harold Lloyd, but thai doesn't
signify that it is as funny as Chaplin has
ever been.
He wasn't to us, anyway But,
if
you're looking for a good laugh, take a
chance on "The Pilgrim."
think it will
hand you one or two on a silver salver.
All
reviews
of
Charlie
Chaplin's pictures nowadays resolve themselves
into
comparisons
with
"Shoulder
Arms" and "The Kid." If he falls a little
short of these remarkable efforts he is "slipping;" if he approaches or surpasses them
he is "continuing the glorious Chaplin tra-

TIMES— If

other comedy,

is

amusing and

genius.

*

*

*

at times very

funny.

SUN—

"The Pilgrim" strikes this reviewer
The
as the funniest film Chaplin has made.
audience likewise reached a saturation point
of convulsion yesterday afternoon that has
seldom been seen in a movie theater.

TELEGRAM—

Of course he was hailed
with the rousing reception he deserved in his
latest
work, "The Pilgrim," a four reel
comedy.

THE SUPER 39
ii

BETTY COMPSON in
The Women with Four Faces"

By Bayard

A

Veiller.

No. 31

Herbert Brenon production

Released June 10th

HIS was

T.

written

specially

for

together.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Miss Compson has the role of a clever
crook who is hired by the district at-

the

by Bayard Veiller, author of
"Within the Law" and "The 13th Chair,"
and it has more thrills than both of them
screen

girl

torney to commit a legal robbery! There's
In strength of story and
novelty for you!
cast it will be a big attraction.

"Dark Secret*."

"My American
"Drums

No. 17
No. 18
No. 19

Wifs."

of Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

No. 20
No. 21
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASHY CORPORATION

"Adam and
10
11

12
13
14
IS
16

Eva."
"Racing Hearts"

,

"The Nth Commandase«t"
"Mr Billing! Spenda Hia Dime"
"The' Glimpses of the Moon."
"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."

AOOLPM ZUKOQ.

D..,....t

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

22
23
24
25

26
27
28.

29
30

C£ CparamountQidure

"The Go-Getter."
"Prodigal Daughters."
"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
Lonesome Pine.'
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

"The

Trail of the

"Hollywood."
"White Heat."
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
"Only 38."

"The

Exciters."

WATCH

THIS
SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

No. 32

Tuesday, February

27,
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THE

DRUG TRAFFIC
The First Drug Evil Super
With

All Star Cast Including

GLADYS BROCKWELL, BARBARA
TENNENT and BOB WALKER
Available thru the following leading exchanges:
Renown

Pictures, Inc.

729 Seventh

New
New York

Avenue

York, N. Y.

New York

City

Northern

New

State

Jos. Mack Building
Detroit, Mich.

Eastern Pennsylvania
Southern

Cincinnati,

New

Atlanta, Ga.
Florida

•

De Luxe Feature Film

Kentucky

Oregon

West

Western Pennsylvania

Virginia

Greiver Productions
831 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago,

Alabama

Northern

Iowa

111.

Illinois

The H. Lieber
122 W. New York

Mountain State Film Co.

Texas

Oklahoma

Salt

Colorado

Indiana

Lake

City,

Utah

Wyoming

New

Mexico

Midwest
Toy

Building

Utah

Arkansas

Southern States Film Co., Inc.

Friedman Film Corporation

732 Girod Street
New Orleans, La.
Louisiana
Mississippi

Film Exchange Building
Minneapolis, Minn.
Minnesota North Dakota South Dakota

Foreign Rights Controlled

MAX

2104 Broadway
Denver, Colorado

Co.

Street
Indianapolis, Ind.

Texas

Idaho

Liberty Films, Inc.
Film Exchange Building
Omaha, Nebr.
Nebraska

North Carolina South Carolina Tennessee

Southern States Film Co., Inc.
1815 Main Street

Wash

Washington
Montana

1018 Forbes Street
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Virginia

Co., Inc.

308 Virginia Street
Seattle

Federated Film Exchange

Southern States Film Co., Inc.
Ill Walton Street

Dallas,

Arizona

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.
209 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif.
Northern California
Nevada
Hawaiian Islands

Ohio

Jersey

Meyer

Maryland
District of Columbia

Standard Film Service Co.
Broadway Film Building
Southern Ohio

c/o Educational Film Co
916 G St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Georgia

Michigan

Vermont
Rhode Island

256 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, Penna.

Delaware

Southern California

Ohio

Standard Film Service Co.

20th Century Film Company, Inc.

G.

915 S. Olive Street
Los Angeles, Calif.

Jersey

Boston, Mass.
Massachusetts
Connecticut

J.

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.

Sloan Building
Cleveland, Ohio

Franklin Film Co.
78 Broadway

New Hampshire

Standard Film Service Co.

ROTH, 1005 Loew

Dist. Corp.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Wisconsin

By

Building,

New York

City

I

fHE
7A& brAdstreet

^recochized

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII

ol.

Thursday,

No. 57

March

Price 5 Cents

1923

1,

Taxes Show Drop

Laemmle

loth Joins

January Business Under That of
December But Greater Than
Gross for January, 1922

Known

Coast Exhibitor Will
ielp Universal Production Chiefs
Shape Picture Policy
Universal announced yesterday that
ugene H. Roth, one of tiie best
iown exhibitors in the country had
ixepted a post with the company
''ell
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(Special to

—A

j

Washington,

aemmle.

help production heads at UniverCity shape a producing policy that
satisfy exhibitors all over the
ill
)untry.
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will

lost,"
iitch
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amounted
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The following comparative
Powers After Product.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles P. A. Powers is here

dicates

how

New

York, lining

tuated since August:

August
September
October

After Elaine Hammerstein

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

It

is

reported

that

laine Hammerstein will sign a staring contract with an important proucer in a few days.

Johnny Hines' latest "Luck," is ready. C. C. Burr presents the peppery
melocomedy with a stellar cast including Violet Merserau,
Robert Edeson, Edmund Breese, Charlie Murray, Polly Moran, Flora
Finch, Harry Fraser and Warner Richmond. Advt

star in another

—

DANNY.

Anderson Leaves

Intern'l for

"U"

Richard V. Anderson, has resigned
sales manager of the International
"Jews Reel Corp. producers of Interlational News to join Universal as
'sales exploiteer," a new post designed
o create better sales methods.

"Legit"

Backs Fairbanks
.

Van

Osten, Official in Northern
California M. P. T. O. Says Exhibitors Will Support "Doug"

D.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

special dispatch

Times

prints a

from San Francisco,

which Thomas D. Van Osten,
managing director of the Northern
California M. P. T. O., is quoted as
in

A

remedy many

Run

Until Feb.

are really desirous to
of the 'evils' of the inwill find hundreds of

dustry, they
exhibitors ready

to

co-operate with

them."

Van Osten's remarks relative to the
proposed protective association planned by Fairbanks, the Talmadges and
other stars is the first expression from
exhibitor circles relative to this plan.

4,

The new agreement guarantees

berts.

distribution

Archie Selwyn, is given as the
spokesman. He is quoted as saying

Feb. 4, 1924.
Charles Urban will continue to preRepare them for the M. P. T. O.
lease will continue weekly, as in the

that the conference will include Sam
Harris, Adolph Zukor, Gilbert Miller

himself and then the dispatch
goes on to say:
" 'The Shuberts have combine with
A. L. Erlanger to control the theatrical industry of the United States.

and

(Continued on page 4)

tract for the distribution of the Official Movie Chats for another year.

The

past.

of

Grainger Leaves; Given Dinner
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

James R. Grainger,
was given a farewell dinner by Abraham Lehr, at the Ambassador on
Tuesday night, prior to his leaving for
Los Angeles

He

been here for
seven weeks, watching production
Grainger
and will return in May.
says Goldwyn is busier than any other
company on the coast and that the
outlook is brighter than ever.
the

East.

has

DANNY.

the

one

November
December

Roach

reeler

the
until

schedule.

Trio Plans Large House

Produce

Independently

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Myron

Selznick, leave for

and

David

New York

Friday.

There is some talk they will withdraw from the Selznick activities and
produce independently.
L. J. Selznick said yesterday he
didn't believe the coast report was
At the same time, he indicorrect.
cated it was possible, basing this
statement on the fact that Myron had
as
definitely established a reputation
a producer
his own.

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— Sid Grauman,

(Special to

Los

Sol

Lesser and associates and Joseph M.
Schneck, announce they will build
a large theater here to be ready by
They plan to present plays
the fall.
with important screen stars in lead1,18

r0,eS

"

DANNY.

negotiations between the

were held up one time because of the
death of Sydney Cohen's mother.

Los

Pathe

Hal Roach will produce "What
Should A Girl Do?" a 10 episode seriIt will follow
al for Pathe release.
"Haunted Valley", on the release

Cohen organization and Hodkinson

May

Serial for

$6,453,483
1921
5,929,503
6,123,082
6,415,680
6,995,338
$6,689,702

1924

Following a number of delays, the
M. P. T. O. A., and the Hodkinson
Corporation, have signed a new con-

(Special to

"The small town exhibitor has been
made to pay the losses on picture
failures.
If Douglas Fairbanks and
associates

Opposition to the Shuberts
copyrighted dispatch to the Chi-

More Movie Chats
New Yearly Contract Signed with
W. W. Hodkinson— Will Now

cago Tribune from its Paris correspondent mentions Adolph Zukor as
one of a number of prominent figures
who will meet at Nice, to draw up
plans for a battle against the Shu-

follows.

his

War?

Adolph Zukor Mentioned as Party at
Projected Meeting to Develop

s

Harvey Day has replaced Anderson.

1922

1923
$6,766,208
1922
4,710,470
4,789,391
5,396,461
5,484,790
$6,825,249

January

pro-

uctions.

(Special to

table in-

the tax returns have fluc-

—

rom

to

During the month the collection
from the seating tax on theaters,
museums, etc., amounted to $37,035.92
as compared with $26,620.03 in the
corresponding month of last year, and
$35,207.24 in December.

"listening

up new

of

total

from the

$6 825 249.80.

with his ear to the ground to
the rumblings from exhibitors
(Continued on Page

which

December,

of

Universal
is
at present at
conferring with Laemmle. Julius
and
general
director
.ernheim,
i;[omer Boushey, production manager.

Roth

iity

|Ie

C.
collected

tax on admissions during the month
of January, according to a report just
issued by the Treasury Department.
This is an increase of $312,724.96
over the collections of January, 1922,
which totaled $6,453,483.80, but was
some $60,000 less than the collections

representative of Carl
His specific duties will be

personal

Us

D.

was

$6,766,208.76

and could now go out on

Breaks With Hays
Under date of Feb. 27, Sydney S. Cohen has written Will
H. Hays, that the M. P. T. O.,
is

not in accord with the uni-

form contract as drawn up by
the Hays' organization and apand
proved by the T. O. C.
exhibitor
the O'Reilly— N. Y.
congroup. Cohen charges the
that
and
equitable
not
is
tract

C

Havs did not carry out the negotiations as he had promised.
yesterday no one at the
Late
Hays'

office

could be reached

for a statement.

!

;
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vately yesterday by Famous officials
who couldn't find enough adjectives
to praise it.

Portola, the Granada
fornia theaters there.

Quotations
High
East. Kod. 111*4
F. P.-L.
89J4
.

do

Low

110^

.

Close

Sales

111

89J4

4.000
3,500

Not

quoted

6H

1.400

S7y2

pfd

G'wyn

6)4

...

6

/2
l

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

20'A

..

20*4

20

3 700

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Rapf and Goulding Leave
Harry Rapf and Edmund Goulding,

for California yeasterday. Rapf's
schedule of productions for Warners
will keep him busy there for about a
year while Goulding will do one
left

Expected from Michigan
Sydney S. Cohen and W. A. True,
are expected in town today from the
meeting of the Michigan M. P. T. O.,
held in Detroit on Tuesday.

—

—

Albany

Manhattan.
ney,

Producers'
Capital

Exchanges,

$50,000.

Attor-

Nathan Vidaver.

—

Albany
hattan.

Special Attractions, ManCapital $20,000.
Attorneys,

Goldsmith

Albany

&

— Ambassador

hattan.

Capital $100,000.
Kendler & Goldstein.

Albany

Rothschild enterprises in
which control the Imperial, the

cisco,

Prod.,

Man-

Attorneys,

and the

Cali-

for

Three Weeks

Albany— S. L. & S. Theater Holding Corp., Manhattan. Capital $40,Attorney, A. J. Halperin.
000.

— Embassy

Albany

Amusement &

Corp., Manhattan.
Capital
Attorney, II. G. Kosch.
$100,000.

E. Stroock has purchased the entiri
of Charles Frohman.

Prior to the opening of "Lost in %
Big City," in Paterson, Arrow floodec
the city with a four page press sheet
newspaper style to put over the pic
ture.

New York

about six months.

Own

by the Malkan Publishing Coconnection with "The Message 0!
Emile Coue."

lished
in

number

volunteered

trip starts

March

today.

15.
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We

WEST COAST

recommend

do not miss

REPRESENTATIVE
Will handle limited number of

P.

first

acting

that

you

new

film.

Albany

— Russian- American

Com-

modities Exchange, Inc., Manhattan.
Capital $100,000.
Attorney, A. L.
Davis.

Write or Wire

Now

|

News

DISTRIB UTORS

EXHIBITORS
This Concerns You

at the

Criterion

TAMAR LANE
Hollywood Studios Hollywood,

Calif.

*>#>%*•is

!

—

Albany

—Ambassador

Manhattan.

Wanted
territory,

for

Canadian

Branch Manager

and Salesmen for large

Girdansky.
Goldstein.

NORMAN KERRY
Now

Productions,
Incor-

J.

Kendler and
Kendler

Attorneys,

dis-

&

701

Available at Leading Independent Exchanges

SEVENTH AVENUE

Good

Corporation.

future for right

men.
full

particulars as to experience,

past connections and sal-

ary required. All applica-

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

J.

tributing

In writing please state

MIRIAM COOPER
MARTHA MANSFIELD

Capital $100,000.

porators, A. Ganz,

MONEY EVERYTHING?"
Featuring

—

Oakland, Cal. Stereoscopic Prod.,
Wilmington, Del. Incorporators, C.
B. Outten, S. L. Mackey, and L. C.
Christy, Wilmington.

|

W. GALLICO

Realty

"IS

I

Companies

sc

wr

this

Daily

class accounts.

Los Angeles Blanche Sweet has
signed a contract with Principal Pic-

!

screen

Superlative

in photoplay of "Othello." I

THE FILM DAILY)

PRODUCERS

of film celebrities haw
to sell tickets for th(

j

Individuals or

tures to appear in "The Meanest Man
in the World."
Bert Lytell will be
starred.

Emile Coue's bool
Method," is being pub-

film edition of

York Newspaper Women'ij
Arthur Butler Graham stated yes- New
that Rodolph Valentino has Club ball to be held March 2 at thij
a contract with Jack Curly, Ritz-Carlton.
Valentino and
to dance as reported.
Federated Moving
Winifred Hudnut, will travel in a
special car and make one night stops
The Federated Film Exchanges
for a period of three weeks.
The move into new offices at 1600 B'way

Principal Signs Blanche Sweet
(Special to

A

"Coue's

A LIVE WIRE

ly arrived from the coast, will write
three scenarios at the Paramount
Long Island studio. He will stay in

to '"

wardrobe

War-

Le Vino To Write Three
Albert Shelby Le Vino, who recent-

added

a

terday
signed

— Suffern Amusement

Corp.,
Suffern, N. Y.
Capital $150 000. Attorney, M. Lexow, Suffern.

Cyril Ring has been
cast of "The Exciters."

A
Dance Tour

—

Rosenthal.

from the
San Fran-

Running Synopsis Contest
Nazimova is running a synopsis
contest to help her decide what to
Franklin Leaves Sunday
make as her next picture. She is conSidney Franklin, leaves for Los sidering
"Dagmar."
Angeles on Sunday to make one more
picture for Joseph M. Schenck.
He
then start his contract with
ner Bros.

Albany Great Western Films, Inc.
Manhattan. Capital $10.0C0. Attorney, B. Kantor.

Roth recently resigned

Guts and Flashes
Pola Negri's "Mad Love" opens
the Capitol Sunday.

—

will

Incorporatiofis

thinks exhibitors demand.

He has been
long identified with exhibitor activities and in San Francisco, together
with Jack Patington, he managed
Earle Plans King "Tut" Film
those four houses, each a first run.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Roth has also spent some time in
Los Angeles It is reported that production, among one of the venWilliam P. S. Earle, will make a pic- tures,
the
production
"The
of
ture with an Egyptian background in Rosary," with Sam Rork.
"Hunting
which King Tutahnkamen will figure. Big Game in Africa," which has been
doing excellent business at the Lyric,
for some weeks is controlled by Roth.

script.

vakia), Wenrelsplatz.

1)

over the country and help Universal make the kind of pictures he
all

New

57 Thursday, March,

(Continued from page

16 at the Criterion.
John C.
York from
Flinn returned to
the coast with a print of the film
which is now in 11 reels. It is in this
form that it will be shown at the
Criterion.
The picture was seen pri-

March

Yol. XXIII No.

Roth Joins Laemmle

NEW YORK

tions

confidential.

Apply

B-666 care of Film Daily.

From

Re-Printed

NEW YORK HERALD-Wed. Feb. 28th

An Open Letter

FILM THEATER FIRE

TIMES SQUARE

IN

Motion Picture

Theatre Owners

Come

150 Walk Out and 300

to

The accompanying

article

reproduced from yesterday's

Back Under Verbal

York "Herald"

Checks'

'Rain

Why
Times

hour

rush

enlivened

yesterday

late

the

in

fire

was

Square

Seventh Avenue near

in

damaged

that

room

the

to' such
to

Several

thousand

give

extent

by

that

it

take such chances?

You know

—protect your patrons

and your business from such occurrences, by

and

was not

the danger of exposed film

machines

—the

installing Feaster

ultimate development in projection equipment.

performance.

persons

crowded

the

engines and

fire

a

Street,

machine

evening

the

when they heard

Forty-first

a timely warning.

the

Picture theater

projection

an

possible

afternoon

Motion

Stanley

during

is

New

You owe

around

it

to yourself,

your projectionists and other em-

saw

smoke that filtered into the street from
window of the projection room.
It
took the firemen about two minutes to extinguish the fire and the police more than
the

ployees, as well as

your theatre patrons to safeguard them from

the

hour

half an

get

to

the ever present film fire hazard.

back to normal.

traffic

Feaster machines prevent these accidents^-eliminate rewind-

About ISO persons were in the theater
when the fire was discovered. They knew
nothing

flames

until the manager,
walked down the center
aisle and told them that there was a small
fire in the house and that it would be better
for them to leave.
"Come back afterward," he said, "and

Banks,

give

we'll

the

of

Andrew

you

tickets

free

for

— strain

ing

that

theater

300
there
in

when
passes

free

must

the

minimizes film breakage.
fire

hazard and

avert theatre panics.

time came to give out
of the action of the
spread, for more than

The new model Feaster machine with 2000 foot magazine
can be seen in operation on Simplex or Power's projectors at our
general

offices.

word

have

No

free admissions, although
had not been more than 150 persons

applied

—and

some other

The crowd got to its collective feet and
walked out. A little smoke had reached the
auditorium by the time the last ones left,
but no one was in any danger.
Banks said
the

film

Order Feasters for your projectors, reduce the

performance."

later

and tension on

for

fires to

fear with Feasters.

the house.

Yours for Safety-First,

An

alarm was turned in by Patrolman
Joseph Brennan of Traffic C after a taxicab
driver had told him there was smoke coming
from a window of the theater.
The alarm
brought several engines and trucks and
Battalion

engines

body

FREDERICK

H.

ELLIOTT,
Vice-President.

Curtin and Ross, and the
trucks brought almost every-

Chiefs

and

else

who was abroad

in

Times Square.

The crowd soon began to disperse, urged
gently by the police, when it was seen that
there would be nobody killed, no thrilling

The Feaster machine

is

approved and recommended by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters and the

nothing but firemen shooting water
from a hose through a window.
rescues,

New York Board

of Fire Underwriters.

EASTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
16

WEST

46th

STREET

Telephone—Bryant 2283

NEW YORK

—
THE

-31/friDAILY
"Legit"

A

War?

Due

(Continued from Pmgr 1)

They have formed

a $100,000,000 proeastern and western bankers.
They hope to force every artist
and producer to accept their terms.'
Mr. Selwyn added that the independent producers were pooling their
resources,
talent,
and
experience
money to fight the Shubert-Erlanger
organization. The Selwyn group also
comprises A. H. Woods, Morris Gest,
ject with

Gibson

in "Shell

(Special to

POSITIVE FILM

Shocked"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Universal will star
Hoot Gibson in "Shell Shocked." Edward Sedgwick will direct.

—

experts

of

all

EASTMAN

Mouse.

'

resentative

rights to 10

Arrow

The

members

shadow

Famous

Players

control

Charles

[•"rohman, Inc.

(Special to

—

values on

Vincent Managing the Grand
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Toronto J. R. Vincent, former
auditor of Trans-Canada Theaters,
Ltd. has been appointed manager of
the Grand.

Her Head said "No"
Her Heart said "Yes"
What Happened ?

Eastman

Positive Film.

full

It carries

screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the

is

tinted

base

identified through-

words "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

of
at

Berwilla studio.
The original
negative was destroyed by fire. Richard Thomas is directing.
the

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

Another Police Picture

Ltd., has

Zealand.

that skillful exposure has secured in

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
The refilming
"The Silent Accuser" is under way

Johnson Buys Goodman Feature
Millard Johnson of Australia Films,
purchased "Has the World
Gone Mad," for Australia and New

between highlight and

the negative, are reproduced in their

—

official

delicate tones

the quality of the negative through to the

specials.

Empire, Detroit, Quits
and the plays will be moulded under
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the combined guidance of the keenest theatrical minds in the nation.'
Detroit
After May 1 there will be
"Mr. Selwyn added that French one less theater in the downtown secand British producers will be invited tion of the city when the Empire,
to join the new organization."
closes to make way for a department
Archie Selwyn, was a passenger on store.
the boat that took Zukor and Sidney
Kent to Europe. A Famous Players
Refilming Feature
stated yesterday he couldn't
quite figure how Zukor would fit into
the operations of a group in the legitimate field, although it is true that

1,

a

to

George Cohan and David Belasco.'
'Under the new arrangements the
Branch Buys Eight Arrows
plays submitted to this group will be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
turned over to whatever member is
most experienced in staging works
Detroit
Ray Branch, who recently
of the same kind.
Mr. Selwyn said. organized the Ray Branch Feature
'Every manager and producer will Prods., has bought the Michigan
have the co-operation of every other.
Rehearsals will be attended by rep-

March

Correction

typographical error, in
the Hodkinson advertisement, which
appeared in yesterday's issue, "The
Lion's Mouse," appeared as "The
Livin'

*«tm

Sffi!

Thursday,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

N. Y.

—

Detroit
Maurice Caplan and Royal
Baker have finished a second police
picture.
This one shows the work
of the

women's

division.
(

The Inside Story of Dope'

Leo Dennison Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit Leo
Dennison,
recently
manager of the local Paramount office

—

is

dead

in

Phoenix

A

(Special to

vital question that

Public

Caplan Going South

THE FILM DAILY)

— Newspapers

their

—

Detroit
Maurice J. Caplan, head
of the Metropolitan M. P. Co., leaves
on the 15th for Augusta, Ga. He will
be gone several weeks.

columns

Five Reel Photo-Drama

A

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Paramount office will move into the new building
on Cass Ave. today. The building
will be occupied by Paramount ex.

Detroit

local

clusively-.

to

gripping the entire American
and Magazines are devoting
combat the great Dope Evil.
is

THE
RING
DOPE
A New

Paramount, Detroit, Moving
(Special to

in

HEARST'S INTERNATIONAL

Ariz., a victim of

tuberculosis.

now appearing monthly

is

Thrilling Expose'

of th2 Dope Ring in
picture with suspense, heart-interest
and thrills and wonderful exploitation angles.
of the

this

methods and operations

country

—a

NOT A RE-ISSUE
A BIG BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION

Managerial

Changes
If

—

Selma, N. C.
The White Way
here has hern taken over by C. E.
Harper.

GMiLL4EMMLE /,';L'-

JACK LONDON'S
FAMOVS OMNATIC

<»T(

7/mSMMW
REGINALD DENNY
A HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTION
UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

Enfield,

N.

C— L.

P.

take over the Grand at
the Strand at Littleton.

—

Dunn
Enfield,

Rockingham, N. C. The Garden
here and the Opera House at Bennettsville, S. C, will be operated under the personal direction of Mr.
French.

"THE DOPE RING"
LIVE WIRES WILL ACT NOW
it's

TELEGRAPH TODAY

will

and

you want the Best Picture on the Great

National Problem,

EDWARD
152

West 42nd

L.

Street

KLEIN COMPANY
New York

Telephones: Bryant 6353-1587

City

1923

!

i

re
XV

A

Ttefl/ Sea Drama
STARRING

WALLACE AND NOAH

BEERY
RIGHT

now dramas

of

the sea are having

—

magazines and
books as well as in pictures. Look around for
which
yourself and you'll find proof of this

Story by
H. H. Van Loan

greatest

their

vogue

in

—

means

that the

NOW

RIGHT

Robert Thornby
Production

man who books
is

means

drama

a live wire playing into the

hands— and cash pockets— of an
it

a sea

eager public-

that he's letting the grass

grow under

YOUR

chance to
the other fellow's feet. Here's
sea drama— a sea drama starring
book a
the screen.
the two greatest character actors on

REAL

Grab

it

while the grabbing's

still

way above

par—NOW
s«L

DISTRIBUTED BY

/yFICES
1JOOKING
FILM
AMERICA
\J INC.
OF

O

723

v-

SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

;

Thursday,

March

Among The

"Independents"

To Make Postal Story
Whitman Bennett will start work
soon on '"The U. S. Mail," based on
the lives and experiences of the men
the postal service.

in

"Temptation" Finished
"Temptation," the third of the C.
B. C. series of six, has been finished
and is now being edited and titled.

Clark Irvine With Jacobs

Peacock Designated
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany— Peacock M. P. Corp.,

of

to

do

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Arthur Jacobs, has Delaware, has been
authorized
engaged Clarke Irvine as publicity business
in this state,
(Special to

—

New York

527 5th Ave.,

"Truth About Wives" Finished

City.

McKean Heads Salesmen's Club
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

B.

Productions have finished
work on the third Betty Blythe film,
"The Truth About Wives."

—

Louis

St.

Tom McKean,

local

F.

Jeffery with

George

mount

S.

Lichtman
former

Jeffery,

Para-

manager in Canada, has
Al Lichtman Corp. as

sales

joined

B. O. salesman, has been made
president of the St. Louis Film Salesmen's Club. Other officers include:
Lew Bent, vice-president and L. Bona,
secretary.

the
special representative.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
Wilart

Satan

New Rochelle, have filed
an increase of capital, of from $1,000 000 to $1,250,000.
'

Week, Mar.

Paradise," for the Allen
This feature was made
by tilmcraft Industries, Ltd., under
the direction of Blaine Irish.
The
Canadian rights have been secured by
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd.

4-10

A number

of educational film companies have been listed to aid Bible
Week, which starts Mondav. The
Nat'l Board of Review has issued a
list containing the names of
films appropriate for the drive.

To

Actually Travel

A

Distance of

Four Miles

Los

proven

—

Irving

Cinema center, to house all local independent exchanges and supply com-

Thalberg

vice-president of Louis B. Mayer
Prod., announces the following
production schedule: For Reginald Bar-

"The Law Bringers" and "The
of 98"; for John M. Stahl,

RELATIVITY
Presented by

EDWIN MILES FADMAN

pro-

duction shortly includes "Cape
Cod
!' The
VoIu nteer Organist,"
.?'*
T

The Most

and "A Hero."

panies.

THE FILM DAILY)

"Is
Money Everything?"—to Argentine
Amencan Film Corp., New York,
for Ar
P "a<ruay, Peru, Chile, and

Angeles— Gouverneur Morris
Peter B. Kvne in condemning motion pictures for all
joined

ffo

vlf'.

V™^,Nat

at ,al S 0n for Australia,
Du ten F«t
Vi Ma,a
i,
a
Imilfs ^• ed
y Sta t« and
Q f,
St^it
Strait Settlements;
Capital Film Exchange,
for Greater \ew York

times. Mr. Morris, a former member
of Eminent Authors, Inc., calls
the
industry "not a business," but
"a
cross between a cannery and a night-

J

>

'

PhT' f™
Jersev.

mare."

V° "'"

the

'

and Northern New
Century Film of
Penn and S °"thern New
20th

"The Broad Road"— Sold
American Film Corp.,

Sales

reports the following sales
for the past week:

Progress

Pictures

have

2' S 'ffor Against
Greater

r
Corp.,

toO&TJ
Ohio and

bought

lor

White Hell," "Dawn of Revenge"
"Woman of Mystery" and "The Rum
Runners" for Del., Washington and

&

Big Feature Rights have
purchased the Kentucky and Tennes-

Woman

-

to

MysApex

w

ArgenArgentine

Sister"-~to

ESSJ

Climax Film
Northern

New York and

SeC Uri y
T
.
Kentucky

Pictures
-

,

;

Cleveland"

Standard

W^

H

-

"

rn"°^

,

,,an

Sa

,

-

:

1'ilms,

New

Orleans.

|

Pfctures, Chicago for Northern
Co., Detroit for Mich

l'Hm

Released on

STATES RIGHT PLAN
THROUGH

iKfft

R Champion Dist.
v rk," yfor
r'~?.Greater New York and
\-n,'„
v°
T
secured Northern
New
Jersey;
Super Dist. Co. for
1 he Unconquered" for distribution
Upper New York; Standard Film
Exchange,
in Western Pa. and
West Virginia Pittsburgh, for Western Penn and E. & H
the A " an,a territory;'
Lomsiana and Mississippi rights to
'?•'
£?•
A F A'" FlIm
Co of Johannesburc for
Ihe Unconquered" and "Oh Mabel ?' ,u A -.,
Af ca; Greater Feat " r
«, Seattle,
?«°r
w"i Oregon
A'
Behave have been bought by Pearce for
Wash
and Montana; Security
'

Playing a Three Weeks Engagement at New York's Rialto Theatre
after a week's Premiere at the
Rivoli

the

f or

C ™<>

Film Ex^
change, P.ttshurgh
for
Western Pennsyla
nd
irgin a; E
&
Fta
Dist ro
y
^
""mingham,
for the Atlanta terll °'J
Film Exchange. San Franfo
Ca fo rn,a; Exclusive Film Co.,
i'
l)e roit(
for Michigan;
Mid-west Dist Co "
MMwaukee, for Wisconsin.

Virginia.

see rights to "The
of
tery and "The Unconquered."
Pictures, of Pittsburgh, have

P" U

a^Tra'zi,.^^'

Aywon

Now

'

tine

Aywon

all

ing sales.

Los

has

Sensational of

Scientific Discoveries

Lee-Bradford Sales
Lee-Bradford announce the follow-

Morris Joins with Kyne
(Special to

in

THEORY OF

Daughters of the Rich" and "Why
Los Angeles— C. Cook, H. Y. Ro- Men Leave
Home"; for Fred Niblo
mayne. C. A. Pedrick, A. Boedeker
Captain
W. S. Van
and H. C. Griffing have formed the Dyke will Applejack."
direct
Cinema Distributing Co. They say Other material "The Span of Life."
to be placed in

they will build a seven story building
on Olive Street to be known as the

is

EINSTEIN'S

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

!

This Startling Fact

of Mayer's Plans

Special to

new

Trail

THE FILM DAILY)

5th.

Some
(

ker,

Centralize Distribution

(Special to

s

Cinema In- March

dustries, of

Bible

Inches Into the

Take Over Canadian Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto— Ben Cronk has booked

Increase Capital

Albany— The

Leap Twelve
Air and You

with offices at

representative.

B.

1,

III.

Progress
rogress

PREMIER PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

SELWYN THEATRE BLDG.
229 W. 42nd St.
New York,

N. Y.

TELEPHONE BRYANT

5421

192

MB—^M

BMtMHiUMI—

hursday,

March

1923

1,

Theater Changes

Linder Recovered

Paramount Week in Cuba
New Winnipeg Theater
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cohen Bros.
East Liberty, Pa.
Paris— Max Linder, has fully reHavana Arrangements have been
Winnipeg A syndicate of businesa
ive sold the Alhambra to a New cuperated from injuries he sustained
completed, whereby the Caribbean men has opened a new theater in the
ork firm for $185,000.
in a recent fall off a precipice.
He Film Co. will conduct a Paramount St. James suburb, at Parkview and
expects to leave for Hollywood with- Week on the island, during the
week Portage Ave. The house cost $60,000
Philadelphia The Elmwood, form- in a month.
of April 8.
to build.
ly operated by Abrams & Brown,
sold
M.
Bruchowsky.
been
to
s
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

—

Johnson

Tenn.

City,

— The

De

uxe here has been remodeled, and
ill be ready for business shortly.

—

Harriman, Tenn. W. A. Stegall is
modeling the Temple into a modern

INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS

Mise for pictures exclusively.

—

Atlanta The Strand here will close
arch 10th.

—

Wichita, Tex. Billie Beam now
mtrols the Wichita. Vaudeville and
ctures is the new policy.

—

Colorado, Tex. The Palace
extensive alterations.
Whipley is the new owner.

is

doing

un-

W.

'.

Brownfield, Tex.

— The

THE SCOOP OF THE SEASON
Here's a Real Chance

FRANKLYN

E.

BACKER

to

Cash In

prutm,

FRANKIE/ LEE

American

egion have opened a picture house
the Legion Hall.

Lloyd's New One in Seven Reels
Harold Lloyd's new comedy, "SafeLast," is in seven reels.

*'

A Superb Ir^e^ty^

McFarland Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)
London R. W. McFarland, is here
(Special to

—

presenting United Artists. He will
range
English
and Continental
lowings of "Robin Hood."

Blizzard Causes
(Special to

Milwaukee

Heavy Loss

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

A<da.pt<?cl

blizzard
hich lasted four days caused a loss
several thousand dollars to theaters

"from ike

recent

.immortal legend.

'

!

this section.
£•;

Three Texas Theaters Close
Dallas, Tex. The Rex, at Ranger,
le
Grand at Pioneer and W. F.
ange's house in Nordheim have been

IVieptefie -uiyirc T/vfilty

—

osed because of poor business condions.

Use Three Studios
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Lasky officials have
(SpecUl to

iade

the

hereby
taking
:enes at
udios.

CLARENCE BRICKER

—

necessarv

arrangements

James Cruze's company
"Hollywood" will shoot
the Christie and Universal

Pr-oducecl

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

ases

now

raging.

ireatens houses in
f the state.

Distributed

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

by

r

*

—Malcolm

Boylan, for

considerable period coast publicity
irector for Universal, has resigned,
en Westland has succeeded him.
'.obert Hewes, another member of
ie staff has also resigned.

"

EAST COA$TPRbDUCfIONS
;

Times Building

Foreign Rights Controlled

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

Inc.

NevO YorK City

The epidemic
many other parts

Boylan Leaves Universal
(Special to

by POPULARPICTUREjInc,

&tn

Epidemic Closes Wise. Houses

Milwaukee Houses in Sturgeon
ay and at Menominee have been
osed because of an epidemic of dis-

Production

By

CO., INC.

"

THE

DAILY
"jfifV*^ DA
St.

Putting It Over
Here

is

how a brother

exhibitor put his

show

Let the other fellow know

vour ideas.

over.

(Special to

how you cleaned

up.

Louis Notes

'

I

MMH

PAUL

THE FILM DAILY)

I H.I

J.

I

W

I

U lllll

ll

1,

Hl

l

f

19;
II

«

m

RAINEY
|

— The

Franklin Amusement Co. has been incorporated here
with a capital of $60,000. The incorporators are: Sam Komm, Ben Shafrin, David Barron, Sam Lewis and

The Famous Explorer

Hyman Komm.

portraying

Louis

St.

Send along

Thursday, March
N

in

his

latest

and greatest picture

"HEART OF
THE JUNGLE"
in
2
colorful reels the
thrilling and interesting pictures
of his dangerous career.
lion
charging within fifteen yards of the

most

A

"Salome"

Good Stunt

in Philadelphia

for

"The Hottentot"

—When

Several tie-ups have been made
"Salome" was
booked for the Aldine the manage- with local stores for "The Hottentot"
ment, in addition to an extensive ad- the feature at the Brooklyn Strand,
One effective angle is an
vertising campaign, covered a mail- this week.
Philadelphia

ing

list

attractive

of 5,000.

Those on

the

list

received a hand-

I.

window

display in a near-by

Miller shoe store.

The shoe

John Karzin, owner of the Casino,
Olympia and Lincoln is recuperating
from an attack of the grippe.

camera.
A buffalo stampede and
cheetah hunt.
Wild animals of every
kind in their native haunts.
Played
by Rivoli, Rialto, Keith, Proctor,
Moss Circuit, N. Y. Distributed via
the open market by

Bob

Cluster, of Johnson City, plans
to build the American, which was destroyed by fire recently.

i

1

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATI01
130 West 46th

Street,

New York

Cit;

store

Kilroy With Metro
somely printed card, announcing the is situated on one of Brooklyn's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
crowded streets, people admiring the
coming of the production.
Chicago Will Kilroy is now conshoes were thereby informed of the
nected with Metro as exploitation repshowing.
Splurges on "East is West"

—

resentative.

Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn, put on

A Personal Touch
an elaborate stage setting for "East
John Fairbanks Recovering
Newark, N. J. A very friendly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is West" using a printed back drop
and a company of ten in introducing looking post-card was received by
Los Angeles The complete rethe Constance Talmadge feature. This many thousands in the vicinity of the covery of John Fairbanks who sufferRialto,
last
week, when Maurice ed a stroke of paralysis may be exis somewhat unusual since Brooklyn
pected within two months.
Tourneur's,
"The
Christian" opened
picture houses, with the exception of
Ed Hyman's Mark Strand, have hesi- at the theater. The card bore the
New N. Y. Theater Chain
tated in adopting elaborate or expen- written signature of Tourneur and in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a "draw you to the theater" way told
sive prologues for their films.
Syracuse The Bloom Amusement
of the production playing the house.
Co. has leased the Temple and Courtland for 15 years, with an option to
Guessing Contest for "Palomar"
buy.
This is the first link of the new
A
Full Page Gratis
Milwaukee
"One Guess
It's
organization's intended theater chain
Worth It" was the text of a teaser
St. Louis
"Racing Hearts," had a to be operated in
Upper New York.
that appeared in the Wisconsin News free page in the Sunday papers reOffices will be located in this city.
when "The Pride of Palomar" plaved cently.
The local Cadillac agency

—

—

—

—

—

—

footed the

the Butterfly.

bill.

The contest consisted of pictures of
The Cadillac people prepared a film
Marjorie Daw, Forrest Stanley, and showing the manufacture of the car
other players of the production. Their and taking the audience on a journey
real names were given but a blank through the factory.
Herschel Stuleft for the character they were to art, of the Missouri, took the film and
impersonate in the picture. This ran sold the agency the idea of a little
five days in advance of the showing. reciprocity.
Both profited thereby.
Ring Contest for "Zenda"
Clarksdale,

Miss.

—A

ring contest,

winner to an onyx ring,
was the feature of a campaign for
"The Prisoner of Zenda," when the

entitling the

was presented at Saenger's
Marion. Awards were also given to
other contestants.

picture

Convenience for Patrons

Canadian House Burns
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Virden, Man.
The Auditorium
was gutted by fire recently, the loss
$10,000.
The theater was owned by
the Virden M, P. Co. The theater at
Gleichen, Alta., was also one of several buildings which were destroyed
by fire there recently.

Omaha — "Be

one of the lucky ones
Goldwyn Plant Busy
to see 'Quincy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Adams Sawyer' at the Sun Theater.
Culver City, Cal.— All of the GoldEnjoy the first sleigh ride that has
Marshall
been possible in five years in Omaha wyn companies are busy.
by being one of the first hundred to Neilan expects to shoot exteriors for
'phone the theater that you want to "The Eternal Three' in Mexico City.
to

ride

in

a

sleigh

The "Red Lights" company has returned from the Mojave desert while
was a Jesse D. Hampton is about to start
stunt for the production, when it was
on the new version of "The Spoilers."
shown for an entire week at the Sun.

.Announcement was made by the join the party."
The above announcement

theater, that the ring would be given
to the woman whose small finger of

the

left

hand measured exactly the

of the ring.
The stunt drew
pretty near every woman in town, the
prize being given in the lobby of the
theater.
Other contestants received
passes.
size

Newspapers called attention to the
novelty, and public response was immediate.

Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto
Twelve important ex-

—

Short Stuff Exploitation

Hodkinson has launched an exploitRadio Helps Neilan Film
ation campaign in behalf of the Bray
Seattle
An announcement by radio Romances. The first tie-up was made
by the Chamber of Commerce, a new when "The Mystery Box" plaved the
"Claire Windsor Club" the member- Missouri, St. Louis.
ship of which included the wife of the
Through the St. Louis Despatch, a
Lieutenant Governor of the State a message was
broadcasted locally that
tie-up with an automobile show and the picture
would be shown at the
the attendance of 900 Y. M. C. A. house, emphasizing
the fact that the
boys, headed by the temporary "King film explained the
mysterv of radio,
of Seattle," featured the exploitation thereby drawing
the radio fans. Tiecampaign when "The Strangers' Ban- ups have been arranged
with the
quet" played that city. Manager H. Remington Arms
Co., in conjunction
B. Wright of the Strand, one of the with the "Gun
and Rod" Series and
Jensen & Von Herberg houses, put also on behalf the sport
magazine,
the campaign over.
"Field and Stream."

—

C. O. D. Clause for

changes in Canada, members of the
Canadian M. P. Distributors Ass'n,
have decided to enforce strictly the
D. clause, in all contracts.
This action was taken after a number
of companies had sustained rather
serious losses through non-payment

CO.

of rentals by exhibitors.
The companies include Associated First National; Canadian Educational Films,
Ltd., Canadian Exhibitors Exchange,
Ltd., Canadian Universal Films, Ltd.,

M¥

"

(PRONOUNCED

mm§

BAVOOOOO)

EVER-LAST-INGLY EXCITING-

PREPARATION

IN

TUT- ANK- AMEN
A Wm.

P. S. Earle Production

READY CASH
The Magic Password to

Bigger Opportunities
Moderate Terms
Speedy, Confidential
Service

Consult with us

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea 8284

jKJS?Alfred Luid

Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.,'
Famous Players Film Service, Ltd.',
Fox Film Corp.. Ltd., W. W. Hodkinson Corp., Regal Films, Ltd., Ernest

Shipman Prod., United Artists Corp.,
and Vitagraph, Inc.

The Perfect Audience Kctur

BRADSTREET

^recognize!

f FILMDOM

Authority
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Why

Pick O'Reilly

m Nominee for
— Walker's
•i.nt

f erred

!

to

f

.

he

three factions out

wy

of

T.

the

down

laselves

Says Hays Has Not Acted in Good
Faith Claims There Are Now

O. C. C. Presi-

—

Resignation Re-

Board of
O.
to

P

:

~

Sydney
M. P. T.

reduced
T. O.

at the

meeting yesterday and selected

I*,

Irles L. O'Reilly, president of the

|P. T. O. of New York State as
lr candidate for the presidency.
I election to be held on March 27
I therefore be a mere formality so

until the meetings were
completed; that abuses discussed at
the outset have increased rather than
diminished; and that the contract as
prepared would not protect deposits
and advance payments of exhibitors.

discussion

Mr. O'Reilly is concerned. Billy
l(ndt was nominated but declined.
li

koffice the

on

A

hearing next week,

Bship

"he full ticket
r

is

The

of the violation of your definite promise and
agreement made with our organization that
contract or other statement would be
>-o
(Continued on page 2)

"The Lion's Mouse" has

all those elements of audience appeal that put
certain productions in the money making class. "The Lion's Mouse" with
Wyndham Standing will make money for any exhibitor. It's a Hodkinson
picture.
Advt.

—

To Metro

Deal on for Distribution of "Ten Ton Contract Reported Signed Whereby
Distributor Will Handle a Series
Love," Originally Scheduled for
Charles

vice-president:
iner and Herman Yaffa.

r or

1st

2nd vice-president:

ne and

Max

Abraham

A
way

Miller.

7 or

secretary: S. A. Moross.

7 or

treasurer:

deal

is

understood to be under

Jersey:

Hyman

Leon Rosenblatt, Dave

the result that the eight pictures listed
in his contract with First National
Love," in
A.
H. did not include "Ten Ton
appears.
which
Madge
Bellamy
chwartz, Saul Raives, Jack
Colvin Brown, Ince's New York
hwartz, Harry Brandt, B. Rossasy,
representative, could not be reached
Behrend.
E.
H.
and
Schwartz
•.muel
for a statement. W. E. Atkinson of
Metro, had nothing to say.

Louis Blumenthal,
ern and Louis Rosenthal.
For finance committee:
taper,

Joseph

Flynn Quits
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Emmett J. Flynn
(Special to

It is

Reelers

understood that a contract has

Greene Joins

FILM DAILY

THE FILM DAILY)

(

umberland,

a

600

theater

seat

Cumberland and Fulton

Sts.,

at

Brook-

Brandt now controls the West
End, the Garden, and the Parkside, in
Brooklyn.

First National to Move
First National will gather its scattered departments on one floor of the

building now under construction
46th St. and Madison Ave., opposite the Ritz. The various departments now occupy a number of floors
the latter will distribute a series of
The exodus beat 6 East 48th St.
Sennett two reelers, such as have gins in May.

"Ten Ton been closed between Mack Sennett
The picture and Pathe Exchange, Inc., whereby

for the distribution of

Love," through Me.ro.
Rachmil.
is one of the Thomas .H. Ince series
7 or sergeant-at-arms:
Al Fried- which was originally scheduled to be
der.
released through First National, but
7 or
committee ("New over which there ensued some diffiexecutive
irk); William Lai.dau. Dave WeinRepresent- culties involving exhibition value.
>ck and Leo Brecher.
Ince, it seems, had first agreed to
r Brooklyn: A. H. Schwartz. Rudy
unders a..d Billy Brandt. Repre- an exhibition value of $700,000 which
lting the Bronx: Bernard Edel- was met by First National.
Later,
Representrtz and Bernard Grob.
the complete First
however,
when
y Queens. Hy Gainsboro and Sam
National executive committee met it
Representing Richmond:
hwartz.
was
decided to reduce the value.
NorthRepresenting
iar1es Moses.
Ince refused to consent to this with

n

Two

of

National

First

Buys the Cumberland
Harry Brandt has purchased the

lyn.

Sennett— Pathe

or president. Charles L. O'Reilly,

"or

letter in part, says:
of our committee complain

"The members

Ince Film

as follows:

Than Ever

S.

definitely states among other things
that Hays has not kept faith; that
he promised not to issue any statements regarding the progress of the

lis

addition to picking the nominees
coming year, the resigof State Senator James J.
(Ilker as counsel for the organizaI was discussed and referred to the
The
Ird of directors for action.
lisure of other business prevented
Iscussion of the release of pictures
In the drug names as their themes
I at the next meeting, this will be
lught up. The sentiment is against
large delegation will repIn.
rnt the chamber at the Albany cen-

Evils

Cohen, president of the
O., in the letter to Will H.
Hays, in which he breaks off relations between the two organizations
and thus terminates negotiations on
the uniform contract, makes a number of specific charges.
He very

le presi-

C

one

More

^tors

'

Cohen Objects

been released by First National
now.
E.

M. Asher,

could not be reached
for a statement yesterday, while Elmer Pearson, general manager of

representative

Pathe was out of town.
Finkelstein

.

Here

M. L. Finkelstein of Ruben and
Finkelstein, is in town for a few days.
Williams Heads Cameramen
been
has
Williams

Lawrence

elected president

of the reorganized

who

have adopted the
Motion Picture Photographers as
Other officers include
their name.

cameramen

Edward

Wynond,

at

until

New York

Sennett's

new

vice-president:

Michigan
Censorship

There

Won

Killed

— Charles

C. Pettijohn Responsible for the

Victory
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Lansing, Mich.
Michigan has been

—

Censorship

in

held
here that the efforts of Charles C.
general counsel of the
'ettijohn,
Hays organization deserves the credit
killed.

It is

for the victory.
There was a hearing held before
the joint committee on state affairs
on Wednesday night, at which Pettijohn was successful in riddling the
arguments of the censorship advoAt the conclusion ol his argucates.
ment, he was thanked by the majority
committee, a
of the members of the
thing unheard of here.

George Coudert, treasurer: William
The committee room was crowded
Los Angeles Walter E. Greene Tuers. corresponding secretary and
Many members of both
ts left the Fox organization.
It is yesterday assumed his duties as west Freeman Owens, recording secretary. to capacitv.
legislature who were
ported he either has or will sign coast representative of THE FILM The board of governors includes the branches of the
attended the
committee
the
on
not
ith Goldwyn.
DAILY, replacing Harvey E. Gaus- above. Edward Van Buren and F. hearing.
Burton Steene.
DANNY. man;
(Special to

—

THE

-<^

DAILY

Why Cohen

Objects

(Continued from Page 1)
from your office until our conferences
were entirely concluded
and
agreements
reached on all subjects which would be made
a part of the contract, after which a joint
statement was to be issued and signed by
both sides.
The contract phases were still
in a fluid state of negotiation and there were
issued
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and

several
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"The impropriety
mulgating
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States.
Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
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Foreign
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communications

"Through

your move

in

this

in

pro-

way may not
you and we hesi-

New York

Times
and the Chicago Tribune, we were amazed
to learn that this so-called "uniform" contract had been adopted and promulgated by

THE FILM

to

West 44th

of

by your principals.

St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter E. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

71-73

contracts

objections.

indeed be even apparent to
tate to even believe that its projection was
of your own initiative, but prefer to accept
the situation as having been forced upon you

;

Address

outstanding

articles in

the

you.

—
160J.
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Are.
London — Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative— Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo-

"This article will do considerable damage
and injury to the theater owners because the
impression was created that the price of film
to the theater owner has been reduced, when
as a matter of fact since the commencement
of our conferences with you, the cost of
film to the theater owner has materially increased and this despite the fact that the
theater owners have suffered the worst business depression in their history during the
past year.

S.

1.

vakia), Wenrelsplatz.
prices mean less revenue
to the producers and distributors you repre-

"Reduced

sent,
sition

Quotations
High
Low
East. Kod. 110^4 110
F. P.-L.
90
89
do pfd
G'wyn ... 6%
6]/2
.

.

Sales

3,000
1,000

89J4

..

19%

20J4

World

conferences with you, have not been remedied
but instead have become worse.
Accessory
costs have not been reduced.
Despite your
statement that unfair non-theatrical competition should be eliminated, the very members of your organization have established
special departments to solicit the business of
those who are operating non-theatrical centers in unfair and direct competition with
theater owners.
In most instances, these
non-theatrical centers are using drama films
supplied by the members of your organization, and this competition with theater owners by institutions paying no taxes and in
many cases no government charges, has become very injurious to the theater owner.
Some of the buildings in which these nontheatrical presentations are made are not
equipped with safety devices to protect the
public, nor were these places built or equipped
with that same consideration for public safety, as applies to the theaters.

800

Monty Banks Through
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Monty Banks' third
(Special to

—

contract with Federated expires this
week, and it is said here that Banks
will soon be seen as star and producer
of his own five-reel comedies. He will
not make any more short reels.

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for this

"ad" FREEJat your

JACK WHITE PRODUCTION

ofHhe
Siorm CWnivy"
'gJtMAID
vising

COHSPY

"Despite assurances to our organization
and an agreement in writing by a member

jLovise Fazenda

of your organization regarding the extension
of their theater holdings and agreeing that
this practice should be discontinued and that
1

|

LOUIS MEYER

gone on acquiring theaters since you
have been connected with them in an execu
tive capacity <and, as we believe, with your
steadily

knowledge and consent.
With their control
of the film they produce and distribute to
theaters they own or control, and the con-

theaters already thus acquired would be disposed of to independent theater owners, they
have ruthlessly violated their covenants and
agreements with our organization and have

March

2,

1923

Wesley Barry is touring the North
west making personal appearance
with "Heroes of the Street."

stant extension of their theater holdings, they
make the position of the independent producer and independent theater owner more
precarious.

"These objections emphasize the fact that
your contract form offers no protection to the
theater owners with regard to the deposit
and advance rental money exacted from them
by members of your organization. Now the
painful fact confronts theater owners that
one producer-distributor member of your organization has had a petition in bankruptcy
recently filed against him and that thousands
of dollars of theater owners' money, exacted
by him as deposits and advance payments on

MADE TO ORDER
Commercial Developing and

Printing

W^^gppy
w-vT-w-w-wrw-rw

nnnwwv* *-********%** ****** *>»

-

may

be lost.
This producer-distributor
conference table with you and
when we asked to have this deposit money
of theater owners safeguarded by law or an
agreed trusteeship, you and those associated
with you not only refused to do this but

©tfteilo,

insisted that you must retain the right to
combat all state laws designed for that purpose and would not agree to any proposal

" 'Othello' excels in film form.
powerful efficient work. Emil

film,

sat

at

the

safeguard
connection.

theater

to

owners'

money

in

this

"We knew then, and your close association with this since near-bankrupt member of
your organization enabled you to know then,
that he was tottering close to failure.
wanted to safeguard the theater owners' deposits thus imperilled.

We

"We expect to demonstrate shortly that
there are some producers and distributors
within the industry independent of your organization who are sufficiently far-sighted to
realize that this business cannot be benefited
by a continued disregard of the principles of
right or wrong, of fair or unfair dealing
with the theater owners, and that they owe
to our public and to our industry a code of
practice and a standard as fair and honorable
as that use 1 in any other business."
speaking for the
yesterday said:
has nothing to say further

Courtlaiiki Smith,
Hays orgr.niz~.tion

"This office
than to point out that two of three
exhibitor organization which took
part in the conferences have signed

A

the Moor and
Kraus as Iago shine in a brilliantly balanced cast.
Technically and artistically pleasing to
the mind and eye.
prestige
that is given few motion pic

Jannings

tures."

New

Now

Hollywood

— March

St.

Louis

—The

General Film Mfg.

Co., leased the old Egyptian building
in University City, which the company will use to shoot indoor features

General Film is incorporated for $600,000. Romaine Field-

and comedies.

ing, is the president.

.

I

|
'

{

i:
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M ,*>>>>*> *>>>**;

International
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Distributers

of

MOTION PICTURES
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I'MDcean Film Cqrpqeatjon
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when yo u th in k pf
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'
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N T? E

R-0 C E A N

READY CASH
The Magic Password to
Bigger Opportunities
Moderate Terms

CMFTSMEN FILU LABS

Ittc o-ar-po-r^ated

CHROMOS TRADING

WEST WATKINS
7461-7620

f

at the

Consult with us

251

i,

Parsons,

Speedy, Confidential
Service

19 T_H STREET

\

|Crttc|rion

Coast Studio Club
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—Louella

Morning Telegraph.

nard
Edelhertz
and to William
Brandt, all responsible exhibitors who
have all agreed to the contract."

(Special to

as

A

I refer
the agreement as drawn up.
you to Charles L. O'Reilly, to Ber-

12 to 19 has
been set as the date for the launching
"The menace of unfair producer-owned, of the campaign to raise $150,000 for
controlled and operated theaters has been
increased by the activities of some of the the erection of a new studio club.
members of your organization, and there has Cecil B. De Mille is chairman of the
been and is at work within our industry a committee.
subtle and dangerous effort to throttle the
independent producer and theater owner by
every possible means to serve the ends of
General Film, St. Louis Unit
unrestricted and centralized control.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Educational Exchange,

*$

of

tional officers
bers, voicing the sentiments of the theater
owners of the United States, at our various

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

an obvious business propo-

by our naand executive committee mem-

1,000

19%

is

"The abuses complained

Not quoted

6&

it

that they are not paying out the tremendous cost incident to the maintenance of
your organization and yourself for the purpose of having you bring about a reduction
in their revenue.

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Close

110^

and

film

Friday,

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'PImm Chelae. 8291

Proves Big Business Booster/
One more of the many
telegrams shoajing hoax
this picture /> going
across

in the high and low places
Carewe
eurtisTtenton -Directed byldwin

r% symphony of life
by
Scenario by Adelaide Heilbron.

Sol Polito,

Cameraman; John D.

Schulte,

Art Director; Philip

Masi, Asst Director.

A 3\xj&

notional Picture

THE

c&Hk
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Incorporations
Albany

—

Great Western Films,

Manhattan.

Capital

Incor-

$10,000.

porators, P. Haas and E. Lang.
torney, B. Kantor.

—

M. Van Blarcom.

Albany— S. L. & S. Theater Holding Corp., Manhattan. Capital $40,000.
Incorporators, R. Maltz and I
Finkel. Attorney, A. J. Kalperin.
Albany

—Handy Andy

Productions,
Capital $300,000.
In-

Manhattan.
corporators,

Schwartzman,

S.

Lovett and D. Schneer.
H. C. Hecheimer.

Albany
Syracuse.

— Onondaga
M. Beach,

Corp.,

L.

J.

Los Angeles

—As

the result of a

a quantity of valuable negative, Rowland V. Lee is re-filming certain
scenes of "Desire."

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

March

Thwart Robbery

at

Hood

and E. C. Bates. Attorneys, Nottingham, Clymer, Smith and Kingsley,
Syracuse.

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
ACT QUICK

—

ENOUGH FOR THE BEST THEATRES
= WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE NOW

BIG

=—

FRANKLYN

E.

BACKER

presents

FRANKIE/ LEE

—

Indianapolis The H. Lieber Co.
has purchased "The Curse" for Indiana.
r

Keith Using Prologues
first of a series of prologues
for productions playing the Keith
houses introduces "The Dangerous
Age" at the 81st St. theater this week.

The

N

>HOOD,
w

THE FILM DAILY)
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—

Moline, 111. The Leclaire opened
Feb. 23. Fred L. Cornwell, the owner headed a delegation from St. Louis.

More Lee-Bradford

A $-uperb TrcvCe$ty\

ROBIlT\

Moline House Opens
(Special to

Sales

lrec>?i/k.

pictures for the following territory:
"The Unconquered Woman" Sold to A.
E. A. Film Co. lor Southern Africa Greater
Features, Inc., for Wash., Ore. and Mont
Greiver Prod., Chicago, for Northern 111.
"Determination" Sold to A. E. A. Film
Co. for Southern Africa; Eskay Harris Feature Film Co., for Great Britain and Ire-

—

Jr.'

Adapted From. iKe
immortal legend.

L/

Lee Bradford has sold four more

m productloix

<^_

/

v

R.eplete iuvtSk. Thrillf

s\

I^ecord-breAKiTYCj in laaoKj^/^1

;

//

N^Sie Coifiet^Zfrcima with/

—

land; Edward L Klein for Czecho- Slovakia;
Mr. E. DeCastonas, N. Y., for Cuba.

"Tense Moments from Opera"

— De

Luxe

Film, Phila., for Eastern Penn. and South
Equitable Pictures Co.,
ern New Jersey
and
Security
Baltimore, for Washington,
Pictures Co. for Ohio and Kentucky.
"Superstition" Sold to Standard Film for
Western Penn. and W. Va. ; E. & H. Film
for Atlanta; A. E. A. Film for South Africa.

CLARENCE BR1CKER

;

tine.

«tft
Distributed

New
Dunn, N.
opened here.

Theaters
C.

—The

—

Dinuba, Cal. The
new Strand Theater

Colonial

has

Production

Reduced by POPULARPICrURE/lr

—

"The Call of the Hills"— Sold to E. & H.
Film Dist. Co. for Atlanta, and Sociedad
General Cinematografica, N. Y., for Argen-

by

EAST COA$T PRODUCTIONS Inc.
V^ Times Building NeW YorK City

Strand, in the
Bldg., has been

opened.

—

Newport News, Va.
here that a number of

men

It is reported
local business

plan to organize a theater company to erect a new house.

Dtlmonte

—

*<,>..
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Los Angeles Great interest has
St. Louis
Ernest J. Lynch, manbeen aroused here by the caustic reager, frustrated an attempt to rob the
marks made recently by Peter B.
Delmonte on Monday.
Kyne. A number of film executives
The safe of the Maffitt was robbed
have openly condemned Kyne for his
of $106 Sunday.
•
remarks.

Lieber Buys "The Curse"
(Special to

2,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Incor-

Capital $150,000.

porators, A.

W.

Attorney,

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

At- mechanical mishap which destroyed

Albany Visit Hollywood, Manhattan.
Capital $5,000.
Incorporators,
F. Valle, R. Miller and C. Wetzler.
Attorney,

Kyne's Speech Condemned

Re-filming Parts of "Desire"
(Special to

Friday,

Foreign Rights Controlled

EXPORT & IMPORT

By
FILM CO., INC.

THE
i

iriday,

March

2,
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WARNING
Beware

"The Message
Exchanges,

Inc., is

Emile CoueT distributed by Educational Film

of

the

by Emile Coue, and

we

ONLY authentic and authorized Motion

in

have the exclusive

which he Personally appears.

who claim

on the good name and hard work of

others' ideas

and

cursed with some unscrupulous

who

who

constantly try to trade

These

others.

efforts.

The

exhibitors

and

distributors,

Inc.,

all

by

result of

refusing to

warn any Exhibitor or

does do business with them that

promptly and vigorously,

we

will prosecute

necessary legal action to protect our rights

and business and prevent any unauthorized use
Coue, or the subject-matter of

any motion

devoid of

parasites,

this evil.

Educational Film Exchanges,

Distributor

this picture

wait to try to appropriate to themselves the

do business with them, can stop

The

is

identity with the Industry;

original ideas, lie in

For

Picture

rights.

Unfortunately our great Industry

men,

and Imposters

of Imitators

his

book of

of the

lectures, in

name

of

Emile

connection with

picture.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.
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Coast Brevities
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Hollywood
Pat Harrigan and
Walter McGrail have been added to
the cast of "Wolf Fangs."
(SpecUl to

—

Shirley Mason's new picture
be "Inside the Doer."

2,

1923

will

Has

Canyon."

spent the last six months in Europe commissioned

by the undersigned corporation

Archie Mayo, veteran actor,
joined Century Comedies.
He

March

SCHLAGER

SIG

Vivian Rich has been added to the
cast of "Hell's

Friday,

to

procure for market-

has

ing in the United States the best of the year's

may

program

direct Brownie's next.

from a domestic

Walter Long, Jack Mulhall, Frank
Butler, Sidney D'Albrook and Laura
Roessing will appear in "The Call of
the Wild."

He

Mai St. Clair has begun production
on "Some Punches and Judy," fifth
of H. C. Witwer's "Fighting
series for F. B. O.

which

Bryant Washburn has been signed
by Principal Pictures to play a leading
role in George M. Cohan's "The
Meanest Man in the World." Washburn has just finished in "Rupert of

Viola
(Speciml to

Dana

remarkable production program

Amermake BIG

employ the coordinating resources
French and Swedish

especial focus on the

"Six Days."

We are

talent to

of

American market.

preparing to send abroad such American play-

who are growing in popularity with EXHIBITORS
AND PUBLIC, directors who have ARRIVED and
ers

GAUSMAN

H. E.

in a

DRAMATIC VEHICLES — THE BEST THAT
ANYBODY ANYWHERE CAN PRODUCE—with

pleted the lead with Pola Negri in
"Bella
Donna," to appear with

Hentzau."

will

ican, English,

Goldwyn has signed Claude King,
the English actor who has just comin

has planned, in our behalf, to cooperate financially

and professionally

Blood"

Alberta Vaughn, upon the completion of her present contract as leading
lady for Clyde Cook, will go in for
feature length productions.

Corinne Griffith

box-office point of view.

Better

THE FILM DAILY)

—

technical talent of distinguished order.

Los Angeles Viola Dana has fully
recuperated from her recent operation
for appendicitis.

Every man feared him !
Every woman idolized him
Why\T

The

which we will present to the market
months have been or are being made.

pictures

!

the next six

THEY ARE EXCELLENT BOX-OFFICE
TURES

in

PIC-

with American directors and players.

LUXOR PICTURES CORPORATION
<A&LLAEMMLEX,/i

Samuel

JACK LONDON S

J.

Barron, Pres.

FAMOUS DBAMATIC STOWY

Equitable Trust Building

REGINALD
DENNY
A HOBART HENLEY
PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL

45th

St.

and Madison Ave.

New York

ZfcRECOCHIZED

Authority
V'L.

XXIII

Sunday, March

No. 60

4.

1923

Price 25 Cents

Nationally Advertised in the

Saturday Evening Post

H

IB* tJ

Soon to be
presented by
Carl

Laemmle

•

A

*

\*

Starrin

•.
and an extraordi

A MOBAPT HENLEY

PR'

.

STOP
MY AD
t
Telephone

H77

Room

Bryant

JOHN

J.

811

IRIS

No'vel/y Films
729

SEVENTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Film Daily,
71 West 44th St.,
New York City.

Feb. 26th, 1923

Gentlemen:
I am being swamped
Stop my Ad,
with replies.
One insertion a week will be
In future run ad Monday
sufficient.

only.
The Film Daily certainly brings
results
Iris Film Exchange
(Signed) John

J

.

Iris.

SWAMPED

WITH
REPLIES
"After All It's Results
That Count"

Tuesday

2&BRAftSmET

*RECOGUZ»

o/*FILMDOM

Authority

Three well-known

film

men

Sunday, March

60

4,

1923

Price 25c

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

trying

affairs

to

get

agreement on one method of procedure.

creditors'

XXIII No.

distrib-

uting organization.

Committee handling Selznick
Vol.

new

considering a

Claims representing $1,600,000 in accord.
Goldwyn buys "The Master of Man," by Hall Caine.
Luxor Pictures formed to market product of foreign
producers.

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
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W

Charles C. Pettijohn back from nation-wide trip reports death of 27 adverse bills, 13 dealing with censorship and 14 with tax levies.

Famous

Players' earnings on

common

stock for 1922

expected to be $14.50 a share.

S-L Pictures plan eight a year, four directed by Clarence Badger and four by another director. Willard

Mack

signed.

Charles O'Reilly, Billy Brandt and a "dark horse"
talked of for T. O. C. C. presidency.

American Releasing

to

Bushman-Bayne

distribute

series.

Proposed

Features Reviewed
Ethel Clayton in
F. B.

CAN A

WOMAN LOVE TWICE

O

Page

Page 4

Paramount
Gladys Walton

3

ADAM'S RIB

Cecil B. DeMille's

GOSSIP

in

Page

Universal

bill

in

Albany

amusements 6% on
Lacks support of both

to tax

gross receipts will not pass.

5

parties.

Thursday
January tax returns show drop in business as compared
with December.
Eugene H. Roth joins Universal as special advisor
on production policy.
Adolph Zukor mentioned as factor in proposed "legit"

war against Shuberts.
Hodkinson to handle Urban Movie Chats

for another

year.

Betty

Compson

THE WHITE FLOWER

in

Page

Paramount

7

NIGHT LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD

— State

Rights

Short Reels

Page

11

Page

15

Van

Osten,

official of

North.

Calif.

M.

P. T. O.,

says exhibitors will back protective organization
which includes Fairbanks.

M.

A. B. Maescher Prod.

Arrow

T. D.

P. T. O. breaks off relations with

tive to

Hays

office rela-

uniform contract.
Friday

P. T. O. blames break on Hays' failure to keep
promises. Says evils are now greater than ever.

M.

Charles L. O'Reilly sole candidate for T. O. C. C.

News
in

of the

Week

Headlines

presidency.

Metro may distribute "Ten Ton Love," Ince
Mack Sennett reported in deal with Pathe

feature.
for

two

reelers.

Monday
William Randolph Hearst plans a chain of first run
theaters, the first the Park in New York.
Reported Famous Players will release four more Cosmopolitan Prod, before Goldwyn contract becomes
effective.

Censorship in Michigan dead.
Emmett J. Flynn leaves Fox.

May

go with Goldwyn.

Saturday
Half interest in Grauman's million dollar house, Los
Angeles, goes to Ackerman and Harris.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good, "—Benjamin Franklin.

— ——

—

)

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Kane, Pres.

Physical Distributors
Pathi Exchange

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE

SIDNEY GARRETT

"The most
the

delightfully acted play of

(Rialto

Butte Miner.

year."

Dependable Pictures Corp'n

Theatre.)

Morris Kohn,

"Mae Marsh
a thrilling

PRESENTS

pres.

charming as ever in
Detroit Jourromance."
as

(Colonial Theatre.)

nal.

"Offer,s absorbing entertainment

in

the unfolding of the story."—Louis-

MEET AGAIN

Courier Journal. {Walnut The-

ville

atre.)

"Not

in

pleased

some time has

Waco

a picture so

audiences."

—

CHRISTY CABANNE
Ji WILLIAM
R O

Waco

(Hippodrome The-

Times Herald.
atre.)

"A

vigorous

and

exciting

melo-

ultra-thrills

action."

Philadelphia Public Led-

ger.

WITH A DISTINGUISHED. CAST

and nth degree

drama, of

INCLUDING

MAE MARSH*

(Karlton Theatre.)

NORMAN KERRY

"There is a rip-roaring picture at the
Terminal and you will positively like
it."
Newark, N. J., Ledger. (Terminal Theatre.

"A

;.:

qJFkom

—

r*?.

trf!*?

JBr^
—

i

J.

SWAYNE GORDON

BARNEY SHERRY

Adapted Bv Edmund Gouldins

picture

90'

WALTER MILLERj

MARTHA MANSFIELD -JULIA

and one of which
superlatives can't begin to convey
Brooklyn Citizen.
the power."
(Loew's Metropolitan Theatre.)
real

•

...

...»

A

Story By William Christy Cabanne

THE
Sunday, March

4, 1923
"--iimimim

:

DAILV

Mother Love Theme Makes This One
Ethel Clayton in

WOMAN LOVE

"CAN A

with her

TWICE"

James W. Home
Wyndham Gittens
Wyndham Gittens

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Joseph A. Dubray
AS A
Good heart interest picture with
appealing mother love theme that makes it first
rate audience feature
STORY
An obvious plot and not always coher-

WHOLE

ent; contains situations that will be liked nevertheless

DIRECTION

Should have improved upon the

continuity at times

;

otherwise satisfactory

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

little son and her struggle to maintain herand the child whom the war left fatherless. The
scenes between the mother and child are thoroughly
appealing and it secures the spectator's sympathy
right off and retains it to the very end. This angle

self

Film Booking Offices

DIRECTOR

Rate Audience Picture

First

Good

Occasionally too bright
Very appealing and plays with her

usual sincerity

SUPPORT

Muriel Dana a delightful youngster;
Malcolm McGregor a suitable hero others Al.
Hart, Wilfred Lucas and Theo. Von Eltz

of the story gives the picture a fine audience appeal and
it
should please a large majority of picture goers.

Muriel Dana
tract a

good deal

The production

who

will at-

of attention.
is

satisfying and there are

attractive shots that give

one

youngster

a delightful

is

it

numerous
There is
the mother

pictorial value.

in particular, a sepia tinted

view of

playing with her youngster on a hillside, that is very
beautiful. The photography throughout is very good
and the lightings also, with the exception of being
occasionally too bright on close-ups.

The

smoothly enough but it drags
slightly just prior to the climax, and the continuity at
story

told

not especially good. It is slightly difto follow the theme and the audience is confused

this point,
ficult

is

is

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

•

Several pretty shots

•

All right

Ampje

CHARACTER OF STORY

War

widow,

to

keep child wanted by husband's folks, pretends
to be wife of farmer's son, also killed in war

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,700 feet

F. B. O.'s latest Ethel Clayton release offers the star
in

a

much more

appropriate and pleasing story than

her last picture, "If
it

I

will be better liked

Were Queen," and undoubtedly
by her many admirers. The star

always succeeds in putting over a heart interest role
such as that found in " Can a Woman Love Twice,"
where she risks everything to keep the child which
her war husband's people would take from her because
of her occupation as a cabaret entertainer.
Director Home starts right out by establishing a
fine

sympathy

for the heroine,

A

showing her

at

home

Satisfactory Feature
Box

first

rate
it

contains elements of popular appeal such as heart in-

ing star.

love,

It is also

takes the

woman and

child into his

home

believ-

ing them to be the wife and child of his dead son. But
when the son actually returns you cannot decide

whether Grant realizes that the woman is an imposter
and really knows the young man to be his son, or if
he thinks the latter is the imposter. Probably a revision in the titles here would clarify matters.
Story

Mary Grant supports her child by entertainThe parents of her dead soldier hus-

:

ing in a cabaret.

band try

to secure custody of the child on the

that she

is

not

fit

to care for

it.

grounds

The mother

sees a

chance to hide away by pretending to be the wife of
another man named Grant, also lost in the war, and
goes to live with the latter's father on his farm. How
this man's son eventually returns, falls in love with
Mary and the truth is learned, followed by the forgiveness of her own husband's people who finally locate her.

Please

A Good Many

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors will undoubtedly find this a

mother

who

— Should

attraction, at least for the average audience, because

terest,

with regard to the attitude of Abner Grant, the farmer

romance and a capable and pleasgood to look at and they'll enjoy

the performance of the youngster about

whom

the

story revolves.

Ethel Clayton's admirers can be told that she has a
story much more suited to her personality than her

last,

and you can promise them

in this.

work

Catchlines will give you a good idea of the

you could make

story and

who

they'll like her

a point of the

war widow

pretended to be the wife of another man's son in

order to secure her child from the parents of her real

husband who sought

The

title

story so

to take the child

away from

her.

does not give a particularly good idea of the
it

would be well

to use catchlines.

—3&*\
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DeMille More Extravagant Than Ever But Not Nearly As Entertaining
ing,

"ADAM'S RIB"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Cecil B. DeMille

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN

MacPherson
Jeanie MacPherson
Guy Wilky and Alvin Wyckoff

WHOLE

Spectacular novelty that

Jeanie

SCENARIO BY
AS A

presents old situations with elaborate

new

dress-

good
Highly artificial and often uninterest-

ings; production very

STORY

ing; drags badly at times, particularly allegorical

sequence

DIRECTION

Always tends towards the

spec-

tacular and, of course, lavish in settings; sel-

dom

succeeds in making story convincing
Excellent

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Good

••

PLAYERS

An

all

around capable cast with

Pauline Garon contributing an interesting per-

formance as the young girl who sacrifices honor
to save her mother; others Theodore Kosloff,
Elliott Dexter and Milton Sills
Mostly studio affairs, though
EXTERIORS
extensive
Attractive

At times too much
Compares present

CHARACTER OF STORY

day domestic troubles with those

primeval

of

period

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
As

about half way through and whether they will wait
for the other half depends wholly upon whether or
not they can be satisfied with visual appeal alone.
Surely Jeanie MacPherson's story will hardly be
sufficient to hold their interest for the ten reels allotted it regardless of the extravagant fixings with
which the producer has trimmed it. The basic situation deals with the ever popular discontented wife
who craves romance at the age of forty while her husband's business precludes the satisfying of her desires.
There is a slightly new angle, however, in that the
daughter of this couple plays a prominent part in the
entire affair and eventually is robbed of her good name
through an act which saves her mother's reputation.
But this particular twist is one of the most unconvincing bits in the story. Just why the girl's name should
be ruined because she is found in a King's apartment
under no obviously comprising circumstances, is not
explained.

But De

far as the spectacular

concerned, "Adam's Rib,"

is

and
a

9,526 feet
artistic side of

it

is

worthy offering that

deserves consideration if you prefer splendor to the
degree that Cecil De Mille serves it in his latest extravaganza, a sort of allegorical play that starts out

women

The

feature

consumes nearly ten

reels

and despite the elegance of DeMille's production and

Will Only Please Those

Who

Box
It all

depends upon

to

film,

If

one that

is

you think the lavishness

"Adam's Rib,"

will require

it.

On

How

young Tillie Ramsay sacrifices her own
save her mother's reputation is eventually
followed by the reunion of her mother and father and
to

her forgiveness by the
tect her,

but

who

Satisfied

satisfy

You know

highly

them.

of set-

tings and general atmosphere of the spectacular will

hold them you can consider

settings,

:

Will Be

fantastic and, of course, contains plenty of valuable
pictorial appeal.

is

man who

married her to pro-

also really loves her.

With The Lavish Display

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

what extent you can

your patrons with a novelty

There are numerous lavish

footage.

name

it.

His attention

wholly unnecessary to the story, but which help to
build up the spectacular feature of it and the allegorical sequence is another evidence of money really
wasted. This sequence only makes the interest drag
tediously. The atmosphere, on the whole, is artificial
and will probably only please those who can be interested in such an extreme novelty as this offers.
Michael Ramsay offers to buy several milStory
lion dollars worth of wheat from a foreign government
provided their king, who is making love to Ramsay's
wife, returns to his own country and marries immediately.

long to do

particular effort, at any

notably concentrated on the artistic side of the proit is in this respect that he uses most of

on just as

of Eve's time carried

made no

things convincing.

duction and

they do at the present day, but ends up by vexing you
because it proves nothing and takes altogether too

to prove that

Mille' has

make

time, to

the

INTERIORS
DETAIL

makes it pictorially appeal"Adam's Rib" becomes a tedious entertainment

the continuous display that

Cecil B. DeMille's

the other hand

some thought on your part

from the standpoint of your own particular

clientele.

best whether ten reels of novelty will satisfy

You also know whether the lack of strong situations
and sustained interest will be a drawback. Decide accordingly.

Of course they should know what

to ex-

pect of Cecil DeMille but he almost outdoes himself
in his latest

extravaganza, "Adam's Rib."

will stand exploiting
if

you

really

want

and there

to get

them

is

enough

The

title

to talk about

interested.
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Mildly Pleasing Story In Gladys Walton's Latest
Gladys Walton in

her old-fashioned hoopskirts and lace mitts should appeal to the romance-loving portion of your audience.

"GOSSIP"
Universal

DIRECTOR

King Baggot
Edith Barnard Delano

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Hugh Hoffman

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE. ....
tic

Victor Milner

Acceptable and pleasing romanentertainment that should not be taken too

Although the
time

but star gets

DIRECTION

slight
it

SUPPORT

Generally good
Satisfactory

usual pleasing performance; photothis

North

Albert

Few
Suitable

to visit!

son of

returns

but

man

home

Southern girl comes
her aunt was in love
because of possible

around

go

4,488 feet

probably find favor with
the average audience, particularly if they like Gladys
Walton. She is extremely pleasing to the eye, and in
or strength of plot,

still it

will

Title

Lends
Box

Itself

She carries the box

in

brings

on Ward's desk only
it

still

to take

will never
it off,

and

The

for his baby.

and

at three twenty-nine

holding the box.

and the cottage crashes
serious happens to the

is

and a half

does finally explode

It

in ruins

bomb

clock in the

but of course nothing-

girl.

Story

Caroline Weatherbee, brought up in hoopskirts by her aunt, comes North to visit Hiram Ward,
:

son of the

man

her aunt

,

•

,

,

you should be pretty safe in booking
there is somewhat the same atmosphere.
,

,

was

men

He

in love with.

his factory

in

them

to

is

hav-

and thinks

compromise him.

His chum Bob, believes her story and they take her
Later she feeds the strikers in Ward's home, but
damage is avoided. Mrs. Boyne, a widowed cousin of
Ward's plan to marry him for his money, and Caroline
goes back to the South after being told that people arcgossiping. Ward follows her and the happy ending
in.

ensues.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

feature of a similar order with eood re,

bomb

back to the workman's home with

set for three-thirty
is

to believe the

Well To Exploitation

your folks like the star they should be well pleased with this one. You can promise a pleasing little
story with a romantic flavor, a heroine in hoopskirts
and a modern business man hero. In the event that
you have played "Crinoline and Romance" a recent
suits,

entirely too long.

you begin

some medicine

The

if

,

puts

off,

to the girl to give to

ing trouble with the

While the material contained in the screen version
of "Gossip," which was published in book form under
the same name, is not remarkable either for its novelty

Dana

until

plants a

it

the girl has been sent by

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

fi

workman

a bolshevistic

Suffices

gossip

Viola

of

no actual shot.

cigar-box and gives

Hiram Ward,

she

CHARACTER OF STORY
with

impres-

Halloway

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

which

in

in a

finally

;

Prisco, Carol

However,

story has been well mounted, but Director Bag-

sequence

bomb

Ramsey Wallace not very
hero
others Freeman Woods,

sive

is

gossiping

is

Ward home.

living in the

is

very old fashioned

graphs splendidly in

is

the design-

got in his effort to inject some suspense, has held the

over satisfactorily

All right; suspense in climax

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Gives

"Gossip," and

when

sub-titles

is in

actual gossiping there

and somewhat improbable

PHOTOGRAPHY

is

tehs the girl that everyone

because she

The

Very

brought up

is

it

of the picture

title

this point that the plot swings, the only

widow

ing

seriously

STORY

around

is

it

,

•

title is a line

ploitatiun stunts

the

bomb

.

,

A

.

trailer

itself readily to ex-

showing the explosion

of

should interest them or one 9hGwin S the ar

rival of the
.

one and lends

'

heroine in hoopskirts.
.,

ciently short to allow a

The

film

is

surri-

,•
_.,_,
good supporting program

this one, as

be used to good advantage.

,

,,
to

dhe Hew

Biqqest
year's
~

Box-Office
Strengthened in popularity by several million new
friends won during their two years of overwhelming successs in Keith-Orpheum vaudeville, two of
the greatest of stars now resume their screen
career and, acting in person on the stage a fifteen
minute episode from their newest production,

become

available

for

Personal Appearances
April 1st.

Only Twelve Weeks of
beginning the week of

Pictures
presents

F.X. B.

Inc.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
and

BEVERLY BAYNE
in,

JHodernJHarriage
By Dorothy Farnum,
From'Derek Vane's Celebrated Rovel "Guiy Varley"

Quvrence Windonv
Supervised by Whitman Bennett
1)irected by

A

society

drama and melodrama.

The

story of a wife's

adventure that almost wrecked a romance, but saved
through penitence and the clenched fists of a vigorous
husband.

A

notable supportiug cast including Ernest Hilliard,

Roland Bottomley, Arnold Lucy, Pauline
Dempsey, Frankie Evans and Blanche Craig.

Zita Moulton,

Telegraph our Home Office or see the manager of our
branch office nearest to you to get full details of
terms for the booking of this unusual personal appearance.
With only twelve weeks open you will have to
act quickly.

WALTER

E.

GREENE,

PW™

TRADE MARX REG

F. B.

U

S.

WARREN,

PAT OFFICE

rWWm

Betty Gompson's Latest
Betty

Compson

Very Attractive

There have been any number of ways of revenge
suggested through the medium of photoplay plots but
this one is certainly a brand new thought
and inci-

in

"THE WHITE FLOWER"

—

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Julia

Ivers

AUTHOR

Julia

Ivers

Crawford
Crawford
Julia Crawford
James C. Van

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
pictorial

Ivers

Trees

Appealing atmosphere, splendid
value and interesting romance the

A

brand new idea in one sense but as
unconvincing as it is new

DIRECTION
ways good

Has seen

to

that picture

it

to look at; difficult to

make

PHOTOGRAPHY

situation

Excellent

Good
good work and should please her

admirers especially well

SUPPORT

Edmund Lowe

type of hero; others

splendid

Edward

romantic

Martindel, Arline

Pretty and Leon Barry

Very

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Native Hawaiian
girl in love with American, has his fiancee
"prayed to death," but saves her and latter
to native girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A highly colorful atmosphere and

5,731 feet

a particularly at-

comCrawford Ivers' story, "The White
Flower," Betty Compson's latest starring vehicle. Although the theme may be said to contain a very original and unique twist, the idea is so very unconvincing
that only those with extreme imaginations or tastes
tractive production greatly alleviates the short

ings

for

of

Julia

unusual theories will find

In the case of

evil.

—both

good and

for

"The White Flower,"

is

it

for

and you are acquainted with a "prayer priest,"
a native of Hawaii who prays for the death of a certain other native, usually as a

But there

it

is

a pleasing

mance contained

means

of revenge.

and rather interesting

ro-

probably excuse the improbable sequence of witchery and the author, who also directed the picture, has supplied a
thoroughly delightful production with innumerable
beautiful backgrounds and a general atmosphere of
pictorial appeal that makes "The White Flower" always well worth looking at. Of course since there are

two

in the story that will

lovers, there is also a villain but his interference

of

minor importance.

attractive

Suitable

man

suggestion can work both ways

is

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

gives up the

theory of
her idea on an actual legend is not disclosed but it
would appear that she has taken for granted that

is al-

realastic

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

new light on the present popular
suggestion. Whether or not the writer bases

dentally a slightly

evil

salient features of this

STORY

Pictorially

Betty

Compson

is

quite attractive as the daughter

Hawaiian woman, her father an American. She
displays a vivacious temperament the result of this
union and makes the role of Konia Markham pleasing,
particularly to those who admire her. Edmund Lowe,
suits the hero role splendidly and the cast is satisfactory on the whole.

of a

Story:

When

Konia Markham

finds that her

Ameri-

can lover has a sweetheart, her own suitor, Panuahi,
suggests that Konia have her rival "prayed to death,"
an old native means of revenge. The girl is near
death when Konia prevents the prayer from being fulfilled,

girl

confesses and

who

is

rewarded by the American
may be happy

sacrifices her self that her fiance

with the one he really loves.

of real interest.

t*

Will Satisfy

If

They Like
Box

A Picture That

Is

Good To Look At

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Where pictorial values appeal to your audience and
you can rely upon them being satisfied with a picture
whose chief appeal is in the atmosphere that it sets
forth, backgrounds and production in general, you
can safely show them "The White Flower." The title

For your admirers of romance you can safely make
promises and satisfy them, but if you know your folks
take stories seriously and feel that the feature's splen-

won't mean very much of itself so. use plenty of stills
in the lobby and catchlines to give a better idea of
what they must expect.

can be used to advantage and get her admirers interested through an assortment of pictures of her in
your lobby.

did pictorial qualities will be insufficient to get

don't be elaborate in your promises.

The

it

star's

over,

name

WINNERS!
Them
Every One of
Still Going Strong!

^

IN TWO
NOTABLE SUCCESSES

RAGS ^ RICHES"
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m
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By LEM PARKER

HARRY RAPF PRODUCTIONS

tK
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s*S
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OF FLAPPER LIFE
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BY"

Powerful Dramatic AppealBig Cast-Lavish Production

Coming/ Warner Bros.

18

"Classics of the Screen

#*

Not Merely Books
"Brass," now in its
boasts a counter sale

—Best

52nd
of

Sellers!

edition,

already

more than 400,000

That means more than 2,000,000 read"Main Street" sales have passed the
ers.
700,000 mark—more than 3,500,000 readers.
are at the height of their
Both novels
That means at least 10,000,000
popularity.
boosters by the time the pictures are released.

copies.

NOW

Good

box-office prospects?

Rather!

;omin& Warner Bros.

18

"Classics of the Screen*"

For Sale or Rent
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Modern Studio
30 minutes from Broadway.
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Feature That Aims

To

Correct False Conception of Hollywood and

A. B. Maescher Prod.

— State

Arrow

DIRECTOR

Fred Caldwell
.Fred Caldwell
Fred Caldwell

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not

credited

WHOLE

Novelty that will probably draw
because of subject matter which affords good

propaganda to
public's impression of "movie" city
Essentially

DIRECTION
for

disprove

Fair; includes touches that

audience appeal but

is

make

from perfect

far

technically

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

,

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Usually satisfactory
J. Frank Glendon most important
is required of him; some screen favor-

but

little

ites

introduced

EXTERIORS

Some

in

and around studios

interesting

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate

Too many

sub-titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

"Hick" goes to
Hollywood to have a "wild" time and is disappointed when he finds that the wickedness
of the place has been exaggerated

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,000 feet

The

exploitation possibilities and box office value
"Night Life in Hollywood," seem rather certain in
view of the recent condemnation of the "movie" center
both by the press and public opinion generally. The
public will naturally be attracted by a title which
seems to promise a startling exposition of affairs at
Hollywood so you should have little trouble getting
them in. Whether or not they go out satisfied is
largely a matter of conjecture. Those who come in
expectant of midnight orgies and "wild" parties may
of

Title

Should Bring
Box

You should be
you can use
to

show

title

it

this

has not been lavish in suggesting what is usually associated with Hollywood and his denouement of the
true state of affairs

introduction of

Them

If

you decide

exploitation should be an easy matter.

The

gives you a fine start and in view of current

opinion with regard to Hollywood and

its

people you

might arouse interest by promising a picture that
the truth about Hollywood.

disclosed chiefly through the

of the screen favorites

home surroundings with

their

shown

in

wives, children

and mothers.
The last mentioned touch is the feature's most conclusive argument for the picture city as far as the
public is concerned. One shot of Bryant Washburn,
his wife and two sons, will do more towards convincing them that Hollywood is on the level, than
all the sub-titles in the picture put together.
And
there's a lot of them. Others who are introduced are
Sessue Hayakawa and his wife, Theodore Roberts, J.
Warren Kerrigan and his mother, William Desmond
and the late Wallie Reid, his wife and their son.
As far as propaganda is concerned, the picture serves
its purpose adequately and has box office possibilities
particularly when a typical "fan" crowd is catered to.
On the other hand it hardly supplies .a strong entertainment, sufficient to satisfy a crowd at all critical.
Production values are average but the direction is
quite faulty. There is a poorly sustained interest and
slight

comedy

pite Gale
J.

L.

twist

Henry's

somewhat
makes but

disjointed fashion.

Others

efforts.

McComas, Josephine

A

a faint impression des-

Hill,

in the picture are

Elizabeth

Rhodes

and Jack Connelly.
Story
Joe Powell decides to have a "wild" time
He is followed by sister
so he goes to Hollywood.
home town paper's acthe
read
Carrie who has also
:

counts of the place.

you

The

rest of the picture

Joe's vision of the place

and the

disillusion

shows

when

he finds the "movie" folks honest-to-goodness working people with homes, families, etc.

In and

Can Be

Exploited

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

able to judge readily whether or not

one to good advantage.

is

some

the story told in a

About

show

This dream sequence is rather tame and some of
Cecil DeMille's spectacles would make these scenes
look like a church festival in comparison. The director

their

exploitation

STORY

People

what

Rights

AUTHOR

Its

not find satisfaction in the scenes intended to
folks think the place is like.

"NIGHT LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD"

AS A

n

DAILV

tells

Of course

catchlines can be used to let

more about what the picture
crowd

in particular

that

many

The
way

picture

is

is

about and the "fan"

can be appealed

of their favorites are

them know

to, telling

shown

them

in private life.

a valuable boost to the industry in the

of correcting a false impression of those engaged

in the

making

of

motion pictures.

M

CURRENT RELEASES
blott

Footagre

Dmte

Reriewed

Release Date

Foatege

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
5,807

11-12-22

5,840

1-21-23

When

6,159

11-19-22

What

6,087

12- 3-22

Twist (Jackie £oogan)
Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin)
White Shoulders (Katherine MacDonald)
Omar the Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)

5,749

12- 3-22

5,800
6,000

12-17-22

The Danger Point
The Marriage Chance
The Challenge (Dolores

Cassinelli)

the Desert Calls (Violet Heming)
Fools Men Are
The Super-Sex
As a Man Lives

Solomon in Society

(Wm. H.

Strauss)

12-31-22
1-28-23

Milady
That Woman
Million

The

Bohemian

in

Jewels
Girl

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Oliver

4-23

5,326

2-

6,462

2-11-23

INC.

7,600

11-5-22

7,000

11-19-22

4,000

11-19-22

5,966

11-26-22

8,000

12- 3-22

Minnie (Neilan Prod.)

6,696

12- 3-22

Lorna Doone
The Hottentot

6,200

12-10-22

5,953

12-17-22

5,995

1-28-23

Money, Money, Money (Katherine MacDonald)
a Wife Learned
Fury (Richard Barthelmess)
The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Talmadge)
Mighty Lak A Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)

What

6,000

One

RtwwW

6,228

1-28-23

8,709

2-4-23
4-23

7,204

2-

6,885

2-11-23

8,260

2-11-23

3,940

2-11-23

4,983

11-19-22

(Distributed through Pathe)

Woman Who

The

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Fooled Herself (May

Allison)

Breaking Home Ties
Conquering the Woman (Florence Vidor)
Head Hunters of the South Seas

5,401

11-12-22

6,000

11-26-22

5,887

12-17-22

5,000

1-21-23

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

Face to Face
The Man She Brought Back
The Pauper Millionaire

4,587

10-1-22

4,792

10-8-22

5,000

2-

Brothers Under the Skin
Hungry Hearts
A Blind Bargain
Broken Chains
The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)

Kick

8

Thirty

15

22
22
29
Feb.

4
4

(Fitzmaurice
Days (Wallace

In

7,074

12-24-22

Reid)

4,930

12-17-22

5,594

12-24-22

Missing Millions (Alice Brady)
5,870
The World's Applause (Wm. DeMille)
6,526
When Knighthood Was in Flower (M. Davies) 10,800
Dark Secrets (Dorothy Dalton)
4,337

9-24-22

11

My

18

Drums

American Wife (Gloria Swanson)
of Fate

(Mary Miles Minter)

Nobody's Money (Jack Holt)
25 Java Head (Melford Prod.)
Mar. 4 The White Flower (Betty Compson)
11
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
11
18
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers)
25

4-23

1-28-23

7-23

1-

5,716

1-21-23

5,584

2- 4-23

7,865

2-11-23

Moon (Bebe

Glimpses of the

25

The Leopardess (Alice Brady)

Daniels)

Series

My Smoke

Romance

4,070
3,975

Land

12-31-22

2-1123

William Farnum

Without Compromise
Dustin

1-21-23

5,600

1-28-23

5,810

1-14-23

5,000

11-26-22

6,063

12-24-22

Ships (Elmer Clifton Prod. 8,000

2-18-22

(Glenn

Hunter)

Drummond

Bulldog
Producers Security

The Kingdom Within
Whaling Film Corp.

Down

to the

Sea

in

METRO PICTURES

CORP.

Madame (Clara Kimball Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurette Taylor)

6,000

11-5-22

6,000

11-19-22

4,600

12-3-22

7,800

1

6,000

12-17-22

Hearts Aflame
the Brothers Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)....Success

8,100

12-24-22

6,265

1-21-23

5,173

11-12-22

4,762

11-26-22

4,859

12-24-22

All

2-

3-22

6,000

1-28-23

8,500

2-18-23

6,700

Farnum
While Justice Waits
Three Who Paid

Shirley

4,850

Devils

Second Fiddle

2-18-23

FOX FILM CORP.
Catch

1-28-23

Enter

25

Tom Mix

8,500

Hollandia Film Corp.

5,691

The Nth Commandment

18

1-21-23

Tuttle-Waller Prod.

9-17-22

6,061

7,153

7-23

1-

5,769

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar

2-

12-17-22

8,153

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

Prod.)

The Enemies of Women (Cosmopolitan)
Making a Man (Jack Holt)

12-10-22

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

1

12- 3-22

4,500
6,190

4-23

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Jan.

6,517

Mason

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

Dr. Jack (Harold Lloyd)

Series

Shirley of the Circus

4,668

11-12-22

Pawn

4,871

1-28-23

4,316

12-17-22

4,235

11-19-22

4,729

1-21-23

4,682

11-5-22

3,892

12-10-22

5,613

2 - 4-23

Ticket 210

6,000

12-31-22

PREFERRED PICTURES— AL LICHTMAN

William Ruascll

Man's Size
Charles Jones

Boss of

Camp

4

The Footlight Ranger
John Gilbert
The Love Gambler

A

California

Romance

11-

11-26-22

6,800

1-14-23

6,963

2-

4-23

(R-C)

7,000

11-12-22

The Broadway Madonna (Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Thelma (Jane Novak)
When Love Comes

0.6

12 10 22

Capt. Fly-By-Night

6,000

12-10-22
12-24-22
1-14-23

Special

1

5-22

7,136
6,971

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

Truxton King

The Village Blacksmith
The Town That Forgot God
Face on the Barroom Floor
A Friendly Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

Shadows
Thorns and Orange Blossume
The Hero
Poor Men's Wives

6,000

11-19-22

5,400

11-12-22

6,497

11-26-22

4.800

5,785

1-

1-14-23

The Third Alarm
Canyon of the Fools (Harry Carey)

6,757

4,527

6,000

1-28-23

6,166

1-21-23

Stormswept

5,000

2-18-23

7-23

Pathecomedj
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Safety Last
You have seen "Dr. Jack" and "Grandma's
Boy." You have thought that the number of
laughs in each could never again be equalled.
You have seen the greatest dramatic features
where thrill followed thrill, and you felt that
the utmost in thrills had been accomplished.

Now

you will see a picture greater in thrills
than any drama; greater in laughs than any
comedy; greater in everything than anything
you have ever seen before
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HAROLD
LLOYD
Safety Last

Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach
have for years been making
comedies that with every picture have been getting better
and better.

With each

great picture

it

be-

comes harder and harder for
star and producer to make one
even greater.

When "A Sailor Made Man"
was released every critic felt
that the utmost in comedy
had been created.

Yet "Grandma's Boy" followed and exceeded it. Then
"Dr. Jack" topped the amazing records made by "Grandma's Boy" both in house receipts and in laughter.
"Safety Last"

has accomp-

lished the apparently impos-

by being better.
It has
proven that there are no limits of achievement for Harold
sible

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

(

fifl)

MARK

Footage

Date

LEWIS

SELZNICK ENT.

J.

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

Special Production*

One Week

Love

of

7.000

11-12-22

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)
Allied Prod.

&

..

11,000

11- 5-22

.9,000

11-19-22

Dist. Corp.

(Nazimova)

Salome

The

Girl

Loved (Chas. Ray)

I

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Reviewed

5,000

1-7-23

8,000

2-18-23

FOX FILM CORPORATION
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt ana Jeff Animated Cartoons
Fox News (Twice a Week).

(1

reel)

Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 epieodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Serials:

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Jewel Features

The
The Flame

CO.
8,000
5,776

12-31-22
1-14-23

The Lavender Bath Lady (Gladys Walton)
The Jilt (Ail-Star)
The Altar Stairs (Frank Mayo)
Ridin* Wild (Hoot Gibson)

4,113

11-12-22

4,491

11-26-22

4,641

12- 3-22

4,166

11-19-22

Forsaking All Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)
A Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)

4,462

12-10-22

4,473

12-17-22

4,508

12,31,22

The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)

4,910

1-

4,417

1-28-23

4.228

1-21-23

4,426

2- 4-23

Flirt

of Life

(Priscilla

Dean)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

Universal Features

7-23

Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)

The
The
The
The
The

Ghost Patrol

Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
First Degree (Frank Mayo)
Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson)

Prisoner

..

.4,658

2-11-23

4,795

2-18-23

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features

The Ninety and Nine

A

6,800
6,000

Front Page Story

12-17-22
12-17-22

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)
No. 26 (each
(each

Guilty

Conscience

1

The Four Seasons

reel)

1

;

Rod & Gun

First Series from No. 1
Second Series from No. 27 to No.

Series (1 reel each).

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Plunder

to
52

(2 reels)

INC.

(Serial)

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies

2/3 reel cartoons
re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Aesop Fables,
Harold Lloyd

Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.
Range Rider Series 2 reel western

—
—

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2

n

Alice Joyce

;

reel).
(4 reels).

C. C. Burr's All Star Comedies
Bray Romances (1 reel)
Bray Comedies (1 reel)

Antonio Moreno

A

reel)
(1 reel)

reels).

Chaplin Classics.

The Inner
William Duncan

Chamber

5,951
Serials:

Where Danger Smiles

WARNER
The

Heroes

of the Street

(Wesley Barry)

12-17-22

7,000

12-24-22

INC.

Selig-Pork- Photoplays (2 reels)

—
—

—

—

.

Star

When Eve

ComecUef''o reel):

(2 reels)

KINETO

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
How he Knocks
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;

—

Modern Centaurs.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Chester Outings (1 reel)

(1

CO.

OF AMERICA

1

A

Naturalist's Paradise,
the Beautiful,
Let's See the Animals.

reel.

—

reels)

reel)

—

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Bums).
Comedies:
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

(slow speed)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

the Mysterious,

It's Development.
Electricity
Its History
Efficiency
Electricity in the Motor Vehicle.

Motor

Serial:

(2 reels)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)

Morocco

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

Sketchografs (1 reel)

(1

License (Billy Fletcher).

Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* ol
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insect*.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Pans

reel)

Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.

Tony Sarg Almanac

No

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).

Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Cayety Comedies (1 reel)

Cinal Films

Fell,

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

Chester Comedies (2 reels)

Campbell Comedies (2

CO.

VITAGRAPH

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Punch Comedies

(15 episodes).

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
The Flaming Uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epiSerials:
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Edepisodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
die Polo),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Edepisodes.
episodes; Terror Trail,
die Polo),
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrm, Eueen

Harold Lloyd Comedies

Mermaid Comedies

The Branded Four

—

7,000

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

(15 episodes),

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

BROS.

Damned

Beautiful and

The Whirlwind

5,000

(1

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED

reel)

26 Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the

Unknown'' (5

reels)

Short Reel M«sic Pitas Prodact

—

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Release Date

ARROW FILM
Peters

Peaceful

(Wm.

CORP.
5,000
5,000
6,500

Fairbanks)

Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
Unconquered (Maciste)

L.

Reviewed

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH
7-000
Notoriety

10 2 ->-22

ARROW FILM

;

]]{%%
11-5-^
10S 22
'

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)

the River,
Knight of the Pines,
Breed
Fight
Strangers,
of
the
North,
The Man of Brawn, The
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Het
Comedies (2 reels)

Three and a

CO.

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
Another Man'» Boot* (Francis Ford)

The Darling

10-15-22

6,000

1-14-23

6,400
5,200
4,800

12-24-22

5.986

10-29-22

Spotlight

GENIUS FILMS

INC.

Women Men Marry

Homer

Serials:

AYWON FILM

HOWELLS SALES

10-1-22
10-29-22
2-11-23

Tame Men, The

CORP.

Revivals.

B.

C.
Star

Ranch Westerns

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

CO.

Sunbeam Comedies

Her Royal Love

(Billy

West)

(2

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

—

Sold For a Million

reels)
serial

—

Count Cagliostro
Daughter of Eve

A

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

of Passion

The Power Divine
The Way of the Transgressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters

Woman (Rubye

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Field),

IS

episodes.
1-14-23

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
:

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)

LEE & BRADFORD
Tb t Unconquered

and

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Mary Pickford
7,000
5,000
5,000

Women

Joins the Force.

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Deserted at the Altar
Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)
The Speed King (Richard Talmadge)

A

:

Husband's Flat, His Wile Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):

FILM SALES CORP.

The Passionate Friend
The Lamp in the Desert

A

Raiders of the North,

Girl,

Village Grocer,

Rich (Betty Blythe)

of the

C. B. C.
Shop Girl

5,000
5,000

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.

Flames

CORP.

:

AYWON FILM

Only a

SHORT REFXS-STATE RIGHTS

:

Circus Heroes.

de Remer)

Fltsh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)

Ford Weekly.

Sally

Serial:

Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Branded

(Josephine Earle)
Servmg Two Master! (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

MASTER PICTURES
Secret* of Paris

MASTODON

6,800

10-29-22

6,400

10-29-22

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

6,929

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

Reissues (fourteen)

Nick Carter Series (2

reels
(2 reel

Favorite Star Series

Environment

5,700
5,977

a Stage (Dorothy Phillips)

12-24-22
1-28-23

INC.

Mr. B ingle

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (Wilfred Lytell)
In the Night (All-Star)

— 10

a month).
10 a month).

—

dramas

Invisible

CO.

Ray

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet) ; (2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,

The Conquering Hero.

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000

Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law

LEE & BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
8-13-22

(2 reels):

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Lawr Nation's

Isle

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The Better Man Wins (Pete Morrison)

5,000

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

Top Ranch

5000

11-12-22

Irving

Cummings

Series

2,000
2,000

Cissy Fitzgerald

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000

SACRED FILMS,

INC.

.

She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)

5
.

Sacred Films (1 reel)

000

.... .5.000

STOREY PICTURES,

UNITY PICTURES
Marry

5,000

9-17-23

WILLIAMSON PROD.
of the Sea

(1 reel).
reels).

10-22-22

WM. STEINER

Wonders

Sec

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin ( Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)

Why Do Men

Spirit,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

1-7-23

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

Table

Moonlight Knight, Full of

:

First.

FILMS. INC.

Sure Fire Flint

The World's

(2 reels)

INC.

4,300

10-29-22

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (la month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)

INC.

— —

Short Stuff
"A Howling Success"
Type

Century

— Universal

of production

2 reel

"Tight Shoes"— Hal

comedy

Brownie, the dog is seen to good advantage in this one,
and if he is popular with your folks they will like this. Buddy
Messinger ii pleasing as a bell hop in a hotel but hasn't very
much to do. The theme is slight, dealing with a professor
who has a formula for a solution that will kill dogs instantly.
Brownie is on the Professor's trail and is assisted by the

hop who has

dog of his own. At the finish,
Brownie returns to the meeting
the dogs with the formula and is presented with a medal

friendly bell

a

after the Professor is foiled,

of
for

his

bravery.

"Shoot Straight"— Hal

Type

1

reel

f

production

1

reel

comedy

Paul Parrott seems to be sticking to the industries for his
Past releases have dealt with numerous different
lines of endeavor, from a confectionery store to a paper-hangers
job.
This one, as the title indicates, deals with his troubles
as a shoe clerk, and should prove fairly good entertainment.
As usual, before the final shot the place is generally wrecked,
and the various characters are seen emerging from the debris.
There is nothing particularly novel in seeing shoe boxes fall
from the shelves and hit everyone on the head, but if your
audience is easily pleased, they will probably get a laugh or
two out of it. George Jeske directed and Jobyna Ralston
material.

is

Roach— Pathe

of production

T ype

Roach— Pathe

featured.

comedy

This Paul Parrott vehicle has more genuine amusement in
it than has been* the case with some of this comedian's recent
offerings, and should find favor with the average audience.
The reel is helped considerably by the different animals that
Parrott attempts to shoot and many and varied are the methods
he uses. First he tries squirrels, luring them within shooting
distance by means of walnuts tied on a string. But the squirrels perch on the gun when he isn't looking.
Then he tries
rabbits but to no avail.
Finally stumbling into a river, he attempts to hit some duck decoys put there by members of a
hunting club. Told by the indignant members to get his own
"blind," he employs a window frame with a shade, behind
which the ducks hide.

"Babies Welcome"

Type

— Christie— Educational

of production

"Babies

Welcome"

2 reel
is

comedy

an example of what can be done by

clever handling of material, regardless of the novelty of the

This Christie comedy provides very pleasing
entertainment, not so much because of the plot but because
of the way the little farce has been produced, directed and
idea employed.

Dorothy Devore

acted.

is

the featured player, with a sup-

porting cast that includes George Stewart and Babe London.
Dorothy, given five hundred dollars to buy her engagement
Seeing a
ring, loses the money in a black and white taxi.

baby show

at

which a

first

prize of five

hundred dollars

is

she steals her janitor's baby and wins the money.
How she then tries to return the baby without being seen and
caught, finally falling into the taxi her sweetheart is returning home in, and discovers it is the taxi in which she left

offered,

"A Jungle Romeo"
Type

John Rounan

of production

— Educational

2 reel

monkey comedy

money, forms the action. Scott Sidney directed and GusPeterson and Paul Garnett are responsible for the uniformly
good photography.

the

This is the best monkey comedy that has been seen in many
a long day, and too much stress cannot be placed on the
wonderful work done by "Snooky," properly called the
"Humanzee." Snooky takes almost every role in the two
reel comedy and that's going some.
Further, his facial expression actually changes with the different roles. Children
of all ages will be delighted with this one.
There is no sign
of a human being in the picture but the interest is sustained,
the laughs gotten over, and one is sorry when the end comes.
The sets are exceedingly cute, being made entirely of bamboo
thatching, the little houses and miniature furniture included.
If you want a real laugh getter, and a novelty besides, don't
miss this one.

Pathe Review No. 9

Type

of

— Pathe

production

1

reel

magazine

An
the

interesting subject of this Review is the analyzation of
Water Hyacinth which grows in the Southern rivers and

yields paper pulp, ether,

Another subject that

oil,

will

tannin, fertilizer

interest

the ladies,

and

cattle feed.

especially,

dainty vanity cases in use in the French Court of 1750.

are

A

along the water-front comprise the "Living
Pictures" section; some clay modeling and the Pathecolor
section showing views of Tunis complete the reel.

series

of views

"Sweetie"

Type

of production

—Century—Universal
2 reel kid

comedy

your folks liked the first of the new Baby Peggy re"Peg o' the Movies," they will enjoy this one. It is
simply a background for the Baby, but she handles the footShe is exceedingly cute and "Sweetie"
age in good shape.
She is seen
will be enjoyed by your women folks especially.
first as a poor little girl selling newspapers, but a blind man's
However, her resentment against
music drowns her voice.
him is turned to pity when he is molested by some Italian
To help him Peggy gets an organ and a monstreet singers.
key and follows the street singers around, taking their proceeds when they aren't looking. She is adopted by a wouldbe society woman, who takes her home, monkey and all. At
Peggy is
a party one evening an Egyptian dancer appears.
in progis
still
dance
the
while
much amused and comes out
Turkish
of
a
consisting
Egyptian
costume,
home-made
ress in a
If

leases,

towel and a couple of tin cookie cutters. The laughs in
"Sweetie" are derived almost entirely from the Baby and her
cute

facial

expressions.

Short Stuff
"Pop

Type

Turtle's Polecat

2 reel comedy

of production

This

latest

Screen Snapshots No. 21

Plot"—F. B. C.

Dan Mason comedy

Plum Center Comedies so
laughs in it that will make it

of

far

release

is

probably the best

and there ate a

a sure-fire

lot of

new

number where they

The first reel is a trifle slow
but plenty of good incident and new gags in the second half
This
easily make up for it and they won't mind the first bit.
Center,
Plum
in
line
bus
time Pop Tuttle, as owner of the only
discovers that he has a competitor, Nosey Nichols. Pop and
like this

type of entertainment.

meet "yesterday's train" which is just arriving
the passenger's patronize Nosey's new bus until they

Nosey race
and

all

to

Type

Pop gets a kid to throw a
more the passengers return

Great Dane,

to Pop's, Tillie, the

It's

a

first

fan magazine

reel

—

—

A

good fan

—

reel.

"The High Flyer"— C. B.

polecat into Nosey's bus and once

supporting the broken wheel on a wheelbarrow.
rate laugh-getter if that's what they want.

1

This issue of Screen Snapshots opens with a shot of so
a title says the most popular girl in California Baby Peggy.
Next comes a view of the three sisters, Viola Dana, Shirley
Mason and Edna Flugrath at their own home. Follows a
scene showing Marion Davies at work on her new production,
and then comes Ora Carew's marriage to John C. Howard.
Other film stars seen are Louise Lovely, Milton Sills and his
daughter, Betty Compson, Pola Negri and Gloria Swanson.

discover a fair passenger in Pop's bus. Then they all transfer.
Nosey loosens the nut on one of the wheels of Pop's bus and
when it comes off Nosey drives up and gets the trade. Undaunt-

ed

of production

—Pathe

Type

C— State

of production

Rights
2 reel

comedy

of the Hall Room Boys comedies, this has some surelaughs and will in all probability go over exceedingly
Percy and Ferdie are seen as official
well with your folks.

One

fire

"Before the Public"— Hal

Type

Roach— Pathe
2 reel

of production

Snub Pollard

is

plots to get rid of.

seen in this one as a tenor that the town
To do this they start a movie actor con-

and make him the winner of a prize trip to Hollywood.
He departs, under pressure, and a year later finds him returning to his home town, a triumphant star. He makes a personal appearance at the theater during the showing of a film
A novel bit is
in which he rescues everybody in the cast.
screening
of the
actual
showing
the
this
point,
at
introduced
supposed film, and its effect on the audience. The folks are
so enthusiastic over Snub's horsemanship that he is chosen
test

to

ride

"Nitro" at the horse race next day.
Snub cannot ride at all.

The

whose mothers are shopping in the
department store, and the opening sequence will enlist the
audience's sympathies immediately. A very pretty girl leaves
her young baby with the boys and Percy who is holding the
Not
child suddenly sees his sweetheart outside the store.
wishing her to find him with a child in his arms he ties the
baby to a bunch of balloons. While he is talking to his girl,
another child comes along and swaps her doll for the baby,
which she puts in her little carriage. Percy unaware of the
change, after a few minutes makes a grab for the baby only
Then
to find the balloons sailing up way beyond his reach.
knows
begins
and
continues.
The
audience
course,
the fun
of
that it isn't a baby, but the doll, and therefore can enjoy the
care-takers of children

comedy

result

is

really funny, because

boys' agony to the utmost.

It's

good

stuff.

s
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Where
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Denies Charges
Famous Players Answers Vitagraph
Claims Company is not Responsible for Drop in Earnings
Famous Players, through its at-

Takes Over "Hunting Big Game,"
Controlled by Eugene Roth Now
Laemmle's Representative
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

torneys, Cravath, Henderson, Leffingwell and De Gersdorff, has filed its
answer to the $6,000,000 suit brought
by Vitagraph against the company,
alleging damages to that amount and
a violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust

Los Angeles Universal has pur"Hunting
Big
Game in
Africa," from Eugene H. Roth and
throughout the
it
distribute
ivill
chased

United States.

The picture is now playing at the
Lyric in New York. It was produced
by H. A. Snow, but Rotl. took over
the distributing rights.

Law.

The answer filed in the District
Court late Friday goes into detail regarding the various allegations made
in the Vitagraph complaint, which refer to the first-run situations throughout the country and for the most part,

DANNY.

"Hunting Big
'been
it

Game

playing for a

the Lyric.

Its

Africa" has

in

number

local

film

weeks

circles,

in

comment

view of the

The

fact that the picture was first offered
every distributor in
to practically

rejected by all. Since
picture pviHpnr e( j its drawing
power at the Lyric the interest of dis-

New York and
the

been again aroused.

tributors has

J.

McCarthy is handling the New
The
York presentation for Roth.
plan for general release some weeks

J.

ago called for road shows.
Roth last week joined Universal as
representative

special

His

Laemmle.

specific

Carl
to
duties inpolicy with

volved a close working
the heads of production at Universal
City, the point being that Roth's extensive experience as an exhibitor
would serve the company in good
stead in formulating a production
policy that would meet the needs and

a picture! "The Man from Gl engarry," adapted from that great
story by Ralph Connor, presented b y Ernest Shipman, will prove one of
the sure-fire money makers of the s eason. It has more thrills than 70%
Advt.
It' s a Hodkinson picture.
of the pictures released today.

What

—

Buy Half

Stanley Answers

Interest

Ackerman and Harris Get 50% Share
Grauman's Million Dollar
Theater, Los Angeles
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ackerman and Har-

Replies

Trade Commission

in

—

to

Amended Complaint

— Stanley

of

Not

Majority Stockholder

in

perfunctory responses
with the filing of the

in

actions of this kind.

the

are

dulged
papers

occasioned a good deal of
in

of

success there has

infirst

general tenor of the reply, so
far as the first lun situation is concerned, seeks to impress the poin
that, in those cities where Famou:
Players interested itself in ihealci
properties, this was done in order to
insure for its product, an adequate
representation. The answer cites the
instance of the Criterion in New York
as representative of the New York
The papers allege
theater situation.
that Vitagraph in 1916 controlled the
theater and showed in it motion pictures in exactly the same manner as
Famous Players does. It is further
claimed that when Vitagraph withdrew from that theater, that company

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
announced it would secure another
The Stanley Com- high-class house for its attractions
Washington
pany of America, the Stanley Book- exclusively. The claim is that Vita-

—

have purchased a 50% interest in
Grauman's Million Dollar theater at ing Corp. and Jules E. Mastbaum graph at one time did the very thing
demands of exhibitors.
Broadway and Third. It is expected have filed their answers to the amend- that it now accuses Famous Playthat instead of straight pictures there ed complaint of the Federal Trade ers of.
Famous
(Continued on page 2)
will be a combination policy of vaud- Commission against them,
Players and others.
Jacobs to Star Hughes
eville and films.
One interesting paragraph reads as
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Contract Expires May, 1925
follows:
Arthur Jacobs has
Hollywood
Despite published reports, it is
paragraph
of
4,
allegations
"The
of
statement from Alice Brady says
A
one
signed Lloyd Hughes to play
understood that the relations between
far as they refer +o these respond- that she is under contract to Faso
.he parts in "Terwillis er."
Players
Sid Grauman and Famous
ents, are admitted, except that if the mous Players until May, 1925, and
are the friendliest, and that the 50%
respondent, Jules Mastbaum, is in- that that company has loaned her
in
Harris
and
Ackerman
of
purchase
tended to be described as in any sense services to Charles Frohman, Inc.,
After "Humming Bird"
the Million Dollar theater was negotia majority stockholder of Stanley in accordance with its contract rights.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ated with the full knowledge and acCompany of America, that descripthat
says
Times
are
The*
Los Angeles—
quiesence of Famous Players who
ris

—

r

bidding

for

Humming

Maude

Bird"

is

Fulton's
active

"The

Richard BarthelErnest Shipman,
mess, Hope Hampton and Metro are
ill

after

interested in the

and that

it.

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle— F. V. Chamberlin has just
eft for the Far East, where as presilent of Dragon Film Co., he will
nake films entirely for the Chinese
Chinese in every detail. He
)eople.
organize a staff of Chinese
will
scenario writers, directors

nen.

and camera

properties.

tion

THE FILM DAILY)

Plans are being discussed
Seattle
for a booking combine, composed of
Omak, Chelan and
in
exhibitors
Okanogan, to increase efficiency and
reduce expense of shipping. Present
arrangements call for buying six

Mentioned promahead.
inently in connection with the plan
are C. P. Scates, R. A. Kelsey and
A meeting is
Mrs. R. E. Culp.
scheduled for early in June.

months

is

O

incorrect."
(Continued on Page

Educ'l Files

3)

Washington Seeks 10% Tax
THE FILM DAILY)
Olympia, Wash.— Over two hun-

Northwest Booking Combine
(Special to

Chamberlin Off for China

Grauman

(Continued on Page

(Special to

exhibitors and exchange men
a special train in Seattle,
under direction of L. O. Lukan, president of the Allied Amusement interests, and traveled to Olympia to
enter a protest against the proposed
10% state tax on admissions. The
so the
bill has not come tip yet, and
outcome is still doubtful. However,

dred

made up

measure proposing
tax was defeated.
a

a state

(Special to

Damage

Suit

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Educational

has

filed

a suit for $100,000 damages and seeks
an injunction to restrain S. M. Herzig
from producing or selling Coue picEducational claims that they
tures
control the sole rights to films of that

kind.

S M. Herzig is the producer of
"Day by Day," a picture dealing with
the Coue method of autosuggestion,

Metroincome which played at Grauman's
politan, Los Angeles, recently.

THE

3&*\
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DAILV

out every Vitagraph account you can

Denies Charges
(Continued from

Another portion
with
No 61
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Monday, March

5,

1923

Prices Cents

the

Page

of the

1)

•

answer deals

earnings of Vitagraph.

alleged by

It

Famous

Players that the
Copyright 1*23, VVid's Film and Film Folks
earnings of Vitagraph in 1916 were
Inc., 1'ulil.shed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. V., bv WID'S FILMS and one sixth of the earnings for 1913,
is

FILM FOLKS.

INC.

due to the fact that theii earnings
were immediately cut by the breaking
up of the old General Film Co., of
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
which they were a part and which the
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms Postage free) United States. Outside government sued successfully under
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign the Sherman Act as a trust in 1913
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM and that Famous Players could not be
DAILY, 7173 West 44th St., New York, held responsible for this, because the
N Y
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter E. Greene, Famous Players-Lasky Corp. was not
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood
formed until 1916.
1603.
Damienberg,

Joseph

and

Editor;
j. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second class matter May 21, 1918,
President

irrespective of the terms you
may have to make, just so you cancel
the contract and get them out of
As long as they insist on
the way.
Vitaa fight, let's give it to them."
graph in its complaint gave as one
of the reasons for it's drop in weekly
business to a $22,000 loss which confind,

(

1923

5,

Women will love him
Men will envy him !

!

tinued for about 40 weeks, this letter.
claims that this letter
was sent to Wilson by Kent because
Vitagraph had deliberately entered
upon a campaign to discredit and unfairly compete with Famous Players

The answer

in

every manner possible.

William M. Seabury, attorney for
Vitagraph, could not be reached for
on Saturday.

a statement

—

— Irving Mack, 802
Wabash Ave.
London — Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter,
Shaftesbury
Chicago Representative

S.

53a

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Central
European Representative

—

Rue de

—

Interna(Czecho-Slo-

tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenrelsplatz.

.

.

19^4

...

195/6

World

if

the Vita-

graph earnings dropped it was because of the company's product and
not because of any alleged monopoly
on the part of Famous Players and

Close

Salts

alleges that in the long

8974

4,000
1,700

Not

quoted

appearing in the Film Year Book
which express the ideas of photoplay

6^

4,000

19^

1,300

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

the reply to indicate that

in

H2J4

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

quoted

is

its

exploitation activities to Mexico City.
E. E. Shauer has appointed Leon J.
Bamberger, assistant manager of exploitation, as Mexico City represen

OMiLLAEMMLEJwi

JACK LONDON'S

tative.

FAMOUS

DftANATIC

STORY

Johnson to Make Two Reelers
the other defendants named by the
Tefft Johnson has been signed t
plaintiff.
That portion of the answer
direct a series of 12 two reel come

Q«Quotations
High
Low
East. Kod. 112*4 111*6
F. P.-L.
89K 89
do pfd
G'wyn ...
6ys
6J4

The Film Year Book

Bamberger Goes to Mexico
Famous Players has extended

list

of features

editors on the ten best pictures of
1922, not one produced by Vitagraph

REGINALD
DENNY
A HOBART HENLEY

Raymond, for
dies, starring Jack
Gerret ElsArchie Comedies, Inc.
den Fort will write the continuities
A. D. Robertson is president and
Grace Anderson secretary.

mentioned.
In connection with the points raised
over "The Little Minister," Famous
Players alleges that Vitagraph at-

PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

is

tempted to

I

jtfsCAlfredlunt

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

the company an old
version of the Barrie story, produced
Springfield,
111.
Assoc.
Booking in either 1912 or 1913 for $60,000 and
that when Famous Players refused
St.
Louis.
Co.,
Capital, $2,000.
to consider the purchase at that figAlbany Flower Garden Amuse- ure, the price was reduced to $20,000
ment Co., Brooklyn. Capital $5,000. and then to $10,000. It is further alIncorporators G. D. Shapiro and H. leged that the original picture cost
Perfect Audience Picture
about $8,000 to produce and that
C. Bernheim.
when Vitagraph discovered Famous
SALE
STUDIO
Players would not buy it, Vitagraph
Albany Luxor
Pictures
Corp.,
IN
Manhattan. Capital $50,000. Incor- then rushed another picture in proporators, R. Mendez and S. J. Barron. duction and hastened its release to Equipped with Cooper Hewitts, hard
Cost $65,000.00,
compete with the Famous Players' and spot lights.
Attorney, L. E. Schlecter.
Easy payversion. Famous Players also claims will sell for $35,000.00.
Albany Dehnan Film Corp., Man- that although there was no copyright ments.
hattan.
Capital $5,000.
Incorpora- on "The Little Minister" in this H. J. Klutho, Owner, R. 401 St. James
tors, R. Adelman, F. Levine and B. country, it payed Sir James Barrie,
Bldg., Jacksonville, Florida.
Goldblatt. Attorney, A, Greenberg. the author, a certain royalty on their
photoplay, while Vitagraph did not.
Dover,
Del.
In this connection, the reply emPhotoplay Finance
Corp., Capital $100,000.
Incorpora- bodies an advertisement appearing on
tors, W. Johnson, A. D. Robertson April 23,
1921, in this publication,
and G. P. Johnson. Attorney, U. S. then known as Wid's Daily in which :.:
Corporation Co.
Vitagraph said.

Incorporations

am

Iris

sell to

Film Exchange

JOHN

—

PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

—

The

FOR
FLORIDA

—
—

—

BY THE AUTHOR OF

THE CHRISTIAN
The Bondman
The White Prophet
The Scapegoat

SIR

INTERNATIONAL NOVELS
Translated into French, Qerman, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish. Russian, Finnish, Qreek,
Bohemian, Roumanian, J^pantse, etc.

©tljello

—

Albany Public Opinion Pictures,
Manhattan.
Capital $5,000.
Incorporators H. W. Schall, C. Wolf and
M. Parsons. Attorneys, Bickerton,
Wittenberg & Fleisher.

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS

FREE at your
Educational Exchange
for this

rtOOEO

"ad"

ATTRACTION

.•,

A HULA HONEYMOON
Christie* Comodu
WITH
HENRY MURDOCH
'

"

TWO PEELS

c/ joy mflQE 'N

HONOLULU

"The undersigned,

Company

the

Vitagraph
hereby an-

" 'Othello' is presented with all
of the splendor and with all of

of America, Inc.,
nounces that it is the sole owner of
the motion picture
rights
for
the
world in and to the book and dramatic composition entitled 'The Little Minister,' by J. M. Barrie, and
that it will take all necessary legal
measures to prevent any infringement

the enormous gatherings
distinguish the foreign productions. Superbly acted with Emil
Jannings in the title role.
wonderful production."
Harriette Underhill,
N. Y. Tribune.

A

Now

The answer

It is admitted that Sidney R. Kent
wrote the letter Vitagraph alleged he
did to M. S. Wilson, sales manager
for Paramount in Denver.
In this
communication,
Vitaeraph
quoted

Kent

as

instructing

Wilson "to kick

Available For Pictures
Also other Plays and Novels

by Famous Authors
:.:

.
which

of those rights."

alleges that the advertisement was a misstatement of fact,
since there existed no copyright on
"The Little Minister" in this country.

HALL CAINE'S

:.:

The H. K.

j;
*.t

Fly

Company

Scenario Department

J.:

9 Barrow

i.t

St.,

#

New York

Telephone, Spring 53 16
i.t
:.:

M
}.:

at the

Mr. Exhibitor:
:.:

fCr tterton
v

Ask Your Film Company

:.:

:.:

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET

i.t

(Pat. Applied For)

:.:

:|

United States and Canadian rights controlled by

\{

if

DAVID P. HOW ELLS
IMPORT FILM

i\

729 Seventh Avenue

it

and EXPORT &
CO., Inc.
New York City

v>
....**>>>..*>>..».>>*>*

for the

::

means more

to you than anj
It is the cue sheei
other accessory.
musically perfect
that
insures
a
picture presentation.
It

?

THE
Monday March

1923

5,

Bomb

Stanley Answers
from

(Continued

Page

Charges Dismissed

(Special to

Illlllllllllllllllil

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—Judge John B. Gordon has
dismissed charges against James McNab and Norman Williams, who were
if paragraph 5, and declares none of
charged with the placing of chemical
hem has entered into any contro- bombs in a leading theater last Ocversy or confederation with any other tober, on the grounds of insufficient
The men are Danz' emespondent "to hinder competition in evidence.

The answer

1)

denies the allegations

he production, distribution or exhibiion of motion picture films, or to

monopolize or attempt to monopolize the motion picindustry."

I

"We

to say:

do not believe that Famous

Corp. ever concealed
ts interest in Realart Corp.
"We deny that we ever entered into
my program of acquiring or controltig motion picture theaters throughout the United States, or of competing or coercing exhibitors to book
i?layers-Lasky

,nd exhibit any particular motion picure films, or of inducing or compel-

exhibitors to book any 'block'
As a matter of fact, Stanif films.
ey Company of America did not even
the years 1918 nor until
in
acist
ing

—

Memphis A drastic censorship
is
now before the Legislature.
One of the extreme features is a re-

Screen
Star

uly, 1919.

"Indeed, from the standpoint of
hese respondents it would be a misortune for any particular Producing
"ompany to be able to control the
idustry, as fair competition is necssary in order to maintain high
tandards of production and fair
[ealing between oroducers and exhave not acquired or
dbitors.
ontrolled, or attempted to acquire
>lion picture theaters
r control any

viewing charge of $50 a picture without regard to its length. This means
that short reels of all kinds would be
subject to the same fee to be exacted
of
features.
Another
drastic
clause provides for a 5% tax on the
gross income of theaters to be paid
as "a privilege tax for exhibiting
films censored by the Tennessee censor board."

5%

16%

of their gross income.

increases this to over

j

?

This

21%.

Non-theatrical
films
cannot
be
shown without a permit, costing $10,
secured from the commission, which
will be composed of nine members,
receiving an aggregate salary of $19,800 a year.

|
|

m

by coercion or intimidation, and have |
not used the means and methods
specified in paragraph 10, or any of I
them, or any other ui.lawful means
or methods to that end."
m\

A

Whose
1923

TIP

Watch

for the

which

merits

FOR EXHIBITORS
name
the

of this sensational feature

indorsement of

TWENTY

MILLION AMERICAN WOMEN.
goes.

Special

| Is

_

We

13

p
j

At present exhibitors in the state
pay a total of 13 taxes amounting to
over

DOUG OR MAR Y G UILTT

Famous
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bill

The answer goes on

IS

A

Drastic Measure in Tenn.
(Special to

SPILLED THE BEANS?

Ask

ployees.

ontrol, dominate,

lure

WHO

It's

one of the biggest box

And

that

office bets of

the year.

Now

GUESS

Ready
For

WHO

SPILLED

THE BEANS

Release

(to be continued in

our next)

THE SUPER 39

DOROTHY DALTON

in

"Fog Bound"
Scenario by Paul Dickey

By Jack Bechdolt

An

Irvin Willat Production
Released July 15th

A

Directed by Irvin Willat, the master of
melodrama, with a great cast including
David Powell, Maurice Costello and Martha

great big melodramatic story built for
The star
and heart-throbs.
thrills

never had a role richer

in

emotional possir

Mansfield.

bilities.

No

2

No.
No.
No.
No.

3

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

m

4
5

6
7

8
9

"Dark

Secret*."

"My Amenc»D Wife."
"Drum» of Fate."
"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."

11
12

"Adam and Eva."
"Racing HearU"
"The Nth Commandment
"Mr Billing! Spend* Hi» Dime"

13

"The' Glimpses of the

14
15
16

"The Leopardess."
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

10

17

Moon."

™ FAMOUS PLAYERS-1ASKY CORPORATION
1

AOOLDH ZUKOR.

o..,.„,. t

.

No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 26
No. 27
No. 28.
No. 29
No. 30
No. 31
No. 32

(2 (paramount Qidure

"Prodigal

Daughters."

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."
"Hollywood."
"White Heat."
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
"Only 38."

"The
"The

Exciters."
Women with
"Children of Jazz."

WATCH

THIS
SPACE

TOMORROW
FOR

Four Faces.

No. 34

"

,

THE

•<MH

Monday March

DAILV

Buy Half
and

the

downtown

in

Famous

Angeles,

1)

with the Metropolitan

Rialto

Players

are

Los
very

well representicl, and that the Million
Dollar theater could easily be diverted

another form of entertainment
impairing the interests of

to

without

Grauman

either

Famous

or

Players.

A

Paramount official Saturday decried reports which indicated that

Grauman and Famous Players had
The reports stressed the point
split.
that

now

Sol Lesser and associates were
As a
tied Up with Grauman.

matter of fact, Lesser and Grauman
have a working arrangement coverIt
ing the situation in Hollywood.
50%
owns
a
Lesser
that
fact
also
a
is
interest
ater,

the

in

new Hollywood

Grauman

with

remaining

On Broadway

Interest

(Continued from Page
It is felt that

thecontrolling the

interest.

to

(Special

St.

to Build in St. Louis

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—William Goldman, form-

director of the Missouri,
erect a $1,000,000 theater to be
known as Goldman's St. Louis Theater at Grand and Delmar Blvds.,
north of the Missouri and Grand
Central theaters. The hoi se will seat
3,000 and will open Sept. 1st.
er

managing

will

Recently Goldma:-. purchased the
Kings, which is being remodeled and

"When Knighthood

West 52nd

106

ments."

New York

Thursday— "The Bishop of Ozark."
Friday— "The Bolted Door" and

Woman
—

was

in

Flower"

JOHN DUER SCOTT

in

"The

COAf/AfC/

See our work on

in

Street

3*D OF THE

City

6 BOX OFFICE

Telephone Circle 7872

Chains."

in

WINNERS

"Stormswept
Sunday— "Hearts Aflame."
—
Big Game
Lyric "Hunting
Africa."
—
Spends His
Billings
Rialto "Mr.
Saturday

\\\

in

Dime."
Rivoli— "Adam's Rib."

CADWALLADER

C. L.
Art Director

Strand— "The Pilgrim."

Current Releases
"Java Head"
"Back Home and Broke"

—

Cameo— "Down

Eastern Studios

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

Next Week
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand "Robin Hood."

to the Sea in Ships."
Capitol "Jazzmania."
Wagon"
Covered
Criterion "The

—
—
opens Mar.
—
Big Game
Lyric "Hunting
Africa."
— "The Leopardess."
Rialto
Rivoli— Adam's Rib."
—
Strand "Brass."
15.

in

ffafiadetSM

m

44RI
The
Co.

decorated.

MOTION PIC1URE COLORING

This Week
— "Secrets
— of Paris."
Brooklyn Strand "Robin Hood."
Ships."
Cameo— "Down to the Sea
—
Capitol "Mad Love."
—
Criterion "Othello."
—
Loew's New York— Today "Java
Head."
Jewels."
Tuesday — "A Million
Wednesday — "Brass Command-

Broadway

—

Goldman

1923

5,

is

elt

Properly Present Your Photoplay

British & Continental Trading
now located at 145 W. 45th St.

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHTS
To Be

EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—

Successful

You must constantly know how you
stand so as to be able to plan the
development of your business.

We can help you.
W. A. FLEMING &

I

am

ture

make somebody's

trying to
better

and

better.

How

ENLARGEMENTS
of

about

Motion

Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

yours?

LESLEY MASON

W.

Bryant 4741

729 7th Ave.

J.

302 E. 33d St.

CO.

B
A

pic-

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

Accountants and Business
Advisors
Tel. Longacre 9074
Fifth
Ave.
452

A E R
resuhful advertising and publicity
service at a reasonable cost.

Phone Bryant 6763

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broadnvay

Loeiv Bldg.

Public

N

EGATI

V E

WA NTE

Bryant 5741

LOUIS

D

MEYER

Accidents, etc.
Sunsets
Subjects of an extraordinary

Sunrises,

Any

CHARLES WALTON
Personal Representative
Serving the Best

Motion Pictures

in

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y.

C

nature.

What have you?

CRAFTSMEN FILM

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower St.
Phone 436572

Hollywood,

Calif.

251

^EST

19 th STREET

LABS.

THE

7620-7461

Barnes Printing Company

For-

I

Increased

ILLUSTRATIONS

BILL PAUSE
W.

44th St.

c.

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

LAYOUTS
LETTERING

71

n

Van. 4551

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs, etc.

"We Never Disappoint"
229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

City
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Why The

Second Year

rlays In

Change?

ounds Out First and Starts New
One on Eve of New York Battle
For Repeal of Censorship

Local Exhibitors Charge Cohen With

Will H. Hays -esterday completed
first year as president of the Moon Picture Producers and DistriMr. Hays'
utors. Inc. of America.

Some of
who have

Bad Faith— Say He Agreed

the T. O. C. C. and those
followed the progress of
the negotiations leading toward the
completion of the uniform contract
are frankly wondering why Sydney
S. Cohen changed his attitude and

is

became

Diitract

f

effective

on March

1922, a Sunday, but took possession
his office on the next day.

what prompted him to inform Will
H. Hays that the M. P. T. O. could

Perhaps the outstanding event of
lat

year,

lm

men

as

ifjerendum

no longer continue negotiations.
Those exhibitors do not care to permit themselves to be quoted but they
say they would like to know from
Mr. Cohen why he had verbally
agreed to 17 of the 21 clauses embodied in the uniform contract as it
now stands, why he took no pronounced exception to the remaining
four and now finds that there are a

number of
Massachusetts
the
the citizens of that

seen by a

was

when

emphatically expressed
opposition to censorship. It is
nown that some of the officials of
le Hays organization feel that the
,av State action was the high light

most

:ate

leir

f

to

17 Clauses of Contract

the year. The referendum had a
(Continued on Page 5)

number

points
involved
that
of
threaten the interests of the members
of the M. P. T. O.

Kolker Signs With Ideal
understood that Henry Kol-

(Continued on page 2)

a contract to direct
Ideals Films, Ltd., in

signed

er has
jictures

for

England.

Washington Tax Killed
THE FILM DAILY)
Olympia, Wash. Senate Bill No.
134, the proposed 10% tax on the(Special to

"This Side of Paradise"
"This Side of Paradise," by F.
Scott Fitzgerald has been purchased
The author is
.y Famous Players.

^e- Vamping

A

pip of a scene from
comedy from the story

Johnny Hines' latest, "Luck," a C. C. Burr meloby Jackson Gregory with the best set of titles

Ralph Spence ever wrote.

e-vamping the story for picturization

—Advt.

—

admissions, has been killed in
committee. The action was endorsed

ater
in

the Senate.

mrposes.

Schenck Signs Sullivan
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Joseph M. Schenck
las signed C. Gardner Sullivan who
scripts
ivill write stories and prepare
or Constance Talmadge.

Activity

(Special to

Hearing Today
Dpen Discussion on Censorship Repeal Bill Will Be Attended by
Large Exhibitor Delegation

The interest of the industry today
:enters in Albany where there will be
open hearing on the censorship

in

epeal
r.

A

bill.

O. C. C.

large

members

delegation
left

of

Grand Cen-

special cars this morning
o lend their moral support to the
•peakers for the repeal of the ClaytonLusk law.
Contrary to the impression created
York dailies, the Hays
)y the
)ffice will not have a representative
Presumably in order not to
>resent.
et the censorship advocates learn who
ral

in

two

New

vould sneak today, there was no information obtainable yesterday regarding those who would act on be-

There was a
neeting last night at which the list
)f speakers was finally drawn up and
he changes in the original list gone
lalf

of

the

industry.

over in order to make it as
iccurate as possible.
(Continued on page 2)

nearly

more going on in production in Hollywood at this
moment than at any time since the boom period of 1919. Everybody is happy. Casting agents are having their troubles finding
There

is

the right kind of people and prices for all kinds of help are soarProducers are complaining bitterly of the cost of producing.
tion.
Several of them are outspoken and insist that the actions
of several independent producers have had much to do with this.
But others argue that it is simply a natural condition due to the
increased production. Be that as it may, there is a tremendous
At Goldwyn last week there
lot of activity around the studios.
workers busy. This, exother
and
were over 1,000 carpenters
were at work.
companies
Eight
professionals.
clusive of the
studios.
other
all
of
the
And so it goes at
interesting development of this is the activity of
At the Fine Arts 14 companies
the so called independents.
Halperin, High Dierker, Finis
Victor
are at work including
Elfelt, Jess Robbins and othClifford
Fox, "Big Boy" Williams,
For Sale" is in its 11th
"Souls
Hughes'
ers. At Goldwyn Rupert

The most

'

week. They had a big bonfire there a few nights ago when
Hughes shot the burning of an immense circus tent and several
were injured. It was a big sight. Neilan is in his eighth week
on "The Eternal Three." Other productions in work include
"Three Wise Fools," "Red Lights," directed by Badger. "Mcin
Teague," Charley Brabin, who will handle Corinne Griffith
(Continued on Page

4)

Uniform Distributing Contract
Richard
from
story
press
Thomas Prod., now working at the
Hollywood studio on the coast states

A

that Thomas is urging a uniform contract between independent producers
and distributors to rid the field of
evils in that direction.

F. P. Signs Willat
has signed Irvin
Willat for a year, during which time
he will direct four or five pictures.
He is at present in Florida working on
a Dorothy Dalton subject, following

Famous Players

which he will direct
"White Heat."

Tom

Meighan

in

Stardom Soon for Miss La Marr
Before many months, it is understood Barbara La Marr will have
She is
signed a starring contract.
under personal contract to Arthur H.

Sawyer, of S-L Pictures,

who

is

at

present "farming" her out to various
producers on the coast.

Signs Bellamy for Three Years
Ince has signed Madge

Thomas H.

Bellamy for three more years. He
plans to star her in a series of features including at least one Ince
Miss Bellamy has
special a year.
finished two pictures for Regal Pictures for release through Associated
Exhibitors, Irr.

ji
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Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.
do pf d

G'wyn

113^

.

89K

...

6K

.

112)4 113
88^ 89

2,500

700

Not quoted

6%

6%

2,000

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

Close

..

19%

19^

1974

2,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Lee Moran Buys Lardner Stories
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Lee Moran has purchased the Ring Lardner series of

—

baseball stories, to be made at Universal City in two-reels each. Lardner will come here shortly to assist in
the title writing and final editing of
the pictures.

1)

made

that although
Cohen and his attorney, Francis Gilbert did not agree in writing to any
of the clauses in the uniform contract, they did agree verbally to 17
paragraphs. It is further said that of
the remaining four, the objections
raised did not involve the principle
but the phraseology only.
There is some interest in learning
what Cohen meant in his letter to
is

Hays when he

said:

"We

expect to demonstrate shortly
that there are some producers and
distributor^ within the industry independent of your organization who
are sufficiently far-sighted to realize
that this business cannot be benefited
by a continued disregard of the principles of right or wrong, of fair or
unfair dealing with the theater owners, and that they owe to our public
and to our industry a code of practice
and a standard as fair and honorable
as that used in any other business."
An effort made to reach Cohen for
a statement yesterday failed.

Smith Back
Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph has
returned from the coast where he arranged the schedule of coming proGrainger Visiting More Exchanges
James R. Grainger is now on his
way East from the coast. He will
visit a number of Goldwyn exchanges
and is due in New York about the

THE

SPICE

(Special to

Los

for Vitagraph

— William

*

V#V#V#V#V#V#V#VwV»V#*VV#4
:.:

©tftello

:.:

J.t

i.t

:.:

if
if
if

::
::

magnificent."—

Phone— Beekman

IEAU

SEHVIOS

Boynton, John Spargo, Al. Harstn, Mr.
Blinderman, Jack Schwartz, Harry Buxbaum,
Goldstein, William Small and Samuel
J. J.
I.

Berman.

Goldburg Back
Jesse J. Goldburg is back from a
trip to the coast where he arranged
for the production

of

119 Fulton St

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

three features

Francisco and a series in
Release will be
Beaverton, Ore.
through Independent Pictures Corp.
in

9091

San

STUDIO FOR SALE
IN FLORIDA
Equipped with Cooper Hewitts, hare
Cost $65,000.00.
and spot lights.
will

Corporation

Film

announces that
ation, a

it

has in prepar-

photoplay

sell

for

$35,000.00.

Easy

ments.
H. J. Klutho, Owner, R. 401

St.

pay-

James

Bldg., Jacksonville, Florida.

titled

^Alfredlant
STREET

last picture for Vitagraph will be
"Terrible Terry."
He then goes to
Universal to make serials.

R. C. Fox Resigns
Richard C. Fox has resigned as

Titles

and

been

all

other rights have

fully protected.

The PerfectAudience Picture
TRUART FILM CORP.
M. H.

HOFFMAN,

Vice-Pres.

and Gen'l Manager
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Her Head said "No"
Her Heartlsaid "Yes"
What Happened ?

AT YOUR SERVICE
AN'

:.:

Eve. Globe.

:.:

:.:

:t

t.t

1

PHOTO-ENGRAVING
1587-1589

i

CUTS, MATS, STEREOS, ELECTROS,

if

8
g
if

Now

at the

Cr tterton

:.:
:.:

B
•
United States and Canadian rights controlled by
and
EXPORT
&
8
DAVID P. HOWELLS
IMPORT FILM

8
8

Raives, Max Miller, Jacob Goldberg,
Chas.
Steiner,
Charles
Pollak,
Rudolph Sanders, Leo Brecher,
O'Reilly,
Louis F. Blumenthal, A. H. Eisenstadt, Al.
Friedlander, S. A. Moross, William Brandt,
Benj. Sherman, Fred Mitchel, M. J. Walsh,
Jos. Jame, Adolph Barr, Max Barr, Bernard 'Edelhertz, William Landau, Bernard
Grob, Benj. Knobel, David Weinstock, Jos.
Weinstock, Samuel Rinzler, Louis Nelson,
Charles Goldreyer, Samuel Zierler, Henry
Suchman, J. Whitman, E. H. Behrend, Larry
Sol.

Herman

:.:

:.:

\

licenses.

C. C. include:

:.:

::

t

Priva

-4

}.:

tf
if
if
if
if

—The

s
:.:

" 'Othello'

Mo.

Corporations Committee of the Mi
souri House has voted to kill t)
chain-store bill, designed to legisla
out of existence chain stores, restau
in
Missou
theaters,
etc.,
ants,
through a system of exhorbitai

•
:.:

:.:

City,

Jefferson

Bill Killed

THE FILM DAILY)

Duncan's

His duties have
been taken over by William P. Gray
Fox is at the
of Lewiston, Maine.
Astor for a few days.

:.:

:.:

of

go

through the Senate without any great
degree of trouble but that the Assembly may thwart the measure in
view of the fact that it is primarily
Republican. Those who have made
their reservations through the T. O.

quarters in Boston.

:.:

i.t

(Special to

AND BROADWAY"
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Angeles

district
manager of New
England Theaters, Inc. with head-

OF THE PROGRAM"

8

seems

" FORTY-SECOND

15th.

division

(((&cLLcaticrrui£ U^ctuAiu)

(Continued from Page 1)
to be the consensus
(.pinion that the repeal bill will
It

Truart

ductions.

One More

Adverse Theater

Hearing Today

Change?

(Continued from Page

claim
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ART WORK

PHONE, BRYANT

N.Y.

8^44-8^45

carllaEmmle'3".!/,

JACK LONDON'S
FAMOUS DRAMATIC STORY

WITH

Inc.

New York

BROADWAY,

City

ft

.

REGINALD
DENNy
A HOBART HENLEY
PRODUCTION
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Breaks Record !
Beats Capitol Theatre
attendance receipts of
Robin Hood" and" Passion
THE BIGGEST BUSINESS
IN NEW YORK'S HISTORY!

Pola Negri in

"MAD LOVE"

if

'The throngs which stood six deep swinging away a block and
a half down Broadway with their eyes upon the lobby of the
Capitol Theatre at 6 o'clock last night constituted, we thought,
something that resembled a kind of Pola expedition.

mark

any motion picture player to
be able to fill the gigantic Capitol and congest Broadway outside.
And there is no hesitancy on our part in saying that at the moment
Miss Negri is unquestionably the most popular woman screen player
in the world.
As a cinema play "asset" there's no one to touch
her.
Of course, her title writer and bedroom decorator are great
little helps.
"Mad Love," we believe, is a play far superior
to "Passion."
It

is

a

of rare distinction for

Quinn Martin, N.

Exhibitors

This

!

is

a rare opportunity.

talked-of star in the world. She admits
screen success.

Y.

World

Pola Negri

"Mad Love" is

is the

her "unparalleled

"

Distributed by

most-

GOLDWYN

—
THE

Till

-2&a

DAILY

utiiuicd

(Special

Albany.

from Page 1)

Corp.,

Y.-*-Luxor Pictures
have incor-

N.

of

porated with $50,000 capitalization.

ing there.

Hodkinson In Portland, Ore.
(Special to THE FILM UAILV)
Hodkinson has
Portland, Ore.
opened an exchange at 392 Burnside
St., with C. H. Code, Oregon rep-

At Famous-Lasky, Fitzmaurice

is

finishing

"The Cheat."

on "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Jimmy Cruze is
on "Hollywood," Herb Brenon is working with Betty Compson
on "The Rustle of Silk" and Walter Hiers is on "Sixty Cents
an Hour." The Melford company arrived this week from the
East and had great difficulty in finding places to sleep. Never
in years has the town been so crowded with tourists.
is

AT UNITED
First National has its units well under way.
Earl Hudson
will be on the job for the company and will act as a sort of production manager. At present he is just organizing. First National will have a number of units at work shortly. At present
Walton Tully will finish "Trilby," started in Paris; James Young

working on "Wandering Daughters" and Eddie Carewe
busy with "The Girl of the Golden West." Arthur Jacobs
hustling on "Terwilligcr" and the Talmadge girls are resting
between production.
is

At Universal City
is

watching the development

of

resentative, in

charge.

Northwest Weather Normal
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Seattle
Weather conditions have
again reached normal, after experiencing one of the heaviest storms on
Shiprecord for this time of year.
ping was paralyzed and many of the
smaller towns closed their houses unRig pictures,
til
the spell was over.
the larger localities, suffered sein
verely".

—

'

TO THE TRADE

is

in

Watch

A

work and Carl Laemmle
"The Hunchback of Notre

for the first of
six

of

series

SUPER-FEATURE

one of the big ones
next season. It is running into a big cost. Incidentally at
Universal City they are busy with three serials indicating that
they still believe in the power of the serial as a box office. One
of these it is said will be shown in England and her Colonies
only and will never be seen in the States. Unusual and intering idea.

COLUMBIA PRODUCTIONS

At Fox seven feature units are at work and five comedy
units.
Warners are finishing "Main Street" which promises to
be another big attraction, and Harry Beaumont is working day
and night. Incidentally Beaumont is staging "snow stuff" right
in the studio and is giving Hollywood a treat.
They never have
snow out here. But Beaumont makes it to order.

1600

for

THE GEM OF THE SCREEN
Distributed by

of these.

live independent companies are working at the Hollywood
studios and Charley Ray and Madge Bellamy are busy at the
nee lot. Chaplin is busy with "Public Opinion" featuring
Edna

B.

C.

Broadway

C.

FILM SALES CORP.
New York

EASTMAN

The Schulberg

organization has four pictures in work for
Al Lichtman and Louis Mayer is busy with his units.
Hal
Roach is hustling with five units and while Metro is temporarily
quiet within the next few weeks it is expected that things will
he humming with "Scaramouche" and Jackie Coogan at work
together with the others. On the Century lot four companies
are at work. The Pickford-Fairbanks organization is quiet but
Mary will start shortly on "Rosita," a Spanish story to be directed by Lul.it sch. At R-C four units are at work and at Christie's four companies are going full speed.
Sennett also has several units at work.
"Teddy" the big dog will be featured in one

POSITIVE FILM
•

The

delicate tones

shadow

between highlight and

that skillful exposure has secured in

the negative, are reproduced in their
values

on Eastman Positive Film.

full

It carries

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

I

Purviance and is in his 14th week, and this is only a part of what
going on. All of the smaller studios are loaded with work
and it will he impossible to get studio space for several weeks
IS

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

at least.
out

The big question
Hut

it

sure

is

here in

where is all the money coming from?
big gobs and things are all to the merry.
is:

available in nine colors,

its

length by thewords

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

DANNY.
Opening

W.

in

Ottawa

Plan Astoria, Ore. House

E. Allen in a

wire to this office,
says that "Glengarry School Days"

opened at the Imperial, Ottawa with
line Garon m. king a personal
ap-

pearance.
He says the picture
received enthusiastically.

THE FILM DAILY)
Ore.—Jensen & Von Her-

(Special to

Astoria,

bert have opened a Liberty theater,
to -be

replaced,

was house when

the

it

is

town

said,
is

by a

rebuilt.

temporary structure seats 800.

fine

The

MUM

John.

is

to be

l

1923

—

five units are at

Dame," which, by the way, promises

III

Manhattan

"Six Days." Lambert Hillyer with "The Spoilers" and Seastrom
is getting ready as is Hugo Ballin.
Mae Murray is also work-

Sam Wood

I

6,

Norma Conterno has finished her
contract as leading lady for Al St.

Luxor Pictures Formed
to THE FILM DAILY)

Activity

||

Tuesday, March

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

r

THE
March

Ifuesday,

6,
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Hays

Louis Backers

St.

Wm.

o Finance
First Picture
to

—

(Continued from Page

of encouraging angles

lot

New York

in
(Special

Christy Cabanne

Would be Made

Year

In Second
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1)

which did

considerable good, in view of the fact
that it was a decisive move on the
part of the American public.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

I

Louis William Christy CabanJudging from a film angle purely,
has interested St. Louis business
i
good many feel that the creation of
en in a $250,000 trust estate to pro- a
the uniform contract was the importIf the
uce a picture in New York.
ant
deed. It is true that the conCabanne
is
successful,
roduction
He tract has not had a real chance to
ans to open a studio here.
show how it will work out actually,
ated a few days ago that $88,000 of
but the impression seems to be that
has been subscribed and
le stock
function satisfactorily and
it
will
negotiations
in
complete
hopes
to
e
actual operation, point out
through
me to start production May 1st.
the impracticable phases.
The trust agreement provides that
The Hays office feels that it has
abanne's life is to be insured for
gotten its "better pictures" program
have
shall
The
trustees
250,000.
managing the enter- definitely under way and that the
St.

ole

power
It

rise.

in
will be

known

am

Thumb

The

Crystal,

48

E.

14th

I

lamaged by fire on Sunday. Loss
heater and adjoining property is esti-

to

mated at $100,000.

(Special to

Louis

that

JOB FOR PINKERTON

St.

Is

on the North Grand
Loaned to Vitagraph
theater and airdome and the Zelphia
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Airdome, owned by Fred Warner.
Los Angeles B. P. Schulberg has The theater's franchise in First Naloaned Victor Schertzinger to Vita- tional has been transferred to the
The company is said
;raph to direct Alice Calhoun in "The New Lindell.
Emerson to be dickering for other North St.
Next Door," an
,vlan

WOMEN.

French criminologist, insisted

revealed in finger prints.

is

tremendous

gifts in a

This

photoplay that

TWENTY MILLION AMERICAN
Watch

for the

name.

GUESS WHOSE THUMB PRINTS
AND SOLVE A MYSTERI^

Ready
For

—

character

appeals to

Now

great

the

star displays

1923
Special
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—The

A

Whose

a 10-year lease

:

Star

Bertillon,

Louis Amusement Co., controlled by Spyros P.
Skouras and his brothers, has taken
St.

THUMB PRINTS

?•

Skouras Adds to Chain

was

St.,

YOU GUESS THESE

Screen

present releases of its members offer
as the Wilsufficient proof that the plan to elePicMotion
trustees are vate the standards of production was

Damaged

14th St. Theater

IF

Prints
Of a

Christy Cabanne
The
Trust, Ltd.
not mere talk.
"abanne, Col. George W. Goode and
Hays enters his second year in the
Drmer U. S. District Judge Henry
Offices have been opened industry on the eve of the battle in
Priest.
Central National Bank Build- Albany over the repeal of the ceni the
sorship law in New York.
.ire

REWARD!

BIG

Release

(to be continued in

our next)

Louis houses.

iiough story.

THE SUPER 39

BRADY

ALICE

No. 34

in

"The Snow Bride"
Screen Play by Sonya Levien from the story by Sonya Levien and Julie

Heme

Directed by Henry" Kolker

Released July 22nd

A
like

The big thrill is an avalanche which destroys an entire village.
This is one of the
greatest spectacular climaxes ever filmed.
Cast includes Maurice B. Flynn and Mario

Northwest, actually
Unfilmed in far-northern Canada.
any northern story, and in plot an ablove

story

the

of

Majeroni.

solute novelty.

No
No.
No.
No.
No.
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No.
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No.
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No.
No.

No.
No.
No.

No
No

"Dirk Secrets."

"My American
"Drum*

of

Wife."

.

Fate."

"Nobody's Money."
"Adam's Rib."
"Java Head."
"The White Flower."
•}

"Adam and Eva."

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKYCORPORATlONi'Sl
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

"Racing Hearts"

"The Nth Commandment"
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime"
"The Glimpses of the Moou
"The Leopardess.''
"Bella Donna."
"Grumpy."
"The Go-Getter."

a

P-.i.a.-i

,

LS*

S

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28.

"Prodigal

Daughters."

"The Law of the Lawless."
"The Ne'er Do Well."
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine.'
"You Can't Fool Your Wife."
"The Tiger's Claw."
"Sixty Cents an Hour."
"The Rustle of Silk."

"Hollywood."
"White Heat."
"Uluebeard's Eighth Wife."

3.1

"Only 38."
"The Exciters."
"The Women with Four Faces.

32

"i

29

30

33

liildren

of Jazz."

"Fog Bound."
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Newspaper Opinions
"Mad Love" — Goldwyn
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s

Capitol
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\ marking
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So
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.MAIL

very

a

overlook

*

"Mad Love

"

her

in

*

*

"Mr.

f or
b es |

,,,,,

manj

in

i

s' v
ven the bizarre
settings, rises th< transcendent figure of Pola
with that fine tragic mask of a i:a.-<- gleam
with fascination and so full of appeal
I

ruined

-he-

wept sail
expensive gown

an

the salt water.

Lov.e"

places.

TELEGRAM- In "Mad Love," which is
the screen of the Capitol Theater this
week, there may be found warm blooded actum, vibrant beauty and throbbing realil
character, the like of which the silver sheet
has rarely seen.
ot)

1

M

I

I'

S

*

who

Pola

tuos

the

same vibrant,

has made

••ire

away from.

"

"Marl Love"

And
n>
like
:

;

the
tport

,

this

i

I

vivid, vir

Carmen

Barry,

ilu

*

»

real
or,

people

vou

if

*

one of those Sappho stories
are you don'1 lil e that
ind
Hut the odds are that vou will

am

is

i

s

* * really a burlesque
the popular yarns of American heroes in
South American revolutions, a form of ficion which was in vogue a score of years
ago.

MORNING
bulgy

I

one.

TELEGRAPH—He

comedian and
filmdom

He

possibly

is

take

vacant by Roscoe

left

not

is

will

particularly

a
the
Ar-

is

fat.

EVENING JOURNAL — Although

Hiers has
Wl'uekle.

and

points

his

That he

*
is

*
fat,

*

he
has

is

Mr.
not Mr.

an amiable

genial friendliness are undeniable
is.
but he does not have the inimitahle
lannerisms that made the dethroned obese
star a success.
a

The picture
of fun

tion

an agreeably novel concoc-

is

and

(il.OBE— *

plot.

*

*

up

the work in
splendid fashion of proving that a fat man's
a
icity for loving is as great as that of

any other man.

takes

facial

expression,

The

initial vehicle * * * is nothing more
adequate and is not quite up to the
standard of light comedy the Paramount

than
l

George
the book
"Behind
the book

the Screen."
Portions o
are now appearing serialh

Pictorial Review.

in

Back
Los

to United
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(Special to

Angeles

—

Principal Picture;
a deal with United Studic
for the use of several stages there
The old Vidor plant will house par
of
Principal's activities, but mor<
space will be needed.

has

made

ompany has

TIMES—

Does Mr. Hiers land in Arbuckle's place?
And the answer is, He does.
Or rather, he doesn't for he goes beyond
Arbuckle, higher or further, whichever way
you choose to measure his distance.
Mr.
Hiers is a real comedian, which means that
he is an actor.
Arbuckle at his best was
only an amusing clown with a foolish smile.
Hiers, on the other hand, has the smile and
i whole lot more.
He ought to go much
further than Arbuckle ever did.

Legitimate
Propositions Financed

The comedy

in

which he makes

starring appearance

is

—

his

first

any Amount

in

—

It

Will Pay You to
Consult With Us

Confidential

Service

a diverting piece.

TRIBUNE To this reviewer he always
seems commonplace and dull. * * * So far
we are concerned, the star of the picture
is
Jacqueline Logan, who is lovely beyond

Moderate

as

Terms

lescription.

SUN — *

profitable
poration.

*

* his

venture

promotion should prove a
for

the

Paramount Cor-

CHROMOS TRADING

to the N. Y.
will head her

American,

own com-

1207-8

Suite

'Pbone Chelsea 82S4

pany.

set.

"ADAM'S RIB"
feet of especially selected scenes

and magnitude of

The

and

this Cecil B.

art

titles,

depicting the beauty,

drama

DeMille Paramount Picture.

ONLY trailer issued by authority of the producers.

RENTAL PRICE

$15.00

(Refund of $2.50

if

returned within three weeks.)

Special price to subscribers of National
Screen Service $7.50
National Screen Service has created a
special department for
the release of Deluxe trailers on all
future super pictures.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE,
Home

126 W. 46th

St.,

^^
Chicago Office

Office

'

/-»..•

New York

City

732

S.

CO.

1123 Broadway
According
Ann Luther

Ready Now!
Special De Luxe Trailer
200

1923

funny him-

situations very well.

He

has an unusual facility
is
quick to take advantage of a situation, and is an exceptionally
skilful all-round pantomimist.
n

6,

Billings

i

and Camille live on the screen .is
whom you might like to know,

TELEGRAM—*

of

nuzzled martyrdom help him a great deal.
Id worked very quietly in this new film and.
though it was difficult to laugh at him, one
could see what he was up against.

that the audience yesterday almost
in

acknowledge

Lean, he would be perhalps
vliat
melancholy.
However, his facia!
ssions and his invariable demeanor of

Then

n."

when

will

capable of doing.

MAIL—

It is one of the most wholesome
pictures we have seen, with a story that is
highly entertaining.
The laughs arise from
truly humorous incidents which contain not
the slightest suggestion of the slapstick or
the vulgar.

Mar ch

Doran Gets Memoirs
H. Doran Co. has secure^
rights to Samuel Goldwyn','

a

Spends His Dime" self, but by brilliant direction he is placed in
amusing circumstances and is made to appear
F. P.-L.— Rialto
funny.
Speaking of the direction, it must
AMERICAN — He is funny, but principally be said that Wesley Ruggles has handled the

lati

not wl

-

is

many

picture in

e

lecause he

Her acting
s

*

*

*

*

is

;

place in
buckle.

cannot

.,,

studios.

*

i

,

e:

it

*

either.

\l.

i"

!

not

is

it

us.

Negri abundant opportunity to
lisplaj her charms, at the same time censorial
made it necessary to tone down
ontrol

vampire

|

And
vampire picture,

of

Miss

merely

much.
1.

come mighty

which

liever

MORNING TELEGRAPH— "Mad

and

s,

screen

licture

practical!)
all
Foreign
films
directed, as is the casi
with
si .1-

i"

which few

inks -on

'.

1

'!.

Negri
a

tragic story of the romance of the
nch beauty, Liane, is acted feelingly
daringly, with a sure touch and tempo.
things to the emotions of the per-

Negri

ENING WORLD

\

I

i

Walter

comedian
a very, very fat comedian
but his methods are so utterly different from
those of (and we almost wrote the late
Fatty Arbuckle) that there is no comparison.
Walter
Hiers
is
an actor through and
through, and we predict that he will, in the
course of time, make millions laugh.
fat

superior to the screen
are moments of emotional

ing

i

EVENING WORLD—True.

the perfect

"Mad Love." which we

in

Miss

cast

photo-

rood

On

e

"Pas

this

in
a

in

like

*

the whole show.
But
spli ndidly
directed carnival
with mobs and mobs of actors.
far

some

does

gri

*

*

about

just
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WORLD — But
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Play.
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Pola Negri.
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For Pathe Release

Trust Busting
A

Part of Government Policy

mous Players Case One

—Fa-

Hal

Roach's

No

Important Actions

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

—The curbing of

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles In all likelihood, Hal
Roach's feature productions will be
distributed through Pathe, the company that handles all of his short

trusts,

reels.

Roach's venture in the field of long
features is his first.
As noted, the
initial picture will be "The Call of
the Wild," which Fred Jackson is
directing.
Jack Mulhall and Walter
Long have the leading roles. There

be made to apply to all
combination. The meat

trust laws can

of

Go

Schedule

Definite

(Special to

a Government activity initiated by
President Roosevelt, but laid aside
during the war, is again to be taken
up and the Government is "going to
the mat" with two of the largest organizations in the country in an effort
to learn definitely whether the anticases

May

Features

Through That Organization

of the

packers and the moving picture industry have been chosen as the vie-'
tims for the slaughter.
While Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace opens a fight upon the contemplated merger of the Armour and
Morris packing concerns, the Federal

has
been
no
definite
production
schedule drawn up covering features.
They will probably be made as long
as they prove popular.

DANNY.

Trade Commission announces that beginning April 23 it will hold
ings on the complaint against

its

coming from Pathe yesterday regard-

hear-

Famous

ing the above dispatch.

(Continued on Page 2)

Rinehart Story for Jackie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Jackie Coogan's next
picture will be "Long Live the King"

by Mary Roberts Rinehart. It
probably be his first for Metro.

No

Oklahoma

.

THE FILM DAILY)
City

—

The Oklahoma

Theater Owners and Theater Managers' Ass'n at its recent meeting
considered the uniform contract but
did not take any action regarding
adoption.

The Troubles

of

An

Exhibitor
Split Lep.,

names mean anything
la

to your box-office, here are three. Marguerite
Motte, George Fawcett and Ralph Graves, which with this title
"Just Like a Woman" makes a sure money-making combination for any
Advt.
theatre.
It's a Hodkinson Picture.

—

Nev.

Product For

week or so.
agent of the Geographical Film

in the past

An

and wanted me to buy
some stock in his company. Said the
purpose of his concern was to produce
pictures of unusual educational value.
Here are a few of the releases already
released: The Babbling Brooks of
Brooklyn, Three Dates From Dayton. Shooting Snipes in Singapore,
The Correct Way to Snatch a Purse.
Co.

called

Collars in Colorado,

How

to
Make a Sponge Cake Without a
He claimed that the
Sponge, etc.
film rental,
dividends would pay
(Continued on Page 6)

Making

my

Christie

Ind'p'ts

Harry Asher and Sam Grand Close
Deals Federated Exchanges
May Handle Material
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry Asher and
Sam Grand have left for Boston, having completed a number of deals
which involve a considerable amount

—

—

of production.
It is reported that they have taken
over the Chester studio and will produce features there with Elliott Dexter and Bryant Wasl burn. The plans
also include two five reelers featuring

Dear Danny,
Monty Banks and a series of two
I have been busy butchering and
haven't had time to write but now reelers with him. There will also be
Bilthat I'm back in harness once more, a series of Joe Rock comedies.
I want to tell you about a few hap- He Rhodes, it is understood, has been
penings that have happened in Split signed.
Lip

Warner

understood that these producbe released through independent exchanges by Grand, who,
together with Asher. will handle New
England distribution. Federated exchanges in the territories may distribute the product, but this is not

Two

Charles

at all

with

DANNY.
Off for a Visit
Mrs. J. D. Williams sailed for London on Wednesday to visit her familv.
Williams has been confined to his
home for a few davs with bronchitis.

pleasure.

Calls

recent

for

Warner

left for

Returns.

manager

district

Famous Players

New York

in

He visis back from up-state.
Rochester where he booked 35
of the "Super 39" in the Eastman
State

For 20

ited

visit

tc

theater.

not only concerned

While here he ds

cussed the distribution and arranged another contract with E. W. Hammons on behalf of Educational.
The new arrangement calls for 20
two reelers, as provided for under
the present contract covering the
season of 1923-24.
Christie is now
in California preparing the new sched-

Start

Loew House

in

Bronx

Construction has begun on a new
Loew theater at Burnside and Walton Aves; in the Bronx. The theater,
which is expected to be ready by Sept.
1st. will seat 3,000 and will cost about
The house will show mo$750,000.
tion pictures only.

May Use

Films in Court

the pictures
Judge Edward Weil is considering
called for under the existing conshowing of motion pictures
regular
a
and
tract have been completed
dethe West 57th St. police court.
in
livered to Educational.
The other day he showed "Brass" to
ule.

Practically

all

of

Rothacker Out of United

will

certain.

Harry Buxbaum.

Reelers

Christie's

New York was

It is

tions

— Again

— Abe

yesterdav.

Buxbaum

Renews

Signs Another Contract With Educational
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Los Angeles

New York

New York

Starts for

(Special to

will

Action on Contract

(Special to

If

de

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Watterson R. Rothacker
has disposed of his stock in United
Studios, Los Angeles and has resigned from the directorate.
He is
now on his way to Los Angeles.

"Penrod" Sequel for 1st Nat'l
"Penrod and Sam." the seouel to
"Penrod" which J. K. Mac Donald
Prod., will produce in California will
released through First National.

number of men and
were seeking divorces.

a

women who
That show-

ing was so successful that the judge
thing.
is considering it as a regular

Tonight— The Paramount Ball
Tonight's the night. Meaning that
the third annual Paramount ball takes
place this evening at the Commodore.
Ned Wayburn has concentrated a
forty foot stage at one end of the ballso that the performers will be

room

seen by everyone without too
strain.
neck
through
William Beaudine will direct,
It looks like a real party.
arrangement with the Warners.

be

'

I

much

a

;
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from the distribution of "The competition, has secured a virtual control of the moving picture industry in
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Joe Brandt on Tour
Joe Brandt has left on a tour of
he key cities.

10,000

7'Yi

riangle

Myles, form-

B.
erly continuity writer for
Russell, has been awarded a judgment
oi
§3,050 in the Supreme Court.
Myles sued Russell for $2,800, which
v\as the contract price for 14 stories.

1,100
1.100

Not quoted

riffith

— Norbert

Sales

111

89%
97K

..

Close

Melvin Hirsh Back
Mel viii Hirsh, of Awyon, has returned from a trip through the MidHe reports conditions
dle-West.

—

Sacramento, Cal.
fg. Co., Inc.,

Film

General

Los Angeles.

Capital

ture companies is successful, another
era of trust busting will be inaugurated which will be second only to the
famous trust busting campaign of the
late

.00,000.

Dover, Del.

—

Maryland Theater,

Capital $50,000.
are Incorporating Co.)
'ilmington.

Providence,

R.

I.

— Park

(

Abysmal Brute," was a clean,
handsome young giant
from the North Woods
character which was a sensa-

"The
hero
of
Pushers," in such a
a fighter a lover such
role
as the screen never saw before!
.Produced by Carl Laemmle,
Hobart Henley,
directed by
will
make
production
this
screen history!
Leather

—

t

Incorporators^ J.
Woonsocket.
Donohue, C. A. Proulx and George

Greene.

—

pointed general counsel of Preferred
Pictures and the Al Lichtman Corp.

in

Formed
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to

Los Angeles

— Courtland

It

Pictures

is

name of the company that will
Los Angeles Eleanor Coffee and
produce "The Man From Ten Strike"
John Goodrich have been engaged
starring Guy Bates Post.
Cleo Madiadapt the Harold Bell Wright
iO
son has been engaged for the picture.
Principal.

for this

"ad"

FREE

at

your

Edwin Fadman, head of Premier
Films, has sold "The Einstein Theory
of Relativity" to Harold Rodner for
the Metropolitan district, and to S.
& O. Films, San Francisco for the
West Coast.

"Mother McGinn,"

-

(SpeciaHo

Confidential

Service

New

Moderate Terms

Cosmo.

— Frances

Marion

will

CHROMOS TRADING

''The Daughter of Mother
McGinn," a Jack Boyle story which
will be made at the Goldwyn studio
co-direct

for

CO.

1123 Broadway

Cosmopolitan.

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Ckdtea 8284

STUDIO FOR SALE
IN FLORIDA
Equipped with Cooper Hewitts, hard
and spot lights.
Cost $65,000.00,
will sell for $35,000.00.
Easy pay-

AT YOUR SERVICE

ments.
J. Klutho, Owner, R. 401 St. James

H.

Bldg., Jacksonville, Florida.

rcGGEUs'-

COMCDY

A

JACK WHITE

PRODUCTION

PHOTO-ENGRAVING
1587-1589
BROADWAY,

N.Y.

CUTS, MATS, STEREOS, ELECTROS,

ART WORK

PHONE, BRYANT
representative

looking for a furnished private
with reputable concern.

office

Immediate occupancy. Address
K-8, c/o

Will Pay You to
Consult With Us
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Los Angeles

IOLDTIGHT'

New York

any Amount

stories for

DVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
Educational Exchange

be released as a

Legitimate
Propositions Financed

Schwartzman, Lichtman Counsel
Samuel Schwartzman has been ap-

Trenton, N. J.
Jersey Theaters,
Incorporators. J.
c, Jersey City.
McNally, N. Y. and W. F. House
d M. J. Neary, Jersey City.

ATS

to

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

the

Einstein Theory for State Rights

Theater

—

—

Soon

Courtland Pictures

—

Picture Reginald Denny,

famous

the

Theodore Roosevelt.

Special
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tion!

Dela-

).,

'.

to

Jack London's most fa"The
story,
dramatic

cool,

against the so-called trusts.
Aiuch ot the matter involved in these
cases was gathered prior to the war
and it is behev d that had not the war
intervened the cases would have been
brought before this because of the
tact
that
the
companies involved
would have had better opportunity to
further their plans, which it was
necessary to deler until after the war.
it is indicated that if the case against
either the packers or the moving pic-

Will Adapt Wright Stories
(Sptcial

mous

fight

much improved.

Incorporations

—in

The Government, ever since the advent of the present administration,
Wilby
Court
Supreme
sued in the
has been threatening to take up its
i.ain Matthews for $10,000 alleged to
rhe Whaling Film Corp. has been

due lor professional services ren1
dered as attorney from October to
December last, of which only $100
as been paid.

FIGHTER

She

country.

this

(

High

mm*

1)

$1,316

tor

ceipts

Russell maintained that Myles only
submitted six stories that were ap-

Quotations

(Continued from Page

Distributors

The National Exchanges, Inc., a industry covers substantially the same
complaint,
Delaware Corp. has filed a confession points as did the original
Players-Lasky,
that
Famous
alleging
of judgment in the Supreme Court in
through unlawfuul monopolies, comiavor of the James B. Leong Prod.
binations and illegitimate methods o,
as
redue
admitted to be

WIDS

INC.

oicph Dannenbcrg, President and Editor
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manger; J. A.
Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Y., under
t the post office at New York, N.
he act of March 3. 1879.
trmi (Postage free) United States. Outside
4 Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
lonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order,
15.00.
FILM
iddresi all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551 4552-5558.
lollywood, California Walter E. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Pbone. Hollywood

Film

ff

picthe Players-Lasky and other moving
in
default judgment
a
filed
their officers, on the
and
ture
concerns
the
against
Supreme Court for $409
amended complaints issued
inhibitors Film Service for moneys basis of
a few days ago.
collected and not paid.
The complaint against the picture

Copyright 1923, Wid'» Film and Film Folki,
nc, Published Daily at 71-73 Welt 44th St..
Mew York, N. Y., by
FILMS and
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DAILV

READY FOR RELEASE
A

Superb Heart-Interest

Drama of Today

"THE TIE

THAT

BINDS"

A FAITHFUL PICTURIZATION

of Charles

K. Harris' Greatest Story, Splendidly Acted by
a Cast Featuring Barbara Bedford, Walter
Miller, Raymond Hatton, Robert Edeson, Wm,
P. Carleton, and Julia Swayne Gordon.

DIRECTED BY JOSEPH LEVERING
For Full Particulars Communicate with

JACOB WILK
Room

825, Longacre Bldg., 1476 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

—SS^k

DAILY

4

1
t

NOW READY

Hollywood

— Mills

been cast for

New

The Hodkinson managers
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(Special to

Davenport has
an Edgar Lewis produc-

DE LUXE TRAILERS
on

KICK IN

I
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Kan.

Wichita,

—The

Co.

will

Consolidate

reopen

th

Wichita tomorrow.

Ships."

Ambassador,

at the

started

work on

to

L. J.
the

of

Dempsey,

sister of Jack,

The

Approximately 225 feet

SELECTED

ART
TITLES the MOST
WONDERFUL MEDIUM for reaching
YOUR AUDIENCE.
and

P. Fuller Bldg.

Huntley

Gordon

will

Opportunity knocking at your
box-office.

Increased activity of the independent organizations has caused con-

Watch

comment around

W.

E.

6

POLA NEGRI in "MAD LOVE."

appear op"Bluein

Carmel Myers is back from Chicago
where she enacted a prominent part
in "The Little Girl Next Door."

siderable

—

Lynd, Minn. For the purpose c
providing entertainment in theaterles
towns, Rev. T. Tucker has formei

Again! A Record Tuesday.
This Picture is the Greatest
Bet on the Market.

editorial

Gloria
posite
Swanson
beard's Eighth Wife.'

Provide Shows

Claire

MARCH

has

and business offices
of "Camera" have been moved to the

W.

*o
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CAPITOL THEATRE, N. Y.
BOX-OFFICE BULLETIN,

been signed on a long term contract
by Al St. John.

MOON

t..

others in the caot.

O'Connor is the latest addition
Lasky force. He will assist

Elsie

Bureau

(Special

McDowell and the Community Entertainmen
Under present plans, ove
This is the drug Bureau.
picture sponsored by Mrs. Wallace 60 towns will be included in the cir
Reid.
The story was prepared by cuit. Citizens of each town will dc
fray the expense.
C. Gardner Sullivan.
Hackathorne,

Mae Murray has
"The French Doll."

New

has started production of "The Living
Dead," with Bessie Love, George

Rex Beach.

SCENES

to

Amusement

(Special to

erine Collins.

The Universal production. "Flesh"
has been changed to "The Midnight
Ghost."

SAFETY LAST

of Specially

(Special

the

Wray Making Drug Film
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Los Angeles —John Griffith Wray

Charles R. Seeling has signed Kath-

Dick Stanton is
from New York.

ADAM'S RIB

the

1923

tion at Universal.

Issue of

GLIMPSES

in

East held a meeting this week to discuss sales plans for "Down to the Sea
in

9,

Wichita Theater Opens March 10

Discuss Sales Plans

Coast Brevities

March

Friday,

—Goldwyn Distributing Corp.

this daily bulletin!

the studios.

GREENE
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

N.S.S. TRAILERS

ONLY

are the
issued

trailers

by authority of the

Three More States Sold
Sam Sax has sold "Notoriety" for
Texas, Okla. and Arkansas to the
Southern States Film Co.

(Special to

RENTAL PRICE $15.00
Refund of $2.50

if

Memphis, Tenn. The site for the
proposed Paramount exchange will be
located at Linden and Front Sts.

I

Milwaukee's Oldest Ouits

I
i

re-

turned within three weeks

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Milwaukee — The
opened by

Tom

to Subscribers of National

Screen Service

is

now I

being demolished.

Fox Plans Another
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Finis Fox will proPhilo McCullough
Malatesta are in the cast.

Inc.

126 West 46th St., New York
732 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago
917 So. Olive St., Los Angeles

Trailers Build Business

OF THE

I
i

PICTURE BUSINESS
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

—

Vale,

SCREEN

*=

Finis

(Special to

duce "The Man Between," at the Fine
Arts studio.
Allan Forrest, Vola

$7.50

ALL THE NEWS

B

Theatorium.
Saxe in 1906, and

the oldest house in the city,

SPECIAL PRICE

|

THE FILM DAILY)

—

SERVICE,

KNOW EVERY DAY

Pick Site For Memphis Exchange

producer.

NATIONAL

I

New

and

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

Fred

THE FILM DAILY— 313

First

run house here.

—Foreign,

Subscription, $10

Construction

Name

Booked

in Loew's Southern String
Will Morrisey and his film stars,
including
Billy
West, Marguerite
Marsh, Ethel Gibson and Gabriel
Rinaldo have just been signed for
Loew's Southern houses, opening in

March 22nd.

Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1922 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

will start soon.

Atlanta,

Film Daily tor

—

Run For Ala.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Birmingham, Ala. —The Interstate
Amusement Co. have completed plans
for the erection of a new $1,000,000
first

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Theatre

Address
IflUlfll

$15

I

Second Week by Special Request-

field

Here s How the Princess Theatre
at Hartford, Conn. Advertised it

I

Bluest

of Thousands

PRINCESS T ATER
^«£^ ther Week
WILL

SHOW FOR

* am <>us D
Drama Reuniting
J.

STARTING

NORMA
TALMaSgE
""
Eugene
1^ T

*~^ *ri

**

-*Id the

«?•

M a,twp,ece

th*>

T

«*"»"

a

O'Brien

Beautiful

The Voice
F£°™.th Minaret* X
?
,,&fli -

<SSl

WMlFI .

no

S£V£N TIMES
DAILY

S

II

'»« COMEDV DRAMA

12.

1:50,3.40
^0. 7:15 „*,
9.15

*J

™»

,T Wfc-„d«Tbe£,

BUSTER K EATONiVTHef

H

J

5PEC, AL

'HE HOTTENTO
f»

PRINCESS

0FIHe y£AR

JS2™_D0UCLAS MACLEAN AAD
MADGE BELLAMY

PRICES:
10-1

P

1-5 P-

">.

at-

5-10.30

15 e .

23c
30c

AH Tax Pa ,d

Joseph M, Schench

presents

NORMA TALMADGE

m Voicefrom ik Minaret"
f

LLOYD
Personally Directed by4
Success
Adapted by Frances Marion from Robert Hichen's Stage

FRANK

Photographed by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin

I

A HrJbt

national Picture

THE

DAILY
The Troubles

In the Courts
(Continued from Page 1)

sured

Russell
to

in

evade

decision

its

for

but

at-

proper

debts,
for costs.

— Suit

been

lias

insti-

tuted in the (.'. S. District Court
against the Capitol and Grand, Wilmer & Vincent houses, and the
Family and National, operated by the

Marcus

interests, by The American
of Authors and Composers,
the copyright infringement law.

Society

under

Hollywood— L.

W. Clement

and

I

of

rostrum

the

\\ hat's

trying

under

a few flags
to please your

Klein Has "The Dope Ring"
Edward L. Klein Co. will distribute
"The Dope Ring," on the independent

Louis
a sales

six

flags.

when you

are

customers?
I played "Oliver Twist" and hired
contortionist to do his tricks for a

Move

In

On

New York Paramount

The

organization will take
session of its new quarters on
44th St. on the 17th.

Pen

Women

(Special to

new Sears & Roebuck suit.
Clem Deneker gave his customers classy shows like I do, instead
If

West

9llgiveyoufhebiggi

—

of

the

thrill you ever had.9i

League of American

Women,

Pen

who

will

hold

an

Vanderbilt

real theater like mine.
With the
new improvements recently installed,
the Smellsbad makes the Elite look
like a checkroom.
I hung new curtains in front of the doors, washed
the windows in the ticket office and

4045

put yellow lights over the exit doors.
is too common.

•»»»,«»»»••»''••»•«•«''»'»••••»•• Red
:.:

©ttjello
::

1

wild animal dra ma
of the African jungle!
with lions, tigers, ele-i
phants, alligators, hippo-

with Emil Jannings

:.:

:.:

::
J.:

::
:.:
* *

:.:
:.:

Beautiful and thrilling presentation of Shakespeare's

drama

filled

with

immortal

love,

hate

and the overwhelming power
of unfounded jealousy.

Now

at the

:.:
:.*

::

y

Red

>

potamus, a

special.

NORCA PICTURES

Trail

Inc.

1540 Broadway, N.Y. C.

tried to pull a new stunt but it
didn't work.
I booked "Broad Daylight" and advertised a free matinee
T

my

in

airdome.

played "Love in the Dark" and
used a novel idea. I stopped the show
at the end of the third reel and turned
out every light in the house for five
minutes.
Folks are still talking
about it. Almost caused a riot. Six
suits for divorce have been filed to
date on account of it.
I
asked the Putrid Exchange to
send their "window trimmer" down
here to assist me in my campaign on
"In the Summer When the Theaters
Begin to Fail." but he didn't show up.
I guess he figured I knew
too much.
I got a letter from him in which
"he
regreted his inability to cooperate
with me personally, but was enclosing a suggested campaign which if

i

he

I

:.:

•V
.*

frer-fast-ingly txciting

A

The

gadding around the country and
showing off, he could afford to build
a

(J

SkSh-

Harriet Hawley
Locher, director of the public service
and educational department of the
Crandall theaters has been appointed
chairman of the Motion Picture Committee,

cl

Plan Meeting

of

KATHARINE HILLIKER
AND H. H. CALDWELL

He has
Big Feature Rights
for Kentucky and

ex-
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Washington

awsl

on behalf of "Hasl

pos-

Frank Heacock have been sentenced
Authors' Breakfast at the New Wilto a jail term, charged with grand
lard on April 21.
It is planned to
a
larceny and receiving stolen goods.
introduce the editors of the trade
prologue. On a "Tailor Made Man"
Heacock is alleged to have stolen
papers at that time.
I was fortunate in securing the ser3.000 ft. of film and a $2,000 camera
vices of Lem Limp, the town dude,
from the Chester Bennett laboratory,
and had him strut across the stage
and to have sold them to L. W.
in his
Clement.

trip

Louisville
nessee.

the 17th

change

9,

Baum on Trip
Baum of Equity is

a deal with

would

March

World Gone Mad?"

market.

(Continued from Page 2)
told him the only stock I

be interested in was cattle. He hadn't
ii" more than got out of sight when
another peddler wanted me to buy
one of his new patented film stretchers.
He said that when I got a short
reel his invention would stretch it
out to any length desired. I told him
that anytime my shows were short
I
filled in with snappy presentations.
As an example: I booked "Under
Two Flags," and got a girl who looked like Priscilla Dean, except her
face, and had her pose in the center

payment of
and awarded Myles $250 extra

Harrisburg

An

Exhibitor

proved upon, and further charged he
Had misappropriated some of the
company's money. The court centempt

of

Friday,

Cr tterton

*.

United States and Canadian rights controlled
by

il

DAVID P. HOWELLS
IMPORT FILM

g
S

729 Seventh Avenue

and EXPORT
CO., Inc.

New York

&

Citv

9V

«w»v«»v+w«»w»+w, • K55 tm ft ft fttl ttftftftft

out

his

ideas, I wouldn't take
to make the first payment

Where

Screen
Star

?

in

on

V
The

can

trade a glass crash for
am goin s t0 p^y
Fast Mail."

3 '"

eff

ZEKE REEZWAX.
Epidemic Hits Lancaster
(

Special

to

This dog's ancestors belonged to a Chinese

I

" t?M J

Insure Your Screen

CADWALLADER

Of a
Charming

a one-sheet.

*

C. L.
Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Java Head"
"Back Home and Broke"

DOG?!

ASK MADGE BELLAMY

Dog

put into effect, would "knock 'em
dead"
He muttered a mouthful
when he said "knock 'em dead," for
if
I
was eggplant enough to follow

enough

\&&iAadet£dttni

WHOSE
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Lancaster, Pa.— Although all danger is over, the epidemic of measles,
which has been raging here for the
past two weeks has caused a heavy
joss to the theaters.
The Stanley
houses suffered most because of the
ban put on the Saturday morning
mailnees for the children. The ban
has not as yet been lifter!.

Making
Its

Debut
In
This
1923
Special
warn

peror.

Kiddies

[CAN

HOMES

lhat

makes

in

this

Em-

I

TWENTY MILLION AMER-

I

will

love

Your sporting blood will
dog out-swim a monster

in

it

picture

a
thrill

this

great

super-feature.

matinee

when you

see this

alligator.

GUESS WHOSE
(to be continued next

HOUND
Monday)

I

bet. I
I

sTHE
7Ao brAdstreet
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of FILHDOM

Authority

XXIII

/ol.

First

j

No.

Saturday,

66

March

10,

Price 5 Cents
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New Fox

Run Check

— Many
—Talk

Trade Commission Bill
Body Would Approve Contract

:een in State

of Specials

Before Execution

Film

interests,

if

as just
jig

in

State

the

Senate,

bill,

are

which

unusual switch
portant stars of the

should be

It

.nacted into law.
I

gaged in the
•f

same

to

thj

State

last

tract

Trade

its

Mason,

potential
comor
actual
or "encourage such cometitors to keep out of or fail to
nter any given territory in competiion with one another in any part of
pe State," or will be "discriminatory
letween persons or localities," or

The

be

"in

any other manner

you "Luck," Johnny Hines' latest melocomedy. The
combination of laughs, thrills, comedy and drama ever screened with
a superlative cast, a "sure fire" story and elaborate production. Advt.
C. C. Burr sends

finest

—

cal-

Law May

Stand But Present
Commission Removed Local
Option Talked Of

run releases necessarily have Censor

First
I be limited to

These contracts come
the terms of the State Trade
Commission bill, which authorizes the
Commission to prevent the making of
The bill nowhere
|hese contracts.
rovides for any review by the courts
any determination by the ComIf

Made No

May Compromise

with unrestricted

certain specific exhibitors in each locality, with limitalions as to the theaters in which they
Unless the ex're to be exhibited.
citer can be assured that these releases will not be simultaneously exibited in other theaters in his immediate territory, he will not contract

is

finishing the

Fox con-

his
it

final

is

picture.

is

also

Shirley

understood, will

make

more productions

after which,
she will be at

sweeping change is
Lupino Lane who has

reported

making

When

Tom

ompetition."
[

Farnum

comedy specials for
the changes are put into
effect, the starring aggregation at the
Fox studio will be composed of
Mix, John Gilbert and Buck Jones.

been
Fox.

etitors'

[ulated to interfere

production for
reported

It is likewise

said to include

[ween

/ill

his last

liberty.

such

reason to believe"
understanding or agreement" will
Divide or apportion territory behas

William Farnum's
be renewed and

according to reports,

Commission shall withapproval if the Commission
that

among the imFox organization.

and that William Russell

three

ides that the

current here

there will be

production under his

making

Commission for approval before anyling is done under such "understandlg or agreement," and further propld

is on
company.

that Dustin

or similar classes

the proposed

not

will

that he

business" are parties, shall be sub-

mitted

that

said

is

contract

bill
requires
that
every
This
understanding or agreement," to
hich two or more corporations "en-

[

— Reports

an

third read-

Only

the effect that

to

of

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

the so-called

Trade Commission
been rdvanced to

tate

(Special

both exhibitors and

roducers, will be hit

Line-Up

In Prospect for Next Year
Present Stars May Go

—
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Emmett J. Flynn has
for a change.
already gone over to Goldwyn.
Says Hiram Abrams About "Rupert"
Fox. in a few weeks, will have
and "Common Law" Thinks
10 specials ready for next seaabout
They Are Fine Pictures

—

Hiram Abrams returned from

—'Opponents

(Special to

Offer

Cali-

of censorship fornia yesterday where he held a numhere to argue in favor of ber of conferences with members of
the bill repealing the censorship act United Artists.
Mr. Abrams said yesterday, that
evidently failed to convince the Assembly Ways and Means Committee. contrary to report he had made no

Albany

The reorganization plan will invade
the directors' ranks as well.
Many
of the directors who have been identified with Fox for some time, including Lynn Reynolds are scheduled

who came

A

son, this number including several
held over from this season's schedule.
Whether or not Fox intends to replace the stars mentioned with others
or whether he intends specializing on
the super features is interesting production circles consideiably.
Winnie Sheehan could not be
reached yesterday relative to this report and no others at the studio cared

prominent member of the commit- offer for the distribution of "Rupert
Hentzau" and "The Common
states that it would not be re- of
leased and that there were not votes Law." He did add, however, that the
enough in the House to compel the pictures are very good. So good in to make any comment.
DANNY.
fact, that he said they were suitable
committee to report it out.
Doubt is expressed that the repeal enough to be shown in any theater
America.
Henry K. Dunn, speaking for Mr.
bill will pass the Senate, as it is un- in
mission.
Fox stated yesterday the above dis"I'll say that much for them."
derstood, two Democratic Senators,
Myron and David Selznick came patch was false in every respect.
in obedience to requests from their
(Continued on Page 2)
East on the same train with Abrams.
2,000 At Paramount Ball
Bouveng Here Again
About 2,000 attended the Third AnBouveng of Swedish BioNils
C.
Commothe
ual Paramount Ball at
A. B. C. Holds Meeting
The Selznicks Here
is again in New York, after
graph
ore last night. The festivities varied
held
the
A.
B.
a
Members of
C.
Myron and David Selznick arrived
a short trip home.
fom a number of individual bits, by in New York yesterday from Los meeting yesterday afternoon.
Bengt Berg, a student of bird life
'ell
known stars, to entire ballet Angeles.
who has achieved a reputuation in
lovements by the choruses of many
Louis Weiss Joins National
Europe came over with Bouveng.
Aside
iroadway musical comedies.
Smith Handling New Job
Louis Weiss, formerly identified Berg has with him a number of films
•om the Paramount stars there were
from
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with Artclass and other Weiss Bros. showing the migration of birds
number of stage professionals presto Egypt. These
Europe
North
of
the
of
vice-president
now
a
nt.
The dancing continued into the
Los Angeles Peter Gridley Smith activities, is
Non-Theatrical M. P.. Inc. will be shown here whole Berg lecarly hours of the morning.
blicit-" for the United Nat'l
will handle
Many of the Paramount officials Studios in the future as well as that Weiss' first job will be the establish- tures. Berg has made a number of

ar

them.

i/ithin

tee

—

'ill
iff.

not be at their desks this morn-

the Maurice Tourneur Prod.,
which M. C. Levee is interested.
of

in

ment

of a chain of 26 non-theatrical

exchanges

in all

key

cities.

films dealing with bird life for
ish Biograph.

Swed-

;

.

—.3tfKDAILV
Luxor May Handle Film
Luxor Pictures may handle American distribution of "Shifting Sands,"
which Fred Granville brought over
Peggy
from England with him.
1923
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Louis Against Daylight

St.

(Special

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 802
—
W. Fred—
Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Chchy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
Filnischau,
Prague (CzechoChicago Representative

S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a
man.

Saving

—

Mogler, president of the M. P. Exhibitors League
of St. Louis and Eastern Illinois, has

Joseph

announced that his organization will
oppose any effort to inflict a Daylight
Saving ordinance on St. Louis.
Price,

"U"

Special Representative

(Special to

Calgary

manager

THE FILM DAILY)

Joseph F. Price, former
—
of Allen's Palace, Calgary,

has been appointed special representative of the Canadian Universal for
Western Canada with headquarters
here.

1.

Slo-

tionale
vakia).

Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High

MVA

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ..

do

pfd.

G'wyn

.

...

Close

WVa,

97%

97%

7V&

7y%

Sales

1,100
1.100

97%

300

7 ft

10,000

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

20

...

19^

19J4

3,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Dover

for Brazil

following five Buster Keaton come"Electric
North,"
"Frozen
House," "Day Dreams," "Balloonatic"
and "Love Nest."
dies:

111

112**
88>/ 89J4

Keatons Sold

First National has contracted with
the
Companhia Brazil Cinematographica of Rio De Janeiro for the

— Community Local Pictures,

(Continued from Page 1)
constituents, plan to vote against

Senator James

in First National Managers
G. G. Maxey, has resigned as First
National manager in Seattle to take
effect

March

17,

C.

J.

Walker,

is

H. Feldman who

has been branch manager of the
Portland office has been transferred
Charles W. Koerner in
toSeattle.
charge in Butte will take Feldman's
place in Portland and Harry Sigmund has been promoted to branch
manager in Butte.

Senators will probably
It is
as a courtesy to him.
said advances have been made for a

vote for

it

compromise arrangement whereby the
censorship act would be continued,
but the present commission abolished
its functions placed either in the
Slate Tax Department or the State
Controller's office.
It is said that Governor Smith has
held conferences on the censorship repeal with those from whom he usually
Some of these are retakes advice.
ported to have suggested the continuation of the law, but the abolition of
Another plan said
the commission.

and

to have

Capital $500,000.
(Capital Trust Co. of Del-

Can Have
Governors

censorship, would probably make a
rush for the latter. At least, that is
the impression here.

distribution
return from

Federal Officials
AS

Your
BOOSTERS FOR
J.

Tax Measure Killed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bismarck, N. D.— The 10% state
on admissions has been

The

killed.

to shelve the

Greatest

measure permanently.

(Special to

—

—

Menace
DIRECTED BY
Albert Rogell
With an Exceptional Cast

—

(

I

—

Incorporators,

0,000.

man.
ii

A.

F.

J.

MacCollum

E.

and

Shu.1.

MAYER'S

G.

N. Dakota

tax

Organ-

izations

Brockell, manager of
for First National, will
a long trip soon.

The House has voted

Cities

Photo Melodrama Sensation

Brockwell Due Soon
A.

States

Philanthropic

been advanced would take the

legislation, authorizing local
option.
This latter scheme would not
get very far, it is thought, as in the
end it would only add to the troubles
of producers, who, if they had to take
their choice between local and State

of

Mayors of

form of

Film Board Incorporates
THE FILM DAILY)
(Capital
Washington
The Washington
McCormick Joins Fox
aware).
Barrett McCormick has been Film Board of Trade has been inS.
appointed managing director of the corporated under the laws of the DisDover
Rising Sun Productions, new Oakland theater at Oakland, trict of Columbia. The incorporators
Wilmington.
Capital,
$1,000,000. Calif., by John Zanft, general man- are listed as
George A. Falkner,
(Corporation Service Co.).
ager of the Fox theater circuit. The Samuel M. Flax, J. H. Marks, J. A.
house will open on April 15.
Bachman. Tidney B. Lust, Edwin A.
Dover Cavalier M. P. Corp., New
McCormick is considered one of the Sherwood, W. F. Ballcnger, F. H.
York
City.
Capital,
$1,000,000. best showmen in the country.
At Beaver, George W. Fuller, Louis
ni ted States Corporation Co.)
present he is doing special advertising Reichert, Samuel A. Galai.tv, and
work for First National in New York. R. C. Robin.
Ilarrisburg,
Pa.
Bloomsburg
Amus. Co., Bloomsburg.
Capital

Washington.

TT

a

You

it.

deeply

interested in the repeal bill and the

Floyd

Changes

10, 1923

ir ff asHsf""-

May Compromise
Democratic

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Louis

St.

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vaoderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter E. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

in the cast.

is

March

Saturday,

18—mtlsslMtii

Including

—

RobertGordon Ann Little
Mildred June_Wilfred
JLucas — Harry Northrup —

Rhea Mitchell

F.

ton

Albany

— Young

Manhattan.

Capita!,

Pictures
$5,000.

A DRAMATIC
EXPOSE OF
THE DRUG EVIL

Corp..
Incor-

porators, M. Olesker, IT. Ii. Nash and
Attorneys, Bickerton,
R. D. Miller.
Weinberg & Fleischer.

Sh-Sh9'd love to tell you all

about it but 9 can't!
9ts

a secret

Sti-Sh-

Prints— Paper

PHOTO- EN GRAVING
1587-1589

BROADWAY,

NOW READY

NY;

CUTS, MATS, STEREOS, ELECTROS,

^
ART WORK
PHONE, BRYANT 64+4- ->M4+ 5

Mayer

&

Quinn

Distributors

New York
1493

SUITE
£ver-last-ingly £xciting

—Accessories

Office

BROADWAY
509

BRYANT

2389

THE
Saturday,

March

1923

10,

TO DAY »AND

EVERY ;|D AY

THE TRUE
FEATURE OF
YOUR BILL

-&IK,DAILY

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Hal Roach has signed
"Mickey" Daniels, for five years.
(Special to

—

Walter Hiers has finished work on
"Sixty Cents an 7 [our." Joe HenaWilliam Russell has started work
on "Alias The Night Wind." Joseph
Franz is the .director.

George Siegmann
"The Man from Ten

Guy Bates Post

will appear in
Strike," in which

will star.

Myron Selznick has engaged C.
Gardner Sullivan to write the titles
for "Rupert of Hentzau."

PATHE NEWS

Here's

A Thought

—

FOR

bery directed.

=

Saturday

Robert Russell has signed with the
Eddie Dillon Company to play a part
in "Broadway Gold" at Goldwyn.
Mildred Davis has finished work on
her

Theater Changes
Pt.

Huron, Mich.— Herb Weil has

Desmond.

leased the

first

"Temporary

May has been engaged to
opposite William Farnum in
Gun Fighter," which has just

Send In Your SubscriptionVTo

Doris
play

"The

—

starring vehicle,

Marriage" for Sacramento Pictures.

Everson, Wash. L. M. Oleson has been started.
Lynn Reynolds is
purchased Webster & Walsh's Lib- directing.
erty.
directing
Gillstrom,
Lee
Arvid
Aloran in the Ring Lardner series has
Bloomsburg, Pa. The Bloomsburg left with the company to the Chicago
Amus. Co. will extensively remodel Cubs Spring training camp, to get

The Film Daily

—

the Victoria.

some

Williamsport, Pa.
operated by George
remodeled.

— The

Majestic,

Bubb,

is

being

exteriors.

It is

ston,

reported that Margaret Livinghas been seen with Charles

who

Ray, Hobart Boswprth and Doug
MacLeaii, will soon be starred.

—

PhiladelphiaC. Kline, formerly
of the Palace, has taken a year lease
on the Alma.
•

Mauch
House

Chunk,

has

Pa.

launched

—The
a

Opera

The

featured players in "Only 38,"
William deMille's next picture, will
be Elliott Dexter, Lois Wilson, May
McAvoy and George Fawcett.

vaudeville-

W.

picture policy.

—

Philadelphia The Elm has been
sold to M. Bruchowsky, subject to a

mortgage

of $33,000.

Bromberg Buys Hallroom Boys
the entire South.

—

new owner

of

A
It

issue

(Special to

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

—A number of exhibitors

in

Pearlman is the this city and in Troy, Schenectady
and Cohoes are complaining of the
the Lehigh. Fred Bu-

falling off in box-office receipts as a
result of the increased popularity of
the radio.

Correction

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

was inadvertently stated in the
of March 3 that ihe rights to

New Companies in Delaware
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Twenty-five

exhibitors,

Issues—Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews

—52 Issues

1922 Year

$1,000,000
tures of Washington, capital $500,000, are among the new film companies chartered here.

bulk of the indeSeveral Burr Sales
pendent theater men of the city, at
Charles C. Burr has closed the fola meeting at the King Edward Hotel,
lowing sales on "You Are Guilty,"
formed the Motion Picture Exhibitors
"The Last Hour" and "Luck."
Co-Operative Ass'n. It is the inten"You Are Guilty," has been sold to Comtion of the organization to deal with monwealth for Greater New York and No.
New
Jersey, to De Luxe, of Seattle, for
the C. O. D. clause in rental agreeOregon, Wash., Montana, Idaho and Alaska,
ments, to oppose daylight saving in to Major Film, for New England, to Metro
Toronto, and to seek relief from the of Philadelphia for So. New jersey and East.
requiring

all

advertising

matter to be censored by the Ontario
board of censors.

Penn., to Mountain States Film Attractions,
Denver, for Colo., \Vyo., N. Mex., Utah
and Idaho.
W. M. Vogel has bought the
of

foreign rights.

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Name

representing the

regulation

City
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Galsworthy's
had
"Justice"
Dover, Del. The Cavalier Motion
been sold to Fox. Selznick has held Picture
Co. of New York, capital,
these rights for some time.
"Loyal- $1,000,000; Rising Sun Prod., capital,
ties" was the play meant.
and Community Local Pic-

Toronto

New York

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
for one year, starting immediately, to include

—

John

Toronto Exhibitors Organize

St.,

Radio a Rival

— M.

beck sold out for $73,000.

TO-DAY

GREENE

Arthur C. Bromberg has purchased
the 1923 Hallroom Boys Series for

Philadelphia
Green & Altman
have secured control of the Richmond
from Becker Brothers.

Philadelphia

E.

NOW

Theatre

Address

— Foreign, $15

pages

THE

•e^m

DAILY

Detroit F.

Over

Putting It

M. Club Moves

L.

I.

Detroit— The

L. M. Club
Film Bldg.

F.

I.

located at 421

March

10,

1923

In the Courts

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

now

Saturday,

is

Fox Film has filed suit in the
Supreme Court against L. & A. Manof Stapleton, Staten Island, to
recover a balance of $2,707 alleged to
be due on a contract for films
dia

Htre

is

how a brother

your ideas.

1

i

exhibitor put his

Let the other fellow

"An Old Melody Week" Appropriate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Paul— The Astor made a strong

show

know

Send along

over.

hote

you cleaned up.

Anti-Flirt Crusade
(Special

to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— Marc Lachmann, Uni-

versal exploiteer, had every paper in
its patrons by holding
Week" when the city tied up with the Anti-Flirt
Melody
"Old
"Mighty Lak' a Rose" was played. Crusade, as an exploitation stunt for
The idea brought tie ups with dozens "The Flirt." Front page stories and
of music stores, creating unusual in- photos were used for several days
terest in the showing and drew to causing a great deal of comment.
the Astor many of "The Old Home The picture was not showing in any
Folk" who rarely went to t he movie s. house at the time.

heart appeal to

an

I

.

.

Special Showing Tomorrow
The benefit showing of "The Covered Wagon," for the Film Mutual
Benefit Bureau, will be given tomorrow night at the Plaza.

Preparing for Winter

of
"If Winter Comes," will soon be
"The Christian," at the Princess, a released b-; Fox and an elaborate
is
now being prepared.
special performance was given for the campaign
members of the 111. Press Asso., com- Exhibitors will have a number of
This was angles to work on. M. Witmark &
prising over ISO editors.
the result of a tie up made with the Sons, the music --uiblishers, will place
song number
throughout
the
State Journal, which gave a front a
page story announcing the invitation, country on behalf of the Hutchinson
novel.

showing

Passes Increase? Receipts

Pa.— Manager Vance Minton, 250 in Prizes Offered
Washington A tie-up was recently
Columbia and Mike Vogel used
made by the Columbia and Ber1,000 heralds for "Nobody's Money'
berickh's show store for "Adam's
imprinting the following:
"This is nobody's money. If it is Rib." Leslie & Whelan sold the shoe
returned to the box-office of Columbia people the idea of running a big display in the window for a limerick
Theater, you will be admitted free to
"
contest.
Money.'
Two hundred and fifty dol'Nobody's
in
Holt
see Jack
The heralds resembled dollar bills lars in prizes were given for the 25
best limericks tying up the picture
and were all returned.
and the foot-wear.
Buddy Stuart at it Again
Providence— When "The Stranger's Effective Newspaper Tie-up
Marion, Ind. For the showing of
Banquet" played Keith's Victory,
recently, Buddy Stuart, Goldwynner, "The Message of Emile Coue" at the
tied-up with six Waldorf lunch rooms, Luna-Lite Theater, Billy Connors,
using 15,000 napkins worded "The manager, tied up with the Daily
Victory The- Chronicle, which carried a four-page
Stranger's Banquet"
Erie,

—

of the

—

—

_

Now

—

—

10,000 novelty bottles
were distributed among every big
club in the city. Several street ballyhoos helped put the picture over.
ter

section

devoted

to

the

Luna-Lite's

program and a large amount of advertising from local merchants, hooking up with the Coue principle of
optimism.

A

Real Horse Race
A real horse race on the stage,
used as a "cut-in" on "The Hottentot"
was an effective novelty at Keith's
The presentation
81st St., last week.

Answering The Third Alarm
Alhambra, Calif. On the opening
date of "The Third Alarm" at the
Temple, Rudy Schleusner arranged
was supervised by Reed Albee, and with Fire Chief Frank A. Bovet to
turn in an alarm. The engines dashi> the second of the series which inaugurates a policy in the Keith ed along the main thoroughfares carry"We Are
houses, of making the photoplay a ing a banner reading:
more important part of the program. Answering The Third Alarm at the
The race was introduced at the climax Temple Theater." Crowds followed
of the

racing scenes

in

the

picture.

—

the route of the trucks
in front of the house.

\inding up

For "The Sin Flood"
For the showing of Hyman Uses Billboards
"The Sin Flood" at the Orpheum, a
A billboard campaign and a tie-up
tie-up was made with the Courier- with the Miller Shoe Co., played a
Xews which offered daily prizes for prominent part in the stunts used by
the best accounts of perilous situa- Ed. Hyman during the run of "The
tions in which the writers found Hottentot" at the Brooklyn Strand.
themselves. The News ran this conTwo weeks before the picture
for five days, giving the contest opened there were over thirty 24t< St
a two-column lead with a short ac- sheeet
posters
scattered
around
count of the story of the film. Sev- Brooklyn annotim !ng the opening of
eral hundred replies were received, the picture.
And, in addition to the
the best of which were published in display in the daily papers, the Milthe paper, thereby turning the atten- ler Shoe Co. co-operated with the
tion of the readers to the showing of house by advertising a "Hottentot"
Peril Contest

Fargo, X. D.

the picture.

—

shoe

in all

of their stores.

to $2,707.

A suit brought by P. P. Crafts,
producer, for $100,000, filed against
Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of the
re- Tarzan
stories,
has
been
dis-

Current Fox Releases
Fox announces the following
leases for the week of March 10th: missed from the Supreme Court by
"Good-By Girls," "The Salesman," a Justice Erlanger.
Crafts
alleged
Al St. John comedy and "The Four- a breach of contract, on the part of
flusher,"

Sunshine comedy.

a

Burroughs, for the screen rights to
the

Sanford Coming East

Angeles

— F.

M.

left for

New

Directing

Culver

Sanford

of

New York

employ

to

Device

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Marshall Neilan is
be the first director to

City

reported

radio outfit in filming a
device magnifies the
voice so that it carries to all parts
of a set no matter how large it may
Neilan is using it in filming the
be.
ball-room scenes of "The Eternal
Three," which he is now making at
a

This

picture.

stories, K asing his allega-

on a telegram sent to him from
Burroughs stating that if he produced

with a print of "Follow Me," in which
Pat O'Malley, Cleo Madison and
He will stop
Otto Lederer appear.
at the Astor.

(Special to

Tarzan

tion

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los

Sanford Prod., has
Press Showing Helps
Springfield— For the

amountin-

Goldwyn.

Ad Copy Escapes Censors
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

good picture the rights to the remaining stories would not be disposed
of until he, (Crafts) had a chance
a

to offer a bid for them.
The
ruled that no contract existed.

court

Cecile Mays filed an application in
the Supreme Court for an order compelling Milton G. Work, president of
World Film to testify before trial in
a suit against World Film for damages. She alleged that she wrote the
scenario, "The Web of Life" and that
World Film used it and called it "The
Moral Deadline," and has made a
large profit. She wanted to prove by
the testimony of Work how much
the profits in the United States and
Canada have been. Justice Erlanger
denied the application on the ground
that the defendant cannot be examined until the plaintiff proves at the
trial that she has a right to an accounting.

Toronto
Although the Ontario
Board of Moving Picture Censors,
through C. E. Armstrong, one of the
members, is regularly applying the
Ono Buys Sennetts
official stamp of approval to all adU. Ono. has purchased from First
vertising
posters
and accessories
passed for use in Ontario, it has been National a batch of Mack Sennett
intimated that the regulation lequiring Comedies for Japan.
the submission of all advertising maFranco-Can-dian Co. Formed
terial for pictures has not been made
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
applicable to newspaper copy through
The Franco-Canadian
"the grace" of the censor board in
Montreal
order to facilitate matters for ex- Industrial Film Co. has been organhibitors and newspapers in cities out- ized.
The company proposes to>
side of Toronto, the headquarters of make industrials and educationals of
the
censors.
All
exchanges
at interest to the French-Canadian popuToronto are having general advertis- lation of Quebec. J. Harrison Eding matter examined by Armstrong. wards is in charge of the work.

—

GENERAL MANAGER
or Assistant to the President

Desires a
An

New

Executive Of Broad

And Experience In The

Connection

And Thorough Business Training
And Management Of

Exhibiting

Motion Picture Theatres.
At Present And For The Past Ten Years Have Been The
General Manager Of The W. W. Watts Amusement Co. Of
Springfield, 111.
During Which Time I Have Attended To
The Buying Of All The Pictures And Vaudeville Used In
The Company's Three Theatres.

Would Like
Controls Three
of Houses.

Connection With Some One Who
Or Four Theatres In One City Or A Chain

To Make

Address: Harry Thornton
Gaiety Theatre,
Springfield,

111,

7L BRADSTREET
of FILMDOM
XXIII

Vol.

A'RECOCMDa

Authority
Tuesday, March

No. 69

13,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Warners Get Ulric

Earnings Fall Off

Star of "Kiki" Will Appear in "Tiger
Rose" by Arrangement With
David Belasco

Through

partnership

a

nent between
David Belasco,

The 1922 financial statement of
Famous Players-Lasky was issued

arrange-

Warner Brothers and

yesterday afternoon.
It
showed a
drop in profits of $584,512 as compared with 1921.
The consolidated statement which
includes the earnings of subsidiary
companies owned 90% or more covers the fiscal year ending Dec. 30,
1922 and places the net operating
profits at $4,110,986.95, after deducting all charges and reserves for Federal income and other taxes.
This
total compares with $4,695, 499.19, the
earnings for 1921 while the 1922 earnings are below those of 1921, the figures indicate that business generally
took an upturn since the 1921 earnings were $641,630 under those of
1920 and the 1922 earnings' $584,512
under those for last year.

it was learned yesterday that Lenore Ulric will be starred
in a screen version of "Tiger Rose."
Miss Ulric has been appearing for
two seasons in "Kiki."
past
the
Miss Ulric planned to go to Europe
this summer for a vacation, but on
advice of Belasco she will terminate
her engagement at the Belasco theater the latter part of May and leave
immediately for Los Angeles to be-

work on "Tiger Rose."

jgin

An important

feature in connection
that Mr.
is
Belasco will personally and for the
bfirst time go into a studio in connection with the production of a film.
iHe is expected to leave for Los
Iwith

arrangements

the

Angeles about June

Statement Shows $584,512
Less Profit Than in 1921
Assets 48 Million

P.-L.

F.

1st.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Coast Departures

M. H. Hoffman, Tiffany Prod,

is

en route to California in connection
with an important deal.
Abe Carlos is understood to be on
his way West to start production in
conjunction with Roland West.

Johnny Hines
every

who have

probability. Glenn Hunter's
for
Famous
starring picture
Players will be "This Side of Paradise," the F. Scott Fitzgerald story,
which the company bought recently.
"Merton of the Movies" will not be
made until it closes its New York run.
all

melocomedy,

and

it

that's

Hoy

Will Use Service In
Place Theaters on
Credit Basis

Effort

to

Local supply dealers, associated in
the New York zone of the Ass'n of
Motion Picture Equipment Dealers
of America have signed a contract
with the Hoy Reporting Service for
r

the

—

Now, He Found
James

R.

Grainger,

head of the
back in New

Goldwyn sales force, is
York after a ten weeks' tour

of ex-

over the country.
He
states
most emphatically that the
fall will witness the best business ever
enjoyed by the industry.
"Exhibitors all over the country,"
he
said
yesterday,
making
"are
money, reports to the contrary notwithstanding.
I
visited every key
center and everywhere I found that
exchangemen were enjoying fine
business.
This applies to exhibitors

changes

all

as well."

Grainger

York

until

will

about

remain

in

May

and

1st

New

The Hoy service will classify all
theaters and assign to them a maxi-

mum

credit per month.
It is planned
to make collections in the same manner as the Hoy service formerly

used

in

the F.

carrying out
I.

L.

Delinquent

its

business with

M. Club and T. O.

will be turned
(Continued on Page 2)
bills

C. C.

over

Chaplin to Make "Hamlet"
The N. Y. American savs Charles
Chaplin will make "Hamlet" and
then quotes him as follows:
"Maybe I won't be the best Hamlet
that the world has ever seen, but it's
a cinch that I won't be the worst."

will

return to Hollywood for a
Chaplin has often expressed his
month's stay during which time he desire to perform in a serious vein.
will discuss sales plans for the fall He has frequently otated his wish to

then

selling

campaign.

bigger and better in
Fire Flint," say those

make "Hamlet."

—Advt.

Allen Theater Deal

development of a credit rating
system among theaters in Southern
R. Grainger Says the Fall Will be Connecticut, New York State and
Northern New Jersey.
the Best Yet Business Good

Boom Coming

Sees

"Luck,"

going some.

Men

Supply

first

J.

seen

Sign

Fitzgerald Story, Hunter's First
In

in his latest

way than "Burn 'Em Up Barnes" and "Sure

Canadian

Houses

Hands

Change

String

A

Expected
To
Soon Another

—

Possibility

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Toronto The
assets
of
Allen
Theaters, Ltd., are being offered for
sale by G. T. Clarkson, the authorized trustee of the company, and it
is expected that the 36 picture theaters
comprising the Allen chain
will change hands within the next
six weeks, according to an announcement by Clarkson. The decision to
sell the Allen houses comes as a surprise in view of the fact that the
majority creditors of the company

Krock, A Hays' Assistant
Arthur Krock joins the staff of the
Hays organization on Anril 1 as an
executive assistant.
ent editor of the
Courier-Journal.

Krock

is

at pres-

Louisville,

Ky.

Holubar May Join Metro
Allan Holubar may join the Metro
organization.
The matter has been
discussed
but
no decision made.
Holubar would make

a series of di-

rector specials.

Stop Ticket Sale Six Times
sale of tickets at the Strand
on Sunday was stopped six times.
At 9.30, according to Joe Plunkett,

The

the

box

office

was closed and

figures about
to get in to see "Brass."

Plunkett

at that,
2,000 failed

Man
THE FILM DAILY)

Walsh, Mary's Leading

T

(Special to

—

Los Angeles George Walsh will
an agreement early last fall
Mary Pickford's leading man in
be
to grant an extension of time to the
"Rosita," which has just been startAliens for the settlement of claims.
Ernest Lubitsch.
The liabilities to be covered in the ed by
approximately
to
amount
sale
Rachmil Heads A. B. C.
$1,250,000.
annual election of the A. B.
Page
The
(Continued on
2)
C. has elevated Hyman Rachmil from
the vice-presidency to he presidency,
Robert Brunton Dead

came

to

received in New York
yesterday of the passing of Robert

Word was

replacing Lee A, Ochs who becomes
a member of the board of directors.

Brunton was Joseph Weinstock, is now vice-presiLondon.
Brunton or United dent; William Small, secretary and
Sherman, treasurer. The
Studios in Hollywood and was one Benjamin
consists of the ofdirectors
of
board
of the best known figures in the proOchs, Arthur Hirsch, H.
duction end of the business. Details ficers and
and Joseph Unger.
were meagre yesterday but it was re- H. Wellenbrink
new
pneumonia was the cause of Several deals are under way for
Brunton

in

the founder of the

ported

his death.

product.

#&<

—.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
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Low

High
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90
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88^4
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7%
fith

Loew's
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Triangle
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7H

Belasco would collaborate with
them in the production of "The
and
Diggcr>,"
"Deburau"
d
It was then stated that
^Daddies."
Belasco would supervise the making

Close

Sales

110-J4

3,000

89^
%34

L.400

75/&

19^

19Ks

100
4,000

19^

1,400

Not qui
Not quoted

t

t

New York

rep-

ntative of the Empresa de Teatros
y Cinemas, Ltd., of Peru has moved

1600 Broadwav.

The same

ar-

rangements have

been entered into
in connection with "Tiger Rose."
Sidney Franklin has been selected
to direct the production, and Edmund Goulding, the task of writing
the continuity.
With the completion
of "Tiger Rose," Miss Ulric will return East this fall to resume her per-

These were

Cunningham Here
Jack Cunningham is here from

the

prepare the script for a
future Agnes Ayres' vehicle. "The
Heart Raiders."
to

to
ers

finally

withdrawn.

It

Hoy

Theaters
in
Ontario.
Renfrew,
(Continued from Page 1)
Toronto and Western Ontario have
II<>y by the various supply deal- also been acquired by members of
for collection.
It is understood
the Allen family, and it is believed

that this means of eliminating large
lossess was taken because of the
amount of money outstanding, a sum

there is a possibility of the
organization of another chain of Allen-controlled
houses in the Dothat

placed at $500,000 in one quarter
yesterday.
Eventually the credit idea will be

by the Hoy
Joe Hornstein of Howells
Cine Equipment, who is the New
York zone director of the national
nationally

service.

organization,

expected to leave for
Chicago next week with Charles B.
Hoy to introduce the new plan in the
is

'

Kirkwood in Drug Film
James Kirkwood will leave "The
Fool" and go to Hollywood, where
he

to play the lead opposite Mrs.
in her picture of the

is

Wallace Reid
narcotic

evil,

"The Living Dead."

Decorating the Criterion
The Criterion was dark Sunday
bers
of
the
local
zone include
Howells, Independent Movie Supply- and yesterday. Work was begun by
Co., United Theater Equipment Co., carpenters, decorators and upholsterBehrends M. P. Supply Co., Capitol ers to refinish the entire interior for
M: P. Supply Co., Crown M. P. Sup- the premier of "The Covered Wagon"
ply Co., Otto Greenbaum and Sam on Friday.
Kaplan.
May Make Archaeological Films
Larry Weingarten of Sacred Films
left yesterday for Cleveland.
From
there he goes to Washington to confer with Dr. Carrol Mitchell relative
Illinois

territory.

The

active

mem-

1

1923

will

rrm

ALL
WANT
MAYER'S

G.

J.

Photo Melodrama Sensation

The
Greatest

Menace
ALBERT ROGELL

WITH A CAST OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

A DRAMATIC
EXPOSE
OF THE
DRUG EVIL
BUT

NOT A SO-CALLED DOPE

(Continued from Page 1)
After allowing for payment of dividends on the preferred stock, the 1922
earnings are at the annual rate of
$14.73 on the common stock outstanding.
As noted, the earnings on the
common were expected to total about
$14.50 per share.
The board of directors in meeting yesterday declared
a regular quarterly dividend of $2 on
the preferred payable on May 1, to
stockholders of record at the close of
business on April 16.
The financial
statement places the company's assets

r>r>

DIRECTED BY

PICTURE

Earnings Fall Off

7

13,
1

REQUESTS ARE COMING IN PROVING THEY

to the filming of archaeological subjects.

SJ

n

FROM
NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST

is

also reported that Fox is angling for
the control of the numerous theaters.
The theater plans of the Aliens
During
are problematical, it is said.
recent months, several relatives of
Jule and J. J. Allen bought up a
number of houses on their own account, the largest purchase being the
chain of theaters in Eastern Ontario
operated by O'Brien interests of

formance of "Kiki."

developed

iwardo Rodrigo,

to

productions.

the

of

Sign

Not quoted

J

.

weeks ago Warners announced

i\ \\

1)

assignee has

issued a statement in which he points out that
the operation of the Allen theaters
across Canada will not be disturbed
by the transaction. The Aliens own
a number of the theaters outright
and have leases on a few others.
The majority of the theaters are
owned by subsidiary companies and
these
interest
in
controlling
the
houses will also be affected.
No intimation is made of the
identity of prospective --irchasers of
the Allen theaters, but last year several offers for the assets were made
by the Famous Players Canadian
through N. L. Nathanson.
Corp.,

that

Quotations
kod. Ill

The

Practically every producing organization in the industry has attempted
through
Ulric,
to
induce
Miss
Belasco to appear in motion pictures.

A

imtt^ibi

Allen Theater Deal

Warners Get Ulric
Vol. XXIII

Tuesday, March

DAILV

at

$48,092,4 18.98.

The market yesterday was quiet.
The range on the common was 90
high, 88><i

low and

Prints— Paper

NOW READY

Mayer

&

Quinn

Distributors

New York
1493

89->£ closing.

Sales
amounted to 1400.
The preferred
reached a high level of 96)4, closing
at the same figure.
About 100 shares
changed hands.

—Accessories

SUITE

Office

BROADWAY
509

BRYANT

2389

—
THE
Tuesday, March

13,

1923

Here

newspaper advertising. Taking ad- the papers also
Regular and special heralds to the
contributing several
vantage of the heavy fall of snow, free columns.
number of 40,000 foun/^their way
he erected an "A" stand on sleigh
into hotels, departmenr^ftores and

Over

Putting It

how a brother

is

exover.

put his show
Send along your ideas.
hibitor

Let

know how you

the other fellow

cleaned up.

Vhen Everybody Has The Gimme's
Toledo Eddie Carrier, local Gold-

—

recently put over a very
ffective stunt for "Gimme," when he
Carrier
ave away some souveni.s..
ad the Owen Bottle Works make up
000 bottles, each about three quartof an inch high and an exact
rs
plica of a quart whiskey bottle,
he bottles w re filled —ilk liquor
earing a specially prepared "Gimme"
After a few of these were dis.bel.
ibuted "Gimme" was the most popuynner,

ir

word

in

Lion for "The Hottentot"
Kansas City Lion collars got their
[ottentot brand out here just in time
catch the run of "The Hottentot,"
Newman's. The hook up was good

—

)
t

attractive

windows

in

many

of

stores,
haberdashery
leading
fanager Milton Feld, familiar with
very merchant in the vicinity, made
the
tieup on riding togs with
ie

twenty-four

sheet
posters,
residences.
illuminated.
2,000 block 2
The libraries used 15,000 book
sheets and 2,000 one sheets.
10,000
window cards in addition to several marks. This stunt was very suchundred cloth banners. This covered cessful.
the outdoors, within a radius of 25
selected list of 10,000 received
miles, including street cars, subway fancy announcement cards.
stations and railway terminals.
The campaign was brought to a

A

Over 10,000 doorknob hangers close when
and were placed on Saturday night, hang- turned out
opening.
ing until Monday.
Quackenbusch's department store.
Stickers of the book were used on
the theater lobby doors, ticket booth
windows and in two of the local
restaurants, and
cigar
stores.
A
special
showing was given Wed.

chmelzer Co.

MacLean

used by Douglas

in

iiaking the picture was there as Exibit A.
A thirty foot banner was strung

city
a

store,

Women's

Peerless

the

night,

called

municipal

which

Mayor

Fleming

officials

were

Shop

night,

and

in

and
body

state officials
to attend the

to

other

invited.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Bonns Worked Hard for This
Boston The following is a

—

line-up
stunts
that
Eddie
Bonns and Buddy Stuart used to
send over "The Christian" at the
Park at $1.50 top:
of

exploitation

PHOTO-ENGRAVING

An

extensive newspaper campaign,
open letter to the public which he
used on a three-sheet board in front

1587-1589

BROADWAY,

N.Y.

CUTS, MATS, STEREOS, ELECTROS,

ART WORK

PHONE, BRYANT

on "Happy Hottentot"

jcords with a prominent music store,
nd riding boots and saddles with anThe saddle alleged to have
ither.
teen

Lavender's Book Shop. Griffin's book
W. C. Frear's department store,

180

mostly

town.

.

jr

A

6-sheet poster was pasted
on each side and the sleigh sent
through the city streets.
Window
displays were obtained, hrough Grossett & Dunlap's photoplay edition of
the novel, in the Northern News Co.
offices
in
Allen's
Book
Shop,

runners.

8^44-8445

NEGATIVE FOR SALE
on new picture
Owner Must Sacrifice
B-565— c/o The Film Daily

:

jbove

McGee

street

where over

20,-

00 automobiles pass daily.

Letter to the Public
For the showing of
Troy, N. Y.
The Christian," at the Lincoln,

EASTMAN

!l

—

I

Wilkinson made use
the theater and printed

jlenry
f

Phone

— Beekman

of
in

an

Short or Long Term Loans

Made on Reasonable Terms

his

Consult With

Us

POSITIVE FILM

9091

You'll be pleasantly

surprised
SBRUOBJ

tEAL

Confidential

The

delicate tones

shadow

Service

that skillful exposure has secured in

the negative, are reproduced in their
values on

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
[OTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

between highlight and

Eastman

Positive Film.

full

It carries

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

'Phone Chelsea 8264

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

available in nine colors,

outits length

is

tinted

base

identified through-

by thewords "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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"Jazzmania"

Newspaper Opinions

AMERICAN — "Jazzmania"

"gftss"— Warners

on old

Strand
"Brass/' a)
the Strand theater this week is riot Charles
(;.
Norm's "Brass." The characters in the
screen version hear the same names as those
that appear in the book, hut they are not
the same people, the same tilings do not
happen to them, ami the novelist's observations of marriage have not been carried over
into the film, which does not seem to have

any particular goal.
have not read the

*

*

But

*

who

those

Still,

may

book

Philip

find

rearranged
by
vicissitudes,
as
Baldwin's
Julien Josephson, scenario writer, and Sydney Franklin, director, interesting.
For "Hrass" in picture
DAILY
form is the kind of thing which compels us
to call for our quotation marks and say "old
Probably the adapter and the director
stuff."
Whatever remained
are to blame for this.
of Mr. Xorris' original story was reduced by
are
them into words of one syllable.
compelled to believe that "Brass" is a telling

\K\VS—

We

for this photoplay.

title

GLOBE— This

weak

eliding
aside, however, "Brass" is a picture of domestic entanglements considerably above the
It is a simple and common
average. * * *
enough yarn and would be tedious to sit
through if it were not exceptionally well doc*
Marie
tored with intresting details.
Monte Blue, Irene Rich. Vera
Prevost.
entire
the
in fact,
Lewis. Cyril Chadwick
give the necessary punch.
cast
The picture is faithful to all the

matter

a

of

—

—

MAIL—

*

"Brass,"
however, is not essentially a problem phototells an interesting and entertaining
play
?ioiy, containing the humorous as well as
*
realism

Norris's

of

*

book.

*

'.'

serious side of wedded life.
of ,thc success of the picture is due
well tchosen cast.
Monte Blue played
with a high, degree of excellence the difficult
role of PMilip Baldwin.
Marie Prevost as
his erring (wife was convincing.
the rmjfc

Much

to

a

TELEGRAPH—*

"i^'ivc,

*

The

*

scenarioist, though he has not adhered very
closely to the novel, has produced an engrossing picture, but in his failure to follow
Mr. Non s's story, gets a bit muddled at the
end, and the finish of the picture is abrupt
and unsatisfying, with many loose ends untied.
This lack of a climax is the chief fault in

which is otherwise a very fine
In
most salient point about the
is, in our opinion, the notable work

picture,
offering.
tin

I

iilm

i

'

of the cast,
Blue, in the role of the husband, and
Rich, as the "other woman."

POST —

Tt makes a
play, a little overdrawn
with a vast amount of
is well presented by a

SUN
he

Tin

inal.

last

i

onlj

best

t

the

company

fine

*

rises to heights toward (lit
but for the mosl part it is
an "interesting" film and not

—

from so distinguished
I

BGRAM

|

one

product
Fit st

a

would

expect

source.
all.

Qj

•Brass,"

in

It
ing drama
form, is
attention from start to finish from
dramatic force

film

TIMES

.

through cellumphasized
of its hand
incidents in the prearrangi
lad
the
photoplay
at the
"Brass,"
people,
in
nd tins week, finally arrives at a dra
It
depends foi its
COmed} upon tin Kay and expressive Harry
Myers, and quit< often Mr. .Myers delivers.
TRIBUNE But the motion picture is a
denatured \crsion of the Charles G. Norris
novel.
It seems as though the picture
would stand much greater chance of popularity if it were offered on its merits and not
as a screen version of the novel.
Not having read all the novel,
"'Brass," it
is
less
difficult
to form an
opinion on the merit of the motion picture
by that name which stood them up ten deep
in the rear of the Strand Theater at every
performance yesterday. As a film, it seems
to us just a pretty good problem play. * * *
Vftei

wandering
d

* *

puts new angle

Mae Murray

charmingly petulant

in

Louis Gottschalek has been en
support
"Twenty- gaged to write the music score fo
"The Girl I Loved."

the jazzand a most
is

reel

last

of

"Jazzmania"

was immense and revealed possibilities that
could not but help make the judicious grieve
In this portion
over what had gone before.
of the picture Mae did some of the stuff
we thought nobody but Mrs. Mary Pickford
Furthermore, the
the film, such as the
component
titles, action, the cast arid direction, seemed
themselves from mediocrity to the
lift
to
capable
parts of

Fairbanks

heights of this

reel.

is actually a stuin story, in setting
Its plot is about as

— overelaborate

Mae Murray.

coherent as the theme of a 1904 musical comedy, and this dramatic deficiency is not atoned
Neverthefor by any members of the cast.
Miss Murray's beaded underthings are
less,
sufficient in themselves to insure vast popularity for "Jazzmania," so why worry about
the rest of the film?
that no one will.

WHO

KISSED HER?

of.

IIFKALD — "Jazzmania"

pid picture
in

Years."

in

tvrant.

GLOBE— The

and

is

We

have a

ASK DOUGLAS MacLEAN
OR LEAH BAIRD

Lips

Of a

Famous
Screen
Star

definite idea

MAIL — "Jazzmania,"

at the Capitol this
a jumble of gorgeous gowns, specand meaningless incident.
tacular settings
It is one of the worst pictures of the year.

week

is

?

—

POST Mae Murray and her husband,
Robert Z. Leonard, are a great combination
Of course, he knows perfectly
for the films.
well just what she can do to the best advantage, and when he provides a vehicle for
her on the screen it is pretty likely to fit.
This he has done in "Jazzmania,"

SUN—

The picture is artificial to the last
degree, being the nearest thing to a musical
comedy without music that the screen has
shown in a long time. * * * Miss Murray
has a certain vogue, and in conjunction with
the excellent supplementary bill she drew a
big crowd yesterday, just like Pola Negri.
The picture has been well directed and Miss Murray given more than the
opportunity
to display her terpsichorean
usual
talent.
The sub-titles have been written by
some one with an accurate knowledge of slang
deal
of
great
and provoked a
phrases
laughter.
picture
play,
in
this
The scenes
however, are sparkling and beautiful, and although the "romantic plot'' of the thing is
preposterous, most everything Miss Murray
Not even in
does is delightful and fresh.
that other colorful impersonation in "Fasciviaacious
and
so artiswas
she
so
nation"
tically pictured in all her scores of moods.

TIMES—

WORLD —

A

Big
Kiss
If

You

Guess

Tragedy and Romance
startling photoplay

lurk

human

in

a

kiss.

In

this

hearts suffer until cupid

arrives with a glorious kiss.

It's

a smashing story

make

talk in

TWENTY

MILLION HOMES. Watch

for the

name.

with an ending that will

This
1923

GUESS

Special

(to be

WHO GOT

KISSED

continued in our next)
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of

It

1

I

good problem

as to sentiment, but
heart-interest, which

picturization

winsome

*

Arthur Stewart Hull
Herbert Rawlinson

Irene

Charles Norwell known expose of marriage, which
named "Brass," is notable
ironicalb
Truly the picturt as
acting.
Strand is very, very

ris's

;i

pretty

of

Monte

two members

done by

story.

inn queen,

EVENING JOURNAL

— Metro

Capitol

1923

13,

overly

i

—

'

WORLD

It is most interesting for
fine individual performances

its

Fort Laramie, Wyoming, Mar. 12, 1923
Jesse L. Lasky,
Paramount Pictures, New York.
Reached here today with copy of "The Covered Wagon," on my way to New York
for the Criterion opening Friday night. It was near here that the attack of one thousand Indians on the Wagon train took place. I showed this morning some photographs
from "The Covered Wagon" to an elderly woman, sitting across the car aisle. She told
me she had crossed the plains in one of the wagon trains of 1848, when she was a little
girl of five.
She is now eighty years old and this is the first time she has gone back
east. The route is over the old Oregon Trail, and she is covering in four days the territory which as a little girl she spent a year in crossing. Vividly she pictured to me the
terrors, the hardships and long weary sufferings of those pioneers, whose lives are
so interestingly portrayed by James Cruze in his production. "It is all so real, so real,"
she said. "My father was massacred by the Indians, and mother and I went to Oregon
alone. And now, when I look out the car window I see great wheat fields, and cattle
ranges, and splendid roads, and Fords and Buicks. Young man, it is wonderful to live
in America !"
Will wire tomorrow, regards
John C. Flinn

RESERVED SEATS ON SALE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES—4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
THIS GIGANTIC FILM WILL NOT BE SHOWN AT ANY OTHER THEATRE
IN NEW YORK OR VICINITY THIS SEASON.

uncommonly

by Monte
Marie Prevost, Irene Rich and Frank
an, and the work of these performers
aside from the scenes in which they

Blue,

Keenalone,

work

so diligently at making the tears well, probwill
make the picture successful.
ably
"Brass" is a subject of vast heart appeal

"THE COVERED WAGON"- CRITERION -FRIDAY
Presentation by

Hugo

Riesenfeld

—

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZkRECOCMIZEG
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Changes To Goldwyn?

Renews

Ince
Will

Deal Reported on for Allen Distribut-

—

Remain With

tribution thro'^h
indicated in

Famous Players Film

last

Thomas H.

—

Service.

now

in

liquidation, this

is

First National.
Although not

nouncement,
deal

No

information

was

scene between two red blooded
reasons why "The Man From Glengarry"
A
taken from Ralph Connors great book will prove a money-maker.
Hodkinson Picture presented by Ernest Shipman Advt.

The

fight

men

is

on the logs

in a wild rushing

only one of the

many

—

is very likely Goldwyn has been
approached on the purchase of the
Allen exchanges as well as the the-

continue disNational, as

it

mentioned in the anunderstood that the

is

was closed

late

Monday

after-

negatives to deliver to the circuit before finishing the current contract.
These are "A Man of Action" and
"The Sunshine Trail," both to be released before June. The first picture
of the new series will be released in
September. Ince, as noted, plans to
make six pictures next year.
"Ten Ton Love," will be distributed through Metro, as indicated,
the deal having been definitely closed.

obtainable

shortly before the Aliens experienced
Goldwvn
the
difficulties,
financial
contract expired and that, later, with
the consent of the court, a new
agreement was entered upon with G.
That
Clarkson, the receiver.
T.
contract is now in force and while

First

noon.
Clark W. Thomas, Ince's
general manager left for the coast
yesterday carrying the agreement with
him.
Like the existing contract between
Ince and First National the new arrangement covers a series, said to be
either six or four. Ince has two more

the rea-

from Goldwyn yesterday relative to
understood that
It
is
the above.

ice will

I

#HF FILM DAILY

son why Goldwyn has stepped in.
Educational also released through
Famous Players Film Service, until
a few months ago but it has now established a separate company under
name of Canadian Educational Films,
Associated First National has
Ltd.
also been interested in the Allen situation in Canada because of the fact
that the Aliens held First National
franchises for practically all of their
theaters from Montreal to Vancouver.

National

week. A definite announcement
covering the new deal was made yesterday jointly by Ince's office and

Ltd.,

one of the oldest exchange systems
This exchange is an Alin Canada.
len enterprise with the head office
here and branches in Montreal, St.
John, Winnipeg, Calgary and VanGoldwyn has released in
couver.
Canada through this system for years
but it is understood that since the
company is one of the principal creditors of Allen Theaters, Ltd., which
is

First

For Another Series One Film
Goes to Metro

Canada No
Information Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Intimation has been given that Goldwyn has taken over the
ing System in

F. P.-L.

CUTS

LIABILITIES

$3,470,154 IN

A YEAR

Signs With Cosmopolitan
understood that Victor Herbert has signed a year's contract
with an option for another year to

Herbert
It

is

direct the orchestra at the Cosmopolitan theater, formerly the Park,
which opens in a few weeks under
auspices of the Hearst organization.

it

aters,

it

is

likewise true

that

other

$1,000,000 Note

ness

Lasky Signs Mary Astor
L. Lasky yesterday signed

Mary Astor under

a five year contract
The contract was
play leads.
closed simultaneously with the settlement of the litigation between Miss
Astor and Harry C. Durant who held
Miss
her under a personal contract.
Astor's first role will be opposite
Glenn Hunter in "This Side of
Paradise."
to

Anger Signs Clyde Cook
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Clyde Cook is the
first star of Lou Anger Prod., the
new comedy organization which
Anger promised some weeks ago. The
Cook unit will be the first of five.
Production will be at the Keaton

—

studio.

Held by

S.

A.

Lynch Wiped Out— 1920 Indebted-

— Down

to 10 Million in Current
Years
Statement, or Six Million Less in

16 Million

Two

companies have been informed that
the assets are on the market.

Jesse

Was

While it is true that the 1922 statement of Famous Players
shows a drop of $584,512 in net operating profits as compared
with the earnings for 1921, the detailed statement places the
total liabilities for 1922 at $10,665,558.52 or $3,470,154.76 less
than 1921, when the figure was $14,135,713.28.
$1,000,000 held in the name of the Amusement Finance
which
Corp.,
was included in the liabilities for 1920 and 1921.
not
appear
does
in the current statement. Its removal, of course,
came about as a result of the recent deal with S. A. Lynch. The
condition of the company as revealed by a comparison of the
The 1920
last three annual statements indicates improvement.
statement lists liabilities of $16,838,312.59: that of 1921,
A sub$14,135,713.28 and the 1922 statement $10,665,558.52.

The

amount held in advance payments from
exhibitors has been made since last year when the total was
$1,509,400.70 as compared with $1,145,995.92 at the end of 1922.

stantial reduction in the

(Continued on Page 6)

Fox Wins Suit
to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington In an opinion handed
down by Associate Justice Holmes,
(Special

—

the United States Supreme Court decided that the sole rights to "Over
the Hill to the Poorhouse," founded
on poems by the late Will Carleton,
belong to Fox Film.

Buys "Wild Oranges."
Goldwvn has purchased "Wild
Oranges,'" by Joseph Hergesheimer
No director has been selected as yet.

Sennett Signs
between Mack Sennett
which was leported in
THE FILM DAILY on March 2,
was officially announced by Pathe

The

and

deal

Pathe

The

contract calls for 21
eight of them starring
All told, Pathe will
Turpin.
have 60 two reelers this year, this, of
course, includes the Hal Roach outyesterday.

two
Ben

put,

reelers,

;

*m
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New

FILM FOLKS,

The overture this week is "The Bartered
Bride," Smetena; followed by the weekly
Capitol Magazine, and then Impressions of
Opening
of
(a)
consisting
Balkans,
the
Scene, Orchestra; (b) Waltz, Mile. Gambarelh; (c) Balkan Dance and (d) "King
of

Murray
Grand

March

3,

1879.
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Quotations
High

East Kod. Ill
F.

P.

do pfd... 96U
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77/s

Sales

3,000

893*6

1400

96-K

9634

7H

7$/&

100
4,000

Not quoted
..

19H

19H

19J4

World
"Shadows" Bought
Ferdinand H.

Adams

The

Rivoli

Pic-

—

one of the pioneers

was a recent

production,
at the Lasky

in

visitor

for Brazil

has purchased

the Brazilian rights to "Shadows."

Paul Mooney, Louis B. Mayer's
Eastern representative, has left on a
long trip which will take him to every
exchange center in the country endat

Angeles

the
in

Address Box K-13 Film Daily

active volcano in the United States
scenes from an airplane.

busy again;

is

Mayer

studio

Mustapha Kemal and his bride; Ismet Pasha;
two men who dictated Turkey's policy
at the Lausanne Conference.

in

Los

"GIANTS" IN TRAINING— N. Y. Giants,
champions of the world, begin training at
San Antonio, Tex. Other news from Garden City, L. I.j Indianapolis; West Palm
Beach,

Fla.;

Danville,

111.;

etc.,

etc.

!

Two Yoke of Oxen to Haul
THE PRAIRIE SCHOONER
Over the Pioneer Trail From
New York to California.
Write or Wire

continues

Cameo, "Hunting Big Game In
\frica" is in it's last week at the Lyric,
"Adam's Rib" has moved from the
ind
the

to

the

Associated Distributors
130 West 46th Street
New York City

Rialto.

"Daughters of the Rich" will be
release of the Lichtman

Bryant 4279

he April
Corp.

A

Big,

ooloooh/

Smashing

v

ANIMAL STORY

r oJ

of the

(pronounced

LIONS

JUNGLE

bavoooo)

EVER-LAST-INGLY EXCITING

TIGERS, ELEPHANTS

with biggest companies desires opabilities.
prove his
to
portunity
Earnest, diligent, live-wire resultgetter.

ERUPTION AGAIN—

MT. LASSEN IN
The only

about six weeks.

WANTED

AFRICAN
PUBLICITY-EXPLOITATION
ADVERTISING
with wide experience
man
Young

No. 22

the

Mooney on Long Trip

ing

PatheNews
TURKEY'S "MEN OF THE HOUR"—

studio.

number.

at

tenth week.

Thanhouser on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Edwin Thanhouser,

The opening musicale number is "Irish
Walter Kuhn's dance travesty,
I'utpourri."
•Lilies of the Field" and the Tdpical Re.itw are next, followed by a prologue to the
An organ solo is the finale
.'eature, "Brass."

At Other Houses
"Down To The Sea In Ships"

its

1,400

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

next.

Pictograph
Bray
"Scraps,"
a
torial,
'Shakespeare's Country," one of the Urban
Author Series; and a Prologue,
English
'Jealousy," arranged and spoken by Maurice
Emil Jannings
respectively.
follow
Cass,
"Minuet"
feature.
the
is
"Othello,"
n
Paul Oscard and Helen Grenelle, dancers,
Max Fleischer "Inkwell" Comedy,
tnd a
'Bed Time" close the performance.

.{ivoli

110&

Griffith

Loew's

Close

"Suite L'Arlesienne," by Georges Bizet,
Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz,
the overture.

'My Buddy," comes

m

88M

110

L... 90

G'wyn

Low

rounding out

Strand

W.

man.

"JazzEvelyn Herbert.
feature attraction, with Mae
Capitol
The
unit.
fourth
is
the
Organ concludes.

Heart,"

the

1923

"Hunting Big Game" Closing
"Hunting Big Game in Africa," at
Sunday night,
closes
Lyric,
the

Rivoli

Entered aa second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the pott office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of

My

in. mia,"

14,

and

NORCA PICTURES,

Hundreds of Other Animals
Inc.,

1540 Broadway,

New York

\&MfiadetS%i>

City
Faithfully Portray Full NegativeValues

CADWALLADER

C. L.
Art Director

Eastern Studios

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Java Head"
"Back Home and Broke"

LOUIS MEYER
€

*'

f

'

5

ART

^'

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS.*

231 Vest 19™ Street
UJatlcins

7620 - 7461

Riding in on
the Crest of
the South Sea

Wave—

LOST
AND

FOUND
On a South Sea Island
Featuring House Peters
Pauline Starke, Antonio

Moreno

By Carey Wilson
Directed by R. A.

A Goldwyn

USE PETERS

Walsh

Picture

ANTONIO MORENO

PAULINE STARKE

Wednesday, March

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Ray Del Ruth will

rect

di-

Ben Turpin's next comedy.

and Paraguay; 8
from Primrose
[or same territory; 18 Alt and Howell and
Royal cum. lies from Export and Import
six
Film,
Jimmy Aubrey and 3 Phillips
comedies from Aywon for same territory.

"The
Grail,"
starring
Farnum has been completed

for

Dustin
Fox.

at

Leonhardt Resigns
(Special to

Buddy Messinger's

fourth comedy
for Century will be "All Over Twist."

Sam

de Grasse will appear in "The
Spoilers," which Lambert Hillyer is

Seattle

Clyde Fillmore plays the heavy in
Silent
Accuser," a Richard

"The

Thomas

Prod.

(

immediately.

exteriors.

play the feminine
ZaSu
lead in Erich von Stroheim's first
production for Goldwyn, "Greed."
Pitts, will

The
Blood"

series

of
the
for F. B.

Grim Fairy Tale."

Mai

understood that John Charle
the singer, will appear wit]

THE FILM DAILY)

— Carey

on
work
start
will
"Daughters of the Poor" in the near
This will be the fourth and
future.
of

a

series

of

companion

pic-

tures, released

Owing
the

Goldwyn

announcement

will

20

LOGGERS

March

PHOTO-ENGRAVING

page

1587-1589
appear

THE FILM DAILY
day,

AT YOUR SERVICE

to an unavoidable de-

in

BROADWAY,

N.Y.

CUTS, MATS; STEREOS, ELECTROS,

ART WORK

Wednes-

PHONE, BRYANT

8444-

-844 5

21st.

(Originally

scheduled

for

14th).

"Fighting
O. is "A
St.

Clair

is

directing.

George

Hill

will

be

co-director

Marion
on "The
Daughter of Mother McGinn," for

with

Frances

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM

Cosmopolitan.

Mabel Julienne Scott will appear
in
"The Man Who Cheated," in
which Walter Hagen, the golf champion will be seen.

Zach

Sanderson for the past

six

years with the George K. Putman
Publishing Co., has joined the Universal scenario staff.

Herbet Blache is directing Herbert
Rawlinson in "Twenty Years" at
Tully
Marshall
and
Katherine Perry are in the cast.

Universal.

As soon as Louise Fazenda completes her work in "Main Street"
she will go to the San Mateo studios
to appear in "The Fob" for Metro.
Frank H. Webster, art director of
the Hobart Henley unit at Universal
has been awarded first prize in a
competition to discover who shall
prepare designs for the 400 odd buildings which will be constructed for
the International M. P. Exposition

and Historical Revue.

W.

E.

GREENE

Jesse L. Lasky,
Kansas City, Mo., March 13, 1923
Paramount Pictures, New York,
Arrived here today with copy of "The Covered Wagon" on my way from California
over the old Oregon Trail. This thriving city in the old days was only a small trading
station and was called Westport Landing, a "jumping off" place for the old Wagon Trains
of 1848.^ James Cruze shows a reproduction of the old settlement in "The Covered
Wagon." The country we have crossed in the past twenty-four hours is full of interesting
historical association.
Kansas and its great expanses of wheat fields only a few years
ago comparatively was the buffalo hunting grounds of thousands of Indians. A buffalo
hunt is shown in the picture.
also crossed the Platte River by a wonderful steel
bridge, where many a pioneer of the forties came to grief in attempting
to ford the swift
stream. The river fording scene in the picture is its biggest thrill to me. Don't think I
will ever forget my impressions of the west, its great plains,
its magnificent mountains,
its gorgeous rivers.
What a panorama was unfolded before the eyes of the pioneers
who are visualized in "The Covered Wagon." Will wire from Chicago. Regards,

We

John

C. Flinn

RESERVED SEATS ON SALE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES—4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
THIS GIGANTIC FILM WILL NOT BE SHOWN AT ANY OTHER THEATRE
IN NEW YORK OR VICINITY THIS SEASON.

"THE COVERED WAGON"- CRITERION -FRIDAY/
Presentation by

Hugo

Riesenfeld

th

Mahlon Hamilton, has been engag
ed to play opposite Agnes Ayres ir
"The Heart Raider." Later he wil
play opposite Bebe Daniels in "Bluff."

"Daughters of the Poor" Soon

Wednesday, March
eighth

is

Gasnier

lay,

Lucien Littlefield, recently signed
with Goldwyn, will have for his first
role in "Three Wise Fools."

(Special to

year.

Poor."

Sonora for

It

Barrymore in "Under
Red Robe" for Cosmopolitan.

ioldwyn.

Frankie Lee will appear in "Terwilliger," Frank Borzage's first for
First National.

trip to

Donald M. Mersereau has beer
assigned special work by Luxor Pic
tures.
He was formerly with Hod
kinson and Metro.

Lionel

Carey Wilson Signs Again
Culver City

L. Manker. president of PalmPhotoplay Corp., has returned
from Chicago.

"The Girl of the Golden West"
company has returned from a month's

Flashes

Thomas,

for Goldwyn,
resignation,

through Al Lichtman.
They are "Rich Men's Wives,"
"Poor Men's Wives," "Daughters of
the Rich" and "Daughters of the

Ray

Conklin, special repreHope Hampton
of
the
sentative
Prod., has left for a trip covering
Canada, the Middle Western and the
South in the interest of "The Light
In the Dark."

Wilson, an associate editor in the Goldwyn scenaLeonhardt's post has been abolished rio department for nearly two years,
has signed a contract for another

last

er

Conklin on Trip
Francis G.

west-

Leonhardt,

district

effective

by

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

manager
his
announced

ern
has

director.

Archie Mayo has completed "The
Leather Slingers," his first comedy
for Century.

westerns

Hackett

\\ illiani

Montana's sixth comedy
Metro will be "Snowed Under."

And

Uruguay

Argentine,

for

Bull

1923

"Greed," Release Title for "McLuporini Buys for Abroad
Teague"
Ferdinand V. Luporini, Inc., has
"Greed" will be the release title of
"Bluff," by Rita Weiman and Jos
purchased the following:
the first of the Von ephine Quirk, will be Bebe Daniels
"McTeague,"
"One Wick of Love," from Selznick for
Stroheim features for Goldwyn.
next picture following "The Exciters.'
lialy; 8 Jack Hoxie westerns from Aywon

Guts

Coast Brevities

14,

1

THE

-<2^
500KS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
"OR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

1

inn

Wednesday, March

DAILY

1923

14,

MARKET PLACE

FOR THE PRODUCER

AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL

_

i...

Author

published in the

pany

of

THE MIRACLE MAN

West 42nd

33

N.

St.,

Y.

Address

Broadway
M. R. Fink, General Manager
1493

Service for Authors, Inc.

by

"CAPT. BLOOD" By
Author

RED BOOK

all

LAURA
1476

C.

MAN WHO LAUGHS"

'THE

Adapted from Victor Hugo

BARDINE &

WILCK

Broadway, N.
Bryant 4065

Sabbatini,

Scaramouche—

Based on the Famous Song

communications

D.

of

'ASLEEP IN THE DEEP"

A TREASURE UPON
EARTH published in the
SATURDAY EVENING
POST

EDWARD SMALL PLAY CO.,

MILLIGAN

G.

organized to serve you

as a clearing house.

See or Write

CARL

is

"THE UNFINISHED
SENTENCE- "

following

the

ANTI-CLIMAX published in
HEARST'S MAGAZINE

The Edward Small Play Com-

PACKARD

WILCK

DONN BYRNE
CROWN OF SHEBA'S
QUEEN

LAYWRIGHTS

-M-

D.

representative for
stories

UBLISHERS

(THE FOUR STRAGGLERS
An Astounding New Novel By
L.

Sole

ICTURES
|_^LAYS

For the Screen

FRANK

LAURA

-rPRODUCERS

AVAILABLE

CO.,

Inc.

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Y.

Bryant 3660

Tel.
1

"UNDER SOUTHERN

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

SKIES"
By

Lottie Blair Parker

Owners

Exclusively by

Available

A

fast

220

"EXTRA"

with racing atmosphere entitled

West 42nd

Sole Agents

35

Fast Moving Comedy
Newspaper Life. Suitable
Young Male Stars.

For

production

sale for picture

Apply
c/o

Box A-5— Film Daily

MR. FINK
Ed Small Play
1493

St. Clair
(Special

to

feature.

(Special to

—

He

"Fighting
B. O.

is

JUST MARRIED

MADAME SHERRY

Co.

Broadway

Plan Household Comedies

Plans a Feature

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles Mai St. Clair will
on start "Blow Your Own Horn,"
e

of
for

at nresent making
series
for

Blood"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Mr. and Mrs. Snitz
Edward plan a series of household

229

Answer

—

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal Phil Hazz and I. Stuart
have re-organized Equity Pictures.
id the Saenger
Amusement Co., A number of pictures have already
lc,
defendants
in
the
action been secured for release in Quebec,
ought by the Federal Trade Com- including "A Child for Sale," "Mother
ission against
them and others, Eternal" and "The Thinker," the lative
filed
their
answers to the ter a French production. The comnended complaint of the Commis- pany is also releasing Eddie Lyons'
jn.
A general denial is entered. comedies.
(Special to

Washington

— E.

V.

Richards,

Jr.,

Street.

York, N. Y.

Phone, Longacre 2744

(For Pictures)

Sydro

French Plays and Novels

TWO

LITTLE VAGRANTS
THE NEST— LE SECRET
Vitagraph Office for Vancouver

Dist. Starts

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver. B. C. John Fleming,
Kansas City Syd Rosenthal, former general manager of the Mid-States representing Vitagraph was here re-

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

comedies modeled along the lines of Dist. Corp., has organized his own
company, the Sydro Distributing Co.
Drew comedies.

(Special to

West 35th

New

Authors: F. S. Isham, Beulah
Poynter,
Grace L. Furniss,
Milton A. Gropper, W. V.
Brightman,
Bradley
Charles

the

Canadian Equity Reorganizes
Richards and Saenger

45th St

OSCAR & BORY OSSO

St.

Tel. 1944 Bryant

A

W.

Phone Bryant 2564

THE CLINGING VINE
"NORTH STAR"

a Wonderful

BRANDT & KII.KPATRICK

MARY FORREST

Now

moving, modern story

Make

Special

"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor
Prof. Max Reinhart's Wordless Mystery Play, "The Miracle"
Easy Terms
Brokers Protected

WALL

HOWARD VINCENT O'BRIEN

This Will

"To

Longacre Bldg.. N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

801

By

All "Arsene Lupine" stories by Maurice Le Blanc
the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung

"WAY DOWN EAST"
M. V.

"TRODDEN GOLD"

of

All the Laura Jean Libbey Stories

Author of

Controlled

The Big Novel of
The Spring

Ld.,

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511
New York C.ty

Another Sheik Story
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Fred Caldwell

—

cently for the purpose of establishing
Vancouver branch for the company.

a

Future Production in Idaho

Nell Shipman intends making all of
She
her future pictures in Idaho.
is
Los
producing "The Sheik of Holly- plans to erect a permanent village
wood" at the Fine Arts studio. This near Priest Lake. The company has
started a series of 12 short animal
is another in the series of Hollywood
making. pictures, and in the Spring will prois
Caldwell
that
films
Miss
Others are "Knighthood in Holly- duce 'Over the Last Ridge."
wood" and "The Deacon of Holly- Shipman's current picture is "The
Raymond Cannon is fea- Grub Stake," which American Rewood."
leasing is handling.
tured.
(Special to

—

:

:

THE

-c&H

DAILY

CUTS

F. P.-L.

as

14,

l

LIABILITIES

(Continued from Page 1)

The current statement,

Wednesday, March

compared with

last year's follows

Western Union Telegram

ASSETS
1921

1922

Cash

$2,350,692.60
465,533.71

$2,310,021.53

Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Bills

Advances

62,.::

subsidiary
consolidated). $1,759,909.63
to outside pro605,253,63
to

(not

cos.

Advances

ducers
Film customers
dry accounts

and

$2,743,993.92
1,668,018.07

sun-

726,565.01

1.027.808.25

5,439,820.24

3,091,728.27

Inventory
Negatives,
positives
(residual value)
$12,338,027.72
Rights to plays, scenarios,
etc.
873,480.76

$11,238,810.37

667,173.57
196.949.72

11,905,983.94
500,779.50

$18,872,526.12

$20,662,809.99

$337,020.10
"."J2.275.6S

$342,619.66
8,803,257.46

10,345,128.00
773.013.78
7,842,455.30

•9,723,689.29
633,091.52
7,774,108.97

$48,092,418.98

$47,939 576.89

13,21 1.508.48

Securities

Total current and working assc

Deposits to
Investments

secure contracts
in subsidiary cos

Land,

buildings,
leases
and
after depreciation (incluling
subsidiary cos. subject
to

thereon
tions

$7,244,091.42
subsidiary cos.)

of

of

Deferred
Goodwill

Is

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES INC.
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
JUST HAD PRIVILEGE PREVIEWING THE
ABYSMAL BRUTE. EXCELLENT PICTURE GREAT
CREDIT MUST BE GIVEN TO REGINALD DENNY AND
DIRECTION OF HOBART HENLEY GREAT LOVE
STORY SHOULD APPEAL TO EVERY WOMAN AND
SHOULD PROVE A BOX OFFICE TONIC.
J. A. PARTINGTON, MANAGING DIRECTOR
HERBERT ROTHCHILD ENTERTAINMENT

obliga

AND CAPITAL
1922

$2,957,418.68
1,182,767.75

subsidiary
cos.
(not consolidated)
Excise taxes, payrolls and
sundries
Owing to outside producers.

1921

$3,845,222.08
1,655,467.29

'WE NEVF.P

payments on
ments due within

—

1922

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42*5 STREET

502,349,95

110,464.78

1.343. 947. 6"

278,331.18

966,258.59
314,049.70

756,908.17
607,539.67

1,073,886.12
1.275,172.00

428,406.00

413,668.00

mos.

current

179,400.00

liabilities

Advance payments of film rentals
Purchase money notes of subsidiary cos...
Serial payments on investments due after
one year
Reserve for

contingencies

TOTAL LIABILITIES
Interest of minority stockholders in sub
sidiary cos.
Capital (represented by)
Preferred
stock
(89,700
shares $100 par value.) $8,970,000.00

$9,839,588.56
1,509,400.70
402,911.23

464,927.63
369,966.81

954,825.95
428,986,84

$10,665,558.52

**$14, 135,713.28

117,174.25

137,634.12

t$9,270,000.00

Common stock (229,203
shares of no par value).. 18,989,572.77

tt!6,732,240.00

$27,959,572.77
9,350,113.44

$26,002,240.00
7,663,989.49

Surplus

37,309,686.21

$48,092,418.98

WHOSE LOVELY BLACK

ASK CHARLIE CHAPLIN

Of a

TO GUESS THESE

Superb
Screen

$47, 939,576.89

$409,000.00
100,000.00

?

$509,000.00

for 12 months
for Federal taxes

Balance carried

Surplus

to

1922
$4,718,526 62
607]539!67

1921
$5,970,671.19
1,275,172.00

$4,110 986 95

$4,695,499.19

CONSOLIDATED SURPLUS ACCOUNT DEC

Surplus at

Dec. 31

1921...

Add:

Profits for 12 mos. to Dec. 30, 1922,
after
providing for
Federal income
and excess profits taxes

Less Dividends
Common stock (paid in
922 >
$1,684,148.00
p,'
Pfd. stock (paid in 1922)
735.600.00
Subsidiary companies..
5,115.00

Surplus at

D ec.

30,

1922

<

t rim™"
TtCommon

1922
$5,399,089.80

4,110,986.95

4,695,499.19

$11,774,976.44

$10,094,588.99

2,424,863.00
$9,350,113.44

$1,654,672.00
764,400.00
11,527.50

$2,430,599.50
$7,663,989.49

Finance Vorp
!
d |n K at time 1921 statement was compiled was 92
,1 V outstan
700 shares
stock outstanding at time 1921 statement
was compiled was 206;834 shares!
sV

Think of the most fascinating eyes you ever saw.

Windows

Whose

of a

with burning

soul flaming with

fires like

TWENTY MILLION WOMEN.

Has

name.

Blood

in

this

passion.

Eyes

the great volcano that blazes

1923
Special

Four

•Mortgages totaled $6,337,500 in the 1921
statement
n
5 $
00 ,00(
'^Amusement

tp reefr e d

30,

$7,663,989.49

,;:

?

33,666.229.49

I

profit

EYES

Eyes

__,, „^ T .
CONSOLIDATED
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE
TWELVE MONTHS ENDED DEC.
30, 1922
Provision

GEN. MCE

Star

Contingent Mortgage Liability of subsidiary company on properties
sold
Contingent Liability for note of subsidiary company guaranteed

Less:

ALLAN A.LO*

185,400.00

$8,237,069.09
1,145,995.92
147,599.07

:

Operating

NEW YORK

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

invest-

12

Federal taxes estimated
Reserve for dividend declared
on common stock, payable
Jan. 2. 1923
Reserve for dividend declared
on preferred stock payable
Feb. 1, 1923

Total

DISAPPOINT'"

(kOMLQWFlUH ]£BOR«rOR!

to

Serial

13

of

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

Owing

MAR.

mortgages

being

payable
Accounts payable

1923,

equipment.
equities

charges

Bills

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

spectacular feature.

It's

a story to thrill

Look

for the

GUESS WHOSE EYES

Exciting

Punches

(to be continued in

t^J*
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Williams' Deal

On

for Florida for Rest and
California After Product
Sales Force

Then

3ff
)

|

Thursday,

No. 71

— Own

March

15,

Price 5 Cerrtt

1923

More For Goldwyn?
It

to

zation

Distinctive
Productions
with
replied he had not closed
a deal with anybody.
It is understood that Friend and
F. J. Godsol have been discussing distribution for some time and that,
although the actual contract may not
have been signed, the negotiations
are about closed.

Goldwyn, he
any kind of

he will go direct to
where, it is understood,
he expects to close an important production deal. Just how long he will
there

gone from New York is doubtful.
upon his return here it is expected he will at once begin to

[be

nor
Neither Godsol
James R.
Grainger could be reached about dinner time yesterday for a statement.

Ibut

own

sales force.

stated
Williams'
secretary
yesterday it was true he had gone to
Florida for a rest, but that was as
much as she knew about his plans.

stated at Famous Players
Nathanson,
that N.
L.
managing director of the Canadian
company has the active operation of
these houses in charge and that it
was for him to decide on Thomas'
successor.

Johnny Hines' latest and greatest feature melocomedy with another C. C. Burr sure fire cast, a story that offers the very best in laughs,
Advt.
thrills and drama and a production of the highest class.
" 'Luck,'

—

Sales

Associated First National has conseveral
foreign
contracts.
cluded
The Intern'l Variety and Theatrical
Agency. Inc., of New York, actine
for African Films. Ltd., has obtained
26 pictures for South Africa, including "Oliver Twist," "The Hottentot,"
"Dangerous
"Smilin'
Age,"
Through," "The Eternal Flame."
"East is West," "Brawn of the
North," "Fury," "Tol'able David."
"Omar the Tentmaker," and others.

The Societe des Etablissements
Gaumont of Paris, has taken over
and Husbands." "Invisible
Fear." "Women He Married" and
"Courage"
for
France.
Belgium,
Switzerland
French
African
and
colonies.
Companbia
Cinematographica. of Rio Janeiro
has contracted for "Omar the Tentmaker"
and "Oliver Twist" for Brazil and the
Globe Cinema Co., of Calcutta, India,

"Heroes

for the distribution of 36 pictures in
India, Burma, and Ceylon.

Contract

Arbitration Set

was

Some Foreign

for

Distinctive has purchased Sir GilIt
bert Parker's "The Weavers."
will be one of the first six of Distinctive's 12 releases for the coming
year.

—

It

pictures

Buys "The Weavers"

Distinctive

Thomas Rejoins Blank
THE FILM DAILY)

yesterday

12

"Backbone" and "The
Ragged Edge" are the first two.
next

(Special to

H. Blank enterprises at Des Moines.
Thomas has been here for four years.

plans

Distinctive
year.

Mr.

Toronto Regret is voiced here
over the departure of H. M. Thomas,
general theater director for Famous
Players here who will rejoin the A.

Says Friend

of

California,

organize his

Deal,

Arthur S. Friend was asked
late yesterday whether or not he had
closed a distributing deal on behalf

days.

From

— No

When

D. Williams left for Florida
J.
Tuesday night in order to recuperate
Tom an annoying attack of bronchitis
with which he has been suffering for

fome

Is Reported Distinctive May Release Through Godsol's Organi-

—

Rules Drawn and Agreed To Equal
Representation for Both Exhibitors

Rules governing the operation of
board of arbitration under the
uniform exhibition contract have been
approved by both representatives of
the distributing companies and representative exhibitors.
meeting was held last week at
the Hays office, the details of which
were divulged yesterday.
Present
were Al Steffes of Minneapolis,
Harry Crandall of Washington and
Claude Cady of Detroit, Bernard
Edelhertz, Leo Brecher, Charles L.
O'Reilly and William Brandt representing the exhibitor element and the
attorneys of the distributors. Steffes
is an
important figure in the Minnesota M. P. T. O. and Cady in the
Michigan unit both of which are part
(Continued on Page 2)

A

Tom Saxe Here
Saxe of Milwaukee is here
serving on First National's rotating
committee.

ment Near End

Flynn's First
selected

F.

Marion

Crawford's novel "In the Palace of
the King," as Emmett J. Flynn's first
picture.

— Company

Patten Nips Immorality Claim

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
of

the

Hays

—Thomas

G.
organization,

was

said if

any

in-

in

specific instances

were

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

annual convenMinnesota M. P. T. O.

tion

of the

will

be held here April 24-26.

Discuss 1st Nat'l Production

•

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— R.

A. Rowland, M.

Finkelstein and Sam Katz are
here discussing production plans for
First National.
L.

DANNY.

of Loew Sale
THE FILM DAILY)

Second Denial
(Special

to

Los Angeles— Lionel H. Keene,
West Coast representative for MarLoew, now adds his denial to
of A. C. Blumenthal that any
change of ownership is contemplated
in the Loew houses on the coast.
cus

that

New

F. B. O. Dep't

O. has organized a non-theatdepartment and intends makin
ing a determined bid for business
formerly
Meyers,
P.
A.
that field.
with Nat'l Non-Theatrical and the
educational department at Fox will
handle the sales.
The physical distribution will be
handled through the existing exchange
F. B.

Patten,

squelching a claim
made by a George Brockwell that
immoral films were made here for
Patten
exclusive showings abroad.

strumental

(Special

Minneapolis

Betty Compson's present contract
with Paramount expires in a fewmonths.
The company holds an
option on her services, but whether
that option will be exercised is a
matter that will be discussed by
Jesse L. Lasky when he returns to
Hollywood on Saturday.
Famous Players officials will not
known,
It is
discuss the matter.
however, that representatives of Miss
Compson have informed several producers, at least, that her present
contractual relations with Famous
Whether Lasky
are near an end.
wants to keep Miss Compson's services under the present contract is
not known. In all events, a decision
will be reached in a few weeks.

(Special to

12.

Minnesota Meets April 24-26

Holds an Option

Tom

Goldwyn has

on April

Up Soon

Betty Compson's Paramount Agree

and Exchanges

the

T. O. C. C. Installation April 12
The T. O. C. C. will hold its installation dinner at the Ritz-Carlton

re-

vealed to him, he would see that the
practice stopped.

rical

_

system.

!

;
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Chicago Representative
Wabash Atc.

S.

The Film
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Paris Representative
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Quotations
High

East Kod. Ill
F.

P.

do

...

Low

Close

Sales

110K

3,000

89^
96y4

1.400

9634

7H

7^

110

L... 90
pfd... 96?4

G'wyn

7ji

88^

Griffith

Loew's

..

195/6

Triangle

World

19 J*

100
4,000

Not quoted
19/2 1,400
Not quoted
Not quoted

Rename "Ten Ton Love"
"Ten Ton
release
Love," the Ince special it has just
contracted for as "Soul of the Beast."
Metro

will

are as fol-

l.

"The

Board

Arbitration shall consist
three of whom shall be
managers of local offices of the distributors, called distributors' representatives, and
three of whom shall be proprietors or managers of theaters in the zone where the
ihn
Hoard is located, called exhibitors'
representatives; provided however, that in
event
shall such exhibitors' representano
tives be managers of theaters owned or controlled by producers or distributors.
of

I

"Each

of the three distributors' representatives shall be selected by the members of
the Film Hoard of Trade to serve for one
year or until his successor is appointed. The
representatives
three exhibitors'
shall be
selected and appointed by the local exhibitors'
In the event there is no local
association.
1

xhibitors association or if such association
Mils to appoint, then the president of the
Hoard of Trade shall request the
Film
president of the Chamber of Commerce, or
if
there is none or if he fails to appoint,
then the mayor of the city in which the
Film Hoard of Trade is located, to select
and appoint the three exhibitors' represenFailing such selection and appointtatives.
ment the designation of exhibitors representatives shall be by the president of the
Each of the exhibiFilm Hoard of Trade.
tors' representatives shall serve for one year
or until his successor is appointed, provided
however, that any exhibitors' representatives
designated otherwise than by the local exassociation shall be replaced by
hibitors'
exhibitors' representatives designated by such
exhibitors' association as soon as such desig-

nation

is

number of theatres «
to assist in working up propositi
for new theatres, disposing of others, hat
leases of both theatres and sub-tenants.
State full particulars as to qualifications
letter will not be considered.
Replies
be held in strict confidence.

of the Board of Arbitration
any case or controversy in which
has an interest direct or indirect.
"In case of a refusal or disqualification
by reason of interest or sickness or other
reason on the part of a distributors' representative to serve on the Board of Arbitration, the remaining distributors' representatives or representative may appoint a substitute for such member, similarly if a vacancy exists in respect of an exhibitors' representatives, or representative, the remaining
representatives
or representative may ape

a

operating

Board
power

These rules are the broad principles on which the Boards of Arbitration will operate. The rules for the
operation of the local boards will be
prepared locally by those who operate
under them and will be

in

line

with

the principles set out herein.

W.

E.

—

304 41 Park
N. Y. City

Row

KATHARINE HILLIKER
AND H. H. CALDWELL
Vanderbilt

4045

IN PREPARATION

TUT- ANKH -AMEN
A Wm.

on Fire Ass'n Body
Frederick H. Elliott, vice-president
of the Feaster Mfg. Co., has been
appointed chairman of the committee
on arrangements for the annual meeting of the New York Chapter Na-

Room

P. S. Earle Production

Elliott

tional

Short or Long Term Loans

Fire

Protection Ass'n, to be
New York City the latter

held at
part of April.

Made on Reasonable Terms

made.

shall sit in

Consult With

WANTED
Two Yoke

of

Oxen

to

Haul

"THE

Us

You'll be pleasantly

surprised

PRAIRIE

SCHOONER"
Over the Pioneer Trail From
New York to California.

Confidential

Service

substitute.

tie vote the Board of Arappoint a seventh arbitrator,
and if they are unable to agree then the
chairman of the Hoard of Arbitration shall
request the president of the Chamber of
Commerce, or if there is none or if he fails
to appoint, then the mayor of the city in
which the Film Board of Trade is located

bitration

OF THE PROGRAM"

Arbitration shall have
of
after a thorough and impartial hearing of any dispute or controversy,
to determine such dispute or controversy,
to make findings thereon, to direct what
shall be done by either or both parties with
respect to the matter in dispute, and in the
event of the failure of the exhibitor to comply with the award, to fix the maximum
amount that each distributor may demand
pursuant to Article Nineteenth of the uniIt shall adopt its
form exhibition contract.
own rules of procedure and evidence. These
notice to
for
reasonable
provide
shall
rules
the parties of the time and place of the
hearing and of the nature of the dispute, and
to
be
afford the parties an opportunity
heard in person or by counsel and to submit evidence.
The findings, determination
and direction of the Board of Arbitration
upon such controversy shall be conclusive
and binding upon the parties thereto."

"The

Tr

fit

i

someone

2
general

iiar

WANTED
Parties

"No member

"In case

SPICE

of

persons,

six

point

THE

drawn up

lows:

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicomtc, Treasurer and Buaineaa Man-

Joseph

rules as

to lappoint a seventh arbitrator who shall
be neither a distributor nor exhibitor nor
interested in the motion picture business.

1)

<>i the M. P. T. O. A. which recently
broke off negotiations with Hays on
this very matter.

The

MM

of
shall

a

Write or Wire
Associated Distributors
130 West 46th Street
New York City
Bryant 4279

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

*5T~/'

'Pnoo*

OkIm*

8284

!

fhursday,

March

15,

1923

fflramw

DeMILLE DID

IT!

"ADAM'S RIB"
has broken records in every
city where it has been shown!
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES

SALT LAKE CITY

"Adam's Rib," in face of rain and snow Tuesday and cold weather Wednesday,
exceeded "Manslaughter" figures by $1,107 at Olympic Theatre.
Also
exceeding "Manslaughter" figures at Capitol Theatre Altoona, and in Erie.
In

its first

four weeks "Adam's Rib" beat "Manslaughter" for same period

by $751.

It's still

Broke

records for attendance at Paramount Empress Theatre.

all

doing capacity.

Showed

to over 18,000 paid admissions in four days in 1,400-seat house.

OMAHA

Gross business over twenty per cent better than "Manslaughter."
Critics and audience applauded.

Capacity

business prevailed.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

"Adam's Rib" on its opening date took in 8,992 admissions. "Manslaughter"
drew 8,939. It's now in its third week, doing capacity.
" 'Adam's Rib'
will be biggest

opened Monday at the McVickers Theatre. Looks as if it
week since opening of the theatre."
Jones, Linick and
.

.

.

Schaefer.

AND IN A SMALL
TOWN

" 'Adam's Rib'

unquestionably the finest photoplay ever made. I thought
Take all you can of the greatest pictures
I was hard-boiled, but it got me.
Rib"
Have never seen
since 1912 and "Adam's
is greater than all combined.

anything

is

like it."

GEORGE REA,

Every

DeMILLE PICTURE

ADAM'S RIB

is

is

Washington, O.

a Record Breaker

the biggest of

(X (paramount Q>iciure
"Adam's Rib" was written by
Jeanie Macpherson
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

them

all

THE

-c@mkDAILY
(Special

All-Star comedy "Beware of
the Dog," has been rcti'tled "The Life

perimental

new

ideas.

He

Strand.

the

has

1007.

reopen

will

1.

—

joined the scenario staff at Universal.
Her next year's work will include
at least seven adaptations.

Barthelmess has finished
"The Bright Shawl" under direction
of John S. Robertson.

"The Glimpses

New Cameo
The Hodkinson

Record

office

stated

— Fred

manager

sojourning for three
York.

New

in

Mason,

Atlanta— W. W. Anderson and W.
terday that the gross of "Down to
returned from a visit
the Sea in Ships" for the first week T. Yoder have
cities.
Florida
key
the
to
at the Cameo was $11,49075 and for

ture.

is

—The Weekly Film

a

539.

Atlanta
regional

new

into

Jbntertainmen

quarters

in

the

MAYER'S

DRAMATIC EXPOSE
THE DRUG EVIL

01

The

Review,

moved

has

publication,

G.

J.

is

yes-

the second week, $8,197, both records
for that house. The seating capacity

Rivoli

Savannah

of the Arcadia,

weeks

of the Moon" goes
next week.
"The
Leopardess" will be the Rialto's feathe

leased
April

—

Richard

into

(Special to

Marion Orth Joins Universal
Birmingham Joe. Klein, Alabama
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
representative for Famous, has left
Los Angeles Marion Orth has for the West coast.

of Reilly."

has established an exlaboratory to work out

In

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Preparations for the national convention of the M. P. T. O.
oi America, to be held here from May
V) to 26, are being made.

The

News

to

—

Paul Panzer has been engaged by
Cosmopolitan for "Snowblind."

Pathe

The South
THE FILM DAILY)
Charlottee — Lawrence Lester

Preparing for Convention

Guts and Flashes

Thursday, March

Howell

Building.

Says Credit Belongs to Wyckoff
Cecil B. DeMille yesterday wired
from the Lasky studio that Alvin
Wyckoff should have received credit
for the photography of "Adam's Rib"
and not Guy Wilky, as stated in this
publication's
states that

review.

Wilky

was

De
used

Greatest

Menace

Mille
in a

DIRECTED BY

requiring 10 cameramen, but
that his material were later cut out
of the completed picture.
The press sheet issued by Parascene

mount credits both Wyckoff and
Wilky with the former's name receiving

first

ALBERT ROGELL
With

a

mention.

If You Have Any
BIG FEATURES

open for

ENGLAND
152

L.

Robert Gordon

New

111.,

Lucas

March

14, 1923

John

C. Flinn

SEATS ON SALE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES-4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE
THIS GIGANTIC FILM WILL NOT BE SHOWN AT ANY OTHER THEATRE
IN NEW YORK OR VICINITY THIS SEASON.

Smashing, Dramatic

Production
Narcotic

CRITERION

Presentation by

Hugo

-

TO-MORROW NIGHT 8:30

Riesenfeld

With

Theme

That

Was

J

MADE

TO PLAY FIRST
RUN THEATRES
Prints— Paper

—Accessories

NOW READY

Mayer

&

Quinn

Distributors,

New York
1493

-

Northrup-

Rhea Mitchell

KLEIN CO.

York,

"THE COVERED WAGON"

— Harry

42nd St., New York
Bryant 6353-1587

Reached Chicago from the Pacific coast with copy of "The Covered Wagon" for
the Criterion theatre tomorrow after following the Oregon Trail over which the
pioneers
travelled seventy-five years ago. In three days I have gone as far
as they travelled in ten
months. Tomorrow will arrive at Grand Central via the Twentieth Century with
this
great epic of America's making. Every adventure, every hardship that
the brave
pioneers endured is lived again in "The Covered Wagon." The buffalo
hunt, the fording of the river, the prairie fire, the Indian attack— all these
will provide thrills and
entertainment such as the people of New York have never seen. And they
all happened on this very ground which I have just flashed across. Out of
the great west
which the pioneers built with blood and sacrifice has come the enduring
and monumental film record of their immortal achievement.
The motion picture industry is
proud to pay lasting tribute to the builders of the western empire.
"The Covered
Wagon is greater than any imagined story, because it is the record of life— of the
most
romantic and thrilling years in all America's history.

n
„„
RESERVED

—

W.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAM
Chicago,

Exceptional

Ann Little
Mildred June —Wilfred

A

Jesse L. Lasky,
Paramount Pictures,

of

Merit Including

communicate with

EDWARD

Cast

SUITE

Office

BROADWAY
509

BRYANT

2389

!

hursday,

March

15,

1923

uSot yet released- yet already
7 booked

*

byth!

vGitk aroctor and tMpsf
circuits

#

EB.O.S

of

theatres

FINEST PRODUCTION TO DATE

A REAL

Super Special For All the Finest Theatres
Speak to Your Nearest F.B.O. Exchange For It

Film Booking

Offices of America, Inc.

723~7th Ave.,

New

York City

in the Country.

NOW

!

!

—
THE

z&*\

Thursday, March

DAILY

Among
—

For This Season Six Belasco and
Six Columbia Productions Included in List
C. B. C.'s plans for the current
season, include the release of 18 fea-

Goodman Planning Next Equity
|
Daniel Carson Goodman is laying

six

of Apollo Exchange,
handling "Temptation," in
metropolitan district, has com-

Bobby North,
which

Of a
Popular
Screen
Star

—

Hus- taken

Production, "Her Accidental
band" have been finished.

|
1

over the Peerless Film
Steve Grow and J. A.

from
Whorter.

?

Co.

Mc-

is

the
pleted arrangements for a number of
24 sheet stands in prominent parts of
the city.

Joe Brandt

now on

is

a six

weeks'

tour of the exchanges, which
take him to the West coast.

will

i

Buffalo

Exchange Opens

Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Buffalo The new Al Lichtman exchange has been opened at 265 FrankUnited Artists will handle the
lin St.
physical distribution.

—

be made at the Ideal studio in
Jersey and will be released on the
The storv will
state rights market.
sequence.
iTutankhamen
have
Dorothy Mackaill, Wilfred Lytell and
Edmund Breese are in the cast.

Stahl's next picture.

in

Detroit Supply Houses
(Special

Merge

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

P.
Michigan
M.
Detroit The
Supply Co. and the Service Theater
Supply, both in the Film Bldg., have
merged. George A. Rogers is president and Bert Weddige, vice-president of the new organization which
will retain the

name

of the latter.

He

May and

offices

will leave for Paris

organization's

to

product.

dental

will

Work on
(Special

BE INDEPENDENT IN 1923
WATCH US GROW-C.B.C.

smiles in every

office

TWENTY MILLION WOMEN

are interested in the plot.

Look

for the

name.

Packs

A

IF

YOU CAN'T GUESS SEE
TOMORROWS PAPER

Office

Wallop

(to be concluded)

to

EASTMAN
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—

Production

on

Sees Favor for British Films
Fred Leroy Granville, producer

between highlight and

that skillful exposure has secured in

Eastman

Positive Film.

full

It carries

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and
of

—

exceptional

shadow

values on

last year to make what has been the
aim of British producers since the
beginning of the industry Showbig
men's
Pictures stories
with
dramatic situations, filmed against
original backgrounds, and only such

stories as
provide
ploitation features.

delicate tones

the

"Shifting Sands," says:
"English exhibitors favor American-made films because they are proBut
duced by finished technicians.
the American exhibitors, I predict,
arc going to take a great fancy to
forthcoming British productions, because we have learned, abroad, in the

—

The

the negative, are reproduced in their

second of the series of 12 six-reelers,
which Richard Thomas is making at
the
Hollywood studios has been
started.
Thomas
has
engaged
Kathryn McGuire to star.

TEMPTATION

because

make box

—

"Silent Accuser" Starts

Hollywood

ELVIDCE

will

distribute

Belasco Prod., in Eastern Penn., So.
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and
the District of Columbia.

JUNE

city

It

POSITIVE FILM

THE FILM DAILY)

The Independent
"Her AcciHusband,"
an
Edward

Philadelphia

YOU SEE

1923
Special

Going To Europe
Benjamin Rosenblum, vice-president of Independent Pictures will
leave for Europe some time next
month with a view to dispose of the
British and continental rights to his

(Special

TILL

piness.

ex-

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

tri-

the story of final hap-

will

Independent Buys Belasco Film

*0MT

Whose

tells

probably establish
Stockholm and London.

in

Film Co.

This smile

umphed.

Box

Ojeda, Luxor's Foreign Agent
Luxor Pictures have appointed
Francisco de Ojeda, European representative.

After being face to face with death through ship-

wreck, hurricane and volcano eruptions, love

Bern With Louis B. Mayer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Story
Buys Laub
Los Angeles Paul Bern has joinBurton King has purchased "Com- ed the Mayer staff and will prepare
It
plications," by William B. Laub.
the scenario for "Climbing," John
will

SMILES?
ASK ENID BENNETT

Smile

cities.

under the "C. B. C. Box plans for his next Equity production.
Office Winners" brand, six to be pro- The title and cast are as yet unduced by Edward Belasco Prod., decided.
and the rest to be made by Columbia
Bromberg Takes Over Peerless
"Temptation," the third of
Pictures.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the first series and the first Belasco
Atlanta Arthur C. Bromberg has
tures,

WHO

Sherry on Trip
William L. Sherry of Distinctive,
has left on a ten days' trip to Washington. Pittsburgh and other Eastcrn

19

9 9

The "Independents

G. B. G. Plans 18

15,

is

tinted

base

identified through-

length by the words "Eastman'^

"Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Will

After Concert Acts
Supplying

Thenol
.Fxank-

'amous
Theaters With Numbers
lin .Handling Bookrngs

Famous Players

15

are

—

now

.hooking

numbers through the Feature
irtists Booking Corp. for ^certain of
There ave about 15
heir theaters.
louses which are being supplied at
he moment, the aggregate .time totalig more than 15 weeks hecanse
oncert

ome

o

f

the theaters hold the acts

Myron

This -somewhat
handled
eing

new

'.departure

is

Harold

through

department at Famous
"ranklin's
'layers, but in order to control the
ookings through one central agency.
business is being done through
An act of
be unit named above.
Haggin's is now in the
Jen Ali
jouth, playing the first of the chain.

It is understood that Myron Selznick will make pictures independentrn the future without any producly

National will be held in AtlanCity on April 15.
Trini in "Caroline"

Trini who appears in "The Dancig Girl" will appear in a film verion of "Caroline," to be sponsored
Production starts
y the Shuberts.
l Fort
Lee shortly.

Whether L.

Selznick will
be interested is problematical.
Neither Myron nor L. J. could be
reached for statements yesterday. L.
J. left for Atlantic City in the faterJ.

noorj.

Cosmon on Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los

Angeles

—AgfaCosmon,
Co.
J.

repre-

of Berlin,
stock manufacturers, is here.

raw

DANNY.
Farewell Lunch for McCormick
Friends and associates at First National will tender S. Barrett McCormick a farewell lunch at the
Astor today. McCormick leaves for
California shortly to manage the
Fox theater in Oakland.

new

]

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia There is something further to the recent
vaudeville arrangement between the Keith circuit and the Stan-

—

Company of America than a working agreement regarding
booking
the
of acts here.
A combination has been effected between Stanley and the
Keith interests which may be the beginning of a tremendous
development touching upon the production and distribution of
pictures. Before Jules Mastbaum left for the coast, it is understood, he arranged with Keith to contract for all pictures for
the 40 houses in important cities where Keith books vaudeville.
Mastbaum will have either personally or through a representative of his organization a complete set* of offices with the
Keith organization and will buy all of the pictures used by the
vaudeville chain. The Stanley Co. will, for the 20 years during
which the agreement will be effective, book all of their vaudeville through the Keith vaudeville exchange.
ley

Stanley has over 20 full weeks of
and together with the 40
Keith houses will be able to offer
a picture 60 full weeks of first-run
showings or a total of 420 days per
production.
It is expected that this
will prove of special value to independent producers inasmuch as after
the first-runs, distribution should be
easily obtained in the various terfirst-runs

Buys "Black Oxen"

Nat'l

1st

—

Important Producing-Distributing Scheme

7is could fee learned yestercompany will operate
the
strictly as an independent unit with
Myron in active charge of produc-

tar

irst
tic

of First National's important
ileases for next season will be "Black

One

Gertrude

by

)xen"

Atherson.

A

mmber of companies are known to
ave made bids for the film rights.
Although the company says no di:ctor

has been picked, in

all

ritories.

likeli-

The

plan will become effective in
Stanley has 148 houses in
its
chain and with the 40 week
vaudeville stand will thus be able to
furnish heavy bookings to those productions desired.
(Continued on Page 2)

be made under supersion of Richard Walton Tully.

bod

it

will

Sue Second Nat'l of
(Special to

—

the Fall.

Illinois

THE FILM DAILY)

Bros.
have
Warner
Chicago
•ought suit against Second National

operated by Balaban and
seeking damages and the rern of all of the Warner product.
Earners claim that their product was
iscriminated against, one alleged inance being the booking of "The
eautiful and Damned" in the AlIt is claimed
izar for a first-run.
at the house seats only 200, and
at Warners could not approve the
intract because fiey didn't get it
itil a few days after the play date
Illinois,

Black Here from Florida

atz,

id

—

Vaudeville Tie-up in Recent Deal Head of Stanley
Co. Will Book Keith's Pictures May Be Forerunner of

day,

sentative of the

Meeting April 15
The annual meeting ©t Associated

More Than

tion affiliation -with Select.

So

Price 5 Centt

1923

420

Selznick

11

1st Nat'l

17,

DAYS FOR EACH FILM
BY MASTBAUM-KEITH DEAL

Work Alone

Expected to Produce Independently and Away
from Select Organization

tion.

ver.

March

Alfred S. Black returned to New
York yesterday from a two weeks'
vacation in Florida, slightly bronzed

from the sun.

Campbell Signs With F. P.
Major Maurice Campbell has signed a

new

expired.

citers."
|

Abe Warner stopped off in Chihis way East this week in

Igo on

H'nnection with the

above

litigation.

contract with

Famous Play-

He left last night for
ers to direct.
Florida to start work on "The Ex"Luck," the newest of the Johnny Hines melocomedies produced by C. C.
Burr, contains every element that goes into the making of a genuine and
satisfying box office attraction. Advt.

—

the
year.

Campbell has been out of

Paramount organization for a
His

last

company were

few pictures with the
for

Realart.

H

—.

&IK
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.
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"The Madness of Youth," John
"The
finished.
is
latest
Gilbert's
Grail," by George Scarborough, is
in the process of editing and

.
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GREENE

Arrow.

A Blow

Writers

to
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— The

Hollywood
ment on the

reading departLasky lot has been
abolished and the organization has
announced that it will not purchase
any more unsolicited manuscripts.

I

Kansas
(Special to

Bill

is

understood, this will n
in

t

/

9

si j*hf*w£>

Albany
Buffalo.
porators,

Springfield,

—

111.

—-Cosmopolitan

DANNY.

Accountant

-

Auditor

-

Comptroller

in all branches of Motion Picture Accounting, also thorough training in Cost accounting, Corporation and

Thorough experience

At present, all film purchases for
Keith houses are made through
Peerless Booking Corp., of which
the

B. S.

Moss

is

the active head.

George Trilling of Peerless, stated
he had not heard about
the Mastbaum move. It was pointed
out that if the agreement should
prove workable the Mastbaum-Keith
combination would be able to offer
more total days per picture than any
other factor in the business. In one
quarter, it was doubted whether such
a huge buying organization would

Commercial Law, Systematizing, Financing,
Management.
At present holding

.Office

an executive position with a large producing
and exchange organization.
B 071 c/o
Available immediately.
The Film Daily

WANTED

function properly with the actual purchases made in New York for outof-town points where local conditions often alter first-run arrangements.

Negative shots

of

French Revolution

—

"

In-

Lafayette Ind.; R. Stogsdill, and L.
P. Stogsdill, Flora; C. S. Miller.

Killed

/

M. W. Pictures Corp.,;
Capital
Incor$10,000.
Ira Moshel, Rob't Elmes

and Elmer Winegar.

THE FILM DAILY)

s&'f /

— E.

Mastbaum on Coast
Capital $10,000.
dustrial Film Corp.
Harry
Incorporators,
Kunkleman,
/.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
L.
Stogsdill,
J.
Mastbaum Youngstown;
Los Angeles
Jules

Not Agents for "Capt. Blood"
Kansas City, Kan. The bill which
provided for a 6% tax on box office
In Wednesday's issue, Bardine and
A default judgment for $1,093 has receipts has been killed. The money Co. advertised the film rights to
been filed in the City Court by Al- derived from the measure was to be Sabatini's "Capt. Blood." This was
fredo Peralta against the Northland applied to the school fund.
done through an error in that office.
Film Co., Inc., on a note.
The rights in question are controlled
Lichte Due Monday
by Brandt and Kirkpatrick.
The Wedgeway Strand Theater
Henry Lichte, inventor of the "DuCo. of Schenectady has been sued in ratize" method of prolonging the life
New Loew House Opens Sept. 1
the Supreme Court by Strauss & of films is due in New York on MonThe new Loew house, now being
Co., Inc., for $2,816 alleged to be day from Germany to take charge
due on three electric signs costing of the plant of the Dura Film Pro- erected at Burnside and Walton
Aves., will be ready by Sept. 1st.
$3,225.
tector Co. Inc., at Orange, N. J.

In the Courts

—

the prc-osition.

yesterday

J. R. Levee, formerly with Warner
Bros, will cover Eastern and Southern key cities as special representa-

(Special to

it

technical

Levee Joins Arrow

tive for

Close

E.

start,

be included

manager;

Corlette,

advisor, Paul Tangi, business manscenic
Mochado,
Xavier
ager;
artist,
and Tamar Lane, publicity
director.

S.

All vaudeville circuits such as Poli
and Shea will be able to secure pictures they require through the Keith
office, if they so desire but at the

could not be reached for a statement
Paul yesterday relative to his arrangement
Dick with Keith.

including:
sets;
of

production

L'Estrange,

Ave.. London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue dc
Clichy.
Central
European Reprr««ntative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Caccho-Slovakia). Wenselsnlatz.

F. P.-L.

Earle has completed
of
production
the

"Tutankhamen,"
to THE FILM
designer
Dodge,
New
St.,
York,

—

Chicigo Representative^

staff

his

'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter E. Greene,
64 11 Hollywood Blvd.
'Phone, Hollywood

N,

Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
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in
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— Charles
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Del.
Dover,
De Forest Phone
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S. Corporation Co.)
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wood
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The Mastbaum—Keith
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(Special to

Saturday,

M siy> v

Guillotine

Scenes

SOUTHARD BROWN
BRYANT 6848

/ -1/1
,

March

Saturday,

17,

1923
3

H
April

1-8,

N. V. A.

Week

Putting

The Loew, Fo>- "antages, Poli and
Wilmer & Vincent circuits will par-

PatkeNews
No. 23

AIRPLANE FROM NEW YORK
REACHES RIO DE JANEIRO—Tremendenthusiasm greets American airplane
long and dangerous trip from New
York
Pathe News cameraman who made
he trip as one of the crew registers the
jus

,ifter

;

varm welcome

of the

ticipate in National Vaudeville

Expect
Seattle
is

Boom After Fare Cut
THE FILM DAILY)

return to five cent car
expected to bring increased

business to the box offices here.

visits

a

famous

"Bull

WITH THE PRESIDENT IN FLORIDA
—Basking

sunshine
dent and Mrs. Harding.
[Dther

in

news

the

with the

Presi-

Detroit

Moves Monday
THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit,

(Special to

— Starting

Monday,

mount

will be located in
building at 2949 Cass Ave.

Para-

the

today

John
—arrived

H. Kunsky, of
here.

He

—

nore are to start shortly.

Flirt"

The

in

Rochester

ture.

Radio Replaces Megaphone

THE FILM DAILY)
radio

outfit

has

S.

—A

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Seattle
The Art Craft, a suburban
Mrs.
louse ,has chanpri hands.
strong took it over from Louis
\lsace.

Run

In

the

Photo Melodrama Sensation

line

of

exploitation

A

First National Dance
With a bevy of stars as the guests,
the First National Club annual dance
will be held at the Commo.'jre, on
Richard Barthelmess. DorApril 4.
Machaill
and
othy Gish, Dorothy
Mary Astor are among tho. - exepectRobert Lieber, president First
ed.
National will attend.

School Tie-up Effective
It was during the showing of "Reoperates

the

that

in

Menace
DIRECTED BY

Brooklyn,

a very effective tie-up with P.
S. 109.
Greenberg took pictures of different
school activities and then showed
them in his house, this started them

He

Greatest

M. Greenbergr. who

Livonia

made

coming.

The

a

great deal more than the ordinary
was
obtained
all
representation
window display
through the citv.
was obtained, talking machine dealers and United Cigar stores co-operated, while department stores displayed an equal degree of interest.

membrance"

MAYER'S

press

i

E.
B.
Darringtcn, Wash. Mrs.
jerdon has purchased Fred Chenier's
irst National theater, and has relamed it The Rex.

G.

Eastman

—

—A

First

Country

campaign for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the coming of "Robin Hood," at the
St. Louis- The organization
con- Eastman theater, conducted by Fred
vention of the M. P. Exhibitors Lea- T. Harris, brought heavy newspaper
attention to the opening of the feague will be held on March 27.

Hollywood

Big

Theatre in the

J.

Hood"

House.

(Special to

Shows 79% U.

reporter,

ANY

was made.

"Robin

be here for six weeks.

Films
taken the place of director Wallace
According to a renort of il.e Bra- Worsley's megaphone in the making
zilian board
f censorship for 1922,
of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
South
eceived by J hn L.
Day,
1
Famous
\merican representative
Fox Cameraman Injured
Players, of a 'otal of 1,3-^1 pictures
Reports received from Fox say
mported during the last year, 1,058 that Russell Muth, a New York
vere from the United Stat s and the cameraman on the Fox news reel
emaining 283 were divided among staff was stoned and injured by some
Muth
Indians near Lapaz, Bolivia.
2 countries.
touring South America for the
is
Buys Northwest House
weekly.
Brazil

girl

will

East Mo. Convention March 27

Paramount Production Near Peak
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood At the Lasky studio
lorp., six companies are at work and

a

all
the important functions
held during the campaign.
Her experiences with male flirts were printMention of "The
ed in the paper.

Kunsky On The Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
has

—

Louis For eight days prior to
the onening of "The Flirt," at the
Rivoli, Maurice Engel conducted a
flirting campaign in conjuncti n with
the Times.
A young woman flirt,

by

is

visited

(Special to

Hollywood

Campaign

Flirting

new accompanied

as usual.

Detroit,

A

St.

Brazilians.

it

Enough and Good
Enough to Play

cleaned up.

—A

LLOYD GEORGE WATCHES THEM
THROW THE BULL— British statesman Paramount,
Spain

-And

is

hibitor

(Special to

fare,

Over

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas.
Let
the other fellow know how you

Week

starting Easter Sunday.

.

,vhile touring
? arm."

Here

It

then filmed the children

ALBERT ROGELL
WITH A CAST OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

and leaving the theater,
which'brought them to the house for
The stunt intwo more weeks.
creased the box-office recJots $600.
The theater owner, in a letter to
entering

THE FILM

DAILY, praises the
co-operation he receives from Goldwynners whenever he plays a Goldwyn production. Charles Cohen, of
the Goldwyn staff was responsible for
the school stunt.
"Find The Man" Conttst

—

Omaha Twelve stores contributed
a total of 204 inches of newspaper advertising spac" in a "Find-the-man"
contest arranged recently by Natha l
Friend, of Distinctive, as an exploitation feature for "The Man
Plaved God" at the Brandeis theater.
The Evening World-Herald cooperated in the news end of the tie-

DRAMATIC EXPOSE
OF THE DRUG EVIL
THAT IS
ENTERTAINMENT
PLUS

Who

up.

Photographs of the back of a

man

T hn
the
Arden,
impersonating
character taken by George Arliss in
the picture, were published in the
announcements that
with
papers,
Arden would appear at the various
stores, near the Brande-'- theater or
on the streets at appointed hou:
Prizes ranging from $5 to $50 were
given for the proper identification of
the man by a persoa carrying a copy
of the World-Herald.
Shopping hours brought a general
search for "Arden." and conseq"ent
publicity for the stores and for the

Paper— Prints

—Accessories

NOW READY

Mayer

&

Quinn

Distributors,

.

picture.

New York
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Tuesday

Famous

Players' earnings for 1922, $4,110,986, a drop

compared with 1921.
Lenore Ulric to star in "Tiger Rose" for Warner Bros.
Local equipment men sign Hoy Reporting Service to
put theaters on credit basis.
Allen theaters in Canada may be disposed of in six
of $584,512 as

weeks.

:

New

Allen chain a possibility.

Wednesday

Thomas H.

Features Reviewed
Warner

Harry Rapf

M.

C.

BRASS

present

Bros,

—Warner

Levee presents

.

Maurice Tourneur

Page

Bros

2

Famous
Famous Players

—Asso,

First Nat'l.

.

.

Page

Page

Metro

—Al

Shipman
Bert

.ARE

Page

5

reelers.

Thursday
Distinctive

Prod.

—American

William Fairbanks

— State

Page

Rights

Goldwyn.
having deal under

release through

Williams reported
have own sales force.
Betty Compson's contract with Famous
D.

way.

Company

about

up.

holds option for renewal.

National arbitration rules set by

Hays

office

and ex-

hibitor units.
F. B. O. forms non-theatrical department.

Releasing
7

THE LAW RUSTLERS

in

may

May

6

THE GRUB-STAKE

in

Page

Arrow

Sennett signs contract with Patbe for 21 two

Mack
3

YOU A FAILURE?

Lichtman

Van Tuyle

1922

lion in 1920.

J.

Nell

cut liabilities $3,470,154 in year.

indebtedness 10 million as compared with 16 mil-

.THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS

B. P. Schulberg presents.

of

Players Film Service, Ltd., in Canada.

YOUR FRIEND AND MINE

S.-L, Production

Preferred

Ince renews with First National for six

"Ten Ton Love" goes to Metro.
Reported Goldwyn will take over six exchanges
pictures.

10

Ernest Shipman presents

Friday

Cosmopolitan leases the Central for indefinite period.
William Goldman sues Famous Players Missouri
Corp. for possession of Kings theater, St. Louis.
One M. P. T. O. unit planned covering six New England states.

THE MAN FROM GLENGARRY
Page

Hodkinson

San Antonio paper says

film trust bolsters

up admis-

sions there.

11

Saturday
G. S. Haskins presents

.

.

.

.JUST LIKE

W. W. Hodkinson Corp

A

WOMAN
Page

Stanley Co. of America and Keith interests

booking

13

Jules

Page

Short Reels

'Pardoning the bad

is

15

injuring the

huge

deal.

Mastbaum

to control all film bookings, offering

420 days for each

good"

in

film.

—Benjamin Franklin.

THE
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Adaptation of Famous Novel Looks Like Good Box Office
Warner

a

Bros, present

"BRASS"
Harry Rapf Prod.

—Warner

a first

Sydney Franklin
Chas. G. Norris

'

SCENARIO BY

Julien Josephson

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

Bros.

made obviously

A

Norbert Brodin
very good audience picture
the

picture-going

From the popular novel;
many changes in transference to

has undergone
the screen but

to

satisfy

public

STORY

Julian Josephson,

who wrote

office

a

the close, but "Brass" leaves

LIGHTINGS

Excellent

Good

.

PLAYERS

Irene Rich probably the most sincere

and convincing with Monte Blue splendid, as
usual; Marie Prevost a suitable type and others

Harry Myers, Frank Keenan, Helen Ferguson;
Miss Dupont, Cyril Chadwick, Margaret Seddon,
Pat O'Malley

EXTERIORS

First rate

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

.

CHARACTER OF STORY

One

of the

Ample
many

person, wants

the

woman

to

know

definitely

know whether

it

to

of jazz

hased a money-making title, for the book had already
gained so much fame that a film adaptation should
draw good business just through the announcement
of the

do

And undoubtedly the Warners' picture
thoroughly satisfactory business and prove

title.

a

Exploitation Should
Box
With an already popularized
adapted from a novel that was

title

at

That

folks

many who never

:

sort of an

fail to

get a laugh

Philip Baldwin, a country fellow, marries
after

Philip

and Marjorie
prefers jazz to her baby. Marjorie marries again and
Meantime Philip falls in love with
is divorced again.
Mrs. G., who cares for his boy and they are about
learns

that

their

tastes

are

different

be married when Marjorie returns. Whether Philip
marries Mrs. G. or remarries Marjorie is left to your

to

imagination.

Title

and Players' Names

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and

a

picture

a certain success,

it

ence appeal, situations that always interest people
and give them something to talk about, and the prois

what

your imagination,

Marjorie Jones, but they are divorced

Be Easy With

should be easy to do a thoroughly satisfying business
with "Brass." The picture contains a degree of audi-

duction

but there are

Story

(

is

quite
with
ending
might be gleaned from remarks passed in the theater
at the close of the picture, such as "Is that all,"
"That can't be the ending," etc.
The story deals with one of the many popular
angles on the marriage question and the moral is
nicely given without any undue preachment.
There
combination
is a splendid
of comedy and drama, with
the latter reaching some high spots, both for the manner in which it has been handled and the way it has
been played. The humorous business is occasionally

are not

this

satisfied

silly,

Brothers secured the rights to Chas.
G. Norris' popular novel "Brass," they certainly pur-

what

he chose as his second wife.

out of the mother-in-law situation.

When Warner

definite

or not the hero marries

quiet country fellow marries a city girl fond

8,400 feet

In most instances

more

angles on the marriage question, in which a

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

how-

but with

audience
appeal and the tragedy of a suicide, which occurs
in the novel, has been omitted, together with certain
other twists that were evidently considered not the
best sort of audience appeal.
There is just one unsatisfactory angle about the theme as rearranged and
that is the ending. The spectator, at least the average
for

so you do not

PHOTOGRAPHY

the scenario, has,

apparently in mind.
provide

the revisions

but otherwise satisfactory

;

it

in Norris' story,

probably suits requirements to better advantage
On the whole very good at times
drags sequences and overdoes sentimental bits

DIRECTION

will

box

the

because

—marriage— and

made many changes

ever,

Number

deals with an
has been given
rate production by Sydney Franklin.
office attraction

ever popular subject

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

good box

1923

18,

satisfying.

Besides an excellent title that should draw business
just through your announcements of it. you have an

unusually worth while cast with

mean
is

well known, but of the

the

many names

that

a lot at the box office.

names mentioned

Almost the entire cast
more prominent players use

in the chart above, with paron the performances of Irene Rich,
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost. Exploitation should
be easy, but the results depend upon your effort. The
picture is worthy of your best and will bring satis-

ticular

stress

factory receipts.

THE
Sunday, March

18,

1923

Interesting Picture Offers Entertainment
M.

Levee presents

C.

—Asso.

something new and

First Nat'l. Pict,

DIRECTOR

Maurice Tourneur

AUTHOR

Crittendon Mariott

SCENARIO BY

Charles Maigne

CAMERAMAN

Arthur L. Todd

WHOLE

AS A

Decidedly unusual, a novelty

with considerable that

is

fascinating and inter-

esting

STORY

Highly improbable fiction but makes
an absorbing picture that will please a great

many

DIRECTION

First rate

creating

especially in

unusual atmosphere

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

An

Is

Very Novel

variety of preferences and should offer
and Al entertainment, particularly to those who constantly demand

"THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"
Maurice Tourneur Prod.

That

excellent cast that includes

The

basic

different.

situation

of Crittendon Mariott's story
not what makes his theme different but it is the distinctive treatment and the introduction of wholly
unis

familiar twists and by-plot that give it individuality.
You have a hero and heroine and what, minus its

trimmings, would be the popular island formula but
novelty of the following sequences completely dispel
similarity.

all

Maurice Tourneur had more than an ordinary task
upon his shoulders when given the production of this
story, especially in view of the difficulties that must
have presented themselves when it came to picturing

And with the exception of an occasional painted drop being obvious,
the actual "Isle of Lost Ships."
his

work is splendid. The atmosphere of
mighty fascinating and the scenes so

this episode

such as Anna Q. Nilsson,
Walter Long, Milton Sills and Frank Campeau,
in the more important roles and other capable
players including Bert Woodruff, Aggie Herring
and Hershall Mayall
EXTERIORS
Unusual settings; an occasional
painted drop a bit obvious

is

INTERIORS

that will be sure-fire with the majority of audiences.

popular

favorites

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
wrecked

trio

who

Adventures

drift into the

of ship-

"Isle of

Lost

Ships"
feet

7,425

This latest First National release is decidedly one of
the most novel and unusual productions so far this
year and sufficiently unusual and absorbing through
its subject matter and fantastic atmosphere to almost
entirely cover up the highly improbable nature of the
contained

in

it.

The

entire

film

is

a

thoroughly interesting novelty that will suit a big

Should

Go Well

In

View Of

Its

Box
Exhibitors

who

is

The

pro-

one of the most unusual that has been
it

re-

certainly supplies a novel

entertainment for those constantly

in

thing that gets off the beaten track.

entirely diffail

to prove

is a wonder and the shots
from the rear of a vessel ploughing through a rough

sea create the feeling of actual experience.

There

is

action in the picture and thrills of an un-

usual order, together with a suspense in the latter reels

The submarine sequence

in

which the escaping islandform of water vege-

ers are trapped in a sea of kelp, a

and the subsequent rescue brings the story

an exciting conclusion.
Milton Sills, as the escaped convict whose innocence
is finally proven, gives a capital performance and will
surely please his many admirers.
Anna Q. Nilsson
is excellent as the girl.
Walter Long is the villain,
this time as the ruler of the unique island
as usual,
to

—

colony.

With Long's

introduction there

is

a sex ap-

peal episode that might be toned down to advantage.

Unique Atmosphere, Production And Cast

are looking for a novelty will surely

leased so far this year and

can hardly

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

not want to miss "The Isle of Lost Ships."

duction

it

The storm

interesting.

tation,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

situations

ferent from the usual, that

search of some-

You

can talk

about the fantastic nature of this, the unique atmosphere and the action and thrills. Promise them
The highly ima sea story that is totally different.

probable character of
the novelty of

it

should easily be overcome by

it.

good and can be used in connection with
special announcements and whatever exploitation you
can give it, or stunt advertising which should also be
worth while. Use the producer's name and you have
a splendid cast to talk about with the names of Milton Sills, Anna Q. Nilsson, Frank Campeau and Walter
Long to interest them. Play up the novelty angle

The

title is

of the production in particular.

Plays 2 Weeks to theHarq^st Business
la Spokane in 2 Uears
—

the remarkable records that

all

previous Nell Shipman productions

two

made

the first-run theatre box-offices are
now being exceeded by the biggest per-

for

sonal production Nell

Shipman ever made

in her career.
«i

**
Pre-released in the largest cities of the
it has established new house
patronage records for this season, as well
In the East in
as all other seasons.
Newark, Erie, Pa., in Providence, as each
exhibitor plays it, the fans pile in because
it's real entertainment, real amusement,
real drama and contains genuine thrill.

Pacific Coast

—

Van Tuyle
presents

Bert

j

OeJL

Shipman,
"

Jfie

GRUBSTAKE
A
Story of the Klondike

Directed by Bert Van Tuyle
in collaboration

with the author

Moving Picture World's

critic

you the
"Taking the

tells

real reason for its success, saying:

cue from the big success of her previous picture with its unique assortment of wild
animals, Nell Shipman is again presented in a
picture of this type, The Grub-Stake.' Taken
all

in

all,

it

will

please

the

majority

audiences
right
1$*

office bet."

,v

m

*4s*
;,.-t< vi ^.

"^

cv

V

-•!>»«;

of

everywhere and with intelligent,
exploitation will prove a good box-

v.**;
WALTER

E.

GREENE,

President

TRADE MARX

JtEG.

F. B.

U.

S.

WARREN,

PAT. OFFICE

V,tt-Prtsident
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Satisfactory Production But Story Is Quite
S-L Production

There

"YOUR FRIEND AND MINE'

that

Metro.

DIRECTOR

Clarence G. Badger
Willard Mack

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Winifred

Dunn

Rudolph Bergquist
Rather commonplace situations

and familiar atmosphere that doesn't make

for

satisfying entertainment

STORY

Just the old eternal triangle a

little dif-

ferently told but not sufficiently different to be
distinctive

DIRECTION

Ordinary;

tells

story smoothly

and maintains good continuity allows too much
;

over acting

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Usually good
Enid Bennett pleasing and as convincing as the role will permit; J. Herbert Frank
others Huntley
overacts most of the time
Gordon, Rosemary Theby and Willard Mack

PLAYERS

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Rather over decorated
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Woman,

neglected

because of husband's business, is about to "fall"
for artist when friend's play saves her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,750 feet

"Your Friend And Mine," has been adapted from a
sketch by Willard Mack, and with certain elaborations
and by-plot, the rather slight situations contained in

it

nothing new

is

is

Commonplace
in

the theme,

and except

just a little differently told, there

is

little

about it that might be called distinctive. Once more
you have the pretty young wife who craves romance,
and the very much occupied husband, whose business
affairs are constantly calling him out of town.
The
triangle is completed by the artist who paints the
wife's portrait, and proceeds to make love to her in
the absence of her husband.
That is essentially all
there is to the story, but the elaborations include one
or two other situations which, while not original, suffice fairly well to build up the main idea.
The supposed-to-be artist has ruined the life of a young girl
whose father paints the portraits for which the artist
takes the credit. This sequence comes to an unpleasHer father
ant conclusion in the death of the girl.
places her body in the artist's establishment, and after
he has allowed the latter to gaze upon the girl, he
has his revenge by shooting him.
This is not altogether objectionable, nor is it a very
wholesome twist. Villains have been known to go
unpunished in motion pictures, and it would have been
much better to have done so in this case, rather than
to resort to the fairly unpleasant medium mentioned
above.
Director Badger has sustained the interest as well
as he could in view of the familiarity of the story.

There are several scenes such as the tableaux

home

of the

artist,

that will please those

in the

who

like

But, in spite of the more or less careproduction and the capable handling which the
story has received, it hardly measures up as a satis-

picture display. Production values are up to standard,
and the cast, on the whole, is capable. Enid Bennett
looks far too intelligent however, to have been so
easily trapped by the artist, especially since she does
not indicate any love for him. Willard Mack appears
as the friend who saves the young wife from her folly,
and Huntley Gordon, as the husband is kept busy

factory entertainment.

going

it,

have been rounded out to

suit the

requirements of

a feature film.
ful

May Do For

Certain Class Although
Box

on business

Its

Appeal

trips.

Is

Very Limited

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

•You can't promise them anything new in "Your
Friend And Mine," so if you know in the old eternal
triangle situation will bring some kicks from them,
you had better not try to get it over. Regardless of
the effort to dress the situation up with by-plot, it is
not enough to make it at all distinctive. Of course
if you think the rather liberal scenic display contained
in the offering will be a compensating feature, it might
be possible to get the picture over on the strength of
this.

off

The

sub-titles

into the house

make

a point of the friend

and wins the admiration of the husband

and then during his absence,

Of course

who comes

tries to steal his wife.

catchlines along this line can be used

they they will prove attractive.

if

you

Enid Bennett's name

can be used and mention her appearance in "Robin
Hood." Willard Mack's name might also get them interested.

THE

jg^S

Sunday, March

DAILV

Theme

Conventional

And With Good

Nicely Handled

"ARE YOU A FAILURE"
Preferred Pictures

—Al Lichtman
Tom Forman

AUTHOR

Larry Evans

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

acterization

is

the

chief

Harry Perry

pace.

in

which char-

appeal;

adequately

presented
All right for the story he had to

work with supplies several good touches hard
to make it convincing
;

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Standard; one cut-out insert

very obvious

PLAYERS
type of

Good
Lloyd Hughes gets over Charlie Ray
role very well and Madge Bellamy is a

pleasing heroine

lam Cooley and

;

others Hardee Kirkland, Hal-

Tom

Santschi

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Scenes of log jam good
Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Son of intrepid
weak-kneed clerk until he realizes
his cowardice and suddenly becomes hero of the
town
river boss

The Horatio Alger

5,700 feet

theme has always been
one of the popular picture themes and a kind of story
that appeals to a good majority of picture-goers. For
this crowd, "Are You A Failure," will undoubtedly
prove thoroughly interesting and somewhat thrilling.
sort of

Larry Evan's story runs pretty true to formula with
the most prominent feature of it,
a bit of romance and a climax that may furnish a fair
thrill but it has been done so many times that the suspense is rather well worn off.
characterization

Type Of Story That

Is Still

Box
pite
It is

A

And

it

tention evenly

move along

isn't especially

when

at a satisfying

easy to maintain the atis the chief point

characterization

But Lloyd Hughes and Forman co-operate

of appeal.

end with successful results. The audience will
get some amusement out of the hero who lacks the
initiative to do things and assert himself. The idea of
to this

maiden aunts forcing him to wear a raincoat, rubbers and carry an umbrella in clear weather is a good
touch and there are others also that succeed in being
amusing without entirely destroying sympathy for
hero.

Lloyd Hughes does very well in a typical Charlie
Ray role and although his personality never permits
his early characterization to be entirely convincing,
still he makes the best of it, and comes out a sureenough hero at the close when he saves the town from
This sequence
a flood by dynamiting the log jam.
contains a fair thrill, although an old one, but the
scene in which hero is shown overtaken by the onrushing logs, is especially poor inasmuch as the insertion of Hughes is badly done and quite obvious.

Madge Bellamy

an attractive heroine who never
gives up hope that hero will disprove the popular
opinion that he is a coward. Tom Santschi hasn't
much chance at villainy and Hallam Cooley is always
a

good type
Story:

is

for the city "slicker."

It is really

two maiden aunts

because he has been reared by

that Oliver

Wendall Blaine lacks

the nerve to assert himself and follow in his father's
footsteps.

Instead he clerks in the local store while

Phyllis,

who admires

ability.

Oliver takes a correspondence course in how
good. How he wins out, proves himself a

to

make

Oliver,

still

believes

in

his

true Blaine and also wins Phyllis, completes the story.

A

Good Majority

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a

play but there is still a large portion of the picture
going public who still prefer this conventional, hero
and heroine style of photoplay entertainment. For
them "Are You a Failure" will spell entertainment of
a sure-fire order.

gets going, things

it

Popular Choice With

good market for this type of picture desits weakness as far as originality is concerned.
more or less of the old school variety of picture
is

and also make for a better susThe opening is just a trifle slow but

is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

There

has supplied an effective pro-

his

DIRECTION

LIGHTINGS

tained interest.

once

Moderately acceptable, the

The popular hero theme

Characterization

alleviate the triteness

Eve Unsell

strength of which depends mostly upon the class
of patronage before which it plays

STORY

1923

duction and handled the material to good advantage.
There are many first rate twists and touches that help

DIRECTOR

AS A

Tom Forman

But

B. P. Schulberg presents

18,

You have a rather attractive title to work with and
one that can be played up nicely with catchlines or
equally effective would be teaser ads with just the
query "Are You A Failure?" followed later by '"Are
You

A

blank theater and
You can use the names of
Bellamy, Lloyd Hughes and Tom Santschi of
Failure?'

If so

go

find the road to success."

Madge

those in the cast.

to the

THE
Sunday, March

3&*\

DAILV

1923

18,

Wild Animals and Thrills In Northern Meller
Shipman

Nell

man

in

"THE GRUB-STAKE"
Van Tuyle

Bert

Prod.

DIRECTORS

—American

Bert

Releasing Corp.

Van Tuyle and

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
staged in

few

Highly melodramatic production
Klondike with plenty of thrills in last

reels

STORY
star

Shipman
Nell Shipman
Nell Shipman
J. B. Walker
Nell

Contains plenty of opportunities for
in spite of length

and holds interest

DIRECTION

Good but allowed

much

too

footage in some sequences, especially in opening reels

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Generally good; some interiors

too dark

STAR

Does good

athletic

work and plays with

wild animals very attractively

SUPPORT
do

Walt Whitman and George

Berrell

character work. Alfred Allen typical

fine

Player cast as
excellent performance
heavy.

"Dawson Kate"

gives

Beautiful

In keeping
Fair
Girl "grub-staked"

Alaskan woods accidentally discovers lost gold mine and wins happiness with
son of dance hall woman

by man,

lost in

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,408 feet

The opening scenes of "The Grub-Stake," take you
back to the "movies" of five or six years ago, with the
regulation "bad man" villain and the innocent girl

who

asks him for a loan so that she

invalid father to Alaska
to

rule,

the

villain

rooms dejectedly.

him, going through a marriage ceremony with the
on board the ship. Once in Alaska his true colors
begin to show and the girl is informed by a dance hall

girl

woman, "Dawson Kate," that her husband, LeRoy,
has a wife already.
With the girl leaving town with her father whom
she calls "The Skipper" and a half-crazed old prosup considerably and
from this point on to the finish there are thrills and
romance enough to please those who like exciting en-

pector, however, the picture peps

tertainment.

snow-covered forest and beaten by rain,
Faith finally falls into a valley which faces south and
In this reel
is free from both snow and inhabitants.
Miss Shipman introduces some very fine wild animal
work. She handles and caresses bears, deer, porcupine and all sorts of animals in a delightful manner.
Walt Whitman contributes a good character study
as the "skipper" whose rheumatism prevents him from
Lost

in the

aiding physically the "Mate" as he calls his daughter.
George Berrell as "Malamute Mike" and a player

whose name

is

not mentioned but

who

is

cast as

"Daw-

son Kate" add local color and excellent performances

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

repents and really takes them to Alaska with

may

and "start fresh."

attacks her and

take her

According

she leaves his

However, the next day the bad

to the picture.

There
pected

is

a twist at the finish that is rather

when

unex-

the villain, in a struggle with the

girl,

tells that she really his wife, his first wife having died
two days before they were married, and there is a

quick climax with the girl luring him out on a ledge
The ledge
of a cliff knowing that it will give way.
but
the girl
collapses and LeRoy falls to his death

hangs on and

is

rescued after some well-sustained sus-

pense.

There are some wonderful shots of the snow-covered
Alaskan hills and in absolute contrast to these are the
scenes in the valley which is verdant and green. A
cute finish shows different animals and their new
"babies," and then the cabin with its new cradle.

Plenty Of Action In Nell Shipman's Latest
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

be pleased with "The Grub-Stake."
Mention the wild animals that are shown, and the

Shipman picture in over a year,
the last one being "The Girl From God's Country"
which your folks may remember. You can tell them

probabilities

that this one contains plenty of thrills and

Tell them about the girl who is befriended by a wild
bear when lost in the heart of the wilderness. A lobby
display of cut-outs of animals would be effective.

This

of the
If

is

the

first

Klondike

Nell

in the

is

a story

days of the gold rush.

they like thrillers and serial stuff they will in

all

really

beautiful

exteriors,

in

addition to the

story.

/
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teaturin^

Wyndham Standingr
Marguerite
Her

brother was in trouble and only
she could save him!

A

gang

crooks had
said that unless she obtained certain
papers, papers that if put in the hands
of the proper authorities would incriminate persons high in diplomatic
of international

How

Marsh

was she

fc

escape from their
grasp and free her brother without
bringing disaster and unhappiness to
her home?
to

A

and deliver them into their
hands, they would kill her brother.

helping hand in the time of need
brought her the assistance of "The
Lion's Mouse" who from that moment became a dangerous foe of the
blackmailers.

To make

The

implicating

the recovery of the papers and the
necklace unfolds a melodrama of
thrills and suspense that will grip any
audience.

service,

matters worse they had
stolen a valuable necklace her husband had just presented to her, about
which she dared not tell him without

him

in this terrible affair.

"THE LION'S MOUSE"
that will

make money

is

a picture

in any theatre

tracking

down

of the leaders

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

and

THE

g£\
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Pleasing Western That Contains Elements of Popular Appeal
such as action,

William Fairbanks in

"THE

LAW RUSTLERS"

Arrow

— State

Rights

DIRECTOR

Lewis King

•

•

AUTHOR

W.

SCENARIO BY

Ben Wilson
Not credited

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
to

make

STORY

it

C. Tuttle

First rate western with suf-

good atmosphere and romance

action,

ficient

please a majority; not startlingly

will

new but very

well handled

DIRECTION
and

Supplies

many

effective

touches

always smooth and to the point

is

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR.

All natural

.... .Splendid

and should gather

hero type

Ena Gregory

pleasing but emotional

scenes quite unconvincing; usual western types
and a cute little girl

EXTERIORS

Fine shots of rolling western

country

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Sub-titles poor; otherwise

CHARACTER OF STORY
adventure, finds

Cowboy,

in

ample
search

unexpectedly and after
plenty of excitement wins the fair heroine
of

quirements

go,

.

"The Law Rustlers,"

adequately

and

will

should be a

safely

4,900 feet
fulfills

satisfy

Safely Talk
Box

re-

them with William Fairbanks'

this

introduction.

"God's country," give the faeture" some-

thing definite in the

way

There

of pictorial appeal.

are numerous mighty beautiful views of wonderful
western country with the mountains rolling away in

Another noticeable thing

the distance.

in the picture,

a surprising fact to associate with a western,

not at

all

is

the

absence of shooting and incidents that the censors like
Despite its title "The
to say "tend to incite crime."

Law

Rustlers,"

that

you could imagine.

is

about the most censor proof western

Hero even captures a whole

band

of

outlaws at the point of a smoking* pipe.

What

could be more harmless? The sub-titles are not always appropriate and in a few instances need to be
rewritten.

Fairbanks
is

first

is

a pleasing hero

who

will

thoroughly

most any audience and his supporting company
rate.
Ena Gregory can't be convincingly sad
is

rather pretty.

A

cute

little girl is

another

attractive feature.

It

and

It

Should Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

latest,

"The

a pretentious offering

has thoroughly satisfying qualities that will
make it an agreeable entertainment and because of its
atmosphere, it should be quite appropriate for the
it

present season.

in

touches that will not go unnoticed and the locations,

About

This is a first rate offering that should please the
majority of audiences and exhibitors who know their
folks like western entertainment will surely be able

but

appeal

his pal so that there

the director injects several original twists and effective

but she

It is

rate

and

Besides having used the material to good advantage,

William Fairbanks production. The story is of
fairly
familiar order with the customary ingredients
a

Rustlers."

as hero'

out waste of footage.

the

latest

Law

first

folks are beginning to experience

Thereafter the story progresses smoothly and with-

satisfy

You Can

mak-

singularly appropriate just

bit is

when

same sensation

majority of picture goers, especially those who favor
the sort of atmosphere and action contained in this

to satisfy

all

it

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
As westerns

the

ideal shots of

admirers for his work in this

SUPPORT

This

just where.
at this season

good pace and

at

suspense and romance

theme does not appear conventional as it might seem
because of first rate direction and obvious good judgment in its handling.
The director starts out by immediately securing
the spectator's interest in hero and his pal, both of
them ranch hands who feel the urge of spring and
decide to start out -for somewhere, they don't know

interesting

Moves along

thrills,

ing their appearance in the course of the plot but the

Incidentally you might interest

them

such as: "Feel the call of Spring? See
what happens to William Fairbanks' who has had a
bad attack of spring fever in his latest attraction, 'The
in catchlines

Law
If

his

Rustlers,' at the blank theater."

you

folks are acquainted with the star play

name and

up

they aren't it might be a good chance
him and gets your patrons interested in
him. His pictures are always reliably clean and afford good family entertainment.
to introduce

if

Sunday, March

—.£Sfr*DAILV

1923

18,

Attractive Atmosphere

And Some Good

Ernest Shipman presents

Hodkinson

Henry McRae
Ralph Connor
Kenneth O'Hara

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Jacques Bizuel
Fine lumber camp atmosphere
and interesting incidents in and around camp

WHOLE

that

make

it

rather attractive

STORY

Not new or distinctive except for plenty
good detail and atmosphere that makes it
worth while
of

DIRECTION

Satisfactory, gives fine

lumber jack's

life

idea

of

and otherwise provides

at-

tractive detail

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Capable and well suited cast that
includes Anders Randolph, Warner P. Richmond, Harlan Knight, Marion Swayne, E. L.
Fernandez and Pauline Garon

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Pretty
Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY
is

killed

by boss

former's son

is

of rival

Lumber camp boss
camp who repents when

prevented from killing him by

sweetheart
5,800 feet

always contain more or less the
feud
between rival concerns providsame plot with a
ing the action and a log jam an exciting feature of the
In this respect Ralph Connor's "The Man
climax.
From Glengarry" doesn't differ greatly from the regulation drama of this type, but with a thoroughly satstories

isfying production and a capable cast,

it

makes

a rather

attractive entertainment that should please a majority.

Henry McRae has

certainly secured fine atmosphere

and the scenes of the river with its burden of logs and the numerous views of the lumberjacks

for the picture

Play

Up

"The Man From Glengarry"

ation in dramatic entertainment and as such should

The atmosphere

lumber camp is realistic and thoroughly interYou might make a special effort to interest
esting.
them in the picture through a trailer of these scenes,
particularly those of the lumber jacks at work on the
river.

The

smoothly

and for the most part the
interest is well sustained.
Events following the climax are slightly confusing and the plotting gets a
little beyond the spectator.
This is not a conspicuous
fault though and the ending clears up any uncertainty.
The confusion may be due to the cutting. The picture
looks as though it had been cut quite a bit in the latter
story

is

told

reels.

the dramatic moments the fight of hero and vilon the logs is the best and also the rescue of hero's
sweetheart from the rapids. This is a typical form of
suspense with intermittent views of the rapids and
then shots of the girl headed for them. It is effective
nevertheless and the explosion of the jam is another
good touch. There are a few comedy touches also

Of

lain

that are appropriate.

Anders Randolph, as the boss of the camp, does
good work and is the right type as is Warner P. Richmond, his son. Marion Swayne is satisfactory as the
Pauline
but she does not screen attractively.
Fernandez
E.
L.
mischief
maker
and
Garon is a pretty

girl

is

the villain.

Ranald MacDonald becomes the boss of the
Clair Camp when his father is killed by Lenoir,

St.

:

leader of the

men

of a rival concern.

The persuasion

of Ranald's sweetheart, Kate, prevents

him from

kill-

Ran-

Later the owner of the camp offers
proposition
to make a false report of the camp
ald a
Ranald refuses and
to Thorpe, a prospective buyer.
daughter that
owner's
the
told
by
on top of this is

ing Lenoir.

Kate no longer loves him.

How

Lenoir,

seeking

Ranald's forgiveness, brings about the reconciliation
Ranald's forgiveness and
of the lovers and wins
Ranald becomes head of Thorpe's camp, completes
the story.

Interest

Most

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

offers a pleasing vari-

please the majority of picture goers.

Story

production.

Atmosphere Or Whatever Angle You Think Will
Box

of the

Lumber Gamp

work, also at play, furnish a realistic idea of life in a
lumber camp. Folks are going to marvel at the agility of the men on the logs, their daring in riding a
single lug in the rapids and other equally intrepid
stunts that supply some of the action and thrills of the

Story

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Lumber

Action In

at

"THE MAN FROM GLENGARRY"

DIRECTOR

11

Play up the lumber camp atmosphere and for those
who may be familiar with Ralph Connor's story, use
Of the players you can mention Anders
his name.
Randolph, Warner P. Richmond who are probably the
get
best known but do not rely on players' names to
them interested. Stills in the lobby should also attract attention.

3.

CURRENT RELEASES
Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

Releasing Date

Footage Reviewed

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
The Marriage Chance
The Challenge (Dolores

1-21-23

5,840
Cassinelli)

What Fools Men Are

6,087

12-3-22

The Super Sex

5,749

12- 3-22

As

a

Man

Solomon

Lives

in

Society

(Wm. H.

Straus)

5,800

12-17-22

6,000

12-31-22
1-28-23

Milady
That Woman

6,000

One

5,326

2-

6,462

2-11-23

Million in Jewels

The Bohemian

Girl

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

4-23

(Distributed through Pathe)
5,887

12-17-22

5,000

1-21-23

5,000

2- 4-23

7,600

11- 5-22

Brawn of the North
The Pilgrim (Chas. Chaplin

7,000

11-19-22

4,000

11-19-22

White Shoulders (Katherine MacDonald)
Omar the Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)

5,966

11-26-22

8,000

12- 3-22

Minnie

6,696

12- 3-22

Lorna Doone
6,200
The Hottentot
5,953
Money, Money, Money (Katherine MacDonald) 5,995

12-10-22

What

INC.

Conquering the Woman (Florence Vidor)
Head Hunters of the South Seas

Oliver Twist (Jackie Coogan)

(Neilan Prod.)

a Wife Learned
(Richard Barthelmess)

Millionaire

When Knighthood Was

in

Flower (M. Davies) 10,800

Dark Secrets (Dorothy Dalton)
My American Wife (Gloria Swanson)
Drums of Fate (Mary Miles Minter)
Nobody's Money (Jack Holt)

4
11

18

25

1-28-23

6,061

1-

1-21-23

5,584

2- 4-23

7,865

2-11-23

18

18

The Nth Commandment

25

Glimpses of the Moon (Bebe Daniels)
The Leopardess (Alice Brady)
5,621
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)
9,526
Bella Donna (Pola Negri)
Grumpy (Wm. DeMille Prod.)
The Go-Getter (Cosmopolitan)
Prodigal Daughters (Gloria Swanson)
The Law of the Lawless (Dorothy Dalton)
The Ne'er Do Well (Thos. Meighan)
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Minter-Moreno)
You Can't Fool Your Wife (Melford Prod.)

Mar.

4
11

11

25
Spec.

Apr.

1

8
8
15

15

22
29

4-23

5,731

3-

7,153

2-18-23

5,691

2-25-23

.5,585

3-11-23

..

2-25-23
3-11-23

Scars of Jealousy

6,246

3-11-23

4,983

11-19-22

Under

My Smoke

4-23

Romance Land

A

12- 3-22

4,500

12-10-22

6,190

12-17-22

Blind

Mason Series
Pawn Ticket 210

Girls

2-11-23

California

Ranger

Romance

4 762

11-26-22

4^59

12-24-22

4 g 71

1-28-23

4 316

12-17-22

4746

3-11-23

4,729

1-21-23

3

Truxton King

5

892
613

12 10-22
2- 4-23

Special

The Town That Forgot God
Face on the Barroom Floor
A Friendly Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

1-28-23

3-11-23

5,600

1-28-23

5,810

1-14-23

6,063

12-24-22

(Elmer Clifton Prod.) 8,000

2-18-22

(Glenn Hunter)

Whaling Film Corp.
S.

to the Sea in Ships

Haskins Prod.
Just Like a

Woman

4,900

CORP.

Madame

6,000

11- 5-22

6,000

11-19-22

4,600

12- 3-22

Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurette Taylor)
Hearts Aflame

7,800

12- 3-22

6,000
8,100

12-17-22

All the Brothers

Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)

6,265

1-21-23

6,000

1-28-23

8,500

2-18-23

Success

6,700

2-25-23

The Famous Mrs. Fair
Where the Pavement Ends (Rex Ingram)
Your Friend and Mine

8,000

3-11-23

7,706

3-11-23

6,000

12-31-22

1-21-23

000

John Gilbert

A

8,500

1-21-23

(Clara Kimball Young)
Love in the Dark (Viola Dana)
The Toll of the Sea

Charles Jones
Footlight

7-23

INC.

Dr. Jack (Harold Lloyd)

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN

Man's Size

The

1-21-23

4,850

METRO PICTURES

William Russell

Good-Bye

1-

5,769

HODKINSON CORP.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

While Justice Waits
Three Who Paid

8,153

.'..5,518

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar Devils
Tuttle-Waller Prod.

Dustin Farnum

Shirley

Bargain
Chains

W. W.

Enter

975

5

2-11-23

6,517

Down

12-31-21

3

Skin

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

G.

4,070

William Farnum
Brass Commandments

the

The Kingdom Within
3-

Series

Catch

(Ince)

2-11-23

3,940

Hungry Hearts

Second Fiddle

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

2-11-23

8,260

Producers Security

.

29

2-04-23

6,885

7-23

5,716

Java Head (Melford Prod.)
The White Flower (Betty Compson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
Mr. Hillings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers)

25

7,204

6,102

Broken
The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)
Mad Love (Pola Negri)

9-17-22

4,337

2- 4-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
4

1-28-23

8,709

5,768

Brotheis

Feb.

12-17-22

6,228

Fury
The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Tal'adge)
Mighty Lak a Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)
The Woman Conquers (Katherine Mac Donald)
Daddies (Jackie Coogan)

Playgoers Pictures. Inc.

The Pauper

12-17-22

Shadows
Thorns and Orange Blossoms

0,6

1

5,785

12-10-22
1-

7-2i

4,527

1-14-23

6,166

1-21-23

11- 5-22

11-26-22

The Hero

6^800

1-14-23

Poor Men's Wives

6 ,963

2- 4-23

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
The Broadway Madonna (Dorothy Revier)
Good Men and True (Harry Carey)
Thelma (Jane Novak)
When Love Comes
i
Capt.

1

7,136
6,971

Fly-By-Night

The Third Alarm
Canyon of the Fools (Harry Carey)
Stormswept
Can a Woman Love Twice (Ethel Clayton)

(R-C)

6,000

11-19-22

5,400

1

6,497

1 1

4 800

12-10-22

6>00o

12-24-22

'

1-12-22
-26-22

6 757

1-14-23

6^000

1-28-23

sooo

2 -lg-23

6,700

3- 4-23

THE
Sunday, March

18,

iSS^kDAILY

1923

Fairly Interesting Picture With
G. S. Haskins

"JUST LIKE

DIRECTORS

brother gets entangled

A WOMAN"

W. W. Hodkinson

in

Corp.

Scott Beal and

AUTHOR

Hugh McClung

CAMERAMAN

Grace Haskins
Hal Conklin
Lyons Brothers and John Leezure

WHOLE

Fairly entertaining picture not

SCENARIO BY
AS A

distinguished by good or bad points

STORY
hold a

Somewhat unconvincing plot; situations
certain amount of interest, but a few

would help "pep" it up
Did fairly well with story but
DIRECTION
maintained too even a tenor some good comedy
thrills

;

touches

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

Occasionally too dark
Marguerite de la Motte gives good
PLAYERS
characterization, other Ralph Graves, George

Fawcett, Jane Keckley and Julia Calhoun

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory
All right
Sufficient

CHARACTER OF STORY
of

Orphaned daughter

actress masquerades as "prude"

to teach

aunt

a lesson

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,900 feet

Produced by Grace Haskins, this latest Hodkinson
release starts by being a drama, changes its mind and
becomes a farce with pleasing comedy touches, and
finally resolves itself again into near-tragedy by giving
This is, of course, finally
the hero a broken heart.

mended before

the last close-up.

Despite all this, however, "Just Like A "Woman,"
offers nothing particularly exciting in the way of
amusement or entertainment, being satisfied to amble
its way through almost five reels without being either

very good or very bad.

Except

for the bit in the

opening

Play

reel in

Up Your
Box

The

cast

is

probably your best bet

which the

tell

them

it

is

la

can

title

tell

in this one, as

You can
don't make

Motte.

an interesting feature, but

the shooting of a gambler

la

in the role of girl

a flapper

few

Motte gives a pleasing performance
who masquerades as a prim, proper

miss to teach her aunts

whom

she

is visiting,

a lesson.

There are some good comedy touches in this portion
of the picture, and the scene in which she drapes a
nude statue in the garden in ivy leaves because she
"doesn't approve of nude figures" will undoubtedly get
a laugh.

There are slight incongruities here and there that
could have been remedied. For instance, there is no
explanation of what happens to the brother, who
simply drops out of the picture, and another unconis the fact that Graves is in love with the
girl whom he sees daily in two different roles, and
yet does not tell her that he knows she is masquerading.
A title used here to the effect that between
Peggy (her real name) and Marguerite (as the prude)
he has little time for business, does not imply that he
is aware that it is the same girl.
George Fawcett is
amusing as the Judge, and Ralph Graves a good-looking but slightly too tragic lover.
Story
Peggy Dean, orphaned daughter of an actress, decides to teach her spinster aunts a lesson. She
arrives in high collars and spectacles, far different
from the wild young thing they expected. She meets
James Landon, the Judge's son, a lawyer and a woman
hater and wagers the Judge's car against a kiss that
she can make him love her. Posing as a woman seeking a divorce she fascinates Landon, who, meeting her
again in spectacles, does not recognize her but loves
her in that role also.
Peggy's brother fleeing from
vincing bit

:

Mexico comes to her for financial aid. Landon sees her
in his arms and broken hearted leaves for China. Peggy,
winning the car and the wager overtakes him on the
steamer, the Captain of which marries them after the
three-mile limit.

Make No Promises

be missionary, but she wins her man either way. The
picture can stand a good supporting program because
of its briefness and it could also be used on doublefeature day.

You know what your

masquerades as

a

would-

you think
pleasant enough little

folks like

they will be satisfied with a

holds a certain amount of interest and you

them that

in

flees across the border, there are

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

any promises.

The

Mexico and

high spots.
Marguerite de

Cast But

both George Fawcett and Ralph Graves have a following in addition to Marguerite de

Some Good Comedy Touches

and

if

story that hasn't any particularly strong situations,

go ahead with

this one.

;

Releasing Date

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Footage Reviewed

LEWIS

J.

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

SELZNICK ENT.

Special Productions

One Week

Love

of

FOX FILM CORPORATION

11-12-22

7,000

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week)
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)

&

Allied Prod.

5-22

11,000

11-

.9,000

11-19-22

..

Dist. Corp.

Salome (Nazimova)
The Girl I Loved (Chas. Ray)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

5,000

1-

8,000

2-18-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES

7-23

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pietographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

CO.

Jewel Features

The Flirt
The Flame

8,000
of Life

Dean)

(Priscilla

Universal Features
The Altar Stairs (Frank

Mayo)

12-31-22

5,776

1-14-23

5,540

11-26-22

Driven

4,462

12-10-22

4,473

12-17-22

The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)

4,508

12-31-22

A

C. C. Burr's All Star

4,910

1-

4,417

1-28-23

7-23

4,228

121-23

4,426

2-

Bray Romances
Bray Comedies

Rod & Gun
Fun From

4,795

2-18-23

4,126

2-25-23

4,488

3-

4,795

3-11-23

12-17-22

oo

12-17-22

'

A Front Page Story
Antonio Moreno
Guilty

6,800
6

—
—2

Series

LEWIS

Conscience

week

a

Selznick
Serials:

5951

Smiles

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

reels)

News
The Whirlwind

(15

The Branded Four (15

episodes),

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

•

5

INC.

western

reel

Classics

Alice Joyce

Where Danger

oqq

Universal-Jewel Short Subjects

WARNER
The

The Leather Pushers

BROS.

and Damned
Heroes of the Street (Wesley Barry)
Beautiful

7,000

12-17-22

.!!!7,000

12-24-22

Brass

Century

INC.

International

I

Sketchografs

(1

News

Reel (1

Beauties

r^TlW

•

^ ^T^

Buddy

and IneZ

reels ea.)
series)
reel issued Tues.'

KINETO

Va

rCd;

„*°

2 reels;

Arthur Trimble and Maude
Messinger; Jack Cooper

McD °nald;

and

'

,ey

°f

Ten Thousand Smok es,

1

ev

!

Fri.)

OF AMERICA

CO.

reel

reel.

>

1-et s

reel)

See the Animals

s

tj

—

j-

—

.Paradise,

Bonnie Scotland, Birds
VI B

Morocco

"•"-

*— *

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

™.

Electricity— It's Development
Motor Efficiency— Its History
Electricity in the Motor
Vehicle

e—

reel)

Punch Codies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
(1

INC.

reel)

PRIZM A. INCORPORATED

2* Short
«. » Subitct
« k26
Color Pictures
Heid, of the Alps" (2
_

e

Unknown"

reels)
(5 reels)

<;£?
o
Short
Reel
Music Film Product
1'

of

ram

«-auiurnia,
the Mysterious,

'

reel)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Tony Sarg Almanac (1 reel)

Baby Peggy;

(Released Through National Exchange)
ew The Living Book of Knowledge)

,(.
Second ^.
Series (1 reel):
Was Darwin- Right?
Crags and Marshes. vr

Art

Ruth-How He Knocks

T.£ S^XL°—
(1

mule,

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

national Specials: The Race of
the Age (Man O" War)
of Diving (Kellerman),
1
reel; Babe

Chester Screenics

Lewis Sargeant

VITAGRAPH

Photoplays (2 reels)

Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

(1

—With

and Brownie
\\
J ack Cooper.
(2
_,.
„„.
Ine Mirror (1 reel novelty

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Selig-Pork

1

CO.

rounds

cSS*S&Century
SS^Sft^ffi.
the

Harold Lloyd Comedies

?"' '
Mr!,;
r
Modern
Centaurs,

12

chapters;
Fortune, 12

SHORT REEL RELEASES

Bruce Scenics Beautiful
luster Outings (1 reel)

(2 reels)

episodes).

10

Universal Comedies

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

from No. 1 to
27 4 ° No. 52

'

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
William J Flynn Series (Detective
Series, 2
i-napjin

The Inner Chamber
William Duncan

-

Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week-

4-23

Range Rider

The Ninety and Nine

No

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

VITAGRAPH

Super-Features

Series

(2 reels)

PATHE EXCHANGE,

•

2-11-23

First

SeCOnd Series from

each)

—

4-23

.4,658

Comedies

(1 reel)
(1 reel)
Series (1 reel
Tl e Press
1

„
a
,c
pi
Plunder
(Serial)
.

'

reel)
(4 reels)

1

The Four Seasons

Gossip (Gladys Walton)
The Midnight Guest

A

(each

Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)

.The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)
Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)
The Ghost Patrol
The Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
The First Degree (Frank Mayo)
The Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)
The Prisoner (Herbert Rawlinson
The Bolted Door (Frank Mayo

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials);

12- 3-22

4,641

Others
One Wonderful Night (Herbert Ravvlinson)
•iking All

reel)
(1 reel)

Short Stuff
Pathe Review No. 12

Type

Interesting and
subject entitled

reel

1

varied

subject

matter,

magazine

Pathe's

amusing; the opening shots under the heading
"Photographic Gems," are pleasingly tinted; the weird Harvest Dance of the Senegambians of French West Africa will
interest your folks and some of the newest hats being worn
abroad and pictured in color will find favor with the ladies.
cutouts

is

"Rob 'Em Good"— Stromberg— Metro
Type

Hunt Stromberg's travesty on "Robin Hood" with Bull
Montana in the title role has been produced on a lavish scale,
and will undoubtedly entertain those who like burlesque.
There are several laughs and considerable cleverness has been
used in handling some of the gags. However, "Bull" is not
as funny as "Rob-Em Good" as he is in his familiar pugilistic
roles. There is a large supporting cast with some good names.
Chuck Reisner, in particular, as the always-eating King Dick
will come in for his share of laughter, but this is more because of the combination of food that he constantly eats than
anything else sauerkraut and ice cream being the finishing

—

touch.

should have no trouble in getting them

You

looks like a good box-office bet.

and

it

will

enjoy

The

to see this,

in

kids, especially,

it.

"Maid To Order"— Universal

Type

production

of

1

reel

a

Universal

fine furniture for his

releasing from time to time

is

Law,"

entitled "God's

ing

cast

two

Leonard Clapham and
a

story

Roy Stewart and

stars

Gertrude Olmstead,

includes

that

Dick Andrews who, traveling

in

It

deals

set adrift

is

plenty of excitement and those

from the

man in
who like

The second

first

This one

has a support-

Welsh,

directed

with the

from

trials

of

an expedition to the West,

because he has killed a

is

dramas

reel

James

Duke Worne has

others.

by Anthony Coldewey.

locale entirely

comedy

2 reel

under the brand name of "Tales of the Old West."

and seems

There

self-defense.

serials will be well

reel

in

is

a different

slightly disconnected

but this should not bother them much.

There are Indians

aplenty and "covered wagons" that can be played up.

"Bowled Over"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

This Paul Parrott comedy contains a fair amount of laughs,
are obtained chiefly from slap-stick stuff which is
staged in a bowling alley. Parrot is playing a championship
game and his rival does everything possible to prevent him
from winning pouring glue into the balls, etc. There is a
grand mix-up at the finish and everybody slams everybody
else with pins, including a couple of cops who come in to
If Parrott's stuff finds favor with your folk,
see the game.
they will like this one. You can tell them there is a bowling
tournament in it and this will draw the bowling fane

which

—

"Shakespeare's

fair-to

bit will get a laugh.

West— Universal

comedy

middling comedy starring Lewis Sargent
it will probably amuse his followers there is nothThe idea of the tableing particularly funny or new in it.
incident
in the reel and this
tapping is probably the funniest

This -is
and while

Old

of the

of production

pleased with this offering.

3 reel burlesque

of production

Type

photographed

well

Review a mighty good number.
"Silliettes," composed of animated silhouette

of

issue

this

Law"— Tales

"God's

of production

make

A

— Pathe

Jimmy Flanagan borrows the neighbor's
mother when she tells him that his rich

He
uncle is coming from London and. thinks they are rich.
that
uncle
the
tells
mother
his
and
maid
also dresses up as a
Jimmy is dead. The uncle tries table tapping to get in touch
with Jimmy's spirit. Jimmy adds a touch of realism by getting under the table and answering the call in person.

Type

—Great
Series— Kineto

Country"

Author

English

of production

reel literature

1

Lovers of the "Bard of Avon" will be interested in seeing
actual scenes of the places in which he spent his life. Kineto's
film shows the school that Shakespeare -attended, the exterior
in Stratford-on-Avon, and
cottage together with numerous other places
This week at the Rivoli
of interest in and about the town.
it
was a fitting prologue to the showing of Shakespeare's

of the

house

in

which he was born

Anne Hathaway's

"Othello."

"The Alley Cat"—Aesop Fable— Pathe
"Bed Time"

Type

of production

1

reel

Type
an average number of the Aesop Film Fables and
contains a fair amount of entertainment. It deals with farmer
Al's troubles with the mischievous mice who play football
He goes to bed leaving
with eggs stolen from his icebox.
Fanny the cat in charge, but a quartette of Fanny's suitors
come to serenade her and farmer Al is forced to drown Fanny
But Fanny stages a come-back and drags the
in the well.
This

— Max

Fleischer

animated cartoon
of production

1

reel

cartoon

is

farmer off to a Cat Klu Klux meeting. The moral of which
is, according to Pathe and Aesop, "What can't be cured must
be endured."

Max Fleischer's "Inkwell" comedies shows the
imp from the inkwell annoying the artist who is trying
To punish the imp, he draws a high cliff and puts
to sleep.
the little clown on its pinnacle so that he cannot get down.
The clown goes to sleep and dreams wild cartoon dreams
to
of a giant and a cave and other things and the artist goes
the
over
all
him
sleep and dreams that the imp is chasing
There are numerous laughs and the reel
city in his pajamas.
should have no difficulty in amusing your folks.
This one of

little

—

.

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Release Date

Footage Reviewed

ANCHOR FILMS

The Man Alone (Hobart Bosworth)

ARROW FILM
ither

(Maciste)

Lifi
in Hollywood
The Law Rustlers (Wm
t

L.

2-25-23

6.000
5,000
6,500
6,000
4,900

10-29-22
11- 5-22

Kan hanks)

11-5-22
3-

4-23

LAWRENCE WEBER & BOBBY NORTH10-8-22
7,000

Notoriety

AYWON FILM

CO.

:

:

:

Rich (Betty Blythe)

of the

5,000
5,000

10-15-22

6,000

1-14-23

6,400
5.200
4,800
6,000
6,000

in the Desert

Temptation

Her Accidental Husband

12-24-22

GENIUS FILMS,

AYWON FILM
:

Mary

6,385

2-25-23

5,986

10-29-22

Pickford

Revivals.

Star

Ranch Westerns

Deserted at the Altar

7,000
5,000
5,000

Wildcat Jordan (Richard Talmadge)
The Speed King (Richard Talmadge

10-

(Billy

West)

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

serial.

Sunbeam Comedies

1-22

15

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
:

The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls

5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000

Passion

The Power Divine
The Way of the Trangressor
Gods

The Mine Looters

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
'
Circus Heroes.
:

1-14-23

—

Woman

Ford Weekly.
Serial: Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

LEE & BRADFORD
The Unconquered

Field),

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels) Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

Child of the

CO.

episodes.

Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

A

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

CO.

(2

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

10-29-22
2-11-23

Her Royal Love

of

FILM SALES

reels).

(2

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

INC.

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Flames

CORP.

15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Harry Carey:
Joy Comedies:

C. B. C.

Women Men Marry

HOWELLS SALES

and Tame Men, The

Joins the Force.
(Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Thunderbilt Jack

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Othello

Women

Homer

Village (Grocer,
Serials:

FILM SALES CORP.

C. B. C.
Only a Shop Girl
The Passionate Friend

The Lamp

other week (2 reels).
every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)

One

Blazed Trail Productions:

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels)

Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
Anotlur Man's Boots (Francis Ford)

The Darling

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS
ARROW FILM

CORP.

(Win. Fairbanks)
Man's Boots (Francis Ford)

Peaceful Peters

Unconquered

6,000

Mack Swain Comedies

(Rubve de Remer)

reels)

(2
First.

America

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

:

Spirit,

See

Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
Sally

HORIZON PICTURES,

Branded (Josephine Earle)
Two Masters (Josephine Earle)

Serving

Norma Talmadge

Way

of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

The

Paris

of

"....6,800

MASTODON

10-29-22

FILMS, INC.

Sure Fire Flint
The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

6,400
6,929

5. 700

(Dorothy

a Stage

Phillips)

5,977

—

\

Nick Carter Series
Favorite

Star

Invisible

Ray

(2 reels
Series (2 reel

10-29-22
1- 7-23

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Environment
The World's

(fourteen)

INC.

(each 2 reels).

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

MASTER PICTURES
Secrets

Reissues

a month).
dramas 1 a month).

1

—

JOAN FILM SALES
Series: Ruth
feet) ; (2 reels)

CO.

and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The Conquering Hero.

12-24-22
1-28-23

Clifford

:

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)

5,000

6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

M>"

Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail of the Law

The Country Flapper (Dorothy Gish)
The Wolf's Fangs (W1I1
ell)
I

In the Night

The

LEE & BRADFORD

6 000

(All-Star)

Comedies

Squirrel

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
8-13-22
(2 reels)

Razzin' the Jazz,

:

Dream, Shimmy

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
Man Wins

Better

(Pete Morrison)

5,000

Table Top Ranch

5,000

11-12-22

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Mann & Donald
Mann & Donald Hall)

Fruits of Passion (Alice

Wai

i

Dazi

Davidson
I

'

She Paid

(Marjorii

Marjoric

Rambeau)

(Marjorie

Hall) ... 5,000
5,000
Rambeau) .5,000
beau) ... .5,000
5,000

!

I

Womi
,,s
\ •••.
V

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

5

1

I

of

Wh) Do

W onders

600

i.'soo

four

5-reel

—

Westi

1

n

Mm Marry
WILLIAMSON PROD.
Sea

2.000
2.000

INC.

reel)

(1

STOREY PICTURES,

di

UNITY PICTURES

of the

Sacred Films

5.000

1

s

SACRED FILMS,

6.600

"

'

COMPANY

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

TRUART FILM CORP.
'';"

5,000

9-17-22

4,300

10 29-22

Nation's

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week) (1 reel).
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

.

I'

Change Your Mother-in-Law?

PACIFIC FILM

.10-22-22

WM. STEINER

Why

Isle.

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
atcd Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesqui Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs
aedies

(

reel

1

(1

a

every 2 weeks)

month*

Al Haynes Comedies

(1

reel

every 2 weeks)

INC.

The Best Way
To Be Successful
Is

In

To Know What's Going On

YOUR

Business

The Best Way
To Know What's Going On
In The Film Industry
Is To Read The Film Daily
Every Day

Kuth

Clifford as

.Sally

Malakoff

Stuart

Holmes

as

Due

de Malahoff

Some

Ethel

Shannon

as Giselle

Gaston Glass

as Gerard Welden

Marjorie

Daw as Maud Barhylt

and

scenes from the most
pretentious picture live have made to date

B. P.

stars

A GASNIER

SCHULBERG

Presents

Production

DAUGHTERS

OF THE RICH
Based upon Edgar

Saltus'

Famous Novel

Adapted by Olga Printzlau and Josephine Quirk
Photographed by Karl Struss

Released April 22

v

While

in their bedrooms, Giselle and
Gerard had their own thoughts of flue
tuating values in the marriage market.

am making a great sacrifice for
my dear. 1 am going to marry

you,

a rich

American

girl,

so that you

can have plenty of money."

—

7Ao brAdstreet

ZfcRECOCMIZEfi

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII

/ol.

Monday, March

No. 75

Ban

19,

Price 5 Cents

1923

New Fox

On

Still

—

Raw

can

Despite reports to the effect that

—

nembers of the Allied Film Laboraories, Inc.. had altered their ideas

studios of the Fox organization covering 14 acres on Western Ave. and
Sunset Boulevard, will be discontinued and turned to commercial
uses, including a number of building

usin"- American raw stock to
he exclusion of foreign makes, it
was stated on Saturday that such
the case and that the
vas not
original decision had been adhered to.
It developed that a few days ago,
JTom Evans, president of the organization, received a letter from George
Eastman in which Mr. Eastman deblared he no longer had any objection
to the use of foreign-made raw stock,
if the Allied members desired to use
In the fall of 1921, when the
it.
agitation between those laboratory

ibout

projects.
This will be
of the tremendous real
of the land.

I

.owners

who

later

banded together

closed

Fox

(Special to

Corp. of
capital

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Goldwyn Producing
New York has reduced its

from $3,000,000

Comedy Team

to $300,000.

Films
Gallagher and Shean, according to
Tobias Keppler, their attorney, will
They
shortly enter motion pictures.
will

make

a

series

in

of

five

two-reel

comedies and one of feature length.
Production in the East.
1st

Nat'l
(Special

Leases Canadian House
to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

First
Hamilton, Ont.
has leased the Temple.

Toronto

— First

National

National

officials

say the lease on the Temple, Hamilton, is only temporary and in order
to experiment with theater presentation plans.

not

make any program

plant.

gorgeous Canadian scenery, its
sympathetic love story and its
chair gripping climax provides exhibitors with at, fine an out-door production as has ever been made. It's a Hodkinsot- nicture adapted from
Ralph Connor's wonderful story and presented 1 y Ernest Shipman.

"The Man From Glengarry," with

its

thrilling log driving incidents, its intensely

Advt.

Keep Time Open
Ex-hi-bi-tor. Large and small. And referring to next season. You'll be mighty sorry if you don't. Any
exhibitor who books up early, and who lets a smart salesman
talk him into booking in bulk for 1923-24 should be booked into
the finest insane asylum of his state. And what's more-should

Meaning you, Mr.

Albany

lots.

will

releases for next year.
The production schedule calls for 26 pictures,
all specials.
John C. Eisele, treasurer, is here attending to the detail
relative to the new studio project
and the disposition of the present

(Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn Producing Cuts Capital

value

studio to cost $2,000,000 will

quantity

in

field,

by Eastman.

estate

be erected here, construction to start
in the summer.
It is planned to have
a laboratory for handling of prints

the
I

new

a

in

question of the use of foreign
raw stock was important.
Eastman claimed it was essential
for the company to combat the foreign invasion, so-called at the time,
and so deemed it necessary to actively enter the laboratory field and
commercially compete with laboratories that might use foreign stock.
When the Allied members declared
they would use only American stock,
an agreement was reached with Eastman with the result that the Sen
Jacq, the G. M. and The Paragon
representing millions were
"labs,"

done because

Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of the company, announces that

the Allied Film Laboratories, Inc.,
Eastman Kodak reached its
iand
culmination in the withdrawal of

Eastman from the laboratory

Studio

For West Coast— Present Plant Will
Be Turned to Commercial Uses
Only Specials Next Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The West Coast

Laboratories Stick to AmeriStock Eastman Withdraws Objection

\llied

I

—

be kept there.
Because never in the history of the industry has there been
such promise of fine, important, and worth while pictures as
Right out in Hollywood where they make 'em this
today.
And when you look over the production charts
is being written.
and get a glimpse of what's what, why-say, do you know that
there are more important pictures scheduled for next season
than ever before? This may not be the era of fewer, but it certainly is the day for better pictures. If you don't heed this storm
warning it will be up to you. And that's that.

—

—

IN SIGHT
Here's an idea of what's coming. Names cannot be mentioned. This sheet isn't big enough to carry them. But it is a
than
fact that there are more big, important productions in work
beginning
ever. And the competition that will certainly develop
(Continued on Page 4)

Charles A. Bird has resigned as
business manager and casting director
He has been replaced
of the studio.
by Ben Jackson as business manager
and Arthur Ford, as casting director.

Metro Buys "An Old Sweetheart"
Metro has acquired the distribution
of Harry Gabon's "An Old Sweetheart of Mine."

August Producing Amateur Films
Edwin August has been engaged
by the Loew circuit to produce
amateur films, using the patrons of
cast.

He

the

of

Loew

theaters in the
present working out
Metropolitan, Brooklyn.

various

the

is

at

Flaherty Heads F. P. Expedition

Robert

J.

Flaherty,

who produced

of the North," will sail for
Samoa on April 24, as head of the
to
expedition
Paramount-Flaherty
shoot pictures in that part of the
world. He will be gone for about a

"Nanook

year.

Pathe Holds Three Year Contract
Although no word has come from
Pathe which would indicate whether
or not the company will handle the
features Hal Roach will make, it was
recalled on Saturday that on one of

Eastern trips Roach had signed
years' contract with Pathe
This
covering all of his product.
occurred in February, 1922.
his

a

three

—
—

THE

Monday, March

Ban

Still

(Continued from Page

was

impossible

Broadway

1)

learn

192:

Kelley Back; Dunning Leaving
V. D. Kelley, technic,
advisor of Prizma, has returned fro
Hollywood where he supervised ti

Broadway
On
—

On

19,

I

William

"Fury."

on

Brooklyn Strand— "Brawn Of The
Saturday the possible reason for
installation of the company's ne
North" and "The Pilgrim."
letter in which he withEastman's
sample
laboratory.
Carroll
Vol. XXIII No. 75
Monday, Marcb 19, 1923 Price 5 Cents
Cameo— "Down To The Sea In Dunningprint
drew his obj°.tions to the use of
leaves L»" the coast shortl
Ships."
Copyright 1923, Wid'a Film and Film Foil. foreign stock.
The letter came as
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 Witt 44th St.,
Capitol "Lost and Found."
the Allied members.
surprise
to
a
Offer to Carol Dempster
New York. N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
instigathat,
upon
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
reported
It
was
An English banking institution h;
FILM FOLKSL INC.
Dannenbcra;, Praaidant and Editor; tion of the representatives of foreign
Loew's New York Today "Adam cabled Carol Dempster an offer ti
j°^?hk Alicoate,
Tr«aa«rer and Buiinw Man
governmental
work abroad for five weeks. Mi;
and Eva."
»»«r; J. A.
Ooo, Adrertiauw Managar. raw stock interests,
Katered aa aeccmd-ckaa aaatter May 21, 1918, agencies had interested themselves in
Paid" Dempster is at present busy in "TI
Who
"Three
Tomorrow—
at thr poit oS« at New York, N. Y
wider the likelihood of an existing agreeWhite Rose."
and "Salome."
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terma (Poataae frae) United Stetaa. Ovtsid* ment between the Eastman Kodak
Wednesday "Romance Land."
•i Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Co. and the Allied Film Laboratories,
Thursday— "The Hottentot."
aaontha, $S.M; 3 aaoatka $3.00.
Foreign Inc., looking for the use of domestic
Friday "The Midnight Guest" and
$15.00.
Sabacribers ahoold reanit with order.
I am in the market for
This was reported
Addreaa all coautanicatioe* to THE FILM raw stock only.
"The Golden Silence."
DAILY. 71-7$ We* 44th St., New York, as an indirect reason for the Eastman
Everything?"
Money
Saturday "Is
It

to

]

—
—

—

—

—

.

—

N. Y. 'Phone: Vaoderbilt 4551 4552 5551
Hollywood, Caliiornia— Walter E. Greene,
a411 Hollywood Bhrd.

'Phone,

HoUywood

IMS.
Chicago Reproacattatira— Irrmg Mack,

Ml

S.

letter.

As a matter of fact, it is understood
that the decision to use only American raw stock was reached by the
Allied members in conference and

Wabaak Are.
London Rapr ma teah a Be—at W. Frodman. Tka Fihw Renter. SJa Skafteabury was not influenced by any outside
Ay*., London, W. 1.
Efforts made locally to asParia Repraaentethra— La Flan, 42 Rn* 4s pressure.
Clichy.
certain if any Federal body was conCentral
Knropaan Rao raaanta tire Interna templating
investigation
were
an
tioaala
Filnaachaa.
Pragwe (Caacho-Slowithout result.
Takia)

—

—

The

F. P.-L. . .
East. Kod.lll^
do pfd... 97%

.7

Goldwyn

Low

Close

Sales

87%

87y2

1,100

...

97
7

6}i

20y8

—

20
34

Triangle ..34

for a statement by
telegraph, but in response Eastm n
wired "the matter requires no comment at present."

300
200
News to Washington
600
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted
Washington
No complaint has
20
2,000 been lodged with the Federal Gov34
1,000 ernment
reported
regarding
the
Not quot I agreement between the Eastman

97

World

Kodak

F. B. O.

Buys Four

Stories

Company

and

certain
laboratories to bar imports of raw
stock, so far as can be learned.
It
is possible that the matter has been
brought to the attention of officials
here, but so far no steps have been

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Contracts have been
closed by F. B. O. for the rights to
"Lights
Out,"
"Temple of the taken in the matter
and at all deGiants," "Judith of Bohemia," and
partments where inquiry was made
"Born of the Cyclone."

—

is denied that the subject has been
broached.
The Department of Justice which,
from time to time, has taken some
interest in the activities of the Eastman Kodak Company, has not reit

First-Run for K. C. Suburbs
(Special to

Kansas

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo.

City,

—

J.

C.

Hartman

be the managing director of The
kockhill, a new 1,084 house, to be
the first pre-release house to be built
in the suburbs.
The theater will be
located at 40th and Main Sts.
will

New Picture
THE FILM DAILY)

Lincoln in
(Special to

—

Los Angeles E. K. Lincoln is
starred in "The Right of the Strongest," the first picture of the Zenith
Pictures Corp.
The cas' includes
Helen
Ferguson,
Elvidge,
June
Niles
Welch, Winter Hall,
Santschi,
George
Seigmann,
and
Tully Marshall.

Tom

Broadway

—

Brooklyn

A

Next Week
Not yet determined.
Church
Strand "Little

>IOLDTIGHT"
MeRMAtl
COMEDY

IRIS

J.

729 -7th

PhoneBryant 3377

Ave. N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE COLORING

Around The Corner."

— "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
—
Capitol "Suzanna."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.

See our work on

"When Knighthood

was

in

Flower"

Cameo

Strand— "Little Church Around The

JOHN DUER SCOTT
106

West 52nd

Street

New York

City

Telephone Circle 7872

Corner."

A MASTER

Story of the Early West, The Land of Gold and
Adventure, Mighty Heroisms and Unrecorded Tragedies,
Lurking Redskins, Brawny Men, of Brave Undaunted Womanhood, Where Creaking Prairie Schooners Struck Ever Westward
Toward the Setting Sun.

OROQIGETT
\k,

wjfc

^M'9f^^i

company. Other Stoll pictures
which
Seligman
will
handle
in
America are "The Prodigal Son,"

of the

:

Inspired by

BRET HARTE'S
Immortal

Classic.

"The Sign of the Four," "The
Wandering Jew" and "Guy Fawkes."
State Right

S.

for

A. G. Swenson, exporter, leaves

Sweden

Aquitania.

tomorrow

on

Exchanges

—Wire

ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS

Swenson Leaves Tomorrow

'JACK WHITE
(0^*9*^ PRODUCTION
CT&UcOCrr^JL. C^Ou^j^) 1.1 OE CONI.BV

Film Exchange

JOHN

JUNIOQ_j

Making "The Tower of London"
Stoll Film of London
SUBJECTS "The Tower of London,"is producing
according
"ad" FREE at your to P. Seligman, American manager

Educational Exchange

Iris

—

SHORT
for this

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

Rose."

ceived any compl -int of this nature,
it
was stated, while at the Tariff
Commission where such a complaint
might go under the flexible provisions
of the tariff law nothing had been
heard of the matter.
So far as the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Commerce and the Treasury Department
are concerned, it was professed that
the matter had never been brought
up.
Of the three, however, the Federal Trade Commission is the only
one likely to receive such a complaint
formally.

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS

Strand— "Mighty Lak'

Company

111^ 111^
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Loew's
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was requested
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Newspaper Opinions
Wagon"— F.

"The Covered

'

P.-L.

>

l

*

*

"High spots" are so numerous that it is
mpossible to dilate on more than one or
A remarkable scene is that of the
wo.
the
fork
of
of
North
•rossing
the

I

'latte.

*

*

*

EVENING

WORLD— The

picture
in
*
ibiany of its scenes is breath-taking. * *
very good
has
done
Cunningham
a
James
I
lob in transcribing Emerson Hough's book
He approached his job with
jo the screen.
j

*
that is amazing. * *
the
return of J.
picture marked
tVarren Kerrigan, for years one of the
And the perscreen's outstanding idols.
'ormances he gave last night made the ques-

It

fidelity

I

The

"The Covered Wagon"
The photog-

efforts

all

was

that

to be desired.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— In

[

*

his

this

in-

stance

I
EVENING JOURNAL— Praise is due
lor two reasons: first, because "The Covered
Vagon" is about the best lesson in Amerianization that the screen has produced since
he Great War, and secondly, because it is
vonderfully good drama. * * *
It help*
,o immortalize a race of Americans too often
orgotten in the swirl of to-day's problems

strivings.

to

raphy was

Criterion

.nd

Due

has not one lagging moment.

superlatives
find
justification,
and
such tried and trusty terms as "immense,"

"gigantic,"

"heroic," correctly describe the
scale of this praiseworthy Paramount production. * * * Lois Wilson, J. Warren Kerrigan, Alan Hale, Ernest Torrence, Tully

Marshall, Charles Ogle,
Ethel Wales contribute

Guy

and
and harmonious performance, and James Cruze adds
new laurels to his crown. There are some
very

very
have heard a

effective

We

a

Oliver

fine

*

scenes.

thrilling
lot

*

*

about "bigger and
better" pictures — "The Covered Wagon"
both.
SUN — "The Covered Wagon" represents,
is

in the opinion of this reviewer, the finest
picture of America by Americans.
It is a
magnificent and thrilling spectacle. * * *
This picture at the Criterion, then, taken
from a fairly good novel by Emerson Hough,
is a memorial, a thrilling one, to those who
first
opened up this Western country of
ours.
There is almost an epic quality about
if

*

#

We

WORLD — We

—

restrain

his

praise.

HERALD— "The

Wagon" is
Covered
remarkable tribute from one
therefore a
what
another
getters
to
generation of gold
more to the point, it is a remarkable
is
"The Covered Wagon" stands
picture. * * *
out as a genuine example of the motion picIt is supremely stirring
ture at its best.
*
* *
If there is any individual glory in
this glory belongs
Wagon"
"The Covered
Cruze and his staff of camera
to James
"The Covered Wagon" is
men. * * *
worthy of the best in the way of superlatives
that its press agents have to offer.
MAIL As a motion picture spectacle
"The Covered Wagon," which opened last
;

the

—

night at the Criterion, will
for a long time. * * *

be remembered

Although "The Covered Wagon"

the

most part spectacular the love

for
is
interest

contained in a trite story
the picture, serving
give Tully Marshall and Ernest
for excellent
opportunities
Torrence several
is

not absent.

entirely
only to

It

is

unworthy

of

characterizations. * * *
Much praise is due all those who took
part in the production, but the major porgoes to James Cruze, the director.
tion

TELEGRAM— It

TIMES —-It

—

Amm

Resigns
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Amm

Rochester Arthur
has resigned as house director of the East-

man
of

He

theater.

will

Famous' houses

in

manage one

the south.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film Company for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
(Pat. Applied For)

means more

It

Bandits

Rob

Virginia Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Detroit— Five bandits robbed $229
from the cashier of the Virginia during a performance Sunda ,r night.

to

you than

here

is

at

last

1

The

*

*

*

—

Kansas City, Mo. Sid Rosenthal
has acquired the state rights to "Determination" and a series of 12 two
reelers,
era."

if

mastered his subject *
have been a hopeless jumble. * * *
That
he was able to take such a big subject, and,
while keeping it big, yet control it, and

the

is

screen.

the
*

*

from

real

first

The

*

genuinely

thrilling

though

has no creaky plot

it

start

to
it

exchange
Available

Now With

(Special to

Comptroller

in all

organization.
immediately.

B

071

—

Exclusive

Eastern Studios

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

state.

"Better Pictures for Wichita"
(Special to

CADWALLADER

C. L.
Art Director

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wichita, Kan. This slogan was
adopted by the local civic clubs at
a meeting held here last week. Present methods of censorship were discussed and a committee appointed to
American study local film conditions.

picture
finish,

is

and

has a gen-

erous lot of thrills and climaxes. * * *
Ernest Torrence and Tully Marshall make a
vivid impression.
They are the most lovable
people in the picture.

Basil Wilson will play the lead in
a film sponsored by a new group of
men in the business. Production in

Jersey.

Outside of New York City, one having large
seating capacity preferred, in which to make

WORLD'S PREMIERE PRESENTATION
OF AN UNUSUAL SEVEN PART PHOTO PLAY
Title to be

To

Desire Play Date

Theatre or

announced

Week

Make

ADDRESS BOX W-19 FILM
1

'/:i,.:i:„ ',:;:, hiivi.u, ,-!'!,'!'::

,,',

later.

Will Rent
Percentage Arrangement.

Start
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didn't do the job alone, of course.
His
scenarist, Jack Cunningham, and the cameramen can take all the credit they desire, for
they deserve it, and the cast. * * *
"The
Covered Wagon" is a big picture done, as
is not often the case, in a big way.
of

-

branches of Motion Picture Accounting, also thorough training in Cost accounting, Corporation and
Commercial Law, Systematizing, Financing,
Office
Management.
At present holding
an executive position with a large producing

"Tense Moments from Op- and

Burke

He

TRIBUNE— It

Auditor

The Film Daily

vitalize it * * * entitle him, the director,
made a motion picto unstinted credit.
ture. * * *

He

-

Thorough experience

Detroit Eddie Burke, up to a
few weeks ago city saleman for WarMr. Cruze had not ner Brothers, has joined the Ex* * the result would
clusive Film Co.
He will cover the

is

but

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

WANTED: A FIRST RUN THEATRE

-,::.,,

*an>

other accessory.
It is the cue sheet
that
insures
a musically perfect
picture presentation.

Accountant

"Determination" to Rosenthal

a tremendous picture. » * *
might have gotten pictures, per-

Any one

epic

Arthur
(Special to

gallant.

picture uunqualifiedly

film that tells a great American story in a
great way was unfolded last night in the
Criterion
Theater.
In
"The
Covered
Wagon" is found the American screen epic.
Yes, "The Covered Wagon" eclipses even
"The Birth of a Nation." * * * In this
picture dealing with pioneers and the frontier
a new frontier has been reached and a new
standard set up in motion pictures.

haps,

pleasure
in
occasion and

this

*

recommend

"Where has he been?" to every one whatever their taste in the
unanimous:
theater or in movies.
The melodrama is
He never was better. * * *
^
done so cleverly that it cannot fail to appeal.
GLOBE "The Covered Wagon" appears
I
to be one of the best efforts that the art
a yet very young art
'of cinematography
This may
has given a suffering world.
sound extravagant, but when a really excellent film shows its head above the dead sea
of mediocrity it is hard for a reviewer to

great

uttering a piercing "Bravo I" in recognition
of the arrival from one of our own cinema
camps of a picture play which is as good
as gold with no reservations of importance
to tack upon it.
"The Covered Wagon" is
a stirring romantic document * * * ft takes
its
place as a joint work of historic and
artistic importance far in the lead of anything that ever has been filmed * * * is
superbly executed.
There is not one moment of faulty acting, and the work of
Ernest Torrence * * * is one of the finest
bits of character acting we ever have seen
on the screen.
Miss Wilson is adorable as
the heroine, and Mr. Kerrigan is properly

:ion

—

take

throwing back our head on

mini

April 2nd.
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Keep 77me Open
(Continued from Page

1)

about June next is going to give more than one sales manager
a headache before this time next year. It's going to be tough
sledding for somebody if you, Mr. Ex-hi-bi-tor, just keep your
nerve and mean it when you say: "I guess I'll wait a bit."
There are many reasons for this. First you never can tell
and a big price doesn't mean a big picture. Again, advance
promises are only promises. You know what percentage comes
through. And lastly you never know what unknown concern
director, or producer, is going to turn out the sweetest lily of the
valley. And you want to be able to take advantage of this if it
does develop.
LQOK
S RERE
You can depend on this: Famous will have about 80 for
next season.
You know about the average Famous holds.
You know there will be the usual DeMilles and all the rest,
although Fitzmaurice will be out from under the banner. Incidentally Famous can be expected to have some independently
made pictures for next season. The tip is out that the old line
policy will be changed and independent producers will probably
be able to "break in" on the releasing schedule. But they will
have 80 anyway. Metro promises something like 30 or 32 now
and will probably have half a dozen more if independent producers show anything they particularly like. Coogan will be
one of the big bets and there is Ingram and the Fred Niblo
specials from Louis Mayer, together with the other well known
product.
Keaton's four or five reelers will also go through
Metro, and Mae Murray's specials cannot be overlooked.
Between Famous and Metro there will be about 120 pictures,
and Goldwyn is rushing enough production to make them very
important both in quantity and quality. The Goldwyn lot is
busier than any other spot in Hollywood this moment. Led by
Neilan there are a flock of well known directors working. Von
Stroheim, King Vidor, Seastrom, Tod Browning, Brabin, Hughes,
and others are sure to turn out something like 30 or more so
now the total is around 150.

WHQ

Know Every Day

,

News

All the

of the

Picture Business

;

MARY AND DOUG
Can be counted on

for two pictures at least, Chaplin is uncertain and the entire United and Allied producers, including

may

present something like 15. You have no alibi for forgetting the Warner Brothers who will probably release a dozen
surely, and First National is speeding production with seven
or eight units of their own, which, with the Talmadges, and the
possibility of taking in independent pictures will certainly give
them something over 30. You are now certain of over 200 productions, a large number of which promise to be better than
usual. To this you add Universal's Jewels which will number
12 at least, and the Fox super specials will probably reach eight
or ten. Al Lichtman's group promises about a dozen. Warren's
American Releasing will have a lot. From 60 to 72. Associated
Exhibitors can be figured on 26 minimum F. B. O. is uncertain
but can be figured for a lot. Hodkinson's producers will give
Griffith,

The Film Daily
71

West

44th

Kindly enter
for

St.,

my

New York

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

state right features hasn't
even been touched, nor have the regulation releases of Universal and Fox.
But passing these by there will be in the neighborhood of 300 pictures, all of which, at present, are termed
"big."
Of course you know that of all of these something like 25
or 30 will stand out conspicuously, with a dozen or more leading

as unusually worth while. But the big point is that there
be a lot of good pictures. An unusually important lot. And
you cannot afford to block yourself out. You must give yourself a fair chance at a lot of them.
Tear this out. Paste it in the date book somewhere
P. S.
It should come in handy.
after July 1.

the

Including

20.

The independent market, with

1922 Year

:

WHISPERINGS
They

say: that Joe Schenck will spend about $750,000 on
that incidentally
his next for Norma "Ashes of Vengeance"

—

(Continued on Page 5)

Weekly Reviews

Issues— Every Day

— 52 Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

pages

— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10

Name

list

will
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one year, starting immediately, to include

;

him somewhere around
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(Continued from Page 4)

expects to make "The Next Corner" by Kate Jordan, which
that Eddie Lincoln is doing a
lould be a real box office bet
/estern with Edgar Lewis handling the production in his well
nown way that Randy Bartlett is looking serious and dignithat Bernie Fineman
ed, and is wearing his hair a new way
about to become a Benedict that there may be a change
that Pola
the studio management of Fox at Hollywood
Flame"
which
make
"The
she
made
abroad,
next
but
egri will
American
studio
benefit
of
methods
will
have
the
and
hich
that Earle Williams never looked better than he does
leas
that C. Gardner Sullivan is with Joe Schenck on a long
>day
that Louie Mayer intends giving Irving Thaicontract
me
erg much of the work to handle that he has been doing a long,
that Anita Stewart may make a series here for Cos>ng time

—

—

—

—

—

i

—
—

Tom Mix

—

LUBITSCH HAPPY
Ernst Lubitsch who is directing Mary Pickford is one of the
"Directing in America is
appiest individuals in Hollywood.
and
better than in Europe"
so much easier
d much simpler
never
think
will
return to the other side,
I
lys Lubitsch, "that I
here."
Lubitsch
now speaks English
happy
am very, very

and

making decided progress

his wife is

in

adopting

nglish.

THE PILGRIM SHIP
The Mayflower. On which the Pilgrim dads arrived. Reroduced faithfully. And used by Charley Ray. In "The CourtSome ship. Cost $62,500 to build. And
nip of Miles Standish."
But it is a peach of a set. And so faithful in rewon't, sail.
roduction that the city authorities want it for one of the parks.
:

Cnow Your

Business

ot

knowing

failures.

it

has resulted in

make somebody's

trying to

many

ture

in

yours?

Let us guide you
your problems.

W. A. FLEMING

am

better

and

better.

How

& CO.

And

A STUNT
just full of ideas.

is

time a producer out this

way

isn't

buying

real estate.

He

looks after his doggies.
Some of them so interested they
forget all about everything else.
Take the Christies for instance.
Charley Christie takes a kennel East. And cleans up
all kinds of ribbons in New York, and other points.
Returns in
time to take the kennel to Pasadena. And get a lot of other
prizes.

Hal Roach

winning pups.

also has a lot of prize

POLA

IN "BELLA

DONNA"

Surely proving a tremendous bet at Grauman's Rialto here.
Crowds throng house long before show opens, and particularly
do they seem interested in how she appears. She has been
photographed to look like a million dollars, and the lighting
given her makes her appear as someone new and delightful in
contrast to the sharp lighting and poor make-up used in her
foreign productions. She will prove a sensation. She is already
proving it despite that some Los Angeles newspapers did not
DANNY.
like the story of "Bella Donna."

BIG

THOUGHTS

ENLARGEMENTS
of

pic-

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

about

LESLEY MASON
729 7th Ave.

in Paris.

PRODUCERS AND PUPS
Any

EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—
I

spent a long time

:

WITH

LITTLE ADS

Who

Put his yacht in commission
Sunday. And celebrated by having Tony.
His famous
"hoss" help. By pulling the yacht in the water. And all his
cowboys. On their wild steeds. Were on hand. To celebrate.
With a barbecue 'n everything. As all we editors say "A good
time was had by all."

;

iuently,

Ellis.

last

—

lopolitan.

by Robert

knows his Latin Quarter. Like a book. Incidentally Ellis painted a panorama 300 feet long. For the picture. Showing forest
effects. And then repainted it to show the snow falling. Largest
panorama ever used in a picture.

W.
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E

MEYER

Sunsets, Accidents, etc.
Subjects of an extraordinary

Sunrises,

Any

CHARLES WALTON
Personal Representative
Serving the Best

in

Motion Pictures

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y.

C

nature.

What have you?

FRED DAWES, 1407 Gower
Phone 436572

Hollywood,

CRAFTSMEN FILM

St.

Calif.

251 \^EST

19 th STREET

COMING

LABS. inc.

7620-7461

Barnes Printing Company
I

"Complications"
STORY
CONTINUITY

Watch

By

LAUB

B.
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 5466
A Burton King Production

n

c.

Phone Watkins 1416-17
Increased

SUBTITLES

WILLIAM

THE

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

Facilities

for

Printing Colored Inserts,

Heralds, Programs, etc.

"We Never Disappoint"
229 W. 28th

St.,
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City
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HOUSE PETERS

[

The

Distinguished Screen Artist

STARRING

IN

|

FOUR SUPER SPECIALS

1

Season 1923-1924
From

Selected Books and Plays by Eminent Authors
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Each and Every Production
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HOUSE PETERS PRODUCTIONS
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Rogers Sues Powers
R-C

Vants $60,000 or

Deal With Allied?
Reported

Stock, Claim-

Law"

He Brought Rufus

Cole and
Powers Together in Deal

ing

Charles R.

now

Rogers;

Film Sales,

—

Reso-

of

It

suing PatA. Powers for $60,000 or 4,000
hares of Class B common stock of

ute
ick

Inc.,

is

The action was origBronx County hut has
transferred to New York Counfiled

in

teen
y courts.

sold

R-C

yesterday

that

to

the

Allied

Prod,

and

Dist

This was denied generally when inwere made. Hiram Abrams

Pic-

and that Powers told him in
December, 1921,- that he had con-

quiries

ures

ceived a plan whereby the affairs of
he corporation could be conducted
n such a manner that the profits

reported

Company
Made

Corp., the United Artists' subsidiary.

Rogers alleges that he was general
nanager of distribution of

was

"Common

and

"Rupert of Hentzau" and "The Common Law." two of the three Selznick
specials which were completed on the
coast and never released had been

i-C Pictures.
nally

"Rupert"

Sold to Abrams'
General Denial

j

stated

it

wished

it

was not true but that he
was because, repeating what
upon his return from the

he said
coast, he feels
enough to be

vould be increased and the value of
he stock enhanced. Rogers says he
igreed to arrange a meeting for Pow:rs with Rufus S. Cole, president of
(Continued on Page 2)

the

pictures

are

fine

shown in any theater
At Selznick, it was

America.
by David Selznick that "there
was nothing definite" to say about the
in

said

pictures at this time.

Set N. Y. Convention Tomorrow
The board of directors of the M. P:
r. O. of N. Y. State will hold a meetng at the Ten Eyck in Albany tomorrow to set a definite date for the
The local repreannual convention.
L.
Charles
sentation will include
O'Reilly, Billy Brandt, Sam Moross,

Rudy Saunders, Sam Berman, Leo
Brecher and Bernard Edelhertz.

Both productions have been shown

C. C. Burr presents "You Are Guilty," one of the Big Six, with a cast
including James Kirkwood, Doris Kenyon, Robert Edeson, Mary Carr,
Russell Griffin and Edmund Breese. The utmost in screen melodramas.

—Advt.

Join Theater Project

Budington KelBiograph studio.
Edith Roberts and Joe Stryker are

land

a Clarence
story, at the

Terms
Completed — Slated for
tion at

Re-elec-

Annual Meeting

Five directors of Famous Players
cast.
The serialization of the
story will appear with the release of have rounded out their period of service on the board, but all of them
the picture.
will be re-elected at the annual meeting to be held on March 27.
McCormick Leaves
Each director serves four conS. Barrett McCormick is on his
jway to Oakland, Cal., to take' over secutive years, renewal being an
the management of the new Fox
(Continued on Page 2)
theater there.
He was guest at a
lunch on Saturday, tendered to him
Some Paramounts for Next Season
by his First National associates.
Although complete plans for next
in the

"The
(Special

—

Los Angeles The first picture to
be released by First National under
the

new

contract with

I

nee will be

"The Devil's Own," featuring

May

McAvoy.
There's another
big

deal

in

the

—

name

will

probably be Truart Prod.

stage.

held

Kirkwood Signs With Goldwyn
James Kirkwood has signed a long-

It

at

used for
Sees

completed,

reported the rights are
The play will be

is

$55,000.

Norma Talmadge.
The

(Special to

of

—

—

Hammerstein

term contract with Goldwyn, the argroup for rangement to become effective when
Larceny," Kirkwood finishes his part in "The
next
"The Mountebank," "His Children's Living Dead." He leaves for CaliWanderer," "The fornia on Thursday.
Children," "The
10th Commandment," "Salomy Jane"
and "The Covered Wagon."
"Covered Wagon" Seats to Agencies
The sale of seats for "The CovPromises Three Universal Stars
ered Wagon" has been placed in the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hands of agents. It was reported yesLos Angeles Carl Laemmle states terday that $20,000 worth of tickets
that there will be three new stars had been disposed of in this manner.
added to the Universal roster shortThose now appearing in Unily.
Heerman Leaves Soon
Attractions
include
versal Special

some

have

not
been
the Paramount
"Lawful
year are

season

Own" First
THE FILM DAILY)

Devil's
to

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Douglas Fairbanks
Signs
and Mary Pickford are interested in
M. H. Hoffman Will Make Series the new legitimate theater which
Joseph M. Schenck, Sid Grauman and
With Her for State Rights
the West Coast Theaters group will
Distribution
build.
Sol Lesser will go East short(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ly to secure material.
Los Angeles M. H. Hoffman has
Hammerstein under
placed Elaine
Schenck Dickering for "Secrets"
contract.
She will star in four pictures, all of which Edward Dillon
Joseph M. Schenck is dickering for
Distribution will be via screen rights to "Secrets" in which
will direct.
The brand Margaret Lawrence is starred on the
the state rights market.
(Special to

Expire
Five
Making "Steadfast Heart"
making "Steadfast Services of Famous Players Directors
Distinctive is
Heart,"

distributors on the coast in the
past few weeks. It was reported not
so long since that both United Artists
and First National entered bids for
the distribution.
to

$2,000,000 Picture

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Monroe Lathrop in
M.
Express
quotes
Joseph
Schenck as saying that the day of the
Los Angeles

the

$2,000,000 picture may yet arrive, with
from three
big city runs ranging
months to a year.

Abandon "Uncle Tom"
Principal

Pictures

will

not

make

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" as planned. P.
wind.
Contracts
A. Powers has had the picture in
mind for F. B. O. for some time and
all drawn up and
when he advised Principal of the
the progress he had made with the prefor
leaves
everything
set
Victor Heerman
Hoot Gibson and
Gladys Walton,
William Des- coast soon to start work on "Dulcy" liminaries, Principal states it withHerbert Rawlinson.
but the signatures.
drew in Powers' favor.
starring Constance Talmadge.
mond has signed a new contract.

—

—

—.3&*\DAILV
Newspaper Opinions
"Lost and Found" — Goldwyn
Capitol
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Copyright. 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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Luridly phrased and melodramatically presented, "Lost and Found,"
* * * resembles the sort of composite dream
one might have after reading three of four
ki n mg dime novels at one sitting.
No one could possibly complain of lack
It was continuous.
of action.
i

FILM FOLKS. 1M'
Joseph

Dann'enberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man
A.
ager
Cron, Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21; 1918,
under
at the post office at New York, X. Y
the act of March .i. f879.

w.

J.

;

,

.Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year: 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Yanderl.ill 4SS1-4SS2-55S8.
Walter R. Greene,
California
Hollywood,

—

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

— Irving

Mack, 802

—Ernest

Representative

W.

S.

Fred-

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
man.

—

Clichy.

—

European

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SIoFilmschau.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

tionale

EVENING WORLD
is

romance

hot

red

worth the seeing.
in shredded wheat and
and shows some very
of

GLOBE— A

Sales

Kod... .112 111', 111 ,
S7y2 1,400
87
P.-L....... WVi
•
200
97
97
97
do pfd
300
<jyA 6*4
Gold'yri

East.

.UK)

1

F.

6%

Not quoted

•Loew's

20
32

20/,

Triangle*

.

;

.

.

34

K

/

20 1 2 4,700
4,000

.54

Not quoted

World
* Cents

HERALD—*

* * Director R. A.
Walsh
ship and went straight to the
the
made
all
where
they
themselves,
Is
exterior scenes.
As a result "Lost and Found" is authentic

*

*

took

and beautiful. * * *
Although pleasing to behold, "Lost and
Found" isn't quite so imposing as a drama.
It is a trifle incoherent as to plot and it is
These defects, however,
tainted with ham.
can be overlooked in view of the undeniable

(Continued from

Page

1)

twelve
every
process
automatic
months.
Elek J. Ludvigh, Ralph

Kohn, Harold I!. Franklin, Emil E.
Shauer and Eugene Zukor are the
Of
whose work is finished.
five
Ludvigh

and

have

Shauer

Franklin
served the full periods.
was placed on the board to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Arthur S. Friend a few weeks ago.
At that time, a Ion" standing vacancy

Although the
was filled by Kohn.
apnointments of Franklin and Kohn
were at first considered only tem'porary, they will he continued on the

at

last

a South Sea islands picture which has the
original charm of not being loaded down
with trashy romance. *
The story itself is not very much out of
the ordinary,
seems to he House Peter's fate
It
He
to get into very good pictures lately.
Found," the
at it again in "Lost and
is
picture of the South Seas that this
best
reviewer ever sat through. *
K. A. Walsli has diverted the production
with his usual dash, vigor and kaleidoscopic
variety, so that the spectator can scarcely
draw a free breath. *
One of the most picturesque and colorful pictures has come out

SUN —

meeting

will

be

a

routine

affair.

*

South Seas.

the

House

*

*

Peters, as the captain, gives a

stir-

Pauline
impelling performance.
Starke lends a delicate exotic beauty to the
gives
Moreno
Antonio
role of Lorna and
young
portrayal
of
a
sympathetic
a

and

ring

TIMES— *

American.

* * they brought back quite
few alluring views of mountains and the
but they neglected to take a robust
sea,
with them to weave the natural setitorj
tings into, so the resultant photoplay is not
persuasive as a piece of dramatic compojust
cutand-dried melodrama,
It's
sition.
with Tahitian relief.
*
* has the rare merit of
*
TRIBUNE
But unfortunately one
eing unhackneyed.
also has to observe that the direction and
It
has a
photography are poor.
genuineness, however, which many of the
and
Miami
South Sea pictures taken near

a

people are not convincing.
* * was seen by a large and
apparently intelligent audience at the Rivoli
yesterday in one of those grim, romantic

WORLD—*

dramas

"The Tiger's Claw"— F. P.-L.
AMERICAN' — *

Rivoli
*

to the efforts of

Eva Novak.

EVENING WORLD—*

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM''

w

*

*

if

one

ad-

mires Holt, will prove an acceptable afternoon's "i evening's entertainment.
obviously artificial in atIt
is
mechanical in plot,
mosphere, thoroughly
and altogether a terrific stra n on the imag-

GLOBE —

ination

HERALD—

AN OPPORTUNITY
offered to the motion picture company that is producing or about to
produce to merge with a going concern that has its own thoroughly
equipped studio in New York City
is

—

—

more

than one-

but cannot

utilize

fourth of

equipment.
c/o Film Daily

its

K 20,

"The Tiger's Claw" is oni ol
those neutral pictures that exert little effect
on the scales of critical judgment one way
isn't
so had. and it isn't
It
pr the other.
SO good.
rack Holt, as the hero, gives a charactei
stieally
effective performance without ever
st

aining for effect.

MORNING

TKI.KOUAI'H

Holt
with tigers
ladies and spending hours recuperating
a id
in
inva'id chairs.
He does what he has to
do very well.
alternates

bejtween

SUN- Thenthrilling

are

violent

Jack

action

colorful sets and some
give Jack Holt a

moments which

Wagon"— F.

P.-L.

AMERICAN—It
turized

It

living

candescent

a

is

is

a large chunk of picwith the fervor of

glows

It

life.

affair,

luminous,
scintillant,
which at times makes

and gives you

pulses heat
throbs. * *

,

,,

film

A FINAL DRAMATIC
CRASH THAT WILL
SEND THEM OUT
SENDING

OTHERS IN
DRAMATIC EXPOSE OF
THE DRUG EVIL

.

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

_

it

is

one of the

ever
most thrilling moving pictures we have
stirIt is more than thrilling— it is
seen
But to us the thrill did not he in
ring'

sweep of the prairie fire or the attack
it
the advertised two thousand Indians
long
was the slow onward movement of the
that gave us that
line of prairie schooners
instrange feeling of exultation over the
domitable spirit of the pioneer.

The

the'

of

Harwood Sails Today
Harwood and S. A. G. SwenP.
M.
the

of

son,

department

MAYER'S

G.

J.

that

genuine.

gettably

WITH

*

a

Plot!

your

absolutely removes the
overindustry from its much vaunted, and
advertised "infancy."
are a
Studded in "The Coveerd Wagon
number of "types" that seem to be unfor-

miss

192:

score or so ol

a

,,
„,
To miss "The Covered Wagon' would be

to

20,

in-

First National foreign
for Kurope today.

sails

Storm Joins Paramount
Jerome Storm has been engaged

Greatest

Menace

to

"Children of Jazz" for Paramount. The production will be made
those
at the Lasky studio and among

DIRECTED BY

direct

who

ALBERT ROGELL

have leading roles are Theo-

will

dore Kosloff, Estelle Taylor, Eileen
Percy, Ricardo Cortez and Robert

WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL
CAST INCLUDING

Cain.

department also
Leatrice
Joy and
announces that
Owen Moore will appear in a special
Charles
by
directed
production
Maigne, adapted from "The Silent

The production

Send Films

A

special

mount
night

left

with

Robert Gordon

to

Harding

representative

of

—Ann Little

—Mildred June— Wilfred
Lucas

Partner."

— Harry

Northrup

Rhea Mitchell
Para-

for St. Augustine last
prints of "The Covered

"Bella
and
"Grumpy"
Wagon,"
Donna" which will be shown to

President Harding on the return trip
South.
the
from
Washington
Special projection apparatus will be
installed in the President's private

to

* the plot is hot strong
enough to carry the voltage and the picture
flickers <>ui long before the finale.
Mr. Hoit is an
actor above the average and deserves better
Comment on his permaterial than this.
formance seems superfluous and the same ap-

plies

.

Criterion'

'

lack.

*

India.

in

"The Covered

EVENING JOURNAL—

fl&diicciticrnal tflctuAJiD

laid

Later on in the film a dam is dynamitedr
we
This is the best job of dam dynamiting
They seem to be
have seen this week.
getting better all the time.

—

Long Beach

Gripping

—

I

directorate.

The

film

of the

A

and highly dramatic.
TIMES It all happens in india, but, although the scenery does well enough, the

tale,

TELEGRAM—

Five Terms Expire

these,

dull

MAIL —

of

TELEGRAM—

close-ups

interesting

tediously told, is
"Lost and Found." the, in a manner of
Capitol.
speaking, feature at the
It is good entertainment as moving
pictures go, with sufficient action to mainThe
tain the interest from beginning to end.
outdoor photography is especially beautiful,
atmosphere
giving the picture a tropical
which could not be got in a studio.
*

chance to show that he certainly looks very
But much of the evidence
well on a horse.
*
submitted seems manufactured. * '
Mr. Holt has an ideal role
in "The Tiger's Claw," one that is thrilling

the island of Tahiti.

is

Close

Griffith

girls

whiskbroom raiment

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Here

Quotations
Low

many

has

It

well

pictorial quality

High

"Lost and Found"
and adventure and is

Tuesday, March

NOTE
PICTURE IS
NOT A RE-ISSUE

THIS

Rogers Sues Powers
(Continued from Page

1)

R-C Pictures, so that Powers could
become affiliated and acquire a substantial part of the stock.
Rogers alleges that he rendered such services
up to Feb. 1, 1022, and that Powers
agreed to give him 10% of all the
stock lie got.
Rogers alleges that
Powers got -'0 000 shares of Class
B common stock out of the total of
-40.000 shares, but now refuses to
give him 4,000 shares or pay him
$60,000 as the value of the stock.

Prints-Paper

NOW READY

Mayer

Powers alRoerers was an employee
filed

by

leges that
of Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp.
and that he gave his services for that
Cornorat-'f>n and for the R-C Pictures,
and not for Powers.

&

Quinn

Distributors

1

The answer

—Accessories

New York
1493

SUITE

Office

BROADWAY
509

BRYANT

238«

THE
W Tuesday,

M arch

1923

20,

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
MARKET PLACE

\

FOR

For the Screen

THE FOUR STRAGGLERS
New

Astounding

FRANK

L.

AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL
DONN BYRNE

AVAILABLE
An

PRODUCER

THEj

Novel By

PACKARD

Author of

P

Author

RODUCERS
ICTURES
LAYS
UBLISHERS

He

CROWN OF

LAYWRIGHTS

THE MIRACLE MAN

is

See or Write

published in the

SHEBA'S

RED BOOK

ANTI-CLIMAX published in
HEARST'S MAGAZINE

organized to serve you

A TREASURE UPON
EARTH published the
SATURDAY EVENING

as a clearing house.

Service

i--.

West 42nd

33

EDWARD SMALL PLAY CO.,

MILLIGAN

G.

Authors, Inc.
N. Y. C.
St.,

POST

Broadway
M. R. Fink, General Manager
1493

Address

all

LAURA

.

communications

D.

WILCK

1476 Broadway, N.
Tel. Bryant 4065

By

Blair

Lottie

Author

Controlled

Many Appleton books

Exclusively by

M. V.

But there
are being filmed this season.
a number of stories open to live producers. By such
famous authors as Joseph C. Lincoln, Edith Wharton, Emerson
Hough, J. C. Snaith, Josephine Daskam Bacon and many others.
New volumes constantly added. Write or phone

are

still

WALL

PHOTOPLAY DEPARTMENT

N. Y. C.
7835
Bryant
Phone

801 Longacre Bldg.

D.
35

MARY FORREST
220

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

THE CLINGING VINE
JUST MARRIED

West 32nd

...

Street

The Screen Rights

Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

New York

City

Owners of
Laura Jean Libbey

All the
All "Arsene Lupine" stories,
rice

"To

Anthony

"Raffles"

stories,

by E.

W.

Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by
Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P.
Taylor
Prof.

Easy

Max

Reinhart's Wordless Mystery Play, "The Miracle"
Brokers Protected
Terms

BIG

«£,

STORY
FOR A

1

LIVED

A
SHOE

MAN
STAR

By

HENRY

J.

FORMAN

35 W. 45th

Bryant 2564

229

West

New

St.

35th

Street.

York, N. Y.

Phone, Longacre 2744

successes
starring
on tour

French Plays and Novels

Mme. Nazimova, now

"JOHANNES KREISLER,"
novelty, produced

MON AMI PIERROT
A

great European

by Selwyn

&

Co.,

THE NEST— LE SECRET

Franz Molnar,
author of "Liliom," produced by David
Belasco with Leo Ditrichstein in prin-

"THE CZARINA,"
man,

Inc.,

produced by Charles Frohwith Doris Keane in title

part

Apply

Available

Now

"EXTRA"
From Stage Production
Fast Moving Comedy
Newspaper Life. Suitable
Young Male Star

A

of
for

to

HANS BARTSCH
Empire Theatre Building

charming story fea jring a
boy, a girl, and a dog

part

Paul Kelly
All

<9

IN

cipal part

Le Blanc

the Highest Bidder," by

THE

MAN

Stories

by Mau-

New York

Bryant 3660

to the following stage

BEN AMI in title
"THE PHANTOM RIVAL," by
723

723 7th Ave.,

Lamb
CO., Inc.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
New York

-

with

Celebrated Authors Society, Ltd.

BARDINE &

AVAILABLE

"DAGMAR,"

T
Authors: F. S. sham, Beulah
Grace L. Furniss,
Poynter,
Milton A. Gropper, W. V.
Bradley
Charles
Brightman,

J.

OSCAR & BORY OSSO

MADAME SHERRY
(For Pictures)

By Arthur

6th Printing

APPLETON AND COMPANY

NOW

St.

Bryant

"THE SPIDER AND
THE FLY"

WHO

These Are Appleton Books

Parker

"WAY DOWN EAST"

"MY GAL SAL"
Adapted from the famous Song
by Paul Dresser

THE

THE COVERED WAGON-THE CHRISTIAN

of

LADY"
Based on the Song of that name

Y.

"UNDER SOUTHERN
SKIES"

"MOTHER WAS A

QUEEN

in

CARL

Sole Rights to

wrote the following big feature
stories

The Edward Small Play Company

of

"THE STRANGERS'
BANQUET"

-

New York

M. R.

FINK

c/o Edward Small Play Co.
1493 Broadway

—
THE

KB*

B!"*S

-<Z&HDAILY
Coast Brevities
(Special

to

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY)

— Part

of

the

cast

se-

lected to play in the Warner Brothers production of
Fangs,"
"Wolf

which Chester M. Franklin
ing, have left for the north.

is

direct-

Hits St. Louis Forty Exhibitors
Considering Scheme to Offset
Skouras Bros.
(Special

St.

Louis

Round Out Cast for "Ashes"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Booking Plan

Joint

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Negotiations

looking to

Tuesday, March

—

Los Angeles Norma Talmadge's
Vengeance,"
of
in "Ashes
will include Conway Tearle, Courtney
and Wallace
Foote, Jack Mulhali
Beerv.

—

formation of booking arrangeAmateur Wins Contest
ment
whereby about 40 houses would
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
supporting
Eddie
is
Gribbon
Eugenia Feiner, a St. be in the cast.
St. Paul
Gladys Walton in "Crossed Wires." combine in contracting for films have
been under way for the past tew Louis girl, is the winner of the Rural
Edgar Lewis has completed work weeks. Those behind the movement Weekly contest and as such will be
"Crystal Jewels"
given a part in Outlook Photoplays'
on "The Right of the Strongest."
are not jet ready to announce their next production, "The Isle of Para- March release list.
the

—

Vera Steadman is in "One Wild
Day," starring "Bull" Montana.

pla ns.

The

organization,

Sam

de Grasse has been engaged summated,

to play in

"Tutankhamen."

if

to

is

are

plans

the

of th" St. Louis AmuseCo., which is controlled by

Kathleen Key has signed a con- Skouras Brothers and Harry Koplar.
tract with Goldwyn.
The independent exhibitors fear that
eventually they will be put out of
Finis Fox has signed Edna Murphy business by the chain-theater comfor the lead in "The Man Between." petition
unless
they
pool
their
strength.
It is understood the new
The filming of "The Courtship of body would be controlled by a board
Miles Standish" will be completed in of directors, and that the individual
the next three weeks.
theaters would continue under their
present management, merely paying
Barbara La Marr has been awarded a 5% booki.i" fee to the °ool fund.
one of the leading roles in "The LawBringers," a Reginald Barker Prod.

begin active work for
repeal of the censorship law was sent
out yesterday by Peter J. Brady, as
Printing
president
of
the
Allied
Trades' Council.

New
(Special to

Des

Ballin will produce at least
one more picture at the Goldwyn
studio.

ro's release of the picture.

Phone— Beekman

— A.

Erie Kenton has been engaged to
the new series of "Leather

Estabrook,

named
will

it

The

Capitol.

The

theater

seat 2,000.

Watch Woman's Angle, Says Saxe

Tom

Saxe

not

Priscilla
Lean is to play the lead in "Lady of
Quality," which Hobart Henley will
direct for Universal.

Smith

will direct.

severed

his

art

director,

connections

with

Douglas Fairbanks to enter Los Angeles' newest enterprise. "Somewhere
in France," the park which the Allied

—

company

plans a $1,000,000

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
The

delicate tones

between highlight and

shadow

that skillful exposure has secured in

the negative, are reproduced in their
values on

Eastman Positive Film. It
the quality of the negative through

full

carries
to

the

screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length

is

tinted

base

identified through-

by the words "Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

pictures."

Kdward M. Langley,
has

SERVICE

of

thing for the vigilant theater owner
to do, as we are finding it in our
experience, is to look at the booking
of pictures from a woman's point of
view.
"We have been noting quite a few
The H. and B. Film Co. having fin- points of interest in our theaters this
ished one series of five reel westerns last year.
Business is considerably
is
starting a second group.
Cliff better than a year ago.
So are the

and

IEAL

production

Milwaukee, is in
New York serving on First National's
Louise Dresser has been added to rotating committee: This is what
he
the cast of "The Fog," which Max
Graf is producing at San Mateo for says about patronage at picture theaters:
Metro.
"It is the women and young girls
"Green as Grass," which
intro- who are supporting the theaters toduces Jimmie Adams as a Christie day. Get them in and your success
star, has been completed tinder direc- is assured.
The men follow as a
tion of Scott Sidney.
matter of course. Consequently, t!,e
'ushers*' for I'niversal.

Valli

9091

urb of Miami.

direct

Virginia

"Bright Lights of Broadway"

Estabrook Returns

Howard

Amusement Company

is

R.

first

build-

ing on Washington Blvd.

W.

Despite the fact that there are five
runs in Milwaukee now, Sax;
will open a new one on Jan. 1.
This
will be the Wisconsin, a 3,300 house
in a six story building at the corner
of Grand and Sixth Sts., Milwaukee.

GREENE

Fay Rothman
with the

is

now connected

Mutual Brokerage Corp.

in

H. Blank has
taken over the Alhambra, now in
course of construction, and has re-

Gray's

manager of Distinctive Pictures, is
back
from
Florida
where "The
Universal plans a series of two Ragged Edge" company
shot extereelers to be known as "The Infor- riors.
With him came Fay L. Faumation Kid." Nat Ross will direct. rote and William S. Leaycraft, both
connected with Miami studios, where
A special edition of "The Fog" will the Distinctive company worked. The
be issued simultaneously with Met- plant is located at Hi-A-le-Ah, a sub-

1

has

house here.

Hugo

Fo:

Blank Theater

Moines

.

the Crandall theaters.

spelled death for C. L. Williams.

he
that
preparation

THE FILM DAILY)

Baird Film in Washington

—

the

ZEIDMAN

F.

Announces

in the State to

Another for Gray
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
to
THE
DAILY)
FILM
Richard Kipling, head of Richard
Portland, Me. William P. Gray of
Washington "Is Divorce a FailKipling Enterprises, is in San FranLewiston,
president of the Maine and
ure,"
Leah
picture
Baird's
new
was
cisco.
shown to a number of prominent New Hampshire Theaters Co., has
Stunt-flying in connection with the clubwomen last week by arrangement leased the Jefferson for a year with
filming of "Blubeard's Eighth Wife" with the educational department of privilege of renewal.

Show

B,

Urges Move Against Censors
A request to all owners of theaters

con-

combat the growing

on

is

in Calfiornia.

purpose of the new

influence

ment

made

be

dise," to

principal

1923

Ben Alexander Featured
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ben Alexander wi
be featured in "Penrod and San
which J. K. McDonald Prod, w
make for First National. Rocklifl
Fellowes, Irene Rich, Mary Philbii
William
Gareth
Hughes,
Monj
Martha Mattox and Victor Potel wi
(Special to

support

20,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

—

a
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Big Fox Plans
Two

Blackton Again Vice-Presito Make Fea-

— Expected
tures for

The board

of

Vita-

of

chased

graph held a meeting on Wednesday,
which
at
Commodore J. Stuart
Blackton was elected a vice-president
of the company, an executive post he
had held before going abroad to

be

has

held his stock interest in
Vitagraph, but has not been active
affairs

for

some

time.

Following the meeting, Albert E.
president,

left

for

the

is The Law," "Hoodman Blind,'
by Wilson Barrett and Henry Arthu:
Jones; "Gentle Julia," by Booth Tar

start

all
likelihood, Blackton's active
association with Vitagraph will result
in a series of pictures.
He will leave
for California in several weeks to
start work.
His stay in England resulted in the gathering of a large
amount of material which he expects
to use in future films.

kington; "The Shadow of the East,'
by E. M. Hull and "The Fo~L."
(Continued on Page 4)

in

Capitol Feature a Surpise

Goldwyn

officials

Morgan GoinThere, clinging periously to
If he had ever looked out of the window!
a narrow ledge a hundred feet in the air was the object of his search
frail little woman who was striking terror throughout the underworld in
her efforts to save her brother from dishonor. She
is
"The Lion's

—

Mouse," a new Hodkinson

thriller.

—Advt.

Preparing For Fall

"

.

—

i

:

;

\

(Special to

,

—

THE FILM DAIeV)

Zane Grey stories and at least, four
Com- Glenn Hunter starring pictures.

Chicago H. A. Spanuth of
monwealth
Pictures,
and
former
Will Safeguard Deposits
owner of the Ziegfeld theater, has
lea'sed the Peerless from Ascher Bros,
As a result of a conference with Sydfor four years.
Leo Salkin, manager ney S. Cohen, W. C. J. Doolittle of
oi the Jackson Park theater, has the Selznick reorganization committee
leased
the
Kenwood from the has told Cohen that deposits held by
Aschers.
Select are in no danger and that exAschers have leased the Vista from hibitor interests will be properly safe-Gumbiner Bros.
guarded.
.

J.

r

ti

j.

Betty Blythe Signs

Lunch for Hugo April 11
Be Featured in "Chu Chin
Francis M. Hugo,
now affiliatei
Chow" Sailing for Algiers in
with Nat'l Non-Theatrical M. F

Will

—

April
Inc. will be formally introduced at
luncheon to be given in his honor a
Blythe has been signed by
the Biltmore on April 11. Helen Va
Graham-Wilcox Prod., for one of the rick Boswell, who is sponsor, has join
featured roles in "Chu Chin Chow," ed National and
work wit!
will
which will be made abroad by Her- mothers' committees throughout th'
country.
bert Wilcox.
;

Betty

Miss Blythe's contract with Whitwill be completed about
April 15th, and shortly after she will

Clancy to

man Bennett

leave for Algiers,

Carl

Stearns

Make

"Ali

Baba"

producer o

Clancy,

"The Headless Horsemen" will prowhere the exteriors duce "Ali Baba and the Fort>
About four months Thieves", in Tunis and Northern Af-

be shot.
rica.
He wilj sail next month with
be soent on the production, for the principals of his cast and a techwhich interiors will be made in Lon- nical staff.
Lejaren Hiller will hi
don.
Herbert Langley, prominent in art director and Ned Van Buren, camoperatic circles in England, will have
eraman.
will

.

will

"Chu Chin Chow."
Graham-Wilcox is the company
that has placed "Paddy-The-Nextthe part of

Best-Thing" and "Flames of Paswith Allied Prod, and Dist.

sion,"

Corp.

"Doug" Writing Pirate Yarn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lso Angelesr— Douglas
is

writing

Pirate."

Knoblock
Browning's First
Browning's first picture for

a.

Fairbank;

"The Blacl
and Edwarc

story called

Jack

Boyle

by Arthur

be "The Day of Faith"
June
Somers Roche.

Mathis

adapt

ly-

Tod
Goldwyn

will

will

it.

I
'

writing stories foi^'
are
Boyle's occurs in med-

Fairbanks.
iaevaLtimes and Wnoblock's, in ArabThis- story and the pirate tah
ia.
will probably be filmed simultaneous-

t

•

to Australia

Morgan, of First Na
tional leaves tomorrow tor
for Vancouver
Vancouver
from where he will sail
lil for Austraii.
on March 30. Morgar
in will be gon<
between three and four months mak
William

ing a survey of the First National ex
changes in the Antipodes.

make no attempt

to conceal their surprise over the
gross at the Capitol where "Lost and
Found" is now finishing a week's Zukor and Kent to Take up New
run.
The picture was put on there
Schedule Upon Return April 15
without any fuss and since Sunday,
Two Conventions Planned
the total has been mounting steadily.
Adolph Zukor and Sidney R. Kent
At the present rate of business, the
gross for the week will be about $40,- are due back from Europe about
April 15th. One of the first matters
000.
*
they will take up will be the line-up
/'!
£
ii
for the fall season. It is claimed bePlan New Adyer^sing
tween 80 and 85 pictures will be reits'. e?x, First. National J'ntasr., reduced
leased next year.
ploitatiqii'fbfce from 22 to nine then
Robert T. Kane, head of the proand wifH" 'the' money' saved in that duction department, har been lining
direct'iofi will launch- what' is describup material. Jesse L- Lasky has reed as a new angle- in national adver- turned to Hollywood to get
a num—'
*
tising.
_
ber of plans under way there. When
Before Ned Holmes, head of the the schedule is set, there will probstaff resigned, the ,-..m,en in the field
ably be two sales conventions held,
presented him' with a h.-autiful gold one in the East and another in the
watch.
West to acquaint he selling force
with next year's plans.
Aschers Release Two Theaters
On the schedule, will be a series of
l

contemplated all
next season

for

"It

coast

two new producing units.
While no deal has been consummated,

r

plays
Virginia"
an(
Lady." They wil

production in New York.
"Thi
Governor's
Lady" has not beef
launched as yet.
The Fox production plans an
definitely lined uo.
"Six Cylinde:
Love" will be made on the coast ii
the summer.
Other proposed pic
tures are "Loyalties,"
which Fo:
secured from Graham-Wilcox Prod.

returned

just

producing three pictures, has

Smith,

the

of

program

,

Belasco

Harry Millarde is directing "Th
Warrens of Virginia," which is nov

always

to

two David
Warrens of

part

special

from England where he spent two

its

Purchased-

in

who

Blackton,

in

Plays

"The
"The Governor's

produce.

years

Belasco

"Monna Vanna," on Next Year's
List—"St. Elmo," Too
The Fox organization has pur

Company
directors

'

Price 5 Cente

Back To Vitagraph
J. Stuart

.

—

;
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Film,

A

5%

Low

High
Last.

UV/4

87%
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7%

do
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pfd.
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City—Strand

Oklahoma

Albany

— Goodstraus

Mineola.

Zo.,

"Brass."

in

Theater,

Amusement

Capital, $100,000.

Clifford, MarDaw, Ethel Shannon and Stuart
Holmes will appear in "Daughters

CHROMOS TRADING

which
Rich,"
the
of
directing for Preferred.

Suite

WALTER

May Stay West
THE FILM DAILY)

Gasnier

R.

is

GREENE.

(Special to

— Fred

Heerman Leaves

Victor Heerman left for HollyHe will not direct
serial sales manager for Universal wood yesterday.
may stay here for some time to come. "Dulcy" as stated, but will make the
He is organizing sales plans from the Constance Talmadge picture after

Angeles

studio.

that.

"Soft Summer," Says Laemmle
Grant Here from England
Carl Laemmle predicts that exhibitL. Grant, chief engineer of the
ors will have a "soft" summer this Walturdaw Co., Ltd., of England, is
year as compared with the adverse in New York.
Walturdaw handles
business conditions last year. Laemm- distribution of Powers' machines in
le thinks very few theaters will be
England. Edwaid Earle will ent rclosed this summer.
tain him tonight at the Playhouse.

to

Coming East

Church Uses "Stream of Life"
"The Stream of Life" will be shown

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles E. G. Patterson, for the last time today at the Colonial
sales manager of Standard Film Lab- which the Keith office has furnished
oratories

is

expected to reach

York before returning

to

He

trip.

has

left

on a sales

For Rent

McConnell,

New

Hollywood.

Private light and airy cutting

room with projection privileges
by day week or month.

—

—

Phone Bryant 10199

\$Bt)i6adet@ani
Look

Betterand Wear Longer

gratuitously to the N. Y. Federation
of Churches for the series of noon

performances.

Young man

30 years of age, has
managerial and publicity ex-

sales,

desires

Announcing

abilities.

for the past eight years,
opportunity to prove his
Earnest dilligent, live-wire

result getter.

— Gramercy

Photo-

Park

York.

a
special trade

Capital, $50,-

Incorporators, A. Maselow,
)00.
Attorneys, EhrMassoni, J. Stern.
ch and Mencher, 67 Exchange Place,
New York.

E.

Kirkwood Leaves
James Kirkwood

'Phone Chelsea 8264

McConnell

perience

New

left

for

Califor-

Address K-22 c/o The Film Daily

showing
of

Rupert Hughes'

yesterday to appear in "The Livng Dead," the anti-dope picture Mrs.
Wallace Reid will make at the luce
studio.
A luncheon was given in
Kirkwood's honor at the Biltmore
lia

picturization of his

CADWALLADER

C. L.
Art Director

Eastern Studios

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

most famous novel

first.

YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
your

A.DVERTISE
MATS

for this

CO.

1123 Broadway
1207-8

rorporators,

3lay Corp.,

in

INVESTIGATE!

5.

Albany

When Needed

All Transactions
Confidence

alternate
direction

In-

M. and D. Goodman and
Strausberg. Attorneys, Levy, Gutnan and Goldberg, 277 Broadway.

Action

Moderate Rates

has signed a con-

Gaston Glass, Ruth

appear

Quick

shooting exteriors.

with Hal Roach to
Bob McGowan in the
"Our Gang" comedies.

jorie

Patterson

Incor$4,000.
>orators, Roscoe S. Cate, Hill Moore
ind Allen D. Myers, all of Muskogee.

Victor Schertzinger and "The Man
Next Door" company are at Victor-

Warners Sign Two
Warner Bros, have signed Irene
Rich and Baby Bruce Guerin. Both

(Special

Capital,

fllM ENTERPRISES

tract

South.

for

scenario writer.

of

Capitol

FINANCIAL SERVICE

Bess Meiedyth has been assigned
Fred Niblo company as
the
to

with

the

Specialized

Tom Forman's next picture will be
'The Broken Wing."

ville

into

23, 1923

next week.

cast of "Six Days."

has returned to
a vacation in the

Incorporations
Vtuskogee.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Myrtle Stedman and
Maude George have been added to the

Tom McNamara

Pearson Back

Elmer Pearson
New York from

Los

Q-Quotations

intro-

of the Connecticut exhibitor unit.
bill to permit the use of nitrocellulose film in non-theatrical institutions was afso introduced. Another measure brought up would eliminate non-theatrical exhibitors "from
tax to which theater owners
the
are subjected. These last two measures were opposed by the M. P. T. O.

—

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenielaplatz.
vakia),

European

Central
tionale

has been

duced here, seeking the repeal of the
5% tax on gross receipts of all amusements. The M. P. T. O. was represented by Sydney S. Cohen, William
A. True and the legislative committee

THE FILM

to

West 44th

bill

"Suzanna" goes

Coast Brevities

Seek Repeal of Conn. Tax

March

Friday,

"ad"

FREE

at

Educational Exchange
AOOEO ATTRACTION

Souls for Sale
the dramatization of studio life

among

the stars of

Hollywood

NEAL BURNS

HOT WATER!
Christie-

Comedy
nENHV COVED CHILDREN'— 6UT-

LOUIS MEYER

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS,-,

Capitol Theatre

Tues. Morning
Mar. 27th, 10:15

251 Vest 19™ Street
QJatkins

7620 - 7461

!

THE
March

23,

1923

now
listen— Vi^L^v

Maybe youVe noticed that we haven't
said much yet about our plans for next
fc

seasonal/*

Oboy

How we are sawing wood I
We're going

to

knock'em dead.
Sure's Shootin

P.S.

Have you

read

"BLACK OXEN?"

Gertrude Atherton's novel
aged

all

woman became young

had some love
All the

!

about

how

a

middle

and beautiful

— and

affair.

women

are talking about

it.

V ought to read

it.

THE

^B^

DAILY

Putting It Over

March

Friday,

23,

19.

Seek More Revenue in Va,
"Bright Lights" a Lait Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Edgar Selden states that "Bright
(Continued from Page 1)
Richmond, Va. A new me
Lights of Broadway," is a Jack Lait
J. Gordon Edwards, as noted, is in
story.
Bennie Zeidman intends mak- designed to increase the reven
Panama shooting scenes for a melo- ing a picture with that title, but when the state accruing from censorsi

Big Fox Plans

—

Here

is

how a

put

hibitor

brother ex-

show

hie

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned up.

idea*.

over.

Let

know how you

Ticket for a Jokj
Jamica, L. I. Fo- the showing of
"My American Wife," Fred V.
Greene, Jr., managing director of the

—

began

tunt that started a
number of fans contrib .tin~ to his
•house-organ "The Rialto Theater
News," therebv enhancing the value
of such exoloitatio.i.
Rialto.

a

:

drama, which will be on next year's
Jack Ford will soon start
work on the coast on "Cameo
Kirby," while another contemplated
feature will be a race track drama
based on "The Blue Boy."
Tom
Mix will appear in two Zane Grey
stories, work on which starts soon.
The fall list will be headed by "If
Winter Comes," which opens at a
Broadway house soon. John Gilbert and Barbara La Marr appear i
"St. Elmo," which has been completed on the coast.
Gordon
J.
Edward's "The Shepherd King," is
schedule.

i

On the last p.:ge he runs a joke
column, and Fred clair.ed that first- also part of the schedule, as are "The
class
humor was getting scarce. Eleventh Hour," with Charles Jones
Anybody sending in a respectable and and Shirley Mason and "Hell's
acceptable joke would receive a free Hole."
"Monna Vanna," a German
ticket.
picture which has been held in the
Fox vaults for some months, will
be released next fall as a special.
Getting Behind a "Repeat"
Fox bought it on his last European
"Smilin
Seattle
Although
trip.
Through" has played almost everv
Jean Arthur. Ruth Dwyer and
theater in Seattle, John Danz of the
Colonial exploited it when he "re- Peggy Shaw have been placed under

—

contract to play leads.
While unconfirmed, it is understood Fox has
secured options on all stage plays of
three well-known producers and that
he will film these plays as soon as
their Broadway runs are completed.

peated."

The twenty-four

sheet cutout heads
of Norma Talmadge, the garden wall,
elaborated so as to surround the box
office as well as the theater entrances
and a canvas awning from above a
The foreign distributing system
new sheeet of the upper part of
Norma Talmadge, gave the effect of will be augmented with offices in
Mexico,
Holland,
Czechothe star leaning out of a window to Cuba,
slovakia
and
Japan.
a
greeting.
wave
The theater end of the enterprise
will likewise become active with the
Cheap But Effective
erection of two new houses, one in
Topeka, Kan. A pe^py stunt that Boston and one in Chicago.
The
cost nothing yet held the interest all Philadelphia
theat r is
now well
week for "The Flirt," was suggested under way, while the Oakland theby L. D. Balsly, exploiteer for Uni- ater, which S. Barrett McCormick
versal, and executed by E. D. Keil- will manage, opens in April.
Meanmann, manager of the Gr; nd.
while, Winfield R. Sheehan, John C.
A merchant tie-up between the Eisele and Vivian M. Moses are in
Grand and Ham- E idlich Millinery Hollywood preparing for the fall.
Shoppe was arranged. Endlich ~ive Sheehan and Moses will be back in
a sport hat to the most becon.iiv girl town in about two weeks.

advised of the

Zeidman
change

Lait

stated

he

story yesterday

now

before

Governor.

the

would probably measure passes,

repealer

a

introduced next Spring by frien

his title.

the industry.

Holubar
(Special

in

Theater

Project

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Allen

Canadian Deal Closed

(Special to THE FILM DAILV
has
three locations for a proposed HollyToronto According to O. H.
wood legitimate theater under con- son, general manager of Can
sideration and will make a selection Educational the deal, long pei
within the next few days. All of these between Educational and F. E
locations are near Hollywood boule- has
been closed, thereby pi
vard.
Holubar will continue his pic- physical handling of F. B. O.
ture work in conjunction with the duct in Educational Canadian
theater.
changes.

Los Angeles

Holubar

—

Feldman Transferred
THE FILM DAILY)

Some Removals

(Special to

Houdini Pictures have moved
Seattle
C. R. Feldman, formerly 220 West 42nd St., to 278 W.
manager of the Portland First Na- St.
tional, has been transferred here. ReSam Reiben from Godfrey E
placing him will be C. W. Koerner to Murray's on 42nd St.
from Butte.
Harry Sigmond, forFidelity Pictures are now in F
merly special representative out of 702, Godfrey Bldg.
Seattle, will be manager in Butte.
Perfect Pictures from 1476 Bi
G. G. Maxey is assistant manager in way to Selwyn theater building

—

:

Seattle.

Eichberg Coming Here
Breaking Into British Market
(Special

—

to

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Richard Eichberg,
German producer who sold his 1
picture "Monna Vanna," to Fox
tends going abroad shortly, in c
Berlin

Berlin Louis Zimmermann, London importer, who recently opened a
branch office in Berlin, has just
bought two productions from Emel- to shoot some scenes for his next
ka„ "Nathan the Wise" and "Monna torical film "Ferdinand Cortez,'
Vanna," "The Man with the Iron Mexican soil.
He expects tc
Mask" has been sold to England for present at the first show of "Mi
£3000.
Vanna," in New York.

—

in

Topeka.

The hat
dow with

v. as displayed
in the wina card explaining the content.
Stories got into the newspapers.
the fi r th night of the
engagement, 12 pretty girls came
forward to be fitted and the winner

On

was decided by

the

;

plause

from

ANSGO POSITIVE FILM
Supplied in Regular or Tinted Base

Mr. Man-Who-Pays-the-Bill

Doty With Palmer Photoplay
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Douglas Z. Doty has
succeeded Eugene B. Lewis as editor
of the advisory bureau of the Palmer

Splice a piece of

Photoplay Corp.

sprocket holes are badly torn.

Leave for the South
Wesley Ruggles company
making "The Heart Raider" left for

This

—

Form

a

Ansco Film

to

any other

film.

loop and run through a projector until

the audience.

Through Private Showing
Brockton, Mass.
Through the

Results
efforts

—

Charles

The

the South last night.

The

Agnes Ayres,
Jack Cunningham.

Mayor Manning, the Board of
Aldermen, the City Council, Supt.
John F. Scully, of the School Department, the school teachers and the
clergy as well as the office employes

Buffalo— Ira M. Mosher, R. W.
Klmes and Elmer C. Winegar have
formed the E. M. W. Pictures Corp.

E.

of the Chamber of Commerce all attended.
For three days preceding
the private showing the newspapers
in the town carried notices announcing the special showing.
With this
foundation to work upon the result
was beyond all expectation, according to Mansfield.

cluded

Mosher Heads
(Special

to

to

test will

prove Ansco Film the cheapest

in

the long run.

party in-

Mansfield, of
the Cordon, and the Daily Enterprise,
the teachers, clergy and representative citizens of the town were invited
to a special Saturday morning showing of "Down to the Sea in Ships."
of

Ruggles

and

Independent experts say
abrasion

and excels

in

ANSCO FILM
resistance

to

resists

tearing

of

sprocket holes.

Industrial Unit

THE FILM DAILY)
That means dollars

to you.

produce industrials.

Cruze Returns West
James Cruze ahs returned

to

the

having secured necessary material for "Hollywood."
While here,
he secured some scenes with Hope
Hampton. Cruze will be in the East
again in the near future to make a
picture for Paramount.

I

wi

ANSCO COMPANY

coast,

Binghamton,

New York

J&» BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCMIZEl

>f FILHDOM

Authority
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»1.

Saturday,

No. 80

March

24,

1923

Price 5 Cerate

Lloyd— 1st

Space Half Sold

Reported Director Will

O. Says Chicago Exposition
Theater
Progress Part of Exhibit

P. T.
>*

/ill

Be Representative

—

Starting

50%

Illinois

"Ashes of Vengeance"

four pictures for
Associated
First
National and that he will start work
on the first, after completing "Ashes
of Vengeance," starring Norma Tal-

madge.

sold.

Negotiations have been under way
some time but at First National
yesterday no confirmation was obtainRichard A. Rowland is at
able.
present in Los Angeles and it may
be that the deal will be closed there.
for

Pick Two for Lytell
Bert Lytell joins Cosmopolitan, he will appear in "Under the
Red Robe" and "A Gentleman of
France" as his first two pictures.

When

'age 2)

Convention April 18-19

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Oicago— The
ill

tin

Illinois M. P. T. O.
hold a convention at the SherHotel, April 18-19.

"U" Plans Race Track

Series

has decided to place in
eduction a series of racing stories
Beaumont that appeared
[ Gerald
iUniversal

Red Book Magazine.

ignially in the

rights were purchased last fall,
he pictures will be released as "The
iformation Kid" Series.
tie

More Runs

for Cruze

James Kirkwood and Doris Kenyon have many tensely dramatic scenes
Others in the
in C. C. Burr's elaborate production, "You Are Guilty."
Russell Griffin, and Edmund
cast include Robert Edeson, Mary Carr,
Breese.

—Advt.

Ohio Referendum

—

Planned for Sunday Shows Sam
Bullock Says Exhibitors Will
Sponsor Move
(Special to

Film

1st

THE FILM DAILY)

Columbus, O.

exhibitors inon a campaign for
to the voters of the

•

—

to

"ompted to do this bee -use of the

emendous

real

estate value

of the

lendale property.

E. F. A. Will Not Produce
(Special to

Berlin

—The

THE FILM DAILY)
management

of

the

The

bill

is

slated for death before

It would prevent the
stopping of Sunday shows in muni, ipalities where theaters now are open,
and
referendum,
through
except

the committee.

would prohibit Sunday shows where
there now are none without legisla-

uropean Film Alliance, denies all
imors regarding re-starting of pro-

tive action.
"Initiative

is
also
jction
Germany.
It
in
Rachmann
ncially
declared that
id Blumenthal have no more any invest in the E. F. A., which is now
telusively owned by Famous Plays.
The activities of the Berlin
ESce will be limited to distribution
id the leasing of the studio at the
oo.

culated

petitions

will
of

be

and the matter

movies put to the voters of the

cir-

Sunday
state,"

said Bullock.

"Souls" Next Tuesday
has arranged for the
world premier of "Souls for Sale,"
at the Capitol, next Tuesday at 10:15
A. M.

Show

Goldwyn

District

Nat'l Confab

Managers

Purchased from Famous Players
understood that Fox purIt is
chased "The Warrens of Virginia"
and "Cameo Kirby" from Famous
Players. The pictures were produced
by Famous some years ago.

Goldwyn Buys "The Rendevous"
Goldwyn has acquired the film
"The Rendevous," by
rights
to

No director has
as yet.
Lovett will prepare the

Madeline Ruthven.

to

Hold Five Day been assigned

Session at Hotel Aster Beginning Monday

managers of First National
hold a five day convention at the
Astor starting Monday and continuThe primary
ing through Friday.

Josephine

to

it

script.

District

— Ohio

There will probably be three cr
carrying
mr more pre-release engagements of tend
Sunday
shows
["he Covered Wagon" under way in
few weeks. The picture is not de- state.
This announcement was made by
gned for general distribution until
Samuel Bullock, Cleveland, of th
:xt year.
public service department of the M.
P. T. O. of Ohio, after the House
Sennett to Move Studio
Judiciary Committee had refused to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ramey
Los Angeles Mack Sennett an- hold a public hearing on the
providing local option on the
bill,
junces he will move his studio from
He is question of Sunday shows.
Hollywood.
lendale

Series,

It

The exposition premises to be a
One of the imtresentative one.
ptant features will be a phototphic display designed to indicate
progress made in theater conE:
duction since the inception of the
The display will ini'tion picture.
fcde theater arrangements so far as
teriors are concerned, safety appliThere will also
i:es and the like.
I a display of pictures of theater
tners.
(Continued c

Make

After Completing

was reported yesterday that
Frank Lloyd will make a series of

.Ithough the annual convention of
P. T. O. is about eight weeks
j| M.
I space, according to A. J. Moeller,
the Motion Picture Palace of
I
:?,>gress as the exposition connected
th the convention will be termed
i^ibout

Work

Nat'l

will

Brandt Back

Joe Brandt of C. B. C. is back in
town because of an illness in his fampurpose of this meeting is to lay the ily. His trip to the coast has been
groundwork of plans for next season. interrupted but he expects to resume
Floyd M. Brockell, distribution it in a few days. Found conditions
manager, will preside at the meeting, in the field better.
assisted by Stanley Hatch and Jay
The district managers who
Gove.
Bronx Exhibitors to Join Cohen
will attend are H. A. Bandy, Central
At a meeting of the M. P. T. O.
Roy C. Seery, Ass'n held at the Star theater in the
district, Cleveland;
Mid-Western district, Chicago; W. Bronx on Thursday evening, a moE. Callaway, Southern district, New tion was unanimously adopted that
Orleans; Louis Bache, Canadian dis- the association apply for a charter in
trict, Toronto, and Joseph Skirboll,
the M. P. T. O. The application has
Western district, Los Angeles. Skir- been filed with Sydney Cohen.
boll has been managing the Pittsburgh exchange, but will go direct
Fox Convention in June
from the convention to Los Angeles.
annual convention of the Fox
The
address
Among those scheduled to
will probably be held
organization
the meeting are S. O. Spring, of First
will
in June, at which the sales force
FarD.
department;
National's legal
the details of
with
acquainted
be
ralla, of the financial department, and
next year's product.
Sol Shernow, of the print department.
A representative is now on his
that
yesterday
First National stated
back from Japan, where he has
way
contracts have been closed with the
been studying the exchange situation
A. P. Film Co. of The Hague,
a view to opening offices there.
with
Eternal
for the distribution of "The
branch may be opened i
Another
Flame" and "East is West" in HolPorto Rico.

H

'.

land.

THE
4*

•Sink

DAILY
Hi

And

Guts

John G. Adolfi

e

(Continued from Page
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Chicago Representative
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London
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Representative
Ernest
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Paris Representative
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Low

Close

F.

Kod.. Ill's 111*6
..
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do pfd... 97
97

Hl 3/6

I'.-L.

Goldwyn

.

.

6H

.

6 1/,
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Griffith

Loew's
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Triangle*
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World
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Columbus Screened
(Special

—

Germany

in

THE. EXLM, DAILY)
"Christoph Columbus,"
to.

Berlin
is
the name of the latest feature shown
in
Berlin.
The picture was firsl
started in Hungary by, the Vicor
Film, who had to stop work owing
.to lack of funds.
It was eventually
finished in Berlin by the Filmhandel
Co.

Big House for Wilk,es-Barre
FILM DAILY)
Wilkes- Barre— The Mallow Motel
ipany
near
re,

the

Name

in

Only,"

now

where

a

Bank

$1.'

in

Hodkinson program
"The Man From
Glengarry" and "The Lion's Mouse."

March

for

25,

Baer to Help Grauman
Baer,
one
of
Hugo

Emanuel

Riesenfeld's staff of musical directors,
left yesterday for the Pacific. Coast.
to assist Sid Grauman there in the
"The
presentation
of
Cib) ercd
Wagon." This picture will open at
in
theater
Grauman's
Egyptian

I

\a 2000-seat theatre are

otel

and

to he erected
ison,

Milwaukee Bans Children
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Because of the

—

of
of

Shenandoah and L. E. Warren,
few York, are mentioned among
the new owners.

the

of

work the

Start

Once
THE FILM DAILY)

Three Houses

(Special

to

at

—

Pottsville,
Pa.
Plans are being
drawn for the three theaters in
Pottsville
Tamaiua and Mahonoy
City, to he erected by Anthracite
Amusements, Inc., Circuit, of which
Al Gottesman, the proprietor of the
is

active

head.

nad was

to

get- $40(1

Supreme

Court

Wag

Justice

has denied an application by Herb

N. Schwartz for

summary judgm

behalf against Max Coh
George M. Merrick, William J. G
son and Irving Messing on a n
for $2,500 made by Cohen.
Col
says he made the note and gave
his

in

tures, and that the note was not
ers' Features Services Inc.. has taken
paid unless the assignment v
over the Second National Exchange be
executed, which he sa-'s Messi
of New York.
finallv refused to do.

Last from Blythe in Work
Betty Blythe is now completing Missouri M. P. T. O. Meets So
special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Girl Who Got Everything,"'
he last of her series of four for
Kansas Citv The next conventi
Whitman Bennett.
Her next will of the M. P. T. O. of Missouri vy
1"
"I'hu Chin Chow."
be held in this city about the midc
i

—

I

of

New

April.

Australian Distributor

THE FILM DAILY)

Opposition to V/c Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Simer
Films,
Ltd., have opened an exchange here.
Harrisburg, Pa. Opposition is
E. O. Gurney and E. R. Chambers pected to develop on the part of
CSp'apial

Sydney

to

— Selected

—

the principals.

$92,061 Gross in Six,
epi-

eighth,

week.

According

to

United

Weeks
Artists,

a

gross of $92,061.80 was rolled up

in

six

weeks

Chicago,

at

by

the Chicago theater,
"Robin Hood."
The The

theater seats .1,500.
It is estimated
that about 250,000 saw the picture in
that period.

proposed

would

law

becon

effective on Sept. 1, 1924, and wou
impose a fine of $1,000, or six montl

imprisonment.

a

most important

spend from
remodeling the

will

$35,000 to $40,000 in
Strand.
The Mahanov Citv theater will seat
1.400; The Pottsville, 2,000, and the
Tamaqtta 1,400, also be fronted by

Trade Showing

stores.

the

of
big

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Special Features

Goldwyn production

—

picturization of

Souls for Sale
famous novel of studio life
among the stars of Hollywood
his

H. INCE STUDIO,

LOS ANGELES

Pcinitrfcl
V><apiL01

.

e
t

picture interests against the measu
introduced in the Legislature, c
signed to impose a tax of 1% on t!
gross receipts of places of amus
motion
pictu
including
ment,
houses, if it is reported favorabl

Rupert Hughes'

THOMAS

9

Samwick Acquires N. Y. 2nd Nat'l to Messing for an ajsionment
interest in Monopol F
Henry Samwick.hj.ad of Produc- Messing's

are

demic, children under 12 are to he
kept out of local theaters indefinitely.

Shenandoah
The new company

Will

illustrative

be-

on- the

release

Strand,

prop

iurcha ed

1:

Miners'

against the Oliver Amusement
of Freeport, L. I., for $599.

19

being done by these departments will
ing made by George Terwilliger, has be
shown during the exposition.
Arthur Housman heading the cast.
Every modern
mechanical device
within recent '-ears will be shown.
The feature at the Rivoli next week The spyroscope, new stereoscopic inwill be "Grumpy."
At the Rialto. ventions, 'talking pictures, cameras,
"The Leopardess" will he the at- projectors, safety appliances, printing
traction.
machines, lighting effects and innumerable other developments will
Two productions are scheduled for be on view.
\\ ife

Hollywood, following a 30 weeks'
engagement of "Robin Hood."

Cents

been filed in the SuprM
Court by the Barnes Printing

business

pictures

"A

3(10

3,900
100
2,700

May

The

Sales

88
97

;

actual

and run through the 26th.
sessions open on the
Supreme Court Justice Newbuik
Equipment manufacturers and has directed a verdict for $4,23/1
Louis B. Mayer has signed Norma 2 1st.
She has alreadj left for accessory firms as well as producers favor of Carl Harbaugh, in a
Shearer.
and distributors .have contracted for against the Oliver Prod., which
California.
t|
space.
over a contract
Mr. Harbaugh
The Departments of Labor, Com- made with Samuel Y. Grand to diip
Bela Lugosi has been engaged by
Fox for the heavy role in the new merce, Agriculture and Interior will films. He alleged that he made sej
Gordon Edwards production.
have official representation.
Motion two reel films and was starting
I.

,u

Virginia Lee has completed her enment in "Underpaid," a new production featuring Walter Miller and
herself.
Joseph Levering directed it.

Quotations
High

Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last" opens
on
the Strand on April 1.

In

Suit has

1)

business meetings of
the convention will be held in the
Coliseum. The exposition will open

wood.

24,

In the Courts

Space Half Sold

Flashes

'

March

Saturday,

March 27th

-Tuesday-

10:15 A.

M.

March

Saturday,

24,

-.&&*\DAILY

1923

Bryan and Eltonhead Partners

Morgan Bryan and T. O. Elton-

PatkeNews

head have formed a publicity and advertising bureau of their own.

Loew Employees Plan Club
The home office staff of Loew's

No. 25

ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC FLEETS

MANEUVERS— Com-

BIG

IN

JNITE

pelling pictures of
ihe Panama Canal

U. S. armada in action;
by airplane.

HOW TUT-ANKH-AMEN
FLUENCING STYLES—The

i

IS
INworld has
;one crazy over the ancient Egyptian king,
lis dictates are now law in women's styles.

You can see
a London horse.
vorthy of being "starred."
s

'

Other news from wherever

it

how he

is

A.

[

"T

.

"Has

the

from Equity
Nebraska and Iowa.

for

—

Kansas,

as a film editor, has entered
He has just
business for himself.
;ompleted a year's work with F. B.
0., editing a number of that company's pictures.
locally

Plan

New

Buffalo

Buffalo— The Clinton Strand TheaIter, Inc., has been formed with a capital of $25,000. Constantine and NichHarry Roussi
jolas Yassiliadis and
jare planning to build a theater on
Chnton St.
Schulberg Buys
(Special

to

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles B. P. Schulber^ has
purchased two new stories, "The
White Man,'" by George Agnew
Chamberlain and "Exclusive Rights."
Miriam Cooper has replaced Marjorie

Daw

in

"Daughters

of

the

Rich."

Permit Chaplin Films in Russia
(Special to

Offices
has purrights to "Druscilla
Million," by Elizabeth G.

screen
a

Saturday

Cooper.

management

been

under

Reilly,

who owns

of
the Princess.

lim

Signs Laurel for Five Years
Hal Roach has signed Stan Laurel
for five years to star him in one reelHe will alterers for Pathe release.
nate with Paul Parrott on the sched-

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin- The official orgin of the
Soviet "Pravda," which recently reported the ban of foreign pictures
from Russia, says that Chaplin films
The paper says that
are permitted.
while other productions serve capitalistic aims, Chaplin could not be

New

Spokane Exchange
THE FILM DAILY)
Spokane, Wash. The Cosmopolitan Film Exchange has opened a
branch here. F. E. Murray is manThe Society of Visual Educaager.
tion library of
there.

—

film

Beacon, N. Y. After a house to
house canvass by the Lord's Day Aland letliance, numerous sermons
ters by Protestant clergy, an active
campaign was launched by film interests on behalf of Sunday shows.
The voters have approved Sunday
shows by a vote of 1,634 to 1,058.
The vote carried with it three candidates running for office on the
Democratic ticket who were against
the so-called reform issue.

—
reopen

the Temple, has
planned to
met with opposition from the city
that
officials.
recalled
It will be
Building Commissioner McKelvey of
St. Louis put him out of business by
condemning the Ozark a few weeks
after Drake had purchased the house.
Drake contends that the official was

THE FILM DAILY

a file of
for your use.
Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

Arms
THE FILM DAILY)

for

down

last

Berlin

December

theaters closed
protest
as a

and succeeded

Now

in

enforcing a

a repetition of this
strike is threatened, but this time
the measure is directed against the
renting firms who request an increase
of 7000% above original rentals. Exhibitors say they are unable to support this increase which would necesentrance fee of
sitate a minimum

reduction.

1200 to 1400 marks.

New York

THE FILM DAILY—313

City

Issues— Every Day

—52 Issues

Including

Weekly Reviews

1922 Year

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10

Name

against the oppressive entertainment
taxes,

St.,

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
one year, starting immediately, to include

Berlin Exhibitors in

—All

TO-DAY

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

persecuting him for personal reasons,
and has filed suit for damages against
him in the circuit court.

Berlin

In passing through Chicago,
Irving Mack, our repreHe will be
sentative there.
found at 738 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand

now

Hold Up Alton Reopening
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alton, 111. James R. Drake, who

(Special to

visit

The Film Daily

has been placed

Beacon Wants Sunday Shows
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

regarded as dangerous.

While In Chicago

Send In Your Subscription To

ule.

—

House

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Booking

Film
chased

(Special to

Roskam Starts Own Business
Edward M. Roskam, well known

(Special

FOR

Buys Novel

F. B. O.

Gone

World

Mad?"

!

,

Blank Buys Goodman Film
H. Blank Enterprises have

Purchased

which plans for the formation of
club will be discussed.

A Thought

—

today
.

Here's

Takes Back His Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alton, 111. John Janakooolos has
taken back his Grand, which had

happens.

THE ONLY ONE-REEL FEATURE

.

a

COMEDIAN— Gee-Gee With

EQUINE

AN

.

at

meeting tomorrow,

will hold a

Inc.,

Theatre

Address

pages

THE

•eB^k

DAILY

Universal Signs Three Authors

Putting It Over
Here

it

how a

vour ideas.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

(Special

to

— Universal

Tommy Gray, Theodore
and Joseph Le Brandt to
staff.

up.

has added

Wharton
its

March

24,

1923

Coast Brevities

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Send along

how you cleaned

Let the other fellow know

Saturday,

THE FILM DAILY)
A. Mowat Product-i
finishing "The Man Whc

(Special to

Hollywood

writing ions are
Cheated."

J.

The drive to raise $150,000 for
Julian Johnson in East
new Hollywood Studio Club has beet
One of the last decisions made by started.
Jesse L. Lasky before his departure
for California transferred the activiJack Mintz, "gag" writer, has beer
ties of Julian Johnson, manager of placed with the Herman Raymake:
the editorial department, to Long Is- Comedy unit.
He will be in charge of
land City.
titling of all subjects made in the
The Assistant Directors' Assn
East.
have again taken a five year least
on their present offices.
Arrested as Blue Law Violator

;

"Robin Hood"
Seattle

in the

— An

An

Elaborate Prologue, One Angle
The Forestry Commission in several states is co-operated with exhibitors in puU:.ig over
"The Ninety and Nine," by demon-

Northwest

extensive

Los Angeles

newspape-.-

campaign was started two n.cnths before "Robin Hood" was scheduled to
open at the Liberty. The campaign

—

nctices of the strating the havoc wrought by forand by the time est fires, and the menace of carelessA number of showmen have
of the opening over 30 solid columns ness.
constructed large locomotives, some
of free space had been obtained.
even with mechanical appliances, on

small

started

with

coming

attraction,

trucks, for street ballyhoos.

Scenario Contest Puts This Over

Sioux

Falls, S.

D.

—When

The

increased
Grauman's
box-receipts recently when he built
an engine on the stage as part of the
prologue.
The exactness of the
locomotive caused favorable com-

"Broken

Chains," was shown at the Colonial,
a scenario contest tie-up was made
with the daily Argus-Leader, in
which cash and ticket prizes were
offered for the best new endings to
the picture.

latter

ment.

The contest was advertised daily Using a Sign to Advantage
Ocean Park, Calif. James Sams,
under a double column head for
four days, netting a total of about manager of the Rosemary at Ocean
250 new endings to the ohotoplay. Park, will vouch for the results obSeveral of these were published in tainable through judicious use of an
the columns of the Argus-Leader ordinary sign. He used one in vivid
with the name of the writer. The orange, red and yellow for "Heart's

(Special to

"The Americano" Reissued
The first of a series of features

—

prize for the best new ending of the
Additional
picture was $10 in cash.
prizes consisted of groups of ten and
five

to

tickets

"Broken Chains"

Aflame."
The dimensions were

and 8
house

at

the Colonial.

fall."

Paris Sleeps."
is

a story of

long

title

in

solid

black.

The

flames coming from each letter were
painted an attractive mix' re of red,
yellow and orange.
Beneath the
words "Hearts Aflame" appeared the
line: "A forest fire so vivid you feel
the heat and hear the charred trees

—

picture

ft.

A

few barren trees added a

realistic touch.

Bohemian

Mort Blumenstock and Fred Stan
ley have arrived
here
to assist
First National exploitation.

Rob Wagner
work on
picture

is

preparing to

ir

star'

his first directorial effort,

s

which Walter Hiers wil

in

star.

Jack White has completed work on
"Kick Out," the next Educational-

Mermaid
to

Comedy,

featuring

Lige

Conley.

Harry Aitken and
be
"The AmeriWilliam Duncan and Edith John-I
cano," in which Douglas Fairbanks is son are completing
their Inst picture'
starred.
At the same time a com- for Vitagraph. They join Universale
panion
comedy will
issued, shortly.
be
"Dough and Dynamite," with Charbe

released

Harry Price

by

will

1

lie

Chaplin.

Due

ft

picture's

Mardi Gras Atmosphere
Wichita, Kan. An interesting plan
was devised by "Just Walt," the exploitation man for the Kansas theater, recently in putting over "While

The

11

wide. John W. Fogarty, the
artist, pain ed the letters in the

THE FILM DAILY)

Beresford, S. D.— E. W. Kundert
of the Empress, has been i "rested for
a second violation of the Sund-v
Upon his arrest
closing ordinance.
he swore out warrants for 1? oth~; s
charging them with the .same offense.
The trials for all cases have been set
for April 10.

Blue Mouse Managers Switched
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Julian

to a delay in cutting

postponed

has

showing
definitely.

of

the

Rupert^
preview;

"Merry Go Round" in-

WALTER

Astoria,
Ore. Art Hile, former
R. GREENE.
Blue Mouse manager, is now with the
Oregon at Salem. Fred Teufel, who "Daytime Wives" Near Completion
managed the company's Portland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
house, will have charge in Astoria,
Los Angeles +— "Daytime Wives,
while Al Raleigh, manager of the Co- a new special for F. B. O. release^
lumbia under J. & V., will now have is nearing completion, under the
charge of the Portland Blue Mouse. direction of Emile Chautard.
;

|

night life in the city of Paris, includinging a reproduction of the famous
Mardi Gras with its accompanying
revelry and gaiety. This Mardi Gras
atmosphere has been created by the
use of colored balloons and Japanese
lanterns with various colored lights.
Lattice work around the front of the
theater covered with flowers, and
pots of palms in the lobby and on top
of the marquee added to the general
atmosphere. It is said that at night
the effect was particularly attractive
with all the various colored lights

if

FOR SALE

i
i
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

if

Screen Rights to a

showing through the artistic arrangement
lanterns,
of
balloons,
streamers,

etc.

For "Omar"
Wash. Harry Gillespie,

Effective Front

Yakima,

—

of the Liberty, usually uses lobby
to
exploit
pictures.
displays
his
When he played "Omar the Tent-

maker," this is what u. did:
He used a fantastic Persian design
with the youthful Omar making love
Shireen in a bower of
what-nots.
Th's was
hand-painted in a four strip cardboard front that covered the main
portion of the exterior. Hand painted
designs were also used on the entrances, the ideas, for the most part,
having been gained from stills and
posters on the production.
to the fair
and
roses

if
if
if

if

%
if

RACING STORY
A^Wonderful Story for a Female Star. Full of Action.
Only a Few Interiors. Can be Produced Very Reasonably

if
if
if
if

if
if

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

%
ft
if
if

ADDRESS

J.

O. 6,

c\o

THE FILM DAILY

if
if
if
if
if
if
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MARK STRAND wmmm
Classic of the Screen

Greatest

oL

Romantic Melodramas-

CUM
Play by Charles E.Blaney

BooK by Marion Russell

CLAIRE WINDSOR KENNETH HARLAN,
Pauline Starke, HobartBosworth^alter
Lon^, Cyril Chadwick, Margaret

Seddon, Alec Francis and

^^^

Directed
by
William A.Seiter

other Notable Players.

^^^

Ordinal Story
and Scenario by
Ol^a Print zlau-

1
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Fox plans $2,000,000 studio on coast. Present plant to
make way for commercial construction. Twenty-six
specials for next year.

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

Allied Laboratories

still keep ban on foreign stock.
Report that Eastman Kodak lifted objections because of possible Government investigation uncon-
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"Rupert

of

Tuesday
Hentzau" and "The

ported sold to Allied.

No

Common Law"

re-

confirmation.

Charles R. Rogers sues P. A. Powers for $60,000 claiming that amount for bringing Powers and R. S. Cole
together in deal.

1603.

Irving Mack, 738 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative: Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury Ave., London,
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Terms

W

of five

Famous Players

directors expire.

Will

be re-elected.

M. H. Hoffman signs Elaine Hammerstein

for four

pictures.

Wednesday
First National to release 60 pictures next season.

Features Reviewed

Reported Skouras Bros, and Harry Koplar
Missouri theater, St. Louis.

THE COVERED WAGON

James Cruze Prod

Page

Paramount
Robert C. Bruce Prod.

.

2

Johnnie Walker in..

3

THE FOURTH MUSKETEER
Page

Film Booking Office

6

NOBODY'S BRIDE

Herbert Rawlinson in

Page

Universal

THE

Jack Holt in

Paramount

TIGER'S

7

CLAW
Page

^

over

run situation there.
to be an important witness in suit of
Charles O. Baumann against Mack Sennett for

over

first

Adolph Zukor

.WHILE THE POT BOILS
Page

split

Distributors concerned

$122,000.

Johnny Hines "farmed" out to Warners for "Little
Johnny Jones."
Thursday
Selznick reorganization plans complete. John Woody
to head distribution L. J. Selznick out of company.
William Randolph Hearst may build own theater in
Detroit and Chicago.
Mike Levee may make more productions for First
;

National.

8

has three-fold deal on for Fitzmaurice
and "Potash and Perlmutter" series.

Sam Goldwyn
B. F.

Zeidman Prod.

THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE

Principal Pictures

— State

Page 9

LOST AND FOUND

Walsh Prod
Goldwyn

R. A.

Mary Miles Minter

Rights

Page

J.

THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE
Paramount

Page

THE

Producers Security Corp

Short Reels

LION'S

—Hodkinson

13

MOUSE
Page 14

YOU ARE GUILTY

Edgar Lewis Prod

Mastodon Films

Fox buys "Warrens of Virginia" and "Governor's
Lady" from Belasco. Specials nearly lined up for

1

in

Hollandia Film Corp.

Friday

— State

Rights

Page

15

Page

16

next year. Theaters planned for Boston and Chicago.
Stuart Blackton returns to Vitagraph as vice-presi-

Will produce for company, too.
Adolph Zukor and S. R. Kent return from Europe
April 15. Fall plans will then be made and two sales
dent.

conventions held.
Betty Blythe to be featured in
be made abroad.
Saturday

"Chu Chin Chow"

to

Frank Lloyd may produce for First National.
M. P. T. O. of Ohio to sponsor referendum on Sunday
show problem.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good,'*—Benjamin Franklin.

;

THE
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Year And

Best Picture So Far This

The

James Cruze Prod.

Paramount

DIRECTOR

James Cruze
Emerson Hough
Jack Cunningham
Karl Brown

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Stupendous production that is
about the biggest thing attempted in recent
years; a hundred per cent American picture

STORY
the

not so much what the story is but
has been done that makes it a winner

It's

way

DIRECTION
cribe

it

it

words to desof pioneer
atmosphere
adequately; the
Needs a

lot of big

days unbelievably real

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent plus

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

The same
Ernest Torrence by far the outstand-

comedy role that is sure-fire J.
Warren Kerrigan does very good work and
ing figure in

;

Lois Wilson
makes a splendid come-back
charming and quite pretty; others Alan Hale,
;

Charles Ogle, Ethel Wales, Tully Marshall, Guy
Oliver and John Fox
The vast plains and wild wastes;
EXTERIORS
some of the most wonderful backgrounds yet
seen

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Hardly any
Splendid

CHARACTER OF STORY

The pioneers' journey across continent to Oregon as recorded in
history with a romance woven in

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

9,407 feet

Paramount's long advertised and well announced
lives well up to even the extravagant promises made for it and it is a safe bet that
there has never been anything more thoroughly Ameri-

"The Covered Wagon"

can than James Cruze's production of Emerson
lough's novel. Besides the stupendousness of the picture and the vast spectacle that it is,
facts that in
themselves make it one of the biggest things accomthe picture is delightful enplished in recent years
tertainment; a combination of elements that cannot
fail to please everyone.
And the biggest share of credit rightfully belongs to
James Cruze whose masterful handling of the novel has
1

—

—

Should Be

A Glean-Up

Everywhere
Box

—

responsible for the remarkable results obtained.
Of course it is obvious that Cruze had liberal access
(o Famous Players' treasury which made it possible
for him to make a big picture but so often directors
In "The Covfail to use this privilege to advantage.
production
spent
upon
the
ered Wagon" every penny
have run
cost
may
although
the
makes itself felt and
it.
thousands,
it
looks
hundred
way up in the

besides Cruze's fine work from a production
standpoint, his telling of the story is such that th re
won't be many who will recognize the theme as on
which, in the main, has been the meat of many picThere is a heroine, a hero and a villain, with
tures.
the latter two both in love with the girl. But the idea
loses .all evidence of commonplaceness under skilful
And the thrills, the action, the suspense.
direction.
the romance, pictorial appeal, and above all, the laughs
—it requires more space to describe it all adequately.

And

But

to

mention

few

a

outs: There are the

—a

specific bits that are
of the

numerous views

knock-

wagon

covered caravans that
stretch so far in the distance they seem to touch the
horizon, the attack of the Indians and one thrilling
shot where horse and rider topple over the cliff; th
prairie fire; the blizzard; the fording of the river; the
massacre; the fight between Banion and Woodhu'.l
There
the buffalo hunt and the death of Woodhull.
that
thrill
every
of
and
more
unique in
one
these
is a
are not mentioned.
train,

long line of white

'

1

One

of the important factors, and next to the bigness
one of the best entertainment elements,
is the comedy injected through the performance of
Ernest Torrence who gives one of the best portrayals
the screen has ever seen. He is Jackson, a fierce rooking, jovial scout who supplies the laughs of the offering.
Torrence really carries away the acting honors
and there was a roar at the Criterion every time he
tried to kill off the villain and almost a riot w-hen he

of the picture,

But J. Warren Kerrigan comes back
Will Banion, the hero, in fitting fashion
and does very well. Lois Wilson is a pleasing Molly
Wingate. Tully Marshall contributes some laughs as
Kit Carson and little John Fox as the tobacco chewing
youngster who plays "Oh, Suzanna," is a good treat
finally

succeeded.

to the screen as

The cast is splendid and
many real Indians.

also.

ing

— Big

And

it is

a

huge one, includ-

Sure-Fire Entertainment

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

looks like exhibitors have a big one coming to them once
for general distribution on "The Covered
that time your patrons will have heard
plenty about the film. The rest should be easy. UndoubtedK
the picture is one of the biggest of its kind that has been made
and because of its subject matter it should carry a
fts atmosphere of
strong appeal for American audiences.
the pioneer days is so realistic and so big it cannot fail to leav<
Furthermore, it contains elements of
a lasting impression.
entertainment that picture goers want. And it has a varietj
unusual thrills, pictorial appeal, rothat about covers the list,
It

Paramount is ready
Wagon." And by

Mighty Fine One

i

"THE COVERED WAGON"

AUTHOR

A

25, 1923

—

mance, action, suspense it has them all. And in a big way.
Mention some of the big moments of the picture and get
them interested well in advance of the showing. The returns
should be heavy. The fact that the story ran in the Saturday
Evening Post is another big asset. Patriotism is strong in
the themi and if your crowd is enthusiastic you will have a
busy time of it with your S. R. O. sign. Above all secure a
fitting musical accompaniment for it certainly sends the picture over in smashing style, although this isn't to say that the
picture relies upon it at any time.
Use the names of those
in the cast.
Put your best efforts into exploitation.

;
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Beautiful and Interesting in the Narrative

JuDSf Scenically

Robert C. Bruce Prod.

AUTHOR

Bruce

Robert C. Bruce

SCENARIO BY

Peter Milne

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE. .A distinctly
material unique and

STORY

John M. Lamond

its

novel entertainment; its
atmosphere picturesque

Narrative with plenty of variation and

DIRECTION

Injects

many

interesting bits and

secured particularly fine shots; supplies some
effective thrills

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

LIGHTINGS

Good

A

PLAYERS

known nor no

satisfactory cast but no one well
roles that call for unusual ability

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very

how

beautiful

All right

Five hoboes relate

they happened to "hit the road"

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,000 feet

Bruce has already produced
many very beautiful and attractive short reel scenic
pictures, and particularly his recent "Wilderness
Tales," this latest effort "While the Pot Boils," is his
The production is a defirst attempt at a feature.
cided novelty and while it does not essentially contain a plot, it is narrative of the most interesting and
absorbing kind with a variety of atmosphere and

Although Robert

color that

The

life

gether and told against some of the most beautiful
backgrounds yet photographed. While Bruce's feature includes

C.

makes it a delightful entertainment.
of a hobo has a certain fascination about

it

some scenes

ness Tales," there
a

The

similar to those in "Wilder-

and

a greater variety of views

is

more generous amount

of them.

picture opens with the gathering of the hoboes

rendezvous and the suggestion of one that
you guys tell how you happened to hit
the road it'll help kill the time" gets it into the narrative that proves thoroughly interesting and in
which the director has succeeded in holding the attention all the way. In two instances the speaker's downward path started at the desertion of his wife, another
was brought about by the loss of a son and still another through brutality to a dog, for which act the
speaker killed the antagonist and made his escape.
their

in

of

—

With

Few

CHARACTER OF STORY

is

"some

aided by remarkably beautiful locations

Tells

unusually well brought out in "While the Pot
Boils," and the episodes in the lives of the five
"weary knights" pictured in it are nicely woven to-

that

"WHILE THE POT BOILS"
Robert C.
DIRECTOR

it

telling of

the

roads," there are

the

mountains

;

another

is

the

first

many

two "why they

beautiful

shots of

hit

the

devoted to views of the sea

another includes interesting scenes of a fish hatchery,
and toward the close there are some views of a lumber
camp. But the outstanding pictures are those taken
from

a

sluice-way, the

cameraman

traveling

down

water path from the mountain top to the base.
sides the beauty of this sequence there is a real
in

The photography

it.

is

excellent at

all

the

Bethrill

times.

not an important feature of the production, but those who appear are adequate and fulfill
There may be some confusion
requirements.
all

The

cast

is

through the same girl appearing as the wife of two
different men. The sub-title at the close in which the

men

recognize her picture

is

hardly sufficient.

Fine Novelty Offering and Should Please Your Folks
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Another of the season's novelty offerings

is

"While

the Pot "Boils," so exhibitors catering to a clientele
that

wants something new

first

Robert Bruce feature.

will

You can make

promises for the pictorial value
stills

in the

do well to book

of^

plenty of

the production and

lobby will serve to give them

of the picture's beauty.

this

an idea

you have shown the "Wilderness Tales" you will
be in a fair way to know whether or not your folks
like the sort of entertainment contained in the Bruce
If they like picturesque offerings you can
pictures.
be quite sure they'll be pleased with "While the Pot
If

A

the sluice-way sequence should
easily get them interested, sufficiently so to bring

Boils."

them back

trailer of

for the showing.

The Greatest moneyEver offered the EXHIB

m
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PICTURE
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"Nobody's Bride" Holds Attention Despite Improbable Situations
Herbert Rawlinson in

(;his

"NOBODY'S BRIDE"

DIRECTOR

Herbert Blache
Evelyn Campbell

SCENARIO BY

Albert

CAMERAMAN
AS A

as

one or two
These could

titles bring this point out strongly.
be eliminated with good results as could a few, pre-

Universal

AUTHOR

some comment, especially

sumably spoken by one of the gang of crooks that
be objected to by a high class clientele.

Kenyon

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

Provides good material for
Rawlinson and holds interest despite ordinary

The producers have seen

fit

to

may

have a death-bed

scene in the finale with the big hearted "other woman" lying shot and the hero and heroine, sad, but to
gether at last, walking out of the darkened room, and
_

"meller" situations

STORY

Quick moving crook

story, improbable

but interesting

DIRECTION

Kept story moving and held

at-

tention; final scene might have been less grue-

some

PHOTOGRAPHY

this

Fair

and will please admirers
Lake gives good performance,
others Edna Murphy, Harry Van Meter, Phillips
Alice

Suitable

Fair

Girl crook befriends
"down-and-outer," unwillingly gets him mixed
up in a plot to steal and afterwards sacrifices
herself so that his sweetheart may escape

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Rawlinson's

4,861 feet

latest

"Nobody's

release,

Bride" affords the sort of role that he appears
best advantage, and

the

action throughout

is

in to

kept

going at a good pace, all of which helps to make this
one satisfactory entertainment for those who like
crook melodrama.
The p'ot, though complicated, contains some situations that are not new, but the speed with which
the action is developed holds the interest. The idea

woman,

living alone, takes a starving

her apartment and allows him to

make

his

man

home

to

there

Will Please Rawlinson's Followers
Box
Exhibitors

catering

to

people

who

like

"crook"

and who will not mind an implausible plot,
undoubtedly be able to please them with "No-

body's Bride."

but

it

will let

The

Tell

them

it

is

title

them know

can play up the

much

hearted crook

who

befriends the starving boy, while

Edna Murphy makes

With

a pretty heiress.

his father's death, financial ruin

the loss of his sweetheart, Doris,

starving in a park.

Mile.

takes

him

to her

melodrama and you
"crook" angle by using catchlines.
is

a

a fast-moving story

gang

of crooks,

apartment and feeds him, allowing

to stay there.

Doris' uncle

is

forcing her into a

marriage with Cyrus Hopkins. The crooks plan a haul
of the wedding presents and Jimmy, unaware of the
Doris at the last
plot, is asked to drive the machine.
moment refuses to go through with the wedding and
slips out unseen, taking with her a suitcase that she
has seen the new butler slip under a table and in
which are the stolen gifts. Seeing Jimmy waiting in
the machine, she begs him to drive her to a hiding
place.
Jimmy takes her to Mary's flat. The gang
finds the loot has been taken and go to the flat. They
hold Doris for ransom, but after several complications,
Mary allows Doris to escape, telling her she is doing
it

for

Jimmy.

The crooks

a bullet ends Mary's

are caught, but not before

life.

Or Those Who Like Crook Meller

cast that includes Alice

Lake, Edna Murphy, Harry

Van Meter and Phillips Smalley.
You can arouse their interest by

isn't particularly attractive
it

is

Mary Darnay, supposedly

a painter of miniatures, really one of a

him

and

Jimmy Nevins

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

stories,

will

the material offered to

Rawlinson will be liked in the role of Jimmy Nevin
and Alice Lake gives a good performance as the kind

Story:
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY

that a

shot, he has used

good advantage. It doesn't look as though
money has been spent on the production.

Smalley

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Herbert

final

All right

LIGHTINGS .............
STAR
Has suitable role

SUPPORT

add an unnecessarily gruesome touch at
the finish.
This is the first picture Herbert Blache
has directed for Universal, and with the exception of
this tends to

with a supporting

like:

she

"She was young,

was 'Nobody's

and see why."

attractive,

Bride.'

Come

using catchlines

and

to the

in

love.

But

blank theater

=!3&"lDAILV
Good

Oriental Atmosphere But

Weak And

Jack Holt in

And

"THE TIGER'S CLAW"
Paramount
Joseph Henabery
Jack Cunningham
Jack Cunningham

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
•

Faxon Dean

WHOLE

AS A

One

while the Tiger's

of those highly artificial

make

it

Claw"

its

appeal; poorly suited vehicle for star
Makes several serious efforts to

get some dramatic value out of situations but
not successful

PHOTOGRAPHY

is

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
His

i

.

.

Good

.

admirers likely to be disappointed
with what he has to do in this
Aileen Pringle an attractive half
SUPPORT
caste;

Eva Novak

ficiality of

the theme.

It

may

Lucian

Littlefield

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Appropriate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
falls in

American engineer

love with half caste Indian girl

who

later

appeal to some folks

and care

whether the ancient Indian

little

The

story doesn't

Jack Holt, nor does he suit it.
The star has little to do but walk about in the usual
costume of the American in India, and the greater
pari of the time he's on horseback or convalescing
either from tin attack by a tiger, an attack by the natives, or as a result of being nearly drowned during
Certainly Holt hasn't much variation in
the flood.
this and his admirers will undoubtedly be disappointed to see him more or less wasted on such masuit

terial.

Director Henabery has tried to inject pictorial ap-

suitable

Grassby, Evelyn Selbie,
Periolat,

and others Bertram
Karl Stockdale, George

tale,

but the majority are not interested in ancient mys-

with some dull moments

DIRECTION

sheik

from a standpoint of atmosphere,
if for no other reason.
And frankly, there isn't any
other for not even the appearance of Jack Holt serves
to make the picture interesting because of the arti-

ticisms

for

a

savors of the Oriental sufficiently

people had thugs in their time.

Depends largely upon atmosphere

isn't

attractive

it

Oriental romances full of improbabilities and

STORY

25, 1923

Artificial Situations

strictly speaking,

to

DIRECTOR

Sunday, March

peal probably in an effort to save

what he

realized to

be a pretty weak story and his efforts at injecting
dramatic suspense have not been very successful. The
picture

is

rather good to look at but there are

moments

manoeuvers

many

and
their elaborately planned revenge on the white man.
Story
Sam Sandell, an American engineer in

dull

in

the

of the natives

:

After associating Jack Holt with first rate melodrama and recently with a thoroughly fine comedy

charge of the construction of a dam in India, marries
Sam's
the half caste Chameli who saved his life.
former sweetheart, Harriet, follows and Chameli,
through jealousy over the white girl, plans with the

number, it is not apparent why he was cast for such
an inappropriate and unimpressive story as Jack
Cunningham's "The Tiger's Claw," unless Paramount
thought it well to provide the public with another
near-Sheik picture in spite of Rodolph Valentino's
absence from the screen.

have a grudge against Sandell, to
Chameli's mother warns Sandell who finds
kill him.
with
her native lover, the latter shooting
Chameli
Chameli by mistake during the quarrel that follows.
How the natives blow up the dam and Sandell and
Harriet are saved for each other, completes it.

dies leaving

him

to his white sweetheart

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.^

May

5,297 feet

Get Over With

Star's Following
Box

You

will

have to trust to them being

the Oriental atmosphere in this one and

star's

satisfied
if

"The

Tiger's Claw."

also

But They'll Be Disappointed

Undoubtedly the

with

you happen
there isn't

ful picture
in

latest.

It

following but
is

asked

than

it

title

really

promises a much more actionis but if you w'ant to get them

on the strength of the

Where

even they will be disappointed with what he
to do in

who

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

know that this will not appeal to them,
very much you can do about Jack Holt's
to

might possibly get by with the

natives,

title, it

should not be hard.

exhibitors cater to regular patronage and they

have been successful in the past with pictures dealing
with such improbable but fairly colorful stories it
might be well to let them see this one. Of course the
star's admirers will probably want to see it anyway.

'
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Good Production Given Fair Story But
B. F.

Zeidman Prod.

those

"THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE"
Principal Pictures Corp.

— State

DIRECTOR

Jack McDermott
Gerald Duffy

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Glenn McWilliams and Chas.

CAMERAMAN
Richardson

AS A

WHOLE

Would be

ive offering

if

there

much more attractweren't so many like it of
a

late

STORY

Familiar revolutionary business but undoubtedly will go first rate with a certain class

DIRECTION

Gets off to very slow start and
drags ending but cutting would help this otherwise satisfactory
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

An Al

cast with the exception of

Lake who isn't quite the right type good
done by Robert McKim, Gaston Glass,
Joseph Dowling, Noah Beery and others less
Alice

work

;

is

important
Pretty to look at

CHARACTER OF STORY

Son of governor

Well suited

Ample

joins revolutionists but their plans are thwarted

governor in

by a clever
his power

trickster

who

has the

to tell the story instead of over seven.
The action
needs speeding up at the opening and at the close. The
start is much too slow and the climax is draggy.
Of course there is an obvious attempt to keep building up suspense and toward the finish it is very much
after the fashion of a serial, with first villain Mendozza
holding the winning hand and then hero. They take
turns at this until finally the ever popular finish for a
villain carries Mendozza over the cliff.
But there are

Mounted

Police

and lumber camp plots have side-stepped

B. F. Zeidman's production

for

McKim
Story:

is

is

Paula, sweetheart of

Don

Mendozza.

Marcello,

who

has

pledged himself to the revolutionists seeking freedom

Don

Marcello's father,

First

is

double crossed

by Mendozza. Don's comrades are arrested. Don is
thrown into the sea by Mendozza's men but is saved.

He

rushes to the rescue of his comrades and returns in
time to find Mendozza in his father's place and about

How Don

is thrown into prisdeath furnishes
Mendozza's
the cause of

on but later is
some good excitement

in the climax.

Rate For The Regular "Fan" Audience

Box
the Rose"

not the best type and

a splendid hero and of course Robert

and probably a

Do

is

at his best as the villainous,

to be married to Paula.

rate entertainment of its kind

With "The Spider and

Gaston Glass

"The Spider and the Rose,"

sure-fire attraction for a certain class of patronage,

Will

Alice Lake, as the heroine,

she does not appear to good advantage in such a role.

the real ruler,

the present to allow a number of mythical kingdom
revolutionary films to come to the fore. Among them is

first

be likely to meet with a favorable reception. Gerald
Duffy's story is not unique in any sense but director
McDermott has supplied a suitable production, pleasant atmosphere and a good cast, all of which helps to
make it interesting. But McDermott would have made
a much better job of it if he had used about six reels

7,200 feet

Eternal triangle themes, Northwest

a

For those who are fussy about their picture entertainment, want something new all the time and are annoyed with repetitious themes, the picture will not

from the tyrannical moves of Mendozza, who influences

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
stories

it,

thrills in all this for the right audience.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
for a while

who

like the serial sort of atmosphere contained
the fights, action and villain-over-the-cliff suspense that comes with the climax. All this goes big
with the regulation "fan" crowd. For them the picture is a good number.
in

Rights

Picture Needs Gutting

it all

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends upon

your particular clientele. It's up to the exhibitor to
decide if he has the right crowd for it. If he has, the picture should go over very well and they'll be thoroughOn the other
ly satisfied with what it has to offer.
hand where they are critical and you have regular patronage to deal with, it isn't likely it will do so well.

Of course
use and

there

if it is

is

a cast with

many good names

only a matter of getting them

in,

to

the

with your exploitation of the picture, should
easily do it. Use the names of Gaston Glass, Robert
McKim and Noah Beery particularly to get your crowd
title

interested and catchlines will give an idea of the story
all about.
if you want them to have an idea of what it is

ttrfjuu,

Howard Hawks
presents

Chadwfck

fr Gikhand iBm

UICKS
^^^

iff*

Directed byJack

«%

Conwau

With

Alan Hale, Walter Long, Tom
Wilson, Jack Curtis, Frank
Gampeau, J.Farrell McDonald,
Dick Sutherland, Edwin Stevens, Noah Beery, George Cooper,

Wm.

Dyer. Jean Hersholt.

We

are pleased to announce
the instant booking of this
powerful 18-star special production by Mr. Arthur G.
Whyte for the entire KeithU. B. 0. Circuit.

Early spring play dates

will

follow a widely exploited firstrun engagement in one of the
biggest Broadway picture the-

»i

tres.

"QUICKSANDS"

is

a show-

man's picture. It has, first of
It has "names." It
all, story.
has punch. It has romance,
action, adventure, rush and
dramatics.
We don't know

£

any showman anywhere who
would fail to book it on sight.

American

Helen? Ctmdmck
KcharttPiX

RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTFR

E.

GREENE, PmJnu

F B

WAWIEN. V« t /V,ufrn/

TIADE MAJK ur, U i PAT OOIQt

^Uoah Beery

•

OLlan Hale

Frank Campeau* George Cooper * V)alter1&ng* Dick Sutherland* ~JomlOilson

'

£dn>in Stevens
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Splendid Production Values, Excellent Pictorial Appeal But
Walsh Prod.

R. A.

who

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

R. A.

Walsh

AUTHOR

Sea captain finds

to trade a pearl for Faulke's permission to take the

daughter from

woman's daughter, Lorna. There is also Tommy
Warren, a white man, who is sentenced to listen to the
monotonous native drums until mad, because of his
love for Lorna. Through this complex there is fighting, plotting and enough intrigue to supply excitement
of the typical order but in between the bits of action

One

of those pictorially beauti-

tropical island pictures that

good

is

weak
Has continuous action but

to look

at but otherwise fairly

tween being

slightly interesting

DIRECTION

varies be-

it

and very dull

Quite extravagant in the

way

of

providing atmosphere of appeal and in the use
of native islanders

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

House

Peters always convincing and

worth while with George Siegmann a good villain; Pauline Starke and Antonio Moreno make
up the romantic angle

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Unusually attractive shots
Suitable

One

or

two rather

CHARACTER OF STORY
man who
ing and

in time to save his

is

lurid bits

native chief

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,333 feet

South Sea Island stories are steadily gaining in pop-

There have been quite
a few of them released in the past few months, with
Carey
R. A. Walsh's "Lost and Found" the latest.
Wilson's theme is one of the more familiar tropical
island formulas in which the usual elements are found.
There is a variety of incident that includes action,
thrills, revenge, torture, and of course, romance.

ularity, at least

With

with producers.

this material R.

May

Satisfy

A. Walsh has made

a

picture

dramatic value or for

certain

Found"

amount

that will

it

will

go with

of

make

certain exhibitors.

it

originality, there

a very desirable

But they
to.

its

is

audience appeal in "Lost and

their patrons.

the class they cater

there

are

dull

There are one or
slightly

lurid,

make themselves felt.
two occasions when the meller is

stretches that

such,

for

instance,

as

the

torture of

Faulke and the death of Waki. There is also more or
less definite sex appeal in the desire of Waki for the

white

girl,

Lorna.

will

And

have
this

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In spite of a story that doesn't reach any high spots

a

.

The Average Crowd But Gutting Would Greatly Improve
Box

for its

a verj fictitious plot, it will probably prove a satisfying entertainment. But there is
considerable about the situations contained in "Lost

stole his wife after years of search-

WHOLE

STORY

for those

don't object to

and Found" that is highly fictitious and consequently
it
has not been possible to make them convincing.
Paul Bern, who wrote the scenario, provided for
plenty of colorful island sequences that will undoubtedly prove interesting but the long episode at the close
in which two island tribes go into battle are rather
tedious in that the conflict is mostly a matter of belter
skelter action with shots of the native hordes surging
in one direction with the opposing tribe heading off
the attack. To be sure Walsh has used many extras
and the mob scenes are well handled but the sequence
is too long drawn out.
The climax of the picture might be considerably
shortened to speed up the ending. The shots of grass
huts on fire are interesting and the coloring in these
views .adds to the attractiveness of them. The cameraman have secured many splendid shots of the shore
and the sea that are particularly beautiful
The action rests with House Peters, the sea captain
who is searching for his wife, Faulke, a white trader
who stole her, and Waki, a native chief who is ready

Carey Wilson
SCENARIO BY
Paul Bern
CAMERAMAN. .Clyde De Vinna and Paul Kirschner
ful,

Story

that will appeal for its pictorial beauty and

"LOST AND POUND"

AS A

Weak

to

number

know

for

that

depends upon

In the picture there

is

a

good

variety of elements and although not outstanding in

any particular one,
torial

it

does boast of exceptional

pic-

value.

This is your. big talking point in the exploitation
Play up the tropical island atmosphere, use stills
it.
showing some of the very pretty shots obtained, show
them-Pauline Starke as the white girl reared as a naPeters
tive and a trailer of the fight between House
idea
of the
and George Siegmann should give them an
action.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
S/oner

Arthur

04/tfterr

5.

Kane,

President.

Physical Distributors
PaTHI ErCHANGL

Ii\oclai:m:s
The Advance Of The Year In Pictoejal Art
>

Monte Blue andMatqtAlden

Of

The Tents

Allah
Presented by

Edward A .Mac Manus
The

artistry of "The Tents of Allah" is comparable to the pictorial perfection of "Douglas

Fairbanks in Robin Hood."

Massive walls and towers, graceful mosques
and minarets; exotic Morocco with all its lure
and bizarre beauty. The extravagent luxury
of the Sultan's palace; the slinking squalor of
low-arched, water front cafes. Cloud-banked
skies and wind-swept wastes.
Life with the

wandering

tribes of desert bandits, plunderers

ONE* OF

cf caravans.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

A

tale of wild adventure and intrigue.
Ferocious fighting, passionate romance, powerful
drama, glorious entertainment.

Beautiful, stirring

and distinctly

THE

different.

"The Tents
Monte Blue
which

of Allah" boasts of
in

a characterization

rivals his

ton in D.

W

marvellous Dan-

"Orphans
of the Storm"; Mary Alden in
her greatest mother role, different and romantic.
It

—

tremendous dramatic talent:
Mary Thurman, Macey Harlam,

Written and Directed By

;

Crute,

Frank

Currier,

Charles Lane, Martin Faust and
others.

Griffith's

presents a supporting cast of

###N!! 1 1

Sally

m

** r* i&

reveals the adventures

and roof an American girl who
brought seven years' bad luck to
Morocco and of a daring young
It

mance

desert
bandit who plundered
caravans for riches but who had
never stolen a woman.

CHARLES A.LOGUE

«*
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Romance Foremost

In Famous' Second Adaptation of "Lonesome Pine"

Mary Miles Minter

ive production

in

"THE TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE"
Paramount
Charles Maigne

From

the story by John Fox,

Jr.,

and the play by Eugene Walters
SCENARIO BY
Will M. Ritchey

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

James Howe
number; doesn't

satisfactory

any particular high places but will please
good many
STORY
The plot has been used so many times
strike

a

it

has lost considerable of

•DIRECTION

and a good production had
with
;

appeal

its

many

Supplies

a

than she

good cast

to

work

Very good

Will please her admirers
SUPPORT
Ernest Torrence once more gives
a splendid performance as "Devil" Judd Tolliver Antonio Moreno a well suited hero others
Edwin Brady and Cullen Tate
;

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very pretty

Few

Adequate
Kentucky feud
which is finally broken through a young girl's
love for an engineer who forces law in the gap

A

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,695 feet

Even before Famous Players made the first production of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine," back
in 1916, with Charlotte Walker as June Tolliver, the
Kentucky feudal business had already served as the
nucleus of several screen stories, even to the extent
that a review of the picture at that time mentioned

was already rather hackHowever,
in
spite
of
the triteness of the maneyed.
terial, the John Fox novel has been given an attractthe fact that the material

While Maigne has given the story a good production in the sense of making the picture good to look at,
he has not developed the dramatic possibilities of the
situations to any great extent.
The only really important dramatic moment is the capture of Rufe

when he is shot by one of his own clan
than be hung according to law. And even in

Tolliver and

rather
this

instance there

"The Trail

of the

Lonesome Pine"

is

romance

it

is

a

more

little

effective since the latter

At any rate the
and should serve to

of such a familiar order.

is

delightfully handled

give the picture a satisfactory audience appeal.

The

pictorial value of the feature is of a high stand-

ard and the picture

is

good

to look at at all times.

There are numerous splendid shots of the mountain
country and the little shack of the'Tollivers with the
big windmill at the side

is

it

a very beautiful view.

The photography is first class.
The star will please her admirers as June but more
so in the early reels than when she returns from school
wearing the regulation 1923

Miss Minter has
a splendid supporting company which includes that
sterling performer Ernest Torrence who is scoring a
personal triumph in "The Covered Wagon," Antonio
Moreno who is a well suited hero and Cullen Tate as

Dave

outfit.

Tolliver.

Story: June Tolliver, daughter of "Devil" Judd,
meets John Hale an engineer, who is the first to start
law and order in the gap, long rife with a feud between
two clans, the Falins and the Tolivers. How Hale
becomes an important factor in the feud and with June,
with whom he is in love, is the cause of its abandonment, completes the story.

Satisfied

With This

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

offers a satisfac-

tory average entertainment that will please enough

people to get

no accumulated suspense. In
up the

is

romantic element of the story rather than the dramatic,

which probably

The Majority Will Undoubtedly Be
Box

she
pleasing as the frightened mountain
after hero John Hale sends her a\va\

to school.

quality

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR

is

a

Mary Miles Minter although

this latest presentation the director has played

interesting touches

PHOTOGRAPHY

CHARACTER OF STORY

much more

girl

DIRECTOR

by Charles Maigne and serves as

suitable vehicle for
is

AUTHOR

13

over without any great trouble.

You

have pictorial appeal to talk about, a good title to work
with and the name of the star will prove an attraction
if she is popular with your folks.

would be well to revive the song of the same name
The title of the picin your musical accompaniment.
they may have forin
case
ture should be familiar and
It

gotten or didn't see the

first

Famous

Players' "Trail of

the Lonesome Pine" they might be particularly interested in seeing an adaptation of the famous novel.

.

—2&*\
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Mystery Drama That Confuses More Than
"THE LION'S MOUSE"
Hollandia Film Corp.

— Hodkinson
Oscar Apfel

AUTHOR

Not credited
Not credited

SCENARIO BY

Mack Van

Peike Boersman,

Lier and Jan Smit
.... .Poorly

AS A WHOLE.

made

picture of obvious-

ly foreign origin despite the

appearance of two

in which all the time is
spent in accumulating suspense but situations
are never adequately explained

DIRECTION

Poor
Fair

Wyndham

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Probably Holland

CHARACTER OF STORY

Woman's myste-

Adequate
Poor

rious association with a pack of letters arouses

husband's suspicion until she explains

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This

latest

About

5,000 feet

Producers Security Corp. offering, pro-

Hollandia Films,

considerably below the
standard of present day entertainment and it is doubtIn

will carry

it

it

any

is

definite appeal, even sufficient

over with the less

faulty

who

direction

has

made

and

it

critical.
is

The

trouble

is

surprising that a di-

country and
should be aware of the standard expected, should turn
out as poorly constructed an offering as "The Lion's
rector

pictures

in

this

story

is

a

mystery drama

in

which an envelope

Too Incoherent To Be
Box

Very

new

likely the

incoherence of the picture could

sub-titles,

in

it

you to talk about.
But the picture can be improved without any great
trouble.
In fact the synopsis as given out by Hodof the picture sufficiently strong for

especially

in

careful editing and

be.

the

latter

reels.

some
It

is

young

girl risks

her

life

to retrieve the

famous

pearls,

woman who befriended her.
Standing, whose ability is worthier of

the property of the

Wyndham

handicapped in the role of the sushusband and Marguerite Marsh, although she
does good work, fails to make any marked impression.
Mary Odette and Rex Davis are not known in this

better material,

is

picious

country.

Roger Sands becomes jealous of Justin
possesses certain papers which Beverly
Sands is anxious to obtain Beverly is assisted by Clo
Riley, a girl she has befriended.
During the efforts
of Beverly and Clo to get the papers, Beverly's pearls
disappear and once more
Sands suspects O'Riley.
Later Sands finds the coveted papers in his- wife's
possession and returns them to O'Riley. Eventually
Beverly explains but this is gleaned chiefly from the
synopsis that she was protecting her brother from
Story

(

)'Riley

:

who

—

blackmailers.

But

New

Titles

Might Help

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

because it would hardly do to make
any sort of promises. Von could not play it up as a
successful mystery drama nor is there any other angle

them

more

w a because the material is fairly good of its kind and
might readily have served to a better purpose. There
are instances where the anti-climaxes supply real
enough thrills such, for instance, as that in which the

Entertaining

Unless the) can do something to relieve the incoherence of this story, it will be difncull to try and interest

than suspense.

—

Mouse."

The

good mystery drama is to
have a foundation for the mystery and then to build
toward a climax in which the preceding events are
fully explained.
Such is not the case here. The development has a tendency to increase confusion rather
essential of a

rather unfortunate that the picture loses force in this

Standing and Marguerite
Marsh handicapped by material and surroundings others apparently European players

\<-r\

The

mystery

PLAYERS

it

never given a satisfactory explanation of what occurs, especially in regard to the envelope and its con-

greatly eradicated by a

LIGHTINGS

fid

tend to confuse more than mystify and the spectator
is

Ordinary; had fair material but
constructed picture badly and created too much

PHOTOGRAPHY

to get

the object about which

But it is in connection with the
is built.
suspense that Apfel seems to have lost all trace of a
continuity and just kept on adding incidents which

tents.

American players
Mystery drama
STORY

duced

is

the suspense

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMEN

Mystifies

It

containing written matter

Producers Security Corp. presents

25, 1923

kinson contains, in

its first

paragraph, a more definite

explanation of the mystery than the
sub-titles, so
should be an easy matter to inject

it

one or two new, or

additional

you

titles, to clarify

might mention

guerite Marsh.
to fair

The

the ending.

Wyndham
title

the players

Standing and Mar-

of the picture

advantage with catchlines.

Of

might be used

THE
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Theme Rather Extreme But With Good Moments

Self-Sacrifice

Edgar Lewis Prod.

— State

man would

possible that any

up

"YOU ARE GUILTY"
Mastodon Films

15

Rights

DiRECTOR

Edgar Lewis

AUTHOR

be hero enough to

give-

honor to save another as obviously worthl
as the one in this instance and it is not apparent that
the mother's love for her own son was any greater
his

than that for her step-son, at least sufficiently so

to

Roy Middleton
Roy Middleton
Edward C. Earle

make. a difference which one committed the theft.
There is considerable that is not explained in the

average attraction with some
particularly good bits but a fairly unconvincing
theme.
STORY
Self sacrifice in the extreme; contains

the hero's sweetheart sometime later discovers a difference in the figures indicating that the fraud was
not hero's work.
It is also not explained why the

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
jiS

A

WHOLE

An

effective heart interest at times

D-RECTION

Uses material to good advantage
and supplies a rather good ending

i

HOTOGRAPHY

All right

L.GHTINGS

Good
Kirkwood
very
PLAYERS
capable;
James
Carleton Brickert fair villain Doris Kenyon an
;

adequate heroine; others Robert Edeson, Mary
Carr, Edmund Breese and Russell Griffin, a
pleasant youngster

INTERIORS
NTERIORS

Suitable

All right

i

iJETAIL

Ample;

titles

CHARACTER OF STORY
of

half-brother

who

too flowery at times

Man

assumes

guilt

later refuses to clear

his

name
themes have

5,000 feet

always held a

certain

popularity with the picture-going public so they will

probably be fairly well satisfied with this latest Masunion release, "You Are Guilty," from a story by Roy
Middleton, with James Kirkwood playing the most

important role, that of a
of a theft
his

committed by

man who assumes

the guilt

his half-brother in order that

mother's heart will not be broken.
is much that is unconvincing about

Of course there

s.lf-sacrifice situations especially

when they

ried to the extent that they are in

Should

this.

are car-

It is

barely

draws verv well
with the usual "fan" crowd. They are enthused by the
noble hero who sacrifices himself to save his mother
You can always rely upon
from a broken heart.

amount

that
of audience appeal
rv

,

this twist to

and

Overlooking the inconsistencies of the plot. Director
Lewis has managed to sustain the interest satisfactorily and the use of the flash-back makes a first rate
development in this case. And the material is generally used to the best advantage with a first rate heart
interest in connection

with the introduction of the
son of hero's former sweetheart who is the means
of hero's resolve to win back his place in the world.
James Kirkwood can always he relied upon to put
over a role such as this and he does good work at all
little

He

not always properly lighted, especially
for close-ups.
Doris Kenyon is adequate although
is

she might have greatly improved her appearance by
Mary Carr is the mother
a more becoming hairdress.

and others are Robert Edeson, Russell Griffin, Edmund
Breese, Carleton Brickert and William Riley Hatch.
Story
Stephen Martin assumes the guilt of a theft
committed by a half-brother Jos. Grantwood who
promises to clear the former's name in a year. How
Martin is double-crossed, loses his sweetheart and becomes a wanderer is followed by the eventual clearing of his name and a reunion with the girl, now a
widow.
:

gain the sympathy

this should prove'

i

of a typical audience

no exception.

Right Audience For

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Yon can probably satisfy the average audience with
"You Are Guilty" since the situations contain a cer
tain
uu

mitted, to also take care of the guilty son.

Go Over Well Enough Where You Have The
Box

as, for instance, the fact that

mother did not clear the step-son's name in the eyes
of the law since she knew he was not guilty, even
though her own son was the guilty party. It would
have been a simple matter for hero's sweetheart, now
the owner of the business in which the theft was com-

times.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
S^lf-sacrifice

course of the story such

Should you cater to

In that event

not be so easy.
.

a critical clientele, the job will

,

,

.

.

,

it

would be well
,,

,

,

the picture and decide for yourself whether to
!t

^

ed.

how * would

to see
,

show

be best to § et them interest "
Use the names of the players such as James Kirkif

so

>

WO od, Mary

Carr and Doris Kenyon.

Short Stuff
Type

'Under Secret

Out"—Jack White— Educational

"Kick

2 reel

of production

comedy

Educational comedy which has been
directed by Del Lord under the supervision of Jack White,
is not particularly mirth- inducing, but with the beginning of
the second the fun becomes lively, due mostly to the animal
The cast includes Lige Conley, Otto Fries,
stuff injected.
Kewpie Morgan and Lillian Hackett, and the story deals with

This

first

troubles

of

a

after the

gets into a set

where they are using

lions

and

The lions are hungry and mess
adding many laughs to the picture.

accidentally.
erally,

lets

them out

things up gen-

"The Extra Seven"— Range Rider— Pathe

Type

of production

There

is

Type

of

Yorke Norroy

2 reel detective story

of production

reel of this

would-be scenario writer, who, friendless
moving men take his furniture away, tries
in every possible way to get past the gateman and into the
He
studio of the Hokum Film Co. without an official pass.
finally does get in and from that time on trouble starts for
He
the studio in general and every director in particular.

the

and alone,

—Adventures
—Universal

Orders"

This

is

new

the second story in the

series of the

"Adven-

tures of Yorke Norroy," being made by Universal, and starrEach of the episodes is complete in two
ing Roy Stewart.
with any other story in the series.
connection
reels and has no
involving the capture of pastories
detective
Those who like

pers of international value, etc. will find them good entertainment. This one is rather better than the first, the action tak-

ing place in

New York

instead

as in the preceding story,

of,

Robert Gordon, a courier for the U. S. Dept. of
in Paris.
State, is bringing some important papers over from Europe.
On board ship one night he chases some men who have attacked a

woman

in

the

next

When

cabin.

Washington, his papers are missing.
to Yorke Norroy, former member of
How he unravels the mystery
help.
say nothing of rounding up the thieves

he

reports

at

His sweetheart appeals
the Secret Service for

and clears Gordon, to
and obtaining the miss-

ing papers comprises the balance of the action.

2 reel western

plenty of action in this two reeler and sufficient

suspense to keep your folks interested until the finish. It is
a regulation western with a couple of crooked card players,
and a cowpuncher hero but the direction is good and the story
moves at a fast pace. Leo Maloney, the star, has written and
Pauline
directed the film in connection with Ford Beebe.
Polly,
and
Osborne
the
man.
Curley is the girl,
Bud
bad
whose mother owns the ranch is in love with a "puncher,"
but she accuses him of encouraging her brother to gamble.
A card game is staged by a crooked player who, being "called"
by Maloney for having a crooked deck, knocks the brother
out and blames it on Maloney who has left after quarrelling
with his girl. A final chase and some exciting action enable the
hero to clear himself and condemn the cheat.

$1,000,000

Pathe Review No.

Type

A

13— Pathe

of production

novelty

is

1

reel

magazine

introduced in this issue of Pathe's Review un-

"From Nothing To

—

."
This consists of comfrom chaotic masses. This particular "trick" has not been seen before and it is interesting to watch. Another interesting subject shows the masks
and costumes employed by the ancient Alaskan and Northern
Indians in driving away sea devils and bringing good luck

der the

title

of

plete pictures being evolved

to

the fishermen.

showing scenes

in

The colored bit is particularly
Normandy in blossom time.

beautiful,

TO LOAN

Against Completed Motion Picture Negatives

RELEASE PRINTS FINANCED
Commercial Traders Cinema Corp., 128 West 52nd

St.,

New York

WANTED
FOR SALE
A SPECIAL FEATURE
EVERY WEDNESDAY
IN

THE FILM DAILY
^

'

of the First Preferred
Eight.

Just

one good

picture after another
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Price 5 Cents

1923

Held At

Stamford Studio
)hn

W. McKay and George

—

I
.

I

I

'

John

—

Interested
a Year Planned

liger

Famous Players and

W. McKay,

lanager

former general
Mayflower and George

of

A

company.
by 200

plot 200

ft.

mittee of Famous Players relative to
the sale of the house.
It seems quite likely that the deal

on Guernsey

near the New Haven station, has
[een secured and in about a month

go through and that Famous
and Grauman will relinquish control
of the ownership but, as pointed out
will

It
lonstruction wilf get under way.
planned to erect a three-story
|5
>lant which will have room for three
One unit, to be owned
ompanies.
nd operated by Stamford Pictures,
about six pictures a year,
>lans
ome of which will be directed by
(Continued on Page 2)

yesterday, retaining a 25-year lease at
the same time. The new owners plan
to add seven stories to the present
building, for office use.

Preview on Saturday
There will be a preview of
"Enemies of Women," at the Central
on Saturday, prior to the regular

Here

Richard Willis, of Willis and Injis here from Los Angeles.

'.is,

Rogers May Work Here
Will Rogers may make one comedy under the Hal Roach banner in
East before leaving for Hollywood.
the

Laemmle Due April 10
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Carl Laemmle expects to be back at his New York

—

office

by April

10th.

Routine Business at F. P. Meeting
Routine business was transacted at
:he annual meeting of Famous Players
Elek J. Ludvigh, Ralph
yesterday.
Franklin,
E.
E.
Harold
Kohn,
Shauer and Eugene Zukor were reelected to the

board of directors.

opening the next day.

Ralph Connor's novels rank among the best-sellers, and like those of
Zane Grey, are ideally suited for the screen. "Winner Take All,"
adapted from his "Glengarry School Days," as a book was a big success; as a picture it bids fair to be one of the surest money makers of
the year.
It's a Hodkinson picture presented by Ernest Shipman.
Advt.

Ten Days' Grace

Honor Schulberg

Virginia Censors to Withhold Titles
of Rejected Pictures Until Ex-

"Bennie" Guest at Ritz DinnerNumber of Out-of Town Film

Men

Them
THE FILM DAILY)

changes Can Revise

Present

B. P. ("Bennie") Schulberg had all
Richmond, Va. As a result of the sorts of compliments leveled at him
protest of exchange managers in this last night as guest of honor at a dinterritory, the State Board of Censors ner in the Crystal Room of the Ritz(Special to

—

of Virginia, has adopted a resolution

O'Reilly Heads T. O. C. C.
Charles L. O. Keilly was elected
president of the T. O. C. C. yesterday.
He was an uncontested candidate.
In view of the fact that Lee
Ochs has attempted to rally support
to Harmon Yaffa for the vke-presiiency, a fight was expected by Charles
Steiner won by a substantial majority.
Other successful candidates

Grauman

prominent coast real estate operator,
has been in New York some days
conferring with the finance com-

it.,

Willis

Sid

holding the selling price of the
Metropolitan theater in Los Angeles
at
A. C. Blumenthal,
$4,500,000.
are

inthe
director,
are
lerwilliger,
a studio planned
for
in
crested
Stamford Pictures,
.tamford, Conn.
nc, have been formed there as the

olding

$4,500,000

That's Price Set on L. A. Metropolitan by Famous Players Seven
Story Addition Planned

TerwilSix Pictures

Simmons in Deal With C. B. C.
Joseph Simmons has closed a deal
for the entire foreign rights on all of
the C. B. C. output for a year, exclusive of those few territories where
C. B. C. will have about 18 pictures.
The pictures have been sold.

Arthur Loew Sails
Arthur Loew, foreign manager of
Metro sailed Tuesday on the Aquitania for an eight weeks' tour in the
interests of the foreign distribution
of Metro pictures. He will visit England, France, Italy, Spain and Sweden.

Saville Looking for Player
Victor Saville, an English proSchulberg is here for the first time
Chesterman, under which publicity in about a year or since he started ducer, is in New York from London,
will be withheld for a period of ten his partner
arrangement with Al seeking a female lead to appear in
days on rejected pictures to give the Lichtman and B. P. Schulberg. Last "Women to Women," in which
Saexchanges an opportunity to bring night's party was just a "get together" Michael Morton will appear.
them into conformity with the find- at which Schulberg renewed a num- ville has secured Graham Coutts, to
Coutts directed
ings of the Board.
ber of old friendships and met repre- direct the picture.
and
Exchange managers of Washing- sentatives of fan magazines and syn- "Paddy-The-Next-Best-Thing"

presented by

its

ton f.ave complained that the bulletining of rejected pictures and notificaFollow
tion made to exhibitors in Virginia
Jame and
Jos.
For 2nd vice-president
of rejections before eliminations and
Max Miller.
For secretary S. A. Moross.
other changes can be made, has reFor treasurer Hyman Rachmil.
sulted in a great loss of business, exAl Friedlander.
For sergeant-at-arms
hibitors fearing to book rejected picFor executive committee (New York)
William Landau and Leo Brecher. Represent- tures even though finally passed by
ing Brooklyn
Rudy Saunders and Billy
(Continued on Page 6)
:

:

:

:

:

Carlton.

chairman, Evan R.

dicates.

told a lot about
Schulberg's past, starting in the days

Jack

Bachman

"Flames
Marsh.

of

Passion."

starring

Mae

together
To State Right "Othello"
and then right up the line to the pres"Othello" will be state righted
Harry Reichenback was through the Howells Sales Co. The
ent time.

when they played marbles

(Continued on Page 6)

first

State,

territory

sold

is

New York

which has been purchased by

Stuart
the First National exchange.
Hodkinson Going to Cuba
manager for Howells.
Hodkinson, general man- M. Kohn, sales
Kenneth
Charles
Richmond
boro.
Representing
expects to leave on a trip the end of
Rowland Leaves for East
ager of United Artists, is en route
Northern
Jersey:
Representing
Moses.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
From there he goes to the week to close some other territo Cuba.
Leon Rosenblatt, Joseph Stern and Louis
David P. Howells and Ben
tories.
Rosenthal.
Los Angeles Richard A. Rowland Mexico City, and then visits a numown the picture jointly.
Blumenthal
For finance committe: Saul Raives, Harry
left for New York yesterday.
ber of Western exchanges.
Brandt and E. H. Behrend.
:

Brandt. Representing the Bronx: Bernard
Edelhertz.
Representing Queens Hy Gains:

:

—

THE

DAILY
New Criterion Record
"The Covered Wagon," has estab-

84 Wed'sday, March 28,1923 Prices Cents

lished a new record for gross receipts at the Criterion, the total being
The
$10,873.50 for the first week.
the first Satheater seats 01)8.
turday, the receipts were $1,790; on

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

Sunday, March 18, $1,799 and on the
following Sunday, $1,812.

On
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New

WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,
Joseph

and

INC.

Dannenberg,

President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoste, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States.
Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
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$15.00.
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Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
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California— Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

of

1601.

— Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest
W. FredThe Film Renter,
Shafteabury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
man.

Coming

Ave., London, W. 1,
Paris Representative
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tional in Atlantic City on April 15th.
leave for the East shortly.
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Hood,"

first

will

Incorporations

— H.

Capital

of the Moon," Allan
picture since "Robin
be the feature at the

Rivoli next week.

(Special

B. Prod. Inc., ManhatAttorney, E.
$10,000.

E. Hoenig.

Tax Lien Filed
to THE FILM DAILY)

— Van-Schenck

Albany

Capital
S.

Mo.

City,

The

—A

tax lien has

for the collection of admission taxes amounting to $7,910.95.
The' penalty is $7,651.03.
lien

is

the

of

McKay and TerW. Morehouse,

Davenport

At

Hotel

27-28 at the Philharmonic.

in

dinner given in
Stamford last week, at which were
present about 40 prominent residents,
the plans of the company were exThe backers feel that the
plained.

Stamford.

a

to

the

fact

that

Famous

Enterprises,
At$10,000.

Hechheimcr.

LOUIS MEYER

Players,

ctosMEr^HLMLABS*
'

TH
251 'UesG 19 Street'

,

W&bkins

7620 -7461

Burr Recovering
C. C. Burr, who suffered a severe
attack of pneumonia, expects to return to his desk the latter part of

CADWALLADER

C. L.
Art Director

Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java.

Los

Angeles

Burston

ARE COSTLY

and

READY CASH THE
HITCH
CALL ON US FOR LOANS
IN
Prompt

ANY AMOUNT

Service and Moderate

Rates
Reputable Propositions Invited
to Consult with No Obligation

Pomona
THE FILM DAILY)

— Louis

WHEN DELAYS

Head"

Accident at
(Special Cable to

Investigate

is

survived
by a widow and two
daughters. The accident occurred at
Pomona. The impact was so severe
that the automobile in which Burston
was riding was thrown 300 yards
down the track. "Desire," which

!

$&ffiadet@a>
CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway

Properly Present Your Photoplay

Burston completed before his death
will be released through Metro.

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Cieltea 8284

»*

—

Albany Sylvia Playhouse, Inc.,
Brooklyn. Capital $4,000.
Attorney,
M. Grossman. Brooklyn.

Manhattan.
torney, H.

owner

Henry

is

next week.

been filed here in the U. S. District
Court against the Dubinsky Brothers,
who operate the Tootle in St. Joseph.

1,800

'30
4,000
Not quoted

.

Albany

williger

1,000

Cents

tan.

Name

siders.

"Glimpses

Not quoted
...

.

World

96%
6/2

96

Griffith...

Loew's

900

—

Cosmopolitan and other companies
have sent units there to secure outdoor stuff and feel that the locality
"Grumpy" Goes to Rialto
is a suitable one in which to construct
"Grumpy" will move to the Rialto
a plant. Space will be leased to outon Sunday.

Kansas
High

(Special to THE FILM DAILY*
Hollywood The Screen Writers'
Revue of 1923 will take place April

(Continued from Page 1)
Terwilliger, who has just completed
Only," for Pyramid.
"Wife in

They

—

Quotations

Coast Writers' Revue April 27-28

Stamford Studio
Interested with

1923

28,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY}
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck, exteriors available in and around
Mike Gore and Sol Lesser will at- Stamford include everything that can
tend the annual meeting of First Na- be found in Hollywood. They point

S.

53a

Meeting

for 1st Nat'l

Wednesday, March

Coming with a roar—

Emory Johnson's Giant Epic Of The Screen

—

Albany Dutchess
Amus.
Co.,
Beacon. Capital $25,000. Attorneys,
Levy. Gutmari & Goldberg.
Albany
Levy,

— Goodstraus

Amus.

Co..

Capital $100,000. Attorneys,

Mineola.'

Gutman & Goldberg.

Albany

—The Campro

Amus.

Corp.,

Manhattan. Capital $500,000. Incorporators, D. L. Pell, William Matthews and J. J. Hegt, all of ManPresented

hattan.

By

By

Albany

—

Ogden

Operating

Corp.,

Manhattan.
orators,

Herger.

IncorpCapital $20,000.
E, and L. J. Glisk and ..M.
Attorneys, Mar.\ & Snydeck-

er.

P.

A.

POWERS

Who

Starring

Story

M"ai

Has

Never Made

RALPH LEWIS
Emilie

Ttie

a

By

Failure

Johnson

((QcLuxiticrncd UZctuAJi^

The

FRO.

colossal money-making successor to "The Third Alarm" is thundering on with
an explosion of showman's dynamite that will rock the foundations of the
entire industry with profits and capacity houses
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In the Courts

PatneNews
No. 26

DEAD—The

BERNHARDT

SARAH

world's greatest actress passes away in Paris;
scenes of her last visit to America.
I

FIRST FRENCH VICTIMS OF RUHR
OCCUPATION— French hold public funeral

for
in

two

officers killed

by an unknown hand

Buer, Germany.

TESTING FIREFIGHTING APPARATUS
MADE FOR SKYSCRAPER DISTRICT—
N. Y. City Fire Department tries out a new
II ton tower; a stream can be directed to
the eighth story of a building.

News

from

Berkeley,

Cal.,
Calcutta;
etc. etc.

Chicago; Tolt, Wash.; Tokio,

New

Theaters

—

Grand Rapids The Regent
opened in August. The house
under construction.

will be
is

now

In the suit of Jewel Carmen against
Fox Film and the William Fox
Vaudeville Co. for $42,500 damages,

on the ground that because of wrongful interference by
the
defendants
the Frank A. Keeney Pictures Corp.
refused to carry out a contract with
her by which she was engaged to appear for two years in films, the Appellate Division has granted a motion by the plaintiff to strike out the
defences. The higher court reversed
a decision of the lower court which
denied the application.

The

decision

means

SOME

SCOOP
SOME SERVICE!

that unless the

defendants can frame another answer
which the courts will hold to be sufficient, the paintiff will be in position
to ask for judgment.
The defences
included were that Miss Carmen was
of legal age when she made the Fox
contract and was not an infant, as
she asserted, and for that heason the
Fox people were justified in warning
the Keeney corporation that it might
be the subject of legal proceedings if
the contract were carried out. As a
result of the action of the Fox people
not
carried out,
the contract was
after Fox had agreed to be responsi-

EXCLUSIVE
and intimate

PICTURES

any damage the Keeney corporation might sustain.
Another defence which the Appel-

ble for

Paterson, N.

J.

—Jacob Fabian plans

the erection of a new 2,400 seat house
to cost about $450,000.

the

—

Springfield, O.
Construction work
nearly finished on the theater being
built for J. W. Maxey.
is

Detroit—The B. F. Keith Co.
!

build a $3,000,000 theater here.
site has not yet been selected.

will

The

—

Bonne Terre, Mo. The Grant
Amusement Co., now have the Odeon,
a new house under their control.
Havelock,

Neb.—J. W. Hoffman

has
leased the new
theater being
erected here, to T. J. McLaughlin.

Jersey
tion will
shortly.

City

—The

Greenville

sec-

have a new 2,500 seat house
Construction has already

inadequate

late Division holds

is

of the late

that

Fox people acted without malice

on the advice
in the

of

their

honest belief that

counsel and
its contract

with Miss Carmen was valid. A third
defense stricken out is that in an injunction suit brought by Miss Carmen in the Federal Court against
Fox she won in the lower court but
the Circuit Court of Appeals decided
she was not entitled to relief in a
court of equity by reason of her repudiation of her contracts with the
United States
defendants, and the
Supreme Court upheld this decision.

The

Division

Appellate

DIVINE" SARAH

BERNHARDT

decides

that the Federal court decision in the

SHOWN

injunction suit does not apply in the
State court action at law for damages.

Elvins Theater Burns

been started.

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo.—The theater was

—

Carbondale, Pa. The new house
on Main Street has opened.
The
Comerford Amus. Co., have sponsored the project.

—

Renova, Pa. W. H. Lee, has been
awarded the work for the bu'lding of
a theater in this city for J. J. McFadden.
The theater will cost $500,000.

Elvins,

stroyed by

fire

last

de-

week. The total
one was injured

No

loss was $30,000.
seriously.

Under Strand Control
to THE FILM DAILY)

Criterion
(Special

—

The Criterion has reopenof
the
ed under the management
Mark Strand interests with pictures,
Stanton With Universal
musical comedy and vaudeville. Prices
are 10 and 20 cents at matinees and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Richard Stanton has 25, 30 and 40 cents at night.
been signed by Universal to make a
production starring William DesLuporini Buys Shipman Films
Buffalo

—

mond.

Operator Burned In Theater Fire
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sklstook,
Okla.
Al Landernau,
projection operator was burned to
death and another employee of the
Palace severely injured in a recent
fire which destroyed the house.
The
loss is estimated- at $125,000.

Ferdinand V. Luporini, Inc., has
purchased "The Man from Glengarry," "Glengarry School Days,"
"The Rapids," "Blue Waters" and
"St. Ilario" from Ernest Shipman
for Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay; a series of Cin.ival comedies
from C. B. C, for the same territory
and "The Mystery Mind" serial for
Brazil.

New York's
leading Broadway
Four

(Special to

Now

Playing

in

of

Theatres Less than 24
The Mark Strand
hours after announceThe Rivoli
ment of this greatest
The Rialto
Loew's State

actress' demise.

International

News

RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

~

:

.
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<

THE
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^t Broadway Theaters
Capitol
The Capitol Magazine opens

the bill at
Capitol this week, followed by "Im•cssions of "Carmen," which consists of
The third unit
:veral additional numbers.
Unit No. 4 is a
the feature, "Suzanna."

le

•elude

"The Big Show"

to

Selections

smedy.
show.
ic

on

a

the

Hal Roach
organ close

this week by the
"1849," by Mortimer
an assistant conductor at the house.

orchestra

is

Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz, a regular feaNext comes "Through The
follows.
ire,
reat Lakes To The Sea," a short reel;
Mischakoff, violinist, who plays
lichael
minor; the Rialto Magazine
jncerto in
id "King of the Vikings," sung by Frank
Alice Brady in ^ "The
obbins, baritone.
"Snub" Poleopardess" is the feature.
rd Comedy, "Before the Public," finishes

E

A

le

Smalley's Relatives Not Hurt
Goldwyn Confab in Chicago
DAILY)
FILM
Mrs. Ida Smalley and Emerson
(Special to THE
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
meetduring
together"
A
Exports
"get
Smalley, relatives of Phillips Smalley
Washington
Chicago—
January, as reported by the Depart- ing was held at the local Goldwyn were residents in the 57th St. apartment of Commerce, included a total branch on Sunday with district ment house that burned the other

—

film,
of positive
ft.
11,271,151
at $460,809; 4,092,590 ft. of
sensitized unexposed film, valued at
$101,832, and 462,673 ft. of negatives,

of

valued

$611,039.
the positive

is

The overture rendered
ialto
'ilson,

The monthlv total
Approximately 20% of
film exported went to

supervisor George A. Hickey presidPlans were discussed for the
ing.
Among those
campaign.
spring
present were B. B. Reingold of the
M. M. Gottleib of
local branch:
Minneapolis; Sam Shurman of Mil-

day, but they escaped injury.

waukee, and others.

Canada, exports to that country being

Eng2,125,892 ft., valued at $97,094.
land, however, as the best market
both for sensitized unexposed films
and for negatives.

Buddy Messinger's third Century
Comedy is "All Over Twist."

performance.

Norca's

fourth

be

will

release

"With Naked Fists," featuring Tom
Kennedy and Leonard Clapman.

HAVE FOR SALE
Several theatres

now

operating.

proposition for individual who
could give personal attention.

Rivoli
"1812"

1923

January Exports $611,039

valued at $48,398.

Rialto

28,

MADISON AVENUE
EQUITABLE TRUST
BUILDING

347

SUITE

1308,

Good

"Riesnfeld's Classithe overture.
il
Jazz," "Sea of Dreams," a secnic and
The Three Little Maids," dancers; follow,
he weekly pictorial and "La Villanelle,"
come next. The
/ Helen Yorke, soprano
is

Write for particulars.
A. F., Room 304 41 Park

New York

;

Row

NEW YORK
Tel.

Vanderbilt

CITY
5074

City

ature this week is "Grumpy," a William
"The Ghost Breaker,"
Mille production.
ith Felix the Cat in the lead, is last.

>e

Strand
Excerpts from "Sweethearts" is the openig musical number, which also consists of
The Strand Topical Resub-units.
iree

ew

is

then

ire

is

orner."

screened,

just

before a

vocal

*>WE

The fea"The Little Church Around The
An organ solo, the last number

id scenic

prologue to the feature.

illows second feature attraction,
[ac Lean in "Bell Boy 13."

NEVEP DISAPPOINT'"

OtOMLOWFllM iABORgrOKKES

Douglas

INCORPORATED

At Other Houses

220 WEST 42 «e STREET

"Down To The Sea In Ships," at the
ameo, and "The Covered Wagon," at the
riterion, are the only hold-overs on Broaday this week.

.

PHONE

NEW VOPK

BPYANT 5576

Maurice B. Kriger is no longer
Dnnected with Abbey Pictures.

HE SAID
SHE

SAID,

THAT'S

COUNTERFEIT LOVE
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FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
I

MARKET PLACE
STORIES BY
Owen

George

FOR THE PRODUCER

WHISPERING WIRES

EDWARD SMALL PLAY CO.,

Baxter

AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL
A

Curtis Benton

Max Brand

1493

Charles Neville Buck
Edgar Franklin
Arthur Preston Hankins
James B. Hendry
Peter Clark Macfarlane

Broadway

Published

M. R. Fink, General Manager

CARL

Representing

MILLIGAN

G.

Service for Authors, Inc.
West 42nd Street, N. Y.

1476

Rupert Hughes!
Rex Beach!

of

Gertrude Atherton!

Exclusively by

MARY FORREST
Bryant

T

"DAGMAR,"

Milton

Furniss,

L.

W.

Gropper,
Charles

A.
Brightman,

V.

Bradley

Celebrated Authors Society, Ltd.
723

Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

New York
Owners

by Mau-

"To

Anthony

Stories

Paul Kelly
"Raffles"

stories,

by E.

W.

Hornung
"The
"The

God Forgot," by
Edward E. Rose

Little
Little

Easy Terms

Girl

Pauper," by
Taylor

Howard

Brokers

New York

HAL

G

EVARTS

of

the

West

TUMBLEWEEDS
published in

SAGE

Both

229

P.

45th St.

BORY

West

OSSO

35th Street

York, N. Y.

Phone Longacre 2744
Sole Agents for the Society of

great European

produced by Selwyn

&

Inc.,

part

"SPRINGTIME OF YOUTH,"

a musical play,
produced by the Messrs. Shubert

HANS BARTSCH
-

Authors and Dramatic
Composers of France

*

Co.,

produced by Charles Frohwith Doris Keane in title

Empire Theatre Building
Protected

W

Mme. Nazimova, now

Molnar,
author of "Liliom," produced by David
Beiasco with Leo Ditrichstein in principal part

to

Red Book
Book Form

in

35

&

New

BEN AMI in title part
-THE PHANTOM RIVAL," by Franz

Apply

Out

Bryant 2564

OSCAR

with

man,

Now

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

to the following stage successes

"JOHANNES KREISLER,"
novelty,

Silent Call)

two epic stories
of the development

published in

New York

starring

The

(author of

THE SETTLING OF THE

AVAILABLE

"THE CZARINA,"

the Highest Bidder," by

Lamb
CO., Inc.

Saturday Evening Post

City
of

All the Laura Jean Libbey
All "Arsene Lupine" stories,
rice Le Blanc

All

Sir Gilbert Parker!
David Graham Phillips!

on tour

sham, Beulah

Grace

BARDINE &
723 7th Ave.,

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.

The Screen Rights

(For Pictures)
F. S.

J.

has written

908—1540 Broadway

NOW

St.

THE CLINGING VINE
JUST MARRIED
MADAME SHERRY
Authors:
Poynter,

Y.

Ask—WEISS BROTHERS'
Suite

Tel. 1944

Broadway, N.
Bryant 4065

By Arthur

For Sale— Their Big Stories

WALL

West 42nd

Agent

WILCK

Arthur Stringer!
H. S. Cooper!
Alfred Henry Lewis!
William Hamilton Osborne!

Gouverneur Morris!

Longacre Bldg.. N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

220

D.

Mark Twain!

Montague Glass!
Jack London!
Harold McGrath!

"WAY DOWN EAST"

801

"MY GAL SAL"
"THE SPIDER AND
THE FLY"

GUARANTEED BOX-OFFICE AUTHORS

Lottie Blair Parker

M. V.

name

Bryant 3660

SKIES"

Controlled

of that

months.

Tel.

C.

"UNDER SOUTHERN

Author

by

Adapted from the famous Song
by Paul Dresser

LAURA

screen.

LADY"
Based on the Song

in

Sole and Exclusive

foremost

authors for stage and

33

By

the

"MOTHER WAS A

Saturday

the

in

popular editions
Published
by Grosset & Dunlap
Playing on Broadway for eight

Frank L. Packard
Kenneth Perkins
William Macleod Raine
Ben Ames Williams

And Many Others

Melodrama

Evening Post
Published in book form
Moffat, Yard & Co.

r

Edison Marshall
Johnston McCulley

thrilling

Sole Rights to

New York

French Novels and Plays
Stage and Screen

for

THE PICTURE ON
THE WALL
Novel by

J.

Breckenridge Ellis

GIRL HE COULDN'T BUY
Big Box Office Title and Play

Jay Packard, Sole Agent
25 West 43rd Street
Vanderbilt 5221

THE

GLOBE— "Bell

Rialto
AMfeRlCAN There is a good storm
scene * * * a large number of the regulation
palm trees waving in the regulation way,
and the usual amount of South Sea atmo-

—

sphere * * *
Alice Bradv does as well as could be expected * * *

JOURXAL— Henry

Kolker

directed the production, which is not without some rather fair dramatic moments.
Of course there
the usual half-caste
(played by Miss
.is
Brady), the millionaire American hunter;
the clean-cut hero; native hula dances and
almost every other ingredient that goes to

EVENING WORLD—

make up Movie Formula No.

GLOBE — It

was another South Sea

island

—

—

done

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

Alice Brady
She
than
this.
deserves better material
makes the most of what there is, and that's

about

and

Love

Montague

all.

at times

POST—*

is

convincing

amusing as the caveman.
*

*

They (the cast)
make the picture

best they can to

*

do

*

*

the

effective.

There are some good settings, especially a
storm scene with bending palms..

SUN—*

quite interesting* * *
The role of Tiare, * * *
Brady splendidly. She puts into
*

MAIL To

be

sure,

"Bell

Boy

13"

is

moving picture. The incidents
It is
the story are hackneyed and old.
This
worth while
because of McLean.
comedian has a contagious smile and a quiet
manner of acting that is pleasing.
IKLEGRAM It is one of the most humorous of films* * * The situations are very
not

a

in! feet

in

—

funny

TRIBUNE—*

*

*

one of Douglas
While there

Lean's funniest pictures.
tle
is

in it that
consistently

Page 1)
usual style
alternately slammed and praised almost everybody in the business. Other
(Continued from

and

toastmaster

in

his

made by Dr. A. H.
Roy L. McCardell.
When Schulberg spoke he managed

addresses were
Giannini and

about Preferred Pictures
and delivered a general talk along
humorous lines. A number of vaudeto forget all

augmented festivities.
About 100 were present, among
them a number of out-of-town film
These included Ben AmsterMac- men.
is litdam. Philadelphia; Harry Charnas,

new, it moves swiftly and
amusing.

is

Van Pelt Leaves
Van Pelt of Sacred

Films,

yesterday for Los Angles.
The untimely death of Dr. Harwood
Huntington, president of the company has necessitated a change in opInc.,

Miss
her performance all the necessary fire and
dash, tempered by her exceptional skill as an
actress.

TRIBUNE — In

"The Leopardess." at the
Alice Brady is seen to advantage;
never has she looked more attractive on
the screen than she does in this tale of the
Nor has Montague Love, her leadtropics.
ing man, often had a part better suited to
It is a piece of hack
his talents. * * *
work, not badly done, but commendable only
because it shows us Miss Brady looking
prettier than she has hitherto looked on the
Rialto,

ville acts

Ten days will be granted the
tributor in which to bring his
into acceptable form, this limitaj
being placed upon the withholding
the complained-of bulletining in o:
to insure prompt action on the
of the exchanges. Chesterman sta

Joe Friedman, Chicago;
Detroit;
Nathan
Gleichman,
Gordon, Boston and L. W. Korso'n,
Cleveland:

Philadelphia.

"We wish to be perfectly fail
the course we take and to allow
motion picture people every poss
advantage under the law."

left

Baby Peggy Features Soon
W. E. Lusk Dead
THE FILM DAILY)
First National was advised by
Los Angeles Babby Peggy, starerating plans.
A new president will ring in Century Comedies for some from Washington yesterday
be elected after Van Pelts arrival. time past, will shortly graduate to Walter E. Lusk, manager there
Weingarten remains here.
features under the Universal banner died. Lusk who was 35 suffered f
with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Julian cancer. He was formerly with I
Kathlene Martyn has been signed directing.
Three
pictures
are National in Cleveland and was l
by C. C. Burr.

(Special to

—

l

well known.

planned.
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what DR. RIESENFELD thinks OF
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
THE

THE

THE

RIALTO
TIMES SQUARE

RIVOLI
BROADWAY AT

CRITERION
SQUARE
TIMES

49™ STREET

screen.

"The

Church Around The

Little

NEW YORK

OFFICE OF THI

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Corner."
Warners Strand

—

March 20

EVENING WORLD— Frankly,
care

"The

for

Little

we didn't
Church Around The
Strand.
the
week at

19

Corner," on for the
Mainly it irked us because it is so apparently
one of those film efforts built about a title,
and practically nothing else.

GLOBE—"The

Little

Church Around The

City

My dear Mr. Weinberg:
There is no question
in my mind that a good trailer is the
best medium for a motion picture theatre
to reach its clientele and announce its
forthcoming productions; especially when
the trailers are made up in the de-luxe
fashion such as yours , containing the high
spots and dramatic action of the announced
ohotoplav.
With best wishes for
your continued success, believe me,

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH— David

—

.

2 3

Mr. A. Weinberg,
National Screen Service, Inc.,
126 West 46th Street,

Corner," while an obviously old-fashioned
story, has been made in a decidedly newThe first part of the picture
fashioned way.
the
is acted almost entirely by children, and
histrionic ability displayed by the youngsters
*
is nothing sort of marvellous.*
MAIL * * * just an ordinary photplay
with tear-producing hokum * * *

Ken-

neth Harlan acts with that spiritual quality
so essential to a proper portrayal of the role,
and Pauline Starjce distinguishes herself
as the dumb girl with the most touching
piece of work we have seen on the screen in
some time. Claire Winsor and Herbert Bosworth are also good. It is a good picture,
even though the theme is somewhat hackneyed.
,.
.
POST It is full of sentiment and "situations" which are for the most part, overdrawn, but generallv effective for the masses.
Whether you will be deeply stirred
by this picture depends primarily on your
No one, however, regardreligious beliefs.
less of his or her faith, can fail to be excited
by the very excellent melodrama in 'The
,

Very sincerely,

SUN —

Church Around The Corner." Most
melo-drama is at least honest and is
not presented with a smug, eye rolling spirit.
Little
of the

TELEGRAM — * * * filled with
a pretty romance.
TRIBUNE— "The Little Church

moments and

thrilling
*

Around

the Corner," shown this week at the Strand,
save in one deis well above the average,
The cast of the picits interior sets.
tail
* * *
This
ture could not well be better.
worth seeing.
is a good picture, one well
little soft soap for the laboring classes now and then will do the motion
pictures no harm, and no one knows it bet-

iging Director

DE LUXE TRAILERS NOW READY
KICK IN
SAFETY LAST
BELLA DONNA
ADAM'S RIB
GLIMPSES OF THE MOON

—

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE,

_

WORLD— A

ter than

*
the up-and-coming Warners.
enough sentiment and a large enough

There

is

supply

of cut-and-dried "conflict situations"
to satisfy the gullibility of audiences

in

it

almost anywhere.

1«

(Continued from Page 1)
the Board. Sidney B. Lust, of St
Films, Inc., of Washington, st;
that it was the experience of ss
men that exhibitors feared to b
"remade" pictures on the belief
if
once rejected the eliminat
would take the life out of them.

Phil

Ernest

28,

Ten Days' Grace

*

TELEGRAM—
suits

of

ion.

33.

but
so much to its discredit
with a great deal of zest by all concerned,
especially by Miss Brady and a sure-enough
leopard that broke throught a plate glass
window in time to kill the villain.
MAIL- * * * has not the compensating
element of having been photographed in that
country, as have several other recent picThe story is improbable and unintertures
esting, and yet because of the woman-taming
idea may "get over," so to speak.

yarn

Boy 13" does considerable
the long arm of coincidence,
Yesterday's audifarce doesn't?
Douglas
found it highly amusing.
ence
M;u I. i.m. who this writer insists is Mr.
performs
successor,
Fairbanks's only logical
in his usual breezy and highly capable fashstretching
bu1 what

Wednesday, March

Honor Schulberg

Strand

"The Leopardess"— F. P.-L.

EVENING

Boy 13"— 1st National

"Bell
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Long-Pending Deal With Distinctive

Start Renewal

^Reissues to
Distributing

f'nick

Myron

in

of SelzActivities

The long-pending deal between Arthur S. Friend of Distinctive Prod.

to actively re-enter
distributing field with the release
every week.
Fourteen
ft a re-issue
h'e already been selected, among
several Norma and Constance
t
llmadge vehicles.
n a few days, the assets of the
yious units will be pooled into one
onpany, to be probably known as
and
tf Selznick Distributing Corp..
activities as a distributor will
t -ii
Myron Selznick has ac\ resumed.
governing
post
in
the
q)ted
a
(binet, as it is known, but he may
pduce in addition as a personal
It
is
Itlture.
a question whether
not Selznick will ever enter prot
cction again. Several deals with out«le producers are reported under way.

and F.

tract.

were under way for
was reported first in
tluse columns that the transaction had
been
practically consummated. This
was on March 15. It was then stated
an confirmed yesterday that DistincNegotiations

some

Goldwyn
some of
these have been announced. The first
will be "Backbone," then "The Rag-

"Steadfast Heart" and
Harmon
Play" which
Weight will direct with Alfred Lunt
Other
and Mimi Palermi starring.

"Two Can

controlled by Distinctive are
of the Tenements," by Anzia
Yc/ierska;
"The Green Goddess,"

stories

"Salome

of the reorgaui-

of Wetona," "Maroon"The Woman Game,"
Patrol," "The Law
["he Midnight
Compensation," "A Lady's Name,"
rhe Road of Ambition," "She Loves
id Lies," "The Poor Sim- " "The
in That Was His." "The Invisible

"Blind

ivorce,"

"The

and

Youth,"

"Just

Man Who

a

Lost

:imself."

"Told with steady, gradually cumulating force. 'You Are Guilty,' is a
picture and a story that will live in the memory longer than does the
average feature," is the opinion of George Blaisdell of Exhibitor's Trade
Review. Advt.

—

Now

Deal

Court Approves Transfer of T. and
D. Stock to West Coast Theater,
Inc.
111 Houses in Chain

management

The

of

understood to be busy
igaging musicians to take the place
the orchestras that are expected to
alk out later in the week.
leaters

are

:

hipman Handling Canada Himself
Ernest

Shipman

stated

yesterday

deal with Hodkinson in no
ay altered his original "Ian to re:rve
for himself the foreign and
anadian rights on his productions.
Hodkinson
has
contracted
for
his

lat

rhe

Man

Winner
jlengarry
apids."

from
Take

Glengarry" and
All,"
based
on
Schooldays," and "The

Shipman

negotiate
ireiern
sales
independently; while
Canada he is distributing through
7

s

will

Burpee and West, Montreal; and
Ontario and Western Canada by

own exchanges.

He

is

repre-

in Quebec and the Maritime
anadian Educational Films, Ltd.

:nted

Plan of Distribution Adopted
Principal Pictures Via State

—

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

lo

—

San Francisco Judge E. P.
Shortall has given formal legal sanction to the transfer for $1,675,000 or
90 fA of the stock of the Turner and
aters,

Broadway

New

of the
actions

circuit to West Coast TheInc., thus finally closing one

most important theater transin

the

history

coa

of

t

amusements.

was made to
(Continued on Page 8)

Application

Judge

Lesser

pictures

Samoa, where

Famous Players. Lloyd Griscom,
former ambassador to Japan, will be
toastmaster.

Warners Sign Beaumont
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Harry Beaumont
(Special

—

has been placed under a long term
contract by Warner Brothers, following the completion of "Main
Street."
Mr.
ture under the

Gold Digger."

Beaumont's

new

first

contract

is

pic-

"The

yester-

organization,

will

it

The M.

Unit For M. P. T. O.
O. announced yester-

P. T.

dav that a Greater New York division had been formed for affiliation

with the national organization. The
statement said that although many of
the members belonged to the T. O.
C. they had decided to affiliate with
include.
"The tin national body because they desired
which Lesser the advantages of such an organiza-

.."

has taken over from Bcnnie Zeidman;
"East Side, West Side," "Temporary

Man From Ten
Marriage." "The
Strike" and "Bright Lights of Broadway." The latter will be made by

George Fawcett.

for

will

Spider and the Ro;

April

to his de< arture for
he will gather material

own

New York

(

The

clude

prior

its

day that Principal intends selling its
next five pictures under a franchise
arrangement to state right exchanges.

Dinner for Flaherty April 12
Asia Magazine will give Robert J.
Flaherty a dinner at the Waldorf on
12,

announced

to release about

Cosmopolitan Prod, next season.

From

by

Right Exchanges
Irving

Goldwyn expects
12

probably get about 26. This, together
with the Distinctive dozen will bring
the total for next season to about 50.

5 Film Franchise

Closed

Dannken
Expect Musicians Strike

Adopted
"The
Weavers,"
and
Inheritors"
"The
Father"
"Hearts and Fists."

"The

Heart."

Hit"

12 pictures for
The titles of

Edge,"

ged

"The Heart

!

make

distribution.

Ition

ade with the various financial illso that the pictures will go
rough Selznick exchanges.
The reissues already selected inude:

It

1

i

tests

time.

tive will

p settlement has been made with
Lerested parties relative to "Rupert
Hentzau" and "The Common
sure
that
committee feel
arrangements will be
.tisfactory

Godsol of Goldwyn was

J.

closed yesterday. The distributor acquires 12 more pictures under the con-

m

members

Closed Increases DistribOutput to About 50

utors'

If

nv." but

—

Now

"Cabinet"

ielznick plans

,

To Goldwyn

12

Revivals First

.

tion.

Farnum To Truart?
Deal Reported Settled— Dolores Cassinelli

by Edmund
probably inMoore. Doris Kenyon and

Zeidman from
Goulding.

Tom

Mav Be Added

a scenario
The cast will

to the

List
(Special
I

os

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Aneeles— It

William

is

Farnum's

reported that
independently

made pictures will be distributed
Eight Serials from Universal
through Truart Prod. M. H. HoffLTniversal has reorganized its serial man is said to have closed the deal
East. Farnum
policy and production staff on the before leaving for the
has completed his contract with Fox.
Eight are planned for next
coast.
year.

These

will include

"The Eagle's

Talons," "Daniel Boone," "The Steel
Rail." "The Last Submarine," "By
Right of Conquest." "The Fast Exand
Paradise"
press," "Beasts of
"Midden Gold." "Daniel Boone" and
"By Right of Conquest" are of an
historical nature.

The Truart product

is

distributed

state right exchanges on a franHoffman is due in
chise basis.
York today from the coast.

via

1

New

1

was reported yesterday that Hoff-

man had made

a

deal for a series of

Dolores Cassinelli pictures.

:

;

THE

To
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i
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Barry
(Special

exploitation

Koston for Assoc-

in

Springfield, Mass
age the Capital
is

has

INC.

for

left

where he will manand Bijou theaters.
the owner.

in "Printer's
to

Coast Brevities

Springfield

recently
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Hollywood,
Walter R. Green?,
California
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
"Phone, Hollywood

—

1603.

— Irving
—

Chicago Representative

Mack, 738

Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest
Ban.
The Film Renter, 53a

S.

W.

FredShaftesbury

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
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Internationale
Filmschau,
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Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

.

do pfd.
Gold'yn

Close

...

89%

88

97

964

...

6s/&

....

19-4

884

6%

Griffith

Loew's

Triangle*

..33

194

194
33

World
*

3,000

3,000
1,000

Not quoted

Cents

And

Guts

Flashes

Charles Ray's boat, the Mayflower,
has been opened to the public to aid
the Studio Club Drive.

Preparations have been completed
dance of the First

Wednesday

the

Commodore

night.

(TcScLuxitiorvcU (fictuAjU^

"THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Lem

ers office in

New

Redman,

Artistic

of

Films Ltd., and George E. Redman,
Ltd. of London, who arrived here on
the Lapland is making his headquarters with Edward L. Klein.
With
him is Manning Haynes, director of

Edwards has finished
two-reeler for Universal.

Xeeley
first

work on
his

Arthur Stuart Hull supports Herbert Rawlinson in "Twenty Dollars."

Eric G. Stacey, assistant to

—

department is keeping far in
of
production.
advance
Herbert
Rawlinson is working in "Fools and
Riches," in which he has the support of Katherine Perry and Doris
Pawn.
Harvey Gates is preparing
"Thicker
the continuity of
Than
Another Rawlinson story
Water."
'

be
Gerald

will

"Two

Bells for Pegasus," by

"Blinkey," by
Beaumont.
Gene Markey, is the current Hoot
Gibson vehicle. Edward Sedgwick is
Eva Novak is compiling a book directing "Out of Luck," which is
titled, "Beauty Hints To The Blond."
being prepared in scenario form by
George C. Hull. "Sawdust," by
Wallace MacDonald is at work at Courtney Riley Cooper, scenarized
Goldwyn studio on the revival of by Harvey Gates, is ready for Gladys
"The Spoilers."
Walton when "Crossed Wires" is fin-

M.
has

C. Levee, of
just purchased

ernment

United Studio,
from the Gov-

five aeroplanes.

ished.

Trowbridge Back From London
Carroll

Trowbridge, general
S.
of Allied Artists, Inc., Ltd.,

The Edward Small Co. has opened with headquarters in London, is in
60474 Hollywood Blvd., with New York after nine months abroad,
Hugh Jeffrey in charge.
to confer with Hiram Abrams.

at

The

cutting

and editing of "De-

has been definitely suspended,
due to the illness of Rowland Lee.

HAVE FOR SALE

sire"

Victor Potel, famous with Essanay
the old days has been cast for a
role in "When Jerry Comes Home,"
a James Home production.
R. GREENE.

Several theatres

now

in

A.

Write for particulars.
Room 304 41 Park

F.,

WALTER

New York

Haynes

also here.
They will visit various
studios, studying American production methods.
Redman has brought
with him prints of the above pictures.

loooooooo

FOR SALE

TO LOAN
Mansfield,
fire

proof

structure, one of most valuable downtown
properties in this seven day city.
Population 35,000 and growing fast.
Theatre has best equipment obtainable
including two manual fifteen stop, Kimball
Organ, and the latest heating and cooling
system, all in the most perfect condition,
seats 850.
Building has two store rooms bringing

steady rental.

Owners rave interests requiring all their
attention.
Sale price $200,000 cash for clear title
to entire property.

against completed

motion picture
negatives ******
release prints
financed ~.~~~

A. PARTELLO, Manager
Box 358
Mansfield, Ohio

W.

Special Features
H. INCE STUDIO,

operating.

proposition for individual who
could give personal attention.

Good

is

The Majestic Theatre Building,
Ohio, new modern, absolutely

1923

ario

Artistic Prod.,
among them "Th
Monkey's Paw," "The Head of the
Family," "Sam's Boy," "A Will And
A Way," "The Skipper's Wooing"
and "Monty Works The Wires."

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
THOMAS

started

for 1923.

29,

Some Coming "U" Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Universal scen-

manager

Redman Brings Films Over
E.

first

York.

Stewart will be attached to
Harold B. Franklin's department at
Famous, where he will act as sort
of "go between" man for the theater
division and the exploitation force
headed bv Claud Saunders.

George

Babv Peggy has
her

Stewart, head of the

Lem

Fidelity Pictures have moved to
the Robertson Cole Bldg.. and not
the Godfrey Bldg., as stated.

for the annual
Nat'l
Club
at

Stewart with F.P.-L.

exploitation department of Southern
Enterprises, will join Famous Play-

200

97
300
6f£ 1 200
Not quoted

33

Atlanta

Sales

.111?4 111-4 11134
.

(Special

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Ethel Grey Terry is
at present working on "What Wives

Devil"

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
Wesley Barry has
completed his 12 weeks' personal apagrer;
A. Cron, Advertising Manager. pearance
J.
tour in connection with
Entered a* lecond-claas matter May 21, 1918,
"Heroes of the Street."
He will
at the poit office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March
1879.
start work on April 2nd on "The
Terma (Postage free) United States. Outside Printer's Devil," an original story
of Greater New York, $10 00 one year; 6
Wilmonths, $5.00: 3 months $3 00.
Foreign written by Julien Josephson.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. liam Beaudine will direct.
Joieph

JP>-

Thursday, March

COMMERCIAL TRADERS

CINEMA CORP
128 WEST 52*81 NEWYORK

LOS ANGELES

I

City

Row

3iu

—
WW

1

*—

lursday, March

29,
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A

"Grumpy"

is

a perfect

ble for its charm.

gem

photoplay humor.

of

It

should not

fail to

NEW YORK

Artistically produced.

Nota-

please anyone.

CALL.

famous Uncle Josh of "The Old Homestead." This is the
"Grumpy"
finest piece of acting Mr. Roberts has done during his long and brilliant career.
Mystery, thrills, suspense, and charming love story.
is the type motion picture fans love.

Theodore Roberts excels even

his

—NEW YORK JOURNAL

H

"Grumpy"

one of the most dslightful of

is

played with his usual gusto.
plished,

all

Theodore Roberts' screen characters and

Tasteful, dignified, entirely true to

life.

Players

—NEW YORK

charming people.

"Grumpy"

OF COMMERCE.

reveals the fact that the role which brought Cyril

all

is

accom-

TRIBUNE.

Maude fame and money on

the

stage can be even better played by an accomplished character actor like Theodore Roberts.

He

is

—NEW YORK

a joy to watch.

AMERICAN.

Theodore Roberts like an undersized rubber glove. Although
this sterling actor has done some mighty fine things, "Grumpy" stands out among his other
Heartily enjoyable entertainment.
roles like the Woolworth Building on a desert.

The

T

character of

"Grumpy"

fits

—NEW YORK EVENING WORLD.
—NEW YORK

Roberts gives unceasing pleasure.

t

It is

doubtful

"Grumpy."

if

Theodore Roberts' talents have ever

The acme

been

so

brilliantly

displayed as in

—NEW YORK

of cinematic art.

Adolph Zukor

SUN.

JOURNAL.

presents a

William de Mille

A

production

(paramount
(picture
CORPORATION
^FAMOUS PLAYERS-LftSKV
fc.»rf«"«

"GRUMPY"
with

THEODORE ROBERTS, MAY
McAVOY and CONRAD NAGEL
Screen play by Clara Beranger.

Adapted from

the play by

AOOLPM ZUKO0.

T. IVigney Percy va I

Horace Hodges and

—

'

Thursday, March

A m o ng The
Mundstuk Buys Jungle Picture
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit Dave Mundstuk has pur-

—

chased "Heart
Michigan.

New
(Special

to

studio

the Cosmosart,
Blvd.
Beverley

Three companies are already
on the lot.

work-

at

Players

"farmed out" Rus-

Griffin who will have an important role in "Lawful Larceny." Burr
plans to produce a series of pictures
hi which the youngster will star.

New

It is

3700

at

new

Famous

C. C. Burr has

Coast Studio

opened here.

situated

for

to

sell

THE FILM DAILY)

— Another

Hollywood
lias

Jungle"

the

of

Loaned

In

(Special

Company
THE FILM DAILY;

Frisco

to

San Francisco—The Bellineo Corp.
the newest independent in this city.
Offices are located at 019 Chronicle
is

Bldg.

Progress Buys More
(Special

—

Pittsburgh
Progress
have purchased from C. B.

(Special

Pictures

"Her

('..

Husband." for West Va.
and Western Perm.
Accidental

Deal on "After Six Days"
Weiss Brothers have sold "After
Six
Days" to Dave Starkman, of
Standard Film Exchange. Philadelphia, for Hastern Pennsylvania and

Xew

Southern

'

(Special

Sales

Goldburg, head of the InPictures, announces tin
following sales on "Flames of PasJesse

sion."

distribute "The Little
II., nve." iii Southern N.

Film

Red
J.,

J.

"The

Power

Devil's Partner" and

Lost

Luxe

Independent

dependent

duction.

Philadelphia— De

on the
"Four"

Souls."

The

Divine,"

"The
series

for

Sydney, Australia
Film Service, Ltd.,

Delaware

Eastern Penn.

Barker Starts on Second

—

(Special

to

Hollywood

t'ne

started
his

THE FILM DAILY)

— Reginald

Barker

has

work on "The Law Br'ngers

"

second picture for Louis B. Mayer.

Seattle.

Everybody's Booking

Lasky

taken over
distribution of "The Dinkum Bloke."
has

which was made

in

More Room

Milwaukee 'Change

(Special

for

Australia.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Milwaukee J. S. Grauman will
the Lichtman and Celebrated
Players exchanges from their present

BELASCO

move

quarters

Wells

Toy

406

at

where the

St..

to

Bldg..

space

floor

greater.

Players, Chicago

Sell Favorite

THE FTLM DAILY)

k.

(Special

—

Favorite
Players
Film
Chicago
Fxchange has passed from control of
I.
Van Ronkel and Morris Fleckles
io that of

lack

1

[ays.

Chicago -Majestic
I

as closed

it-

New
Lai

i..

doors.

Century Series

the.

Julius

Gorham

Stern

Follies,

a

has

collec-

appearing at the Amsador Hotel, to produce a scries
f
six two reel Century comedies for
release next season.
Archie Mayo
v ill direct and
Doris Eaton will be
tion

of

girls

i

PRESENTS

MILTON
IN

SILLS

HER

WHY WOMEN

ACCIDENTAL

RE-MARRY
A T^LEi^1
BQXOFf Ct ARE Y0U

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

Los
signed

Exchange

Film

PRODUCTIONS

713
is

A FRANCHISE HOLDER?
nssacuyneb
f/PHOTa-PL^VS

-larred.

HUSBAND

SHE MARRIED HIM DECADE
SHE HATED HIM
ALL STAR CAST

MIRIAM COOPER

MITCHELL LEWI9
MAUDE WAYNE,
FORREST STANLEY
RICHARD TUCKER'
KATE
LESTEQ
DIKECTtD BV
DALLAS
M FITZGEGALD
!*0»v BY

LOIS ZELL
COPVftiCHT AMO D

CB.C PILM SALH5 COC

One

of the largest national distributing organiza-

now prepared to sell and distribute State
Rights productions for the entire country or for territories remaining unsold.
tions

is

you have product of merit which is still open in
one, or more, territories, you will do well to communicate with us for quick action and immediate
If

returns.

Box

888, care Film Daily

of

been

;

THE FILM DAILY)

Australia

— Famous

has

Apollo Exchange for Greater New Yorland Northern New Jersey; Griever Prod
for No. 111. and Ind; All. Star Feature Dist,
Ariz.,
Nev. and Hawaii; ExCalif..
lor
elusive Films, for Mich.; Lande Film, for
Ohio and Kentucky Midwest Releasing Co
for
Iowa and Nebraska; Mountain States
Film Attractions, for Colo., Wyo., New
Mrs.. Utah, and Iowa; Quality Film for
Penn. and West \'a. ; Standard Film for
Negotiations art
Xo. Mo., and Kansas.
near completion for New England, and the

THE FILM DAILY)

to

"The

Valley

sold to:

will

School

ersev.

"Dinkum Bloke"

Gets

to

of
Fielding,
Louis Romaine
General Film Corp. states he will
begin work about April 1 on "The
Toll," for the Producers Co-operheaded by C. S.
Syndicate,
ative
National
Barrett, president of the
Farmers Union of Union City, Ga.
The story deals of the struggle between the farmers of America and
the middlemen on trices.
St.

Some

Progress Close for Five Arrows
sold Progress Pictures,
of Pittsburgh, the following for East
Penn. and West Virginia:
"The Little Red Schoolhouse,"
"The Rip Tide," "Man and Wife,"
"None So Blind" and "The Broken
Violin," an Atlantic Features pro-

Plans Farmer Story

Fielding

THE FILM DAILY)

to

1923

dep endents

Arrow has

and

29,

It

Film Booking Offices of America presents

dunn
in

"CAN A

WOMAN LOVE

The most
Story by

LIKE

Wyndham

TWICE?"

brilliant picture of her career

Directed by James

Gittens

W. Heme

a rare piece of exquisite tapestry that

impression forever in the memory
of lovers of the beautiful, so will this wondrous photodramatic masterpiece be remembered
for years to come.

j leaves

its

a production for people who appreciate the
finer things of life. It is bigger, better, finer in
every sense and particular than any motion picture of its kind.
It is

Here

the rare jewel of magnificent

is

drama that

YOUR

make

theatre the mecca of thousands
who will be given a new enthusiasm for picturegoing. Gentlemen, this is one of the finest producwill

tions you've ever been offered.

You owe

it

to the

prestige of your theatre, as well as to your certain
profits, to book it and boost it to the limit.

Proudly

OFFICES

FILM BOOKING

by
of America,

distributed

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave.

New York

City

Exchanges Everywhere

!

THE

Newspaper Opinions
"The Queen

of
thal

AMERICAN—If
the

i

the

you

to

like

see

moun-

temples blown down, and
to
it
asunder, you will liki
Continental film, "Queen of Sin.'

blown

tains

up.

*
* *
There is a hectic lovi storj ol the
present day * * * but the flash-backs to the
Biblical era are by far the most interesting
phase of the production.
It succeeds neither .1- a
DAILY
It is
photoplay nor as a spectacle *
true that the spectacle scenes are gigantic,
*
*
*
those
However,
but they are tedious.
who like huge temple s.ts. etc., whether thej
mean something dramatically in the story or
not, and those who like to see the landscape
KO up in chunks, will find at least that, provided they can sit through what goes before.
EuroCertain

NEWS—

EVENING JOURNAL —

pean pictures have accustomed one to
forward to seeing gorgeousiicss and lavishThe chances are that
ness of investiture.
the makers of "The Queen of Sin" thought
were thunderously impressive
efforts
their
and artistically successful. They are neither.
The settings have only bigness and no
The photography is conventional
beauty.
and the direction uninspired.
They don't go in
EVENING
look-

WORLD—

for screen
over here,

as we know it
as shown in
rather pathetic so

drama over there

"The Queen

and

the

results

of Sin" are
In fact,
the acting is concerned.
us as many, many weakstruck
the acting
links binding together some of the finest
film spectacles we ever beheld.
In the opinion of this writer
such an inexpertly produced, badly
it
is
acted, and generally dull picture as to hardly
merit critical attention.
Two spectacles are shown. *
You will
These are stupendous, indeed.
marvel at the hugeness of the fete given
the riueen and wonder at the destruction
far

as

GLOBE —
MAIL—

of

MORNING TELEGRAPH— With
then

Sodom.

A city of marvelous beauty, as designed
by the German artists, is destroyed by fire,
brimstone, lightning and deluge. *
The picture is marred by a jerkiness in
the action and an overwhelming number of
captions probably made necessary in cutting down the length.

HE

nothing

is

respect
the performance,
Huge
be desired.

left

to

one of them
Griffith's scenic

erected,

David

W.

surpassing
effects

in

and throughout, whenever
"Intolerance,"
great quantities of extras mill
for,
about in impressive fashion.
with it were fragments,
they
were very fragmentary, of a
gigantic spectacle called. * *
'i

I

1ST—'Combined

and

lie

spectacular

Griffith

parts

of

interesting,
although
did a far better job

The acting
"Intolerance."
by American standards.

is

the

film

David

Wark

years ago in
poor, judged

SUX — Some

of the pageantry and specwas really imposing and beautiful.
hi se
gorgeous flashes didn't come quite
enough however. The picture carried a dull
even when it shifted to those quaint
storj
i

* * *

'lays.

*

—

*

*

*

—

TRIBUNE It is less effective than
"Intolerance," although in the two vision
scenes there are some unusually beautiful
shots, and it has an immense amount of mob
mileage.
*
*
entirely
worthless as
*
drama, with along toward the end a surflash
spectacle
prisingly
magnificent
of
photography.
It is sad to contemplate the
and
will
go
see
the
picture
who
to
many
miss these fine views.

WORLD —

Steffes
special

—

Milton Hoof man
Francisco
and his wife were here last week.

San

Holbrook Blinn. now appearing

at

has been signed to apMary Pickford's next.

the Alcazar,

pear

in

Joe Kerr and Berthold Berger,
both connected with Gerson Pictures, have left for New York.

The Co-operative M.
opened
Bldg.

offices

Ivor

in

the

McFaddon

P. Prod, have

Golden
is

Gate

production

WHEN DELAYS

ARE COSTLY

and

READY CASH THE
CALL ON US FOR LOANS
IN

ANY AMOUNT

Prompt Service and Moderate

HAROLD LLOYD'S
leading lady

BOBBY BURNS
in a series of ten

TWO REEL COMEDIES

Investigate

Distributed via the

OPEN MARKET

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Cielsea 8284

130

West

46th Street

New York City

WOULD YOU

LIKE
SAID,

by

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.

was unwarranted.

SHE

is

featured with

Reputable Propositions Invited
to Consult with No Obligation

Rebukes Larkin

SAID,

who

Rates

to

of the state M. P. T. O., has severely
critized the attack recently made by
Fred Larkin, Green theater, Anoka,
Minn., on the Cohen administration.
In the rebuke. Steffes said the attack

JOBYNA RALSTON,
New

HITCH

THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — W. A. Steffes, head
1

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

*

from a spectacular
point is perhaps the best cinema that has
reached this country from Europe.
* a lot of money has been
TIMES *
lavished on this picture by a director who
hoped to make this Biblical theme a success.
There are some crowd scenes that
applause.

192

manager.

TELEGRAM—*

elicited

29,

are

tacle

old

Thursday, March

'Frisco Flashes

part of

spectacular

thi

1.,

Sin"— Ben Blumen-

— Lyric

-2&fijDAILY

THAT'S

COUNTERFEIT LOVE

—
<*HE
March

lursday,

Work On "Expo" Buildings Start
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Steamer Sailings

—

of steamers for foreign
Hollywood Construction work on
with time of sailings, destina- the exposition buildings has been
and points for which they carry started.

Jjiling
jiL
)1

-2&*,DAILV

1923

29,

Men Who Know

as follows:

a are

Convention Dates Changed
Friday
"*
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sartia sails at 4 P. M. for Port Said;
Minneapolis
The dates of the
close at 12 M. for Egypt, (specially
Port Antonia sails at 12 M. state M. P. T. O. has been changed
dssed).
mails close at 9 A. M. for
Kingston
to April
11 and 12.
24-26

—

,

;

r

nca, (Cuba must be specially addressed),
umar sails at 12 M. for Antilla; mails
9 A. M. for City of Antilla, Cuba
i! at
Cuba must be specially adtir parts of
Redbird sails at 12 M. for Vera
ri:d).
close
at 9 A. M. for Mexico
mails
i;
Matura sails at
lally addressed only).
1M. for Georgetown; mails close at 11
[.
for Grenada, St. Vincent, Trinidad,
Bolivar and Guiana, via Grenade,
lid,
Haiti sails at
and Georgetown.
la
M. for Jacmel; mails close at 12 M.
;

April

10,

was

the former schedule.

Bobby North

Apollo

Exchange,

New

York,

yaw

NER," the first four of our smashing semi-western features and
said, "Draw your contract for Greater New York and Northern

New

Exhibitor Files Petition

of the

"FLAMES OF PASSION," "THE POWER DIVINE," "THE
VALLEY OF LOST SOULS," and "THE DEVILS PARTJersey."

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Fort Wayne, Ind. Clayton W.
Buck, proprietor of a theater in
Angola, has filed a voluntary petition
in bankruptcy listing his assets at

Griever of Griever Productions, Chicago, screened the
said, "Your terms are fair I'll take the twelve,
but rush the first picture I want to start immediate release."
Si

same subjects and

',

•laiti.

Saturday
Iliance sails at 10 A. M. for Cherbourg;
3 close at 6 A. M. for Europe, Africa
Asia

c(West

(specially

Ma-

addressed).

M. for Southampton;
M. for Europe, Africa
(Norway must be specially

sails at 10 A.
close at 6 A.

il

i

dWest Asia,
issed).

Fillmore

President

sails

at

11

for Cherbourg; mails close at 7 A.
r Europe, Africa and West Asia, (NorSweden, Denmark and Finland must
Blydendijk sails at
jecially addressed).
mails close at 8
if.
for Rotterdam;
I.

Netherlands, (specially addressed),
at 12 M. for Liverpool; mails
at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
Kung(specially addressed).
Asia,
sails at 12 M. for Gothenburg; mails
for

la

sails

Norway,

8.30 for
and Finland.
at

Sweden,

Stavangerfjord

Den-

sails

at

Bergen mails close at 8.30 A.
Juliana sails at 4 P. M.
or Norway.
.

for

;

mails close at 12 M. for
Fort St.
(specially addressed only).
i,
ge; sails at 11 A. M. for Bermuda;
Bermuda and
7.30
for
close
at
Orizaba sails at 11 A. M. for
serrat.
ma; mails close at 8 A. M. for Cuba,

^Barcelona;

$550,

and

Two

Theaters Deliberately Wrecked

liabilities at

$7 °:?.

And

—

A

addressed only).
Pastores sails
for Port Limon; mails close at
9 A.
M. for Cuba, (Cuba, Canal Zone
and Panama must be specially addressed).
(specially
at 12 M.

Ponce

sails

at

12

at

8.30

two weeks he was working

five prints in

Northern

Illi-

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Detroit Vandals entered the Park
and Catherine-Duplex, both owned
by the Lynch Bros., last Thursday
and completely damaged the interiors.
Both screens were torn apart.
reward of $500 is being offered for the
capture of the guilty parties.

close

in

nois and Indiana.

A.

M.
M.

for
for

San Juan

mails
Rico, St.
Martins, St.
;

Porto

Thomas,

St. Croix, Saba, St.
Eusetatius, San Pedro de Macrois and Santo
Domingo City. Zulia sails at 12 M. for
Maracaibo; mails close a t8.30 A. M. for
Curacao, and Venezuela, (also specially adPorto
Rico.
correspondence
for
dressed
Lassell sails at 12 M. for Buenos Aires;
mails close at 9 A. M. Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay, (specially addressed).

Louis Hyman of All Star Feature Distributors, San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles, took eighteen seconds by a stop watch
after screening these first four features to say "yes" and wrote
out his deposit check for California, Arizona and Nevada.

Harry Lande of the Quality Films. Pittsburgh, and Lande
Film Distributing Co., Cleveland and Cincinnati, said, "I wish
you had fifty-two instead of twelve, would take them all," and
signed his contract for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky, and he is releasing them one ever)
two weeks.
I

David Mundstuk of the Exclusive Film Co., Detroit, Mich..
said, "There is more meat, story and action in these five reel
productions than is usually found in the so called $100,000 speThe only difference is you have not got big ball room
cials.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

his signature to a contract for the entire twelve fol-

sets,"

and

lowed

his remark.

Otto Gaden and John J. Georgen of the Midwest Releasing
Co., Omaha, Nebraska, said, "We have been holding our bank
you sure have
roll until something worth while came along
have
started
to
do
and
they
a land office
got it and we want it,"

—

The

delicate tones

shadow

between highlight and

that skillful exposure has secured in

the negative, are reproduced in their
values

business.

On Eastman Positive Film.

Warren of the Standard Film Co., Kansas City, Mo.
have seen too many punk westerns so you have got to

Frank
full

It carries

said, "I

screen the

J.

first

four of this series for me."

We

did

—and

he

the quality of the negative through to the

bought.

screen.

us see who the
wise ones are going to be in Boston, Minneapolis, Atlanta and

Watch

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

this list

grow and

in the

meantime

let

Dallas.

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPORATION
JESSE

1540 Broadway

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

J.

GOLDBURG,
-

-

President

New York

City

THE

•a&akDAILY
Paramount Exploiteers in South
Paramount exploiteers have been

Now

Thursday, March

29,

192

Windsor Coming East
Shorewood House Again AttacktS
to TIJE FILM DAILY)
(Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY1
(Continued from Page 1)
assigned to all of the five southern
Milwaukee—The Rev. F. P. Rei
Hollywood Upon the completion
exchanges of Famous Players in- Shortall by Attorney Theodore J.
who
is
taken an active part in 1
Mrs.
representing
Hattie of "The Eternal Three," Claire Windeluding the Southern Enterprise of- Roche,
opposition
to the erection of the n]
Turner,
widow
of James Turner, one sor will make a trip East.
fice at Oklahoma City.
house in Shorewood, has attacked I
Harry C. Swift, has been transfer- of the founders of the circuit, and

Deal

Closed

Claire

(Special

—

red from Cincinnati to New Orleans, Mrs. Margaret C. Dahnken, wife of
Alex W. Hicks has hern sent to Fred Dahnken, the other founder,
Charlotte, Jack Hays, to Dallas; and who was unable to appear in court.
Mrs.
Turner appeared as the
George W. Gabrill to Oklahoma
City.
The vacancy in Cincinnati guardian of her five children. The
caused by the tranfer of Swift has money to go to the children was outbeen filled by Ralph (Buster) Thayer, lined in the application to the court
formerly manager of the Century, as follows.
Ruth Turner. $97,396.84; Margaret
Baltimore.
Turner, $90,266.03; Florian Turner,

j

character of films that will be shol
in the new theater, charging that ol
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
educational films should be sho
Philadelphia
Herbert Elliott, man- in the residential section, and
ager of the Palm, and Oscar Neu- churches can take care of that.

Lease Atlantic

Theater

City

—

feld,

co-partner with

the

in

DeLuxe

Tony Luchesse
have taken

Film,

a

buy, on

lease, with an option to
the Park in Atlantic City.

long

Steve Carr, son of Marv Carr,
been cast for the final scenes
"Little Old New York."

New Paramount Exchange

in Java $90,266.03; James Turner. Jr., $90.open a new ex- 266.03, and Virginia Turner, $90,change at Sourabaya, Java. Donald 266.03.
Francis Dahnken, a son of Fred
H. Rodriques has been appointed
Dahnken, will get $207,198.35, and
general manager i.i this territory.
Margaret Dahnken, his sister, $150,021.48. The remainder goes to Mrs.
A Friendly Split
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Turner and Mr. and Mrs. Dahnken.

Paramount

Hollywood

will

—

It

said

is

that

STORIES

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PRODUCERS
WHICH COMES BUT ONCE IN A LIFETIME

Ill Theaters in String
(Special

to

One

THE FILM DAILY)

—

all

Los Angeles The merger taking
William De Milie closed his over the T. and D. circuit gives Sol
announced
Cecil
reading department,
Lesser and his associates 111 picthat he would double his reading
ture houses in this state.
after

force.

The

Reports New Talking Film
The Herald states that Elias E.
Ries an electrical engineer has received a patent grant covering talking moThe claim is advanced
tion pictures.

Mission,

at

the

Sunday Closing
(Special

—

to

in

of the largest producing organizations

It

which

were

Famous authors
Profit by
organization.

THE FILM DAILY)

the

Churches.

—famous

playwrights for both screen and

The moderate

acumen and research

foresight,

Be

Act quickly!

of film.

an exceptionally desirable collection of
purchased because of their wonderful

has for sale

stage have contributed.

Ohio?

Toledo Local managers here are
on the constant watch for a Sunday
closing bill, which it is said, is being
prepared by the Toledo Council of

abandoning

screen possibilities.

Inc.

for him that this gives priority for
his invention, called by him the "audi<iM-ope," in devices which depend upon the recording of sound on a strip

is

production work.

stories

Riverside
has
and operated by

It is owned
West Coast Theaters

opened.

?

HERE'S

there

has been a friendly disagreement between the De Mille brothers on readAlmost 24 hours
ing new stories.

?

the

to

first

make your

of

this

selections.

prices asked will sur-irise you.

Box B-007 c/o Film Daily

The Wise Exhibitor
Will set aside dates

NOW

for our

two forthcoming

productions

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH"
and

'THE GIRL

WHO CAME

RELEASED
PREFERRED
PICTURESInc.
»-P Sdralberf

-hm

J

CBtchmua- fo»

IN

APRIL AND

BACK"

MAY
Distributed by

AL-LICHTMAN
CORPO R.
ATIO N

l650l»noADWAyC4t£Ww york

city

1

—

XXIII

1.

N<

iDSTREET

ZfcRE(OCMIZEB

MDOM

Authority
Friday,

36

March

30,

Price 5 Cents

1923

When

Hoffman Ba
M. H. Hoffm
Prod.,

uart
ast
il

Through

Murray Pr

te

Righters

i

atract Is

M.

State

Flood

that

of

Tiffany

and

from

the

(Special

on

I

Rctures

FILM

would

Dolores Cassinelli
year,
a
four
probably
ctures,
llaine Hammerstcin will appear in
from the Abe Carlosur, while
Truart
foland West combination,
have three and perhaps, four.
[ill
i

off man would not discuss the rented deal with William Farnum.
'He did, however, divulge some de-

regarding his releasing plans. In
uose territories where he feels he
innot strike advantageous deals with
dependent exchanges, he will make
jrst-run arrangements with exhibits direct. Hoffman feels that if his
roduct is worthwhile, his first-runs
lil

i

the territories

will

create

Speakers at A. M. P. A.
B. P. Schulberg. of Preferred Piciires was the chief speaker at the A.

He

was also
P. A. yesterday.
lected an honorary member of the
Schulberg dwelt at
rganization.
t.

Following their first success, "The Second Fiddle," comes the Film Guild's
No
lavish production starring Glenn Hunter, "The Lap of Luxury."
actor for years has experienced the quick rise to box-office popularity like
Glenn Hunter and his work in "The Lap of Luxury" will go a great
ways toward increasing his money making value. It's a Hodkinson Picture.

—Advt.

Danforth Dead

enough

restige and enough demands to seure subsequent runs.

:neth upon the manner in which the
dvertisers had nullified the efforts
lade to publicize and exploit productDns of sex appeal, adding that during
he past few months there had been
urther developments along this line,
in his belief was not advanageous to the industry, and suggestd that this be taken up by the adertisers with their employers.
Prof. J. M. Lee, superintendent of
iie Department of Journalism of the
lew York Univeroity, also 5 poke as

/hich

own.

of reports along

regarding

the

meeting schedule for Wednesday in
Chicago of a number of important
exhibitors, members and non-members of the M. P. T. O. A. The meeting was called by the board of directors of the Michigan unit to dis-

'indie a series of

(

its

There was a flood
Broadway yesterday

1

figuring on 12 or 16
He confirmed the
a vear.
is

bort published in THE
sJAILY yesterday that he

THE FILM DAILY)

Officials of the organization c uld
not be reached for a statement.

released through independent ex!

to

—

Detroit It is unofficially reported
that the Michigan M. P. T. O., which
is generally considered the best organized exhibitor organization in the
country, is about to enter distribution

when Mae Murray com-

anges.

May Enter FieldReports Along

Broadway

btes her contract with Metro about
pictures will
I end of this year, her

Hoffman

of

from Coast
irned

Distribute

P. T. O. Unit

Up

yesterday where he closed sevHe
deals on behalf of Truart.

ited

To

Mich.

Last Metro Series

Seastrom's First

Charles E. Danforth, vice-president
director of Loew's, Inc., died
Tuesday night after an illness of
nearly a year.
Danforth was senior
member of Charles E. Danforth and
Co., stock broker- and was largely
instrumental in arranging the finances
that permitted expansion of the Loew

and

"The Master

of

Man," by

Riesenfeld at Palace April 9th
Riesenfeld and his orchestra
start their two weeks' engagement at
the Palace on April 9th.

Hugo

Sir Hall

been selected by Victor
Seastrom as his first picture under
He will
his contract with Goldwyn.
begin production in two or three
weeks.
Caine,

cuss means of adequately financing
the national organization according
There were all
to their telegrams.
sorts of reports in circulation relative to the reason for the meeting.
Charles L. O'Reilly, was invited to
attend but refused to do so because
he feared to commit the state organization in a program, the details of
which he was not familar with
(Continued on Page 2)

has

Selznick Doubles Sales Force
has

Selznick
force and

is

in

doubled

its

selling

the field for product.

Hunter Active, is Report
was reported vesterday that T.
Hayes Hunter had formed a new
Film, Inc., plans a picture called
unit and that he would
producing
"The Birth of Switzerland." He exAn effort was
Jones to Stay With Fox
start work shortly.
pects to secure exteriors in SwitzerThe Fox offices announced yester- land. The story occurs in the 13th made to reach Hunter at the Lambs'
Club yesterday for a statement, but
day that Charles Jones will not sever century.
he could not be located.
connections with the company, con-

The

funeral
terday afternoon.

activities.

was

held yes-

Harder Plans Swiss Film
Emil Harder, president of Sunshine

It

trary to repoit.

Ready for "Naked Truth" Dinner
Films
Brings
With rehearsals in full swing all is
Luxor Contracts with Granville
England
from
Back
Sidney
Garrett
Luxor Pictures has arranged with now ready for the "Naked Truth
with "Harbor Lights" and "This
Fred Le Roy Granville, to distribute Dinner" of the A. M. P. A., scheduled
Freedom"
a series of six pictures here.
The for Saturday, April 28th, at the

Two

first

is "Shifting Sands."
Granville
probably produce abroad.

of the

Inter-Globe

Sidney Garrett
Reichenbach will
Export Co., returned on the Majestic
act, or rather be himself, as master
rho dwelt upon production activities
early this week fr m a protracted
Famous Players in Portland?
rith consequent problems as a result
of ceremonies, and S. L. Rothafel, European trip. He brought with him
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
f the coast production schedule now
director-general of presentation. Re- two English-made pictures, "Harbor
i effect.
Portland, Me. With the closing of port has it that this year's "Naked Lights" and "This Freedom."
Among the visitors were Geo. E. the Jefferson theater, representatives Truth" is set to outstrip any previous
The first was produced by Tom
Ledman, managing director of Ar- of Famous Players have been here effort.
President John Flinn, who Terriss as the first of a series of
Manning looking over the theatrical situation. holds the record for long distance special productions for Ideal Films.
London,
ctic
Films,
laynes and Eric Stacey, assistant
The Jefferson has been leased for presidency while absent most of his Ltd. The second is a picturization of
irector of the same organization, and one year to the Maine and New term in Mexico and points South, A. S. Hutchinson's novel which DenI H. Kinsman, all of London.
Hampshire Theater.
ison Gift directed.
will preside in person.
id

the editor of
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will

—

Biltmore.

Harry

—

—

—

;
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And

Guts

Power will play Cardinal
"Under the Red Robe."

l\iune

Richelieu in

Malilon Hamilton has been signed
Val. XIII Ha.

86
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Friday,

Price 5 Cents

to play opposite

Agnes Ayres

in

"The

Heart Raider."
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Hollywood,
California
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6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
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1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
Representative— Ernest
W. FredRenter,
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Aye.

London

S.

The Film

man.

Pathe

A

—

Prague

Filmschau,

The two

do

89^

88

pfd... 96^4

Gold'yn

Sales

Not quoted
96-54

1,900

963^

100

6%

6s/s

...

88K

6M

1200
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's ... \9y2
Triangle
32
.

19J4

19J4

32

32

World

2,300
2,000

Not quoted

morning

Urban Popular
"Bobbie's Ark"

Brooklyn,

sails for Crete,
educational pictures of the ruins and portions of the
island that hold archaeoligical and

tomorrow

Close

be

To Film Cretan Ruins
George D. Pratt, treasurer of Pratt
Institute,

Low

will

and "Bare Facts Concerning Bears."

(Czecho-Slo-

Quotations
High

current

Classics releases are:

Rue de

show

providing

In passing through Chicago
Irving Mack, our repre-

sentative

the

historical

to

make

interest.

New

Preferred Stories
Schulberg has purchased
"Exclusive Rights" and "Appearances" for future production by PreB.

P.

ferred.

Greater

division

He

as

a Universal star, has

of

P.

Dahnken Back Home
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Albany

— Carlos

Capital $500.
kan.

Albany

al

D.,

weeks' stay

is

in

back

New

Dahnken,

after a sever-

York.

Attorney, Nathan Bur-

Film
(Special to

— General

Synchronizing
Attorneys,

Capital $100,000.
Corp.
Schechter & Dotsch.

Albany

&

of the T.

Manhattan.

Prod.,

— Carlston

San Francisco

Incorporations

—Daniel

Amusement

Co.,

Manhattan.
Capital $100,000.
torney, D. T. Rosen.

—

At-

— Melbourne,

Arden

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Albany

Prod.,
Capital $40,000. At-

— Young

Manhattan.

Pictures,
Capital
$5,000.

Inc.,

At-

&

Wittenberg

torneys,
Bickerton,
Fleischer.

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS jfor

SHORT SUBJECTS

FREE at your
Educational Exchange
this

"ad"

ADOEO ATTRACTION

NEAL BURNS

HOT WATER!

Sold

Two

F. B. O.

touED

o-iiLO&e N

'

— BUT

.

•!'.

Buys More Stories

F. B. O. has purchased "Alex the
Great." by H. C. Witner; "The Isle
of Retribution," by Edison Marshall;
" by Wynd"Life Liberty and

ham Martin; "Quemado," by Marvin
Wilhite and "The Flaming Soul" by
Maravene Thompson.

uniform

in

film that's clean

and

speed and contrast,

will

be

held

Wednesday

the auditorium of the Engineering Societies Building, under
auspices of the N. Y. Electrical Society.

in

your developer, without changes or

tests,

the tinted stock so uniform as to require no

matching,
that will give your
that's

maximum

output,

non-abrasion, non-frilling, non-retic-

ulating,

the projection value of

which will cause
your customers to demand the same film on
future business.

Use

"Phonofilm" Demonstration
The first public showing of "Phonofilm," the new invention of Lee DeForest, combining the voice or music
on the same film with the moving
evening

Comedy
i-tEMWv

You want an American

that will process through your plant with
24 First Nationals

picture,

Christie-

Mr. Laboratory-Man!

Welfare.

foreign deals were closed by
First National yesterdav one with the
Inc., Manhattan.
Kosmos Societe Anonyme of Budatorney, Julius Cohen.
pest, the other with the Nedcrlandsche
Albany—Tall Theater Corp., Brook- Bioscoop Trust of the Hague. The
Attorney, distribution of 24 pictures was arlyn.
Capital
$15,000.
ranged.
Ben. Ammerman, Brooklyn.

Albany

ANSCO POSITIVE FILM

Postponed

Boise, Idaho The House of Representatives have indefinitely
postponed Bill 195, which calls for the
creation of a bureau of film standardization
in the Dept. of
Public

^*

""

Bill

ANSCO

begun.

MAUN

(Continued on Page 8)

Cents

bi

Work on "Burning Words,"
which Roy Stewart makes his de

T. O. which Cohen anIn circles not
nounced yesterday.
the
particularly
friendly to Cohen,
claim was made that it was a bald
attempt to organize New York State
Cohen would be able to
so that
present 43 votes frc:,i New York at
Added to
the Chicago convention.
this was the statement from the same
quarter, that despite assurances to the
contrary, Cohen intended running for
the presidency again.
Cohen was non-committal so far
as the presidency is concerned, but
he did say that the New York unit

M.

will

THE

program was

New York

there.

found at 738 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
FILM DAILTi
a file of
Mr. Mack will
for your use.
be glad to help you in everj
way he can.

There was a good deal said about
the
the

192

visit

New

reason

30,

While In Chicago

constructive.

Wen zelsp lata.

East. Kod
F. P.-L. ..

film

March

Distribute

(Continued from Page 1)
Instead of attending the meeting,
O'Reilly asked for more details by
In one
the plan.
wire regarding
quarter, it was said that he was asked
not to attend the meeting by the
Some believed the
T. O. C. C.
Chicago meeting was a blind to bring
York unit back into the nathe
Others thought
tional organization.
it
was a move against Sydney S.
Cohen although Cohen stated the
meeting was called with his knowledge.
York orO'Reilly stated the
ganization has been and is now willing to join a national organization
not
actively and
that functioned
merely as a "paper" organization. He
said that advocates of a national body
would find his unit ready to listen to

New

Viola Dana's next will be a film
version of Rita Weiman's, "Rouged
Harold Shaw will direct.
Lips."

— Interna-

tionale
vakia).

special radio

the

in

given at the Riulto every
next week from 11 to 12.

53a

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
European
Representative
Central

two more
"Oregon

release

will

Art Films
Kiser
Trail" series.

York, $10.00 one year; 6
months $3.00.
Foreign

Address

DAILY,

by Hodkinson.

3

Subscribers should remit with order.

Affairs of Lady Hamilton,"
scheduled for release April 15th,

"The
is

To

Mich.

Flashes

Friday,

Positive Film

ANSCO COMPANY
Binghamton,

New York

i

t
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Theater Changes

—

C. Baker and B.
arthage. Tex
Berson are the new owners of the
Baker will manage.
ilas.

Mich.

lint,
)\J-

I

— Lester Matt has taken

Orpheum.

Charles Garfield
remain as manager.
the

I

Mateo,

Cal

— Max

Rosenberg
Re-

o longer connected with the
to Ellis
It, having sold out

Ar-

ab.

—

The old Majestic
astland, Tex.
s,ow known as the Melba, the house
E taken over and re-opened by D.
I Howard.
Wis.
re-opened

)elaven,
:itly

— The

Pastime rehaving undergone

Watch

for the

:.4nsive alterations.

— W.

Wichita, Tex.
umber of years

i

T. Page, for
connected with the

Ford & Rogers theaters,
manager of the Strand.

e,

iv

Mich.

lillsdale,

the

of

>!ner

is

the

Big Announcement!

— Harold

Frank,
has announced

Dawn

Mrs. Larry Hayes would manage
succeeding her late hus-

It

house,

1

,id.

Robbed

Regent, Detroit,
(Special

Detroit

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Three

-

robbers bound the

tchman of the Regent theater last
and rifled the safe of $4,672.

ijek

C, Booker

Eisner Capitol, K.
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City,

mer secretary
unit,

ses as

Mo.

— A.

has joined
booker.

Capitol

Enter-

Meeting

Calls Creditors'
(Special to

M. Eisner,

of the state exhibit-

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wiles,
N.
Y. Ben
bankruptcy, has called a
jeting of the creditors of Super
Syracuse,
ieree

st.

in

Corp., for April 16, here.

Savini Gets 2nd Nat'l Product
Second National has closed a deal
Savini Films, Inc., Atlanta, to
ndle its product in the Carolinas,
labama, Florida, Georgia, and Tenth

ssee.

New

Ruling in Worcester

(Special to

PICTURES CORPORATION

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mass. By order of a
:w ruling made by the police, all
cal theaters cannot open until 4:30
Worcester,

l

UNIVERSAL
CARL LAEMMLE,

Sundays.

Grand Buys from C. B. C.
Sam Grand has purchased "Her
"The
and
ccidental
Husband"
amp of the Desert," from C. B. C.
New England
>r
distribution
in
irough Federated.

Shea House Changes
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Shea's Hippodrome now
as a new house manager in the pe~ho has beon
3n of George Mason,
lanaging Shea's North Park. John
:arr, a brother of Henry Carr, one
f
the
Shea managers, succeeds

fason at the North Park.

1600 Broadway,

President

New York

City

THE

#&>«

Friday,

DAILY

is

how a

A

"Mighty Lal^

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Let the other fellow know

uour ideas.

Omaha

Rose" In

Rialto used a music
tie-up for this production recently.
The Edison window and likewise
Patton's Music Shoppe were secured.

The

stunt

r..n

alon«

the

lines

of

13

Send along

how you cleaned

up.

Family Night

Omaha — The

30,

Over

Putting It
Here

March

—

Topeka, Kans. Every Friday
Night has been designated as Family
Night at the Grand.
Eighty-three
rents including the tax admits the
whole family. The regu'ar price is

Know Every Day

song competition, inasmuch as 111 cents for the kiddies, 25 cents for
"Mighty Lak' a Rose" is an old the balcony, and 40 cents for the
main. E. D. Keilmann, manager, retinier. Ming many years ago.
ports a steady increase in calls for
As a result the music stores sold
family tickets. The idea is kent bemore music and the Rialto sold more
fore the public in ads, lobby and

a

tickets.

Exploitation Novelties Inexpensive
St.

Louis

— Exploitation

devices
yet small

highly fruitful in results,
in expense, ,were put into effect in
connection with the presentation of
"Trifling
Women" at the three

Skouras theaters.

The

All the

screen.

novelty

was

a

folder,

Above

through the mails.

sent

the space

for the address was the
warning to "Watch out for Trifling
Women."
the back of this was
the line:
'Every wife in St. Louis
must watch out for Trifling Women."

reserved

On

A Caveman

—

Two members

of the Princess staff,
were put on the top of the theater in
front of the big 24-sheet stand. White
paper covered the stand the men,

dressed as cavemen, were equipped
with mops and buckets of black paint.
They scratched funny little illustrations on the paper, and scheduled
their work so the crowd had to hang
around for a while before the sign

made sense.
They pull

d this stunt three days
succession, playing to nnny thousand people.
in

Cohen Puts "The Christian" Over

—

Conn. When
Charles
Cohen, Goldwynner. arrived here re-

"T e Christian," he
found that municipal regulations ~-evented the use of almost all sorts
cently to exploit

of street exploitation.

Arrangements

were then made with a score of taxicab drivers to fasten doorknob hangers 011 the windshields of their cars,
and on the inside of the
indows.
All local stores aie closed on Sunday.
Cohen proceeded to use this
fact to exploit the showing.
He had
500 special doorknob hangers printed.
On one side they read: "Closed."
Have gone to the Strand theater to
see"
with the title of the film on the
reverse side.
Five hundred more
hangers were printed for use on the
steering
of
wheels
automobiles
parked
on
the
streets,
reading:
"Stop."
At the Strand theater and
with the title of the picture on
see"

—

the other side.

J.

Mc-

of

of the

receipts immensely.

—

Hartford, Conn. Jim
Clancy, of
the Princess and Russell Moon, Paramount exploiteer, got the whole town
in front of the theater through their
out-door ballyhoo for "Adam's Rib."

—

—

the Palace
in exploiting
"The Hottentot." arranged with i»
billboard painter to give priminent
display to the Palace slogan. "You
most always see a good show at the
Palace,' and also an announcement of
the attraction.
o S ter is in a
This
very prominent location and although
not expensive helped the box-office
Clain,

Fashion Pageant Staged
Toledo Eddie Carrier, Goldwyner

Stunt

Hartford,

Making The 24 Sheet Work
Wash. Court House, O. R.

News

put

over "Look

Your Best"

at

the

Pantheon exploitation campaign.

The outstanding

feature
fashion

presentation

of

which was

staged in

with the

a

Thompson

Picture Business

was the

pageant,
co-operation
Hudson Co. de-

partment store. A number of manikins were brought to Toledo by Carrier.

A runway was

constructed out

into

the audience along which the
beauties promenaded adorned with the
seasons latest fads and fancies. The
runway had special illumination and
the spectacle was said the most elaborate ever staged.

Baking Company Helps
San Diego, Cal.— A tie-up with the
Superior Baking Co. that netted some
good advertising was put over by
R. A. Addison, cf the Pickwick, on

"The Strangers' Banquet."

The bakery, in each loaf of bread
turned out for a week, placed a herald on the picture, while each 25th
loaf carried with it a pass for the
show. The baking company, which
had just
launched a
campaign to
popularize
Superior Queen Bread.
placed special window cards on the
tie-up in 250 dealers' windows and
carried cards on all its trucks, besides
carrying a two cloumn four inch announcement of the picture, illustrated
with a cut of Claire Windsor, in its
newspaper advertising for three days.
The Waldorf Hotel replaced its
regular
Merchants' Lunch
with a
daily "Strangers' Banquet" during the
entire week, carrying the idea out on
its

menus.

advertising

Ten thousand napkins
the

picture

were

distri-

buted through the hotel and the various restaurant and drug store lunch
counters.
Addison was assisted
L. W. Barclay, Goldwynner.

by
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Theater Activities Up- State
(Special to

—A

THE FILM DAILY)

number of houses,
are scheduled to open
_und this section of the states
s>rtly, while construction en many
ciers is about to commence.
Ubany

new,

ne

The new Rose in Troy, owned by
J:ob Rosenthal, who formerly cont>lled the Majestic, opens this week.
r
ie Capitol, Troy, will re-open about
time, having- been closed
t; same
jThe Majestic
several months.
iw undergoing alterations, will be
<ened later on as the Astor.

Wm.

LUXOR

IS

PROUD

TO ANNOUNCE
SAMUEJ- J BARRON

DAVID S BARRON

SIS

SCHLAStR

Benton, who controls the Confess in Saratoga Springs, has pur(ased a site for $12,000 on which he
erect a new house, construction
.11
summer.
Mrs.
in
the
start
eorgia Wallace, owner of the Grand
',

UXOR IlCTURES

Whitehall, will break ground for
theater in the near future.
00,000 will be spent for the erection

lother

two new houses

in

Little

CORPORATION
-4
Suite 1308 Equitable Trust Bldg 347 Aadison Ave

Falls,

hey will be ready for the summer.

New York

Brabuin Buys Merrick
(Special

Detroit
ing the
[errick.

to

—

Phill Brabuin, now runPasadena, has purchased the
He will operate both

auses.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ark. The
Jefferson
Linus. Co., has acquired control of
ne Liberty and Tivoli, formerly oprated by Southern Enterprises.

Beaumont,

—

The Casino and
have been sold by the Cooper
tmus. Co., to the La Crosse AmuseLa Crosse, Wis.

strand

aent Co.

Tax Bill
THE FILM DAILY)

So. Car. Rejects
(Special to

—

S. C.
The legislature
the special general tax
neasure which provided for a general
idmission tax of 10%, similar to the
Federal tax. This is the second time
the bill was before the house, having
been thrown out previously by an
even bigger majority.

Columbia,

las rejected

Grauman Not
(Special

to

A

Producer

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles Sid Grauman has
the persistent reports circulated to the effect that he was one of
the backers of the
ri ...n SuperFeature Film Corp.
In the denial,
Grauman declared that he was in the
theater business to stay, and does not
comtemplate entering the producing
end of the business.
denied

Am

Warner
(Special to

—The

scenario
destudio is
active.
Grant Carpenter has finished
his ^adaptation
of "The Gold Dig-

and

at

is

the

Dear Joe

Throughout my career in the
motion picture industry to date I have
acquired a reputation
that I have never overestimated the distributor-exhibitor value of a
picture and that I am, in -short, a good Judge
of what constitutes box office entertainment .

—

Marcus Loew, Sam Goldwyn, W. W.
Hodkinson, Arthur S. Kane, Al Lichtman, Fred
Warren, and other distributing factors with
whom I have come in contact through my association in the past with Thos. H. Inoe, J. Parker
Head, Jr. Hugo Ballin and other producers have
had occasion^to^appreciate this fact.
,

"SHIFTING SANDS," a Fred Leroy
Granville Production, is a Speoial that I am
proud to have the LUXOR PICTURES CORPORATION
market and exploit in this country. It has
certain qualities that make it one of the best
Showman's Propositions offered to exhibitors
in many months
.Therefore, when I stake this
personal reputation on my organization's first
presentation I think this personal guarantee
should mean some tiling.

Cordially,

SES

M

Warner

now busy on "Being

Respectable."
Julien Josephson has
finished the script on "Little Johnny
Jones," and is completing an original
story "The Printer's Devil."
Sada
Cowan has finished the script for
"Lucretia Lombard."

"The White Silence"
release title of

^

Busy

Scenarists

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

partment

ger,"

Mr. J. Dannenberg, Publisher,
The Film Daily,
71-73 West 44th St.,
New York City.

Deals Involve Four Houses

'heater

Los

March 29, 1923.

THE FILM DAILY)

will

be the

"Wolf Fangs."

It's

First Presentation

"SHIFTING SANDS"

THE

-3&>%DAILY

Eastman House, Tax Exempt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Brevities

Among Exchangemen

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Rochester It has been announced
Albany The F. B. O. exchange
Hollywood Albert Hall has tm by Corporation Counsel Pierce, that
been remodeled.
has
ished his work in "The Phantom the Eastman theater will be entirely
tax exempt, on the grounds that the
Fortune."
Toronto J. A. Kerrin has resigned
house, as well as Kilbourn Hall, beas manager of Perkins Eletric, Ltd.
Albert Hart has finished a long longs to the University of Rochester.
The Eastman is valued at $2,5(J0,000
term contract with Robert Hill.
Florence Patke, former
St. Louis
by the city officials and for some time
there was doubt as to whether or not manager of Mid-States Dist. Corp.,
Miss Dupont has replaced Betty
is the new owner of the exchange.
the house would be assessed.
Francisco in the cast of "The Broken
Arthur Alexander has tendered his
Wing."
Omaha Harry Keller is the newest
resignation as director of the East(Special

to

—

—

—

School.

now

Victor Wagner, who
has besn Alexander's assistant, is expected to fill the vacancy.

in

full

the

in

production

World"
United

at

Nebraska Exhibitors Meet April 5th
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha — The

Studio.

Mary Pickford

will build a

exhibitor

state

convene on April

will

unit

5th.

Spanish

on the roof of her studio

city

orchestra.

for

Rembusch Gets Another
"Rosita."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. F. J. Rembusch
Max Parker, art director at the
has
taken over the Crump theater
Lasky studio, has gone to Honolulu

—

here.

on a vacation.

Frank Mayo has been
leading
fith

in

role

opposite

cast for the
Grif-

Corinne

"Six Days."

Making "Tiberius Tinker" Stories
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco Paul Gerson is
making a series of 12 two-reel "Tibwork on erius Tinker" stories. These stories

Buck Jones has finished
"Snowdrift," and likewise with
Fox organization.

the

has

started

(Special

is

working on

to

Tivoli.

HAVE FOR SALE
Several theatres

Oldknow has

clos-

a deal for Southern States Film,
on "Environment" for the southern
states.

The production

for release

April

Tisdale

Making

is

scheduled

15.

a fast farce

comedy

featuring
Bobby Vernon,
under direction of Scott Sidney.

(Special

Skouras

Walter Hiers has arrived here from
San Francisco. He has started work
on his next picture for Famous Players.

to

St.

Louis Film

have

Write for particulars.
A.

House Changes

Several
(Special to

LOUIS MEYER

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Francisco A
number
of
changes will be made in the near future in the personnel of the California,
Granada, Imperial and New Portola.
Leon Levy, house manager of the
California will shift his headquarters
to the Granada, taking over some of
the duties fromerly handled by Eugene Roth.
Charles Pincus, of the
Portola, will take charge of publicity
for all four theaters.
Henry Pincus,
now at the California will succeed
Pincus at the Portola.

San

,S\IZT

CRAF1SMIN.HLMUd&,kc
;

£51 West: 19 th Street
Watkins 7620 -7461

Seven year old Mickey Daniels will
play with Hal Roach for five years,
having recently been signed for that
period.

WHEN DELAYS

ARE COSTLY

C.

Art

L.

HITCH

CADWALLADER

CALL ON US FOR LOANS

Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"
Director

IN

Rates
Reputable Propositions Invited
No Obligation

to Consult with

Investigate

make

The

picture in which

—

Owen Moore

Washington Business has kept up
Players- satisfactorily here during the Lenten
Lasky will be a screen version of season.
Harry Crandall says that
Maximilian Foster's story, "The Si- there has been but a slight falling
lent Partner."
off in receipts.
Baltimore is
appear

for

Famous

WALTER

said to

R.

GREENE,

be hard

hit.

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

STORIES

—

will

!

CHROMOS TRADING

—

—

ANY AMOUNT

Prompt Service and Moderate

arranged

"The Scarred Hand," an original Purchase
First Edward Belasco Film
by Eugene A. Vogt, has been finished
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by the H. and B. Film Co. at the
Chicago Celebrated
Players
of
Bronx studio.
Chicago and Milwaukee have purGardiner
C.
Sullivan
and Eve chased from C. B. C, "Her AccidentUnsell will collaborate on the scen- al Husband," for Indiana, Northern
Illinois and the Wisconsin territory.
ario of "Long Live the King," Jackie
Coogan's next picture.
Changes House to First Run
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Al Christie has just started work
on "something different" in the twoBast St. Louis The Avenue, on
reel comedy field.
The whole cast April 1, will become a first run house
with 10 and 25 cents admission fees.
will appear in black face.
"The Village Blacksmith" will be the
Through the courtesy of Julius first picture shown. The Avenue is
and Abe Stern, Buddy Messinger will owned by Phil Cohen, who also conbe loaned for "Penrod and Sam," trols the Lyric here.
which First National will release.
Lenten Season Hurts Toledo
Alfred Hustwick is writing the lyr(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ics for the Screen Writers' Revue of
Toledo
The Lenten season has
1923, which will be held at the Phil- created havoc among local theaters.
harmonic Auditorium on the nights Exhibitors report a heavy decrease in
of April 27-28.
box-office receipts for the past month.

and

READY CASH THE

pictures of local
b^ exhibited locally and
later released nationally.
to
industries, to

Room 304 41 Park Row
New York City

F.,

D.

with the Tisdale Film Corporation of

Chicago

operating.

proposition for individual who
could give personal attention.

THE FILM DAILY)

Brothers

now

Good

THE FILM DAILY)

— Oscar

work ed

on "The Women With Four Faces."
Richard Dix plays opposite.
Christie

Saturday

Close For "Environment"
Atlanta

Compson

the

in

Evening Post.

Xeal Burns is suffering from a
recent
automobile
accident.
His
condition is not serious.
Betty

appeared

originally

—

Francisco About $40,000 is
expected to be realized from the three
weeks' run of "The Pilgrim," at the

addition to the selling staff of the
Kell r formerly
local F. B. O. office.
operated a
theater
at Watertown,
S.

"The Meanest Man
is

man

1923

THE FILM DAILY)

San

—

Clifford has taken over the
supervision of the Egan Dramatic

30,

"Pilgrim" Grosses $40,000
(Special to

—

W. H.

March

Friday,

'Phone Chel.e. 8284

1207-8

?

?

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PRODUCERS
WHICH COMES BUT ONCE IN A LIFETIME
HERE'S

One
all

of the largest

producing orpaniz tions

is

abandoning

production work.
It

stories

has for sale an ex- ptionally desirable collection of
which were purchased because of their wonderful

screen possibilities.

—

Famous authors famous playwrights for both screen and
stage have contributed.
Profit by
organization.

the

foresight,

acumen and research

Act quickly!

Be the

The moderate

prices asked will sunrise you.

first

to

make your

Box B-007 c/o Film Daily

of

selections.

this

i-HE
Jiday,

March

-2W*
ff^^"
A

30, 1923

DAILV

Having Just Seen the

First Print of

"The Bright Shawl"
We Congratulate You—
INSPIRATION PICTURES, INC., Charles H. Duell, president,
on your consistently fine productions starring Richard Barthelmess. With your very first picture, "Tol'able David," there
was an artistic quality in every detail of production that made
this picture stand out as one of the best of the year.
There
equalling
seemed little likelihood of
it, yet we believe that with
each succeeding picture you showed an unmistakable determination to strive for even higher perfection in artistry and in
entertainment values. And "The Bright Shawl" is, in our opinion, your most sterling achievement.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS,

on the many fine characters you
have created, and especially on your interpretation of the American boy in "The Bright Shawl," which we believe to be the
most appealing of all.

MISS

DOROTHY

GISH, on your

exceptionally fine delineation

of the character of the impetuous Spanish

Cuban

Dancer who died for

liberty.

S. ROBERTSON, on your unusual artistry and understanding in weaving together all the separate elements into a
perfect ensemble, making a picture which we believe will be
pronounced one of the finest productions of the season.

JOHN

JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER,
which the photoplay

is

on a most colorful romance upon

based.

EDMUND GOULDING, on your fine screen adaptation, in
which you have preserved the characters of the story with truth
and fidelity and the spirit of the romance with a nicety seldom
equalled.

EVERETT SHINN, on your exceptional skill in art direction;
GEORGE FOLSEY on the wonderful photographic values, and
the entire supporting cast for their splendid character studies.

We

congratulate you for your sincere efforts in producing pic-

tures that build up theatre patronage and bring results at the

Box

Office.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

———

THE

i

'in

Friday,

Sedgwick

In the Courts
in

(Special

Patrick A. Powers has filed suit
the Supreme Court against the

Sheridan Theater Co., Inc., for a
balance of $12,500, alleged to be due
on loans for $19,995 obtained Oct.
1921,
Spiegel.

27,

including

note

a

of

Max

I

loot

(iil)son

Two

suits

the

in

Supreme

Court by Elizabeth Hahn and her
husband.
Michael
Hahn,
against
Ernest Stern, to restrain him from
disposing of films they brought here
from Vienna, because he contended
that they owed him money for services and for advances made, have
been settled by an agreement that
the Hahns will each pay $375.
Harris Lumbcrg, of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., has been sued in the Supreme

Court by the Commonwealth

Film
for a balance of $480 alleged to be
due on the rental of "Eyes of Youth,"
for a week at $600 and 50% of the
gross over $1,800. It is alleged that
$650 was due.
Replying to allegain
the answer, the plaintiff
denies that it made any false representations or agreed to spend money
in an advertising campaign.

tions

Schine After Another
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Oneonta, N. Y.

—

It is

reported that

Myer

Schine, who owns a chain of
houses in the state is negotiating for
the Maxey here.
William Smalley
runs the Maxey.

Mich.

by
in

Sedgwick

Universal

to

has

direct

features.

Reeler to Boost Hollywood

(Special

filed

Gibson

THE FILM DAILY)

— Edward

Universal
been signed

Los

Two

to

to Direct

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Hollywood

Thea-

a subsidiary of West Coast
Theaters, Inc., intends making a two
ters, Inc.,

reeler

boost

to

Hollywood throughIt will be shown in

out the state.
West Coast string of houses.

Censorship Discussed
to

(Special

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo At the meeting of the
County League of Women
Erie
Voters, in the Hotel Iroquois, last
week, censorship was one of the chief
Howard J.
topics
of
discussion.
Smith, and head of the Western M.
P. T. O. unit gave a talk against
the measure.

Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

196 Connecticut
(Special to

—

Hartford A
survey by the

compiled
recently
State Police Dept.,
shows 196 theaters in the state, with
a total seating capacity of 145,853.
These theaters are located in 86 cities
and towns. In the inspection made
by the police, 900 seats were ordered
removed from various houses, 40 projection booths ordered enlarged, additional exits numbering 35 must be
installed, and approximately 40 other

changes must be made

in

theaters.

different

To

Wyckoff

Distribute

May Go with Mayer
THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Continued from .Page 2)
Los Angeles Alvin Wyckoff, w
had been functioning for about six recently resigned as camera chief
months and that its leaders had been Cecil B. De Mille, is expected to jc
conferring with him while the others the Louis B. Mayer organizatic
were making lots of noise. Another He is succeeded at Lasky by Edwz
report, if true, presages a hectic time S. Curtis and Bert Glennon.
at the next meeting of the T. O. C. C.
when friends of Cohen will make it
Fldat Reaches Los Angeles
a special order of business for the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chamber to reconsider its attitude
Los Angeles The Warner Brot
toward the M. P. T. O. from which, ers' float
has arrived here after spen
it will be recalled, it withdrew some
ing more than six months on t
time ago.
road. The float was piloted by Fra
As a matter of fact, there was so A. Cassidy and Herbert Swor.
1

—

much discussion in the film district
vesterday about the M. P. T. O., the
T. O. C. C. and the Chicago meeting,
that practically every T. O. C. C.
member, whether friendly to
or not had a different story to

Cohen
tell.

At the offices of the Theater Owners Dist. Corp. Arthur Ryan stated
that the Michigan unit had informally
talked about taking $150,000 in stock
of the new company but that nothing
He said he
definite had been done.
hadn't heard any reports about the
unit entering distribution on its own.

Two Milwaukee Houses Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee

—The

Jackson, a 850
seat house, has been acquired by J.
H. Stillman who bought the site
from H. Schmidt.

Mrs. F. Lewis, Exhibitor, Dies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eatonton, G a.— Mrs. Flora-

Lewis, of the Dixie theater,

is

de

from influenza.

Faversham as Theater Advisor
William Faversham has been e
gaged by the group of coast film fol

who

plan a legitimate theater the
as general director of t
house.
Joseph M. Schenck, t
Lesser-Gore-Ramish group, Doug
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, i
to

act

interested.

Another Special Showing
Following the invitation showi
of "Tillers of the Soil," at the To^
Hall last week, by the Natioi
of
Review,
the
Thee
Board
Society, an association represent

The Apollo, formerly operated by 58 groups of New York and suburb
John Paulick, has been taken over club women, have requested a spec
showing tomorrow afternoon
by W. M. Miller.

WOULD YOU

LIKE TO

?

SHE

30, 1923

(Special to

SAID,

HE

March

SAID,

THAT'S

COUNTERFEIT LOVE

A

brAdstreet

JSfcRECOCHlZEB

if FILMDOM

Authority

XXIII

\/ (

Saturday,

No. 87

March

31,

Price 5 Cents

1923

No

Meet In April

H. M. Richey Says Michigan M. P.
T. O. Hasn't Reached Decision

T. O. Directors Will Discuss
jiancing Plan Then Two Day
Session Arranged

1.?.

—

'Special

dicago
iittors

to

of

to

8-j?

M.

the

Detroit

board of
P. T. O. will

session

the

discuss

rjched at

(Special to

national

a two-day

oj

About Distribution
THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

the

for

financing

R.

Pramer,

of

Nebraska;

Springfield,

111.;

.

Carson

^roughly discussed. Those present
tided that their personal convicijis were that the plan as presented

Michigan should be followed out

recommended

that it receive the
isideration of the board of directs of the M.
P. T. O. at its comI

(Special to

Film Daily says, "James Kirkwood can always be relied upon to put
over a role such as this and he does good work at all times. Doris Kenyon
is adequate.
You can satisfy the average audience with "You Are Guilty."

The

critics unite in their praise of this latest C. C.

Burr

release.

realized the necessity of
national
organization, and that
lack of finances had been a handii.
He stated that the purpose of
meeting was to discuss finances
1
ways to provide funds for the
oming administration.
He also
:de it plain that at no time during
meeting could personalities or
licies enter into the disrussion.
Phe plan as outlined, is based oh
contention that the financing of
;
national organization must be
ne
by the exhibitors in the
untry who are convinced of its
cessity.
It is also based on the
nviction that there are 1,000 ex)itors in the United States who will
y a minimum of $100 for the first
ar to give the national officers
mething to work with and a chartce
do the many things that must be

Cohen On Trip

•ne.

was the intention of those
esent that the efforts of the meet? be constructive, that the men
ould go back to their respective
ites to get to Chicago exhibitors,
ho realizing the necessity of na-

Sloman Signs

To Attend

State Conventions with
O'Toole, W. A. True and
Public Service Committee

M.

J.

\

:

Sydney S. Cohen, accompanied by
M. J. O'Toole, chairman of the public service committee of the M. P.
T. O., and W. A. True, president of
the Theater Owners Dist. Corp.,
leave tomorrow on a trip that will

them

take

as

far

West

Little

as

Rock.

They

will attend several state con-

ventions of
to be

first

April

3,

M.

P. T.

held in

O.

Little

the

units,

Rock on

the second in Kansas

organization,

would make the

ea a reality.
(Continued on Page 2)

^,.

Dean

:

Garson may
"The Ac-

-

Alice Joyce with Distinctive
signed a contract
h:.:
with Distinctive, to be featured in

City

To Make
Metro

Series of Six Pictures for
to be "Eagle's

—First

on the 4th and the third in
on April Sth. The party may attend

other conventions before their return,
(Continued on Page 2)

Henley Plans Costume Play
THE FILM DAILY)
Hobart Henley's
Los Angeles
(Special to

—

next picture for Universal will be

Lady
Dean

"A

of Quality," in which Priscilla
will star.
It is a costume play

of the 18th century.

in

which

May Collins in "Caroline"
May Collins will appear in "Caro-

Feather"
(Special to

"The Cyripetl Goddess,"
George Arliss "Will star.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Edward

pro^
Sloman has line," which the Shuberts intend
ducing. The picture will star Trini,
signed a contract with Metro to
Who is ip "The Dan.ing Girl," at the
direct six pictures.
The first Ivill be Winter Garden and will be made in
Fort Lee.
"The Eagle's Feather."

Los Angeles

Last week Metro closed with Allan
for a group pf director
specials.
When Milton Hoffman returned from the East, he brbught with
him six stories for the use of ViOla
Dana. The first goes in production

Rowland On the Way
DAILY)
tio THE FILM
Los Angeles Richard A. Rowlan t
did not get away for New Yrrk until
Wednesday.
John H. Kunsky leaves for the

shortly.

East

Holubar

{Special

—

in a

Omaha

It

>nal

— Harry

Priscilla
quittal."

direct

Alice Joyce

V. S. Mc Claren was also elected
imanent chairman.
He said that
fcchigaii

May Direct Dean
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

meeting.

p

its

distribution on its own will as yet.
Some plans, however, may be devised to work co-operatively with
producers ifl getting direct-to-theexhibitor distribution or co-operatively with the Motion Picture Theater
Owners Distributing Corp., when
that organization begins to function."

Leo Frank and

Reubens, of Chicago; Fred
e;ert and Joseph Rhodes, of Wisand from Michigan, W. S.
tfsin;
T
R. DenI Claren, H. M. Richey,
ion, J. C. Sitter, Claude E. Cady,
Kleist, Glenn Cross, Harvey
i J.
E. S. Brewer.
,jp and
j'he
meeting lasted for several
4jr's, during which the situation was

3

that

O. would
own, H. M.

"Some move to eliminate the unnecessary waste in distribution that
will be reflected in lower film rentals
is
vitally
necessary.
However,
Michigan has nOt decided to go into

W.

Theo

J.

.

report

T.

P.

stated yesterday:

L.
Hayes and
Hitchcock,
of
Minnesota;
!lle
I Schmidt, of Indianapolis; Howr Smith, of Buffalo; W. W. Watts,
f

M.

the

Richey, general manager of the unit

esent at the meeting were:
.

to

enter distribution on

Sherman Hotel on

Vlnesday.

I Steffes,

THE

relative

Michigan

the

plan

—

In response to a request
statement from
FILM

a

DAILY

April

here,

Plan Yet

"Enemies" Opens Tomorrow
"Enemies of Women" will open
the Central tomorrow night.

few days.

To Film "Three Weeks"
at

Goldwyn has bought
rights

to

the screen
"Three
Glyn's
will make one of its

Elinor

Weeks," and
The deal was
features from it.
Bowes while
Edward
by
closed
J.
Love Lyrics in Feature
That firm is now making
abroad.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Six Days," from an original scenLondon Stolls have secured the ario by Miss Glyn.
Lyrics,
Love
Indiui
rights to the
Bowes is returning on the Olympic,
which will be made into a seven

—

reeler.

due

in early nex*

week.

'
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Pennsylvania for Cohen

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Philadelphia—The M.

P, T. O. of

Eastern

Pennsylvania, has endorsed

Sydney

S.

This

Cohen

re-election.
always been a

for

has

territory

strong Cohen supporter.
In view of Cohen's oft-repeated
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 declaration that he is not a candidate,
Foreign Pennsylvania is grooming a native
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
in
M. E. Comerford, should
Address all communications to THE FILM son
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York. Cohen adhere to his decision.
March

the act of

1K79.

3.

Page

(Continued from

(Continued from Pag* 1)

although that is not definitely deCohen expects to meet
cided upon.
with a

31, 13

Meet In April

Cohen On Trip

W.

March

Saturday,

1)

the suggestion to have, besides a president
and board of directors, an experienced organizer who has been successful in this line of work which is
entirely separate from the exhibition,
and who with the assistance of a
business manager to take care of

Coupled with the plan

office

is

would spend

detail,

time out in the

his

entire

welding them

field,

PatkeNe^
No. 27

LUXOR, EGYP T—American
within

"stone's' throv

Tut-ankh-Amen's

tomb

News

The meeting was

in

non-political

nature according to those present
and must not be construed as a sectional agitation.

to

remove

help

the

of

m
u.

m
]

and clay.
Removing relics oi
Theban dynasty of 2150 B. C. fronr
foundation of Deir-el Bahr Temple.
rocks

vj
he
ho

OBERHAUSEN, GERMANY — Frencl
pel

Before the meeting closed a resounanimously
adopted
lution
was
thanking the M. P. T. O. of Michi'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
Walter R. Greene.
California
Hollywood,
gan for takinf the initiative for so
Metro Deal with Famous Players
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
worthy a purpose, even to the extent
1603.
Metro has arranged distribution of of stepping outside of the boundaries
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
W a hash Ave.
its
product in Australia and New of their own state to start the ball
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- Zealand through the Famous Players
rolling.
man.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

— Pathe

elusive pictures of the important excava
Hundreds of natives at work turn the
into a human beehive.

No machinery

into efficient units.

scie ft

researches

direct

German

police

from

Ruhr

are arrested
rounded up for transfer into unoccupied
of

i.

cities-

dreds of "security police"

n-

id
el

Germany.

—

—
—

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Representative
Central
European

—

Company

Rue de

— Interna-

tionale
vakia),

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

Close

89^

88
9654

88J4

96y4

Griffith

Loew's ... 19^4
Triangle .32

19^
32

World
*

6V8

Trinz

yesterday.

1,900

100

Books 23 Day and Date Runs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— Robert

Cotton,

(Special

Church on Tour
Fred Church, who is appeari- g
westerns Fred Balshofer is
making, is away on a sales trip.
the

Off for Vacation

local

1.200

—

2,000

tinuing

next week.

all

Not quoted

liams

Findlay Sentiment Pro-Film

Cents

These quotations arc as of Thursday, the Stock Exchange was closid
yesterday, Good Friday.

went to sep

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

sail

his

for

Kathlyn WilChina, on a three
wife,

(Special to

great part of term arresting exhibi-

Incorporations

torney, B. H. Bernstein.

Albany

—Daily

Manhattan.
torneys,

Film Delivery

Capital

$30,000.

Co.,

At-

Korkus & Korkus.

—

Albany Errol Enterprises,
Manhattan.
Capital
$1Q,000.
torney, II. S. Hechheimer.

Oklahoma

City

—The

Inc.,

At-

Strand The-

ater Co., Muskogee.
Capital, $4,000.
Incorporators, R. G. Gate, A. D.

Myers and

Hill

Moore.

Aparton Buys 12 Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Ore. Mathew Aparton,
formerly of the Independent Supply
Corp., has opened exchanges here in
Seattle and in Denver, and has purchased 12 semi-westerns, produced
by Premium Picture Prod., and released by the Independent Pictures
Corp. An; rton has taken an option
for the eight states cov .ed bv lis
office on all of the Independent product for the year 1923-24.
Portland,

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY

Garon,

HAVE FOR SALE
Several theatres

now

operating

Good

proposition for individual wh
could give personal attention.

states that the theater talk d
40th and Main will not be
known as the Rockhill because he is
entitled to use that name for his
house.

A.

Write for particulars.
Room 304 41 Park Row

F.,

New York

STORIES

?

City

?

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PRODUCERS
WHICH COMES BUT ONCE IN A LIFETIME
HERE'S

all

One of the largest producing organizations
production work.
It

is

abandoning

has for sale an exceptionally desirable collection of
which were purchased becau
of their wonderful
:

screen possibilities.

Famous authors

"LYING LIPS"
"TEN TON LOVE"

—famous

playwrights for both screen and

stage have contributed.
Profit by
organization.

"JIM"

the

Act quickly!

"NEWS"

foresight,

Be

The moderate

the

acumen and research

first to

make your

c/o Film Daily

of

seleci';r.3.

prices asked will surprise you.

Box B-007

n

Franc; 1
Betty
Kathleen
L,

Faire,

for

stories

Special Features

Ev

Virgia

Laura La Plante, Margaret Ley,
Helene
Lynch,
Derelys
Pere,
Jobina Ralston, Ethel Shannon i
Eleanor Boardman.

Roth

of

Warner studio.
embryo stars are
Dorothy Devore,

Pauline

Kansas City Mo. Jack H. Roth,
keeping open on Sunday, has
who
operates the Isis at 31st and
announced that he is through worryTroost, will be president and general
ing
over
a
proposition
that
not
is
Albany—The B. S. Moss Holding
manager of the Rockhill Theater
So, as
Corp., Manhattan.
Capital $100,000. hacked by public sentiment.
Co., which will conduct the Rockhill,
far as Rodebaugh is concerned, the
a 2,000 seat theater, to be built at
tli eaters of Findlay may operate with
Albany— Forcnfilm Sales,
Inc..
47th and Troost by the Watson-Roth
Manhattan.
Capital $10,000.
At- no fear of the law.
Bldg. and Investment Co.
tors for

;r-

the

21, at

Brown

K. C. Suburb

screen

it

The

THE FILM DAILY)

13

have been introduced
their screen godfathers, and arraiements are now under way to in>
duce them to the public.
The arrangements committee oiie
"Wampas" have selected the 13 bl
stars, whom they will present to
world at their frolic to be held ^il

Brent,
2,000 Seater in

—The

Starlet

DAILY),

lets for 1923

months' vacation.

Findlay
Mayor William Rodebaugh, who has been spending a

Pick Their

THE FILM

to

Los Angeles

F

in

Cleveland

"Wampas"

have

Fox manager, has closed 23 local
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted runs on "The Town That Forgot
Los Angeles Charles Eyton is
2,300 God," starting tomorrow and con1954
back from San Francisco where he

32

'

&

Sales

Not quoted

/

THE FILM DAILY)

— Lubliner

tod a\

Sydney S. Cohen refused to comment on the Chicago developments

Trinz Buy

leased the Lakeside theater building

Low

6l s

(Special to

&

for 10 years at a total rental $360,000.

High

do pfd... 96J4
Gold'yn ...
65/g

Lubliner

Chicago

Quotations
East. Kod
F. P.-L. ..

there.

this

March

aturday,

1923

31,

A

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

1 o

y

1 1

w o o d —Jane

"Only

j<ied the cast of

Farnum has

on "Only

Offset Stars' Protective Ass'n
Suggested by Montana Exhibitor

"The

DeMille has started pro-

/Villiam

To

38."

finished

William
n Fighter."

;tion

Keckly has

Counter Combine

38."

—Boedicker's

some

A.

who

3aby Muriel McCormick,
;n ill, has resumed work.

has

"Wandering

putting and editing of

about the forma-

definite ideas

tion of the

ean Riley's contract with Schwartz
lod., has terminated.

Ideas

Boedicker, manager of the
Gallatin Theater Co. which operates
the Ellen at Bozeman, Montana, has
F.

new

coast nrotective as-

In a letter to this office,
he gives what he thinks is the attitude of the "small boys."
This is
what he says
sociation.

'

vehicle

a

as

triiversal

under way.

is

for

Gladys

alton.

Clifford Elielt. is at present prering his new feature
to follow
,,

)anger."

Lyle W. Rucker, local lawyer, is
^ranging production of another serof two-reelers.
5
Lilian

And

in

Off to an Early Start

Flashes
the

at
set.

Dorothy Dalton has finished work
"Fog Bound."

James Shelley Hamilton,

for

two

years editor of the Exceptional Photoplay Bulletin, has been added to the
editorial
department of the
Paramount Long Island studio.

Opera House Burns
to THE FILM DAILY)
Stamford,
Con n. The Opera
issue Saturday, FebHouse has been damaged by fire to
an article in which

"I noticed in
ruary 24, 1923,
it
states that tie

following stars:
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford,
Hugh Fay will direct the sixth Harold Lloyd, D. W. Griffith and
Mr. Joseph M. Schenck representI jyd Hamilton Comedy.
ing Norma and Constance Talmadge
have definitely formed a combine to
fane Novak has finished "Divorce,"
keep the big boys from taking them.
V Film Booking Offices.
It looks like they are getting a little
Taylor Graves has been engaged of their own medicine that thev are
trying to hand us.
Now I do n t
•tjplay a juvenile role in "Only 38."
see any reason why the small exLucy Beaumont plays the mother hibitors should not form a combine
to keep them from taking us.
re in "The Man Who Cheated."
"I have had the pleasure of having
First sets for "The Brass Bottle" had the following experience with
United Artists of biting off Three
»
going up at the United Studio.
Musketeers, Way Down East, and
A new building is now under Little Lord Fauntleroy, and lost
curse of construction on the Christie both my shirts, and believe me, this
is a cold climate.
Now they come
along with Robin Hopd. Tess of the
The Thrill Girl" will be used by Storm Country, and One Exciting
jfughters,"

Cuts

"Success" will be shown
Capitol but no date has been

(Special

—

New House
(Special to

you know how
boys feel."

a

DAILY

MARH

For Niagara Falls

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

COMING

Toy Remodeling
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Milwaukee-^Charles Toy, Chinese

• •«

theater owner, will spend $50,000 for
extensive alterations on the Toy Theater Bldg.

One

of the largest national distributing organizations is noxv prepared to sell and distribute State

Rights productions for the entire country or for
ritories remaining unsold.

solutely impossible.
"I could not resist writing this
after reading " that article, and the
way I am situated here, I can get
along without exhibiting impossible
propositions.
Not writing this letter
let

of

F. B. O., accompanied by
wives, are going into early
Spring training at French Lick, Ind.,
for two weeks to prepare for a cleanup in the next FILM
Golf
Tournament to be held this Spring.
They leave New York on April 3rd.
stein,
their

Niagara Falls
grot"-* of local
Italian residents have formed a theater companv to build a house at
East Falls and Portage Road.

my

I

Schnitzer and Nat G. Roth-

the extent of $25,000.

Nicrht, after showing them
former
losses, with propositions that are ab-

with any malice but thought

I.

J.

ter-

you have product of merit which is still open in
one, or more, territories, you will do well to communicate with us for quick action and immediate
If

returns.

Box

would

888, care

Film Daily

few of the small

Lawrence will play a leadFrank Sheridan and

g role with

8
1
aph lot.
8
ft
8
Having completed "Can A Woman 8
ove Twice?", starring Ethel Clay- 8
8
n, James W. Home has begun work
8
the Film Booking Offices studio 8

times

Morrison

in

new

the

:hertzinger production

Victor

on the Vita-

Hollywood on "Itching Palms."

ft

FOR SALE

ft
ft

8

:.:

ft
ft

8
8
as tendered a dinner recently by 8
8
arry Rapf, Sam and Jack Warner,

Screen Rights to a

:.:

:en has
•el

Country Club.

begun the

first of

golf pictures for the

Sar-

seven one

Warners.

Alf Goulding has returned to the
entury studio after an absence of
\yt
;

months.

He

will

finish

Baby

i
8
8
8
i
a
8
,*
:.:

"The Orphan," which Harry 8
dwards started.
Edwards is now 8

eggy's

a
8
8
8
Production has been completed at 8
1
niversal on "Crossed Wires," star- 8
ng Gladys Walton, and "Fools and 8
8
iches," starring
Herbert Rawlin- 8
>n.
whose next picture will be 8
rhicker Than Water."
Miss Wal- 8
8
>n's next production will be "Saw8
8
.ist."
>
orking

on

the

Buddy

Messinger

xipts.

WALTER

R.

GREENE.

ft
ft

ft

Gene Sai zen, the golf champion,

the Hillcrest

1
%
8

ft
ft

ft

8
ft

RACING STORY

8
ft
ft

8
8
ft

A

Wonderful Story for a Female Star. Full of Action.
Only a Few Interiors, Can be Produced Very Reasonably

ADDRESS

I

J.

O.

6,

c\o

THE FILM DAILY

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Here

it

horn a brother exhibitor put his

vour ideas.

Two Good

Let the other fellow know

A

Space Grabbers

different
111.— Three
Rockford.
newspaper gag> were put over on the
local newspaper for the run of "Racing Hearts" at the Palm.
Bill Danziger. Paramount exploiteer
framed an interview with Agnes
Ayres in which the star was quoted
as remarking that women would never
make as good automobile drivers as
men. The newspaper followed this
up sending a reporter to interview

women known

to drive

cars.

in

front page spread.

The next gag was a Saturday matinee for the blind. The management
invited every lightless person in town
to "see" "Racing Hearts." They got
about forty responses and so forty
school teachers were invited to attend
and act as the "eys" of the victims.
This made an interesting experiment
and the newspapers took it up for
a three column spread.
For The Victory Opening

how you cleaned

up.

"Third Alarm" Campaign
Akron, O. Here are the details
of an exploitation campaign arranged
by Harold F. Wendt, exploiteer for
F. B. O. for the "The Th"rd Alarm"
at

—

the

Orpheum.

After didicatine the picture to Chief
J. T. Mertz and the men of the Akron
fire department, permission was obtained to "tag" ever" fire hydrant in
the city with cards reading "Watch
for "The Third Alarm" at the Orr

A story was run in the newspaper
giving an account of the city's most
spectacular "third alarm" fire with a
mention of the "Third Alarm" showing at the theater. Letters were sent
to all fire insurance agents in the
city advising them of the showing and
suggesting that they buy tickets in
advance for their prospects, because
of the invaluable help the picture
would give them in closing policies.
Mounted 3-sheet posters were placed in front of all fire engine houses,
in addition to the regular posting of
one's,

— An

elaborate and
extensive campaign was worked out
for the opening of the Victory recently.
"The Christian" was the attraction.
The campaign consited of
the following:
200 block teaser posters reading;
"Victory, starting Monday. Guess
Evansville, Ind.

Send along

over.

They pheum.

vigorous terms, and the
copy was worked into a two-column
protested

show

Several

sixes and
displays
including a whole

three's,

window

24

sheets.
sewindow of

were

cured,
the 5 & 10 Cent store, where a display of the "Third Alarm" song "A
Fire Laddie" was used in connection

with lobby frames, photos,
cards and cut-outs etc.

Several thousand heralds and regu-

Warners Launch

A

__

Holmes."

The*

And Many

plaintiff

contended

G. MILLIGAN
Service for Authors, Inc.
33 West 42nd Street, N. Y.

piIlllBHSIflMIIlM

EVERY DAY

Reel Campaign

IN

WAY

EVERY

A

THE FILM DAILY

A

GROWS
[BETTER

AND BETTER
Today

Subscribe

A

A

Others

CARL

that they have a prior right to the
use of the name.
Counsel for the defendants offered

An

&

1923

STORIES BY

window

extensive publicity and exploitbook tie-up with the Smith
ation campaign was put over by the
Butterfield book people.
Warner staff, prior to and during the
selected list of 2,000 received an showing of "Brass," at the
Strand.
announcement of the opening.
One
of the features of the campaign
Andres & Co., gowns, co-operated
was the showing of the film before an
with a window display. The gown
worn by Mae Busch in the picture audience of prospective divorces in
the chambers of Judge Weil. Dobeing shown in the window.
mestic Relations Court, several days
newspaper campaign running for
preceding the engagement. This rethree weeks concluded.
sulted in several good stories appearing in the New York papers, the
Buddy Stuart At It Again
story also carrying comments from
Providence— The following is a re- Judge Weil to the effect that the film
port, submitted by W. Reilly manager was used as an object lesson for
of the Victory, of an exploitation troubled couples.
campaign in which Buddy Stuart.
book tie-up wa; secured with E.
Goldwyner, played a prominent part. P. Dutton, the publishers of the novel.
The campaign was for the benefit of
large
papier
mache wedding
"Mad Love:"
ring, illuminated by a flasher socket,
Posting 25 twenty-four sheets, 300 surrounded by copies of the book
one sheets and 250 window cards. being used as a display by the pubSeveral hundred half sheet cards were lishers.
The merchant co-operative
also used in the down-town windows. cut-outs were distributed throughout
The newspapers carried a very the theatrical district and the major
effective teaser for several days fin- portion of the city, door knob hangishing up with quarter page ads on ers were
placed on
thousands of
Sat. and Sun.
vehicles, heralds were circulated and
Two 24 sheets were mounted, per- window cards were tacked up in every
ambulator style, for
ballyhoo. This conceivable location.
The United
was used in advance and during the Cigar stores, drug and department
run.
stores carried a specially devised cutThe lobby was decorated with a out counter and window card advermounted cut-out of Pola Negri, on tising the picture and the fact that
both sides of the marquee. Painted every patron visiting the Strand durposters and a number of smart look- ing the week of its engagement would
ing photos dressed the rest of the be given free of charge a package of
front.
"Life Savers," the candy mint.

A

31,

a number of points in opposition to
the injunction, which included the
Supreme Court Justice McCook following:
has dismissed a suit by Texas Guinan
1. The case of the plaintiff is inJohnson against Nicholas Kessel for sufficient, both on the facts and on
She alleged that she made the law.
$36,200.
a contract with Victor Kremer, by
2. None of the plaintiffs acquired
which she was to appear in eight pic- rights from Conan Doyle to produce
tures and was to get 25% of the motion pictures based on his writings.
net nrofits. and have a drawing ac3. The productions of the defendcount of $300 for the first two pic- ants and of the plaintiffs are non-1
tures and $350 for the others.
She competitive and there is not the
alleged that Kremer broke the con- slightest evidence of unfairness.
tract and damaged her in the amount
4. The
name "Sherlock Holmes"
sued for.
has become "descriptive" as disMiss Guinan sued Kessel on an tinguished from a "fanciful" name,
alleged guaranty that Kremer would and will not be restrained unless it
carry out the contract, tasing her has a secondary meaning as applied
claim on a telegram sent her by Kes- to the plaintiff's production, or the
sel in which he said, "My connec- defendants have engaged in fraud.
tions will assure you of fulfillment of
the contract."
Kessel asked the disW. G. Gilmour. for three years
missal of the complaint on the production
manager for Charles Ray,
ground that this language in the is now production
and business mantelegram did not amount to a per- ager for
the Niblo unit.
sonal guaranty by himself, and the
court upheld him, stating that the
words "cannot be interpreted as a
guaranty."
George Owen Baxter
Curtis Benton
Max Brand
The Appellate Division of the
Charles Neville Buck
Edgar Franklin
Supreme Court has denied the appliArthur Preston Hankine
cation of William Gillette, Charles
James B. Hendryx
Frohman, Inc., and the Alcet EnterPeter Clark Macfarlane
Edison Marshall
prises for an injunction restraining
Johnston McCulley
Stoll Films and the Educational Film
Prank L. Packard
Exchanges from distributing films
Kenneth Perkins
William Macleod Raine
bearing the name, "Sherlock Holmes"
Ben Ames Williams
or
the
"Adventures of Sherlock

What."
lar posters.

March

In the Courts

Over

Putting It

Saturday,

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include
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After Theaters

Foreign Tie-Ups
and

Mercanton

Cnce,

W.

Granville

Among Those Whom Luxor
Will Represent Here

known French directors,
with Luxor Pictures
company to handle their pic-

well

scouts out into the

h/e arranged
that

f

view to lining up houses for Cosare
Several
mopolitan first-runs.
now engaged along these lines. If

Schlager.

if

makes three directors Luxor
The other is
i] represent here.
led Leroy Granville, who sails on
j'ril 7 to r sume production on the
This

He

cier side.

will

make

five

the report
the
ing-

more

in

ptures for Luxor, or a total of six
ven "Shifting Sands" is included.
Jilager states that among the pict es he expects to handle will be a
fn version of Tolstoy's "Resurrectn," "After the War" and "Decamem Nights," all to be made in

dector

1 M.

Hays

the

in

a

organization,

P. P. D. A.

One of the greatest love stories of modern history is unfolded in the
stupendous production of "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," which also
features Liane Haid, considered to be one of the screen's most talented
actresses as well as the (most beautiful

Lichtman

Sails

Hodkinson

f

THE FILM DAILY)
Lichtman has sailed
New York. He is due there on

t:

7th.

picture.

—Ad

woman

in

the world).

It's

a

t.

Special Cable to

!>ondon

—Al

Gyppers

May Abandon Theater Idea
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Iilubar

Hollywood

WRITTEN

—As

as result of two
announcing plans for the
ection of "legit" theaters in Hollvood, Allen Holubar is about to

cier parties

aindon his idea of erecting a "Little

Find them
exhibition.

died out.

1 eater."

And
Will Film Greek Tragedies
is reported that a group of wealth}'
lal Greeks are -Manning the film-

Greek tragedies,
(orge Rigas, who has been here
of several anciert

ciferring with

the backers

the

of

rw company
v

has left for Hollyod with several agreements.

Goldman Gets Kings,
(Special to

Louis

5t.

St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—William

Goldman has

stled his suit against Famous Playf for delivery of the Kings theater.
3l has taken oossession of the

He plans
He has

1 Jse.

Ly

to

open

it

about
1

already starter to
model and decorate the theater.
( ldman is also completing plans for
a;i,000,000 theater to be known as
( Idman's St. Louis theater at Grand
a 1

1st.

Morgan.

true, a representative of

theater conditions

is

investigat-

and locations

Canada.

Hearst
it is said that
and Famous Players have reached a
settlement regarding what Cosmopolitan Productions are yet to be dis"The
Famous.
through
tributed
Love Piker" and "The Go-Getter"
are understood to be the last two.
Goldwyn expects to handle from 12
to 18 pictures from Hearst next year,
but it is understood the Hearst
organization has not yet advised
Goldwyn when delivery of the negatives will be made, and that no menion has been made of the first release through Goldwyn.
"Enemies of Women" opened at
he Central yesterday, following a
ipecial showing on Saturday night.

for

all

along the

line.

IN

Graf to Star Mildred Harris
(Special

HOLLYWOOD

In production, distribution and

would seem that this sort of thing would have
Long before this. But the old idea rides merrily along,
It

the result

is

that every branch of the business

is

paying

same gyppers are in the financing
one concern out here in Los Angeles that has a

Incidentally these self
end.

lo

THE FILM DAILY)
— Max Graf has signed

Los Angeles

Mildred Harris for a series of picGraf
She will be starred.
produces at the San Mateo studios
tures.

near 'Frisco.

Ordynski 111
Richard Ordynski will not direct

"The Exciters"

it.

't

ic;

is

Hearst organization

Incidentally,

lirope.

'Abe Warner a Hays Director
Vbe Warner has been elected

look over

field to

the general theater situation, with a

according to

country,

fes in this

Defi-

Orders to Look Over Houses
for Cosmopolitan First-Runs
It is understood that William Randolph Hearst has sent a number of

id Gance and Louis Mercanton,
\be

to

Has Scouts with

R. Hearst

nite

There

is

And

for

Famous

Players,

His place has
because of illness.
been filled by Maurice Campbell. It
expected another subject will be
is
assigned Ordynski to be placed in
work when he recovers.

plays it to the limit. It's one of those
production.
And here's about the way
concerns which finance
Producer
wants, let's say, $100,000.
Mister
the game is played
Flinn After Chicago Theater
pledges the negative as
his
right
arm
and
away
After he signs
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
his
he
get
does
six
months.
But
John C. Flinn of Famous
for
the
loan
Chicago—
security he gets
Players,
is here negotiating for a theper
of
rate
interest
the
6
first
at
He
pays
Let's
see.
$100,000?
ater to house the pre-release of "The
cent a year. This is deducted first. Leaving him $97,000. Then
Covered Wagon."
he pays a bonus of 10 per cent. Which reduces the loan to
named by the
The Chicago opening of "The Cov$87,000. Then he must have a certain attorney
concern to prepare the various papers. This costs about $5,000. ered Wagon," will kee- the Famous
Adolph
until
busy
organization
So he gets a gross of $82,000. For which he pays back $100,000. Zukor and Sydney R. Kent return
and then pays from 10 to 25 per cent of his profits as well. It's from Europe. There will be some
sweet. For the financial folk. And if you think these boys take discussion then and decisions probany risks bear this in mind that of over 600 propositions made ably made about further openings in
fine idea of

gypping.
:

—

—

:

(Continued on Page 3)
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On— Broadway

Flashes

Miriam Battista, will broadcast a
special Easter message tonight from
VV. J. Z. radio station.

Through Charles Walton, Dorothy
Wilfred Lytell, Bradley
Barker and Harold Forshay have been
signed for "Complications," being directed by Burton King.
Mackaill,

"Lost and Found."
Brooklyn Strand "Brass."

Broadway

Outsidt

$15.00.
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all
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New Goldwyn Managers
Goldwyn

in

months

recent

has

added five new exchanges to its list
which now totals 27. Harry W. Starrett is now resident manager in Atof the five new exare: W. W. Willman, Indianapolis;
Samuel Shurman, Milwaukee; Walter Etris, Portland, Ore.;
A.
Jnterrante.
Haven, and

Managers

lanta.

changes

Walder,

Albany.

Plan

Studio
(Special

to

Causes Fuss

THE FILM DAILY)

Thursday—"The Christian."
Friday— "Truxton King" and "No-

—

body's Bride."
Saturday "Minnie."

Sunday "Brass."
"Queen of Sin."
Rialto— "Grumpy."

—
—
Rivoli "Glimpses of the Moon."
Strand— "Safety Last."
Next Week
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— Not yet determined.
Cameo— "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
—
Capitol "Souls For Sale."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
—
Lyric "Queen of Sin."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand — Not yet determined.

—

Los Angeles Objection to motionproducing has developed since
the announcement that the Popular
Players, a syndicate headed by David
icture

L. Haney of Detroit, plans to build
a studio in Pasadena.
Haney's company will feature Otto
Poll, and
all-round
athelete.
The
company will produce for the Hercules Film I'rod.
The non-theatrical

Albany- The News Pictures Corp.,

field will

Simon Leaves F. B. O.
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special
St.

Louis

— Milton

manager has
fren of the
in charge.

Simon, F. B. O.

Jerome Sa-

resigned.

home

office

is

temporarily

HILTON
SILLS
IN

WHY WOMC
REMARRY
blOU CAN'T B*flT THIJ

BOX UFFICl COMPINATIO!
ARE 3/OU W

be served.

FRANCHISE HOLDER.

&

M.

C.

St.

P. Trains

f\ 550C( ATEb
D

Show Films
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Seattle— The C. M. & St. P., crack

—

to

Irani.

The Olympian, now

Inc.,

first

trans-continental

Attorney, F. E. Clarke.

ture service.

Playhouse.
Albany Mamaroneck
Mamaroneck.
Capital $5,000

Photo-Plays

carries the
piq-

LOEW STATErB'LDG, New York City

moving,

The company, has tied
up with Universal for complete ser-

vice, consisting of news reel, comedy
and a feature with a daily change of
Albany Jackson Avenue & South program, which will 1>- put aboard
Jane St. Corp., Astoria. Capital $10,- at Spokane, Butte, and Minneapolis.

I

—

Attorneys, Hallinan

&

Groh.

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS

FREE at your
Educational Exchange
for this

"ad"

IXOYD HAMILTON
"Uneasy Feet"

Passenger

issued

with

ticket,

the
lists

a

tickets are being
free "Movietorium"

C.Qctu&aZionak.

'-ic&iteJJ

*-

HAVE FOR SALE
Several theatres

now

operating.

Good

proposition for individual who
could give personal attention.

Write
A.

F.,

for

particulars.

Room 304
New York

41

Park

City

Row

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

same width, bearing complete
of programs for the trip be-

tween Seattle and Chicago.
It is
planned to make the feature a permanent service on all transcontinental

C.

trains.

L.

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N.

Y.

CADWALLADER

Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS
"At the Capitol Theatre"
Rex Ingram's latest great success was written by

-

<

Attorney,
(Special

000.

interic

Lyric

directing.

all

1,400

Incorporations
Manhattan. Capital $500.
J. B. Pembleton.

being
Heart,"
produced by Distinctive, with Sherry
Steadfast

Sales

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn ....6%

"The

for

Charles

111& Wl'A

112^4

Charles

New

Quotations
East. Kod
F. P.-L
do pfd

Walton,
Joe
Striker, Alice Mann, Mario Majeroni
nd Harlan Knight have been engaged

S.

—

Low

Through

Fred

Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Rue d<
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Interna
Representative
Central European
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo
tionale
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

High

new

has been completed.
Th
property building, electrical buildin
and new executive offices will b
finished by the middle of March.
stage,

teer."
States.

York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months $3.00.
3

Greater
months, $5.00;

of

Brothers'

1923

—
—"Down To The Sea In
Ships."
Pavement
The
Capitol — "Where
Ends."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
—
Loew's New York— Today "Adam's \$&tfiadet&ti
Rib."
Tuesday — "The Woman of Bronze'
and "Man Size."
Insure Your Screen
Wednesday —"The Fourth MuskeCameo

the act of

New

Warner

2,

JOHN RUSSELL
John Russell's next book of ro—ance and flaming, colorful adventure in strange corners of the earth, is now
available in advance copy.
Simultaneous publication here
and in England, May 15. It is called IN
PLACES,
and all its eleven stories have appeared in national
magazines.
Sole agents for picture rights for all of
Russell's stories.

DARK

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
35

West 45th

St.,

New York

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film

Company

for

t!

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHE

((Pat.
means more

Applied For)

to you than
other accessory.
It is the cue si
that
insures
musically per
a
picture presentation.
It

y
I

[
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THE DISTRIBUTING DISTRIBUTOR

1)

one concern they have accepted the "risk" on less than

25

FLEECING THE DISTRIBUTOR
there is the other type of gypper. The producer who
in rig a cost sheet for production that would take an army of
pcountants and lawyers to straighten out. And then perhaps
One producer out here who had a deal on to get an adil.
ince of $100,000 a picture, on a four picture contract, bought a
enerator, a complete lighting plant, and two motor trucks out

Then

two productions and was

rMarmon

checked up when he added

finally

Another producer made
was guaranteed something

ork and

Is another type. And there are producers out here
talk by the hour of these gyppers.
If you give them a
chance.
certain well known producer talking of this specie
said that when this sort of a distributor got his hands on a picture that after the advertising and print costs were deducted

ating costs.

who can

A

that

And

if he producer got a nickel for his trouble he was lucky.
then if he did he had to wait a terrible length of time for it.

THEN THERE'S
New

on

like $65,000 returns

his

wasn't a super special. Or anything like it. But
said he had put over $50,000 of his own money in it and only
vanted a trifling profit" for his work because he admitted it
He was right about the last
asn't such a much of a picture.
It

:

irt.

has a funny kink in his brain. And who cannot see
a producer should get the money which his pictures have
earned. And who keeps it "just for awhile" to meet other oper-

car to the cost of the third production.

a deal with a distributor in

cture.

Who

why

roductions.

'.

e r s

It isn't.

In fact the distributor

now knows

—

—despite

the

that it's going
lportance of the producer's name and the cast
in.
But he
worth
while
anything
get
be tough sledding to
toughthe
And
here's
guarantee.
lis to make good that $65,000
picthe
instead
of
that
disclosed
Investigation
it part of it.
acit
claimed,
that
producer
the
that
ire costing the $50,000
another
being
part
of
sets
the
than
$20,000;
•lally cost less
joduction and some of the studio charges also going into an"The trifling profit" talked of by the prodher production.
something like $45,000 on an investment
be
Acer happened to
amount.
that
half
* approximately
•

MR. EX-HI-BI-TOR

Who

Who

gyps in the old fashioned way.
"never made a
nickel" on this or that picture. And who pleads the baby act
until his tears almost seem real.
And mops up on a picture.
And never thinks of sending an extra nickel to the distributor.
Regardless of what he paid for it or what it did for him. You

know him;

his middle

name

is

Legion.

True, there are some exhibitors honest enough to send those
checks in to the distributor. But they are an unusually limited
lot.
And that's one of the reasons why the distrust and poker
playing buying of film goes on. Incidentally one of the reasons
why this business is held back.
P.

A.'S

IDEAS

Powers. Of the Film Booking organization. Cornered by
some slippery tongued boys. Who had a "great idea." Sold
him hard on it. Got him all hepped. Had him asking questions.
(Continued on Page 6)

ITTLE ADS WITH BIG THOUGHTS
EVERY DAY—
IN EVERY WAY—
I

am

ture

or

trying to
better

and

make somebody's

How

better.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

about

LETTERING

Clips

a reasonable cost.
Phone Bryant 67651

service at

For All Purposes

LESLEY MASON

W.

Bryant 4741

729 7th Ave.

A resultful advertising and publicity

Motion Picture Film

yours?

J.

302 E. 33d St.

A E R

B

pic-

FRED

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broadway

Loenv Bldg.

LAYOUTS
Bryant 5741

ILLUSTRATIONS

AND

71 W.

MEYER

LOUIS

CARTOONS
Bill Pause

n

/A

o
6-0LJV>

44TH. ST

r

U

il

251

^EST

19 to STREET

Personal Representative
Serving the Best

LABS. inc.

Motion Pictures

in

Producers, Directors
Motion Picture Service
245 West 47th St. N. Y. C.

^M

CRAFTSMEN FILM

PkVanderbilt 455-1

CHARLES WALTON

THE

v
.

7620-7461

Barnes Printing Company
I

N

c.

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

229 W. 28th
MOTION PICTURE COLORING
j

JOHN DUER SCOTT
106

West 52nd Street
New York City

Telephone Circle 7872

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage. Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

St.,

New York

City

TRAILERS
As they should be
Rush work our delight
E.

FERRO

MOTION PICTURE TITLES
Phone:

130

W.

46th

Bryant 2779
St.,

New York

City

Here

is

the

UNIVERSAL
CARL LAEMMLE
acquires

H. A.

SNOWS

The World's Rights
Box Office Sensation

HUNTING
IN

AFRICA

Write or Wire
Your propositions immediately
Universal

Pictures

1600 Broadway,

to

Corporation

New

York City

UNIVERSAL

:

PI

News!

GETS

IT!!

to the Biggest
in

Screen History

WITH GUN
AND CAMERA
This history-making New York sensation established a record
run of eleven weeks, playing to tremendous business at $1.65
top at the Lyric Theatre. Instead of road showing this stupendous production in legitimate theatres, Universal gives every
exhibitor a chance to scoop in on the cream which it could have
retained for itself. It will be released at once as a Universal
Super- Jewel Production.

CTURES CORP.

THE

DAILY
-StfrUk

Gy p p ers

Collins Quits Exhibit. Service
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Loui— P.

E. K. Collins has
resigned as manager of Exhibitors'
Service Exchange, operated by Fin :
Art Pictures.
Walter Thimmig has
taken charge of the office.
St.

1

Canadian News Reel Expands

course

Ol"

finances.

they expected P. A. to come
Sensing- something like this P. A.

There's lot in it for all of
an- we going to use for money?"
The scheme died right then and there.
a

great idea.

THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal — Associated Screen News
to

Canada now occupies

Exchange Center
(Special

St.

(Continued from page 3)

is

(Special

Monday, April

through

with the
"This

commented

us.

:

But, boys, what

in St.

2,

1923

John

THE FILM DAILY)

to

N.

John,

B.

—Universal,

Fcj

and First National have moved in;
the Marr Bldg.. which is becomii
known as the exchange center in 5
John.

Educate Farmers Via Films
(Special

THE BUSY STARS

St.

lo

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

— Motion

being shown on
County. 111., by

farms

pictures'
in

a

Madisc

the whole
of the Albec Bldg., for
This comoffices and laboratories.
pany produces the Canadian Pathe
news as well as the Canadian Pacific

the County Far'!
Wallace Beery. One of the greatest character actors in the
as part of its
Bureau
education
usually
is
he
Hollywood
that
demand
in
much
in
business. So
campaign. An automobile truck h
for
Working
time.
same
the
companies
at
working for several
been equipped with a projection nij
three at the moment. So busy that he hasn't time to sell some chine.

Railway travelogue

of his real estate.

of

tenth

floor

Langan,
(Special

Kan.

to

City,

Langan
ard

New

is

Films.

release

s.

now manager
Langan was

it.

United Studio Busy

to THE FILM DAILY)
Talking about real estate brings this to mind: that there
Hollywood Three shifts are wot
isn't one producing company working here that couldn't sell
ing eight hours a day at the Unit'
Studios erecting sets for seven pr
its ground and raze the huge studios and still have a big profit
from the deal. Of course everyone knows how real estate values ductions now under way or soon
started.
Thirty-five sets will
No be
in Hollywood have been jumping for the past few years.
erected within a few days and 1
end in sight. And many picture people hold big parcels. Mack sets for "Ashes of Vengeance."
Sennett said to have over 350 acres of ground within the city
Probably the largest holder of all. The
limits of Los Angeles.
To Rebuild Stratford House
William Fox studios facing Western Ave. and Sunset Blvd. are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY),
probably the best site, yet the Famous Players huge lots are
Stratford, Out.
The Majestic w
Universal City is reported worth five times
situated ideally.
he rebuilt during the spring.
T
today what Carl Laemmle paid for it nine years ago, and way new theater which will have a sej
out in Culver City all the studio sites have increased tremen- ing capacity of 1,350.
dously in value. The Christie boys have made a fortune, acBrampton, Ont. A new theati
cording to report, in realty transactions and there is hardly a star
seating 800 and costing $60,000, h
or prominent actor or director who doesn't own a lot of ground.
been opened. The theatre was co
Lots of lots usually.
DANNY. structed by T. H. Moorehead.

—

("Jack")
of Standone time

manager

of the Select office and succeeds Bernard C. Cook who has started an exchange of his own, the Economy Film Service.

Winnipeg Shelves 50 Cent Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg— The proposed theater
tax of 50 cents a seat -tr year by
the City Council, has been shelved
for a year, owing to the stubborn onposition of the theater managers.
It
was pointed out that exhibitors already gave one-twentieth of their
gross revenue to the Municipality or
the Provincial Government.

HE

lot of

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)
E.

he owns a

SOME FORTUNES

tandard Manager

Mo.— Earl

And

—

—

SAID,

HOW WOULD YOU

LIKE TO SEE A FAST MOVING

MYSTERY MELODRAMA _

SHE

SAID,

?

THAT'S

COUNTERFEIT LOVE
"

BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCMIZEO

of FILMDOM

Authority
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ol.

New

No.
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3
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Price 5 Cents
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Costume Pictures

England Deal

And

jported F. B. O. Franchise Is Sold

Harry Asher and Sam Grand

|to

— No Confirmation
THE FILM DAILY)
reported here that
Boston —

There promises to be a vogue of
costume and period pictures for the

(Special to

It

jid

coining
duction

jm Grand.
and

Grand

are

important

New

rooms are more spacious. Local
Jm men say that the deal is signifihere
(jnt because it placed Federated
position where it can acquire
I a

lie

Spain.
United,

lioduct more readily for this terriIt is held that the prestige aciry.
uing to Federated in view of the

Rowland Back

Horkheimer Buys Balboa Studio

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— H. M. Horkheimer,
purchased the Balboa studio at

of Lord Nelson after the battle of Trafalgar, one of the
most spectacular sea battles ever screened, is a moment that will be long
remembered by those who see "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton." It's a
Hodkinson Picture. Advt.

The death scene

He will
$300,000.
a series of six

GOLDWYN STATEMENT
Deficit of Over a Million— Last Year's Operating Loss
Placed at $303,388— Godsol Issues Statement Explaining
Liquid Position of Company is Better Than 1921

financial statement as of Dec. 30, 1922, shows
The net loss incurred from aca deficit of $1,405,587 for 1922.
tual operations of the company is $303,388.

on the
sails for London
Lmeric, April 21, to assume the
r.nagement of the British advertisand publicity department.

Other interesting figures include theater buildings and

Ltional,

;

Director's

Number

of

FILM DAILY will appear on May 6. It will be replete
with articles definitely of interest to directors and producers,
and the production phase of this
industry.
Incidently, it will
contain a brief biography illustrated, of all directors of importance now working in this
country.

THE

lease-

holds, valued at $1,687,398; unreleased productions, $1,467,533;
cash in the bank, $717,116, and total assets, $13,771,188.
In connection with the statement, President F. J. Godsol
said

Number

Director's

through
for
release
Allied, will come "The
costume production
a

Also
or

To Film "Mr. Barnum"
Murray Garson will produce "Mr.
Barnum," a play by Tom Wise in
which Wise will appear. No director
has been selected as yet.

Hays and Thomas Accept

The Goldwyn

Judge Going to London

The

set

may

Brandt states that Will Hays
and Augustus Thomas have both acBilly

make

Horace C. Judge, for three years
E?;istant to C. L. Yearsley at First

i

pro-

cepted invitations to attend the installation dinner of the T. O. C. C. at
the Ritz on April 12. Both will probablv deliver addresses.

Shows

rls

for

fully

(Continued on Page 8)

Johnson Film to Metro
Metro yesterday announced the accjisition of "African Big Game," the
.Lest of the Martin Johnson pictures.
I was shot in B-.tish East Africa.

r'nodel it and
jrtures there.

the

from

Put Off Meeting
The annual meeting: of United Ar«ts was scheduled for yesterday. It
Vs put off until later in the month.

Ing Beach

of

not

Talisman,"
made by Allied Authors, and Charles
Ray's "Courtship of Miles Standish."

(Continued on Page 2)

(Special to

are

be added to those
if the various producing companies do not add to the
schedule as now set there will be a
much larger number of this type of
picture out next season than was
scheduled for the present season.
Doug Fairbanks will have "The
Black Pirate" and an Arabian story
by Knobloek, and Mary Pickford is
working on "Rosita" which is laid in

England,
Hires in Federated of
'ley have moved over to the F. B.
St. where
I quarters at 39 Church

R. A. Rowland has returned
coast.

Many

schedules

a number
in sight.
But

$100,000.

Asher

season.

and

Harry Asher and
The amount is placed

formed by

3te

i

is

O. franchise for New Enghas been disposed of to a syndi-

F. B.

le

Period Productions to Fill Much
of the Schedule for Next
Season

"During the year, the convertible notes of the corporation,
amounting to $1,755,000, were liquidated, and the entire discount and expenses incurred in the placing of the note issue are
charged off. This, in addition to other items charged off and
the fact that the liquid position of the company is better than at
the end of the preceding year, has put your company in position
You
to operate more advantageously for the ensuing period.
of
will note that the current and working assets are in excess
$750,000.
$4,750,000, including cash and Liberty Bonds of over
(Continued on Page 6)

Duell Leaves; Ritchey Signs
Holland Duell of Inspiration left for Italy on Saturday, after
Sailing
a short stav in New York.
with him was Will M. Ritchey, formerly with Realart and Famous Players who has joined Inspiration. Duell
went abroad at the time "The White
Sister" company left but came back
Charles

for a short stay.

."Evangeline" Again
Ince to Make It As
First of Series of Classics—

Thomas H.

Once Done by Fox
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Thomas H. Ince intends making one literary classic a
(Special

no matter what other pictures
are on his production schedule. Ince

year,

launching this group, with
"Evangeline." in which Madge Bellamy will be starred.
The producer has had his eye, in
particular, on the non-theatrical field

intends

(Continued on Page 2)

..
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New

England Deal

(Continued from Fa»e 1)
it is releasing the F.
B. O.
product will aid in purchasing other
pictures.
fact that

M
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Film,

Quotations
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do pfd.
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Griffith
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.

Low

Close

87
97

87
97
6

..97

sy2

6y2
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Sales

3,700
100
3,000

Loew's
Triangle

.

Paul

Arkansas Convention Today

of

O.,

THE FILM DAILY)

Rock. Ark.—The M. P. T.
Arkansas will meet in con-

vention today.

Kane Ends Vacation
S. Kane of Associated Exhibitors, returned to New York yesterday.
He was away six weeks, not
only covering the best golf courses
in Florida, but passing a short time in

Havana

also.

19K

1914 2,000

New

34

38

4000

(Special to

Not quoted

— Outlook

Capital $60,000.
Knopp, W. G.
Maitrejean.

Photoplay Corp.
Incorporators, L. M.
Kahlert and E. A.

Sennett Feature

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles "Pitfalls of a Big
City," now under production with
Ben Turpin as the featured player,
has had its title changed to "Where
Is My Wandering Boy, This Evening?"
It will be released through
Allied.

Whittaker Going to Coast

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Charles Whittaker
is
coming to the Goldwyn studios
from New York to write the continuity for "The Magic Skin."
The
picture will be made by Achievement
(Special to

Albany

—De

Dover

—

Phonofilms,
Manhattan. Capital $50,000. Incorporators, H. Bogdish, A. Powsner and
H. A. Deimel. Attorneys, Fisher &
Deimel.
Forest

Films,
Capitol

Ruskin

$20,000.

Pictures
Corp.
Incorporators, Dr.

John W. Ruskin, Rev. Edward P.
Simkin and Dr. Jos. A. Buckwaiter.
(Capital Trust Co. of Dela.)

Inc.,

—

to

be released through

Goldwyn.

Buys Six Coast Houses
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

San Francisco A deal involving
San Francisco theaters, one in
Santa Cruz and one in Honolulu, and
involving a $1,000,0000, has been confour

—

Trenton,
N. J. Brown's
Mills
Auditorium Co., Trenton and Lakehurst.

Capital $25,000. Incorporators,

D. B. Bonner, Phila., M.
graves and D. R. Lemon.

(Special to

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

— Mary

Pickford has oftitle to her

fered a cash prize for a

next production an
story.

cluded

when Louis R.

the
W. Hard- came
heretofore

Prize Offered For Best Title

Edward Knoblock

been
"Evangeline" has already
filmed by Fox with Miriam Cooper
It was released
in the leading role.
1919.
Since that time. Theda
in
Bara has been reported planning the
Longfellow classic. Nothing further
has been heard of the plan.
Edith Lee Grant has joined Cen-

moved

W.

to 25

FOR SALE
THE STRAND THEATRE
and BUILDING
Lakewood, N. J.
New, modern and
of

sey

fully equipped—one
prettiest theatres in
Jerseats.
Stage large enough

New

the
—
1500

hold any production, building has
eleven stores and eleven apartmentsall rented
big returns.
Plan drawn
by Thos. W. Lamb. Construction by
M. Shapiro & Son.
to

—

Cheap— Easy Terms

Will Sell

BARNEY FERBER,
Lakewood, N.

J.

sole

Greenfield beof the circuit
as that of Kahn &

owner

known

Greenfield.
The theaters are the

New Fillmore,
Mission, Progress and Realart
here, the Princess in Honolulu and
the New Santa Cruz in Santa Cruz.
William J. Citron and M. S. Vidayer wil be associated with Greenfield
in the management.
Joseph E. Levin
is retiring, his place being taken by
Citron, who had charge of the New
New

Mission for years.
Vidaver will
have charge of publicity and advertising.
Sol Lesser and his associates,
who have exercised their option on
the Turner & Dahnken circuit, were
bidders for the chain, their competition increasing the price very largely,
hut Greenfield outbid them.

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Special Features
THOMAS

anc
hav<

43rd St.

in Atlantic City

(Special to

38

Incorporations
St.

Loew

197/8

....

(Continued from Page 1)
He states
for this kind of picture.
that about 18 months after regular
theatrical release, this type of picture
should be available to non-theatrical
exhibitors.

23

3, 1

Jay Packard, Myra Furst
Frank H. Rice, play brokers,

Marcus Loew is in Atlantic City,
recovering from a recent illness.

Not quoted

...

World
Cents

Harry Asher's
American Feature Film

Arthur

600
88^4

..

patdeal

."Evangeline" Again

tury Comedies.

Little

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Caecho-SloWenselsplata.

High

now

No confirmation of the Boston
dispatch was obtainable yesterday at
F. B. O. Inquiries at Joseph Schnitzer's office were referred to
Harry
Berman who could not be reached for
a statement.

Rue de

—

European

tionale
vakia),

is

Co. handles the Universal output
here as a basis but at the same time
releases other pictures.

1.

— Le

after
his

whereby

FredShaftesbury

Clichy.

Central

terned

transaction

W.

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

man.

S.

The new
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UNIVERSAL GETS
A

You—for Spring and Summer

Life-saver for

A
UNIVERSAL

Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President, Universal Pictures Corporation

has landed the big prize

of years!

Universal has bought the world's rights
to the picture marvelous
"HUNTING

—

GAME IN AFRICA WITH GUN
AND CAMERA"—the picture which has
BIG

!

just closed its sensational
theatre in
York.

run

at the Lyric

New

It's

a good thing for you that Universal

BECAUSE WE ARE NOT
GOING TO SKIM OFF THE CREAM
OF THE MONEY BY ROAD-SHOWING IN LEGITIMATE THEATRES.

bought

it,

We are

not going to offer you the

skimmed

milk.

—

We

are booking it right now immediately into the picture houses, at the very
moment when you need every bit of pulling
power on earth to keep your house packed!

—

We

paid a record price for it, but it's
worth it.
are going to treat it as we
would treat a circus, and I advise you to
handle it exactly the same way.

We

—with

But no circus on earth
spect to the great

Barnum &

due reBailey and

hope

show such

—can

Singling outfits
perfectly

to

all

amazing things as you and your

astounded patrons will see in this greatest
of all wild animal pictures.

bought the Paul J. Rainey
African Hunt picture and it created a sensation all over the world. You remember

Years ago

I

IT

Ever since then I have wanted something even better and greater. I found it
in H. A. Snow's "Hunting Big Game in
Africa With Gun and Camera." And now
it.

it

goes direct to you.

don't doubt there will be feeble imitations on the market. The Universal has
never done a thing in all the years of its
existence without having a flock of me-too
folks tagging along behind. But you won't
be fooled by the imitations. You will want
the real, genuine blown-in-the-bottle article and you can get it only from the Universal.
I

Something greater than the circus is coming to your town. If you are the live and
hustling exhibitor in your territory, you'll
be the one who will bring home the bacon
with

this picture.

Here's a real life-saver when you need it
most. I've done my part in buying it and
firing

it

straight to you.

MYSTERY

ROMANCE

With a Race that Rivals the

m
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DISTRIBUTORS ARE INVITED
TO COMMUNICATE WITH"^.

MURRAY \
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Derby
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Goldwyn Statement
(Continued from

Pace

1)

detailed statement follows:

The

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
December

30th,

1922

ASSETS
at cost diss depreciation and amortization):
Studio land. huildiiiKS and equipment..

Fixed Assets,

and

Theater buildings, leaseholds
Furniture and fixtures

429,432.08
1,687.398.04
132,115.25

$_

equipment

Goodwill and other intangible values
Investmnts in and advances to affiliated companies,

cost

at

Subscription to capital stock
Current and working assets:

A

Inventories:

THOUSANDS"

$1,4617515.17
Productions relased at residual values
Productions unreleased and in progress and studio supplies,

at

cost

l

'™>?"-i'

144,104.26
33,317.25

Scenarios unproduced. at cost
Accessories and supplies, at cost

$3,106,469.85

inventories

Total

Advances to producers and authors
Accounts receivable (less reserve for deferred earnings,

471,409.24

$46,901.60)
receivable
Liberty Bonds, at

338,294.01
81,988.46
36,450.00
717,116.07

Notes

par

Cash

$4,751,727.63

Deferred charges:
Insurance, taxes, rent and other expenses prepaid.
Lease deposits
Expenses of bond issue, less amortization
Exploitation of tilm not yet released

$112,555.80
34,391.00
96,409.00
31,687.48
275,043.28

Total
Deficit,

"THRILLS

$2,248 945.37
2.980. 731.20
2.044 314.28
64 838.85

$12,365,600.61

assets

"Great Throngs are spellbound by

ture given its initial introduction here,"
says "The Paterson Press Guardian" in
commenting on the showing of

"JACQUELINEV
M

1,405,587.64

per attached statement.

Blazing Barriert

$13,771,188.25

LIABILITIES

At Peter Adams* Beautiful

Capital stock of no par value:

720.460J4 shares
6,765 54 shares

Issued and outstanding
Subscribd for but not yet issued

U. S. Theatre

727,226^ shares

$11,543,706.04

Capital stock of subsidiary companies outstanding and proportion of surplus appertaining thereto

528,648.44

Mortgages

mortgage

leasehold gold bonds of Moredall Realty Corp. (Capitol theater, New York)
$720,000.00
First mortgage on studio, due July 1, 1924
150,000.00
First

Advance paymnts
Current

7'i

serial

to be liquidated

by

film

870,000.00
427,281.58

service

liabilities:

Accounts payable, including accruals
Producers' and authors' royalties and participation

$294,144.77
ac-

crued

107,407.42

401,552.19
$13,771,188.25

CONSOLIDATED PROFIT AND LOSS AND DEFICIT ACCOUNTS
December
Net

loss

from operations

for

pic-

30,

great picture."

Peter Adams, the Manager, writes to Mr. Shallenberger
"I

$303,388.12

Add
and note issues
Stockholders

$209,277.30

of

Moredall Realty Corp

200,000.00
409,277.30

J.

"While the afternoon performance was attended by a
very large crowd," the reviewer continues, "the evening
shows were greeted with packed houses and standing
room was at a premium, as the corridors were packed
with humanity waiting to get seats. Persons who witnessed the picture were loath to leave, doing so with
great reluctance to give others an opportunity to see this

1922

year ending December 30, 1922

Interest, discount and expenses on bond
Guaranteed dividends paid to Class B

Paterson, N.

WANT TO TELL YOU THAT WE HAVE

NEVER HAD ANYTHING APPROACHING THE
WORLD'S PREMIER SHOWING OF "JACQUELINE or BLAZING BARRIERS."

Other charges:

It is

Amortization of premium paid for investments in subsidiary companies
Goodwill writtn off on books of subsidiary companies..
Reserve against advance to affiliated company
Studio idle time expense

$146,181.00
8,335.00
45,000.00
84,516.18

Pictures

A

284,032.18
Deficit

for

year

Add— Deficit

at

Deficit at Dec. 30,

England

to

—

1922

408,890.04

1922, as per balance sheet.

Kinder

(Special

1,

$1,405,587.64

New Levy

Toward Germans

THE FILM DAILY;

(Special

to

Faces Ohio

pealed to the

—

critics.

year,

if

it

is

Distributor for

the

New

Year!

Dell Henderson-Pine Tree

United Kingdom: Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd.
162 War dour St., London

I

THE FILM DAILY)

London German films are making
Columbus, O. A bill has been inheadway in England. "Doctor Ma- troduced into the Ohio state legisbuse," a 14 reeler has just been shown lature to establish the office of a
and met with a fine reception. "The state fire warden.
This will ct st
Golem" at the New Scala has ap- every exhibitor in the state $20 a

of

Pictures Production

$996,697.60
Jan.

One of the Really Great

I

-1

ARROW

FILM

I

CORPORATION
220

1
W. 42nd St., New York 1
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Newspaper Opinions
"Enemies of Women" — Cosmopolitan
Central

AMERICAN— For

sheer splendor of setappeal,
"Enemies of
production,
Women,"
Cosmopolitan
the
stands out among the great screen achievements of the century.
DAILY
An interesting melodrama, then, superbly gowned and staged,
much too long, but finely acted by Miss
ting,

depth

for

of

NEWS—

Rubens and Mr.
tain

We

Barrymore.

you an evening's

give

will

it

feel cerentertain-

ment.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

reveals in
the limitless possibilities of the motion picture camera.

remarkably

a

impressive

manner

In this tremendous photoplay, which opened
an engagement at the Central Theater yesterday, there are combined astounding drama,
superb costuming, settings that are the
quintessence of technical art, natural scenery
that ravishes the eye and photography that
must set a standard for many years.
* * ranks pictorially with the other films, notably, "The

EVENING WORLD—*

Four Horsemen" and "Blood and Sand,"
based on this author's works, but as a dramatic story it ranks in the telling with
those recorded in some Sunday newspapers.
"Enemies
and silly;

gorgeous
thrilling, always

therefore,

sometimes it is
beautiful, and then

is

it

Women,"

of

it

is

unutterably

is

cheap.

GLOBE—

Many

will find fault
in the film, but

with
few

one

will
tiling or another
be bored. * * *
The adaptation is one of the most remarkIt is not unlike the
able I have ever seen.
painting of a portrait by a genius, who
brings out in a picture characteristics which
the casual observer has not noticed in the

that

All

original.

is

good and

all

that

is

in the work of the distinguished Spaniard
clearly revealed in the movie.

bad
is

extroadinary. * * *
It has been embroidered with
detail and stuffed with nonsense to an irritating extent, but it retains a great many virtues which are well worthy of note.
Director Alan Crosland has succeeded in
injecting some vivid action into the piece,
and it is in the frankly melodramatic episode
that his picture reaches its highest plane of

The acting

is

HERALD—

interest.

The

emu

s

*

*

*

qualities of the film are ex* * *
As to acting, "Enof Women" is unusually well equipped.
pictorial

ceptionally

fine.

MAIL

-It is an ordinary movie spectacle
showing the luxuries and dissipation of persons who have more money than they know
Whatever popularity it
what to do with.
enjoys will be reflected from the success of
the pictures based on books by Ibanez which

have preceeded

POST*
can

is

a first-rate

example of what

with motion pictures in the
melodrama,
romance,
furnishing

done

be

way

*

*

it.

of

and movingly beautiful scenes.
*
* * a brilliant screen production
Sl'N"
for practically every reason that an artistic
director or an artistic audience could set
In fact we were unable to discover
forth.
any defect.
Cleverly wrought, luxuriously dressed, this
adaptation of Vincente Illasco Ibanez's novel
hi tin same title is interesting and gripping
from start to the end.
thrills,

—

TELEGRAM—*

the most
the public.

,,f

embellished

scenes.

TIMES —

original
,,

without doubt one
ever placed before
From beginning to end it is
with a wealth of beauty and
lavish

*

'

revolutionist

*

*

films

* * *
* Barrymore has a fight with
* * * and this is an especially

In fact the acting by the
was exceptional. * * * It is a
e cast
long story beautifully directed for such a
if
production, but it would benefit a
great deal by being cut still further.
tine niece of

is

work.

The
TRIBUNE—
* * *
excellent.

and Alma
fact,

first

half

of

the picture

Both Lionel Barrymore

Rubens are

In
an occasion

excellently

memory does not summon
Alma Rubens has done

cast.

better work
But after
or looked more beautiful. * * *
the
intermission, the deluge.
The picture
goes blah. * * * And yet, despite its faults,
this is a picture that is well worth seeing.
"Enemies of Women" is a series
of connected motion pictures, generally of
great beauty, occasionally stirring.
skilhand at "cutting" for the purpose of
ful
clarifying its story could make of it one of
the really worth while spectacle dramas.

WORLD —

1923

In the Courts

Costume Pictures
(Continued from Page

3,

iiiiHMijw,aamuiui.i

(Special

1)

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

have "The
Famous
Los Angeles Norman L. Sper,
Covered Wagon," Pola Negri in "Don actors' representative, has filed suit
Caesar," "Salomy Jane," "The Wan- against Richard Daniels Sr., father of
Players

derer,"

will

"The Ten Commandments," "Mickey" Daniels,

which will be partly costume at least,
and possibly "Peter the Great," made
abroad. And there is the Cosmopolwhich may
itan product, some of
come through Famous and others
through Goldwyn. But Cosmopolitan
Red Robe,"
will have "Under the
"Little Old New York," "A Gentleman of France" and a drama of the
Elizabethan period in which Marion
Davies and Julia Arthur will appear.
From Fox are promised "Cameo

Jr., boy actor, for
$1380, alleged to be due him in commissions.
Sper's complaint states that he was
be exclusive representative for
to
"Mickey" for three years, and that
he was to receive 10% of all "MickSper charges that
ey's" earnings.

Daniels, Sr., without consulting him,
entered into an agreement with unnamed parties on or about May 1st,

whereby "Mickey" was employed

at

$150 or more a week.

Kirby," "The Warrens of Virginia"

—

Los Angeles Pauline M. Muir has
and "The Shepherd King," "St. Elmo" and others including "Monna brought suit against Bert Lytell for
\

a portion of the amount she says she
mon- saved him.
According to Miss Muir's attorneys,
"Ben
& Patterson, she showed
Moote
be completed

made abroad.
Goldwyn will lead off with

anna,"

the
spectacular production of

ster

Hur"

—

it is expected to
Lytell how he had paid out $5,544
time for late showing next season
errors in his returns for 1919,
through
"Van—"In the Palace of the King,"
1920 and 1921.
ity Fair," and a story of the GrausLytell recovered that amount from
tark type to be made by George D.
government, according to Miss
the
Included in the list is BalBaker.
Muir, and now she asks 10%.
zac's "The Magic Skin," which will
be made on a spectacular scale.

in

From

First

National

is

promised

Albany

—The

"Trilby," "Sands of Time," a period
picture of old New York, Barthel-

contend that

mess in "The Fighting Blade" and
"The Bright Shawl," while Norma
Talmadge will appear in "Ashes of
Vengeance," which "is to cost $750,000
for production, and a story of the
French revolution for Constance Talmadge. Ince will make "Evangeline."
Metro will have "Scaramouche"
and "Toilers of the Sea," by Ingram,
and "Captain Applejack," which is
in part a costume play.

tion,

One

of the outstanding features of
this type will be "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame," which will cost upwards of $800,000 and being made by
Universal, who will also release "The
Merry Go Round," a series of historical pictures, and "The Lady of

Court

by
Selznick "Rupert of Hentzau" and
Hodkinson will have "Lady Hamilwill

iikely

ton," made abroad.
ers will include on

be

Appeals

of

Mary Pickford

is

lEAL

not

SEKVK

to damages
by Watterson, Berlin & Snyder,
song publishers, of a song called,
entitled

"Daddy Long Legs."
brought

9091

for the publica-

Action

was

in 1919.

Palisade Pictures Corp.
located at 389 5th Ave.

For

faithful

is

now

119 Fulton

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTE

reproduction

of delicate detail

EASTMAN

Quality."

There

— Beekman

Phone

released

Warner Broththeir

POSITIVE FILM

schedule

"Beau Brummel" and "Deburau," and
the Rocketts have not yet determined
release for "The Life of Abraham
Lincoln."
No release has been determined for the Clancy production of
"Alt Baba and the 40 Thieves," or
Earle's
"Rubaiyat,"
or W. P. S.

"Tut-Ankh-Amen."

Release
will also be obtained probably for
'C'hu Chin Chow," to be made in
England, and "The Virgin Queen"
F.arle's

and "The Gypsy Cavalier," made by
Stuart Blackton abroad.
There
J.
are a number of others to be considered including "Othello" and "Queen
of Sin," owned by Ben Blumenthal,
Oscar Lund's promised production of
"Birth of Switzerland."

The

skill

sacrificed

Film

in

carries

through

man must

of the camera
printing

the

— Eastman

Positive

of the negative

quality

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

not be

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

A

Engineers Meet in May
The Spring meeting of the Society
of M. P. Engineers will be held in
Atlantic City,

May

7-10.

"The Talisman" Started
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "The Talisman,"
(Special to

—

the
feature of the Allied Authors,
has been placed in production at the
Ince
studios
under
direction
of
initial

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Chester Withey.

.
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To Switch?

jSemon

End

Near

liported

Hays Organization Has Had Severe
Legislative Tussles Lawmakers

Vitagraph

of

—

Contract But No One in New
I York Will Discuss Matter
j

(Special

Adjourning

THE FILM DAILY)

to

making

t

independent concern."
possible," says the report,
is
"b may make but one more picture
Vitagraph, a feature of five or
ft
s reels, instead of two short reelprobably
will
After that he
e
like only full length pictures, und a new contract with the firm
'It

good

Riesenfeld

is

Europe the end

many

scheduled

states

where

anti-film

(Continued on Page 2)

Abroad
of this

many

laws were on tap. His efforts, backed by the prestige of the Hays organization have been marked with un-

(Continued on Page 2)

for

good

has been a hardy one
throughout the winter.
Charles C. Pettijohn has had an
active winter, traveling through a

.

!

a

in

legislation

!

-fugo

activities

there is expected to be slack
in
the tension at the Hays office
where the battle against adverse
states,

B;

Riesenf eld Going

Now

State legislatures throughout the
country are beginning to adjourn,
and with the termination of law-

—The

Times says that
Prry Semon has two more pictures
make under his present contract
Sler which "he is to sign up with a
Angeles

,Los

Won

Battles

to

Zukor and Kent Sail Saturday
Adolph Zukor and Sydnev R. Kent
sail for New York from the other side

month.

Fox Due Today from South
Fox is due back in his oftoday from a vacation in Palm

on Saturday.

Villiam
ft

Bich.

Sheehan Due Soon
Sheehan of Fox is due
iiNew York from the coast in a few
Vinfield R.

Jazz, and lots of it is the keynote of "The Lap of Luxury," starring
Glenn Hunter, as the quiet, peaceful son of a doctor who becomes caught
in the whirl of a jazz age. Glenn Hunter scores again in the type of acting
that is making him so popular. It's a Hodkinson Picture produced by the
Film Guild.— Advt.

Bowes Arrives Today
Edward Bowes of Goldwyn
aboard

in

Fore

>ne of the future Swanson vehichs
Famous will be "Zaza" which
Piline Frederick made for the same
:cipany in 1915. The picture will
:c

inably be directed by Allan
in

The Spring

Dwan

he East.

Coast Golf Tourney April 8
(Special

os

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—The

semi-annual

P. Golf Tournament will be held
atthe California Country Club on
Ail 8.
Four cups will be offered

I

Nat Deverick of Fine Arts
resident of the association.

isirizes.
is

Laemmle
(Special to

Starts for

Home

—

Trouble Over, Capitol Reports

The
Agfa After Coast Business
(Special to

December

In behalf of the Golf Committee.

-

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Capitol

to

Thr

e

New "U"

Stars

The three new
musicians returned Laemmle promised

management reported

yesterday that the

the theater at the 2 o'clock per-

stars which Carl
for apnearance in
Universal Special Attractions are Roy

Stewart, William Desmond and Jack
yesterday,
following
a
Hoxie. The other three in that cateU
States distributor
Other Broad- gory ar6 Gladys Walton, Herbert
st k, is making the rounds of the walk-out on Monday.
la ratories
and studios with his way theaters, with the exception of Rawlinson and Hoot Gibson. Stewcc t manager, Leon Schlesinger, and the Criterion, stated they had expe- art's first will be "Burning Words,"
la lg
plans for expansion of the rienced no difficulties over the musi- and Desmond's probably, "The Skycc t office during the coming year.
Line of Spruce."
cians' strike.
os
ted

Angeles

J.

T.

Cosman,
formance
of Agfa

American Relea/iig

is

returning to

15.

golf tournament will

DANNY.
has

San
I ncisco, Seattle, Minneapolis and
C':ago. He is due in New York on
th 10th.
"Hunting Big Game" will
be eleased by Universal at once.

st

I

THE FILM DAILY)

Carl Laemmle
os Angeles
ted for the East by way of

is

due

New York on the Aquitania, due in
He has been abroad since
Friday.

be held
at Belleclaire Golf Club, Bayside, Long Island, Tuesday, June 5.
Details of play and prizes, as well as additional
information, will be furnished later.
But all of you golfers and goofers know what a
great party it is and the chief point to be registered
this moment is the time and place.
Come along. Send in your entry at once. Bring
your friends. Start swinging the old clubs. Let's
make this the greatest outdoor holiday of the year
film

is

Walton Returning
Holmes Walton, foreign manager
of

"Zaza"

Olympic which

today.

Iss.

Swanson

the

C. B. C.'s Last Three

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry Cohn of C.
B. C, announces the titles of the last
(Special to

—

three of their series for this year will
be "Pal O' Mine," Forgive and For-

get" and
F. P.

"Lower Broadway."

Buys

New

Montreal House

THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal —The Loew theater
(Special to

on
has passed to conThe other
trol of Famous Players.
local Loew house, the Court, was
acquired by the Sparrow Amusement
Enterprises a short time ago.
Famous Players also have the CapN. L.
itol here and the St. Denis.
Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players Canadian Corp., holds
St.

Catherine

St.

the Pantages franchise for Montreal
Pantages
that
believed
is
it
vaudeville will replace Loew book-

and

ings.

Leopold Friedman stated yesterday
nothing had come to his attention reHe
lative to the above dispatch.
stated that in all likelihood the deal,
there is one, would be handled

if

from Canada.

THE

•e^HkDAILY

BM>

Battles

Won
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receipts as well.

recent months, Pettijohn has
been in the following states where
been
defeated:
censorship
has
Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, Michiga i,
Missouri, Nebraska, Oregon, Texas

In

Close

situation in New York State
doubtful. On the surface, a defeat
of the censorship repeal bill is apparent, because of the overwhelming
Republican majority in the Assembly.
The Senate has, however, not yet
concurred with the Assembly on the
date of the adjournment of this term
of the legislature.

First

Week's Receipts

Receipts of "The Covered Wagon"
during Holy Week exceeded those
of the opening week, which had set
a new record for the Criterion, by

comparative
d $11,013.00.

figures

—

Katterjohn Joins Mayer

expected in New
York from th coast in the next ten
His trip East is timed for the
days.
opening of "The Famous Mrs. Fair,"
at

is

the Capitol on April 22.

—

Missouri e .ihiturs' convention onens
today at the Baltimore Hotel. The
session will close with a banquet
to-night.

Miller

Heads

Calif.

M.

Ensemble.

"Where

;

The

unit

fifth

is

Pavement

the

Selections on the organ finishes the

of

Southern California held its annual
convention on Monday at which Fred
Miller of the California theater was
Other officers are
elected president.

W.

Whitson, San Diego and
James Sams, Ocean Park, vice-presidents; Glenn Harper, Vermont thea-

Los Angeles, secretary; Ben
Bernstein, Savoy theater, Los Angeles, treasurer; and C. E. Walker,
Santa Anna; D. D. Vanderlip, Ingleter,

wood; H. J. Siler, Whittier and Harry
C. Arthur of West Coast Theaters,
Inc., Los Angeles, directors.

bill.

"THE SPICE OR THE PROGRAM''

w

No. 28

NEW YORK CITY— Coldest

Easter

Di

on record doesn't keep holiday crowds <
Fifth
Avenue throngs at St.
Patrick
Cathedral for morning services.

—

GERMANY— German

MUNSTER,

Ruhr

from

expelled

district,

occupied Germany

— exclusive

come

from

received

arrive

poll

in

"nil

scenes of w«

fellow-officers

at

—

Mackaill

100

formance.

Strand
"Orange
which

Blossoms"

connection

there

is
is

the
a

overture
tableau,

in

"A

Kiss in the Dark," sung by Eldora Stanford,
soprano.
The second unit is "A Compilation of Interesting Short Subjects," followed
by "A Barnyard Episode," a dance fantasy,
with four other numbers, (a) "Dawn," played by the orchestra, (b) "The Rooster,"

Semon To Switch?
(Continued from Page

1)

suggested.
The George \
Cohan plays are under consideratic
for him."

above

John M. Quinn

at

Vitagraph

r

fuses to discuss the coast report, e
pecially that portion of it that state
Semon has two more pictures to mal
for his organization.
It is understood that when Al
Warner was in California he di
cussed with Semon the latter's po
sible appearance in two of the Cohs
It could not be ascertain*
plays.
yesterday whether or not the de
was still on.
First National

Dance Tonight

The

First National Club will ha
its annual dance at the Commodoi
tonight.

At Other Houses
This weeks brings "Down to the Sea in
Ships" into its seventh week at the Cameo,
the picture is to close next week.
The Criterion houses "The Covered Wagon," indefinitely.
And "The Queen of Sin" remains at the Lyric.

100

Phonofilm Demonstration Tonigh
A demonstration of Phonofilm, tl
new talking and musical film of D
Lee De Forest will be demonstrate
tonight in the auditorium of the Et
gineer Societies Bldg.

FACING A SHORTAGE

OF WORKING CAPITAL
Investigate

HERE ARE A FEW

the

?

Convenience

of our Financial Service

"Sisters of Sin"

"King Cocktail"
"Champagne Appetites'

Rates Within Reason

and Quick Action

"Velvet Lips"
"Satan's Solo"

"Passion Orchard"

These Titles are Fully Protected
Infringement will be Prosecuted

PRICES BASED ON VALUE

.

Rivoli
Here, too, the orchestra has not been
affected by difficulties between the union and
the
managers, according to the theater.
The program consists of the overture, "Sixth
Hungarian Rhapsody," Riesenfeld's Classical
Jazz, a regular weekly feature, the Rivoli
Rivoli's
tribute
Sarah
Pictorial,
the
to
Bernhardt, and "Whispering Hopes," the
sung by Ocy Shoff, soprano, and
latter
Laurie Boone, baritone.
"Glimpses of the
Moon," and danse divertisements, by the
Buster Keaton in
Serova Dancers follow.
"The Electric House" concludes the per-

BOX OFFICE TITLES
"Married Cheaters"
"Flapper Wings"

.

Little Maids," who danced at the
Rivoli last week, and the Rialto Magazine.
C. Sharpe Minor at the Wurlitzer, precedes
"Roses
the feature attraction, "Grumpy."
of the South," by Orilee Dix, dancer, and
Felix the Cat, in "The Ghost Breaker," are
the last two numbers on the program.

SUREFIRE

"Borrowed Husbands"
"Brutal Broadway"
"The Joy Route"
"Why Wives Fail"

.

Three

A Biay short reel, "Col. Heeza Liar,
Burglar," and an organ solo are finale.

play

graphs, and

;

lows.

opposite
Richard Barthelmess in "The Fighting Blade" for Inspiration Pictures.
Mackaill
is
represented
by Jess
Smith.
to

CITY— Dances 27 hou
without stop
Alma Cummings, champii
Terpsichorean, sets world's long distaa
dancing record.
She wore out 5 partners, 1 band, 3 phon
!

The management reported no trouble with
The overture is "Dance
musicians here.
Next
of the Hours" from "La Gioconda."
"The
Classical
Jazz,
comes Riesenfeld's
"The
Mystery Box," a Bray radio film

Signed for Barthelmess Film
Robertson
has
signed

John
Dorothy

rattie'Newj

NEW YORK

Rialto

A GOOD TITLE FOR YOUR STORY
(f^&cUu>cUlonai UH^twvu^

the

Ends."

P. T. O.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles—The M. P. T. O.

VV.

Capitol
feature,

Incident,

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Monte Katterjohn Anatole Bourman, (c) "The Chidk" Mile.
has been engaged by Louis B. Mayer Chabelska, and (d) "The Flapper" Mile.
to prepare the scenario for "The Herman. Next comes the wekly review, and
Madeline Mac Guigan, violinist.
The feaTrail of Ninety-Eight," which Reg- ture, Harold Lloyd, in "Safety Last," fol(Special to

inald Barker will direct.

Mo. Convention Today
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. The Western

Ayres,

A South Sea
to Mandalay"
"Maori Moon," assisted by Betsy
Wm. Robyn and the complete

"On The Road

The

Sale*

Mayer Coming East

orchestra,

is

—

Louis B. Mayer,

according to the
theater management, returned to its post at
the 2 o'clock performance yesterday followThe overture
ing a walk-out on Monday.
"
"Impressions of 'Cavalleria Rusticana,'
is
This is followed by the
from Mascagni.
usual Weekly Magazine and a prelude which
consists of a song number, by Harry Truax,
Capitol

friends.

Los Angeles Opening April 10
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
East. Kod. .115J4 HI** 114}^ 5,700
"Robin
Los
Angeles
Hood"
87
8534 86^ 3,200 closes at Grauman's Egyptian theaF. P.-L
Not quoted ter on the 8th. "The Covered Wagon"
do. pfd
Sy4 300 opens two days later.
Goldwyn ...5%
SYa
Not quoted
Griffith
1,300
19
19
Loew's
195*
"Covered Wagon" at Wood's
38
4,000
34
Triangle ..38
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted
World
Chicago "The Covered Wagon,"
Cents
will open April 22 at the Woods.
Low

High

The

and Utah.

Tops

1923

4,

Capitol
Petti-

john concerned himself with censorship bills, but he has 'ought equally
as hard, whatever laws were designed
to foist new tax levies on exhibitors'

The
$139.50.
are $10,873.50 r.

Quotations

Wednesday, April

At Broadway Theaters

1)

Not only has

usual success.

Ban

Address Box

Consult with Us
Confidence

CHROMOS TRADING
S,

CO.

1123 Broadway

Film Daily

6411 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

in

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea

82M

Nothing Like

It

on Earth

Biggest of All Shows!

H.

A. SNOW

Presented by Carl Laemmle
The mad stampede

A

of

thousands of wild elephants charging the camera men!

treed leopard at bay

Enraged rhinoceros charging into the eye of the camera!
Elephants battling savagely in a crater!
Mad with rage, a vicious Wart Hog hurl itself against a Ford car
See hundreds of Impala leap from the ground over big, high trees!
Africa's wildest haunts brought to light!
Hundreds of thousands of Jackass Penguins!
The world's greatest diamond mines in operation!
Africa's wildest haunts brought to light!
A thousand and one red-blooded thrills and hairbreadth escapes!
Countless thrilling and sensational encounters with beasts which you have never seen
The sensations of a hundred thrilling pictures condensed into one marvelous entertainment,
the like of which has never been witnessed on earth!
Don't miss it or you'll never forgive yourself the rest of your life!

Beware

of Re-issues or

Tame

Imitations

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP.

—

—.&&fi\DAILY
Newspaper Opinions
Last"—Pathe

"Safety

Strand

EVENING JOURNAL—

"Safety

Lloyd's seven-reel comedy,

ll:irold

is

Last,"
so good

that the comedian
his climb up the side of a
twelve-Story building are so intense that the
spectator finds his lower extremities growing
colder and colder and a queer sensation at
thi
pit of his stomach.

The

hurts.
wrings out of

that

it

thrills

KVENING WORLD— Harold

Lloyd, no
will always strike us

what he does,

natter

as the best comedian on the screen. * * * to
us it was a case of thrill-laugh-thrill * * *

than
more
— There Harold
Lloyd's

i.l.OBE

Hut

latest

"Safety

truthfully,

typical

of

MAIL—It

Last,"

pic-

disap-

is

who expected seven long

pointing to those
s

humor

thrill

is

the Strand in
*
ture. * •

at

Lloydian touches.

the spectator screams
is true
crips his seat when Harold Lloyd loses

hold and regains it climbing "human
" fashion up the side of a building as
Mies in "Safety Last," at the Strand this
but we doubt that this kind of comedy

-

i

.

his real forte.
* * is
in fact
to

—

is

laughable from beginning
the laughter reaches the
of hysteria during the last couple of
Is.
The film will be a great favorite of
youngsters both young and old and
the
much used comedy stuff seems really
new when this ingenuous young man of the
tortoise-shell rimmed spectacles uses it.
* * *is pretty nearly the most
STJN
amusing movie ever made, and it certainly
one of the most thrilling.
is
At the Strand theater the
hearty laughs that ring through that playhouse reveal unmistakably that Harold Lloyd
and a bigger and betlias made another hit
in his new film comedy, "Saftey
ter one
Last."
Harold Lloyd's latest effort is
When people
filled with laughs and gasps.
rocking
in their seats at the Strand
are not
they will be holding on to the chair arms
to keep them down. * * *
The original "business" in this picture
has every one on the alert, and where there
have been tears for two weeks there will be
roars of rollicking laughter.
* * *is the least ingenious film
play which he has made since he entered the
ranks of great screen comics something like
*
three years ago.* *
It
is
all unworthy of a young man of
whom a vast and admiring public expects

I'OST *
end, and

—

—

—

TELEGRAM —

—

—

TIMES—

WORLD —

things.

fine

"Glimpses of the

Moon"—F.

P.-L.

*may prove disappointfound the novel intensely

shadings of Mrs. Wharton's
gorgeous
lost,
the
are
icterizations

If the delicate

of
the
ich,

ns

Bebe
girl

Daniels,

cast

who glimpsed

Susan
moon,

as
the

arc gained.

DAILY NEWS—It

fails dramatically beonly the showy side of Mrs. Wharton's
It is a scries of
has been stressed.
beautiful and artistic scenes and sets made
into a continuity through the use of copious
But if sumptuousness ensubtitles. * * *
The mountns you, surely this will.
ing of the film is gorgeous.

piece

Whar-

POST—

TELEGRAM — Beautiful

gowns and
features
* * #

are

women, gorgeous

jewels, and sumptuous settings,
of "Glimpses of the Moon."

TIMES—With

fine

photography, interest-

ing sets, sudden changes in atmosphere and
good acting by all the principals, "Glimpses
of the Moon," * * * is always entertaining.
But it does not live up to what might be
expected from Allan Dwan after his remarkHe
able work on "Robin Hood." * * *
has been handicapped by a story which did
and
picturization,
not lend itself readily to
the screen version at times is involved and
vague.
Reviewing "Glimpses of the
Moon," * * * isn't a man's job at all. The
When Bebe
fashion editor should do it. * *
Daniels, Nita Naldi and Rubye de Remer
come on the screen in a dazzling succession
The plot doesn't
of striking gowns. * * *
matter, if, indeed, there is one. * » *
All that this picture borrows from Edith
Wharton's novel is its title. * * *
Bebe Daniels never looked more beautiful
nor acted more convincingly than she does

TRIBUNE—

in

this

picture.

WORLD —

The undeniably handsome Nita
Naldi endeavors to seduce the hero-novelist
throughout the piece and exhibits no small
Bebe Daniels, cast
knowledge of her craft.
in the role of the impoverished wife, gives
a direct, youthful appeal to a not wholly
sympathetic character.

"Where

the

Pavement Ends"— Metro
Capitol

AMERICAN —

The story is picturesque,
there are several interesting scenes, and the
But
title is open to several constructions.
where the
in this case, we are informed,
pavement ends

is

romance.

EVENING WORLD—A

treat

is

in

store

for you if you drop into the Capitol during
the week, for Ingram has made a wonderful
picture again.
* * * there is so much of the

KVENING JOURNAL— So much

of

the

effectiveness of Edith Wharton's novel. "The
Glimpses of the Moon," depends upon the
rl'licacy, clarity and felicity of her style that
it
seemed almost impossible that a commendable motion picture could be made of it.
Nevertheless, Allan Dawn, the director, has
more than passing well. * * *

EVENING WORLD—
n numbering what
Hood," a

"Robin

torial

the

One expects, after
Dwan did for
Allart
little
too much of this

headliner,

Moon,"

his

for,

in

"Glimpses

picture

first

since

Douglas Fairbanks masterpiece, and
view at the Rivoli,
1,

Dwan

of
the

now on

does not shine so

rightly.

Of course "Glimpses of the Moon" wasn't
a "Robin Hood" to begin with, * * * so we
don't lay all the blame upon the shoulders
of Dwan.

MAIL— This

photoplay is dull entertainin a labored manner.
To use the stage vernacular it is "high so-

ment

moving along

ciety

stuff,"

style.

done

in

the

approved

movie

Ingram maintains

the

—

(Special to

—

with Lasky, has joined Fox as
manager, effective April 16.

TIMES This is a picture without hokum,
without the lovers embracing in the last
scene; a picture that clings closely to the
authors story, and one in which there is
*

*

It

is

such a story as

Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

There are no
pictures.
agonizing, no sentimental
an ease and
are
there
naturalness in every scene that makes it
seem undirected.
one rarely sees

in

heroics, no
And
prettiness.
false

WORLD — *

* * John Russell's florid tale
lonely
South Sea Island beaut is
brought to the screen a 'lovely, distinguished

of

studi'

CADWALLADER

L.

C.

rare characterization.

TRIBUNE— *

—

1923

4,

Kley Joins Fox
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Fred Kley, formed'

his

new Metro

production,
"Where the Pavement Ends," at the Capitol
He produces on the screen all the
Theater.
magic of the South Seas and catches the
John Russell's notable
quality
of
ironic
book, * * *
in

ilM

I

Wednesday, April

a

It is not to be compared with
the puerile splashes of sentiment which have
picture
screen recently under the
the
graced

cinema play.

FOR SALE

"South Sea romances," but is done
up with an air of fineness and warmth which
removes our own curse from the "tropical"
drama.

name

THE STRAND THEATRE

of

and BUILDING
Lakewood, N. J.
New, modern and

Date Advanced
Horace Judge will sail for his new
post with British First National on
Sailing

sey

—

—

fully equipped
one
prettiest theatres in
JerStage large enough
1500 seats.

New

of the

hold any production, building has
eleven stores and eleven apartments
rented big returns.
Plan drawn
to

the 14th instead of the 21st.

—

all

W. Lamb.
M. Shapiro & Son.

by Thos.

Will Sell

MARH

Construction by

Cheap— Easy Terms

BARNEY FERBER,
Lakewood, N.

IS

J.

LOUIS MEYER

COMING/
WHICH MARY?

MARY-

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS,
'

TH
251 Vesfc 19 Street

TELL YOU MORE

fatkins

TOMORROW—

7620-7461

brilliancy which has marked
great successes, but far from
*
sufficient to place it in the same class.* *

characteristic

Rex Ingram's

is

As usual in Mr. Ingram's pictures there
much that is beautiful. What this diappears to

MAIL— The

need is a
drama.

little

less

art

real

oasis in the moving picture
"Where the Pavement Ends," at

desert is
the Capitol

this week.
And we did drink
long and deep of its cooling well of romance
that bubbles so seldom in Broadway film

*

theaters.

*

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS
"At the Capitol Theatre"
Rex Ingrain's latest great success was written by

JOHN RUSSELL

*

It
breathes of the wholesomeness
freshness of the outdoors.

and

The master hand behind the making of
picture is that of Rex Ingram.
This

this

.

I

TELEGRAM — Rex
high standard

GLOBE —

and some more

* *

to many who
nesting.* * *

good

extraordinarily

A large factor in this film's success is its
excellent acting, performed under the wand
of Allan Dwan, director. * * *
To any one who has read the book,
the screen production will be a disappointbut
to the others who have not read
ment,
it,
"Glimpses of the Moon" will be a fairly
entertaining picture.

rector

Rivoli

AMERICAN —

GLOBE —An

of filming has been done with Edith
ton's "Glimpses of the Moon." * '

MUW,»IUMIIII

director, for he is alone in his field, is showing his competitors that a story can be told

on the screen without the usual nonsensical

hokum.

MORNING TELEGRAPH

—

There

John Russell's next book of romance and flaming,

color-

ful adventure in strange corners of the earth, is now
available in advance copy.
Simultaneous publication here
and in England, May 15. It is called IN
PLACES,
and all its eleven stories have appeared in national
magazines.
Sole agents for picture rights for all of
Russell's stories.

DARK

is

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

beauty of setting and photography throughout the picture and some remarkable scenes of a tropical storm. * * *
Ramon Navarro is charming as the handsome, simple-hearted native, and Miss Terry's performance is only exceeded by her
unusual good looks.
POST It is thoroughly enjoyable, even
though the screen has been flooded with
considerable

35

West 45th

St.,

New York

—

tropical
island
stories
recently and is a
shining example of what really can be done
in the films. * * * Rex Ingram has deftly
given "Where Pavements End" all the fascination of a tropical setting without the
ginger bread, and even a storm scene has

been made to appear different.

SUN —

most

men

other South Sea island film look as if it had
been sunk under an earthquake in the Pacific.
It tells a moving story simply and logically, with a light of beauty shining through

that is not entirely
arc behind the film.

due

to

the

projection

DISAPPOINT''

OtOMLOWFllM LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

* *
artistic

of the

* is not only Rex Ingram's
work since "The Four HorseApocalypse," but it makes every

*WE NEVEC

220 WEST
PHONE

'

BRYANT 5576

42Sfi

NEW yOCK

STREET
'

-

'

»

:

:

ALLAN.A.I.QWNE5
CEN. V\GQ.

THE
dnesday, April

4,

DAILV

1923

Author, Critics and Public Proclaim
" Enemies of

Women"

a Masterpiece

THE AUTHOR SAYS

THE

"I am truly enraptured at the magnificent and artistic manner in which
I
novel.
you have interpreted
consider it superior to any film I have
ever seen. It is better in many respects than 'The Four Horsemen' because of the excellence of the actors
and the magnificence of the sets.
author could desire anything finer for
his work. I am sure it will be a great

my

No

success.

'Enemies of Women'
congratulate and I thank you!"

"As author

I

(Signed)

of

VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ

at

two

CRITICS SAY

"Without doubt one

of the most lavish
films ever offered to the public. From
beginning to end it is embellished with a
wealth of beauty."
N. Y. Telegram
"It is the last word in what is known
as 'a box-office attraction.' It will be a
N. Y. Globe
joy forever to exhibitors."

"For real entertainment, it would be
hard to beat. Thrills, romance, melodrama, movingly beautiful scenes."
N. Y. Post
"It is

an

eye-full.

fortune to make."

AND THE
"Enemies of

!

Looks as if it cost a
N. Y. World

PUBLIC

Women"

opened

dollar top at the Central

Theatre, on Sunday. The house
has done absolute capacity. Hundreds have been turned away at
every performance.

WOMEN"
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez
with

LIONEL BARRYMORE
and Alma Rubens
Directed by Alan Crosland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

THE

<2^

DAILY

Wednesday, April

4,

1923

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIOIS
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN

A

Sole Rights to

STORIES

1493

Broadway

Wonderful
Representing
authors

for

the

foremost

stage and

Complete

MILLIGAN

West 42nd

N. Y. C.

St.

Serial.

in Itself.

LAURA

D.

WILCK

By Arthur

1476 B'way, N. Y. Bryant 4065

M. R. Fink, General Manager

"MY GAL SAL"
Adapted from the famous Song
by Paul Dresser

"THE SPIDER AND
THE FLY"

screen.

G.
Service for Authors, Inc.
33

Make
Each Book

Will

Available.

Series

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS
The Screen

LADY"
Based on the Song of that name

by the

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon

"MOTHER WAS A

THE FAMOUS
DIAMOND DICK

EDWARD SMALL PLAY CO.,

Published and Unpublished

CARL

MATERIA!

Longacre 2453

Lamb
CO., Inc.

J.

BARDINE &
723 7th Ave.,

New York

Bryant 3660

Morgan Robertson Stories
SINFUL PECK
THE WRECK OF THE TITON
THE DAY OF THE DOG
etc.,

YEARS OF STAGE SUCCESS MAKE THESE
PLAYS SURE-FIRE PICTURE POSSIBILITIES
Paradise Of Lies
East Side To Riverside
Dangers Of A Great City
At The Old Cross Roads

Woman's

Greatest Sin
The Lily And The Prince
A Little Girl In A Big City

Robert Simpson Stories
The Bite

of Benin,

Swampbreath,
The Grey Charteris,
The Legacy of Tears,

Shadows
etc.

M. V.

WALL

Longacre Bldg.. N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

New York
Owners

T

Authors: F. S. sham, Beulah
Poynter,
Grace L. Furniss,
Milton A. Gropper, W. V.
Brightman,
Charles
Bradley

fast

star)

ELKS MAGAZINE

Strial

(comedy drama)

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

Earl Carroll Theatre Bldg.
Call W. H. Leahy, Circle 6740

Ltd.

W.

Bryant 2564

35

OSCAR

BORY

&
West

229

New

City

45th

St.

OSSO

35th Street

York, N. Y.

Phone Longacre 2744

of

Easy Terms

A

Serial

Pretenders'

''The

1000 Books and Plays
Unique And Unusual Service
Rendered To Authors And Producers.

Sole Agents for the Society of

All the Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor

(For Pictures)

\

woman

(for

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

Bryant

COMEDY

To Mansion

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

St.

Fast Moving

Mill

natriers
Ba?

COSMOPOLITAN

A

"The House of Plays that Pay"

THE CLINGING VINE
JUST MARRIED
MADAME SHERRY

A

The Nightcap
On The Stairs

CENTURY PLAY CO.

MARY FORREST
220

From

Hearth

Broadway Plays
Listening In
Hail And Farewell

Leonard Grover's Melodramas
The Wolves of New York.
801

On The

a Broken
zen

A

The Power Behind The Throne

etc.

Meredith Nicholson's

Authors and Dramatic
Composers of France

IN

Available

moving, modern story

DEEP ABYSS

by Georges Ohnet

Brokers Protected

"Wedded, But No Wife"

Now

"The Picture on

with racing atmosphere entitled

"EXTRA"

"The

Girl

He

the Wall"

Couldn't Buy"

for

"NORTH STAR"

Male Star Can Be Purchased

Very Reasonably

For

sale for picture production

A

Moving Comedy
Newspaper Life. Suitable
Young Male Stars.
Fast

Apply
Address R-3
c/o

The Film

Daily

Box A-5— Film Daily

c/o

MR. FINK
Ed Small Play
1493

Broadway

"Broken Hearts"
of

for

•

Co.

LOOK THESE OVER
JAY PACKARD
25 W. 43rd Street
5221 Vanderbilt

iTHE
rAe brAdstreet

ZkRECOCHIZEB

FILMDOM

Authority

>/*

XXIV

1.

Thursday, April

No. 5

5,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Loew

Fairbanks Wins
Maker Can't Use Name or Picture Without Permission
O'Brien,

Dennis

F.

fouglas

Fairbanks

Jjies

of

two

legal

from

'<>rs, regardless of their affiliations, in
ihe shape of high-class performers and
feature artists.
The plan is to develop a national
circuit so that artists of repute will
at once recognize that they can secure a definite number of weeks' bookings through the Loew booking office
in worthwhile motion picture theaters.
Already 30 houses are in the
line-up.
Twenty of these are conrolled by Loew's, Inc. and the other
10 are affiliated in the new enterprise.
(Continued on Page 4)

fl

Page

2)

Walsh Returning
Thomas B. Walsh is returning to
Kw York on the Aquitania due in
He made a picture called
ttnorrow.
" arianke"

turned to

with Albertina Rasch in

last night.

New England

Deal Operative
F. B. O. yesterBerman
of
iarry
confirmed the special Boston
dl'
doatch

appearing

in

THE FILM

on Tuesday which

Liane Haid is considered to be the most beautiful woman in the world
today, and her portrayal of that great figure in modern history, Lady
Hamilton, will stamp her as one of finest actresses appearing on the
screen today. "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton" is a Hodkinson picture.
Advt.

told of the

of the F. B. O. franchise in New
Egland to Harry Asher and Sam
Gind. The deal is now effective.

sa'i

Saxe

To Produce

am

Tough Times
had blizzards
egularly on Saturday and Sunlay with an occasional hangover on Monday and today the
wind is coming from the north
about sixty miles per with
he thermometer four below. In
iome spots in our territory it
vas down to 28 below several
imes during March. In other
words, the Gods above and

it

rliram Abrams both
>e against us."

Hold

Exhibitor Confabs

seem to

duties
yesterday. He will devote his time to the
oublic relations work of the associ-

with

the

to 5 Reels

—

today

Omaha.

in

Other

exhibitor conventions are
Western
scheduled
for
Kansas,
Pennsylvania and Illinois.

tribution for First National is back
from a 10 weeks' trip to exchanges.
He met with the problem of the
lengthy feature against which a number of exhibitors have voiced their

THE FILM

opposition in

New Laws For Kansas M. P. T.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wichita, Kan.

—A

new

O.

constitution

will be adopted by the state exhibitor
unit at the semi-annual session to be
held here April 16-17. The new laws

(Continued on Page 2)

Writes an important film man
:rom the Northwest: "March
was certainly a "beaner" in the

We

Krock Joins Hays
a: sumed his
Hays organization

Arthur Krock

ation.

Nebraska M. P. T. O. Meets To- Floyd Brockell, After 10 Week Trip,
Found Exhibitors Against Exday Kansas, Pennsylvania and
cessive Footage
Illinois Soon
The Nebraska M. P. T. O. meets
Floyd M. Brockell, manager of disWeber

Saxe, sales manager of
u North expects to go to California
ilthe near future to start work on
a ;ries of four pictures he will make
fc that organization.
'he first will be "Dangerous Lips."
3;e plans to make all of his pictures
^California.
In all likelihood, he
w continue as sales manager for
th Weber-North organization.

lorthwest.

Bowes Returns
J. Bowes of Goldwyn reNew York from Europe

Edward

\:nna.

ClLY

Supply

—

Switzerland in which the
:irt there has decided that the name
I portrait of a person prominent in
public eye cannot be reproduced
tr
advertising purposes without the
sbress consent of the individual.
The suit was instituted by Fairliks who retained two Swiss adKates, Drs. Weisflog and Hablutzel
Fairbanks endeav[(represent him.
o;:d to secure an injunction, restraina manufacturer of
ir Max Worod,
on

to

Marcus Loew has formed the Marns Loew Booking Circuit with the
"vowed intention of reaching out af<er new business from picture thea-

Brich,

(Continued

Circuit

Picture Houses With High Class
Performers 30 Houses in Line

attorney for
received
has

decisions

After Artists

>rms Booking

Court Decides Cigaraette

'Swiss

E. K. Declares Bonus

Eastman Kodak

The directors of
held a meeting on Monday at which
the recommendation calling for the
payment

of a

wage bonus to all em1 was approved. This

ployes on July
will

DAILY.

"The problem of the exhibitor says
Brockell," is to run his program in
the alloted time, and naturally he will
hesitate before booking a feature that
is going to hold up his show.
"Practically every exhibitor I met
seemed to feel that the producer could
serve him best by keeping the big
features from running to excess footage, thereby forcing a disruption of
(Continued on Page 4)
F. P.

Has

(Special

Toronto

to

43

Canadian Houses

Due Friday

on Friday.
six months.

He

has been abroad for

From Berlin
THE FILM DAILY)

Karol Coming
(Special to

—

Berlin Jacob Karol, head of the
producing company bearing his name
expects to leave for New York sometime this month to market six-pictures.. Four of them star Maciste and

two are

circus pictures.

R. C.
(Special to

To Star Lewis
THE FILM DAILY)

— Ralph

Lewis

has

signed a starring contract with

R-C

Los

Angeles

Pictures.

The local F. B. O. office did not
know of the above report yesterday.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Famous

be the 12th year of the bonus dian Corp.,

Schlesinger

Gus Schlesinger, manager of the
foreign department at Warner Bros.,
is due in New York on the Aquitania

now

Players Canaowns and operates

When

Olcott with Distinctive
Sidney Olcott will direct

"The

Green Goddess" for Distinctive. It
and makes a total of $9,380,000 in 43
reported yesterday that Harry
extra cash paid to employes since the assets of Allen Theaters, Ltd., was
would shortly join that
Morey
T.
Allen,
and
controlled
by
Jule
four
J. J.
1911.
The stockholders elected
but this was unconfirmorganization
few
a
directors: Walter S. Hubbell, George Toronto, were put up for sale
trustee
ed.
the
Clarkson.
T.
ago,
G.
E.
davs
Evarts
and
C.
Daniel
E.
Clark,
H.
first,
Distinctive's
Incidentals.
Kenneth Mees, to serve for three listed 36 properties, so that Famous
be.
Goldwill
released
by
"Backbone"
Retiring directors were re- Players stands seven theaters ahead
years.
wyn on the 30th.
of the next largest Canadian chain.
elected.
theaters in the

Dominion.

THE
*

-Z&*\DAILY

Thursday, April

5,

1923

.M3S3BIP1

Exhibitor Confabs
(Continued from Page 1)
will take the place of the old consti-

tution which dates back to the formation of the organization.
Tal.

Hfflh.5

Thorsday. Aprfl 5, 1923

Price 5 Cents

Coprrifht. 191J, Wid'i Film and Film Folks,
Inc.. Pabliihed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..

New

WID'S FILMS

Y.. by

York. N.

FILM FOLKS. INC.
J.

W.

and Editor;
ManAdrertising Manaper.

Danaenberi,

Toaaak

and

President

Alleoate, Treasurer and Business

aver; J. A. Cron,
Entered aa second-elm matter May 21, 1918.
at the pest ofice at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terams (Fostaje free) United States.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one

Outside
year;

fS.M;

3

months

—

IMS.

Londoa
aii.

First

of the 17th.

$3.00.

— Irving Mack, 738
Frcdlt»pre«ntati»e— Ernest W.
Ths FOaa Ranter, 53s Shaftesbury

Chioafe Kepreaentatire
Wabash Are.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh Plans fo- the third
annual convention of the M. P. T.
O. of Western P^nsvlvania, to be
held at the General Forbes Hotel en
April 16-17-18, are well under way.
The banquet will be held on the even-

Run Theatres Are Doing
S-R-0 Business With

6

Foreign
SUM. Subscribers should remit with order
Addraaa all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
W. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-45S2-5558.
HaHywe*d.
California Walter R. Greene.
Mil Hollywood Bird. 'Phone, Hollywood

neatha,

Plans For Convention
(Special to

S.

Are., London, W. 1.
Paris Kooraaontattro— L« Film. 42 Rue de
CHehjr.
ReprssentattTe InternaCentral Esvopaan
tieatls
Fflasschaa,
Prague (Csecho-SloTakla). Wonaelaplatt.

—

M.

Illinois

(Special to

Chicago

10 ST IN A

P. T. O. April 18-19

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

state

convention of

M.

P. T. C. will be held
New
at the Sherman.
officers will be elected and delegates
chosen for the national convention.
The delegates will be given a dinner
by the Chicago Film Board of Trade.
The National directors of the M. P.
T. O. will probably meet at the same
time.
the Illinois
April 18-19

BIG CITY
Read

Low

High

Close

do pfd

Goldwyn

..6

5%

Griffith

Loew's

...

19

19J4

Sales

1,900
1,500

St.

was elected president of
Exhibitors
organized
newly
League of Eastern Missouri at the

World

Bluff,

the

Not quoted convention held at the Elks Club.
6
1.300 The M. P. T. O. recent
decided to
Not quoted grant two franchises in Missouri, one
1

19?4

800

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis— I. W. Rodgers of Pop-

(Special to

lar

113?< 114
East. Kod.115
8654
F. P.-L. .. 87*6 86^

*Cents

Fairbanks Wins
(Continued from Page 1)

cigarettes from using his name and
picture on the cigarette boxes and
The
his name on the cigarettes.
Court of Justice in Zurich decided
for Fairbanks but Worod took the
matter before the High Court of Jus-

OF L0ST_B
"WORLD'S PREMIER SHOWING

-

(Special to

Balaban

Home

.
•

THE FILM DAILY)

OPPOSITION
IN PACE OP STRONG

BUSINESS AND
OPENED TO CAPACITY
INCREASED EACH DAY.

Eureka; Mrs. M. J. Moore,
St.
St.
Charles, and R. Stemple.
Charles; secretary, Louis C. Hehl.
Fred
Louis,
treasurer.
W.
St.
Louis.
and
Wehrenberg,
St.
Smith.

BOX••CONGRATULATIONS ON A GREAT

OFFICE ATTRACTION.

PETER ADAMS
U. S. THEATER

J."

PATERS0N, N.

urging members to refrain from
permitting boosters for songs of the
Society of Anthers and Composers

— Max

Balaban has re- to sing in their houses.
turned home after a several weeks'
sojourn on the coast.
Annual Convention of
Chicago

SUCCESS.
BIG CITY HERE A GREAT

A

the Eastern division and the
other for the Western headquarters.
Other officers elected were: vicepresident
F. Rees, Wellsville:
J.
Charles Goodnight. De Soto; T. E.

for

Charles
Warner,
sergeant-at-arms.
St. Louis.
Resolutions were passed favoring
abolition of Federal admission tax
tice, a judicial body in Swiss Govern- on
all
admissions under 50-cents
ment that ranks with the Court of each; favoring abolition of deposit
Appeals in New York State. A sec- system
and urging the national
ond decision reaffirmed that of the organization to work for its repeal,
lower court.
and a third against the music tax,

Max

WIRE

this

from a Real Showman:

East Mo. League Formed

Quotations

**

(Special to

Returns
D. W. Griffith, accompanied by a
number of his players and technical
Griffith

The
I. I.

THE FILM DAILY)

Success

CALL —
WRITE -

Strand's Future Schedule

The

spice

or run program"

First.

National

re-

booked into the
Strand:
"What a Wife Learned."
April IS; "Daddy," April 22; "Within the Law," April 29 and "Scars of
leases

ihr

following

have

Jealousy,"

been

May

15th.

1

Greater

In a Barroom."

A REAL SMASH

Distributors Jor United
162

ferred stock, valued at $100 a share.

An Even

Than His "Ten Nights

IT'S

—

-CctuxjUtJ

Say:

John Lowell Has Scored

—

Indianapolis The annual convention of
the Indiana
Indorsers of
Photonlavs will be held at the Claypool Hotel today and tomorrow.

staff, arrived late Tuesday afternoon
from Miami, where some scenes for
"The White Rose" were made. In
Capital Increase
the party were Carol Dempster, Mae
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Marsh, Ivor Novello, Neil Hamilton,
Albany Inspiration Pictures. Inc.,
Porter Strong and other featured have been
authorized to increase their
players.
capital by issuing 500 shares of pre-

f (£kl</xxilicrnci£

Critics

of P.
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The Eyes of the CameuPlunged
into the Jaws of Death
THE ARMAGEDDONJOF
THE JUNGLE
You'll view with bated breath
the
devastating
stampede of
trumpeting elephants charging
the camera.
You'll shout with
excitement as these Mad Monarchs of the Murky Morass come
tearing into the screen.

And

you'll

hail

this

amazing

adventure spectacle as the greatest ever!

TWO YEARS OF
ADVENTURE SQUEEZED
INTO TWO HOURS OF
THRILLSI
The Sensations

of a Hundred
Thrilling Pictures Condensed into
a Single Marvelous Entertain-

ment.
Don't Miss
It On Earth!

Carl

Laemmle

presents

It!

H. A.SNOWS

HUN
GAMGUN AND CAMERA
WITH

Nothing Like

—JX&1.

(

DAILY

Hold

In the Courts
A

jury in the City Court gave a
verdict for $1,500 against Loew's 86th
St. theater in a suit of Rose Pritchard to recover $2,000 because a sign
fell on her leg.

In the suit of Charles H. Duell
against Thomas H. Ince 1o recover
$60,000 for legal services, filed last
year, Ince has asked for particulars
in the Supreme Court as to when
the services were rendered and when
the demand for the $70,000 was made.

Loew

5 Reels

to

(Continued from Page

Thursday, April

Oppose "Pilgrim"

After Artists

(Special

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

It seems to be
the regular program.
the feeling that nearly any story can
be told in five or six reels.
"There is no question about exhibitors being ready for longer runs
whenever they have pictures that warrant them. Our own records show a
steady improvement in this respect.
"It appears that there is not any
ideal type of motion picture for the
really big picture
country at large.

A

Walter F. Keefe has been appointed general booking manager. A suite
of

offices

is

now being prepared

in

the general offices of the Loew enterThe recent experiment at the
prises.
State, Los Angeles and the Warfield, San Francisco, is said to be directly responsible for the new move.
Dorothy Jardon, Orville Harrold,
Bessie Clayton and drawing numbers
were engaged for those theaters at
high figures. Conferences with theater managers evidently pointed out
to the Loew office a way to organize
a definite circuit and thus assure for
those Loew houses where acts of this
calibre were desired, the necessary
material as well as additional work in
Locally, there will
other houses.
probably be four houses, two in New

must over-ride all local conditions and
prejudices, and for the others, it all
depends what class of audience, or
A judgment for $7,800 has been seetion of the country you want to
filed in the Supreme Court by Ollie reach."
Sellers against the C. R. Macauly
He asked each exhibitor a question,
Photoplays Inc., for a balance due "What type of picture do your pafrom "When
Bearcat Went Dry." trons
want?"
Some exhibitors
Sellers alleges he was to get 5 per were too indefinite to permit a checkcent of the net receipts up to $100,- ing of their opinions, but approxi- York and two in Brooklyn.
The new bookings will in no way
000, and salary, and alleged that the mately 200 were explicit enough to
net was $85,000.
He claimed $11,837 be placed on record. These obser- conflict with the present Loew vaudeThe business will be maintainbut the defendant agreed last year vations are embodied below:
ville.
None of the Loew
to pay him more than $9,000 to settle
Society comedies and drams are first in ed separately.
the claim, but has paid only $2,000.

Fox Film has been sued in the Supreme Court for $50,000 damages by
the Starlight Farms Development Co.,
It is alfor breach of an agreement.
leged that the plaintiff owns a tract
of land in Sullivan County which it
using for club and development
is

was agreed in OctoFox would furnish actors and equipment to make a film
there showing how game wardens

purposes, and
ber last that

it

and State troopers protect game, for
the purpose of exhibiting the films
prior to the hunting season last fall.
The plaintiff admits that it contemplated that the film would be exhibited publicly to advertise the plaintiff's property for club and hunting
purposes but the defendant refused
to exhibit them.

demand

the large cities.
Spectacles are not wanted, especially when
they run beyond the usual feature length.
in

Crook dramas and melodramas are poputhe smaller theaters of large cities
and in small towns, but as a rule they are
not favored for first run houses.
lar

in

The western picture made on an elaborate
appears to be gaining in popularity.
The tendency is a avoid star plays, unless
the drawing power of the star has been
thoroughly tested and found adequate in

scale

exhibitor's

the

they

For B'klyn Strand

Edward Hyman, manager
Brooklyn

Strand,

has

of

the

house.

—

Greensboro, N. C. Over 50 answers have been filed by exhibitors
in the Federal Court in this city and
The theater owners have
at Raleigh.
refused to pay the tax asked by the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.

left

to

Angeles

— Rollin

Sturgeon

is

to

Hylan Accepts
Mayor Hylan and Fire Commissioner Drennan are among the city

who will be present at the
installation dinner of the T. O. C. C.
at the Ritz on the 12th.

MEyOU /I FRANCHISE HOLDER?

for the coast

r\550C(P>TEb
ll PHOTG-r\.AY5
LOEW STATE
New York

yesterday.

1OOOO0OOO

TO LOAN
against completed

motion picture
negatives *-« i~ *•*
release prints financed

Sea" Run Indefinite
llodkinson office stated yesterday that "Down To The Sea In
Ships" will not close at the end of
iteighth week at the Cameo, but
will run indefinitely.
Tin-

H. INCE STUDIO,

LOS ANGELES

1

OF A SERIES OF
BOX OFFICE WINNERS

"Down To

Special Features

wi

T

May Produce
THE FILM DAILY)

be considering his own productions. The report is unconfirmed.
said

editi

V-

Sturgeon
(Special

ii

WHY WOMEN
REMARRY

the plan.

Richard Travers

tl

MILTON SILLS

Everywhere exhibitors want pictures with
what is characterized as human appeal.

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
THOMAS

Coyle Herron, a film director
formerly with
Pathe is now
Henry Bollman.

plays are popular only in certain
sections, usually the part of the country used
as a background for the story.

officials

Answers Filed In Music Suits
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Floyd Brockell yesterday wired
Atlanta First National office for
formation relative to the above.

included in

Marcus Loew and E. A. Schiller
leave for the coast in about a week.
Announcement of the theaters included in the new arrangement will
probably be made upon their return.

in Atlanta

Atlanta The Atlanta
Ministet
Assn. has registered disapproval
"The Pilgrim" on the ground th
it
pokes fun at ministers.

offer.

announced

classical jazz will hereafter become a regular weekly feature at the

that

is

—

192
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Rural

Los
Classic Jazz

locality.

The prejudice against costume is passing,
because of the number of recent successes
classed as costume plays.
Adaptations of famous books and plays
are popular, owing to the advertising behind them and the exploitation possibilities

houses using vaudeville

to

5,

COMMERCIAL TRADERS
CINEMA CORR
128 WEST 52* d ST.

NEW YORK

BLDG.

City

<
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U
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One

An

Gets
"When

one looks

at

Eye-Full!"

Bebe Daniels

in

'The Glimpses of the Moon,' one

The jewels that flash from her fingers and
calculated to make women weep with envy and despair."
—Joseph Mulvaney in NEW YORK AMERICAN.

assuredly gets an eye-full!
wrists are

"Allan

Dwan

same

'Robin Hood.'
An absorbing story of modern society admirably adapted. One of the
most lavish pictures ever produced for Paramount."
in his direction displays the

skill as in

—NEW YORK

With

TELEGRAM.

"Bebe Daniels never looked more beautiful nor acted more convincingly than she does in this picture."

— Beauvais

Bebe Daniels
Nita Naldi

Fox

in

NEW YORK

TRIBUNE.

Nita Naldi, Bebe Daniels, and Rubye de Remer are arrayed in a manner to make Solomon green with envy. Interesting pic-

"A

fine job.

ture well presented.

Wholly

pleasing."

—Dorothy Day

in

MORNING TELEGRAPH.

Rubye de Remer, Maurice
David Powell, and
Charles Gerrard also in the

"Will appeal to picture-goers.

brilliant cast.

gowns, and settings."

Costello,

Adapted by Lloyd Sheldon from
the popular novel by

Edith Wharton.

"The mounting
and sets."

Richly adorned with beautiful

—NEW YORK

of the film is gorgeous.

women,

JOURNAL.

Beautiful and artistic scenes

—P. W.

Gallico in

DAILY NEWS.

Jesse L. Lasky presents

Allan Dwan's Production

"THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON"
(X Cparamoimi Q>idure
'A

FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKY CORPORATION
.

ADOLPH

ZUKpfl. O—.ia.'t

A

—

!

THE

-XW

DAILY

"Independents 99

Among The

Portland

Rights on "Luck" Sold
Second National of Illinois has
on "Luck," for
contracts
closed
Illinois

Northern

to

Husband" from C. B. C. for West
Virginia and Western Pennsylvania.
Nickle in Deal for

New England

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Ore.

—

Langdon
THE FILM DAILY)

Principal Signs

is

Cynthania,
a total fire

111.

—The

—

Lesser,

of

WHO

FACING

YOUVE GOTTD WAIT

A SHORTAGE

—

cal nroducer.

that probably in the East.

Exchange Handling Norca
Arrangements ave been completed
Zierler Buys Asso. Photoplay
by Norca with the S. P. Film ExA. Canter, sales mana er of As- change to handle the Nrrca output
sociated Plays reports the sale of in the New York City and Northern
"Why Women-Re-Marry" to Sam New Jersey. Samuel Pinkenfeld an!
Zierler, of Commonwealth for New John Spiegel form S. P.
York and Northern New Jersey.
To Remodel Fine Arts Plant
First Sale to Standard Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Weiss Brothers, Artclass Pictures,
Los Angeles Nat Deverich, John
report the first sale on "Tense Mom- Rikkleman of Fine Arts, state that
ents from Famous Plays and Great an appropriation of $250,000 has been
Authors," to Standard Film Attrac- made for improvements. The studio
tions, of Phila., for East Penn. and is to be moved 75 ft. back from the
Southern Jersey.
street to make room for the construction of a row of store buildings, which
Buy Michigan Rights
will extend from where the Chester
The R. A. Branch Prod, of Detroit, Bennett laboratories formerly stood
purchased
"The Passionate to Lyman Place. The stores will be
have

TOMORROW—

TILL

OF WORKING CAPITAL
Investigate

MARY ?

MARY0F-!

Fred

'

JS

has

Isis,

Pictures.

Balshofer Working on Second
J. Balshofer is now preparing
the script of his second series of semiwesterns starring Fred. Church, "The

,

COMING/

Montgomery

—

Principal

IS

loss.

Angeles A contract for a
Blackfoot, Idaho The
series of comedies to star Harry
been destroyed by fire.
Laftgdon, has been closed by Sol

-

Hammerstein pictures for Truart,
will be made here and the two after

Lifeo-

Allied Film Co. is the night watchman was in the buildShalt Not," ine. The fire broke out in the devela hve-reeler.
"The Fall of Maxmil- oping room.
lian" will be next.

Man From Broadway." He starts
Boston Burr Nickle Prod, have shooting the early part of next week.
arranged with the Eastern Feature
Film Corp. to handle their output in
Donovan's Plans
New England.
Frank P. Donovan states he is not
connected witl. Abbey Pictures but
May Work Here
will produce a series of
tares for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a company n / being formed with
Los Angeles Two of the Elaine M. D, Waxman, ".he London theatri(Special to

—American

now working on "Thou

Los

Progress Buys from C. B. C.
Progress Pictures of Pittsburgh,
purchased
"Her Accidental
have

Studio in Fire

El Paso

(Special to

Illinois.

192

5,

graph studios were damaged by fire
No one but
to the extent of $30,000.

Producing in El Paso
(Special

Thursday, April

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Portland,

King Finishes Picture
Burton King has completed "Comtitled
"The
originally
plications,"
Fair Cheat," by William B. Laub.

!

?

Convenience

the

of our Financial Service

The Real Thing
Rates Within Reason
and Quick Action

PAUL

J.

HEART

Consult with Us in
Confidence

RAINEY'S

and greatest

latest

of the

JUNGLE

2400 feet pulsating with action

A

S. P.

real attraction for

run

first

theatres

'

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

CHADWICK PICTURES CORP.

1123 Broadway

130
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea 8284

West

46th Street
City

New York

—

Friend"

Michigan.
Chicago have

for

Players,
picture
and
Desert" for

Celebrated

bought
in

the
the

Indiana

and

Lamp

"The
Illinois,

Wisconsin.

Morrison Opens Columbus Exchange
(Special

to

Columbus,

THE FILM DAILY)
O.

— R.

said to be the first

A.
Morrison
salesman employ-

ed years ago by Famous Players at
time located in Pittsburgh, has

that

opened

known

at

an exchange
here.
Photoplays, Inc.

It

is

of

For

faithful

of delicate detail

EASTMAN

Spanish architecture.

Many

of the

wooden

structures that

have been standing since D. W. Griffith produced "Intolerance," are being
dismantled, and in their place stucco
buildings are being constructed. New
stages, administration buildings and
technical offices are now in construction.

"What

POSITIVE FILM
The

skill

sacrificed

A

Wife

Learned"

was

screened for a number of well known
women at Wurlitzer Hall on Monday
evening.

reproduction

Film

in

carries

through

man must

of the camera
printing

the

— Eastman

quality

is producing

for

Goldwyn

to the screen.

now
out

Positive

of the negative

Eastman Film, both regular and

Marshall Neilan

not be

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

Goldwyn
u Mag Big Things

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

S-HE
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REAL
fhe only
has

;

Harl

authentic, genuine picture of big

my

full

Museum

of Natural

amazingly

beasts of the African jungle are

charging

History

Dr. Akeley has

lions,

graphed

throughout the
country to make a
point of seeing this
picture.

Screen, ^^fe
Classic

cstance no greater
tan the width of a
tble.

other big

tcity of personal

telescientific so-

cieties

potographed at a

may be

man-

JxHjjtUu.

bullet-proof rhiticeri, the untamable
jfrican elephants and
ther beasts of the
African jungle were

here

and

Staff

thrilling scenes of the

ie

r

Africa.

AFRICAN BIG GAME HUNT.

his is the final authority that the

he

come out of

greatest authority on Africa, so said of Mr. and Mrs. Martin

imerica's

filling

ever to

endorsement."

Akeley, of the American

ohnson's

game

game

pictures, but

Gifford Pinchot, Governor of Pennsylvania,
has asked a private
showing of the film at
the Governor's Mansion in Harrisburg.

none has the stamp of authen-

endorsement from such authorities as Dr. Akeley and

(overnor Pinchot.

AFRICAN BIG
gasping

thrills.

GAME HUNT is not only six thousand feet of
The scenes that make the

thrills

are rLiLJVl^.

HERE
TO JAM YOUR THEATRE /
TO CAPACITY /

jomm
HCWITWIR'S
Directed

by Wm. K. Howard

Man-Oh Man
What Entertainment
This Picture Will Bring

Your Audiences
Old King Tutankhamen would have
gone to Jerusalem and hocked his
jewels for a look at it; Julius Caesar
would have swapped the choicest Rome
real estate for a seat behind a pillar, and
Alexandre Dumas would have torn up
his "Three Musketeers" manuscript in a
rage of envy at this story.

drag money from the pockets of
every man, woman and child in your
It'll

Man — IT'S A CLEAN-UP —

town.

GRAB

IT!

BOOST
ITS

IT

TO THE

LIMIT

A "PEACHERINO"
DISTRIBUTED BY

M DOOKING OFFICES
ILM
Fk
B'
o
AMERICA

723

INC.

AVE., NEW YORK CITY
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

SEVENTH

Sales Office United Kingdom
R-C Pictures Corporation
26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour St.,

London,

W.

1.,

England

FAMOUS
COSMOPOLITAN
MAGAZINE v
STORY

7Ml KMZEl
Aim ORITY

7Ae BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM
XXIV

Vol.

Of

No. 6

Friday, April

6,

Price 5 Cents
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A

Hammering Length
Features— Northwest Exhibitors

Bros. Form Highly Capitalized Company for Expansion
$4,000,000 for Production

Give Ready Response to Idea,
Sponsored by J. F. Cubberly
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

ers

the

It

Warner Bros, have
few weeks formed three

the exhibitors
short subjects
and where their feature is not too
long they are only too glad to book
in
the excellent short subjects the

"Ham
f.

York

and Eggs"

i

—

prises.

Lady Hamilton and Lord Nelson is one of the most tragic
While no one at the Warner office
and most thrilling love stories of modern history. Movie fans will long
remember the production of "The Affairs of Lady Hamilton" as one of yesterday could be reached to comment on the flotation of the huge
It's a Hodkinson picture.
finest spectacles the screen has e ver seen.

The

story of

company,

Advt.

Webb

to Direct for

Goodman

Equity.
No title has been selected
but Mary Carr and Charles Emmett
Mack will appear in it. Production
starts shortly.

a

Abrams Goes to Chicago
Hiram Abrams left for Chicago and
trip. through the Middle West yes-

Minneapolis
J. F. Cubberley of terday.
he F. and R. Film Co.. is sponsoring
"ham and egg" breakfast at the
Schenck Leaves
West Hotel on the morning of April
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
1.
Cubberley has extended invitaLos Angeles Joseph M. Schenck
ions to exhibitors in Minnesota, the
was scheduled to leave for New York
Dakotas, Wisconsin and Michigan, to
last night.
oin and have a good time on that
norning.
He has sent to each theLeah Baird Coming Here
.ter
man a letter which reads in
Leah
Baird is due in New York
iart:
"You are invited to eat breakfast with the next week from the coast. She is now
/riter on the morning of Wednesday, April
in Houston making personal appear1th,
as the West Hotel, at eight-thirty. ances there.
'he menu will consist of ham and eggs and
ood old Virginia corn cakes.
The enlosed ticket will admit you, and remember
Another for West Coast
iat
eight-thirty.

i

I

Censors Defeated in

•

breakfast starts promptly at

"The exhibitors of Minnesota, North and
outh Dakota are holding their annual conention at the West Hotel in Minneapolis on
and 12th; Tuesday, Wedesday and Thursday, and the writer deeded it would be a lot of fun for all of
s to have breakfast together some morning
hile you are in town.
To this breakfast
am inviting all the old timers, and want
.pril

10th,

11th

(Special to

Los Angeles

it

is

plans

for

financing.
The! Warners
plan 18 pictures to be released within a year.
In that number, as noted,
there will be two with John Barrymore, one with Lenore Ulric and
ditional

one with Hope Hampton. At least
four David Belasco plays wiA be
made, "Deburau," "Daddies," "«ger
Arbuckle in Europe?
Rose" and "The Gold Diggers"
The N. Y. American yesterday
about
that
understood
It
is
said that, according to report, Roscoe $4,000,000 will be spent on next
Arbuckle had arrived in England on
(Continued on Page 3)
the President Adams under an assumed name.
Assembly Against Repeal Bill
(Special to

Albany

Hugo

Riesenfeld will sail for Europe on the 25th for six or seven
weeks. Next Monday, his orchestra
starts a two weeks' engagement at
the Palace.

New

Blood

Declaring that the crying need of
the industry was young blood in the
ranks of directors. Robert T. Kane,

of Famous Players, at the weekly
have purchased the entire block
meeting of the A. M. P. A. urged
front on West Washington St. from
inaugurate a
Vermont to New Hampshire on which the publicity men to
of photofounding
for
the
movement
a 2,500 seat picture theater will be
built.
The project will cost about play departments in various universities.

no hope for the
in the As-

is

censorship
repeal
sembly. It will die

Director's
The

Says Industry Needs

THE FILM DAILY)

—There

Sailing April 25th

Inc.,

$1,000,000.

I

THE FILM DAILY)

—West Coast Theaters.

13 States

In addition to the states mentioned
earlier in the week as those in which
censorship has been defeated there
should be added four more: Arkansas, California, Tennessee and FlorThis brings the total up to 13.
ida.

—

i

understood that pronext year and a
program of expansion have
brought about the necessity of ad-

duction
general

Kenneth Webb will direct Daniel
Carson Goodman's next picture for

Breakfast and "Get Together".

THE FILM DAILY)

the

State,

this

in

business, will act as the holding company for all of the Warner enter-

F. Cubberley Inviting Visiting Exhibitors at Minnesota Confab to
(Special to

past

company's acbut the Delaware company, which incidentally
represents one of the most highly
capitalized units in the motion picture
control

to

tivities

affords.

"Unguarded Gates."

the

distinct cor-

One of these has been
organized under California laws as
a holding company for various studio
properties and other real estate.
A
second, with only a nominal capitalization has been incorporated in New

exhibitor really wants.

Ince to Direct Personally
Thomas H. Ince plans to direct
one picture of the new group that
will go to First National under the
new deal. This will be "Country
Lanes and City Pavements," in which
Madge Bellamy will appear. Others
of the series will be "Her Reputation," "The Just and the Unjust" and

in

porations.

More and more of
are becoming sold on

now

—

Del. Warner Bros, have
formed a $50,000,000 company under
the laws of the State of Delaware.
The incorporation provides for the
issuance of 500 shares of stock without nominal or par value.

Dover,

is

and distributors understand what

market

THE FTLM DAILY)

(Special to

reported here
that J. F. Cubberly of the F. & R.
Exchange has asked every exhibitor
in this section to write to the home
office, trade papers and the Hays organization in an effort to check the
It is
tiresome length of features.
said that within the past week that
at least 100 letters have gone in from
this territory and that letters written
in the language of the exhibitor sent
to the home offices as well as the
trade papers should make the produc-

Minneapolis

$50,000,000 Unit

Warner

bill

in

committee.

Number

Director's

Number

THE FILM DAILY

of
will ap-

pear on May 6. It will be replete
with articles definitely of interest to directors and producers,
and the production phase of this
Incidentally, it will
a brief biography illustrated, of all directors of im-

industry.

contain

portance
country.

now working

in this

<^

'A

DAILY

"Ham

(Continued from Page 1)
arrange for about three minute talks from
the various fellows who have been in the
motion picture business ten years or more.
At this early morning breakfast we are not
going to try to sell you films
simply get
together and have a good time.
The regular
meetings of the convention will not start

Friday.

Apri

6,

1923

Price 5 Cents

Copyright, 1923, Wid'a Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New York,

Y„ by WID'S FILMS
FILM FOLKS. INC.
If.

and

J«M»h Dannenberg, President and Editor;
J. W. AUeoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

;

until ten-thirty, and by starting the breakfast at eight-thirty it will give us two hours
of real fun.
Remember, this is neither a
sales nor business meeting.
prohibition
officers will be invited.

No

"Come on

Advertising Manager.
nUrtd as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

to Minneapolis for a
or two, meet the other exhibitors, get
dope for next year and you will find

the act of March 3, 1879.
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California Walter R. Greene,
•411 Hollywood Bird. 'Phone, Hollywood

money

ager;

A.

J.

Cron,
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—

— Irring Mack, 738
Londoa Representatir*— Ernest W. FredTna FOsa Ranter, 53a Shafteabury
u.
Art. London, W.
Paris Repreaentatfre— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Cliehy.
Central European
Representative International*
Filmtchau,
Prague (Ciecho-Slorakla), Wenselsplati.

—

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

"Main

Goldwyn

Low

.114

112J4 112J4 1,300
1,400
87^4 88

Close

tyi

Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

.

.

Los Angeles
open

S%

19

19

36

36

36

—"Main

Street" will
the Mission on April 25 at

at

$5 top.
Ass't Directors Meet
The Assistant Directors' Ass'n met
at the M. P. D. A. on Wednesday

Future meetings will be held

those quarters.

1,100

Week
THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.— "Robin Hood,"

Played to 58,189 in
(Special to

Rochester,
played to 58,189 paid admissions in

Not quoted one week

19J£

Mission

THE FILM DAILY)

Sales

Not quoted
6

...

Street' at the

(Special to

in

High

8SH

well spent."

night.

Quotations

the
the

Burr Returns

S.

1.

.

day

Charles C. Burr has returned from
a short vacation in Palm Beach. He
has recovered from pneumonia.

IMS.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ay*.

in

2,000
1,000

at the

Eastman

theater.

Dyckman Theater

Sold

The Dyckman theater, a 1,600 seat
Not quoted
theater on West 207th St., between
Sherman and Vermilyea Aves., has

World
Cents

Samuel Brener. B. S.
the theater under lease.
to

—

Boise, Ida. Orpheum Amus.
Blackfoot.
Capital $5,000.

Co.,

$5,000,

which

a reasonable
his opinion.
is

commission

in

Drug Film, "Human Wreckage"
The anti-drug film on which Mr

A

—

Augusta, Me. Tremont Amus. Co.,
Bangor. Capital $10,000. Incorpora- Frank M. Witmark, of the music
tors, Sam Sultz, M. L. Abbott anl publishing firm of the same name for
the services of Judith Jewett, whom
H. M. Cook.
Witmark has placed under his
Baltimore,
Md. Elkton
Com- management. The company which
munity Playhouse, Elkton.
Incor- has a studio at Sherwood Park,
porators, R. H. Pierce, J. P. Lally and Yonkers. will make a series of two
reel comedies.
E. F. Connor.

—

i

,

ANSGO POSITIVE FILM
Supplied in Regular or Tinted Base

Mr. Man-Who'Pays-the-Bill:
Splice a piece of

Ansco Film

to

any other

film.
Springfield,

&

Amus.
Capital
Rohler.

Van

111.— Van

&

Bohler

Orchestra

Co., Chicago.
Incorporators, C.
Cutgsell and E. W.

$10,000.

R. J.
Hoogstral.

—

Indianapolis, Ind. Triplex Motion
Picture Machine Mfg. Corp., HartIncorford City.
Capital $100,000.
porators,
Riitledge,
F.
L. F.
C.
Prague, W. W. Eichhorn and H. C.
and E. J. Hill.

A.DVERTISE1YOUR
/SHORT SUBJECTS

Wobber's Buy 'Frisco House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Wobber Bros, have

—

purchased the Pantages theater property on Market St., above Fifth. The
price paid for the property is esti-

mated

&

this

"KICKL

.A.

PRODUCTION
WITH

L1GB CONLCY

C Gv^ooix£o<ryvn£.

C&C<*2uiAjl&)

This

test will

in the

chain.

sists

Jr. Circuit

Woman

Plans Cycle on
(Special to

badly torn.

prove Ansco Film the cheapest

Independent experts say

ANSCO FILM

re-

abrasion and excels in resistance to

tearing of sprocket holes.

Horkheimer

the Balboa
says he intends making a series of six pictures
under the general classification of

Past

ture."
The pictures
tles will be: "The

Husband,"
"Lust for

long run.

THE FILM DAILY)

"Woman — Her
JACK -WHITE,

and run through a projector

at Pacifi

"ad"

OUT M

a loop

until sprocket holes are

has taken
Gro^e, Cal.,
and now controls all the houses there.
This circuit now has 22 houses in its

D.

Iris

FREE at your Los Angeles— H. M.
recently purchased
Educational Exchange " who
studio at Long Beach,

MATS'ifor

Form

at $1,000,000.

The T.
over the

and

by

Her

Fu-

individual

That means

dollars to you.

ANSCO COMPANY

ti-

Other Woman's

"Respectable
Sinners,"
Possession,"
"Regulated
Vice," "When Passion Ends" and
"Free and Unshackled."

i

verdict for $993 obtained by Ar- Wallace Reid is now working is
cal
thur *M. Brilant against the Mack
ed "Human Wreckage."
Mrs. Re!|
Sennett
Comedies Corp. Inc., for has wired R. F. Woodhull, presidei'
breach of contract, has been reversed of the
M. P. T. O. of New Jersey I
by the Appellate Term and a new telegram of thanks to
a commend;
trial ordered on the ground that the
tory one of his.
verdict was against the weight of evidence.
Brilant alleged that he was
Marcus Buys Franchise
hired as director of exploitation at
$175 a week for 26 weeks, on Jan.
Gene Marcus, of the 20th Centui
23, 1922, and was discharged June 17. Film Co., of Philadelphia has pu:|
chased the Principal Pictures frail
An order was signed in the Su- chise for Eastern Pennsylvania an:
preme Court yesterday transferring Southern New Jersey. The picturd
to the Federal Court a suit by Frank- total 5, "The Spider and the Rose
lyn L. Hutton
against
Associated "East Side, West Side," " Temporar
First National for $45,179.
He sues Marriage," "The Man Fron Tel
on an assigned claim of Joseph L. Strike," and "Bright Lights of Broac
Frothingham, alleging that Frothing- way.
ham sold the world rights to his
photoplays to Associated Producers,
May 1st, 1923 to February 1st, 192
which in turn transferred the con(Provision for renewal may be made)
tract to First National, which got
oi
two films, and is alleged to hold the We move to larger quarters May 1st, fe
offices
about 1300 square
of
sum sued for for the plaintiff. The suite
available, unusually low rental, in desirab
films are not named in the papers.
location.
Louis B. Mayer Productions, Inc
Ruth Roland will probably be in
6 West 48th Street
Bryant, 4600
town from the coast in a few weeks.

Moss holds

Lightning Film Plans Comedies
Lightning Film is negotiating with

192

John

been sold by Gustavus L. Lawrence

Incorporations

6,

Emersons Going Abroad
Emerson and Anita Lo|
An attachment for $5,000 against plan
another European trip.
Th<l
the property of Hall Caine, has been
are
awaiting
a
conference
wij
granted in the Supreme Court in a
Joseph M. Schenck, who is comitv
suit of Harvey K. Fly, who alleges
East to attend the First Nations
that he was commissioned by Caine
conference in Atlantic City shortl
to sell the film rights to "The Master
They have completed a French rev.
of Man," and that Goldwvn bought
them for $50,000. He says he has lution story in which Constance Te|
madge will star.
been unable to collect the

In the Courts

and Eggs"

to

Id. XXIY Ni. S

Friday, April

—ranui Tifiiiriirviflwii

Binghamton,

New York

THE

c&H
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SMASHED TO SMITHEREENS!
All Records

At

THE

THE PREMIERE

5th

Brooklyn's New Million Dollar Theatre
Sutter and Hinsdale Ave.

AVENUE THEATRE

5th

Ave.— 110th Street
New York

WITH

AFTER SIX DAYS
The

Gigantic Picturization of the World's Greatest Story

THE OLD TESTAMENT
They smashed the lobby doors and
box office window to get in.

"After Six Days is smashing
ing records for me.

Iroke the

have four ticket sellers standing in
lobby in addition to the regular
bx office. More than 11,000 paid admissions on Sunday.
After Six Days
,/e

We

are playing to standing room at
every show.

le

a real clean-up

all exist-

It's

!"

a marvelous box office bet."

W. GOLDBERG,

JOHN TURTLE,

Mgr.,
Premiere Theatre.

5th Ave. Theatre.

EXHIBITORS—See For

Yourselves

NOW AT THE

PREMIERE THEATRE

5th

NOW PLAYING

AVE. THEATRE

INDEFINITE ENGAGEMENT

For Immediate Special Bookings See
WEISS BROTHERS'

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, N. Y.

Suite 908

Bryant 3271

I

Iso— Record Runs

at

Wood's Theatre, Atlantic

City, English's

Opera House,

Indianapolis

Look

for this
If

the picture does not bear
sensational African picture
Lyric Theatre, N. Y. C

THE GENUINE AFRICAN

SNOW'S

H. A.

WITH GUN
READ WHAT FAMOUS MEN
CHARLES DANA GIBSON

"The

best motion pic-

Famous

ture

ever saw."

artist and
publisher of "Life."

I

ROY WALDO MINER
Curator of the American Museum of Natural History.

"Remarkably

S^
fi

n

Certain

features
traordinary."

.

e

:
a

"Never been more imOSWALD GARRISON VILLARD
Editor,

"The Nation."

pressed. Enjoyed
the brim."

it

to

MARTIN W. LITTLETON
Ex-Congressman.

The finest moving pi-

tures of realities

ever came within
vision
ers.

ELTINGE F.WARNER
Publisher, "Field

&

Stream."

"Greatest picture that
has ever come out of
Africa."

tht

of

tls

theatreg-

>j

•».

TWO YEARS OFi
INTO TWO *
--S

UNIVERSAL

PI

H. A.

r.

SNOW'S name

SNOW

not the
n for three months at the
itimate theatre prices.

PICTURE

IS

it

is

KNOWN AS

me

Africa

CAMERA
ffER

THEY SAW THE PICTURE:
cannot speak too
highly in praise of its
merit as entertainment."

"The most

"I

R. LANE
"Woman's Home Com-

irRUDE
%

o"

ROBERT BRIDGES
Editor, "Scribner's."

and

interesting
at times exciting

of all
films."

the

outdoor

"So

ROBERT LITTELL

I

JCUS
o

big

L^E
1

DALY

game

"A

great picture."

Editor,

"New

Republic."

a cigar store Indian."

hunter.

SQUEEZED

THRILLS

IIRES

startlingly genuine, that they make the
best hand-made 'human' realism look like

"It is a great piece of
L.

PATRICK GREENE work. Gave me a real

Ass't Editor, "Adventure."

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

thrill."

THE

-ami

DAILV

Illinois

Coast Brevities

After Ticket Scalpers

(Special to

Guts

THE FILM DAILY)

Friday, April

And

6,

192:

Lee Plans a Tour
Joe Lee has arranged for a Ion;
tour of Juanita Hansen throughou
the country in conjunction with ai

Flashes

—

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
April 11 marks the ninth anniverSpringfield, 111.
Senator Denver
Hollywood
James Harrison and has introduced a bill in the Senate, sary of the Strand.
Lincoln Plumer are the latest feature which prohibits the sale of any kind
players to be signed by Christie of theater tickets at any place but the
act.
Universal has purchased "The Red elaborate vaudeville
Pictur
Comedies.
box-office, unless sold at advertised Lock" by David Anderson.
theaters will be included in the itin
i
prices.
The bill provides for a penerary.

Margaret Landis is in Truckee with alty of $500 fine or a year in prison,
The third Emory Johnson for F.
or both, and also provides that the
Harry Carey company.
B. O. release will be "Westbound
license shall be forfeited on convicLimited."
Purchasers of tickets at excess
tion.
George Melford has started work rates are
allowed action against the
on "Salomy Jane," on the Lasky lot.
Willard Mack may make a number
theater management at the rate of
of personal appearances in conjunct$20 for each ticket.
ion with "Your Friend and Mine."
LeRoy Stone has been engaged by
Sam E. Rork to cut and edit "WanDunlop At St. Denis, Montreal
dering Daughters."
"The Nth Commandment" will be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the feature at the Rivoli next week.
Montreal Stewart P. Dunlop will
"Don succeed H. M. Thomas as manager "The Go Getter" will be at the Rialto.
purchased
has
Universal
Quickshot of the Rio Grande" for of the St. Dems here. Dunlop w s
Gerry Bachelor, who won the
Hoot Gibson.
formerly assistant manager.
beauty contest at the recent Paramount ball, has been signed by C.
Arthur Stuart Hull has signed with
Staley, Auburn, Cuts Admissions
C. Burr to appear in All-Star ComClara Kimball Young for her next
the

MARH
IS

—

(Special to

production.

Alberta Vaughn has signed a
term contract to be featured in
ries oi Mack Sennett comedies.

Johnny Harron, brother

THE FILM DAILY)

Auburn, N. Y.— Richard F. Staley
announced
that the Grand admission
long
prices have been cut to five, ten and
a sefifteen

of the late

Robert Harron. will b- s^en in an
important role, "Westbound 99."

cents.

have been engaged for

AO USE- YOUVE GOT

week for the
Los Angeles. He
"Little
Johnny

left last

in
starred in

~ro

Los

Angeles

—Arthur'

H.

Sawyer

Blame Poor Business on Cars
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Goldwyn

is

is doing

Big Things

"Motion Picture Ideals" was the
by Milton

Ernest

Torrence,

a success in
is

appearing

"The Brass

who

is

re-

scoring

"The Covered Wagon,"
in

Maurice Tourneur's

Bottle."

Howard P. Bretherton, with Selznick for three years as head cutter,
been engaged by Arthur H.
Jacobs to edit the initial Borzage
production, "Children of Dust."

has

Universal has signed a new serial
Jack Mower. The company now
has a quintet of male serial stars constar,

sisting

of

William Duncan, William

Desmond, Art Acord and Fred Thomson.

The cast for the first f the new
"The Leather Pushers," includes:
Hayden Stevenson, Elinor Field,
Gertrude Olmstead, Melbourne McKennedy, Harry LorDonell, Ed
raine, "Kid" Wagner and Jack Hen•

derson.

WALTER

R.

GREENE

/

Goldwjii

"What Wives

Club

—

Doing "Ben Hur"

Want"
topic of an address given
Sills before the Woman's
cently.

vmir

To Yukon For Scenes
to THE FILM DAILY)

Schenactady Many exhibitors here
are of the opinion hat the street car
service is costing the picture theaters
"Richard," purchased by Universal thousands of dollars a year. Owners
has
been are complaining of the poor service
for Herbert Rawlinson,
changed to "Thicker Than Water."
which has caused a serious falling
down of business.
Ethel Grey Terry, Niles Welch,
Vernon Steel and Ramsey Wallace
to play featured roles.

MARY-

(Special

—

Mayer

Johnny Hines
Warner studios
be
Jones."

See Us" and "Penrod and Sam."

B.

WHATS HER FULLNAME?

edies.

will

says he intends taking "The Shooting
of Dan M-Grew" company to the
Victor Potel is working on two pic- Yukon for exteriors. Clarence Badger
tures at once at present
"Now You will direct.

Huntly Gordon has been placed under a long term contract by Louis

COMING/

WIRE OR PHONE YOUR NEAREST
EXCHANGE FOR DATES NOW1
1

I

F. B.

%SZl
i-HE

$PW~Um
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"

DAILV

SENSATION!
That's the only word for

Think

of

it

—a

it.

brand new

idea.

Something the human race has been groping
up on his hind legs and walked.
Groping blindly

—in

the dark

—longing—dreaming

Something a millionaire would give
Something a

And now

woman would

Every woman

it

his last dollar for.

—in

—vivid,

—but such a
Magic — that's what

of

it.

FOUND

book

book

And

of

got

barter her immortal soul for.

Gertrude Atherton has revealed

A

man

for since

it

is.

But

one bold, master stroke.

absorbing, compelling.

scientific

—or
rights—

in the land is reading it

First National has the screen

magic.

It's

true.

will.

is

making

a picture

it.

A

picture?

A

sensation the

More!

A SENSATION!

Box

Office will never forget.

Gertrude Atherton's

"BLACK OXEN"
*

The Best

Selling

Book

in

America Today

THE

-&IK

DAILY

A

Putting It Over
how a brother

is

exover.

put his show
Send along your ideas.
hibitor

year's production
six
18 planned,
neighborhood of

—

Of

the
the

cost

will

James Horn Signs With F. B. B
It was announced by F. B. O. I
Winnipeg A crisis has been reach- tcrday that James Horne had '»
ed in the financial affairs of the Win- signed to direct for one year.
(Special to

1)

schedule.

1<B

6,

Allen Winnipeg Unit Hit

$50,000,000 Unit
(Continued from Page

Here

Friday, April

THE FILM DAILY)

in
nipeg Allen Theater Co., according
each to to a statement sent out by a comJaccard on His Own
the other fellow know how you
produce; two will cost about $500,- mittee of the shareholders to more
cleaned up.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)!,!
000 each while the others will each than 250 shareholders. Not only have
Los Angeles Jacques Jaccard [aj
cost about $200,000.
the holders of the first mortgage of
In the past few weeks there have $141,000 intimated their intention to formed his own producing uniw
Tuesday Night, Bargain Night
been a number of conferences held foreclose because of arrears of $26,- make a series of outdoor picture i
Windsor, Conn. The Tunxis theregarding
distribution of the Warner 500 in principal together with a half studio building across from UnivtH
ater has made Tuesday nights barfor next year. While no an- year's interest of approximately $5,000 City has been secured as a worl
When a part of three product
gain night.
nouncement has been made, it is on April 1st, but the balance sheets base. Walker C. Graves is as.'ll
or more comes, the first is charged
confidently expected that the present show current liabilities amounting to ated with Jaccard.
the regular admission price and the
method of distribution will be used $89 513.25 with current assets of only
other two 10 cents. This has proved
next year.
There will be, however, $552.05 available. A deficit as shown
started
and
booster,
box-office
a
some changes. It is expected that by the auditors' report is $672,240.63.
C. L.
many coming to the m jvies that the
home office of the Warner organ- Net assets, comprising the building
never went before.
Art Director Eastern Studic
ization will exercise a general super- and contents, are shown
at $886,253.09.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp;
vision of its territorial distributors, Lialibities
listed
include
business
Current Releases
"Mystery" Poster Helps
especially so far as the approval of profits and war taxes for
1920, in"Glimpses of the Moon"
Baltimore The New Wizard re- contracts is concerned. In the field, come tax for 1921, municipal taxes
cently used mystery advertising in an there will be what will amount to of
"Java Head"
$31,776,
sundry
expenses
of
organizations.
The in- $22,000, etc.
exploitation campaign for "Missing individual

Let

$350,000

—

—

CADWALLADE

'3

;

—

The

Husbands."

theater

issued

a

dependent

now

exchanges

releasing

was a large photo- the Warner product in many cases
graph of a man, showing the back of distribute other pictures. Next year,
his head and shoulders and a small except in those cases where they feel
poster on which

portion of his face. In big type over that the outside product will not conthe picture was printed: "$25 reward flict with their own, there will probto anybody who will give any clue, ably be an agreement made whereby
information or identify the person in the territorial exchanges will handle
Below the photo- nothing but Warner product.
this photograph."
graph was "One of the 'Missing HusNew Story for Constance
Call at the Wizard Theabands.'

From

Portland,

Pola Negri"
Pola
Ore.

—

Negri's

kisses were freely distributed when
"Mad Love" played the Liberty.
Through a tieup with a local candy
concern, 14,000 Pollyanna kisses were
distributed in small glassine envelopes carrying a picture of a pair of
lips, and labeled "A Kiss from Pola
The envelope carried the
Negri."

Distribution
announcement.
was made through local hotels, restaurants, cafes and drug store lunch
Four girls in white unicounters.
forms worked the principal downtown
corners on the opening day, passing
theater

the kisses out to pedestrians.

after "Dulcy,"
plans.

The

picture

Stunt For "Robin

Hood"

—

San Francisco During the recent
run of "Robin Hood" at the Curren
theater, S. E.

Mason, manager of the

conceived the idea of a tieup with the Bulletin, which offered
$100 in gold for the capture of a
Robin Hood bandit, who for 10 days

designed

New

every modern device.

—

Adolph Ramish, treasurer

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS,kc

251 Vest 19™ Street
Catkins

of

Negative for

Reel

Sale

to

Original, sweet, appealing story.

FACING A SHORTAGE

Prominent Star and Director.
Picture Cost $30,000.
Suitable for

accept

payment

and

OF WORKING CAPITAL

State Rights.

reasonable

cash

participation

Investigate

Howe

has

direct

of

Conveniem

buyer can show integrity.

Rates Within Reason
and Quick Action

Reply W-6, Film Daily

departvaudeville in-

control

the

of our Financial Service

if

been installed
Knickerbocker Bldg.
E. M.

the

7620 - 7461

Liquidate Debts!

Inc., a

ment to handle the
terests of the circuit has
in

Size of

building 80 x 165.

Will

West Coast Enters Vaudeville
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Under the superWest Coast Theaters,

A Good

is

to aid a $600,000 building fund drive
for a new hospital there.
Zukor lives
in
City, not far from Englewood.

vision of

LOUIS MEYER

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with

5

appear.

the star in "Divorce"

according to present

Bankers In Film
Adolph Zukor is sponsor for a film
in which a
number of prominent
bankers who live in Englewood, N.
J.

is

STUDIO FOR RENT

Joseph M. Schenck has purchased
"Barbara Winslow, Rebel," for Constance Talmadge.
It will be made

ter, etc."

"Kisses

Jane Novak

just completed.

Consult with Us
Confidence

the

bureau.

in

house,

Blair

Going to Australia

What United

Artists claims is an
the sending of an exploitation man to Australia to exploit
"Robin Hood." Sam Blair who has
been attached to the home office ex-

innovation

had the freedom of the city from the
Chief of Police, and whose whereabouts daily was announced in advance in the paper.
ploitation staff sails from San FranThe bad man stole a bae of gold cisco on April 13.
one day from the teller of one of the
banks,
and
biggest
downtown
Maurice Silverstone, special repreescaped. The Bulletin carried a four sentative for United Artists there is
column cut of the outlaw as he in New York.
snatched the -old. Another day he
made a call on Sheriff Finn, from
Jailed for Blue Law Violation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
whom he also had a passnort, and
Still another
again escaped capture.
Findlay, O.— Walter K. Richards,
day he anneared in Sherwood Forest, manager of two theaters here, is the
Golden Gate Park, in civilian dress, latest arrest on a "blue law" violation,
and undisguised; and still nobody and his houses closed. This case in
was able to claim the $100. despite Findlay has been the pivot around
the fact >that the paper that day pub- which the validity of the "blue laws
lished a "rogue's gallery" portrait of
the "bandit" and issued a map telling
exactly where he would be at stated
•

hours.

CHROMOS TRADING

is

of the state are centered.
In every
case, the decision has been against
the Findaly exhibitors, and still they
keep appealing to the court higher up.

C(

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Cheliea 82},

WHERE THE PAVEMENT ENDS
"At the Capitol Theatre"
Rex Ingram's latest great success was written by

JOHN RUSSELL
John

Russell's next book of ro

ance and flaming, color-

ful adventure iv strange corners of the earth, is noiv
available in advance copy.
Simultaneous publication here
and in England, May 15. It is called IN
PLACES,
and all its eleven stories have appeared in national
magazines.
Sole agents for picture rights for all of
Russell's stories.

DARK

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
35

West 45th

St.,

New York

7Ao BRADSTREET

2fcRECOGMIZE0

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIV

/ol.

No.

Saturday, April

7

Price 5 Cents

1923

7,

Cohen Won't Run

Film Foundation
Pledged

$25,000

to

Which Would Seek

Launch

Says He Is Definitely Out of M. P.
T. O. Race— So Informs Exhibitor Conventions

Plan

to Establish

Pictures as Fine Art

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Sydney S. Cohen three

The Cinema Foundation is the
name of a new institution designed to
ielp elevate the standards of the mo-

times this week repeattd his intention not to run again for the presidency of the M. P. T. O., despite
the fact that he was ureed to do
so at M. P. T. O. conventions in
Little Rock, Kansas City and here.
Cohen, accompanied by C. A. Lick,

ion picture and ultimately place it
standing on its own feet, as the aims
described,
are
foundation
the acknowledged Fine Arts.
Baron Hrolf Dewitz, who has ap>eared in the public prints from time
time as an advocate of more origthe
pictures,
is
tiality in motion
egisseur for the foundation and Clarance R. Freeman, secretary of the
said
It
is
rganization committee.
hat $25,000 has already been pledged
nd the moral support of a number of
epresentative men and women asthe

rf

among
E

W.

A. True, W. D. Burford and M.
O'Toole has left f - Chicago on
the way back to New York.
The
J.

convention of the week was held
Hotel Marion, Little Rock;
the second at the Hotel Baltimore,
first

at

Kansas City, Wednesday, on which
day there were two ^mailer meetings

among them Hudson Maxim,

ured,

in
two
Omaha.

inventor; Winthrop Ames, the
producer, and Hamilton
ieatrical
bit of the Woodrow Wilson Foundle

tion.

jres,

believe that there is a
tired of routine pic-

audience
made without any imaginative

ower and that there are also a good
lany in the production end of the

who stand ready to work as
not as employees, if given
The foundation hopes
le chance.
foster and co-ordinate those two
A bureau of information
ements.
id a reference library are planned at
foundation headquarters, which
t'e
ill be in New York.

usiness
rtists,

»

Underwood & Underwood

man

of the greatest motion picture spectacles in motion
Not in the sense that it boasts tremendous; sets or huge
picture history.
mobs though the latter are not lacking but because it expresses Life
the tragedy, the humor and the romance of Life:
is a panorama of emotions seen through the eyes of a man of the world

This

has

made one

—

—

a

Production

MADE WHERE

ITS

Metro Changes Jungle Title
Following a conference yesterday
Universal and Metro officials, the
tter company decided to change the
Dr. De Forest Working on Releases
one of its African hunt film from
Invention Records Action and
ifrican Big Game Hunt" to "Mr.
Music on Same Stock
4 Mrs. Martin Johnson's Trailing
Dr.
Lee
De Forest, who gave a
'rican Wild Animals."
demonstration of his new invention
"phono-film," which records action
Crisp Here from England
and music on the same width of stock
directbeen
has
Crisp,
who
Donald
the other night, is now at work on
for an English company for
r
a weekly release schedule, the first
me time, left for Los Angeles yes- of which will be ready in June. The
in
days
day, after spending a few
"phono-film" is adapted primarily
York. Crisp was formerly with
of
musical,
reproduction
the
for
remay
he
whom
Players
mous
vaudeville numbers and solos.

"SHIFTING SANDS"

STORY

IS LAID! Luxor—Advt.

w
n.

Warner's Capitalization

new Warner

Bros,

company

is

capitalized at $50,000,000 as rented from Dover, Del. yesterday.
e error in the figures was due to
The new
^graphic transmission.
been formed with
flporation has
J ',000 shares.
These without any
understood
It is
a»ulated value.
It no part of this stock will be oft:d for sale or placed on the mark:

cities

en

route

to

At Little Rock, E. W. Collins,
president of the state unit, offered
id in furthe use of the screens o
thering a new school building olai.
At all of the conventions, resolutions
were passed endorsir- the action of
the M. P. T. O. in refusing to accept
the uniform contract as drawn up
by the Hays organization. Cohen's
administration was also endorsed as
were the plans of the The-ter Owners Dist. Corp.

Roskam Going to Coast
Edward M. Roskam, well known
film

editor, is going to the coast
will confine his future ac-

where he
tivities.

"Phono-Films" Weekly Coast "Expo" In July

The

other

.

The sponsors
Irge

the

Made

Mike Comerford

Visiting

Conjunction
Mike Comerford, owner of a large
With Monroe Doctrine Centenstring of theaters in Eastern Pennsylnial in July
vania, is at the Waldorf.

Elaborate Plans

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

is

—

The motion picture
to have an exposition here.

Los Angeles
industry

in

Hayes Resigns
Ralph Hayes, assistant to Will H.

American Historical Hays has terminated his period of
is
the
Revue and Motion Picture Exposi- service with the Hays organization.

This

opening July 2nd. This celebra- His new duties are expected to keep
to be international, for it will
him in New York but first he will
include South American countries. vacation in Europe. The jaunt starts
The "set" will consist of a Spanish- Tuesday. Arthur Krock will take
American city, picturesque in its over some of Hayes' duties.
The raain
It is not De Forest's idea that the coloring and grouping.
ordinary pantomine drama is adapted buildings will be placed alone a broad
Mastbaum Back from Coast
widens, half way
that
to the "phono-film." but he expects Esplanade
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
entrance
and
the
stories between the main
to
write
scenario
writers
Philadelphia Jules Mastbaum and
(Continued on Page 4)
around the acoustic idea to work in
party have returned from a six
his
the voice and music to the greatest
Fred G.
McCall To Run Talmadge Story
weeks' visit to the coast.
(Continued on Page 2)
McCall's Magazine, with a circu- Nixon-Nirdlinger was in the party.
Mastbaum visited a number of
Deal Expected Soon
lation of 2,250,000 will publish serilarge theaters while away, and states
Their
Talmadge
Sisters
by
"The
ally
Murray
Garsthat
understood
It is
that he will inaugurate the system,
son has several deals under way for Mother, Margaret L. Talmadge" be"Counterfeit ginning in a late Summer issue. This used in the West for the handling
of
distribution
the
of crowds and equip reception rooms
distribution will will be the first time that the story
tion,

tion

is

—

Love" and that

be

set

shortly.

its

of the

Talmadge

sisters will appear.

where patrons may wait

for seats.

I

—

4$ %&r

2

Ml
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D/
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Quotations
Low

Goldwyn

Sals*

113^ 113%

Kod. .114

East.

F. P.-L
do. pfd

Close

500
88^4 1,000

88

883/g

Not quoted
...

6

6

300

6

Not quoted

Griffith

19^

Loew's

19^

19^

1,000
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Triangle

World

Incorporations

—

Albany, N. Y. Burwood Sales Co.,
Manhattan. Capital $600,000. (U. S.
Corporation Co.)

Wis.

Madison,

Amus.

rators, A. J.

— The

La

Co.,

La

Crosse.

Crosse
Incorpo-

J. Cooper and C. R.

and

Schweizer.

—

Albany, N. Y. United Theatrical
Producers Corp., Capital $10,000. InL.
H.
corporators,
M. Nathan,
Jacobson and A. Aaronson.
111.— The

Springfield,

Schaefer Theater
Incorporators, S.
Schaefer.

Capital

Co.,

Nicola-

Mason

Nicola

and

City.

Joh

i

$10,000.

Theater

City,
Okla. Strand
Co., Inc., Muskogee. Capital

$4,000.

Incorporators, A. D. Myers,

R.

S.

Cate and Hill Moore.

—

Standard film is used. The sound record
occuoies a very narrow strip of film about
3/32" wide on the margin, and does not
materially reduce the width of the picture.
There are three transformations in the
recording process
first,
sound waves into
electric currents, then the amplification of
these currents into light waves, and the
registering

narrow

of

slit

these light waves through a
the photographic film.

upon

The negative

picture and
the usual
developer to
bring out the details of the sound record.
Positive prints are made through a special
printer.
This positive print is then run
through a standard projector machine.
A
small attachment is added to this projector,
which in no wise interferes with its ordinary
use.
This attachment includes a small incandescent lamp and a highly sensitive photoelectric cell, the latter being the invention
of T. W. Case.
Between the lamp and the
photo-electric cell passes the film as it travels
through the projector machine.
Connected to the photo-electric cell is a
small battery for supplying current, made
to exactly reproduce the original telephonic
current from the transmitter when the sound
picture was recorded.
This new current is
weak, and must be amplified, again and
again a series of especially designed Audion
Amplifiers.
This current then is passed
through especially designed loud reproducers,
which are located behind or alongside of the
screen.
In this way the reproduced sound
appears to come from the voice of the speaker
or the musical instrument whose picture
is
being thrown upon the screen.
film,

carrying

sound record, is developed
manner, but using a special

Austin, Tex. Capitol Theater Co.,
IncorpoCapital $100,000.
Dallas.
rators, T. T. Thompson L. S. Goldman, L. A. Goodwin, and others.

in

its

may

be taken to various sections of the
county for showing' on Saturday afterno< ns.
Iowa, Council Bluffs has put itself on
the Better Films map by evolving a plan
of cooperation between school authorities and
exhibitors.
Better Films Committee has been
organized by the Board of Education, the
Public
Library
Board and the ParentTeacher Association acting together. Whenever a local manager believes he has a product worthy of special mention to parents
or guardians of school children, he will give
this committee a private advance review of
such film.
South Carolina, Greenwood W. A. Byers,
manager of the Liberty and Pastime, appealed to citizens to form a Better Films
Committee to co-operate with his theater.
If
the public will co-operate Byers assures
Greenwood entertainment for the coming
A number of citizens have consented
; ear.
to serve.

other than those already in the country, has be *n prepared. It is also stated that legislation will be passed making the ban
absolute.

control of the property, to ratify tb
and agreement of the sale.

lease

Mastercraft is said to have leasee
the land for a period of 20 years a
$1,500 a year rental, with an optior
to purchase the property at the eni
of five year intervals during the per
iod of the lease.
!

Kearse Here

Tim Kearse
is

of Charleston,

W. Va

here.

For Rent

Office

—

space,

cutting

1600

Broadway

assistance of the better element of citizens
in
helping him choose his pictures.
The
result is that Madison has an active Better

Finis Committee.

Washington,
teacher
Better

Aberdeen

associations

Films

— Various

here

Movement.

are

vault space, and

room.

Film

small

—

South Dakota, Madison Joe Ryan, owner of the two theaters, also appealed for

Suitable

for

Exchange

or

General Office.

APPLY ROOM

806

parentactive in the

The

Aberdeen

Daily World gives space to school activities,
including the films approved.
At least one
good program is given each week.

—

films,

[

—

—

German

Mastercraft Suit

THE FILM DAILY)

Mayor and Aldermen is a valid agree*
ment despite the failure of the Wate
Sewerage Commission, which ha

—

Lloyd Denies Camera Tricks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Neal Hart Here
Los Angeles
Harold Lloyd has
Neal Hart, who is starring in Wil- forwarded to Harold Heffernan, film
liam Steiner Prod., is in New York. reviewer for the Detroit News, a
telegram in which he denies that
there was a single foot of double exWm. Fairbanks' Contract Up
posure
or
trick
photography
in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Safety Last."
Los Angeles
William Fairbanks
has finished his sixth and final picReception for Leah Baird
ture for Ben Wilson.
Arthur F. Beck wired THE FILM
DAILY yesterday that Leah Baird
was
met by the Mayor in Houston
France May Ban German Films
when she arrived there, and was
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
presented with the
to the city.
An unconfirmed report She left yesterday forkeyAustin,
London
where,
from France is to the effect that an according to Beck, she
will be the
order forbidding the showing of guest of
Governor Neff at a luncheon

Projectors for Schools
Francis M. Hugo, who recently
Albany, N. Y. Gramercy Park joined National Non-Theatrical PicPhotoplay Corp., Manhattan. Capital tures, Inc., is developing a plan
Incorporators, A. Maselow, under which projectors will be made
$50,000.
E. Massoni and J. Stern. Attorneys, available for all schools. The move
described as one under which a
is
Enrich & Mencher.
school could buy its own projecting
Albany, N. Y.— Boston Theatrical machine as a result of its box-office
Capital $125,- receipts, and could use the remainder
Specialties, Brooklyr.
In-orporai .-s, J. S. List and of its funds to help various recrea000.
Attorneys, tional movements and various bodies
P. and A. P. Minakaki.
such as the Boy Scouts.
Marks & Marks, New York.

—

endorsements to the newspapers.
It
is also providing Saturday morning matinees
for boys and girls and working on plans for
a portable machine so that the same pictures
which are used in the city in the morning
ing

—

—

Oklahoma

manner:

:

Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative Interna-

High

this

in

St.,

1923

—

—

Address

(Special to

7,

National Committee Reports Recruits
Medford,
Mass. The
suit
o
to Move for Improved Pictures
Mastercraft Photoplay Corp., agains
Exhibitors Helping
the
City of Medford was agair
''Film Progress," a bulletin issued
brought up before the Mayor and
by the National Committee for Betnumber of other city officials, las
ter Films of the National Board of
week.
Review, reports a growl \ in the betThe studio is located at Wright's
ter films movement.
The report con- Pond, and the film company claim,'!
lams the following:
Alabama, Birmingham The Better Films that the lease made in 1917 by thi

film is used, and
attachment is designed for either the Simplex or Committee has been given the conduct of
Powers machine, to be installed with a Better Films Department in the BirmingNews.
To inaugurate this department
a minimum of time and expense. ham
there was printed the membership and its
the act of March 3. 1879
The reproducing attachment, to- endorsing committee, its constitution and byTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside gether with an
Audion amplifier laws, and the points to consider in judging
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
a picture
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign system and loud speakers is to be
Florida,
Jacksonville
The Better Films
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. sold or leased.
The "phono-film" is Committee is endorsing pictures and report-

FILM FOLKS.

Joseph

On

Hearing

For Better Films

"Phono-Films" Weekly
possible advantage. De Forest points
out that his invention opens the way
to scenics carrying their own music,
played by first class orchestras and
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"LYING LIPS"
"TEN TON LOVE"
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Hit
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ms

Guts

And

Flashes

Webster Campbell

itkeNews
No. 29
defeats

mbridge in annual Thames classic for the
1913
this is the 75th cont time since
between the two 'varsity crews since

—

t

9.

TANTICO, VA.

— Marines

in winter

camp

"sea-soldiers" are always kept
perfect form because of constant drill and
neuvers.

U.

he

S.

iOLDSBOEOUGH, ENGLAND—
Princess Mary's son! King George
Princess Mary, followed by the royal
I
ndchild in arms, arrive at village church

listen

ceremony.

News

Jther

for

Corinne

series of

first

will direct the
Griffith Prod,

Results !

Hodkinson.

Gregory La Cava

ENGLAND— Oxford

TNEY,

•a&m

DAILY

1923

7,

,

UiMldBBMH^BMaHHBB

directing the
11th of the All Star Cjmedy Series
at the Burr studios on Long Island.
is

Johnny Hines has written the words

Chadwick

to a song, "Luck." It will be published by T. B. Barnes in conjunction with the picture.

130

Pictures Corporation

West 46th

New York
"The Madness

of Youth," a
Gilbert production, and Shirley
son's "Lovebound," are on the
release schedule for next week.

Street

City

John

MaFox

Phone 4200 Bryant

as usual.

According to Brandt and Fitz"Mr. Barnum," which Murray Garsson will produce, was written
by Tom Wise and Harrison Rhodes,
and not Wise alone.
patrick,

John

Robertson

S.

has

started

work on "The Fighting Blade,"

star-

Richard Barthelmess.
He is
shooting exteriors in the old Universal studio at Fort Lee.
ring

New Theaters
—

Construction work
Porte, 111.
s been started on the new Kocher
Larson house costing "75,000.
^a

Harry

Harry Fields Here
Fields is here from

'ns

Pekras, who
here, has pur-

Linder

ised a half interest in the Grand.

May Stay In France
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles
111.—The
Kel Nau
Shorewood,
nus. Co., has been formed here to
Ud a new theater to cost $200,000.

hicago

— Plans

have

new house

'^een comto be erected

Leo L. Brunhild on North Clark
eet.

—

James Passias
Castle, Pa.
taken c\er the Star here, and will
ke extensive improvements before
opening.
Slew

Times reports

in
Linder will remain
France and produce there indefinitely.

Big
ted for the

—The

Max

that

First

Nat'l

Tie-up

First National has closed with the
manufacturers of Ghirardelli's Milk
Chocolates whereby 5.000,000 cards
carrying portraits of First National
stars will be inserted in packages of
candy marketed during the next 12

months.

i

Strong Bid For Daylight Saving
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis Twelve organizations
/andergrift, Pa. John Bock has
behind the movement
It is have lined up
ned his new Arcade here.
savins on St. Louis
to
force
daylight
imated to have costed $67,000, and
and a bill calling for a change in the
ts 600 persons.
clock will be presented to the incoming Board of Aldermen about April
Ceyport,
N.
The
Borough
J.
11.
It is thought improbable that the
uncil has issued a permit to the

—

St.

—

ms & Schaffer Amus.
ew theater.
lyannis,

Mass.

Co., to build

—The

measure

will pass.

Owns Two in Detroit
THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — Phil Braubin, who oper(Special to

Hyannis

eater Co. will build a theater here
The house
tnetime this spring.
seat 1,000.

ates the

Pasadena here, has acquired
him two houses.

the Merrick, giving

II

—

ieneseo, N. Y.
Frank Aprile is
nning to reopen the Rex about
middle of April, after considere

—

Newport, Ky. The Liberty Theahas been granted a building

ter Co.,

permit for the erection of a new
house at Pike St. and Madison Ave.

The estimated

and redecorating.

—

lollywood J. H. Woodworth &
have been awarded the construct-

i

co.

is

Loew Has Three in Canada
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Film Daily,
New York City.

Gentlemen:
want to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the splendid results we
have received from our advertising in The Film
Daily on Paul Rainey's, "Heart of the Jungle."
We have confined our advertising on
this subject exclusively to your publication
and have practically sold the entire country
thru The Film Daily alone.
I have given careful study to what
results one medium alone can produce, for
several years - we know that every independent
exchange man reads The Film Daily - if he
doesn't get it he is not the kind of exchange
owner to whom we care to sell our product.

Our contracts with producers for
whom we distribute, producers for whom we act
as fiscal agents and exchange owners who purchase our products invariably carry a clause
stating that a certain amount of advertising
must be carried in motion picture trade papers
- it may interest you to know that "The Film
Daily" is the only medium specifically mentioned by name as one publication which will
be used - proving that we are right in our
contention - producers, distributors, exchangeowners as well as the theatre-owner believes
yours' is the one indispensable medium.

$150,000.

for the new $100,000
Montreal With »the passing of
be built by the Community Loew's to Famous Players, only three
!g. Corp.
Loew houses are now being operated
under original control in Canada,
Cast Camden, N. J.
Reports cur- these at Toronto, London and Ottawa.
t
here have it that the Morris The theater at Hamilton was ac?el property may be taken over quired last fall by the interests reprebj a large
Philadelphia theater firm sented by Mr. Nathanson and its
a>
a house erected on the site.
name changed to Capitol.

contract

29th,
1923.

I

San

Antonio.

—

John
the Dreamland
O.

Elyria,

March

Here's hoping that you will help
everyone to "hole-out" in 60.

Yours very truly,

ater to

—

JACQUES KOPFSTEIN
Vice-President

JK/OB

i
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OF THE BUSINESS FUTURE?
Saturday, April

WHAT

The Magazine
series of charts

the country

is.

of

Wall

Street, in its

issue

March

of

publishes

31,

1923

7,

a

which are designed to indicate what the business future of
These are reproduced below, with the permission of that

i

publication.
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Louis House

Four Lyrics

THE FILM DAILY)

in Feature
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(Special to

—

Los Angeles— "The Wanters" will peristyle
St. Louis
Freund Brothers have
London Stoll has acquired the
of the Coliseum, into a cirbe the next John M. Stahl production.
cular court, guarded bv tall towers let the contract for their new Kings- rights to the Indian Love Lyrics, as
Louis B. Mayer has secured two
and surrounded by a colonnade. The land theater and work of con:truction noted. Four, "Less Than the Dust,"
more stories for this director. "Why Coliseum,
The "Temple Bells," "Kashmiri Love
almost completed, will get under way shortly.
Men Leave Home, "Women Who will afford anow
house,
which
will
Kingshighbe
at
Song" and "Till I Wake" will be used
chance for an impressive
Pass in the Night."
pageant. There is to be an immense way and Gravois, and will cost as the basis for a seven reeler which
Sinclair Hill will direct.
square stage placed in th- center of $100,000.
the amphitheater, which will seat
Fire Threatens Coast Studios
80,000 persons.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
This stage, 200 feet
Hollywood A recent fire here square, with three graduated kvels,
which destroyed the yards of the has been designed by F. B. Davison.
American Lumber Co., threatened to It is in the form of an Axtec temple.
wipe out the studio recently puchased At the top the bands and orchestras
IN
by Principal Pictures, and also the will be placed. On the next level
Pickford-Fairbanks
lot
containing the spectacles and ballets will be
presented, while the main level will
the "Robin Hood" sets.
~^%
be used for the floats and pageants.
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Ohio Violators
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Juries for

(Special to

Columbus

—The

WAY

EVERY

"

Senate

has

con-

curred with the House on a measure

which takes away the right of trial
by jury from exhibitors who show
films not approved by the Ohio Board
Exhibitors will be fined
not less than $25 and not more than
$300 for the first offense, and not less
than $300 nor more than $500 for
Distributors
subsequent
offenses.
will be fined not less than $300 nor
more than $500 for the first offense,
and not less than $50 nor more than
$1,*000 for subsequent offenses.
of Censors.

While many

of the usual features
exposition will be introduced
at this, a Monroe Doctrine Centennial, interest will focus in exhibits
connected with the picture indu;try.
Many exhibits from Rio Janeiro may
be brought to Los Angeles after the
close of the exhibition there; displays of unique interest from all the

of an

Southern republics.
Every day the

floats

GROWS

BETTER AND BETTER

presenting

history and pageants in
which heroes of the past live again
are to be photographed for theaters
everywhere.
When the Revue and
Exposition ends there will be a
library of historical films.
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William Randolph Hearst has scouts out after theaters
here and in Canada.
Luxor Pictures to handle future product of Abel
Gance. Louis Mercanton and Fred Leroy Granville.

Tuesday
Careful survey indicates that

many costume and
F. B.

New

().

Goldwyn

fall

product will include

period pictures.

England franchise

sold to Federated.

financial statement for 1922

shows

a deficit

of $1,405,587.
Shaftes-

Thomas H.

Ince plans one film from a classic yearly.

First to be "Evangeline."
Prague

Wenzelsplatz

,

Wednesday

Hays organization completes long

Features Reviewed
Harold Lloyd

SAFETY LAST

in

Hal Roach— Pathe

Page

2

MASTERS OF MEN

David Smith Prod

Page

Vitagraph

tussle with legislaThirteen states on record against censorship.
Larry Semon reported near end of Vitagraph contract.
Plans five reelers. Deal once discussed with Warner Bros.
FILM DAILY'S Spring Golf Tournament set for June
5 at Belleclaire Golf Club 4 Bayside, Long Island.
tures.

.

3

Thursday
Cosmopolitan Corp. presents

ENEMIES OF

WOMEN
Page

Allan

GLIMPSES OF THE

Dwan Prod

Francis X.

MOON
Page

Paramount

Bushman and Beverly Bayne

.

7

Johnny Hines
Mastodon

Prod.

—Amer.

Releas.

Page

— State

Page

Rights

9

THE TOWN SCANDAL

Gladys Walton in

Page

Universal

10

THE BROKEN VIOLIN
Arrow

— State

Page

Rights

Marjorie Payne in
Jawitz Pictures

Rights

Short Reels

'Pardoning the bad

is

M. P. T. O. units in Middle West set convention dates.
Floyd Brockell of First National, back from long trip,

Page

13

Page

15

is

against films longer than

five reels.

Friday

form a new corporation in Delaware. To spend $4,000,000 in 1923-1924 production.
No change in distributing methods planned for next

Warner

Bros,

year.

Northwest exhibitors oppose long features.

J.

F.

Cub-

Plans a "ham and egg'
berley
breakfast for exhibitors during Minnesota convengathering data.

tion.

11

BEWARE OF THE LAW

— State

consent.

8

LUCK

in

circuit to supply picture

theaters with high-class artists.
Swiss court decides- cigarette maker cannot use Fairbanks' name and picture for advertising without

says exhibitor sentiment

in

MODERN MARRIAGE
Whitman Bennett

Marcus Loew forms booking

Saturday

Sydney

S.

Cohen tells Mid-West exhibitors he won't
the M. P. T. O. presidency.

run for
Film Foundation planned to improve deals in production.

injuring the good."

— Benjamin Franklin.

THE
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Laughs Galore and Thrills
Harold Lloyd

of a Hair-Raising

women
dangerous. And

"SAFETY LAST"
Hal Roach

— Pathe

Fred Newmeyer and Sam Taylor
Hal Roach, Sam Taylor and Tom

DIRECTORS

AUTHORS
Wehlan

SCENARIO BY
Tom Wehlan

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
hair-raising

Hal Roach, Sam Taylor and

Walter Lundin
Laughs galore and some mighty
thrills in Lloyd's latest; will draw

big business

A

STORY

slight plot but a lot of

comedy

inci-

dent and a long sequence of catch-your-breath
stunts

DIRECTION
thrills
little

in

Certainly registers laughs and
rapid succession, but the latter

is

a

rough on the nerves

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

All right

send them out dizzy with this one
Mildred Davis opposite others Bill
SUPPORT
Strother, Noah Young, Westcott Clarke and
Mickey Daniels
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Adequate
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
sweetheart that he is
is forced to perform

game

Clerk pretends to
manager of big store and

"human

fly" stunt in his

of pretense

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
With

6,114 feet

mid
others showing

the posters showing Lloyd suspended in

from the hands of a clock, as well as
him in equally precarious positions, it isn't unlikely
but they'll have a pretty good idea of what "Safety
Last" is all about. But even the posters will fail to
suggest the thrills and hair-raising stunts that actually
occur in the picture. In this connection it might be
said that this last half of Lloyd's latest may not have
a soothing effect upon people afflicted with nervous
air

Box
at the

in Lloyd's Latest

to

whom

train.

The picture proceeds with a succession of good cornedy sequences mainly concerned with the effort of
Lloyd to hold down his job in a department store and
later his effort to impress his sweetheart with his importance in the place. For the most part the comedian supplies new and original stunts with the possible exception of one or two, such as trying to board
a crowded trolley and getting burned by a plumber's
torch, which Chaplin has used.
But the real riotous episode of "Safety Last" is that
in which Lloyd performs the human fly stunt, climbing up the side of the twelve-story department store
building in which he is employed. Harold is promised $1,000 by his employer if he can attract crowds
to the store. He promises to go 50-50 with his buddy
if the latter will do the stunt, but at the last moment
the buddy is chased by a "cop" he had played a joke
on earlier in the picture. He tells Lloyd to go up the
first flight and he'll change clothes with him and finish
the act. At each floor, however, buddy is still pursued and Harold forced to continue the climb. The
thrills in this sequence are rapid, hair-raising and surefire except for nervous people who will probably not
feel benefited by the strain of suspense caused by
Lloyd's threatened

Your

S.

spills.

R. O. Sign Busy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Strand

all

last

any criterion as
to what drawing power there is in Lloyd's name, all
you have to worry about is getting your order in before the other fellow. There is just one angle which
you may have to give some consideration in connection with Lloyd's latest, and that is the nerve-wracking
human fly sequence. You might advise your patrons
of the nature of this episode and let them decide
whether or not they want to see it.
this is

People of nervous temperament! or

1923

shock of any kind would
there are genuine shocks in "Safebe
ty Last," some that can only be described by seeing
them.
The first half of "Safety Last" is made up of the
regular brand of Lloyd humor, fine spontaneous laughs
and new gags. It starts right out with a roar when
Harold is supposedly bidding good-bye to his sweetheart preparatory to being hung, but the cameraman
goes around the other side of the iron bars and you
Next
find Harold is merely at a railroad station.
comes the bit in which he mistakes a little pickaninny
in a basket for his grip and starts running for the
train, is overtaken by the mammy, returns her child
an d hops onto the back of an ice wagon instead of the

Will Undoubtedly Keep
They were packing them in
week with "Safety Last" and if

Nature

disorders or

in

8,

wmmm

women

to

whom

shock would prove dangerous may be done more
harm than good by witnessing the numerous narrow
a

know Harold
going to fall, and that he was amply protected
while he was performing these stunts, but they look
so thoroughly genuine that the effect is sure fire that
they cannot help but be frightened.
Otherwise you
can go the limit with promises of laughs and you
might add that "Safety Last" is a thriller besides being
a comedy.
Announcing the star's name and the title
of his latest picture should be enough to bring them in.

escapes regardless of the fact that they
isn't

Sunday, April
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1923
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Has Everything That Goes For

a Sure-Fire

David Smith Prod.

"MASTERS OF MEN"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

David Smith

AUTHOR

Morgan Robertson
C. Graham Baker

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Steve Smith, Jr.
Fine live entertainment with
punch in its action, sure-fire patriotic atmosphere and all that goes for a good picture
A romance of the Spanish War period
STORY
with action, thrills and plenty of genuine audience appeal
Splendid; succeeds in making
DIRECTION

AS A

WHOLE

story realistic and atmosphere

is

great; devel-

opment very good

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

Cullen Landis at his best in role that

Alice Calhoun and
style
attractive maids of '98 and
Earle Williams suitable others all good types

he handles

in

fine

;

Wanda Hawley

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Good
First rate
character develthe rise of an American lad

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

opment showing
from boyhood to manhood

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,800 feet

one with a genuine wallop for American audiences and if the patriotic atmosphere in this doesn't
send them out with their blood tingling and their fervor for the stars and stripes increased a hundred fold,
then the guess is all wrong. "Masters of Men." David
Smith's production of Morgan Robertson's novel, is
an out and out American picture for Americans and it
contains an unlimited supply of real audience appeal
the sort that starts them talking about the picture and

Here

is

brings others in.
Much of the credit for the success of the picture belongs to Director Smith for the very worth while and
capable way in which he has handled the material and
scenario.
to C. Graham Baker, who prepared the
Added to this there is the splendid performance of
Cullen Landis in the role of a sailor of the U. S. Navy,
as well as a uniformly well suited and capable cast.

Better Get

Your Order
Box

Box Office Number and Then Some

To start with, Morgan Robertson's novel contains
splendid material for the screen and in retaining the
author's method of development, Baker has gotten the
most out of it and Director Smith has been able to
tell the story smoothly, consistently and cover the
ground in much less footage than he might were he
to proceed in the usual fashion. This chapter style of
telling the story is wholly pleasing and satisfying and
eliminates considerable unnecessary detail. And at the
same time the sequences dove-tail nicely and there are
no gaps in the continuity.
The first two chapters are concerned with the early
boyhood of the hero and his subsequent entrance into
the Navy followed by the entrance of the United States
This leads up to some mighty
into war with Spain.
fine business and includes a variety of thrills and action with sure-fire punch.
It all registers and is flavored with such definite patriotic atmosphere that it is
even more impressive than ordinarily. It is distinctly
the treatment given the story and the wealth of realism and excellent detail that makes the piece absorbFor a climax you have the destruction of the
ing.
famous battleship Maine and the fight in Santiago

Harbor.
Cullen Landis works

trooper and his porone of the best things he has
ever done. They are going to get a real thrill out of
Alice Calhoun and Wanda Hawley
his many scraps.
are both charming in their '98 costumes. Picture patrons all over will "love" the romance of Alice Calhoun
and Landis, and Wanda Hawley and Earle Williams.
Director Smith had fine cooperation from the whole
trayal in this

is

like a real

easily

company.
Story: Dick Halpin is accused of theft by the brothTo save Mabel
er of Mabel Arthur, whom he loves.
blame,
runs away
the
accepts
from humiliation Dick

Navy. It isn't until Dick and his
been shanghaied aboard a sailhave
lieutenant, Breen,
Mabel knows the truth,
learns
Dick
ing vessel, that
Dick and
reconciliation
a
can
be
there
but before
Breen return to their ship and are pitched into active
Dick is transferred to
service at Santiago Harbor.
work under young Arthur, now an ensign, and is with
him when he dies. After it is all over Dick and Breen
return to the home town, Dick to claim Mabel, and
Breen to claim Bessie, Mabel's chum.
and joins the U.

In and

S.

Then Get

to

Work On

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Vitagraph's latest production looks like a sure thing
It has all the requisites of a box
for the box office.
office attraction and they are all fully satisfying from
an audience viewpoint. "Masters of Men" has been
done in a big way and should do a big business. You
can safely make promises for it and rest assured your
crowd will vote it a winner, unless, of course, you
happen to be catering to a foreign clientele. In that
case they may not be carried away with the spirit of
enthusiasm that the picture is almost certain to create
with American audiences.

which you would do well
Be
to secure and use well in advance of the showing.
the
of
sure and tell them of the historic episode and
blowing up of the battleship Maine. There will be
those of your patrons to whom the incident will still
be current history and they'll be especially interested.
Tell them about the excellent work of Cullen Landis,
of the action and thrills. The picture really deserves
your best exploitation efforts with the receipts proving it well worth your while. You have something to
There

is

talk about.

a trailer available

Do

it.

iistjike

aKJoman

r
yj Grace S.Hasklns production
They expected

young lady without
thought
a
in her head except for jazz, theatres, parties
and everything that was frivolous.
to find her a wild

Instead they were confronted with a prim, studious
looking maid who looked upon the phonograph as an
instrument of the devil; men as brutes that were
never to be trusted, and that the life of a missionary

was her greatest ambition.
She immediately placed a ban on cocktails, noise, dancing, low neck dresses, furs and feathers, and made life

—

miserable for her aunts until but that is the real surprise of the story and it is told so delightfully, that all
movie fans will vote "Just Like a Woman" one of the
most entertaining pictures they have ever seen.
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A Wealth of Pictorial Appeal and Plenty of Lavish Display Its Assets
Cosmopolitan Corp. presents

"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"
DIRECTOR
Alan

Crosland
Vicente Blasco Ibanez

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A

John Lynch
Ira H. Morgan

WHOLE

A lavish spectacle that contains
unlimited pictorial appeal and has been produced
on a very big scale

STORY

Gorgeously mounted and always good
direct story appeal is inclined to vary
Splendid in the way of produc-

to look at

DIRECTION

;

tion; unessential detail

makes picture much too

long

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

Alma Rubens has several particularly fine opportunities that she makes the most
of Lionel Barrymore well suited and does good
;

work; others capable and suitable are William
Collier, Jr., Pedro de Cordoba, Gareth Hughes,
Gladys Hulette, Wm. H. Thompson

EXTERIORS
of

Many

fine shots, especially those

Monte Carlo

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Elaborate

Good, but too much of it
CHARACTER OF STORY
Rich Prince idles
away time and money during war but eventually
enters into it after causing the death of the son
of the woman he loves
PRODUCTION. .About 10,000 feet

LENGTH OF

.

.

Cosmopolitan's production of the Vicente Blasco
Ibanez novel easily ranks with the big spectacle plays
of the day and in the way of giving an idea of its stupendousness might be compared to the Von Stroheim
picture, "Foolish Wives,.' both in the atmosphere and
production' "Enemies of Women" is notable for its
extravagant and gorgeous presentation and as a purveyor of pictorial appeal the picture is decidedly a fine
achievement. Director Alan Crosland has made good
use of a liberal bank account and the photographing
of his scenes upon actual location are indeed gratifying and beautiful to look upon. There is little left to
be desired in the way of visual splendor and the picture may readily be termed "a feast for the eyes."
Inasmuch as the author is purported to be thoroughly satisfied with the visualization of his novel it would
seem that John Lynch has written a suitable scenario
and from a general viewpoint the theme will probably
prove of value as a box office attraction. But a critical

analysis of the plot

A Good

shows the basic situation

Deal For

You
Box

to

is

not at all new. Audiences are quite familiar with the
prince overburdened with riches who lavishes his
wealth upon himself and keeps his house well supplied with

women.

Of course

this allows for elaborate

and spectacular side sequences that greatly cover
up the shortcomings of the situations themselves, and
in this respect they have certainly been camouflaged
with a liberal array of luxury and lavish display.
But in dressing the story Director Crosland has occasionally gone to the extreme in the way of detail.
There is altogether too much of it, especially in the
second half of the picture, where he takes so very long
to reach the ending.
Cutting would improve this immensely and much of it can be done in the way of
eliminating long entrances and exits, so noticeable
throughout the picture. A great deal of the news
weekly pictures providing a resume of the war should
detail

come out.
The marvelous backgrounds, those

of

in particular, are a delight to the eye and
artistic interiors are all to be admired.

raphy

is

excellent at

all

Monte Carlo
numerous
The photog-

the

times.

Lionel Barrymore was never more impressive than
in the role of Prince Lubimoff
when he fights a duel

—

with a Cossack and later when he battles with a terrorist, most genuinely portrayed by Ivan Linow, who,
for a time, looks as though he were really going to
batter Bam more against the wall. This is a corking
fight.
Alma Rubens does very good work at times,
but her performance is varying. Her emotional bits
are well done and with good restraint, but there are
others in which she does not meet the situation, nor
does she always photograph to the best advantage.
The cast includes a long list of capable and well suited
players.

Story:

Prince Lubimoff has

though he refuses

to

many women

acknowledge

it,

but, alAlicia Delille is

the favorite. At the outset of the war Alicia, not wishing Lubimoff to know that she is the mother of a son
sixteen years of age (a new sub-title should increase
this figure for William Collier, Jr., would never pass
for sixteen) allows him to believe that the young man
is a lover.
Lubimoff persuades his friend, Castro, his
protege, Spadoni, and old Colonel Marcos to join him
in his seclusion, self styled "Enemies of Women," but
Alicia follows to Monte Carlo, asking a loan of Lubimoff. Lubimoff goes back to his women and is challenged for an attack upon one of them by Alicia's son,
invalided home. The boy dies of a heart attack preparatory to the duel. It is then that Lubimoff learns
his true identity and in reparation for his part enters
into the war to be reunited with Alicia at the close.

Talk About

in

Cosmopolitan's Latest

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This will undoubtedly be classed with the big pictures of the
year because of the elaborate and expensive way in which the
story has been mounted. It is the sort of picture that you can
do a lot of talking about and picture patrons are always interested in pictures that claim production costs of seven figures.
And Cosmopolitan can supply you with a long list of data in
connection with the making of "Enemies of Women."

Your big talking point is essentially the lavishness of the
production, the pictorial values contained in it and the fact

that a

good part of the picture was taken upon actual

loca-

They should be attracted by the fact that the players
really appear at Monte Carlo as well as numerous other beauYou have the name of Lionel Barrytiful foreign locations.
more to exploit and Alma Rubens, as well as a long list of
The fact that Vicente Blasco Ibanez,
well known players.
who wrote "The Four Horsemen," is the author, is another
asset. There are plenty of exploitation angles for you to work
tion.

on and the picture should prove interesting to your box
Distribution has not been announced at this writing.

office.
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These headlines tell the story. Only twelve
weeks are available for the nation's big first
runs to have the personal appearances of

FRANCIS X

BUSHMAN

and

BEVERLY BAYNE
1

By Dorothy Farnum,

BULLETIN!
.

:
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prices for
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From'Derek Vanes Celebrated Hovel "ftudy Varley"

April 4th,
raised

JUodernJUarriage
"Directed by

Quvrence Windonx,

Supervised by

Whitman Bennett

Here's an attraction you had better telegraph
for at once.
Twelve available weeks and all
the big cities asking for it.
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Lavish Production With Visual Appeal
Dwan Prod.
"THE GLIMPSES OF THE MOON"

On

Allan

DIRECTOR

Allan Dwan
Edith Wharton
Lloyd Sheldon

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Hal Rosson

WHOLE

A

"showy" picture with three

attractive feminine stars doing their best to put
it

over

Lavishly mounted and with continuous
weak situations in the screen
visual appeal
adaptation
Always with an eye'to the picDIRECTION
torial side of it; plenty of display but lacks
dramatic strength
Splendid
;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Nita Naldi, Bebe Daniels and Rubye
PLAYERS
De Remer in a striking array of gowns David
;

Powell an accessory to the plot but has little
others Maurice Costello and
Charles Gerrard

acting opportunity

in its screen

CHARACTER OF STORY

vamping

vehicle for Nita Naldi who appears in one
scene after another, and in each more alluringly costumed, with seducing the young hero-novelist her chief
occupation. Miss Naldi has certainly a style of vamping

her

all

ive to

own and
make

her performance

sufficiently attract-

is

the picture pleasing to

many, and

this in

be looked upon

favorably by certain others.

less

From beginning
offers scenes

variety

the

Palm Beach
honeymoon,

to

end "The Glimpses of the

which are pleasing
of

Besides

to the eye.

room affairs,
wedding reception, a European

episodes including ball

parties, a
etc.,

—there

Moon"

—

all

of of which, are elaborately done,

is the continuous display of feminine beauty
with Bebe Daniels and Rubye De Remer competing
with Nita Naldi for the honors. All wear stunning
gowns and are mighty good to look at at all times.

As

for

Mrs. Wharton's novel

has lost considerable

it

Two

6,502 feet

weak

in

story element. For this reason "The Glimpses of the
Moon" may have a varied appeal. For those who prefer good looking pictures, beautiful women and a generous display of gorgeous gowns, jewels, etc. you can
count on satisfying them with it.

Make Your Promises

of the

Moon"

But there

it

is

no force

in

Susan Branch, a protege of the rich Mrs.
Ursula Gillow, marries Nick Lansing in spite of UrBecause of the lack of funds they
sula's love for him.
separate after a year and they are about to be divorced, Susan believing Nick in love with Ursula, when
Story:

a kindly old lawyer

who knows

other, brings about

the reunion.

they

still

love each

The Production And Players

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends
them with visual

upon whether or not you can satisfy
appeal alone. If you can, it will be easy

Dwan

back of the situation and
the reunion follows just as expected with the vamping
Nita satisfying herself with a substitute. The story
unfolds smoothly, with the interest sustained through
the pictures themselves rather than the situations..
two.

In Connection With
Box

you have

rate

unsuccessful novelist, and the trial marriage which
comes to a climax in the threatened separation of the

Allan Dwan apparently set out to make a thoroughly
fine looking picture of Edith Wharton's novel and the
result is an offering of a high standard in the way of
visual appeal and general attractiveness but

At any

Ample
people enter

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

of its strength in the transition.

the marriage of Bebe Daniels to David Powell, the

marriage agreement and decide to
separate at the end of the time but are reunited

with this latest Allan

chiefly as a

Few

trial

With "The Glimpses

lacking. Edith

it

form serves

;

EXTERIORS
DETAIL

all

to please

production because

Confine your promises to gorgeous gowns, excellent
settings and a wealth of display in general.

them
it

is

good to look at. Besides promises in this
direction you have good names in the cast to work
with particularly those of Nita Naldi and Bebe Daniels,
plus David Powell, Maurice Costello and Rubye de
Remer.

certainly

want dramatic value

spite of the fact that her portrayal will

STORY

into

the other hand where they

Wharton's novel

AUTHOR

Talking Point

in their entertainment, they will find

Paramount

AS A

Its

women

tell

your

use

stills in

folks about the array of

the lobby to get

remember Allan Dwan

Hood" and you might

as

tell

them
the

them

Be sure

gowns and

interested.

director

to

of

They'll

"Robin

this is his first pro-

duction since the Fairbanks picture.

DAILV

Sunday, April

Bushman-Bayne Gome-Back Should Bring Them To The Box
Francis X.

Bushman and Beverly Bayne

and where the crowd is
"Modern Marriage" should do a
stars

in

"MODERN MARRIAGE"
Whitman Bennett

Prod.

—American

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

story especially attractive or

Lawrence Windom
Derek Vane
Dorothy Farnum

riage" does contain situations

Edward Paul

WHOLE

Very

first

While the Bushman-Bayne return

Releasing Corp.

CAMERAMAN

still

of those popularized

8,

1923

Office

right

for

them,

rate business.

made in a
unusual, "Modern Marvery much on the order

by these two

is

not

stars in the past,

not that these eternal triangle themes have ceased to

be popular in their absence. However, Derek Vane's
novel suffices as a vehicle inasmuch as it suits the stars

good audience picture especially for the regulation "fan" crowd
STORY
Has many familiar twists and works
toward a conventional conclusion but it is what
many picture patrons want

them both with appropriate roles,
has been given a first rate production and otherwise
measures up to what is usually expected.
The direction is quite all right. There are incon-

DIRECTION

sistencies

likely a

Quite effective especially in sustaining interest and handling players picture
is trifle too long
;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STARS

Good
All right

Back

to their old roles

and seem none

the worse off for the absence; will probably

draw very well

SUPPORT

although considerably

Satisfactory

subordinate to stars

;

includes Roland Bottom-

Ernest Hilliard, Zita Moulton and
Frankie Evans

ley,

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

little

Not many
Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Woman

implicated in murder of

becomes

man from whom

she
tries to retrieve letters to prevent suspicion of
husband she still loves

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,331 feet

seems very much like old times to find Francis
X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, erstwhile screen
idols, back in the harness after an absence of several
years and undoubtedly exhibitors will find the comeback quite profitable, particularly where the typical
"fan" crowd is catered to. There is no doubt but what
they thoroughly enjoyed the pictures of these two
It

Play

Up

interest

will, or

their

folks

in*

the development such as the lack of police

when a murder is committed. It seems
very improbable that the affair would be marked with
so little notoriety especially in view of the people concerned in it. Of course there would probably be an
alibi for each of these bits sufficiently strong to excuse
them although this does not make them the more convincing. Windom does sustain the interest very well
even though he has taken a little too much footage to
tell the story.
There is a good climax in which Bushinvestigation

man and Ernest

Hilliard have a thrilling fight with

happy ending through a confession which clears the woman's name. The necessary
heart interest touches are supplied by the child of the
Hilliard providing the

They

are effective except in such an instance
which the child lisps "Muvver why doesn't
Daddy kiss you any more."
Denise Varley decides to end her infatuation
Story
for Frank Despard and goes to his apartment for her
letters.
Despard refuses to give them up. Denise
leaves in a hurry, later hearing that Despard has been

couple.

as that in

:

murdered. As far as the audience is concerned the
guilty one might be one of four people Denise, Cort
Maitland, a destitute neighbor of Despard's, his valet or
Nita Blake, in love with Despard. The story proceeds
to a climax in which it is eventually disclosed that
Maitland killed Despard and also brings about a reunion between Denise and her husband.
:

Stars' Names And Exploit The Title
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

should have, a first rate number
to
with in "Modern Marriage."
The Bushman-Bayne combination used to mean something at the box office and .where you still have a regulation "fan" crowd their return should give them something to anticipate. In your announcements make a
point of the stars' return and tell them this is their
first picture in several years.
Where they have been
seen in person during their vaudeville tour, it should
be very easy to get them in.
Exhibitors

nicely and provides

to your women folks in particular. The picthe sort they "love" and they probably haven't
forgotten Bushman, a popular "movie" idol of the
early days. Display plenty of stills of Mr. Bushman
and Miss Bayne in the lobby. The title is a good one
and can be effectively exploited. Play it up with
catchlines such as: "Is 'Modern Marriage' a failure?"
Why.-'
You'll find the answer in the picture at the
blank theater starring Francis X. Bushman and Bever-

Appeal

ture

ly

is

Bayne.

The Foto Preu

Inc..

N. Y.

THE
Sunday, April

8,

1923

^0

Comedy

Plenty of

in

Rights

DIRECTOR

Not credited
Jackson Gregory
Doty Hobart
Chas. Gilson and Neal Sullivan

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN

WHOLE

AS A

Comedy number

that keeps

going at good pace

STORY

An

comedy and has
some humor that

effective idea for

some good

twists but also

doesn't belong
All right

Good

Has appeared

to better

advantage

Violet Mersereau, the lead; several

comedy line-up such as Charlie
Murray, Polly Moran and Flora Finch

old timers in the

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Not many
Picture too long; Ralph Spence titles
Rich young man
CHARACTER OF STORY
hundred
thousand
wagers a
that he can earn
ten thousand in a year without using his own
'.

money

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,442 feet

Johhny Hines has had much better material for his
comedies than this People's Magazine story by Jackson Gregory or perhaps the scenario didn't do it jusAt any rate the humor in his latest, "Luck," is
tice.
several degrees lower than what his admirers have
come to expect of him and certainly there is no good
excuse for a few off color bits of business that have no
place in screen entertainment.

There

is

one

bit

Star's

in

the

dance

hall

sequence

ations.
is

If

too

much

in the

way

of

comedy

situ-

humor mentioned previously
show it to all classes but make

the offensive

cut you can safely

out or your family patronage will have
something to say to you.

sure that

it is

recent

corset

that

comedy than

it

will

offer

a

much more

pleasing

does at present. It is a fast moving
feature with plenty of lively incident and some pretty
fair comedy business. It isn't the biggest laugh getter
but with some cutting it can be greatly improved and
stand a much better chance of holding them. The
Earle and Wilson collar comes in for some advertising
it

The "Brewster's

Millions" idea has just been re-

versed and instead of

money

hero wagering to spend

in a given time, hero

Johnny

his

bets a hundred

thousand he will make ten thousand in a year without a penny to start with. This affords a succession
of incidents in which Hines becomes involved in various complications such as his arrival in a town where
a fighter is expected to take part in a prize bout and
a case of mistaken identity when Johnny is hailed as
the fighter. Polly Moran, Charlie Murray and Flora
Finch supply some fun at the ringside. Prior to this
there is some good stunts in which Johnny avoids the
conductor on the train.

They

will probably like the melodramatic climax
which hero saves the girl from the mine cave-in
and wins her father's support in his town-building
scheme thereby making it possible for him to collect
the ten thousand necessary to win the wager. Johnny
Hines works hard to put the picture over and his following will probably like "Luck." The appearance
of Charlie Murray, Flora Finch and Polly Moran is
another good feature and Violet Mersereau is a suitin

able heroine.

Players Will Attract

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For the regulation comedy liking crowd "Luck"
will probably prove a satisfying feature and it is sufficiently peppy and fast moving to get over if they

demand

after

Name And Old Time Comedy
Box

don't

the

visualized and

and

Fair

PHOTOGRAPHY
SUPPORT

Not As Many Laughs

in the film.

DIRECTION
LIGHTINGS
STAR

.B>'r~-t

checking
expose
followed by a Ralph Spence title
that may go big with the gallery gods but will disgust others.
"Luck" needs some housecleaning
is

— State

which

in

"LUCK"

AUTHOR

p—PT-j'm-

Incident in Hines' Latest But

Johnny Hines

Mastodon

DAILV
Bt

^«

Where Johnny Hines

is

popular you can easily at-

them by mention of his name and the title of his
"Luck" is a good title to work with
latest picture.
and you might hand out cardboard horseshoes bearing
lucky numbers for free admittance to the showing.
This would undoubtedly get them interested. Be sure
to say that Flora Finch, Charlie Murray and Polly
tract

Moran

are in the cast.

THE

2&*i

Fine

Comedy and

Star at

Her

Best in Original Small

"THE

TOWN SCANDAL"

DIRECTOR

King Baggot

AUTHOR

Frederick Arnold

SCENARIO BY

Frederick Arnold

CAMERAMAN

Kummer
Kummer

Victor Milner

WHOLE

Thoroughly pleasing and en-

joyable picture with star in another of her delightful characterizations

STORY

A

splendid and original idea that

is in-

comedy treatment and might
serve very well for a more serious theme
Very good; never allows developDIRECTION
ment to become obvious and keeps the interest
teresting in

all

the

its

way

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

Good
Good

part well suited to her and does fine

work

SUPPORT
types

Carefully selected and
;

Edward Hearne

all

much

hasn't

the right

do as

to

the hero

EXTERIORS

Few

INTERIORS

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
up" members

of

Chorus girl "shows
home town Purity League when

they refuse to give her a job because she

show

is

a

girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,704 feet

Gladys Walton has been running in a streak of good
way of having stories selected for

luck lately in the

her that are especially well suited to her personality
and give her the sort of characterization that she does
In Frederick Arnold Kummer's "The Town
Scandal" she has a splendid vehicle not only in that it
fits her to a "T" but the theme is original, clever, and
contains a thoroughly interesting and convincing idea.
best.

Will Bear Out

Here

is

a right

pleasing

number

Where

should be well pleased with.
ular
is

you can make extra promises
even better than her

last

They'll be delighted with her
of stills of her in the lobby
girl regalia.

With regard

for

introduction of a small

As

it

is

here

it

provides

town Purity League composed
who want

of the town's leading merchants and citizens
to abolish ice

cream sodas along with other reforms,

but sneak off to the city for a party with the chorus
from their own home town. These two situations

girl

comprise the most important angles of the story with
much fine incidental comedy.
The development is especially effective and Baggot succeeds in increasing the interest as he goes
along and finally reaching the climax in which the
chorus girl "shows up" the puritan citizens, the picture comes to a great finish with the puritan gentlemen narrowly escaping the wrath of their wives by
having their secret parties exposed. There are many
laughs in the picture and it is thoroughly satisfying
in every respect.
Gladys Walton can always be relied upon to put
over a role of this type. She doesn't fail in this. one
and her admirers are going to like her better all the
time if they keep giving her the right stories.- So far
she's been fortunate in securing effective material.
A word of praise can be said for the players representing the town's best citizens.
They are all fine
types and do very good work. Edward Hearn hasn't
a very big part as the hero of the story.

the star

all

it,

is

telling

Effectively Exploited

in

pop-

them

pictures.

at her

The

town but that later she has them
them in to see how she does it.
is particularly good and will stand exDistribute throw-aways with the line
of her

mercy.

title

ploitation.

Invite

Use plenty

"Have you heard 'The Town Scandal,' " and follow
them up with others, "Learn about 'The Town Scan-

her chorus

dal' at the

to the story tell
is

material for hu-

comedy treatment carefully accorded it by Director Baggot, who gets the most out of the situations and with
liberal use of hokum makes it completely satisfying
and quite unusual.
There is always more or less discussion relative to
the chorus girl and her manner of living, but probably
it has never been used in connection with a story to
better advantage than it has here. Added to this there
is an interesting "slant" on the reform problem in the

by the men

in this.

who

Scandal Story

a thoroughly enjoyable entertainment under the

that your folks

showing her

1923

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

two or three

work

plays the part of a chorus girl

dled in a different fashion.

Your Promises and Can Be
Box

8,

morous treatment but might also serve for a more
serious venture in which the situations would be han-

Universal

AS A

Town

The theme not only provides good

Gladys Walton in

it

Sunday, April

DAILY

10

them she

refused a job

blank theater." You can promise a thoroughly enjoyable, wholesome comedy for this latest
Universal release

is

that.

THE
Sunday, April

A

8,

5^

First Rate Thrill in

Climax But Otherwise

"THE BROKEN VIOLIN"
Arrow

— State Rights

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

An

Jack Dillon
George R. Rogan
L. Case Russell
George Peters
average picture both in story

and production; has a fine thrill in climax but
no other high lights
Conventional theme that has not been
STORY
given a particularly good continuity; rather
incoherent at times

DIRECTION

May

have been held to a certain
production figure although material hardly
merited a more expensive production

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS
'

Warren Cooke a good looking hero
and capable; Dorothy Mackaill pleasing but
hasn't enough to do; Zena Keefe has even less
others Gladden James, Joseph Blake,
to do
Henry Sedley and Rita Rogan
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Suitable

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
to rich man's estate

is

Crook claiming right
exposed by the

later

rightful heir

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,700 feet

"The Broken Violin" is the sort of an offering that
you are inclined to consider in the light of "not bad
and not good." It is one of those in-betweens which
average with a few
good points in its favor and some against it. In this
case there is a first rate thrill in the climax and a
generally satisfying ending in its favor, and also the
On the other
fact that the picture is not too long.
hand there is a fairly conventional plot, and a not too
coherent continuity.
in the

end measures up

Should Give

to the

Medium

Satisfaction

Box

You

will probably be able to satisfy

for,

so

it

would be best

to play

it

An

Average Picture

Jack Dillon is capable of much better direction than
he has accorded this one, and his introductory
sequence is especially weak and does not establish

The

a satisfactory premise.

action

jumps from the

Canada and back again, with the characters
one place and then another. Of course this is

city to
first
all

very probable but not quite convincing, nor

part of the plot which

is

is

the

concerned with the crooks'

plan to secure the fortune

left

by

a rich old

man

to

nephew he had never seen. That such a thing
would ever occur in reality the way it does here is
the

very unlikely. Heirs to fortunes don't just present
themselves as such and such a person and collect.

Anyone knows

just

how

difficult

it

is.

excusing the improbabilities, "The Broken
Violin" offers an average entertainment with a good
cast and a good thrill in the last reel that should send
them out fairly well satisfied. There is a pursuit in
which the rightful heir chases one of the crooks who
has made off with his little sister. Hero goes after
his man via airplane and shots of the plane following
up the speeding motor boat, the drop from the machine
to the boat, and the fight in the boat are all very good

But

and supply some first rate excitement.
Warren Cooke is a regular college type hero who
will undoubtedly please the feminine members of the
Dorothy Mackaill is thoroughly pleasing,
audience.
although she has very little to do and has not always
been properly lighted. Zena Keefe has even less to
do than Miss Mackaill, which puts the feminine member's of the cast rather well in the background, leaving
Warren Cooke the most important role with little
Rita Rogan next. Gladden James is the villain.
Story
Jeremy Ellsworth sends for the children of
:

the son he disinherited.

Knowing Ellsworth has never

seen them, his secretary, Gault, plans with Phil Carter
to have the latter represent himself as the grandson.
How the plan is frustrated by the appearance of the

grandson is followed by his marriage
whose life he saved in Canada.
real

to the girl

Without Your Making Promises

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

enough

of your

patrons with "The Broken Violin" to get it over. It
isn't a picture that you can make any big promises

ments

u

DAILY

1923

up with announce-

of the usual order, poster displays, stills in the

lobby and give the title prominence, although it does
not seem to have any particular drawing power and
has no great bearing upon the story.

It will

be

all

right to talk about the thrill in the

Very
little sister.
would serve to get them
There are no names to use unless those
interested.
of Zena Keefe and Dorothy Mackaill who should be
remembered if they saw her in "Mighty Lak* a Rose."
You might mention Warren Cooke for the good work
climax in which hero rescues his

likely stills of this episode

he does in

this.

^
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CURRENT RELEASES
Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
The Marriage Chance
The Challenge (Dolores
What Fools Men Are
The Super-Sex

As

Lives
Solomon in Society

(Wm. H.

Straus)

6,087

12- 3-22

5,749

12-3-22

5,800

12-17-22

6,000

12-31-22
1-28 23

Milady
That Woman

6,000

One

5,326

2-

6,462

2-11-23

Million in Jewels

The Bohemian Girl
The Grube-Stake (Nell Shipman)
Quicksand
Modern Marriage

4-23

3-18-23

6,403
6,541

(Bushman-Bayne)

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

6,331

Tentmaker (Guy Bates Post)

8,000

12- 3-22

6,696

12- 3-22

Lorna Doone
The Hottentot
Money, Money, Money (Katherine MacDonald)
What a Wife Learned
Fury (Richard Barthelmess)
The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Tal'adge)
Mighty Lak a Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)
The Woman Conquers (Katherine Mac Donald)
Daddy (Jackie Coogan)

6,200

12-10-22

5,953

12-17-22

5,995

12-17-22

Scars of Jealousy (Ince)
The Isle of Lost Ships (Tourneur)

the

Minnie

Man

a

Omar

1-21-23

5,840
Cassinelli)

(Neilan

Woman

Conquering the

of the

(Florence Vidor)

South Seas

Allah

5,887

12-17-22

5,000

1-21-23

6,357

4-

5,000

Millionaire

in Flower (M. Davies 10,800
Dark Secrets ( Dorothy Dalton)
4,337
My American Wife (Gloria Swanson)
6,061
Drums of Fate (Mary Miles Minter)
5,716
Nobody's Money (Jack Holt)
5,584

4
11

18

25

Java

25

Mar.

11
1

18
18

(Melford

Prod.)

Glimpses ef the Moon (Bebe Daniels)
The Leopardess (Alice Brady)
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)
Bella Donna (Pola Negri)
Grumpy (Wm. DeMille Prod.)
The Go-Getter (Cosmopolitan)
Prodigal Daughters (Gloria Swanson)

25
25

Spec.

Apr.

Head

The White Flower (Betty Comlpson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers)
The Nth Commandment

4

1

8
8
15

1-23

2- 4-23

22

22
29
29

.

7-23

1-21-23

4-23

2-

2-11-23

5,731

3-

7,153

2-18-23

5,691

2-25-23

.5,585

3-11-23

4-23

My Smoke

Romance Land
William Farnum
Brass Commandments
Dustin

v

Who

Paid

Mason Series
Pawn Ticket 210

2-11-23

3-11-23

7,425

3-18-23

Hungry Hearts

6,517

12-3-22

A

4,500

12-10-22

Broken
The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)

6,190

12-17-22

8,153

1-7-23

5,769

1-21-23

8,500

1-28-23

Mad Love

5,518

3-11-23

6,333

3-25-23

7,864

4-

4,850

1-21-23

5,600

1-22-2J

5,810

1-14-23

6,063

12-24-22

5,000

3-25-23

Ships (Elmer Clifton Prod.) 8,000

2-18-22

Blind

Bargain
Chains

(Pola Negri)

5,621

4- 1-23

9,526

3-

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar Devils
Tuttle-Waller Prod.

Second Fiddle

(Glenn Hunter)

Producers Security

Whaling Film Corp.

Down

4-23

G.

7,905
6,591

1-23

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

The Kingdom Within
The Lion's Mouse

4-

1-23

S.

to the

Haskins Prod.
Just Like a

Sea

in

Woman

4,900

3-18-23

5,800

3-18-23

Toll of the Sea
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O' My Heart (Laurettt Taylor)
Hearts Aflame

4,600

12- 3-22

AU

Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)
Success

Ernest Shipman

7,771

The Man From Glengarry

METRO PICTURES CORP.

3-25-23
3-25-23

The

3-25-23

4,070

12-31-21

3,975

2-11-23

the Brothers

12-24-22

4,871

1-28-23

4,31*

12-17-22

4,746

3-11 23

4,729

1-21-23

12-3-22

6,000

12-17-22

8,100

1-21-23

6,265

1-21-23
1-28-23

8,500

2-18-23

6,700

2-21-23

The Famous Mrs. Fair
8,000
Where the Pavement Ends (Rex Ingram)
7,706
Your Friend and Mine
5,750
The Woman of Bronze (Clara Kimball Young). 5,572

3-11-23

PATHE EXCHANGE,

4,859

7,800

6,000

5,000

William Russell

Man's Size
Good-Bye Girls

2-11-23

3,940

6,246

Farnum
Three

Shirley

.

2-11-23

8,260

2-25-23

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

7,339

6,502

Series

Catch

6,885

4-23

3-11-23

1-28-23
1-

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

2-04-23

9-17-22

7,865

The
Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine
(MinterMoreno)
5,695
The Tiger's Claw (Jack Holt)
5,297
The Ne'er Do Well (Thos. Meighan)
The Snow Bride (Alice Brady
You Can't Fool Your Wife (Melford Prod.)
The Covered Wagon (Jas. Cruze Prod.)
9,407

15

7,204

5,768

Lost and Found
Souls for Sale (Rupert Hughes)

When Knighthood Was

4

2-

GOLDWYN PICTURES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Feb.

1-28-23

8,709

INC.

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

The Pauper

6,228

6,102

(Distributed through Pathe)

Head Hunters
The Tents of

Prod.)

3-11-23
3-18-23
4-

1-23

INC.

Dr. Jack (Harold Lloyd)
Safety Last (Harold Lloyd)...;

12-31-22

6,000
6,114

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN
The Hero
Poor Men's Wives
Are You a Failure

6,800

1-14-23

6,963

2-4-23

5,700

3-18-23

Charles Jones

The

Footlight

Ranger

John Gilbert

A

California

Romance

Truxton King

3,892

12-10-22

5,613

2- 4-23

Special

The Town That Forgot God
Face on the Barroom Floor
A Friendly Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

10,613

12-10-22

5,785

l-

4.S27

1-14-2S

66

1-21-23

6,

I

r-«i

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

(R-C)

When Love Comes

4,800

12-10-22

Fly-By-Night
The Third Alarm

6,000

12-24-22

Capt.

Canyon of the FooU (Harry Car«y)
Stormswept
Cam a Woman Love Twice (Ethel Clayton)
The Fourth Musketeer (Johnnie Walker)
Crashin* Thru (Harry Carey)

6,757

1-14-23

6,000

1-28-23

5,000

2-12-23

6,700

3-

6,210

3-23-22

6,000

4-

4-23
1-23

THE
Sunday, April

csza

DAILV

1923

8,

Poor Story And Production Pulls This
Marjorie Payne in

— State

Rights

DIRECTOR

W.

AUTHOR

Frank

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN.
AS A

.

WHOLE

A.

S.

Beresford

Not credited
.Frank Zukor and Seymour Spiegel
Below the average from story

is

at best is a

weak

might have served to slightly
has under such poor direction.
made to arouse the spectator's interest in
one,

better purpose than

suspense

No

A

effort is

it

it

moral for bootleggers; weak material
and a choppy continuity that makes for poor

the

picture

concerned fashion as the rest of the story.
Production is way below the average. Exteriors are
adequate but the interiors are poor and the photography throughout hardly gets above fair. The picture
looks as though it had been done hurriedly and production costs didn't amount to much.
The cast is a mediocre one and contains no players
who are known to picture audiences. Marjorie Payne,
who is starred, and Ann Deering, who plays the part
of her flirtatious sister, are always camera conscious.
The male members of the cast are slightly more at
ease but there is nothing in the way of real acting to

DIRECTION

Ordinary and amateurish in the
handling of the players; secured one thrill, the
feature's only good bit
Fair
Fair
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
No one known to picture patrons
nor likely to from what they do in this

PHOTOGRAPHY

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Suitable

Three, always shot from the same

angle

DETAIL

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
prohibition officer

Girl saves

who

life

of

later saves her father

from arrest and marries her
4,600 feet

This state rights offering is considerably below the
average for entertainment and both in story and production lacks the necessary qualities to make it even
interesting.

The theme

is

of a

more

or less

popular order in which bootleggers and revenue ofplay the principal parts with romance woven

ficers

and not too

carefully.

At

the outset there

is

a satis-

an automobile going off the road and
factory
down the embankment but the action starts and ends
thrill in

May

Rose LeBarbe nurses MacRae, a revenue
back to health when he is injured while on the

Story:

Rose's father has found the hiding place of the whisky and has been helping himself.
When this is discovered the bootleggers decide to put
trail of

bootleggers.

This they manage
through Rose's sister, Jean, who is "keeping company"
with the dry agent to make her real sweetheart jealous.
Later MacRae rounds up the bootleggers when they
come to get Rose's father for stealing their whisky.
MacRae releases Rose's father because he loves her
the local dry agent out of the way.

and she saved his

life.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

can be worked in with a double feature
program or used in conjunction with a strong short
reel line up it is difficult to offer any suggestions for
getting it over. Should you be in a position to use it
under such circumstances, you might possibly get it
by otherwise there is little possibility of showing it
without having them kick.
The title is about the only thing you have to work
this

talk about.

Get By With Another Good Feature Or Good Short Reels
Box

Unless

outcome of the bootleggers' maneuvers and their
final capture comes along in the same easy-going un-

officer,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

in

whisky every now and then from the cave where it
hidden or the would-be mysterious movements of
the bootleggers themselves.
The director has failed to inject any suspense in
connection with the situations and although the plot,
of

Douglas

S.

and production standpoint; no action and no

STORY

fairly

Down Below The Average

with this one incident. The remainder of the picture
is a slow moving uninteresting bootleg plot with nothing more exciting than an old man stealing a bottle

"BEWARE OF THE LAW"
Jawitz Pictures

13

with or the shot showing the automobile going over

But this latter bit will indicate a picture of
thrills and "Beware of the Law" doesn't
and
action
come under this as the auto spill is the only action bit
There are no players names to
or thrill they'll see.
the

cliff.

use.

Catchlines will

do with bootleggers
them.

them know the story has to
you think that might interest

let
if

1

;

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

LEWIS

SELZNICK ENT.

J.

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

'

Special Productions

One Week

of

Love

7,000

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)

UNITED ARTISTS
Robin Hood (Douglas Fairbanks)
Tess of the Storm Country (Mary Pickford)

&

Allied Prod.

..

11,000

11- 5-22

.9,000

11-19-22

Dist. Corp.

Salome (Nazimova)

The

Loved (Chas. Ray)
(Mabel Normand)

Girl I

Suzanna

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

5,000

1-7-23

8,000

2-18-23

5,966

4-

1-23

CO.

Jewel Features

The Flirt
The Flame

8,000
of Life

(Priscilla

Dean)

12-31-22

5,776

1-14-23

5,540

11-26-22

Driven
Universal Features

One Wonderful Night (Herbert Rawlinson)
The Flaming Hour (Frank Mayo)
A Dangerous Game (Gladys Walton)
The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)
Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)
The Ghost Patrol
The Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
The First Degree (Frank Mayo)
The Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)
The Prisoner (Herbert Rawlinson
The Bolted Door (Frank Mayo
Gossip (Gladys Walton)
The Midnight Guest
Single

Handed

Nobody's

4,473

12-17-22

4,508

12-31-22

Fox News (Twic

1-

4,417

1-28-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)
No. 26 (each
(each

1

.

.4,228

1-21-23

4,426

2- 4-23

.4,658

2-11-23

4,795

2-18-23

4,126

2-25-23

4,488

3-

4,795

3-11-23

4-23

4,25 5

4,861

3-25-23

4,765

4-

1-23

4,704

A Front Page Story
Antonio Moreno
A Guilty Conscience

6,800

12-17-22

6,000

12-17-22

PATHE EXCHANGE,
The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week
Series

2 reel western

LEWIS

J.

The Whirlwind

5,95

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

(Wesley Barry)

7,000

12-17-22

7,000

12-24-22
3-18-23

Church Around The Corner

6,300

4-

1-23

SHORT REEL RELEASES
INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

—
—
—

(2 reels)

Torchy Comedies (2 ree's)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

Jack Cooper.

The Mirror

(1

reel

News

(2

ea.)

VITAGRAPH

KINETO

—

Katmai, Dexie.

CO.

OF AMERICA

Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Peta,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris

A

the Beautiful,
Naturalist's Paradise,
Let's See the Animals.

—

Morocco

—

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall)
Comedies: King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burnt)
Kmeto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.
Serial:

Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)
(1

reel)

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
26 Short Subject Color Pictures

"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the

the

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

Electricity
It's Development
Motor Efficiency Its History
Electricity in the Motor Vehicle

Sketchografs (1 reel)
Punch Codies (2 reels)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

reels

novelty series)
Reel (1 reel issued Tues. and Fri.)

(Released Through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge)

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How He Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centarus, 1 reel. Message of Emile Coue (1 reel)
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater

(1 reel)

CO.

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

Chester Comedies (2 reels)

Tony Sarg Almanac

episode*).

;

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)

(15

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (2 reels ea.), 18 chapters;
Perils of the Yukon, 15 chapters; In The Days of Buffalo Bill,
18 chapters; The Radio King, 10 chapters; Around the World
in 18 Days, 12 chapters; The Social Buccaneer, 10 chapters
The Oregon Trail, 18 chapters; The Phantom Fortune, 12
chapters; The Eagle's Talons, 15 chapters.
Universal Comedies With Lewis Sargeant and Neely Edwards, 1 reel e*.
Two reel features Fish Patrol Series; Timber Tale Series; Western Series,
Yorke Norroy Secret Service Series; Tales of the Old West.
Century Comedies With Lee Moran Brownie; Arthur Trimble and Maude
the mule, Century Beauties; Buddy Messinger; Jack Cooper
and Brownie; Jack Cooper and Inez McDonald; Baby Peggy;
International

Selig-Pork Photoplays (2 reels)

of Mt.

The Branded Four

Serials:

Damned

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

episodes).

(15

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

BROS.

Brass

Mermaid Comedies

reels)

Universal-Jewel Short Subjects
The Leather Pushers (2 reels) 12 rounds

5,000

WARNER
Little

—

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Serials:

The Inner Chamber
William Duncan
Where Danger Smiles

The

INC.

Plunder (Serial)

Chaplin Classics

Alice Joyce

Street

;

—

Range Rider

The Ninety and Nine

the

First Series from No. 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52

—

VITAGRAPH

of

;

reel).

&

.

Gibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson)

Beautiful and

reel)

1

(4 reels)
C. C. Burr's All Star Comedies (2 reels)
Bray Romances (1 reel)
Bray Comedies (1 reel)
Rod
Gun Series (1 reel each)
Fun From Tl e Press 1 a week

Super-Features

Heroes

reel)
reel)

(1

The Four Seasons

Trimmed in Scarlet
The Town Scandal (Gladys Walton)

The

Week)

a

Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Serials:

7-23

4,910

(Hoot

Bride

FOX FILM CORPORATION

11-12-22

Unknown"

(5 reels)

Short Reel Music Film Product

Mysterious,

Short Stuff
"Haunted Valley"

Type

— Ruth

Roland

Serials, Inc.

of production

— Pathe

"Tense Moments from Famous Plays and Great Authors"
Artclass

15 episode serial

There are thrills aplenty in Ruth Roland's latest
"Haunted Valley," and the story while not plausible

Type
at

all

Of the three episodes that were reviewed, each
up to a very exciting climax, and ended with a
thrill; the first episode ending with a mystery-murder, the
second with the hero and heroine falling into an underground
whirlpool; and the third with the girl climbing from a speeding motor boat to an airplane overhead by means of a rope
while.

built

1

dramas

reel tabloid

given in one short reel, many of the shortcomings may be understood.
It is naturally difficult to give the plot and at the
same time preserve the beauty and dignity of the classic being

one reel. However, the result obtained is extremely
and where the feature picture being used is a comedy, one of these tabloid dramas may prove a welcome addition to the program.
The four reels reviewed are "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "David Garrick," "The Merchant of Venice" and
"East Lynne," all of which have been made in England and
reconstructed and edited by Charles Gaskill and George Merrick.
The photography throughout is clear and the lighting
good. The pictures have not been given very costly production but the sets are in keeping with the stories and at times
artistic.
Naturally in the Shakesperian dramas almost all of
the beauty of line is lost, the well-known speeches being necesfilmed, in

interesting

ladder.

The

locale of the story

president of a

company

is

in the

West, and the

girl

the

is

There

of construction engineers.

the usual intrigue and counter-plot incident to

is

but

serials,

all

is really sustained and serial lovers
with
the results.
will be well pleased

the interest in this

one

There is a large supporting cast which includes many names
well-known to serial fans, among them being Jack Daugherty
as the hero, Larry Steers, Eulalie Jenson, William Ryno,
Francis Ford and Edouard Trebeal. George Marshall has directed from the story and scenario by Frank Leon Smith.
A brief idea of the plot is as follows: Ruth Ranger owner of
"Haunted Valley," a desolate tract containing no water, is called
to a directors meeting of the firm of Ranger, Inc. of which
she is the president. She is informed that there is not enoug'.i
money to complete the construction work on the Lost River
Dam. She borrows one million dollars from Henry Mallison
with the agreement that if it is not returned in three months.
Haunted Valley will revert to him and that she must marry
him.

of production

Weiss Brothers are releasing for the State Right market a
series of one reel dramas which give, as the main title indicates, the "tense moments" from famous classics. If one keeps
in mind the fact that some of the tense moments are being
brought out and at the same time, a sketch of the whole theme

has been built with the idea of keeping the audience
keenly interested always, and giving them a thrill every

one

Rights

serial,

times

little

— State

The

rest of the action deals in the

sarily

—Universal

"Peanuts"

Type

although

.

!

it

will
is

1

reel

comedy

Lewis Sargent one reeler
probably be liked where Sargen* is a favorite.
mainly derived from Sargent's efforts to re-

p*..

ticular kick to this

1893.

He

has seen a sign

window offering to pay fifty dollars for a quarter
of that date, but when after many trials and mishaps me finally
regains the quarter, he finds that the clerk has made a mistake
in a store

and that the coin wanted

'
.

no

tain a twenty-five cent piece dated

keep Ranger, Inc. from finishing the different projects under course of construction and thus obtaining funds
and also to keep Ruth from learning the real value of "Haunted Valley."

—

is

The humor

efforts to

-V;

of production

There

main with Mallison's

*!

cut to sub-title length.

is

dated 1863.

'
,

$1,000,000

TO LOAN

Against Completed Motion Picture Negatives
<-\

*

RELEASE PRINTS FINANCED
-.

*

Commercial Traders Cinema Corp., 128 West 52nd

St.,

New York

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage Reviewed

Release Date

ANCHOR FILMS

The Man

Alone (Hobart Bosworth)

ARROW FILM

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

2-25-23

6,000

ARROW FILM

CORP.

Another Man's Boots (Francis Ford)
Unconquered (Maciste)
Night Life in Hollywood
The Law Rustlers (Wm. Fairbanks)
The Broken Violin

5,000
6,500
6,000
4,900
5,700

11- 5-22
11- 5-22

LAWRENCE WEBER

&

7,000

Three and a

6,000

1-14-23

8,000

4-

Bargains

:

6,400
5,200
4,800
6,000
6,000

Temptation

Her Accidental Husband

Cap'n Kidd

(Billy

West)

(Eddie Polo)

serial.

6,385

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
2-25-23

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
:

5,000

2-11-23

Ford Weekly.
Serial: Miracles of the Jungle,

Mack Swain Comedies
America

Eve

Spirit,

Passion

(Marjorie Payne)

Norma Talmadge

INC.

(each 2 reels).

1-14-23

Favorite

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
reels —
a month).
Star Series (2 reel dramas —
a month).

Invisible

Ray

Nick Carter Series (2

1

1

JOAN FILM SALES
Series: Ruth
feet) ; (2 reels)

CO.

and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The Conquering Hero.

FILMS, INC.

Clifford

:

6,929
5,000
6,442

Guilty

Luck (Johnny Hines)

7-23
3-25-23
1-

LEE & BRADFORD

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Environment
The World's a Stage (Dorothy
The Spider and the Rose

(fourteen)

Reissues

4,600

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

Comedies

Squirrel

5.700
5,977
7,200

Phillips)

12-24-22
1-28-23
3-25-23

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(2 reels)

The Soul Harvest

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

6,800

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law?

Table Top Ranch

5,000

MALCOLM STRAUSS

11-12-22

Nation's

Isle.

PACIFIC FILM

WM. STEINER

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week) (1 reel).
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

Salome

5,811

Irving

Cummings

Mann & Donald

Hall) ... 5.000
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) .... 5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000

&

SACRED FILMS,

Donald Hall)

.

TRUART FILM CORP.
Empty Cradle
Women Men Marry

6,600
5,600
6,500
5,000

Patsy

Are

the Children to Blame
Series of four 5 reel Western

dramas.

2,000
2,000

Series

Cissy Fitzgerald

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Fruits of Passion (Alice
Water Lily (Alice Mann

See

First.

JAWITZ PICTURES

are

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

:

i

5.000
5.000
5,000
5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The Power Divine
The Way of the Trangressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters

You

(2 reels)

HORIZON PICTURES,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls

MASTODON

15 episodes.

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro

Law

15

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels) Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

Her Royal Love

of the

Field),

episodes.

how'ells SALES CO.

Beware

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Circus Heroes.

The Speed King (Richard Talmadge

of

reels).

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

12-24-22

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Flames

(2

:

Othello

of

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Sunbeam Comedies

EXPORT AND IMPORT

Daughter

Revivals.

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

FILM SALES CORP.

The Passionate Friend
The Lamp in the Desert

A

CORP.

15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
6 (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum
22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:

1-23

5,116
4,560
5,143

Rocks

C. B. C.
Only a Shop Girl

AYWON FILM

3-25-23

BURR-NICKLE PRODUCTIONS
Tansy
Sunken

and Tame Men, The

Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Mary Pickford

Sin

of

Women

:

BEN BLUMENTHAL
The Queen

:

Harry Carey:
Joy Comedies:

Rich (Betty Blythe)

of the

(2

Homer

Village Grocer,

10- 8-22

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.

The Darling

(2 reels).
reels).

:

Serials:

5,000

(2

Girl,

Husband's Flat, His Wile Jimmy.
Wild
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels)

ROBERT BRUCE
While the Pot Boils

every other week

Looking Up Jim, In the River,
reels)
Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Comedies (2 reels)

Dramas

Arrow-Northwood

4-23
3-18-23
3-

BOBBY NORTH

Notoriety

One

Blazed Trail Productions:

Spotlight

L.

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week

Sacred Films

(1

INC.

reel)

STOREY PICTURES,

INC.

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (1 a month)
Al Haynes Comedies
Premier Productions,

(1 reel every 2 weeks)
Inc., Einstein Relativity

Film

(2

and 4

reels)

r°
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Studio

Whether

Vitagraph to Sell Brooklyn Plant
and Build on Coast 20 Specials

—

Next Year

for

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

!

Los Angeles Albert E. Smith of
Vitagraph said on Saturday that his
company intended building a new
studio here
plant.

theater

on the

site of

the present

The company also plans
in the downtown section

Angeles.
Negotiations are under

a

of

sale of the

dry

leases after Jan.

the sale

production activities will
Los Angeles.
Smith said that Vitagraph would
have about 20 special productions for
Stuart Blackton will
next year.
J.
head one unit; Smith will personally
manage a second, while two more directors will shortly be signed and the
studio units thus rounded out to four.
Tom Terriss, now in England, but a
former Vitagraph director, will make
one picture, "Hidden House."

completed

be centered in

(Special

Los Angeles

men have

—The
for

left

following
the East:

film

Sol

John Zanft of Fox;
Jack Cosmon of Agfa; Joseph M.
Schenck, Sol Lesser and Mike Gore.

Wurtzel and

Film

Men

Arrive

The Aquitania docked early Saturday morning. The film arrivals included Al Lichtman. Gus Schlesinger,
foreign manager of Warner Bros.,
Thomas B. Walsh, the director and
Holmes C. Walton, foreign manager
of

American Releasing.
Finds Loew Finances O. K.
Martin Golden in the current issue

Wall Street disstocks, and Jn a
special list cites Loew's, Inc. He says
there are 1,060,780 shares oi common
outstanding;
senior
securities
r.re
placed at $5,5,806.500; 1920 earnings
per share $1.94; 1921 earnings. $1.70
and 1922 earnings, $2.14; market price
$20; working capital $3,500,000; and
ratio of current assets to current liaof the

Magazine

of

cussed low priced

bilities,

3y2

:

1.

He

i

—

then adds this

comment:
Earnings since the close of the last fiscal
year in August, 1922. have been running at
an unusually high level, and this fact, combined with the strong financial position,
the elimination of most of the floating indebtedness,
the
announced declaration to
halt the expansion program for the time being, and the -proven strength of the business
in times of bad business, make the stock
look attractive at 20, with a dividend within
next few months highly probable.

Where Are They?
The coming

directors.

The coming

It leads to
so acute in production circles.
endless discussion which seems to run in circles. There was a
time and not so long ago when there developed from the "comBut with the crazy desire for "names"
edy lots" stars and leads.
in production the development of material from this source seems
blocked. Temporarily at least.
number
The search for coming directors is quite difficult.
Players
Famous
interest.
of producers are watching this with
the
wherever
developed
are
being
Cameramen
particularly.
Roach
turned
Hal
success.
possible
indication points to even
over his Jack London story to Fred Jackman, a former cameraman. Phil Rosen was also a cameraman. And there are others.

—

is

—

A

But there must come further development. And the question
Some think the authors themis: where are they coming from?
Others that the scenario department will present them. On the Coast you can still hear
how June Mathis worked with Ingram.
It's a mighty interesting question.

selves will develop into directors.

FINDING

NEW

FACES

Lots of talk about it. But how much is being done in that
direction. Occasionally a new one breaks through. But this is
(Continued

on

Page

on

4)

Hugo Lunch Wednesday

Page 2)

of club

women

will talk.

Fox Buys 300 Acres
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Fox is reported
(Special to

—

to-

have purchased 300 acres of land in
Culver City.
It is understood this
be the

will

leads.

No problem

more

Francis M. Hugo will be formally
introduced to the industry on Wednesday when he will be the guest of
honor at a lunch at the Biltmore. Aj

number

stars.

the

—

LUXOR

The coming

among

important members of the executive
committee relative to this matter, inasmuch as from time to time the release of some "independent" pictures
by the exchanges has caused comment and annoyance, even to producers distributing through the First National exchanges.
in tne oiii days when the franchise holders operated the exchanges
independent of each other the sale
of individual productions other than
(Continued

—

Passionate love betrayal revenge brigands and beautiful women the
mystic perfume of the East and a climax never before approached in melodramatic intensity in motion picture entertainment all these mount to
the apex of a heart interest story that for downright box-office value
stands alone— "SHIFTING SANDS," a Fred Leroy Granville Production.—
Advt.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Ex-

1924.

1,

siderable discussion

is

Eastbound

First National

For some time there has been con-

for the

Brooklyn studio to a laun-

company and when

Not

product other than First National Fe-

$frtekim

L*os

way

or

changes to Handle This to be
Discussed at Coming Meeting
It is understood that one of the
most important matters to come up
for settlement at the coming annual
meeting of First National at Atlantic
City will be whether the First National exchanges shall handle any

site of

the

new

$2,000,000

studio.

Hunter After Exteriors
reported exclusively in these
columns, T. Hayes Hunter is again
becoming active in production. He
has left for Miami to shoot exteriors

As

first picture
since
"Earthbound." The story was written by
Basil King. The pro'Hcing company
is Pilgrim Pictures, Inc.

for his

"Dwelling Place for Shorts"

The

financial

Post says:
"Famous Players

editor
is

the

suggested

Evening
by

some

as the temporary dwelling place of a sizable
section of the short account and many market observers have been of the opinion for
some time that a nice short interest has been
established and carefully nursed along in
The corporation's failure to imthis stock.
prove its balance sheet position, in spite
of several years of high earnings, brought
an explanation to-day in the theory that of
$13,000,000 inventories more than $12,000,000
represents contracts sold in advance which
can be collected as the corporation desires,
so that liquid assets are really much larger
than appears from a superficial examination
of the annual statement."

-

;
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Dannenberg,

J.

and

President

Editor

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

Man-

ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

March

the act of

3,

unusual.

1879.

Outside
free) United States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
•f

communications to

all

DAILY,

71-73

West 44th

abroad he will see "The Covered

New

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Bird. 'Phone, Hollywood

—

— Irving Mack, 738
London Representative— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Representative— InternaEuropean
Central
(Czecho-Sloasan.

1.

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatr.

Quotations
Low

High

Close

East. Kod....ll3K 113J*
89^4 88
F. P.-L
do. pfd
6
Goldwyn
5%
19i4
19
Loew's
34
Triangle ....37

U3%

from

STUDIO FOR RENT

And

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

Mm
MADLTOjOftDER

Commercial Developing and Printing

PARKWAY

1339-SI DIVERSEY

be a 'special' unless it's seven reels or more."
be something to it, boys. Think it over.

May

500

Size of

building 80 x 165.

feel that it can't

Salea

the father of a

is

arrives

Talking to Marcus Loew. About the length of features.
"Of course there should be shorter features." Says he. "But
the exhibitor is to blame for the long feature. You try to take a
lot of money away from any exhibitor with a five reel picture —
I'm not talking about any of the accepted
just try and do it.
tremendous box office attractions. They are different. But you
give Mr. Average Exhibitor a fine picture in five reels and try to
get a decent price for it and he balks. He has made the producer

S.

9,

for the first time.

LOEW'S IDEA

1603.

tionale
vakia),

way.
Ernest Shipman
baby boy.

his

York,

Caicago Representative
Wahash Ave.

Wagon"

mmmmm

ii ui

Plan Theater Exhibit
A. J. Moeller of the M. P. T. O. is
asking exhibitors all over the country
for photographs of the picture theater of years ago and material of that
nature for use in a photographic display at the Motion Picture Palace of
Progress in Chicago next month.
Moeller hopes to trace the development of the motion picture in this

incidentally see the finest and best picture ever turned out from
own organization. Which may give him much to think about.
In view of what DeMille is supposed to do.

THE FILM

St.,

SURPRISE FOR ZUKOR
When the head of Famous Players

Coming.

Terms (Postage

Address

faces,

—

»ILM FOLKS. INC
W.

new

personalities
There are hundreds of
really make this business what it is.
bright girls and young men in Hollywood who never get a
chance. Not because the producers do not want them but just
because they cannot break through the system. Ingram has a
new girl playing in "Scaramouche." Saw her in a New York
But this is again the
cafe. Figured she was ideal for the part.

Copyright, 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

Toieph

1)

Yet everyone knows that new

mi
.
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CHICAGO,

U.S.A.

ROMANCING AGAIN

89^4 5,500

Not quoted

Weekly

—

it

Negative for

Reel

5

again that Anita Stewart's
husband Prince Miguel de Gragenza, is dead. And that Anita
was at his bedside with her three children. Just what Anita has
Not quoted done with her husband Rudolph Cameron and where she has
World
Not quoted smuggled
Griffith
the children all this time is interesting. And how she
could be at his bedside while he was dying and be making picFive Gov't Dept's at "Expo"
tures for Cosmopolitan in California at the same time it's sure
Complete cooperation between five puzzling. More romancing.
Government departments and the M.
600
S*A
700
19J4
37
2,000

fan publication has

Sale

to

Liquidate Debts!
Original, sweet, appealing story.

;

Prominent Star and Director.
Picture Cost $30,000.

—

Will

JUST FOR ONCE

P. T. O., in the matter of presenting
ser vice elements of these Lrvisio.-s at
the"" Motion Picture Palace of Pro-

The shoe seems

someone else. The Oil Weekly
To show that movie stars have
Lovely. But who in this business

to pinch
To a yarn.

cash

reasonable

accept

payment

and

participation

buyer can show

runs a lot of space.
larger incomes than oil chiefs.
has the income of young Rockefeller?

gress, to be held in Chicago, May
The De19-26, has been perfected.
partments of Commerce, Agriculture,
Post Office, Labor and Interior, will

if

integrity.

Reply W-6, Film Daily

FANNIE HURST PLEASE WRITE
Charles G. Norris. Author of "Brass." Writes Harry Rapf,
of Warner's a fulsome letter.
Congratulating him on the picturization of his novel. Well, well

be represented.
Special concessions obtained from
the trunk lines provide for fare and
one-half to be charged to and from
Chicago, for the convention.
The
ticket agent in every city and
town will be able to make these
arrangements for any theater owner.

Suitable for State Rights.

!

I

am

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES

!

CLEM'S OPPORTUNITIES

Iris

I

Film Exchange

JOHN

Walter Wanger. Writes from Stockholm. On
a postcard showing a photo of the Kungl Theater. A gorgeous
house.
Saying "Some great opportunities here for Clem
Still arise.

local

market for

PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

Deneker."

Game" in the Forrest
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia "Hunting Big Game
'Big

—

in

Africa"

shortly.

opens

Marc

at

Forrest

the

Lachmann

is

Incidentally Clem will soon leave his Western
East.
Coming to the Big City. To attend the

Dinner.

now

Wonder

if

Clem

home for the
Naked Truth

C.

make

is to
a speech?
(Continued on Page 4)

there arranging for the presentation.

A.DVERTISE3YOUR
Eric
£- OS IfSHORT SUBJECTS
HATS'Jor this "ad'^FREE at your
Educational Exchange

"

"KICK. OUT
1 ¥.j£ M ^n COMgPY
A.

JACK WHITE,

\

PRODUCTION
LIGB CONLEY

Von Stroheim,

A

CADWALLADER

Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

Goldwyn Director

Goldwyn
**** Big Tilings!

L.

Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film

Company

for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
(Pat. Applied For).

It

means more

other accessory.
insures
a
that

to

cue sheet

musically

picture presentatipiu
'

you than any

It is the

perfect

THE
mday, April

9,

1923

est Publicity Ever

Received by Any Picture/
Listed below are only a few of the
national magazines and news syndicates that only too eagerly printed
reams of free, unpaid publicity in the

way

of stories and pictures of this
amazing African adventure picture.
Think what it means to have the mil-

who read these articles waiting
Get
impatiently to see the picture!
busy at once!
lions

1UDGE
FILM FUN

JUDGE

i
(

>

6

pages

5

„

.'
>a 8 e
page by Hey wood Broun

l

\
1

.

LITERARY DIGEST

2'A

pages

page by Robt.

Littell

THE NEW REPUBLIC
1

TRAVEL MONTHLY
8

pages by Robt. McBride

FIELD & STREAM

(Feb.)
5

OUTING

pages

4 pages

MOTOR

2

THE SPUR
THE INDEPENDENT
newspaper syndicate

A

5

54

A

pages

y2

page

2

pages

page each

MOVIE WEEKLY
2J4 pages
JEWELERS' CIRCULAR 1J4 pages
WORLD SUNDAY MAGAZINE
1

page

TIMES SUNDAY MAGAZINE
1

54

pages

TRIBUNE SUNDAY MAGAZINE
l'A pages

ATLANTA JOURNAL
yi

page roto.

and Articles in Hundreds
Newspapers throughout the Country.
Read by Millions.

Illustrations
of

Carl

Laemmle

presents

H. A.

SNOW'S

Africa
with Gun and Camera
UNIVER.SAL PICTURES
mtUMMWIMI T rwtamMiagi
i
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Where Are They ?

On Broadway
This Wee'.:
Broadway — "Hunting Big Game
Africa.''
—
Miracle
Strand "The
Brooklyn
Woman."
Cameo— "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
Capitol — "Souls For Sale."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
—
Loew's New York— Today "Brass."
—
Tuesday "Your Friend and Mine."
and
Wednesday —"Strongheart"
"Brawn of the North."
—
Thursday "Can A Woman Love

POLITICS

(Continued from Page 1)
those on the First National progr
mattered little, but when the
changes were grouped for operat:
purposes by the franchise holders

AND CENSORS

-

New York censorship law will not
Despite that Governor Smith favors it. Indications brought about a much different st
are that the matter has become a straight party measure. And of affairs. Up to that time it
been quite common for the vari<
the Republican Assembly blocks it.
Looks

like the existing

be repealed.

1

That's the curse of getting mixed up politically. You're in
a tough spot. No matter which way the break comes.
Incidentally looks like the Hays organization has done some
good work. In the various fights around the country. In 13
states the idea of censors has been smashed.

Twice."

and
Devils"
Friday— "Dollar
"Trimmed in Scarlet."
S a t u r d a y— "The Truth About

Outside Product

(Continued from Page 2)

in

19i

9,

CONTRACT VALUES

exchanges to take on "independe
product.

Should it be decided to allow
exchanges to handle no other prod
but company releases an interest
question would arise as to what
position could, or would be made
the product on hand.

t

of production in Hollywood is fine. Fine
Writing Seastrom Script
everybody. But here's a thought for producers don't get
Wives."
Paul Bern, formerly editor in c!
Sunday "Glimpses of the Moon." sewed up with long term contracts with a lot of people. Because for Goldwyn, has been engaged
when the slump comes as it always has somebody is going prepare the continuity for its
Lyric "Queen of Sin."
Rialto— "The Go-Getter."
turization of "The Master of M<
to be hurt.
Rivoli "The Nth Commandment."
which will be Victor Seastrom's

—

—
—
—
Strand "Safety

And

Wife

New

Chain For

Orleans

THE FILM DAILY)

Orleans

—With

the

will

in

back

establish a

of the project whkh
number of houses

HERE

I

brings mutterings of possible happenings
body. Lots of state conventions. Lots
of speeches. Lots of hope. And lots of ideas. All to formulate
in something definite next month in Chicago.
as usual.

It

Meanwhile they do say that Al Steffes has his eye on the
presidency and that Sydney Cohen's friends insist that he run
again. This, despite his reiterated expressions that he has had
enough.
In a few weeks all eyes will be on Chicago. At the national
gathering. Of course the little old paper will be printed right
on the ground. As usual. To give you all the news as quickly
First.
as it happens.
As always.

SORRY
Messed things up. In talking of coming productions. In
recent article. Said that Universal would have 12 for the coming
Universal will have 52 regular
season. Meant 12 big Jewels.
weekly

As

releases.

ENLARGEMENTS

LOUIS

of

Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

Motion

MARYTOMORROW
MAY

TELL—!

THOUGHT

MEYER

A

B

E
E.

251

VEST

19 th STREET

C.

LABS.

w^ticiisiS

7620-7461

Phone Watkins 14 16-17

i

Bryant 5741

CHARLES WALTCtt
Personal Representative
Serving the Best in Motion Pictures

Producers,
St.,

New York

City

JOHN DUER SCOTT
West 52nd

New York

Street
City

Telephone Circle 7872

Directors

Motion Picture Service

MOTION PICTURE COLORING

106

BAER
1540 Broadnut

Loenu Bldg.,

CRAFTSMEN FILM

229 W. 28th

Bl

Alrcsultful advertising and publicity
^service al a reasonable cost.
Phone Bryant 6763I

Advertising

Vanderbflt 7361

N

/

who is sue ?

FRED

Barnes Printing Company
I

COMING

MORAT

302 E. 33d St.

J

DANNY.

LITTLE ADS WITH BIG
J.

IS

usual.

throughout the suburbs.

W.

production for Goldwyn.

in the national exhibitor

incorpo-

of Central Enterprises, Inc.,
comes the announcement that the
company plans to develop a theater
Several prominent local resichain.

ration

dents are

—

SPRING'S

Week

A

Strand— "What

New

:

Last."

Next

(Special to

for

—

yet determiner'.
Broadway— Not —
Brooklyn Strand "Safety Last."
Cameo— "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
—
Capitol "Souls For Sale."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
—
Lyric "Queen of Sin."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not vet determined.
Learned."

New

The present wave

245

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

West 47th

St.

N. Y.

C

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

Process Negative Titles
and Print,
Can
Negative
Included 15c per foot

—

E.

FERRO

Motion Picture Titles
Bryant 2779
130

W.

46th

St.

New York

Ci
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Lichtman Back

Porter Series

—

Hodkinson

Release First
"Michael O'Halloran," Already

ir

ays English Exhibitors Show Signs
of Awakening on Exploitation

is

Some Big Houses in Provinces
Al Lichtman who returned Saturlay from a trip abroad said yester'ay that his visit was "wonderful."
He added that he was tremendously

Finished— Tie-Ups Planned
understood that Hodkinson
is

It

closed a deal for the distribution
a series of four Gene Stratton Pornovels, the first one to be "MichO'Halloran." All of the pictures
11 be made under the direct superiion of the author.
s

oleased at the
lish

has
Michael O'Halloran"
Production is centered
mpleted.
the coast where James Leo Meen is directing with Mrs. Porter's
ughter, Jeanette Helen Porter, as

The Hodkinson

office

national tie-ups on
will not be released
It is figured that enortil the fall.
)us sales of the Porter novels will
bve a definite aid in establishing a
blic demand for the productions.

way

series

fe

for

?xhibitor is making in getting exploitation ideas over.
They put on
our picture "Shadows" in Liverpool
(Continued on Page 8)

which

F.

Howes in "Tht Broken Violin"
Howes plays the lead in "The

:ed

which Eng-

Birmingham and Cardiff, Wales. I
met over 300 exhibitors. And I was
amazed at the progress the English

is

derstood to have a number of plans
der

in

forging ahead and

reating picture "fans."
"I did not stay in London," said
Lichtman, "but visited all the English
provinces.
They were good
tnough to give me dinners or luncheons in London, Liverpool, Leeds,

been

sistant.

manner

showmen were

J.

Godsol Leaves Today
Godsol leaves for the West

Coast today.

Rtr^I

Roach Returns
Hal Roach, who came East several
weeks ago to hold important conferences with officials of Pathe Exchange is on his way back to the
His conferences proved very
Coast.

oken Violin," Arrow release, and
Warren Cooke, as noted in the
new of the feature in Sundays' is-

t

Cooke plays

a character part,
particularly regrettable
view of this being the first leading
error

lis

portunity

is

Howes

has had in pic-

es.

National yesterday

nounced

Frank

that

the
11

will

placed Sylvia
Andree Lafayette and VirBrown Faire under contract.

First
learner,

uity

o on

"The Bad Man"
writers.
next year's scr- *dule.

;apitol

L

in One Day
reached a new high

and
2 o'clock show
ldreds were turned away. At one
the line extended from the boxuntil closin"-

i.e,

alonsr the 51st side of the
8th Ave.
to
Iding and almost
ce,

.

Sunday eross exceeds anv other

il

by over $1,000. an unusual figure

;n
n-

remembered that "The
Horsemen," "Foolish Wives"
it

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
dinner
and prizes) $5 for non-players.
lunch,

Does $13,677

m

is

"Robin
theater.

Hood" have played

at

allowing

stock outstanding. In 1921 the company reported a balance equal to
$68.67 a share on the 200,000 shares
of common stock outstanding at the

My

average round

The Capitol
ord for one days gross on Sunday
en "Souls for Sale" drew $13,677.
Standing
paid admissions.
in
only was all to be had from

$17,952,554, which after
dividends,
preferred
for
leaves a balance equal to $8.22 a share
on the 2,016,350 shares of common
of

profits

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.

ree of next year's releases will be

he Huntress," "Her Temporary
lsband" and "Lord of the Thunder:e" which have just been purchased,
ey are now in the hands of con-

satis-

The financial report of the Eastman
Kodak Co. for last year shows net

Golfers Attention

:se col-

ago.
National has

extremely

are
,

E. K. Profits $17,952,554

com-

ms some time
lia

organization
factory.

officially

Lloyd

ike a director series for
This was stated in
ny.

As a result it can be
satisfactory.
stated authoritatively that the relations between Roach and the Pathe

—

Announce Lloyd Contract
irst

.

"Shifting Sands," is the essence of drama: made in great cities and in
the Lybian desert by Fred Leroy Granville who spent five thrilling months
producing the most exciting, most amazing desert action the camera has
ever recorded. Luxor. Advt.

close of that year.

Speakers Lined

is

THE COMMITTEE:
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Milligan, The Moving Picture World.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod.. State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp.. 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W, 44th St.

"Win"

Barber Expected from Coast
Marice Barber of the Cinema Finance Corp., Los Angeles, is due today at the Chatham from the coast.

Hearst,

Up

Hylan, Walker and Hays

to

Speak at T. O. C. C. Installation
Dinner at Ritz, Thursday
Charles L. O'Reilly, the
dent,

and the

rest of the

new

newly

presielect-

(1
officers of the T. O. C. C. will be
installed at the installation dinner and
dance at the Ritz on Thursday.
The speakers will include William
i

Randolph Hearst, Mayor Hylan, State
Senator James J. Walker, Augustus
Thomas and Will Hays. Will Rogers
will install the newly elected officers.
1st Nat'l Confab the 17th
Bernard Edelhertz will preside as
The First National annual meeting toastmaster. Among some of the
opens at the Ritz-Carlton. Atlantic more important guests will be Fire
City,

on the 17th.

(Continued

on

Page

4)
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In the Courts
In the suit of Arthur Brilant against
Corp. Inc.,
the verdict obtained by Brilant was
reversed not because of lack of weight
of evidence but because of a technical
flaw in the judge's charge to the jury.

Mack Sennet Comedies

Til

Hff

Hi. 10

Tuesday, April 10, 1923

Price 5 Cents

Copyright, 1923. Wid'i Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Publiiked Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New

WTD'S FILMS

York, N. Y.. by

FILM FOLKS,

and

INC.

President and Editor
Treasurer and Business ManJ.
ager
A. Cron, Adrertising Manager.
J.
KnUred at second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the past •ffice at New York, N. Y., under

This is according to a statement made
by Brilant's attorney.

Daaaemberg,

J«M«fc

W. AUeMte,
;

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United
the act of

Outside
States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year: 6
Foreign
manths, SS.M; 3 months $3.00.
$15. H.
Subscribers should remit with order.
•f

Addraas

communications to

all
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New York.
'Paane: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
H«Dywa«4, California Walter R Greene.
44 1 1 Holly waod Bird.
'Phone, Hollywood
DAILY,

71-7J

West 44th

N. Y.

St.,

—

IMS.

— Irving Mack, 738
Londoa Representative— Ernest W. FredTVs
Ranter, 53a Shafteabury
Aye., Leadon, W.
Paris RapraaentatiTe— Le Film, 42 Rue de
aiehy.
Representative— InternaCentral European
Fibiischau,
(Ciecho-SloCaiaega ReprateatatiYc
Wabash Are.
aaaa.

S.

Fflta

1.

tiaaale
Prague
Takia), Wenselsplate.

An attachment for $11,500 against
the -roperty of the U. S. Moving
Pictures Corp., a Delaware corporation, has been granted in the Supreme
Court in a suit of George A. Hopkins
for a balance due on legal services
for which he claims the defendant
He alleges
agreed to pay $20,000.
that he was engaged Tuly 12, 1922,
as general counsel, and that he investigated the status of the corporation, to ascertain the alleged misconduct of certain officers and directors
in order to take whatever steps were
necessary for their removal, and defended actions against the corpora-

JACQUELINEor
Blazing Barriers"
'What a Whale of a Picture!"
Ask-

tion.

ROGER FERRI

An answer

Quotations
Low

High

Kod.... 11354

East.

500

89^

5,500

88

do. pfd

Goldwyn

5^

6

Loew's

Sales

H3J^ 113^

S9V2

P.-L

F.

Close

19J4

Triangle .... 37

19

34

World
Griffith

(Moving Picture World)

Series, Inc.. in a suit by Stoll Film
Co., Ltd., for breach of contract to
take a second series of "The Further

GEORGE BLAISDELL

Adventures

of

Sherlock

(Exhibitors Trade Review)

Holmes."

alleges that it took
of 12 films and paid
600
554
$60,000, all that was due, and was
19K 700 willing to take the second series of
37
2,000
is alleged that the plaintiff
Not quoted fifteen. It
broke the contract by selling seven of
Not quoted
the first series to the Alexander Film
Corn., causing the defendant $400,-

JOHN SPARGO

000 damages. The defendant claims
$15,000 more, or a total of $115,000
because the Stoll corporation did
nothing to oppose the injunction suit

PETER ADAMS

defendant
Not quoted The

No Sunday Closing in Okla.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Oklahoma

has been filed in the
Supreme Court by Sherlock Holmes

the

first

series

City
The Oklahoma
has adjourned without brought by William Gillette and
having passed the Sunday closing Charles Frohman, Inc., to restrain
law or the outlaw law known as the the use of the name "Sherlock
Clara Smith-Hammon-Jesse James Holmes" in films with the result that
-Daulton Brothers type of films.
the defendant had to bear the burden

(Exhibitors Herald)

L. G.

MOEN

(Motion Picture News)

U. S. Theatre, Paterson, N.

J.

Legislature

of the suit

and won

I

Ask—

GOVERNOR BAXTER
Of

the State of Maine
or any member of

it.

Beaudine Filming Without Makeup

MAINE LEGISLATURE

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In the suit of Frank T.I. Boothe
Hollywood A number of players against the National Playhouse Corp.,
"Penrod and Sam" rre being film- which intended to build a string of

—

in

ed without makeup, as a result of a
new experiment being tried out by
William Beaudine, director who states

houses throughout the countr-recover from the corporation and various

officers,

including

Arlin

MISS ROSENFIELD

W.

Special Buyers' Representative in N. Y.

work and good Johnson, the president, sums paid by
make the stunt a number of persons for stock, the
plaintiff asked Supreme Court Tustice
O'Malley for an order to take the
testimony of Alexander Pantages in
Receiver Appointed
Los Angeles by deposition. The de(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fendants are alleged to have repreToledo James Beidler, of the East sented that Pantages w^s to have
Side Amus. Co., has been appointed general charge of
the management
receiver for the People's Amus. Co., and booking of
the corporation, but
by Common Pleas Judge Milroy. Pantages was asserted in court to
A request for the receiver was made have told. B. Rush Stoddard, counsel
that careful camera
lighting effects will
successful.

Ask Anyone Who's Seen

One

—

by Thomas

W.

Bunnell, a stockholder in the theater company, which
operates the Temple.

V

-as* 9

—

<i

f~\

of the Great Pictures
of the Year!

for the plaintiff, that the representations were false, and that he nut in
page ads in the ne.vsnaners stating
that he was not connected with the
venture. Because of the fact that the
case is nearing trial. Justice O'Mallev
decided that the trial judge should
rute on the questioa of getting the
testimony of Pantaees by deposition.

Jesse Weil has been anointed
director of publicity for the Edward
Small Co.

1

1
ARROW FILM CORPORATION
Write— Phone— Gall
220

W.

42nd

Distributors

St.,
for

or

New York

United

Kingdom:

Inter-Ocean Photoplays, Ltd.
162

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

It!

a

Wardour

St.,

London

Wire

The Crowning Achievement!
It

has taken 25 years-ever since the

birth of motion pictures-to produce
a production with the magnetic power
that could attract the tremendous
crowds that marked the opening presentation of

in the largest theatre in the world,
York's Capitol, with a seating
capacity of 5300.-Think of it-

New
From

1 P.

capacity

were
ing

M.

until

was taxed

called to

midnight the standing room
to the limit!

Extra police

prevent the crowds from block-

traffic!

Every Attendance Record
was Smashed!
Every Money Record Shat-

this

—And now

your competitor get
picture you '11 be sorry.
let

Goldwyn

The Christian
Robin Hood
Strangers' Banquet

right !-

"If you

for Attendance
Pola Negri in Mad Love
Passion

tered!

Danny was

Previous House
Records at the Capitol

is

Souls

for

Tops them
$13,677.50

Sale
all!

on the day

doing Big Things!

—
THE

c&H

Tuesday, April

DAILY

Coast Golf Tourney a Success

Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—Wilfred Buckland, who

iow preparing sets for "Trilby,*'
has introduced a system of planning
minature, quickly constructed model
settings which it is said will save
time and prove very economical.

Tom

Wilson has been signed on a
contract
by Robertson

(Special

—

to
studio.

Harry Carey has started product"The Miracle Baby," by Frank

ion on
Fierce.

Tom Moore, Marion Davie;
Glenn Hunter, Dorothy Mackaill an
Martha Mansfield.
Bebe Daniels, Antonio Morent
Mahlon Hamilton and Agnes Ayre
may be back from Palm Beach in tim

Adams

will play the leading

'The White

Silence," a north-

voods storj lieing produced by Warners.

"Fighting
tl.e
After
finishing
Blood" series with George O'Hara,
Mai St. Clair mav do a feature for
F. B. O.

'

-

'.

c

won

On

It."

has

Century.

golf champion, has
completed the series of six one reelers on the history of golf for Warn-

Cene Sarazen,

Brothers.

er

Dana's

Viola

"Rouged

Lips,"

production,
will be directed by

Harold Shaw.

Duncan and Kdith Johnson

\\ illiam

have started production on their
Cniversal serial.
Alt
tury

Goulding
1

>

Baby

directing

t

Bibby
was formerly with Mack Sennett and

his own words:
"Oh, boy, is the weather here great
and how Joe Schnitzer and I are
knocking the little ball all over the

Charlie Chaplin.

beautiful

Edwin Bibby is the new
manager on the Coogan lot.

studio

John Ralescd will appear in several
more Century Conn dies while await-

Peggy

in

part in Baby
length feature.
ing

a

Peggy's

Matiesen plays tl.e
Yilmorin
in
"Scarade
moucfie," having been signed for this
role by Rex Ingram.

May has completed her part
William Farnum's leading lady in
"The Gun Man."

Phillipe

Camera work on "Judgment of the
Storm," formerly called "Out of the
Night, the first Palmer
has been completed.

production,

Elinor FMeld is appearing in two
Universal pictures at the same time.
third of

Shaw and Alma Bennett
Dustin Farnum in "The
Grail," just completed.
completed an
Bradley King has
adaptation of Talbot Mundy's latesl
novel for an Ince special.

Joe Roberts, it i> reported, is conwith financial interests, regarding the formation of a company
in which he will be starred.
ferring

Lew

Al Santelle has been signed by P.
Power> to direct a new seric- oi

Witwer

stories

Milton
Universal

company

will also be guests andfl
pear in the gingham costumes the
wear in the show. Other stage stat
who will be present will be Eddi
Dowling of "Sally, Irene and Man-

Louise

Brown

the

of

same

Archie

F.

B.

O.

jump

oh,

gang

Golf

to get a lotta' practice

here

and

the

hotel,

over
body jumps."
right

For

Tournament.

faithful

you
but

can
no-

Harry Richman, Texas Guinan, Ber
Granville, Harry Rose of thj
Loew Circuit, Enid Boreo, Bean
Leonard and Nancy Wellford, sta
of "Cinders" at the

Dresden.

reproduction

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
The

of Leisure,"

by John

jtapletan and P. G. Wodehouse will
serve as the next vehicle for Jack
Holt, Paramount star. Joseph Hena-

hery

will direct.

skill

sacrificed

carries

through

man must

of the camera
in

printing

the

— Eastman

out

Positive

of the negative

quality

Eastman Film, both regular and

has
Frank Brandow
been promoted to assistant director on the
Lasky lot.
He is working with
Strong on
Jerome
"Children
of

not be

to the screen.

now

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

has been engaged by Jazz."
play the leading male
Lady of Quality."

Mayo

series

lies

will

in

will

direct

the

first

The American Society of Cincmatographers turned mariners last
night, when they emthe "Cinematographers'
Cruise" on the Ship Cafe, Venice,
which they chartered for the occasion.

which the Gorham Wednesday
barked on

appear for Century.

Richard Dix has transported his
makeup and other studio parapher-

from Goldwyn's to Lasky's.

WALTER

R.

GREENE

Musil

be furnished by Louis Fischer']
orchestra.
will

to

the

nalia

Gentleman

shov

Janet

Sills

"A

role in

for

\

Le>

nard

Film

Peggy

support

i

of

"Merry-Go-Round."

David Butler has returned from
San Francisco, where he had been
working in "The Fog."

A.

company

Midnight Frolic from the Boarc
walk will put on a number after th
show.
The entire "Gingham Cirl

FILM DAILY

Blanche Sweet is to play in "In the
Palace of the King."
This picture
will be Emmett Flynn's first pro-

Mary O'Hara, former title writer These are "Blinky" and the
Rex Ingram will write the titles the Leather Pusher series.

for
for

to attend.
The entire

ner, Lou Holtz, Bard and Pearl an
Sallie Field of the Winter Gardei.

And

meadows!

Walter Hiers is in Pleasanton in duction for Goldwyn.
opening
Northern
California
for
scenes in "Fair Week."

est,

of delicate detail

Doris

as

rad

boy,

Tell the

Otto

It is understood that Monte Katterjohn has renewed his contract with
Louis B. Maver.

full

are

Earle,

water here tastes and smells,
oi, oi!
Joe and I expect to grab the
first and second "rizes in the Spring
this

and quick, too.
"A few days
part of

"The Orphan."
Robert McKim, Hobart Bosworth,
William Y. Mong and Aileen Pringle,
will have parts.

first

Mrs. Mary Carr, F2dwar
Lew Cody, Nita Naldi, Coi
Nagel, Montagu Love, Ann Foi

them

Stone
of
"Lady Butterfly,
Edythe Baker, Ted Kitty, Rose Dc

how

first

back on the Cen-

is

Nat G. Rothstein and Joe Schnitzer
are down at French Lick vacationing.
Rothstein is having a good time.
This is how the weather affects him,
in

next

In addition, practically every fih
star in town will be guests.
Amon

lie's

Here's Fair Warning
finished "Step
his first starring vehicle for

Spencer

Up

1)

for the
the Warner Bros,
Logan, Maurice Flynn and William 'second low net with 68. Lunch broke
up the battle and in the afternoon the
Davidson.
The whole
scrap was again on.
nicely
handled
by Nat
affair
was
Work on "La Rubia," Clara KimDeverich, president of the association
all Young's newest picture for Metro,
under direction of Thomas Heffron and J. Jessen, secretary.

Claire
role .n

has started.

Fred

(Continued from Page

Commissioner Thomas J. Drennai
Police Commissioner
Richard Ei
right, License Commissioner Giants
Nathan
meyer,
Burkan,
Hirai
Abrams, .S. L. Rothafel, Dr. Reiser
feld, Warner Bros., Arthur
Frieni
James R. Grainger, Lewis J. Selznic
and Carl Laemmle.

"Salorhy Jane," will have a cast
including Louise Dresser. Jacqueline

Frank Brandow has been promoted
assistant director at the Lasky

Speakers Lined

THE FILM DAILY)

1923

Los Angeles The Motion Picture
Golf Ass'n tournament, held on Sunday at the California Count, y Club
in-Culver City, was a success. About
68 competed.
won the Larry
Muscall
John
Semon trophy with the low gross
The contest for the M. P.
of 84.
News trophy was tied between Mike
Farley and Howard Hawke, with a
The President's Cup
score of 87.
'
Hardy
for the low net wei.t
with a score of 63. William Farnum

long-term
-Cole.

to

10,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

HERALD A>D EXAMINER

HIC.VGO

R0LA A CHAMPION

i/AKPIRE

IN

BELLA DONNA'

it

BELLA DONNA.
by

Presented

Paramount

at McVicIier's.
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
TQK CAST.
iiella Donna
Pola Negri

Mahmoud

Armine

Nigel

Conrad Nagel

'.

Mr. Chepstow
Dr. Meyer Isaacson
Patricia

>

Ibrahim

.

second weekthe first time in the
history of WVicker's
Theatre any picture

Conway Tearlo

Baroudi.

.

Adolph Menjou
Claude King

.

Loi 9 Wilson

i <

/.T

Maeey Harlam

Dr. Hartley

BoUert Schable

BV OBSERVER.
Oh, Boys!!!

shows a day at ^C
and "Bella Donna" wil

re are six
"icker's,
'a t

wn

every one.
ee'T'oia

Negri vamp.

Sheoutvamps any vamp ever seen
on the screen. She makes other Impersonators of vampire roles appear
gross and common in comparison
with this exotic, subtle,, seductive
woman a creature of fire fcnd pas-

has played

—

more than

sion.

A

touch of the foreign in her air

and manner, heightened by the
Egyptian and Venetian backgrounds

j

,

will play a

of the picture, adds to the Illusive atmosphere which surrounds her.
Pola Negri is very beautiful. Her
very white akin and classic features
are startlingly perfect against her

one week,.

^

raven black hair
And those eyes
they can't be beaten. She has strong
personal magnetism a woman of
whims and impulses, but absolutely

—

:

j

t

i

i

j

I

Her gorgeous gowna t»make women's eyes turn
some

"

will

remind you

Form 120J

I

of the tragic scenes,

.'toting

—

i

a slinky, slanky gown o
black, high as to neck an
to cile2ves, her drama'tic

.

;

fascinating.

fLASS Or SERVICE. SYMBOL
Telegram

Day

N.shl

]

I

—

—

—

1

for that ending.

Perhaps ,you think by
that I
"Bella

am

telRam

Nile

NL

none of these three symbols
appears alter the check (number of
«ordV this B a telegram. Other.
«ise Its charade r is ii Heated by the
svnhol nprrartng afnr the check.
If

.io

And the ending [ <Joi
whether you are going" to
horror or. surprise. But yc
startled.
Oh, what a ijles.
to be saved from that e\
fadeout on a "movie kiss.
Donna" has one of the mos
ic endings I have ever st
photoplay a most fitting c
to a strong story..i
George Fitzmaurice had
material with w&ioh to weft star like pola Negri, an e.
al supporting- cfi'st and a stro
and' he .has made the im
and given us a production w
long be known as one of thi
1923.* And thank you, Mr.
rice,

Message

Night Letter

Conway Tearle Ts~flfcv"
he-vamp.

Blue

letter

01

Sarah Bernhardt.

Prtnce, a most alluring,

I

WESTER UNION

|

tl

terribly enthusiast

'

RECEIVED AT

AMO

t

NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

E.

ATKINS. FIR9T V.CE PRESIDENT

[class of service SYMBOL
Telegram
Letter

Blue

Night Message

Ntte

Night Letter

NL

Day

of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. OtherIf

none

the
wise itscharacier is indicated by
symbol appearing after the check.
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GEORGE W WEEKS
FPLC

NYC
OPENED TODAY WILL BE THE
POLA NEGRI IN BELLA DONNA EVER HAD WILL HOLD PICTURE
BIGGEST WEEK DAY MCVICKERS
OVER FOR SECOND WEEK

Donna" and Pola Neg
uessed it. That is just th«
grit, while I was seeing the p!

JONES LINICK AND SCHAEFER

406 PM

Ct Cparamounl (picture
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION : ^fc>

.-
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Newspaper Opinions
"Souls for Sale" — Goldwyn
Caiptol

AMERICAN —A
fans
favorite

countless
their

shown.
matic and
'

The
shown
way.
raphy

make

will

EVENING JOURNAL— Mr.

*

*

*

The whole

thing

is

straightforward and delightful
The sub-titles are clever. The photog-

EVENING WORLD—*

NEWS—Any

one

will

you

tell

that "Souls for Sale" is a great audience
It gives you close and
picture, and it is.
interesting views of certain phases of picture

making.
There

*

*

*

smashing

a

is

huge

a

finish

lent

circus

to

the picture
scenes

which

in

If
are being made burns down in a storm.
you are thrilled bj the sight of a moving
picture camera, Klieg lights, or a pair of
puttees, we guarantee that this picture will
entertain you.

WORLD— For

EVENING

the benefit of
those who did not read our rcent review of
*-<>uls
for Sale," we wish to repeat that,
in
our estimation, the Goldwyn production
.it
Rupert Hughes"s latest and best screen
effort is the best audience j picture we ever
saw
"Souls for Sale" is a glorious
hodge podge very roughly thrown together.

GLOBE —
.

because it is hodge podge about such
-.ling matter
and is presented by an
Richard Dix, Barbaunusually spirited cast
ra La Marr. Mae Bush, Eleanor Boardman,
Even
etc.
it
never fails to hold interest.
those who expect of it a soul-stirring melodrama should not be disappointed. All told,
re is not a dull moment.
MAIL It is the most complete piece of
propaganda ever put on the screen in guise
One after another
of a photoplay. *
everybody of note is dragged into the story
.mil
his
or her picture flashed upon the

Hut

—

—

—

screen.

*

*

*

To Mr. Hughes's

credit,

under

laboring

handicap of telling a story and
same time whitewashing Hollywood,
be

lew

said that he
clever and

manages
amusing

the

at

the

it

to work in
incidents.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

must
not a

newest

of Mr. Hughes to the cinema
It has form and
is
his most interesting.
purpose, sentiment and sincerity. * * * Actually the piece is subtle propaganda for the
industry.

contributfon

—

POST Then as to Mem herself. She is
Eleanor Boardman and truly a screen find.
The story has many thrills, is beautidirected, and the entire production is
series of artistic photographs.

* * *

1

fully

a

SUN — It

is

all

shrewd propaganda

very

for the screen, not only in the fleeting closeups of famous stars in the cafeteria and in
the glimpses of studio activities, but in its
constant reminder that film stars are more
* * *

Griffith

in

directing the picture, has kept it moving
at a fast clip and has had an eye for every
mirthful situation obtainable.

excellent.

is

DAILY

when

Be a
worth

novel.

is

* » *
go-getter, and go get your money's
of frolicsome entertainment at the

subtitled.

Rialto.

interesting, dra-

is

a

in

AMERICAN—

The

story

terest

"The Go-Getter" is really
amusingly exciting. It has a sense of humor
in the midst of adventure.
It is brightly

over the country rush to
theater
where it is being

different.

idea

that

Commandment"

Rialto

all

*

'

picture

MORNING TELEGRAPH — "The

"The Go-Getter"—F. P.-L.

pictures on view for

liveliest

"The

Go-Getter"

just

*

*

one

of

some time. *
crammed full

the
* *

of
fun and excitement.
Of course, there is the
ever-present "love interest," which is quite
pleasantly done.
is

GLOBE—The attractive
Roy Barnes, along with

personality of T.
the cleverness of
an exceptionally capable cast, manages to
make first-rate film entertainment of Peter
B. Kyne's highly improbable story, "The

Go-Getter."

HERALD— The

there

trouble here again is that
not enough material for a six-reel
Perhaps that is what is wrong

is

picture.
with the picture.
They all have to be
the same length, or longer, unless they are
scenics or slapstick comedies.
Then they
may be shorter. "The Go-Getter" could
probably run on its own for about three
reels.

—

It

force.

The characters are

played.
is
quite

Nth

human

has considerable

and dramatic

Comerfords Buy

in-

true to type.

It

Scranton,

amusing in spots, but the action
might be a bit more rapid.
MAIL -The story, however, is rather

TRIBUNE—We

must say that we think
picture out of "The Nth
the most absurd idea any
conceived.
There is no screen

one

houses: Amusu and Loomis,}
Waverly; New Sayre, at Sayre;j
Morley at Athens; Keystone at Towanda, and the Tioga at Owego.

But it had its good points, too.
I like
Frank Borzage's direction, no matter what
he dircts, and the cast is exceptionally good.

Moore

is

wonderful

perfectly

as

WORLD— One

of
the
most delicately
cinema characters of recent months
is that by little Miss Colleen Moore, in Miss
Hurst's sentimental yarn of love among the
youngsters of the working classes. * * *

Experienced Circuit and House
to connect with
Live wire enterprise. Sales and

played

We

liked

this

picture quite

a

Manager wants

Exchange Manager experience.

lot.

Go

Hopes

for "Klieg

Eye" Cure

Los Angeles

— Maurice

Tourneur

— Beekman

Phone

thinks he has a cure for "Klieg eyes,"

9091

It

is
a
the
way
well merited

all

transcription of Peter B. Kyne's amusing
story * * * has the most marvelous airplane
pictures ever shown in a movie, not excepting the war
films
or a
Mack Sennett
comedy. * * *
is a movie story pure and simple,
but
answers the chief requirements of a screen
comedy by exciting and amusing, and Barnes plays the monchalant vase seeker as
though lie really existed.

It

it

of ultra-violet rays

colored eye-glasses worn in bright
sunshine.
There is aho involved a
special coating for film which intensifies the violet ray matter which has
been subdued by the filter in frc. t
of the lamp.

TELEGRAM — Motion

picture
patrons
screen fights will be fully satisfied
with
picture, for there is a fight, or
a series of fights, that are about as exciting
as any ever screened.
"The Go-Getter," is one of
Peter B. Kyne's "Cappy Ricks" stories and
there is precious little of the impossible that
the picturized version of the story does not
contain.
There is plenty of action in this,
but it's rather twaddle.

who

Box B-444
The Film Daily

THE FILM DAILY)

which are caused by the throwing off
from the 1? tps.
its
Tourneur's experiments involve a
success.
POST — Here is a short Cappy Ricks story special glass placed over the opening
which has made fine screen fodder with never of the arc lamp, which elir.inates the
a dull moment.
The Go-Getter is T. Roy
Barnes, and you will go every minute of the ultra-violet ray to a point where it
This
way with him at the Rialto this week.
is harmless to the naked ey;.
SUN —-''The Go-Getter," the Cosmopolitan is based on the principle of the

MORNING TELEGRAPH

thoroughly
delightful
story
through and is certain to win

anywhere.
c/o

(Special to

Comerford

ing

a

is

ever
material there.

Colleen
Sara.

—The

Co., operating a number;
of theaters in the valley, have taken
over R. N. Merrill's six theaters in!
Bradford County, and at Oswego and
Waverly, N. Y., including the follow-

—

make
Commandment"

Pa.

Amusement

well done, with a certain moving pathos
that holds the interest for the most part,
although, at times it drags distinctly.

trying to

Merrill's Interest

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

admirably

is

like
this

TIMES—

WORLD—

"The old hands know the
game.
"The Go-Getter" will probably pick
up a good stake in its wanderings about the
country.

Emmett

J.

Flynn,

1BAU

119 Fulton

N. Y.

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

A Goldwyn Director

Goldwyn

I

****Bfcr Things!

screened against than sinning.

But while the picture is a huge joke at
times to the initiated, it is interpreted by
It is undeniably
a very capable cast. * * *
effective in
a theatrical way, with those
way, with
those
refrantic
remarkable,
markable, frantic scenes of the burning cirit
should
cus giving it a tremendous pull, and
gross a pile of money. * * *
Here is a real story
Rupert
ten strike if ever there was one.

—

TELEG RAM—

He

Hughes has done two amazing
has

captured

that

cling-,

things.
fascination
inescapable

that
the world behind the scenes
and he has created characters that live and
The production leaves an
breathe. * * *
Hughes
Rupert
conclusion
indisputable
has made a great picture.
to

—

TIMES —The

production

is

filled

with im-

possible and exaggerated situations, but
entertaining.

An

impressive part
burning of a great
done with the realism
obtained on the screen
is forthcoming.
the

it

is

of the production is
circus tent, which is
that can always be
so long as the cost

There are some bright

titles

in

the

pro-

* * * Rupert Hughes has produced what is in many ways a remarkable
cinema, one that is as interesting a novelty
as anything we have seen in the films this
It is the most generously conducted
year.
through filmdom's back-stage, and it
trip
will be one of the most successful pictures
financially
which have been made up to

this time.

*

*

*

-F. P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN
Moore was
Morrison
equally

—

The

work

exceptionally

and

good.

Eddie
*

*

of
Colleen
* * *
James

fine.

were

Phillips

JUANITA HANSEN
JACK RICHARDSON

almost

*

"The Nth Commandment"

will

appeal

to

everybody with a "crepe de chine soul" and
even to those whose soul is mere linsey-

ED.

woolsey.

EVENING JOURNAL — The

touching

SOUTHERLAND

charm

of Miss Hurst's story has been sympathetically caught and developed by Francess Marion, who adapted it, and Frank

who

Borzage,

EVENING WORLD
theme
of

—

It

at best and leaves one
interogation points. * * *

you like that sort of stuff on your
"The Nth Commandment" will have
certain appeal.
Cosmopolitan has done
good production job and it is acceptably
*

*

*

HERALD — *

*

*

written originally by
Fannie Hrust, but we can't believe that
she is responsible for the finished product.
In fact, we have no doubt that she feels
as badly about it as we do.
The picture was directed by Frank Borzage, and it must be admitted that he has
done a good job, whenever possible.
He
gives us many scenes of genuine beauty,
effective enough in themselves to make us
forget for the moment what it is all about.

a

sure-fire
stirring

reel

5

production

heart-interest

NOW

a sordid
with a lot

is

If

a
a
acted.

In

drama,

directed the production.

screen

duction and very good ideas, especially when
the director has a foreboding that a real
hurricane is "going to wreck the artificial
storm."

WORLD —

nio^
"The Nth Commandment"

IN

and

combining

romantic

hilarious

laughter,

PREPARATION
Entitled

a

THE GIRL FROM THE WEST"
Story by Carter De Haven.
For State Rights Apply To

AYWON FILM CORP.
Nathan Hirsh, Pres.

729 7th Ave., N. Y.

THE
Tuesday, April

10,

1923

If it

you

"It is

IM«

Akeley

Anybody!

pictures recall vividly the most thrilling

experiences of
least if, when the
screen,

Thrilled
Thrill

It'll

"The elephant

<?B&*DAILV

my

shall not blame you in the
final stampede of the elephants conies on the
life.

I

feel inclined to run.

the most thrilling picture

Carl E. Akeley, America's

greatest authority

I

have ever seen."

on big game, especially African big game,

so wrote after seeing

MR.

AND

MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON'S

TRAILING AFRICAN
WILD ANIMALS
When

And Mr. Akeley, in the course of his work for the
American Museum of Natural History, has come to be
at
| It
f

\

home

—stops

in the jungle.

thrilled

a

rhinoceros

— she weighs but

110 pounds

charging, his thick sharp horns

lowered to rip and toss her.

him.

How much more

Mrs. Johnson herself

must

it

thrill

your patrons, when

Never before have

elephants bigger than a moving van stampede into the
very lens of the camera

the hunters been seen in the

picture with the jungle beasts.

Metro courts comparison of

MR.

AND

MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON'S

TRAILING AFRICAN
with

If

any

you*see

WILD ANIMALS

other jungle picture.

it,

you'll

show

it.

THE
Tuesday, April

DAILY
Lichtman Back

Decide Against "T"
Boosting Hollywood

Appellate Division Directs Judgment
for $89,235 Against Charles
and Adam Kessel

The Appellate Division
Supreme Court has directed
ment
Film

a

in

Kessel,

against

$89,235

lor

a judgTriangle

Silas E. Synder, and pubis,
It
lished in Hollywood.

on

without doubt, the best answer

for judgment and to strike
out the defence-, and counterclaim of
Triangle. The decision is unanimous,
and unless Triangle can get permission to go to the Court of Anneals,
and wins a reversal there, it will
have to pay.

The

Division

Appellate

been brought

in

suit

New

stock.

Cohen Back
Sydney S. Cohen has returned
from the Middle West where he attended a number of exhibitor conventions.
Selling

Boston

to

Stock

Maratime

Co.,

Rox-

offering stock for sale for
the purpose of producing a picture of
The same
the Bible Life of Christ.
concern is sponsoring a movement to
an organization to breed
finance
on Long
dogs, cats, rabbits, etc.
I

is

sland.

Patterson, sales manager of
Film Laboratories, is
in town after making a trip across
Patterson says he found
country.
conditions good and is optimisticover producing conditions on the
Coast. He will return probably some
time this week.
E.

he

(Special

to

Minneapolis

(Special

to

Los Angeles — Clara
Young plans

Kinmball

long rest after finish-

a

and last picture for
probably resume
work in September under Harry Garson's wing.
Garson is understood to
have her under contract for a long
ing

her present

Metro.

She

MARY-

good

Got To Keep You In

at present."

Suspense Another Day

Lichtman visited Paris and several
other points but confined the bulk of

DANNY.

trip

to

England.

^,_^:^.;.

...

-

-~" s>

Meets Today
THE FILM DAILY)

—The

conven-

annual

affair.

Mayer Leaves for East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer
(Special

—

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
Special Features

is

on bis way East, via Vancouver and
Banff to visit Reginald Barker's
making "The Law
is
unit which
He will meet Paul
Bringers."
Mooncy in Vancouver.

THOMAS

H. INCE STUDIO,

LOS ANGELES

Talk of Organizing

number

firms dealing in the
he'd a meeting
the offices of Nationa'

of

field

yesterday in
Non-Theatrical M. P.. Inc., to d'scuss a plan to organize the non-theregarding
atrical field, narticularlv
Francis M. Hugo predistribution.
sided.

There were no definite decisions
reached but merely a general talk
which touched upon mutual problems
Another conin that particular field.
April 23.
for
ference is scheduled

Going
to

(Special

to Orient?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles It is reported here
Leah Baird is goine to the
Orient after makine one more picture

that

This

Exhibitors.
Associated
will be in the Fa!!.
for

Guest
(Special

to

in

Austin

$1000,000.00
TO LOAN
AGAINST COMPLETED
MOTION PICTURE NEGATIVES.
RELEASE PRINTS FINANCED.

THE FTLM DAILY)

—

Leah Baird was the
Austin, Tex.
guest of Governor NefT while ''ere
A number of local
on Saturday.
clubs received her upon her arrival
Dinner for Judge
Horace Judge's associates at F'irst
National will give him a farewell
dinner

Hayes Heads Community Trust

Judge

at
is

ctor of the New York Community
Trust which maintains contacts with
various financial institutions acting
as trustees, and which purposes to
pool bequests through the trustees
for the promotion of education and
Hayes assumes his duties
research.

Astor tomorrow night.
assume charge of British

the
to

advertising
Ralph Hayes, former assistant of
National.
Will H. Hays, has been selected as

and

publicity

for

First

.lire

following a vacation
today.

The exhibitors are suffering at
moment from over-taxation but
when this is removed it will open the
way to better business. But even so

will

period.

starts

COMING/
WHATS HER LAST NAME?\

rentals are

fine stuff.

of the Minnesota M. P. T. O.,
opens today. It will be a three day

G.

Young to Rest
THE FILM DAILY)

MAR*

the

tion

Standard

C. K.

presented

way.

Finds Conditions Good
I

it

in

Flaherty Dinner Tonight

Asia Magazine will tender a dinner to Robert J. Flaherty tonight
prior to his leaving for Samoa where
he will take pictures for Famous
Players. Lloyd Griscom, Will Hays

Europe which and Robert T. Kane
the speakers.

will

be

among

192:1

"American pictures have the call
in England, and a good picture here
is a good picture there.
It works that

his

non-theatrical

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

mighty

saw

Minnesota

A

(Special

bury,

It's

oninion

should have
York, where
the contract was made and the parties were domiciled, and that Triangle had no excess profits which
could be used for the purchase of
the

that

directors,

or

organization,

big nroducing company,
could find it really worth while
to see to it that a copy of this
book was forwarded to
little
every editor in this country

motion

states that in the Virginia action the
defendant set up the plea that the
contract was not ratified by the

Hays

The
some

l

I

house seats over 3,000.

to just what Hollywood really
is that has ever been printed.

obtained in Virginia where the defendant corporation was organized.
Eor the sale to it of 8 U58 shares of
Triangle stoek. The Appellate Division reversed a decision of the lower
the plaintiff's
court which denied

1)

in any
American city. It was wonderful. I
was also surprised to find large theaters throughout Engla d. In Leeds a
fine house which cost over a million
seats 2800, and in Cardiff the fine new

and

of Charles and Adam
a previous judgment

suit

Jr.;

the

of

(Continued from Page

better than

"Can Anything Good Come
Out of Hollywood," is the title
of
most interesting little
a
volume by Laurence L. Hill

10,

COMMERCIAL TRADERS
CINEMA CORP.
128
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NEW
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Mae Murray

pus Schlesinger Disposes of Warner
Pictures in Many Foreign Coun-

—Away

Warner

Months
foreign manager

Six

Schlesinger,

Gus.
lor

who returned on
Europe, was success-

Bros.,

Saturday from

now

closing a number of deals for
He was gone
he Warner product.
ix months, during which period he
pent his time between London and
ul

California:

wish to deny immediately an
article published in your paper lo the

my pictures will he state
righted
after
my Metro contract
terminates.
M. H. Hoffman has no
right to make any statements regarding me or my future plans. My contract with Tiffany terminates at the
same time as the last picture is delivered to
Metro and my future
plans are not ready for publication.
This is definite.
My pictures will
tot be state righted."
(Continued on Page 2)
effect that

Schlesinger came back with
conviction that in England
.-specially there is a decided demand
He said English
lor good pictures.
exchanges are willing to pay good
firm

irices

in

"I

in

t'aris.
i

for good pictures.
(Continued on Page 6)

Lesser Due Soon
and Mike Gore arc due
coast the end of the

Sol Lesser
n from the
vcek.

Loew Back
Marcus Loew has returned from
Atlantic City, where he had gone to

Laemmle Back

recover from an

Carl Laemmle returned from Los
\ngeles yesterday. Fred McConnell,
erial

sales

Baum

manager came Ea*t with

Lou Baum
terday from

lim.

sailing

Schenck

in

From

—

Four More for
Metro
The following wire was received
yesterday from Mae Murray, who is
of Distribution

i

tries

State Rights

Denies Reported Plan

for

illness.

Returns

of Kquity returned yesa sales trip. He intends

Europe next month.

Coast

Joseph M. Schenck is in town
He came East to
from the coast.
Lttend the First National convention
in
Atlantic City next week.

Action! Heart-Throbs! Thrills! "Shifting Sands" will leave its imprint on
every box-office record. It fulfills every entertainment requirement of the
motion picture audience! Replete with gasps, tears and exclamation points
A picture without excuses! LUXOR. Advt.
of interest.

—

Goulding May Direct
Goulding
may

Edmund

"Broadway After Dark"

for

direct

Warner

He is preparing the script. It
probable that Marie Prevost will

Bros.
is

be starred.

Campbell to Direct
Webster Campbell has been engaged by Bennie Zeidman to direct
Bright Lights of New York,"
which will be made at the Burr
Production
J^tudio in Glendale, L. I.

JThe

Loew

Up $406,653

Edmund

GouldJjng supervised the scenario which
was written by Gerald C. Duffy.
[starts

on the 20th.

Sheehan and Fox Officials Back
Winfield R. Sheehan, Sol. Wurtzel,
John Zanft and Vivian M. Moses of
It he Fox organization are in from the
Wurtzel who is in charge of
toast.

—

Corporation Shows Gains Despite Decreased Income Cost of
Theater Operation Cut from $6,507,593 in 1921-1922 Period
to $5,055,424

jstudio activities in the West will be
mere for only a few days. Upon his
-(return, the fall schedule will be placed

Vin work.

planned for the
coast will probably not be completed
Several sites
for 12 or 18 months.
are under consideration but no deal
The present plant
\lhas been made.
until that
will, of course, be used
time.
Moses stopped off at a number of exchange points on his way
East where he found business on the
boom. The Fox organization has inaugurated its regular Spring sales
drive to clean up this year's product
before the new season starts in.

The new

•

studio

Profits

to

This

Year— Metro

Cost

Company More

The financial statement of Loew's, Inc., from
March 11, 1923, shows a net operating profit of

Sept. 1, 1922,
$1,556,554, or
period in 1921-

$406,653 more than the net profits for the same
1922 when the total was $1,149,901.
The statement indicates that the organization is in fine shape
This seems apparent in view of the fact that the
financially.
gross income, according to the current statement, is $11,202,329,
or $410,544 less than that in the same period of the previous year.
The cost of operating the theaters and office buildings owned by
the company is placed at $5,055,424, or $1,552,169 less than the

expense during 1921-1922, when the figure reached $6,507,593.
(Continued on

Page

4)

Hoffman Buys "Super Five"
M. H. Hoffman, who operates the
Renown Exchange in the Godfrey
Bldg., has purchased the New York
State and Northern Jersey franchise
the "Super Five" of Principal
Pictures.

for

Films

of

Life

Talked of at Flaherty Dinner— Realism Without Theatricals Urged

by Notables
epoch in motion pictures
which will have a profound influence
in developing a broader American in-

A new

ternational viewpoint, was talked of
at a dinner given at the Waldorf last
night by the editor and publisher of
Asia for Robert J. Flaherty, who
leaves tomorrow for Savaii, in the
Samoan Islands, where he will make
for Famous Players, a picture that
will do for the South Sea Islanders
what he did for the Eskimo in
"Nanook." More than 100 representative people attended.
The belief was expressed that there
is need for a school of motion picstory of various
telling the
tures
(Continued on Page 6)

"

.
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Charges U. A. With "Fancy" Prices

Marlow, who operates the
Hippodrome and Liberty in Murphysboro, 111., and the Hippodrome
and Annex in Herrin, 111., has forVol. XXIV No. 11 Wednesday, April 11. 1923 Price 5 Cents
warded this office a copy of a letter
Copyright, l»23 L Wid's Film and Film Folks, sent to the United Artists exchange
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and in St. Louis. He blames the comFILM FOLKS. INC.
pany with charging "fancy" prices
ToMpk Daaacnbcrf, President and Editor; for its product and requests his name
Business ManJ. W. Alieoate, Treaturer and
lists because he

Not For

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered at second-cUss matter May 21, 1918,
at the poet office at New York, N. Y., tinder
J.

be taken off their
"will not be in a position to use any

1)

When

Hoffman, general manager
of Tiffany, returned from the coast
recently he stated that Miss Murray's
pictures would be state righted after
the completion of the Metro contract.
There remain four more pictures to
be delivered to Metro, including "The
French Doll," which is completed.
When Hoffman was asked to comment on the above wire, he said yesterday:

"The statement that Miss Murray's
your pictures."
Terns (Pottage free) United States. Outside
Marlow concedes that the company pictures would be state righted was a
Her
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 is releasing good pictures, but blames premature announcement.
Foreign
months, $5.04; J months $3.00.
Metro contract calls for four more
which,
he
ideas,
"rigid"
it
for
its
order.
with
$U.M. Subscribers should remit
year
Address all communications to THE FILM claims is the reason why "United pictures which will take about a
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Artists' pictures are not used today or a year and a half to complete and
4551-4552-5558.
March

the act of

1179.

3,

of

s

Phone: Vanderbilt
N. Y.
California— Walter
Hollywood,

Mil Hollywood

KM.

R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood

Bird.

— Irring Mack, 7J8
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash At*.

London

S.

taan.
The Film Renter, 53a
Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film.
Paris Representative
Clicky.

—

—

European

Central

Rue de

42

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Ciecho-Slo-

tional*
vakia),

Wemelsplats.

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

do

Griffith

.

875/6

.97J4

96^

.

.

6H

.

my

recollections

we paid

Inc.

Arrow

1,200

6

6,700

chased "Environment"
Lesser for England.

800

113

guest
of honor today at a lunch to be given
at the Biltmore.
Hugo is now affiliated with Nat'l Non-Theatrical M.

Sails

87%
96^

Sales

Hugo Lunch Today
M. Hugo will be the

Francis

A copy of Marlow's letter was forwarded to United Artists for comP.
ment, but none was forthcoming.
Major A.

from

Irving

No. 30

AMERICAN SCIENTISTS UNEART!
WONDERS OF 2,500 YEARS AGO— Fir
and exclusive views of excavations in Yuc
tan, where flourished the ancient Maya civi!
zation.

FUNERAL OF SARAH BERNHARDTWorld's

19

.

25

U.
little

26

2,000

Not quoted

....

*Cents

Wash.

Olympia,

Starts Drive

W.

E. Shallenberger presided at a
dinner given at the Astor on Monday night to inaugurate a six weeks'
sales drive in the local territory. All
of the salesmen of the loctJ exchange
attended.

West Indian

visitin

republic.

Other news from Canada, New York, Cal
Washington, India, Colorado, etc.

PATHE NEWS TRULY COVERS TH!

WORLD

today

mm
IS

!

COMING

/

WHO /S SHE ?

MARYWatch for the Anszver

— Reelboard

Sys-

To-morrozv

Capital $20,000.

tem, Seattle.

HAITI-

Navy Denby heads party

of

publ

fornia,

%uW

Incorporations

given

is

CONGRESSMEN VISIT

S.

Sec'y

mm

800

19VS

actress

greatest
funeral in Paris.

That length

of time in this
business brings a lot of changes."

deliver.

PatheNewz

Not quoted

19%
.26

..

.

the best of

you $1,300 rental on 'The Three Musketeers'
for Murphysboro and Herrin, and according
to our receipts and what other productions
of the same standard are selling for, we
only paid you $1,000 too much.

Holt

6

...

Loew's
Triangle

World

88%
.

.

,

fpd.

Goldwyn

112%

"To

they

P. Holt of Pah" Freres,
Ltd., of Great Britain sailed fos home
after
spending
several
yesterday
weeks here. His comnanv has -«ir-

Close

.113}^

as

outside of the large cities,
should be." He then says:

11, 19231

State Rights

(Continued from Page

John

ager;
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—

Springfield, 111.
De Luxe Feature
Incorporators.
Co., Chicago.

Film

Sam Abrams,

J.

Cooper and Ben N.

Budell.

HS

H

be
Jo Pro
i,
I

Touts,

NettL

LsrurvoD Died

3 ma You

Old Poimo

My

n

Fourth Year

rnarvon Aidi

redicts

—

as a film editor

*<r«5r
"".-SV-

111.
Vendome
The
Springfield,
Theater Co., Chicago. Capital $15,000.
Incorporators, O. C, J. C. and
F. B. Hammond.

m

and

title

writer.

(freelance)
-7iS%V

Author and adaptor

Sacramento,
Levin,

Cal.

— Samuel

H.

San Francisco. Capital
Incorporators, E. Solomon
H. and S. L. Levin.
Inc.,

and

J.

Springfield,
Inc.,

111.

Chicago.

— Playhouse

In-

H.

A.

Ryer,
corporators,
C.
J.
Fleckles and L. E. Dowd.

Baton Rouge, La.
arus

Amus.

tal

$25,000.

Co.,

— Schuman—Laz-

'm.

Orleans. CapiAlex
Incorporators,

(&cLcvoatlcmaji

'

^Lctwut^

mhambS

130

V<

HGuTHMFE
MAX COHEN
LONGACRE BUILDING

W.

46th St.

Bryant

LOUIS MEYER
t>p

ART.

CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS,,..

,

NEW YORK, CITy
PHONE-BRYANT 4416

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

Burton King Production

WILLIAM BARBARIN LAUB

New

Schuman, Henry Lazarus and Mrs.
H. Lazarus.

/[

A

JONG

Prod.

Capital $125,000.

"The Fair Cheat"

*fl

$500,000.

of

'251,

Vest 19 Tk Street

l/atkiria

7620 -7461

5461
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OOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL

k

STORIES

DON'T LET THE OTHER FELLOW BEAT YOU
TO THIS ONE "THE
Big^Plays— Money Titles

SELECTED MATERIAL—
"Golden Youth"
"The House on the Hill"

•

:

Published and Unpublished

A

by the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS

Shadows On The Hearth
The Bridge Of Sighs
The Adorable Spendthrift
Back Home The Nightcap
The Living Dead
Pal O'Mine
Broadway Love
The Quitter

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen

CARL

Service for Authors, Inc.
33

West 42nd

N. Y. C.

St.

Longacre 2453

Great

All

Types

—All

Prices

-

Earl Carroll Theatre Bldg.
Call W. H. Leahy, Circle 6740

-

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

etc.,

New York

etc.

Robert Simpson Stories
The

Owners

Bite of Benin,

Swampbreath,
The Grey Charteris,
The Legacy of Tears,

etc.

Leonard Grover's Melodramas
The Wolves of New York.

M. V.

WALL

By Sidney
Author
the

Toler

"The Exile," now playing
George M. Cohan Theatre.

of

Mabel Bardine & H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3660

Out

in

Book Form

SABATINI'S
EA HAWK

City
of

the

Easy Terms

801 Longacre Bldg.. N. Y. C.

and "Bar-

"The House on the Sands"
"The Revelation"
"Golden Days"
"The Dancing Master"
"The Belle of Richmond"

Just

Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor
All

co-author of "Tangerine"
num Was Right."

Ltd.

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

THE DAY OF THE DOG

Man"

Philip Bartholomae
Author of "Very Good Eddie," and

at

of Plays that Pay"

of Rest"

are the

By

Stage Classic

.

Morgan Robertson Stories
SINFUL PECK
THE WRECK OF THE TITON

"You

A WINNER FOR 20 YEARS
1000 PLAYS AND BOOKS

CENTURY PLAY CO.
"The House

"The Haven

Theodore Kramer's

—

MILLIGAN

G.

POWER BEHIND
THE THRONE"

Paradise Of Lies
Woman's Greatest Sin
Little Girl In A Big City
East Side To Riverside

Brokers Protected

"Fifteen

men on dead
man 's chest

Yo-ho-ho! and a bottle
of

rum !

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bryant 2564

35

West 45th St.

Phone Bryant 7835

HUGHES
MASSIE & CO.
(Sydney
Manager)

MARY FORREST
West 42nd

220

St.

A. Sanders: General
1531 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Representing
Elinor Glyn
Marjorie Bowen
H.

Tel. 1944 Bryant

VINE
THE CLINGING
Sears
By

Zelda

JUST MARRIED
By

Nellie Nicols

&

W.

Adlaidee Matthews

Renee

B.

Eden

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

Maxwell
Phillpotts

By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte

Bryant 10057

Room
De Vere

'em

Watch

Stacpoole

both

ways.

for the book!

HOEY LAWLOR
317

Candler B'ldg

Tunes Square

Grimshaw

Warwick Deeping

Beatrice

Louis Couperus

Frank Danby

Mr. Sanders can probably give you any information you require
regarding ENGLISH AUTHORS and PLAYS. For several
years he was in charge of our London office. If he cannot
assist you, he will be glad to advise you who can.

on Account of Eliza,
By Leo Ditrichstein

catch

will

Harrington Hext
Gilbert Frankau
Victor Bridges
Baroness Von Hutton
Gordon Casserly
and numerous other famous Authors and Dramatists.

The Show Down,

All

My Story
"THE LOVE TRAP"

A

fast moving, modern story
with racing atmosphere entitled

"NORTH STAR"
For

sale for picture production

Apply

Box A-5— Film Daily

.

Scott
(Special

Heads Camera Force
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles
Homer Scott has
een appointed chief cameraman on
ae Sennett lot.
He has just comleted work on three Warner pic-

Walter Bauman
(Special to

Milwaukee

—Walter

F.

Baumann,

executive director of the Wisconsin
M. P. T. O., has been confined to his
home with the grippe.

To Direct Jackie
THE FILM DAILY)

Schertzinger

111

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

to

Los Angeles

— Victor

Schertzinger

Holah With United Artists
THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland Art Holah is associated
(Special to

—

Jackie

"Long Live The King," with United Artists. Recently he
Coogan's first picture for was with Famous Players in Cin-

Metro.

cinnati.

will

direct

ires.

Brookline Selectmen "Pass the Buck"

Lund MakuT" Color Film
Oscar Lund is producing "The
ale

of

the

Falcon,"

Boccaccio's

.ory in Prizma colors.
He is workig at the Peerless studio in Jersey
nd has in the cast, Henry Hull,

McAllister, Art'
nd Irma Harrison.
'aul

-ir

D

naldson

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Brookline, Mass.
The Board of
Selectmen, after much deliberation,
have finally decided to submit the
question of whether or not theater
licenses should be granted in the

town,

to
election to

referendum at a special
be held April 24th,

La Voy Has South Sea Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London — Capt. Merl La Vov an
American explorer, has reached London after completing a year and a
half in the South Seas, where he
secured a considerable amount of
film, shot in the Solomon Islands and
Tasmania.

Roxbury, Boston, Sold
(Special to

Boston

—A.

THE FILM DAILY)
Markell,

owner

of the

and Phillip Smith,
who controls the National have taken
Strand

in Pittsfield,

over a controlling interest in the Roxbury.
Both theater owners are at
present negotiating for two other local houses.

:

::

:

:

THE

;

jg^

DAILY

Loew

Page

(Continued from

Fecke Back

Up'

Profits

Wednesday, April

Home

—

1)

operating- cost along these lines was decreased, the
This
distributing- end of Metro involved a greater expenditure.
year Metro distribution cost $1,257,849 to operate, while last
rear the figure was $650,292. The complete statement follows

While the

ASSETS

1923

"Flames of Passion," starring Mae
Marsh will be renamed "A Woman's

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

11,

Boston George M. Fecke has returned from a trip to the key cities
which took him as far West as the
coast.
He closed a number of deals
on the trip for "Yankee Doodle, Jr.,"
including the following:
Greiver Prod., Chicago, for 111. and Ind.
Standard Film Service, Cleveland, for Ohio.
Mich, and Ky.
Vimy Film, Pittsburgh, for
Western Penn. and W. Va. ; De Luxe, Philadelphia for Eastern Penn. and So. New Jersey; World Film, New York, for N. Y.
State and No. N. J.
Liberty Films, Omaha,
for Neb. and Iowa
Sol Lesser for entire
West Coast F & R Film Co., Minneapolis,
for Minn., North and South Dak.
Liberty
Films for Colo., New Mex. and Wyo.
Motion Picture Corp., Boston for the entire
New, England States.
These sales comprise about 80% of the

Secret" before release by

Allied.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

Size of

;

Current and working:
$1 .628,425.18

Cash
Receivables

;

Accounts receivable
Notes receivable
Due from affiliated corporations
owned)
Federal income taxes (claim)
Loans to employees (secured)

$710,930.56
63,571.41
(less

than

;

;

100%

;

1,123,649.44
35,873.61
27,632.50

;

1,961,657.52

territory.

Inventories

Film

productions

completed

process,

in

and

$2,042,150.92
304,936.28
84,136.83

New

Prominent Star and Director.
Public
Picture Cost $30,000.

8th Floor
$1,135,250.07
30,768.29
107,249.99

producers, secured by productions...

employees

artists and
Mortgage and interest payments

130
1,273,268.35

Suitable for State Rights.

46th St.

Will

GODFREY

H. BOGER
Bryant 5526

$3,080,759.97
222,536.10
96,033.60

This

Land

$3,719,099.04
13,062,962.93
249,648.84

equipment

Less reserve for depreciation

if

Leases, contracts and goodwill

will serve to

of the firm at the present

430 Claremont Parkway. Mr. Farina will have no
connection
whatever in the
future with firm.

address,
15,783,251.94
523,204.82
11,035,084.15

Deferred

announce that
& Ogle has
been dissolved by mutual consent.
Mr. Ogle Sr., and Mr.
Ogle Jr., have assumed the

work

$17,031,710.81
1,248,458.87

$38,035,445.66

Signed

LIABILITIES

Titlemen.
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Theater admission taxes
.•••
Advances from affiliated corporations.

C.

WHEN MONEY TALKS-

$937,001.94
174,451.58
214,068.28
83,256.70

liabilities

You Be Ready
Say the Word f

Will
to
$1,408,778.50

corporations

CADWALLADER

L.

Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

OGLE & OGLE,

Current:

of subsidiary

cash

the firm of Farina
3,399,329.67

Total current

reasonable

and participation
buyer can show integrity.

than

100% owned:

Bonds and mortgages:
Being obligations

accept

payment

Reply W-6, Film Daily
(less

owned)

Buildings and
Leaseholds

W.

$7,294,575.08

Deposits on leases and contracts
Miscellaneous investments

Property

to

Original, sweet, appealing story.

Advances

100%

Sale

Liquidate Debts!

PROJECTION ROOM

2,431,224.03

Total current and working assets
Investments
Equity acquired in affiliated corporations

Negative for

Reel

5

re-

leased (after amortization)
Film advertising accessories
Theater and studio supplies.

To
To

Aubrey Mfttenthal,
1400 Broadway

7,029,000.00

$&Madet@ti*a

Reputable Film Propositions
Financed in Any Amount

Deferred credits:
Securities from tenants
Film rentals received in advance
Reserve for theater overhead

$309,631.29
310,451.33
283,094.35

Cheapest in feLongRun

Confidential Service for

Experienced Circuit and House
to connect with
Live wire enterprise. Sales and

Consultations Invited

DISTRIBUTORS
LABORATORIES
PRODUCERS

903,176.97

Reserve for estimated Federal and State taxes current period
Capita! stock and surplus:
Capital stock outstanding:
1.060,780 shares without par value
$26,280,858.14
Surplus
2,201,876.21

211,755.84

28,482,734.35

$38,035,445.66

OPERATING STATEMENT
Sept.
income:
Theater receipts,

1,

1922, to

March

11,

Manager wants

Exchange Manager experience.

Go

anywhere.
c/o

1923

Box B-444
The Film Daily

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Soite

1207-8

'Phone Cheliea 8284

OJross

rentals

and

sales

of

and acces-

films

sories

$9,495,753.69
977,451.94
251,203.47

n
Kentals oft stores and offices

Hooking

fees

Dividends

and commissions
from corporations

received

owned

less

than

...

Miscellaneous

100%
356,604.26
121,315.97

income

$11,202,329.33

Expenses:
Theaters

and

office

buildings

CROMLOWpILM lABOPATOR' LS

$5 055 424 6°
L257,'849]98
1,256,965 66
145|426!82
1,479,048.90

Film distribution
Amortization of films
Film advertising accessories
Producers' share of film rentals

INCORPORATED
9,194,715.98

Operating profit before depreciation and income taxes
Depreciation of buildings and equipment
Federal and State income taxes (estimated)

$2,007,613.35

$239 303 47

211755 84
451,059.31

Net operating profit Sept.
and estimated taxes

1,

1922, to

March

11,

*WE NEVEP DISAPPOINT''

1923, after depreciation

$1,556,554.04

220 WEST
PHONE

BRYANT 557C

42*5 STREET

NEW yOPK

^

.'

-

ALLAN A.LCWNE5
CEN. MOR.

.

THE
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"MASTERS OF MEN"
by
The greatest story

A

MORGAN ROBERTSON

of the sea ever screened

thrilling story of he-men,

men who wear

hair on their chests, whose veins run hot with red fighting

blood

fist

A blunt, vigorous yarn of a boy's fight upward against overwhelming odds, where
and prime muscle, high courage and a ready wallop!
Shanghaied!

*ow-beaten men
The sea

means a hard

Drugged by crimps and flung

live like beasts

The

fight

insensible into the hell hole forward, where sweating,
scourged to their tasks with curses and belaying pin.

the odor of pitch in the air, the snapping of wind-swept
canvas crackling like a machine gun; the creaking, singing wood straining as she rides the high waves!
All the magic and lure of adventure, the Spanish Main and sailormen!
!

flavor of salt in the nostrils

;

Love ! A timid boy's unspoken dream of his heart's desire a girl too old fashioned to offer love unbidden; a lad's sacrifice of youth's dearest possession honor to protect her from the shame of another's
crime; the confusion of bitter misunderstandings that threaten life-long broken hearts

—

—

;

Uncle Sam's bluejackets! The fighting men of the greatest nation in the world, and what they think
and how they live their loyalty and cheer and youth, eternal, living, fighting youth
The careless devilmay-care "gob," incorrigible, loyal; impudent and loveable!
;

!

The sea spells romance. Red sunsets turn green waves to crashing mountains of blood
noon suns spread gold upon the bosom of the sea, gold that beckons and calls to youth to gather its riches

Romance

!

never-ending mirages of golden bowls at rainbows' ends. And, the sea gives no riches only character and
manhood, bitterly squeezed out of its cold, hard business.
;

Wholesome, clean, healthy! A boy's life of adventure, free from tawdry conflicts and sex illusions,
based on fact gathered by one who served among men, who loved men, who admired men and who wished
The trash of silly, social temptations has no place
young America to so live that he might become a man
in this story of a boy who became the master of the man.
!

—

The Yankee ever has been master of the sea! Decatur, John Paul Jones history has written the
feats of great American seamen into all time. Here is a story of the making of such men; men who acted
and argued later; men out of whom Dewey and Schley and Sampson and "Fighting Bob" Evans were chosen,
each for his day's work for the Stars and Stripes. Shifty-footed men, with a right and left punch and a
keen eye and a high sense of honor and guts to go the limit!

He's the fellow we dreamed of, whose
Dick Halpin is the lad you wanted to be and I wanted to be
He's the boy that assumed another's petty crime and ran away to sea to live
fighting courage we envied.
it down, that the girl he loved might not be shamed and humiliated by the revelation of her brother's weakness.
He's the fellow you and I used to talk about; that lad of strength and honor we built with boyish imiginations up in the haymow, or while idling with a home-made fishin' rod down by the creek. He's your
rind and my kind and because we had fathers and mothers to make our way easier we never managed to
but we wanted to and we'll live our dreams again with Dick Halpin in this vivid, living story,
)e him
'Masters of Men."
!

;

;

.

master of men wrote this great sea tale. A man whose life was as hard as the diamonds he cut and
vho never wrote a line until he had lived beyond an average man's age a man who took a beating at the
lands of a brutal second mate with a smile, and who administered a beating with equal cheerfulness; a man
vho knew the sea and a sailorman's life who criticized rightfully Kipling and who wrote his first sea tale to
wove that a man who knew the sea could write a bettor story of the sea; a man who earned little by his pen
ind who starved while he wrote the greatest writer of sea stories in all literature.

A

i

;

;

;

Morgan Robertson,

a master of men, wrote the last

word

MASTERS OF MEN."

flfAiiAP
ALBERT

E.

SMITH

president

in thrilling sea stories

when he wrote

—

THE

g
Series Widely Sold

^E*^qDAILY
Day Leaves For

Films of Life

(Continued from Page 1)
"There is a decided improvement," he said,
"in tlie English ideas of showmanship.
The
music is getting better and more attention
is being paid
to prologues and scenic effects.
Theaters secure good prices from the public
always providing the pictures are good.
About 60% of the theaters change their
shows twice
week and the remaining 40%
every week.
There are practical!} no daily
changes any longer.
English film men arc
anxious to co-operate with Americans because they realize that by combining their
mIi as
with ours they can develop something
constructive for mutual advantage.
As a
matter ol fact with the contract 1 negotiated
with Arthur Clavering of the F. B. O., for
.'i

John

(Continued from Page 1)

races of the world

from the

realities

of their daily lives, in such dramatic

form that they
with

the

Wednesday, April

L.
Day,
representative of
will sail on April
trip to Brazil.

Brazil

American

South

Famous
14

on

annual

be ecmally popular

will

present

studio-made

and possibly more so..
Later in speaking of this type of
picture, Louis D. Froelick, editor of
Asia said that he and Flaherty believed

that a syndicate should be
formed to take this class of picture,
six of the Classics,
inserted a clause giving
based on reality of life which they
Warner Bros, the right to send a rcpresenta
ti\i
to look over contracts with exhibitors
both considered much more dramatic
and to help in exploitation."
than fiction, out of the hands of the
Schlcsinger intends remaining here
professional director and enable Flahfor a few months and then, following
erty to build a great scries of films
projected trip of Harry Warner to
around the primitive races of the
the coast, together they will go to
world.
lie told of how Jesse L.
England to dispose of the contemLasky entered an agreement with
for
plated
18
pictures
next year.
Flaherty to finance such expeditions
While abroad, Sclilesinger closed
When Robert T. Kane spoke he
the following deals, including not only
said
the Samoan expedition was the
Warner pictures, but outside product
they control for the foreign market. first of a series planned by the company.
Six
including "From Rags to
Classics
Riches," "Little Heroes of the Street," "The
Those present included: Lloyd C.
Beautiful
and
Damned." "Brass." "The
Little
Church Around the Corner" and Grisco Dr. John H. Finley, General
"Main Street" to F. I!. O. of London for J. G. Harbord, Mary Garrett Hav,
United Kingdom.
Also "1 Am the Law." Will H. Hays, Otto H. Kahn, Charles
(923 and 1<>J4 "Inkwell" cartoons and
"Your Best Friend" to World's Master R. Crane, Norman H. Davis, Norman de Whitehouse, Phillip Marshall
Prod for United Kingdom.
The six pictures to L. Gaumont, Barcelona Brown and Roland Clark.
f

,i

Capitol
The overture

this house is impressi
"Aida," played by the Capitol Gr:
Orchestra and assisted by the ballet co
and the Capitol ensemble. The news ma

at

of

zine is next, and
to
the feature,

film

Green Goes

At Broadway Theater

Players,

his

to Coast

11, 192;

then comes a theme si
"Souls for Sale."
Or

selections are last.

Alfred E. Green, who recently
completed "The Ne'er-Do-Well," has
returned to the West Coast where be
will produce his next picture, under-

stood to be "To The Ladies." Green
will return East after this production
and will again direct Tom Meighan.

The

Rialto

program.

It

Rialto
Magazine begins this wei
is followed by C. Sharpe Mi

"A Singing Contest';
the
Cosmopolitan
Production,
"The
Getter."
The Three Little Maids preseti
new offering in the "Dance of the Ms!
Sticks."
Keaton Comedy, "The Elec
at

the Wurlitzer,

A

House," concludes.

Rivoli

New Exchange Occupied
The New York and New Jersey
Paramount exchanges are now located
in their new building at 331-37 W.
44th St. There arc 16.000 square feet
of floor space, the ground floor being
given over entirely to the storage
vaults, store rooms and show rooms.

The

Rivoli

Pictorial

screened

is

two musical numbers, the
ture, a selection from "I
the third

unit,

first

is

9

tin

Pagliaacci'
ci

Me Home To

"Calling

by

Extraordinaire," by Marie Haun and Sedi
lie
number is "Surprise,"
finale
I

Fleischer

"Inkwell" Comedy.

At Other Houses

new

standardized
building now being erected by the
company in Memphis, will be reachabout July 1. This is located at Front

Paramount's

and Linden Streets.

"Down

the Sea in Ships," is still
the Cameo, while "Enemies
Women" plays at the Central. "The
red Wagon" continues at the Criterion,
"The Queen of Sin" will
the Lyric,
indefinitely and "Safety Last" is a holdat the Strand.

feature

to

at

I

'I'll.'

for

Spun ami

Bioscop

Portugal;

Holland;

for

to

Nederlandische

John Olsen and
Norway, Sweden and
to

Copenhagen for
Denmark
to
(iaumont,
Co.,

Paris for France.
Switzerland and Belgium.
"I am the Law"
\ edcrl.nidisclie Bioscop for Holland; also
Inkwell and Felix cartoons and 12 Monty
Bank comedies. Films Erka of Paris bought
_',>
Banks comedies for France. Switzerland,
Belgium, Italy. Spain and Portugal.
Pathe
London bought 36 Felix cartoons
Freres,
for England.
Inkwell and Felix series to
n for Scandinavia.
;

(Special

—

work on "Tin' Orphan," her
two reeler. It is understood her
length features will
Universal-Jewels.

be

released

to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— In

the interest of vis-

education and the further distribution of films among educational institutions, the Bureau of Education,
in co-operation with A. Maris Boggs
ual

if

the

Bureau

of

Commercial Econ-

(Special

ed.

full

do another thm
until you've booked -

as

Camera

Distributors, of New York, have filed
increase
of
an
capital
of
from
$500,000 to $700,000.

Indianapolis

Amusemenl
filed

an

$H).i)(iii

—

('"..

The
of

increase

Big Thing

'Dorit
Cinema

Sept.

*

last

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

is doin\

is

Capital Increases

Albany

Goldwjii

compiling a list of films
available for such purpose. Information regarding
such films
through
various organizations is being gatheromics,

Baby Peggy on Last Two Reeler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
I. os
\n"cles
Baby Peggy is at

Tod Browning—A Goldwyn Director

Compiling Educ'l Films Data

to

Elm

Emory Johnsons

Giant Epic of the Screen

Grove

Terre Haute, has
from
of capital

io $30,000.

Regarding "Luck"

The

following communication has
been received from Mastodon Films,
distributors of "Luck:"
Editor, Film Daily.
"This is just to a'-sure you that the
.'in
on objected to in "Luck."
have been eliminated from this latest
Johnny (lines release and, as a matter
of fact, were cut and do not appear
in any of the prints that have been
\

sent

out for public presentation.
can positively assure you that
not one scene that, by any possible
stretch of the imagination could be
termed objectionable, is a part of any
of the prints now in the various exchanges."
"I

Presented by
P. A. Powers
Starring

RALPH LEWIS
Story by
Emilie Johnson

YOU
THIS

Y<

Ocy Shoff, soprano and La
Boone, baritone.
"The Nth Commandme
likewise a Cosmopolitan Production, is
icaturc attraction.
The fifth unit is "Di
sung

can't afford to waste a

minute

smash made by the man who never

NOW

in obtaining this tremendous attraction.
Act
be just one day too late to get the colossal box-office

MINUTE! To-morrow may

fails

— Emory

Johnson,

the

box-office

genius

gave you "The Third Alarm."

WRITE, WIRE OR 'PHONE YOUR NEAREST FILM BOOKING
OFFICES EXCHANGE NOWI
!

!

who

sTHE
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Counsel of Federal Trade CoraTry Case Against
Famous Players

Selznick

lission to

trial of

other

Anti-Trust

;

^V

Sher-

opens on April

York.
importance which the Federal

Commission attaches

to

word

examine

the

....

1

^1

L^

various

i

h

BBB*£BBSBBBk

Federal

uarters at 105 W. 40th St., but
are not considered
enough to accommodate all of
|:spondei;ts and witnesses. Other
Bgements are now being made
the possibility that a large meetmom in the offices of the United

h

m

>

h

1 fWi-B

_

.Iwl

^*Wmm

I L. Shinn, who has been in
le of the New York office of the
Inission, resigns on Saturday to
Ihe Associated Advertising Clubs

World.

Shinn has done confilm matcharge locally for the

work on various

Iwhile in
rmission.

nous

Kent them.

Developing Non-Theatrical
Attend Luncheon at
Biltmore
Francis M. Hugo, chairman of the
hoard of directors of National NonIntends

Carey's Contract

Up?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dinner Tonight

Hugo's Plans
Feild

to

—

have

retained
Ith, Henderson, Leffingwell and
lersdorff of 52 Williams St.. to

ipecial

—

woman's honor a man's perfidy thousands of Arabs and veiled women
an army of glorious fellows to the rescue of Fair Lady! What do
you want in a production, Mr. Exhibitor? "Shifting Sands" has it all.

A

—and

LUXOR— Advt.

Players

—285

Angeles Harry Care\ 's pres- Theatrical M. P.. Inc., yesterday told
Dntract with F. B. O. is said to of his plans for the development of
It is said Carey's the non-theatrical field at a Biltmore
far its end.
sentatives are now in the East lunch attended by 285 clubwomen,
iating a new deal.
ministers and educators.
His purposes are three-fold.
He
the absence of Joe Schnitzer, intends gathering educational films
is at
French Lick, no one a* F. for non-theatrical tise; establish a
cared' to comment on the abo\e series of exchanges to insure regular
distribution and urge the use of nonday.
inflammable film so that pictures can
s

(Continued

istman Business on Uptrend

Eastman Kodak Co. enjoyed a
erous year in 1922. according to
nual statement. Net profits last
totaled $17,952,554 as compared
$14,105,861 in 1921, or a gain of
i,693
in
one year.
The total
is at the end of 1922 is placed
Cash

in

fl.

(Special

Page

4)

May Go Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles
considering

— Maurice

a

Tourneur

abroad

trip

in

is

the

Fall.

"Bella

banks and

$8,133,722; total as$107,605,488; and valuation of
buildings and machinery, $34,-

on

Tourneur

:

2,129,690.
ind totals

Doolittle, head of

several distributing units into one
large organization with Woody in
charge.
(Continued on Page 2)

Shipping Board at 45 Broad-

Ible

J.

he feels is a better one. This, it is
understood, involves the merging of

vill be chosen.

i;

C.

whipping the sales force into line
and reviving operations as a selling
unit.
It is understood that he has
been prompted to leave Selznick because of another opportunity which

ooms there

I;

W.

Woody's withdrawal comes as
somewhat of a surprise in view of the
fact that he was alloted the job of

*

U

Commission

Trade

mmm

fv

1|

1

([sses.
2

that

reorganization committee, has
been elected president of the new
unit, known as the Selznick Distributing Corp., while John S. Woody,
vice-president and general manager,
has resigned.

this

•

will

ts,

President

the

case can be "leaned from
that W. H. Fuller, chief
el of the Commission will per!y take charge of the investigaland, aided by a corps of asular

is

Selznick reorganization has
been put into effect and with the
consummation of that plan comes,

kW^

act

]

Dcolittle

The

New

in
|;

Law

Reorganization Completed
But He Does not Figure in it

W m ^WmBk

Famous Players-Lasky
respondents
who are

led with violations of the

Cents

Woody Out

In Charge

''uller

5

Donna"

Pola Negri's
picture, "Bella

American-made
Donna," opens at the

next week.
Gloria Swanson
"Prodigal Daughters," goes into

Rivoli
in

at the Rivoli

first

the Rialto.

Minnesota

Rothacker Here
Watterson R. Rothacker arrived
from the coast yesterday to attend
the First National annual meeting
next week.

Zukor and Kent in Tomorrow
Adolph Zukor and Sidney R. Kent
are due in from
Europe on the
Mauretania which docks sometime
To- tomorrow.

Convention Closes
Banquet Lower
with
Rentals Talked Of

—

morrow

Sherman Signed
Bennie Zeidman has signed Lowell
Minneapolis The annual conven- Sherman for the heavy in "The Bright
A deal is
tion of the Minnesota M. P. T. O., Lights of Broadway."
closes tonight with a dinner at which understood to be on for Doris Ken(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

speakers will include Governor yon.
Preus. Mayor Leach of Minneapolis
The Loew Statement
and Mayor Nelson of St. Paul.
In the report of the financial stateReduction -of admission prices at
theaters is being discussed around the ment of Loew's, Inc., appearing in
yesterday's issue, the caption in part
convention hall.
The attitude of the Minnesota unit said "cost of theater operation cut
toward the present film rentals is well from $6,507,593 in 1921-1922 period to
may $5,055,424 this year."
Something definite
known
crystallize from this convention which
While this would appear that the
would seek to secure lower prices cost of theater operations had been
Exhibitors in a good many reduced over a million and a half,
for films.
cases feel that they would like to and thus lead to the belief that the
cut admissions but that they cannot theaters were being operated in a
do so when the rentals are so high. manner to bring about this saving
(Continued on Page 10)
the facts are that during the yea
covered by the statement, in th
T. O. C. C. Dinner Tonight
neighborhood of 20 houses, all ot
The installation dinner of the T. them operating at a loss, were
O. C, C. takes place at the Ritz to- closed, and this brought about the reSeveral hundred guests are duction noted.
Operating costs of
night.
expected, among them the Mayor Loew theaters are higher today than
and some of the City Commi iione: -. during last year.
the

.
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Hyman

East. Kod.
F. P.-L.

do

fpd.

Goldwyn
Griffith

.

8SVs

875^

..97/2

96^

.

.

eys

.

6

.

.

.

Dempsey?"
Luis

6

19^

19

19

25

26

A

800

875/6

26

1,200

6,700
q-ioted

A

(Special

inal

800

1

—

all

previous

records

Capitol

for

Sunday,

Monday and Tuesday.

It

at

the

Dover, Del.

Pictures Corp.
(U. S. Corpora-

— Brewster

Color Pic-

Hopper to Make Five
E. Mason Hopper, who is now
directing "The Love Piker" for Cosmopolitan, will make a series of five
pictures

tures Corp., New York City. Canital
U. S. Corporation Co.
$5,000,000.

City,

[effersoi:

Mo.

— West

Co., St. Louis. Capital $70,000.
Incorporators, C. J., B. J. and Elizabeth Vollmer".

Dover,

Del.— ]'.

\1.

for

that

organization.

Madge Bellamy Here Today
Madge Bellamy is due in today

End from

Amus.

Prod..

the coast bearing with her letinviting the mayors of important cities to the exposition planned
for Los Angeles in July.
i'

i

-

Dowlan with Tully
to THE FILM DAILY)

Inc.

Incorporators.
$45,000.
belderfer, I-'. Gottschalk, W.
Dwight, all of New York.
1

apital

R.
R.

Olympia, Wash.- Cochrane Moving
nr. Co., North Bend. Capital $15 Incorporators, \Y. A. and <i.

(Special

Los Angeles

who

—William

C.

Dowlan,

has directed a number of features, has joined the Tully producing
unit as head of the reading department.

).

(

—

ates.

May Direct
THE FILM DAILY)

Smith
(Special

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Directed by George Irving

WONT

REGRET
M.

IT"
P. World.

"Producers of Ten Nights have scored
again
the kind of a picture that brings
them in and sends them away thoroughly
satisfied. A tug at your heart strings
a laugh ... a thrill."
M. P. News.
.

.

.

.

.

.

"One of the best offerings to the state
right market this season. Should prove a
bigger find for exhibitors than Lowell's
Ten Nights In A Bar Room' which broke
box office records all over the country."
Exhibitors Herald.

"HAS REAL POWER

.

."

Exhibitors Trade Review.

Cochrane.

(f (£>c£ttcci£icrruz£ U^tctuAJiA^

Screen version by
L. Case Russell

T

udge Leaves Saturday
Horace Judge sails on Saturday to
VIbany
Hildor Amus. Corp., Mt. assume charge of publicity and advertising for First National in EngVernon.
Capital $50,000. Incorporland.
He was the guest of h jnor at
ators, M. L. Crames.
S. V. Eltinge
a dinner given him at the Astor last
and A. Appel.
Attorneys,
Lind,
night by his First National associPfeiffer and Crames.
(

and a Great Cast

play a second week.

Incorporations
Capital, $650,000.
tion Co.)

BABY IVY WARD

"PLAY THIS AND YOU

capital of $500.

will

— Stephens

Supported by

From Story by
N. S. Woods

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Three Days' Record Smashed
"Souls for Sale" has broken

2,000

*Cents

Dover

JOHN LOWELL

is

$500

to

Trail Production

Starring

Albany, N. Y.
Selznick Dist.
has been formed here with the nom-

Not quoted

....

An Arrow- Blazed

''Will PL Conquer
a
two reeler, which
Firpo, the pugilist, in

purchase

first

Sales

Not

...

Loew's
Triangle

World

Close

.113^ 112^4 113
.

BIG CITY"

training.

Quotations
Low

New

10 ST IN A

Selznick Distributing does not intend producing, but will handle the
product of outside nrodttcer.s.
The

shows
High

1)

Doolittle, the new president, is also
vice-president of the First National
Bank of Trenton. He has been here
for some time workinq on the reorganization plan. Other officers are
Myron .Selznick, vice-president, who
will pass judgment on the quality of
product offered the company for distribution;
Ralph B. Ittleson, vicepresident, who is a member of the
law firm of San, Ittelson and Van
Voorhis; Walter Jerome Green, sec
retary and treasurer, who is vicepresident of the Utica National Bank
of Dtica; and Charles E. Pain, chairman of the board of directors, .who
is a Chicago attorney.
The directors
are the officers, Mark
of
York and M. C. Levee of the United
studio, Los Angeles.
Lewis J. Selznick will have no Land in the management of the company but will aei
in an advisory capacity.

Los

to

Angeles— Albeit

E.

Smith,
person-

president of Vitagraph, may
ally direct pictures for his company.
The deal for the disposal of the
Brooklyn studio will
probably be

completed

in a

few weeks.

DUST OFF YOUR
S-R-0 SIGN!
Write— Phone— Call—Wire

Arrow Film Corporation
220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162

Kingdom:
Wardour St., London

THE
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Putting

It

Over

aw?k

Hugo's Plans
(Continued from Page

Here
hibitor

it

how a

put

his

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned up.

brother ex-

show

over.

ideas.

Let

know how you

1)

be shown on portable projectors in
safety.
In his address, Hugo stated
that there is an opportunity to organthe non-theatrical use.
of films
various parts of the country as the
theatrical exhibitors had been organized, in order that they might cooperate with the distributor and producer in guiding future production.
Other addresses were made by Dr.
Frederick
M. Gordon, secretary,
ize
in

For "The Stranger's Banquet"
Altoona, Pa.— F. K. O'Kelly, manager of the Strand, utilized a new
idea when he put over "The Stranger's
Banquet."
He got various merchants to donate articles that would be used at a
banquet; such as boxes of oranges,
tomatoes,
celery,
potatoes,
apnlei.
these he displayed with cards crediting the dealers who loaned them.
This stunt helped the merchants and
the box-office.

Crandall Puts

Brooklyn

Federation

Churches;

of

Dr. Rudolph Grossman, of the
ple Rodolph
Lilly of the

Tem-

Sholom, and Mrs. Harry
General Federation of

Women's

Clubs.
All of them stresthe importance of the motion
picture as an educational factor.

sed

KING

Germans Making "Tut" Film

One Over

Pittsburgh—When

I

in Pitts.

"Down To The

Sea In Ships" opened at Rowland
and Carle's State Milton Crandall
tied-up with the Post for a contest
including boys and girls in the ele-

According to special cable dispatches from Berlin, a company there
has placed a Tutahnkamen film called "Pharaoh's Revenge" in produc-

MHMEN'S

tion.

Lapworth Returning
to THE FILM DAILY)
London
Charles
Lapworth of
Goldwyn, Ltd., is returning to the
18 inches high. Twenty o'her prizes American
Goldwyn organization. He
were also distributed to the next best. expects to do special work at the
This resulted in plenty of front page Western studio.
Lapworth made a
the
photographs in
publicity and
large number of friends while here.

mentary schools, who were invited
The
to write an essay on whales.
best was awarded a silver loving cup

—

paper for days preceding the showing created great interest in the con-

A

pay envelope stunt used in conjunction with "The Flame of Life"
created considerable advertising when
the New Albany, Brooklyn, played
this picture. Miniature candles in envelopes were used as throw-aways.
Small birthday candles were inserted in pay envelopes, imprinted with
a press book cut of Priscilla Dean

MAX COHEN

(Special

Ottawa

to

NEW YORK, CITy

15% Dividend
THE FILM DAILY)

—The

.

LONGACRE BUILDING

Declares a

test.

Pay Envelope Stunt

HGflfflWIFE

(Special

PHONE^BIiYANT 4416'

Ottawa Film

Ltd.,

have declared a

The

company

15%

Prod.,
dividend.

completed
Glengarry" and
"Glengarry School Days."

"The

Man

recently

from

Blumenthal Plans Production
Ben Blumenthal is on his way to
Los Angeles where he has a number

of production matters awaiting his
attention.
He will be srone about
and a warning as follows:
three weeks, and while on the West
in
lights
out
go
"If the street
Coast it would not come as| a surBrooklyn on the nights of March 14- prise
to learn that he had made
light
to
the
enclosed,
use
15-16-17th
definite arrangements for a limited
your way to see Priscilla Dean in
number of films. Upon his return
The Flame of Life" at the New Al- East,
he will go to Eu.ooe to bring
bany Theater.
his family back to New York.
The stunt was a winner. Fourteen
other Brooklyn and Long Island
Kessel Judgment Filed
theaters have since used it.
As a result of the decision of the
Irvin Willat has completed "Fog Supreme Court in directing judgment for Charles and Adam Kessel,
Bound," starring Dorothy Dalton.
against
Jr., in their suit
Triangle
Film Corp. to recover on a judgment
obtained in Virginia on the sale to
the corporation of more than 89.000
shares of Triangle stock at $1 a
share, a judgment for $103,930, which
includes costs and interest, has been
filed in the County Clerk's office.

MltRH

For

faithful

of delicate detail

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
The

skill

sacrificed

Film

through

judgment
receiver

for $3,783
directed

is

was

filed.

The

a bond
the statement that the
to

file

for $4,000, on
assets of the corporation do not
amount to more that sum, consisting
of sums due from exhibitors.

man must

of the camera
in

carries

printing
the

— Eastman

Positive

of the negative

quality

Eastman Film, both regular and
out

not be

to the screen.

now
Receiver for Alexander
Supreme Court Justice Mullan has
appointed Helen Varick Boswell receiver of the Alexander Film Corporation of Brodek & Raphael, who
got a judgment for $902 in February
for legal services.
They have been
unable to collect, and subsequent

reproduction
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The Stupendous Facts
Concerning the Feature Production

THE MYSTERY OF

KING TUTANKHAMEN'S

EIGHTH WIFE
—

It is the Colossal

Amen ON THE SCREEN.

TIONS.

—

lieve

it,

ask the

first

If

Novel, Audience-Pleasing SENSAThis Picture will do for the Picture Theatres what Rubber Heels do for Shoes
annihilate hard-going!

Clean,

you don't be-

man, woman or

child

—

Clean-Up of the Year the
Mightiest Money-Making Mint ever presented
to Wide-Awake Film Men looking for Big,

The whole population of the United States
from New York to California are waiting
NOW to see the story of King Tut-Ankh-

—

you

meet on the street!
U.

2.

In

all

is the

the history of Motion Pictures,

TIMELIEST

NOTE

THIS

Production ever made!

When

worthy of being played in the
Best Theatres in the country aside from its
even GREATER VALUE AS A TIMELY
It is a picture

—

GOLD-MINE!

was Written and Made there was no notion
entertained that it would almost be a perfect parallel, in its main episodes,
with the recent tragic news from Egypt concerning the death of a splendid man and renowned explorer, with the old legends of poisoned tombs

—but

:

the Picture

the fact IS the story of

AMEN'S EIGHTH WIFE

THE MYSTERY OF KING TUT-ANKH-

contains so

much matter

that parallels the un-

fortunate tragedy of Lord Carnarvon, the prophesy of Marie Corelli and

Conan Doyle, that it would seem the Producer
and Director and Author were all three gifted with Clairvoyance and the
power of prophets.
the mystic explanations of

This Picture

is

the Film Man's

TO GET

IT,

GREAT DOLLAR GO-GETTER!

YOU MUST GO AFTER

IT

QUICK!

MAX COHEN
NEW YORK

LONGACRE BUILDING
PHONE BRYANT

4416

CITY

—
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In the Courts
A summons
has been

INS

a

suit

for $16,000

Supreme Court

bv Edward B. Levy, a lawyer, against
the Adeline Amusement Co.

RA N

U

in

in the

filed

C E

The Appellate Term

of

the

Su-

preme Court has affirmed a judgment
for $720 obtained by Capt. Floyd C.
Nims against Leon Wagner for the
alleged conversion of a Pathe camera.

(.(.

a

If

What

has he done?" —Napoleon

By your deeds

every director

are ye

by important executives
if

insurance to

—the

men who

what he

tell

Bible

—out June 6th—was read
say "y es " and

every director would understand what

in dollar

i

with what im-

in this industry realized

portance the Director's issue

"no";

— The

known. "

means

A verdict for $1,502 was returned
against Pathe Exchange, Inc., by a
jury in the City Court in a suit of
'acob Landy in behalf of the stockholders of the Western Photoplays.
'nc.
The plaintiff alleged that Pathe
got
the American rights to "The
Great Gamble," and that the defendant collected $62,547, of which the
sum sued for remained due. The defendant counterclaimed for the same
amount for film sold to Western
Photoplays.

what he has

doing;

is

it

In a suit in the City Court by Hollander & Bernheimer against Malcolm Strauss for $1,500 for legal services
the defendant consented that
judgment for $750 be entered
against him. .

A judgment

for $63,557 was enSupreme Court in a suit
Raymond Guede Coghlan against

tered in the

done,

what he plans

to do, the Director's issue

would be

overcrowded with advertising.

The

great misfortune

is

that

many

directors think the

of

Charles
Francis Jenkins and the
Graphoscope Co., under an agreement made in 1917, by which he was
to get a commission for selling the
Graphoscope Co.
He sold it to
Clark D. Eaton for $3C0,000 and sued
for_ $48,333

world knows
reality
riod.

This

it is

And
is

all

about them, and will never forget.

just the reverse.

is

a swift moving pe-

people forget only too quickly.

the director's opportunity.

story; in his

own way, knowing

have contact with
issue.

This

In

And

He

can

that the

tell

his

men he

own

should

will read everything printed in this

this particular issue will

for reference purposes

be

filed

away

— make no mistake about that.

as the balance of $50,000

which he claimed to be due. The
judgment includes interest since 1917
and costs.

Supreme Court Justice M.
O'Malley has granted an application
by William Gillette and Charles
Frohman, Inc., to take the testimony
of Sir A. Conan Doyle in their suit
against Stoll Films and Educational
Exchanges over the use of "Sherlock
Holmes" in films, and set the examination for April 14th. While the
asked for it, defendants said
they wanted the testimony also for
use at the trial, because they hope to
prove that while Doyle gave Stoll
permission to use his stories for the
films in 1920, he never gave any film
plaintiffs

rights to the plaintiffs.

Frank G. Hall, has applied in the
Supreme Court for an injunction
restraining the Penn Export & Import Co., from prosecuting a suit
against him for $167,500 on his en'

sum

he

agreed to settle for

dorsement of notes for that
made by Hall Mark Pictures.
alltges

that

$15,000 by the

71

W.

44th Street,

New York

-

6411 Hollywood Boul., Hollywood

payment of

He

$2,000 in

cash and $250 a week from his salary
payable by the State Theaters Corp.,
until $13,000 was paid, and that the
last payment was made Dec. 21. He
has demanded that the suit be dropped and the notes cancelled, but says
that the Penn company has retained
a new attorney and is threatening to
enter judgment against him by default for the full amount sued for.
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BOX-OFFICE SENSATION
^arrp M. Kaufman
FEATURE FILM ATTRACTIONS
MAYOR STREET
Albee Bldg.

MONTREAL,

P. Q.

April 2nd, 1923.

Resolute Films Sales Corpn.,
1493 Broadway,
Gentlemen:

New York

City.

I am very pleased to inform you that "The Greatest Menace" opened on
Friday night at the St-Denis Theatre, Montreal, to a record business. It was
necessary for us to have six policemen in front of the House to protect the front
of the Theatre.
On Sunday, the third day of the showing, all records for the
St-Denis Theatre were broken; thousands were turned away, although this
Theatre seats 3,000.
I have every reason to believe that "The Greatest Menace" will hang
up a new high record for box office receipts in Montreal.
I am leaving for Toronto tonight, and will send the picture to the Ontario
Board on my arrival in Toronto, and will let you know the results for Ontario
as soon as possible.

With

kindest regards,
I

am,
Sincerely yours,

HAK:H.

J.

G.

HARRY

A.

KAUFMAN.

MAYER'S

Dramatic Expose of the Drug Evil

THE GREATEST MENACE
NOW Available At the Following Exchanges
De Luxe Film
Moscow
Film Exchange
Boston, Mass.
for

New

England

Co.

Philadelphia
for Eastern

Delaware
and Virginia

Exclusive Film

Harry Kaufman

Exchange

Montreal, Can.
for

Michigan

Pictures
Corp.

New York

Pennsylvania
So. New Jersey
Maryland, D. C.

States

Detroit, Mich.
for

Renown

Dominion of
Canada

for

New York
and Northern

New

Jersey

Leiber Company
Indianapolis
for
Indiana

A FEW TERRITORIES STILL OPEN

ITE 509

Lande Film Corp.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
for

Film Co.
Chicago,
for

Western
Pennsylvania

Quality Film Corp.
Cincinnati
for
Ohio, Kentucky

Illinois,

111.

Iowa

Nebraska
Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota

West Virginia

Mayer and Quinn
Los Angeles, Cal.
for
California

COMMUNICATE WITH

MAYERBROADWAY
& QUINN
1493

De Luxe Feature

BRYANT 2389

THE
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Among The Independents
New Exchange for Primrose
'Deep Waters" to Amer. Releasing
"Temptation" Premiere
Pictures have opened
Primrose
"Deep Waters," the first picture
C. B. C. announced yesterday that
in the Mecca Bldg.
an
exchange
Prod.
Continental
produced
by
be
to
would have its world
12 reels with the ge-.eral head of "Temptation"
completed by J. P.
been
has
Inc.,
theCarlton
the
"The Science of Life" under super- premiere Sunday at
McGowan at Miami and will be dis40 in New Post Series
vision of the Surgeon General of the ater in Philadelphia.
tributed by American Releasing. Beseries of Post Travel P
The
new
U. S. Government Public Health
sides directing, McGowan plays one
tures, forty all told, will be sho^
This series will be shown
Merit Buffalo Office Moves
Service.
Helen
does
as
roles
leading
of the
at the Riesenfeld theaters by virt
at the Rialto two reels a week, at
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Holmes.
of a contract just closed.
one
performances;
morning
Merit
special
Buffalo— The local office of
week for men exclusively and the Films is now located at 257 FrankAnimated Screen Opens Office
Bray Makes Science Series
Bray Prod, lias made a series of

week

next

women.

for

lin

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Second

Sam
Montreal— The Animated Screen
Advertising Co., has opened offices wealth

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

"Commonwealth Month"
Zierler,
head of Comm<

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Progress Opens in Cincinnati

Second Nat'l Buys Hines Film
(Special

Street.

Pictures, has announced tl
May 12 will be celebra:

—

April 16

here.

Cincinnati— Progress Pictures Co.
as "Commonwealth Month."
tures of Illinois, have closed con- of Ohio has opened a branch office
Magnet Films Formed
tracts for the territorial rights on here, with N. C. Vibbard as manager.
Goldburg Closes Two Deals
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Luck."
has
Horsfall
Basil
Montreal
States
Jesse
J. Goldburg, president of
Buys Westerns for 8
Films, Ltd., to dependent Pictures Corp., has s
Magnet
the
organized
DAILY)
FILM
THE
to
(Special
Two Directors for Drug Film
and com. dies. his series of 12 five-reel semi-W(
Greater Features, Inc., specialize in short reels
Seattle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
erns to Enterprise Dist. Corp.
Dick
eight
of
series
Los Angeles John Griffith Wray ha> purchased a
Alabama, T
Florida,
Georgia,
Lights"
"Bright
in
eight
Ford
the
for
Westerns
will have Reeves Eason as assistant Hatton
nessee, the Carolinas, Eastern Ik
states.
for
signed
Northwest
been
has
Harrison Ford
making "Human Wreckage," the Pacific
in
Southern Illinois, Louisic
souri,
the male lead in "The Bright Lights
Reid anti-drug film.
Arkansas
Texas,
Mississippi,
in
is
Garson to Direct a Special
Taliaferro
Edith
of Broadway."
to Strand Film £
and
Oklahoma
DAILY)
FILM
Chicago

National

Pic-

—

—

—

;

(Special

With American

Giegerich

Charles J. Giegerich. until recently
with F. B. O., has joined American
Releasing as special representative of
Beverly
Francis X. Bushman and
Bayne on their tour in conjunction
with "Modern Marriage."
"Superstition"

The

Los

THE

to

Angeles

indicated
a special
Nillson,

some

the cast.

as
days ago, will direct

Anna Q.
Kerrigan and
appear in it.

Warren

Montagu Love

will

Unethical Salesmen Under
St.

Ban

be "Superstition," to be .folwill
lowed by "The Call of the Hills."

tices.

Testimonial for Nirdlinger
Plans Production

Selig
(Special

Los

to

(Special

THE FTLM DAILY^

Angeles

— Col.

William

N.

plans to resume active production with a series of 12 two reel

animal pictures.
10 in

Los
Harry
lie

Langdon Series
THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Production

Langdon comedy

Principal
will

to

will

10

start

pictures

in
all

on

series

June.
told

the
for
the

By

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — W. P. S. Earle
(Special

to

Virgini;

Film Thefts

tut-ankhame:

in

Albany

A Wm.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

PRODUCTION

IN

P.

S.

Earle

Clasi

— Film

thefts here are inThe police have
steadily.
Been asked to co-operate v ith the exchanges in rounding up the thieves.
The Pathe office recently lost a print

creasing

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Marner."

Planning Get-Together
(Special to

—

At a recent meeting
Film Board of Trade, it was
decided to hold a joint reception and
ball of both exhibitors and exchangeHitherto the exhibitors and
men.
exchange held separate receptions.
Philadelphia

of the

$2 Per
109

W.

51st

Hour by Day
Circle

St.

J

has

"Tutankhamen."
It will include Carmel Myers, Malcolm McGregor, June Elvidee, Bertram Grassby, and Same De Grasse.

Renco Plans "After the Ball"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Renco Film, which
produced "Lavender and Old Lace,"

JUANITA HANSEN
JACK RICHARDSON
ED.

—

will

in Phila.

THE FILM DAILY)

his cast for

Christie

the signing of a contract be
tween Christie and Gaumont of Lon
don, the latter company gets the entire Christie product for Great Britain for the seventh consecutive year.
Other foreign territories closed recently include a renewal with Australasian Films, Ltd., for Australia,
covering the present series of twenty.
Famous Players has secured the sec-

With

tions are being made
dinner to be given Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger and Thomas M. Love by their
associates, at the Bellevue-Stratford
on April 24th.

Cast Completed for "Tut"

group.

Foreign Deals Closed

—

Calhoun.

of "Silas

preparafor a testimonial

There rounded
in

THE FILM DAILY)

Bought
THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— Elaborate

Selig

(Special

to

for the Distt

of Ghetto"

(Special to

Albany

Washington

Maryland. Delaware and

Los Angeles It is understood that
"Rose of the Ghetto" has been
bought from Oliver Morosco, by T.

Film Salesmen's

Harry Kaplan, Club has promised to co-operate with
Comprising the Manhattan Film Ex- the Board of Trade in eliminating
change, announce their first release salesmen guilty of unethical pracand

Forster

Joe

"Rose

S.

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis — The

vice of

Garson,

Universal.

for
J.

(Special to

First

— Harry

produce "After the Ball," at Uni-

The picture, which will
versal City.
he directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald,
will be based on the old song, and
Miriam
will
have Gaston Glass,
Cooper, Edna

Murphy and Kenneth

ond series for Japan, and Cinemato- Harlan in the cast.
graph Harry lor France. In Holland,
Action Taken on Film Abuse
the series lias been sold to Ralph
(Special to TH1
FILM DAILY)
for
Agency;
Sales
M.
P.
of
Minden,
Philadelphia—
The
Film Board of
Spain and Portugal to S. A. Sellecand South America to Max Trade has inaugurated a movement
to eliminate an annual film loss of
Glucksman.
Australasian has also acquired the $100,000 from the books of the local
for Dutch East Indies, exchanges, which is caused by the
first
led. rated Malay States and carelessness of operators in handling
Siani.
films and defective machines.
Straits Settlement.

In

a

drama,

sure-fire
stirring

reel

5

SOUTHERLAND
production

heart-interest

NOW

IN

and

combining
hilarious

romantic
laughter,

PREPARATION
Entitled

THE WEST
"THE GIRL FROM
De
Haven.
Story by Carter
For State Rights Apply To

AYWON FILM CORP.
Nathan Hirsh, Pres.

729 7th Ave., N. Y.

»

they've Got To Be GOOD To Be Booked
For New York's Rialto Theatre
^<-

NO

a

better proof of the quality of

comedy

is

needed than

its abil-

most discriminating
picture audience in the world the
ity to satisfy the

—

patrons of the Rialto Theatre, New
York. Proof that Plum Center Comedies are doing exactly that is found
in the fact that Dr. Reisenfeld has
just booked another Plum Center for
the Rialto— "Pop Tuttle, Detekatif."
It's a known fact that

Every Plum Center
Makes Profit "Pie"
and the exhibitor who gives his patrons
Plum Centers is feeding them the finest
film dessert on the market. The wise showman spends most of his time choosing features.
He signs up for short stuff which
is consistently good.
That's why
many exhibitors have placed their faith
Plum Center Comedies. It's YOUR

he knows
so
in

turn

NOW!
Newest Release

"Pop

Turtle's

Lost Control"

THE
am

'<&mhDAILY

10

Thursday, April

(Special to

—

have been made.

changes

Wednesday, April

11,

1923—8:30

West

A. M.

Hotel, Minneapolis

192;

More Changes in Canada
THE FILM DAILY)
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ottawa Following the resignatio
Hollywood — Emile Chautard has of H. M. Thomas as thea.er supei
Player.,,
sever;
visor of Famous
coirrdeted "Daytime Wives."

Coast Brevities

HAM AND EGG YEARLY

12,

Llovd Hamilton
on "F. O. B."

in

finishing

is

Neely Edwards has
Lloyd Bacon.
Al

has

Christie

Plumer

for

a

new

director

Lincoln

signed

one year.

Thoma

manager

^f the Capito
and Harry Dahn has been appointe
Stewart P. Dunlot
his successor.
former assistant manager at tb
Capitol, has been appointed. manag<
of the St. Denis and Williai.i Spence
appointed assistant manager of tl
Capitol.

work was

resident

Different Title for England

"HAM AND EGGS"

Murfin

Jane

Sign," at the

I

(Special

London

Due"

Shirley Mason's "Balance

Featuring

"The

produce
will
nee studio.

will

be released as "Lovebound."

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— "The

Masquerader"

being released by First National hen
as "John Chilcote, M. P."

Virginia Corn Cakes

DIRECTOR

J.

F.

AUTHOR

Ima Cook

i:\ARIO BY

Si

Cubberley

Delia K. Tessen

M

ERAMAN

Will U. Eat

AS A

WHOLE

....Will be excellent if you get enough
Ought to please those
tale of gormandizing.

\

(

A

hungry
Excellent.

Forks and knives furnish speed

thrills

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good work on

Every-

part of hens.

MAH.N

Marie Prevost and Robert Ellis
have been engaged by John M. Stahl
for

DIRECTION
and

Leatrice Joy has purchased a home,
1275 Sweetser Ave., in West Holly-

wood.

(Slow Motions)

STORY

William Desmond has started work
on "McGuire of the Big Snows."

a

new

picture.

Capt. Alfred Barton has been appointed assistant to Paul Iribe, Cecil

De

Mille's

art

director.

thing fresh

Very good. Ham sunsets predominating
.Al bunch of Northwest Exhibitors
All yellow and verv greasy
Exceedingly difficult to fill. Big capacity
Most scenes well done by hungry mob. Action

LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
NTERIORS
I

DETA11

CHARACTER OF STORY
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
(

"A
serve

Gentleman
as

a

Mad

fight for self preservation

Depends

entirely upon the
capacity of the players and the endurance of the waiters
Ought to make money for the
>FFICE
hotel, but tough on the director

ANALYSIS

Reproduced without the permission

of

THK FILM DAILY

of

Leisure,"

for Jack
will direct.

vehicle

Joseph Henabery

a little fast

B( )\

Bernard McConville has been engaged by Louis B. Mayer to write the
script for "Cape Cod Folks."
will

Holt.

Partner," Owen
Silent
In "The
Moore and Robert Edeson will be

with Leatrice Joy.

featured

Lloyd Bacon, son of the late
Frank Bacon, is now directing comedies at Universal City.

Noah

Young,

who

has

been

ap-

Harold Lloyd's
of
in
all
recent pictures has signed a three
year contract with Hal Roach.

pearing

Dinner Tonight
(Continued from Page

The music
nesota
Ihop<

tax

1)

situation

in

Min-

It
an irritating one.
develop a definite plan

-till

is

to

'1

Ction to relieve this situation. In
new
arbitrating
a
all
likelihood,
board will be appointed, titular to

the one employed in New York where
xhibitors and exchanges have an
i

(

qual

Wash. Suburban House Ready
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
The Takoma,

—

cated

lo-

Takoma

Park, in the subbe completed and opened
about Decoration Day. The seating
urbs,

in

will

capacity

The

is

750,

all

on

main

Sydney

Cohen

S.

there

is

is

nut

present.

no representative

cost $150,000.
John J.
Zink is architect; owners and operators being the Takoma Theater
Corp.; W. G. Piatt, president.
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od deal of enjoyment was bad yesterday morning when J. F. Cubber

of

"bam and egg" break
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this
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Motel.
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to
inform
world not
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Shubert Majestic Changes Hands
i

Special

to

Providence

ment

to

You Be Ready

Say the Word?

Reputable Film Propositions
Financed in Any Amount
Confidential

Service for

DISTRIBUTORS
LABORATORIES

Jay Marchand and Frank Messenformerly assistant directors, have
been assigned the job of directing
"Daniel Boone,'' one of the new Uni-

ger,

PRODUCERS
Consultations Invited

versal historical serials.

Walter Anthony of Principal Picas gone to Tucson to confer
with Harold Bell Wright regarding
"The Winning of Barbara Worth."
"oduce.
which Principal will
tures,

CHROMOS TRADING

CO

1

•

WALTER

R.

1 1

Suite

23 Broadway

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea 8284

GREENE

THE FILM DAILY1

—The

Emery

Amuse-

has acquired the Shubert
Majestic from the Shubert Majestic
Theater Co. and Col. Felix R. Wendhaefer.
They will convert the
Co.,

old "legit" house into a picture theater.
Preparatory to the opening several thousand dollars is being spent
on remodeling the house and a new
$50,000 organ installed.

"Enemies" Booked
(Special to

Will

floor.

total

representation.

Likewise,

WHEN MONEY TALKS-

into Roosevelt

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago- "Enemies of Women"
has been booked into the Roosevelt
for a run of six or seven weeks.

King Vidor—A Goldzvyn Director

I
Goldwjn
**** Big Things
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Has Everything That Goes For a Sure-Fire Box Office Number
and Then Some
David Smith Prod.

"MASTERS OF MEN"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

David Smith

AUTHOR

SCENARIO BY

Morgan Robertson
C. Graham Baker

AS A WHOLE.

Steve Smith, Jr.
Fine live entertainment with

CAMERAMAN
punch

in its action, sure-fire patriotic atmoall that goes for a good picture
STORY.
romance of the Spanish War period
with action, thrills and plenty of genuine audi-

sphere and

A

ence appeal

DIRECTION ........ Splendid

succeeds in making

;

story realistic and atmosphere

is

great; devel-

opment yery good

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

Cullen Landisat his best in role that

he handles

in fine style;

Wanda Hawley

Alice

attractive

Earle Williams suitable

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

maids

others

all

Calhoun
of

and
and

'98

good types
5

Good
Good
,.

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

First rate
character devel-

opment showing the rise of an American lad
from boyhood to manhood

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Here

6,800 feet

one with a genuine wallop for American audiences and if the patriotic atmosphere in this doesn't
send them out with their blood tingling and their fervor for the stars and stripes increased a hundred fold,
then the guess is all wrong. "Masters of Men," David
is

Smith's production of Morgan Robertson's novel, is
an out and out American picture for Americans and it
contains an unlimited supply of real audience appeal
the sort that starts them talking about the picture and
brings others in.
Much of the credit for the success of the picture belongs to Director Smith for the very worth while and
capable way in which he has handled the material and
to C. Graham Baker, who prepared the scenario.
Added to this there is the splendid performance of
Cullen Landis in the role of a sailor of the U. S. Navy,
as well as a uniformly well suited and capable cast.

Better Get

Your Order
Box

To start with, Morgan Robertson's novel contains
splendid material for the screen and in retaining the
author's method of development, Baker has gotten
the
most out of it and Director Smith has been able to
tell the story smoothly, consistently
and cover the
ground in much less footage than he might were he
to proceed in the usual fashion. This chapter
style of
telling the story is wholly pleasing and satisfying
and
eliminates considerable unnecessary detail. And at the
same time the sequences dove-tail nicely and there are
no gaps in the continuity.
The first two chapters- are concerned with the early
boyhood .of the hero and his subsequent entrance into
the Navy followed by the entrance of the United States
into war with Spain. This leads up to some mighty
fine business and includes a variety of thrills
and action with sure-fire punch. It all registers and is flavored with such definite patriotic atmosphere that it is

even more impressive than ordinarily. It is distinctly
the treatment given the story and the wealth of realism and excellent detail that makes the piece absorbing.
For a climax you have the destruction of the
famous battleship Maine and the fight in Santiago
Harbor.
Cullen Landis works like a real trooper and his portrayal in this is easily one of the best things he has
ever done. They are going to get a real thrill out of
his many scraps. Alice Calhoun and Wanda Hawley
are both charming in their '98 costumes,. Picture patrons all'over will "love" the romance of Alice Calhoun
and Landis, and Wanda Hawley and Earle Williams.
Director Smith had fine cooperation from the whole

company.
Story

Dick Halpin

accused of theft by the brothhe loves. To save Mabel
from humiliation Dick accepts the blame, runs away
and joins the U. S. Navy. It isn't until Dick and his
lieutenant, Breen, have been shanghaied aboard a sailing vessel, that Dick learns Mabel knows the truth,
but before there can be a reconciliation Dick and
Breen return to their ship and are pitched into active
service at Santiago Harbor.
Dick is transferred to
work under young Arthur, now an ensign, and is with
him when he dies. After it is all over Dick and Breen
return to the home town, Dick to claim Mabel, and
Breen to claim Bessie, Mabel's chum.
er of

In and

:

Mabel Arthur,

Then Get

is

whom

to

Work On

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Vitagraph's latest production looks like a sure thing
for the box office.
It has all the requisites of a box
office attraction and they are all fully satisfying from

an audience viewpoint. "Masters of Men" has been
done in a big way and should do a big business. You
can safely make promises for it and rest assured your
crowd will vote it a winner, unless, of course, you
happen to b e catering to a foreign clientele. In that
case they may not be carried away with the spirit of
enthusiasmthat the picture is almost certain to create
with American audiences.
Advertisement

There

which you would do well
advance of the showing. Be
sure and tell them of the historic episode and of the
blowing up of the battleship *Maine. There will be
those of your patrons to whom the incident will still
be current history and they'll be especially interested.
Tell them about the excellent work of Cullen Landis,
of the action- and thrills. The picture really deserves
your best exploitation efforts with the receipts proving it well worth your while. You have something to,
to secure

is

a trailer available

and use well

talk about.

Do

it.

in

40

BIG STARS
In a production that
will

SMASH

every

box-office record.
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Boom On

Steffes
For

hrthwest

Friday, April

13

Him

—

Plans School Films
important Meeting Today Between
Educators and Members of Hays
Organization" for This Purpose

Minnesota

Leader Launches Attack on

Cohen
to

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

An

—

Minneapolis "Al Steffes for presiin the Nortwest toit is the cry
dy." A definite Steffes bo^m for tVe
i P, T. O. presidency was launched
the three-day Minnesota convenThe popular president of the
ts.
site M. P. T. O., apparently has the
e'ire Northwest in back of him.

this

:

E.

ei.ugh

re

The move is a direct result of the
address made by Will H. Hays before the National Education Association in Boston last year when he
paid particular attention to that type
of film.
The Hays office will be
represented by the following: Harold

growing is considered
is
reason for him to find an ex-

impossible.

The

Bolster, of Kcnma; Eugene Chrystal,
representing Eastman Kodak; R. H.
Cochrane, William Fox, T. Godsol,
D. W. Griffith, Earl W. Hammons,
Marcus Loew,- E. J. Ludvigh, representing Adolph
Zukor; John M.

Northwest

J?gates have been instructed to at!d the Chicago convention with
Sffes as their candidate,
bit "the Wednesday session, $10,000
in cash to finance the
»; raised
F. Cubberley's
Minesota unit.
J.
(Continued on Page 7)

Theater

Deal

Practically

Set

the arrival of Adolph Zukor
Hi Europe today, it is expected that
fesale of the Metropolitan theater,
/ith

be held

schools.

him

fi

will

will be present

Pedagogical films will be discussed
at the close of the meeting, it is
expected definite progress will have
been made looking toward the production of films for special use in

started on Tuesday
Stanley, a member of
I Wisconsin board of directors,
al has been taken up by the 154
Steffes
o,l exhibitors in attendance.
h, not yet expressed his willingness
tirun, but that is considered, a mere
The fact that sentiment
fimality.

Tom

which

and

boom was

The

at

members of the Hays organization
and a number of prominent educators.

a|

b

important meeting

morning

—

The desert sands have projected many a tale on the Screen of Life but
never a story more potent in romance adventure and the conflict of
human souls than this. "Shifting Sands" is a Lifescape of Drama for all
who have eyes to see and hearts to feel. LUXOR. Advt.

—

—

—

I Angeles by Famous Players and
I Grauman to a syndicate repreled by A. C. Blumenthal of that
Process
Ralph
I will be closed quickly.
Brewster—
D.
$5,000,Claimed
P.
by
In is now on the coast handling Assembly Effectively Blocking Measin DelaFormed
000
Company
in
Albany
ure
Legislature
Adh matter for Famous.
ware to Market It
journs April 27
i.
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
to
THE
FILM
LY)
Wany at T. O. C. C. Dinner
Dover, Del. The Brewster Color
Albany The Legislature adjourns
jiere were many prominent figures

No Hope For

Repeal

New

Color

Quinn, Joseph M. Schenck; Harry O.
Schwalbe and Abe Warner.
The
educators will be Dr. Charles Judd,
chairman and head of the Department of Education in the University
of Chicago; Col. Leonard Ay res of
the Cleveland Trust Co. and prominent in educational work; Elizabeth
Breckinridge, of the Louisville Normal School; Dr. Ernest L. Crandall,

Visual Educational
Ass'n of New York; Susan Gorsey,
Superintendent of Schools, Los Angeles;
Hall,
Elizabeth
Assistant
Superintendent of Schools, Minneapolis
and Payson Smith, Commissioner of Education of Boston.
Pictures Corp. of New York has been There will be a luncheon at the Astor
a he
industry at the installation on April 27th.
It is quite generally
ler of the T. O. C. C. at the Ritz agreed here that there is no hope for formed here with a capitalization of tomorrow at which the educators will
be present as guests of the Visual
$5,000,000.
K night.
Unlike the previous inthe repeal of the censorship law beEducational Association. Will Hays
Uation dinners, last night's gatherwill attend.
ifincluded a number of profession- fore this term of the law-making
P. D. Brewster, an engineer and
iiow in the East. In addition to body.
inventor claims to have perfected a
sdancing, there were some vaudeComing East Soon
It is doubtful whether the measure new process for color photogranhy.
W turns to add to the gayety of will ever see the light outside of the Brewster's invention was used for
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
|;s,
Everyone there considered Assembly Ways and Mea.
Com- special scenes in "Way Down East"
Los Angeles Mae Murray and
president of the

—

—

—

—

-,

Kparty a real success.

Non-Theatrical Get-together
non-theatrical
organi11ns,
mutually interested in the
Bering of legislation favorable to
se enterprises
have formed the M.
llrty-five

mittee.
Chairman Joseph A. McGinnies, of the committee, is a Republican.
He dominates it and is
apparently determined not to permit
it to be reported out.
There may be
a motion to discharge the committee
(Continued on Page 2)

and "Dream Street."
A special camera is employed,

Robert Z. Leonard are scheduled
using-

separate negatives but a single lens.
light is split and two simultaneous pictures are taken through color
color
with yellow-red
filters; one
(Continued on Page 2)

fa

Chamber

of

trical).

A

for

the

East

in

about

to

three

weeks.

The

-

Commerce (Nonmeeting was held
Here From Coast
Lunch for Madge Bellamy
r r in the week at which Sidney
and Mike Gore arrived
Sol
Lesser
Madge Bellamy will be tendered a
Be, head of the social and eduiial
of
Masonic from the coast yesterday and register- lunch today in the College Room of
division
the
the Astor. She is official representaDis- ed at the Ambassador.
i Lodge was chairman.
b ion will be discussed at a later
Joseph M. Schenck is also stopping tive of the American Historical Reeing.
vue and M. P. Exposition.
there.

I

leave

The following is part of a telegram
received yesterday from Miss Murray:

"Mae Murray and Robert

Z.

Leon-

ard Prod, are a separate and distinct
unit and have no connection in an\"
way with any other pictures. Although
Miss Murray and Leonard are stockholders in Truart, their product has
ho connection with that company."

;

THE
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No Hope For

New Color Process
(Continued from Page
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Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

Clair

87y4

tela*

900
900

S7%

Not quoted

6^

Goldwyn

6Y&

6

1,400

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's
\9Yi
Triangle ...33

19
30

19

matically develops, fixes, washes and
carries it to a patented bleach which
changes silver so that the emulsion
becomes absorbent to a certain group
of dyes. There film is treated select-

on one side with an organered color, then on the other side with

— Bim's

hattan.

Realty Corp., ManAttorney,

Capital

Co.,

Clifton Signs with

Harry

Regan
G.
Capital
$10,000.

Attorney, R. L. Noah.

— Hildor

Albany
Vernon.
Lind,

Amuj.

Pfeifiler

—

Albany

&

Mt.
Atorneys,

Crames.

Selznick

Dist.

Corp..

Manhattan. Capital $500. Attorneys,
Rabenold & Scribner.

Albany

— Simmons

Albany

—

J.
Inc.,

Circuit,
$10,000.
Goldstein.

E.

Coutts

McDermott Resigns
McDermott has resigned
f->r

as

Use

ANSCO

Topics of

Fables, after
three years with those organizations.

"Phonofilm"

The

first

Positive Film

at Rivoli

public

showing

of

When you buy ANSCO

"Phonofilm," the new invention of
Dr. Lee de Forest will be given at
the Rivoli beginning Sunday.

film you deal
with the Ansco Company,
through its personal representatives,
insuring prompt, courteous treatment, and the immediate delivery of

direct

Brady Heads Loew Club
J. E. Brady has been elected
president of the Loew-Metro Club.
Other officers are David Loew, vicepresident; Rose Quimbv, recording
Tabloid secretary; David Blum, financial sec-

Pictures Corp.,
Capital $500.
Attorney,

Manhattan.
Maurice Simmonds.

Fox

Col.

fresh, clean, sparkling

SHORT SUBJECTS

MATStfor this "ad'VFREE at your
Educational Exchange! *

IXOYD HAMILTON

President

will

attend.

Hamilton

is

sending 25

musicians from the Criterion for the
showing.
Indefinite

"Uneasy Feet"

Famous

Run

in

Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)
—
Philadelphia "Hunting Big Game
(Special to

in Africa" is booked for an i. definite
run at the Forrest here. The picture
opened on Mondav night with a number of socially promir.ent neon'p in

attendance.

stock.

ANSCO

Manhattan.
Capital retary and Charles Quick, treasurer.
Kendler
&

Showing for the President
Harding will see "The
Covered Wagon" tomorrow night at
the White House.
Cabinet members

raw

projection
in
film excels
value, for either long or short throw,
stereoscopic roundness, brilliant highlights, and deep, but transparent,
blacks.

Attorneys,

ADVERTISE YOUR

i

Clifton,

special representative
the Day and Aesop's

Corp.,

Capital $50,000.

Joseph Levenson's term as seen
tary of the M. P. Commission expin
He is still
the end of the year.
the offices of the commission in vie
of the fact that a successor has n<

producer of "Down
to the Sea in Ships" has been signed to direct for Fox.
His first picture will probably be "Six Cylinder
Love."

T. R.

Manhattan.

local studio.

ation.

L. L. Green.

—The

owner a lien on positive prints ar
the negative until the owner of tl
Edwards Back
Gordon Edwards has returned picture pays for the work contracte
J.
from Panama where he secured exAnother measure introduced in A
teriors for a naval picture he is mak- bany has for its purpose the bett
ing.
Next
week, Charles
Horan regulation of the admittance of chili
starts a new picture for Fox at the ren to theaters.

Making."
The picture which will been named.
be state righted contains, according
to Britton, scenes showing Firpo arEdward Laemmle Here
riving from South America, in training and actually engaged in the
Edward Laemmle is at the
recent fight with Brennan.
for about a week.

blue-green color.
From the dyeing machine it is carried to the dryer
and when dry is ready to be projected
in any ordinary projector
tin same
as black and white, without anv alter-

$10,000.

Albany

1

a

Elmer

Incorporations

Repea;

Britton Makes Firpo Film
Leon Britton stated yesterday he
has completed a two reeler with Luis
Firpo titled "A Champion in the

Not quoted

Albany

coated on both sides, and

film

the negative with the blue-green values on the other side.
The same kind of registering device
is used here as is used in the camera
so that the twin pictures are exactly
superimposed.
This
registering
device is said to insure 100% accuracy.
The positive then goes out to
the finishing machine, which auto-

1,200
3,000

30

World
Cents

After the development is completed and the negatives dried, they
go to the patented printer; the
negative with the yellow-red values
being printed on one side of a posi-

j

Praises "Bright Shawl" Ad
Frederick W. Gehle, vice-president
(Continued from Page 1)
of the Mechanics and Metals National
from
further
consideration and thet
Bank who is also in charge of the
bank's advertising addressed the A. by get the repeal bill before the u
M. P. A. yesterday and cited the full per house for a vote, but this is e
page advertisement of "The Bright tremely doubtful. In the event th
Shawl" that appears in the current this should occur, considerable dou
issue of the Saturday Evening Post is expressed that there would
as the sort of copy that banks should sufficient votes to get it through.
As a matter of fact, even some
follow because of its dignity and
simplicity.
The advertisement is a the Democratic ranks are understoi
full page with a large pencil sketch to be opposed to the passage of tl
of Richard Barthelmess as he ap- reoeal bill.
Joseph Levenson, se
pears in "The Bright Shawl," while retary of the commission, has cor
below is a boxed arrangement con- pleted his term, but Governor Smi
taining the actual copy, with a limit- has not named a successor, apparen
ly because he is waiting to learn tl
ed amount of wording.
attitude of the Legislature towai
Griffith Signs Hamilton
the censorship situation.
D. W. Griffith has signed Neil
The Committee on General Lav
Hamilton, who appears in "The of the Senate is considering a mea
White Rose."
ure which would give the laboratoi

ively, first

.112^ 111*6 112
87^4

1)

values, the other with blue-green
color values.
These are registered
by a device which is part of the
mechanism of the camera and works
in synchronism
with the
shutter.
The negatives then go to the developer, which is operated by machinery, and the developing is done
automatically.

tive
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And it wears longer in the projection
machine, with its consequent saving of
dollars and business.

ANSCO COMPANY
Binghamton,

New York
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have no doubt noted
YOU
Norma Talmadge
has

the wide variety of stories in which

appeared,

beginning

Through," which was the first of her new
through Associated First National.

series

with

"Smilin'

for distribution

Following the national ballot conducted by theatres all over
in which Miss Talmadge was named by an overwhelming vote
the greatest of all feminine screen stars, Joseph M. Schenck decided
to present her only in vehicles and roles which would give her recognized genius the widest scope and fullest play.

America

In "Smilin' Through" her art brought happy tears; in "The
Eternal Flame" she sounded the heights and depths of a woman's
heart; in "The Voice from the Minaret" she searched the soul of a
wife whose heart renounced the bonds imposed by her wedding ring.
In each picture in turn she inspired with dramatic realism a different
character, time and country. The charm and magnificence of these
pictures, the ripening and fruition of a great actress' art, have been
applauded throughout the world.

Law"

it was decided to give the screen
a de luxe interpretation of a great American play the first American
story of her new series. As the innocent and beautiful shop girl

In choosing "Within the

—

Miss Talmadge has very
great and entirely different acting opportunities. The role is unique
and distinctive because it gives her her first chance to portray the
fire and passion and revenge of a woman scorned and persecuted.
Never has she been more superb.
driven to a

And

life

of crime within the law,

has been made
possible through the directorial genius of Frank Lloyd, who has directed all but one of Miss Talmadge's new series. Mr. Lloyd's fine
understanding of character and of dramatic force, together with Miss
the finish and artistry of the production

itself

Talmadge's great art of interpreting the human heart, has made
of First National's very finest productions.

this

what we consider one

Joseph M. Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"Within the Law"
Personally directed by Frank Lloyd
Adapted by Frances Marion from the stage play by Bayard
Photographed by Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin
Stills photographed by Shirley Vance Martin

Veiller

—
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TO PRODUCERS
(-ANNOUNCING THE

Selznick Distributing Corporation
NON-PRODUCING

Independent and

distributors

for 'Distinguished Product

We have high-powered
We know no seasons.

exchanges everywhere.

As an example, we cite
"Reported Missing," which we released in the
summer and on which we collected approximately
$300,000 in the hot months alone.

We

afford absolute protection to producers, for

We shall open a special account for every

production we
handle. All producer's monies shall be deposited therein, and handled as INVIOLABLE TRUST RECEIPTS,
subject only to the PRODUCER'S withdrawal.

We

count ourselves able and independent; and

as stable as Gibraltar.

Selznick Distributing Corporation
'Directors

CHARLES

E.

MARK HYMAN

PAIN, Chairman

Attorney-at-l,aw, Chicago and Los Angeles.

W.

Attorney-at-Law,

RALPH

DOOLITTLE

C. J.
Vice-President First Natl. Bank, Trenton. N. Y.

WALTER JEROME GREEN

m.

Vice-Pres. I'tica City Natl. Bank. I'tica.
President Utica Investment Co., I'tica. N

c.

ITTELSON
& Van

Voorhis,

New

York.

LEVEE

President United Studios, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.

N. Y.
.

B.

San, Ittelson

New York

Y

MYRON

SELZNICK

Executive Committee

W.

C.

J.

DOOLITTLE

CHARLES

E.

PAIN

MARK hYMAN

RALPH

B.

ITTELSON

m

i

day, April 13, 1923

TO EXHIBITORS
c4NNOUNCINC THE
Wl

I

Selznick Distributing Corporation
Independent and

NON-PRODUCING

distributors

for 'Distinguished '"Product

We invite

the attention of exhibitors to our prod'

uct and our progress.

We

shall

not produce pictures

— but

we

shall

handle the best product of the world's independent creative minds.

We believe that our stability,

and our policies,— particularly our TRUST RECEIPTS
policy

—will enable us to secure the very

best.

Our exchanges are ready to give you splendid
service. Our Sales and Distribution staff wants to
sell

and to serve you.

Selznick Distributing Corporation
Officers

W.

DOOL1TTLE,

C. J.
President
Vice-President First Natl. Bank, Trenton, N. V.

MYRON

RALPH
San, Ittelson

B.

ITTELSON,

Vice-President

& Van Voorhis, Attorneys-at-Law, N. Y.

WALTER JEROME GREEN, Sec. & Treas.
SELZNICK,

Vice-President

Vice-President Utica City National Bank. Utica, N. Y.
President Utica Investment Company, Utica, N. Y.

I

——
ROD

MRS. WALLACE

announces that world distribution rights to her great
picture exposing the drug

—

HUMAN
WRECKAGE
menace

will

be awarded

to

the

distributing agency offering the largest guarantee—

This stupendous production will be ready for prerelease about June 1

No

picture ever produced
has received during pro-

duction such a volume of
publicity

as

"Human
—

Wreckage."
No

picture ever produced
has been so well "sold in advance to the public and the
trade— The world awaits

Human Wreckage"

Propositions for distribution must be submitted
before April 24 to

WALLACE REID
Hollywood,
MRS.

California

Friday, April 13,

Steffes

1923

Boom On

(Continued from Page 1)

and

"ham

breakfast" was a
following
it,
his report touched on the

egg

great

success

Steffes

in

the Michigan M. P. T. O. was also
He outlined the organization
work of his unit and explained there
re-financing plan evolved at the recert
here.

and

music tax situation. He said that the
law must be observed, but recommended that those exhibitors who intend fighting it, should get legal aid.

Chicago meeting.

This

will,

in

all

likelihood, be endorsed.

Before

adjournment, the uniwill probably be endorsed. Many South and North Dakota exhibitors are seeking memberSteffes took a slam at Sydney S. ship in the Minnesota unit which
has
Cohen for the latter's "unauthorized" succeeded in burying a number of
severance of relations with Will H. the old-line grievances in exhibitor
Hays over the uniform contract. circles.
Plans under consideration
Steffes declared he was being ar- would place Minnesota in the front
raigned for alleged intimacy with of a fight to oppose future
wars
Hays and charges that poison propa- through the use of trailers and with
ganda which "can only emanate from the co-operation of the League to
one source" was being circulated Enforce Peace.
about him in Minnesota and- elseMinnesota is also expected to inwhere. He reviewed Minnesota's ac- sist that the convention at Chicago
year in forwarding a be an open one.
tion of last
questionnaire to Hays, asking the

what his duties
were to be.

specifically

latter

the business

in

"Then," he said, "in New York I
was welcomed with open arms and
Minnesota praised to the skies. Now,
however, I am being accused as is
our unit, for being constructive and

accomplish
round
table

to

trying

something

discussions
through
rather than playing politics and coniinually

fighting."

Reciting the history of his dealings

Hays, he said:
"I have been accused of being a
Hays man, also a Zukor man, and
now a Finkelstein and Ruben man.
They say I am subsidized. If workwith

the

ing

for

md

myself

jlad

is

am.

I

interests of exhibitors
being subsidized, I am

Fighting without cause

Round
:annot accomplish anything.
:able discussions are what is needed.
have no quarrel with anyone, b -- t
Hays, producers, or anv)ne elese who is working contrary to
I will
he exhibitors' best interests.
iccept dictation from no man or no
:liques, but will work for the benefit
I

jf

will fight

the masses."

Steffes outlined a plan he has in
nind to reduce the cost of insurance.
He condemned the laxity that has
xisted so far as the taxation situaion is concerned and urged a non)uying attitude until the excessive
eliminated.
ength
is
of
features
Steffes refused to make any comnent on the exhibitor distributing
)lan other than to remind exhibitors
hat it is separate and distinct from
he M. P. T. O.. and should be
neated as such.
He made one ineresting statement when he said that
listributors could not be blamed for

final

form contract

Sydney

Cohen was

S.

comment on

asked

possible state-wide

Minnesota.

booking

circuit

The current

issue of the
Exhibitors' Bulletin, the official or;an of the M. P. T. O., was conlemned as an example of camouflaged,

mud-slinging.

A. R. Pramer,

here as special -representative of
>ydney
Cohen.
He
expressed
Cohen's regrets at his inability to atend the meeting.
H. M. Richey of

ivas

in

PHILADELPHIA

said, in part:

"We

are

Merles

in thorough accord with
Mr.
working for the interests of Ex-

in

hibitors.

Steffes
himself voted
with the
of the board of directors of
T. O. to reject the Hays contract
and asked us to register him accordingly
If that is the break with Mr.
Hays thai
Mr. Steffes has referred to, then he was
a party to the break.

members

other
the

MP.

"As to Mr. Steffes' criticism of the current issue of 'Exhibitors Bulletin' as an ex-

ample
only

camouflaged mudslinging, we have

of

to say.
The Bulletin is an honest discussion of exhibitor problems in the
light of present day events in
York City
this

New

and other large centers, based on information received from state and regional gatherings from exhibitors in all parts of the
United States.
"The attitude assumed by Mr. Steffes in
regard to the Hays contract may or may
not reflect the opinion of his fellow exhibitors in Minnesota, and after all, matters of
that kind must stand or fall on the question
of fact.

"There never was a time when Mr. Steffes
or any other official of the national organization or a state organization or any exhibitor
in the United States was not entirely welcome at national headquarters, particularly
so when constructive thought helpful to the
independent theater owners of the County
might result from same. It is idle for Mr.
Steffes to assume he is not now welcome

On

here.

National
feeling
ality."

the occasion of his last visit to
Headquarters, there was no other
that of extreme cordi-

shown than

Holubar Starts Soon
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Allen
Holubar
(Special to

—

Off for the South Seas
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

San

Sunday Opening Up
(Special to

to Voters?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland
As a result of the
House Judiciary Committee, refusing
to hold a public hearing o

posed

Ramey

:

the pro-

which provides for
the closing of theaters on Sunday,
Bill,

Sam Bullock, of the state M. P.
O., declares that his organization
tends carrying their campaign
legalizing
Sunday movies to
voters.

OPENED witha SMASH
GROWING BIGGER
EVERY PERFORMANCE
A SENSATION AT THE LYRIC

is

about ready to start his first picture
under the Metro banner.

lueried.

ii

SENSATIONAL MYSUCCESS

tj

i

;

ITS

those portions of the
Steffes address referring to him. He

Francisco The Narwhal, a
efusing to make concessions when
three-masted bark, has sailed for the
hey were being threatened with
New Caledonia and Solomon Islands
competition continually.
to
secure motion pictures of the
"Isn't is rather inconsistent to ask primitive tribes there.
Capt Charles
favor of a man on the one hand L. Arey is in command.
vith
a
dagger in the other?" he

High production costs were conlemned and a definite hint <nven at

REPEATING

WATCH
THE
WORLDS
GREATEST

SHOW
SWEEP
THE

WHOLE
US.A.

THEATRE,

NEW

YORK,

for three months, this amazing
adventure picture is
duplicating its astounding success by playing to capacity at
every performance at the Forrest
Theatre in Philadelphia.
It has received remarkable
reviews, is getting record-breaking crowds, and in every way is
proving that there's

African

NOTHING LIKE
EARTH!

IT

ON

T.
in-

for
the

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

THE

DAILY
Putting

Over

It

Louis Notes

St.

(Special to

Here
hibitor

how a brother

is

put

show

his

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned up.

ideas.

exover.

Let

know how you

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis Noah Bloomer, owner
of the Gayety, Freeburg, 111., has
opened the New Dreamland, BelleSt.

ville,

111.

W.

Griffith plans to open a
theater at Centralia, 111.,
15th.

G. E.

Engraved Announcement Card Used summer
hor the showing of "Tie Christ- about May
ian" at B. P. Kei as 81st St. N. Y.,

Edward Lewis,

United Artists and Allied Propared engraved ai
ducers have taken quarters in the
tin.form of an lr vitation, mailing Select exchange at 3332 Olive St.
mem to a select list. The cards had
a personal touch and consisted ot
Work will start soon on Freund
lour pages,
three of which were Brothers' $100,000 theater at Gravois
blank, the fourth page bearing an Avenue and Kingshighway St.
announcement of the opening elate,
The Fairy theater has changed
hands for the third time within a
Heavy Snow Fail helps
few weeks. Morris Reichman is the
Freeport,
111.— Walter
Xealand, new owner, having purchased from
local
Goldwynner,
vvlio
recently Sam Horwitz.
stopped ott here on a tour ot
the key cities, used heavy snow fall
D. Drake ai
Phil Cohen
advantage,

to

[Friday, April 13, 192:

manager, prenouncements in

Every Director
And

Every producer; every cameraman.

all

the

to

put-over

The

Christian."
JNealand got 1U0 doubletaced block cards, tacked them on

long pointed sticks, ana stuck them in
tue snow banKs along the main thoroughfares.

James

i

have opened the Temple, Alton, 111.,
as a combination house. Drake manages the Lyric and Avenue, East St.
Louis, for Cohen,

others concerned in production will be tre-

mendously

interested

in

the

forthcoming

DIRECTOR'S ISSUE
which

will be replete

with interesting articles

of definite value and importance to this branch

of the industry.

Among

the special articles will be:

Carthage Free from Reformers

Omaha

Dailies

(Special

Help

Omaha— A.

N. hrudenfeld, director ol publicity for the World Realty
Co.,
used the Omaha newspapers
lor the "Mad Love," snowmg at the

bun

_j^»i

-

1'iudenleld

obtained
lour
large
portraits ot JPola Negri, which occ ipied the upper half of the Daily News
rictorial Link
section, underneath
was pruned an effective business netting caption tieing-up with the piclure.
Other pictures were used in the
same manner in the other Omaha

THE FILM DATLY)

to

—

Carthage,
Mo.
Carthage shook
off the reform element on April 3rd,
defeating all the candidates for the
five aldermanic positions who had the
endorsement of the Christian Council,
composed of the church-blue law
crowd.

Newark

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark,
N. J. Daylight saving
Baltimore- A comprehensive cambecomes effective in Newark on the
paign touching various angles was
last Sunday in April and will run
conducted recently by Lugene Daly
through

—

—

the

ol

New

connection
1-orgot God."
A week belore the opening,, onesheeet teasers wer- posted on 300
boards throughout the city.
They
with

theater,

September.

in

"The Town That

read:
"Where is the town that forgot God:
35 twenty-four sheets
were also used. Invitations were extended to the leading clergymen to
attend the opening night perlormance
and many used the story of the picture as the theme tor their daily

Lenten services.
in the lobby

large streamer,
bearing the name of the picture, was
dropped from the root ot the theater
extending over the front of the house.
Cut-outs were used in the entrance
and on the marquee. The newspaper
advertising began a week prior to the
opening and was increased daily until
Sunday, when a quarter page display
was used.
a

Exhibitors Fight Daylight Saving
(Special to

Milwaukee
against
is

a

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

daylight

strenuous
fight
saving ordinance

being conducted by exhibitors, aidM. P. T. O.

ed by the

—

ure in any section of the state.

Daylight Saving in Bay State
(Special

to

Dream Mind," by Allan

"Unusual Experiences of Directors
ing

Unusual

Robert

J.

Pictures

—including

in

Mak-

those

of

Flaherty in making "Nanook," H.

producing "Hunting Big Game in
Africa," Martin Johnson's "Trailing African

A.

Snow

in

Wild Animals," James Cruze
Covered Wagon,"

in

making "The

etc.

Biographies of important directors; and
other interesting articles.

THE FILM DAILY)

Harrisburg, Pa. A bill has just
been passed in the Senate prohibiting
the passage of daylight saving meas-

Boston

is historical).

"Pictures Appeal to

many

Prohibits Daylight Saving
(Special to

directors

THE FILM DAILY)

Daylight Saving in

Dailies.

mous

saving will start
this state April 29th.

in

by June

Mathis (whose collaborative work with fa-

—Daylight

Albany
again

to

the Creative Mind/'

Dwan.

Daylight Saving April 29
(Special

"Harmony and

THE FILM DAILY)

— Daylight

Every photoplay editor of importance
this

country will receive a copy of this issue,

which should prove an unusually worth while
"buy" to the director.

saving in Massa-

chusetts
this
summer is assured,
since the House has refused further
to consider repeal
of the present

in

Every important ex-

ecutive will read this issue with interest.

statute.

A

tieup with a local deept store resulted in carrying "Town That Forgot God" advertising on 50 delivery
wagons. Special folder heralds were
made, and 11,000 distributed among
residences, hotels and stations, a prologue featuring the big storm in the
picture was also a part of the pro-

League, comprised of local theater
owners, have won their fight against
the measure.
The vote favoring the
repeal was 34,610, while 24,510 were

gram.

against.

Don't forget the date

Daylight Saving Defeated
(Special

to

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Standard

Time

forms

close a

—May

week

6.

Advertising

in advance.

j

THE
Friday, April 13,

"j^U*^

1923

Rowland Lee Better
to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Rowland V. Lee, who

In the Courts
(Special

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

os Angeles
Harry Y. Romayne,
sident
of the
Romayne Super
m Co., who was held on charges

grand larceny and embezzlement,
been exonerated.
The charges
se out of a disagreement among
trustees

Cinema

the

of

Dist.

over the alleged purchase of

rp.,

Romayne, who was
Cinema Distributing.

ilm from
ctor of

a

—

The recent organized
Federation of Projectionists,
been granted a temporary injuncagainst Local 307, M. P. Machine

'hiladelphia
in.

i

to restrain
them from
nspiring with any person to cripor disorganize the Federation.
; Federation is composed of formmembers of Local 307, but is not
erators,

with
of Labor.

iated
i

the.

,os

charge

in

has been laid up with the "flu,"
Catalina Island to recuperate.

of

A.

Epstein,

and

serial

scenarios
at
Universal
has filed suit against Universal
T,
$11,300, which he says is due him
several stories which he wrote
rt-reel

is

at

added

ichment
inst

in

the

has

on the
und that the sum is due him under
agreement by which he was to
10% of what the defendant re'ed from Vitagraph for the film,
irtham alleges that it was sold for
,000, and that the amount due the
intifr was $7,140, but $4,090 is still

He

Faces,"

— At

(Special

to

On
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee
Despite requests of
exhibitors here to lift the order which
keeps 12 year old children out of the
theaters, the restrictions will be kept
on for

P.

T.

<>

will

be held

On

STUDIO FOR RENT

—

Cameraman at Liberty.
Ten years with one Company.

houses.

Own

Litchfield,
(Special to

—

Ass'n.

New Houses

Leases

THE FILM DAILY)

Wants
Seattle

111.

—

The

Ministers'

and several other church

Have

or-

Brown wants

15
least

censors on the Board, with at
seven women.
He also thinks one
man should be a theater owner. The
board is at present composed of nine
members. A bill for this provision
was introduced in the city council
and has been referred to the public
safety committee.
.

ganizations are agitating to close the
theaters on Sundays.

—

Rockford, 111. The Midway has
been taken over by the newly formed
Rockford Theaters Co., of which W.
D. Burford is president.
Centralia, 111.— G. W. E. Griffin
plans to open a new airdome tent
here on or about May 15. It will be
known as the Broadway and have accommodations for 1,500.

—

Chicago C.
United Artists
from London,

S.

finest

Billboard

Harrisburg

monds

has

Latest

Trowbridge,

who

of

recently returned
is
here for the next
three of four weeks getting in touch

references.

of

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Exchange or

Suitable for Film

Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

LOUIS MEYER

ART

with local situations.
(Special to

Debrie

Address Camera
c/o The Film Daily.

State

THE FILM DAILY)

— Mayor

complete

outfit.

Seattle Censors

15

(Special to

Tax Withdrawn

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Representative Edhis bill protax on every square

withdrawn

viding for -a 5%
foot of billboard

advertising.

The

House Ways and Means Committee

now considering a similar measure
presented by Rep. Baldi, which prois

damages, Judge McMichael vides for a 3% tax.
the
action
because the
ntiff
H. J. Schad Re-elected
failed to furnish sufficient
lence to allow the case to go to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ury.
Reading, Pa. At the annual meetoiopp alleged that in March, 1922. ing of stockholders of Carr & Schad,
was obliged to sell his business, Inc., the old executive staff was reKnopp Messenger Service at a elected. H. J. Schad was re-elected
at loss because of certain acts on president, C. H. Schlegel, vice-presipart
of
Fox representatives. dent and Mrs. Robert Nevin. secreopp charges that the manager of tary and treasurer. In addition, the
local Fox office wrote a letter to following were elected to the board
exhibitors telling them not to use of directors: H. D. Kern and W. S.
Messenger Service, and that the Essick.
p.,

M.

Illinois

Carlinville, 111.
The Marvel and
Landale have been consolidated by
Mrs. John Paul. She books for both

two more weeks.

least

at

hearing in the

a

nmon

the

the
at the Sherman, April 18-19.
18th there will he a "gel together"

—

Pleas Court, No. 3 of the
of E. A. Knopp vs. Fox Film

'hiladelphia

THE FILM DAILY)
The annual conventi

to

!hicago

—

asked

for the attach"lt
on the ground that Triwedi,
is
5
at 1600 Broadway, has said
intended to return to Bombay.

'aid.

Universal

—

property

"Veiled

film,

of the

staff

(

—

an
Court

of Harlil C.
wedi,
a
barrister
of
Bombay,
lia,
who came here to dispose of

to

the

Convention April 18-19

(Special

—

obtained

Supreme

the

to

Illinois

dinner.
Kansas M. P. T. O. Moves
Chicago F. B. Swanson is again
It is expected thai national dii
to THE FILM DAILY)
one of the F. B. O. sales staff. He tors of the M. P. T. O. will meet here
Kansas City The state exhibitor will cover No. Illinois.
at the same time to discuss, among
unit has been moved from the Hodether things, the re-financing plan
kinson exchange to the second floor
Morris Reichman is the advanced by the Michigan M. P.
St. Louis
of the Snower Bldg.
new owner of the Fairy. He bought T. O.
it from Sam
Horowitz.
First Nat'l Exchange Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hoopestown, 111. The election to
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— The First Na- be held April 17 will tell whether or
Double equipment, two stages,
tional
exchange has opened new not the town will have Sunday films
two new sets of lights with
offices in the new exchange builJing
Size of
every modern device.
erected by the Comerford AmuseMilwaukee J. H. Silliman, owner
building 80 x 165.
ment Co.
of the Downer, Murray, Miramar and
Aubrey Mittenthal,
Astor, has added the Jackson to his
1400 Broadway
Milwaukee Ban Still
chain.

Cleveland
Sam Lichter, who has
been associated with the Angelia and
Nemo Theaters here, is reported to
Grand and
personal animositv on the part of have leased both the
State at Salem.
:ials of the company.

Wortham

(Special

(Special

er contract, and which were acted and produced.
Epstein conis that payment was delayed, due

llvin

Mid-West Notes
THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee — Sam Miller has been
office.

American Federa-

Angeles — David

nerly

—

DA
DAILY

L.

C.

CADWALLADER

Art Director Eastern Studios
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Current Releases
"Glimpses of the Moon"
"Java Head"

-;,CMTS|^HLMLABS.l
'Z-iU ^esb *9™ Street
:'i '%/akini 7620 -7461

for

nissed

—

libitors

I

Will
to

(Special to

Operator Goes to
Chaplin

THE FILM DAILY)

—Kine

rch IS says in

(Special to

Council

DISTRIBUTORS
LABORATORIES
PRODUCERS

Jail

THE FILM DAILY)
la. — Mayo
W.

Bluffs.

guilty of an attempt to violate the
injunction granted to exhibitors here
and has been sentenced to a three-

vear

term at Fort
developed out

Madison.

CHROMOS TRADING
1207-8

.

fYou can obtain FILMACK
/Production Trailers on

FOOT

TINTING FREEloi

6

J,24 Hour Service
Presentation Trailers

°

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

PRODUCTIONS DND Ai
BEAUTIFUL

[All Features for

Consultations Invited

The

of the alleged
throwing of a "stink" bomb in the
Majestic theater.

trial

Say the Word?

Confidential Service for

Weekly, issue of Padden president of the operators'
colmun of "Long union of Omaha, has been found

There's still another German imi
>r of Chaplin, who quite unblushcalls
himself 'Jolly Bill.' the
•man Chaplin.
His first film is
;d 'The Poisoner.'
There's many
*"
rftrue word * *

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/
BIGGEST

its

>ts:"

W

You Be Ready

Reputable Film Propositions
Financed in Any Amount

then cancelled the service.

A German
-ondon

WHEN MONEY TALKS-

'Phone Chelsea 8284

]«08 S.WABASH AVE
-CHICAGO, ILL.

f

The Three Biggest Hits on Broadway This Week
Are COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS

ENEMIES
of WOMEN

is

BARRYMORE

This

$527 over capacity of

sensational

success of the season.

The GO-GETTER

By Fannie Hurst

Peter B. Kyne
Directed by E. H. Griffith
Scenario by John Lynch

By

Directed by Frank Borzage
Scenario by Frances Marion

Rivoli Sunday to
best Sunday at this

The
house in many weeks.

With Colleen Moore, James Morrison,
Eddie Phillips and George Cooper.

T^HIS is the first
time in history
that

THREE

ductions

of

pro-

one

Opened
$5,136.

Rialto
The best
at

many weeks
With

T.

at this

Sunday
Sunday
house

also.

Lewis, Louis Wolheim, Fred
Santley and Walter Miller.

dominated Broadway.
That's

to
in

Roy Barnes, Seena Owen, William

N orris, Tom

company have

how good

Cosmopolitan Productions are!

S

First

$12,440.

The most

T

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Two

house, with no passes.

and Alma Rubens
Directed by Alan Crosland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

$5,612.

Theatre,

week did

LIONEL

at

tral

Dollar Top.

Ibanez

Opened

playing Cen-

Broadway, at

By Vicente Blasco
with

^OW

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

t^recocmizeh

7Ac BRADSTREET
»/* FILMDOM

3l.

XXIV

Authority
Saturday, April

No. 14

14,

1923

Price 5 Cent*

Paper Film
Developed by

;ing

pany

Set Aside $5,000
Producers to Aid Educators in Studying Pedagogical Film Problem
Plan Re-editing
Five thousand dollars were pledged
by producers and accepted by edu-

Dayton Com-

— Expected to Add Impetus
Use

to

in

the

Home

According to the New York Herthe Dayton Photoproducts Co.
;j,
Dayton, O., has established a $1,0,000 factory for the purpose of

cators yersterday to study the pedagogical film problem.
Prominent -roducers who are members of the Hays organization and
a committe of educators held a meeting- yesterday.
The money was volunteered by the producers so that
active work in this connection could
be launched. The first step will be a
systematic exploration of the vaults
of the large producers in order to
ascertain what existing material can
be utilized for this work.
It is expected that some of this film can be
ustd but a good deal of re-editing
step will be the actual production of

.

anufacturing a film made of paper.
Herald describes the process in
e following manner:
"In the new device the strip of
per is the same width as the ordiiry celluloid film used in movie theers and it can be wound on similar
els.
It is treated by a special pro;ss so that it will receive a photoaphic imprint similar to that on
e ordinary film.
The claim is made
at after a series of pictures has been
inted on one side of the strip the
el can be lurned over and a further
ries printed on the other side.
The
ocess is said to be such that each
cture nearest the light can be projeted through the strip without hefogged by the
re?
picture on the
-

[he

one class-room film along agreed

(Continued on Page 3)

Lcew Goes to Chicago
Marcus Loew leaves for Chicago

her side.
(

Continued

on

Page

2)

today to attend the. 25th anniversary
From
of Adolph Linick's wedding.
there he will go to St. Louis.

Sam Katz Here
Sam

Katz, of Balaban and Katz,
is here en route to the First
.ational
meeting in Atlantic City
licago.
xt

week.

Roach Back on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hal E. Roach has

Peggy Hyland, Gibson Gowland, Lewis Willoughby, Richard Attwood,
Delia Vallia and Fred Leroy Granville
ing Sands," a value of
Advt.

from

New

Brady
William
ctures

A.

this

York.

May Produce

Brady may produce
summer. The plan is

of Pettijohn of

Hays Organiza- Chronicles

tion as Secretary of

Democratic

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

john, general counsel of the Hays
organization, who came from ChiThe pounding of the little
cago.
pill
continued as did the unofficial
discussions.
One result is the mention made of Pettijohn as the new
secretary of the Democratic National

Zukor and Kent Return
Adolph Zukor and Sidney R. Kent
rived in New York on the Maurenia yesterday from a two months'
isiness and pleasure tour of Europe
Committee.
le ship docked at about three o'clock
d a large number of Paramount'
Pettijohn returned from French
and employees
partment
heads
accompanied
by
Lick
yesterday
:re on hand at the pier to welcome
When asked about
e chief executives, while others met Lloyd D. Willis.
e liner earlier in the day at quar- the report, he confirmed that he had
itine.
Both Zukor and Kent declar- played golf, but would not commit
However, he entered no
they had had the time of their himself.
es.

denial.

NAMES.

Flaherty Starts
(Special

to

—

Long Trip

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Robert J. Flaherty was
here yesterday en route to the coast
and Samoa. He was the guest at a
luncheon at which John C. Flinn, of

Famous Players was

toastmaster.

America Co. on Fourth

of

Production

National Committee

French Lick Springs, Ind. Folider consideration, but no definite lowing the
election in Chicago, a
cision has been made.
number of important Democratic
leaders came to French Lick for a
O'Reilly Group Meets
little golf,
and a good deal of talk
Jules Michaels, Charles Hayman, about the political situation.
All told
offi- there were about 60 men here, more
>e Quittner and W. A. Dillon
als of the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
or less prominent in the activities of
ate, met with Charles L. O'Reilly
the Democratic machine.
sterday to discuss exhibitor matIn the party was Charles C. Pettirs.

that contribute to "Shiftequal to that of

Making "Vincennes"

In Politics
Talk

—notables

PERFORMANCE

LUXOR.—

—

rived

lines

with careful observation made of the
will probably be necessary. The next

— Edwin

wood

Holly-

L.

Directing

The Chronicles of
Corp., the producing

America Pictures

company

financi-

J.

Seeks Exhibitor Executive
In an advertising announcement,
D. Williams states he is seeking

America" to
by the "the best exhibitor in
associated with him in Ritz-Carlbe
workYale University Press, is now
ton Pictures, Inc. Williams promises
ing on "Vincennes" the fourth picyear and gives as his
trace 12 releases a
ally

backed

and

supported

ture of the series designed to
days
the
history
since
the

of

Columbus.

Edwin
work on

L.

Hollywood

is

now

at

the picture, the exteriors for
which were constructed on a 35 acre
plot taken over by the company at
HollyWhitestone, Long Island.
wood has made all of the pictures to
"Columbus," in five reels;
date:
(Continued on Page 2)

reason for enlisting the aid of a highcalibred exhibitor the fact that he
needs a man who knows "organization, pictures and exhibitor's problems."

Made Bellamy Luncheon
Pretty little Madge Bellamy,
new Thomas H. Ince star, was

the

the
guest of honor at a luncheon tendered
Miss Bellyesterday at the Astor.
amy is here after having invited GovGoulding Coming East Soon
ernor Smith and Mayor Hylan to at(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tend the Monroe exposition in Los
next July. She will present
Angeles
Goulding
Los Angeles Edmund
this invitation to such executives all
"Broadfor
script
the
completed
has
before returning to
way After Dark" and practically fin- over the country made a brief adHe expects to Hollywood. She
ished "Tiger Rose."
all the newspaper men
leave for the East soon where he may dress thanking

—

make

a series of his

own

pictures.

and

critics for their helpfulness.

—
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In the Courts
The Ritchey

Golfers, Attention!
Yil.

Sign this and forward to any of the committee:
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.

Price 5 Cents

Saturday. April 14. 1923
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New

West
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WID'S FILMS

and

73

71

t

;

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

Outside
States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year: 6
Foreign
months, $5.03; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
of

all communications to THE FILM
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
"Phone: Vandcrbilt 4551-4552 5558.
Y.
N.
Walter R. Greene,
California
Hollvwood,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Address
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—

1603.

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
ash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

—

Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

—

Rue de

— Interna-

Prague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

Quotations
Low

High

do.

112
88# 87?,
"7
... "7-.

pfd.

Goldwyn

...

Sal*
I""

112

1,200

87|

97
6

6

tyi

inn

.

1,400

Not quoted

Griffith
,'s

19

1.9

41)0

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Springfield, O.
incinnati.

Suburban Tl
Capital

$5,000.

15.

ruvnan.

i

Si
Amusement
York County.
Capital
\ttorney, Nath n Burkan.

Alban\

-

161s1

Alba

$666

filet

in

th<

Bartlett

E.
V..

for

the Charle:
Prod, of Gloversville, N

work done.

Supreme

Court

Justice

Erlange

as signed a judgment dismissing th
suit of Thorne Baker, as trustee
ml -ruptcy for the National Dram
organized in
Corp..
Delaware

Mat

Igar

M\

dinner and

lunch,

players,

($10 for

check herewith

including

$5 for non-players.

prizes)

Mv

I

t

make

against

Thomas

Dixoi
win. was
secretary,
treasurer an
round is.
director of the corporation at variou
times between 1915 and 1921 to re
cover moneys alleged to have bee!"j
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
paid improperly by the corporation
to Dixon.
The plaintiff has appealer
"Win" Milligan, The Moving Picture World.
The judgment states that durin
Felix Feist, [os. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
the period stated Dixon received $16
Gallup, Hodkinson Corp.. 465 5th Ave.
G.
914 from the corporation, of whic
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
$11,600 was in salary, and was les
The Film Daily. 71 W. 44th St.
than the value of his services.
got $2,100 as interest on loans, whicj
the court says was proper. The corpc
ration paid him $10,000 in 1920 for
fifth i-terest "A Man of the Peo- u
said to be worth more than the sin
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 11
paid because it is claimed the fill
'Jamestown." in four reels; "The
"The paper is treated so that it will was a financial success.
l',l
in
ilgnms,
four reels and now not tear readily, is not perishable and
Justice Erlanger also says that
"Vincennes" the length of which has is virtually non-inflammable.
The 1918 the corporation paid Dixo
not been determined.
The next of film will not be any more liable to $3,000, which he advanced to discout'
the series will be "The Gateway to sudden combustion, it is said, than a note of Mastercraft Pictures
fc
the West" which will be made here. papers on a man's desk, and will" in sums advanced
to it to settle litig;
The series will have two releases, fact be less liable to this danger since tion with Flora McDonald who
wj
theatrically and non-theatrically.
A it will be tightly wound.
seeking an injunction against a fill
considerable amount of research work
"The manufacturers have been in which the corporation had a ha
has been done to make the costumes working with the utmost
This sum was afterwarc
secrecy on interest.
settings
correct.
ind
historically
this development, but enough infor- repaid to the corporation bv Maste
Dolores Cassinelli apoears as Queen mation has filtered
through into the craft. The corporation paid $12,8^
[sobel in "Columbus" and as I'oca- film
industry to make it plain that between 1918 and 1921 to P. D. Gol
hontas in "Jamestown."
they are seeking to put movies in Jr., for his services as iresident, b'
every home.
They had the reels they were worth it, the court say
Lloyd Starts in July
themselves developed to the required As to a payment of $400 to Clevelai
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
point six months ago.
The company Moffett, the court says it was for
prepared to put out the invention scenario from his book, "The Coi
Los Angeles Frank Lloyd expects
lasl
October, when it was suddenly quest of America," which the defeni
to -tart work on his first picture for
decided to recall the product because ant used in preparing "The Fall
First National in July.
of
an improvement
in
the
pro
a Nation."
The cor- -ration was n
jection
machine,
which
would insolvent when it made the payment
Mayer Plans Two Specials
heapen the cost.
They have since the court found, and Dixon "had
ial
to THE FILM
DAILY)
been striving to attain a projection corrunt or fraudulent dealings wi
Los \ngeles Louis B. Mayer has machine
which could be bought for anyone concerning the property
l"
in 0dU(
of about
$50.
the
corporation,
and violated
two specials, one to be "The Span
"Hitherto high cost and fire risk duties."
of Life," which W. S. Van Dyke will
direct.
The otht r ston and directoi have been the two principal deter
rents to movies in the home.
Most
Want N. Jersey Shut Down
have not been announced.
ni
the fireside projection machines
Five petitions signed by clergynrt
that would throw
pictures
clearly who are members of the New Jers'
Granville Sails Today
have cost more than $100 and us- Society for the Prevention of Crin
Lerov Granville, director of ualb in the neighborhood of $200. and the Promotion of Morals ha."
the films are usually of been presented to Sheriff Madiganji
"Shil
ands," sail- for London
toda
mi In-, next rvro- narrov gauge, 'uniting the library of Jersey City demanding that theahS
It
uxor.
is
understood films available for home circulation in Bayonne, Jersey, West Hobokc
to pictures specially made for that West
.'.,
1,1
Vmerican
ill
the ' >
New York, Union Hill aJ
width."
it.
North Bergen be closed on Sunday! i
films,

THE COMMITTEE:

;

1

W.

Damn.

H

Paper Film

Making "Vincennes"

i

Cloie

U-'

P.-1

for

i.

i.mnenberg. President and Editor;
j. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Husiness ManCron. Advertising Manager.
ager
A.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 191R,
e post office at New York, N. Y., under

Kod.

Litho. Corp. has

judgment

I.

M FOLKS, INC

East.

default

Supreme Court against

Wid's Film and Film Folks,

Cop*

F.

a

Man-

l

—

<

t

—

:

1

hatl

S

Vttorney,

I

R

I

iolding.

—

Albany

Terminal

Auditorium
•

I

Albanj

I

Median

-

"1,000.

I

.:1k.

I

PI
il

Inr.,

.

$50,000

\t

l

I

•

,

.

li

ind.

i

i

ii

i

'

I

Stage

Manhattan.
Attorneys,

Capital

Ditl

i

r

1

&

Moran and Gillstrom Here

el.

Moran
Alb.
hattan.
porators,

Greene.

<r

Enterprises,

Incor
Blyer and B
Attorney. H. S. Hecheimer.
Capital

J.

and

on

M

$5,000.

them

a

J.

,

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State

Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436

"li

'

tol

with
"

tin

stories,
ol

in

so

in

at the

bom

the
release-,

the weel

trom

Gill;

brii

Lardner
numbei

,

,

"Backbone"
tinctivi

,

"The Bushei

,,i

aguers

OFFICE FOR RENTJ

\rvid

coa

print of
the Ring
tlin

h

and

lb

firsl

of
ito

Vpril

ol

Capitol
the
the

l)i<

api

29th.

The "--ii adfa
li
in"
ompanj
has returned
from F-edericksbu
Md..
where exteriors
were
I

l

i

Charles Brabin directing Elinor Glyn's
"Six Days"

Goldwyn
doing
Big Things
is
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Set Aside $5,000
(Continued from Page 1)
It was agreed th t distribution would of necessity have to
enter the discussion at a later date,
but this was not touched upon in any
detail yesterday.
One noint talked
about was the ideal manner of preresults.

PatheNews

sentation: whether the lecture should
be first given in the class-room and
the subject shown in animated form,
whether the film should be shown
first
or the film ^ r oiected and the
subject discussed simultaneously.
The educators who were at the
meeting will attend the luncheon today of the Visual Educational Ass'n
at the Astor.

The First
and

The Best

Every Director
Every producer; every cameraman.

applications

coming

in dailv,

the out-

Would Protect "Labs"
look is that every seat will be reserved
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
at the time that the Prize Bloomer,
The Senate Committee which is being kent as a surprise,
Albany
in
general Laws has favorably re- points the way to the dining hall.
iorted the bill designed to amend the
Among the events calculated to

all

others concerned in production will be tre-

mendously

interested

in

the

forthcoming

DIRECTOR'S ISSUE

400 to Attend A. M. P. A. Dinner

Everything indicates that the A.
M. P. A. "Naked Truth" dinner, to
be given at the Biltmore on April
28, will be the most successful of
the three annual events to date. With
a seating capacity limited to 400 and

And

which

will be replete

with interesting articles

of definite value and importance to this branch

of the industry.

Bill

—

on laboraare that it
pi pass the Senate in a few days,
s it is now in the order of final pasThe amendment was introage.
uced by Senator Levy of New York.
nd provides that all persons or corporations engaged in the business of

the emotions of every one familiar with the industry will be the
hanging of the immortals, the official
installation of Clem Deneker, the laying of a pipe line from 729 7th A^e
tn the incinerator, a welcome to Will
Hays, and satires on well known pictures that have been successful or

iterating a laboratory shall have in
jvery case a lien unon -ositive prints
jnd negative films made, printed, or
eproduced including the distribution
nd exhibition rights therein lawfully
ayment
their nossession until the
sum due from the owner of
vf any
No lien -'-anted shall be
:uch films.
impaired bv the taking of any note
or the money so due for work and
material furnished.

otherwise.

law relative

ien

ories.

The

to

liens

indications

Ej

Los Angeles

— Robert

who

Frazer,

featured bv CosmopoliDesert Healer." has
ecu signed for two years by Louis

now being

s

an
5.

in

"The

Maver.
Praises "Peter"
(Special

London

to

Tom
Tom
port

in

Sect; the field and battle of Poltawa
that is moving without
5 a spectacle
eing overdrawn."

(Special

Atlantic

to

Prevention

Device

THE FILM DAILY)

City

— Successful

new fire prevention
made before the M.

tests

Co.,

Ltd..

of

the

Great Britain,

He

device

historical).

"Unusual Experiences of Directors

of

Women"
week

of

1st

Week
"En-

that

grossed
run
its

$12,440
the
at

Mak-

—

A.

Snow

in

producing "Hunting Big

Game

in

Africa," Martin Johnson's "Trailing African

Yaffa in New Company
Yaffa who operates the
Majestic theater in the Heights has
formed the Heights Theaters Inc.,
with a capitalization of $200,000.

Wild Animals," James Cruze

in

making "The

Harman

Covered Wagon,"

etc.

Wisconsin Exhibitor Dead

of

Lyric, Cincinnati Sold
(Special

to-

THE FTLM DAILY)

—

Cincinnati John Harris, Ike Libson and the Keith interests have jointly purchased the Lyric theater here
for a price placed at $1,000,000.

many

other interesting articles.

Every photoplay editor of importance
this

in

country will receive a copy of this issue,

which should prove an unusually worth while
"buy" to the director.

Every important ex-

ecutive will read this issue with interest.

have

P. Operators'

Jnion,

hutter that covers the film.

in

Unusual Pictures including those of
Robert J. Flaherty in making "Nanook," H.

ing
"Enemies" Does $12,440
Cosmopolitan reports
emies

Dream Mind," by Allan

is

on

arrived

Carolina Meets June 28-29
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and the fire department ofN.
The annual
Lexington,
C.
cials, by William Hafner, owner of
le Liberty and Park theaters, the meeting of the North Carolina M. P.
lventor.
By the mere pressing of a T. O., will be held as usual at
The
utton. which can be installed in any Wrightsville Beach, June 28-29.
This
art of the theater with wires in the unit was organized 10 years.
roiection machine, the blaze is im- year, the South Carolina organization
lediatelv
extinguished by a fire- has been invited and in all likelihood,
pen

is

Dwan.

Davies Here

—

Fire

directors

Davies. of the Western Im-

Waldorf.
Thursday.
at

mous

"Pictures Appeal to

ng on "Peter the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hown at the Scala, said Emil TanEagle River. Wis.
Joe Gorski,
nings, who plays the title role, gives
who operated the Eagle theater, is
ne of the most striking portrayals dead.
His son is now running the
"The scenes," says the house.
ver seen.
eview. "are staged with remarkable

New

Mathis (whose collaborative work with fa-

Biographies of important directors; and

commentGreat" which was

Cinema

''Harmony and the Creative Mind," by June

.

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

the special articles will be:

stir

the first
Central.

Mayer Signs Frazer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Among

—

will accept.

Don't forget the date

forms

close a

—May

week

6.

Advertising

in advance.

THE

•£&*\DAILY

j

litre it horn a brother exhibitor put his

vour ideas.

Kicks Against Long Features

Over

Putting It

show

how you cleaned

Let the other fellow know

up.

Special Movie Edition
Telescope Shows Moon
A co-operative tie Up has been made
Atlanta O. A. Kantner exploiteer.
and H. 1'. Kitigsmore, manager of by Hodkinson with Grossel & Dun-

—

the Howard, enlisted the services of
a tin shop and the local distributor
for Indiana trucks in putting across
a street ballyhoo for "Glimpses of
the Moon." The tinner made a 15 ft.
It
telescope mounted on a tripod.
was then placed on the truck and
sent through the streets of the citv.
Banners tied up the picture and the
telescope.

—

"Omar" Goes

I

publishers for

lap,

Glengarry,"
special

"The Man From

Ralph

by

edition

of

Connor.

A

book

will be
illustrations from

the

published, in which
the
film will he
used.
A special
jacket will also be used on the film
ver. ion.

Grosset

&

Dunlap have arranged

for the printin

which

card

will

Jacobs, manager of the
L.
J.
Strand. Escanaba, Mich., and secreDelft Theaters, Inc., in a
tary oi
says:
FILM
Utter to
"Won't you kindly use the influence of your publication, in such
a way, as to impress upon the producer", the hardships that are being
worked unon the exhibitor, by excess
length of pictures?
"Present day picture lengths are
going to do one of two things; either
compel the exhibitor to one show a
night, or compel him to eliminate fil-

of a special window
be sent out to all

*:# book dealers and jobbers.

lers,

and

this last

mentioned

is

asking

such

questions

as

"Is

—

Paris

Town That Forgot God Coming
soon to The State Theater?" Giving

Serving a Double Purpose

no date and by substituting the names
Shortly before the release date of of other cities in the place of "Paris,"
"Ait You a Failure?" the Al Licht- the teaser became an effective sal sman Corp. stimulate the interest of man. Later, 10, Olid additioi.-' cards
exhibitors by a teaser mailing cam- the opening date.
set
four
paign
a
of
constituting
1

i

special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Minneapolis

— Fox

has filed a suit
against the Twin City Amusement
Estate, operated bv Finkelstein &
Ruben.
asking
$25,000
damages.
Fox alleges that last year the theater
company failed to live up to a contract to play a series of pictures.

postaN sent out separately from the
|iiiHiiiinun^
"Barney" Puts This Over
The teaser- served a
exchanges.
Weil,
Joe
"U" exploiteer, brought
double purposi of selling the picture
Google and Spark Plus* to
to the exhibitor, and at the same time IJanic\
life
when "The Kentucky
nesting to him an effective man- actual
|

the week

Universal
has
purchased
"Tin
Magician," by Somerset Maugham.

Ferdinand Luporini has purchase!
"Big Boy" Williams westerns foi

six

Argentine.

Harry T. Morey has been

signet;

for Distinctive for "The Green Godj
dess," through Charles Walton.

Bebe Raniels, Antonio Moreno am'
"The Exciters" company have re
turned from a five weeks stay ill
Miami.

"Tumbleweed," by Hal G. Evarthas been sold to R. H. MacCray o
Los Angeles, by
Brandt & Kirkp
patrick.

—

Tin-

Flashes

of April 22nd.

Sight-Seeing

Schenectady.

1923

going

hurt the business, as I find mv
patrons do not care to watch nothing
but a feature, and on the other hand,
don't consider it good business.
I
"Many of these seven, eight and
nine thousand foot attractions could
be cut to six. and greatly improved
in so doing."
to

Schenectady- An old street bally- Elaborate Teaser Campaign
McCarthy Goes to Washington
hoo with an ingenious twist was
McCarthy went to
Charles
E.
Dayton J. H. Lichtenstein, manworked recently, during the run of ager of
the State conducted an elabo- Washington yesterday afternoon to
"Omar the Tentmaker" at the Strand. rate teaser campaign in connection arrange for the showing of "The Cov"Omar," or his painted and turhaned
with the recent engagement of "The ered Wagon" before President Hard20th century namesake, toured the
ing, the Cabinet and diplomatic corps
Town That Forgot God."
It
was called
city streets in a car.
tonight.
Four
weeks
prior
to
the
opening,
Sightseeing
Schenectady
"Omar's
This furnished the oppor- Lichtenstein plastered Dayton with
Tour."
Fox Suing F. & R.
tunity for a newspaper storj on sights 7 x 11 cards printed in blue and red
td see in

And

Guts

14,

"Daddy" plays the Strand

DAILY

THE

Send along

over.

Saturday, April

Edward

Small's

office

has

placet

Jack O'Brien in the cast of "Unde
The Red Robe," now in productioi
by Cosmopolitan.

At the regular meetin of the A
M. P. A. yesterday, Horace Judg'
was presented with a folding desl
clock.

Oscar C. Buchheister, who pro:
duced the art titles for "Enemies o
Women," has completed titles to
"The Bright Shawl" and is now en
gaged on titles for "Little Old Nev
York."

.

ner of selling

A Good

it

to his

own

>atrons.

Investment
St.
Louis
Ed Olmstead
Missouri bought inn copies

—

of
of

the

Derby" played

at

the

Belmont

week.
Weil obtained permission from the
King Features Syndicate, which con-

j

|

IN

I

EVERY

WAY

<

trols

the cartoons, to use the team
connection with the racing feature.
photoplay edition of "Bella Donna" A decrepit looking horse was obat 65 cents each and gave them to
tained and also a little man dressed
the Times as a premium for sub
up to look like the sign on the horse's
scriptioti
back
read:
"Barney Google and
The Times printed a /\ page ad Spark
'lug" entered in The Kenannouncing that for r r\ six-month tucky Derby at the Belmont Theater
subscription taken between April 4 today."
and 14. a book would be awarded.
The man led the horse through the
giving big display to the picture, and
neighborhood streets for two days
mentioning the fact that it is the first
preceding the showing.
made l>\ Pola Xegri in America.
This ad ran for ten days prior to the
the

EVERY DAY

last

1

THE FILM DAILY

j

GROWS

in

l

I

ing.

Lost and Found

The New York showin of "Lol
and Found," at the Capitol, was exploited by Eddie Bonns, assisted by
W. K. Ferguson.
long herald, resembling a circus
herald.
printed
on
straw-colored
paper, was used freely as well as a
leather change purse containJl
ing a small "pearl," two keys and two
admission tickets to the showing.
This purse was "lost" in the shopping
distric',
and ads inserted in the
\

Using the Navy
Wilkes Barre, Pa.— Manager Ted
Reilly and Vernon Cray, the Paramount exploiteer, recently arranged
lor

a

]

Subscribe

|

effective tie-up with the
navy recruiting officer for the Savo\
during the showing of "Java Head."

Marine Corps. On one side was yellow Chinese-like lettering urging men
to see the wonders of China by joining the Navy, and to see also, what
"Lost" columns of the dailv news- China was like by paying a visit to
papers asking the finder to return "Java Head."
the pearl and the keys to the manThe other side of the board conager of the theater and to retain the tained stock publicity scenes from
tickets as a reward.
China issued by the Navy D°pt.
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very

Reilly and Gray sold the officer
the idea of tying up with the Chines,
atmosphere of the picture. This got
the A-Boards owned by the Navy and
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.Vitagraph to sell Eastern studio and concentrate in
West. Fofir production units planned and 20isp'ecials for next year.

Tuesday
Al Lichtman, back from Europe, says English exhibitors show signs of awakening to value of exploi-

Gene

go through Hodkinson.

S'tratton Porter series to

First National signs

Frank Lloyd.

Wednesday

Prague

.

•

tation.

California:

W

Central

..'

v
National
to decide at annual meeting whether
exchanges will handle Outside product.
.

St.,

Walter R. Greene, 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative: Irving Mack, 738 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative: Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,, 53a Shaftesl,i.
bury Ave., London,
Hollywood,

'4

New

St.,
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Business Manager: J. A Cron. Advertising Manager
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West 44th
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hirst

Mae Murray

denies she will state right pictures after

completion of Metro contract.

Gus Schlesinger, Warner

Features Reviewed

W.

— Universal

Page

3

Loew's,

Sanford Prod.— State Rights

Page

Inc.,

shows

Page

Rights

J.

urged by notables.

Thursday

6

8

general manager.

No

dency.

John

W.

W.

BUCKING THE BARRIER

C. J. Doolittle

H. Fuller, chief counsel

Fox

Page

Francis M.

John Gilbert

Page

Page

for Federal

breakfast a

Aywon — State

J.

F.

Cubberley's

Educators to meet Hays members to develop plan for
production of pedagogical films.

boom

Al Steffes to head M. P.
Steffes slams Sydney Cohen for break with

T. O.

No hope

Page 18

Rights

starts

for

Page

19

held out for repeal of

to act.

New York

State cen-

new

color pro-

sorship.
P.

Short Reels

field

Friday

13

THE PURPLE DAWN

case.

hit.

Hays, but Cohen says Steffes was party
Chas. R. Seeling Prod

presi-

Trade Com-

Famous Players

Minnesota convention.

at

Northwest

Fox

assumes

out as

plans to develop non-theatrical

12

THE MADNESS OF YOUTH

in

Hugo

"ham and egg"

BAVU

—Universal

Woody

and arrange adequate distribution.

9

Many

Jewel

S.

production planned.

mission, to personally try

Dustin Farnum in

1922 or

Flaherty honor guest at dinner prior to Sanioan trip.
Films of real life without theatricals

Robert

EAST SIDE WEST SIDE

— State

countries.

profits of $1,556,554 for

Selznick Dist. Corp. formed.

Principal Pictures

manager, back.

$406,653 more than 1921.

THE SOUL HARVEST

H. Clifford Prod

many

Reports sale of product for

THE ABYSMAL BRUTE
Jewel

Bros.' foreign

D. Brewster claims perfection of
cess.

Forms

$5,000,00 to develop

it.

Saturday

Cosmopolitan Corp. presents

THE GO-GETTER

Paramount

'Pardoning the bad

Page 20

is

Producers set aside $5,000
pedagogical film situation.

injuring the good."

to

launch inquiries into

— Benjamin Franklin.

Ten Reasons Why You
Should Book This Picture

m

It is an unusual and different picture
with an entirely new kind of a story.
It has everything in it to make it a box
office attraction, a breaker of house records. It will make them laugh and cry
and send them out of the theatre talking.
It is a picture of emotional realism, replete with heart throbs and human in-

terest; full of sensational, thrilling en-

tertainment.

6.

It has more exploitation angles than five
ordinary features that can be put over
with small cost.
It is the kind of a picture that you can
advertise big in the assurance that your
audience will not be disappointed.
The title and the theme furnish a wealth
of opportunity for the right kind of publicity.

From the first crank of the camera this
picture was made with the box office in
mind.

It is

the kind of a picture the

public likes.
8.

9.

^

10,

39Q7

the story.
It is a picture made especially for the
exhibitors of America, a picture they can
make a clean up with.

Above

all it is

A Showman's
ShoM
Picture for Showmen.

RUftACftfc
BAYAMT

has been ably and consistently produced with an all star cast. The photography is soft yet clear and the settings in harmony with the demands of
It

PltlUktt
7*3 7 T-*AV£.

M.Y.

i
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Reginald Denny

in

Jack London Story That Should

"THE ABYSMAL BRUTE"
Jewel

Hobart Henley
Jack London
A. P. Younger
Charles Stumar
Thoroughly enjoyable picture

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

that contains sure-fire entertainment and will
please everyone

STORY

Contains fine audience appeal and has
been splendidly handled; a lot of interesting
detail

to use the scenario to

good advantage and he has done
"The Abysmal Brute"
is completely satisfying to the exclusion of
three more
or less unimportant faults, two of which may be easily
removed. And they are: first, the picture is a little
too long and can still be cut to advantage; second,
Henley has exaggerated some of his otherwise effective detail, such, for instance, as the sequence in which
so almost without exception.

the mountaineer-fighter appears at the

puts the material to
good use and plays to the audience at all times
First rate;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

does excellent work; Mabel Julienne Scott appears to try too obviously to impress; a well

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

of the

—

Reginald Denny an ideal type and

suited cast

home

and amuses her snobbish family by his lack
of table manners
here Henley goes a little to the extreme, but this can also be toned down by cutting;
third, Mabel Julienne Scott does not seem quite equal
to the role of Marion Sangster.
rich girl

DIRECTION

PLAYERS

Big

together by A. P. Younger, who prepared the novel
for the screen.
But it remained for Hobart Henley

— Universal

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Go Very

on the whole
Few, but they are

Good
Society girl breaks

engagement when she learns
fighter, but he wins her back

fiance

is pleasinclined to give the impression that she is
too hard to get the part over.
Insufficient

is

working

is what she lacks most.
This is no handicap for
the picture, however, and to the majority of picture

poise
attractive

Appropriate

CHARACTER OF STORY

While Miss Scott seems very sincere and
ing she

is

a prize-

patrons Miss Scott will probably prove thoroughly
pleasing and satisfying. Then with the splendid performance of Reginald Denny, as the fighter-lover, there
surely enough for the picture to be enjoyable. The
fight scenes are well staged and contain some fine

is

in spite of herself

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,373 feet

"The Leather Pushers" series received, it was a piece of fine judgment for
Universal to select Jack London's novel, "The Abysmal

thrills.

In view of the cordial reception

Brute," as a vehicle for Reginald Denny,

who

is

just

the right type for the role of Pat Glendon and entirely

capable of the part.

The London

novel certainly pro-

and has a far-reaching
audience appeal in that it will prove interesting to the
men folks from the prize-fight angle and to the women
from the standpoint of romance.
And the two ideas have been splendidly blended
vides

first

rate screen material

Henley sustains the interest very well all the way
and intermittent comedy bits are first rate. At the
outset there are some laughs that are great. When the
\ oung
mountaineer's manager plans a fight with a
husky Jewish boy, the latter's little shrimp of a brother
protests (in Yiddish titles) that Jakey musn't fight
with a "ham and egger." The comedy strain here is
going to get laughs and later on some equally effective
pathos may get tears where the fighter-hero returns
home to bury his father.

—

Fine Audience Appeal and Has Plenty of Exploitation Angles
Box

A

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Abysmal Brute" could
it justice because it is not the mere outline
of the theme that makes the picture, it is the wealth
of splendid detail injected by Hobart Henley and the
excellent performance of Reginald Denny that makes
it an Al
entertainment. And it should have a universal appeal because you can make promises for both
your men and women patrons.
Be sure to let your men folks know about the sevslight synopsis of

hardly do

eral fights staged in the picture

and

for their benefit

"The Abysmal Brute" up as a story of the prize
naming Jack London as the author. If you played Reginald Denny in "The Leather Pushers" series,
your folks will surely want to see him in this. For
your women folks promise the romance of a prize
play

ring,

fighter

and a society

feminine
mail

is

clientele

likely to

girl.

will

show

You can

"love"

rest assured

your

Denny, whose "fan"

a big increase after they see

Universal exchanges will supply you with
book of exploitation suggestions.
complete
a very

him

in this.

A BOMBSH
WHO REALLY KN

1

WHEN AN AUTHORSEVEREST OFALL CRITICS, PRAISES
THE PICTURIZED VERSION OFHIS OVN NOVEL,YOU CAN
GAMBLE ON THE BIGNESS OF THAT PRODUCTIONr

CHARLES GNOBBIS
4*

DECLARES THAT IN ITS TRANSITION FROM BOOK TO
SCREEN THE STORY HAS LOST NONE OF ITS CI

MONTE BLUE«MARE
SUPPORTED BY HARRY MYERS, IRENE RICH, FRANK KEENAN,
HISS DUPONTVPAT O'HALLEY, HELEN FERGUSON^ OTHERS.

DIRECTED

%

BY

SIDNEY FRANKLIN
produced BrHARRYRAPr
##
I

ics of

the Screen
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Of The "Miracle Man" Type, Not Dis tinctive And Much Too Long
W. H.

"THE SOUL HARVEST"
Sanford Prod.

— State

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

W. H.
W. H.

Clifford

Not

credited

CAMERAMAN

Clifford

Lynn Darling

WHOLE
picture that

Unoriginal and slow-moving
is

much

too hackneyed

STORY
Crook regeneration theme on the order
of "The Miracle Man;" given a satisfying production

DIRECTION

Average; injects fair suspense
but excess footage makes story drag at times

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Satisfactory

!

An

adequate company with Pat
O'Malley the crook-hero, Cleo Madison, "the"
girl, and others Otto Lederer, Frank Hayes,
Leon Artigue, Peter Howard, Gene Crosby and

Eugene

Gilbert

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

Few
Fair

;

too

CHARACTER OF STORY

much

of

Crook

it

at times

cured of
aphasia and regenerated through healing power
of

is

mountain man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

ments

requisite for a

and some other

ele-

good entertainment, certainly

$1,000,000

When

directors

With "The Soul Harvest" the story itself is far from
It is "The Miracle Man" with a variation but

new.

there

is

make

it

not a sufficiently strong or original twist to

You have

distinctive.

the conventional crook

which there is a band, a master mind at
and the usual hero and heroine crooks
who want to reform. Then comes the healer who
brings about the regeneration of the whole band.
situation in

the head of

it,

Of course there

is

incidental business that includes

a robbery, romantic touch,
quality,

however,

is

and comedy.

conspicuously

This latter
weak and even

Frank Hayes' funny face close-ups hardly serve to
bring laughs. Clifford starts the picture off at a good
speed but
reel
final

it

gradually slackens until after the

fifth

just drags along to the ending with only the
regeneration sequence and the reunion of hero

it

and heroine to be settled and it hasn't been done in a
way to accumulate any particularly effective suspense.

The
6,800 feet

Like the majority of pictures of the present time,
"The Soul Harvest" is much too long and this added
to a story that lacks originality

Sanford production a satisand producers finally get to the place where they realize the handicap of
excess footage, there are going to be a lot better pictures on the market than there are now. At least half
of the pictures put out suffer from over footage and in
most cases it has more to do with spoiling the feature's
chances as entertainment than even a weak story.
this latest

fying attraction.

Rights

SCENARIO BY
AS A

make

doesn't

Clifford Prod.

picture presents a healer

which a

special title

introduces as "Peter the Healer," a character from

who

life

lives in the mountains of California and claims to
have a God-given power to heal. Pat O'Malley is a
first rate hero and others in the cast fulfill require-

ments

easily.

TO LOAN

Against Completed Motion Picture Negatives

RELEASE PRINTS FINANCED
Commercial Traders Cinema Corp., 128 West 52nd

St.,

New York

THE
Sunday, April

IS,

They'll

Have To Be Mighty Fond Of Crook
Box

W.

"<2^

DAILV

1923

It

Of course where they like this type of
and you know a repetition won't annoy them,

isfactorily.

"THE SOUL HARVEST"

— State

To Like

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

H. Clifford Prod.

Sanford Prod.

Stories

picture

you can still afford to play with it.
If you wanted to play the picture up on the theory

Rights

There have been so many crook stories and so many
of them similar to each other that it is hard to say
just what drawing power another will have. If. however, you have not given your folks a crook picture
lately you might get "The Soul Harvest" over sat-

of auto-suggestion, there

is

a possibility of interesting

your folks from that angle. Catchlines will do to let
them know it is a crook regeneration theme. The
title may be a drawing card but it may lead them to
expect a picture entirely different from what it is.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Modern up-to-date
minutes of the film

equipment of the

plant within 30
district.

best.

Electrical

Address Box 300,

care of Film Daily.

iBilMaUttliMi^^
1

3

Film Daily

1

$

1
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1
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1

Binders
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Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Nothing

New

In

Principal Pictures

— State

Rights

Cummings
Hull
Hery
Leighton Osman and
Hope Loring and Louis Duryea
Irving

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Lighton

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

A

Arthur Martinelli
good "class" picture with first

thoroughly good business with the picture and Irving
Cummings has handled the material in a way that
makes the situations fairly absorbing. He establishes
a fine sympathy for the heroine who strives against
temptation and finally wins happiness for herself, and
they'll be delighted with her good luck in securing a
secretaryship at three hundred a month, as well as with
her subsequent romance with her employer. It is all

rate appeal for the right audience; will hardly

very good business of

be favored by a critical clientele
Of a very familiar order with no new
twists to give it distinction; at times quite slow-

for the

STORY

moving

DIRECTION

Average does well enough

for the

;

material and supplies adequate production

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Standard
PLAYERS
Eileen Percy suitable as the "good"
girl; Kenneth Harlan pleasing except when he
demonstrates a case of nerves others Wally
Van, Lucille Hutton, Maxine Elliot Hicks
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Some bad cutting
who vows to

Girl

keep "straight" is rewarded by love of rich
and inherits fortune of girl she befriended

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This

latest

Phincipal

Pictures

About
release

man

6,000 feet

what

is

It

decidedly the uncritical and

is

more

most

its

part, includes

easily

pleased patronage that will accept the offering in the
light of entertainment.
The theme is of the variety

down town trade
where the struggles of the poor girl who tries to keep
"straight" and the weakness of her pal who "gets herthat appeals chiefly to the so-called

broker" is all very interesting.
with
the right audience you can probably do a
But

self a rich

the girl and her efforts.

There is one. sequence that is noticeably slow, however, where the girl becomes secretary to the young
man who writes about psychology and whose servant frequently feeds him milk of magnesia for his
nerves. The reason for these temperamental outbursts
on the part of Kenneth Harlan is not quite apparent
and the motions that Harlan goes through are rather
silly.
Production values are up to standard. Occasionally the cutting is bad, such, for instance, as the

showing the

girl,

an automobile with the succeeding shot showing the
doctor in the home of hero's mother. It may be that
a title has been omitted here.
The theme at best is a familiar one and usually obvious to the extent that you

best just what type of entertainment goes
your particular clientele and you will be the
only judge [or this one.
It
is decidedly a good number for the right house and will do a ver) sati
business if you have the audience Eor it.
ture
will not please everyone so it is a matter of showingwhere it will be favorably received.
it
best with

I

stor)

inasmuch

as

know

pretty well in ad-

Eileen Percy will be

Kenneth Harlan is
Harlan also does good

well liked as the "good" girl and
the right type for the hero role.

work and the

throughout

cast

is

capable and well

suited.

Story
Lory James becomes the secretary of young
hmcan Van Norman while her pal Eunice goes off
with a broker. Duncan is ready to marry Lory when
his mother intervenes and just when there is about to
be a reconciliation, with Duncan cut off from his in:

1

Lory inherits a fortune belonging to a little
white plague victim she had befriended and once more

heritance,

the

wedding is off. How Lory brings about the wedis a good romantic touch.

1

ding

It

Should Be Easy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Non know

The

scene

her sick pal and a doctor entering

Be Sure You Have The Right Crowd For This And Then
Box

kind and the development,
an accumulative interest in

vance what the outcome will be.

might be termed a "class" picture in that it will undoubtedly get over satisfactorily with certain audiences while it will not be very favorably received by
others.

1923

The Story But Has Good Appeal For Right Audience

"EAST SIDE WEST SIDE"

DIRECTOR

15,

i-

essentially one [or a less critical

it

does not contain any especially

crowd

new

or

strong situations.

They have been used

one form
Just whether or
in

numerous times before.
not the theme will do for a family trade is a question.
he situation including the decision of one of the girls
to
ept the apartment on Central Park West which
or another

I

i.

i

her broker friend
titletitle
t'

i

may make

is

to provide

and some of the sub-

unsuitable for such patronage. The
should prove attractive and should also be easy

exploit.

it

presentation of
fruart
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'
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Weak

In Dramatic Situations

Dustin Farnum

And Not Very
the

in

'BUCKING THE BARRIER"

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN

Colin Campbell
George Goodchild
Jack Strumwasser
Lucien Andriot

WHOLE

Fair dramatic feature; situations

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
lack force and conviction

and there are too many

climaxes

STORY
star's

Poorly constructed;
admirers

who

like

him

may

appeal to

in this sort of pic-

ture

DIRECTION

Average; didn't improve upon a
choppy continuity and allows one or two very
bad bits

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Gives his usual performance

SUPPORT

Adequate; includes Arline Pretty,
Leon Barry, Colrin Chase, Haford Hobbs and
Sidney Dalbrook

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable
All right

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
venge upon
against

him

Miner plans

pal's step-brothers

when they

plot

to secure brother's estate willed to

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,566 feet

George Goodchild's story may have been a much
better one than it appears to be in the production proThe scenario evidently
vided by Colin Campbell.
wasn't prepared with care and the direction does not
improve upon it to a very great extent. The development is choppy and there are too many near-climaxes

The

May Do

result

is

an episodic feature with

bound

prove annoying. Just as you expect things to
straighten out nicely and get running smoothly, something occurs to blast your hopes, usually in the way

some improbable twist that the director has not
succeeded in making convincing.
The picture opens with a death-bed scene not the
most pleasant way to begin a story. The locale im-

of

—

mediately switches from the Klondike to England with
the miner-hero turning from his boots and breeches to
evening clothes and society. While this seems a bit
it
does lead to some rather interesting
complications in which hero plans to have revenge

far-fetched,

upon the step brothers of his dead pal who have tried
to kill him in order to secure the estate willed to him
by his pal. This promises to get exciting but the minute the girl appears on the scene, you know, long before the sub-title tells you, that hero will not

have the
heart to carry out his scheme when the brothers have
such a charming sister.
Events following this are improbable and almost entirely lacking in conviction.

the Barrier" you might

are given a series of

many her by force. Next comes a jump back to the
Klondike again with hero trying to forget and the
step-brothers and their sister also in the Klondike with
no satisfactory explanation as to their presence.
The chief fault of the picture is poor construction
and through a not over careful direction the story suffers considerably and loses most of the entertainment
value that it might have. It is possible that it will
appeal to Dustin Farnum's admirers who will be satHis performance is
isfied with what he has to do.
quite satisfactory although the role does not require
Arline Pretty photographs
anything unusual of him.
badlv in this.

Office Analysis for the

first

You

would-be dramatic moments such as the shooting of
hero by the girl when he refuses to carry out his threat

Adequately For Star's Admirers But Don't
Box

With "Bucking

dragging badly after each anti-climax.

a lot of arbitrary business in this that is

to
re-

him

in the telling.

is

to

Fox

AS A

interest

There

Carefully Directed

consider

whether or not the star is a drawing card at your box
office.
If he is you might book this one and satisfy
your folks with it. While it isn't particularly strong
in any way, the star's performance and the typical
hero role he has may be enough to put it over.
However, do not make promises for the strength of

Make Promises

Exhibuoi

Rather use
the star's name and the title with catchlines such as:
"What would you do if you planned revenge upon the
person who attempted to take your life and then found
yourself in love with his sister? It happens in 'Buckthe picture from a dramatic standpoint.

ing the Barrier,' Dustin Farnum's latest

Fox product-

ion at the blank theater."

A

Hal Roach
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SAF E T
Last!"
no need for an
orchestra with " Safety

There

is

Last."

The music won 't

be heard!

Path^ comedy
TRADE

f
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Plenty of Thrills and Meller Action in "Bavu"
"BAVU"
Jewel

— Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

AUTHOR

Earl Carroll

SCENARIO BY
bert G.

Raymond

L. Schrock and Al-

Kenyon

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Allen Davey

WHOLE
theme

At the

start

it

looks like serious

Russian Revolution, but develops into
exciting blood-and-thunder meller
STORY
Melodramatic; has been given good
production
DIRECTION
Gets off to a good strong start;
provides satisfactory atmosphere and plenty of
of

thrills

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory

PLAYERS

Wallace Beery gives

ance in

title role

;

perform-

fine

strong cast includes Estelle

Taylor, Forrest Stanley, Josef Swickard, Sylvia

Breamer, Martha Mattox and others

EXTERIORS

Very good

overthrow of the Czar. The opening scenes showing the meeting of the leaders of the new revolutionary government and the mass meeting of the rabble
in the streets of the city, in the pouring rain, are very
good and lead one to expect a serious and forceful
the

Final shot

usually.

back drop unsatisfactory

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good
Well handled

CHARACTER OF STORY

Commissioner

of

licenses rescues Russian Princess during revo-

lution

drama of the new republic.
With Mischka's visit to Bavu's attic accompanied
by the Princess, however, the picture develops along
melodrama.

the lines of straight
able in this scene
at the

is

the use

entrance to the

while another comes

made

attic,

in,

Particularly noticeof the revolving

door

one character going out

However,

again and again.

and the suspense is parwhich Bavu plunges
a sword into the basket in which Mischka has been
hiding, the audience not being sure whether or not
he is in the basket. The sequence in which Olga is
walled up in the treasure vault is a bit gruesome, particularly the shot showing the dead hand. This whole
sequence and the following ones could be tightened
and the ending could also be cut to good advantage.
Wallace Beery gives a fine characterization as Bavu,
the revolutionist, and has been given an excellent supporting cast.
Forrest Stanley provides a good contrast in type to him
as the lover and both Sylvia
Breamer and Estelle Taylor are seen to good advantage. Martha Mattox also gets over a good bit as the
the thrills are there

all right,

ticularly well held in the bit in

ed from the stage play and makes, in its adaptation to

grasping servant.
Story
Bavu, a greedy revolutionist, incites the people to burn the city.
Princess Markoff is rescued by
Mischka, a former servant, but now commissioner of

the screen, the sort of picture that affords plenty of

licenses,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,968 feet

Universal's latest offering, "Bavu," has been adapt-

excitement and

thrills that will satisfy

those

who

like

entertainment to take this form, and in addition
has been given a splendid cast with many well known
r

names.
!

here

a colorful

is

background

of

Russia right after

:

who

is in

love with her.

out of the country,

it

is

Wishing

to take her

necessary to have the pass-

port sealed with Bavu's ring.

They go

Bavu's attic
and a bitter fight ensues, ending in the death of Olga,
Bavu's sweetheart, and the escape of the lovers. Bavu
follows, but in a race over the snows is drowned.
to

Good Names and Action That Will Please Excitement Lovers
Box
You can
a

safely

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

promise them plenty of

change from the average picture

in

thrills

"Bavu."

and

others are

The

the Russian revolution

all

well

known.

people, but

can follow the same catchline

historically correct.

"Sh-h-h Bavu"

—"Ever-

lastingly Exciting."

The names in the cast will bring them in without
any trouble.
Everyone who saw Wallace Beery in
"Robin Mood" will want to see him in this. Forrest
Stanley was the leading

man

in

"Knighthood." and the

is

you had better

Offering has been given plenty of exploitation and you

The

fact that

it is

a story of

enough to interest plenty of
let them know that it is not

You can also talk about production values which,
on the whole, are very worth while.

W

hile the title

may

not be as strong as you might
ou can attract with it by using the suggestion that a mystery and love story is told.
Th IS
want,

still

j

should help.

THE
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A Good Story And Nicely Produced
John Gilbert

in

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Picturei that promises to be un-

SCENARIO BY
AS A

usual and thoroughly interesting at the outset
but develops into the conventional

STORY

Crook regeneration theme given quite
an elaborate presentation that doesn't disguise
it any
DIRECTION
Builds up first rate suspense but
it is rather spoiled by the climax which contains
no surprise
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
v

LIGHTINGS
STAR

work and screens
one that eventually beand unconvincing

Does

comes

silly

SUPPORT

satisfactory

Billie

is

Dove

the star's leading lady;

others Donald Hatswell, Geo. K. Arthur, Wilton

Taylor, Ruth

Boyd and Julianne Johnston

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Appropriate
Crook, pretending

have power to bring happiness to the
regenerated by his own preaching
to

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

who

see

is

soul, is

4,719 feet

a very sad disillusion in store for those

John Gilbert's

latest picture,

"The Madness

few reels of the picture
promise an altogether original and interesting crook
story and Jerome Storm in his direction has built up
a splendid and mystifying suspense that is greatly
shattered by the denouement reached in the climax.
of Youth," because the first

After so

much

that

is

interesting in the

way

of mysteri-

ous events and twists that distract you from every
solution that

you

figure out, the spectator will certain-

Will Be All Right For

you don't think they'll be annoyed by the way director Storm fools them with this one you can give it
to them but it is disappointing to sit through three
and a half reels of what promises to be a story different
from the others and then to have it turn out to be the
old crook regeneration theme. At any rate the suspense
up to the point of the denouement is first rate and if
too

critical

terribly disappointed.

who wrote

—belongs

to

Joseph Franklin Poland

the scenario.

The story has been rather
the home of a millionaire

elaborately

mounted with

playground for his
good deal in the way
There is a masque ball

as

a

frivolous children contributing a

trimmings

of

for the story.

with the house made
into a snow palace with the usual side entertainments
in the way of dancers and some "wild goings on"
to the extent that the heroine remarks via a sub-title
"The party's getting rough," to which the audience

that has been

done on

a large scale

will readily agree.

For the

three reels the identity of hero John

first

is pretty well concealed and you don't know
what to think whether he is really a crook or
hired by the rich man to reform his ultra-modern son

Gilbert

—

just

To

and daughter through mysticism.
interest

this point the

splendidly sustained but once the regener-

is

commences and Gilbert cannot bring
commit the robbery which took him three

business

himself to

years to plan because "something happened inside of
him," the interest begins to wane and the ending is
quite

flat.

The

star does first rate

work and

to his faked soul-saving theories

until he

succumbs

he makes the role of

Javalie convincing and interesting.

Billie

Dove

is

good

he falls in love with.
Story
A stranger wins his way into the home of
the wealthy Theo. Banning, whom he plans to rob.
By pretending to have a spiritual influence he wins
over Banning and his family but when it is time to
to look at as the girl
:

prevented by an unseen force
and Banning gives him the chance to make good and
start life over again, with his daughter's love for Javarob the safe, Javalie

lie

making

it still

is

easier.

Star's

Admirers

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If

aren't

blame

The Average Audience And

Box

they

—or

ation

Few

CHARACTER OF STORY

credit

Good

:

splendidly but role

of

—

Jerome Storm
George F. Worts
Joseph Franklin Poland
Joseph August

AUTHOR

Disappointing

Is

worn crook regeneration
"The Miracle Man" order. But this much
can be' said for Storm he fooled his audience
thoroughly in the early reels by keeping them ignorant
of the exact nature of the theme.
Or perhaps the
idea

Fox

DIRECTOR

But Ending

he disappointed in the time

ly

"THE MADNESS OF YOUTH"

13

probably they won't be so

Where

the star

is

popular you can appeal to his ad-

mirers with catchlines such as:
years

to

commit

through with
Youth,' John
title

may

pertinent.

it.

a

robbery and

Find the reason

Gilbert's

stand

latest

exploitation

"He planned
then
in

couldn

three
i

-

<

'The Madness of

Fox production." The
but

it

isn't

especially

Hhe BEST SHG
booking

thi

m
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CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
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iVMEN

are

wonder

Film:

Presented by Fred E.Hamlin

Eastman Theatre

Rochester, N. Y.
Tom Moore's Rialto
Washington, D. C.
Southern Enterprises Circuit
Butterfield Theatre Circuit
Michigan
Modern & Beacon Theatres .... Boston, Mass.
Kunsky's Capitol Theatre
Detroit, Mich.
Symphony Theatre
Los Angeles, Calif.
State Theatre
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Adams Theatre
Detroit, Mich.
Aldine Theatre
Philadelphia, Pa.
Strand Theatre
Easton, Pa.
Nulty Theatre
Wichita, Kansas
Beatey's American
San Jose, Calif.

Ogden Theatre

Ogden, Utah

Newburgh, N. Y.
Cohen Opera House
Cohen Rialto Theatre .... Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Baker's Theatre
Steinway Theatre
Marcy Theatre
Majestic Theatre
De Luxe Theatre
Wigwam Theatre
Globe Theatre
Lyceum Theatre
Pickwick Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Regent Theatre
Empire Theatre

Dover, N. J.
Astoria, L.

I.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Columbus, Ohio
Utica, N: Y.
El Paso, Texas
McKeesport, Pa.
Duluth, Minn.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Kansas City,. Mo.
Washington, D. C.
Syracuse, N. Y.
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Drama That

Oriental

Will Be

— State

Rights

DIRECTOR

Charles R. Seeling
Charles R. Seeling

AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Not credited
Vernon Walker

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Drama with

conventional situ-

ations and Oriental atmosphere that
familiar;

theme may be subject

fairly

is

to individual

state censorship

STORY

Deals with dope smugglers and the love
of a Chinese girl for a white man; one or two
sequences need toning down

DIRECTION

good atmosphere and
a trifle too strong on the

Injects

plenty of realism but

is

latter occasionally

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Usually good

PLAYERS

Bessie Love a pleasing

little

Oriental; Bert Sprotte, a sea captain and dope

smuggler, and Edward Peil, a tong leader, both
convincingly brutal; Wm. E. Aldrich takes an
awful beating as the hero; others suitable are

James B. Leong,

J.

Ogden and

P.

Priscilla

Bon-

ner

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Chinese girl saves
she loves from death at hands of dope
peddlers, only to learn he loves another

white

man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

1923

Offices

kind recently so probably "The Purple Dawn" will
not prove as conventional as an outline of the story
might sound. But, on the whole, there is little in
Charles R. Seeling's story that has not been used be-

"THE PURPLE DAWN"
Aywon

Good For Some Box

15,

this

Chas. R. Seeling Prod.

AS A

Sunday, April

DAILY

18

About

5,000 feet

fore.

The

picture has been adequately produced and the

material used to good advantage in most instances.

Seeling has injected plenty of attractive atmosphere

and a good deal of realism wjth his
direction just a

trifle

efforts in the latter

too strenuous.

likely that the picture will

have

to

It is more than
be cut before it
York censorship

approval of the New
it will surely be subject to eliminations
in certain states where they are rigid.
And for the
general benefit of the picture as entertainment there
are certain scenes that should come out before the ofsecures the

board, or

fering

is

if

not

released.

The brutal attack of the sea captain upon the hero,
where he beats him and then horse-whips him is greatly overdone and far too brutal to please the eye or
even to be sincere realism.
Later on the sequence
in the river shack needs toning down.
The stabbing
of the Chinaman and the shots showing the captain's
Chinese accomplice starting to strangle the hero with
a queue are far too gruesome.
The plot is nicely developed and the interest very
well sustained.
Seeling secures a sympathy for the
little Chinese heroine and has used good judgment in
not adding another tragedy in the death of the girl
when she learns that her white lover belongs to another. Instead of drowning herself, as it appears she
will for moment, a title informs you that she will go
back to her promised husband and strive to be a faithful wife.

At one time there was a run on these Oriental
dramas in which pretty young Lotus Blossom, or whatever the Chinese heroine's name happened to be, fell in
love with a white hero, with some obstacle eventually
causing the dainty Oriental maid much sorrow and
blasted romance. There haven't been many pictures of

Say

It

Deals With The Love Of
Box

here are always a goodly number who can be interested with promises of a story with Oriental atmo-

make

a special point of this in

your announcements if you show "The Purple Dawn."
The title can be played up with catchlines and witli
suggestions of an Oriental romance in which a little
Chinese girl saves the life of the white man she loves
only to find that he belongs to a white girl.

Your romance lovers

will

Bert Sprotte, as "Red" Carson, the sea captain.

A Chinese

Girl For

A White Man

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

'I

sphere so you might

Bessie Love is pleasing as the little Chinese girl
and Wm. E. Alrich suitable as the hero. Edward. Peil,
always capable of portraying a villainous Chinese character convincingly, is very good as Wong Chong, the
tong leader who distributes the dope smuggled in by

be satisfied with the pic-

ture.

You might make

sure that some of the gruesome
touches have been toned down if you cater to a family
trade or those who object to such grim realities as

some of those shown. If you think the dope smuggling
angle of the story will get it over, you might play up
that side of it although this will be essentially for those
looking for more sensational pictures. Bessie Love's
name can be used. Others in the cast are not as well

known.

Short Stuff
"When
Type

"Easy Terms"

Necessary"— Range Rider— Pathe

Fighting's

2 reel western

of production

This one of the Range Rider series contains some excellent
and a nicely handled bit of romance which will no
doubt be found satisfying entertainment for audiences which
look favorably on this particular kind of short reel. As is the
case with the majority of this series, "When Fighting's Neces-

Type

— Universal

of production

reel

1

comedy

Neely Edwards and Bert Roach, the two tramp comedians,
good advantage in this one reeler. They
are a good team and should please the average picture-goer

situations

are seen to fairly

sary" has been written and directed by Ford Beebe and Leo
Maloney, with Pauline Curley playing opposite the featured
player.
The drama uses a little unnecessary footage getting
started, but after that moves at a fast clip until the last fade-

with their stuff.
This time they are captured by two escaped convicts and
made to change clothes. Of course the prison guards chase
them but by a trick the tramps get the guards' clothes, surrendering however, when they meet the warden's daughter
who explains that unless the convicts are caught before the

Maloney and Buck Neville are both in love with the little
school teacher from the East. Buck is the head of a gang of
rustlers and after wounding Maloney's brother, a Ranger, take
refuge in a cache. Maloney by a ruse winds them up and heads
them toward the town as a posse, headed by the girl comes 'p.

out.

Pathe Review No. 16

Type
"The Dude"

—Cameo—Educational

of production
1 reel comedy
Where they like "hick" comedies this may get over all right
but Jimmy Adams, the featured player, has been seen recently
to much better advantage, although this may be due to a great
extent to the story. The humor in "The Dude" is chiefly of

Type

the slap-stick variety, and quite

few barnyard animals are
used to get laughs, the stunt of having a hen drop an egg
down a lady's back during a barndance being used again.
Jimmie, a country lad, has gone to the city 'u become a singer
but failing returns to marry the farmer's daughter, Virginia
Vance. Jimmie turns out to be a better dancer than a singer
or farm hand and distinguishes himself at a barndance.
:

Type
It's

latest

St.

John

in

"The Author"— Fox

of production

comedy

2 reel

too bad they couldn't keep up the starting pace of this

Al

John comedy, directed by

St.

certainly gets

off

at

a

fine

clip

John, because

St.

with a big

thrill

in

it

which

the comedian, as an author,

is sitting on the edge of a cliff
waiting for an inspiration for a story, and the cliff gives way
with him. This is followed by a wind storm with the gale
carrying St. John through the tree tops and in all directions

such amusing fashion that it is a pity there wasn't more
The remainder of the two reels consist of a series of
knock-outs with St. John cleaning out a whole kingdom to
save the fair heroine. The comedy has its laughs but there

of production

1

reel

magazine

Exceedingly interesting are the scenes in Pathecolor showing the habitations of the first Americans in New Mexico in
this issue of Pathe Review.
A new trick subject is introduced under the title of "Picture Scraps" which shows bits of
landscape that finally fit together and become a motion picture.

The

folks will

wonder how

done.

it's

terest the ladies particularly

is

the

women

"School Days

Type

A

in

Japan"

A

subject that will in-

manner

have their hair "built," so that
three or four weeks.

may
Al

Nervy Ned

governor arrives, her father will lose his job.
marries the girl and takes his sentence for life.

it

—Fox

in

combed

for

Educational

y2

of production

which Japanese

will stay

reel educational

very definite idea of the progressiveness of the Japanese
be gleaned from this latest Fox Educational picture which

many interesting views
known as the "Yankees of

who have come

includes

of the people

to be

the East" because of their in-

dustry and commercial prowess.
The subject contains numerous scenes showing the educating of the nation's children.
Those of the schools showing the youngsters learning to do
arithmetic both in their own figures and Arabic at the same
time are especially interesting as are those showing the students at work in chemistry laboratories, cooking classes, etc.
The number is thoroughly interesting and a worth while educational entertainment.

in

of

it.

aren't

enough of them.

—Fox

"Algeria"

Type of production
The current edition

Educational
1

reel educational

Fox

educational contains a series of
views of Algeria, an apparently unprogressive place, judging
from the pictures included in this offering. The reel shows

making
There are a
the

of

olive

lot of

of

oil,

the chief industry of the

when they see
is shown crushing the fruit with her
scenes show how the Algerian family eats out of
olive oil

country.

who may take a sudden dislike to
the way it is made, especially where

people

a native

feet.

Other

the one bowl,

how

the shops are conducted on the "open market" plan
in the street, as well as others that should prove interesting

where they
lives."

like

to

know "how

the other half of the world

"The Big Show"— Our Gang Comedies— Pathe
Type of production
2 reel comedy
This latest of the Our Gang Comedies is a sure enough
delightful kid picture that is going to please them young and
old, and then some.
The grown-ups will experience a thrill
at the recollection of the "cutting up" of the gang this time
when Sunshine Sammy and his white pals stage a circus. The
biggest laugh in the two reels is the merry-go-round that the
kids rig up.
They have a cat in a box suspended from one
of the seats with a dog tied to the next one in back.
The idea
is to have Miss Pussy invite Mr. Dog to a chase and thereby
provide the motion for the merry-go-round. This stunt got a
bigger laugh at the Capitol than the funniest thing in the
feature.
The menagerie consisting of domestic animals painted

up

to represent wild ones

tions in the case of a pig

and with certain ready-made

made

altera-

to represent a rhinoceros, etc.,

another good laugh, but there are a lot of them equally as
good. "The Big Show" is one comedy that you want to mark
down on your book right away.
is

THE

3WI

Has ManyGood LaughsWith Quite

AFew More Spoiled By Too Much

"THE GO-GETTER"
Paramount
E. H. Griffith

AUTHOR

Kyne
John Lynch
Harold Wenstrom
Peter B.

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
many

Another

first

rate picture with

amusing situations pretty well smothered

with excess footage
Contains good comedy sequences that
STORY
will
get laughs in between the long dull
stretches

Uses just about three

too

reels

many and thereby spoils considerable that would
have been interesting and amusing

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

T.

Roy Barnes

in a type of role that

he does very well and Seena Owen a fair heroine
though not important; others well cast include
Tom Lewis, Louis Wolheim, Fred Huntly,
Frank Carr William Norris rather miscast
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate
Far too much

CHARACTER OF STORY
makes

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Why,

man

Ex-service

his goal each time in spite of all obstacles

7,771 feet

why, do directors continue to spoil good
ies by making their pictures yards too long? There
doesn't seem to lie any answer to it and they keep
right on doing it.
Peter B. ECyne's "The Go-Getter"
is a thoroughl) amusing and interesting comedy piece
that contains firsl rate .situations and enough laughs
!» satisfy anyone hut E. II. Griffith, while he does
bring out the humor and satisfactoril) registers the
nil

Needs Gutting Badly And Then
Box

amusement

Getter" ami your folks
lure's

good

will

l

'-

m-

'7
the trouble

fe

times

probabl)

in

first

(

"

to

"'

enjoy the pic-

hundred

feet

—

what he

do

it,

the picture

about a hundred per cent.

all

right

but a couple of
along and the

— the ruse of his boss
of —
the chief offender

made

is

something

for

is

The

tance footage.

the

way

to find out
in

long dis-

spectator gets so tired waiting

to actually

happen that even the corkarrived at, fails to go over

is finally

should.

it

There are other equally worth comedy bits that fail
to get the laughs they should merely because it has
taken too long to get to them. The early reels are not
as conspicuously at fault in this direction as the latter

and the humorous business
effort to land a job

is

in

connection with hero's

of the right order, bringing the

Griffith
right, spontaneous sort of comedy stunts.
overcomes his desire for over-footage toward the close
and the climax is first rate, with some fair thrills along
with laughs, bringing the story to an agreeable con-

clusion with the inevitable ending.

Roy Barnes

T.

is

very

much

at

home

in this

kind of

fictional role where no obstacle is too great for him to
overcome, no boss too stern to be won over and no girl
capable of of saying "no" to his "will you?" He has
some mighty interesting ways of doing things especially by way of getting himself a job with a certain concern by first having cards printed and presenting one
to his anticipated employer with the explanation that
In- wanted to be ready in case he was hired.
The same

He shows

trick applies to his proposal to the girl.

wedding announcement and hopes

her the

Seena

cept.

Owen

fills

the

bill

she'll

ac-

as the girl.

A Better Chance Of Pleasing

lh( '>

who don't think the length of the feature
he any draw-back can easily make promises for
and amon gT the things to talk about are the cast, the
Exhibitors

will
lt

'

long dull

\n
,1
litbe avoidill this
could
li

weight

loses

it

—

lost

ing for a blue vase

ro,m
"

the P 1CtUre and

soon

comedy business goes flat for the want of speeding up.
The sequence, for instance, in which hero goes hunt-

rate

"The Go-

bits hut they'll also nol enjoy the

stretches
uiihniii an}
am l-n,,,l,
siretcnes witnout
laughs,

n

at

Footage

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There are good comedy moment-, some
laughs and good

is

feature but in nearly eight reels

Will Stand

It

1923

so completely with a lot of ex-

ess footage that their effect

ing fine fight that

DIRECTION

15,

and forgotten.
In five, or possibly six, reels, "The Go-Getter" could
have been made continuously funny, and a pleasing

i

DIRECTOR

them

laughs, smothers

Cosmopolitan Corp. presents

'"

Sunday, April

DAILY

20

—--

1

t0

would be improved

,1

>

•

few

a

the climax.

thrills

and the airplane-train chase

Use the author's name

in

for the benefit of

•

•

those rlamiltar with his writings and

who

ested

"The Go-Getter."

i

i

to

see a

The theme and
should attract.

picturization of his
title

will be inter-

suggests stunt exploitation that

^terM^tel
^y —
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oAn Unfinished Ad
This ad
are

is

being written by the Exhibitors

making money with Preferred Pictures

RICH MEN'S WIVES— "Wonderful

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS-

produc-

Beautiful in all respects. One we
are proud to highly recommend. Finely
colored art titles -lend quality to perfect
story. Good business two days at 20 and

" Worthy of any exhibitor's notice.

tion.

40 cents."

— Orpheum,

—

Glasgow, Mont.

THORNS AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS

of special. Dramatic but all there. Pleased
our crowd. Work of House Peters, Claire

'This picture stood

—

'

RICH MEN'S WIVES

with a special cast.
"One of the finest pictures we have run for
a year. Satisfied 100 per cent. Everybody

THE HERO—

was great. Did a fine business three
nights.
A good money-maker." —A. J.
Paul, Royal Theatre, Gallon, Ohio.

THE HERO,

weeks."

it

a

Will
live up to all the exploitation you can give
it. Played up story. Newspapers boosted
it as best picture of the year. Only theatre
in Cleveland that had S. R. 0. on Monday
all day. Opposition, 'When Knighthood
Was in Flower' and 'Thirty Days'. Capacity 4,400." -Reade's Hippodrome,
Cleveland, Ohio.

SHADOWS— "One
1922."

of the

real

pictures

—Grand Theatre, Anamosa,

la.

—

"Business better than for
Queen, Dallas.

many

with a special cast.— "This picture did a good week's business and won
the approval of patrons." -David Harding, Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

SHADOWS— Lou Chaney's masterpiece.

Zj6

in the coldest
. '

Mo.

€

up

weather we had known in years. Good
picture from well known book and play
Merrill, Milwaukee.

Windsor and Richard Headrick worthy of
Auditorium, Slater,
special mention."

c$

Far

above the average program picture. Good
enough to stand advance in prices. Can't
go wrong on it. Good price." Strand
Theatre, Lamonte, la.

RICH MEN'S WIVES— "Well deserving title

said

who

THE HERO— "Good business.
for the second

Will hold over

week." -Miller's, Los An-

geles.

POOR MEN'S WIVES— "Business especially
good."— Melba,

Dallas.

LICHTMAN PRODUCTIONS

of
<

'These are

good." -J. A. Emory, Star Theatre, Bar
Harbor, Maine.

ro

Wait

till

you read

their reports

on

"ARE YOU A FAILURE?"
"THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK"

"DAUGHTERS OF THE RICH

V>

Produo-d by
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Distributed by
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COR.PO R
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Meets Tomorrow

For 18 Films

fDeal

First National Group to Hold Sessions in Atlantic City Headquarters at the Ritz

With
Fund

Jznick Negotiating for Series

Outside Producer

—Trust

—

Planned

The annual meeting of First National stockholders takes place at the
Ritz-Carlton, Atlantic City, beginning

understood that the Selznick
Corp. has practically closed a
5 it.
of 18 features.
1 for the production
jese pictures are expected to form
important part of the releasing
gram of that organization.
n i few days, a deal relative to
is

t

tomorrow. A large delegation leaves
in the morning.
Gerald W. Unger, secretary of the
executive committee is going down
today to complete arrangements for

\

'ts

1

Hentzau" and "The Com-

ipert of

\

group.
One of the important
matters to be discussed will be the
various
exchanges
of
the
policy
toward the handling of outside proMany of the branches are
duct.
handling state right releases in addition to the regular First National output, but this policy has been discussed of late with the possibility of
a change being made.

the

Law" will be terminated.
n
have unofficially
officials
znick
ted on several occasions that they
ect to release these two pictures
'fich were shown to First National
United Artists on the coast, and
i

1

which both companies entered
Important foreign buyers have
looking at these two pictures in
few days.
n connection with the new disputing plan, it has been decided to
trust
fund covering the
ate
a
each proenue accruing from
ber's picture so that the finances
'the organization will not become
'<$n

last

(Continued

on

Page

2)

i

Trial in Engineer's Club
The; Federal Trade Commission
has secured one of the conference
rooms at the Engineer's Club, 32
West 40th St.. in which to conduct
'

angled.

;

the trial against

Abrams Returns
Hiram Abrams returned on Satur;iy from a trip through the Middle
f

("est.

Ku Klux

\

Breath-taking situations that carry one
from drawing room to the outposts or civilization and into the Libyan
"Shifting
Hearken brother unto words of careful wisdom!
wastes.
Picture of the Year! LUXOR.— Advt.
Sands" is

STRIKE! STRIKE!! STRIKE!!!

World reported on Saturday

The

j

Seek Reforms
The Lord's Day

THE

in Films?

Ku Klux sympathizers had formthe Cavalier M. P. Co., a $10,000,-

Dinners

'•it
al

!')

Delaware company, to produce
the first to be "A Portrayal

iitures,
><

the Life of

Abraham

Lincoln."

Berlin

For "Chu

JJ

last

—Famous

Wilcox Engages Efa Studio
Fredman Talks of Trade
Doings in England
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

:rbert

The Film Renter and M.
(Special to

P.

"Nanook"
group.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Herbert

t

Betty Blvthe. who is starring
picture will after a brief stay
England, start for Berlin to enact
\i
principal role.
^rlin.

this

j

i

tt is

len
[IT

in

Novak has
Graham Cutts to

reported that Jane

engaged by
his

next picture,

"Woman

in conjunction with "Asia"— a magazine
made
tendered a dinner to Robert J. Flaherty.
Samoan
in
the
and who is en route to Savii— an island

When,

Where he

Who

work

will

a year.

Making

a picture of these

Just as he did of the Esquimaux.
Great gathering. Important literary people. And financial
Like Otto Kahn. Fine atmosphere. Splendid propaganda
folk.
And it worked like magic. Incidentally Robert T.
material.
Kane Of Famous. Proved a great talker. And boosted The
people.

News, London

Wilcox has left
commence production on "Chu
|iin
Chow" at the Efa studios in
London

Made very active week. Lots of them. All
diners.
Started
All more or less interesting.
or less different.

Tuesday.

pictures of this type. To a fare-ye-well.
Hays also spoke. Got great ovation. Usual speech. Uplift
"Attain and maintain the highest standards." You know.
stuff.
to
But he got a great send off. Eugene Zukor there. Wanted
fun.
of
lot
a
have
to
chance
get away from the dais table. Not a
Like Harold Franklin and John Flinn.

Covered Wagon."

oman."
Considerable agitation has occurred
re over the act of Irish Free State
imposing a tax of Id. per foot on
sitives and 5d on negatives going
(Continued on Page 2)

And

FAREWELL TO HORACE

to

one
Next night. Came the farewell to Horace. Not the
who held the bridge. But Judge. Of First National.
To spread the gospel of First National. Or
sailed Saturday.

Who

In dear ole Lunnon. Horace was
So emoteful he couldn't emote,
emotion.
up with
Feist National.

(Continued

on

Page

S)

Players.

in 10 States

Alliance

intends

reform energies on
10 states this year, according to Rev.
H. L. Bowlby. These are to be Illinois, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Indiana, Wisconsin, New York, New
In
'ersey, California and Oregon.
•ome cases, new legislation will be inroduced and in others changes made
•oncentrating

its

n the existing statutes.

And
more

%

Famous

all

pumped

But feiix

Hope For Europe
Both Zukor and Kent Optimistic
Over Foreign Market— See Definite Benefits Far Off
Adolph Zukor and Sydney R. Kent
both agree that there are signs on
the European film horizon that the
future will be more rosy for everybodv concerned.

They feel that the definite, concrete
results to be obtained from the European market are inconsequential at
the moment, but that by a consistent process of building goodwill, the
enterprising American film man will
eventually reap his harvest in that
Kent, particularly, feels that
field
theaters are needed
up-to-date
more
He said on Saturday that
in Europe.
the present rate of exchange in itself

worked hardships because no matwhat the American valuation of
foreign currency is, a French national

ter

or a German national considers the
franc and the mark as his standard
and it is on that basis that he wants
to do business.

;

THE

r ii—ii mmiii ii—
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Meets Tomorrow

For "Chu"
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into the country.
The effect of this
will be that exhibitors in Ireland will
have to pay a largely increased duty
on pictures.
deputation waited

the distribution of Samuel Goldwyn's product will come up at the meeting.
While that deal is understood to be

upon the High Commissioner, and it
is
hoped that the difficulty will be
removed. The unfair part of this tax
is that American pictures coming to
England will have to pay a duty, and
upon going into Ireland another duty
of Id. per foot, which practically
means that hardly any film will be
sent to the Irish Free State.

set,

A

It is also quite likely that
1

no announcement has been made.

The

following are scheduled to
on an early train tomorrow:
Robert Lieber, H. O. Schwalbe,
Richard A. Rowland, E. B. Johnson,

leave

Sam

Spring, C. S.
Katz, A. H. Blank,

Sam
Moe Mark, W.

Pinkerton,

Terriss is making headway
with his picture in E^vpt.
This is
jntitled "Fires of Fate" and features

vVanda Hawley,
Peter Cordova.

Nigel

over March,

Denison Clift has finished "This
Freedom," which will be presented at

Low

Hich

Sale*

Cloit

112
100
112
East. Kod...ll2
8874 87V4 87 H 1,400
F. P.-L
Not quoted
do pfd

Goldwvn

6^

6^

...

Griffith

19

19

v's

6%

200

Not

q-ioted

19

200

Triangle

Not quoted

World

Not quoted

one of the theaters

in the

near future.

Walter Wanger has just returned
from an extensive tour of the Coninent, having visited Paris, Stockholm, Copenhagen and several other
)ig cities.
His law suit with Provincial
Cinematograph Theatres is
expected to be heard in about six

I

—

Dover,

Forrest
Films
Del.
Wilmington.
Capital $100,000.
(Corporation Trust Co. of America.)

Co.,

Albany

— Border

Amusement

Co.,

Capital $150,000.
Incorporators, C. Long, R. J. Krotz and J.
Attorney, E. N. Mills,
T. Gilbert.
Buffalo.
Buffalo.

Albany
hattan.
rators,

— Heights

Man-

Theaters,

IncorpoCapital $200,000.
H. Yaffa, E. N. Friedberger
Attorneys. FeinJ. Brooke.

and J.
berg & Feinberg.

ADVERTISE IYOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
VI

ATS

for [this

"ad"

FREE

your

at

Educational Exchange^
AODEO PEATURE-'A

C$\Ghristie Gpmedy

BOBBY
VERNON

—

and Lucien Andriot returns as chief
cameraman.
The first picture on
which they will work is "In the Palace of the King."
Sees Death for Censors

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hollywood In
News, Carl Miller
ing relative
ation

130

to

the

the
Hollywood
states the follow-

censorship

situ-

:

sq.

Phone installed.
L. H. ALLEN
West 46th St. Bryant 4279

mon*

SINGLE REEL
Iris

J.

PhoneBryant 3377

Film Exchangj

729 -7th

J.

IRir

Ave.

N.I

OFFICE FOR REN'

Robert Rubin, and

Louis B. Mayer.

With Vault Space
Exchange

Suitable for Film

Others Going to Seashore
will be many important film
men in Atlantic City this week.
Aside from the First National stockholders and others who are interested
in the company by virtue of -roducfollowing
are
alliances,
the
scheduled to go to the seashore; Will
H. Hays, James R. Grainger and
probably, J. D. Williams.

NOVELL

JOHN

Trendle, Irving Lesser, W. C. Calloway. H. A. Bandy, R. C. Seery, Earl

W. Hammons,

market for

State

Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St

Phone Bryant 6436

ing

Kansas M. P. T. O. Will Incorporate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wichita Sam Handv aUoinev ^ or
is

preparing

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film

Company

fo

"THE MATIC MUSIC CUE Si ,
(Pat. Applied For)

means more

to you tha
other accessory.
It is the cu
that
insures
a musically
picture presentation.
It

STUDIO FOR RENT
Double equipment, two stag
two new sets of lights wi
every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

Size

I

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

\&Hfiadet&a>

—

(Special to

including use of projection
room, cutting room and vault.

t'..e

—

"TAKE

feet,

during

in the

Finkelstein,
Robert
Fleer, Sol Lesser, Fred Levey, Mike

"Hollywood" on Stage
incorporation papers for the organi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
zation.
They will be presented for
Los Angeles Frank Condon and approval at the convention Anril
Tom Geraghty have written a stage 16-17.
version of "Hollywood," which James
Cruze is now directing for ParaSays U. S. Films Gain Abroad
mount. The stage play will be given
Edward J. Bowes, who returned
here on April 27-28.
last week from a two months' trip
to Europe
reports that
American
Theater War in Dallas
films are gaining in the English and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Continental markets and that AmeriDallas
With Southern Enter- can producers have nothing to fear
prises on one side and independent from productions made abroad.
houses on the other, a war for business is waging between the theaters
Terriss Overworked
of this city.
Mrs. Tom Terriss stated on Saturday that, contrary to newspaper reOld Staff With Flynn
ports, she believed her husband, Tom
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Terriss, was suffering merely from
Los Angeles Emmett J. Flynn overwork and not a severe illness.
has engaged his old technical staff He is now in London, but while in
to aid him in making his Goldwyn Egypt met with adverse weather conpictures.
His brother, Rav Flynn, ditions that placed hardships on the
assumes his post as assistant director, entire company.

YOUR CHOICE

OFFICE FOR RENT
Part of my office, about 500

am

Moe

the state exhibitor unit,

Incorporations

indic<

March.

J.

—

weeks.

This

1922.

amusements

There

Quotations

ts

tax paid and nontax attendan
15,000,000 at various places of a J
ment, and shows that the \\
spent approximately $3,500,00(

and

Barrie,

—Admission

theaters for March reached a
of $288,364.81, an increase of

Gore, John H. Kunsky, Fred Levy,
Mandelbaum,
McGuirk,
E.
"Peg O'My Heart" is going John
day.
strono- at the Palace and has had a Harry Nolan, I. H. Ruben, Charles
and Spyros Skouras, George W.
fine reception from the critics.

Tom

DAIL"!

Angeles

De Wees, Jacob

P.

Gordon,

"Robin Hood" has finished its
the London Pavilion, where it has randini,

achieved success. It will be followed
by "The Christian." This opens to-

Show*

THE FILM

Los

Fabian, N. H.
M. Schenck, E. M. Asher,
Tom Boland, J. B. Clark, Harry
run Crandall, R. D. Craver, Frank Fer-

it

$3,500,000 for L. A.
(Special to

"Sometime

in the future, censorship
vanish, and instead, a classification board will take its place. This
board' will classify films the. same
way all Victrola records are classified

will

and they won't do any censoring
all."

at

Look BetterindWear Lona

Victor Seas from directing Sir Hall Cain'i
"Master of Man"

GokLwjn
Wo~s Big Things]|

londay, April 16, 1923

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
Florence Vidor has
gone to Honolulu for a rest.
(Special to

—

Marshall Neilan has finished "The
Eternal Three" for Goldwyn.

A number
been made
department.

of improvements havi
in the Universal property

Charles Ray is
latest
production,
Miles Standish."

now

cutting

hit

"Courtship

of

Lorimer Johnston completed "The
Cricket on the
Hearth" for Paul
Gerson Prod, of San Francisco.

'pleted

Thomas who

started

"The
work

Silent

on

com-

has

Accuser" has
"Other
Men'9

Money."

$1.65 top

and was hailed by

critics

and public as the most amazall

time.

This is the Picture
THAT PROVED ITSELF AN OVERNIGHT SENSATION
IN

PHILADELPHIA

where it opened with a smash last Monday at the Forrest Theatre and is growing bigger and bigger at
every performance.

Tom

Hal Roach has re-engaged

.

THAT SCORED A RECORD RUN OF THREE SENSATIONAL MONTHS at the Lyric Theatre, New York City, at
ing African adventure picture of

Bessie Love has been signed for
'The Magic Skin" which George
D. Baker will direct.

Richard

This is the Picture

McNamara to direct, alternately with
Bob McGowan, the "Our Gang"
Comedies.

H.

Bernie

Hyman, formerly

as-

sociated with

Universal as assistant
to Irving Thalberg, is now assistant
to Phil Goldstone.
Phil Goldstone has completed "His
Race" which will be released
via state rights.
The cast includes
Pauline
Starke,
Robert
McKim,

Last

This is the Picture
OF WHICH THE PHILADELPHIA NORTH AMERICAN
SAID: "If anything more could be crowded into this picture,
one wonders just what it could possibly be." And the Public
Ledger wrote "Remarkable; something more than splendid."

Noah Beery, Tully Marshall, William
Dick Sutherland, Alec B.
Gladys
Brockwell,
and
Snowy Baker.
Direction was by
'Howard Mitchell and Reeves Eason.
Scott,

'Francis,
!

WALTER

R.

GREENE

Ralph Ince Starts "Leah Kleschna"
Ralph Ince has begun production
on "Leah Kleschna," starring Dorothy Dalton.
for Lee-Bradford

is

trumpeting wild African elephants, charging into the
eye of the camera a ferocious leopard hurl itself at the dauntless
picture hunters; a hundred and one thrills you've never seen before and never will see again.
;

Lee-Bradford will state-right "The
Hooded Mob," produced by George
L. Clarke and directed by John W.
It

WHEREIN YOU WILL SEE THE DEVASTATING STAMPEDE OF

New One

Noble.

This is the Picture

a five-reel feature.

Calvert Returns to Films

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles E. H. Calvert who
was prominent in pictures about five
years ago is returning to films in
"The Silent Partner" for Paramount.
(Special to

—

May Make

OF WHICH CHARLES DANA GIBSON, FAMOUS ARTIST,

Features

Ruth Roland will arrive
York sometime next week.

This is the Picture

in

New

She

understood to be considering a

is

num-

ber of stories for features and in all
likelihood will not appear in serials
any longer.

SAID

"The best motion picture I ever saw" Roy Waldo
Miner, Curator of the American Museum of Natural History,
said "Remarkably fine certain features extraordinary" Eltinge
F. Warner, publisher "Field & Stream"; "Greatest picture that
has ever come out of Africa."
:

:

;

;

;

Paramount Studios Active
The Lasky office announced yesterday that the Paramount studios
are

now

are at
in

at the height of pr< Auction

At present nine companies
work out on the coast, three
Long Island City and one in

activity.

Florida.

This is the Picture

THE

-c&?kDAILY

Monday, April

16,

1923

On Broadway

This

Broadway

—"The

Abysmal

Brute."

Brooklyn Strand— "Safety Last."
Cameo— "Down To The Sea

L

—
—

Ships."

Central "Enemies of Women."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Loew's New York Today "Glimps<

—

of the

Moon."

—

"Crashing Through" and
"The Honeymoon."
Wednesday "Fury."

Tuesday

is

—
—

Thursday "A Noise In Newboro."
Friday "The Town Scandal" and

—

"Has The World Gone Mad?"
"The
Little
Church
Around The Corner."
Sunday "Where The Pavement

—
—

Saturday

the

—
—

Ends."
Lyric "Queen of Sin."
Rialto "Prodigal Daughters."

Rivoli—"Bella Donna."
Strand—"Daddy."
Next Week
Broadway Not yet determined
Brooklyn Strand— "Daddy."

—
—
Cameo "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
—
Capitol "The Famous Mrs. Fair."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
—
Lyric "Queen of Sin."
Rialto— Not yet determined
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— Not yet determined.

LAEMMLE
CARL
presents

H. A. SNOWS

New House for Saenger
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Pine

—

Ark.
The Saenp»r
Co. will build a $100,000

Bluff,

Amusement
theater here.

Lichtman Corp. Changes Name
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The name of the Al Licht-

—

I

Distributing
Corp., of
New
York, has been changed to the Al I
Lichtman Corp.

man

Brooklyn Theater Merger
(Special to

Albany
of

Co.,

Penna.

(Special

to

Amusement

i

Tilyou
Brooklyn,
have

I

Atlantic

and

Brooklyn,

Realty
Co.,
merged.

New

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

of

Bill

Affects

the

h

Operators

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Harrisburg, Pa. John E. Kunkel
has presented a measure before the
Lower House, which provides for the
licensing of operators and the installation of a projection room in the-

WITH GUN % CAMERA

K

UNIVERSAL
PICTUFLE^

\

aters.

Fisher Prod, in Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Fisher Prod., a San
Francisco company, has leased space
at the Hollywood studio, to produce
"Youth Triumphant," in which Mary
Anderson will appear.
Victor Lee
Fisher and Lillian Ducey will co(Special to

—

y

direct.

Brouse Loses His Si~ht
(Special to

Ottawa

2 Years of Adventure Squeezed Into
2 Hours of Thrills
'

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

Brouse, owner of
the Imperial and franchise holder for
Eastern Canada in the Firs' National,
has lost his sight through the bursting of a small blood vessel. He has
been confined to his home in Ottawa
for the past week.

:

I
:
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Dinners
(Continued from Page 1)
T eist

All First National folk. Except the trade
>ress there. All happy. Schwalbe wasn't there to see the money
>eing spent.
So he had a good time in Philadelphia.
did

it

for him.

O'REILLY'S FINE

PARTY

and co-operation were necessary. All through the industry. And
in the end it would come.
Suggested sending Walker a wire
of sympathy.
Everybody cheered. Wire was sent. But bellboy didn't know who was going to pay for it.

TWINKLING STARS

Then came

O'Reilly's induction to office.
At the Ritz.
Thursday. Big party. Except for the folks who came from the
Had a punk table position. Up in the gallery.
rade papers.
\nd walked out on the party. Properly. (If you can't take care
Don't invite them. If you do. Take care of
guests.
:>f your

hem.

This

Rule
may.

is

1.

However,

Of Etiquette and Courtesy.)

Many important folk. Charley O'Reilly, of
that as it
ourse. First. But, as Harry Reichenbach said. So many kindly
a question whether it was Hays'
vords said for Hays.
Incidentally Harry was the best speaker.
linner.
As usual.
'uHed some great stuff. Said he never expected to live long
nough to see anyone named O'Reilly head a New York ex>e

Was

hibitor organization.

Martha Mansfield, Nita

Flock of stars then introduced.

Ann Forrest, Hope Hampton, Allan Dwan. (Granlund
wanted to know how Dwan 'broke' into the party), Betty Blythe,
Claire Windsor, "Roxy" —just how he was figured as a "star"
Naldi,

—

is to be explained
even if he is a star at presentation.
Greatest showman in this country.
Conrad Nagle, Marion
Davies, Monty Love, Texas Guinan and cute little Madge Bellamy. Then came the riot. Mary Carr the mother of the screen.
Mary got more applause than any other star. And she had to
make a speech. Said she couldn't talk because she didn't have
her children with her. Got a great hand. Lew Cody said he
thought superlative advertising wasn't so good
thought all
would be better off without it.
still

—

;

MARCUS AS AN ARBITRATOR

Charley Pettijohn started things. Said he would like to
by name the people who had "four-flushed" during the past
And added it was best to forget some things that have
,-ear.
(Wonder. If by chance. He had in mind Sydney
lappened.
^ohen?) Therf went on to talk of how 115 bills had been pre-

called on Marcus Loew. Who
was all fussed up. And started a big laugh. When he said
somebody (meaning Granny) was "going to get hell tomorrow."

All affecting exhibitors. And how the
Says organization had the situation under control. Added the
lay had gone by when apologizing for the industry was neccesnever smiled a smile.
Paid big tribute to Hays.
;ary.
Jimmy Walker sent a wire saying only the presence of four
loctors at his bed prevented him from attending. Hiram Abrams
sent a long wire of regrets. For his absence. Nary an applaud.
Very awkward moment. Saved by Hays starting his speech.
Complimented O'Reilly. And the TOCC. Insisted confidence

trating.

all

sented in various states.

Who

Then Granny unexpectedly

Praised Hays. Said he hoped he would head the producers organization forever. Then told of being an arbitrator. Between
Laemmle and Selznick. When they had a row over the Broadway Theater. "At the end of five months I had lost the friendship of both of them," he said. That was my first! taste of arbi-

And my

last."

AMONG THOSE PRESENT

all the important local exhibitors
Jules Michaels.
the up state crowd. Including Charley Hayman. And the

Besides

And

:

(Continued on Page 6)

HURRAY! THE LUCKY STRIKE!
We've struck

it

rich!

A picture? Yes, More! A Gold

Mine! And the whole country's goin' wild! Lucky?
Oh, Man! Lucky for every exhibitor booking

EDWIN CAREWE'S STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION
OF DAVID BELASCO'S MASTERPIECE-THE
EPIC OF THE FORTY MINERS!

A 3ir>6t

national Picture
/

>\\\^\Mi/////i,
A

3?

X

*

Girl of the

Golden West

;

Monday, April

DAILY

Dinners

Sennett Signs Bracken
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Mack Sennett has
signed Bertram Bracken to direct.
Mantell in Films
Robert B. Mantell has an important
part in "Under The Red Robe," a
costume picture which Alan Crosland
is directing for Cosmopolitan.

Godley After African Films
George Godley, a big game hunter,
sails on the Mauritania Tuesday, for
Africa, where he expects to shoot
His headbig game hunt pictures.

Mombasa.

quarters will be at

Plan Religious Feature
Catholic M. P. Guild has been
formed, with J. P. Grady as president
and George L. Clarke as vice-presihave a capital of
dent.
It
will

The

and

produce

will

"The

$2,500,000
Lives of the Saints" for distribution
in churches and schools.

(Continued

tax voluntarily remitted.

Pine

Bluff,

comment

Boom in Arkansas
THE FILM DAILY)
Ark.

—A

great deal of

has been aroused as a rebuilding boom on

sult of the theater

run

first

The Saenger organiza-

estate.

A

A E R
Phone Bryant 676^

FRED

Paden was convicted last week for
a stink bomb, the same
thing was repeated at the Liberty. A
designed to punish such acts has
been introduced in the Legislature.

Pramer Makes Bribe Charge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha— A.

R. Pramer, head of the!
P. T. O. of Nebraska and Iowa,
charges that the exhibitor unit was
approached by a man who offered to
kill
the Sunday closing bill for a
sum varying between $2,000 and
Pramer, who would not
$3,000.

M.

;

divulge the individual's name, refused
to consider the offer.

THOUGHTS
EXHIBITORS!

MEYER

Advertising

1540 Broadway

Loeiv Bldg.,

1,000

CRAFTSMEN FILM
Barnes Printing Company
I

N

251 "VEST
19 th STREET

c.

100

LABS. inc.

N^-^TPCIISIS

St.,

New York

Room

West 52nd

Street
City
Telephone Circle 7872

$5.00

729 7th Ave.

811

New York

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

City

JOHN DUER SCOTT
New York

Show Cards 2 colors
Look us up

Bryant 3377

MOTION PICTURE COLORING

106

Compare these prices
Programs 3 colors $4.00

UNIVERSAL PRESS

7620 - 7461

Phone Watkins 1416-17

229 W. 28th

We

Let us do your printing.

print everything for the theatre.

BAER

E.

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors
the

this

little

big ideas that

make

1

bill

DANNY.

LDUI

resultful advertising and public ty
^service at a reasonable cost.

in Council Bluffs

THE FILM DaILY)

throwing

GOLF HUMOR

BIG

to

—

Entering the coming Spring tournament Cheerio Garrett
sends his check. And answering the request for his "average
round" says: "The sky's the limit." Cheerio hasn't yet discov-

WITH

Rialto

Council Bluffs Exhibitors here are
afraid that operators will start trouble,
Despite the fact that M. W.
again.

—

LITTLE ADS
B

(Special

other Broadway impressarios envious.
Anxious to get their orchestras in the Palace.
Understand Hearst will pay
Talking about musicians.
Victor Herbert $75,000 a year for conducting the orchestra at
the Park on the Circle. Beginning in the Fall.
his house

them up?

interests

house here.

the

of them, "The Mystery
Box," the film was preceded by an
actual demonstration with a receiving set on the stage.

made some

Simmons

The Saenger
Simmons

Co. and the
are planning a

When

of
of

showed one

Trouble

tion will lease the house for 20 years
when the property will revert to the

state.

Amusement

judgment.

invention.

the

a whale of a hit. At the Palace. With
Rialto-Rivoli orchestra. Doing his classical jazz.

—

theater
7th

May

Bray Has Radio Series
Bray Prod, has made a series
radio films showing the workings

The "Doctor" was
Incidentally

Shubert

auction on

—

Who

combined

at

111.
commercialAll
Springfield,
ized amusements in Chicago would b(
closed, if a bill now before the Legislature is passed.

the Strand. Carry smelling salts last
gave way under the strain of Harold
nervous individuals.
Lloyd's antics in "Safety Last." That's service.

his

—The

Would Make Chicago "Blue"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

made every usher at
week. To help revive those

ered the difference between golf and stud.
Watch for Garrett's British golf costume on June 6. At
Belleclaire. All new. It's a treat. If he goes round in less than
145 blame it on the clothes.
By the way entries could come in faster. What's holding

throughout the

Milwaukee
will be sold
to satisfy a

PREPAREDNESS
Plunkett's. Who

Of Joe

-...J.LY)

To Auction Milwaukee Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

RIESENFELD'S TRIUMPH

collectors have absolutely no authority to exercise jurisdiction over the
manner in which exhibitors operate
their business, as long as their admission reports are correct and the

to

5)

Was a nice affair at lunch on Friday. The new Tom Ince
star is very pretty and stopped here en route on a tour through
the country to invite the Governors and Mayors of all the cities
and states to visit the Monroe Exposition in Hollywood next
July. She made a sweet little speech and was on her way.
Friday night there were two more parties. But these were
private. But Joe Schenck and Sol and Irving Lesser attended one
and Ben Schulberg and Jack Bachmann the other.
Is a belief.

THE FILM

to

—The

Russell theater, the
only legitimate theater left here has
reverted to pictures.

MADGE BELLAMY'S PARTY

—

Building

(Special

Ottawa

;

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington The Internal Revenue Bureau has ruled that revenue

(Special

Page

Ottawa's Last "Legit" Reverts

Missus. Harry Warner and big brud Abe, Oscar Price, Harry
Goetz, Eddie Saunders, of Metro; Jimmy Grainger, Goldwyn
"Buxy" of Famous Sam Zierler, Isaac E. Chadwick and many
other exchange men and salesmen. It was a great party. Particularly when Granlund started his show in the Crystal Room.

Limits Jurisdiction
(Special to

from

1923

16,

$2 Per

for success.
109
I

W.

Hour by Day

51st St.

Circle 0446

iTHE
?A& brAdstreet

ZfcRECOCNiZEB

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIV

ol.

Tuesday, April

No. 17

Price 5 Cent*

1923

17,

May

"Bad Man"

Blinn In
dwin Carewe

Direct

Will

First National

—Director

Plant

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Edwin

It

Carewe has

selected to direct
"The Bad
|'an" for First National.
Holbrook
finn will be starred in it.
This will be one of the important
atures
on First National's fall
hedule.
;en

,

n

due

is

print of

Atlantic City.

Soon

Start "Zaza"

Swanson

ie

due here from

coast about the 24th to start

"Zaza."

|i

is

,)ly

Allan

Dwan

will

Rhinock are

The

studio

at

and

work

made

"Little
in

Old

New York"

were

it.

prob-

direct.

Grey Due Monday
Albert L. Grey of the Griffith organization is due back from Eifonc

Hughes Due Today
Rupert Hughes is due in New
'ork today from the coast.
"Souls
»r Sale" did the biggest second Sun;ay

is

Westchester, Forrest and Jackson Aves. in the Bronx.
Parts of
''Knighthood," "Enemies of Women"
is

Glorf'a

Bronx
August

Gets
in

Shuberts and Joseph L.
interested with Jackson.

;sembled First National stockholders
,

Corp.

the studio for some time, but in August the lease expires. At that time
Jackson, of which W. H. Weissager
is
president, expects to operate the
plant and make from six to ten pictures a year.
It is reported that the

in New York today
"The Girl of the GoldWest" which will be shown to the

Carewe
ith a

P.

From Hearst

Reports Link Shuberts
understood that the Jackson
M. P. Studio Co. is planning to enter
production in the fall upon the expiration of the studio lease held by
William Randolph Hearst.
Cosmopolitan Prod, have occupied

Belasco Play Here
(Special to

M.

Jackson

for

It

Brings

Produce

business

in

the

history

on Monday.

the

of

,'apitol.

Here's

how

they treated

MARY OF THE MOVIES

—

when

she arrived

Pettijohn on Trip
Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays
office left last night for a short trip.
Upon his return he plans a longer

Buys "Modern Marriage" in Hollywood to start her film career but before she got through she
one to the coast.
Don't miss them in this great
Rudolph Berger, local American had 40 BIG STARS working for her!
Box
Office
Smash.
Advt.
Releasing manager, has closed a deal
Montagne With 1st Nat'l
fith the A. B. C. for "Modern Mar(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
age," the Bushman-Bayne feature.
Today
O'Reilly Takes Office
Godsol Going Abroad
Los Angeles Earl J. Hudson has
;'he play date is set for May.
Charles L. O'Reilly as umes the
When F. J. Godsol returns from
uned Edward J. Montagne, scenario
his trip to the Goldwyn studio, he presidency of the T. O C. C. at to- writer, to do a series of adaptations

A. B. C.

—

—

Two

Conventions Open

THE FILM DAILY)
Kan.—The Kansas M.

will

i

go

day's meeting.

to Europe.

of books

(Special to

The

Wichita,
P.
O. met in convention h re yesteray.
It will be continued today.

No Change

United Artists
The annual meeting of United Ar-

'.

tists
!

was held yesterday.

Pittsburgh—The M. P. T. O. of no change made

Vestern Pennsylvania
Irday at the Forbes

met here yes- or
Hotel.

Belasco on Coast in June

at

in

line-up of officers.

the

There was
directorate

(Special to

The

Swamp

Angel."

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles David Belasco will
in Los Angeles about June
first, accompanied by Lenore Ulric.

arrive

and plays for First National.
assignment will be "The

first

Cohen Off on Trip
Sydney S. Cohen and the board
kft
of directors of the M. P. T. O
Western
attend the
last night to
Pennsylvania M. P. T. O. meetL.

Costil of Gaumont En Route
Vignola Homeward Bound
From there, they will <*o to Chicago
)tnorrow.
Sydney Cohen is exreports from Paris state that
Cable
Robert G. Vignola is due in New
where
a meeting will be held on Friacted today.
York on April 27th on the Aquitania. E. Costil, of the Societe des day. One of the subjects to be dissailed
This will round out his world tour Etablissemente Gaumont, has
will be the Michigan financing
the cussed
La Marr in "Eternal City"
which started several months ago. on the Paris and is due here on
plan.
Costil will remain here for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vignola will make his headquarters 21st.
some time.
Los Angeles Barbara La Marr at the N. Y. Athletic Club.
Graham Here for "Expo"
fill
appear in "The Eternal City,"
Graham, advertising manGarrett
eorge Fitzmaurice's first picture unHearst Forms Theater Unit
Standard Film Laborathe
ot
ager
To Star Dinky Dean
er his arrangement with Sam Gold(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
here
arrived
Hollywood,
of
tories
DAILY)
(Special
to
THE
FILM
yn.
Miss La Marr will sail with
Cosmopolitan Play- yesterday in his capacity of special
The
Albany
ie company for Rome on June 1.
Los Angeles Z. A. Stegmuller
house of New York has been char- commissioner for the American Hisrthur H. Sawyer, who has a per- and Lew Lipton will head a comnany
tered here with a capital of $10,000. torical Revue and M. P. Exposition.
bnal contract with Miss La Marr, to star Dinky Dean, the youngster,
Nathan Burkan is the attorney.
He was part of a large delegation
enies she has signed a contract with who plays a prominent role in "The
Ruth Roland was
the coast.
from
Universal.
Pilgrim" in a series of five-reelers.
bearing invitations
party,
the
in
also
It is understood the above comClarence Badger will
direct
the The first will be a costume picture.
and governors.
various mayors
rst Potash and Perlmutter story for Hope Loring and Louis Leighton will pany was formed on b-half of Wil- to
cities not included in
cover
will
She
the
operate
to
oldwyn.
It will be made in New do the continuity, and Albert Austin liam Randolph Hearst
Madge Bellamy's itinerary.
theater.
ork.
.

leetings will

be continued today and

—

—

—

1

•

will direct.

Park
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In the Courts
Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court by William Matthews against

Whaling Film

the
Tuesday, April 17. 1923

lil.XXIVNi.17

Pric e 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc.,

Published Daily at 71-73

New

York, N. Y., bv

West 44th

Corp.,

for

$9,900

alleged to be due for legal services,

and

application

for

an

attachment

St.,

was asked because the defendant is
a Massachusetts corporation.
MatFILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenherg, President and Editor; thews said that after the Motion PicManBusiness
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
ture Commission of New York had
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, refused to grant a license to "Down
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
to the Sea in Ships" unless the dethe act of March 3, 1879.
fendant eliminated some of the scenes
Outside
United
States.
Terms (Postage free)
he was engaged to ask a rehearing
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign on the ground that the picture
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
had
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM cost $200,000 and an offer of $500,000,
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New Y..rk, had been received for it, and its value
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. would depened on the reception it
Greene,
Hollywood,

California

WID'S FILMS

— Walter

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

and

R.
'Phone, Hollywood

received in New York. The plaintiff
says he induced the commission to
reverse its ruling, and because of the
importance of that action, he believes
the services were worth what he
charges.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

man.
The Film Renter, 53a
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

—

Rue de

— Interna-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale
vakia),

Back From French Lick
Joe Schnitzer and Nat Rothstein of
F. B. O. returned from French Lick

(Czecho-Slo-

yesterday.

Quotations
East. Kod..
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd

Goldwyn

Hitb

Low

Clsic

112/2

IUH

HW

88/

88

•Triangle

.

with Goldwyn.
after

Not quoted

6/

...

...

600
900

88

6/

Griffith

Loew's

Cody Signs With Goldwyn
Lew Cody has signed a contract

Salw

19
.35

185/6

35

6/
Not

200
q-'oi ed

185^
35

2,200
1,000

Players terminates.

Mildred Harris Here
Mildred Harris is here from the
coast to appear in Daniel Carson
Goodman's next picture which Ken-

Not quoted

World
Cents

his

becomes effective
arrangement with Famous
It

Webb

neth

will

direct.

Cohen Handling "Tut" Film
Max Cohen is handling a five reeler

Beth Brown with Chester
Mystery of Kint> TutBeth
Brown, former editor of the
Hr is
ahnkamen's
Eighth Wife."
Chester productions is in New York
having a song written for it.
from Los Angeles. She will make a
series of scenics and comedies.
Close Foreign Sale
called

''The

have sold "It Might
You," for Austria, Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia through
Bernard Smith, of the Standard Film
Agency, of London.

Weiss

Happen

Bros,

N. Y. First National Meets

to

SPICE

State force of First
held a sales meetino- on
Sunday, followed by a banquet at the
Astor in the evening.
Sol Lesser
and Irving Lesser were present.

With Vault Space
Exchange or

Suitable for Film

Right Distributor
Room 901—130 W. 46th St.
Phone Bryant 6436
State

Size of

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

Rivoli

T1>e

fire'

picture was called 'The Gavotte'

and show,,! a man and woman dancing
to
old-time music.
The sound, which synchronized with the movements of the dancers
was somewhat scratchy, and it seemed surprising that, while one could hear
the instruments being played for the dancers, one
could nol hear the slightest sound of a footfall
Hence it seemed as if the dancers were
performing in rubber shoes.
One also ex
pected to hear the swish of the silken skirts
of the woman, but all that issued
form were
the strains of musical instruments.

OFFICE FOR RENT

every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

at

"Phonofilm," Dr. Lee de Forest's
invention which synchronizes music
and motion pictures, is at the Rivoli
this week.
The Times, in commenting on it stated yesterday:
"

STUDIO FOR RENT

—Exhibitors— Fans

Critics

ALL AGREE

"10 ST IN

A

BIG CITY

*§

Starring

JOHN LOWELL
and a splendid supporting cast
From Play by
Film Version by
N. S. Woods
L. Case Russell
Directed by Geo. Irving

An Arrow—Blazed

Trail Production

The New York

OF THE PROGRAM"

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with

PICTURE!

>*

National

"Phonofilm"

"THE

SOME

"In another picture, called 'The Serenade.'
were four musicians playing on wind
oncussion and string instruments.
Dr de
Forest docs prove that he can reproduce
sound, just as good as that from an oldtime phonograph, and it is impressive because
it
keeps time with what the musicians are
obviously doing in the picture.
Possibly the
most interesting feature in this respect of the
evening was an Egyptian dancer, the tones
from the phonofilm keeping perfect time with
the graceful movements of the dancing girl
on the screen."
there

i

Four Leading

Critics

Wired:

"ALTOGETHER MIGHTY FINE"
and

all

signed the telegram!

A SURE SUCCESS
EVEN GREATER THAN
HERE'S

LOWELL'S "TEN NIGHTS'
Write— Phone—Call—Wire

Arrow Film Corporation
220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

i

I

THE
Sunday, April

IS,

1923

Reginald Denny

in

Jack London Story That Should

"THE ABYSMAL BRUTE"
Jewel

Hobart Henley

AUTHOR

Jack London
SCENARIO BY
A. P. Younger
Charles Stumar
AS A
Thoroughly" enjoyable picture
that contains sure-fire entertainment and will
please everyone
STORY
Contains fine audience appeal and has
been splendidly handled; a lot of interesting

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

detail

DIRECTION

First rate;

good use and plays

puts the material to

to the audience at all times

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Reginald Denny an ideal type and
does excellent work; Mabel Julienne Scott appears to try too obviously to impress; a well
suited cast

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

on the whole
Few, but they are attractive

CHARACTER OF STORY

Appropriate

Good
Society girl breaks

engagement when she learns
fighter, but he wins her back

fiance

is

a prize-

in spite of herself

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Big

together by A. P. Younger, who prepared the novel
for the screen.
But it remained for Hobart Henley

— Universal

DIRECTOR

Go Very

7,373 feet

to use the scenario to

good advantage and he has done

so almost without exception.

"The Abysmal Brute"
completely satisfying to the exclusion of three more
or less unimportant faults, two of which may be easily
removed. And they are: first, the picture is a little
is

too long and can

be cut to advantage; second,
Henley has exaggerated some of his otherwise effective detail, such, for instance, as the sequence in which
the mountaineer-fighter appears at the home of the
rich girl and amuses her snobbish family by his lack
of table manners here Henley goes a little to the extreme, but this can also be toned down by cutting;
still

—

Mabel Julienne Scott does not seem quite equal
Marion Sangster.

third,

to the role of

While Miss Scott seems very sincere and
ing she

is

is

pleas-

inclined to give the impression that she

is

.working too hard to get the part over. Insufficient
poise is what she lacks most. This is no handicap for
the picture, however, and to the majority of picture
patrons Miss Scott will probably prove thoroughly
pleasing and satisfying. Then with the splendid performance of Reginald Denny, as the fighter-lover, there
is surely enough for the picture to be enjoyable.
The
fight scenes are well staged and contain some fine
thrills.

"The Leather Pushers" series received, it was a piece of fine judgment for
Universal to select Jack London's novel, "The Abysmal
Brute," as a vehicle for Regjnald Denny, who is just
the right type for the role of Pat Glendon and entirely
capable of the part. The London novel certainly proIn view of the cordial reception

and has a far-reaching
audience appeal in that it will prove interesting to the
men folks from the prize-fight angle and to the women
from the standpoint of romance.
And the two ideas have been splendidly blended
vides

first

rate screen material

Henley sustains the. interest very well all the way
and intermittent comedy bits are first rate. At the
outset there are some laughs that are great. When the
young mountaineer's manager plans a fight with a
husky Jewish boy, the latter's little shrimp of a brother
protests (in Yiddish titles) that Jakey musn't fight
with a "ham and egger." The comedy strain here is
going to get laughs and later on some equally effective
pathos may get tears where the fighter-hero returns
home to bury his father.

—

Fine Audience Appeal and Has Plenty of Exploitation Angles
Box

A

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

synopsis of "The Abysmal Brute" could
hardly do it justice because it is not the mere outline
of the theme that makes the picture, it is the wealth
slight

by Hobart Henley and the
excellent performance of Reginald Denny that makes
entertainment. And it should have a uni
it an A I
versal appeal because you can make promises for both
your men and women patrons.
Be sure to let your men folks know about the several fights staged in the picture and for their benefit

of splendid detail injected

"The Abysmal Brute". up as a story of the prize
ring, naming Jack London as the author. If you played Reginald Denny in "The Leather Pushers" series?
your folks will surely want to see him in this. For^
your women folks promise the romance of a prize
play

,

fighter

and a society

feminine
mail

him

is

clientele

likely to

in this.

a very

'

girl.

will

show

You can

rest assured

your

"love" Denny, whose "fan
a big increase after they see
t

Universal exchanges will supply you with

complete book of exploitation suggestions.
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Coast Brevities

—

Film Daily,

Hope Loring and
Hollywood
Louis Lighton will write continuities
for B. P. Fineman.

Tom Mix

is

New York

will

Wind"

"Alias the Night

Man

"The Meanest
in its fourth week

appear
for Fox.

in the

RESULTS!

:

now workirg on "The

Russell

City.

Gentlemen
Herewith enclosed please find
check for one year's subscrip-

Journey of Death."

William

in

tion.

It is needless to

your

Daily

say that

absolutely

is

in-

dispensable.

Yours very truly,
Kraus Manufacturing Co.
By: M. A. Kraus.

World"

of production at

MAX COHEN

United.

Brown

Faire's contract to
appear in Richard Walton Tully features, is for five years.

Virginia

Frank
scenario

Dazcy,

E.

has

editor,

New York

and

will

arrived
start

—

as associate editor of Uni-

from versal scenario department.

work imIn

mediately at the Studio.
(Special

"Merry Go Round" h*as been cut to
ten reels, the length in wl.ich it will
be shown to the publh. It will be
released this fall as a Jewel.

New

to

be "The Printer's Devil."
R. GREENE.

WALTER

Quarters

—

Celebrated Players
Milwaukee
have moved into new quarters at 713
Wells St.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The Screen Writers
Revue, slated for the 27th and 28th
at the Philharmonic Auditorium, intends staging "Hollywood," which
James Cruze is now doing in pictures.
Charles Ray, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Clara
Kimball
Logan,
Jacqueline
Young, Virginia Brown Faire, Lois
Wilson, Priscilla Dean and Mrs.
Bryant Washburn have already been
given roles.

E.,

—U.

H. Robinson

(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles San Francisco interests are backing Victor B. Fisher,
who recently formed Fisher Prod.

'

is

of the quandry I'm in.

the latest addition to the sales force
of the local Assoc. Exhibitors' office.

You sold me the space
Buys Seastrom Picture
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis Elliott Film has purchased "A Man There Was," starring
Victor Seastrom for the Dakotas and
Minnesota.

Mae Busch Selected
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Mae Busch is to have
(Special to

one of the three leading roles in "The
Master of Man," which Victor Seastrom will direct.

Wins Prize
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit The local exchange of F.
B. O. has won first place in the AnDetroit 'Change

'Frisco Capitol Behind Fisher

It s all your fault and

you've got to help me get out

Des Moines
THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines

Coast Writers Plan Big Revue
(Special to

Advertising Manager,
The Film Daily

THE FILM DAILY)

Robinson With A.

Wesley Barry has returned to the
coast after six months of personal
His next picture will
appearances.

LONG ACRE BUILDING
NEW YORK CITY

Furthmann With "U"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charles Furthmann

new has signed

Warners'

Tuesday, April

Indispensable

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

is

3&>l

—

Drive which ended April
Art Elliot is manager of the office.

niversary
1.

I

used in your paper on the
feature production, THE MYSTERY
OF KING TUT-ANKH-AMEN S EIGHTH
•

WIFE.

Since the introduction of
the 'AD'

I

have been swamped

with calls, telephones,

Aaron L.

Jaffe, a manufacturer, is
president; S. L. Blake, at one time
with the Anglo-California Trust Co.,
secretary,
and Victor B. Fisher
treasurer.
The latter was formerly

Monster Set Buili
THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles Tlie
"Ashes
of
Vengeance" company is now at work
(Special to

telegrams and letters from

—

Associated Photoplays.
Work on the big ballroom set at the United
is to be begun at once on "Youth
plant.
It is one of the lar^
interiTriumphant."
Negotiations
are ors ever constructed.
under way for a child star.

with

distributing organizations and

'

Kunsky Lease Expires Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Rob Theater of $6,000
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

—

down town.
The Madison and Adams

front will be made over with the inbe terior completely renovated, fitted
completely redecorated and remod- with new carpets, a new stage
and
eled during the summer.
the installation of approximately 100
additional seats. Rest rooms, offices
Weiss Bros, will shortly take over and the lobby will be rearranged
with
larger quarters in the Loew Bldg.
new marble floors.
will

Both mean quick money

Kansas City

Robbers entered the
Detroit—John H. Kunsky's lease office of the Main Street theater, and
on the Linwood-La Salle theater ex- overpowered the cashier with drawn
pires Aug. 1, and will not be renewed. revolvers.
The safe was looted of
His lease on the Liberty also expires about $6,000 in money.
soon, some time around May 1, although the house has already been
Grauman Plans Alterations
taken over. This gives Kunsky the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Alhambra, De Luxe and Strand in
Los Angeles Sid Grauman plans
the neighborhood sections, and the to remodel the Rialto
at a cost of
Adams, Madison, Capitol and Colum- more than $35,000. The walls on the

bia

state right exchanges.

What' 11 I do?

Sincerely,

Signed MAX COHEN

17,

1923

mTuesday,

THE
Ap ril

17,

DAILY
<5l*£lL«££

1923
j

•

Here

how a

is

vour ideas.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

(Special

to

campaign for the
showing at the CapThe campaign was started by
itol.
posting the subways and elevaed stations with three-sheet teasers two
weeks in advance of the opening. The
?"
cards read: "Is Your Soul For Sale
Later one and three sheet pictorials
extensive teaser
"Souls for Sale"

were substituted giving the name of
the theater

and the

date.

&

A
who

Co.,
tie-up with A. L. Burt
published a special edition of the

book, resulted in 32 window displays
in book stores and in Liggett drug
stores.

Arrangements

have

been

the publishers to use this
tie-up in all the large cities through-

made with

Seattle
vertising

Used

for This

"The

— Increased

newspaper adand a thorough exploitation

campaign put over "The Christian"
The newspaper campaign was started a week in advance,

at the Strand.

a

total

of over 800 inches

space

of

being used.

Farnum's new picture

Pacific Coast Biscuit Co. distributed 14,000 Mae Busch kisses on
the streets the day the picture opened.
Dealers put in window displays.
Three book windows were used, the
Wilson store and the two Frederick

Nelson

May

Gun

Fighters,"
as leading lady.

book shops.

The

first

'with

OFFICE FOR RENT
my office, about 500

Part of

feet, including
r oom, cutting

Phone

The

&

—

important roles in "The "'-"nc Skin."
Miss Love has just completed work
in "The Eternal Three."

Send along

William
Several Stunts

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
Bessie Love and
Carmel Myers will pky two of tie

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Big Teaser Campaign at Capitol
Conducted by Howard Dietz and
Eddie Bonus, Goldwyn launched an

Tom Moore has been encaged to
play opposite Viola Dana in "Rouged
Lips." Harold Shaw will direct.

Casting "Magic Skin"

Putting It Over

is

The Super-Special

Doris

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"
sq.

use of projection

room and

Starring

vault.

and a great cast

My. Fourth Year —
as a film editor

management. This secured additional newspaper space.

(freelance)

and

the

title

Phone

— Beekman

9091

writer.

Author and adaptor

sKKvwa:

*EA1>
of

New Novelties for C. B. C.'s Latest
Tie-ups with the manufacturers of
Fair
Exploitation novelties seem to be
Palmolive Soap and Hydrogen PeA
Burton
King Production
Considerastill the go with C. B. C. in exploitroxide were also made.
Several new
ble attention was attracted to an auc- ing their productions.
tion flag placed outside the house and ones will help "Her Accidental HusA "House- WILLIAM BARBARIN LAUB
in conspicuous places in the vicinity. band" and "Temptation."
hold Reminder" has been issued for 130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 5466
"Temptation."
This is a large recCharacters from Story a Hit
tangular card on which is printed in
Baltimore Although street stunts, marked off spaces the name of every
throwaways, posters and photographs household commodity, food stuff, and
were used for the run of "Trifling article of daily household use that
Women" at the New Theater, the women order regularly. On the restunt that caused the most comment verse side is a reproduction of the big
held up traffic on Lexington Ave. for gold scene in "Temptation."
Exhiban hour. Zareda, the vampire in the itors can use these as doorknob hangstory, and a character representing ers, window cards, etc.
Ramon Navarro, appeared on the
thoroughfare in an automobile, visiting department stores, hotels and the Chamber of Commerce Boosts This

"The

LINCOLN

E. K.

installed.

ALLEN

L. H.
130 West 46th St. Bryant 4279

night was made officials' night, when
city and state officials and club leaders attended the Strand as guests of

out the country.

Coming!

Cheat"

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

—

Masonic Circus.

Schenectady, N. Y.

Donna" opened
"The Hero"

in

Yonkers

—

Yonkers
Proctor's theater put
over "The Hero" with the aid of some
stunts.
diers'

Two men dressed in soluniforms acted as sentries in

front of the theater attracting a great
deal of attention and causing much

comment from

passers-by.
Special
advertising and posters were also used
for
the
engagement.
prologue
which featured "My Hero," the song
from "The Chocolate Soldier," helped greatly.

A

Clarence Badger

is

—When

"Bella

at the State, the

man-

ager of the house and a Paramount
exploiteer had in mind the slogan contest where a page of co-operative ads
appeared with the firm's names all
jumbled up and the readers asked to
identify the merchants
from their
trade catchlines.
They first went to
the head of the local Chamber of
Commerce and told him of the plan
which was new to the town, telling
him of the necessity of merchant cooperation to put on such an attraction successfully, thereby establishing the city as an amusement center.

directing

"Red Lights"

Goldwyn
* *** Big Things

$1,000,000.00*
TO LOAN
AGAINST COMPLETED
MOTION PICTURE

NEGATIVES.
RELEASE PRINTS FINANCED.

COMMERCIAL TRADERSCINEMA CORP.
12ft

WEST SZ-'

ST.,

NEW

YORK.-"-*-

—
THE

-<^

»»

DAILV

"Daddy"— 1st

Newspaper Opinions
Donna"— F.

"Bella

NEWS—Pola

P.-L.

Negri's

AMERICAN—There

can picture comes as a justification to the
superiority of American light and cameramen, but docs not speak as well for the

who

i'iosl

selected

the

vehicle

first

which the foreign star was to appear

in

in

country.
"Bella Donna" is just "Bella
na," a rather trash] story. * * *
The picture is beautifully mounted and
photographed, but its only significance is the
promise it gives of Mme. Negri's future
work in this country.
this

EVENING WORLD—We
say that

for

t

lie

first

can

in

a

"Bella Donna," and it
screen production as one

GLOBE —At

last

"Bella

is

which Jackie Coogan

enough

to

gratitude

filmdoms.

HERALD —

your life on that.
Pola Negri's first

American

"Bella Donna," * * * is a bit of
disappointment. • • •
In the first place the story with which
she has been eeiuipped is a shabby affair by
Robert Hichens, which gives her but little
opportunity
to
be anything but heavily
emotional.
In the second place, George Fitzmaurice
has made a singularly bad job of the direcpicture,

tion. * * * we must concede that Mr. Fitzmaurice was materially handicapped by the
futility of the Hichens story.
The ending * * * is remarkably impressive, and gives Pola Negri a chance to go

should not be assumed from our rather
half hearted remarks that "Bella Donna" is
dull.
On the contrary, we found it con
sistently interesting and, in several instances,
absorbing.
.Miss Negri is always arresting,
in any situation whatsoever. * * *
MAIL
went to the theatre expecting

— We

to
felt

see something truly worth while, for
that Hollywood had a good actress

last.

What we saw was
* *

sorrowfully

we
at
dis-

•

appointing.
"Bella Donna"

is just one more of that
evergrowing class of pictures conducive to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

extra-

ordinary

thing about
Pola Negri is the
to project through the cinema a personality so vibrant that one might have
thought it necessary for her to present herself corporeally in order to manifest the full
\alue. of her animal magnetism.
Of Pola
it may be said that she never palls.
So alert
and so vivid is her spirit that it seizes your
fancy and holds it hypnotically.
Now let
all
the other film "vamps" look to their

power

laurels.

•

• •

TELEGRAM-

-This picture is conceded to
be one of the finest ever made for Paramount,
hut even overshadowing the production itself is the acting of Pola Negri.
\1 ES
In this, her first American production, Pola Negri throws her whole soul
into the part of the conscienceless flirt with
such art and zest that minor deficiencies of
'he film and story are entirely swamp.-,
In
the- interest and suspense she
creates. * * *
For some reason "Bella
Donna
seems to us about 100 per cent
'"'"'
"ment than when we saw it in
Its
home town, (Los Angeles), and Pola
Negri is once more our favorite screen
actress.
No matter what they do to her
nor how they dress her and hamper
her
she is still a vivid magnetic, glorious
person, who cannot be downed.
Pola Negri had everything in
her favor when she was cast for
Bella Donna.
Inc result is eminently satisfactory
Pola again proves herself the
most distinguished demimondaine in cinema
characterization on the screen. • • «
The
direction and the photography
are excellent.
I

I

—

1

TRIBUNE

WORLD—

—

*

*

»

The worst tragedy we can picture in connection with motion pictures will come when
Jackie Coogan grows up. * * *
Whether
you
by

—

like the screen or

means

all

not as a general rule,

see Jackie

Coogan

won't hurt any one a

GLOBE —
it

* Jackie

*

*

in

"Daddy"

bit.

Coogan completely

that he is an actor of
rare ability.
All there is to the picture is Jackie's acting, but that is as much
as the most exacting and expectant theatregoer could ask.
By it a most ordinary story
is
veritably lifted from mediocrity to something akin to greatness. * * *
The picture has been directed skilfully by
It looks as if, despite
E. Mason Hopper.
his insistence upon the E. Mason, that this
gentleman will soon be spoken of in the same
breath as Ingram and Neilan.
Many motion picture actors might
profit in no small manner if they took lessons from Jackie Coogan. * * *
The success of the boy's picture is due entirely to
the spontaneity of his actions
the fact that
he did not act like a grown-up. * * *
the

establishes

*

fact
*

—

shall

voung

IN

THE MAKING"

the time he was a drug clerk
to battle Bill Brennan.

S

New York

E
E

How

—

arrival in

to his

This South American Giant in action.

he mauled his sparring partners.

The strenuous training he went through in order
to beat Brennan.

Jimmy DeForest
him through

this

(Deynpsey's former trainer)

OFFICIAL

PICTURES

TAKEN AT RINGSIDE.
BRENNAN BEING COUNTED OUT
12TH ROUND

E
E

put

hard grind.

EXCLUSIVE

S

IN

Joe Humphries announcing the winner.

*

MAIL—

FIRPO OR DEMPSEY?
Produced and Directed by Leon D. Britton

ACT QUICK
TERRITORIES
GOING FAST

DISTRIBUTED BY
CHARLES PENSER
729— 7th AVE., N.

BYRANT

Y.

4105

We

always remember how this remarkable
actor played in the scene of the

death of Gallo.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—Jackie

the limit in emotion. * * *
Tt

From

will

the

—

has been magnificently staged

"A CHAMPION

* » Jackie Cooalways remain first in our heart as
most apnealing little chap in all the

day afternoon and evening, it will l>c in
town and the subject of conversation for
some time to come. * * *
Miss Negri does what she can to make
She plays
the role tragical and artistic.
for no sympathy and presents a thorough* * •
g ut no
ly unwholesome woman
actress can make literature out of yellow
journalism, and that is what the part amounts
to.
However, Miss Negri is gorgeously arrayed and as satisfactory to the eye as ever.

The picture
—you
can bet

Featured in

EVENING WORLD—*

comes

•

(DEMPSEY'S NEXT OPPONENT)

as
childishly ob-

The reason for
"Daddy," just because

that

is

ANGEL FIRPO

LUIS

seemed

of
its
shortcomings as a story, enables
Jackie Coogan to prove beyond a doubt that
he is a consummate artist.

as

gan

•

A STATE RIGHT "KNOCKOUT"

carry

spite of its imperfections.

in

the

to town, and from the looks of the crowds
that pressed upon the Rivoli Theatre yester-

*

acting

1

could

Donna"

in this film into

crowds

though a cheap, elemental and
vious story had been palmed off on Jackie
Coogan. After the final fadeout of "Daddy"
the reviewer pushed the lump in his throat
hack where it belonged and mentally thanked
Sol Lesser for having accepted this script

time since the dynamic

greatly, but could never quite reconcile ourselves to praise one of those "This-is-a-tree"
settings in front of which she was forced to
display her acting ability.
But all that is

beautiful
ask.

a period of three

is

minutes

EVENING JOURNAL— It

honestly

Miss Negri came into screen view we have
actually enjoyed all of one of her pictures.
Of course, we always admired her art

changed

1923

Nat'l

the entire
picture to success.
It comes as the lad discovers that Old Gallo, the street fiddler,
who has befriended him, is dead. * * * The
performance is a revelation to the fondest
The sure
admirers of this juvenile genius.
skill
of his work in comedy hitherto has
concaled the possibilities of the boy in
tragedy.
There are just three minutes of
it
in "Daddy," but those three minutes are
unforgettable. * * *
It is a delightful picture because he is in it.

Ameri-

first

17,

Strand

Rivoli

DAILY

Tuesday, April

gan

Coodeveloping into a truly remark-

fast

is

While "Daddy," the feature

able actor.
ture at the

pic-

Strand Theatre, does not comformer vehicles as a story,
his work in it is the best he has done.
SUN Little Jackie Coogan is a wonderful
actor, or else he has a director who
knows his business thoroughly. It's hard to
say which is the case.
But it doesn't make
pare

with

his

—

real difference anyway.
The results are
excellent, whoever is responsible.
Tackie is
really superb in "DaHdv." * * *" Totally
unconscious of any camera, of "acting." this
child star is a very moving and human performer.
By comparison the rest of the cast

For

faithful

of delicate detail

EASTMAN

any

comnosed

is

TIMES—*
which
a good deal.
with

nothing but "actors."
Tackie Coogan has a story
he has been able to do quite
of
*

*

reproduction

POSITIVE FILM

There are several good humorsituations which are admirably handled
the 8-vear-old screen comedian, and. if
anything, he is surer of himself in this pro-

The

duction than in any previous one sometimes
a bit too sure, for his facial expressions are

sacrificed

ous

by

—

his years. * * *
Tt is doubtful if Jackie
ter acting than he does
the street fiddler, dies.
mouth turn and twist,

skill

in

beyond

movement

betokening

has ever done bet-

when

his

Jackie's

every

just

the

old

pal.

eyes

and

scintilla

of

Film

carries

through

man must

of the camera
printing
the

— Eastman

not be

Positive

of the negative

quality

to the screen.

expression

expected.

TRTBTTNE—We

put off the review of
Coogan's latest picture, "Daddy," at
the Strand until we had finished the other
because to expect to become exceedingly
unpopular when we say that it bored us
to death. * * *
Tt is nice entertainment
for children.
Jackie is himself remarkable,
but he does not impersonate a little boy;
he impersonates a man.
Jackie

WORLD — *

*

*

He

is

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

extraordinarily

the theme of "Daddy"
as threadbare as are the knees of Jackie's
breeches, he makes much of it. * * *
Nobody in the world but Jackie Coogan
could make "Daddy," even mildly diverting.
effective.

Although

is

He makes

seem important entertainment.
is
a good example of what Jackie Coogan can do best.
Never before has the starlet made so
much of a chance to reveal his powers of
pathetic appeal and tragic fervor.
it

TELEGRAM— "Daddy"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
.

» brAdstreet

flfeRECOCWZEB

f FILMDOM

Authority

XIV

'wo
*
II

P
I

To

To Goldwyn

New York"

Ivyn
\\

Price 5

1923

18,

Places "Enemies" and "Little

officially

company

the

that

"Enemies

New

Old

of

will

dis-

Women"

the

a is

to

a-d

definite

first

word

—

Atlantic City

DANN'V T**.T~~Z

—A

considerable por-

tion of the First National deliberations
will hinge around exhibition valu:s
as against percentage or with percentage. That topic has not yet been

of

had been selected by
Randolph Hearst to start
igi
easing schedule through Goldithough it has been reported
times that

Hinge Around Drawing Power
Meeting Starts
By

ictures

imis

Discuss Values

of Pictures

York."
_

reached because the meeting yesterday was a brief one, lasting from

Goldwyn would

tl

ree o'clock to six.

The

ese pictures and not Famous
This would indicate that
E.

from

delegation

I

E

arrived

important topics.
J. D. Williams is here talkino- to
the First National franchise holders.
One of the surprises at lunch yesterday was the fact that Williams spoke
of exhibition values and touched on
pictures that had less than a $1,000,000

open at the Rooseucago, on Sunday for an inLouis Macloon of the

organization, left yesarrange for it. CosmopoliFamous Players are schedl'1
contest for honors in Chicago.
Itm C. Flinn of Famous, has
pending a good deal of his
connection with the
'iere in
molitan
rito

1;

value.
(Continued on Page 8)

Grainger Plans Coast Trip

of "The Covered Wagon"
Woods' on the same day
In Los Angeles,
iiies'
opens.
ire

of Goldwyn expects to visit the coast studio again

James R. Grainger

r

1!

another

there,

tc

Grauman

The

first

MARY OF THE MOVIES

time

went

to

Hollywood she

"waited on" Zasu Pitts, Carmel Mvers, Marjorie Daw, and Bessie Love.
But it wasn't long before she had them and dozens of other BIG STARS
"waiting on" her! Advt.

in

—

fall.

Ince
It

Taylor Granville Dead
to

)

,

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
ied

— Taylor

manager

lUion

for

Granville,
Sid Grau-

New Long-Term
net—Making

Los

Buys Hough Story

ceding to Jay Packard,

Pathe

Way

jrchased "The
of a Man"
'nerson Hough.
No one at
reared to comment about proii plans for it yesterday.
risp

Ferguson
Donald Crisp,

to Direct

has
contract with Famous
f<5
and will be back from the
tn June to direct Elsie Fergui "Declassee."
It will be made
h Long Island studio.
s

Pj

indicated,

a

new

Contract with Sen"The Extra Girl"

Included

Fire;
(Special

on Saturday.

athe

Gompson Signs
Deal Closed by Victor Saville for
Graham Courts—Two Pictures

Normand Renews
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles — Mabel

(Special

Contract

in

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Betty Compson has
signed a contract with Victor Saville
to appear in two features to be made

Los Angeles

Normand

has siened a new long-term contract
with Mack Sennett.
She is now at

H.

Christie."

late

would

Ince

The Ince

Christie"?

yesterday that
film

office

"Anna

could not

be reached for information.

Burr Signs Doris Kenyon
C. C. Burr has signed Doris Kenyon to a long time contract. Before
starting work for Burr, Miss Kenyon
will

of

appear

in

Broadway"

"The Bright Lights

for

Bennie Zeidman.

the site for the

new

ed by Goldwyn.

Woman."

Richard Jones has been appoint^
Sennett
of the
studio. No mention has been made of
F.

ed director-general

Miss Compson is scheduled to sail
on the Olympic on the

for England
28. h.

nlant.

Kecora
rsreaKS Record
Donna"
uonna Breaks

,

Courts
Graham
,7
^,
; V,
.

directed

the-Next-Best-Thmg

McAvoy Contract Amicably
ecial to THE FILM DAILY)

„

.

and

,<

"Paddy-

Worn
AA w^m

,

—

i

i<

;

'

Tussle in Cleveland
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Film

men are very
interested in the battle raging

Cleveland

According to Paramount, there
Secret," starring Mae Marsh
were over 9,700 paid admissions at Allied will distribute them here.
> Angeles
May McAvoy's con- the Rivoli on Sunday where "Bella
ith Famous Players has been
Donna" is playing. The net receipts
Illinois Meets Today
*ed by mutual consent of both were $6,895, breaking all previous
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The highest preceding figNeill McCarthy, Miss Mc- records.
Chicago—The Illinois M. P. 1 U.
y attorney says her future plans ure was $6,844.47, reached by "Blood
here today and tonurrow.
1922.
meets
i!:
and Sand" on Saturday, Aug. 12,
completed.
[

To Make "Anna

was reported

of
direction
under
England
work on "The Extra Girl," in which in
Schildkraut With Goldwyn
Cutts.
Graham
Phyllis Haver started.
Joseph Schildkraut has signed with
The deal was closed following a
About five days work had been special trip made by SavilL from Goldwyn to appear in "The Master
done when a switch was decided upon New York to confer with Neill Mc- of Man," which Victor Seastrom will
because Miss Haver was not found Carthy, Miss Compson's attorney. direct.
Edmund Lowe has also been signexactly suitable for the part.
The first "icture will be "Woman to

'Bella
\tseiia
»

to look over productions for

June

the

Thos.

lecial

New York

1:20 and met at three.
no special business taken

up today, it is expected the( discissions will center around to the

limies" will

Covered Wagon" has started
at Grauman's Egyptian thehile last night, "Enemies of
Hi"
had its premiere at the

at

There was

between Famous Plaverj and
had been amicably

iDolitan

i run.

Cenu

oortant Part of First Nafl Confab

I:

Competition
Chicago
announced yes-

tor F. P.-L. in

I

Wednesday, April

No. 18

.

much

here between Universal and Metro
over their respective animal pictures.
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" opened at the Hippodrome on Monday and
"Trailing Wild African Animals," the
Metro release, at the Stillman the
day before. Both pictures are being
boosted with considerable display advertising in the Cleveland newspapers.

THE

•cBtlDAILY
Director's
The

XXIV Ne. 18 Wednesday,

1923

April 18.

of
will appear on May 6. It will be replete
with articles definitely of interest to directors and producers,
and the production phase of this
Incidentally, it will
industry.
contain a brief biography illustrated, of all directors of im-

Price 5 Cents
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Matt Moore
(Special to

Hollywood

Mayer
wield a

lot

a Director?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

It

that

is

reported on the

Matt

performance.

this

followed by "Barcarolle," sung
Xeudorff,
soprano and Perry
baritone.
Pola Negri in
"Bella

Amns

1'

— "Night

Asl mi.

Life in Hollywood" will be given a special showing
at the Belle ue-Stratford tonight.

the Lower World," is the
Riesenfeld's
Classical
Jazz and
Pictorial, follow.
The Phononlm
in

Rivoli
s
next,

Donna"
Dance

the
feature
attraction.
"The
the Peacocks" and
Funnyface
are the last numbers on the bill.
is

of

Moore

Hammerstein Here
Elaine Hammerstein arrived from
Los Angeles yesterday for a rest between pictures.
She made "Broadway Gold" on the coast under di-

who

rection of Ed Dillon
with the print.

is

also here

Comedy

A

Strand
overture

at the Strand this week is
"Czardas" and "Carolina in the Morning,"
followed by a compilation of interesting short

he

I

"Pale Moon," sung by Estelle
soprano; the regular weekly news
i'
uid "Doll Dance."
Jackie Coogan in
Daddy." the feature is the sixth unit
Clyde
Cook's "High and Dry" is next.
The pro>gram concludes with an organ solo.
subjects;

—

features

starring Betty
the deal.

included

Balfour

are

m

in

J

"Only a Shopgirl" and "Temptation" have been sold to the Standard
Film Service for Michigan and 'The
Lamp in the Desert" to Caoital
Film Exchange for Greater New
York and Northern New T ersey.

Man Sentenced
THE FILM DAILY)

Holdup
Special

to

Kansas

Retitle

e:

ibition

by women

athletes at

Monaco.

Other news from Porto Rico, Japan, Nc
York. Paris, Mexico, Texas, etc.

THE BEST NEWS FROM ALL OVE
THE WORLD

today
New

City

— Claude

has

been sentenced to

the

penitentiary

holdup

six

in

year'

Rohlfs.

short

by

Los Angeles F. B. O. will socj
produce a new series of Witwer st<»
ries dealing with the adventures of)
Anothfj,
hotel switchboard operator.
series of "Fighting Blood" will alsbe started, with Mai St. Clair direcj

ing George O'Hara.
F.

&

R. Reopens

The

shot

Dave

(.Special

sales
visiting

manager for Hodkinson. is
number of seaboard exchanges.

a

to

liav reopened the Rialto.

DE FOREST PHONOFILMS,
is

pleased

Shapiro Back
Victor Shapiro of Pathe returned
$6,000,000 Real Estate Deal
from Cleveland yesterday where he
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
arranged the exploitation campaign
Hartford, Conn.
Negotiations are
on "Dr. Jack" at the Miles.
about completed for the consumma-

—

tion of a real estate deal that involves

adaptation of Peter B. Ky..e's novel,
"TinLight
to
Leeward."
Irvin

Tom

Willat, v. ill direct
this picture
which
"I

Meighan

will

he

"-

INC.

announce the

to

yesterday

tated
that President Harding, at

Washing-

ton, has

invitation

tided to

M.-nd
sition

in

(Special to

official

him by Mad^c Bellamy
Impo- made Wife"

Thwart
'Special
St.

of

to

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

St.

Louis Robbery

^P

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

on the Third Floor

of the

Candler Building,
it

will

maintain

Projection

a

Room for showing

PHONOFILMS
DE FOREST PHONOFILMS,

THE FILM DATLY)

— Plans

to

rob

the

safe

Rivoli

aid.
"THE

Executive

for Universal.

were frustrated bj
Patrolman James Dunn, who found
the rear door open and summonned
tlu

its

"U"

Los Angeles
Edmund Mortimer
lias been
signed to direct for Universal lot, and will start soon on
"Thicker than Water," with Herbert
Rawlinson.
Jack Dillon will direct "The Self-

the Motion Pi( ture
I. os Angeles July 2.

of

Offices

where
Directors for

—

fnci

accepted an

site.

New

titled

Harding Accepts
1

on the

in

lomeward Bound."

'I'

over $6,000,000.
A first -run theater
and vaudeville bouse will be erected

opening

Mannion Park, leading South

Side
picture theater
has been purchased by A. Sauter.

summer garden and

West 42nd Street
New York City

220

Rialto

THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis — Finkelstein & Rube

subjects

in

attemntcd
the Liberty

F. B. 0.

THE FILM DAILY)

t'--

August of
which he

last

theater,

for

MacFadden

G.

Series Planned

(Special to

Harding.

Jack Cunningham, has started the

in P«I

GIRLS OF ALL NATIONS IN INTEI
NATIONAL OLYMPIAD— Spectacular

Rohlfs on Trip

I

Meighan's Next

one

finds

—

"Down to the Sea
Ships" is still the
feature at the Cameo, while "Souls'for Sale"
has been held over for a second week at
the Capitol.
"Enemies of Women" remains
at the Central and "The Covered Wagon"
at the Criterion.

C. B. C. Sales

will

The J.
Goldwyn will distribute, has been retitled "The Last Moment."
It was
produced as "The Coward."

News cameraman

Cal.

i.

At Other Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto Canadian rights for the
Welsh-Pearson
productions
have
been acquired by Regal Films.
Six

megaphone soon.
Read Film
Parker Read picture which

BEAUTY PARLOR FOR ANIMAL

— APathe

-

Regal Buys English Films

Clsic

.6

to

(Special to

Low

Goldwyn

the.

SPRING LOGGING IN THE WESTActionfull pictures of a log drive in Idaho.

Alto,

the

Quotations
High

closes

Elaine

CHchy.
Centra]

A Dan Mason Comedy, "The Detecka-

next.
tive"

Showing Today
THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia

No. 32

i

Rivoli

Special

PatneNewj

.i

S.

The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

man.

orchestra renders a selection
from "Madame Butterfly" as the overture
followed by Riesenfeld's
the
Classical
attraction;
regular
Jazz,
Rialto
and "Voices of Spring.'' by
Yorke,
soprano.
The feature is
"Prodigal Daughters," starring Gloria Swan('.
son,
Sliarpe-Minor at the Wurlitzer is

ture.

THE FILM

to

West 44th

71-73

Rialto

"Orpheus

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months $3.00.

SI 5.00.

London

in

The

free)

of

DAILY,

now working

portance
country.

;

1923

Rialto

Number
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18,

At Broadway Theaters

Number

Director's
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BOPHW

MAX COHEN
1476

BROADWAY

NEW YORK
PHONE BRYANT

To

CITY

4416

the State Right Exchanges:

—

Your Deluge of Inquiries— WINS!
1

The Mystery

of

KING TUTANKHAMEN'S

EIGHTH WIFE
Goes Out Via
The Picture

is

That the picture

the Independent Market!

Ready for Immediate Delivery

is

a

GOLD-MINE— YOU KNOW!

That the picture is the TIMELIEST CLEAN-UP
ever presented— YOU KNOW!

THAT'S ALL!

)

THE

Coast Brevities
(Special to

— Eve

is

will handle
Fisher Prod.

Smith

Pete

lor

licity

Unsell

pub-

the

Fred Niblo has started work on
"Captain Appeljack" for Louis B.
Mayer.
Kimball
Clara
Rubia,"
current production will be

"La
Young's

"Old Mad-

released as
Finis

at

now

is

his latest

the Fine Arts Studio,
cutting and editing.

production

and

id."

Fox has completed

Lee Corbin, has been
Virginia
Productions'
Fisher
ior
signed
initial

Loew's (Toronto) Cut Losses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto The financial statement
of Loew's Theaters, Ltd.. which operate the Yonge Street and Uptown
theater, shows that bank loans were
reduced nearly $130,000 after providing $23,186 for

Jack Cooper plays the lead
tirst

new Century

of a series of

Girls'

comedies.

It

is

the

in

Folly

"The

titled

Folly Girl."

The

cast for "Trilby" includes

An-

Lafayette, Philo McCollough,
'rcighton Hale. Wilfred Lucas and
irthur Fdmund Carew.

Iree

'ackman has finished shootThe
ng "The Call of the Wild."
licture

now

is

ing at the

King
feature
rersal.

)y

Baggot

1!

leaseholds, buildings and
equipment, $1,484,686, as compared
with $1,540,609 in the previous year.
Goodwill and booking rights are
valued at $750,000.
real

And

Every producer; every cameraman.

others concerned in production will be

mendously

interested

in

the

tre

forthcoming

DIRECTOR'S ISSUE

estate,

New

N.

(Special

Tacoma

to

Hamrick

will

Ore.

City,
his

—

J.

articles

of definite value and importance to this branch

J.

Among

the special articles will be:

"Harmony and
mous

directors

is

fa-

historical).

Mc-

20th. It
children's contest.

by June

the Creative Mind,"

Mathis (whose collaborative work with

"Pictures Appeal to

Columbian, April
was named through a school

opens

with interesting

erect

Blue Mouse Junior, seating 500, at
26th and Proctor, while within a
block Robert McKinnell is building
a Paramount theater, se: 'ing about
Both are due to open
the same.
about June 1st. McKinnell owns the
Rose, while
Hamrick owns Blue
Mouse theaters in several key towns,
but this is his first suburban theater.
a

Columbia

will be replete

of the industry.

W. Houses Planned
THE FILM D UL\

— John

which

Dream Mind," by

Allan

Dwan.

the course of cut-

in

Roach

18,

Every Director

balance sheet shows bank loans have
been reduced from $200,337 to $73,785.
Total assets are placed at $2,308,164.

Intyre

Fred

1923 taxes,

to $228,664, as against $187,226 during 1921. The earnings from the Uptown were $53,694.09. The operating
deficit for 1921 has been reduced to
$6,193, as against $13,278 in 1921. The

Woman

With
The cast of "The
Four Faces," has been augmented by
Gladden James and Eulalie Jensen.

1922 and

paying $18,118 on taxes for 1920 and
1921 and practically wiping out the
operating deficit for 1921. Total revenue for 1922 from all sources, after
paving operating expenses, amounted

"Youth Triumphant."

picture.

Wednesday, April

—

THE FILM DAILY)

writing
the titles for Jackie Coogan's next reUnsell is
Mi'
Tyler."
lease. "Tobj
collaborating on the scenario for
"Long Live the King."

Hollywood

-Z&*\DAILY

—

studio.

Portland,
Ore.
John Washtoc
build a Victoria theater on the
site of his present house, in suburban
Portland.
It will seat 650.

"Unusual Experiences of Directors

will

the first
for Uniwith Baby Pc
It will be an original story
will

direct

Ray Schrock and Baggot.

WALTER

R.

THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle — What some believe an
(Special

Unusual

Robert

Exhibits Without Censor O. K.

GREENE.

ing

J.

Pictures

—including

ef-

over Japanese propaganda
Lieber Buys Two
has been uncovered here in a recent
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
discovery that a Japanese importer,
Indianapolis The H. Lieber Co.' S. Miyazaki, has been showing films
ave purchased the territorial rights imported from Hawaii without the
or Indiana, for "Lu.k" and "The ('elisor Board's knowledge, in JapLast Hour."
anese Hall.

—

A.

Snow

Mak-

those

of

Flaherty in making "Nanook," H.

to

fort to put

in

in

producing "Hunting Big

Game

in

Africa," Martin Johnson's "Trailing African

Wild Animals," James Cruze
Covered Wagon,"

in

making "The

etc.

Biographies of important directors; and

Do you know

that some of the biggest titles of the following distinguished authors are still available for motion
pictures?

Arnold Bennett

A. S. M. Hutchinson

E. Phillips Oppevhcim
Percival Gibbon
Cynthia Stockley

W. L. George
Archibald Marshall

Compton Mackenzie
Francis Brett Young

Hugh Walpole
Stephen McKenna
Barry Pain
Frank Swinnerton

John Oxenham

Mr.
has

ERIC PINKER,

made an

other interesting articles.

Every photoplay editor of importance
this

Joseph Conrad

H. B. Marriott Watson
St. John Ervine

many

country will receive a copy of this

He

will

issue,

which should prove an unusually worth while
"buy" to the director. Every important executive will read this issue with interest.

H. C. Bailey

London,
America to put these works
be here only two weeks.
their representative in

especial trip to

on the market.

in

Communicate with him

Don't forget the date

—May

forms close a week

at

6.

Advertising

in advance.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRIGK
Bryant 2564

35

West

45th

St.

c;

Five Points on "Bella Donna"
POINT 1— NEW YORK
"A remarkable

interpretation of a passion

starves

A

itself.

—

2-NEW HAVEN,

RIVOLI

IS

feeds

— NEW YORK

is

—AND THE

POINT

fires itself,

once more our favorite screen actress.
glorious person."
Harriette Underhill in N. Y.

"Pola Negri
netic,

which

contribution to photoplay art."

She

is

itself,

and

CALL.

a vivid,

mag-

TRIBUNE.

TURNING THEM AWAY!

3—CHAMPAIGN,

POINT

CONN.

Donna" broke all records at Poli's Bijou Theatre last
week. The management played five shows the last Saturday

Theatre.

and crowds

the police to handle the crowds.

"Bella

"Bella

stood in line

waiting admission the whole day.
JOHN D.

POWERS

Donna" has

On

established a

new

record for the Park

was necessary to call
Our most sensational box

the third day of the run

office attraction

and the 100% picture

it

of the year.

G. H.

POINT
"A production which

4—CHICAGO

will long be

—Chicago

"A

known

as the best of 1923."

POINT

HERALD-EXAMINER
"At

gorgeous, romantic, perfect movie."

—Virginia Dale,

last

we have

seen Pola Negri."

—Los

McVICKER'S THEATRE FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, HELD A PICTURE

9

'

is

TIMES

Angeles

HERALD

"BELLA DONNA" IS PLAYING TO RECORD
BUSINESS AT GRAUMAN'S RIALTO THEATRE.

OVER A SECOND WEEK.

Donna

Schallert,

"Success Miss Negri scores has never been equalled."

—AND

"Bella

MEYERS, Mgr.
Park Theatre

5— LOS ANGELES
—Edwin

JOURNAL

ILL.

a Sensational Coast -to -Coast 'Clean-up
Adolph Zukor
presents

POLA NEGRI
in a

George Fitzmaurice
production

"BELLA DONNA"
Supported by Conway Tearle, Conrad Nagel and Lois Wilson
Adapted by Ouida Bergere\from Robert Hichens' novel

& (paramount (picture
FAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY
PU
CORPORATION^
H'^FAMOUS
AOOLPH ZUKOR, jWl

'

THE

M

'

c&H

DAILY
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BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABL1
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIA

A

Big

Published and Unpublished
b:

N. Y. C.

Longacre 2453

This

*
'

Morgan Robertson Stories
SINFUL PECK
THE WRECK OF THE TITON
THE DAY OF THE DOG
etc.,

etc.

Robert Simpson Stories
The

etc.

Leonard Grover's Melodramas
The Wolves of New York.

M. V.
801

(Swift

West 42nd

220

St.

By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte
All on Account of Eliza,
By Leo Ditrichstein

of

Sidney Toler
Exile," now

"The

George

the

M.

Cohan

playing
Theatre.

Mabel Bardine & H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3660

JOHN MOROSO

yj

Author

"The

Continues as the Season's Sensation

Men"

THOS. MEIGHAN

"Love

6 Books by EMERSON HOUGH

of

City of Silent

Starring

A

big

in the

Dark"

VIOLA DANA

Starring

"Dice of Destiny"

Author of

WARNER

Starring H. B.

THE COVERED WAGON

has a

new book

out
:;

for a

THE STUMBLING HERD

star.

JAY PACKARD
25

West 43rd

Street

5221 Vanderbilt

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

Ltd.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bryant 2564

New York

1531

City
of

All the Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose

"The

Little Pauper,"

Easy Terms

by Howard P. Taylor
Brokers Protected

West 45th S t

.

CO-

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)

Broadway, N. Y.
Bryant 10057
Film

Sole

Owners

35

HUGHES MASS1E &

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

Nellie Nicols

The Show Down,

Earl Carroll Theatre Bldg.
Call W. H. Leahy, Circle 6740

THE LAST WARNING

Stories)

Sessions Tupper
story of Colonial Days

Zelda Sears

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

'

u

JUST MARRIED
& Adlaidee Matthews
Renee

By
Author

Prices

1

By Edith

Tel. 1944 Bryant

By

-

WHISPERING PINES
FOUR WINDS
HEARTS TRIUMPHANT

THE CLINGING VINL
By

—All

HOPE

Moving

woman

MARY FORREST

-

Big Outdoor Stories

WALL

Longacre Bldg. N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

CO.

DAYS
THE FIRE BRINGERS
PIRATES'

Types

at

NUMBERED

CITY OF

Recent Years."

PLAYS AND BOOKS
All

The House of Plays that Pay

Two

Swampbreath,

1000

Novels by Francis Lynde

Bite of Benin,

The Grey Charteris,
The Legacy of Tears,

in

Right."

"The House on the Sands"
"The Revelation"
"Golden Days"
"The Dancing Master"
"The Belle of Richmond"

"Nothing As Powerful Has Been Published

Was A Man!

CENTURY PLAY

num Was

A

Great Book That Holds
"It Is
Absolute Certainties For Stage and Screen."

—

Man"

Philip Bartholomae
Author of "Very Good Eddie," and
co-author of "Tangerine" and "Bar-

WHEELER WILCOX

ELLA
said:

are the

By

"THE HAUNTED KING"

Shadows On The Hearth
The Bridge Of Sighs
The Adorable Spendthrift
Back Home The Nightcap
The Living Dead
Pal O'Mine
Broadway Love

MILLIGAN
St.

"The House on the Hill"
"The Haven of Rest"

"You

Paradise Of Lies
Greatest Sin
Little Girl In A Big City
Dangers of A Great City

Service for Authors, Inc.

West 42nd

33

Plays— Money Titles

Woman's

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen
G.

"Golden Youth"

WAY THAN 'BEN HURV

A

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS

CARL

SELECTED MATERIAL—

"FAR FINER STORY TOLD IN A FAR FINER

STORIES

Representatives

C.

For:

ELINOR GLYN
Her

millions of readers and ad-

mirers

have

made

her

name

GREATEST BOX

the

ATTRACOFFICE
TION AVAILABLE.
remaining
Act
quickly
for
novels and contracts for special
stories.

Don Woods
THE FILM DAILY)

Calvert Succeeds

Beaumont Houses Change Hands
Simmons Building Another
Shaw, Chicago, Robbed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas Citj J. H. ("Curley")
Beaumont, Tex.
The Jefferson
Adrian,
Mich. Elwyn Simmons,
Chicago Burglars recently si
Calvert has succeeded Don Woods Amusement
Co.
has
taken
over owner of the Family, has completed $400 from the safe of the Shaw trl
as manager of the local American management
of
the
Tivoli
and plans for the erection of a new thea- ter. The house is owned by the
Releasing office.
Liberty.
ter to seat over 600.
The house will Louis Amusement Co.
(Special

to

—

—

—

be ready Sept.

Using Daylight Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Wallace Worsley

—

More Product
(Special to

for

1.

Fine Arts

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Report on Films Favora:
THE FILM DAILY)
Springfield, Mass.
The commit
that was appointed by the Federal
of Women's Clubs some time a.
to study local conditions, has subr
ted a favorable report on the cleCorn's

Three Sales on Equity Picture

(Special to

is
St. Louis— Florence Patke of MidEquity Pictures has sold "Has
portable projector capable of States Distributing has completed
a The World Gone Mad?" to Creole
showing daylight films, in connec- deal with Walter Thimmig of. Fine
Enterprises, New Orleans, for Loution with "The Hunchback."
In this Arts whereby he takes over distribu- isiana,
Mississippi and part of Floriway he sees the "rushes" on the lot tion of pictures controlled by her ex- da;
True Film, Dallas, for Texas,
and finds he is saving a good deal of change. Thimmig will spend much
Oklahoma and Arkansas, and Africa liness
time on retakes.
of his time on the road.
to International Variety Agency.
city.

using

—

of

films

beiner

shown

in

:

CHE
A pril

tV'j n^sdajr,

18,

1923
7

"

Ready in May
THE FILM DAILY)

[ate, Pittsburgh,
1(Special to

—

.ttsburgh
"Luck"' will
'land and Clark's new State

May

on

i

open
The-

21st.

While In Chicago
In passing through Chicago,
Irving Mack, our representative there.
He will be
found at 738 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand

Nathan

in

Kan.

urkeka,

Kansas

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Marx

New

ler
York film
le oil business here.

man,

Nathan,
is

now

Bloomer Opens Another
to THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY

a file of
for your use.
Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

j

Belleville.

at

Vote Against Sunday Films
to THE FILM DAILY)

'(Special

—

N. Y. Last week, the
here decided against Sunday
by a vote of 661 to 235.

iidney,
:rs

s

Sunday Shows
THE FILM DAILY)
for

—

finneapolis
The
citizens
at
Minn., vy a vote of 284 to
I have voted for Sunday shows.
I Ulen, Minn., the people voted

Passes
(Special

to

in

—

Dodge City, Kan.— W. H. Harpole,
operating the Cozy, will have another
house here by Sept. The new theater

Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia The City Council has
voted for daylight saving in May,
June, July, August and September.

will cost $40^000.

Achushnet, Mass.

—The

Dipple Joins Hodkinson

THE FILM DAILY)
Calgary —W. C. Dipple has joined
(Special

to

the Hodkinson exchange
sales representative.

THE FILM

—

special

Mayor

Exhibitor Elected
to

as

at

Slo-

purchased by the Achushnet Amus.
Co., which will erect a new house
Baltimore The
State
Attorney on the site.
General has advised the City Council
that there is no authority for placing
Montgomery, Ala. Harry Templethe daylight saving question on the ton, representing a local theatrical
municipal ballot. For that reason the syndicate, has filed a petition to alter
matter will not be voted on next the city zoning ordinance for the
month at election.
erection of a theater on College Ave.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

*...iLY)

Fargo, N. D. R. C. Harper, who
operates the Grand theater, at Enderlin, has been elected mayor there.

lot

roads has been

Light Saving in Baltimore

(Special to

(Special
tilaca, Minn.,
(Special to

— Efforts

Helena.

light saving

No

—

(amland

THE FILM DAILY)

cum and Fairhaven

(Special

Ireeburg, 111.
Noah Bloomer, who
rates the Gaiety, has opened the

to

Mont. Thomas Husband
to defeat dayhave failed with the re- may build a theater on his newly acjection of the Anti-Daylight Saving quired property near Kingston Corners.
Bill by the Senate.
Hartford

visit
(Special to

New Theaters

Daylight Saving in Conn.
(Special

—

Hollywood Erich von
has completed "Greed."

"Ham

Stroheim

the

latest

and Eggs" is the name of
Hallroom Boys Comedy.

)aca,

m

Sunday

closing, too.

Ban

Lifted in Milwaukee

to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee The ban placed by the
health department against the admit-

(Special

—

tance of children to theaters under
Vote for Sunday Shows
12 years, has been temporarily lifted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Citizens of Webster from 16 houses.
t.
>ves, a suburb by a vote of 1910
Refuse to Reject "The Pilgrim"
1464 have decided in favor of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
inance prohibiting the showing of
Wenatchee, Wash. Ministers have
ures on Sundays.

—

—

'nomas Meighan has returned to
York from White Sulphur
v
ings, where he has been on a

appealed to the censor board to bar
"The Pilgrim" on the grounds that
it
was burlesquing the pulpit. After
a special viewing, the board voted for

ation.

the picture 100%.

Jesse D.

Hampton

is

doing Rex Beach's

"The Spoilers"

Goldwjrn
is dohx
* Bia Things

Sudden - sarepf u/ith a very frenzy of
love for him — calm again — listening -7f
beat - beat — beat — like the tfunder of
her oarn heart arere the hoof- beats coming
closer. Jhe posse to capture\\R.amarrez /

pi

C^

Biggest
Box Office
Picture Yet f
o

...

.

.

°

Road- showed in every

city,

.

town and hamlet

Edwin Carewe's Production
of David Belascols Masterpiece

Tremendous

in

Spectacular Drama

.'

^GIRLoftheGOLDENWEST

—

THE

ifflmk

DAILY

To

Drew To Make Comedies?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — It is reported here that

ontinued from Page 1)

l

(

("Jimmy") Grain

K.

is

be

is

is

another visitor.
Reports in circulation here an
linking Williams with Harold Lloyd
The delegation includes: Robert
Lieber, II. O. Schwalbe, Richard A
Rowland. E. B. Tohnson, Sam Sprint.
is

C.

Sam
Moe Mark. W.

Pinkerton.

S.

nk,

Katz,

V H.

De Wees,

P.

ho ha. closed
tour here, will go to Ni \v
villi
York and organize a company of her
own to produce comedies, similar to

ob Fabian, X. H. Gordon. T. M.
Schenck, E. M. Asher, Tom Boland,
lark.
Harry C'randall. R. D.
er. Frank Ferandini, Moe FinkRobert Fleer. Sol L°sser,
in.
Levey Mike Gore, John H.
Kunsky. Fred Levy, lohn McGuirk,
Mandelbaum. Marry Nolan, I. H.
Ruber. Charles and Spyros Skouras,
ate W. Trendle. Irving Lesser,
W. C. Calloway. H. A. Bandy.. R. C.
Scerv. Farl W. Hammons, J. Robert
John
Mayer,
Louis
R.
Rubin.
Knut
Olscn of Copenhagen and
Mr.
of
and
Jordahl
Huseberg

the old Drew series. Work is expected ii start w ithin two months.
i

Special

address,

New
is

Sweden.

The

ested

First

in

three are interNational distribution

latter

It

with Harold Llovd.
Lloyd's
denied by
business manager who pointed out
the existing contract with Pathc had
some time to run.
of

later

Buys "Menace"
Special

to

for

—

Menace."
Exhibitor Killed
rSpecial

to

Byron C.
Ave.
the receiver, has been dis-

Washington

Young,

Stockholders Reorganize
(Special

ial

to

Hal

ac-

<i.

Big House for Evanston
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

111.
Eva..ston
is
to
theater to seat 2,500
The llnybnr.i e 'nan- has bought
frontage on Chi.:: o Ave., east
a
in, in
132 feet north of Davis for
$88,000, and sometime next year
templates electing a big playhouse
with entrances on both stree's.

Evanston,
have a new

THrd

Fire for Ridgelv

(Special

to

THE FILM

stock-

Fo-se

DAIT.Y)

i

Special

to

Watertown
i

wo

hit "

1,

Theater B"rns

THE FILM DAILY)
S.

here

Foto Play Theai

D.

and

from the

LOUIS MEYER

to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

SUN — As
picture
actors

— for
as

Graves are

it

human
been made into

and

has

and

Daughters."

"Prodigal

in

timely, dramatic

CRAFTSMEN HLMLABS..NC
251 Vest 19™ Street

is

it

interest.

full of

—

l/atkins

a starring

7620 - 7461

no particular reason such good
Ralph
Theodore Roberts and
forced

to

be

arm

simply

chair

actors, just sitting around and moping.
the film fulfills its primary purpose of

But
dis-

playing Miss Swanson's creations with a
venegance. She is certainly entitled to credit
for the enthusiasm with which she changes
her wardrobe.
Gloria Swanson as a fascinating flipper of the ultra modern type is the
*
featured player in "Prodigal Daughters." *
*
drawn
the production is
TIMES
out to an absurd extent, and never is there
tin
slightest suspense.
Miss Swanson is a pretty actress and is
Theodore Roberts
kept busy in this picture.
is
good as her father, and Louise Dresser
is
comely and sympathetic as Mrs. Forbes.

OFFICEfFOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

THE PROOF OF THE
PUDDING IS IN
THE EATING

Salesmen's

Fire willed out
destroyed
he
t

Our
a

Associations

business.

Convince Yourself

of TraveliiiT
is

SIMPLE METHODS
REASONABLE RATES
QUICK ACTION

planning

to suggest to the Interstate Comrri' rce

Commission

an

arrangement

which

assure to users of interchangeable
mileage books the benefits of the 20%
reduction in the event that the railroads fail to have the decision of the
will

commission

nullified.

Through Russell Clark
'Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
St. Louis— The General Film Mfg.
which has leased space at Unitwo pictures in work
Romaine Fielding is now working on
"The Toll" for the Producers Co-operative Svhdii ati
and
"Th<
ovi
Power." featuring loan Arliss. The
t

financial service will prove

healthy, helpful aid to ycur

Protect Travelers

STUDIO FOR RENT
Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

Size of

CHROMOS TRADING CO
1123 Broadway

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Cheliea 8284

o.,

versal City, has

Russell Clark Sales Syndicate of

York

New

St.

Louis, is making a picture
Missouri.
Leon De

Southwest

Mathe

is

directing.

in

La

NEVEB DISAPPOINT'

Cromlow Film Laboratories
-

William Christ) Cabanne. as noted,
aNo organizing a $250,000 compam
to produce his next
The
picture.
Mid-West Prod. Corp., also formed
in

*,wE

will distribute.

is

S. D..

here

he a compilation
of all the so-called "sure-fire" stuff the director and continuity writer could place the'r
hands on.
Some of it is not so "surefire" as it was.

appears

seek ° 1,344 from the Racine.

1

Ridgely. Md.
For the third time
within three years, Albert W. Smilsburv's house has been completely
w ip< d out by fire.

Watertown,

is

coast.

Daugh-

—

Would

Evarts'
"Tumbleweed," but has no
at
present for production.
the

—The

Elliot

The National Council

Harry Carey has
t"

old

sign put up.
Claire Windsor

free themselves.

to

Liens Filed Against Four Houses
Mary Astor left for the coast on
(Special to THE FILM DATI.Y)
Saturday night to appear in a picture
Milwaukee The internal revenue for Paramount.
office
has filed
liens
against
the
Whitehouse at Cudahv, and the
Palace at Racine.
A lien for $15_
on admission taxes has been filed
Whitehouse
against
the
and the

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
riehts

Kan.

Th< ater
have reorganized and
formed a new company which will
spend $70,000 on a theater to be
erected on So. 28th St.
the

know hew

TELEGRAM —

THE FILM DAILY)

City,-'*

holders of
Enterprises

officials

automobile accident.

of an

Kansas

to

rea-

:

ment

—

Carey Buys Evarts' Story

story
plans

THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis Judge S. Miller of
Supreme Court, has closed the receivership involving the Park theater

on

some

however, "Prodigal Daughters." after
giving promise of being an engaging picture of the conflict between an old-fashioned
father and his ••modern" daughters, gets lost
in a psychological morass from wb ch neither
Sam Wood, nor the players
the director,

;

THE FILM DAILY)

Wortham. Tex. Hershel T. Smith,
owner of the Palace, is dead a- a

I. os
quired

to

I

The feature
picture. "Prodigal Daughters." starring Gloria
Swanson, should prove one of exceptional
interest to every one, especially to fathers
and flappers. * * * There is not a dull mo

Michigan

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit
Exclusive Films have secured Michigan rights to "The Great-

result

N. Judell has organCo.
release will be "The Great-

special

ivitli

It
is
out.
a very tunny picture.
don't saj that it is as laugfiable as Haro'd
Lloyd's film, because Gloria, being a lady.
But is runs it a
(Iocs not climb buildings.
close second.

slicks

GLOBE — It

THE FILM DAILY)

Receiver Discharged
i

deal

a

This was

f

initial

ul-.

t

ters" is a rather hectic story of the flapper
variety which gives the fair Gloria a chance
to do all the swell dressing her heart desires.

M cnace."

est

was reported some weeks ago
Williams had made some
J. D.

that
M>rt

— B.

I

s

EVENING WORLD— "Prodigal

De Luxe Feature Film

the

he

by

Americanized

charged.

abroad.

est

I

a

Chicago Exchange
to

iecia!

Chicago
ized

in

Sweden

that

pictures.

rican

I

Seastrom,

stated

becoming
motion

fast

,

'

— Victor

Hollywood
recent
is

'

\N -••Prodigal pan g h e r s"
The moral positively
its moral.

AM ERK

:

son,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Reade Plans Trenton Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trenton, N. J. Walter Reade ineater
Trent
the
altering
tends
for
similar to the Grand and Capit<
motion pictures. Remodeling of the
old Grand has almost been comThe posts have been repleted.
moved, new tile floors have been laid,
and a marquee and huce electric
t'..

Rialto

EVENING JOURNAL— For

Americanizing Sweden by Films

1923

18,

—

'Prodigal Daughters"— F. P.-L.

'

(i

;

keeping silenl
Dr. Giannini
future plans.
but

Sidney Drew,

Mis.

around the Ritz passii.g the cl
wcrd to the crowd. Tack Wood'
here

Newspaper Opinions

Mrs.

Discuss Values

Wednesday, April

-;.

INCORPORATED

\

220 WEST 42 SB STREET
PHONE

BRYANT 5576

NEW yORK

.

-

.

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MOC.

;

i

BRADSTREET

^recocmizei

\< FILMDOM

Authority

If*

LXIV

No. 19

To

Lieber
President
at

Stay

Remain As

to

ted

Thursday, April

First

— Discuss

No

Finances

DANNY
The election

—

City
of ofbe held at the First Nameeting today. It is expected
tobert Lieber will remain as
;nt and that there will be no
ntic

will

with Carpentier will probably
not be released here until the fall.
J. Stuart Blackton, who made them
while in England, stated yesterday
alier"

definite

that

releasing

arrangements

had not been completed.

"White Moth"

Nazimova
Bryant
has
purchased
"The
Charles
ier has expressed his desire to
Moth"
for Nazimova's next
White
from the presidency. He has

manager.

leral
ally

keeping

The

in close

latter

is

touch with

matters.
'\ general
financial status of the
nv took up the greater portion
deliberations.
sterday's
The
olders found the finances in
and prospects for the
X shape
extremely encouraging. First
rial
will probably release upof 50 pictures next season.
:tion

15

Deneker Coming
Film Daily

New York

Am

The complete

Pneumonia next
New York over the

Tuesday for
same route the Pioneer Films

many

years ago

for

She leaves for the coast in
picture.
a few days.

Buys Post Series

—

I. E. Chadwick
Take Over New Exchange
and Make Some Pictures
E. Chadwick of Merit Film has

Acquired by Merit
to
I.

purchased the entire series of 40 Post
Nature Pictures, taken by Claude Elliott recently in Europe.
There are
three
series,
of
Other
"Children
Lands,"
"In
Other Lands" and
"Cities of Other Lands."
It is understood they will be state righted.
Chadwick is understood to have an
Back From Atlantic City
Lesser, Felix Feist, James R. important deal on as a result of which
he will acquire a local exchange that
iter, Nicolas Schenck and Dr.
ini returned from Atlantic City is handling a number of state right
pictures.
This deal will be closed
esterday afternoon.
today or tomorrow and when consummated will give Merit one of the
Green with Davies
Id Green, of Glasgow is in New strongest line-ups of any independent!},' operated exchange in New York
I with Tom Davies.
Chadwick has been strengthCity.
ening
his
Albany and Buffalo exThrough
iRupert"
Selznick
the
acquisition of a
ipnick announced yesterday that changes with
ifert
of Hentzau," will be dis- number of Arrow releases, including
"Night Life in Hollywood" and "Lost
ced through that organization. A
Eway theater is being sought for in a Big City."
further understood that he
It
is
I here.
The company announceplans some production for next year.
^ made no mention of "The CornLaw," but it is understood Selz- He is considering from four to six
This
features and a comedy group.
1 will
also release that.
product is designed for state rights

when

have
sit
didn't
to
through six reels to see a two
reel picture. The tales of hardship I hear on all sides would
wring the heart of an exchange
manager. Tell the boys of the
A. M. P. A. I will be there in
time for the Naked Truth Dinner.
This is an epoch in American history. As I have no ex-

Bert

releases.

booking

others follow:
of

Mother McGinn,"

with Colleen Moore, Forrest Stanley,

Margaret Seddon and George Cooper;
by Frances Marion and
George Hill. "Unseeing Eyes," with
Lionel Barrymore and Seena Owen;
"Under
directed by E. H. Griffith.
Robert B.
the Red Robe," with
Mantell, John Charles Thomas and
Alma Rubens; directed by Alan
Marion Davies in "YoCrosland.
landa." "The Flaming Forest," "Alias
The Lone Wolf," wit Bert Lytell.
"The Temptress," "The Country Beyond," "Vendetta," "A Gentleman of
Marion
France," with Bert Lytell.
Davies in "Alice of Old Vincennes,"
directed

Name
which

circuit

The

"The Daughter

CLEM DENEKER.
Booking Circuit Gets

Lytell.

"Enemies of Women," and "Little
Old New York" will be tV first two

pense account.

The

—

Bert Lytell
list of Cosmopolitan
releases through Goldwyn for next
season was
announced yesterday.
There will be fifteen all told, three
starring Marion Davies and three with

City

leaving

traveled

From Hearst

For Goldwyn Release Three Starring
I.Iarion Davies and Three with

people

rs.

ead to alter his intention beof the fact that the organization
tioning so smoothly with him
sident and Richard A. Rowland

Price 5 Cent*

192.

Release Until Fall

"The Virgin Queen" with Lady
Na- Diana Manners and "The Gypsy Cav-

Shore Meeting
By

19,

the

Loew

organization plans to supply
theaters with artists will be known
as Loew's Star Attractions Bureau.
It is understood the work of lining
up the houses which will use the service has not been completed.
Marcus Loew and E. A. Schiller "The Helmet of Navarre," with Bert
are expected to leave for the coast Lytell and "The Garden of Peril."
in a few weeks in this connection.

s

distribution.

200 Units
ucing on Coasts, According Los

Chamber

geles

of

52 Studios in
Special

to

Commerce
Use

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles According to Capt.
Fredericks, who is active in
s of the Los Angeles Chamber
Commerce, there are 200 prog units active in and around
Angeles, 52 studios in use and
)00,000 spent annually in proon.
Here are some figures as
iled by Fredericks,
ring 1920, new studios worth
s

were constructed and in
about the same amount. Local
os use 300,000,000 ft. of film
ally.
The following charts have
prepared:
(Continued on Page 4)
^00

.

Small

Town

Boost

Free Shows Paid By Merchants to
Tide Theater Over Summer Slump
To Be Tried By Paramount

J.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines— The local Paramount
exchange has begun a Paramount

Lapworth Here
Lapworth
is in from EngCharles
Community Club idea, designed to land where he was idei tified with
save the business of the small-town
He
Goldwyn Ltd., for some time.
exhibitors over the summer.
leaves for the studio in a few days.
The movement was begun under
direction of John E. Kennebeck, who
with the salesmen have come into
each town with contract blanks, and

Exchange Deal

lined up the merchants to sub: cribe
a certain amount to keep the theater
Seashore
Down by the
running. In return the merchant re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of tickets which he uses
Atlantic City The congregation of ceives a pad
an inducement for the farmers to
film men here has been augmented by as
town certain davs in the
the presence of Will Hays, Harry come into
week.
Reichenbach, M. H. Hoffman of TruThe work has been underway f^ur
art and Colvin Brown of the Ince orbut Menlo and Dexter, la., have
davs
ganization.
already lined up. In Menlo, 19 merchants subscribed to pay $5. a week
Gable Going to Coast
which insures the exhibitor an in(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
come of nearly a hundred dollars for
Gable,
Philadelphia Gilbert
E.
show is
is
the three days a week
president of Achievement Films, Inc.,
open. Of course, the normal patronis leaving for the coast tomorrow. The
on Page 4)
( Continued

—

—

Godsol Re-elected
Godsol was re-elected president of Goldwyn at a meeting held on
There were no
Tuesday night.
changes in the personnel of officers.
F.

1

Warner

Bros. Expected to Relinquish
N. Y. Office— Morrs Kohn the

Buyer
understood that a deal is under
way whereby Warner Brothers will
relinquish their New York exchange,
It is

known
Morris

as

the

Kohn,

W.

B.

Exchange

to

former

president of
intends operating it in

Realart, who
the future.
The transaction is now under way
and, it is understood, conferences
have reached the stage where the
terms of the sale have been agreed

Harry M. Warner, however,
and upon his return,
Chicago
company has "The Magic Skin" slatthe matter will probably be settled.
for
immediate
production.
ed
No one at Warners could be
Schenck Leaves Today
yesterday.
Joseph M. Schenck returned from reached for a statement
Harry C. Carr, associate editor of
out of
reported
Kohn
was
Morris
for
leaves
and
yesterday
City
the Los Angeles Times, is vice-pres- Atlantic
office,
by
his
town
the coast today.
ident of Achievement,
upon.
is

in

;
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Many
Those

Thursday, April

19,

I,

Game

at Ball

men whose

business
Atlantic City
were at the opening game of the ball
yesterday.
si ason

T hursday, Ap ril 19. 1923

them

not take

did
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William de Mille Here
William de Mille is here from Cali-

Inc.,

"Only

fornia to cut

38."

TILM FOLKS, INC.
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W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Maniger;
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Outside
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Paris— Edward Jose

vacationing

is

Another Arrow Triumph

here.

Terms (Postage
if

THE
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71-73

West 44th

St.,

New

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
California
Walter R. Greene,
Hollywood,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

—

1603.
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Wabash Ave.

London

— Irving Mack,

—

Representative Ernest
Renter, 53a

The Film

man.

738
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Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
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Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
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Gardy Returns
Gardy has returned

Louis

to

his

post as director of publicity at the
Riesenfeld theaters after a month's
vacation.

Davies Film Opens June 1
"Little Old New York," the new
Marion Davies film, opens at the Cosmopolitan theater, as the Park will
be known, on June 1.

Week

Deitrich Sails Next

Theodore

and Mrs.
C. Deitrich
Deitrich leave on Tuesday for a three

Quotations
East. Kod..
F. P.-L. ..
do pfd

Goldwyn

Low Clsie
Hick
112^ 112
112J4

88^

500

87^

87y2

5%

6

\Sy»

ISVs

16.00

Not quoted

Griffith

WA

4,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

World
Cents

"A BOX-OFFICE

They

WINNER"

Fox
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Says "Tony" Luchese, the wisest

—

Tom

Mix's director.
to go with him.

is

His entire

showman

in Philadelphia

staff

TITLE—

Opening
THE FILM DAILY)

attended
of

Richmond, Va.

— Orlando
Va.

Incorporators,
000.
C. H. Lieve and W.
Jefferson

Pictures,
Capital $500.R. W. Grabel,

H. Hecht.

Mo.

City,

Piano Co.,

— Kirkland

St. Louis.
Capital $35,Incorporators. J. H. Kirkland.
G. A. Repple and E. M. Kirkland.
.

000.

— Sussex

Corp., Manhattan.
Capital $100,000.
Inc rnorators, F. L. Robbins. J. C. Millard
and G. H. Semler.
(U. S. Corporation Co.)

Albany, N. Y.

N'athan Burkan.

—

Y. Laura Trepayne
Picture Prod., Manhattan.
$75,000.
Incorporators. L.

Albany,

Trepayne,

Weberman.

N.

W.

Armstrong

and

S.

brilliant

of

at the Rialto

Full of Exploitation

audience

"Enemies

on Tuesday

evening.

Young

Make "Ponjola"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Sam E. Rork
Special

AUTHOR —
Hal Reid, Father of the late
Wallace Reid, Author of

has

many

One

Burr Studio Sold

—

E. K. Lincoln, Sheldon
Lewis, Edmund Breese, etc.

field,

Fairbanks.

studio occupied by Charles C,
Burr at Glendale, L. I.. has been purchased by the Manport Realty Co.
for speculation.
Affiliated Distributors, Inc.. hold a lease until Mav

Ever
Martha Mans-

of the Finest

Assembled

and are at work on "The Good Bad
Man," to be followed by "The Half
Breed," all of them starring Douglas

The

stage successes.

CAST—

Re-editing Fairbanks Features
Tri-Stone Pictures have engaged
John Emerson and Anita Loos to reedit a number of Triangle features.
They have finished "The Americano"

"We

feel 'The Little

Red Schoolhouse'

will

be a spectacular success," say

Progress Pictures

—Pittsburgh

1924.

Burr denied yesterday that be had
placed Doris Kenyon under contrai t,
as stated.

(Special

—

ictuAJL&J

Sure Fire.

to

leading role.

Nivelli

ttiona/

It's

to

Attorney, E. A. Eichner.

Ji

Possibilities.

purchased Cynthia Stockley's "Ponjola."
It will be directed by James
Young with Anna Q. Nillson in the

—

Albany,
N.
Y. Cosmopolitan
Playhouse, Manhattan. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, L. H. Fink, M.
L. Elkin and E. London.
Attorney.

—A

premiere

the

Women"

(

Inc., Jacksonville,

to

Los Angeles

Incorporations

i

SclhooUiiouisc"

Celebrities at Coast

Springfield,
111.—The
Rockford
Theater Co., Rockford. Capital $24,000.
Incorporators, M. G. Leonard,
B. Hodes and I. R. Erickson.

Motion

ThelittleRed

Los Angeles- It is reported that
Lambert Hillyer will join Fox as

(Special

Capital

(1

Hillyer Joins

1,200

Not quoted

.6

Loew's ...
Triangle

Salaa

months' trip through Europe.
sail on the Bremen.

!

Coming from Berlin
to THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin
Max Nivelli, president ol
the British American Film Co., is
leaving for New York shortly to arrange distribution
of
"Unchained
Mankind." He states he intends buying American films for the Central
European countries.

Arrow Film Corporation
220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

1

HOLLYWOOD
OF
HEART
THE
REVEALING
Production
Just wait until you see tne

list

Record-Smasning
of stars in this

—
THE

-Stl

Si

DAILY
K. C.

Coast Brevities
(Special

Golfers, Attention!

— Ruby

Hollywood
II.

Marry

ar in "Don't

i

Sign this and forward to am oi the committee:
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.

Renter

de

for

will

bers

Santschi will play the heavy in

Garson

Harry

which

"Havoc"

will

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
is

The Motion Picture News.
The Moving Picture World.

WALTER

Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Dannv, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

Town

Small

(Continued from Page

1)

age will add to his
acl<
rvenuj.
Crawford, one of the salesmen, sold
27 merchants in Dexter for the same
amount. So far no difficulty has been
experienced with the merchants who
figure that if thev can offer the farmers a day of shopping capped with a
1

picture show entertainment, it
will mean a big return for a five dolfree
L.

bill.

Kennebeck says

that

something

like

necessary because most of the
small-town shows simply close their

this

Motion

f

is

doors, and the merchants practically
fold up their tents during the "dogA similar idea was tried in
da)-.'

Number

of

Picture

apital

unlimited,

to

R.

GREENE.

in

to

(Special

LEARN
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to

—

$125,000
$250,000
Supplies,

Capital

invested
Annual paj roll

$1,150,000
$360,000
$1,700,000
Printers.

Lavish Plans for DeMille Film

Etc.

Designers

CSpecial

Los Angeles
pects

"The
ning

$75,000
$85,000
$175,000
There are varied lines whose business depends largely although not entirely upon the
production companies whose figures would

—

Ten

Cecil

DeMille

ex-

Booth
to

incinnati

1

appointed

THE FILM DAILY)
E.

I-',

Cincinnati

in

i',.

W. Booth
().

has been

manager

here.

being fully protected

TRUART FILM CORP.
M. H. HOFFMAN
Vice.

To Aid
II.

Salvation

Army

Hays has

Drive

accepted

the

chairmanship of a film committee to
help the forthcoming Salvation Army

in

Pres.

&

Mgr.

Genl.

1540 Broadway

New York

May

Exchange Space for Rent

:

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

invested
payroll

production

Pill

Ample space to accommodate l?rge film exchange
vault, poster room, shipping
department,

$17,075,000
$25,870 nun
$153,485,000

1

Hartford Expected
David M. Hartford, director, is due
Xew York from the coast shortlv.

$2 Per
109

W.

51st

Hour by Day

St.

se

it

XYZ,

'

in centrally lo-

cated film building.
"e

Will

other rights

materially.

tal
invested concerns
dependent upon producers ...
$2,075,000
Total annual payroll
$870. nun
Tota' anneal production
$3,485,000
Totals Including th; Picture Industry

Annual
Annual

all

(

five

1.
It is planned to construct an Egyptian city in a desert
location on a scale that, its sponsors
say, will eclipse anything attempted
here.

Total cap

Capital

and

months making
Commandments," begin-

spend

to

Title

THE FILM DAILY)

to

'.

(Special

AND

at

$.550,000

Annual production
Property Houses, Costumes,

very

LIVE,L0VI

Indianapolis Theater Assured

$15,000,000
15,000
$25,000,000
$150,000,000

invested
payroll

these

a

One

Indianapolis
Sam Dowden, a local
attorney representing Famous Players
Laboratories
has informed tenants of the Hotel
$500,000 English property that they will have
Capital invested
Annual payroll
$.100,000
The company's long conAnnual production
$1,000,000 to vacate.
templated plan to construct a theater
Camera and Photo Supplies
on tin- site will be carried out.

swell

as

>>

52

Number employees

Annual

known

be

understood Charles Murray is
work on "Covered Wagon"
burlesque for Hodkinson release.

now

>•

has in preparatio

it

200

Annual payroll
Annual production

Capital

that

is

It

1)

:i.

announces

— "Bull"

Murray

Producing

invested

:

a photoplay

Montana will
ar-^ear in "The Uncovered Wagon," a
burlesque on "The Covered \\ agon."
Los Angeles

units

one town last year to last dtrough
Annual production
two months of abnormal business
Title Writers,
depression. It kept the theater open
invested
Capital
and the merchants said it brought
Annual payroll
enough trade into town to warrant Annual production
their subscriptions.
The theater also agrees to show
free of charge on the screen any slide
or film advertising the merchants
want shown. The number of passes

(Special

Studios
I

It.

Truart Film Corporatio
10

Wagon" Burlesque
THE FILM DAILY)

"Covered

200 Units

Boost

(Continued from Page

tier,"

Estelle Taylor, Rod La Roque and
Kathryn McGuire will appear in
"Other Men's Money" which Richard Thomas will produce at the Hollywood studio.

E. Kendall Gillette,
Alilligan,

"The
"The

]

THE COMMITTEE:
"Win"

to the 2,700
organization, requ<
support the
following
Hottentot," "The Girl I Lc

the

of

Little Church Around the
"Brawn of the North," "]
Hood," "The Christian," "Nob
Helen Ferguson will appear in Money," "Grumpy," "Safety
"The L'nknown Purple" which Ro- and "The White Flower."
land West will direct.
direct.

average round

—

Kansas City The motion p
committee of the Woman's City

thev

Tom

Cut

Money," has issued cards

Fineman's new production.

I'.

19,

Women's Club Praises
THE FILM DAILi

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

..

Thursday, April

Long

desired.

care Film Daily

Circle 0446

drive.

Arden Alleged Bankrupt
F.

&

R. Sell St. Paul
i

s

t.

to

i

I'aul-- Finkelstein

of one of
theaters here to the

disposed

House

HE FILM DAILY
their

petition

in

bankruptcy has been

againsl Arden Photoplays, Inc.,
of 1493 Broadway by the following
creditors:
Commercial
Debenture
Corp., $1,250; Warren Cook, $67, and
Zena Keefe, $41.55
liled

I

& Ruben

have
important

Orpheum

A

inter

ests.

Has New French Camera
Franci W. Kurtz, exporter, has returned from France with the American agency for a new camera, recently placed on the market there.
Kurtz says the new machine is a
small one with a 200 ft. magazine
and aluminum finished throughout.

_

Grey Conferring With Lasky
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Zane Grey is confer-

ring

with Lasky officials" relative to
the Last Man" which goes into
production shortly. The picture will
be made in the exact locations described in Grey's novel.

"To

June MathiSy Greatest Editor

in the

Worh

GoldMryn
I
**** Big Things

THE

immmmmmmmmaimmmsrTa
lursday, April

And

Guts

DAILV

1923

19,

Carl Briel
score for "The

oseph

write

will

War

Exchange-Exhibitor

Flashes

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

the

Buffalo Considerable agitation has
been aroused here among exhibitors
as a result of exchanges catering too
Within the Law" will be shown at much to churches, schools, clubs and
g Sing prison next Wednesday private institutions. At a recent meet-

Isic

White Rose."

it.

The Master
e

of

Woman"

is

the re-

"The Law Bringers,"

of

title

ch Reginald Barker

is

directing.

ing of the Western New York exhibitor unit and the Buffalo Managers'
Assn.,
the
organizations
pledged
themselves to "lay off" exchanges doing business with non-theatrical ex-

hibitors.

homas Meighan has returned to
York from White Sulphur
ings,

Girl

from the West," in which Juanita
Hansen and Jack Richardson appear.

Dn.

/or

New Aywon Release
Aywon is state righting "The

where he has been on a va-

leaving for Engreturn in the
to appear in a new Grif-

Novello

shortly.

summer

5

MABEL
BALLIN

is

He

Building Completed

will

(Special

picture.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles
building

the

at

recently completed

—The

new executive
Warner studio has

engagement

Harry Berman, wife of the been completed.
manager of F. B. O., is managi benefit performance to be given
Sale on "Empty Cradle"
he Gotham theater, May 5, on
Truart
has sold "The Empty CraPublic
of the John
ilf
Jasper
dle" to 20th Century Film of Phila)ol No. 9 Milk Fund.
delphia for Eastern Pennsylvania and
rs.

the

in

i

New

Southern

>0
r

YOU WANT TO SELL

OUR PICTURES

IN

:ngland and on the
continent?
can do

it,

—

if

Ten

re right.

The

dde acquaintance with buyers;
n established connection; a
bputation for character and
Ibility,
these are things that
'nterest you.
British born, I
[m visiting this country for a
I would like first
;w weeks.
llass product to offer my for-

HUGO

Rialto

theater

will

Released by Hodkinson

celebrate

seventh anniversary next week.
"Yon Can't Fool Your Wife" will be
the feature.
"Bella Donna" remains
at the Rivoli for another week.
its

"Pagan Love"

Thomas Joy Back With Metro
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Thomas T. T^-'. who has

—

"East Lynne"

—

been managing the Stran-' and Hippodrome at Carthage, is back on the
selling staff of the local Metro office.

"Journey's End"

Sgn clients.
1

K

care

19,

Shea Will Remain

The Film Daily

(Special

to

—

"Jane Eyre"

Canada

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto
Contrary
to
reports,
Shea announced that he

"Other Men's Clothes"

Michael

STUDIO FOR RENT
Kouble equipment, two stages,
;vo new sets of lights with
i/ery modern device.
Size of
uilding 80 x 165.

IDT-

P.

S.

Earle

interested

in

the

Shea Theater and Hippodrome here,
the
Nathanson interests
havev been pooled with the Shea

"Married People"

although
houses.

Indies,

ANKH -AMEN

Wm.

actively

still

Buys Arrow

Released by Goldwyn

Serial

D. J. Mountan has sold "The
Fighting Skipper" to Jupiter Films
Corp. for Spain, Portugal, Latin
America, including Mexico, Central
America, British, Dutch and West

PRODUCTION

IN

is

Jupiter

Aubrey Mittenthal,
1400 Broadway

BALLIN

Seventh Anniversary

Rialto's

your pictures

the

in

THE FILM DAILY)

— George

Oldfield has resigned as non-theatrical salesman for
Fox.
He has left for the coast to
go into business for himself.

years thorough

motion piclire business in England and
ther countries of Europe; a
ixperience

Chicago

to

under direction of

Jersey.

Quits Fox, Chicago

Oldfiild
(Special

following productions

British,

Dutch

and

"VANITY FAIR"

French

Guianas,

Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador.

«

Classic

Riesenfeld Books Science Series
Riesenfeld has booked "The
Science of Life," a series of 12 one-

Hugo

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Film Exchange or

jitable for

State

Right

Distributor

Rocm 901— 130 W.

46th

Phone Bryant 6436

St.

reelers

made by Bray

Prod.,

Inc.,

under direction of the surgeon-general of the U. S. Public Health Service.
Morning performances are
being given at 1 :30 o'clock.
Well
known authorities, such as Dr. Kleinschmidt, Prof. Galloway and Walter
Clark will make addresses before the
showings.

Permanent Address

Hollywood Hotel
Hollywood Calif.
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"Business Booming," Says

Baum

ii

In the Courts

sident of Equi-

Louis Baum,
returned

Thursday, April
m

I^BIMM

Alma

Tell has sued the Internafrom a six weeks'
tional
Film
Service for $3,583, allegpraccovered
which he
trip,
every important film renter. ing that she was engaged Dec. 27 last
tically
IK
onsiderable time in a sur- for eight weeks at $500 a week and
conditions, which he declares after working a week and three days
lia\
oved during the last and drawing $410 she was not permitted to continue.
-i\ months.
Baum says:
almost
in
"Busin< ss i- booming
The testimony given by Sir A.
state in the Union, especially in
the Pennsylvania steel territory, the Conan Doyle in the suit of William
lions of Illinois, In- Gillette, Charles Frohman, Inc., and
coal mi'
diana and Kentucky, and in the farm- the Alcet Enterprises to restrain the
Kansas Stoll Film Co. and Educational ExNiihnesota,
ing districts of
Optimism has taken changes from producing and distriband Missouri.
in
films
pessimism, with signs of uting "Sherlock Holmes"
the
better times coming, and bigger bus- this country, has been filed in the
He admitted that
Ex- Supreme Court.
mo.- as the year progresses.
changes in most everj part of the Gillette got permission from him to
countrj report a heavj demand for revamp his play, "Sherlock Holmes,"
better pictures, and an entire neglect for the films, but said he did not give
on the part of exhibitors for films of Gillette the exclusive right to prothe
Doyle fictional
duce films of
the mediocre class."
in

-

i

"Couldn't Get Along

\

Without

It"

'

characters.

"U" Buys Boyle Story
DAILY)
ial
to THE FILM

Doyle said that Gillette wired him
for permission to make changes in the
original theme in order to "work in
a romance," and that Gillette cabled,

Los Angi
rm ersal has purchased "The Daughter of Crooked "May I marry Sherlock Holmes?"
It is a "BosAlley" by Jack Boyle.
Doyle replied, "Marry him, murder
ton Blackie" story.
him, or do anything you like with
him."
The author said he saw the film
version in which John Barrymore appeared, and stated that there was an
entire act which was not authorized
nor in accordance with
his
plots.
IS IN
"That was the act in which Sherlock
Holmes goes to college," said Doyle.
The witness also stated that when
Our financial service will prove
he gave Stoll the right to make film
versions of his stories he warned him
a healthy, helpful aid to your
not to use
the
name "Sherlock
business.
Holmes," because he was under the
impression that the right to use that
Convince Yourself
belonged to Gillette.
l<

;

I

How often do you use this expression,

and how often have you

heard someone say

it

regarding

THE PROOF OF THE
PUDDING
THE EATING

S

SIMPLE METHODS
REASONABLE RATES
QUICK ACTION

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea

The New York exchange of F. B.
O. will give a special showing of
"Westbound Limited" in the ballroom
of the Hotel Astor at 2 o'clock today.
J.

(Special

8264

He

—

says he found foreign production
low ebb.

a

at

"Unknown Purple"
THE FILM DAILY)

CSpecial

CARTOONS
Bill Pause
44TH. ST.

PkVanderbilt 4551

—

Roland West has
Henry Walthall to appear

cured

What

offices?

about the

managers

in

your exchanges and

theaters?

It's just

sein

"good business" to have

them as well posted as

yourself.

the surest, most certain

of bringing this

about

is

way

to see to

"The Unknown Purple."

LAYOUTS

71 W.

to

Los Angeles

AND

branch

And

Walthall in

ILLUSTRATIONS

portant to you, what about your

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles J. J. Cohn is back
a two months' trip to Europe.

LETTERING

so im-

if it is

Cohn Returns

J.
to

from

or

But

Show "Westbound Limited" Today

1123 Broadway
Suite

True enough.

Rallying Against Bill
(Special

to

—

Sunday

that they get

it

every day.

Just

THE FILM DAILY)

hicago Opponents of the proposed "blue law" which would forbid
<

it

as

you

do.

amusements,

golf,

are

ure.

A

baseball
and
the measbe sent to Spring-

rallying to

lobbv

mav

fight

field.

Schine Invades Western N. Y.
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— J. M. Schine,

Lockport, N.
who controls a

number of houses
through the central part of the state,
"ias taken over the Tern' !e from H.
F. Thurston.
Reports current here
have it that Schine is after several
other theaters

in

ths

section.

$10 a year and worth a lot

more

19,
n

192
in

M

hitch \jourVHaqon to theStarWho

J

Pulls

a Giant Load of Profits

"A
REMARKABLY good Western," says Harrison's Re-**

an instant fails to hold the attention. A spectacular touch is added by the showing of a stampede of horses down a hillside should go well anywhere."
ports.

"It never for

—

Presented by
P. A.

POWERS

BOOK IT—BOOST IT—PROFIT!
DISTRIBUTED BY

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Exchanges Everywhere
Salu Offiu Vniud

Kingdom— R-C

of America, Inc.
723 Seventh Avenue,
Picture, Corporation.
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Putting It
Here

it

how a

Norma Used

Portraits of

ii

1

stunt

was so good

ment

now budgets

for

that

manageweek

the

$15(1

each

Franklin,
Ind.
stunt applied to

(DEMPSEY'S NEXT OPPONENT)

The

Featured in

Cinderella
Rib" put

shoe store which offered pairs of 2-a
slippers to persons who could we.r
The display consisted of the
them.
art

"A CHAMPION

and

stills

photOLCaphs

From

s

E

How

Coming!
The Super-Special

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"
Starring

K.

E.

LINCOLN

$10.
Erie is trying to raise a fund
for a stadium and the theaUr thought
it better patriotism to
contribut- '10.
With the aid of A-Mike Vogel, exploiteer,
liberality was turned into
publicity.

Vogel framed it with a correspondent in the South to have a wire sent
from
Miami,
Fla.,
where
Miss

paper

and

fell

colum cut

of the star
on the front page.

and a great cast

nrint.

J

with a

2a
stonj

"Robin Hood" in a Small Town
San Jose, Cal.— Herman Hersken,
manager of the Liberty, u ..ed the follow nig campaign for "Robin Hood"
when the production was booked for

ANNOUNCEMENT

TRAILER/

1

the house
leasers on 21

he maided his sparring partners.

him through

this

trainer)

OFFICIAL

PICTURES

TAKEN AT RINGSIDE.
BRENNAN BEING COUNTED OUT
12TH ROUND

E
E

put

hard grind.

EXCLUSIVE

S

IN

Joe Humphries announcing the winner.

FIRPO OR DEMPSEY?
Produced and Directed by Leon D. Britton

ACT QUICK
TERRITORIES
GOING FAST

DISTRIBUTED BY
CHARLES PENS^R
729— 7th AVF..

BRYANT

N.

4105

H
For

faithful

reproduction

of delicate detail

EASTMAN

Daniels is known to be, making the
contribution and workii.g the ti.le
and the theater into the telegram

The

to his arrival in

Jimmy DeForest (Dempsey's former

—

.

—

ti

The strenuous training he went through in order
to beat Brennan.

the picture.

in

THE MAKING

This South American Giant in action.

—

Haven, Conn. When "Poor
Men's Wives" played the Bijou, Phil Telegrams from Pola Negri
Kahn exploiteer tor the Lichtman
Worcester, Mass. "Buddy" Stuexchange, sold the editor of the art and
Manager Curtis of the Plaza
Times-Leader the idea »i an essay put over "Mad
Love" by using 500
contest.
fake telegrams signed Pola Negri,
Five days before the opening, the
bearing a Los Angeles date line. The
paper announced $25 in gold as prizes telegram read:
"I trust that you will
for the best thoughts on the quesbe able to see my newest picture,
tions:
"'Should Poor Men's Wives' 'Mad Love,'
coming to Worcester
Be Pitied?, Can They be Happy?" next week." (Signed) Pola
Negri.
The limit placed on the answers was
Banners were used in the lobby in
eight days from the date of the an- advance
of the showing, as well as a
nouncement coverng the entire run cut-out of Pola Negri with
drapes on
of the picture.
For six days the each side, giving
a very attractive
paper carried reports on the progress effect.
of the contest, and the suggestion
that contestants get their angles on
the questions by
attending "Poor Fake Wire Makes Front Page
Men's Wives" emphasized throughErie,
Pa.— The Columbia solvd
out.
problem
of
buyn
space
for
"Glimpses of the Moon" on the front
page of the local daily at the cost of

IN

the time he was a drug clerk
to battle Bill Brennan.

New York

with the pre-historic foot-

up*

wear seen

Kahn Runs an Essay Contest

—

"Adam's
over the. him for the Opera House.
Manager Demaree tied-up with a

Curtis
lying

portraits.

New

ANGEL FIRP0

LUIS

Cinderella Stunt for 'Adam's Rib"

—

When the [Cinema
Vngeles
played "The Voice from the Minaret." 11x14, hand painted portraits
of Norma Talmadge were placed in
window s.
he effect of the
Los

Send along

brother exhibitor put his shore over.

19,

A STATE RIGHT "KNOCKOUT"

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

uour ideas.

Thursday, April

POSITIVE FILM
The

skill

sacrificed

Film

man must

of the camera
in

carries

printing
the

— Eastman

not be

Positive

of the negative

quality

:

II

-ARE MODE WITH OS MUCH
CARE OS THE BIGGEST

°ll PRODUCTIONS OND /IS
§H BEAUTIFUL
.

/o/You can obtain

FILMACK

'Production Trailers on
'AH Features for

FOOT
c A
TINTING FREE,
Elaborate Borders!
.;24 Hour Servicel
Presentation Trailers
I

I)
7/

608 S.WABASH AVE
-CHICAGO, ILL.

'

street

..

s

reading:

"Warning; Robin Hood is Coming!"
Posters later were plat i on the cars
announcing the theater and opening
date.
Four street c^rs on main lines
were painted on both sides "Robin
Hood."
Seven Robin Hood "Clin
airy" boys on street corners in miniature castle towers distributing Robin

Mood

feathers.

Six

window

through- to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted

base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

displays

"Robin Hood" body formation con
lest

in

pubic schools.

was announced

in

This contest
advan
in every

class in every school.
The children
dressed at their homes and then went
to their respective schools where they
took part in a contest for spelling out

the

words "Robin Hood" in body forAn extensive campaign con-

mation.
cluded.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

7fomoomii
Authority

7A& BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM
U.
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Runs For "Ashes"

Plan Stock Issue

Showings of New Norma To Cover Finances Incurred in Taking over First Nat'l Exchanges
Talmadge Films to Show ExLesser a Vice-President
hibitors its Drawing Power
of

Vengeance,"

the

picture, is scheduled
pre-release runs in a number of
the
theaters throughout
Ultimate
iuntry at a top price of $2.50.
In New York, the premiere will
It will be recur in September.
lied that recently the Talmadges,
ouglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford.

prma Talmadge
r

harlie

hers

Pola Negri and
Chaplin,
formed what some termed a

association to safeguard
production investments in larger
ties through more adequate returns
That plan inthe form of rentals.
nlved, if necessary, the construction
•otective

leir

i

r

the leasing of theaters aside

icture

B^DANNY

new

from

houses.
(Continued on Page 3)

—

for Dinner

Vaudeville

Interests
tering New Field

Film Daily

New York
I

Atlantic City First National stockholders are considering a plan for the
flotation of an issue of preferred stock
designed to cover the money involved
in the taking over of the various exchanges by the home office from the
franchise holders. This, it is expected, will ease the general financial
condition of the company. The matter has not been definitely decided
upon, but it is safe to assume that
something of this nature will take
concrete form.
The officers were re-elected yesterday morning. There was only one
change.
Sol Lesser was elected a
vice-president in place of J. B. Clark
of Pittsburgh who became a voting

To Produce?

Keith

Coming

::gitimate

"Ashes

Price 5 Cents

Friday, April 20, 1923

No. 20

I

start

come by

far as
off

by

the

Union

Malady, where

to the first

the

Pacific as
I

branch

camp occupied

Boone,

Daniel

grown boy.
that

Affiliation

City.

next Tuesday O. K.

scout.

Indians

the

full

was here
led
by a

It

maverick white man hid in the
Mississippi Mountains and slew
the advance man for V. L. S. E.
I will be there in time for the
Naked Truth dinner at the
Biltmore, but it's hard to tear
myself away from these hysterical

old spots.

CLEM DENEKER.

A

Reported

En-

— Downtown

Mentioned

appearing in the
New
York Commercial a few days ago was
echoed in the Evening Gloge last
night.
It concerned the entrance of
the Keith interests in the production
report

In this connection, E. V. DurGlobe said:
"Indications are that the B. F.
Keith interests will, in conjunction
field.

ling,

of the

downtown

financial
group
motion picture production,
distribution, and exhibition in a very
big way.
"With their own and affiliated theaters the Keith organization will undoubtedly become a very big factor

with

a

take

up

in

the film

field.

(Continued on Page 3)

1st Nat'l Buys "Sea Hawk"
Will Hays delivered an address
First National has purchased Rayesterday morning and was very well Planned by David Selznick Move to fael
"The Sea Hawk"
Sabatini's
The following left for the coast
Ee Independent of Distributing
(Conticucd l.n Pa*e 2)
Kirkpatrick. The
brandt
and
through
jesterday: Joseph M. Schenck, B. P.
Company
is
story
a romance of old England
.chulberg and Arthur W. Stebbins,
David Selznick is understood to and is a costume story.
le latter of Reuben Samuels, Inc.
First Nat'l have
a series of pictures planned with
Sam Goldwyn Contract Signed Bar- production activities centered on the
Famous to Feature Torrence
Sell "Counterfeit Love"
nard, Carr and Vera Gordon in
coast.
Just how far the plan has
Players have signed ErnFamous
Charles R. Rogers of Resolute
"Potash and Perlmutter"
progressed could not be determined est Torrence whose work in "The
"Count'ilm Sales, Inc., has placed
First National officially announced yesterday in view of the fact that Covered Wagon" elicited considerable
rfeit Love," with Playgoers Pictures,
yesterday what was stated in
David and his father, L. J., are in praise. The company will feature
nc.
Murray Garsson owns the pic- FILM DAILY some days ago, that
Atlantic City until Monday. Reports him first in "North of 36," another
jre.
the George Fitzmaurice Prod, and from Los Angeles indicate, however, Emerson Hough story, now appear"Potash and Perlmutter" would be that studio space at one of the large ing the Saturday Evening Post.
Caldwell Plans Series
If George Melford will direct this, probreleased through that organization.
plants has already been secured.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
As noted, the first Fitzmaurice the plan goes through, it will have ably to lowing "Salomy Jane." JacLos Angeles Fred Caldwell picture will be "The Eternal City."
(Continued on Page 2)
queline Logan and Noah Beery will
'rod. state a contract has been closed For "Potash and Perlmutter," Samuel
also be featured.
nth American Releasing for a series Goldwyn has secured Barney BarEnglish Offer to Nazimova
f pictures.
Caldwell intends filming nard and Alexander Carr who played
W. D. McGuire Dead
tories by J.
Stewart Woodhouse. in the original stage play and Vera
It is understood that Stoll of EngW.
D. McGuire, executive secretary
Hogan in Hollywood" is the first.
The picture, as stated land has made an offer to Nazimova of the National Board of Review,
Gordon.
earlier in the week, will be directed to appear in "Aphrodite" which would
died Tuesday night, at Derby, Conn.,
F. B. Warren of American Releas- by Clarence Badger.
be made there. Charles Bryant could following an operation for appending denied yesterday he had closed
not be reached yesterday for a state- citis.
McGuire had been connected
iny sort of a contract with Caldwell.
ment.
Verbal Contract With "U"
with the Board since its organization
He was also vice-chairman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in 1909.
of the National Committee for Better
Los Angeles Despite the denials
White and Allen Here
Films, affiliated with the National
La Marr has signed
Merit Film To Take Over New York that Barbara
Jack White, producer of Educachildren, and
Sawyer,
with Universal, Arthur H.
accom- Board. A widow, two
Comedies,
tional-Mermaid
Arrow Exchange Effective
survive him.
brother
a
contract, states
under
has
her
who
panied by E. H. Allen, general manThis Sunday
he has a verbal agreement with UniArrangements have been completed versal covering Miss La Marr's ser- ager, is in New York conferring with
Graf Buys "Grain of Dust"
E. W. Hammons, of Educational reor the acquisition of the Arrow Ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vices for one picture beginning in garding 1923-24 product.
change, Inc., of New York by Merit
September.
San Francisco— Graf Prod, anFilm, of which I. E. Chadwick is the
nounce they have purchased film

trustee.

Coast Production

Off for the Coast

—

t

Deal With

—

THE

—

Buys Out Exchange

—

—

lead.

the deal hinted at yesterday
ind is one that will make Merit one
jf the strongest of the independently

This

is

To Make "Harbor Bar" for Allied
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Elsemere, Bronx House, Sold
theater at the south-

rights

"The

to

David

Grain

of

Graham
Dust."

Phillips'
will

Metro

The Elsemere
Los Angeles The second picture east corner of Elsemere Place and distribute.
Dwned and operated exchanges in to be made by Associated Authors, Crotona Parkway, in the Bronx, has
"The Grain of Dust' has already
New York. Aside from the present Inc., will be "Harbor Bar," a Peter been sold by the Edmund Francis been made in pictures. Crest PicBenenson
Benjamin
to
ThompCo.,
Realty
It will be a
series of pictures that Merit will se- B. Kyne story.
in
turn tures, a state righter, released it
cure as a result of the deal, it is son Buchanan production, and goes and Philip Wattenberg, who in
version
first
The
1918.
Januarv.
understood that all future releases are into work as soon as "Richard the sold it to Joseph Weinstock. It will
was
The property starred Lillian Walker, and
Allied re-open in a month.
Lion Hearted" is finished.
included as well.
Revier.
Harry
by
directed
was valued at $300,000.
Prod, and Dist. Corp. will release.
Merit takes control on Sunday.

—

THE

-c&m
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Plan Stock Issue
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Terms (Postage
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Film,
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Quotations
Low

Hifh
.112

88/8

S«1m

Clsir

112
87

200

112

87/2

1,400

Not quoted

6%

6/2

...

6H

187^

18J4

Triangle

World

6,700
q-'Oted

Nm

Griffith

Loew's

18K

900
Not quoted
Not quoted

—

AmusePa. Appell
Harrisburg,
ment Co. Incorporators, W. II.
Kurtz and Nathan and Louis Appell.

111.

— North

American

Chicago. Capital $50,Incorporators, R. W. Dunn. E.
000.
G. Gearhart and C. C. Husted.
Inc.,

Columbus, O.

Amusement
R.

— The

R. (iooding

Co.,

I

Gooding, and

J.

E.

Lancaster.
Incorporators, F.

$10,000.

remain over

"Polly Preferred" in Films?
The World stated yesterday that
Edward Van Sloan, who portrays
the director in "Polly Preferred," will
direct a screen version of the play.

Schulze Goes to Coast
John D. Schulze, well-known

..

Capital
G. and

Ed and

the

— Carl

Washington

Laemmle was

here yesterday.

Mooney
(Special to

in

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— Paul C. Mooney,
manager of the Louis B. Mayer
product, is here for a few days.

—

—

—

San

East
nual

—

ADVERTISE YOUR

Mateo.

May on

in

Graf intends going State organization.
a regular semi-an15

visit.

—

She may appear
"The Eagle's Feather," which is
from the East.

be Edward Sloman's
Metro.

Greert/ls

Grass

Christie

Comedy
JIMM1E AUAM9

First

Nat'ls

Sold

in

to
first picture for

ry,"

Mad

Two Worlds,"
"Dangerous Busi-

"Daughter

"The Rosary,'"
ness," "Brawn

of

North," "Her
"White Shoulders,"

of the

Bargain,"

"Money, Money, Money," "The Scofand "The Devil's Garden" for
Censors Orders "Bella Donna" Cut
Austria, Hungary, Jugo-Slavia, Bul(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
garia, Poland, European Turkey and
Houston After a lengthy discus- Greece.
sion, attended by the Mayor, the city
"Daddy" and "Toby Tyler" will
censor board and a number of other
be distributed in Brazil by the Com-

Our

financial service will prove

a healthy, helpful aid to your
business.

Convince Yourself

SIMPLE METHODS
REASONABLE RATES
QUICK ACTION

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Chelsea 8284

LOUIS MEYER

ART
\^AFTSMENHLMLABS,

Nc

251 Vest 19™ Street'
(Uatkins

7620 -7461

—

bli s,

the board of censors ordered

eliminations in "Bella Donna."

fivi

Buys "Jungle Law"
purchased
"The
Jungle Law"
by
I.
A. R. Wylie
Distinctive

has

nigh Brandt and Kirkpatrick. AlLunt and Mimi Palmcri will apin it.
They have just returned
from the Western Pennsylvania M.
1

In

pannia Brazil Cinematographica. The
Madan Theaters, Ltd., of Calcutta,
have purchased "Penrod" for India,

Burma and

Ce3'lon.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Exchange

Suitable for Film
State

Room 901—130 W.
Bert Roach

starring in a series
of one reelers for Universal.
is

or

Right Distributor
46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

fred

P. T. O. meeting held in Pittsburgh.

June Mathis, Greatest Editor

in the

Work

Clements to Direct

for this

A HIPPING HOSS RACE-

THE PROOF OF THE
PUDDING IS IN
THE EATING

fer"

SHORT SUBJECTS

"ad",FREE at your
Educational Exchange

be "Havoc."

sal will

The Sascha Film Industrie of ViMary Alden on Coast
enna has purchased "Daddy," "Toby
Tyler,"
"The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dangerous
Age,"
Los Angeles Mary Alden is back "Scrap Iron," "The Hottentot," "Fu-

I.ettie

Albany, N. Y.
Paramount Amusement Co., Manhattan. * Capital $10,Incorporators, J. H. Ilalback,
000.
H. L. Haight and D. Scholz.
/ 1torney, M. A. Barney.

—

—

Distinctive

YOUUSee

Washington

in

THE FILM DAILY)

to

as an
coast.

Drumm.

MATS

Laemmle

Takes Over Eddy Contract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
permanent
Los Angeles J. L. Frothingham
has taken over from Ray Carroll a
contract with Helen Jerome Eddy.
New Fox House Opens Soon
The former plans to star Miss Eddy.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lynbrook, N. Y. William Fox
Albany Unit Not to Attend
will open his new Lynbrook theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the early part of next month.
Albany George Roberts, head of
the Albany exhibitor body, announces
Graf Finishes "The Fog"
that his organization will not be rep(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
resented at the
State
convention,
San Francisco Max Graf Prod, some time next month, inasmuch as
have completed work on "The Fog" the unit is no longer a part of the
director, has left for
He will probably make
headquarters there.

art

—

Pictures
Albany, N. Y. Young
Manhattan.
Capital $5,000.
\.
Parsons, II. W.
Incorporators
Schall and C. Wolff.

Corn..

Springfield,

will

THE FILM DAILY)

terested in the affairs of the company. the Bellevue-Stratford, April 24. Pnl
Incidentally, Selznick or the reor- tically every important film man
ganized Select holds a contract with this section will attend, as well
Theda Bara to make one picture. civil authorities.
"The Easiest Way" has been under
consideration for her, but in view of
Harry Garson's special for Univt
the company's announced intention

(Special

at

Incorporations

Film Co.,

New Yorkers
week-end.

the
the

Nixon Dinner

for

to

1)

There are a number of visitors here
including M. H. Hoffman, Bert Adler,
Charles C. Burr, Hiram Abrams,
is J. and David Selznick, Robert
Rubin, Louis B. Mayer and Sam
eliminating production activities,
Goldwyn. Jules Mastbaum was ex- of
of the Bara contract and
disposition
Madge Bellamy
pected last night.
yet to be made.
wis here and is now gone. Most of the play have

Rue de

42

Interna
Representative
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
Wenzelsplatz.
vakia),

Goldwvn

Golden West."

from Page

Ready
(Special

1923,

(Continued
Philadelphia Plans have been co:
no connection with the Selznick Dist. pleted for the testimonial dinner
Corp., in view of the fact that David be given Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger a:l
and L. J. are no longer actively in- Thomas Love, by their associates,
j

sales

European

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

the

1.

Clichy.

Central

(Continued from Page 1)
Hays stressed the importreceived.
1.1
the relations of the producers
This morning
to the general public.
Edwin Carewe will screen "The Girl
of

Friday, April 20,

to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— Roy Clements

(Special

Los

will

direct the 10 episode serial which
Hal
Roach will produce for Pathe. Upon
hi* return from the East, Roach told
the Times that exhibitors no longer

want long features,
seven reelers are all
He says the demand
greater now than at
the close of the war.

and that

six

or

they will stand.

comedies is
any time since

for

Goldwvn
* d^s Big Things!

THE
ttjbi

Putting It Over
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Test Runs For "Ashes"
(Continued from Page

Here

is

how a

put

hibitor

ehow

his

Send along your
the other fellow

The plan

brother exideas.

over.

Let

Hood" In London
When "Robin Hood" was

London
sen it's

—

first

showing on

this

con-

Cent Charles Cochrane covered the
t|ater with billboards and posters,
/sign 100 feet in length covered the
The letters were from 10
hilding.
20 feet high.
t

—

—

—

(Special

Boston

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— April

29 is the date set for
Ijizzle Contest on Caine Novels
the beginning of daylight saving in
Calgary, Alberta The management this state. Daylight
saving begins in
I the Palace conceived the idea of
New
York the same date.
j.nuzzle contest for the showing of
The co-operation
"he Christian."
Engineers Meet May 7-10

—

Daily Herald was secured
nich ran the contest during the run
the film.
Passes to the Palace
the

c

re the prizes.
To win the prize, the readers of the
srald were to take the number of
ixed letters run in each announcei?nt of

the newspaper and from that
one of Sir Hall

instruct the title of
'tine's novels.
>ast

(Special to

1)

Buffalo

to

111

THE FILM DAILY)

— Henry

Carr,

manager

of

Coming!

French Exhibitors Pay 25%
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Department

—

The Super-Spec:al

of
Commerce recently received a report
from the American attache at Paris,
in which he blames the poor conditions of the French theatrical industry on the high taxes paid by theater

owners.

The average

picture exhibitors

is

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"

tax on motion
of the total

Starrl.-.g

25%

E. K.

receipts.

Hotel Traymore,

New
(

May

$1,000,000

Special

to

7-10.

House Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

—

ck theater for the showing of "The New England
Operators Meet Soon
rangers' Banquet."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The bakery company got out colBoston—The I. A. T. S. E. and
ed window cards for use in stores
M.P.
T. O. will meet here April 29.
ndling their Superior Queen Bread.
This comprises all local unions in
n the cards were reproduced in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
lor a still from the picture, while
Connecticut, Rhode Island and Mase advertising matter read: "A free
sachusetts.
Meet to
Marshall Neilan's "The
rangers' Banquet" this week in
$18,785 in 11 Shows
ery lucky loaf of Queen Bread."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
e ticket was placed by the theater
Los Angeles Sid Grauman states
every 25th loaf.
that "The Covered Wagon" grossed
$18,785.75 at the Egyptian t' -ater in
Balloon Stunt
the first 11 performance's
starting
Faribault,
Minn. The following with the premiere on T csdav and
iint was used for the Grand theater closing on Saturday night.
Granman
hen "Glimpses of the Moon" was expects the picture to run eight
>oked for the house.
Manager N. months at his house.
Glaser and Jack Hellman, the loExhibitor Interests Incorporate
Paramount exploiteer, tied-up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
:th the Buick dealer and the local
ner for an announcement of a stunt
Frankfort, Ky.—The Rainbow
milar to the one with which the pic- Gardens Co.,. Inc., of Louisville, has
re opens.
The nlan was to send been incorporated with a capital of
a balloon with the Buick suspend- $30,000 by Toe Steurle. A. Reutlinger
Of course, the yelp came up that and L. and W. Davidson, all conwould endanger lives and they nected with the Walnut Amusement
ithdrew. The paper then announced Co., operating: the Walnut.
They
at the "balloon stunt can be watch- also control the Fourth Avenue thewith safety on the screen of the ater and the Broadway Amusement
rand."
Enterprises.

A

—

LINCOLN

and a great cast

—

Bedford, Mass. Harry Zeitz
has been appointed manager of the
New Zeiterion which recently opened.
The house seats over 2,000 and

—

Properly Present Your Photoplay

"The Bright Shawl" will be the
Atlantic City
The Spring convention of the Society of Motion Picture feature at the Strand next week.
Engineers will be held here at the

New

Bakery Helps

they control
theaters in
with, as
every important city throughout the
country."
Mark Luescher at the Keith offices
did not enter a flat denial of the report when ask concerning it but
merely replied that there was nothing
to sav at this time.

THE FILM DAILY)

San Diego, Cal. The Franco- Su- cost
$1,000,000.
rior Bakery, tied up with the Pick-

—

"The combination

(Special

motion pic- Shea's Court Street, is seriously ill.
is understood to be not a move in tures and vaudeville has been found
the carrying out of that plan, but to be an ideal one. Needless to say,
merely a test of the drawing power of a theater showing six acts of vaudethe picture.
The production will ville and a motion picture will have
Double equipment, two stages,
cost about $650,000. The Schenck in- a trifle the better of it when it comes
two new sets of lights with
terests feel that before exhibitors can to competing with another showing
every modern device. Size of
be expected to pay the high rentals only pictures.
building 80 x 165.
necessary for the producer to see a
"The old-line film firms are in for
Aubrey Mittenthal,
profit, a definite demonstration should a period of stiff opposition.
As it
1400 Broadway
be given of the drawing power of the has always been claimed in this depicture.
That is the reason why the partment, this will prove beneficial
legimitate showings are planned. The to the public.
Better pictures at
regular first-runs will follow.
lower prices will be the result.
"The Shubert interests are also
Dygert Joins Rowland & Clark
planning a fling at the films and they
are most assuredly to be reckoned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for

^Ton Shriners Help
Pittsburgh Warren B. Dygert, Jr.,
Akron, O. The Shriners recently
cnducted an indoor circus at the well known in the advertising field in
was exploiting this city, has joined Rowland & Clark
tie Eddie Carrier
He as publicity manager.
'•he Christian" at the Allen.
their
in
putting
parade
nde use of
Reorganize Coast Publicity
A banner carrying
rer the picture.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
I title of "The Christian" with the
Los Angeles The coast publicity
showing was
t?ater and date
of
Meed on each side of the elephants department of First National has
Twenty busses were been reorganized with Jack Neville
I the parade.
;.o decorated with "Christian" ban- now in charge of studio activites.
These busses later operated
rrs.
Date Set for Daylight Saving
c
the main streets of the city.

<

Page

(('ontinued from

1)

"Ashes of Vengeance"

Carr, Shea Manager,

To Produce?

STUDIO FOR RENT

know how you

cleaned up.
"lobin

Keith

Ansco
Positive Film
Saves

It

You Money

Because
It processes through the laboratory without special treatment, or

formulae.

The uniformity

of

The

uniform that no

emulsion
speed is such that no timing tests
are necessary when changing from
one emulsion to another.
tints are so

matching

is

its

required.

The photographic

quality and pro-

1

)

I.

l

jection value are unequalled.
It

wears longer

in the projector.

ANSCO COMPANY
Binghamton,

New York

of

THE

c&a
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DAILY

A Woman
THROUGHOUT
the

hazardous

expedition
trudged
its

which

and hacked

way through a

thousand
jungle

country,

Mrs. Martin Johnson

was

there.

ILT'OU see

her,

yards

charging

ing the camera as

TRAILING
AFRICAN WILD

ANIMALS

of

O

eyes,

stampede toward her,
trampling

down

lings as a

dog tram-

sap-

ples grass.

AT'OU

see her in the

herd of

a

rhinoceros

down and murder
little

phants crash in their

open,

bringing

as he thunders, horns

his

the giant African ele-

on

the screen, within

twenty

see her crank-

miles of

hitherto untrod Afri-

can

in the Wilderness
in Mr. and Mrs. Y'OU
Martin Johnson's

facing

a

lions, finally

one

down

when he had charged

in
to within a

upon

few score

steps of her.

her.

A

110-pound woman defying elephants that couldn't
squeeze inside a box-car, rhinoceri that attack like a
forty-miles-an-hour steam roller!

No wonder

that Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson's

TRAILING AFRICAN

WILD ANIMALS
is

the thriller of

all

jungle thrillers!

THE
Hday, April 20, 1923

A

Few

of the Theatres

Now

Playing
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON'S

TRAILING AFRICAN

WILD ANIMALS
Park Theatre
Strand Theatre
Olympic Theatre
Piccadilly Theatre
Grand Theatre
Stillman Theatre
Orpheum Theatre
Wallace Theatre
Sterling Theatre
Princess Theatre
Loew's State Theatre
Strand Theatre
Strand Theatre
Strand Theatre
Rialto Theatre

Boston, Mass.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Watertown, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Columbus, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Akron, Ohio
Wooster, Ohio
Denver, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.
Riverside, Cal.
Glendale, Cal.

Washington, D. C.

Lyceum Theatre

Criterion Theatre Buffalo, N. Y.
Avon Theatre
Utica, N. Y.

Cataract Theatre Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Lyric Theatre
Merrill Theatre
Milwaukee, Wis.

Dome Theatre
Strand Theatre
Rialto Theatre
Greeley Theatre
Curran Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Liberty Theatre
Strand Theatre

and West Coast Theatres,
28 Theatres

1

New Britain, Conn.

Youngstown, Ohio
Canton, Ohio
Denver, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
Boulder, Colo.
Long Beach, Cal.
San Bernardino, Cal.
Ocean Park, Cal.
Stamford, Conn.

Inc.

We Have Only Been Se]

the Picture for 10 Days

—
THE

iS&!±DAILY

Friday, April 20,

Some New Ones from "U"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Herbert Rawlinson's
Universal will be
Later he
"Thicker Than Water."
tor" and "Small
will make "
Town St nil." Hoot Gibson has finished "Pure Grit" and will next make
"< hit
of Luck," to be followed by

Los Angeles
picture

next

for

i

"Red

and

Lock"

"The

Rambling

Kid."

INS

RA N

U

C E

will appear in "OverHerbert
at a future date.
will direct Gladys Walton in

Jack Hoxie

Red"

land

Blache

"The

Untamable."

Future

vehicles will he an original by

Walton
Marion

Orth and then "The Near Lady."
William Desmond
has
completed
"McGuire of the Mounted" and will
next appear in
"The Skyline of
Spruce." Robert F. Hill will direct.
Roy Stewart has finished "Burning
Words" and is preparing for "Forced
to Fight."
direct "The

Edmund Mortimer

<.(.

a

What

has he done?" —Napoleon

By your deeds

are ye

— The

known."

Bible

will

Six Fifty" and Richard
Stanton "Spike." This does not include serial and comedy productions.

If
Colleen

National has signed Colleen

First

every director in

this industry realized

Moore and Canon Signed

portance the Director's issue

Moore and Maurice Canon.
on the West
THE FTLM DAILY)

Satire
(Special to

Los Angeles

—

Universal will produce "Where Is This West?" a satire
on Western pictures as they are made
today. Jack Hoxie will be starred.

by important executives
"no";

LaRose,

Joseph

to

production

terion,

Rivoli, Rialto
leaves for Chicago

man-

and

Critoday to

arrange the premiere of "The Covered

Wagon"

at the

Thall Heads

there.

T & D

Publicity

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

San Francisco
merly

Woods

— Charlie

publicity

director

Thall, forfor
First

The

what he plans

what he

reality

Canter on Trip

This

it is

And
is

all

is

that

many

just the reverse.

(Special

to

for

would be

directors think the

This

is

In

a swift moving pe-

the director's opportunity.

own way, knowing

He

can

tell his

own

men he

should

have contact with will read everything printed

in this

And

that the

this particular issue will

for reference purposes

be

filed

away

—make no mistake about that.

American Films

French.

Victor B. Fisher has signed Joseph

Dowling, Mary Anderson, Raymond Hatton and George Seigmann

J.

for

what he has

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington— Reports received from
the Rio de Janeiro censor board state
that American films are rated higher
than films of any other country. Only
3j^% of American pictures imported
are cut, while 15% is German and

11^%

means

people forget only too quickly.

story; in his

issue.

High Rating

doing;

it

about them, and will never forget.

A.

the feature at the Capitol next week.
This morning the picture will be
shown at the Town Hall, following
which there will be a debate arranged
under auspices of the General Federation of Women's Clubs.

is

to do, the Director's issue

great misfortune

world knows

riod.

Debate on "Mrs. Fair"
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" will be

say "yes" and

overcrowded with advertising.

Nat'l in this city, succeeds W. J. Murphy as publicity head of the Turner &
Dahnken chain.

Canter, sales manager of Asated l'hotoplays, Inc., is on a
sales trip. Associated has sold "Why
Wonn-n Remarry" to Royal Pictures,
Inc.
Philadelphia
for
Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey.

men who

every director would understand what

Chicago

ager of the

—out June 6th—was read

—the

in dollar insurance to tell

done,
La Rose Goes

if

with what im-

"Youth Triumphant."

71

W. 44th

Street,

New York

-

6411 Hollywood Boul., Hollywood

I

5^BRADSTREET

ZkRECOGMIZE*

FILHDOM

Authority

.»/*
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No. 21

?our Sales Confabs
Conventions Begin
Office Executives

';amount

—Home

Settle

semi-annual Paramount sales

[vention, four all told, will

May

York,

<Jv

istead of

open

i.i

8.

having one convention to

vch would be brought the district
U branch managers from all parts

split

><

into

convention will

the

country,

ilthe

four meetings,

held

in

ri

and each convenwill be attended by all the salesbooking managers and exploita-

li

men

different cities,

cr
ii

he

amicably adjusted out of court. As
result, Second National will con-

a

tinue the distribution of Warner Classics in Illinois as heretofore.
The trouble originally arose over
the slighting of "The Beautiful and
Damned," according to Warner Bros.,
who state the picture did not secure

what they considered
first

Commodore

filed

will
8

be at the

To Sue Cohen

Suit

on Mid-West Distribution
The litigation pending between
Warner Bros, and Second National
of Illinois, which is controlled by Balaban and Katz of Chicago, has been

in the respective territories.

first

111.

May Warner Bros. Reach Amicable Adjustment with Balaban and Katz
To

Go On Tour
he

an

adequate
run in Chicago. Suit was then
in the U. S. District Court for

damages and the cancellation of the
and 9, and will be
May
[e,
Earlier in the week Harry
contract.
itmded by the sales force from
Warner
went to Chicago, ostenM.
Maine,
NewNew Haven,
3;ton,

New

ark,

Buffalo,

Jersey,

Albany,

sibly in this connection.

Washington and WilFollnwnp this a group of
Bp.vp
ine office executives, headed by S.
Kent, will go to Chicago where a
Filadelphia.
:

session

;')-day

I

will

and 13,
convention will
at

the

lis

b/gh,

Rosson Engaged
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Warner Bros, have
direct
to
be held Mr.y engaged Arthur Rosson
Drake Hotel, Johnny Hines in "Little Johnny
be attended by Jones."

from Detroit,
Columbus,
Cleveland,

sales

I

force

—

Pitts-

ChiLouis,
Indian-

Turned Over

Bondholders

to

(5pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee. Peoria, St.
Acting as trustees for
Cleveland
Minneapolis,
City,
I nsas
fclis, Sioux Falls, Des Moines and the bondholders, the Cleveland Trust
Co. acquired the Circle theater on
Cnaha offices.
weaving Chicago Sunday night the Euclid Ave, at a sheriff's sale. The
and is one of
civention heads will go to New house brought $102,107
in the city.
Cleans, arriving there May 14, for the most prosperous
a:wo-day session which will be atYearsley Recovering
tided by the sales force from AtC. L. ("Bill") Yearsley, advertising
l.ta, New
Orleans, Charlotte, Daland Oklahoma. The convention and publicity head of First Natonal,
I will leave New Orleans May 17, is in the Washington Square Hospital
Los Angeles, arriving May 19, recovering from a slight operation
He will be
i;
convention sessions May 21 and performed last week.
2
The Los Angeles convention will away from the office for about two
weeks to come.
1 attended by the sales force from
I San Francisco, Los Angeles,
The Porter Series
battle, Portland, Salt Lake City and
:;o,

—

I

1

(Special to

l:nver.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The Gene Stratton
Those from the home office who
series, as stated, will be rePorter
of
ill
out
attend the conventions
Hodkinson, the first
through
leased
twn are: S. R. Kent, Jesse L.
Others
3. sky,
Eugene Zukor, Emil E. to be "Michael O'Halloran."
Girl of the
include
"A
contemplated
auer, M. A. Shauer, George Spidell,
"Laddie," "The HarB. J. Frawley, Claud Saunders, Limberlost,"
Father's Daughter."
"Her
vester"
and
•larles E. McCarthy, A. M. Bots"'d, William R. Hoggan, sales manAnti-Dope Film To F. B. O.
:er of the Paramount
Australian
'.

•

ganization; George
arry Ballance.

W. Weeks

and

It

is

understood

Wreckage,"

the

that

anti-dope

"Human

picture

now being produced by Thos. H.

Ince, will be released through F. B.
Photographic "Expo" Opens
While admitting that a deal is
O.
The Photographic Arts and Crafts under way, both F. B. O. and, the
^position opens
today at Grand local Ince office yesterday disclaimed
:ntral
11

Palace.

John

Duer

Scott

have an exhibit of color motion

:tures.

Price 5 Cents

Saturday, April 21, 1923

any knowledge
First National
film.

of it's consummation.
was dickering for the

Clem

Is Excited

Film Daily,

New York

Am

all

City.

ready to leave Tues-

Mrs. Deneker will accompany me as far as Exzema,
where we are having trouble
with the Piutes who insist on
staying in the theater from
Tuesday until the next night
we are open, which is Saturday.

years

day.
Just think, forty
ago, the first original scenario
was written where my train
will be at two oxlock Friday.
And to think it is stll being
used by most of the writers at
can well
I
Los Angeles.
imagine the thrill the Pioneers
when the pulled into
got
Exzema with the long trail of

Don't forcovered wagons.
get to hold the seat for me at
the

That's

dinner.
Truth
I'm coming for.

Naked
all

CLEM DENEKER.

Twenty

Infringements
of
Music
Copyright Alleged Cohen Talks
of "Oppression"
According to J. C. Rosenthal, general manager of the American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, twenty separate actions for
of
alleged infringements
the copyright law as it affects the rendition

—

musical

of

selections

for

profit

will

be filed against Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the M. P. T. O. A.

Cohen has been advised
infringements
ters from Rosenthal,
leged
the

violations

were

in

of the al-

several

let-

who

states that
observed at the

following theaters owned by Cohen:
the Bronx Strand, Westchester Ave.
and Prospect Aves.; Fmpire, 161st St.
and Westchester Ave.; Fay's, Boston
Road and 169th St.; Tremont, Westchester Ave. and 178th St.. and the

North
April

Mar,

oth

and

106th

St.,

on

14, 15, 16, 17.

Under

date

of

April

12,

Cohen

his
terminating
wrote the society
agreement with its members. Cohen

Tippett Here from

stated that when he made the arLondon
rangement, on a license basis, it was
known Eng- "under duress" and "compelled by

John D. Tippett, well
man, is here from London.

lish film

Young Heads Writers' Guild
Waldemar Young has been elected
president
Guild of

Screen Writers'
the
of
the Authors' League of

America.

He added that "the monopolistic control of
which you now boast as the justification for the extension of your society, not only has earned the condemnation of all fair thinking people but
will soon reap its just reward in suitable legislation which will prevent in
your threats of oppression."

of
your
future any repetition
methods of oppression, supplemented
Marshall Neilan's third production by your system of espionage."
Under date of the 16th, Rosenthal
for Goldwyn will be "The RendezEm- replied to Cohen denying the charges
vous," by Madeline Ruthven.
and "oppression," and
mett Corrigan, noted on both stage of "duress"
that when Cohen acceptpointing
out
and screen, is the first member of the
knew just what obli-

the

Neilan's Third

cast selected.

"The Rendezvous"

ed a license he

He pointed
gations were involved.
out that Cohen had paid the society's
and of
fees for years "voluntarily

Plan Coast Trip
Harry M. Berman, general sales your own volition," and "while, in
your attack upon us
manager and Nat G. Rothstein, pub- answer to
the Federal Trade Commisthrough
for
licity director of F. B. O., leave
sion and Attorney General's office, we
the coast today to confer with P. A. produced photographs of the checks
Rothstein will remain in tendered us in payment of your liPowers.
Los Angeles only four clays.
cense fees, you did not tell the exhibitors whom you were leading, and
whose spokesman you were, that you
"Zander"
May Film
were paying license fees."
Alice Brady's return to the stage
It was following this interchange
in "Zander the Great," is sponsored
of letters and the notice served on
by Famous Players, who still hold Cohen that his theaters would be subMiss Brady under contract for two jected to the society inspection for
The company also owns the violations, that, according to Rosenyears.
film rights to the play which may be thal, the twenty infringements which
made in films this summer with Miss form the basis of the proposed actions
were discovered.
Brady starred.

—
THE

-33K

DAILY

Saturday, April 21,

Golfers, Attention!
ViLXXIVNi.2I

Saturday. April 21.

Sign this and forward to any of the committee:
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.

Price 5 Cents

1923

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folks,

New

Joseph

W.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

ager
A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 19 IK.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
;

the act of

March

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months
$3.00.
lonths, $5.03;
Subscribers should remit with order.
% 15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Walter R. Greene,
California
Hollywood,

Terms (Postage

free)

New

Greater

•f

THE COMMITTEE:

3

E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Milligan, The Moving Picture World.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

'Phone, Hollywood

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. Fred—
Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloChicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

Savoy, Hamilton Closes

Takia), Wenzelsplatz

(Special

86^>

87K-

86'

\

0'

....

6

6

s

(Special

1,600

Not quoted

Griffith

18^

Loew's

18&

YWa

700

is

World

a
wi'l

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Buffalo—The Buffalo M. P. Corp.
bankrupt.
James W. Persons,
bankruptcy, has called a
of the creditors for April 30.

referee

in

Not quoted meeting
Not quoted

Triangle

Savoy,

Buffalo M. P. Corp. Bankrupt

2,000

Not quoted

Goldwyn

—The

Paramount house, has closed and

.111m 107^ 109^ 5,500

Kod.

East

F. P.-L
do. pfd

Can.

probably remain dark for six weeks.

Cl»i«

Upstate Business Good
(Special

Incorporations
Albany, X.
Manhattan.

Y.— Edgar Mac

Albany

Gregor,

Capital
In$25,000.
E. J. and O. W. Mac
Attorney, S. R. Golding.

corporators.
>r.

R.

Penns, A. H.

R.

Dav

ai.d

I

Day.

— Suburban

unbus, O.
Cincinnati.
corporators B.

S.

F.

Will

Represent Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

to

land, Cal.— C. C. Griffin, of the
Imont, has been appointed offigate to represent the NorthCalifornia exhibitor unit at the
national convention in Chicago.

Amer. Releasing
(Special

Brown and

Austin

F.

in

— Incorporation

p.

papers have

to the American Releasof Texas, with headquar-

Capital is $5,000 and
Shannon, J. C. Francis and J.
Willingham are the incorporators.
in

J.

Texas
THE FILM DAILY)

to

led

—

Dallas.

C.

Fren

Hanson.

De Hoff Better
THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore — Louis
A.
De Hoff,
(Special

Amusement
n00.

— The

Blue Mound
Capital
Co., Milwaukee.

Incorporators, M. Holeilske,
C. Perszyk.

R Brooks and

—

it

5R

—

will apfor Uni-

in

(Special to

—

'

with sleeping sickness for
on the road to reeel

•v.

Theater Attendance Better
(Special

to

dmonton,
it

of

M.

P. T.

.

THE FILM DAILY)

Wichita R. G. Liggett is ajn
president of the Kansas M. P. T.).
This
Other

Warners
bard"

Liggett Heads Kansas

his second term in ofe.
officers are R. R. Bieche,
City,
first
vice-presidit;

is

will place "Lucretia LoKansas
production about May 1st.
Harry

McClure,

Emporia,

sec d

vice-president; I. E. Runyon, Hu!iNeal Burns and Vera Steadman inson, third vice-president; A. Da'lwill appear together in the next Chris- son, Neodesha, fourth vice-preside;
tie comedy.
C. N. Smith, Kansas City, secrety
and Fred Mein, Kansas City, nearHaving finished a part in Mary er. Five thousand dollars have bn
Pickford's
new
film,
Carmelita raised to bolster the treasury.

Geraghty has returned

to

Goldwyn.

Lois Wilson and Priscilla Dean are
added to the cast of
the Writer's Revue of 1923.

Respite Granted
(Special to

Columbia,

S. C.

Exhibitor

THE FILM DAILY)
S.

C.

— Governor

I:-

Leod ahs granted exhibitors of
Tom Formatt has completed "The state a temporary respite from
Broken Wing." Gasnier has finished 10% admission tax imposed at
closing of the recent Assembly.

"Daughters of the Rich."

WALTER

R.

GREENE

was passed and enacted into
within 30 hours as an emergency

bill

and was
Ontario Corfdems 44 Films
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

become

effective

May

e

e
e

T|
\i
t:,

',

but exhibitors petitioned the Govnor so forcefully that he grantee!

— Durng

1922, the Ontario temporary respite until Jan., 1924
Censors condemned 44
films, according to the annual report,
Atlanta Office Moves
while over 31% required cutting of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
some kind before they were allowed
to be shown.
The board passed over
Atlanta M. J. Sparks, manager
11,000,000 ft. of film during the year, the local American Releasing
representing
approximately
11,000 change, has moved the offices

Ontario

Board

of

—

<

111

Walton

St.

Manshall Neilan is producing for Goldzvy

ill

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Alberta The annual
Provincial Treasurer
for the year 1922, shows an increase
Oakland, Cal. The first Fox the- in theater attendance in the Province
ater in California will be Opened here of over 2,000,000, and for the first
about May 1. The structure will seat time in the history of the Province,
approximate!
lonton leads Calgar
by 100,000.

Oakland Opening May 1
(Special to THE FILM DAILY/

fit

to

booking manager of the combined
Whitehursl interests; who has been
iusly

Madison, Wis.

THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood Mary Philbin
"A Lady of Quality"

reels.

Louis A.

—

Austin, Tex.
Specialty Film Co. of
Texa-. Capital $2,500. Incorporators,
W. G. Underwood, H. T. Pebbles and

to

pear in

Theaters

Tex. Lone Star Amusement Co., Dallas Capital $5,000. Incorporators I. D. Nichols, A. L. Goldstein and Jack London.
•in,

Sche-

(Special

the latest to be

(Special

i

MacDuff, J. Smith,
Harry Hopper.

Troy,

lines.

Capital $5,000.
Inin,
G. S.

Co..

in

nectady, Cohoes, and here is on the
upgrade.
Practically every exhibitor
in this section is reporting waiting

O.

Faiii ix
Studios,
Cleveland. Capital $25,000. Incorporators, E. C. Miller, M. A. Bendell,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Business

Griffin

Columbus,

big

tod a

Coast Brevities

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hamilton,

Low

Ruhr;
etc.

i

tionale

Hick

—

YORK. Over 70,000 persons jam thoif
new stadium when the Yankees beat he
Red Sox; Patriots' Day in Boston; fural
of 12 Krupp workers killed in clash ith

THE BEST NEWS FROM ALL
THE WORLD

1.

Quotations

RECORD CROWD SEE OPENINGS
YANKEE BASEBALL SEASON IN J.W

French soldiers in the
Arizona oil fields, etc.,

"Win"

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

No. 33

NEW KIND OF MARATHON- H

English mothers compete in a perambuor
race over a distance of 52 miles; the diei
go along.
Scenes from London.

.

»ILM FOLKS. INC

J.

PatbeNew
A

Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
bv WID'S FILMS and
York, N. Y

Inc.,'

19!

the

Goldwyn
**** Big Things

'

THE
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Pantages' Plans

Theater Changes

—

Miami, Fla. The
been leased to Mr.
of several

Nassau

Mamaroneck,

(Special

has
Biltimore
Pont, owner

Du

theaters.

L.

I.

—A

corporation

San

2,000 Seat

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Francisco

— Alexander

Pan-

tages, head of the theater circuit bearing his name, will erect a new theater in this city.
Preparations are
also underway to shift the Pantages'
headquarters to San Francisco, the

headed by Irvin Wheeler, who owns
the Auditorium, have purchased the main
offices
Lynn theater, now in the course of Angeles.

now

construction.

being

Los

in

—

While In Chicago

San Francisco

In passing through Chicago,
Irving Mack, our representative there.
He will be
found at 738 S. Wabash Ave.,
and will always have on hand
visit

THE FILM DAILY

a file of
for your use.
Mr. Mack will
be glad to help you in every
way he can.

Oakland, Cal. Alex. Pantages is
Troy, N. Y.— The Astor, on Third negotiating for a site here to erect a
St., has reopened under new manage- new house.
The theater was closed for
ment.
Re-Opens Today
"Roxy" Shows 'Em How
remodeling.
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
night,
Last
after the regular CapiHartford. Conn. Tl.e Grand wil
Disney, O. Stanley Ryan, owner tol show had closed, S. L. Rothafel
of the Mall Theater Bldg., is the new gave a special lighting rehearsal of reopen today.
owner of the theater, having pur- next week's show, at which were
chased it from Mrs. C. Saunders and present a number of lighting enMay Return to Pictures
gineers and others interested in stage
I. J. Speckman.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
electrical effects.
Engineering stuAlbany Following a season of
Johnson City, Tenn.-W. H. Young- dents from Columbia and Polytechnic burlesque, the Majestic here may re-

—

—

—

blood

is

the

new manager

of the

De

Institute of

Brooklyn attended.

House

in S. F.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— The

new Alexan-

being

constructed here.
It
will be of Egyptian design and will
-eat about 2000.
It is being built by
Alec Levin.
Work has commenced on the erection of a 1800 seat house at Buchanan
and Union for S. H. Levin.
dria

is

Increase Directorate to 27
(Special

Chicago

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

board of directors of
the Illinois M. P. T. O. has been
increased to 11 members, of which
16 are elected from the state at large

and

1 1

from Cook County.

B. B. Prod., Inc., have

changed the

of the fourth Betty Blythe picture from "The Girl
Got Everytitle

Who

thing" to

"Why Men

Marry."

turn to pictures.

Luxe.

Epidemic

—

Mass. The Spa theater
.Sias reopened under the management
!>f William F. Curtin.
Pittsfield,

-

—

The

Wis.
Jonesville,
ibout to reopen, after

Apollo

is

(Special to

in

Sebago Lake

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sebago

Lake, Me. Picture theaschools and churches here have
been closed because of an epidemic
of smallpox.
ters,

extensive renodeling and redecorating.

Dodds Managing Four Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Corning, N. Y.
Elmer Dodds, who
Claud Dorough is
Marshall, Tex.
low the sole owner of the Queen. formerly managed the Buffalo Educational Exchange, is now general manWill Roth sold out.

—

—

ager of the Associated Theaters.
i

Lake Worth, Fla.—The Liberty has
everted to W. R. Witherell and Wiliam Shamo, Jr.

interest.
The
State, Liberty,

companv

Inc.,

controls the

Princess and Regent

here.

Gcvernor Opposes Censors
to THIi FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis
Gover ,r W-vren T.
McGraj at the recent meeting of the
Indiana. Indorsers Photoplays, declared himself against "specific regulation" of motion pictures.

Plan North
(Special

to

Calif.

for

Male Star Can Be Purchased

Very Reasonably

Chain

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco

—The

Address R-3

National The-

aters Syndicate of Calif., headed by
L. R. Crook, is planning to build a
chain of picture houses.
Offices arc
in the Loew Bldg.

—

A

Fast Moving

COMEDY

—

-

"\6u shall not touch him,"she cried
with the fury of a tigress.
a
"I don't care if he is a thief
bandit. He is mine J tell you, mine.'
"I love him and you can't take

him from

A

(Special

c/o

The Film Daily

,

<

me."

Scene in the
Pulsating Heart Drama!
Stirring

Edwin Carewe's
stupendous production o^"*

David ISelasco's
masterpiece
'

A 3ir>6t
j of the

FIRST

NATIONAL

national Picture
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m
Boosting Charles O'Reilly

New Theaters
Tex. — T.

Points.
building a theater here.

Five
is

Ware. Mass.

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta— "Why Not Charles L.
O'Reilly For President?" is the cap(Special to

M. Hervey

in

editorial

an

of

— Residents

the

Weekly

from Pal- Film Review, dealing with the M. P.
In part, it reads:
the town with
situation.

mer have again

visited
to erect a new theater.

i

I

candidate has yet come forward, but there is in the City of New
Attleboro, Vt. The Bates Theater York a man eminently capable of
Charles L.
Co. have purchased property on Un- filling this high office:
Charlie O'Reilly is best
ion St. where they will build a the- O'Reilly.
ater.
known to exhibitors throughout the
country for his brilliant leadership of
has the unit that nominated Sydney S.
Waller
Laurel. Del— T. J.
opened a new house here to replace Cohen for president three years a^o
the old Waller, destroyed by fire a at Cleveland. No one who sat in the
year ago.
great convention hall during those
four trying days when the M. P.
Excavation T. O. of A. came into being, can forEast Syracuse, N. Y
of old buildings has been started by get the mighty influence he exerted
William Steele who will build a new when as Svdney Cohen's most powertheater on the site.
met every emergency,
ful ally he
arose to every exigency and finally,
Holliday through masterly generalship carried
Muscatine, la.—W. W.
has completed plans for the erection the day for Mr. Cohen."
of a theater at East Third St., adjoining the City Hall.
Beach Titling "Ne'er-do -Well
Rex Beach, author of "The Ne'erBoulder. Colo.— A $100,000 theater Do-Well ." is titlin- and cutting the
will be erected lure by Boulder The- film version of the story which Al
The project is already fin- Green made with Thomas Meighan
ater Co.
anced, and plans have been drawn.
as star.

a view

"No

—

Every Director
Every producer; every cameraman.
mendously

—

—

,i

—

already
have
Boston Wreckers
started to tear down the old buildings on the Tremont block, to make
room for a new theater to be built
by the Olympia Theaters. Inc.

Beaver

owner
St.,

Dam. Wis.

Coast
Special

Pacific

San Francisco,
incorporated here with a
The incorporators
capital of $500,000
E. R. Hough, H. Lonige and R.
been

has

which

will be replete

in

forthcoming

the

with interesting articles

and importance to

of definite value

this

branch

of the industry.

Among

the special articles will be:

"Harmony and

the Creative Mind," by June

Mathis (whose collaborative work with fa-

mous

directors

is historical).

"Pictures Appeal to

The-

atrical Enterprises, of

Dream Mind," by

Allan

Dwan.

.

— F.

C.
of the Garrick theater,

Cross,

"Unusual Experiences of Directors in Mak-

Second M. Sahnonson.

Milwaukee, and Jack Yeo of BeaDam, will tint a theater here to

New

cost $150,000 with a seating capacity
of

—The

interested

DIRECTOR'S ISSUE

Company Incorporates
to THE FILM DAILY)

Sacramento, Cal.

all

others concerned in production will be tre-

.

Norfolk, Conn.— H. E. Blanchard
Majestic, Tulsa, Robbed
has been awarded the building con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tract for the new Mosely Bros, house.
Robbers secured
Okla.
Tulsa,
some time $3,100 from the safe of the Majestic
Construction will start
this month.
recent hold-up.
in

And

1200.

Orchestra for Stanley Theater

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Josef A. Pasternak,
of the Philharmonic So-

Unusual

ing

Robert

J.

Pictures

—including

those

of

Flaherty in making "Nanook," H.

Philadelphia

Hermosa Beach,

Cal.

—A

new

thea-

conductor

organize and conduct an
ter is being erected here by R.
orchestra in the Stanley. He has also
Matteson and <.. S. Thatcher of the been appointed musical head of all
It
Firsl Hank of Hermosa Beach.
the Stanley houses.
will be leased by the Venice Amusement Co.
New Cincinnati Colored House
E.

ciety,

Special

to

Cincinnati

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

Snow

in

producing "Hunting Big

Game

in

New York

$125,000 theater to be erected for colored people,

(Special to

for

name

of the Government's production studio
has been

changed from

Exhibits

Bureau, Dept. of Trade

& Publicity
& Commerce,

The Canadian Government
The department will condo photographic work as

da, to

Bureau.

etc.

Biographies of important directors; and

many

other interesting articles.

Every photoplay editor of importance

Canadian Bureau

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Covered Wagon,"

Laurence DunThe house will

as a remembrance to
bar, colored, a poet.
seat 1,000.

Ottawa

Wild Animals," James Cruze in making "The

capital-

new

are backing a

New Name

Africa," Martin Johnson's "Trailing African

group of Cincinnati,

Washington and
ists

A.

will

this

in

country will receive a copy of this issue,

w hich should prove an unusually worth
T

"buy" to the director.

while

Every important

ex-

ecutive will read this issue with interest.

tinue to
well as production.

Dinner^
Biltmove
ticket*

from

Hotel
Tom Wiley,

»l»«"Vn\tt» jvrnuf
telephone brnnt lilt
— Ct»as. £infi*'d, e iy«t t& 5t
rrlr^nonr Brva«M75<>

Operators'
(Special

to

New

Rule Argued

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Edmonton,
Can. Local
theater
managers and operators are battling
to reach an agreement over the new
law recently passed by the operators,
that no operator shall be eligible for
employment unless he has resided in
the province one year.

Don't forget the date

—May

6.

Advertising

forms close a week in advance.

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZkRECOCKIZES

of FILMDOM

Authority

XXIV

)1.

Monday, April

No. 23

May Ask Refund
Think Half Cent Per Foot
Tax Should Be Refunded to
Them by Government

of the Constitution, a

,-iolation

num-

of exporters are considering suits

ir

Government

for the rern of funds collected under that secin of the revenue law which comlled them to pay a tax of half cent

the

ainst

on film shipments.

r foot

possibility that sonic
will be called in
near future to discuss the matter
sec if a concerted movement canbe made, so far as the film busi-

There
e
;rl
't

iss

a

is

meeting

a

of

.rt

concerned, to secure the re-

is

Harry G. Kosch, attorney

nds.

for

exporters, is of the opinion
been improperly
has
tax
l:ied and that exporters have an cxillent chance of having their money
timed.
iveral

the

rat

Hartford Here
David M. Hartford is here from the
ust.

Out

Definitely
(Special

of

Germany

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—Adolph

Berlin
Berlin

Zukor's recent

visit

has resulted in a definite
;andonment of German production.
lie studio in the West End will be
sed to other producers.
1

1

long will it be coming? How long before
Really in earnest? And how many enss words; how
expressions will be heard before then?

How

i

1

M. Yogcl, who controls a
Hire called "What's Your Daughter
which Ral-m Graves.
nig
Itsy Ruth
Edna Murphy
Miller,
One
/~u Pitts and others appear.

Billiam
1

\

the bidders

the A. B. C.

is

Trial
tion

here?
many sour
it

time a few years ago when nearly everyone
agreed that playing pictures on percentage was the only sane
answer to the increased cost of production. Then the stories
began to be bruited about that the distributing and producing
a

companies wanted

to

buy theaters and drive the

little

exhibitors

Hays

the

little

has been said

work

of the
Relations
of

office of the

mmittee on Public
ich Col. Jason S. Joy is executive
rctary.
It
will be recalled that.

H. Hays

June invited the
rcscntatives of important citizens'
sanitations to confer with him at
Waldorf relative to ways and
ans of improving the standard of
11

tion

last

pictures.
(Continued on Page 6)

Atlanta and New Orleans will be visited.
The attorneys representing Famous Players-Lasky will be Cravath,
(Continued on Page 2)

Foim Units
THE FILM DAILY)
Boston— Harry Asher and Sam
Asher, Grand

(Special to

Grand
of

are

V.

among

Monty Banks

the incorporators
Prod., Inc., and Sid

But that time has gone. And with its passing has developed
the fuller and broader understanding of the percentage plan of
showing pictures. Which is as it should be. Talking with some
of the most important first run exhibitors of this country. Down

California recently laid plans for an
extensive production schedule.

all

agree.

problem.

With

the First National meeting. Practically
is the only answer to the

That percentage booking

F. B. O. After

WHERE THE DOCTORS DISAGREE

O.

at
in

"Mary"

dickering for the disof "Mary of the Movies,"
which deals with studio life in HollyF. B.
tribution

wood.

is

Lewyn made

Louis

the

pic-

ture on the coast.

basis the percentage booking
Is on the question of just
played.
rub
there
and will be. Until the real
should be
The
is
will
come.
solution is found.
that
But
Just as certain as all
problems have been worked out. Pictures must be graded stars
graded, and the basis of the rating once set the rest will be easy.

what

salts mancoast.
the return trip he will hold sales con-

Harry Berman, general
is on his way to the

On

ager,

ventions in San Francisco,
City and Chicago.

Kansas

;

poker playing between buyer and seller will have
Then all the gypping will be ended in this branch of

all this

—

—

comparatively

Commission will move on to Philadelphia. That is as far as the schedule has been set, but in all likelihood

band wagon myself.

passed.
Boost
And the figures show this is in sight.
the business, anyway.
more
pictures
playing percentage today than ever in
There
are
ys' Public Relations Committee
Working Smoothly Sughistory.
There will be more of them next season. Each sucgestions Approved
ceeding season will find more and after awhile the percentage

Films

Famous Players-Lasky, the Stanley
Co. of America, the Stanley Booking
Corp., the Saenger Amusement Co.,
Inc., Black's New England Theaters,
Inc., Southern Enterprises, Inc., and
various executives" connected
with
these companies. Testimony will be
heard in one of the conference rooms
of the Engineers' Club.
It is expected the
trial will lasl
one month in New York and then the
respondents and attorneys
for
the

Smith Prod., Inc., both capitalized
Asher and Grand, while
$10,000.

Then

Help

this

Federal

When

distributors' representatives wanted to
sec the books of exhibitors, to determine on what basis the picture could be played, rarely an exhibitor could be found who
would agree to such a proposition. And at that time he was
right.
Editors, writers, in the trade press warned exhibitors
against showing their books. And they were right. Was in the

out of business.

Famous Players AcMonth to Gather

—A

Testimony Here
Trade Commis
morning opens its case against

The

is

THEN AND NOW
There was

Opens Todav

Govt's Pressing

Playing pictures on percentage means a "break" for all concerned in its production, distribution and exhibition. It is the
only legitimate method of handling this business. It is the only
definite, certain way by which this business shall cleanse itself
of the distrust and lack of understanding which keeps it from
the high level to which it honestly belongs. And the only question, therefore, is: when is percentage coming?

at Atlantic City.

Deal for Vogel Film
Negotiations are understood to be
lrr way for a local booking deal
ween two local theater circuits and

Price 5 Cents

1923

Percentage

{porters

Aeting on the assumption that any
levy on exported merchandise is
|k

23,

—

idea will have

worked out

satisfactorily.

SOME THINGS NEEDED
These include a central bureau. Which, in effect, will be
really a credit bureau. In one sense of the word. To this central bureau will come information regarding production, as well
as exhibition. There will be no guess work. There will be no
advance necessary on the part of the exhibitor. His house will
be rated by past performance. In turn the star or director, or
(Continued on Page 4)

Barsky to Make Aubrey Comedies
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha— I.

J.

states he will leave

("Bud")

Barsky

Omaha

for New-

will head a company
as Popular "ictures
which will make a series of
comedies starring Jimmy Aubrey.

York, where he
to be
Corp.,

known

Production will be in Hollywood
under supervision of Leon Lee, former "gag" man with Larry Semon and
Joe Rock.
will be state
through a local
man, who also conducts his
film
own exchanges in New York, Buffalo
Aubrey's Vitagraph
and Albany.
contract is understood to expire in

The Aubrey comedies

righted

May.

nationally

;

THE

&V*i

DAILY

Monday

ViLXXIYHi.23
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.
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THE

—

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Renter, 53a Shaftesbury

Chicago Repreientative
Wabash Ave.

London

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

1.

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42

Clichy.

Bon Voyage

place.

—

European

my

Representative InternaFilmichau, Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

made

at

Ask Your Film Company for th
Charles Rosen and S.
the attorney.
L. Herold will represent the Saenger
SHEE
Amusement Co., Inc.
Applied
For)
W. H. Fuller, chief counsel of th
It means more to you than
Federal Trade Commission, will pros
It is the cue si
other accessory.
ecute tor the Government, assiste
insures
a musically per
that
by Marvin Farrington and Gaylor
picture presentation.
R. Hawkins.

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE

1(Pat.

to

me on

Low

Close

109
East. Kod.110
F. P.-L. .. 86J4
86H

109^

500

86J4
94
6

1,100

High

do pfd... 94
Goldvvyn
6J4

94
6

.

.

...

18^

18£i

100

Not

1,300
q-ioted

1851

200

Griffith

Locw's

Sales

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations
Dover, Del.

ment

— Presque

Isle

Wilmington.

Co.,

AmuseCapital

a vice-president of

Alma

Ban on German Films
THE FILM DAILY)

—

B

o s t o n
Monty Banks Prods.,
Inc. Capital $10,000.
Incoprorators,
A. Coveney, S. V. Grand and
J.
Harry Asher.

Albany

—

Manhattan.

S.

G.

Capital

Pictures

Corp.,

$5,000.

Incor-

Sydney

—New

German-made

all

Show

At the request of the Board of
New York, the free showings of the film on personal and
Health of

social hygiene at the Rialto exclusively for women, will be repeated this
week.
The film is part of "The
Science of Life" series.

Impose Import Duty
THE FILM DAILY)

pictures.

League

of Pen.

(Special to

THE

London

—The

trade

is

astonished

at the import duty levied by the Irish
F ree State.
It is the same as that

Wilmington Theater Deal
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Incorpor- erating these two theaters for some
$200,000.
Kaufman, S. Simons, Max time, in conjunction with the Royal
Risman, John Sullivan, P. L. Naphen, and Bijou here. The Grand will be
C. Epstein, C. M. Dillworth, I. Linsky converted into a commercial struc-

Correction
Due to a typographical error on the
part of the advertising department at
Metro, an advertising announcement
in Friday's issue included Moore's
Rialto, Washington as a first-run for
"Trailing Wild African Animals,"
when it should have read the
Columbia. The Rialto is showing the
Universal
picture,
"Hunting Big

SEDRAN

floor,

See

1600

Broadway

Our Exhibit
of

COLORED MOTION
PICTURE FILM
at the

Photographic Exposition

Grand Central Palace
This

Week

Diggs to Enter Production
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Hoboken, N.

— Harrv

J.

business men.
There will be two corporations, according to Diggs. One for the studio
unit and one for three producing
units.
He says an office will probably be located in the Knickerbocker
Theater building in New York, and
another office in Je-sey City.
The
studio will be located at the northern
end of the county. Production starts
in the summer.

JOHN DUER SCOTT
106

West 52nd

St.

mmm\
MADE TO ORDER
Commercial Developing and Printing

^B

1339-51 DIVCBSEV

PASKWAY

-

CHlCtOoTusT*.

^J

ture.

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS

Meets
FILM DAILY)

P. Diggs,
imposed by the Imperial Government former publicity director of the State
on imports, one penny per foot on Theater Corp., will become producpositive prints and five pence on neg- tion manager of a concern said to be
backed by a number of Jersey City
atives.

ators, Vic

Kenney.

3rd

Women

Game."

—

E.

Must be in A-l
Condition

(Special to

Capital

J.

Howell Camera, Com-

plete.

A

Science Reel Again

Wilmington, N. C. The Howardand J. Oppenheim.
Attorney, M. Wells Amusement Co. has purchased
the Grand and Victor theater propEisner.
erties from J. M. Solky for about
Boston Morton Realty Theatrical $175,000. The company has been op-

and

&

Zealand has banned

Washington Mrs. Harriet Hawley
Locher, director of the public service
educational department of the
Crandall Theaters, was on the comO., is now with First National, where
mittee which arranged the breakfast
he is handling trade paper publicity.
Lynde Denig is supervising general given by the League of American
Pen Women at the Willard on
publicity.
Saturday.

porators, S. Michelman, L. K. Tully

Corp.

WANTED
Bell

Taylor With 1st Nat'l
and
Matt Taylor, formerly with F. B.

Irish

Forte.

Pictures.

S.

CLEM DENEKER

— Ball

Square Theater, Inc.,
Somerville. Capital $10,000. Incorporators, A. J., V. and J. Locatelli and

Luxor

(Special to

long trek east.

$10,000.

Boston

•i

Schlager a Vice-President
Schlager has been
elected
Sig

—

Quotations

— Henney

Henderson, Leffingwell & De Gers- ed Anne Boleyn in "Deception," \
and appearing for Adolph Zu- left Gloria Film, a producing unit
kor and Jesse L. Lasky will be Jo- the Ufa and has joined the Deu
seph W. Folk, former Governor of trust.
For the Stanley interests,
Missouri.
Morris Wolf of Philadelphia will appear. For Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
Alfred F. Barnard of Atlanta will be Mr. Exhibitor:

The landlady
ern was made.
kicking that the cast
is
still
went to bed with their spurs on,
tearing the only sheets in the

S.

The Film

man.

Am

charity drive. Can hardly wait
till I get there for the Naked
Truth dinner at the Biltmore,
Saturday night. Find out for
me if we have to pay for our
own food, if so, tell the A. M.
P. A. not to order for me till
I tell them what I like to eat.
Is Will Hays going to be there
I am at the
at the dinner?
spot now where the first West-

United States. Outside
»f
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
nonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
(15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
4551-4552-5558.
Vanderbilt
N. Y. 'Phone:
Walter R. Greene,
California
Hollywood,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Terms (Postage

a big day for

Malady, Nevada, during a big

Editor
Man/. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business
Cron, Advertising Manager.
»ger; J. A.
1918,
May
matter
21,
second-class
Entered as
»t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of

is

I hit the trail east on the
bringing a
special.

society film with me,

and

President

Dannenberg,

Joseph

Berlin

dorff,

Tomorrow
me.
U. P.

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folki,
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Porten, who ph

(Special to
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Film Daily,
New York.
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Porten Leaves Ufa

Opens Today

Trial
Clem Ready

Monday, April

SHORT SUBJECTS

"ad"iFREE at your
Educational Exchange
for this

V.YOlAl5ee A RIPPING

HOSS RACE-

/rt

Green Asm Grass
Christie

Comedy
»«'«"-*

J1MMIK AUAM9 _

Goldwyn

"The Sign" Soon
to THE FILM DAILY)

Start
(Special

Los

Angeles

work

—Jane

Murfin

will

a few days at the Ince
studio on "The Sign." May Allison,
Rockliffe Fellows, Edward Everett
start

in

Horton and Harry Mestayer, will be
in the cast.
Justine H. McCloskey
co-direct with Mrs. Murfin.

The production staff includes King
Gray, cameraman, Allen Boone, promn manager, Fred McBan, technical director and Homer Hobson,
art

director.

is

Doing "Ben Hur"

Goldwjrn
-<*>-*

Big Things

THE
Monday. April

^^'
•S&Ok
j&W
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If it

DAILY"

doesn't bear H. A. SNOW'S

NAME

—it

isn't

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA

••••••
With Gun and Camera

?

//

it

t

t

•

isn't H. A.

t

T

T

?

SNOW'S PICTURE-

HUNTING BIG GAME

IN

it

isn't the

AFRICA

With Gun and Camera

—that packed them in twice a day for three solid months at The Lyric Theatre,
New

u a

York, at $1.65 top

isn-t

H.A.SN0WS PICTURE—*,,™ -tthe

HUNTING BIG GAME IN AFRICA
With Gun and Camera

—which was given the remarkable publicity in scores of America's leading national publications —publicity that money could not buy, and which was seen
millions
Publicity which
and read
by

all over the country
with audiences eager to see these amazing African adventure pictures.

will

!

Booked By 250 Theatres
If

fill

theatres

in

Last

Two Weeks!

a picture can pack a 3500-seat house twice a
day for a solid week— IT'S SOME PICTURE!
And

that's just

what

this remarkable attraction did at the beautiful BranIts tremendous drawing power at that theatre caused

ford Theatre, Newark.

the Fabian Circuit to book it for a second week at their other Newark theathe Goodwin
This is just a sample of the enormous business this wonderful picture is doing! Get after it
don't wait bill it like a circus,
there's nothing like it on earth
tre,

!

NOW—

—

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

caSETSSSIie

—
THE

-ZiJKDAILY

Monddy, AprU

23, 1923

Percentage
(Continued from Page

1)

producer, will he rated accordingly. And the system must be
sufficiently elastic to provide for the newcomers. For instance
i- there an exhibitor in this broad land who expects to ever buy
another Jimmy Cruze production at the former scale of Cruze
There's just
values? After making "The Covered Wagon"?
answer is.
And
you
know
what
that
guess.
answer
to
this
one

And

that

is

only good business for Famous. Or whoever has
He has earned it. Just as Ingram did. As

Cruze productions.
all the others did.

STOP PAYING FOR UNCERTAINTIES
And paying "through

Why

the guarantee dedistributor
expects to get. In many instances. And if there is anything
coming over and beyond the guarantee it is often a surprise.
There is no reason in the world why you, as an exhibitor, producer or distributor. Should take the gamble all the way through.
Let everyone gamble. And let's start where the start should
be made. Right in the studios. They'll tell you it can't be done.
All right.
Then refer them to the method under which Louis
Gasnier and Tom Forman are making pictures with Benny
Schulberg for Preferred. They are drawing a decent amount
weekly to live on. As against their share of the profits. And
if they make the kind of pictures that earn big profits they are
riding sweet and pretty.
And if by chance they don't well,
that's their funeral. Goldwyn working the same idea with many
of their directors. Each of them is to share in the profits.

manded today

the nose."

for certain pictures is

FROM A
ONE INCH
AD

more than the

HOEY LAWLOR

DESIGNER
MOTION PICTURES
317 Candler Building
Times Square

April 19th

19

—

There are

a lot of birds

walking around Hollywood.

With

high in the air. Saying there won't be any
profits.
And other such expressions. Ask Gasnier. He'll give
the answer.
He never made as much money in his life. As
today. That's how it should be.

2

3

THE FILM DAILY,
New York City.

their noses stuck

And

so when it comes to playing the picture.
should
any exhibitor pay for a "name"? And then find himself with
a flop.
Just because that "name" usually meant something. Important stars and directors earn fabulous sums. On the theory
that they are worth it. But they are not infallible. And if they
happen to turn out something which proves a lime. When they
anticipated a sugar plum. They should help pay for the mistake. And the exhibitor should not be asked to carry the load
any more than the producer.

As

This is the earliest

Why

DISTRIBUTING THE LOAD
the railroads say.

occasion that

I

have found time to

mention the success

I

recently

experienced with a small ad in your

Author's and Producer's page.
Not only did

In other words: dividing the burden.

what honest percentage making and playing will mean.
The quicker it comes the better. For the whole business.
I

Gentlemen:

I

receive

hat's

WHAT THE WILD WAVES HEARD
Down

Atlantic City: that First National will probably
have no more than 35 pictures on franchise for next season * * *
that producing many of their own pictures promises
to make
N happier than ever * * * that Joe Schenck has developed into
one of the besl speech makers in the business * * * that brother
Nick who rarely appears in the foreground—is a serious thinkat

replies from the Motion Picture
trade, but several publishers also

inquired about "THE LOVE TRAP" to

I

—

and keeps a watchful eye on brother Joe * * * that Sam
Katz of Chicago missed his vocation. Should have been an actor
and played "stick-em-up' parts * * * that Abe Blank can wield
er,

learn if it was prepared in book
form for their demands.

Gratefully yours,

nasty water bottle. If he is compelled to. And,
that some
people are lucky * * * that Sam Katz will present his recipe
for

a

losing weight to anyone interested * * * that Sam
Goldwyn is
when it comes to entertaining. Had Hays and Lieber
and all the franchise holders at separate affairs. And
wanted
to give others a breakfast.
But no one was up in time for such
food * * * that Hiram Abrams was all set to do some
business
And did * * * that Jaydee Williams made considerable progress

(Signed) HOEY LAWLOR

a prince

(Continued

on

Page

S)

HL-SA
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Percentage
(Continued

Page
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of those present * * * and Harry
eichenbach pulled the classic of the event said Sam Goldwyn
To write a scenario for Rudy
id been hired by Williams.
imeron. To star in Williams' first picture * * * that Elljay
id David were busy working out a sales plan for the proposed
ries * * * that Jack White cannot touch Earl Hammons at
ith his

new plan with some

*

)lluf * *

and that

—

Moe Mark. And

Fred Levy.

Are the best

ugh getters in the organization.

WHAT'S NAKED?
Expression of a famous impressario. Who loves to play
And thus refers to the suit blank. In the bidder's

nochle.
nd.

TOO MUCH CAKE

indigestion otherwise.

for

in

And Joey

is

a sane boy.

Been around

a long time

and knows

hat he's talking about.

DANNY.
Building Replaces Theater

Turks Breaking In
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Berlin
At the next general meetthe Transcontinental Film Co.
|j of
directors will propose a capital
:
rrease to 501,000,000 marks, the adional capital having been offered

Turks and Hindus.

ALLIN
completed
engagement in the

recently

Says exway Joe Brandt talks of conditions.
bitors have had so much cake. That it's time for them to get
Thinks
iwn to bread and butter. And be able to enjoy it.
That's the

ey are

MABEL

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland The Crawford here is
being torn down, and is being replaced by a commercial building housing a 600 seat theater. The improvement will represent an investment of
$100,000.

following productions

under direction of

HUGO

BALLIN

Released by Hodkinson

"Pagan Love"

NOTICE!

"East Lynne"

To All Producers of Motion Pictures
we are about to produce
soon release a series of Feature Productions
under the following titles

"Journey's End"

ou are hereby notified that

nd

will

"Jane Eyre"
"Other Men's Clothes"

I

ind

Your

Own

Business

Imocence

The Marriage Market

"Married People"

Restless Wives

Released by Goldwyn

talented Husbands

What

Tools

Women

Are

"VANITY FAIR"
taled Lips
lir

Stolen Love

Value Received

I

A Man's
All

Rights

C. B. C.
1)0

Broadway

Own

This

Man

*8?

Property
Permanent Address

Are Reserved

FILM SALES CORP.
New York

Hollywood Hotel
Hollywood Calif.
minimum

m

i

1

THE
Monday, April

DAILY
Help Boost Films
(Continued from Page

1)

The Committee on Public Relations
Tt lias been
in offshoot of that.

and in that
tioning since Srj>t.
•owed 128 pictures for the
the benfoi
purpose of list ii
Col. Joy has
of its members.
sonally conferred with representatives of various organizatinos many
times in order to develop a channel
on between the public
the industry, submit comments,
tritrid suggestions to the industry and at the same time tell the
public of the developments in the intter pictures.
y and ab
committee members represent
1

i

•

Amu

10,000 "i lb''
of tin annual

Ha

.mi

it

pul. lie.

\t

meeting of the
Lee F. Hannier,

lization,

in a letter to Hays said
that the public as represented by the
disposed to give its
"is
support and encouragement to every
earliest effort made by the industry
in the direction of better motion pic-

man,

At Broadway Theaters

In the Courts

This Week
Broadway— "Saftev Last."
Brooklyn Strand— "Daddy."
Cameo — "Down to the Sea
Ships."
—
Central "Enemies of Women."
—
Capitol "The famous Mrs. Fair."
Criterion — The Covered Wagon."
—

jury in the City Court .gave a
E. T.
for $2,036 against
Peter in a suit of Amiel Alperstein
and Joseph A. Golden on two notes
were delivered to Crystal Films and
to the Triumph Film Corp., which
transferred to the plaintiff. The defendant contended that the notes
were given in a contract for "The
Libertine," which was cancelled.

in

Loew's

New York— Today "Where

ho Pavement Ends."
Tuesdaj -"A Front Page
and "The Dead Game."

—

I

—Mighty Lak A Rose."
Thursday— "The Nth Commandment."
—
Friday "Are You A Failure" and
"Her Accidental Husband.
of Divorcement."
Saturday— "A
Bill

Strand—"The Bright Shawl."
Next
— "Souls

The Powers Film Products, Inc.,
has applied in the Supreme Court to

punish Nicholas Kessel, president of
Nicholas Kessel Laboratories,
the
for contempt of court for failure
Inc.,
"
to appear in court on March 14 last,
and testify as to the ability of his
Wife." corporation to pay a judgment for
$2,784 obtained by Powers, which it
has been unable to collect.

Week

William Isensee has sued the Long
Brooklyn Strand "Souls For Sale." Island Motion Picture Co., in the
Cameo Down To The Sea In Supreme Court for an injunction retures."
straining it from issuing any stock
Ships."
me aid to the industry has been
until it has delivered to him stock
determined.
the criticism made of subtitles and Capitol Not yet
which he alleges he has paid for.
"Enemies
of
Women."
Central
scenes
which,
in
productions
tain
Isensee asserted that he paid $25,000
Wagon."
Criterion
"The
Covered
to the committee, appear to carry a
for 250 shares of stock, but had to
thought which might prove objec- Rialto Not yet determined.
sue to compel the corporation to isNot yet determined.
In many cases, such shots Rivoli
tionable
sue it.
He got a judgment for it,
"Within
The
Law."
and titles can be eliminated without Strand—

Broadway

Sale."

—
—
—
—
—
—

(

Producers
have in many cases followed the suglor.s of the committee members

—

For

De

Forest and Riesenfeld Sailing

Dr. Lee de Forest, inventor of V. e
and without ulterior "Phonofilm," will take the apparatus
i'<>r
the elevation of with him to Paris when he sails on

alize that all criticism
i-

n

stly

h

motive,

except
eral

—

M. Ellis. C. J. Goetz, of
Milwaukee company, will be the ril*
dent manager of the Rex.
B>i
T.

houses will be re-decorated.

I

am

market for

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIE
Film Exchange

Iris

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

J.

729 -7th

IRIS

Ave. N. Y,

The Till £
Upick
of America
k AteKed Truth

\ Dinner
Xbiltmote Hotel
\ April 2»®i|

increased its capital from $75,000 to
$150,000, and only wants to give him
his original 250 shares, whereas he
contends he should have a quarter
of the new issue.

Wednesday. Hugo Riesenfeld, who
is music adviser to
Dr. de Forest,

film standard.

Casper Heads Penn. Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on the "Paris," for a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
two months' vacation in Europe. The
Pittsburgh Jerome Casper is the
scientific experts of Pathe and Gau- new president of the Western Pennlo, X. Y.— J. M. Beck and
Europe have invited Dr. sylvania M. P. T. O. Other officers
E. Weber, who owns the corner mont in
to iht new Liberty Bank, will de Forest to give a demonstration of are
John Newman, vice-president;
break ground on the plot for his invention at their laboratories. Hyman Goldberg, treasurer, and Fred
n
rection of a new theater.
He will be back in June.
J. Herrington, secretary.

Theater for Monticello, N. Y.

II

Beloit,

Houses

Beloit

THE FILM DAILY)
Wis.
The Commury

Theater Co. of Milwaukee, has tali
over the Strand, wheh has b>W
closed for nearly two years, and >1
purchased the lease of the Rex fr a.

but alleges that the corporation has

injury to the production.

Two

(Special to

Story"

Wednesday

Rialto— "You Can't Fool Your
Rivoli— "Bella Donna."

A

verdict

Buys

23, 1923

will

also sail

—

1

WITH

LITTLE ADS

BIG

THOUGHT!
-

A E R

B
Publicity

Ad

and

hanges, Exhti

1

1

Phone

FRED

LOUIS

erM.wng /or Producers,
i

'1763

EXHIBITORS

MEYER

Advertising

Loerw Rldg.,

7540 Broadivay

1,000

CRAFTSMEN FILM

Motion Picture

251 "VrEST
19 th STREET

TITLES

of high quality

100

LABS.

^^VTK,I1SIS

Compare these prices
Programs 3 colors $4.00

Show Cards 2 colors
Look us up

$5.00

UNIVERSAL PRESS

7620-7461

Room

FERRO

E.

We

Let us do your, printing.

print everything for the theatre.

BAER

E.

!

729 7th Ave.

811

New

Bryant 3377

York

Bryant 2779
130

West

46th

Street,

N.

Y.

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE
Barnes Printing Company
I

N

c.

Phone Watkins 1416-17

229 W. 28th

St.,

New York

City

Watch

page every Monday. Exhibitors
can find here the little things that help to build
patronage.
Producers the little things that
go to make big pictures and Distributors

the

this

little

big ideas that

make

for success.

$2 Per
109

W.

Hour by Day

51st St.

Circle 04

^recocmizei

BRADSTREET

Ife
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Authority
Tuesday, April

No. 24

No

Assume Control
Gore

-

sser

-

Ramish

Interests

in

Outside Films

First National Exchanges After
Jan. 1, 1924— May Form Separate Units

For

Charge of N. Y. First National
After Independent Films

24,

Federal Trade Commission Opens

Case Against Famous Players

National exchanges will not
acquired control of the First handle any product but the regular

Lesser-Gore-Ramish interests

The
ich

First

New York State releases of that company, after Jan.
taking over of the Turner 1, 1924.
This decision was reached
interests here and in at the annual meeting in Atlantic
i Dahnken
lifornia, are now actually in charge, City last week.
e annual election of the Firs* NaIn many of the circuit's branches, a
tional franchise in

Exhibitors'

nal

Exchange,

w York and Associated
Pictures,

tial

of

Inc.,

of number of state right releases are
Na- being sold by First National salesYork men.
The purpose of eliminating

New

been held and Sol Lesser elected these pictures
sident of both companies.
concentrating

1

Harry O. Schwalbe.

s

of

Iph

The

'Love Piker"

on

Page

2)

understood that the
to
be
Prod,
Famous Players
lough
is

Love Piker,"

Selznick Buys "Monkey's

Through

Cos-

last

released

be
Anita

the

Edward

Paw"

L. Klein Co.,

American
rights to "The Monkey's Paw," based
on a story by W. W. Jacobs, an EngThe picture was directlish author.
Selznick

Through Famous

ipolitan
fie

clusively.

Walter Hayes, vice-president;
H. Clarke, secretary; Irving
(Continued

t

offi-

First National Exchange
York are Sol Lesser, presi-

is

the

New
it;

Analyzes Key Cities and First Run Situation

Inc.,

First

the obvious one of
all sales effort of the
[)n the directorate of the exchange regular First National schedule.
It
jrapany, West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
seems likely that, there will be a
control with Sol and Irving Les- number of separate units formed next
The year in the various key cities to
and Mike Gore, members.
ler two members are Walter Hayes
handle the independent releases exi

W. W. Hodkinson First Witness, Describes Early Days of
Industry When He Was President of Paramount— Also

the

h

has

purchased

ed by Manning Haynes.

featuring

=

Clem Eastbound

The long heralded and much delayed hearing uf the Federal
Trade Commission action against Famous Players, and others,
started yesterday before E. C. Alford in the Engineer's Club
building.
that the Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
associates, "in acquiring or controlling, and in attempting
to acquire or control, motion picture theaters, the respondent
conspirators have coerced and inimidated * * * motion picture

The complaint charges

and

theater

To Coast and Then Europe
Harry Warner leaves for the coast
on Saturday and upon his return will
go abroad with Gus Schlesinger. Sam
Morris will accompany Warner as
far

Am

as

As

I

look out the

window

at

broad plains I can shut my
ieyes and see those hardly old
jfolks in their wagons, beating
it west.
I bet they were glad
[they was no Fords in those
;days, can you imagine that ratjtle for six weeks.
I am just
[the

Davy Crokett's Canyon
(where Bronco Billy made his
first picture back in forty eight.
jThe country here is very rough
(and irresponsible, and I can
(sympathize with the Pioneer

(passing

Company which blazed
The spots grow more
irrysterical the farther east we
Film

;he trail.
get.

I will

arrive in

New York

morning,
Naked Truth Dinner

Saturday

as
is

Hoffman Buys 25% of Country
M. H. Hoffman has purchased the

train.

the
Satur-

night.
Wish you would
urange to have a tailor stay
ppen to press my suit, it's been
jacked nine days.
Lucky I'm
lot coming in one of those

day

I

|

wagons.

CLEM DENEKER.

"Super
Five"
Principal
Pictures
franchise for New York State, Northern New Jersey and Northern Illinois, or about 25% of the entire
country.

Jr.

fudging from the time consumed yesterday in getting into
it would not prove surprising if the hearing dragged
along for several months.
The Morning Session
the case

Chicago.

City.

bound on the

east

owners or exhibitors by divers methods."

The other respondents named in the Commission's complaint
are the Rtalart Pictures Corp., Stanley Co. of America. Stanley
Booking Corp., Black New England Theaters, Inc., Southern
Enterprises Inc., Saenger Amuse. Co., Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
Lasky, Jules Mastbaum, Alfred S. Black, Stephen A. Lynch and

17

Film Daily,

New York

its

Ernest V. Richards,

will

Iwart.

T

Price 5 Cents

1923

W. W. Hodkinson was

For Next Year

Schulberg

and

Lichtman

creased Output

Plan

— Franchise

In-

Holders Hold Meeting
B. P. Schulberg and Al Lichtman
are planning to release 17 pictures
under a franchise for next season.
few days ago various franchise hold-

A

New York

the

first

witness called. He went into the question of the formation of the Paramount company back in 1913, and under the guidance of W. H. Fuller,
Commission,
the
chief counsel for
told how he had promoted the plan
of distributing pictures by taking in
as partners the men who had developed the state rights business up to
These included Hiram
that time.
Abrams, who was then operating an
exchange in Boston; A. D. Flinton
of Missouri, who operated under a
sub-franchise from Steele of Pitts-

to become
some of the details.
"Covered Wagon" Opening Big
This means a 100% increase in pro(By Long Distance Telephone)
duction for the new season with GasTom Forman and Victor
Chicago "The Covered Wagon" nier,
opened Sunday night in a spectacular Schertzinger supplying the pictures.
manner at the Woods Theater. Em- While it is possible there may be burgh; Raymond Pawley, who hanerson Hough was in the tremendous some changes in the territorial line- dled Southern New Jersey, Eastern
crowd and hundreds were turned ups, the franchise holders, in the Pennsylvania, Maryland, and the Disaway, unable to get in. Hough ex- main, will probably be the same as
Lynch in
ers

were

in

familiar with

—

S. A.
and John
South,
Kunsky of Detroit. After operating
year
five
six months, the original
Griffith franchise plan was changed to a franEurope chise which was to operate 25 years.
And he followed this by telling how
Adolph Zukor, who was then operating Famous Players, was to get
This Week
an advance of $100,000 from Parato mount, which was to distribute a picreturning
is
Aquitania, due in ture made abroad. There was some

pressed himself, as delighted with they are now.
The audience was
the production.
very enthusiastic and newspaper reGrey Due Today
views on Monday were all enthusiGrey of the
L.
Albert
The
picproduction.
the
over
astic
ture promises to run for a long time organization, returns from

Adolph Zukor and
the Woods.
Emil Shauer came on for the opening and left for New York on Mon-

at

day. One of the features of the opening was a prologue of about 20 people staged by Joe La Rose of the
Rialto,

New

York.

this

morning.

Loew Due
Loew

Arthur

America on the

the end of the week.

trict

of

Columbia;

Atlanta for the

(Continued on Page 3)

!

1
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24,
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1603.

tures in addition to the regular First

—

National output and when next year
the First National exchanges discon-

—
—

tinue releasing state right pictures, as

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. r redThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London. W. I.
Le Film. 42 Rue de
Paris Representative

—

C'lichy.

BROKEN

,

\

\

explained elsewhere in today's paper, a separate company will probalily be formed to handle these pic-

New York

tures in

—

InternaRepresentative
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

Central

The exchange plans to take over a
number of independently released pic-

THE

New Goldwyn

Four

VIOLIN

State.

Offices

An

plans four new exchanges
be located in Des Moines, Oklahoma City, Charlotte and Butte. They
will be in operation by June 15 and
with these additions the company's

Goldwyn

Arrow-Atlantic Features Production

to

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
P.-L.
do. pfd

Iwyn

108^

..110
.

.

86]

84^

94^

''4

b

...

Sales

Close

109
1,100
X57 s 4,000
100
<>A's

i

700

6

6

exchanges

lSj/g

I8J/2

Triangle

World

600
Not quoted
Not quoted
185^

DOROTHY MACKAILL
REED HOWES

will total 31.

and

England
Irving M. Lesser has sold "En"Environment"

Sells

for

to Pathe
for Great Britain.

Not quoted vironment"

Griffith
Loi v's

with

Brown

Freres,

Ltd.,

and

Dean
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Clarence L. Brown

—

Rogers Out
(Special

to

Pathe

of

has signed with Universal

THE FILM DAILY)

Dean

Priscilla

—

F. B. Rogers lias reCleveland
signed as manager for Pathe here.
N't. successor has been named.

"The

in

to

Directed by Jack Dillon

Acquittal."

"For All Between

Mooney on Way East
to THE FILM DAILY)

(.Special

—

Los Angeles Paul C. Mooney, of
Mayer organization, left for the
East on Saturday, via the South. He

Seven and Seventy'

Boynton and Cooper Resign
Larry Boynton and Oscar Cooper
have resigned as editor and associate

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

OGLE
that

and

WM.

J.

man

O.

C.

Buch-

For

the

Best

in

Titles

completion

its

"The

to

City

work

Call of the

be

will

Write - Phone — Call— or Wire

Canyon."

(Nil f

voted

"Where

— Part

of

Mack Sen-

220

for Pathe will be destories
on
"sob-stuff"

to

One

dramas.

Arrow Film Corporation

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
r.ett's comedies

Bingham 2100

.

A PICTURE THAT WILL
BRING TREMENDOUS PROFITS

Plans "Sob-Drama" Stories

See

New York

On

(Special

430 Claremont Parkway

."
.

and

Illustrations

OGLE, HART and

.

HERE'S

Last Man," the first of the Grey
novels to be produced by Paramount.
started on

heister Corp.

.

—

Fleming, director, and Lucien Hubbard, production editor, are in Tonto
Basin, Ariz., at work on "To the

HART

and The

His Fists

Grey Story
(Special to THE FILM DATLY)
Los Angeles
Zane Grey, Victor
Start

in

formerly with Selznick Pictures
Corp.

.

amicable.

securing the services of a real
title

The Same Critic says:
"A Spectacular Chase
"Remarkable Photographic Shots.
"Howes Is At Home When Using

editor of the Exhibitors' Trade Review
and have been succeeded by
George Blaisdell and Howard McThe relations of all parties
Clellan.
concerned are said to be perfectly

OGLE

announce
have succeeded

they

Says Exhibitors Trade Review

exchanges.

will visit

U-tcZuAJuJ

Rogan

direct

the
r-i

Little Rita

to Direct

Is

with

Ben Turpin

My Wandering Boy

Evening," and another, "Pitfalls of a

Herman Raymaker
in direct

Turpin.

lias

been

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

is

This

Big City."

gaged

W. 42nd

en-

11

IS

I

Tuesday, April 24,

1923
3

K

Trial

operated exchanges. He said that the
"
te
key city" was a trade term
f

Opens

(Continued from Page

m

,

which really meant that these cities
the opera- were the entrances to the markets of
1)

question, however, as to
tion, because the feature ran at greater length than that which the fran-

chise called

for,

and Hodkinson and

associates had planned the formation of the
Select
Film Booking
Agency to distribute this and other
pictures.
As a result of the discussion, however,
Paramount failed to
organize this company, but Zukor in
turn took up the organization, formed
Select, and finally Paramount had a
50 per cent interest in the concern.
his

was

the

in

various communities.
In response to a question, he said that
because of the desire to have thse
first
runs affect the business generally
that advertising and exploitation
were
conducted on a much larger scale
for

the

presentation

in

communi-

these

ties.

He was then asked as to the first
run theaters owned by Famous
Players, and in response to
another question said that there was
"practically
so no possibility to dispose of Hodkin-

spring of 1915,
that he heard the
first idea of uniting the producing and
distributing branches of the business.
It

'Hodkinson

these

said,

son pictures in any of New
York first
run theaters owned by Famous
Players, excepting now and
then a short
subject."

Also under
Fuller's
questioning,
In the afternoon session, Mr. HodHodkinson said that about this time
presented two charts, one
'the first discussion developed as to kinson
including exhibition as well as in the showing the franchise basis under
operations.
Hodkinson
admitted which Paramount worked until 1916
another, showing Paramount's
that he was agreeable to "any pro- and
gressive steps" at this time.
He sub- producing affiliations. This included
isequently said, however, that while the old Morosco company and others.
|he was president of Paramount the
Famous Players scored what apicompany owned no theaters.
peared to be the first important point
On June 13, 1916, he testified that when the Commissioner decided that
he resigned.
"I was put out," he no one will be allowed to present
This happened at the annual an opinion relative to Famous unless
said.
(directors'
meeting
when
Messrs. that opinion had direct bearing upon
Sherry, Steele and Abrams voted for the company at the time the person
Abrams, and Pawley and Hodkinson rendering the opinion was connected
with it. This arose when Hodkinson
i.oted for Hodkinson.
Hodkinson went into a lengthy dis- was asked to render his opinion concussion of his efforts to unite Fa- cerning Famous Players subsequeni
to his leaving.
Counsel for Famous
nous Players, Frank
Garbutt and
bther producers into
an organized Players objected to this with the result that the
Commissioner handed
init, so that the distribution of their
down the ruling mentioned above.
lictures could be handled by Paramount ,but said that Zukor refused to
because he felt that Garbutt had
nothing to offer. At that time, Hodkinson said he informed Zukor that
us (Zukor's) policy was not conduleal,

:ive

to successfully offset the policy of

:he

General Film Co., then

in

opera-

ion.

First

Run Showings

Just

Notes
what Canon Chase,

about
the

fa-

mous

"blue law" advocate, expected
learn from the hearing, was interesting to those film folk who recto

ognized him.
ous notes.

Chase made volumin-

At this point Mr. Fuller sidetrackA large number of reporters from
d from the subject matter in hand the general
newspaper press were in
md asked Hodkinson to define what attendance, which led
Jules Mastfirst class, first run
house
was. baum to comment "What's all
the
hodkinson said that first run houses shootin' about?"
vere maintained to influence subseluent runs on the part of exhibitors
Mastbaum incidentally was the
n the territory within range of the
only defendant named who was actuirst run houses in key cities.
Pra- ally there in
person. The- others were
her MacDonald, conducting the deall represented by counsel.
ense for the Cravath
firm,
raised
And what a lot of lawyers there
nany objections at this point, all of
were.
For the Commission, beside
l

vhich were technical, and which compiled Fuller to question Hodkinson
n vast detail as to what constituted
key city, a first run, etc.
Finally,
hodkinson said that on Broadway,
r
amous Players operated three theaers, but that New York was so large

•

hat

Brooklyn and other'

heir

individual

first

cities

run houses.

Fuller mentioned above, were Gaylord R. Hawkins and Marvin
Farnngton, while representing Famous

Players of Paul Cravath's firm were
MacDonald, Robert T. Swain, who is
in charge and C. Frank
Reavis, Jr
Alfred F. Barnard of Atlanta repre-

had sented S. A.
Lynch, and the SouthEnterPnses.
Morris Wolf of

Fuller wanted to know from Hodinson what portion of the returns
rom a picture came from first run
ouses.
This was objected to and
ever
answered.
Hodkinson
said
hat there was a big difference of
pinion as to what a key city was,
nd that he
heard
from
various
ources that from fifty to one hun-

m"
Philadelphia,

represented

Go.'Go! she pleaded. They will kill
you if they find you here!"
h was her First kiss- this Girl of the
Golden West. And the man she loved was

Mastbaum

and the Stanley Co., and E. V. Richards, Jr., and the Saenger
Amusement Co., were also represented by

"\

to

be torn from her- hunted as an outlaw

will Fight

it

out," he said.

No! No! Ride for your life— and me!"
And they sighted the posse, with rope
and £un, galloping over the hill.

Thrills

and Heart Throbs in

EDWIN
CAREWE'S
Stupendous
Production of

DAVIDMASTERPIECE
BELASCOS

The Gil'l oPthe

GoldenWest

counsel.

Connelly Returning
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

Angeles -- Mike
Connelly
dred cities were included in this decasting director for Cosmopolitan,
is
cription, but that in his opinion a
on his way East. While here, it is
ey city was, generally speaking, a
understood he was negotiating with
ity in which the leading companies
a number of stars.

A 3ir>ot

national Picture

—
THE
Tuesday, April

Newspaper Opinions
"The Famous Mrs. Fair" — Metro
Capitol

ERK

AM

fact,

rtaining

looked

,

Kiblo.

I

elf,

d

N'il'K

led

and
i.

i

lends

it

and
tiling

As

Fair."

on,

creei

we hear
seldom

so
instruct

which

see,

was on

it

,,1

much about

en-

as

will

as

those
but

tertain.

HERALD—*

*

Famous

"The

*

Mrs

Fair" is utterly unable to answer the question which it propounds.
In spite of this pardonable failure to si
gTievous problem, "The Famous Mrs.
I

i

sting picture.

i

I,

ng munu
accumulatini

,

ium
;il

climax.

it

•

arrives at the logical

has succeeded in putting
a manner that is both

"

'

across in
simple and forceful.

MAM. — In

new

its

form

with a

tit

i.f

ci

director.

ran

i~

it

In ight

Fred

TELEGRAPH

\J\t;

picture is one of those
come only too seldo

spot here
Niblo, the

feature

llu

I

in

*

.

*

which
I

;

on of
p
our opinion, makes

SUN—*

arc

all

sticks

lim to
licacy

uinl
it

one of the

of the season.
excellent in this adapta
Tames
to
closly
quite
'ay.

orbt

which

offerings

ii.

ouch and
h,

il-

GRAM—Repeating

*

the
wider
on
een the phenomenal sucwon on the speaking Famous Mrs
I

;,

I

its

I'n

sentation

at

a sane production with a
theme and well sustained inti
Mrs. Fan," which opened yesteriUS
day at tin Capitol, is one of those pictures
*
it is a delight to sec. * *
Fred Niblo * * *
has lived up to the high mark set in his
production of "Blood and Sand."

TRIBUNE

kept saying to ourIt
direction!"
ran as smoothly as though one were read
ok, and every minute of
ing it on'
it
was interesting, even if it did run for
ninety minu
'

"

'

in

"What marvelous

WORLD

play, at

-Wit!

'.n

of

A/aKed Truth Dinner

Hunt's Chain, Numbers 20
(Special to

of

the

stages

at

the

Warner

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Through
the
pt
chase of the Victory in Wilmingtc
Hunts Theaters, Inc., ha
Del.,
added another link to their chain
20 houses.

studio
Phone

was beautifully decorated for
Thirteen "baby stars"
the occasion.
,ii
1923 were introduced, these including a number of promising inwhich

who have stewed to the front
Fred Niblo
the last few months.
was the master of ceremonies.

— Beekman

i

9091

genues
in

SBKV1«

rlBAL

isn't there.
It lacks the
the recent Barthelmess proexerts a positive effect only

Oppose

New Minor

Bill

Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children has gone on record in opposition to the proposed
measure which would permit children
from 8 to 16 into picture theaters
without guardians.

119 Fulton

The

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

simply

thrill

tin-

of

vitality

all

duct ions and
on the eye.

MAIL— *

it

*

made

has been

*

Eric

Von Stroheim,

A

Goldwyn Director

a delightful

*
picture. * *

moving

the color and romance of the days
when revolution brewed in Cuba under the
arrogant rule of Spain has been artistically
pictured by John S. Robertson, the director,
to whom much of the praise for the beauty
which is in the photoplay is due.
All

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

picture
breaths radiant life into a romance that
idy was wonderful in its conceits and the
tensenness of its emotions.

TIMES — The

Goti&wyn
**** Big Things

picture is an elaborate one.
fascinating costumes.
There is i
ig
by the members of the well-chosen
cast, but the story is rather aimless. * * *
There is no denying Barthelmess's ability as

with

1

*

tor.

* *

ELEGRAM— Summed

"The

up,

Shawl" can he classed as a screen

Bright

epic.

TRIBUNE—As

Charles Abbott, the young
of
1S50,
whose enthusiasm led him
extremely unpleasant paths in Cuba, he

beau
int..

was singularly lovable.

The

*

*

*

picture follows the story as closely as

most exacting could desire. Somewe wondered if it couldn't have been
made a little more thrilling by interpolating
"in thing.
But perhaps it was wisest not
lie

i

expi

i

is

an

noticeable

exciting

in

lack

"The

i

and her respective career.
picture has been photographed with
tttention to detail, various views haveen madi in and around Havana.
his

Compson

is

due

New

in

York in time to sail for London on
Olympic Saturday to start work
.dor Saville, Ltd., of England.

\

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
The

Miss Compson Sails Saturday
Betty

reproduction

of delicate detail

of

badly miscast as either ever has

is

i<ir

faithful

Bright

and we have the notion that it is
Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy

Shawl,"
i

For

iiiu.nl.

WORLD—There

it Joolc, J,^

ftiltmore Hotel ~4piii jg u>

a beautiful but unexcit-

It is extremely well dioffers
photographed,
it
moments of good acting and there are the
Hut
elements of strong drama in its story.

The Naked Truth Mirror
«n the

*

perfectly

in

what

*

*

I'icture.

taining.

the industry

—

HERALD— *
ing

1

shov$

P.

it

lovely

a

is

it

There are austere and sumpThe
tuous interiors but not too sumptuous.
picture is done with fine restraint; and an
preleisure
atmosphere of courtliness and
It is hard to muster as
\ml, . all. * *
much enthusiasm for the plot.
*

slight

of continuity in the unfolding
of
Mr. Forbes's
the Capitol this week, is satisfy
i

—

*

*

thing.

I

!

blood

vein

the

rimson."
GLOBE Photographically

the

TIMES— As

writer,

subtitle

the

of

Western M.

192;

i

d,

*

*

*

i

words

the

men were men and

"When

I

Famous Mrs.

rhe

!

in

pictu

LD- Anywaj

K

It
is
thoroughly enjoyed the film version.
nee with a boldface "R." and the COS
acting of the star and Miss
the
tunics,
thy Gish all tend to waft the beholder
of love, excitement, action
the
days
back to

elsi

The
skilful

«
I

ook.

iv

'

his

are going to like " hi
prot nil '1 you haven't read

EVENING W

on the

the
*

forth

called

that

'I"

Advertisers—held
their annual frolic on Saturday night.
-tarted on Saturday night,
That is,
hut it was early Sunday before it
broke up. The frolic was held on one
tin-

you

think

\\ e

'

Mr.

WORLD

\l\i;

wonderfully

sell

com

'

remark-

handsome but

I

reen acting. * *

abl(

N'AL

exi

to

,

throughou

the most

able thing ah. nit "The Bright Shawl"
oung lady, heretofore unknown to
mie of Jetta Goudal. *
i

Wampas" Party a Success
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — The 'Wampas"—
"

Nat'l

(Special to

Strand
DAILY NEWS— To us

and

story,

film

it

"The Bright Shawl"'— 1st

24,

of the camera man must not be
sacrificed
Eastman Positive
in
printing
Film carries the quality of the negative
skill

through

—

to the screen.

Brouse's Condition Better
(Special

the
seen

THE FILM DAILY)

to

'.a— Slight
condition of

improvement
in
Harry Brouse is
[weeks ago he was sud-

denly

stricken blind and has been
under the care of specialists since.
lias
regained partial sight but
i'i a
slight extent.

Winnipeg—John T. Fiddes
manager

of the

member

of

lias

a

Dominion.

local

is

He

syndicate

City

— The

out

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

is

a

which

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

Empire

been placed on the market.

tinted base

identified through-

now

acquired the theater.

Quebec

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

has

N. Y.

\
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Pathe Holds Meeting

Open Convention

turn

Sydney S. Cohen, upon his re- leave
from the Middle West yesterday

•onfirmed

this.

a

Lubin

in

of the T. O. C. C. members
|xe reported desirous of learning that
irganization's attitude toward the na-

Costil of GaumOnt Here
Costil of the French Gaumont
company is at the Astor. He has
M. Trespah,
just arrived from Paris.
another member of the Gaumont com-

convention because they want

The decision
attend the meeting.
one
io make the convention an open
nay, however, have the effect of
fastening a decision on the part of
he T. O. C. C. which has no present
onnection with the Cohen organi-

pany,

been here

along

ambitious

Cohen

ac-

lines,

is

i

McWilliams;
and Eastern
Mike Comer[tissouri, Joe Mogler.
ird who is
being boosted by the
'astern Pennsylvania unit has iniirmed national headquarters that he
not in the field.

Up-State Meeting
Y. Regional Units Affiliated

With

Cohen Hold Rochester Session
Cohen Returns Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rochester, N. Y.— The Western N.
M. P. T. O., the Rochester M. P.
rfribitors' League, the Northern N.
M. P. T. O. and members of the
.

Division held a

on Monday at which
iles Greenstone of
Rochester preled.
Addresses were delivered by
'dney S. Cohen and M. J. O'Toole.
According to a report made by
eeting

here

ward

Smith, president of the Westn N. Y. M. P. T. O., there are now
Dre members enrolled in the namal organization through the reCohen
Dnal units than ever before.
(Continued

on

is

Who

holding

the neighborhood of $250,000. Both
the Fox and Brady offices denied
yesterday that there has been any
deal closed. Mr. Brady said he hadn't
sold his interest to anyone.
in

exposition

Palace

will

remain there

He

into shape.
until after the con-

vention.

There is promised to be a flock of prizes for the forthcoming Spring Golf Tournament. Of course, there will be
the usual cups. Pathe Exchange, Abe Warner of Warner
Bros., the Motion Picture News, Mastbaum of the Stanley
Co. of America, Reuben Samuels, J. V. Ritchey of the
Ritchey Lithographing Co.. have announced that they intend giving prizes as usual, and in addition, the Exhibitors'
Herald, through John S. Spargo, New York Editor, will
present 20 especially

making the lowest

Pase

3)

There

made "Bobby Irons"

scores, or as the

will surely be

more

to the

20 players

committee may decide.

prizes in the

form

of cups,

together with the usual large number of special souvenir prizes, which have hitherto made the golf tournaments

etc.,

so successful.
If

to

any

you

haven't sent in

:

;

month

Golf Prizes

.

New York

"The Man

Came Back" which Brady

:

of evidence taking here the Commission
Philadelphia,
Boston, Atlanta, New Orleans,
will move on to
Francisco.
In all over a year is expected
San
Los Angeles and
investigation.
complete
the
to be necessary to
Hodkinson Still on Stand
Moeller Leaves for "Expo"
W. Hodkinson, president of the
W.
A. J. Moeller. general manager of corporation bearing his name,
was
the M. P. T. O. leaves for Chicago still on the stand when
the second
Picture
of
P.
the
M.
today to whip
day's hearing opened.
He continued

After about a

office.

pasin nominated F. J.
lichigan, J. C. Ritter

reater

little

is

At Chicago, three new candidates
Wisthe presidency r- -eared.
>r

.

senile

for

Deal on for Brady Play
understood that William Fox
dickering with William A. Brady

It

for the film rights to

brding to the
'

lias

time.

ation.

'eloping

Lewis

E.

iO

Harry Davis, R. F. Woodhull and
Comerford were appointed a
J.
ommittec to handle the Motion Picire Palace of Progress situation in
Plans for this are deJew York.

interesting evidence developed yesterday in the second
day of the Federal Trade Commission proceedings against Famotts Players and others. W. W. Hodkinson after analyzing
the first run situation so far as it affected independent producers,
completed his testimony and Elek J. Ludvigh, general counsel
for Famous produced the minute books of that coporation, and
long excerpts from the minutes went into the record.

1915 with Ethel Clayton and
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Large Companies Making Mass Production Have Not Necessity
of Making Quality Pictures, He Maintains
Letter from
Rothapfel to Hodkinson Proves Interesting Famous
Players' Minutes Show Details of Early Absorption
of Lasky and Zukor Concerns

Mayer Buys "Great Divide"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer has
purchased the film rights to "The

statement covering
he pre-convention meeting of the officers and board of directors in Chi•ago, the M. P. T. O. stated that "an
nvitation has been extended to every
ndependent theater owner in the
Jnited States to attend the convention
issuing
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Hodkinson Discusses Importance of

The annual meeting of Pathe ExPlanned by M. P. T. O. in Chicago- change, Inc., was held yesterday afternoon.
Three New Candidates in Field
for President
Departures
The M. P. T. O. convention in
Harry T. Nolan has left for Denver.
Chicago, May 19-26 will be an open
M. L. Finkelstein and I. H. Ruben
one.

25,

your entry, phone, wire or write

of the committee.

Don't forget the time and place, Tuesday, June 5th, at
the Belleclaire Golf Club, Bayside, L. I.
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noon, relative to
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after-

producer-distributor owned theaters, and said that
where a producer on a producerdistributor operated a theater, it was
almost impossible for the independent producer to
compete because
"the open market is partially closed
to other producers."
He started to
say that the "independent producer
in whom all improvement is expected,
is shut out of the market," but there
was vigorous objection to this on
the part of Robert T. Swaine, counsel
for Famous Players, and objection
was sustained.

Hodkinson

continued

by

saying

that the history of the business has
shown that the best pictures "are
made by individuals rather than by

companies making mass productions."

There was objection to this, but it
was over-ruled, and Hodkinson continued, declaring that there was not
the same necessity of making quality
by large organizations
meet oempetitive conditions.

pictures

to

Where producer-distributors operated theaters, Hodkinson declared
that competition came only for such
open time as they had left from
their own productions and this condition rendered it impossible for in-

dependent

producers

to

remain

business.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Los Angeles— Adolph Ramish, of
West Coast Theaters, Inc., against

whom

Loew's, Inc., obtained judgSuperior Court for a sum
in excess of $3,000, has filed an appeal in the State Supreme Court.

ment

in the

The money is said to represent an
unpaid remainder in a transfer of 50%
of stock in the Hippodrome of Los
Not quoted Angeles and San Diego, from Loew
Ramish.
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Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife

The Glimpses

of the

7

with

headquarters

Mel-

at

bourne.

Former Famous Player Lasky
Corp. Exchange, 729 7th Ave.
See Supt. of Bldg. or Mr.
Young Real Estate Dept., 16
East 42nd St.

far too

moviesque

-A sillier story has seldom been
told in the movies, but with such capable
neoole a< Lewis Stone. Leatrice Joy.' and
Vita Naldi in_ the principal roles it has
nioments nf beine: convincing.
At any rate
it
is goodly to look upon.

MORNTNG TELEGRAPH— George
ford has ffiven the story by Waldemar
the most gorgeous production. * * *
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storv like this at a glance.

\v ill
recognize a
Tt is simnlv the
regular motion picture stuff, but George" Melford has nrodured it so well that we forget
at
the time that the whole thing is all

hokum.
*

bas

it

luxuriant

the nicture fairly interesting
for the majority who see it.
the usual triangle affair, with
of extra trimming, * * *

sett'ngs,

entertainment
The story is
a great deal

We

Serve Every Link of the
Film Industry

TIMES —

Because of the good acting and
the expenditure lavished on this film it stands
up as moderate entertainment for the lazy

TRiritTXE-* * * the title is the best
thing about the picture. * * * As we
said
in the first paragraph, you
wouldn't believe
a nicture could be so bad
The director
and the actors worked with a determination
worthy of a better cause.
STJ\T_ The production is iust one of the
motion pictures that are produced, a routine
"reservation, as the phrase sroes
T -atrice
Joy looks charming without any difficulty
and Lewis Stone is in as good form as
ever

WORLD—*

*

the triangle retold.

*
*

th e p]of
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is
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ta l e
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Yet such a capable cast has been assembled
that the plot and the business
may be disregarded.
Leatrice Joy. Lewis Stone and
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Mineola, L. I.; Cairo, Egypt; Brent Ky

Rupert Hughes and "Souls for Sale tf
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PRESIDENT STARTS CAMPAIG
FOR U. S. MEMBERSHIP IN WORL

house H
A. Snow's collection floral and fauna
English Films in Montreal House
specimens as well as animal heads
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Montreal— The Sol Allen Corp. has and hides. Snow's picture. "Hunting
ed the
Mlm for six weeks, to Big Game," has already been booked
show a series of English-made pro- into -'.ill houses and. according to
ductions.
The same company has Universal, is now playing 20 kev
taken over the Orphcum until the end city runs.
of AugUSl for pictures.
Sol Allen is
a member of the well-known
Allen

(Special
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Benson With United Artists
to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg— Edmund C. Benson is M. Young. The theater which seats
sailing on the "Maruka" from Van- 000 was secured through the
Seffercouver, for Australia on the 29th to rrian's.
The Fabian chain in Jersey
represent
Douglas Fairbanks and now totals 16.
Mary Pickford in the Antipodes in

Moon
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Fabians Now Control 16 Houses
The Fabian will take over the
Playhouse; in Ridgewood, N. ]., on
May 1, under a 10 vear lease from
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EVENING WORLD— Tt
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good nhotography. and in this case an especially good cast
all of which will make

In the Courts
to

wholesome

with the picture.

POST—*

(Special
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beauty of Leatrice Joy, as the wife, stood
out pleasingly in the artificial atmosphere
investing- Nita Naldi as the other woman.
The settings of the entire picture were good.
But it was difficult to connect the title

familiar

Rue de
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Filmschau.
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tionale
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1923. U'i.I's Film and Film Folki,
Published Dailv at 71 7.1 West 44th St.,
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Joseph Dannenherg, President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man
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Broadway Theaters
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Capitol this week Impressions of
ghacci" is the overture.
The Capitol
jazine is
next, followed by Divertissethe

t

its

-m"
ious
:he

(Request Numbers).
"The Glow
and "Nola." a silhouette.
"The
Mrs. Fair" is the feature.
Slections
organ conclude.

Rialto
overture

lie

"Les Preludes."

is

Riesen-

Classical Jazz, The Rialto Magazine and
Sharpe-Minor at the Wurlitzer. follow

s

The

ectively.

Your

I

with

,

edy,

feature

"You

is

Can't

Wife." Bends Mask Dance is
"A Pleasant Journey," a Pathe

last.

Strand
from "Tannhauser"

elections

The Topical Review
e and
then
vl."
follow.
n't

Flirt"

the

A

closes

is

the overnext.
prois

A

"The Bright
Roach Comedy,

feature,

Hal
the

Up-State Meeting

Classical Jazz

Capitol

performance.

At Other Houses
week on Broadway include:
wn To The Sea" at the Cameo "Eneof Women" at the Central, "The CovWagon" at the Criterion and the sec'week at the Rivoli for "Bellla Donna."
oldovers this

i

I

News Reel
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Probably the real

hit at the

week is the Classical
Jazz
number presented by
Doctor Riesenfeld.
The orRialto this

chestra renders a weird and unusual
arrangement
of
The
Wooden Soldiers dance from
Chauve Souris, one of the
stunts of which is that the spot
light plays from time to time
on different members of the
orchestra, and again other musicians bob up and down in
their seats. To cap the climax
a half dozen pickanninies dressed in ushers uniforms start
marching to the melody and
stop from time to time to go
through the motions of shooting crap. So far it has proven
a riot at every performance.
Worth doing in any house.

to

Louis— The Quality M. P. Co.
America, plans to produce a news
to be known as "Things You
.

pt to Know." The company is
Tolled by the General Film Mfg.

meet-

ing of the board of directors of the
national unit in Chicago last week,
stated that the board was in accord
with the work done to date in New
York by the officers in New York.
O'Toole stated that various Gov-

ernment departments
with
with

were

working

the
the

organization in connection
Motion Picture Palace of
Progress to be conducted in the Coliseum during the convention week in
Chicago.
Among the resolutions
adopted were one condemning censorship; one approving the rejection
of the uniform contract .and one endorsing the activities of Cohen as

A

president.
large delegation of exhibitors will probably attend the Chi-

cago meeting.

Cohen Back
Sydney S. Cohen returned to New
York yesterday from Chicago and
Rochester.

Plans a
(Special

(Continued from Page 1)
in referring to the

spoke and

Ray May Quit Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Charles Ray has

—

THE TRUTH ABOUT FILMS
Controls Bridgeton, N.
(Special

an-

nounced that

his current production
last for some time, since

may

be his
he plans to desert the screen to enter
"legit" in New York.

to
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Bridgeton, N. J.— With the purchase of the Bijou by Louis Linker,
theatrical

control

ALL THE BUNK OMITTED

J.

LY)

at

THE NAKED TRUTH DINNER
HOTEL BILTMORE

the town is
vested in him. Linker also owns the
Criterion and Majestic here.
of
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OOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE

OR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER
AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL
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S

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,
New York

the

ORLD'S BEST

AUTHORS

Owners

'hose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon

G.

MILLIGAN

Service for Authors, Inc.
3

"You

City

West 42nd St.
N. Y. C.
Longacre 2453

Man"

are the

By

Philip Bartholomae
Author of "Very Good Eddie," and

of

co-author of "Tangerine"
num Was Right."

Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor
Easy Terms
Brokers Protected
All

The Screen

CARL

"Golden Youth"
"The House on the Hill"
"The Haven of Rest"

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

Published and Unpublished
b:

SELECTED MATERIA

Ltd.

the

and "Bar-

"The House on the Sands"
"The Revelation"
"Golden Days"
"The Dancing Master"
"The Belle of Richmond"

By Sidney Toler
Author
at

the

"The Exile," now playing
George M. Cohan Theatre.

of

Mabe! Bardine & H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3660

'MASTERS Of MEN"

MARY FORREST

By Morgan Robertson

220

Is a

Tel. 1944

(her Big Robertson Stories
liable for Picturization
Are

By

Nellie Nicols

60

Longacre BIdg., N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

& Adlaidee Matthews

Renee
By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham
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HUGHES MASSIE &

The Show Down,
By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,

By
All

Bret Harte

on Account
By Leo

of

Ditrichstein

Eliza,

CO.

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
1531 Broadway, N. Y. C. Bryant 10057
Exclusively representing:

Zelda Sears
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Borzage,
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D.

DE VERE STACP001E

whose South Sea and Frcmh costume
Romances have cha:m d countless
m mbcrs of readers. Several novels
available including

"VANDERDECKEN"

and

"THE GARDEN OF GOD"
Sequel

to

"THE BLUE
STORYPUBLICITY

his

ADVENTUR NG
Evening Po
THE HOUSE OF THE
FIVE SWORDS
recent

Saturday

t

serial

published serially in Metropolitan and
now o_t in book form.
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TITLE;

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bryant 2564
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(Continued from Page

can not enter into your arrangements however meritorious they
might be. Nevertheless, I thank you
for bringing this matter to my at-

1)

objection came to this statement, \\ H. Fuller, chief counsel for
the Commission, argued at length as
to what the Commission anticipated
proving in the case against Fan

When

n

ntion.

.

Yours very truly,
Samuel L. Rothapfel

The M.

Elek John Ludvigh, general counsel
by
secretary-treasurer of Famous
developed
would
be
and
this
that
and
He said that in 1'layers, was then called to the stand,
various witnesses.
Philadelphia. Xew Orleans, and on and produced the minute book of the
the Pacific coast, Famous Players had corporation. From this, was read into the record some interesting points
tied up the situation in both ways.
relative to the early history of FaThis brought Swaine energetically
mous Players, one of which indicated
to his feet, who declared that Fuller's
that for the 4482 shares of stock of
statement was propaganda for newsthe Lasky Pictures Co., valued at
the
resented
r
Full
paper purposes.
50,000 shares of Famous
$1,200,000,
insinuation as to what his motives
was issued, and for the
stock
Players
were, and then turned over HodkinPlayers Film Co. the old
Famous
cross-examination,
son to Swaine
Zukor organization, stockholders rewhich developed along the line of
ceived two shares for one, and $250.conbelief
what, in Hodkinson's
stituted a first-run theater.

He

On

further

examination.

Hodkin-

will

gathering

if

SEE

Albany which

in

reof the
practi-

passage

the
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usage outside of theaters.

James Elected Vice-President
Albert James, business manager of
Jacques Tyrol Prod., Inc., has been

For

To

Mary Astor

Feature
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Los Angeles
featured

Al Green

— Mary

in "To the
will direct.

Astor will be
Ladies" which

at

HodkinHood' is a

the Lyric,

son said, "Yes, 'Robin
very good picture. It's an independently

made

picture."

Then Swaine read
houses
Avis.,

knew

a long list of
along 8th and 9th
asked Hodkinson if he

located

and

these houses.
Hodkinson
but answered thai he never
visited 8th or 9th \ve. to see a picture.
He also commented that the
houses along 8th and 9
A/e. lackthe value of the proper sort of clientele.
Just before Hodkinson left the
stand, he was asked regarding a
received by him fro. i Samuel
I..
Rothapfel, manager of the Capitol
Theater.
Heproduced the letter
which wenl into the records. Chi
of

smiled

!

i

(Special to

dated January 22, 1921, and
dressed to Mr. Hodkinson reads:
"I have your letter of January 21,
and have carefullj noted the contents.
"You must know that this is a subsidized Goldwyn theater, and tl

Are Laid."

r
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from the East.
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We

to

background:

to the

purpose

shall be pleased to

dij.

cuss the unique merits

LUXOR

"U" Serial
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "The Phantom of the
Leroux Story

Ev

of the author.

again revive talk about "Evangeline"
in which Miss Bara was supposed
appear some time ago.

op e a n

faithful

here
reports
is

New York

for

—

in

c

connectio;

with your product.

Opera," one of the mystery stories
Gaston Leroux, the famous French
author, has been purchased by Uniof

who

versal

make

will

a serial of

Two

Worsley Plans
(Special to

I

Temporarv
Sex, Hai

of Dawn, $30,000.,
Barrier,
Green
Silent
ove Madness, Dwelling Place of
iniT of Whispers,
Home,

Moon.

vesl

I

His

Sparks,

Live

Safjebrusher,
Wife, Rulers

Down

Flame.
Light.

U.

P.

Rroken Gate, Spenders,
Truant Husband,
Breaking Point, East Lynn, Light in the
ling,
Man of the Forest, The Other
Woman, Keeping up with Lizzie, A Certain
Rich Man, French Heels, Lavender and Old
Lace, Journey's End, Face of the World.
Van Winkle, Mysterious Rider. Jane
Fifty
Candles, Hart's Haven, Grey
Dawn, Cameron of Royal Mounted, Free
Air,
Headless Horseman,
Slim Shoulders,
Second Fiddle, The Kingdom Within, Dollar
Brute Master,

["rail,

Partners

1

the

of

Tide,

li

Devils,

Down
rj

i"

and

it.

Year Trip
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the Sea
Affairs of

in

Ships,

(Special
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Schlager,

Gen'l.

Mgr.

Equitable Trust Bldg.,
347 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Vanderbilt 5074
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— Several

planned

in

Wilson

and

the

new houses are
Northwest.
Zabel,

Bowman

1000 seat house in

and

shows

Sig

will

Olympia

pictures.

build a
for road

Dolan

and

Ripley will build a $200,000 of the
same type in Aberdeen.
George
Reisner of South Bend, plans a 1000
seat
house costing $60,000.
The
Playhouse, Herminston, Ore., has

\£feefAa{tei&a>
Insure %ur Sereei

closed.

Man From

Lady Hamilton.

Bulger Engaged by Lasky
Bozeman Bulger, ha-- been enga
lesse L.

1

ter

Stories

Thei

LUXOR is especially intei

Late Monday Hodkinson presented
Wallace Worsley
Los Angeles
a list of pictures which he mainted
were as good as the average shown plans to take a company abroad for
years to screen four pictures.
in the first run Broadway houses, but two
Swaine to comment:
"A twelve- which were blocked out because of He leaves in October with Perley
weeks' run of Broadway is somewhat
Poore Sheehan, James Dugan, and
existing conditions.
of an advertisement for a picture, is
Clarke Irvine, together with camerait
not?"
And Hodkinson smilingly
The list includes the following, all men,
principals.
technicians
and
replied that it was.
He said that the Hodkinson releases:
Financing will be done by Eastern
Capitol theater had refused showing
As A Man Thinks, Sahara. Westerners, interests.
of "Down to the Sea in Ships." and White Man's Chance. Desert Gold, Band
Box,,
Joyous Liar, Lone Wolf's Daughter.
hired that very frequently, the big
d<
New Northwest Theaters

"Robin Hood"

Where

the case.

told of his release of "Down
to the Sea in Ships," running in its
third month at the Cameo theater,
and referred to it as one of the best
features in Mew York, which lead

independent picture.
When Swaine
asked him regarding the showing of

"Made

Bara on Coast

The minutes

son

first-run Broadway exhibitors would
not even take the time to look at an

Finan(

Distribution,

ing and Exploitation c
Exceptional Picture

elected vice-president.

(Special to

retu|

New York

by non-theatrical inmean an impetus to film

passed,

shooting exteriors
yesterday.

Florida
to

ested in product with

also showed a record
in August, 1916, of securing an option
on the Pallas and Morosco Film Co.
stock, and just before recess, a survey
of the motion picture industry with
special reference to the Famous Playby producer-distributors for the pur- ers-Lasky Corp., was presented. This
pose of building prestige for their survey was made by the American
pictures throughout the country. He International Corp. for Kuhn, Loeb
said that a producer, unable to get a & Co., in 1919, in connection with the
showing in legitimate first-run houses purchase of $10,000,000 worth of prealong Broadway, was compelled to ferred stock by the banking house.
resort "to all sorts of measures" to
During the afternoon, further rechave his picture shown. This state- ords from the minutes of the corpoment was also objected to.
ration were read into the record of

asked whether or not the boxoffice was not the ultimate test of
quality pictures, and admitted that it
In analyzing the New York
was.
Hodkinson declared th.t
situation,
legitimate theaters were often used
finally

(Non-Theatrical)

19J

Ruggles Back
Wesley Ruggles and the Al
Ayres company which has beej

cally legalizes the use of home projectors without booth projection and,

—

in notes.

15

Commerce

of

hold a dinner at Delmonico's on May
15 at which matters affecting the nontheatrical field will be discussed. This
the- organization, as yet only temis
porarib formed, which developed out
cently urged
Steingut bill.

Ludvigh Takes Stand

was 000

Chamber

P.

America

of

of a

through
that
ownership of theaters at various
policy
selling
the
plus
points,
of disposing of pictures in blocks,
maintaining

Players

May

Plan Dinner for

we

fore

Hearing

25,

scout for

Lasky to act as a literar)
Paramount production

the

department.

"we neveb

-
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Today

Hugo Riesenfeld and Dr. Lee de
Foresl sail for Europe today.
During Riesenfeld's absence. Josiah Zuro
will conduct at the Rivoli and also
takt
over part of the managerial
al the other tin iters.

II
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Sail

disappoint'"
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No. 26

duller

Pathe's Legal Advisor Bejmes President— E. C. Lynch,

Irles

Chairman

i

Fellowcs MorBernhard BenChanier and Jansen

Pearson, W.
Charles Pathe,

cr

Gaston

he new director is W. Fellowes
president of the
is
[gan, who
oklvn Bridge Freezing and Cold
Cage Co., and a former president
(he Merchants' Association.
it
the directors' meeting, immedithe stockholders' mcctfollowing
[t
the following officers were electEdmund C. Lynch, chairman of
i

;

1

board; Paul
Pearson,

ler

president;
and
vice-president
Fuller,

manager; Bernhard Benson,
il-president; Lewis Innerarity, ser»jry, and John Humm, treasurer.
e;ral

(Continued

Them on
The board

to

a

1

Cut Down Outand Exchange

witli

on

Page

2)

Goldwyn

plan is to increase the authorized capital stock from 1,000,000 to
1.500,000 shares and then follow it by
the authorized numa' reduction of
ber of shares to 375.000 through the
exchange of one new share of stock
the
for four shares now held.
revision is completed the issued stock
will be reduced to 181,806-^ shares.

When

193,193^ unissued
will leave
shares in the treasury. Voting rights
will be vested in the common sotck,
which will be called "new series."
The new plan is designed to become
effective at the Hose of business on

This

April 30.
(Continued on Page 4)

Rowson Coming

THE FILM DAILY)

dative situation.

Won't

Sell

seported.
Blyth,

Not Even

Holdings

Loew

denied yesterday that
contemplated disposing of any of
holdings in Canada or
i theater
In Montreal, he has made
1 where.
arrangement with the
.pooling
litol, but has not sold the house
arcus

A

Denial

office refused to dignify
the report apoearing in
denial
a

The Hays

with
yesterday's Times that Mr. Hays
would again head the Republican National Committee. It was pointed out
that reports of a similar vein
previously denied.

.

;i

manager

succeeding

Max

of

the comMilder, rc-

led.

Gall Art Congress
or

Working with Authors' League

Pictures claimed to know
nothing of the purchase yesterday.

spiration

Sistrom Resigns
(Special

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— William

Sistrom,

Cos-

production manager for
His future
mopolitan, has resigned.
plans are unknown. E. Mason Hopper and the Anita Stewart company
are returning East in a few days,
those
to
led offering cash prizes
leaving the remaining few scenes of
ijaents which a competent set of
the picture they are making to asjes deemed the most important in

o Improve Picture Standards
To Meet June 7 and 8
efore Adolph Zukor left on his
opean trip he announced he in-

coast

,

development of sistants.
Yesterday June 7
George Utassy verified a report
were given as the days on
that Calich an art congress would be held from the coast yesterday
temporbeen
has
production
fornia
this.
>Jew York to discuss
arily abandoned by Cosmopolitan.
on Page 4)

wancing the

1
a'

ui
ir

ion
8

artistic

pictures.

(Continued

Ousting of

W. W. Hodkinson

Experiences of independent producers in getting bookings
yesterday of Al
in Key cities was the feature of the testimony
Trade
Lichtman, third witness in the hearing on the Federal
the
and
Players-Lasky
Famous
against
charges
Commission
other respondents.
in
H. Fuller, for the Government, took up the situation
got
he
testified
Lichtman
In some cities,
detail city by city.
unable to book
terms, in others he was virtually shut out

W.

fair

on a favorable

his pictures

basis.

EnThe conditions in the territory controlled by Southern
Atlanta
situation in
terprises were gone into at length. The
Orleans,
his contract
In
"terrible."
as
Lichtman described

New

with Saenger was "satisfactory." He
claimed in some of his dealings with
National
Reynolds With First
Southern Enterprises, the latter, after
Lynn Reynolds, has joined First booking the pictures, refused to carry
National and as his initial picture will out the contract unless the price was
make "The Huntress."
reduced.
In two years, he said he had been
able to place only four pictui . in
Group Reaches Coast
New York. In one case, he rented
DAILY)
(Special to

THE FILM

Los Angeles— F. J. Godsol, B.
Schulberg and J. M. Schenck are
from New York.

New

York

more

We

days

on

now

lookwindow of the
exact spot GenFilm pictures are still
eral
looks just the
It
*shown.
same today as in the days when
curls was the chief ability of
the leading men and Hollywood
hadn't learned it was nice to be

the train.
ing out the
train on the

are

bad.

strange looking
railroad yard,
the
pioneer
reading something to a switchman. Investigation proved it to
be a New York picture critic
reading his latest review to a
I

saw

in

the Criterion at a total cost of $20,000 for two weeks, with recei^ s of
only $8,000. This week he declared
he had been invited by the Rivoh to

cline.

City.

Film Daily.
Only two

P.

arrange for bookings but upon such
terms that he was compelled to de-

Two More Days

Woody's Successor

Barthelmess in "Big Brother"
I! avid R. Blyth has been
to
It is understood that the rights
li.ctor
of sales for Selznick, sue
Brother"
"Big
story
new
Beach's
Rex
fcling John S. Woody, recently rehave been purchased for Richard
Blyth was assistant general
I ed.
The story will run
Barthelmess.
mager of the old Select unit.
serially in Hearst's International f r
appointed
S. Flynn has been
[
Inthree issues beginning in July.
>;y,

—

had been

appoitrj,

P'ladelphia

Describes Atlanta Conditions As "Terrible"— Says in Two Years
He Placed Only Four Pictures on Broadway Tells of
Meeting in Zukor's Home in 1916 That Led to

it.

Harry Rowson, of Ideal Films,
lbany— Charles L. O'Reilly and
is due a week from today from
Ltd.,
the
li Berman are here watching
London on the Homeric.
:

Ind'pts Forced to Fight for
First Runs, Testifies Lichtman

for 4 Basis

of directors of

Pictures Corp. has approved a new
stock plan for the company. A circular letter has been sent to all holders of voting trust certificates asking their authorization to go ahead

O'Reilly in Albany
(Special

to

Shares

standing

The

es.

l

Stock Plan

Goldwyn Expects

Board

of

meeting of the stockt the annual
:ers of Pathe Exchange, Inc., the
wing directors were elected:
dmund C. Lynch, Paul Fuller,
3

New

Heads Pathe

Price 5 Cents

26, 1923

a

In Denver and San Francisco, the
situation he described as good, in St.
Louis, Lichtman said he had great

obtaining bookings. Other
taken up were Cleveland, BosMinneapolis, Seattle. Detroit,
ton,
Cincinnati and Baltimo-e.
Prather McDonald, counsel for the
respondents, entered several objections to what he termed "conclusions

difficulty in
cities

drawn by the witness, and

is a
there
front
ain't no freight train in
at the
you
See
window.
of my

picturesque

route

This

when

Naked Truth Dinner,

CLEM DENEKER

was

as possible.
(Continued on Page 6)

in

former townsman.

it

to
finally decided to limit his answers
fc.r
as
pictures
and
theaters
specific

Newman, "U" Theater M'g'r
THE FILM DAILY)
M. H. Newman
Angeles—
Los
(Special to

has

several connections with the Grauman enterprises, where he has been
many
assistant managing director for
months. He will take up new duties

manager of all Universal
from Denver West.,

as general

theaters

;

rviz

jF^TqJJ^
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York.

Selznick

production plans.
He fully
expects to produce, but as yet has not
evolved anything that is concrete.

Low Close
.109% 109% 109%

8SM

(

Sales

100

85^

85

6

irifrith

18*4

•Triangle ...33

J.

1,600

33

33

World
Cents

tire

Badger Due Today
Badger is due

in

Al
>

at

special

productions

Players,
Ladies."

the

r>i

a.

SPICE

to

OF THE PROGRAM"

work on

New

TUT- ANKH -AMEN
S.

Earle

Classic

Coming!

$50,000.

T].e Super -S~e:'al

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST'
K.
and

of

Pictures !

An Arrow- A.

incorporators

Rosemary Theby
Diana Alden

"The

Man

are J.
E. A.

Within"

Stuart Holmes
J.

Frank Glendon

-f

Directed by Jack Pratt
Story by J. Grubb Alexander

Four Features for Chadwick
Vrthur A. Cadwell, former production manager of the Syracuse
M. P.
Corp., which made "The Isle of
Doubt,"

Maescher

with

specials.

Delaney,

B.

Production

Production Units

The

New York

and Chadwick Knows

to

An

Astounding Picture

and

the

Skylight," has contracted to make a series of four picfor Chadwick Pictures Corp.
9
he first will be made in Florida.

Write—Phone

I

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mass.
Brookline
remain without motion pictures.

LINCOLN

a

a great cast

to secure the

Call— or Wire

Arrow Film Corporation

Brookline Votes Against Films
Brookline,

Starring

will

Hollywood
and then

M. Y. Boyle,
Johnson and H. L. Michaels.
J.

CHADWICK

E.

I.

President of Merit Film Gorp'n

Famous

for

formed here, each with a capital

'Through

E.

Says

THE FILM DAILY)
Boston— Elliot Dexter Prod, and
Bryant Washburn Prod, have been

PRODUCTION

P.

OF THE YEAR"

St.,

to

Tom

(Special

A Wm.

48th

be "To The
After completing that picfirst

he will return from
direct
Meighan

continue

IN

W.

Al Green Special Prod.
Green will make a series of

ture,

THE

8

produce a picture about studio life.
It is to be called "Lights Out" and
was written by Paul Dickey. Al San
tell has signed a two years' contract
and will direct.

from

(T&cLiccdioncd. (ftxAuJD

—

floor

Another Studio Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— R-C Pictures

the coast today.
As noted, he will
direct "Potash and Perlmutter" for
Sam Goldwyn and First National.

-*==

eighth

THE OUTSTANDING

DRAMATIC FEATURE

Williams Leases Old Offices
D. Williams has leased the en-

1,000

Not quoted

Clarence

V

IS

Not quoted now occupied by the First
National
5% 6 3,500 executive offices. These are the quarNot quoted ters Williams used when he
was with
18^ 18>4 2,000 that company.

do. pfd

Loew's

Has No Plans

definite

High

Goldwyn

RIP TIDE

—

New

David Selznick has not made any

Wenxelsplatz.

Quotations
F.

"entire ac-

in

is

(Special

tionale

Kod.
P.-L

THE

Pathe statement adds that
of

Clichy.

East.

"WE BELIEVE THAT

Brenon Coming East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Herbert Brenon has

S.

1.

vakia),

a

cord with the sound and conservative
business policy of the company."

1603.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

1)

partner in Merrill,
Lynch & Co., which has handled
Pathe's financial affairs for some time
past.
Fuller, the new president, has
been counsel for Charles Pathe for
about IS years, and as such organized the present Pathe company, of
which he has been a director and
counsel since its organization. He is
a member of the law firm of Coudert
Bros.
Elmer Pearson, as vice-president
and general manager, will continue in
active charge of the company's af-

Pr ice 5 Cents

26,

Heads Pathe

(Continued from Page

Mr. Lynch

Thursday, April

220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

will

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

At

special election, the vote was 5,634
against and 1,659 for pictures. Efforts

necessary permission to
build a theater here has been sought
for some time.

I

I

2

Gloria Swanson s Best,
Says Douglas Fairbanks
In an interview in
the Los Angeles Times,

Douglas Fairbanks said:
"Have you seen

GLORIA SWANSON

in

'PRODIGAL

DAUGHTERS'?

Don't miss it. It is not only the best piece
has ever done, but it is, I think, one
Swanson
Miss
of acting
of the most faithful film portrayals of contemporary social
and family life that has been screened. It should be preserved
under seal for showing fifty years from now to let our descendants

know

"Mary and

I

just

run

off films

have been seeing old

They

are

more

what

news

this Jazz

Age

really

is.

every night at home. Of late we
made about fifteen years ago.

reels

interesting than plays.

"Gloria Swanson's

new

play, I firmly believe, will

ilar value fifteen or fifty years

have a sim-

from now."

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

.

THE

New

Thursday, April

Call Art Congress

Stock Plan

(Continued from Page

-ZilKDAILY

(Continued from

1)

Page

1)

/ukor and the Authors' League ol
President
thai "while in the Auicnc. i, Inc., are working together
nine months of V>11 a small op- on the plan in which it is expected
Kiting profit was made, the large de- prominent artists, educators, authors,
year, shown on the bal- both American and European will
ficit for tlu
The General Congress
ance slice! was due to certain ex- participate.
lenses and loss* n because of com- ( ommittee of the Authors' League is
mitments incurred prior to the change headed by Rex Beach, but includes
Hopkins
others,
Samuel
of administration in March. 1022," among
when Godsol became president. He Adams, George Barr Baker, Edwin
ds that in hi> opinion "a successful Bjorkman, Ellis Parker Butler, Irvin
distributing organization should re- S. Cobb, George Creel, Charles Dana
lease approximately one picture per Gibson, John (.olden, Clayton HamilIn his circular
dsol points oul

letter,

i

dk

in

but

all

summer months

the

maintain a low distributing cost
and to assure exhibitors of a continuous volume of product," and adds,
"Goldwyn will be in a position, beginning Sept. 1, to do so."
to

"It

is

my

Nov.

beginning

"that

s,

1

at

a

monthly."

ern scenario
here.

Films. Ltd.,

Graf

is

in

of British

Exhibit-

here from

London

M

foi

Goldwyn,

is

I-

Max

etes

\\..

..

for

Hollywood
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,t,i HE
!

editor

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Newman Here From London
Newman,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles -Eugene Mullin, east-

next,

Goldwvn should be operating
trofit of $100,000

Mullin on Coast
(Special

Godsol

opinion,"

firm

ton and Rupert Hughes. Representasocieties
in
of
the authors'
tives
England and France will attend.

(

etro

wl o is
the
San
ferring w ith

iraf,

at

Mat

$2 Per

foi

109

W.

51st

Hoar by Day
Circle 0446

St.

Fitzmaurice Leaves
(Special

left

i

I

New

for

"Rather than^ive

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los
rne,

where

ternal

City."

he

Fitzmaurice
York en route to
will

direct

"The

Montagu Love has been signed
Cruze

Progressive Vaudeville
Agency for the Progressive

Theatre"
for

Die Eternal Citv."

(Special

"A

May Make Ruggles
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Superior Vaudeville" for the variety
hcuses, also special attractions, drawing novelties, and prologues for the
straight picture theatre.
'

HARRY YOUNG

Vng< l( Vfter
completing
Los
Hull
uze will probol Red
rap."
ably direct "Ruggli
"

and

i

-

Lawrence \\
directed "Rugof Red (Jap" for Essanay in
1918.
Taylor Holmes was -tarred.
•

MARTIN WELLS

I

woman J will ^iveyou up to death."
That was the passionate answer oP
the beautiful Mexican dancer when
RameiTez told her he would see her
no more.
And how she carried out her threat
will^ive your patrons the thrill of
a lifetime in

(agency)

Broadway
New York City
1493

Suite No. 323
Tel. Bryant 1073

you up to another

«

•

EDWIN
CAREWE'S
Stupendous
Production of

stark, bitter truth.
,

the

mask

torn away,

the real inside,
the industry exposed.
the

naked truth

dinner
hotel biltmore
april the 28th

DAVIDMASTERPIECE
BELASCOS

Girl ofth,
GoldenWest
ihe

wherein the press
agents get back at
their bosses.

A jKr&t

national Picture

26,

19:

Mopping up for
Exhibitors Everywhere/

READ THIS
"We Opened

with the First of This Series to the
Biggest Sat. and Sun. Business in Over a Year and
Our Patrons Went Wild."
George Granstrum
F. B. O.'S

—Tower Theatre,

Paul, Minn.

St.

ANSWER TO THOUSANDS OF EXHIBITORS IN—

The Famous H. C. Witwer- Collier's Stories
The Biggest Box Office Hits in Years
experience
Paul
MR. GRANSTRUM'S
happening everywhere. Traveling with
in St.

is

is

cyclone sweeping everything before

down on

it,

merely a duplicate of what
the force of an irresistible

"FIGHTING BLOOD"

has swooped

theatres throughout the length and breadth of the land and abso-

lutely staggered even veteran

YOU

showmen with

business!

Man, can

business.

Prevent future regrets

Grab 'Em

up

afford to pass

—

—book

its

unheard of
you love your

ability to pull

this series?

Not

if

the entire twelve rounds

Grab 'Em

—

NOW

!

Grab 'Em

DISTRIBUTED BY

DOOKING

'ILM

O

OF
723

AMERICA

SEVENTH

AVE.,

fiFFICES
\J

NEW YORK

INC.

CITY

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United

26-27

I.,

ROUND

4

"TWO STONES
WITH ONE BIRD"

Kingdom

R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
D'Arblay Street. Waldour St.. London, W.

WHIRLWIND
ROUNDS

England

—
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Thursday, April

represented a group of hanker-;

said,

who underwrote
preferred stock
I

of

$10,

Famous

for

issue
Players-

.asky.

separate these and other quality pictures from the general run of pro-

Pictures

Corp.,

which Zukor and Lichtman were
to participate as owners.
He told of the formation of

ni

tl

Select company in 1915, as a resu
of differences between Zukor an

Paramount.

completed about a year after the pictures.
The next day, said Lichtman, Hodmeeting at Zukor's house. At that
tune, said Lichtman, Famous Play- kinson, Trendle and others "backed
Lasky was making and distribut- out" and the plan was called off.
et
all

Paramount

the

operators met with Zukor,
torial
An
Lichtman and Elek Ludvigh.
said, with
reached,
he
was
agreement
(Continued from Page 1)
practically
was
Paramount
duct.
which
Lichtman also told of the con- controlled by Famous Players-Lasky Hodkinson, among others, by
Service
nection of H. D. H. Connick with Corp.. when Paramount and Artcraft the Famous Players Film
Famous Players-Lasky. Connick, he were merged, and the final merger of was to be organized to distribute the

Describes First-Run

26, 1922

f iTim

ifflifi

The company was

di

continued
after
distributing
"Tr
Eternal City."
At one point Lichtman was aske
lawyers, whether he had heard Zukor gi\
any opinion on unifying productio

After a tilt between the
_'()
to 25% of all pictures.
"Did you learn whether Zukor or Lichtman said:
"It was difficult to tell what was in distribution and exhibition in or'
Famous Players-Lasky as a corporawanted unit. He replied that Zukor's opinio
tion
acquired any interest in the their minds, but I think they
concerning production and distribi
company
distributing
the
control
to
FulH.
queried
W.
Loew theaters?"
tion was that the two should b
themselves."
ler, who was conducting the GovernLichtman, E. S. Porter and Zukor handled in one central company, be
ment case.
decided to deal with the terri- cause it was impossible to gauge tr
then
This was objected to as hearsay
individually, and pro- value of pictures until presented
of W. W. Hodkinson am' the vari- and a lawyers' wrangle occurred, but torial buyers
plan instead of the public.
percentage
the
posed
ous mergers thai led up to the forma
Examiner Alvord overruled the obHodkinson's contention, he sail
.11
oi Famous Players-Lasky.
jection.
Lichtman then said Zukor outright sale. He stated that when
that it was detrimental to a dit
the
conwas
signing
of
to
the
came
it
Lichtman. while sales manager of told him he owned stock in the
Hodkinson had tributing company for the produce
to
which
tract,
the Famous Players Film Co. (the Loew enterprises.
"Did Famous Players-Lasky own agreed, Hodkinson did not appear, to be a part owner of it, and th;
Zukor unit), told of a meeting held
but he and others informed Lichtmi.n this was based on Hodkinson's ej
at
Zukor's house early in 1916, in any?" Fuller asked.
and Zukor that they had organized perience with General Film.
again
objected
and
McDonald
was
Walter
which lie. Zukor, Abr'ams and
Greene participated. Zukor has just again overruled.
Lichtman
don't
know,"
"I
returned from California, where lie
had been conferring with Triangle answered.

Asked whether

all

this capital

was

ing

acquiring theaters, he said
he could not say what part of it was
used, but the issue was designed for
that purpose.
Lichtman was on the stand all day.
The morning session was occupied
with his testimony about the ousting
for

il

t

'

ir

his dissatisfaction

because of

officials,

Paramount policy under the
Hodkinson regime.
this meeting.
\t
Lichtman test iwas decided thai ^.brams and
d
Greene would try to get the votes
enough of the directors to bring
Zukor
about Hodkinson's removal.
with

it

He then said that the amount of
Famous Players-Lasky output taken
by Loew varied.
Some seasons it
was about 50%

New

Loew
varied

other

in

of the output for the

York

houses,

He

but

it

This referred

cities.

summed

up:
"They were a large customer," addcontended, said Lichtman, that he ing that only a few short subjects
(Zukor) could not hold Mary Pick- went to Loew, however.
"How about the Stillman theater
ford and other important stars in
line miles, a more elastic distribution in Cleveland?" Lichtman was asked.
> br iught about.
He said he learned that Famous
policj w
"The siar> are complaining," Licht- Players-Lasky had an interest in it,
man quoted Zukor as saying. "It is and also had an operating contract
impossible to work with Hodkinson." with Loew for the New York theatre,
i

I

1

to features.

finally

Emmett

of the

mcetine, he said

Hodkinson had been ousted
president
of
Paramount, and
Vbrams elected president, with Janus
is treasurer in place of Rayit

Pawley.

nd
Hi

unit.

Lasky and Bosworth and
were merged into

duced

For

three

strenuous

protest was made at
this point by
'rather McDonald., of
counsel for the respondents, who declared that the records showed the
merger occurred in December, 1917.
For the Government, Gaylord Hawkins pointed out that the acquisition
of stock occurred first, and then there
was a technical argument on what
I

con tituted a merger.

and
purpose.
Players-Lasky Corp. was
operating in 19167' said Lichtman.
McDonald moved to strike this from
the record, but the motion was denied and an exception noted
The formation of Artcraft in
August, 1916, with Lichtman as general manager, was taken up.
He said
the Pickford films were turned over
to Artcraft very soon after Hodkinson's removal, the purpose being to
intents

C.

C.

regulations.

oratory of its own
City but most of the

in

Long

reproduction

of delicate detail

EASTMAN

in
California
laboratories in New York, and instructions for the shipment of the
print- to xchanges were sent by mail
and wire.
He said the prints were
shipped either by express or parcel
post and packed in accordance with
f.

faithful

to questions,
pictures prowere sent to

said
lab-

Famous

all

repl that

who

the

"To
Famous

In

Lichtman stated

Asked

these
in

exchanges.

Players-Lasky
Con. controlled the laboratories he
Players-Lasky had a
after Hodkinson's removal. Famous

that

A

had

an exdistributing contract with the

ive

Goldwyn Director

**** Big Things

POSITIVE FILM

i

Paramount

saj,i

/ukor

A

1

result
i!

Flynn,

GoUwyn

There was also discussion that "the Famous Players-Lasky owninc the
property and Loew operating the
thing he made into one unit."
"Zukor said that Lasky was suf- theater.
Considerable time was then spent
fering from the same shortcomings
in questions concerning Artcraft and
of Paramount as himself," Lichtman
the manner of shipping pictures from
dded.
The first report that Lichtman had, studios to laboratories and then to
a

J.

The

skill

in

sacrificed

Island

Film

work was done

man must

of the camera

carries

printing

the

— Eastman

quality

outside.

through

The method of shipping prints
from exchanges to theaters and the
approval of film contracts by the
home office were explained in detail
by Lichtman.
At this point Fuller introduced in
evidence as Exhibit 8 a booklet entitled
"The Story of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corp." Lichtman testified thai this was prepared
to impress exhibitors with the quality
of

Famous

1'layers

mcturcs.

It

Positive

of the negative

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now
out

not be

available in nine colors,

its

length by the words

is

tinted base

identified through-

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stenciled in black letters in the transparent margin.

was

sent out by the publicity

and advertising departments which were
part
of the distribution d partment of
which he was general manager.
Early in his testimony Lichtman
told of the formation of Paramount.
This was preceded by negotiations in

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

_

the

Spring of 1914, when the

terri-

ROCHESTER,
i

N. Y.

& BRADSTREET
f FILMDOM
XXIV

Authority

No. 27

From Goldwyn

\9

Studios Will Supply 24,
osmopolitan 15, Distinctive 8

Two

Others

>llowing his arrival at the Goldstudio on Monday, F. J. Godsol,
iunced that 49 pictures would be
sed during the next fiscal year,
wyn will produce 24, Cosmopolijvith contribue 15 and Distinctive
"The Spoilers," and "The
ic Skin," will complete the prol.

)dsol

dule

production

that the

said

inaugurated

d be continued.

by

He

Goldwyn
said that a

had been closed
a distinguished actor now on
vay to the United States.

ract

practically

'Enemies" Going into Rivoli
Enemies of Women" closes its
the Central Saturday night a d
lay 13 opens at the Rivoli.

lit

Films?
Dcuc" Against Son
huglas Fairbanks is opposed to
ir>.

in films, according
D. Woon, Universal Service
correspondent in Paris, who says
ne N. Y. American that Fairis opposes the plan because his
education might be neglected.

Film Daily

New York
I

arrive

Reserve

City.

tomorrow

my room

O.

for
there

K.

me

the
Ritz,
as
are
too
many film people at
the Astor.
I am deeply impressed by the many scenes
along the pioneer trail.
Can't
at

understand

make

why

Says

He Prpoosed

Plan Which Both Zukor and First National
Failure of Paramount's Finance Committee to Guarantee Half of the Amount in
Writing Balked Scheme

Found Agreeable

—

Pioneer didn't

Changed trains
at Chicago where they once had
a great fire, which they couldn't
scenics.

blame on motion pictures because in those days they wasn't

My

any

films...
trip is hysterically important because now
that I find the Covered

Wagon

hysterical rather than friction,
I will book it, as I have a big
Indian following. Can you get
me a list of them who will attend Naked Truth dinner, I
don't want to hurt anyone's
feelings.
See you at the Biltmore tomorrow night.

is

That a plan for a working agreement between Famous Players-Lasky and First National in 1921 fell through after considerable work had been done upon it was revealed yesterday in the
testimony of Al Lichtman at the fourth day's hearing on the
Federal Trade Commission charges.

Lichtman testified that he proposed the idea to Adolph Zukor
two weeks before the former resigned as the Famous Players
Zukor told him to proceed, whereupon
distribution manager.
Lichtman went to Chicago where a First National meeting was
held and talked the matter over with several franchise holders.
in a receptive mood, he declared.

They were

Shortly afterwards. Lichtman

CLEM DENEKER

on appearing

,

Lichtman Says He Asked $250,000
To Arrange F. P.-L -1st. Nat'l Deal

Arrives Tomorrow

iipany's

and

Price 5 Cent*

Friday, April 27, 1923

asil

3

Boosting Coast "Expo"

Program

Series

Planned by Fox for Next Year
More Lavishness in Production

Looked For

i

came

New

York, according to his
testimony, and informed Zukor that

back

to

the consummation of the plan
Lichtman
take six months.
$250,000 for putting it over.

would
asked

Important Film Organization Behind
Although the major portion of the
Zukor was willing to m ke an arPlan— Charles Christie to Talk
Fox releases for next season will go rangement by which Famous Players
at Lunch Today
out as special productions, there will would pay Lichtman half of this
Charles H. Christie, chairman of also be three series of program re- amount if First National would pay
These will star Tom Mix,
>'.,
has increased its capital stock the executive committee of the M. P. leases.
the other half, said Lichtmin, b-t
,000,000 shares without nominal Producers' Ass'n of Los Angeles and Buck Jones and John Gilbert.
Zukor declared he would have to
u value or from $100,000,000 to of the M. P. Exposition Committee,
The specials will number 26. Be- take the matter up with H. D. H.
given
lunch
preside
at
to
be
will
a
1 000,000 for taxation purposes.
cause Mix, Jones and Gilbert have
today at the Biltmore, at which he proven drawing cards on the Fox Connick and the other members of
Players finance comwill talk about the plans under way program, their pictures will be c- i- the Famous
indlay Loses Sunday Shows

Goldwyn Increases Stock
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
liver,
Goldwyn Pictures
Del.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

for the American Historical Revue tinued, but the production standard mittee.
The committee, according to the
Supreme and M. P. Exposition which starts will be raised on future pictures.
in Los Angeles on July 2nd.
wanted Lichtman to go
t has affirmed the decision of the
witness,
completes
When Bernard DurninpWill Hays and others important in
:ock County Court of Appeals
when he asked to have tl i
but
ahead,
the subject he is now making on the
a picture theater operating on the business will attend.
in writing, the committee
matter
put
make
a
East
to
coast, he will come
ay violates the law, and that for
Shirley Mason, his wife, will demurred. The whole plan was then
special.
Busy on Coast
reason, the city of Findlay had a
also come to New York and will dropped.
to force W. K. Richards to re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
probably make several picture here.
The Government's examination of
In view of
closed on Sunday.
Los Angeles Elaborate plans for
Lichtman was concluded at 3 o'clock,
owners
decision, Findlay theater
the July exposition are being made
and the defense sprang a surprise by
remain closed on Sunday here- here. The movement has the official
Lloyd Hamilton Here
waiving cross-examination.
endorsement of such film organizaAnother high light of Lichtma? 's
Lloyd Hamilton is here from Calitions as the M. P. T. O. of Southern
with E. W. testimony was his description of what
conference
for
a
fornia
Sold "Ben Hur" for $100,000
California, the Western M. P. Adof Educational o-- next he considered the position of the inSpecial to

lumbus,

O.

—

The

—

I

the testimony of A. L. Erlanger,

b is
i
ii

e
s
r
e

i>

o

!

seeking an accounting from

(

Continued on Page 2)

Hammons

year's

plans.

former partner, ErRalph Kohn Back Soon
r states that Klaw and Erlanger,
Kohn, Treasurer of Warner Bros.
Kohn of Famous Players is
Ralph
state of Joseph Brooks, as ownMorris Kohn has been elected
Har- due back from the coast in about a
f the dramatic rights and
It was
of Warner Bros.
treasurer
week.
3ros., representing the estate of
vesterday that
officially announced
Lew Wallace sold the film rights
he had taken over the W-B Exchange
Scott Joins Williams
ien Hur" for $100,000.
Erlanger
Charl s
Harry Scott has resigned fr^Ti from the Warners. He and
that most of the money came
it.
own
now
Goetz
join
7
will
on
May
and
him and that when a $650,000 Educational
Harry Warner l-'t for California
icing company was formed later, J. D. Williams' new organization,

Klaw,

>t

(

Continued

on

Page

4)

his

$104,000 in stock.

Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc.

yesterday.

See Chance for Censor Repeal
(Special to

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)
men here who have

— Film

been watching the legislative situation are inclined toward the belief
that there is a chance for the repeal
of the censorship bill in view of the
change in attitude of the Westchester
and Monroe CountyRepublicans.

'

THE

DAILY
Guts and Flashes
A.
VaLXIIV

Ms. 2

Friday. April 27.
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1923

Boosting Coast "Expo"

(Continued from Page 1)
Francis M. Hugo will address the
M. P. A. on May 10.
vertisers, the M. P. Producers' Ass'n,
the Screen Writers' Guild, the M. P.

"With Naked Fists"

Price 5 Cents

new

N'orca's

is

the

of

title

release.

Copyright \923. Wid'i Film and Film Folks,

West 44th

Inc., Published Dailv at 71 73

New

York,

Y

N'

WIDS FILMS

by

,

fll.M FOLKS. INC.

St..

"Within the Law" was shown to
the inmates at Sing Sing last night.

Joseph

nannenhers. President and Editor;
Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man
A. Cron, Advertising; Manager.
Iter;
J.
Filtered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1*79.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
•f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
fconths, $5.00; 3 months $.1.00.
Foreign
115.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
J.

W.

Address

communications

all

DAILY,

West 44th

71-73

Playgoers

New

St.,

has signed a fiver
year contract with Famous Players.

A famous Parisian cafe, was duplicated on the Ince lot for "A Man of
Action."

York,

—

1603.

'Phone, Hollywood

— Irving
—

Chicago Representative

"The ForMcNab," May 27.

release

Alma Bennett

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California
Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

will

of Chn'stiania

THE FILM

to

Mack, 738

Howe and Conlon
from the Times Bldg.
ters at 7 E. 42nd St.

S.

Wabash Ave
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London. W. 1.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative

—

"Say

Rue de

(Crecho-SIo-

moved

have

to larger quar-

With Dreams," by Darrell

It

Francis Zanuck, has been
Universal by Jess Smith.

— Interna-

Filmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenzelsplatr.
tionale

sold

to

Margaret Turnbull
scenario

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

Elsie

Close

Sale*

85^

100
85*4 1,600

85

Not quoted

Goldwyn

6

6

SY%

3,500

Loew's

18^

18M

•Triangle

.

.

World

will star.

Ass'n,

the

Hampton Going Abroad
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jesse D. Hamp
J. D.
(Special to

—

plans another European trip soon,

American So-

Cinematographers,
Actor's Equity Ass'n.
of

1J

and the

Special buildings are now being
constructed and plans laid for a national advertising campaign.
President Harding has promised to attend
and in all likelihood, a number of Congressmen will be here as well as
Latin-American diplomats. The aid
of the industry will be especially enlisted
in
the arrangement of the
buildings and the preparation of the
pageants. Frank
Cox,
who
had
charge of the Mardi Gras parades in
New Orleans for 10 years, is the
designing artist and technical director.

Coming!
The Super- S^er'al

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"
Starring

E.

K.

LINCOLN

and a great cast

Tod Browning—A Goldwyn Director

Goldwjii

>*** Big Things

the

18^4 2,000
33
1,000

33

3.5

.

Ferguson

Conrad Nagel has been added to
cast of "The Rendevous," Mar-

Not quoted

Griffith

is
writing the
"Declassee," in which

for

"Caught in a Cabaret" is the second
of the revived Chaplin s ries to be
released through Tri-Stone Pictures.

109^ 109^

.10974

Directors'
ciety

and

Friday, April 27,

shall

Not quoted

Neilan's next

Goldwyn

picture.

Mrs.

S. J. Goldstein, mother of E.
Goldstein, general manager of Universal,
died
suddenly Wednesday

•Cents

J.

night.

ADVERTISE YOUR
MVTS'for

SHORT SUBJECTS
this

"ad"

TREE

at

Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., formerly manager of the Grand Opera House,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is now vice-president and sales manager of the D. H.

you

El initio nl Et2lnja
ADDED

FEATURE:-

&

Christie Comedy

BOBBY
VERNON

R. Sales Co.

Robert McBride

"TAKE

YOUR CHOICE"

&

Co.,

have accept-

ed for early Fall publication "Ashes
of Vengeance" by H. B. Somerville,
the book purchased for Norma Tal-

madge's

new

feature.

Enright Talks

SPACE TO RENT WITH

OR WITHOUT

Police Commissioner Enright addressed the A. M. P. A. at yesterday's
lunch.

SERVICE
Room

Chicago Goldwyn Holds Contest
(Special to

605

New York

729 7th Ave.

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— The

Chicago office of
ioldwyn is conducting a sales contest which closes on May 12.
<

Paramount Party
(Special to

LOUIS MEYER
•L.

Columbus, O.
dance held here

— At

the

dinntr-

few d ys ago

,the

-i--Jm-

Central Division offices of Famous Players participated.
All told
160 were present.

19™ Street

7620 7461
-

"Main Street" Opens
to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— "Main Street" had

(Special

CRAFTSMEN RLMLAB&kc

Wat-kins

Columbus

six

ART

251 Vest

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Los
its

premiere

last night at the Mission.
coast film colony was well renresented.
lot of electrical equip-

The

A

ment was brought ov
Warner studio to add to
of the occasion.

r
from the
the brilliancy

LISTENING IN

r

Capacity

Everywhere
three
INof the
Women"

where

has been shown, "Enemies
has played absolute capacity and broken

cities

it

records.

In

all

of these cities

has played against the strongest

it

opposition picture in the field today.

IN

NEW YORK

Absolute capacity at Two Dollar top at the Central
Theatre, Broadway, for four weeks!

IN CHICAGO
Opened
to turn

last

away

Sunday for a run
business.

at the Roosevelt Theatre,

On Monday

the business

was the

biggest in the history of the theatre.

IN LOS

ANGELES

Playing absolute capacity at Grauman's Rialto, after the
most tremendous opening in the history of the theatre.
From present indications it will set new records for this
house.

All of the critics, in all of these cities, as well as
all the trade papers, unite in proclaiming it an
unparalleled box office attraction.

Harrison

"The

last

s

Reports says:

word

in film art!"

fVatch It Sweep the Country

ENEMIES

WOMEN
By Vicente Blasco Ibanez

A COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTION
Distributed by

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

with Lionel Barrymore
and Alma Rubens
Directed by Alan Crosland
Settings by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

THE
Friday, April 27, 1923
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Talks of

Combine

(Continued from Page

dependent

producer

in

1)

competition

he had given on Wednesday concerning his present booking arrangement
with the Stanley Company in Philadelphia.
He said he had found, upon

examining the contract, that it was
not compulsory for him to spend the
whole rental received from Stanley on
irst-run theaters.
was doing
"The independent producer," he advertising, but that he
matter
of good business to
it
a
as
ganil
the
fellow
with
said, "is like a
create exploitation value for his picling fever who goes to a town and
in that territory.
finds there is only one gambling house tures
entire morning session was
The
Neverthere and that one crooked.
taken up with reading into the rectheless, with all the percentage against
"The Story of the
him. he plays and wins $1,000, only ord, Exhibit 8,
Corp." After
Players-Lasky
Famous
to be told that there are several gunmen around. So he only gets a Lichtman was excused Elek Ludvigh
was again called and identified for
hundred."
the record a number of documents,
questioning
of
Continuing his line
including agreements between Fabegun Wednesday, W. H. FulL-r, for mous Players and Lynch and Souththe Government, took up the key city
ern Enterprises; a circular letter sent
situation in Dallas. Detroit, the Northon the Famous
stockholders
to
west, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
stock
issue;
preferred
Players,
Lichtman testified, concerning the an
Famous
between
agreement
"difficulty between Famous Players and
Stanley relating to the purand E. H. Hulsey" that Hulsey, who chase of bonds; a contract
bewas a First National franchise holder, tween Famous and B. S. Moss; an
assumed a very antagonistic attitude agreement with Alfred S. Black; an
toward Famous Players and became agreement made August, 1916, beactive in behalf of First National. tween Famous and Lewis
J. Selznick
Previously, Hulsey had been exhibit- on the organization of Select Pictures
ing Paramount pictures but he gradu- Corp; and a modifying agreement on
number down, said the same subject, dated Dec. 1, 1917,
the
cut
ally
Lichtman, and at the same time ac- and and agreement between Kuhn,
cused the Zukor Corporation of being Loeb and Co. and Famous, made in
with the producer-distributor-exhibitcontrolling a large number of
or,

a "trust."

1920.

According to the witness Hulsey
The hearing will be resumed
a campaign of oropatjanda morning at 10:30 o'clock. There
Famous Players and organized be no Saturday session.

started
against

A

from

exhibitors

at

all

a

seating capacity

of approxi-

mately 8,000,000 and a daily attendance under present conditions of some
10,000,000.
He named 34 key cities
as follows: Boston, New Haven, New
York, Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland,
Columbus, Indianapolis,
Cincinnati, Detroit, Toledo, Chicago,

—

duction manager, leave for New York
next week. "The French Doll" has
been completed.

Eyton and De Mille Buy Coast Tract
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Charles Eyton and the

—

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Kansas City,
Des Moines, Omaha, Denver, Salt Cecil B. De
Mille have purchased
Lake, Seattle, Portland, San Franfrom the Lindsey estate, the site at
cisco, Los Angeles, San Antonio. Dalthe corner of Sunset Blvd. and Willas, Oklahoma
City, New Orleans, cox
Ave., for a reported considerMemphis, Atlanta and Birmingham. ation of
$104,000. The property has
At the end of his testimony, Licht- a frontage of 191 feet on the bouleman asked to correct an impression vard and 176 feet on Wilcox Ave.

New

Inc.

York.

A

It can be
18 seconds of action.
slipped into a pocket or coat, and be
Its shutter can peer
used secretly.
out of a buttonhole.

C. L.

CADWALLADER

L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife
The Glimpses of the Moon

We

Serve Every Link of the
Film Industry

UNLIMITED CASH

WILL BUY

for

Negatives Also Prints for

PRODUCERS

Export

FEATURES, COMEDIES

DISTRIBUTORS
LABORATORIES

State Details

SEYMOUR,

THEATRE OWNERS

c/o Wilson's

636-6th Ave., Cor. 37th St. N. Y.
Fitzroy 4448

Low

Corp. Exchange, 729 7th Ave.
See Supt. of Bldg. or Mr.
Young Real Estate Dept, 16

Rates

CHROMOS TRADING
Soite

1123 Broadway
'Phone Ocbea 8291

NSCO
POSITIVE

FILM
Mr. Laboratory-Man!
The

humid months, with
their drying difficulties, frill, and
hot,

1

emulsions that

on
,

slide,

are almost

us.

Beat them to

it

by

this year

using

Ansco Positive Film
It

scar,
less

CO.

1207-8

East 42nd St

A

Quick Service

Consult with Us In Confidence

FILM EXCHANGE FOR

Truart Moves
Truart Prod, have moved from the

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mae Murray, Robert
Z. Leonard and R. G. Edwards, pro-

Gable

in

—

with

E.

educational institutions.
vest pocket camera takes 18 feet

space.

Week

— Gilbert

Achievement Films,

been adopted by some schools and

RENT

which the witness said he larger.
had written in August, 1920, to the
Paramount branch manager in DalComerford House Burns
las,
was introduced.
It concerned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the change of policy on bookings.
Northumberland, Pa. Two days
Similar letters, he declared, were sent
after the Comerford Amusement Co.,
to all district and branch managers.
purchased the Palace, the house was
Replying to questions on statistics, totally destroyed
by fire.
Lichtman said there were about 14,000
picture theaters in the United States,
Leave Next

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

Los

Photographic
national
Crafts Exposition is a daylight screen president of
which permits of the throwing of mo- is here from
tion pictures or slides upon the screen
It has already
in the full sunlight.

Former Famous Player Lasky

15th floor of the State Bldg., to the
16th floor where the quarters are

letter,

and

Arts

will

North Here
Lynch came to New York and
North arrived in town yesTom
recommended to Zukor that theaters terday from Chicago.
would have to be built in the Hulsey
territory.
Lynch was told to work
Greenland Going Abr.ad
out the best possible arrangement,
Albert K. Greenland of William M.
Lichtman declared.
Vogel's organization sails for EuBlock booking was also brought to rope on the Aquitania on Tuesday.
the fore when Lichtman was asked
whether the change in Paramount
Studio Space at Tec-Art Plant
policy made in 1920, when "it was
"Phonofilms"
will be made at the
decided to sell on merit instead of
quantity," was a result of complaints Tec-Art studio on East 48th St.,
where Dr. Lee de Forest has leased
made by exhibitors.

prevalent
times."

Among

(Special to

Inter-

the exhibits at the

this

the Texas exhibitors in o^nosition to
the corporation.
As a result. S. A.

The witness created considerable
amusement when he declared that
"complaints
are
more
or
less

Gable on Coast

Daylight Screen at "Expo"

does not

frill,

slide,

nor

and it dries in 25 to 50%
time than other brands.

ANSCO COMPANY
Binghamton,

New York

ITHE
7Ac BRADSTREET

^recognize!

of FILMDOM

Authority
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Monday, April

No. 30

Names

12 Cities
Where

F.

jnnick Outlines
iBuilt or Acquired Houses

When

Famous

against

arges

Players-

and the other respondents will
resumed at 10/:30 o'clock this
There was no 'session
orning.

isky
:

Saturday.
interesting portion of the testi-

An

given by H. D. H. Connick
Friday related to theater acquisim activities. This was taken up
y by city. Theaters were built, or
erests acquired in houses, in AtSt. Louis, New Orleans, Delta,
Los Angeles, San Fran>it, Dallas,
Denver, Terre Haute, Balti.co,
jre, Cleveland and Buffalo, during
•nnick's connection with the comny or just prior to it, he said.

fy

(Continued on Page 4)

Explaining Production Plans

Abraham Lehr, vice-president of
Jdwyn in charge of production has
itten a number of important first
exhibitors and foreign buyers
but Goldwyn's production plans for

What
And

—
—

—

Joe Schenck pointed out the real reason for the "slump."

a

NO SLUMP

All About HollyFinally Unveiled

A. (Advertisers) Naked Truth
dner at the Biltmore Saturday night
This
Is Clem Deneker's speech.
fjious western exhibitor, in his usual
Oiwling way, had this to say:

period feeling a lot betBecause it's the yelhelp
lot.
Which will
a
ter than last year.
low streak of many exhibitors that makes the summery season
poorer than it actually is. Don't let's forget that.

at

One

Dinner

of the real hits of the

1

Gentlemen, I'm durn glad to be
and when I begin telling you
put the way things is going on out
irHollywood I hope you all won't be

of people will

icked.

'iow

I

come

go

to

to

Hollywood,

is

My

wife she gets into a
Citest run by a Frisco paper, which
ii giving
away ten round trips to
Is Angeles for the ten persons who
gs the most subscriptions for the
1

:

this.

Mrs. Deneker
pier.
So my
arts out, and as there ain't ever been
ai paper in Pneumonia, why she gets
eryone to buying it, and wins and
t'n I argues her into my going
account of maybe I can buy pict es direct from the studio and cut
the exchange profit, that's how
<\
wife,

1 rent.

Well I gets there all O. K.
I
meets a guy named Jerry
Iitty and I gets a pass to the Lasky
s dio and they are makin a picture
(Continued

on

Page

2)

basis.

All

decisions

by the various

will

local bodies

Tippett Sails

John D. Tippett

wander

into the

summery

sailed for

London

Saturday on the Olympic.

Geyskins Here
of Paris, who opdistributing company in
France known as Cinematograph
Harry, is at the Astor. E. Costil of
Both are
Gaumont, is also there.
understood to have deals under way
with Principal Pictures.

Harry Geyskins

erates

THAT FAMOUS FAMOUS HEARING

I

;

in

is

Part of the plan is to nationalize all
exchangemen's organizations using
the present personnel to carry out the
new arbitration scheme on a country-

over.

tj-e,

s

be developed

ar-

hoped,
that connection.
it

IN SIGHT

A. M.

wood—"Clem"

will

and the

cheap picture deserves Avhat's coming to him.
Get the strongest lineup you can. For the summer months.
When the local bodies cannot decide,
Keep the program light. Have a lot of fine short subjects. Get a court of appeal, which will sit in
behind your mailing list. Get on the job. Keep things humming. New York, will pass the final ruling.
There ha? been talk tor some time
Ar.<l, once again, dun"; !.<.., k a dock of weak .-inters just because
that a well-posted film man will be
you can buy 'em cheap. Pay for your stuff. Run the big ones. appointed to handle the detail of the
Arrange a few pre-release showings if possible. Keep the boys entire plan, particularly the flow of
correspondence between the clubs in
working.
the field and the New York office.

shows

Except in some agricultural districts. Like Kansas and
Nebraska. But in the manufacturing sections business holds
up very well. Even in the South business is splendid. So a lot

Advertisers

]|lls

of the uniform contract
bitration system which,

be
on
which both exhibitors and exchangemen will have equal representation.

—
—

Clem's Last Speech

Existing F. I. L. M. Boards to Be
Basis of Arbitration System
Under Uniform Contract
One purpose of the present trip of
Charles C. Pettijohn and Lloyd D.
Willis of the Hays organization is to
explain to existing F. I. L. M. Clubs
and Boards of Trade the operations

Too many poor pictures drive the regular "'fans'' away. They
respond when a good picture comes along. And there are enough
wide
good pictures to keep things humming. So the exhibitor who made

Fortunately, according to some of the best posted men in the
business a slump, such as is usually the lot of picture folk in
summer isn't in sight yet. Business is generally good. All

year.

Clubs

Nationalizing

You, Brother Exrhi-biare you going to do about it?
you, Mister Producer. Plus you, Mister Distributor.
Serious question which of you, is to blame the most. For not
doing away with it. Of course summer isn't the best time to
show pictures. Everybody knows that. But if the houses are
and it looks as if they are then everybody
to be kept open
should do the very best possible to make them pay.
tor.

\\

[>ct

Price 5 Cents

1923

Summer Slump

P.-L.

He Was There
Taking of testimony in the hearing
the Federal Trade Commission

30,

a

State Convention Put Off

Federal Trade Commission developing much interesting matLetting a lot of outsiders in on what a lot of insiders kneAv.
ter.
Long time ago. But makes darned good reading. Only trouble
And it takes a
is that it promises to run six months or a year.
lot of interesting stuff to maintain interest that long.
Incidentally a theatrical paper. In its report of the proceedSaid that in the film trade. That gossip had intimated
that that "sting had been taken out of the trial" and pointed out
that Holland Hudson, one of the investigators of the Commission
was not attending the hearing.

The

state convention will not be
held May 8-9-10 as planned, in view
of the legislative activities in Albany
which will keep exhibitor leaders
busy until the 4th. The national convention opens in Chicago on May 19,
but the state meeting will not be held
until some time after that meeting
closes.

ings.

—

Holland Hudson is he is in the
and may not recover and who
tuberculosis
fighting
Adirondacks

Those who know how

know what

a fine type of

ill

man Hudson

is

—
—resent this sort of

in-

timation severely. And have not hestitated to express their
sentiments over this sort of journalistic sensationalism.
(Continued on Page 3)

Eastman Accused
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Federal Trade
Commission has issued a formal complaint against Eastman Kodak Co.
of Rochester and members of the Al-

—

Laboratories Association, Inc.,
charging the existence of a conspiracy as a result of which a virtual monopoly has been created in the raw
lied

stock

field.

_

;

THE

jgi^

..
Mon(ky, AptH

DAILY

Clem's Last Speech
(Continued from Page

1)

my

Now

ViL XXIT Ni. 30

Monday.

April 30.

it ain't
called Belly Donna.
business, but it strikes me any picture with the word belly in it, is
going to be censored out. I met Mr.
thoughts
Lasky and told him
and he didn't have no answer so I
Afly^
guess he knew I was right.
how, they won't make a nickle on it
for dancing pictures don't go good

Price 5 Cents

1923
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Q«fuotations
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
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110^

Goldwyn..

5s/s

Low

Sales
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Not quoted
Not quoted
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1,200
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.rid

1,200

Grand Signs Wilson
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sam V. Grand
Boston, has signed Ben Wilson
(Special to

—

n ake 10 features.

The

Bryant Washburn and

of
to
first will star

Mabel

rest.

if

name
get

exhibitor don't know the
new one, he's liable to
guess Hiram
I
old one.
must a told Doug the ex-

the

an

Abrams

hibitor had some change left after
I saw Mary
buying Robin Hood.
Pickford at Fairbanks studio. I understand Doug is not going to let 109
her make any fiiore pictures on ac-

gets into the Metro studio
making a picture called
of the Pavement."
Well,

"The

called

Hunchback."

hold

I'd

it

till

I

next

fall

football
all

my

next

FRED

BAER

E.

Loeio

1540 Broad<w\

&i<tg. f

;e
Will pay cas'& f-or high
productions for

feature

York

class

Ne^

territory.

Ambassador Pictures

Co.,

729 7th Ave.,

New York

I

market for

aim in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIEJ
Film Exchange

Iris

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

J.

729 -7th

I

IRIS

Ave. N.

FILM EXCHANGE FOR

RENT

Former Famous Player

Laskjl

Corp. Exchange, 729 7th Avei
See Supt. of Bldg. or Mr
Young Real Estate Dept., 16
1

"Now

about

THE

zema when

I have a good picture,
about every year or so.
"As I was saying about perduction,
everyone out there is making a picture called covered wagin now, but
which is to have other names when
they comes out. I wouldn't be surprised next year to see every picture
made, have a string of wagons in

which

some

it

is

place.

I

don't

know why

this

judging from the rotten business I did with The Four Horseman,
which is along the same lines, I don't
figure any picture with a name like
that and a couple a wagons for stars,
can git over.
But it's none of my
for

is,

business.
Faithfully Portraj Full Negalivefelues

1

town.
"Well,

id(p;

tfotfiadefSfa

I

Advertising

visit.

perduction on the
Shortly after "Clem" spoke the
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your coast. I ain't no judge of what's Editor
of the FILM DAILY, who
what. I ain't settin myself up as no discovered, and brought into existence
Educational Exchange
smart aleck in this here business but this "exhibitor" whose famous sayit's been a year since I
turned my ings have been copied in many pubflour and feed shop into a movie lications here
and abroad, unveiled
temple of motion pictures and since the truth as to "Clem's" personality,
AT
WHITE,
then I grabbed six other theaters. announcing that in
JACK
reality
"Clem"
PRODUCTION
Counting my six houses, I can give was the brain-child of that famous
WITH
five consecutive Saturdays and one wit of
the industry, Harry Rei -henLouise Tazenda
Wednesday and I control eight towns, bach.
Mermaid comedizs
countin' two towns near Exzema
"Clem" will be discarded from th»
which ain't got no theaters and the columns of
FILM DAILY
people from which comes into Ex- hereafter chiefly
because several other
L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife
The Glimpses of the Moon

F^

and Advertising for producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 676$

Publicity

"I want to thank you for this opboys, I met some mighty
portunity of clearing up these probpretty girls out there too. But I can't
lems which I been touching on and if
For- say as how any of them are onery
I have helped rivet the girders of
or wicked.
I
did some little exsociety of this here thing called the
perimentin too.
I
guess this here
moving picture, I'm glad."
Will Hays is got Hollywood all
straightened out.

CADWALLADER

Circle

St,

A E

B

"I'm sorry that every time I come
to New York, I has to talk to «erducers, instead of to publicity men.
I like to talk to understanding people, so that I'm asking Danaenberg
to fix up a talk to the publicity men

was being played.
making covered wagon
stories too.
They was working on
one about forty mule team borax
soap and it was advertised all over on

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS

C. L.

51st

is

them

by Day

$2 Per H-our

W.

—

ture
told

SETVVICJ

of the

count of the big gamble he take : in
investing in her films, not knowing
'The End
if she will ever be popular with the
I
thought maybe it was some kind public. Personally I think she's got a
of an advertisement for a asphalt chance if she's handled right.
company and told them I didn't run
"Since I have been here six months
any industrials.
Then I heard it ago, I have been having trouble with
meant the gutter and then some one
They want to start an
the union.
said it was a complete history of the
operators union in Pneumonia and
company during the last year.
Malady and are trying to jack up the
"That kind of stuff is over my head. price on me, but I got 'em licked
I don't understand it.
for they ain't enough of them to have
"So I went out to Universal City a quorum, so they can't start. I mayThere's
with a fellow named Abe Stern in have opposition next year.
his car.
All the way out he was tell- so many empty stores on the main
ing me how much it would have cost street, someone is sure to take a
me if I had went out in a taxi cab, crack, so that if that time comes
and kinda spoiled the tr However, when my towns is threatened with
I did see stuff out there that wasn't another theater, I want you boys to
over my head.
Well I spent the remember what I done for this here
whole day at Universal City and met industry. Also I want you to know
Carl
Laemmle and Julius Stern. that Sidney Cohen didn't set no footThey was working on a football pic- hold in my towns.
I

and they

Not quoted when
Not quoted There

Triangle

\Y

Close

for

ROUSE AUTO

:

110J4 11074

Griffith

out our way.

ast every one the name but he says
Doug's got a new idea of making his
next film without any name and then
charging the exhibitors for telling
them the title. That ain't a bad idea
I

l!g

30,

went over to Doug Fairbanks
and watched him makin' a picture

"I
lot

but couldn't find out the

name

of

it.

publications in this field have found
it necessary to imitate him.

East 42nd

St.

Mr. Exhibitor:
Ask Your Film
.

Company

for

t

^THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHE
:'.''._..'.•

It

"(Pat.

Applied For)

means more

other accessory.
a
that
insures

:

to

you than

It is the

cue

musically

si

per

jjjfli

Charles Brabin directing Elinor Glyn's
"Six Days"

Goldwyn
**** Big Things

THE
.Monday, April

30,

1923

Summer Slump

pr

(Continued from Page 1)
fin*.

AL'S

HERE

rett7Carrying a chip on his
All decked dp *2 d P
ihoulder. And wanting the gi"€at Sfid gionous honor. Of being
of A. Al openly admits he is after the
:he head of the
the
big
burg en route through the South and
in
Stopped
ob.
After delegates. And doesn't care who knows it.
southeast.
Those who attended Washington last year know that if the
Steffes.

MPTO

Cohen-Walker scrap had not developed Al would have been a
Candidate for the presidency then. So his open campaign is no
surprise.

Meantime Michigan

If suffioffers Jittl Ritter for the job.
finances can be depended upon'. And there are a flock of
ither native sons of various states who may be in the running.
Wisconsin is talking about McWilliams of Madison; Missouri
True is being talked of as a
lias Joe Mogler in the limelight.
lossible dark horse.
And of course there is talk of Cohen again
king compelled to go to the post, because his friends want him.
Regardless of his declarations. That he wasn't and isn't a candi-

|

cient

date.

»*

Let the good game

roll on.

The more

MABEL
BALLIN

tS

recently completed

engagement

in

the

following productions

*

the merrier,

under direction of

FAME
On

Claire Windsor.
Puts up at the Ritz.
her visit here,
'eceives a communication. Addressed to "Claire Windsor, Film
4ar." Just to upset the hotel staff.
were knocked cuckoo

Who

her beauty, as

ty

it

was.

SILLY STUFF
P. T. O. of Kansas. Out with a statement. Against "mildollar
pictures." "Doc" Cook. Of that organization. Says
on
And the million
:w, very few pictures cost more than $100,000.
ollar stuff is the bunk.

HUGO

BALLIN

M.

I

"Doc" might be
efore these

better posted.

For

Released by Hodkinson

his organization's sake,

"Pagan Love"

wise cracks leak out.

THAT DINNER
Saturday night. Of the Advertisers. Naked Truth and all.
affair.
Great party. Lots of fun. Expose of Clem Deneker
icluded. And the appearance of "IT" the rumor foundry. Also

ome

he sketches.
Great credit due to Harry Reichenbach. Lots of
urned. What a whip of a tongue. That bird has!

it.

"East Lynne"
"Journey's End"

Well

"Jane Eyre"

PRODUCERS AND EXCHANGES
Had much

to do. With the manner in which First National
That beginning with next year their exchanges would
mdle no outside product. Which was occasioned by several
lings.
One of which was that producers releasing through FN
scided.

important pictures being handled.
But there is another reason back of this as well. Producers
en't easy to satisfy with exchange operations.
There are
any kicks coming constantly regarding prices, etc., and records,
nd that is one of the reasons why Famous doesn't take in out-

"Other Women's Clothes"
"Married People"

ijected to these less

sie
•

product.

But

anges
t'for

this
it

Too much
is

certain

:

bickering.

Too much

discussion.

with this product barred from

FN

Released by Goldwyn

"VANITY FAIR"

ex-

Which means additional prodor existing distributing companies.

must go somewhere.

new exchanges

1?

QUICK BOOKING
The Warners

are excited.
Over the Los Angeles premiere
"Main Street." At the Mission which Mack Sennett owns.
1 coast celebrities there.
And special electrical display hauled
Ker from the studio. Have you heard how Sennett booked it?
I happened some months ago. When Eph Asher, while at lunch
th Abe Warner.
At the Astor. Heard that "Main Street"
Id been bought. Right then and there. Said Asher "I want
Is for the .Mission." Booked before the crank turned. Brave
J!

I ,n

g

DANNY,

ilP

Permanent Address

Hollywood Hotel
Hollywood Calif.

J

—
;

THE

A

cszakDAILV

Names

On Broadway

12 Cities
Page

from

(Continued

This

1)

Property was bought in Pittsburgh
and Cincinnati, according to Connick, but no building was done beThe Engcause of "hard tin.
lish
Hotel site in Indianapolis was
obtained under long lease; and attempts made to acquire houses in
Portland. Ore., Chicago, and other
cities, he testified.
)n cross
xamination, Connick was
asked by Robert T. Swaine, for the
defense, if it wasn't true that the producer had to get his pictures before
the people, to which the witness asThen Swaine asked if the
sented.
theater wasn't a facility just as the
labaratory or projection machine and
had to be high-class if all the links
<

i

the chain irom studio to screen
wen to be complete. Connick agreed.
but said the obtaining of a site for
a theater differed from the same operation in the ca>e of a shoe-store.
He explained this by saying that
there were only a few desirable theater sites in the large cities and "if
you got the best one you blocked off
in

thereby controlling the first-run situation in those
towns.

anybody

almost

else."

(Special

amount

to

year's production will
of last year's figures.

30%

in

Rivoli— "The Ne'er Do Well."
Strand— "Within The Law."

Broadway

Next Week
— "Temptation."

Strand—"The

Brooklyn

Cameo

— "Down
——

To

The

In

Sea

Ships."
Capitol Not yet determined.
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Rialto
Not yet determined.
Rivoli
Not yet determined.
Strand— "The Isle Of Lost Ships."

—
—

Hollywood For the first time in
two years the demand for talented
exceeds the supply.

tinct shortage of actors

is

There are over 5,000 readers of THE
FILM DAILY. Not plain, ordinary
subscribers but readers.
And they
wait for the little old paper every day
and wouldn't be without it.

—

A

Many

them read no other publica-

of

tion relating to film folk or pictures.

They have been

led to believe

years' honest effort

the middle

name

—by

five

—that "Service"

is

of this publication,

And

More Jobs Than Actors
to THE FILM DAILY)

players

SERVICE

Bright

Shawl."

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— This

Week

—"Souls for Sale."
Brooklyn Strand — "Souls for Sale."
Ships."
Cameo— "Down to the Sea
Capitol — "Backbone."
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."
,oew's New York— Today "Grumpy."
Tuesday — "Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime" and "What Wives Want."
Wednesday — "Mad Love."
Thursday— "The Purple Dawn."
—
Friday "Fools and Riches" and
"The Buster."
—
Saturday "The Abysmal Brute."
Sunday — "Prodigal Daughters."
Rialto— "Bella Donna."
Broadway

pecial

German Production Falls Off
Berlin

Monday, April

dis-

evident.

part of the "Service" is that they
shall have an edition published right
where the national exhibitor body

meets

Sennert Expanding

Report On Studio Club Drive
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
outdoor
committee
in
Hollywood The
stages are being constructed on the
ated by the num- charge of collecting the fund for the
Sennett lot n
ber of companies working on the new Studio Club has already received
plant or about to commence. When $100,952.
The drive will continue
the new space is added there will be until $150,000 is collected.
over 40.000 square feet of floor space
on the lot.
(Special

I

THE

to

lolly wood

tXM DAILY)

I

—Additional

—

Newspaper Opinions
to THE FILM DAILY'
ial
newspaper
Angeles—Local
Los
opinions on "Main Street" which
world's premiere at the Mission on Wednesday follow:

had

its

EXAMINER—Rippling

human.

[ts

Stands as

humanity
lirilliant

a

EXPRESS

Has

contents
surfan- with n
It

*

really

to
high
compelling,

ntitled

V.

•

'

praise,

play * *

marks

the

good

as

'he

thrills

"

106

'

*

Street

City
Telephone Circle 7872

of popular

of

•

light

sophistication.
•
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WILL BUY
Negatives Also Prints for

It

taken

FEATURES, COMEDIES
State Details

ary.

RECOl
Praii

West 52nd

New York

Export
\r

•

*

for

Go]

I

*

'

Lewis story a

hit.

c/o Wilson's
636-6th Ave., Cor. 37th St. N. Y.
Fitzroy 4448

!

LOUIS

m

MEYER

muiLis

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251 ^VEST
19™ STREET

21,

Coliseum

—

Just as a hundred exhibitors or less,
who attended the St. Louis convention
five years ago, had the little old paper
printed for them in St. Louis, so all who
attend M. P. T. 0. of A. annual conventions will always find

SEYMOUR,

Miss

TIMES—Good

of

JOHN DUER SCOTT

long

HERALD

May
in the

book on the
ing so

week

MOTION PICTURE COLORING

achievement.

all

as

literally

is

Chicago,

LABS. inc.

^/^cvriciisLS

7620-7461

THE FILM DAILY
ready for them. Printed right on hand
in the convention city.
If there

ever

was a

better "buy" for

anyone who has anything to sell an exhibitor than this special edition for the
convention week, won't someone please
stand up and shout it aloud?

30,
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Tuesday,

No. 31

vlonopoly Charge
Agreement Between Eastman
and Members of Allied
Assn. of Raw Stock Use
-jreement entered upon bethe Eastman Kodak Company

:odak

[n

Allied Laboratories Assn.,
in 1921 is mentioned prominentthe complaint filed by the Fed[
jTrade Commission against both
Ihese organizations, alleging relit of trade and unfair competithe

i

i

be recalled that those labo-

[will

which

>ies

later

became members

Allied Laboratories Assn., Inc.,
|:d a long fight against Eastman
h that organization, through Jules
irulatour, constructed the G. M.
iSan Jacq plants and a deal made
the Paragon "lab" in Fort Lee.
laboratories were closed
ir these
h, despite the fact that their cost
Sled millions, when the independInvners entered an agreement not
•e

total of $6,700,355

was collected from the tax on admissions during March, according to a
report made public by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, an increase of $823,000 as compared with
the preceding month, when collec-

The Indian Project Was The

tions aggregated $5,284,528. This latter figure is revised from $5,877,392,
the original total made public.
Collections from the special tax on
theaters, museums, circuses, etc., aggregated $15,926, as compared with
Total receipts
$10,835 in February.
from all sources were $377,947,233.
(Continued on Page 2)

That Famous Players-Lasky attempted to extend its theater
acquisition policy abroad, with the Indian project as a beginning,
was testified to yesterday at the hearing on the Federal Trade
Commission charges bv Tarkingtt n Baker, formerly employed by

Along Those Lines
Walter E. Greene Second
Testifies Tarkington Baker
Witness Tells of Formation of Artcraft and Select

is

in

New York

Baker also discussed the "difficulties" encountered by independents in getting distribution and was subjected to rigid
cross-examintion on these points by the defense counsel.

Blumenthal Due Tomorrow

a

numbe v

Interesting details concerning the
ormation of Select, Artcraft and Realart were testified to by Walter E.

.

Closed Italian Deal
Arthur Loew, while in Italy, closed Gre(

of production nlans.

Sirry

from London.

May

Release Through Educ'l
Carl Anderson, former sales manHalperin Bros. Here
ager of Educational, has
formed
ilward R. and Victor Hugo Hal- Forrest Films, Inc., a New York
of Halperin Prod', are at the company, through Harry G. Kosch,
ir from
Los Angeles. Victor to produce two reelers on the coast
o is the director of "Tea With a and in Betzwood, near Philadelphia.
Educational may release them. The
ii

company may make

features later on.

E. W. Hammons of Educational says
Act
first act to be booked by the the fact that his company will disformed Loew's Star Attrac- tribute the comedies is news to him.

Loew Books

he
^y

First

Bureau is that of Francis X.
iiman and Beverly Bayne, who
tour in conjunction with their

evidence given by Al Lichtman.

He described a meeting which he
said occurred at the Hotel Astor with

i

picture,

To Fix

Rotators' Schedule
Fred Levy, chairman of Comi:e 26 of First National, will meet
Fabian, secretary and Harry
idall this week to draw up the
i

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.
:

ting

(

schedule for the
mittee on which each
i:hise holder serves two
York.
nlete

rotating
original

weeks

in

!

McCarthy Joins Famous
J.

McCarthy, for

a

with the road showing of
productions,
has
engaged by Famous Players to

le

the

legitimate

bookings

on

Covered Wagon," including the
ds in Chicago and the Majestic
Dston where the picture opens on
21st.
McCarthy also handled
^ew York run of "Hunting Big
:

e."

interest

in

Paramount

for

Subsequently, he testified two other

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
dinner
and prizes) $5 for non-players.
lunch,
average round is

THE COMMITTEE:

long time

.Griffith

50%

Zukor and Lasky.

ified

us

Elek Ludvigh, Arthur S.
William A. Sherry, Hiram
Abrams, James Steele and himself
present, at which an agreement was
drawn up and signed. It was introduced in evidence and concerned getZukor.
Friend,

Golfers, Attention!

"Modern Marriage."

j'l.

no.

deal for Metro's current product
Select, he said, was organized in
with Pittalauga, who owns about 100 1917 with Famous Players owning
Italian theaters and maintains his own one half interest and L. J. Selznick
Subsequently, Selzexchange system. Loew said condi- the other half.
tions in Great Britain, Sweden and nick bought the F. P.-L. interest.
Belgium are extremely satisfactory;
Greene, whose testimony occupied
France only fair, and Italy more and mos. of the day. told of the "friction"
more taking to American pictures. which arose between the Zukor and
Loew echoed what other returning Lasky units and the Hodkinson-Pararegime. He covered much of
film men say: that Europe wants big mouiit
the ground previously taken up in the
pictures only.

a

.

'

—

According to Baker, Adolph Zukor wanted to make his
corporation the "leading company" in Europe, following the
same policy as was being pursued in America.

Ben Blumenthal is due
from
Los Angeles tomorrow where he took

Rowson Due Wednesday
up
Rowson of London is due

First Step

F. P.-L.

Fitzmaurice Arrives

George Fitzmaurice
from the coast.

i

|>rrow

Price 5 Centt

1923

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington—A

made.

(Continued on Page 4)

1,

March Gross Better Zukor Planned Theater Conquest
Tax Returns $823,000 Above Those
for February — Total for Month
in Foreign Countries, Trial Shows
Reaches $6,700,355

any other raw stock but AmerThe agreement did not

i:e
.

May

E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Milligan, The Moving Picture World.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

"Win"

agreements were signed bearing on
The removal of
the same matter.
(Continued on Page 6)

McConnell Leaves for Coast
Fred McConnell left for Universal
City yesterday to take permanent
charge of serial production there.

.

Baumann-Sennett Suit
long-pending suit between

Settle

The

Charles O. Baumann and Mack Sennett has been amicably settled out of
court, Baumann was suing for $122,000,

-

THE

%£1

DAILY

March Gross

Tuesday,

May

Better

(Continued from Page 1)
The totals from September of 1922
as compared with the figures for the

m.Ultm.31

Tiistoy, May

1,

Price5Ciiti

1923

192.1, \Vid'» Film »nd Film FoDct,
Publnhcd Daily at 71-73 Wett 44th St..
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

Copyright

Inc..

flLM FOLKS. INC.
loKph Dannenbrrg, President and Editor;
Trcaaurer and Bojinni Man
J. W. Alicoate.
Cron, Advertising Manager
A.
arcr;
J.
May

Entered aa aecond-claii matter
post office at New
act of March i. 1879.

at the
ffie

York

previous year follow:
1922

September
October

November
December
ranuary

21

1918.

N. Y.

under

February

March

Outaide
free) United States.
Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
nonths. $5.03; i months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
115.00.
KILM
communications
to
all
Address
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York.
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552 5558.
California— Walter R. Greene,
Hollywood,
'Phone, Holi) wood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Terma (Poitage

New

»{

THE

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. KredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

S.

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Hue d«
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Interna
Representative
European
Central
Filraschau,
Prague (Creclio-Slotionale
vakia). Wenxelsplatx.

—

—

Low

East. Kod.110^ 110J4
F. P.-L
do pfd

110%

Sy2

SM

Goldwyn

SM

..

S.

Loew

185.

1.200

18

18

to

—-Donald

Crisp

has

the East.

"The best

"U" Closing

at 4:30 Daily
close its offices

Announces

Daughter's

in

World

of its

Boston
tal

— Sid Smith

Incorporators,

$10,000.

Sam

Coveney,

Prod., Inc. Capi-

Grand

and

J.

A.

Harry

Asher.

Albany— Loew's
Manhattan.

Bureau,

Star Attractions
Capital $5,000.

Incorporators, Marcus Loew, NichoSchenck and D. Bernstein.

las

Raleigh, N.

C— The

Strand Thea-

ter Co., Inc., Charlotte.
Capital $20,000.
Incorporators, T. J. Lester, T -.,
C. D. Danford and E. F. Darden.

period
vogue.

Engagement

Friends Dine Krock
Friends of Arthur B. Krock, one
of Will H. Hays' executive assistants,
gave him a dinner last night at
Sherry's. Among those present were
Bernard Baruch, Herbert B. Swope,
Isaac Marcosson, C. D. Gibson and
Will H. Hays.

Emerson Hough Dead
to THE FILM DAILY)
Evanston,
111.
Emerson Hough
(Special

—

died here yesterday at the age of 66.

Hough was author of "The Covered
Wagon," "The Man Next Door,"
"North of 36" and "The Mississippi
Bubble."

—

Austin, Tex.
American Releasing
Corp., of Texas, Dallas.
Capital $5,The Man Next Door" is a forth
000.
Incorporators, J. C. Shannon, 'coming Vitagraph special, "North
of
36" will be made by Famous and
J. C. Francis and J. F. Willingham.
'The Mississippi Bubble" by Cosmo-

Columbus,

O.— The W.

Theater Co., Lima.
W. D. Clark, F. L.

Harman,

F.

D.

Clark

Coast Revue a Success

W. Cook and Harold

(Special
I.

os

Albany

— Simrud

Amus.

Corp.,

Capital $5,000.

Incorporators, L. I.ahn, D. S. Simons and
R.
Rndnick.
Attorneys,
Reit
&

Kaminsky.

J

(Sduxxxtumcd (floLvilD

"THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

'

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles— The annual Screen

\\ nters'

Manhattan.

M.

P.

World.

"Melodrama

at its best."

L. C. Moen, M. P. News.

"Probably the best Curwood picture yet offered
on State Right Market."

John Spargo, Ex. Herald.
"Well

staged,

finely

George

played."

photographed and well
Blaisdell, Ex. Tr. Review.

LOOK AT THIS GREAT CAST—
LEW CODY, MARGUERITE COURTOT,

RUSSELL GRIFFEN, SHELDON

LEWIS, EFFIE SHANNON,

J.

BAR-

NEY SHERRY, EDMUND BREESE,
PAUL PANZER, GUS WEINBERG,
AND A HOST OF OTHERS.
Produced by Pine Tree Pictures
Directed by Dell Henderson
From the story by James Oliver Curwood

politan.

Incorporators,
Maire. F. E.

Smith.

Ferri,

at

of Baltimore.

Incorporations

has ever seen."

this

Roger

summer
is

Curwood
Ever Made
J
type
writer

the Greatest

THE FILM DAILY)

Col. Fred Levy of First National,
Not quoted
Not quoted announces the engagement of his
daughter, Lucille to Malcolm Hecht

Triangle

"Blazing Barrierf
Is

Universal, will
4:30 daily during the
when daylight saving

Not quoted

Agree That

"JACQUELINEV

Crisp Leaves

200

1,200

All of the Critics

in January when
NaCorwin was appointed re-

City

aniel
ceiver.

Sale*

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

1922
$6,453,483
5,867,256
6,284,528

Bankruptcy Petition

Jersey
tl

eft for

Close

1923
$6,766,208
5,284,528
6,700,355

6,415,680
6,995,338
6,689,702

petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against C. C. Pictures, Inc., in
the Southern District Federal Court
by Al Ira Smith with a claim of $35,600, Louis H. Rogers, with a claim
of $150 and Nat Brown, claiming
$150..
The original petition was filed in

(Special

High

$(.,123,082

A

Los Angeles

Qifuotations

1921

$4,789,391
5,396,461
5,484,790
6,825,249

Revue was held

at the Phil-

ARROW

Offers

It

as a Real

Office Tonic for That

Box

Summer

harmonic auditorium on Friday and
Saturday evenings. It was a gala af-

Depression

with a veritable film "blue book"
in attendance.
The revue was composed of a humorous satire of picture
life with an abundance of music
and
humor.
About 90 well known film
folk appeared in it with Charles Ray
scoring as the male lead, Mrs. Bryant

Arrow Film Corporation

fair

Washburn as the girl, and Wallace
Beery as the hardboiled director. The
book was written by Frank Condon
and Tom Geraghty, the music by Audrey Stauffer and the lyrics by Alfred
Hustwick.

220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

MMMMIIllllll

Starring
carl

REGINALD

Laemniie

NNY

withHayden Stevenson
and aSERIES
brilliant Cast
THE FIRST

made money

who played it. The
money— and exhibitors

or

for every exhibit-

SECOND SERIES
and

audiences

And SOON— in
Laemmle will present

MORE LEATHER PUSHERS.

swer to

THIRD

—

demand Carl
SERIES^-bigger and

this

is all

yours

for

anthe

better than ever before.

JEWEL
UNIVERSAL
The
pleasure

made more

clamored

THE

DAILY
Ugh

Monopoly Charge
D

(Continued from Page

Fi

id

by

on

as

In

March
of

the

Laboratories
described as
iration, organized

Association,

I

a

non-trading
New York,

in
George Eastwith membership being limited to perto Torn Ey
lirms or corporations engaged
on in
man withdrew is objec- 111 manufacturing and selling prints.
The Trade Commission statement
ny but American

of this year

letter

.1

Ti

tion

to

thi

the associa-

i

i

reason assigned

jraph

but the report was that rum-

this,

1

n
'I

had prompted this acconfirmed by any
rients

in

in

thing to do with such a probe.

days are granted the reThe
reply.
a
mdents to make
charges have been lodged against the
owing:
lj
Rochesman Kodak
ter,
N. Y.: George Eastman, presi.

man Kodak Co.;
thi
Jules E. Brulatour, New York; the
Allied Laboratories Association, Inc..
New York, and the following members of the association: The Burton
Inc.. Chicago; the
Holmes
s,
'

Laboratory, Inc.,
Film
York; Kineto Co. of America,
Inc.. New York; Cromlow Film Laboratories, Inc., Xew York; Palisadt
Film Laboratories, Inc. Palisades, N.
J.; Claremont Film Laboratory, Inc.,
Co. New
New York; Film Dc
York;
Evans Film Manufacturing
Inc., New York; Republic Lab
Inc., New York; Lyman H.
Howe Film. Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
Rex Laboratory, Inc., ClifTsidc, N. J.;
["remont Film Laboratories, Inc., New
Mark Dintenfass, Hudson
York;
Heights, N. J., and the Erbograph
Company, New York.
("raftsmen

.

Yates of the Republic Laboraone of the respondents, speak-

II. J.

tory,

the

for

Allied

members

stated
that a meeting had been called for
lorrow night to discuss the matter.
ile added the Allied members didn't
now what the action was all about.
Jules Brulatour. another of the redid not care to make any
comment. He referred inquiries to
lames S. Havens, general counsel of
Eastman Kodak in Rochester to
om a wire was sent, asking for a
statement.
At the time of goin°- to

The

Kodak

Company

is

largest manufacturer of raw stc
the world, and up to March, 1020,
manufactured and sold approximately
9495 of all the raw
d in the
United Slates, and manufactured and
•

d

raw

approximately 96% of
produced in the

the

all

stock

United

St.ltrs

March,
ber,

due to
impoi

1921,

American

manufactured
the sales by
decreasi d to
the total sales

Jules

F.

1920,

and

S<

competition by
raw stock

in

producers of motion
of

make

an

prints

'

"Details of the practices challenged in the
complaint which form the basis of the commission's charge that the respondents are
using unfair methods of competition in violation
of the Federal Trade Commission act
may be summarized as follows:
"It

its

1919

induced

spondent Brulatour. it
to
various producers

charged,

supplied
of
motion pictures
ive prints at prices far below those at
which competitive manufacturing laboratories
could supply such prints.
is

"In supplying competitors of the Eastman
with
cinematograph
film
it
is
charged that the Eastman Company caused
the respondent Brulatour to delay deliveries
of film, and in some instances, to shut off the
supply of these competing manufacturing

Company

lal

in

is

mi atories.

confined

their

purchases

Company and

to

the

film

refrain

from making further

threat by Eastman to operate the
manufacturing
laboratories
above
el;,, red.
it
is
induced and coerced

ond«nt,

Allied Laboratories Associats members to join with
EastBrulatour in the conspiracy with
in September. 1921, an
'agreehed
whereby the Eastman
1

ilaint

purchasing

Eastman

the

stock

Company and

ork

reason
states,

have

bers

of
the

this

agreement,

association

and

the

com-

its

mem-

confined their purchases of cinefilm to film manufactured by the

matograph
Eastman Company

other

and

have

film

is

d

1

from
reselling

the

turinj

their

to

lies,

'atton
it

SEAL

BEKVK

exploited the
used in their

119 Fulton

"A

further charge is made that various
of the association have falsely announced to the trade from time to time that

cinematograph

film

produced by competitors

Eastman Company could not be used
good advantage.
The further statement

the

of

to

in the complaint that members
association have consistnetly sought
coerce outside manufacturing laboratories
become members of the association and

made

is

the

agree

to

purchase cinematograph

film

N. Y.

St..

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTF

of
to
to
to

from

Eastman Company and to refuse to purchase from the Eastman Company's comthe

Duratize'

petitors."

Permanently

Brouse
(Special

to

Blind

THE FILM DAILY)

— Specialists

Ottawa

have given up
hope of restoring Harry Brouse's eye-

YOUR

FILMS

sight.

Show

A

Write or phone us

"Prodigal Son" Today

showing of "The Prodigal
be given this morning at
Capitol.
The production was

about

special

Son"

will

the

made

in

England by

Adding

Stoll.

Showman Dies in Accident
to THE FILM DAILY)

an automobile accident.

TECTOR

England.

PRO-

CO.

Allan A. Lownes, Pres.

Warners Sell First Franchise
Warner Bros, have sold the first of
their new franchises to Franklin Film

New

film

DURA FILM

—

Wortham, Tex. Hershel I. Smith,
owner of the Palace here was killed

of Boston for
ers 18 pictures.

to the life of

your

(Special

in

at once

It

220

West 42nd
Phone:

St.,

N. Y.

Bryant 5576

P

cov-

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

of

purchases of raw stock manufactured
by others than the Eastman Company.

1

N

"By
plaint

Dura Moves to Jersey
Dura Film Protector Co. has
moved to its plant in Orange, N. J.,
Eastman where the mechanical equipment
has

then announced to the trade the purchase of these laboratories, which it
alreadj ov ned, and that it intended to
ate them.
This was done, it is
ce competing labora-

"The

9091

countries.

OGLE, HART & OGLE
Successors to

FARINA & OGLE

1

pproxima
81% of
the United States.

Nev

— Beekman

Phone

with the Associa-

members, should any of the members
again purchase or use in their Ipants cinforeign
from
ematograph films imported
tion

those laboratories which purother manufacturers.
This
was done by extending to the customers of

chase

'

in

its

"It is also charged that the Eastman Company caused the respondent Brulatour to discriminate as between those laboratories which

in

engaged

laboratories in competition

respondent,
E.
Jules
construct two manufacturing

to

itour,

"The Covered Wagon" started
week at the Criterion St

manufacturing laboratories in working
order and would re-open and operate such

the

laboratories for manufacturing positive prints,
one known as the G. iff. Laboratories, Long
Island City, and the other known as the
'"'I Laboratories, at Fort Lee, N. J.
two laboratories, together with a third
itory,
known as Paragon. Inc., Fort
Lee, \". J., were then operated by respondent
tour at the direction of the Eastman
no as separate and distinct enterprises
without disclosing their true ownership
Tn
the operation of these laboratories, the re-

1922

seventh
day.

hire

charged that the Eastman Company
President, George Eastman, during

is

and

1,

recites,

Company would keep

Eastman

the

members

|

says,

"It was understood, the complaint
that

the trade as 'negative
The negative

original negative or
positive stock is that
from a negative, which
n
run through a cinematograph
ni. project on a screen what is commonly known as a motion picture. Any numprints can be made from a single
rhese prints, made from the origive of a motion picture, are known
in
the trade as 'prints' or 'motion picture
and are the films distributed to exbibitors for showing a motion picture to the
public

itries,

Brul

by

to affect
stencil;
the

to

thi
1

film.

been
increased.
Henrich
Lichte,
the inventor of the process which is
the Eastman long terms of credit, which
was denied to the others. The purpose, it is designed to prolong the life of prints
alleged was to coerce the various competing is here from Germany to take active
laboratories not controlled by the respondents charge.
Lichte states that more than
into confining their purchases to cinematohalf of the film in circulation in Gerfilm manufactured by Eastman.
many is processed in order to preTt is charged that in 1921
Eastman serve its usefullness.
the caused the three laboratories menthe tioned above to be transferred and
asJoe and Al Brandt are mourning the
led lo the Eastman Company, and
loss of their mother.

no answer had been rccei
complaint
states
that

'man

from

fact
that no
laboratories.

making or photographing

Mm,

master

i

Thirty

used

the

to

American

manufactured by the
sold by Brulatour is

stock.'

'positive

that

is

Washington which might have some- nil

ing

1

1

uon.

film

ompany and
kinds, known in

lan

rnmental

bling
invi

refuse

i

is

in the United States and to
purchase any cinematograph film
importers of foreign-made

This manufactured

MaUs.

I

Inc.,

opolistic.

States.

March, 1920, pur^proximately 81% of all the
k
sold by Eastman in the
about

nl

'

Eastman stock

only

thai

stipulate

United

the

rcspondi

May

Tuesday,

Hi

close the three

mamifac

Title

Photographers

Photography

of art titles and
effects a specialty

W. 40th Si
Pennsylvania 2373

203

special

430 Claremont Parkway
Bingham 2100

Victor Seastrom directing Sir Hall Caine"
"Master of Man"

Goldwjn
**** Big Things

consideration of which
members agreed to confine
in

purchases of cinematograph film to film

j

May

Tuesday,

1923

1,

Thomas Meighan is a satisfactory hero and
Lila Lee is a pretty heroine.
Some of the
scenes are unusual and the interiors are well
done.

Newspaper Opinions
"Within the Law'*— 1st Nat'l

SUN-Bnt

Strand

AMERICAN—The

tale

result

is

vigorous,

a

find the film especially well

II

NEWS— You

DAILY

Beach

story,

worth while.

mount

picture

the

lieach

thoroughly interesting
can always be deexcitement and

a

provide

Meighan in a Rex
"The Ne'er-Do-Well," a Para-

stage

Law" on

is

to

TELEGRAM — Thomas

.

"Within the

here

Rex
upon

suspense.

edible drama that does not let go the interof the spectator for a minute.
Those who

ve seen

-

pended

and

geniality.

teel

sure,

which
*

*

packed with

is

action

*

TRIBUNE — "The

can make no mis-

by visiting the Strand this week. Norma
'lmadge is there, looking more beautiful
in ever,
with an excellent cast, and she
as her vehicle a crook melodrama that
i
Sfitensely interesting. * » * Also there are
ne really thrilling high spots in the pice,
due rather to the excellent acting of
Lew Cody than the story.
:e

we can

t

*

it.

Ne'er-Do-Well."
we
going to do extremely well, for
possibly imagine anv one not liking
is

Everybody expects Mr. Meighan
and he always does.
He is just

Nobody

he

fails

to

as

please,
usual.

write much about Tom until
to be as good as he is at present
will

.

EVENING JOURNAL— It

possesses just
with which Miss Taldge can build wonders.
It gives free rein
greatly esteemed emotional power.
Jier

[

WORLD—*

:VF.X1NG

*

*

good picture of a frankly
odramatic variety. There is not one inch
lullness.
Frank Lloyd's direction appears
>e a job most capably performed, and the
lario is compact with action. * *
She
but lifts bald melodrama to the plane of
is

a

edy.

iORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

Every

connected with the making of the screen
ion have been crowned with success.
It
fine play,
well played, and one that
lid appeal to any sort of audience.

— "Within
LJX

Law"

the

as excit-

just

is

as ever.

ELEGRAM— *

*

*

Has

(Special

injected

scenes

intensify the story, and Director Frank
d lias made every foot of the film potent
pulsating.

—

Syracuse Film Not Released
"Through the Skylight" is the name
of a new picture completed by Syracuse M. P. Corp. in which Henry
Hull and Mary Thurman appear.
has not been released.

Proves a gripping producFrank Lloyd's direction, coupled with
acting of Norma Talmadge and a strong
orting cast, make it a picture worth see* Here is a production with a good
in which all members -of the cast de*

credit

for

QRLD — *

*

parts

their

tilling

It

New Device
THE FILM DAILY)

Kellum Claims
(Special

to

Los Angeles— Orlando E. Kellum
he has perfected a machine
which synchronizes projection and
says

sound.

exhibition of parts implied or
ested in the stage version furnishes only
larj
entertainment.
Norma Talmadge
itirely too emotional. * * *
*

Wabash.

738 S.

AIL — The

RES —

Chicago Office

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Chicago Security Pictures have
Much more moved from 808 S. Wabash Ave to

ertaining than the speaky, and which will
beyond a doubt, even more successful.

LOBE— It

New

Security in

material

of

sort

"Public Opinion" in 8 or 10 Reels
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

—

Charles Chaplin has
weeks' more
work on "Public
Opinion," starring Edna Purviance.
When ready for release the picture
will be from eight to ten reels long.
six

unusually

Norma Talmadge and

cast, including the director, have
of the linest jobs of the season in
of screen drama.

More Truart Deals

her

Truart

done
this

has

"Women

sold

Men

Marry" and "The Empty Cradle" to
Eastern Feature Film Corp. for New
England and to Mr. Nelson of London for United Kingdom, Belgium
and Czecho Slovakia.

The Ne'er-Do-Well"— F. P.-L.

*J?amerrez, you bandit/ Come down or
finish the job/ shouted the sheriff

Jhe

O moment he stared at the spot as though
huphotizedy 7hen ffinpind the cfirl uio/ent
!y fi'ptn him he cocrered' the source of
the b/ood co-t'th his cfun and cuaited ~
.-.•

Ne'er-Do

or possibly

reels,

and

cast
Mhable.

the

was,

atmosphere

(Special

grew

it

were

WORLD— Thomas

fENING

in

instead of eight,

five,

have registered.
As it
ously wearisome. * * *
."

Well,"

Beardsley Sells
Seattle

houses

irre-

>

The

still

E

— The

vast
one of
1

picture

at

the

Rivoli,

who owns
Monroe and
Snohomish house

Los

in

improvement over the original
Mr. Beach's very best.
It

to

to

Direct

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— William

Wellman,

private life Helene Chadwick's
husband, who has been working as
an assistant director for a long time,
is being given a chance as a
nils of Panama. * * *
director
at Fox.
His first picture will be
acting is well above the average.
IRALD -- The element of dramatic "The Twins of Suffering Creek,"
is
se
almost entirely absent in this with Dustin Farnum.
H

in

the actual locale of the tale,
me director has taken commendable adl»e of the picturesque and colorful backin

I

i

I

and

'.

;<

the

responsibility for carrying
interest is placed on the stalof Thomas Meighan and. to
legree, on the frail shoulders of Lila

tutor's

Shadowland Prod. Formed
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Shadowland Prod.,
Inc., have been formed with W. C.
Thompson, president; Thomas Dix-

oulders

•

is

icular
I

TELEGRAPH— "The
just

mark

another

>me scenes taken

in

on.

De

Xe'er-

It
has
except per"

Panama.

*

*

*

secretary;
sales
Lay,
business

Jr.,

treasurer

picture.

of distinction,

Si-tuations

a Bid dtfelodrama

CAREWE'S
Stupendous Production of
DAVIDMASTERPIECE
BELASCO'S
"

cThe

Girl of the
GoldenWest

—

_ust

L\C

/3icf

(Special

be reported, however, that neither
leighan nor Miss Lee staggers per' under the load.
They are both easy,
and graceful performers and, between
'
bey make "The Ne'er-Do Well" seem
J
'Awhile
as entertainment.
t'

>

EDVtf IN

Orpheum

(Special

of the

L. Beardsley.

Snohomish,

Wellman

pleasing.

One

in

....iLY)

here
has
been
bought by Louise Lurie and has been
leased for 20 years to the Pacific
Coast Theatrical Enterprises.

at the
cling to that opinion.
"The
Do-Well" gives Tom a fine chance to
the Meighanesque things that have so
-ed him
to
both the masculine and
ne moviegoer, and the general result is

we

,

THE FILM

Sultan, has sold his
W. Bushnell.

"The Ne'er-Do-Well,"

effort,

i

J.

One

to L.

Meighan

Iways been one of our favorite screen
and. after seeing him in his latest

*

—

in

to

had convinced him her woundeuros not in the cabin cuhen a

Spotter ofredfe// from the /oft'above on
the sheriff's hand.

Rivoli

X— "The

[ERICA

cfirf

ed /over

I

|

and

Rex

Thorpe,
Stan
manager and

manager;

Llewellyn Marsh, legal advisor. The
plans to both produce and

Company

distribute.

<?'/!

A 3ir*t

national Picture

—

.

THE

DAILY

TnfiBM

Had

Foreign Plans

(Continued from Pare 1)

about Select in the complaint. Marvin
Farrington, for the Government, arthat the general allegations were
of sufficient to cover the point, and he
I

W.

Hodkinson

\\

president

a-

was sustained.

imount followed.
\i

i.i

ti

1

was formed,

in

other star pro- F. P.-L. and the formation of Realwere added.
He testified art immediately followed.
Realart
thai tt was sought to create the im- had independent offices; and Arthur
ression that Artcrafl was a separ- S.
Kane, Morris Kolm and Jack
ate
on.
Woody, who had previously been
Vsked h hi ther he, as president of employed 1>\ Select, went to Realart,
originally;

l

Artcraft, held conferences with Zukor.
replied that he discussed Utcraft

witness explained.

tin-

May

(

(

i

1923

^hjm

of directors against it.
with one picture, he

as

is

it

at

Islands:

"The Wonderful Thing,
"L
inboard
demption," "Lessons in Love," 'Wed
Independents Bells," "Woman's Place," "Polly of the
said, were up Follies." "Bob Hampton of Placer," "Pen-

against a stone-wall. On cross-examination, Baker was given a severe grilling by the Famous Players' lawyers.

He had offered through an intermediary, to produce a picture based
on an original story by Booth TarkThis proposition
ington, he said.
was made to First National, he said
He also "spoke" to R. H. Cochrane
Universal, the witness declared, but
made no attempts to market the idea
to Fox, Famous Players or Metro.
"You say a producer with only one
or two pictures a year has no chance
Fairbanks makes only a few- a year
and he is successful, isn't he?, asked
McDonald. Baker admitted that In
was. "If a picture is excellent it wil
be shown, won't it?" persisted McDonald, but Baker said that was no*

rod,"

the Sea," "Invisible Fear," "Her Mad
j
Bargain," "The Woman He Married," "A |
"A Light in the
Question of Honor."
Dark," "Star Dust." "Married Life," "Love,
Honor and Behave," "Twin Beds," 'Tn
ferior Sex," "Old Dad," "Heroes and Hus -J
"The Sky Pilot," "The Golden
bands,"
"The Cave Girl," "The Devil's
Snare,"
Truth About
Garden," "Courage," "The
Husbands." "Hurricane's Girl," "Brawn of
the North," "The Eternal Flame" and 11
Buster Keaton comedies.
of

picture,

Street

Coming!

I

K.

LINCOLN

'

Now

heard

he

first

quisitions, he
part of 1917.

for

of

said,

was

whn,

p..

i

F.

P.

I

„

theater acthe early

n

M andelhauni.

who had

started the Stillman in Clevegol into 'financial difficulties"
n assistance by Famous.

land

and

i

^

qui

of first-run theaters

tioi

discussed
1917-18,

directors'

in

after

meetings

was
in

franchise plan had
been abandoned.
The deal for the
Rialto
and
Rivoli
was arranged
tbrouj h Felix Kahn, brother of Otto

Kahn,

II.

a

Greem

said

Just befo

Famous, Lynch
the Southern
Enterprises deal in his pi
eno the
witness went on.
Lynch was willing
to put up $51)11.(1(10. if F. P.-L. would
put up an equal amount.
Zukor took
and

Zukor

II

discussed

,

to

it

<

hoard of directors "or the
ommittei " v\ ith the result
[tion was formed, the

the

\et nii\ e

thai

witness
'"

,

tie
,|,

,

|ai

.

X" into the

,|

,,
wante d
Kansas City and St.
i

Louis territory, he added.
The part played by Zukor in the
formation of Select Pictures Corp.
was then revealed, according to the
testimony.
Greene -aid
p
p.-L.

formed the companj
-

Selznick

in

india and market F. P.-L. American
pic'ures there, but also to acquire
theaters in the principal cities.

jointly

with

I

lie

quoted

1917,

thousand foot lengths

Walter Wanger, then

P.-L. production manager, as saying that the Indian concern would
follow the same theater policy as
F. P.-L. in America
"to control the
thcaterical
situation."
Plans were

EASTMAN

—

made

to

purchase

circuits

in

India,

the

witness, but the whole plan
was finally called off, when he received a cable from Zukor to come
sai

i

home, in March 1921.
Zukor had previously described the
Indian enterprise to him as part of
a large plan by which he wanted to
make F. P.-L. "the leading company" abroad as well as in America.
From March, to June, 1921, Raker
testified he made an investigation of
the "pedagogic picture" situation for

Wanger.
manager

He

talked with Bullitt, then
the
Famous scenario
department, and he favored the idea.

Zukor.
posed jt.
bni

Connick and Lasky op-

Baker then said a plan for "amalgamation" between F. P.-L. and
Metro came up at a luncheon attended by himself, Wanger, Meyer
and Emil Shauer. Robert T. Swaine.

i

1

POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on Eastman

Film justify the painstaking
of the camera-man.
It reproduces
Positive

efforts

with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest

light to deepest

carries quality

through

shadow.

It

to the screen.

of

each having a for the defense, objected to
this as
half
inter.
"Famous
Players rank hearsay testimony and he was
Lasky had considerable to say about sustained.
the Selei
polii ies" the witness said,
Asked what would be the effect if
Prather McDonald for the respond
P.-L. went into his field— meaning
ents objected to this line of queseducationals— Baker said it would
tions, declaring there was
nothing put him out of business. This answer
J.

furnished

!-.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

]

S. V*. P.." "Abas Julius Saeser,"
of Spades," "Gas, Oil, Water." "Rose!

"R.

"Deuce

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"

director of distribution

-

bis

cross-examination,
Greene
On
agreed with McDonald that Mary
"The
finances
were
furnished Pickford felt her pictures were of such
by
Famous
Players-Lasky,"
said excellence thai they deserved sepaireene.
rate exploitation and "ln-iii" a woman
Ztikor. he explained, also arranged had
her
McDonald also
way."
the Fairbanks,
Cohan and Griffith brought out that Fairbanks' Griffith
"Rosita," the new Pickford
contracts.
i!i;iii
The Elsie Ferguson con- .old
had the same idea
may be released as "The
tract handled by Lasky. Greene was
"In other words, you had to meet
Singer."
then asked about "the difficulty" in the terms of these stars and directors
selling the Pickford pictures to the mi do without their pictures?"
McStanley
Company.
Stanley
Mast- Donald asked and Greene assented.
bauin. he said, contended that ArtCross-examined on Mastbaum's obcraft was a subsidiary of F. P.-L. jection to booking Pickford
through
and the Pickford pictures should con- Artcraft
instead
of
Paramount,
tinue
The Super -S-c:'al
to
go through Paramount. Greene quoted Mastbaum as saying: entirely the case.
Greene -aid he argued with Mast- "It's a shame Artcraft is handling
Asked about releasing through
baum as to the independence of Art- the pictures; they ought to be handled
Vitagraph and American Releasing,
craft.
The Stanley company finally by Paramount."
the witness declared those companies
hooked the picture-.
Concerning American Releasing he were not able to command sufficient
"No special inducements on price said the company had six releases first-run business to make it worth
were offered Stanley as far as
ready for its second year and was the producer's while.
Starring
know," he added. Questioned about handling in all the product of 30 proOn re-direct examination. Baker
the disposition of Hodkinson's stock ducers.
E.
maintained that the one-picture propoin Paramount, he declared it was sold
laker was the other witness of the
sition had a difficult time in finding a
and a great cast
to S. A Lynch and subsequently sold day.
He told in detail of being enby Lynch to Zukor. "Famous Play- gaged by F. P.-L. to go to India to distributor, whose other product is of
ers-Lasky acquired all the Paramount handle with Frank Meyer the Famous similar high standard.
stock in thi latter part of 1016," said Players Indian project, which he
said
rreene.
was financed by E. D. Sassoon &
\fter the consolidation of the Para- Co. of Bombay. Zukor's
plan, accordmount-. \rtcraft exchanges in 1919, ing to Baker, was that the company
Greene said hi became the managing was not only to produce pictures in
in
frequently with the latter.

policy

1,

More First Nationals Sold
was objected to but the objection
The following First National prowas overruled.
When he was asked why he didn't ductions have been sold for Spain
make features, Baker explained that and Portugal, Spanish and Portuhe wanted to make only the best, and guese African Colonies and Canary

A year later, said Greene, Selznick "with the theater situation
Mary Pickford bought the half interest owned by present." he had advised

1

1916, to distribute the

tures
tions

Tuesday,
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Ready

Help
Eastman Official Says Company Will
Work with Commission — "Lab"

Fall

the

in

Itart

oaum-Keith Booking Combine
3eady Then Denial From
Philadelphia About Deal
understood that the Mastlis
l-Keith booking deal which was
rged some weeks ago, is designed

—

the

effective

in

slyear.

Plans to

make

plan operative by
sunder way.
ling

1

James S. Havens, vice-president of
Eastman Kodak Co., in response

be

ibaum

Keith

this

circuits,

number

of

first-

Eastern Pennsylvania,

New

elude
Iin

and
a

large

(Continued

on

Page

2)

—

(is

fed

a

two

year

has
with

contract

Hays Men
(Special to

Testimony by Samuel Goldwyn, who told how he was "forced
from Famous Player? Lasky and by Richard A. Rowland, First National general manager, who said he understood
First National and Southern Enterprises had gone into a working agreement in 1922, featured esterdays' hearing on the Federal Trade Commission charges gainst F. P.-L. and the other reto resign"

—

the coast

brday.
;tul C.

;

\

r-

spondents.
Six witnesses were heard in all. Besides Goldwyn and Rowland, Samuel Rothafel, Joseph L. Plunkett, Frederick Gage, sales

in Seattle

manager

THE FILM DAILY)

of

American Releasing and W.

Rowland agreed

i

Arrow Deal With Davies
row has closed a deal with

of all

Tom

exchangemen's organizations.

R-C's Contract with Jury Ended

E. Atkinson, of Metro,

gave testimony.

Charles C. Pettijohn and
Seattle
Lloyd D. Willis of the Hays organiMooney, sales manager for zation are due here today to confer
er, returns from a long trip the
with the Northwest Film Board of
of the week.
Trade relative to the nationalization

j)uis

—

Yesterday

tour.

us Players.

Mayer Leaves
B. Mayer left for

E.

Vogel Sailing May 12
William M. Vogel leaves on the
Majestic, May 12, for England and
the Continent, on his semi-annual

Noah Beery Signs
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Noah Beery
Angeles

Commission He Will Produce ContractLudvigh
Says
He Never Heard Of It Goldwyn,
J.
Rothafel, Plunkett and Atkinson Also on the Stand

Tells Federal Trade

statement answer-

ing the charges filed against the company and the Allied Laboratories
Ass'n, Inc., by the Federal Trade
Commission forwarded the following:
"Kindly make it clear that this
company desires to co-operate with
the Federal Trade Commission and
comply with its directir ns in the
matter."
(Continued on Page 6)

Fall of
the bulk
then are

noted, something like 420 days
offered by the combined

|

*

the

to a request for a

Price 5 Centi

1923

2,

Rowland Cites 'Agreement"
Between 1st Nat'l and S. A. Lynch

to

Owners After Counsel

i

laconic

May

Lasky Leaves for East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Jesse L. Lasky has
(Special

It

it

it

u-

New

York.

to

produce the con-

tract he said had been made between
First National and the F. P.-L. subsit!

He

had

directly

ary in the South.
not participated
matter.

declared he
in the

Reference to this so-called deal,
during the cross-examination
tern Import of England covering
senate yesterday pass- of Goldwyn, provoked a bitter wrangle
The
Albany
between
Sir
contract
The
London
pictures, "Jacqueline," "Lost in
Goldwyn
William Jury and R-C Pictures has ed the Antin bill by a vote of 36 to hi tween opposing counsel.
g City," "The Broken Violin" and
act would permit children was asked by Marvin Farrington, for
The
latter com- 13.
The
terminated.
been
n and Wife" for England.
would
pany has opened an office here to dis- from 8 to 16 years to attend theaters the Government, what the effect
unaccompanied
by a guardian pro- h on the other producers in view of
its current product direct to
of
pose
Buys "East of Suez"
About 30 pic- vided there is a segrated portion of the "agreement" between the Lynch
English exchanges.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ies

of

Pearl

Films,

and

Ltd.,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Angeles Allen Holubar has
hased "East of Suez," according
made through
announcement

3S

tures are available as well as several
short reel series.

Bill

to

Passes Senate

THE FILM DAILY)

scenario editor at
not be the first HoluMetro production, but will be
?r the second or third.
It will

the theater
in charge.

available

and

a

matron

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any of the committee

Sales of $1,000,000
Triangle On Reissues
-arge Indebtedness Cut By P.
L. Waters Since 1918
ercy L. Waters, president of Tri!e, has sent a circular letter to all
kholders, in which he gives dele

Here

is

my

rurde

—

Dunn,

ifred

ro.

Antin

(Special

entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament.

and First National.
"Very simple," answered Goldwyn.
"The theaters would naturally play
National pictures first, and
First
others if any open time was left."
circuit

Robert T. Swaine, declared the defense would not admit any such conmight
it
did,
if
it
existed;
tract
merely be such a booking contract
as

was made with Southern Enter(

By

relative to the financial
of the company.

condi-

e
says that Triangle has reed about $1,000,000 through the
of reissues; that an indebtedness
2,680,000 on the company's books
918 has been wiped out and that
stock liability of the company has
i
reduced by approximately 257,
shares.
The revenue accrued
ugh the sale of reissues covers
period from January, 1919, to

ch, 1923.

Continued on Page 4)

Negri Reported Dissatisfied
to THE FILM DAILY)
Pola Negri, accordAngeles—
Los

(Special

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

THE COMMITTEE:
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

ing to reports in the film colony, is
dissatisfied with the directors Famous
lias been assigning to her, and is said
to

have

secure

made strong advances
Ernest

Lubitsch

as

to

her

director.

While no one at Famous Players
cared to be quoted in connection with
the above, one official did point out
that troubles and near troubles of this
kind are every day occurrences.

—

;

THE

-3ZIK.DAILY
On Broadway

Start

Capitol
hi

Wednesday. May

N«. 32

VbLXXIV

2,

News,

apitol

(

1923 Price 5 Cents

riLM FOLKS. INC.

and Editor
and Biuineaa Man\. W. Alicoate, Treasurer
Manager.
Advertiaing
Cron,
ner; J. A.
Entered aa aecond-claia matter May 21, 1918,
»t the poat office at New York, N. Y., under
President

Dannenherg.

Joaeph

March

the act of

free)

THE

—

'Phone, Hollywood

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central

—

Fleischer

is

Rue de

-Meighan.

Low

East. Kod..l08j4
F. P.-L. .. 83
do pfd. .. 91 J4

U)7'A

SH
5 /2

Goldwyn

..

Griffith

....

Loew's

...

Close

Sale*

81*4

At Other Houses

82*4'

2,000
4,500

91&

91/2

300

S'/2

Sy2

3,400

l

5

300

S

UV&

17-H

4,000

17'/,

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

"Down

:

and

Cameo,
n

the

in

.

to

the

"Bella

Rivoli

5

although

Mastbaum

inkthe

in Philadelphia
denies that any

such deal has been made by him otorganization.
Current reports, however, would
As a matter of
indicate otherwise.
a supervising head has been
fact,

sough

manage

to

the joint bookings

In this connection,
of both circuits.
Famous
Franklin
of
Harold
B.
has been mentioned, but it
understood that the report has no

foundation

to

Sea

in

Donna,"
the

at

the

Harry Warner
Los Angeles

— Harry

New

M. Warner

Dinner for Nathanson

moved

(Special

THE FILM DAIL\

to

—
connected
Toronto

)

Bickell and others
with the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Ltd., will give N. L.

Hopper Returns
Mason Hopper, returned from Nathanson

J.

P.

a dinner at the

with
at

Perdue
(Special

"Vendetta."

to

Bill

the

production

of

ywood from her contemplated

visit

New

York, she will make "Conquest," following which will come
"Mile. Midnight."
to

abl
the

minority report, the majority of
it ad-

committee having reported

versely.

quotes the latter as saying that the
interest of eastern film magnates for
costume plays is at fever heat.

Equity

for

Goodman Film

considering a Broadway
theater for a summer run of Daniel
(arson
Goodman's
next
picture
is

which Kenneth
OP THE PROGR

..

Webb

is

Product Divided

With

No

Prohibition

now

direct-

ing.

-the National Cocktail

Up

will

the acquisition of the

restrictions

drink

it

up!

(Special

Liquid Gold for Exhibitors.

to

Rock

Little

It's

gliding at

EY

today
Seeking Co-operation
to THE FILM DAILY)
C. C. Pettijohn, of
St. Louis
Hays organization, was here t3
dress a gathering of the Film Bo
of Trade.
He told of the effc
being made to bring about a bel
understanding between the exhibitt
exchanges and producers, and M
assured of co-operation.

club women
posts on it.

have

already

accepted

Successor for Rogers

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland R. S. Schn der, Central Division manager of Pathe, is in
temporary charge of the Pathe office
here, pending the appointment of a
successor to F. B. Rogers.

C. L.

The Ne'er-Do-Well

Leroy Johnson on Censor Board
(Special

—

to

CADWALLADER

L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife

THE FILM DAILY)

are scheduled to play the theaters in
the Oriental section of the city.

OFFICE FOR RENT
Small private

office ($75.00) including
use of projection room, cutting roomi

and

vault.

Phone

installed.

Name

on!

door facing elevators.

L. H.
130

West 46th

ALLEN
St.

Bryant 4279

jl

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

followinc is part
resolution adopted by the state
exhibitor unit at their recent convention
Resolved, that we, the M. P.
Theater Owners of Arkansas, * * *
do endorse the action of our national
organization in repudiating the Hays
contract which we consider unfair,
unequitable and lacking in mutuality.
"Resolved, that this resolution be
forwarded to our national organizaof a

:

a ff a ff^L^^^

Turkish national assembly;

France; Lord Robert Cecil visi
Cyr,
America; San Francisco Shriners visit CI

—

Arrow
Seattle
Leroy V. Johnson, manexchange by Merit Film, the product
those offices handle will he split up. ager of the Liberty has been appointed a member
of the
Censor
Merit will handle short reels under
Board. One of the first things to be
the new deal, and the Arrow extaken up by the newly organized
change, the features. The combined be
commission will be an investigation
offices will be known as the Meritof several films made in Japan, which
Arrow Exchanges.
Arkansas Raps Hays' Contract

The Public

in

visit

(Special

No

SPICK

Aberdeen big
proving grounds;
government ice-brea
open river channels in St. Lawrence at M
real; the new Lausanne Conference discu
cadets

Austin — By a vote of 62 to 43, the ralysis incurred when he injured h
House killed the Perdue bill levying self lifting a heavy rock at his ho
Mae Murray's Next Two
gross receipt tax on picture shows. where he is constructing a terjs
When Mae Murray returns to Hol- aThe
bill was brought up on a favor- court.

B'way House

"THE

;

West Point

—

Killed

THE FILM DAILY)

in

Chatham.

Field; Penn State defeats the visiting
ford relay team in the two mile other evi

lin

Ferdinand Earle Injured
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ferdinand Earlejs
undergoing treatment for partial

—

four pictures

records broken at athletic carnival on Fr

(Special to

Form Review Committee

connection

GREAT TRACK ATI
AT PHILADELPHIA— Wo

King Ed-

ward Hotel on Friday.

Sees Demand for Costume Plays
Boston
National
Non-Theatrical M. P.,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Inc., has formed a review committee
Jesse J. Goldburg is here on a deal
Los Angeles The Times in an in- which will meet every Wednesday
involving 12 of his releases and also in terview
with Joseph
A number of prominent
M. Scheack morning.

Goldburg

No. 36

THE
MEET

is

York.

Cri-

California yesterday with his staff and
Hopper brought with him a first print
of "The Love Piker,"
His next pic-

Pattie'New

THE WORLD BEFORE YOUR

Los Angeles

in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Ships," at the

which

in fact.

in-

Rialto.

11

etc., etc.

here from

week

tins

2,
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official

Players

The hold-overs on Broadway
"The Covered Wagon,"

tice will l>e

1

office

E.

i

I

High

Keith
Juli

Page

No

come from

has

the deal

ling of

is

program

week's

-

—

Quotations

"puzzle."
with

consists of selections
from "II Trovatore," the Topical Review, a
:ue to the feature, "Within the Law"
new Earl Jlurd Comedy, "The Movie
Dare Devil." An organ solo closes the perirma nee.
l!

vakia), Wenselaplatx.

=r

cartoon

"The Ne'er-Do-Well,"

Strand

Interna
(Ciecho-Slo

Prague

Filmschau,

tionale

.Max

a

imas

i

S.

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

numbers
include,
Other
"Czardas," by the Serova Dancers and the
console.

New

Greater

1603.

i

feature

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months $3.00.
3
aiontha, $5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order.
115.00.
FILM
to
Address all communications
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-5558.
Walter R. Greene,
California
Hollywood.

Terma (Poatage

•f

Rivoli

Finale,

(Continued from
up-state.

York and

May

Fall

the

in

itis

week include
musicale numbers thii
the
overture
and
"The
"Sakuntala,"
lavilux," color organ, with Georec Vail at

1879.

3,

Organ plays

is

st

1

Reisenberg,

by
Nadia
Fantaisie,"
next.
The Capitol
number on the bill.

lish
t,

Copyright 1923. Wid's Film and Film Folka,
Inc.. Publiahed Daily at 71-73 Weat 44th St
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS »nd

the
follow ed
bj
"Impressions of 'The For"Backbone."
th<
feature,

ovei tun-

Wednesday,

tion office and spread upon our convention mintites and given to the trade
papers and newspapers for publica-

Clarence Badger

is

directing

"Red Lights"

1

Goldwyn
**** Big Things

tion."

i
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NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS AND STATE RIGHTS BUYERS \-m

THE REAL KING TUT
PICTURE IS READY!
Not only does it present an exquisitely executed Egyptian Drama, but the most
fascinating story ever unfolded on the

screen

is

masterfully told in

THE VENGEANCE
TUT-ANKH-AMEN
300 PEOPLE

EXCELLENT CAST
OF MORE THAN

300 PEOPLE

STORY BY ERNEST MIXX—TITLES BY RALPH SPENCE
Many

scenes actually taken in the "Valley of the Kings" and at

TUT-ANKH-AMEN'S TOMB
An

Inspiring

Romance That Had

Its

Incipiency in Ancient Egypt and

Its

Happy
I

Culmination in Modern America Told in Seven Reels Just Teeming With Thrills
Action -Suspense -Surprises and Gripping Appeal

ASCHER FEATURES,
117 W. 46th

STREET

8960 Bryant

INC.
NEW YORK

.

THE
WWW

Wednesday,

DAifLY
i*GE£ra«££

hi

lie

Kick J.
mpanies.
\
r heard of such
i

ement.
rhe testimony given by both Rowwith in
land
Joldwyn
The former was
teresting details.
w as still a stockholder in
:

P.

F.

"Not exactly," he

L.

believe

said.

"I

a

ockholder

lai

in

Goldwyn now

out," he added.
On the acquisition of theaters by
the Goldwyn corporation, the witness
said in 1921 lire companj
acquired
50% interest in 30 houses throughout

hen

w

t

h

i

'

i

I

gi

>t

out of

Right

Down

the Line

u nt ry

have 100 shares. I'm prac-

"Famous Players began to get hold
of the theater situation in 1919-1920,"
"And with the number
The standing of various companies
as to quality pictures during the past of First National franchise holders
found it very difficult for
several years was taken up, with the grow
Famous Players' counsel stressing Goldwyn to get showings in key cities.
heavily the excellence of F. P.-L. pro- The capitalization of the Goldwyn
duct a< the reason for the corpora- company was increased in order to
re theaters."
tion's lead.
tically

1

1923,

when he left the Goldwyn
oration, the witness explained that
it
"twice," the first time in
left
last in 1922.
"But r am

(Continued from Page 1)
said

2,

\sk. d

Deal In South
h

May

it."

1919

—

St.

Louis

— a handful

of exhibitors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in St. Louis.

1920

— Chicago — a

real

crowd of

real exhib-

On

cross-examination, the witness
Rowland finally named five companies which in his opinion stood out said he considered key city showings
above the rest of the field; F. P.-L., indispensible for the success of high"The importance of
First National, Goldwyn, United Ar- grade pictures.
Broadway in the first-run situation is
and Metro.
not as great now as a year ago," he
There were 3500 franchise and subthought.
franchise holders in First National in
1"19, he estimated, less than 5% of
Swaine brought out that one of the
whom owned first-run theaters. To- causes of "Famous Players' success
day he said there were 2200, with the is the consistent high quality of pictin
s," and asked the witness if Goldsame percentage of first-runs.
the
Regarding
cancellation of fran- wyn's purchase of a controlling in-

itors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

.

"special" right in Chicago.

1920

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

i

by the exhibitor he said "it
dune on six months notice,
if al! the pictures had been played or
paid for and all bills settled in full."
He reviewed in detail the history of
Metro from its inception until he left
chises

could

the

In

company

in

1922.

One

of the highlights of Goldwyn's
timony was his story of an attempted merger of Famous Players
Film Co. and the Lasky Feature Play
Co. with Triangle.
This was initiated at the time the producers in
Paramount were having trouble with
W. W. Hodkinson, and the plan
contemplated also the merging of
Paramount Pictures Corp. with Triangle, he declared.
An understanding was reached at conferences on the
c.ast and in New York, according
to Goldwyn. but the deal was not
consummated, ft had the effect, however, said the witness, of forcing the
wic in the fight between the pro;

ducers and Hodkinson.

Goldwyn

the Capitol, New York,
wasn't for the purpose of getting "a
display-window" for Goldwyn prodint.
The witness said that was true
but he held to his point that it was
difficult for a producer to get into
key cities unless he controlled a first
run theater. On the subject of block
s of films, Goldwyn admitted that
it
was the practice of every company
at the time F. P.-L. was following this
terest

in

from

president

unless

Goldwyn

the

left

company.

Near the end

cross-examination, the witness made a strong
declaration on producer ownership of
theaters.
This came in answer to a
question from Swaine as to whether
he didn't consider it good business
for a producer to acquire theaters in
order to give his pictures proper
representation and exploitation value.
of

exhib-

itors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special"

his

right

in

Minneapolis with

printer's strike on and the

a

mercury about

100 in the shade.

1922— Washington— several thousand

exhib-

itors.

The Film Daily was again on the

job,

printing right in Washington.

think
to

the kc

v

i

ii

ies.

producer. I would rather sell
an exhibitor 30 pictures a year and
not 'i
a theater in his town, than
a

Lasky how he expected to
the matter came up before the board," Goldwyn went on.
50 and own it."
"and he told me he was goin" to
Rothafel,
the first
witness,
was
to have Zukor remain.
I didn't think
given a brief examination by
Gay
that was a nice thing for Lask
lord
Hawkins for the Government.
do."
tie
tated that the Capitol was owned
After he formed Goldwyn Pictures by the Moredall Realty Co., with
Corp. the witness said Hiram \brams, Goldwyn holding an interest
in the
then president of Paramount, came
r, but
how large he didn't know.
to him and made an offer to
x
ngthy
animation of the
feet that F. P.-L. would
witness
all
n begun by Robert
his contracts and buy him out.
"He T. Swame for the respondents.
must have talked the matter over
traced his career in the busiwith Zukor," said Goldwyn. The ofbeginnings in Forest
fer was declined.

when

1921— Minneapolis— several thousand

"I don't consider it good business
for a producer to own theaters," the
witness replied."
The motion picture industry is young, and I don't

"As

"I asked

vote

"special" right in Cleveland.

policy.

it
advisable for any producer
dominate the theater situation. If
the producer can get his pictures played without owning theaters, it is bet
pany, which was done.
On his re- ter to do so. Tt is more advisable to
turn he said Jesse L. Lasky told him have the two thing
separate and
that Zukor had written a letter to the apart.. The only reason Goldwyn inF. P.-L. board of directors deel -ing quired interest in theaters was be
that he (Zukor) would resign as cause it couldn't otherwise get into

told

also of his resignaF. P.-L.
He had gone to
the coast, he narrated, to bring about
the acquisition of the Bosworth Comtion

— Cleveland —several hundred exhibitors.

ii

'

!(

,

(Continued

on

Page

S)

And now comes Chicago again— week
21.

In the Coliseum.

.

You'll find the

of

May

little

old

paper published right on the ground. And if
you see a live wire who reads anything else
during the convention, tag and label him.
first

name

will be

His

Unusual.

Do you know a better "buy" to reach those
who attend the convention— as well as the
rest of the country?

THE
M/ednesda y^ May

2,
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The examination

Deal In South
(Continued from Page 4)
Pa.,

Ity,

where

of Flunkett lasted

his first theater

was ing

a

a

list

of pictures

played at the

New

Coast Brevities

few minutes.
His evidence
was concerned largely with identifyonly

(Special

Hollywood

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— S.-L.

Little

F.
to

Rock

B. O.

Exchange
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— The

Film Booking of-

Pictures will infices have opened a new exchange
and exploitation here to serve
this state.
The office is
department in the new studios at San
located at 106 So. Cross St., and is

Strand from its opening to date.
The next witness, Frederick Gage,
|He came to New York in 1913 with sales manager of American Releas- Diego.
under management of John Lan["different idea" from those usually ing, produced a list of films which,
franconi.
David H. Thompson, formerly proflowed in exhibition, and admitted in his opinion, deserved first-runs in
duction
manager
for
Metro
and
Fox,
Swaine that some of the exhibitors first class theaters.
is now a member of the staff of Richuught his presentation ideas were
Swaine then took up the list in ard Walton
Tully.
lot altogether sane."
detail, went over it picture by picture,
He said he developed the idea suc- and brought out the names of the
Production has been completed at
ssively at the Strand, Rialto, Rivoli, producers, whom Gage had already
Universal
on
"Burning
Words,"
about
the
Questioned
d Capitol.
described as independents.
Winn
came to "Sisters," produced by starring Roy Stewart. The picture
i -mation of First National, of which he
was the first president, Rothafel Hearst, the witness said that the pic- was directed by Stuart Paton.
scribed its beginnings in the ac- ture had been originally on the ParaVictor Hugo Halperin is editing
Swaine brought mount schedule, but bookings made
ity of the circuits.
and
cutting "Tea with a Kick," at the
conNational
plan
First
t that the
with exhibitors in that connection
nplated a "union" of certain the- had
"presumably been cancelled" Fine Arts studio. The cast includes
throughout the country, and when the film went to American the names of 27 well known players.
irs
llowed this up closely with ques- Releasing.
Negatives Also Prints for
Malcolm St. Clair is directing "A
ns about the contract made with
"Sisters" was absolutely entitled
Export
I
Punch,"
the
12th
of
"FightJudy
the
mrles Chaplin.
to a first-class, first run, he declared.
FEATURES,
ing Blood" series for F. B. O. George
He named a dozen or more pic- O'Hara and Clara Horton are feaState Details
Vigorous objection was entered by
which,
had been tured.
he
said,
awkins, who claimed that the wit- tures
SEYMOUR,
c/o Wilson's
ss was not being properly cross- offered by his concern to the Capitol,
636-6th Ave., Cor. 37th St. N. Y.
Swaine retorted that the Strand, Rialto and Rivoli, but all
amined.
Fitzroy 4448
Harry Weil, Frank Lloyd's assistof pictures played at the Capitol were declined on the ground that they ant director for years will be the dit
jm the date of its opening, which did not measure up to standard or rector's production
manager when
d been introduced in evidence, was there was no "open time."
Lloyd starts his own series for First
"an attack on the producerrt m
On re-direct examination, Gage NationaL*^^
"This list is brought in said lie had offered no pictures to the
bitor."
re to show that only Goldwyn pic- Criterion.
>The Meanest Man in the World,"
res are played at the Capitol," he
The last witness of the morni
will be completed in three weeks.
"Interviews have been was W. E. Atkinson, vice-president Immediately upon its completion,
ntcnded.
from Government counsel and general manager of Metro, which Bert Lytell will leave for New York
tinted
liming that producer ownership of company he said did not itself en- to appear in "Under the Red Robe."
eaters is contrary to the public in- gage in the exhibition field.
He proR.
and this line of questioning duced a long list of pictures which
rest,
the
overriding
for the purpose of
he considered entitled to first-runs
of Mr. Fuller's interview in and
feet
Metro disalso testified that
Write or phone us at once
There was considerable tributed films produced outside.
e papers."
•angling between Swaine and Hawabout
A number of "independently-proand Examiner E. C. Alvord duced pictures on the Metro list were
ns,
lally overruled Hawkins' objection.
identified by Atkinson, who also rePreventing "rain" in
Rothafel then said that at the in- viewer!, in answer to questions, the
stall

converted dance-hall behind a bar

;

torn.

a

special

still

I

!

WILL BUY

COMEDIES

!

Duratize
YOUR

WALTER

FILMS

GREENE

WOULD EXTRA CASH
BE A LIFESAVER-

of First National, the franholders did not have to take all
Later he
scheduled.
pictures

ption
ise

e

number of pictures released in the
various years since 1915, and his
opinion of the standing of the various

was changed.
companies.
became of the Rialto franAlso on cross-examination, Atkinise?" asked Swaine.
son said Metro encountered no sales
"it was sold back to J. D. Wil- difficulty on account of First National

[ought

that

"\\ hat

the witness answered, "and
tinned up at the Strand."
On re-direct examination, Rothafel
id there were 23 original organizers
First National, and that it was a
-operative buying proposition with
ch organizer retaining his own theer.
He had never heard, he said,
at the reason for First National's
lining into being was that the exbitors had to take 52 pictures a year
ms,''

lally

"contracts with exhibitors" and no
obstacles because of F. P.-L. selling

NOW?

your

film

This organization will finance
your proposition in such an

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.

organization.

ALLAN
REASONABLE RATES AND
CONFIDENTIAL. SPEEDY

220

SERVICE

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

policy.
"It's all a question of quality pictures," he went on. "If it isn't a good
picture, we can't even sell it to L,oew,
Inc.
We, of course, try to sell as
many pictures as we can to everv-

body."
He had found, he declared, no effort
on the part of F. P.-L. salesmen to
oni Parmount.
On reto "exclude Metro pictures."
again,
Rothafel direct examination.
ross-examined
Atkinson said
id he had no difficulty
in buying Loew owned about 80 theaters outctures from any of the companies
ight, and probably controlled through
existence at the time he was at lease or management some 80 more.
e
Rialto and Rivoli.
"If I had
y way," he declared, "and any comiiiy came to me and said I
would F. & R. Sobelman Case Near End

Let's Get Acquainted

CHR0M0S TRADING

INSIST
CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

'Phone Chel*ea 8284

I

ive to take all their pictures

or none,

Examined once more by Hawkins,
othafel
said
actically
all

the

Capitol

Goldwyns;

played

and

to

witness

explained that
oldwvn's purpose in operating the
fvaine,

the

was to give their pictures the
possible showing in this tertory, and also to introduce them in
at way to the whole country.

apitol
;st

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

wouldn't take any."

Minneapolis Reports c-rent here
have it that the Finkelstein and RubenWilliam Sobelman case will be settled soon out of court.
^!ie s it
arose out of difficulties between the
Blue Mouse partners when the house
was seized by F. & R. after injunctions were secured by each restraining the other from securing control
of the house.

*we never

disappoint"'

(kOMLOWpILM ytBORXTOREES
INCOBPOR.ATED

220 WEST 42 *° STREET
.

-PHONE

5RVANT 5576-

NEW YORK

:.

ALLAN AXOWNE5
CEN. MGE.
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Newspaper Opinions
"Backbone" — Goldwyn
WORLD

fact
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is

decided

a

-Obvious

he passing
Wallace
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Ready

"
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given the picture a
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Mack and Alfred

Ii.

,i*

movie hero,
adequ

,i

call

HERA! "

acting

id

these

In

qualities

maze

1

1

the

the

lost

part

the

melodrama

with

trouble
in

vast and
the plot

the

in

"Hack

"Backbone"

is

and with so few possibilities that
difficult to judge his possibilities as a
"

actor.

"

tertainment
laden with

Bdeen

we

'

as

feel
it

that

it

appeared

incide nt

too

made

it

i

m

fi

ius

so
is

irritating,

in-

It

is

foi

a

V.

ii

C

a

thi

ro

In

but
adequate
Lunt, robbi d ol

cast

Alfred

ed.

effective
wont to be

is

un-

is

in

[es

is

i

#

He

iRLD

.

!
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*
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pattern of
which has been beautifully worked out bj
many careful hands.
Besides being an al
together charming picture, it serves as a
vehicle to bring Alfred I.unt to thi

SUX — Those

are

his

picture

lus

on the speaking

retaining of counsel will be
the respondents'
since

there

!

aboul
it

a

is

a

o

satisfacti

Deal Closed

pre-

'
!

dis-

anmust be filed in 30 days.
Members of the organization profess
to be surprised over the entire matter.

sta

"Backbone," which serves
usual five
bit ahead of the

to
reel

F. B. O. has finally closed for tht
distribution of "Human Wreckage.'
the Wallace Reid memorial picture.

Skouras Better

who viewed "Backboni

Wild Animal Film At Capitol
phenomenon unfold before theii
a phenomenon is so rare in ihis da) of ma"Trailing African Wild Animals."
chine made pictures that it is well worth
recording.
They saw the sudden rise <it a the Martin Johnson film will be shown
the Capitol, the week of May 20.
young player who may some day fill
al
saw

tht

cussed
swers

+

Yi

a

I

Brock Film Co.. now the Warn
The defense is that tl
Film Co.
total issue is $30,000 and that by t!
terms of the bonds payment cann
be demanded on any of them until
The bonds were deliver
are paid.

Henry

who

B. Brock,

died

in 191

Tonight the members of the Allied An order has already been signed
Laboratories Ass'n, Inc., meet at Buffalo denying judgment in the cat
Delmonico's to discuss the Govern- Newman <& Newgass for the defen
is
expected tha
ants asked to have the case trar
It
ment charges.

but

di

Mrs.
Camillc
Broi
suit by
n.
against the Warren Film Co.,
and the Equa Film Co. has l>e<
transferred to New York from Eg
county where it has been pending §
some months. The suit asks the p|
ment of $16,500 of bonds of W'ini

to

countries.

tl

bringing to
mind pictures ol seven or eight years ago.
d well,
ory * *
eems nti rminabh on the s< reen, so
but ii
,,,i
found yourself saying "Will the)
he picthing ?"
never
iv
interesting only because it
I.unt.
Mr.
Alfred
screen
b.-ov.
Lunt s handsome and a delightful actor, but
titles

il.i

I

than

wholesome melodrama,

improved

I

story.
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complicated
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Mr. Havens denied the Government
direct
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charge of a monopoly because the
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Eastman company and the laboratory
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but that
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owners had agreed on the use oi
drama
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success
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American raw stock only and pointed
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"Backbone" is a brilliant romance
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Louis Spyros Skouras has recovered from an attack of appendii
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St.

citis.

BOOKS AND PLAYS

ferred to New York for the conve
ience of the witnesses.

A

default

been

filed

judgment
the

in

for $20,165 h

Supreme Cot

against the Housman Comedies. In
by the National Surety Co. for a b;
ance due on a note made Oct. 23 la

Brenon Here
Herbert Brenon is in New Yo
preparing for his next picture, "T
Dancer,"
in
which Pt
Spanish
Negri will star. It will be made
George Hopkins, Brc
the coast.
on's art director is with him.

AVAILABLI

FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIOPJ
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIA

A

STORIES

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,
New York

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS

Owners

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
G.

West 42nd

of

Stories
Philip
Bartholomae's
Stories.
All of Sydney Toler's Stories

All

Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor

MILLIGAN

Service for Authors, Inc.
33

City

the

All

The Screen

CARL

of
George
Bronson
Howard's Works, Including
"The Black Book"
"The Devil's Chaplain" and
others of the famous "Norroy"

All

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

Published and Unpublished
b:

NOW AVAILABLE

Ltd.

N. Y. C.
Longacre 2453

of

"The Unfinished Sentence"

By Gerald
This

is

St.

Villiers
Great Story

a

Appeal

Easy Terms

to

Brokers Protected
Mabel Bardine

Every

Stuart
With An

Woman

&

H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3660

MARY FORREST

"MASTERS Of MEN"

220

By Morgan Robertson
Is a

Tel. 1944

Vitagraph Special

Other Big Robertson Stones
Available for Picturization Are

St.

Bryant

THE CLINGING VIN^
By Zelda Sears
JUST MARRIED
By
Nellie Nicols

& Adlaidee Matthews

Renee

"SINFUL PECK"

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,

"THE WRECK OF THE TITON"
"THE DAY OF THE DOG"
M. V. WALL
801 Longacre Bldg., N. Y.
Phone Bryant 7835

West 42nd

C.

Ry Fredoric

S.

I

sham

The Show Down,
By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte
All

on Account -of Eliza,
By Leo Ditrichstein

HUGHES MASSIE &

CO.

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
347 Fifth Avenue.
Ashland 6208

It

was a serial in
was a success

It

It is

i

HEARSTS

as a book.
material for special or for
^

Exclusively representing

woman

star.

:

EDEN PHILLPOTTS
Excellent novels and plays
available including:

PLASTER SAINTS

still

"The Red Redmaynes"
"The Shadow" (From Klaw
Theatre, N. Y.)
"Children of Men"
"The Farm of the Dagger"
"The Poachers Wife," etc.
Strong Stories And a Big Name

by
Frederic Arnold

Kummer

AND:— is NOW
FREE FOR PICTURES
it

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bryant 2564

35

West

45th St.
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William

Lucy Fox and

Neill,

Woolbridge have returned
P.
Italy where Neill spent about

months filimng "Toilers
Releasing
American
the

distribution

Pox,

Holmes

Advance Amusement Co., Nicholas
will and Joseph M. Schenck, Dave Bernthis stein, Loew's. Inc., and others, for
an injunction to restrain them from
and preventing the plaintiff from netting

in

Herbert

en Henderson are in the cast.
rested in the picture is Charles
Weeks, formerly with the Ben-

Hampton producing affiliaand Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.,

la
I

Community

(low with the
nal Corp.

cording

to

present

—

Court Sustains Loew Officials Peekskill Theaters Claimed They
Couldn't Get Film
Supreme Court Justice Mullan,
who heard the application of the
Peekskill Theater Co., against the

of the

try.
,ss

May

Exhibitor Loses

By Roy Neill American
leasing to Handle Distribution
in This Country

[taly

le

Authority

No. 33

"Toilers" Filmed

l

ZfcRECOGNlZEl

Inter-

plans,

Rex

Price 5 Centt

1923

3,

Zukor Charged With Bad FaUh
In His Dealings With W. L Sherry
Former F. P.-L. Vice-President Says Contract Covering New
York Distribution Was Nev.r Carried Out Witness Declares He Lost Paramount Stock Worth $800,000
and Went Into Zukor's Debt John Quinn

—

and

Sam

—

Morris Testify

attractions

for its theaters such as
desires, has handed down a decision
denying the application. The court
wrote only a brief decision in the
it

order that it may be passed
on by the Appellate Division before
the summer vacation.
The opinion
says in part:
case

in

(Continued on Page 4)

W. L. Sherry, once "the largest stockholder in Paramount,"
and a former vice-president of that corporation, told yesterday
on the stand in the Federal Tiak Commission hearing his story
of how "he lost his stock, never got the exchange contract prom
ised him by Adolph Zukor and others, and now owes F. P.-L.

|

$15,000."
Blumenthal Back
The value of Sherry's stock at one time approximated $800,Ben Blumenthal returned yesterday
some time. He is now working
Together with tin- other territorial buyers. Sherry
"Scaramouche" and will next from the coast where he looked over 000, he said.
explained that he participated in selling the exchange interests to
"The World's Illusion." Just production and secured a rest.
S
placed
Hugo story will be
ii the
Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky. In r. turn. Sherry testified he was to
"Lab" Men Meet
Last
oduction is problematical.
receive $1,000 a week and 2% of the gross as district manager folwhen it was spoken of, Ingram
At the hour of going to press, the
ic New York territory.
The conin
exteriors
New members of the Allied Laboratories
shoot
I to
tract was never executed, he declared,
Barbian to Build
land and make the interiors at Ass'n, Inc., were meeting at Delthough some of the other original
i'o's New York studio.
monico's to discuss the charges filed
C. A. Barbian of Arkon, Ohio i^ owners of Paramount received theirs.
against them by the Federal Trade here.
He intends building a 2100
He made repeated appeals to
Commission.
Giblyn with Bennett
seat combination picture and vaude- Zukor. according to his testimony,
tarn will produce "Toilers of the
which lie has been considering
i'

i

[tis

understood that Charles Giblyn

direct

a

picture

Whitman

for

ett.

Takes

31ark

H.

l.Iph

On New

Clark,

Duties

manager of the
York exchange,

National New
fbeen appointed Eastern district
nger. Robert Smeltzer, formerly
t Pathe,
succeeds the late Walter
usk as manager in Washington.
t

—

Angeles Warner Bros, have
fged Frances Marion to scenarizc
u

»

Brummel"

which

will

star

Barry more.
hne Rich and Monte Blue will
)-starred in "Lucretia Lombard."
1

Coast Chain
Je

Financed

By Denver Firm

Stock Issues To Cover
struction Costs
Special

e

i
)
;

i

Con-
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B. E. Togerson, president
National Theater Association
attle, which will establish headers here, says he has closed a
whereby the Bankers Deposit
of Denver will guarantee stock
1 by the association for the con(Continued on Page 2)

'ittle

I

—

to

hut the contract never materialized.
After some time had elapsed, Sherry

In all likelihood, exporters interested in a possible refund from the
Government which collected a good
deal of money under Section 906 of
the Revenue Act of 1918 as tax on
exports will hold a meeting shortly
to decide on a course of action.

said it was arranged he would draw
25(1 a week as a temporary arrangeMontague
Fitzmaurice,
_George
ment.
Glass and Clarence Badger will be

Lunch

the

for

Fitzmaurice

honor guests

given

at

the

Goldwyn and

a

and Badger

lunch

to

Subsequently

be

First

National.

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held' Tuesday, June 5. at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

Here

said

he

paying $100,000 which
at the bank with his
F. P.-L. stock as collateral, and giving an unsecured note for $25,000.
While he was the New York district
manager. Sherry testified that
for

$125,000.

he

horrowed

regular price
furnished
by
rentals

were

is

THE COMMITTEE:
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

to

of

pictures

were

High
be obtained from exParamount.

he said, but if the latter
were "oversold" adjustments were to
Paramount-Artcraft piche made.
tuns were then being sold in star
series.

including
My check herewith ($10 for
My
non-players.
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for

lists

hibitors,

Sherry
(Continued

players,

average round

Sherry

at
bought the New York rights to "Joan
Ritz tomorrow by Sani
!he Woman" from Zukor and others

Golfers, Attention!

Engage Frances Marion
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
s

theater there.

ville

Exporters to Meet

To

cited

on

one
Page

instance,
6)

Partake in Celebration
of the T. O. C. C. intend

Members

celebration
in
the
participating
planned as part of the 25th anniversary of the incorporation of New
York City. The T. O. C. C. expects
to raise $25,000 through a ten cent
Marcus Loew on beper seat tax.
half of his circuit has pledged a sum
said to be $10,000 and William Fox,
$7,500,

—

—

!

THE

Coast Chain
ontinued

i
I

from

Page
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struction of a chain of theaters on
the coast, and later extending east-

tH HIT m. 33
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Copyright 1923. Wid'i Film and Film FoUct.
PublUhed D.ily at 71-73 Welt 44th St
Inc
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
,

flLM FOLKS. INC.

Joieph

W

I

Dannenberg. President and Editor;
Alicoate. Treaaurtr and Buaineaa Man

Cron. Advertiaing Manager
A.
J
Entered at iecond-clan matter May 21, 1918,
undei
at the poat office at New York. N. Y.,

ager-

March

the act of

3,

ward.

The

owns patents on
which are claimed

association

Togerson

theaters,

to increase seating capacity 27% over
any given area and at the same time
It is
give an increased foyer space.
planned to sell securities in issues of
$2 500,000, each issue being estimated

as sufficient to build four theaters.

Outaide
free) United States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
aionthi, J5.00; 3 montha $3.00.
Sobacribera ahould remit with order
f 15.00.
FILM
A-ddreM all communication! to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
4551-4552-5558
N Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt
California— Walter R. Greene,
Hollywood.
'Phone. Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Terma (Poatage

Leaves

Christie

•f

THE

— Irving Mack, 738 S
W. bred—
London
Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
RepreaenUtive— Le Film. 42 Rue
European Representative— Interna
Central
(Cxecho-Slo
1603.

Chicago Repreaentatiye
Wabash Ave.

Representative Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a
1.

dr

Paris
Clichy.

Filmichau,
Prague
Wenrelaplatr.

tionale
vakia),

Charles H. Christie
u

Wednesday

I

left

for Holly-

night.

Noble Expects to Go West
John W. Noble expects to continue
activities as a director on the coast.
Get Exteriors Start for Home
Lionel Barrymore and the company making"Unseeing Eyes," left
banff, yesterday for New York.
Assigned

Dillon

"Flaming

Youth"

Dillon has been signed by
National to direct "Flaming
First
Youth," in which Colleen Moore will
appear.

Jack

Quotations
High

Kod.
P.-L

East.
F.

.108
83

Low

Sales

Close

107^

108

M

80

82y2

81-

.5.00;'

Not quoted

do. pfd

Goldwvn

...

SYs

S%

17J4

17H

SH
Not

Griffith

Loew's

World

will

Saturday on the
383 Madison Ave.
after

quoted

Bound."

Ralph Ince w ill direct

W»

"Homeward

in
:

i>

floor

Through With "U"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— With the cutting and
editing of "Merry Go Round" comJulian

to

Rupert Julian has finished his
contract with Universal.
pleted,

Closes Saturday
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)
—
"Hunting Big Game"

cic ises
a month's run at the Forrest
on Saturday.
Marc Lachmann has
been handling the exploitation.

-the National Cocktail

it

on

Life for Theatres

America
over

London

will

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Edward

Way

the
inventor of the Way Non-Rewind, a
machine which claims to eliminate
rewinding and lessening the tension

gulps of Joy

New

or Blazing Barriers
Produced by Pine Tree Pictures,
Directed by Dell Henderson

LOST

A BIG CITY

IN

Starring John Lowell

Blazed Trail Production

Heyl on Coast for Forrest
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Martin J. Heyl

—

to

—

K. Arthur,
appears in

"Paddy-The-Next-Best-Thing"
and
"A Woman's Secret," has been signed

by

starred.

R-C

Pictures.

He may

SCHOOL HOUSE

J.

Heyl Production

Directed by John G. Adolfi

THE BROKEN VIOLIN
Produced by Atlantic Features,
Directed by Jack Dillon

Inc.

NONE SO BLIND
MAN AND WIFE
A Burton King Production
Produced by State Pictures Corp.

Produced by Effanem Photoplays, Inc.
Directed by John L. McCutcheon

A Burton King Production
Produced by State Pictures Corp.

THE RIP TIDE
A. B. Maescher Production
Directed by Jack Pratt

Particular Exhibitors
Write, Phone, Call or

Wire

Arrow Film Corporation

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles George
English actor who

:

Martin

Each a Play of Particular Merit for

Pictures Signs Arthur

Los
an

A

is

here for Forrest Films, Inc., lining
up performers for the company's
comedy series. As noted, part production will be in Betzwood.

R-C

LITTLE RED

An

film.

'Special

m m £/ EF^k. ^ ^k :l^

is

(Special to

giggle-gurgle

with gladsome glee

J.

Inc.

THE STREETS OF NEW YORK

English Rewind Machine
(Special

8

THE

a

Philadelphia

.

.

JACQUELINE
A

contract between Pathe.
and Robert Wilcox & Co., the latter
secures distribution of Pathe product
in
Panama, Costa Rica, Salvador,
Honduras, Guatemala and Jamaica.

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

.

GREAT

it.

of

f (QcULcatUrncil 0<CctuAJuJ

It's

Chain

ARROWS

Pathe Deal With Wilcox Co.

Under

(Special

"

of Successes

7,000

be located

11th

will

Willat 111
severe illness, Irvin
not be able to direct
a

Meighan

Moving
National home office

moving eastward, and

Willat

to

Thomas

First National
First

Owing

1,500

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

The

An Unbroken

1879.

220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St,

be
i»iiHiiiiiiii[ii|^t)mtii|imiinii|iyiiiiiiiyH,

London
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The Ne'er Do Well
is going to do extreme-

we

ly well, for

can't

imagine anyone not
99

liking

it

Says Harriette Underhill
adds,

"Why

is it

that

was

It

Do

Tribune and

so uninteresting and

Well'

hadn't run 200 feet before

own

after our

New York

the

'The Ne'er

others are so fascinating?
classification.

in

some pictures are

is in

the latter

we knew

that

it

heart.

"Everybody expects Mr. Meighan

and he always
does. The picture has been treated intelligently and humanLet the good work go on!"
ly as well as amusingly.

The New York
Mr. Meighan

is

supported by a

great cast including Lila Lee,

John Miltern, Gertrude Astor,
and Laurance Wheat.

to please,

Call says, " 'The Ne'er

Do

Well'

is

the per-

American movie. An excellent picturization of the stirring American novel. Thomas Meighan is cast perfectly. Lila
Lee makes the role of Chiquita a charming one."
fect

No wonder
Rivoli and

is

the picture

due for

a

is

doing capacity business

second week

at

the

at the Rialto.

Adolph Zukor presents

THOMAS MEIGHAN

A

in

(paramount
(picture

"The Ne'er Do Well"
By Rex Beach
Directed by Alfred E. Green

•JfAMOUS PLAYERS -IAS KY CORPORATIONS
.

APOlPH ZUKOP

PMMwt

Scenario by Louis Stevens

m
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cannot find that the CO
have hitherto been

"1

state

this

from Hay & Nicholas
Fairmont, 'Minn.:
"At the Minneapolis convention at-

rai,'c

called

to decide whether it is actionable to use means not of themselves
itiations from
unlawful to prevent
In
ning into a contract.

was called

tention

upon

m

I

Mich

land

has been

question

a

If.
the affirmative.
ev ei to b<
ch ci induct
think the present
actionable.
ase for the taking of
proper

red

in

i

•

an-

paj

tures
length.

they

Pleasi

held
is

if

;r

that
conduct of

Marcus Loew's

exhibitor
the
price for picweren't of cxtr me
that

effect

wouldn't

how

I

<

the

to

to
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in

lit

a

fair

Marcuh from

tell

us

wet' on this proposition. It
f
he will take the trouble
sound out the intelligent ex'all

ain't

so.

to
hibitor

I

of

those

first

Without

—

The
step.
the man wdio has a big indefendants who wore x, uncut to protect, and who is using
actively concerned in the matter ap- his brains to try to present programs
pear> to me to have reached the ut- that the masses really want, he will
limit of what the law will tol- find an overwhelming sentiment in
-t
And
erate in the way of oermitting harm Eavor of a diversified prof"-am.
to be done to another by one t -ho Marcus and his co-workers are depreventing that sort of
seeks merely to advance his own sel- liberately
fish
interests, and who is not ac- program.
tuated by what Mr. Justice Holmes
"One of Marc's salesmen told us
has called 'disinterested malevolence.' this week that it was impossible to
I
am not able to discern, and I do tell these stories in less reels, to
not think it is contended that the de- which we replied that Dave Griffith
fendants were motivated bv, any de- used to tell them in two reels, and
sire wantonly to injure the plaintiff. told them a damned sight better than
Although it has long been supposed most of them are told today. After
to be the law th it conspiracy itself mature reflection we don't care to
not actionable, there is a strong qualify that statement."
is
modern tendency to ascribe to combination or concert of action the
Balzac Story Starts Soon
important

"Couldn't Get Along

that

It"

the

quality of Riving actionability to acts
After giving to
otherwise lawful.
the matter the fullest consideration,
have concluded that while I have
a strong personal inclination to grant
the motion I feel that there is altogether too much room for doubt
whether the law, as it stands today
er
is with the plaintiff to make it
to order a preliminary injunction."
I

(Special

to

How often do you use this expression,

heard someone say

36*
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Hollywood Production
zac's, "The Magic Skin"
within two weeks.

and how often have you

MMMET

it

regarding

fSM TS » "^ authority

•/"FILMDOMJ

on

Bal
will begin

Plan Kid Stories
(Special
I.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

os

•

make

a

turing

series

— Fisher
of

child

Prod,
stories

will
fea-

True enough.

But

if it is

so im-

Virginia Lee Corbin.

Using Color Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Scenes in color will
Los Angeles Principal Pictures
have signed Florence Vidor to ap- appear in "Don't Marry for Money,"
pear in "The Winning of Barbara Bernie Fineman's new picture.
Worth."
Kaufman in Montreal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia Wants Light Saving
Montreal Harry
has
Kaufman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
opened an office in the Albee Bldg.
Philadelphia Despite the passage lie
has purchased "The Greatest
of a bill prohibiting daylight saving
Menace" for Canada..
in Pennsylvania by the House and
Senate, both Philadelphia and PittsReynolds New Illinois President
burgh are in favor of such a measure.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The City Council here has adopted a
Chicago Glen Reynolds, of De
resolution requesting companies to
operate under it.
In all likelihood, Kalb is new president of the Illinois
M. P. T. O. Samuel Abrahams is
local
exhibitors will disregard V
vice-president; Sidney Selig, treasur
measure
time-saving
if it
generally
observed and operate under standard and Ludwig Siegel, secretary. The
latter three are from Chicago.
time.

portant to you, what about your

Signs Florence Vidor

—

—

—

branch

What

offices?

managers

in

about the

your exchanges and

theaters?

—

—

i

New Hampshire
(Special

Concord,

to

H.

Against

—The

It

House

Representatives has nassed
prohibiting daylight saving
state by a vote of 210 to 81.

of

a

bill

in

this

Say Films Ruin Morals
dispatch from

Pekin quotes the Pekin Daily News
as saying that American motion pictures are debauching Chinese morals.
Cases of robbery and murder along

Asbury Theater Sold
to THE FILM DAILY)
Asbury Park, N. J.—A. M. Williams has purchased the Lyric on
Cook man Ave., near the Boardwalk
for

about $75,000.

shown during
the

the

property

make way

Many

Pictures will

summer and

in

And

yourself.

the surest, most certain

way

of bringing this
it

that they get

about

it

is

to see to

every day.

Just

will
for stores.

be

Special

you

do.

be

razed

to

Made Sennett
THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Mack Sennett is said
l

as

in the

Offers
to

to have been made several offers from
capitalists to locate in San Diego,
Northern California, Florida, Texas
and
York, as a result of his an-

made more or less familiar
American pictures arc reported
New
from port cities. Some sort of Gov- nouncement that he would move the
ernment restrictions may result.
studio from Edendale.
the lines

them as well posted as

(Special

fall

An Associated Press

"good business" to have

.
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It's just

$10 a year and worth a lot

more
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Among The "Independents"

Hal

Hal Hodes Back
Hodes has just returned from

a trip

on the road representing C. B.

C.

Grand Signs Alf Goulding
Cohen To The Coast
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Bedford, Mass. M. J. Cohen
Los Angeles Sam Grand has signSeattle
Ed Davis, Arrow manager
B. M. Snooker, has resigned as assistant manager of ed Alf Goulding to direct comedies.
iere, has resigned.
manager, is temporarily in the Olympia and has left for the The Grand organization has started
listrict
harge. The Arrow office has moved coast to take up the duties as sale active work at the old Chester studio.
manager of the Granada Co., a new Goulding is directing Monty Banks;
nto new quarters at 2004 3rd Ave.
producing organization.
The com- Hugh Fay is directing Sid Smith and
Arrow has moved into pany was recently organized by Wil- Joe Rock, his own comedies.
Denver

M. J.
(Special

Davis Resigns

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

—

rig at

the

in

[uarters

new exchange

build-

Equity Deals

—

—

David Kirkland

New Winnipeg Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg— F. W. Crosbie, has
led

an exchange here to

op-

book "The

Priest" which he has secured
Western Canada.

Kenmat Makes
(Special

to

"TipW

Off"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Kenmat Prod, a San
completed
rancisco company has
Tipped Off" in which appear Noah
Santschi, Arline Pretty
eery,
Holmes.
id Stuart

Tom

ROUSE AUTO

$et

r

YOUARE
GUILTY

Handling Apollo Shorts
Iris has taken over from
Bobby North of the Apollo exchange,

is

directing.

John

§ f|7 YI CR

Credit C. C. Burr has signed Richard S. Thorpe as leading man for the
permanent stock company he is organizing.

Some Foreign Sales
Joseph Simmonds who is handling
the foreign distribution of the C. B.
C. product, has closed the following
deals:
Henrique Blunt will distribute "Temptaand

tion"

"Her

J.

all

colored

Exchange

in

through the Iris Film
Greater New York and

Northern

New

of their
distribution

scenic

(Special

Los

to

1

for

reels

proiluititin

l/IARI LAOO,

RUSSELL CJUfiiw

Dinky

— Dinky

Dean's

"A

first

Progressive Vaudeville
Agency for the Progressive

for Dinky Dean Prod, will
be "John of the Woods," a 15th century Italian story by Abbie Farwell

Theatre"

Brown.

to

tJf

UOMlS r£N»uH
008T EOESON

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

(Special

An

EOMUND8UEESE

picture

Split in

s

CAST
KJQKVOOD

JAS

Jersey territory.

15th Century Story for

Burr Signs Thorpe

arish
>r

fo

Iris

Ebberly With Educational

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City— N. K. Ebberly of
Equity has sold "What No Man New York is the new resident manCnows" and "The Wordly MadonnJ' ager for Educational.
o Cuban Film Co. for Cuba and
'hipman, Ltd., for Brazil.
"Barefoot Boy" in Work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Work has been begun
$100,000 Film Company Formed
on "The Barefoot Boy" by Mission
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Duluth The Federal Film Co., has Film Corp. The cast includes Elliott
Dexter,
Helene
Chadwick.
Lon
,een formed here by Fred B. Desch
Chaney, Eva Novak, Raymond Hatkid Rollo and M. M. Chafee. Capital
ton, Mary Alden and Lloyd Ingram.
$100,000.
j

Do lit

Drummond.

liam

2040 Broadway.

New

—

"Superior Vaudeville" for the variety
houses, also special attractions, drawing novelties, and prologues for the
straight picture theatre.

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Spanish

London— Word

has reached here
there has been a split in the
affairs of Atlantida, S. A. of Barcelona, a company in which it is reported the Spanish Government is
that

HARRY YOUNG
and

MARTIN WELLS

interested.
Films
Espana, backed by the Banco Urquijo, has been formed with a capital
of 10,000,000 pesetas or about 350,0^0.
semi-officially

(agency)

Broadway
New York City

Suite No. 323
Tel. Bryant 1073

1493

Accidental Husband" in
& Theatrical Agency

Inter- Variety

Brazil.

Temptation,"
"Her Accidental
Husband," "Only A Shopgirl" and "More
Jacobo
To be Pitied" for South Africa.
Clucksmann will handle the last four in
Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentine, Chile, Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador.

purchased

Now

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

Sales By C. B. C.
other sales were consum-

More
Several

this week
Star Feature

C. B. C, namely:
Los Angeles secured rights to "Her Accidental Husband,"
for California, Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands.
Big Feature Rights, Louisville,
closed for "Temptation,'' and "Her
Fine
Accidental Husband" for Kentucky.
Art Pictures, St. Louis closed for "Only A
Shopgirl," for Eastern Missouri and South-

mated
All

$2 Per Hour
9 W. 51st St.

by Day
Circle 0446

the National Cocktail
It's

on everybody's tongue

Took

six

months

to

mix

Makes the Exhibitor the Life
iver of his

community!

ern

Dist.,

POSITIVE FILM

Illinois.

Klein Closes Foreign Deals
Edward L. Klein has sold "The
Empty Cradle" and "The Broad
Kingdom;
for
United
Road,"
"Women Men Marry" for Belgium,

England and Czecho Slovakia; "Determination" for Czecho Slovakia;
Independent's "Favorite Star Series"
and Minopol's "Three Star Series"
for

EASTMAN

by

Results obtained through printing on Eastman
Positive Film justify the painstaking efforts

with
It reproduces
of the camera-man.
striking fidelity every tone of the negative
It
from highest light to deepest shadow.
carries quality

through

to the screen.

United Kingdom.

Arrow Deal

for Central Europe
D. J. Mountan, of Arrow, has
closed a contract with Hugo Neudecker of Vienna for nractically the
entire
Arrow output for Austria,
Hungary, Czecho Slovakia, Roumania

The Sociedad General
Cinematografica of Buenos Aires has
purchased the following from Arrow
for Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador:

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

in

thousand

identified throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

and Poland.
AJti*

itf\ JWUfi.

"The Rip Tide," "Jacqueline," "Lost in a
Big City," "None So Blind," "The Broken
Violin," "High-Speed Lee," "The Little Red
Schoolhouse," "Man and Wife," the William
Fairbanks westerns and 24 two reel comedies.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—
THE
Thursday,

May

3,

1923

BBi
The

Charges Bad Faith
Page

(Continued from

"Dillon

was

d,

film

""lil

at

a

1)

much

he

highei

had been accustomed

rate than he
paj ing.

first

Southeastern

3

(Special

to

Mrs. Eleanor Beecroft, wife il
Chester Beecroft, died on Frida)
following an operation.

News

1

THE FILM DAILY)

i

who,

Cor( landt"

of

he paid the inear on this loan, but
not been able to pay it sini
lie admitted that Zuk<.r and F. P.-L.
"did cancel" the $25,000 note given
by Sherrj when be bought the New
York rights to "Joan."
The defense counsel (lid not cross
-aid

witness

the

•

to

The

Dallas

purchased a
erect

a

Theater Co., has
on Olive St.. and will

Little

lot

new theater seating

—

400.

I

PRODUCTION

IN

An ordinance has been

When Sherry insisted thai some
examine Sherry,
troduced in the City Council proposadjustment be made with Dillon, be
John M. Quinn, general manager ing to establish a Board of Censors.
cause he had been "oversold," Zukor
and Walter
Greene, accoi ding to "i Vitagraph, and Sam Morris, genSherry, said the exhibitor would be eral manager of Warner Brothers,
Paramount has transferred Harry
pi rmitted
to cancel only a few pic- were the only other witnesses of the
Smith, exploiter from Cincinnati to
Ihi former furnished a list of \ew Orleans and Jack Hays to Daltun s and would ha\ c to play the day.
pictures produced b\ Yitagraph since las, succeeding W. E. Conway.
hulk.
and marked i! ose which he
Shen \ described a dinner given in
honor of Zukor at the Astor.
He considered entitled" to first runs.
Sherman, Texas L. L. Dent, has
On cross-examination Robert T. purchased
told Zukor, according to his testi
the Travis, from the Musmony, that "we would have to shoot Swaine, for the respondents, brought selman interests. Fred Minton will
that
out
Yitagraph
had
a
lease
on
Straight
with exhibitors and make
continue as manager..
adjustments on bookings."
He also and operated what is now the Critheater,
New York, from
reminded Zukor that the exchange terion
Iklahoma City The Liberty has
1914
to
January.
1916.
contract referred to above had never February.
its policy
from pictures to
changed
Quinn said Yitagraph gave up the
been given him, said Sherry.
vaudeville and pictures, and admistheater two years before he joined
Zukor remarked to James Steele,
sions reduced to 10 and 30 cents for
company.
according to Sherry:
"We must theReferring
both performances.
to the list, Swaine asked
make those adjustments. Steele has
n "The Sheik's Wife" was playing
never received his exchange contract
Jennings, La. A special election
either.
\Yc must get to that matter." throughout the country at the time
"Flie Sheik" was, and Quinn as- was held recently to determine the
On several other occasions, SIkim sented, but said that picture and one Sunday closing question. The orsaid he spoke to Zukor about the
dinance was defeated by a majority
other on the list "Gypsy Passion"
contract, and quoted Zukor as -a\ ing.
were not produced by Vitagraph, but of 109 and as a result there will be
"it would be taken care of."
"He were made "outside.' 'In response no Sunday shows in Jennings.
has never done it," the win ss added. to questions,
the witness enumerated
In the early summer of 1917, after the number of pictures released
by
New Paramount Pep Club
all .the exchanges "went
into Para- Vitagraph from 1919 to 1922.
The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mount," Sherry was moved to the list for the present year had not
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. A Paramount
home office at 485 Fifth Ave., and been made up, he declared.
Club has been launched here by
Pep
made head of the purchasing departMorris, who was given a brief exEarl Sweigert and Bud Gray.
The
ment at $300 a week, he said.
amination, furnished a list of seven
constitution of the home office club
"I
told Mr. Zukor I didn't like pictures made by the Warners which
was adopted.
"1
Morris considered entitled to first
the
arrangement,"
he
Ided.
wanted to be in the selling end." runs.
They had got first runs m
practically every key city, he stated
Green told Sherry that all the stuck
holders sho ild be at 485, at cording on
cross-examination, and on retu the witness.
direct examination was asked if they
had received first runs in New York.
At this time Arthur Whyte
(ceded Sherry at the New York ex- He named those which had.
They
change.
"I
shown at the Strand and
1
realized
had been w ere
Dallas

in-

.

TUT- ANKH- AMEN
|

A Wm.

P.

S.

Earle

Classic

C

—

—

<

Duratize
YOUR

Write or phone us

—

at once

about

—

—

FILMS

Re-enforcing sprocket
holes in your film

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

St.,

N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

;

moved
l

ry

Short

to

make room

for

Whyte,"

(

WOULD EXTRA CASH
BE A LIFESAVERNOW?

apitol.

A

declared.

afterwards. Sherry sent in
In- n signation a- head of the curing
department and also as a
director of the company, but
tin
board of directors declined to accept
it.
he said.
"Zukor sugeested that I
take a long ii -l and a position would
be made for me when
returned.
l\

large number of first run inquiries
were
being
received
for
"Main Street," he testified, and the
picture was now being given orerelease showing at the Mission,
os
Vngeles, owned by Mack Sennett.

This organization
your proposition
emergency.

will
in

I

There was no afternoon session, as
Governmeent counsel asked leave to
examine various documents called for
that if
subpoenas to determine what
couldn't make a on
for
myself,
would leave portion- of them would be placed in

Vfter

he

FILMS

an

Ready Soon

REASONABLE RATES AND
CONFIDENTIAL. SPEEDY

E.

SERVICE

LINCOLN

The Super-Special

Let's Get Acquainted

I

the record.

left,

K.

with an all-star cast

I

left."

Duratized

I

The hearing will he re
Sherry said F. P.-L. swumI this morning at 10.30 o'clock,
discontinued dividends, with the re-"lt that he had "in. im
Plan French Revolution Film
le
me "
finally sacrifii ed histock in order
The Times slat'- that the French
to satisfy the loan he had madi
in
Government has granted a company
the "loan of the Woman" matter,
then
permission to film scenes a
'he
witness declared.
About this \
iailles
for a French Revolution
time he started his own system of
Story.
exchange-.
About a j ar and a half ago, Shi
Logan-Baynham Prod. Formed
"w ith his bat k iii the wall" finam iallv.
lilt'
to
III \l DAILY)
a. cording
to
Int. stimony,
wroti
Los
Angeles
Zukor a letter, telling the latter "he
Logan Baynham
Prod, have launched their first unit to
lad to ha\ < money."
ree!
_'
"I
situation
had been cheated nut of my pi "die
comedies
featuring
Milburn
contract
and
Morante.
Tom
had
suffered
heavy
w ill dii
losses on the 'Joan' picture," hi
dared.
"F. P.-L. then loaned me
$15.oii(). but in order to get u
ire Wipes Out Caldwell
compelled to sign an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
nt waiving all claims against Zukor. Fan
St. Joe, Mich.
Fire has destroyed
Players-Lasky,
and
the
Cardinal
Caldwell, a Fitzpatrick & McFilm
Corporation
(producers
of Elro3 house.
Damage is estimated
and

UPON

finance

such

I

replied
position
I

INSIST

CHROMOS TRADING

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"

CO.

1123 Broadway

I

Smite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Zenith

Pictures

Corp.'n

t

i

.

'

Jesse D.

Hampton
"The

ii

—

i

'i

'

i

—

'Joan')."

at

$15,000.

is

doing Rex Beach

Spoilers'

9

Goldwyn
is </oi»£

g|0 Thine®

j

Ife BRADSTREET

^recocnizee

rf FILMDOM

Authority
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Walker's Measure
Late Yesterday By A Vote

James

4,

Price 5 Cent*

1923

Deal For Stahl Prod. F.P.-L. Officials

Repeal Defeated
fliator

May

J.

Three Under New Contract Will
Probably Go to First National

Mayer Plans

of 71 to 74
(By Long Distance Phone.)

12

Series

Deny "41" and "39"

Tie-Up First-Run Theaters

understood that a deal is unwith First National for three Both Ludvigh and Kent State Only a Few First-Runs Booked
disorship repeal bill was defeated more John Stahl Prod, under a new
Groups Solid Add That They Couldn't Force Riesenfeld to
le yesterday, a few hours before the
contract.
Louis B. Mayer, the proShow Paramount Pictures If He Didn't Think They
71 voted for, ducer has one more to deliver under
legislature adjourned.
Were Good Long Wrangle Over Block Bookings
id 74 against the measure. Although the
existing arrangement.
This is
Fir Republicans supported the repeal,
temporarily called "The Wanters,"
Siufmann, Ullman and Jesse, of and is now in production.
Only a few first-run theaters throughort the country booked
:w York, and Griffith of Rochester,
Aside from the Niblo, Barker and
solid
and played Paramount's "41" and "3f" blocks of pictures,
ee Democrats, Livingston, Cross Stahl series, Mayer plans three other
counties.
up-state
Kahler,
all
of
according
to evidence brought out at the tearing yesterday on
ii
pictures for this year.
Each director
ited in opposition.
will supply three and for the specials, the Federal Trade Commission charges agai. st the F. P.-L. group.
(Continued on Page 2)
\11 indications pointed yesterday to
first run theaters to
"It's a popular fallacy that you can fore
As
Walker's bill.
killing of
t:
pictures in whole blocks," declared Elek J. Ludvigh of
take
Rowson Here
result of a meeting of the ReFamous Players. "We couldn't even make Dr. Riesenfeld take
[blican leaders, the bill was reported
Harry Rowson of Ideal Films,
This step was London, arrived yesterday on the all our pictures unless he thought they were good."
of Committee.
t
because Speaker Mac Hold, Homeric.
lien
Argument over-block-bookings occupied a large part of the
publican leader felt he could muster
hearing.
S. R. Kent, who took the stand in the afternoon was
rough votes in the Assembly to have
Hollywood Resigns
later all the so-called "41" and "39" contracts
produce
asked
to
measure killed off and at the
Edwin
L. Hollywood who has been
so that it could be determined how many pictures less than the
ne time permit each member to
directing for Chronicles of America
5ress his opinion of it.
certain first-run theaters had played.
Pictures Corp. for the past year com- complete blocks
Government counsel brought out
pleted the fourth picture, "Vincennes"
that
first-run exhibitors might have
Glucksmann Returning
yesterday and tendered his resignaIsland
played only a few pictures less than
a:obo Glucksmann is en route to tion.
He intends producing on his
the complete blocks.
w York from Buenos Aires.
own.
Planned by New Ernest Shipman
Kent explained that the form of
Enterprise Work Starts on
contract used for the "41" and "39"
"Thief of Bagdad" Next
Approve Goldwyn Stock Plan
Summer
This
Three
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
groups contained the names of picA statement from F. J. Godsol,
Ernest Shipman is the organizer ture printed on the form, and in
Los Angeles
The tentative title of president of the Goldwyn, states that
next . picture is the stockholders of the company of the Long Island Cinema Corp., c;i cs where exhibitors did not book
bug Fairbanks'
he Thief of Bagdad," an Arabian have given practically unanimous ap- which will make features on Long all of them the names weie erased.
The company has been instory by Edward Knoblock. proval to the proposed plan of stock Island.
;fhts
Questioned about the method of
Fairbanks revision. When the plan is approved corporated at Albany, with an author- bi oking Paramount pictures in- the F.
foi acres in back of the
precapitalization of $500,000
idio have been purchased on which
P.-L. owned houses in New York,
application will be made immediately ized
ferred and 10,000 shares, common, of Kent said a blanket contract was
erect sets.
for listing the new issue on the New
made by the distribution department
York Stock Exchange in place of the no par value.
New First-Run in Cleveland
(Continued on Page 4)
with Riesenfeld, and the latter then
issue now traded in.

Mbany

— Senator James

J.

It is

Walker's

der

way

—

—

-

l

!

•

Film

Long

—

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

The

other two being Reade's
Ippodrome and the Loew interests.
it is reported that B. F. Keith's
1st 105th St. vaudeville house is to
|.rket.

iange

to

pictures.

Embargo
(Special

to

New

in

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5. at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

England

—A

Maine and 8
which there

in
is

New

Hampshire,

now an embargo,

impossible to ship to these
list also includes all of
Maritime Provinces which are
ched by way of Vanceboro.
This is going to cost the film busiit

Golfers, Attention!

THE FILM DAILY)

list has just been issued
a result of the big flood in Maine
it contains the names of
188 towns

Boston

divided the films
P.-L. theaters.

—The

Miles, has inaugu'.ed its new policy with "Tess of the
prm Country." With the Miles en;ing the first-run field, Cleveland
w has a three-cornered competitive
leveland

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

My

THE COMMITTEE:

is

ints.

The

!

New England upward

:s

in

).

as the flood

irs.

is

the worst in

The damage

imated

at

of $200,-

to

$3,000,000.

many

property

is

E. Kendall

Gillette,

The Motion Picture News.

Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.

Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Dailv, 71 W. 44th St.

among

the three F.

In Buffalo, he said no exhibitor
bought all the "41" for first run. but
the group went to three different theaThere was a
ters, separately owned.
blanket arrangement for the F. P.-L.
owned houses in the South, he said,
the records of which were kept in

Atlanta.
(Continued on Page 4)

Selznick Gets "Common Law"
Selznick yesterday officially conFILM DAILY
firmed what
published a few days ago: that "The

THE

Common Law"

would be distributed

through that company.

"Lab" Men To Meet Again
The Allied Laboratories Ass'n,
Inc., met at Delmonico's Wednesday
night

to

discuss

the

Federal Trade

against them.
discussions will be continued at
another meeting tonight.

Commission

The

charges

1

:

THE
May

Friday,

Guts and Flashes
"The Rustle of Silk" will be the
In
feature at the Rivoli next week.
addition, "A Cruise to the Far North"
is on the bill.
Vol.XXIV Mi. 34

May

Friday,

4,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Henry Cronjager has completed
Bound,"
"Fog
on
photography
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and directed by Irvin Willat for Famous
riLM FOLKS. INC.

Copyright 1923, Wid't Film and Film Folki,
at 71-73

PublUhed Daily

Inc.,

Wnt

44th

DannenberR, Preaident and Editor
Alkoate, Treasurer and Buaineat Man
»fer; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
;

W

March

the act of

1879.

J,

of the

-

"The

United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
J months $3.00.

free)

Players.

G. Kosch is
quarters in the Loew Bldg.,
where he will take over part of the

Harry

new

studio has joined the

i

—

—

Quotations
Low

High

do.

pfd.

Goldwyn

Sales

Cloae

8m

108*4
82

..

92%

92%

92%

200

....

5H

5%

5%

1,300

108!833,4

108

600
1,400

Not quoted

Griffith

\7%

Loew's

17%

17-K

700

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS

SHORT SUBJECTS

FREE at your
Educational Exchange
"ad"

for this

story of

a

i

—
—

.

'98,"

of

r

1

East Kod.
F. P.-L

Trail

Yukon gold rush. While Mayer <|
Second National Moves
Second National has moved from here he signed Hedda Hopper,
Knickerbocker Annex to the the coast, Alvin Wyckoff, fori
the
moving into Godfrey Bldg.
head of the cameramen at the La

Astor Buys Theater Property
S-L Pictures' offices.
•< Greater New
Astor has purchased the
Vincent
onths, $5.00;
Bronx theater property, 150th St. and
Subscribers should remit with order
I 15.00.
representaspecial
ink
Whittle,
Address all communications to THE FILM
Melrose Ave.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, tive for Lee-Bradford Corp., has
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. just returned from an extended tour
California — Walter R. Greene,
Lynch Joins Distinctive
Hollywood,
through the Middlewest and South.
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
John Lynch has left the Famous
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wal Hart is here preparing the Players production department where
Wabash Ave.
for "Bill Harlow's Claim" he was supervising director, to join
continuity
FredW.
London Representative Ernest
in Distinctive Prod.
start
production
will
on
which
Shaftesbury
Renter,
53a
Film
The
mam.
Ave., Loudon, W. 1.
May. Hart will direct.
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paria Representative
Steps to Cut Feature Lengths
Clichy.
InternaThe Clavilux, the so-called "color
Representative
European
Central
According
First
to
National
Filmschau,
Prague (Caecho-Slo- organ," invented by Thomas Wiltionale
Maurice Tourneur and Frank Borzage
vakia), Wenielsplati.
li' (1. and shown at the Rivoli a year
have taken definite steps to cut down
ago, has been re-booked for next the length of their productions, in reweek at the same house.
sponse to exhibitor demand.
Terms (Postage

Deal For Stahl Pro

Saenger Amuse(Continued from Page 1)
ment Co., is here from New Orleans. the three will be selected from the
lowing stories, "The Volunteer
Switzler Gets French Films
ganist," "The Span of Life," "~M\
Thomas W. Switzler has secured Woman and Devil," "Why Men Le;
two pictures made by Le Grand Home," and "The Day of Soul
Films of Paris for distribution here. Reginald Barker will probably m
L.

M. Ash

St.,

Joseph

J

Ash Here

1923

4,

Niblo

unit.

Levee Coming East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mike C. Levee
(Special

for New York to
First National officials.
left

confer

PRODUCTION

WITH
Louise Fazenda

Hughes Leaves Next Week
Rupert Hughes leaves for the cc
on Wednesday. Yesterday he m;
an extremely interesting talk beie
the A. M. P. A. in which he touc
on production matters as well as
I

-

vertising.

Count Tolstoy May Produce
Count Tolstoy, son of the fam

Russian novelist, may produce sc
A. M. P. A. To Boost "Expo"
of his father's works in films,
The A. M. P. A. has appointed cording
to Baron Dewitz, who l\
the Paul Gulick, P. A. Parsons, C. L. states that Tolstoy has interest
Yearsley, A. M. Botsford and Vivian
Colonial, Green Bay, has resigned
himself in the work of the Cine
from the board of directors of the M. Moses on a committee to work Foundation.
Frederick
with
H. Elliott on behalf
state exhibitor unit.
of the July exposition.
The first
meeting occurs on Monday at the
C. L.
Royal, Seneca Kan., Burns
Uptown Club.
(.Special to THE FILM DATLY)
L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios
Seneca,
Kan. Fire that started
Animal Film Battle Rages
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
from the jamming of film destroyed
Current Releases
the Royal and a print of "Skin Deep."
Boston The battle between the
You Can't Fool Your Wife
Martin Johnson and the Snow animal
The Ne'er-Do-Weli
pictures rages merrily. They are both
Tom Bailey Joins Famous
playing day and date in many cities,
'Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and the situation is having a tendency
Dallas
Tom Bailey, former South- to put the exhibitor
on edge for exern Enterprises manager in Oklahoma
ploitation.
;

:

Goldman Quits Directorate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Henry Goldman, of

:•

—

i

CADWALLADER

—

—

City,

now

is

Famous

special representative for

Oklahoma,

in

Texas

and

Louisiana.

ff£Ft1AID COMEDIES
Start

Loew's

St.
"

—

r

'

\

~

,

*

-the National Cocktail

St.

Louis Project

—

to

Mid-West Moves

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago National Screen Service
has opened larger and more commodious quarters at No. 845 So.

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis — Work started yesterday Wabash

(Special

*\

Nat'l Screen in
(Special to

T
.,

Duratiz
YOUR

FILMS

Ave., to furnish their trailer

on the razing the buildings on the service direct to exhibitors in the
site of the $1,000,000 State theater. Middle West.
In conjunction there
Marcus Loew was here to supervise mil be a laboratory for emergenc;
the clearing of the site last week.
service.

Write or phone us

at onc<

about
Beatty to Join Lichtman
Block Sold
Jerome Beatty, former publicity diFirst National announces the sale
rector for Famous Players and nowof the following to the Middle East
Films. Ltd.. for Dutch East Indies, special representative for the distributing department at the Lasky stuStraits Settlements, Indo-China and
dio will join the AI Lichtman Corp.
Siam
the
Chicago exhibitor con"The Cirl in the Taxi," "The Notorious after
1st Nat'l

CHILDREN CRY FOR IT-

MAIDENS SIGH FOR IT-

OLD MAIDS DIE FOR

WHAT

Q*xL- Otto

'

1,

M & D ;MftL ^ ^ S

"Oliver

Seventh

Day,"

Ccrap
Minutes

Iron,"

Twist,"

Girl."

"Tol'able

^Sonnv,

rh.«

"Fury,
l'he
Bond Bov,
"Peaceful
"45
Valley,"

from
Broadway, "Tlie
divisible
Fear,' "Don't Every Marry," "The Jack
Knife Man," "Fighting Shepardess," "Love's
Redemption,*'
"In
Search of a Sinner,"
Guilty,
ITie
irage,"
"Lessons

"Woman's
Wife,

Wonderful
Thing "
in
Love,"
"Two
Place,'

"The

Tern

vention as director of advertising exploitation.
Morrie Ryskind will continue in charge of publicity.

comedies.

Maine,"

riic

Rendering your
oil

film

proof

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO
ALLAN
220

Deny German Connection

A.

LOWNES,

West 42nd

St.,

PRES.

N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

Messter Ostermayr Film of Munich,

Germany has written this office denying that a man named Erwin Oster-

Love Expert," "The

maier has any connection with that
company, despite the fact, their comClear
munication says, that Ostermaier is
Kindred of
Brawn o the North," "A Question of making this claim. The German
film
Honor,
"The Hottentot," "What a Wife
states it has been prompted to write
Learned,
l'he
Sunshine
Trail,"
"Skin
Deep,
Boy 13," and 11 Keaton because certain American companies
"Bell
Eternal

f

Cave

"Tlu-

Lisle,"

IT!

IS IT?

]

vj

—

JACK WHITE

,

—

"The Primitive Lover"
Call," "The Dangerous Age"
the
Dust,"
"The Rosary,"

are inquiring about Ostermaier.

INSIST

UPON

Duratize
FILMS

Warns Big Stage

Norma Talmadge
Y
—

in

New York

Danger

Stars of

Daily

Rivalry!

News

"TO AC-TORS AND AC-TRUSSES"
"Norma Talmadge and her
able

cast,

rector,

including

the

have done the

di-

finest

jobs of the season."

—New

York World.

Chicago is a second class town compared to New
York.
Every New Yorker admits that. Yesterday
a Chicago visitor dropped into our office with quite
a long line of conversation, which

This

to put in writing.

is

we

finally

the result:

asked him

To Mesdames

—

"A

gripping-

Frank Lloyd's

production.

direction, cou-

pled with the acting of Nor-

ma Talmadge and

a

strong

supporting cast, made it a
picture worth seeing. A good
story in which all members
of

supporting

the

cast

fill

their parts unusually well."

—Neiv

York Times.

"The picture amplifies the
details of the play vividly.

A

vigorous, credible drama that
does not let go the interest of
the spectator a minute.
pecially

worth while.

Es-

Norma

Talmadge
is
particularly
good and acts with distinction and dignity and in whom
the fires of emotion burn intensely."

—New

York American.

Cowl, Barrymore, Ulric, Eagels and others Ladies
I had to spend today (Sunday) in New York.
I
wanted to spend part of it in the company of one of
you and was willing to pay $4.40, $7.70 or whatever it
is the speculators ask, but your Sunday blue law compelled me to spend my time and 85 cents in breathless
admiration of your greatest rival.
Who is she? Norma Talmadge, and you ought to
know it. With a splendid company she gave a superb
performance of "Within the Law," a fine play originally and it has now become as good a photoplay.
At least as good. Believe me, ladies, if you are worth
$4.40 or $7.70,

At

Norma Talmadge

is

worth 85

an inch of dullness.
has sheer ability."

—New

Norma

York Globe.

seeing this.

madge

Norma

Tal-

more beautiful than

is

ever and she has a vehicle
that is intensely interesting,
with really thrilling high

A

spots.

first class

—New

picture."

York Daily News.

"More entertaining than
the successful stage play."

— New

York Evening World.

"One

of the most impresphotoplays and characterizations ever seen. Every
foot is potent and pulsating."
N. Y. Evening Telegram.
sive

—

cents.

least.

Now

you made me discover

this

today, and

you

compel thousands of others to make the same discovery every Sunday. Is that good for your business?
But I am saving up my best argument for the end
Do as the motormen, coppers, reporters, locomotive
drivers, etc., rather than as the barbers. Take a day
off a week for the sake of health and temperament.
Only don't make it Sunday. Stagger your days off the
way we do in our business. Let one show yours,
Miss Barrymore be dark on Mondays. Yours, Miss
Eagels, on Tuesday. And so on.
Then when I and other Sunday visitors in your town
go back home we can spread the glad tidings of your

—

—

—

"Good melodrama with not

"You can make no mistake
in

radiance instead

of

this:

"Say,

when Norma

"An

movie story.

ideal

So

exciting the large Strand au-

dience witnessed
ish.

it

with

Norma Talmadge

—New

cellent."

rel-

is

ex-

York San.

"This play has just the sort
of material with which Miss

Talmadge
ders.

can

build

won-

It gives free rein to her

esteemed

greatly
power.

One

teresting

of the

pictures

emotional

most inwhich

in

she has appeared."

Tal-

—New York Journal.

'Within the Law,' gets here,
for Pete's sake don't miss it."

madge's

latest release,

Joseph M. Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"Within the Law
Personally Directed by Frank Lloyd
FIRST

NATIONAL

Adapted by Frances Marion from the stage play by Bayard Veiller; photographed by
Antonio Gaudio and Norbert Brodin; stills photographed by Shirley Vance Martin.

A 3ixdt

national Picture

5 5

—

—
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(Continued from Page

1)

William L. Sherry's testimony on
was characterized by
Wednesday

n 1*. Swaine, for the respondent.
as the airing of a personal grievance.
The defense introduced a letter written from Sherry in March. 1918 to
,

Friend, the treasurer of F.
essed
which Shem
gratitude for the cancellation of the
$25,000 note he had given the copro-

Arthur

S.

P.-L.,

in

ration in the "Joan the

The

ter.

letter

Woman"

mat-

I)

intends producing
three pictures during the summer
one of the seacoast, one of Long
Island society and one of its rural
life.
Among the selections is a
drama of the Coast Guard Patrol.
Shipman says the negative cost per
picture will run between $150,000 and
$200,000.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The following dele"Dear Sir:
gates to the Chicago convention have
represent Southern
to
"I am in receipt of yours of the been picked
8th inst., advising me of the action California: W. W. Whitson, Plaza,
of the Executive Board in cancelling San Diego; B. N. Burnstein, Savoy,
dollar Los Angeles; Laura Peralto, Picture
thousand
Twenty-five
the
($25,000) note held by the Cardinal theater, Culver City; J. O. VandeAngeles,
and
Film Corpn. against me as balance berg, Victoria, Los
Vermont, Los Andue on the purchase price of the pro- Glenn Harper,
duction of "Joan the Woman," and geles.
wish to extend to the members of
the board my sincere appreciation of
New Curtain For Brooklyn Strand
My only regret is that the
same.
Edward Hyman has installed anproduction did not meet with the
other new curtain in the Brooklvn
success we had all hoped for, and
Strand.
The addition is a silver
that instead of them having to relieve
scrim, covering the proscenium arch.
me of this burden, that I could not
have turned in an additional sum to
Engages Sydney Chaplin
the company from the receipts of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
But never mind, better luck
same.
Culver City, Calif. Marshall Neilan
next time.
"Yours very gratefully,
has engaged two more players for
"WM. L. SHERRY (signed)" "The Rendezvous," Sydney Chaplin
and Elmo Lincoln.
Elek J. Ludvigh took the stand
again and identified a number of
Joel Levy With De Luxe
documents called for on subpoenas.

—

included Price, Waterhouse
W.
audits for 1918-1922 inclusive.
H. Fuller, for the Government, then
read extracts from an F. P.-L. advertisement in the Saturday Evening
Post, identified by the witness, which
among other things, about
told,
"Paramount Week" and stated that
"sixty-seven cents of every dollar
spent for pictures" was paid to see
"every
Also
that
Paramounts.
twentieth person you meet in the
street will see a Paramount picture

These

(Special to

not

"a

letter

of

for Security"
credit," was

department for

make

THE FILM DAILY)

—

George Larkin has
Russell Prod. Inc. to
a Kentucky feature called "The
with

Valley of Unrest."

Reorganize
(Special

to

—

Canadian

Equity

Famous on

two

bills

the

Cross-examination by £ vaine on
Post advertisement "to cet the
context of the extracts read l>\
the

then followed.
straight"
The
keynote of the portions read by
Swaine dealt with "ideals and organization as the basis of Paramount
ler

supremacy."
(Continued

(Special

Page 5)

to

Shelving

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis—The

name

"Service"

is

of this publication.

And

part of the "Service" is that they
shall have an edition published right
where the national exhibitor body

meets

Chicago,

week

of

21,

Coliseum
Just as a hundred exhibitors — or
in the

who attended

less,

the St. Louis convention

years ago, had the little old paper
printed for them in St. Louis, so all who
attend M. P. T. 0. of A. annual conven-

five

THE FILM DAILY

passing

the

Fire Guts Strand, Lagrange
<

Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Lagrange, Ga.— Considerable damage was recently done to the Strand
by fire of an unknown origin.
Joseph,

in the

convention

city.

state Legislature

without

affecting the film industry.
One of the measures called for the
establishment of a censor b. .rd.

St.

on

the middle

—that

five

ready for them. Printed right on hand
Legislature Closes,

adjourned

issue.

years' honest effort

—by

tions will always find

THE FILM DAILY)

has

of

publica-

—

Los Angeles
signed

led to believe

May

Plan a Kentucky Feature
to

them read no other

They have been

De Luxe.

Los Angeles
Glenn Dunaway,
head of the painting and decorating
department at the Lasky studio is
dead of carbon monoxide poisoning.

(Special

of

tion relating to film folk or pictures.

Dunaway Dead
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

identified by the witness and ordered
put into the record.
Ludvigh agreed to produce a contract
between
Kuhn, Loeb and

the subject of disposition
ten million dollar preferred

Many

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal Phil
Hazza and
L.
Stuart have re-organized Equity PicThe agreement between Kuhn, tures Corp. and are out after
product.
Loeb & Co. and F. P.-L., which the A new buy is "The
Thinker," a
lawyers after an argument agreed to French picture.

"An Agreement

—

—

A

A

There are over 5,000 readers of THE
FILM DAILY. Not plain, ordinary
subscribers but readers.
And they
wait for the little old paper every day
and wouldn't be without it.

Philadelphia Joel A.
Levy has
resigned from the
Famous sales
force to organize a short subject

today."
publicity booklet, issued in 1922,
by F. P.-L. and containing the form
of booking contract used that year
general diswas next taken up.
cussion of contract forms ensued, and
Ludvigh pointed out that the new
uniform contract recently negotiated
the
Hays organization with
by
various exhibitor associations, differed from the old contracts chiefly
in its arbitration provisions.

SERVICE

South. Calif. Picks Delegates

very gratefully."

and

1923

company

The

was signed "Yours

call

4,

Long Island Film

Not In Control
(Continued from

May

Friday,

Mich.— The

was recently destroyed by

Caldwell
fire.

If there ever

was a

better "buy" for

anyone who has anything to sell an exhibitor than this special edition for the
convention week, won't someone please
stand up and shout it aloud ?

THE
Friday,

May

4,

-2&*iDAILY

1923

York exchange manager, underwent

Not In Control

Henry

Siegel,

New York

Ball for Atlantic City

district

a severe grilling by defense counsel. manager for Select, said none of his
(Continued from Page 4)
He declared, on direct examination, company's pictures had been booked
Replying to questions about "Para- that he had endeavored to book pic- by the Rialto and Rivoli for about
For "Reportiount Week," Ludvigh said all the tures into the Rivoli, Rialto and Cri- three and a half years.
oducers had imitated F. P.-L. in terion, but in every instance except ed Missing" and "Love Is An Awful
:tting aside certain weeks or months one had been told by Joe LaRose, Thing" the Criterion had been leased
that on flat rental, he said.
to
Dr.
Riesenfeld.
Cross-exthe year for sales drives, so much assistant
amined, Siegel said eight of the twelve
that "Paramount Week" was al- there was no "open time."
;OSt in the discard from imitatic i.
Swaine took up a list of Vitagraph Select pictures he considered entitled
to first runs in recent years had got
The defense then scored a decided releases, and asked the "witness if he Broadway showings.
He explained
didn't
know
that
"The
Wife"
Sheik's
block-sales,
subject
of
)int on the
that he had approached Dr. Riesen(Vitagraph)
"The
was released after
was considerable argument
here
Sheik" (Famous Players) was being feld recently about getting the Crirer exactly what a subpoena addresThe witness said he terion and was told that "the picture
Kent called for. But distributed.
:d to S. R.
in there now would probably run till
ludvigh, giving his interpretation of "believed" it was, and added that he
Fall."
had
offered
it
to
La
Rose.
"The
said
that
hat was wanted,
"If
you owned 'The
Covered
jorty-One" had been sold in block
"How did you expect to put 'The
Wagon'
would
interrupt it^ run
you
theaters
in
Salt
run
first
to
Sheik's Wife' into the Rialto and
lly
when it was released after to book some other picture?" the wit|ake and Portland, Ore.; and "The Rivoli
ness was asked by Swaine.
Siegel
jhirty-Nine" had gone in block only 'The Sheik' and when the advertising

(Special

in

>

i

Des Moines

of the picture was similar to that of
'The Sheik?' " Swaine demanded.

Balsdon denied the similarity of
seasons, he dehad been no com- advertising at first, and Swaine pro1919- duced ads. of both pictures from the
first run block sales in
i.ete
1)20.
In 1920-21. Block 1 (covering trade papers and the witness looked
finally admitting that in
ctures released in September, Oc- at them,
was sold certain respects they were very
iber
and November)
Dmpletely only to Saenger in New similar.
New Garrick, MinIrleans,
the
Swaine then showed the witness
:apolis; the Capitol, Oklahoma City, an ad. of "The Sheik" sent out by
Empress-Queen in Salt Lake; F. P.-L. to its exchanges as cone
Walnut, Family and Strand in trasted with an ad of the Vitagraph
le
incinnati; and a theater in Seattle.
picture in the New York World, and
Balsdon admitted that the form of
Block 2 of that season (releases in
lettering and other details were "the
next three months) went comle
Reviewing

,

past

ared that there

etely to the

same

first

same or very similar."
run theaters,

On redirect examination, Hawkins
Garrick, according
And Block 2 (cover- took up the list of releases and asked
the
witness,
picture
by picture,
ig releases of the remainder of the
whether these had been offered to
:ason) went only in its entirety to
Famous Players houses on
Moines, and one the
le theater in Des
Broadway. In some cases, the witich in Oklahoma City, Salt Lake and
ness said he was not sure and would
eattle, and the Cincinnati group.
have to look up his records. Several
In the case of Block 1, the New of the pictures had been submitted,
arrick
had not even played the he said.
mining the
Ludvigh.

New

)

Three
said Ludvigh.
Cross-examined
again,
Swaine
were cancelled. The blocks, brought out that "A Rogue's Rohich went to Saenger were divided mance" was a Vitagraph reissue, reamong five theaters, he added. leased after Rudolph Valentino had
p
nd the Cincinnati theater group gained his popularity.
He showed
so cancelled three pictures out of Balsdon
a page ad. from a trade
leir block-bookings,
he said.
paper which advertised the picture as
Gaylord Hawkins, for the Govern- "Rudolph Valentino in a Rogue's
A Vitagraph October
ent,
insisted that the information Romance.
This was in October, last
anted would cover all the bookings Release."
ade by exhibitors, first run, and it year, after "Blood and Sand" had
The witness admitted
as finally decided to call S. R. Kent been released.
that the Vitagraph picture had origji this
point.
The defense scored again when inally been released some years behole

block,

ictures

!

J

|

popular
that you can force first run

udvigh
lllacy

leaters

declared:

to

take

"It's

pictures

a

in

block,

fore.

"In other words, you did not advertise

it

as a reissue,"

Swaine

he would
George M.

said

August.
Offer Cartoons Gratis

Hodkinson's
manager, declared he had not been able to get
any of his pictures into the Rialto
and Rivoli. He claimed he was trld
there was no open time.
One of
these films was "Down to the Sea in
Ships," which the witness said Dr.
Riesenfeld considered a good picture,
but was unable to give it dates.
When he sought the lease terms on
the Criterion, on one occasion. Dillon
said the price asked was $2800 for
"the four walls and the front of the
house personnel."
He would have
had to pay extra for the electric sign,
music and advertising, said the witness,
who called the terms "not

Rosenweig,

O. exchange manager for New York, and
Rudolph Berger, of American ReleasF.

B.

ing, were also examined.
The latter
said he had submitted two pictures to
Riesenfeld, but without success.

hibitor
Press."

E.

who

Son" will be held at the Capitol next
Tuesday morning. Due to a regrettable error, it was stated in these
columns
that
showing
the
was
scheduled for the Tuesday of this
week.

K.

The Super-Special

"THE RIGHT
OF THE STRONGEST"
Zenith

their experiences in getting first-runs

Le

on Broadway.

m.
The
eorge

witness of the morning,
H. Balsdon, Vitagraph New

last

W. C. Herman, of the
New York exchange, said
five pictures

to
the
Rialto-Rivoli.
One, "The
Flirt" played the Rialto, and "Driven"
went into the Criterion.
crossexamination, Hermann said Universal had sold numerous short pictures
to the Rialto and Rivoli.

On

Corp.'n

NOW?
This organization
your proposition
emergency.

will
in

finance

such

an

REASONABLE RATES AND
CONFIDENTIAL, SPEEDY
SERVICE
Let's Get Acquainted

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Muncie,

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Ind.

—A

short

circuit

is

a fire that destroyed a
great part of the Liberty theater on
The house is opSo. Walnut St.
erated by A. E. Beni.jtt.
for

Mfflwwms
MADE TO ORDER
Commercial Developin g and Printin g

said.

lere

he had submitted four or

Pictures

WOULD EXTRA CASH
BE A LIFESAVER-

all

June Mathis, Greatest Editor

Universal,

LINCOLN

Muncie, Fire Loss $8,000

(Special

The witness said he did not have
Chester Lyons will photograph
even make Dr. Riesendirect charge of advertising and pubfuture Borzage Prod.
:ld take
all our pictures unless he
licity at
the Vitagraph New York
lought they were good."
exchange.
Charles
Goetz.
New York ex"Well, did you tell the exhibitors
iiange manager for Warner Brothers,
it
was a reissue?" Swaine persisted.
|;clared he had never attempted to
Balsdon answered that the exhibitors
'11
any pictures to the Broadway were told the truth about the piclamous Players house, because he ture when they asked.
olieved
the
Capitol
and Strand,
At the afternoon session, several
'hich have booked Warner product,
exchange managers were asked about
/e couldn't

better for exploitation purposes.
thought, however, he could secure
ookings at the Rialto or Rivoli, but
id never done so because he condered the arrangement with
the
j:rand
and
satisfactory,
Capitol
oetz was not given cross-examina-

free

with an all-star cast

Showing Next Tuesday
of "The Prodigal

Liberty,

Max
offering
a
to every exbooks "Fun from the
is

cartoon

Ready Soon

showing

Stoll's

blamed

Fleischer

Dillon,

profitable."

Stoll

Modkinson

not.

New York Exchange

Charles

THE FILM DAILY)

—

.

first run theaters in
ud Salt Lake.

to

Philadelphia
Local exhibitors and
exchanges are expected to participate
in a ball scheduled for Atlantic City

in the

World

GoMwjm
***« Big Things

THE

c&Ok

DAILY

The

greatest

Friday,

May

Film with the greatest story

THE PRODIGAL
by

Sir Hall

Caine

Directed by A. E. Coleby

will

be screened privately

Capitol Theatre,

Broadway,

on Tuesday,
at 10.30

Admission by
please

May

New York

8th,

A. M. sharp

ticket only,

make

for which

application to

THE STOLL FILM
859 Seventh Avenue

at the

CO. LTD.
Circle

5605

4,

1923

,

tie

BRADSTREET

^RECOGMIZEi

»/*

FILHDOM

Authority

XXIV

.

Saturday,

No. 35

Party Planned

Big

May

For Next Year

10

Equal Billing

Indication That Spring Golf Daniel Carson Goodman Plans More
Production Will Build Own
Tournament on June 5th Will
Studio
Eclipse All Previous Affairs
Daniel Carson Goodman, who is
i.verything is shaping up fine for
Spring Film Golf Tournament to making prodi -tions for Equity, plans
to increase his output materially for
i'teld Tuesday. June 5 at Belleclaire
He is figuring on 10
There next year.
Bayside, L. I.
If Club.
•mises to he more fun, and a big- pictures all told.
;ry

:l

has ever occurred
(And
these events.

than

outing

l

jviously

at

who have attended know what

I.

have proven.)
entries have been received
date and there arc innumerable
ilmises, and many more to come.
locations point to over 125 being
sent, and it need not be surprising
50 or more.
ihe number reached
I they

)ver 5(1

ti

is

now

madge

Webb

in

is

,

,nevs,
;e,

Warner
Reuben

Jules
trophy, and

phies;
.

in!

be the special prizes, all wrapup. and, as usual, the real fun

pi.

dinner will
opened.

Dthe
I

J.

the coast.

come when they

(Continued on Page 2)

New Deal On?
to THE FILM DAILY)

and

Titles

Titles

in

Many

Reissued Subjects Ordered by

—

that advertising matter prepared for films sold by American displayed the new titles in much
larger type than the originals and that
this tended to mislead both exhibitAmeriors and the public at large.
It

was found

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Stern of
Julius
Los Angeles
Century Comedies has left for New
York.

Merit Plans Housewarming
The Merit Exchange will hold a

housewarming
in

Wednesdav.

for all exhibitors in its

the

Godfrey Bldg.

new

ruling.

the distribution of the Jimmy Aubrey
comedies for the next five years.
There will be one release a month.

Artists;

executive produced a list of his pictures which he considered entitled

first-runs,
and was
class
to
first
questioned in detail about pictures
Lasky Returns
Jesse L. Lasky returned from the and play dates.
He said that 17
Each was also asked what pictures
coast yesterday.
companies are either at work or will he believed to possess the best quality

start in the next

over a period of years, or at present,
without exception
practically
and,
each included Paramount in the leadof ing group.

week.

McDermott Leaves

Selznick

McDermott.

treasurer
J.
next
Select and Selznick Pictures and more
recently comptroller of Selznick Dist.
Corp. has resigned.

Sign Aubrey for Five Years
Chadwick Pictures have signed for

Paul N. Lazarus, of United
Winfield R. Sheehan, of
Fox; Louis Rosenbluh, New York
exchange manager for Fox, John S.
Woody, and Robert H. Cochrane, of
Universal, took the stand.
With exception of Woody, each
Pathe;

Chicago.

the

Stern Leaves for East

quarters

For Old

E.

Hans Bartsch Sails
Hans Bartsch, play broker,
He
on his way to Europe.
gone about

now

will

be

six weeks.

—

—

testified that the Fox thenow numbered "between thirtyfive and forty." owned by separate
corporations, with William Fox at

Sheehan

aters

(Continued on Page 4)
is

"Potash" Soon in Production
Lunch to Fitzmaurice and Badger
.os Angeles
Mike Levee's EastClarance G. Badger will start work
George Fitzmaurice. who will direct
is
trip
reported in connection Monday a week at Fort Lee, in the
produce "The Eternal City" with
and
h a new production deal with Universal studio, making "Potash and
Goldwyn, and Clarance G.
Samuel
st National.
Perlmutter."
Badger who will direct "Potash &
On May 27, George Fitzmaurice, Perlmutter," were guests of honor at
Beatty Resigns May 12
Ouida Bergere and members of the a luncheon tendered by Asso. First
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
company sail for Rome to make "The Nat'l Pictures to the trade press and
^os Angeles
Jerome Beattv re- Eternal City." Herman H. Brunner representatives of the fan and daily
of the Biograph organization will be publications, yesterday at the Ritz.
Fins his post with Lasky on Mav 12.
production manager working with Samuel Goldwyn occupied the place
\ joins Al Lichtman the end of the
Fitzmaurice.
nth.
of honor between his directors. Harry
Reichenbach, who will handle pubNot the Stage Play
for the Goldwyn productions
licity
Sells "One Week" for England
(Special

Cent!

Runs

Discuss First

can has been ordered to conform with

ithographing

Istbaum has ordere
be on hand to p. ay for it, and
iln there will be the opportunity to
DAILY
k. a leg on the big FILM
There will be 20 "Bobby
|Dhy.
Ins" from John M. Spargo, New
Irk editor of the Exhibitors' HerAnd John says any golfer who
1
Ir uses a "Bobby Iron" will never
Of course there
one.
I without
fI

F.

directing.

Godsol Due Today
Godsol is due in today from

V,.

Motion Pictur.
Pathe Ex<
lithers,
gnuels, and Ritche:
promised
I have

production at the old TalKenneth
on 48th St.

plant

1

t'he

New

5

Executives Called by Trade
Commission To Explain Situation on Broadway
Trade Commission
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Broadway first-run situation
Washington The Federal Trade was given elaborate attention yesCommission has decided that reissue terday, when a number of executives.
films under new titles must have the including some of the best known
old and new titles displayed in the names in the industry, appeared as
Goodman also contemplates erect- same size type so that there can be witnesses at the hearing ui. cue FedCommission
charges
Trade
ing a studio of his own and is at no doubt as to whether the films are eral
This decision was against the famous Players-Lasky
present considering two sites, one in reissues or not.
Westchester and another on Long made in the case of the Government group.
Al Lichtman. Elmer Pearson, of
Island.
The next picture for Equity versus the American Film Co. of

—

.

Price

1923

5,

Swanson on Way
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Gloria Swanson left
for New. York yesterday to woik in
Gloria

(Special

to

—

"Zaza"

under

direction

of

Allan

Dwan.
Reviving "The Four Horsemen"
"The Four Horsemen" is being revived in Greater New York and is
designed to again play
theaters in the city.
into the State the

all

The
first

of the Loew
picture goes
half of next

week.

r

Monday
THE FILM DAILY)

Engineers Meet
(Special

to

—

usual,
John W. Rumsey, president of the served as toastmaster and, as
manager of
Aalantic City The Society of M.
witty.
very
was
that
states
Inc.,
[snick, has closed with Major A. American Play Co.,
P. Engineers will open its Spring
Barney Bernard and Alexander meeting at the Traymore on Monday.
Holt, of Pathe Freres Cinema, "East of Suez" has not been purwho will appear in "Potash" It will run for four days. A number
Carr.
despite
Holubar,
Allen
chased
by
|i.,
of London. for"One Week of
spoke,
as did both directors. Richard of papers will be read each day.
Col Jasper E. Brady,
coast reports.
pre" for the United Kingdom.
Reichenbach
scenario editor for Metro in the East, A. Rowland told of how
product to
Goldwyn
the
"sold"
had
of
"East
the
stated yesterday that
To Import British Films
"ad"
Nathanson Guest at Dinner
Suez" purchased for Holubar, is an First National through a clever
Carrick and J. Berger have
tellB.
A.
spoke,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
original story by E. Lloyd Sheldon, and Samuel Goldwyn also
Special Enterprises, a Newagain
formed
to
was
he
delightful
how
of
ing
Toronto
N. L. Nathanson, of the secured long before W. Somerset
import and export
Brady produce, particularly as he would have York company, to
Imous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd., Maugham wrote his play.
Carrick
films to and from England.
tell him what
to
directors
of
board
no
Sheldon
Is the guest of honor at a
dinner stated that the title of the
Special Enterprises, Ltd.. in
operateTHE
editor
of
The
do.
not
dered him last night by officials of story will probably be changed be- he could
S.

J.

Doolittle. foreign

I

—

[

'

company.

fore release.

FILM DAILY

also spoke.

England.

:

THE

-ZVW

DAILY

Big Party Planned
(Continued from

The Committee
1

Vol.

XXIV Hi. 3b

Reiner

WID'S FILMS

York. N. Y., by

»nd

at

riLM FOLKS, INC.

Jofcph

W

J

A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
J.
Entered as aecond-clais matter May 21, 1918,
under
•t the poit office at New York, N. Y.,

»f«;

March 3, 1879.
Terma (Postage free) United

THE FILM

West 44th

New

St.,

York,

N Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
California— Walter R. Greene,
Hollywood,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

— Irving Mack, 738
London Representative— Ernest W. r
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative— InternaCentral
(Ciecho-Slo-

Abrahams,

1.

Prague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelaplatz.

Quotations
East.

F

Kod.

.108

lO.i

m

W5-'

,

5.0(H)

P.-L

8134

81

81/8 4,000

do. pfd

923/6

923/6

923/g

Goldwvn

5^

....

5%

5

1734

Loew's
.Triangle

J

17J4

17/

Field,

—

Canyon

Grand
Capital

L.,

Wash.
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.
Pearson, Elmer R., Pathe.
Quinn, J. M., Yitagraph.

J.

I.,

F.

A

Attorney, F. C. Simons.

succeeded

Samuels,

B. O.

the

of

Ralph
at

is
appearing
Lawless," b<
I

nee,

C. L. Chester productions, is a;
with that company and in additio
producing pictures of her own. I

10

THE FILM DAILY)

— Several

complaints
been made by exchanges in this
tion,

against a

number

of

1

exhibi

New

York, who have
vised a buying arrangement, pro
detrimental to the exchanges,
scheme, it is said, is being used
The exhibi
at least eight towns.
notify each other of the prices as
by the exchanges, thereby compel
the exchanges to accept lower pr
in

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

Upper

1

for their pictures.

including
My check herewith ($10 for
non-players.
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for
average round is
players,

Duratiz^

THE COMMITTEE:
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 BroadwayDanny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

YOUR

FILMS

Write or phone us
Light Saving Starts in Ottawa
1

Special

Ottawa

YOU WITH THE

this

SAME WONDERFUL
SPIRIT THAT
CAT SPIT IN
DOG'S FACE!

won

the Revellers' baj

Oscar C. Buchheister Co. had i
ed another room to their suite in
Leavitt Building for artists enga
in art title work.
A fully equip
dark room is under construction.

(Special

Here

-the National Cocktaii

IT FILLS

A

Beth Brown Producing
Beth Brown, former editor of

Prod.,
Inand G.

M. H. Brennan

"The Law

directed by
Moore's Theaters, beauty prize

$100,000.

corporators.

Holden.

Wm.

who

Jean Tolley,

Theaters,

Golfers, Attention!

incorporations

Mhany

Wash.
Mcore,

has

the F. B. O. publicity

in

partment.

Jules, Stanley Co.

Moore's

Hurley

Brown states that she was editor'
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald. Chester during 1922 and not A.
Weinberg, as stated in the Film 1
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Book.
Warner, H. M., Warner Bros.
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pi Exhibitor
.uying Arrangemero
tures.

Harry, United Artists.

3,100

Concord. X. H.— Theater Realty
Corp.. Manchester. Capital $350,000.

Manhattan.

Ed
Taylor

Albany

Not quoted

.

]

Famous Player-.
Famous Players.

Tom,

Moore,

Q

tinctive.

100
1.400

Not quoted

Griffith

Mastbaum,

Schnitzer,

Brockell, F. M., First National.
Butts, F. W., Butts Lith. Co.
"Danny," Film Daily.
Diebel, C. W., Youngstown, O.

Sales

will

"The

Cutting and titling of "The Rag
Edge" have been completed by

Inc.

Inc.

as

Age."

cal

Craftsmen Lab.

Bcyd, Alex. R., Stanley Co.
Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.

Close

.R.,

S. R.,

Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Co.
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels, Samuels, Reuben, Reuben

tionale

Low

Kent,

L.,

Hodkinson

released by

Alicoate, Jack, Film Daily.

red-

High

event-..

19231

.

Rowland, R. A., First National.
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp. Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & Schenck, Jos. H.

S.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

all

looking after this part
is
of the affair.
\t
the dinner Harry Reichenbach
will serve as toastmaster, or in charge
of the distribution of prizes unless
he is called to Europe previously.
Here are some of the entries, to
date:

States.

•f Greater New
aaonths, $5.03;
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
Address all communications to

71-73

that

Botsford

Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
$3.00.
3 months

DAILY,

won by

and

Fall,

last

5,

School Days"

"Glengarry

Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Grainger, Jas., Goldwyn
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Hammons, E. W., Educational.
Hays, Will H.
Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.

May

Guts and Flashes

Exoort.

Sidney, Inter-Globe
E. K., M. P. News.

Arrangements are being made to
Lichtman, Al., Al Lichtman Corp.
secure a squad of real golfers from
Schenck Prod.
Famous Players to participate, per- Mannix, Eddie,
F.
B. O.
Lee,
Marcus,
H.
M.
prize,
and
haps for a special

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Buimcit Man-

the act of

is

Gillett,

n duffer, Charles R. Rogers.
The Committee promises a surprise Kane, S

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film »nd Film Folki.
Inc., Published Daily it 71-73 We«t 44th St

N?w

1)

trying to secure
special booby prize to take the
of the goat given by Rubye De

Prict 5 Ca nts

Saturday, May 5, 19 23

Page

Garrett,

Saturday,

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Daylight

week,

Saving started

continuing until

Septem-

ber,

MADE THE
THE BULL-

M. M.

P. U. Meetings Adjourned
meetings <>f the Musical Mutual
Prut. Union, Local 310, have
adjourned until July.
This
bei n
step was taken as the final move in
["he

A SURE WILDFIRE
RECIPE FOR EVERY

IT'S

the
the

CITY AND HAMLET

recent

action

strike

until

after

summer.

Edward Laemmle Promoted
Edward Laemmle. who directed
some

of Universal's historical serials
direct Universal features,
the first to be "Dreams For Sale."
will

at one

about

Re-enforcing joins

i:j

now

To Film Scott Classic
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Richard Thomas

—

"The Lady

of

the

Lake,"

your

film

DURA FILM PROTECTOR C(

(Special

film

I

will

Sir

Walter Scott's classic. Estelle Taylor and Rod La Rocque will be in
the two principal roles.

ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

THEATRE!
Abandons "Expo" Trip
to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — Madge Bellamy's cross(Special

behalf of the Motion
Picture Exposition, was brought to
a sudden end here by a wire from
Thomas fnce asking her to go to the

country

,

trip

in

coast, to start

on

a

new

picture.

Books Hansen
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Jack Mayer of

INSIST

(Special to

—

the

Booking Co., which controls
"The Drug Traffic" for the District
and adjoining territory, has hooked
Juanita Hansen in connection with
Central

the picture.

UPON

Duratizec
FILMS

THE
May

Saturday,

-<5^

DAILY

1923

5,

Now A

Gill

Goldwynner

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City — Homer Gill, former(Special

PatheNews

on

ly

the

First

Nat'l

succeeds Charles

staff,

Goldwynner

No. 37

this

in

exploitation
as

Raymond

territory.

Planned "Amateur Gentlemen"

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

OF YORK WEDS LADY BOWES

.UKE

to

,d

Britain rejoices as King's secson marries a Scot lady in London.

1919

—

'cord with giant monoplane, Boys' day in
few York; big festival in India; also news
|>m San Francisco;
Washington; Fresno,

and Virginia.

ilifornia

WORLD BEFORE YOUR EYES

i'HE

the Line

Grauman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Herman Heller, the
well known orchestra leader, has
joined the Grauman organization as

—

St.

Louis

—a handful of exhibitors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

Heller Joins

"special" right in St. Louis.

'

—

conductor

1920

the Metropolitan where
orchestra has been increased

the

tod

Down

—

ON — All

Los Angeles B. P. Schulberg is
quoted in the Times as saying that
:rst airplane to make non- he planned to produce "The Amateur
*op flight from atlantic to Gentleman," but that an English
iVCIFIC Army airmen make a magnificent company had already made it.
[if

Right

— Chicago— a

crowd of

real

real exhib-

at

itors.

Wr.fj

.-;•„.;

U

-

S-

to 70.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

Plan Foreign Trips

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

"special" right in Chicago.

—

Los Angeles Members of the film
colony who plan trips abroad include
Francis Ford who is going to the
Brevities
Antipodes, sailing May 29; Margaret
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Clayton who sails for Europe in June
Hollywood Earle Kenton, director. and Jesse D. Hampton who is also
ts returned to the Fox fold.
He Las going to Europe.
tirted
work on a new Sunshine

Coast

1920

— Cleveland —several hundred exhibitors.

'

—

Kirkwood

Sloman Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tom Moore will play opposite
Los Angeles
James Kirkwood
,ola Dana in "Rouged Lips."
will appear in "The Eagle's Feather,"
Edward Sloman's first picture for
[Mary O'Hara has been engaged to Metro.
Others will be Barbara La
epare the continuity for Frank Bor- Marr,
Mary Alden, Elinor Fair,
ate's next picture.
Lester Cuneo. Adolphe Menjon and
'>medv.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in Cleveland.

in

—

1921

— Minneapolis—several
itors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

George Seigmann.
Al

St.

Lithor"

John has
and is now

comedy

her

finished
at

"special"

"The

work on

Two

an-

for Fox.

(Special

right

in

Minneapolis with

a

Deals Closed

printer's strike on

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Minneapolis

—The

Film Co.
Julia
Swayne Gordon, for many will distribute the Tri-Stone product
fears with Vitagraph, is here to play
in Minnesota and the Dakotas.
>art in "Scaramouche."

and the mercury about

First

—

Milwaukee The Wisconsin Corn,
Paul is directing Harry Carey
"The Miracle Baby."
Margaret have secured the Tri-Stone. Chaplin
re-issue
for
Wisconsin and upper
ndis appears as Carey's lead.

'/al

thousand exhib-

100 in the shade.

1922

— Washington—several

thousand exhib-

itors.

Michigan.

The Film Daily was again on the

Milburne Moranti's new cemedies
be known as Leader Comedies,

Ideal

:1

ichor

Film

Dist.,

(Special

Inc., will release.

Buys Seastrom Films
to THE FILM DAILY)

printing right in Washington.

London— Ideal

'The
le

of

.uidy

Cloak of Morality." is the
the second of the Talbot
stories to be filmed by Tom

:e.

Editing

and

Films,
Ltd.,
has
purchased two Victor Seastrom films
for Great Britain.
These are "Man
of the Sea," in which Matheson Lang
appears and "Honor," with Seastrom,
Ivan Hedquist and Meggie Albanesi

"Divorce,"
ester Bennett's latest production
rring Jane Novak, has been comtitling

Kolker
(Special

London

rred Stanton has been engaged by
tck Sennett to play the "heavy" in
itfalls
of a Big City," in which
n Turpin is being featured.

n

large desert location
B. De Mille will use for

Commandments"

be

wil'

which

"The

to

— Henry

:ctor.

He

has

—week of May

You'll find the

little

old

started

filming

Co..

R.

GREENE

the

Lafayette

Amusement

and the Modern Amusement

operate.

Levy

wire

who reads anything

name

will

if

else

His

be Unusual.

in

—

panies

live

And

during the convention, tag and label him.
first

Kentucky Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Owensboro, Ky.
Leo F. Keiler

House

built

Boiled."

WALTER

In the Coliseum.

you see a

story.

and associates, have bought the
ween Santa Barbara and Santa Grand, making 21 houses now owned
ria.
and operated by the Strand Amusement Co. Fred Levy, of Louisville,
Charles "Chuck" Reisner. formerly
purchase
president.
This
the
is
the supporting cast of the Bull
makes 57 houses that the Strand
mtana comedies, has been made Amusement Co., and its allied comard

21.

again

paper published right on the ground.

Work for Ideal
THE FILM DAILY)

at

Kolker's first picture for Ideal Films, Ltd. will be "I
Will Repay," a Scarlet Pimpernel

21st

:il

And now comes Chicago

of

ted.

The

job,

is

president of

all.

Co.,

Do you know a
who

better "buy" to reach those

attend the convention

rest of the country?

—as

well as the

4

Discuss First

attracted independents who made one
or two pictures and then dropped out.

Runs

ontinoed from Page 1)

their head.

played
Film Corp. itself, he said, was now
building a theater in Oakland Calif.,

m

Philadelphia.

He named

a large number of productions winch
had been shown on Broadway, mosl
of th<

by

m

in

'Acs. thi
said:
ore publicity on the returns
than on the losses," adding thai the
to whom
failure
of the producers
referred might be assi
n,
causes, among them lack
al
apital, poor pictures, inability to

legitimate theaters

get

1«
1

!

Rosenbluh was asked
whether he had had any

aid

ochrane

these twelve or thirThe
vaudeville.

Of

specifically

and

distribution

.i

and extravagance.

"Y< s,
with:
greal many people enter the
Mon expecting to make
uccess and they prove a fail-

law kins

rejoined

vaudeville policy winch
the house ft
high price for film.
d b\ Swaine what distinguishrun house, the witness
first

cause of

\sk
ed

a

its

prevented

and
size
location,
quality of entertainment.
any Broadway theater
"If
enumerated

tin

•

ran

poor pictures for two months in succession, wouldn't you say that would
seriously affect its reputation? Swaine
Pearson agreed that was
queried.

that it was a burlesque on tl
"whole Sheik" story, and in no sen
an imitation of Paramount's "Tl
Elek Ludvigh immediate
Sheik."
"Sennett asked our permi
said:
sion on that matter" and Swait
out

clear that Famous Player
it
of course, did not think of the Se
nett picture in the same way as tl
Vitagraph him "The Sheik's Wife
which he called "a steal."

made

Brief examination
S.

true.

Woody, formerly

explained

was given
of

Select,

Jol

wl

had

recently left thl
and therefore was not
to supply a list of Sele

he

On the quality of pictures made by company
various companies. Pearson said he position
Players "above pictures entitled to first-runs,
He
The afternoon session was over at considered Famous
average of ex- said he did not know who of t
Fo,
lock and Examiner E*. C. Alvord the rest" on a general
his
in
earlj
Pathe fea- Select personnel would be able
the
learned
booking
had
In
he
cellence.
and that
announced a recess until Monday
tures referred to above into First furnish the list, unless it was L.
experience that tin- would not hi the morning at 10.30.
No individual
National houses, Pearson said he had Selznick, former president.
Rialto-Rivoli plans.
Al Lichtman, recalled to furnish a
offered to Dr.
had
been
This line of questiondifficulty.
met
Fox specials
The morning session with Lu
and
Producers
Associated
of
"I [isl
to by Gaylord Haw- vigh again on the stand identifyi
objected
was
ing
Hugo Riesenfeld, he added.
conwhich
he
pictures
Lichtman
didn't
Pearknew we couldn't get in, so
kins, of Government counsel.
various documents for the record.
sidered entitled to first class first
of features on the
number
otter any," he explained.
said
a
son
in
his experiences
about
told
runs,
was
a
Universal
aid
had played in First National
tempting to book the Broadwa\ list
French Color Process Active
producing and distributing company,
houses. The difficulty arose because
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
houses.
indebought
gave
occasionally
naturally
holders
franchise
which
The sponsors of the Gors
lists
Pari:
two
on
the
Out of 33 films
pendent films, and that Universal had
preference to the First National procolor process have increased the cai
showings.
Broadway
a
10
got
said
produced
he
He
theaters.
10 or 12
duct, all of which he understood they
companv from 100,Cj
tal
of the
"shadows" was offered to all the had either to play or pay for.
of Jewels, dating from Sept. 1,
lis*
francs to 1,100,000 francs.
runs, he said, but
first
Broadway
shown
been
had
which
all
of
1918,
A list of all the United Artists and
and finally played the Loew Circuit. In
first -run throughout the country,
Reel Includes Cartoons
Came Allied pictures which he believed entew of which had played the case of "The Girl
a
all but
Included
in forthcoming issues
offered
titled to first class first runs was furterms
the
declared
he
CenBack,"
the
Capitol,
the
Broadway— at
by Dr. Riesenfeld were "not satis- nished by Paul N. Lazarus, the next "Fun from the Press" will be Mj
tral. Strand, or other houses.
"Driven"— were factory." Riesenfeld wanted a guar- witness. The list was taken un pic- Fleischer cartoons. The cartoons
and
Flirt"
"The
antee of $18,000 a week from Licht- ture by picture and Swaine brought not being released as an addition
shown in F. I'.-L. theaterFamous Players man, the latter said, and the picture out on cross-examination that some the reel but are part of each issue
gave
ra n<
lat- 36 had been given Broadway showcredit for the best general average was to be played if at all in the
Tune. ings.
Gordon Bill Vetoed
for quality films over the past five ter part of May or early in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
On redirect examination, Lazarus
years, excluding his own company The witness said he would have had
FairColumbus. O. The Governor 1
about which he was not asked "to to spend about $3,000 additional in stated he believed Griffith,
Others in advertising and he considered the banks, Chaplin and Pickford repre- vetoed the Gordon Bill, introdu(
prevent embarrassment."
1\
the quality group, according to the "risk too great" at that time of year. sented the maximum box-office draw- by the Rev. J. H. Gordon.
witness, are Goldwyn, Fox. Metro,
He denied that it was lack of ing power in the business, but he measure would deprive theater ov
without access to ers of a jury trial in censors'
say,
United Artists and First National.
"sufficient confidence" in the picture would not
"A number of independent pro- on his part that kept him from mak- theater records, that no other stars violation cases.
or directors equalled them.
ducers make good pictures, don't ing the deal.
Praise for Minn. M. P. T.O.
"In other words, it's the superior
Elmer Pearson, the next witness,
they?" asked Gaylord Hawkins, for
,

difficulty

in

Rialto
the
testified that it was the
to sell the entire product,

films

selling
Rivoli.

to

a big
ure, too."

1

,i

i

—

Who

Two—

<"

—

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Government. Cochrane said the said Pathe had released 10 features quality that gets the oictures of the
Minneapolis The Tribune eclitc
of which came under that in 1921 and four in 1922, all of which Big Four into the best theaters, isn't
classification was increasing.
got first-runs throughout the country. it?" Swaine asked on cross-examina- ally commends the plan of the Min
Robert T. Swaine, of respondents' Mi named the Capitol, Strand, Rivoli. tion, to which the witness replied sota M. P. T. O. to work co-ope
tively with the community, to ma
witness Rialto and Criterion as the Broadway "Yes."
the
of
inquired
counsel.
When "The Sheik of Araby" was tain clean, wholesome theaters
whether there hadn't been a certain first-run houses. Loew's State he did
glamor about the industry which not consider first class first run, be- reached on the list, Lazarus pointed to show worthwhile pictures.

the

—

number
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Meet Tomorrow

|

7,

F. P.-L. Sales Force in East
(Here to Discuss Fall Plans
Dinner Wednesday
Ptire

Where

be presided over by S. R.
assisted by executives of the

will

pit,

The convention

Ine office.

is

will

it

Buys "First Year

—

About $100,000
"The

for next year.

The

negotiations were conducted
G. Bachmann and Lichtman in
New York and while no purchase
price was divulged, it is understood
the figure is in the neighborhood of
is
further understood
It
$100,000.
that the acquisition of "The First
Year" is only the first of a series of
the
that
valuable stage properties
company is negotiating for. In all
l>\

HARRY WORRIES

one

himself about

Harry Carr. Los Angeles Times. Worries
being conducted this month
Mew York. Chicago. New Orleans Pola's past work. And her present. As demonstrated in "Bella
Says in Germany she worked for Lubitsch and took
i
Los Angeles. The New York Donna."
attended
by
disBvention will be
orders "like a Prussian cavalry recruit." And over here she bossmanagers and others from es the studio. Which may be right.
bit
But why worry about it?
PortCiada, Boston. New Haven
Lasky has been worrying enough about this problem. To take
Me.. Albany. Buffalo, PhilaId,
away nearly all that's left. Of his once curly locks.
kfour

Washington

lihia,

Pre.

Thost

who

and

will

Wilkes

Shauer. Claud Saunders, C. E. Mc|:hy, A. M. Botsford, G. B. J. Fmiwley,
BM. Spidell. A. M. Hogan, T. A. Kilfoil.
Cada— G. E. Akers, W. A. Bach, E.
Ilish, G
E. Smith.
New York— H. H.
Bbaum. E. Bell. M. Gluck. I. Hanover.
B Goldman, A. Ferraro, M. Kurtz, W.
pristine,
H. Hummell, P. Goldman, G.
New
Smon. R. Gledhill. T. Hammell.
BE.

ley— M.

Kusell. H. J. Weiman. S Cohen,
Boston G.
t.'Volf.
Lee. A. Gebhart.
J.
Mchafer, W. R. Scates, G. P. Jordan,
McConville.
?. Collins. J. Cronan, T P.
Ii. Davis. G. Schaefer, H. H. Goldstein,
A Bevan, K. G. Robinson, C. Mekelburg,
E Ruff, L. F. Britton.
New Haven—J.
©Powers, H. Germaine, R. B. Moon, M.
Portland J. H.
iRahanus. J. R. Tierney.
Ilntyre. E. C. Bradley. Fred Stone,

—

'

Tom Forman

will direct.

Hearing in Third Week
The Federal Trade hearing against
Famous Players and other respond-

investigation. Now on. Rethis mornthe business. Some of the early trials ents enters its third week
sensational developments
Some
ing.
and tribulations. Lots of good stories. Of the olden days are are looked for in the way of testibeing revived. Here's one of the best: Goldwyn, Lasky, Cecil mony.
De Mille, Harry Cohen and one more were getting together to
Levy Replaces Levenson
form the Lasky producing corporation. There was a lot of palaver.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
As to capital. So Goldwyn proudly said "I'll give $3,000." That
Albany Arthur Levy, a Democrat,
chipped in the same amount.
was the cue for all the others.
been appointed secretary of the
has
didn't have it. And was given his stock.
Except De Mille.
M. P. Commission, succeeding Joseph
Later, after the Lasky company was absorbed by Zukor in Fa- Levenson. who has been serving on
mous that stock was worth a lot for instance Sam Goldwyn's the Commission pending the appoint-

The Federal Trade Commission

—

;ome office Adolph Zukor, S. R. Kent,
EL Laskv. Eugene Zukor, G. W. Weeks,
3. Clark, H. G. Ballance, Mel Shauer,

J.

likelihood,

RATTLING THE SKELETON

attend here

First Year," the stage success

which had an unusual Broadway run,
has been purchased by the Al Lichtman Corp. and will be produced as
one of the 16 pictures to be released
under a revised Lichtman franchise

And how?

end?

Centi

Stage Success Goes to LichtmanSchulberg Organization Price

Three years ago competition for stage plays drove prices
'he .semi-annual sales convention terrifically high.
Same process is on today. Jack Bachmann signs
iFamous Players, opens tomorrow a check for 100,000 berries for "The First Year." Hearst has been
More than 125
Ithe Pennsylvania.
for "The Temptress" by two other producers—
A dinner offered $75,000it himself. "The Humming Bird" re-written after
lismen will be present.
will make
but
Scheduled for Wednesday,
Otis Skinner
a flop on the stage, is held at $20,000 for pictures.
tales policies for the coming seaAntonio."
"Mister
for
wants
lot
a
The convenI will he discussed.
ts

5

calls to

many

older

men

in

j

—

Who

Who

—

was worth

ment

a million.

of

a successor.

the funny part of it is this: that Jaydee Williams was alCommittee to Select Counsel
— Wm, mostAnd
in that deal/ And Hodkinson would never have put over the
The Allied Laboratories, Ass'n,
t).
Albanv--M. W. Kempner, A. Mar- early deal with Lasky if Goldwyn had had his idea carried out.
Inc.. has appointed H. M. Goetz of
Iti; D.
Robinson. C. F. Lewis, D. Lake,
Buffalo
B. Ruane.
Ihurlow, D Lew.
Sam always opposed the Hodkinson idea.
Craftsmen; William Hedwig, of Rex
Williams, H. L.
T.

|;.

Moritz.E. Brink, R.

ster,

Wolf,

D.

L.

B Elliott,

F.

I.

E.

M. Pempner, P.
M. Rose, M.

McCarthy.

Philadelphia— W. E. Smith, P.
liams
ABloch, U. Smith. V. A. O'Donnell, E.
M'rowitz. S. Landow, E. E. Sutton, Karl
Washington Harry
Btce, R.
L*Rouke
T
H Hunter,' R. M. Sulley, L. F. Edelman,
L
Whelan, H. M. Messiter, P. P. HenderF. H. Mvers. Tr.. L W. Reid, G. Kall-

—

.

Wilkes-Barre— E. M.
Lego'.
H
Igert! E. Latham, W. Waters, V. Gray,
P. Mason and G.
T.
A. Devon'hier.
I.

V Taylor.

AN IDEA

Well known

film

man.

Discussing the Trade Commission

Claremont
J. S'treyckman. of
laboratories, a committee to select
suitable counsel to represent the association members in the trial of the
and H.

investigation. "All I can see to it." he said, "is that the
Anoutsiders are learning a lot about the picture business that the Government monopoly charges.
other meeting will be held Wednesinsiders knew a long time ago."

Famous

EARNING A BONUS

T.

At
E. Atkinson, Metro general manager on the stand.
Famous
the hearing. Asked by Swaine, counsel for Famous. If

W.

day night.

More Production

—

Planned by Chadwick Pictures Series from Edmund Lawrence
Contracted For

competition ever hurt Metro. And Atkinson came back like this:
'hen Expects Many from N. Y.
"From what our salesmen tell me, and based on our productions,
ydney S. Cohen expects many exI.
E. Chadwick is making further
1 think Metro outsells Famous every time."
Utors from New York to attend the
And signed Marcus Loew. plans to produce for next season. It
for efficiency due.
checks
Bonus
A committee
3;:ago convention.
understood he has arranged with
is
* .posed of John Manheimer, MorEdmund Lawrence, former Fox dia series of four producWeedles. Louis Geller. Phil RosenEven in a cafeteria. At least when Eugene Roth finishes with rector,to for
ready for the Fall.
be
c and
tions
Clarence Cohen will make
Going
the restaurant in Universal City it promises to show some.
date he has contracted for four
To
Ingements for all those members
chickens— like tagged oysters— to prove they features from Arthur A. Cadwell.
fie Greater New York Division of to introduce tagged
And not over a month old. When served. No Formerly with Syracuse M. P. Corp..
I'M. P. T. O. who intend going to are bluebloods.
Aubrey comedies and the
"ago.
Cohen expects the New lunch counter. Place all dolled up. With colored lights. And the Jimmy
Post Travel Pictures. It is probable
k delegation to total several bun- potted plants.
that the product will be state righted.

SHOWMANSHIP

I

(Continued on Page 2)
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BUT—

"Tom" made him wonder whether

Ince

nitely.

F. B. O. Buys Two Stories
O. has purchased "The Stt

F. B.

verifying the wire; lnce almost bling Herd" and "The Coward"
being peeved, but finally in Tommy returning to his beloved na- production. Designed for fall
-cut

Led

it.

to

Brown

olvin

*

lease.

tive soil.

J.

;

close a 12 week run next Saturday
the Cameo.
"Masters of Men'
open the following day, to run ind

Because Tommy Shanley thought someone was "framing"
him. He almost lost a chance to go back to the Coast. When the
wire he received signed

19'

"Down To Sea" Closes Socn
"Down To The Sea In Ships

1)

A JOKE'S A JOKE,

7,

"LAB"

MEN CALLED"
'

By Federal Trade Commission. Together with Eastman.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
monopoly.
Leading to much discussion. As to what's
Charge
New York. $10.00 one year; 6
•f Greater
Foreign what.
ronthi, $5.00; J months $3.00.
And
what
to do.
Of course there's an "out." Eastman's
Subscribers should remit with order.
115.00.
hack
letter
of
a
lew
months
leaves the "lab" men open. Regardless
FILM
THE
all
communications
to
Address
DAILY, 71-73 Wett 44th St New York. of past agreements. As to the use of American raw stock.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
California — Walter K. Greene.
Hollywood,
But there's a smile at just one spot. Because of the action.
Phone. Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
if Agfa.
ih i\v he is grinning.
-ittle Cosman.
1603.

-ih£NMLQnalQockid

.

Chicago Representative
V. abash
Ave.

London

Mack, 738 S

—

VV
FredShaftesbury

Representative
Rrnest
Renter, 5.ia

The Film

man.

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative
Le Film. 42 Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European
Representative
Internationale
Filmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelaplatz.
1

—

—

Low

Hit

P.-L.
pfd

F.

1'"'

107!

82

5'*

..

PEEKSKILL

l

<lo

Goldwyn

—

Lots of talk.
Lots of arguments. But Justice Mullan, New
100
Sustained action of Loew officials.
In
Xot quoted York Supreme Court.
the action. And the Peekskill crowd lost. Though the Justice said,
2,600
S lA
Not quoted in conclusion
that though he was inclined to grant the in\7-,
1,100
junction, he felt the law, as it stood, left too much room for doubt.
Not quoted

-

i

82

..

All his boys working.
To put it
And they did. Sam is all smiles these days. The party
ends May 12. Has had a lot of exhibitor co-operation.
By the way hear Sam has been offered $35,000 to relinquish
certain product.
Which he is now distributing. For New York.
So another exchange deal can be put under way. What a lot of
money that is in one dollar hills!

over.

Sales

'lose

'

'

MONTH

SAM'S
Commonwealth.

Zierler, of

—

Quotations
ic j

'

I

— Irving

5

Griffith

:

17

17

-

Triangle

NEW YORK CENSORS

Will continue on the job. Smith, Hays, George Eastman and
]i)eorpor;irmn«
all to the contrary notwithstanding.
Just couldn't swing enough
Harrisburg. Pa.
All-Theaters Picvotes m the Assembly.
Though
the
Senate passed it. All of
[nc,
Philadelphia.
Capital,
which means. That there'll be a lot of jobs. For another year
100.
or so. And expense, and unnecessary annoyance. To the entire
Austin. Tex.— North Texas Amuse- industry.
For no good reason whatsoever.

COOLING IN SUMMERHEATING IN WINTERGREAT ALL THE YEAI
'ROUNDIT'S GOT A KICK! TEA,
TOTALLY
DIFFERENT
}^ ftu^U?.

—

Fori

o.,

I

\\

Capil

irth.

i

E

irs,

i

VN

rreenv
and others,
1

'

1

Montgomery,
Amusements,
I

Inc.,

Mcintosh,

Birmingham
Birmingham.

rporators,

I

Miles

R.

'

olumbus,
ators,

(i.

"

\Y.

<

Seaman.

).
(

Bradsford

D.

tors,

II.

—Be

1.

$10,000.

Borchers,

M.

tunc— and place— Tuesday June

5,

at

town. Otherwise
Don't forget the
Belleclaire Golf Club, Bay-

Talking of golf. To show what a costly game it can be Hal
Roach has been sued for $6,000. Because he "drove" through
a
windshield and damaged the left cheek of the lady driver.
Boy page Artie Stebbins.
;

\\

MAKE
.

'EM

SHORTER

you producers.
I'lunkett is kickm- nmv
All

This is the 'steenth call.
Even Joe
Claims he hasn't been able to use a two
the Strand in months.
Because the features run
.

I-.

L,

Strangeway.
W. Bloch, Albany.
1

The only people who

side.

Fit Id

md

roll

i

Capital,

L.

\.

D

Albany, N. Y.

and

\i
Stai
P.
Co.,
apital. $001).
In. oi

A. Taylor,

it

II.

Bailes.

Inc..

better every day.

will be those who have to be out of
there will be a great party. And a fine crowd.

miss

will

Ala. --

apital, $5,000.

THAT TOURNAMENT
Looms up bigger and

Atkin-

II.

i

il,

Wal

..

^.musemenl
[ncorporK.

comedy

reel

too

at

lone.-.

Yaj

hirst National people

Vttoi

Let's

in line.

make

it

seem set
unanimous.

to cut.

Tourneur and Borzage

FORGETTING COMPETITION

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS

hat's

what John Flinn

VICTOR

At the A. M. P \ lunch last
ur( '!\When he
sted "The Old Nest" and urged a speaker
WATS for this "ac!" FRFF, at your ''"' Al, "' s |)a >tie-up with the picture as propaganda. Good
;"
Educational Exchange
stutt, John.
his husmess ,.i recognizing worth in
pictures
ReAOOE.D ATTRACTION
gardless ol the producer.
Rupert Hughes who wrote "The Old
1

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS

did.

B.

I

<

I

.

1

FISHER

I

G Christie Gomedy
DOROTHY DEVOBE

WINTER
HAS
CAME"

Nest" was there.

And

he liked

Supervising Director

it.

BIRTHDAYS
Watt)

Rothacker and .Martin Quigley celebrated their anniversaries yesterday.
And the little old paper is five years old
tomorrow.

DANNY.

"YOUTH TRIUMPHAN
ALL STAR CAST
See Tomorrow's Paper

THE

Mgpm
Monday,

May

7,

-sw*\DAILY
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On Broadway

Plan Balzac Series

This Week
oadway— "Temptation."
Strand — "The
ooklyn
Bright
Shawl."
mec — "Down To The Sea In
Ships."
— "Vanity Fair."
— "The Covered Wagon."
New
ew's
York — Today — "Prodigal Daughters."
—
13"
and
Boy
Baesday "Rell
"Crossed Wires."
Wednesday — "T h
mp
Ahead."'
— "Racing Hearts."
!*hursday
— "Ravu"
"riday
and "Love Bound."
—
aturday "The Man From Glengarry."
—
iundav "Bella Donna."
ilto— "The Ne'er-Do-Well."
—"The Reckless Sex."
and — "Scars of Jealousy."
Next Week
bad way— "Daddy."
iioklyn Strand — "Within The Law."
Qmeo— "Masters of Men."
— "The Girl Love."
Iterion — "The ^overed Wa^on."
— Not yet determined.
roli — "Enemies of Women."
land — "The
of Lost Ships."

The Daily News reports from
coast that Gilbert

Achievement

iif

filming

S-H

iterion

I

u

s

_

roli

jjpitol

(Special

Los

Strongheart Pictures

of

Balzac

Pictures on Coast
to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles

Sturgeon,
Players

Rollin

recently left Famous
has organized the Sturgeon-Hubbard

Prod., and will produce under the
brand name cf S-H Pictures.

Start Lincoln
(Special

to

—

(Special

to

erated, which
O. franchise.

has acquired the F. B.

which

are

The

they

release

on

concentrating

is

first

—

Many

has

signed
of

a

New

contract

England

Ex-

with
for

Pioneer

has also seed 12 two reel reissued Biograph
ttects
called
the
Favorite
Star

I

ies.

Bruce Fowler In Dallas
(Special

Dallas

to

lllh

them read no other publicaled to believe

—by

five

—that "Service"

name

is

of this publication

part of the "Service" is that they
shall have an edition published right
where the national exhibitor body

meets

Chicago,

May

week

of

21,

has

Object to Minors on Stage
Film Exchange for Dela(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
re. Maryland, the District and VirCleveland— The Deoartment of Inia. and to S. and S. Film and Supdustrial Relations has made objecCo. for West Virginia and West- tions to the children's ^mateur conPennsvlvania.
tests that have been the fad in suburban picture theaters for some time.
)eal With New England Pi.necr
Fully 75% of these
heaters have
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been running these contests at least
Boston
Independent Pictures one night a week.
rp.

they

And

although the house will not open until
August.

itors'

sneer Film
features.

of

the middle

—

Issociated Photoplays, Inc.,
d "Why Women Remarry" to

And

wait for the little old paper every day
and wouldn't be without it.

—

Sales

readers.

years' honest effort

Boston—The local staff of F. B. O.
now installed in the office of Fed-

THE FILM DAILY)

Two New

—but

They have been

New England Deal Operative
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

"West Bound Limited." which goes
Los Angeles Two new Strong- into Tremont Temple. May 14.
jirt pictures are in production. "The
Fantom Pack" and "White Fang."
Another "Sub" For Grand Rapids
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ibrk on Crandall House Progressing
Grand Rapids, Mich. Plans have
I (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been completed for the erection of a
Washington Construction
on new suburban theater to seat 1,200.
Bandall's new Ambassador theater The house will be situated on Lake
and Columbia Road is pro- Drive near Auburn Ave.
1 18th
King rapidly.
The new Regent is about finished,

|

There are over 5,000 readers of THE
FILM DAILY. Not plain, ordinary

tion relating to film folk or pictures.

Billings.

is

SERVICE
subscribers

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles The Rockett-Lincoln
Film Co. has started work on "The
Life of Abraham Lincoln."
Space
has been leased at the Mayer studio.
Philip Rosen will direct.
Lincoln
be portrayed by George A.
will

iilto

Two

series

who

I

Isle

"The Magic Skin"

stories.

pitol

r e e

only
but a

not

Balzac

by

the

K. Gable, president
Films, Inc. intends

FILM DAILY)

— Bruce Fowler, more recent-

manager of the Indiana theater at
Haute hid., is here to assume
management of four Paramount
.ises. the Pab.c?, tK e Red Mill, and

New

St.

Louis Theater Unit

THE FILM L.vlLY)
Louis The Palace Amusement
Co. has been formed here with a capitalization of $30,000.
It is understood
it will
control the Marquette, Palace,
Majestic and Criterion theaters. Plans
for the merger of these houses has
been under consideration for some
(Special

to

Coliseum
Just as a hundred exhibitors — or
in the

who attended

less,

the St. Louis convention

years ago, had the little old paper
printed for them in St. Louis, so all who
attend M. P. T. 0. of A. annual conventions will always find
five

—

St.

time.

THE FILM DAILY
ready for them. Printed right on hand
in the convention city.

rre

B others.

New
(Special

Turned Into Long Runs
THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
The Columbia will here(Special to

—

Southern Distributors
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta— Gold Seal

Prod.. Inc., a
distributing organization,
has
•ned offices in the same quarters
v

upied by Enterprise Dist.
The
k company plans 12 releases a
ir starting with
"The Great Men-

after play long
thirty a year.

runs, planning about
Five or six will be
purchased,
outside
of
LJniversal
Jewels.
new scale of prices has
been put into effect, with 10 cents for
children. 25 and 35. matinees, with
65 cents loge; 35 and 50 evenings
with 75 cents loge. Inaugurating the

A

scale,

"Hunting

everv record.

Big

Game" broke

ever was a better "buy" for
anyone who has anything to sell an exhibitor than this special edition for the
convention week, won't someone please
stand up and shout it aloud?
If there

I*

Putting It
Here

it

how a

uour ideas.

Over

brother exhibitor put his shone over.

Let the other fellow

Among Exchangemen
Milwaukee— Sam

the Educational sales

Send along

know how you cleaned up.

M inneapolis— Charles

—

Raymond,

CADWALLAJER
L.

!

W. HITT

Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife

The Ne'er-Do-Well

office.

—

Minneapolis Fred Reichelt, formStrand er Iowa and Nebraska distributor, has
Rose" its been appointe Goldwyn office man-

From the Phonograph
When the
Cincinnati. O.

Aid

staff.

formerly Goldwynner in Kansas City,
has taken over the same ->ost in the
local

Rotogravure Insert

C. L.

Miller has joined

I am in the market for
"Mighty Lak' A
publicitj department took the trouble ager here.
SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
to look up the phonograph records
Iris Film Exchange
It
George E. McDermotte is now in
of the song that were available.
J. IRIS
discovered, tor example, that the Vic- charge of the Southern Enterprises
Ave. N. Y
729
-7th
Phoneit:
a
of
tor library had five records
theaters in Macon, Ga., succeeding
Bryant 3377
Farrar solo, an Alda selection, a harp J. H. Stellings.
an orchestra record and a
solo,
An Up To Date Method
On the back of a herald it
quintet.
Keilmann
Sunday Violater Fined
Topeka— When E. D.
The exlisted all five.
it
out
got
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
"listened in" on his radio caught "The
trouble meant a tie up with the
Flirt," being sung by Frank W'atkins tra
Austin, La.— J. J. Hegman, opershops and brought additional
Victor
proon the K. C. Star broadcasting
ating a movie house here, was fined
By Elinor Glyn
expense.
additional
at
no
gram, a week ahead of his showing exploitation
$20 and costs for violating the SunThe
Motion
Picture Rights on
secured
Grand,
he
the picture at his
day closing ordinance.
this Absorbing Story are
Lilliam Malmstrom, a popular singer Chevrolet People Help
Washington During the run of
FOR SALE
and arranged a "Flirtation Prologue"
After American Market
with station "KI," tying-up with the "Poor Men's Wives," at the Central,
Address
T-5, care Film Daily
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
a tie-up was made by J. H. Beaver of
picture.
Continental
American
Berlin The
Lichtman exchange with the
the
deOld-Age Discussion Helps
Chevrolet Motor Co., in which ap- Film Ass'n has created a foreign
A controversy as to proximately 30 cars were used. In partment with an eye in particular on
Cairo, 111.
what age people get tired of films, the back windows and across the the American market.
broke open the Cairo Bulletin for "To windshields cards were placed stating
Deal With Progress of Boston
Publicity and Advertising for Producers,
Have and To Hold" playing at the that the Chevrolet car was used by
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Gem.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rich as well as "Poor Men's Wives;"
Phone Bryant 6763
Manager E. C. McFarling and Bill "Prove it at the Central Theater,
Boston The Klein Dist. Co. has
E.
Harwell, cooked up the scheme be- week of April 15." These cards were given up its quarters.
Klein is nowAdvertising
tween them. They went around to carried in the cars used by the entire distributing through the Progress
1540 Broadway,
Loenv Bldg.,
the Bulletin office and cornered the Chevrolet sales force ~nd used the Film Co.
The arrangement is for
city editor and involved him in the
whole week. In addition, the Chevro- physical distribution only.
Harwell went into ecstadiscussion.
let people arranged a parade of its
Hold"
To
and
cics over "To Have
cars in co-operation with the exStart New Chicago House
and made the claim that everybody ploiteer, in which all the sales force
Mr. Exhibitor:
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
young or old would enjoy it. The took part.
Ask Your Film Company for tl
starte
Construction
has
Chicago
city editor said that people over 60

accessory to
be issued by C. B. C, is a four-page
rotogravure insert for "Temptation."
The insert is newspaper size with a
space at tin- top far imprinting. They
can also be used for lobby display
and posters as well as an insert.

The

latest exploitation

played

JOHN

'The Reason

Why"

—

—

—

A E R

B

—

FRED

BAER

—

years do not attend the theaters.
"Here's 25 tickets that say they

on

With "Backbone"
name of the picture

Realtors Tie-up

the

1

new

Me Kirov

$400,000 Fitzpatrick
theater and office building

/'THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHE^

(Pat. Applied For)
as at Kedzie Ave. and 63rd St.
With the
"You
McFarling broke out.
means more to you than
t
and announce that you the backbone of the idea a real estate
It is the cue sli
[other accessory.
in
three New York
Engaged for Two Pictures
will give a ticket to anybody over advertisement
musically per:
a
insures;
that
newspapers
Distincwas
obtained
by
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
60 years of a^c calling at the office
picture presentation.
The editor thought tive Sunday, April 29, to exploit
has
of your paper."
Blanche
Sweet
Angeles
Los
tickets were "Backbone," which was opened that been engaged by Goldwyn to appear
it a great idea and, the
day at tin- Capitol. Co-operation of in "In the Palace of the King" and
taken up in no time.
tin Evening Journal enabled Distinc"Tess of the D'Ubervilles," both of
tive t<> put across the idea.
Real Exploitation
ROUSE AUTO SERVICE
which will be produced by Goldwyn.
Over the top of the ad was a banOmaha Varied methods of exploitation formed the basis for the ner reading: "Home Owners are the
Start "The Alibi"
campaign conducted by Manager Backbone of This Great Nation." A
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Johnson on "Mighty Lak' a Rose" at standardized slug of "Backbone" was
Los Angeles Yitagraph has startused and repeated again in the Disthe Rialto.
ed work on "The Alibi" with David
An attractive but mysterious young tinctive ad and the ad of the Land Smith directing. The cast includes
Improvement and Building Corp.
girl made the rounds of the hospitals
Alice Calhoun, Percy Marmont, Culfor several days, giving roses to the beneath. Down the center of the page
leu Landis, foscph Kilgour and Edith
was
an
editorial
on
the
meaning
the
of
visited
the
also
patients.
Vorke.
Orphans' Home and the Child Sav- word "backbone" and grit, courage,
$2 Per Hour by Day

will."

keep

I

them,

—

—

—

—

ings' Institute.
The first day she refused to answer any questions or to

determination, tying this idea up with
those who had backbone enough to

give her name.
On the second day buy his own home. The editorial alshe
admitted that she had seen so featured the picture at the Capitol
"Mighty Lak' a Rose" and that her as a typification of the wonderful

impression had been so profound that qualities of backbone. This editorial
she had decided to give part of her was signed by Willy Brothers, Inc.,
The which took the entire lower half of
time to doing good work.
the page with an advertisement which
story was played up.
By the use of a scrim in front of was also a play on the picture.
The tie-up appealed to the real
the regular screen, Johnson was able
to put on a simple prologue that was estate operators and they agreed to
nevertheless effective.
Two young epeat the page in the Morning Ameriladies rendered a violin, vocal duet can and in the World, which gave a
Standing total circulation of 2,000,000 copii
of "Mighty Lak' a Rose."
between the regular screen and the for the Backbone ad.
Through the courtesy of S. L.
scrim the pose of the two young
ladies gave the effect that they were Rothafel the page in the Journal was
standing on a bed of roses. Old time framed and placed in the lobby of tin
Capitol near the box office.
melodies were played.

"Ponjola" will be started June

James Young

will

1.

109

W.

51st St.

direct.

LOUIS

MEYER

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251 \^EST
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May

How He Suggested Plans

Zukor

8,

Price 5 Centi

1923

Famous Expected

Cut
Production Schedule Next Season

to Fight First National

to Materially

Suggested That Zukor Enter Exhibition Field and Fight Probabilities Are That Not More Than 60 Pictures Will Be Made
For Next Season and Possibly Only 52 "Fewer and Better"
First National Exhibitors to Retaliate for the Plan
Productions To Be Carried Out Day of "Program
Several Circuit Officials Proposed to

—

o

—

Picture" About Over

"Wreck Famous Players"

Famous 'layers is expected to announce
W. Irwin, for a year vice-president of Famous Players,
the chief witness for the Government at the Federal Trade schedule for the coming" season in Chicago on
the semi-annual sales convention.
mission hearing yesterday against Famous Players.

Walter
1

its

1

May

production
16, during

obtainable at the moment,
Famous, was put on
While no authoritative statement
under
msideration for the proplans
now
I stand to identify various contracts and agreements to be em- it is understood that
not
more
than
B.
Franklin,
the
schedule
call
for
60 and perhaps but 52
head of
duction
tied in the record, while Harold
contract
Win.
coming
season.
making
the
pictures for
|nous theater department, told of the
pray general manager of practically all of the Xew England
The idea of "fewer and better" pictures will be definitely

Elek

'

Ludvigh, general counsel

J.

for

l

i

!

comprising the Black circuit.
Much of this change of policy is undoubtedly due
carried out.
Irwin's testimony was chiefly interesting for its sidelight on to the success of "The Covered Wagon" and the type of picture
Famous Players-First National embroglio, which raged so it represents.

liters
;

>usly

1917

in

and 1918.

-

Irwin

—

'

'

"'"

'

:

!

problems
f^lnKc
\
in#=»rl T
ljlr\
v^iuds i_>meu
routing the industry with Zukor
Mills' Arrangement with Exchangemen for Hays Arbitration
e running on a train from Chi- Frank P.
Goldwyn Off Owes Los Angeles
Plan, Says Pettijohn Back From
1918,
and that at times
)
in
Trip— Three More to See
Hotel
$150
or discussed the need of a dis(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Charles C. Pettijohn and Lloyd
organization to handle the
iiting
Los Angeles Frank P. Mills' con- D. Willis returned yesterday from a
uct of Mary Pickford and other
with Goldwyn has been can- country-wide trip during which they
tract
pointing
-salaried Famous stars,
visited all but three exchange centers
celled.
that this step was made necessary
Mills hails from Cleveland and is relative to the nationalization of F.
prevent Paramount from tying up
He succeeded in con- I. L. M. Clubs under the uniform
25 years old.
fee higher priced pictures with the
summating a contract with Edward contract and the Hays arbitration
feral run then being released by
for
the re:d that he discussed the

Cancel Contract

—
—

li

Bowes

amount.

Goldwyn

of

plan.

Mills then
win stated that during this con- signed George D. Baker to direct the
iation Zukor discussed the forma- film which was to be "What Shall
of Artcraft, declaring that the It Profit?" one of Baker's original
Page 2)
(Continued on
to HollyBaker then can
stories.
wood. Mills' next step was to raise
$100,000 through the Cinema Finance
Goldwyn Signs Ekman
Corp. on the strength of the Goldwyn
oldwyn has signed Eosta Ekman
He then signed Stratford
contract.
one picture, probably "Ben Hur."
Ford, as technical expert as costume
nan has a reputation in ConCharles
and
persuaded
director'ntal Europe as an actor.
(Continued on Page 3)
lease

Not Attend
THE FILM DAILY)
The Cleveland exhib-

Cleveland Will
(Special

to

leveland

—

unit will not attend the national
vention in Chicago, it has been
Duneed. The reason is because the
y is not a member of the national
mization.

Mrs. Akeley After Films
Delia A. Akeley will sail on
for British East Africa and
nda on a mission for the BrookMuseum.
She expects to bag
game and in addition film her ex:s in
the African wilds.
rs.

J

1

of

one

picture.

"White Rose" in Lyric
"The White Rose." D. W. Griffith's
latest

May

picture opens at the
21 for four week-.

May

Close 5

(Special

to

Twin

Lyric on

City Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

j

Those in close touch with conditions
through the country realize the value
"

-

Many well post .
of the big picture
ed film men insist the day of the socalled "program" picture has about
,.

passed; and while there will always
be a market for this type of picture
believe that the real
pictures must be of

stronger
it

said,

is

monev making

a larger and
drawing power type. This,
has had much influence on

the determination of
its schedule.

Famous

to cut

For this season Famous will remore exthree
There
remain
approximately 76 pictures. Durlease
interchangemen's organization to
view, these in New Haven, Boston ing the season of 1921-22, Famous reWillis leaves to- leased about 93 pictures and for the
and Philadelphia.
day to take up the plain in those preceding season, 100.
cities.
He and Pettijohn were gone
They found the
for about a month.
Convention Opens Today
exchangemen willing to become units
the national plan.
Pettijohn stated yesterday he discovered business on the up-grade in
every section.
in

Ruben

in the

Ring?

Chicago reports yesterday indicated
that T. J. Ruben, former president of
the Illinois M. P. T. O. would enter
the presidental campaign at the forthcoming exhibitor convention.

The Eastern sales convention
at
opens
Players
Famous
Pennsylvania this morning.

William R. Hoggan, general sales
manager. Famous-Lasky Film Service. Ltd., of Australia is here for the
He sails for
various conventions.
home on May 29 from 'Frisco.

Buys In Okla. House
THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City Paramount has
F.

—

Minneapolis Finkelstein and RuHearst After Minneapolis House?
ben are understood to be considering
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the closing of four downtown theaUnconfirmed reports
Minneapolis
here
in
orters in St. Paul and one
representative of Wilder to relieve the overseated condi- have it that a
The Alhambra, liam Randolph Hearst was here last
tion of the cities.
situaGem, Blue Mouse and Xew Princess week looking over the theater firstbuilding a
are under consideration in St. Paul tion with a view to
run house here.
and the New Garrick here.

—

of

the

P.-L.

(Special to

—

purchased a half interest in the Criterion, the change effective May 13.
S. S. Wallace, now at the Capitol.
will

manage

the

house.

Brownless. of the Price
Tex.. SUCi eeds Wallace.

at

Henry
Houston,

!

THE

a&H

DAILY

—

ViL

(Continued from Page 1)
uinl and other high-salaried star
pictures should have a separate -ales
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5
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W
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:
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17'..
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Sales

3,000
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100
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900
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World
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Prior to this talk with
organization.
Zukor, Irwin testified, he had lunch
with Zukor at which the formation of
the Exhibitors' Circuit, now known as
First National, \\ a- the pi im ipal topic
Irwin typified the
conversation.
Circuit
as
tlun-called
Exhibitors'
"an alleged exhibitors organization."
Later, the witness stated. Zukor invited him to lunch and told him thai
was openly after
First
National
Mary Pickford, whose contract with
ii

Famous Players was then about

to

xpire, that he had been warned by
First National that the) would outbid him for Miss Pickford as soon as

her contract expired, no matter what
Zukor
she was offered by Famous.

Irwin during this luncheon conthat Miss Pickford and her
mother had both been told the same
thing by First National representatold

ference

tives, who, Zukor told
Irwin, were
openly boasting that they would not
only sign the next contract with Miss
Pickford, but that they would also
secure
Fairbanks and Hart, such
directors of the Famous organization
as they needed, and would "break up

Famous

Now Selling

Players."

Zukor, according to the witness, declared that he would tight First National to the limit, asserting that he

would never allow what he regarded
achievement of his life

as the greatest

be wrecked.

Irwin stated that he advised Zukor
tell the industry the tacts through
advertisements in the trade press, in
affidavit form, by telling the facts

—and

going with lightning speed

ARROW'S

GREAT

Stoll

of
ol

Showing This Morning

Film

will give a special

"The
this

Prodigal

Son"

show
at

-

the

morniug.

(fl&cLuxiticrrval U-tctuA£A^

had told them to
an affidavit that
Miss Pickford and her mother had
both been told by First National representatives that they would pay her
more money, no matter how favorable might be the terms of the next
contract offered her by Famous, and
to further [joint out that such action
as the latter
Irwin, to state in

or Blazing Barriers

LOST

IN

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

c National Cocktail

THE WHOLE NATION
WILL ROAR!
STEEPED WITH
IT'S
CHUCKLES
ITS

BREWED WITH

LAUGHS
IT'S GULPED WITH JOY!

1 1
L-'

.

-:""

^w^

A

BIG CITY

THE

LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE

just

First National would inevitably increase the cost of pictures to the exhibitors in that the boosting of salaries to the Famous Players luminaries whom First National was endeavoring to secure would cause a
general upward salary trend which
would find its reaction in a higher
picture cost range to the exhibitor.
Irwin testified that he further advised
01
to point out to exhibitors <>i
the country that the exhibitors' cirnit, or
First National, was not the
friend of the exhibitor but bis com
1)\

"THE

8

JACQUELINE

to

Stoll

May

Suggested Plans

T-~ Ifn^n, d,aKOm«IB
•S FILMDOM ^^WVk. " * ^^ AUTHORITY
^^^iri%aDMfl3a—
tot

Tuesday,

i

ial enemy, because Fii st National
was signing up sub franchises upon
.us that
was going o
up the trust, meaning
amous
Players, and that
exhibitors were

mei

.

THE BROKEN VIOLIN

NONE SO BLIND
MAN AND WIFE
THE STREETS OF NEW YORK

THE RIP TIDE
Here Are Eight Great Arrow Successes Available Now and Priced

—

it

1

I

hurting themselves, because if the)
supported this po
Famous would
be compelled
IS
3
m it!,-, ,,i selfprotection to withhold its pictures
from them.
Irwin pointed out in his testimony
that at this time the franchise and
sub-franchise holders had built up
the good will of their business on
Famous pictures. Inasmuch as there
were 26 prominent exhibitors in the
First National at that time, he stated,
( Con tinu
on
'age O

Right.

Investigate

ii

!

Write, Phone, Call or Wire

Arrow Film Corporation
220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St., London

8,

Q

THE
May

Tuesday,

1923

8,

Newspaper Opinions
"Vanity Fair"

—Goldwyn

—

AMERICAN

There was atmosphere,
•re was characterization, there was a cern charm, and for the students of the
morable book a few surprises, a few dispointments. a few recompenses and a few
*

*

*

It

understood that Allan

is

Dwan

will

may, on the whole,
Take * * * a great deal of
Hence with you and perhaps the length

mmended.

Turn Over House

not prove to be so irritating.

will

film

the

NEWS — It

directed with a fine
ling for detail, mounted as only Mr. Ballin
set a picture, is exquisitely photographed,
a cast of personable and capable actors
Withal. "Vanity Fair"
d a famous author.
one of the dullest .and most boring pictures

DAILY

is

1

Cancel Contract
(Continued from Page

E.K.LINCOLN

1)

Washington, a desk man with the
New York Sun to come on. as direc-

in

tor of publicity.

Dwan May Go West

be transferred to the coast as
soon as he completes work on
be "Zaza" here in the East.

Fair,"

'Vanity

Levee Here
Levee of the United studio
New York yesterday from

C.

arrived in
the coast.

Capitol

itacles.

Mike

-2&*±DAILV

to Charity

and Rosenthal turned over
Gotham theater on Saturday
their
morning to trie sponsors of the John
Jasper Public No. 9 Milk Fund.
llirsch

Then

it

Am-

so happened that the

bassador Hotel sent out notices to
other hotels here that Mills owed
Abraham Lehr, in charge of
$150.
Goldwyn production, stepped into
the matter and began investigations
of his own.
He discovered, he says,
that Mills is operating without cash
and then the contract Mills held
with Goldwyn was cancelled.

Sue Famous Players
Advertisers to Help
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Frederick H. Elliot. Eastern repreJanesville, Wis.
C. J. Goetz of
imatic significance is lacking.
sentative of the coast exposition was the Beverly and James Zanias of the
EVENING JOURNAL— It has its faults, pledged the support of the A. M. P. Apollo, have instituted suit against
Mr. Ballin has evolved a
all that
t for
and A. at a lunch yesterday at the Uptown Famous Players alleging that the
attention
the
holds
that
otoplay
company violated an existing conarms the eye with the warmth of its Club.

"THE RIGHT OF
THE STRONGEST"

A

Great Picture
with a Great Cast

*

been our duty to sit through. *
no high spots dramatically. There
one or two scenes that stand out, but

las ever
ere are
;

noticeably good lighting and
its
tings,
otography and with some striking effects.

WORLD—The

EVENING

picture, as it
nothibles by on the screen, struck us as
but a series of etchings with about as
(
!ch relation to one another as paintings
ng in an art gallery.

our

In

fair

jn

estimation •'Vanity
as far as pictures go.

GLOBE— The

may

result

be

Fair"

isn't

who

Associated Gets "Harbor Lights"
Exhibitors,
Inc.,
has
Associated
secured
American distribution of
duction

pleasing

to

picture "Vanity
unhappy attempt to resolve the
,ir" is an
language into
English
eatest satire in the
ms of pictures that move.
"Vanity Fair" is actually the dullest picsat through
re that we have seen since we

skillfully

is

of

the

stock

portrayed and
mov:e incidents

with
faithfulness
period is pictured and the work
fiich the
dignity it
a gifted cast lend the film the
rhtfully deserves.

make

move.

it

The

Ballin's
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Mr.many
at

resulted in
active settings, which give the film a specthan
cular value, and it is on this rather
anv dramatic score that the piece deA creditable
mds 'for its interest. * * *
?sture on the part of Mr. Ballin.
ill

as

an

artist

SUN— "Vanity
ictorian

era in

production
io
long to get
ainspring does
ncoils without
l's

as dull as the prewhich it is set. Hugo Bal* * * suffers from taking
started, and then when its
appear to get wound up it
any perceptible stir.
is

TELEGRAM— The

production is an ex
transcript of one of the classics ol
ction,
and the producer is to be eon
atulated on the fidelity with which he lias
precincts of the
the
mfined himself to
;llent

,'iginal

story.

TIMES — *

director has made the misike of putting on the screen too many indents in Thackeray's novel, with the result
lat continuity of interest and suspense are
*

*

icrificed.
The production, which is an
Baborate one, done in very good taste, conSuns many impressive scenes and a number
It original
ideas in photography and sets.
* *
In spite of all deficiencies this proration is infinitely more entertaining and
ir
better done than many other films

Wood Coming

*-3ffl

H

faith

when

Los

direct
will

Children's
"His
direct
probably
Children" in the East. This will be
one of the important pictures on
Paramount's fall schedule.

Worried About Brother
R. H. and P. D. Cochrane are worried about their brother, Negley D.
Cochran, former editor of the Toledo
News-Bee who is in the Scrinos party
louring the world and who may have
been captured by Chinese bandits.

Lapworth Assisting Seastrom
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Lapworth,
Goldwyn, Ltd.,

Los Angeles
former secretary of
of England, is here assisting Victor
Seastrom who is making "The Mas-

Man."

Lapworth

will

advise

of

on

English customs and habits.

Present Wife's Portrait
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto At the dinner given N.
L. Nathanson on Friday, Nathanson
was presented with a life sized portrait of his wife, painted by Joshua
Smith, a distinguished Canadian arAbout 200 guests attended the
tist.
dinner which broke up about 4. ,50 A.
M. on Saturday.
Stcll
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Charles Parrott will
George Jeske,
Will Rogers,
Stan Laurel, and Jay A. Howe, Paul
Parrott, under terms of new contracts which Hal Roach has signed
these
directors.
with
Sam Taylor
and Fred Newmeyer will continue as
directors for Harold Lloyd, while Bob

McGowan

East
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Angeles — Sam Wood
to
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London Stoll has filmed "The
WORLD — The production is chiefly val- Mystery of Dr. Fu Manchu" in 15
as a picture book of fashion a century
The serial is
two reel episodes.
go.
There is a series of striking scenes
popular
stories of Sax
on
the
based
*
*
*
thi
Normally
ball
in
Brussels.
Romher, which had a tremendous
ffectivo battle scenes on the field of Waterloo
A sale both here and in America and
an excellent cavalry charge. *
ll'ord for the excellent portrayal of the Marwas was produced by A. E. Coleby who
Iuis of Steyne by Hobart Bosworth
made "The Prodigal Son."
best hit of the piece.
1

its

m
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accepted deposits.

it
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(Special
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Fair"
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direct

Many notables at1'awtaucket
tended the recent opening of the new
theater.
Leroy
Jude,
$] 000,000
Charles and Clinton Payne are behind the project.
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Leroy Pawtaucket Opens
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feature

orgv of boredom, "The Queen of
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Some of Mr. Ballin's individual
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enes in "Vanity Fair" are beautiful in
treme.
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htfullv executed. * * *
novel
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HERALD —The

Tom

"Harbor Lights,"

tract and offered Paramount pictures
to other theaters in the town, despite

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS

(Special

devoted to Thackeray, but I
afraid it will not meet with the approval
the vast majority who are seeking enternment only. * * * Nevertheless, Mr. Baldeserving of no little credit for the
is
and
ry evident expenditure of time, money,
The detail is
jught on the production.
ceram
I
and
marvellous,
thing short of
be
n experts on the period filmed will
The settings
able to find but few errors.
d photography are artistic in the extreme.
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he felt
Zukoi

ontinued

(

,oeb

I.

l

enemy camp which was then depend- and
principally upon Famous pictures.
Irwin testified that in his opinion
one of the causes of disaffection in the
xhibi
rank- of thi

I

Irw in -aid.
Llldvigh, general counsel
for Famous Playei - was again placed
nd to identify documents

from Page 2)
thai such action on the part of
would throw a -rare into the
i

oan through Kuhn,

$10,01
and Co.,

Suggested Plans

i

Co. oi

lev

between

o'ntt ai i-

Mastbaum

Famous and

Enterprises and the Stan
America, controlled by the
interests,

which were

in-

the record of the hear
Ludvigh -tated that the con

corporated
nig-.

in

aine asked Ludvigh if under the
terms of the Famous-Stanley agreeof August, 1919, Famous paid
Stanley
h instead of bonds for the

"The Reason Why'
By Elinor Glyn
The Motion Picture Rights

i

stock required by F. P.-L., receiving
an affirmative reply.
Harold B. Franklin, in charge of
the Famous Players theater depart
m, ut. placed on the stand by the
rnment, testified that he negotiated the agreement under the

FOR SALE
Address T-5, care Film Daih

Phone

term- of which Wm, P. Gray was
made general manager of most of
Co.
was
Stanley
the
theaters.
-Mated by Adolph Zukor. but ex- the Black New England
"ii getting
comprispeti
houses
the
of
nt
twelve
Players
plained that neither Famous
picture, whether or not they themcircuit are not included
or Zukor personally participated in ing the Black
Famous,
it.
The
selves were able to use
he stated.
agreement,
in
this
ComStanley
the
tin organization of
the exhibitors asserted, had corralled
charge of
of America, which he under- agreement putting Gray in
pany
Stars and dipractically all
d.
was entirely local in it's in- these New England houses was
rector-, and they simply couldn't afo. k.'d by the executive Committee.
,1111 ion.
hold of
titOI
ford to let
Questioned by Government counsel Franklin explained.
Famous, he stated,
a Famous picture.
as to whether the Stanley Co. of
was then selling on the star series
Edna Murphy will appear in
erica or the Stanley Booking Co.
system, by which an exhibitor could
the principal organization of the "What Shall A Girl Do?" the newwas
without
-tar
takbook a series "i on<
Mastbaum interests, Ludvigh replied serial Hal Roach is making for
Exhibitors
ing the entin program.
that so far as he knew the Stanley Pathe.
wen pi ed, Irw in -tated, because Co of America was the real Cornthey were compelled to book the star
pain, and that the Stanley Booking
serie- b) "arbitary" exchange manCo. as such lasted only for a short
age
period, its present title being merely
Zukor. according to the witness. descriptive of that particular unit of
didn't follow hi- advice, hut appeared the
Ludvigh
Mastbaum activities.
Inn, re th. executive committee of the testified that although changes in the
old National Association and -ol:> itcd Famous Players-Stanley contract had
their support in helping him combal been contemplated, including the prothe battle winch First National was visions relative to mutual options,
contract then employed
In Famous Players, which exhibitors
were compelled to sign to keep comcancellation

Famous

between

tract

oi|

Absorbing Story are

this

and
presumably

— Beekman
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waging against
1918 Irw

December nothing had ever been concluded in
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again
worriedly told him of the
destructive warfare and "intolerable
methods" >>i Firsl National, and again
Irwin advised him to adopt aggressive
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Ludvigh had previously been subpoenaed by the Government to produi

documents

all
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to

lativi

obtainable

EASTMAN

re-

made by Famous and

loans

Zukor to lessees of theaters.
Asked if he was prepared to submit
this information. Ludvigh asked and
was granted permission to make an
by
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li

oral statement rather than a written
me1 Zukor pre-, hi.
m, declaring that as far as
and the executh
Committei o Fa
he had been able to ascertain the
tnous Players al Zukor- home, and i,nl\ loan mad, In Famous
'la
out lined
ck that he had
Sept, mber, 1919 to May, 1923,
Zukor to adopt. le
,500 to Philip Bleichman. of
told the committee, according to his
letroit.
test imot
this
poli< j
During the Fall of 1921, Ludvigh
thro
into the exhibit'led.
Loew's Ohio Theater- ,,'
disruption that
,land, was behind $21,000 on film
w ould
trmless First Nationand thai by Spring, 1922,
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it's

advice with the -uggestion that he
Counsel for the Federal Trade
carry the light into tin enemy's camr>. Commission elicited the information
by going into the 26 First National from Ludvigh that Famous Players
cities and building, or .it least looking
was formerly part owner of the
into tin
building, the Black New England Theaters, Inc..
feasibility
of
large-t anil finest theaters in those
but that this chain of houses is now
cities, on the theory that fire should
controlled by the former organizabe met with fire. Irwin pointed out tion.
to Zukoi

N. Y.
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stated,

Indianapolis and pur- allowing Loew's Ohio Theaters to
ite for a theater there.
trade out the $33,000 diffi
that time on, the w itness -tated. Fa- ing between the amount of film
r<
mous acquired various theater and
nd the amount of the issue
interests
theatrical
in
chains that subscribed, a- againsl
future
film
made it possible to show Famous rentals. This balance has all been
pictures in hr-1 run houses in key traded out.
Zukor, the witness tescities with very little difficulty.
Mo-t tified, has made no loans that have
he worl
acqui ing theaters w as let*
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1
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This would indicate that rel.
current at the time of the
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with
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Goldwyn have
I'st
IdStion in fact, and that
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may have purchased an
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At One Time Feared Zukor Would Break It Up Considered Joining Zukor Some Pertinent Comment Regarding "Stars"

at fifty? Goliath?

BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL

distributing

convention has
20-24 at the RitzAll of the
!o'n in Atlantic City.
the
district
branch managers,
figers and home office executives
attend to the number of 60
ile.
The fall selling plan will be
tied and a number of next sea• release screened for the sales
annual

called for

(

old
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York.
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Williams Relates Some Historical
Data Regarding First National

But One of Many

Be

9,

May

Censors Upheld

There was some uncloseting of 'skeletons' during the examination of J. D. Williams, president of Ritz-Carlton Pictures, Inc.,
and former general manager of Associated First Nat'l, yesterday
in the course of the Federal Trade Commission's proceedings

Famous Players and subsidiary companies
monopoly in the moving picture business.

against

alleged to con-

stitute a

Appeal Court Sustains Right to Pass
on News Reels Pathe Brought
Unsuccessful Action

—

Williams emphatically declared that at no time during his
connection with First National did he tell Adolph Zukor that he
(By Long Distance Phone)
would outbid Famous for the services of Mary Pickford and other
Albany The Court of Appeals
utives.
yesterday upheld the constitutionality Famous stars and directors as soon as their contract had expired.
of the State Motion Picture Com- nor did he authorize anyone to make any such statement. Williams
O'Brien to Join Woody
testified that in the Summer of 1918
mission and its right to censor news
is understood that Steve O'Brien
Zukor told him that he held a 50%
reels.
This sustains a previous deciBusiness Better
resigned as Selznick manager in sion of the Appellate Division of the
interest in Select Pictures Corp. with
Ciha to join Jack Woody, whose Supreme Court.
Paramount Exchanges See Return of L. J. Selznick, and urged him to sever
e is linked with a new producinghis connection with First National
The action was brought by Pathe
Prosperity Sales Meeting
sibuting plan.
and work for Select, that prior to
Exchange, Inc., because of certain
Ends Tonight
deletions made in issues of Pathe
Paramount leaving First National he would be
46
from
Reports
t;e Lichtman 'Changes; Blank Out

—

—

News by the Commission. Frederic
Grossman, special repre- Coudert, of Coudert Bros, repre- branches in this country and in CanR.
ntive of the Al Lichtman Corp., sented Pathe in the action, his stand ada were cited yesterday by S.
Kent as indications that in many secn his way to the Middle West
being that the liberty of the press had tions the exhibiting business had reIre he will arrange for exchanges
been violated inasmuch as motion turned to the prosperous conditions
pes Moines, Kansas City and pictures of actual news events as
ilia.
These will be operated by they occurred constituted news mat- that prevailed immediately following
'home office. A. H. Blank, who ter in exactly the same manner as the the war. Several other sections, however, had not yet emerged from the
the Lichtman franchise in that
printed word.
slump, he said.
Itory, will not release the
TreThe Court of Appeals has ordered
More than 125 home office execued output any longer.
Pathe to pay the cost of the action.
tives, district and branch managers
hvard

advanced several weeks salary with a

note as security, said note to be cancelled if Williams joined Select and
paid if he turned down the offer. Williams said that Zukor told him if he
did not leave First National he would

buy up most

of the franchises of that
organization so that it would be unZukor's plan, acable to function.
cording to Williams, was for the latter
to break away from First National,
which organization would soon dis(Continued on Page 6)
Doesn't Seek a Split
integrate after Williams had joined
for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with Selznick and Zukor in
forces
Hodkinson Gets "The Beast"
'mtinental Prod., Inc., of Miami,
Detroit H. M. Richey of the MichSelect, and that the joint product of
lid a contract yesterday with Roy
Hodkinson will distribute "The
igan M. P. T. O. denies that the en'vford,
vice-president and treas- trance of James C. Ritter into the Beast"
which was made by the Famous Players and Selznick would
(Continued on
Page 2)
of Associated
Exhibitors, for race for the M. P. T. O. presidency Thomas Dixon Corp. The deal was
jibution of a feature starring J. P. was a move to split up the field in arranged through the Producers Seowan and Helen Holmes, and favor of another candidate.
curity Corp.
Contract Cancelled Here
in which McGowan alone will
The title will probably be changed
tarred.
In connection with the cancellation
Films to Fight Radicals
before release.
'>eep
Waters," the picture in
In the Manufacturer's Record, Wilof the distribution contract for one
h McGowan and Miss Holmes liam H. Barr, president of the Napicture held with Goldwyn by Frank
Bara in Films Again?
co-starred, was directed by Mc- tional Founders' Assn., advocates the
P. Mills, Edward Bowes stated yesDAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
:an himself.
The first of the subsidizing of the Church M. P.
terday the contract had been can-rints
The
Times
a
Angeles
Los
to follow will be a semi-western.
Corp., a producer of non-theatrical
here because Mills had broken
celled
negotiations on behalf of Con- films, in order to fight the propaganda long interview with Theda Bara, in
in health and could not prodown
intends
she
states
latter
the
which
jital
were conducted by Arthur of radicals and promote industrial
She may ceed with work on the picture in Caliin
charge of finances, for prosperity. John F. Edgerton, presi- returning to pictures.
Jain,
i

Deal

Five

—

<

i ;

i

—

i

1

:

'

i

>

organization,

and

were

Kane Goes to Los Angeles
thur S. Kane is on a business
to the west coast, where he will
it

with Charles Ray.

of the Nat'l Assn. of Manufacturers, is a party to the Barr idea
which would provide for a $3,000,000

made dent

igh Charles Rogers, of Resolute
Sales, Inc.

corporation with 8% preferred stock
available to the general public for subBarr announces himself
scriptions.
as president and Edgerton as vicepresident of the proposed company.

make "Monna Vanna."

Bowes added that Goldwyn
made certain that Mills had

fornia.

had

The Selznick company holds a sufficient funds to go ahead with the
contract with Miss Bara for "The
picture which was to be "What Shall
Easiest Way." "Monna Vanna" was
The company was to
made abroad with Lee Parry and It Profit?"
and choice of
production
supervise
for
specials
Fox
the
one
of
be
will

the Fall.

director.

1

'
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be booked in the houses which had
been operating under First National

part of Famous, Williams sajd, resulted in the drawing up of a new
agreement and he visited the various
First National cities, securing the
signatures of the various members,
just after the executive committee
had o. k.'d a plan to give the Lynch
houses in the south First National
pictures at a film rental return of
20% from houses in larger cities and

According to this plan,
the former First National exchanges
shipping points
Copyright 1»23, Wid'* Film »nd Film FoDct, would merely become
Published Dailr »t 71-7* W«it 44th St
with distribution centralized at one
Inc
Ntw York, N. Y., bj WID'S FILMS »nd principal point.
Williams testified
HLM FOLKS, INC.Pre*id*nt and Editor; that the offer tempted
him, because
Jo*eph D»nnenber*;,
and Bu»me** U»» he feared that Zukor would make good
J W. Alico»te, Tre**ur*r
A. Cron. Adrertijing Manager. on his threat to buy over First Na»I*r- J
Entered at atcondcUaa matter May 31, 19 8,
Y., n»d*c tional franchises, that he was begin- 25% in smaller cities, and which plan
it tb« po*t office at New York, N.
the act of March J, 1879.
ning to feel that the task of holding Williams had strongly opposed. He
Term* (Postage free) United State*. Ontaide the various exhibitor-franchise hold- stated that he could see no reason for
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; «
.<
Foreign ers harmoniously together, and that making such a concession to Lynch,
month*, $5.80; J month* $J.0O.
Hit
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Quotations
Low

High

Ook

1,100
108
107^4 108
East. Kod.
&2]/2 Siy4 82^ 1,200
F. P.-L
300
9234 94
do. pfd. ... 94
5
5^ 1.800
Goldwyn .... 5
.

%

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

X

17

800

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Hugo

17%

17%

to Address A.

M.

P. A.

of Nat'l NonTheatrical, will address the A. M. P.
A. tomorrow. In the evening he will
talk in Brooklyn.

Francis M. Hugo,

Evans En Route West
Larry Evans, who signed a conPreferred

tract with

has left
work.

for

Los

Pt. Jervis
(Special

to

some time

Angeles

to

ago,
start

Theater Burns

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Port Jervis, N. Y. The Palace was
destroyed by fire Monday night with
a loss of $20,000.

Goldwyn Shortens Release
to THE FILM DAILY)
London Goldwyn, Ltd., announces
(Special

—

months' release for all pictures, effective with the picture following "The Christian" in September.
a

three

Lubin Recovering
THE FILM DAILY)
Sigmund
Atlantic City, N. J.
(Special to

—

bin.

who

has been

ill

predicted

his

months,

six
;

i'

complete recovery.
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OF THE PROGRAM"

prompted him

to seriously

consider Zukor's proposal, because

was looking

as

if

First National

*

1923

it

was

but that the executive committee
adopted the plan despite his objections.

The new agreement was

PatlieNewii
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PICTURES OF ARRIVAL
CROSS-CONTINENT PLANE IN S/
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DIEGO—The end of the epochal flight.
CLELBRATE ROME'S 2,676th BIRT

DAY—

50,000 Fascist! take part in big
demonstration.
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finish
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well-knol

classic.

Other

news

Mineola,

etc.,

from
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Gree

etc.

sign-

about to encounter some very rough ed and the resultant re-organization
weather and he felt he could work brought into being a new corporation,
out his destinies satisfactorily in an Associated First National, the stock
alliance with Zukor, whom he felt, of which was put in a voting trust.
he said, to be a most capable and farDuring Williams' cross-examinasighted man who has done much good
tion by Robert T. Swaine, the witindustry.
picture
for the
ness asserted that in 1916 Mary PickMany to Attend N. V. A. Dinner
Williams related how he received
ford, Marguerite Clark, Jesse Lasky
several thousand dollars advance salThe N. V. A. annual dinner occt
then
in
the
Mille,
all
and Cecil B. De
ary from Select after conferring with
As usu
employ
of Famous, were more im- at the Plaza on Monday.
Harry Schwalbe. Schwalbe advised
portant
and their pictures more a number of prominent film men a
if
and
that
money,
him to take the
sought than the output of all other expected to attend.
First National didn't make good to
and directors working for
players
go ahead and join Select, but that if
Carey's First, "Tumbleweed"?
Swaine
other companies combined.
First National could smooth out it's
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in forcing the witness to
succeeded
difficulties between the time of the
admit
that the demand for Famous
Angeles Harry Carey hoi:
Los
the
time
acceptance of the money and
exhibitors at that time the rights to "Tumbleweed," by ¥.
when Williams would accept the of- pictures by
was due to the fact that they were G. Evarts. There is some talk tl
fer of Zukor to join Select, to meet
Paramount in quality, much to the this will be his first independent p
the note which protected the salary
amusement of all present at the hear- ture.
advance and turn down the offer. He
ing.
stated that he also advised those asTo a question propounded by
sociates "whom we could trust" of
the negotiations on between himself Swaine as to whether James Cruze
and Zukor and Selznick. Before the was with Famous in 1916, Williams
note fell due, Williams testified, First stated that at that time he had never
-the
National had become stronger and heard of him. "You've heard of him
franchise holders were feeling more now, haven't you?" Swaine asked.
confident, so at the end of 90 days he The witness admitted that he had.
paid the note and declined to sever
Swaine was trying to force WilIT'S INTOXICATING—
his connection with First National. liams to admit that at the time under
He told Zukor that he might make a consideration there were numerous
LAUGH-!)
GIVES
deal with him later.
stars and directors who were then
Williams, in reply to questions of popular but who were not under the
ING
Government counsel Hawkins, stated Famous banner. At the mention of
that after paying the $3,000 note he each name, Williams, would state
ISN'T
proceeded to go after more stars, di- that they were not particularly popurectors and pictures for First Nation- lar or prominent at that time. When
AFTER"!
al, the first new star obtained being
Swaine mentioned House Peters, he
Norma Talmadge.
said, "Oh, I forgot.
Peters was workWilliams told how in 1919 when ing for Famous at that time."
K. H. Hulsey, franchise holder for
"Yes, he was undoubtedly one of
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, sold the most popular players then." Wilout his interest to Stephen A. Lynch, liams replied, smiling broadly.
lie and other First National officials
When the government counsel tried
realized that Zukor was making good
to
check this line of questioning
on his threat to purchase the First
that the purpose of
National franchise units.
He said Swaine declared
(Continued on Page 5>
Hulsey had been advised by his bankers to sell out to Lynch as the wisest
step to take, after they had become

tod ay
—

National Cocktai

YOU THE
JAG-

BUT THERE
"MORNING

ANY

^^utr^n^^

f^bJK^t^^aati

frightened
I

with bronchial

pneumonia for more than
is
improved in health.

self interest

9,

Zukor was also conferring with other
First National franchise holders, WilThese activities on the
liams said.

First Nat'l History
(Continued

May

Wednesday,

and

his

at the threats
representatives.

of

Lynch

Williams

referred to Lynch's activities as "bullthe exhibitors of the Smith."
Williams said thai hi
in w
that Famous Players controlled Southern
Enterprises, Inc., of which Lynch was
Zukor shortlj after this
the head.

*WE NEVEP. DISAPPOINT'

1

ferred with Dahnken who '.wind
60$ of the New York First National
fraii'
held
and
the
franchise
for
the
San
Francisco
territory,
and
that
Dahnken advised
him
thai he would "get out from under"
by selling out to Zukor if First National didn't set it's he use in order.
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"Enemies of Women" has
broken all records at the

ENEMIES o/ WOMEN
C

6y~
Blasco Ibanez
y
with
LIONEL BARRYMORE
Vicente

v

and

ALMA RUBENS

Roosevelt Theatre in
Chicago.
In its first week it did
$26,189.
It is still

doing record bus-

Grauman's

iness at

Los Angeles.
In New York
records for
Theatre, at

it

broke

the

Two

and will open
engagement at the
top,

starting

May

next

Rialto,
all

Central
Dollar
for an
Rivoli,

Sunday,

13th.

In all of these cities "Enemies of Women" has been

Directed by Alan Crosland

Scenario by John Lynch
Settings by Joseph

Urban

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
Distributed by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

playing against the strongest

opposition picture in

the

field torlav

It

is

year's
tion!

established

box

office

as the
sensa-

:

THE

-3&*\DABLV

i

Wednesday, May

9,
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Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
Country
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire
Club, Bayside, L.

To Mr. Executive

Sales Department,

I.

Anyfilm Company,
New York City.
check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

My

Dear Sir:

THE COMMITTEE:

Have you ever considered how

The Motion Picture News.

E. Kendall
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. W. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Dannv, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.
Gillette,

No

At Broadway Theaters

important it is for every man
on your staff to be posted

every day on what's going on
in this business?

Censors for Denver

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Denver The measure proposing a
censor board was not passed in the

Capitol

The Capitol Orchestra opens the bill this Assembly.
week with "Dance of the Hours," from "La
Giaconda," followed by the regular weekly
magazine, and impressions of "Rigoletto," by

the orchestra, assisted by the Capitol EnThe fourth unit is the feature,
semble.
"Vanity Fair." The grand organ plays the
closing numbers.

Rivoli
"Keltic

The Rivoli program consists of
Suite," the overture; "Home Sweet Home,"
by Beatrice Wightwick, contralto, commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the
song; "The Rustle of Silk," the feature and
"A Veil Dance," Lillian Powell, danseuse.
Capt. V. E. Kleinschmidt's "Adventures of
the Far North" concludes the performance.

Seeks $150,000

The opening musical number
dies

Populaire,"

(a)

"Besides

is

the

"MeloBabbling

compilation

of

interesting

short

subjects, is
fantasy,

"The Porcclaine Clock," a
Then comes the Strand

Topical
Review, Kitty McLaughlin, soprano, in a
and
performance with the Duo-Art Piano
"Scars of Jealousy," the feature a Larry
comedy, "The Barn Yard," and
Semorj
organ selections arc the last two units on
;

I

he

bill.

At Other Houses
week pictures that have been seen
Broadway before include, "Down to the
Sea in Ships," which is in its last week at
the Cameo;
"The Covered Wagon," still
playing the Criterion; and "The Ne'er-DoWcll," having moved from the Rivoli to the
This

>

Rialto.

Angeles

— Ernest

Amusements Improve
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
The Government
L. A.

—

collected

$1,072,588

from January

admission

in

April 30.
The attendance totaled 88,012,634 as
compared with 73,327,155 in the
same period last year.

Brook" (b) "Wonderful One" and (c)
"Odds and Ends," a
"Crying For You."
next.
follows.

cents to have every one of

THE FILM DAILY)

E. Gagnon
has filed suit against A. B. Maescher
and others seeking $150,000 damages
because the defendants, he alleges,
promised him distribution of "Night
Life in Hollywood."

taxes

Strand

it is worth in dollars and

(Special to

Los

1

to

See Films in Every
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

City

Music Firms
to

Lynchburg,

File Suits

THE FILM DAILY)
Va. — New York music

publishers have instituted suits in the
Federal Court against a number of
exhibitors in this state, alleging violation of the copyright law.
The

the "phonofilm" today.

Australia Building Theaters
to W. R. Hoggan, general sales manager of the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd., of Australia, many new theaters are under con-

minimum amount
for
$250.
The

of damages asked
theaters involved
arc: ('. K. Be Craft, Opera House,
Wytheville; D. Amos, of Norton; J.
i--

Hamilton, The Hamilton, MarNational
Theater Corp.,
Roanoke; J. O. Stephenson, The
Marion; J. R. Taylor, The Grand,
Appalachia; J. R. Taylor, The Amuzzo, Big Stone Gap and The National,
\V.

tinsville;

Roanoke.

struction there.
in

New

Hoggan, who

York, says:

"The Carroll

—

is

now

interests
E. J. and
building splendid theaters
in Brisbane and Sydney, while Melbourne will soon have a new Capitol
costing more than $2,000,000.
It will
have a seating capacity of 2,000. AnOther new theater is going up in Sydney, and six smaller houses are being
constructed in the suburban district.
Melbourne also has reported six suburban houses under construction.
Adelaide
recently
completed
the
Prince of Wales theater with a seating capacity of 2,500."

Dan

—are

acquainted every day with what
is happening, and thus giving

them a talking point and easing the contact with your

prospective customer?
Have you ever considered how

valuable this would really be?

—The

According

'Special

your roadmen thoroughly

Home

Society of M.
P. Engineers will endeavor to inaugurate an advertising campaign to acquaint the public with the ease with
which motion pictures can be taken
and shown in the home. The engineers predict the motion picture camera will become as popular as the
Kodak in a few years. There will be
a banquet tonight at the Traymore.
W. E. Waddell will read a paper on
Atlantic

Have you ever considered what

Many, almost all of the leading distributing companies

subscribe for every one of
their offices; and some for

every salesman.
found it

'

They have

'good business.''

If it has so proven to them,

what would it do for you?
The Film Daily
71 West 44th Street

$10 a year and worth a

lot

more.

kmsmmmtmmimmimhi
'ednesday,

May

9,

i

,*
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First Nat'l History

I

(Continued from Page 2)

inquiry was to show that "the
Itness doesn't know what he's talk-

mi

I; about."

Williams

declared

that

"Lillian

(sh meant nothing without Griffith."
He admitted that one of the purfcses of the formation of First Nat>nal,
was for the opportunity of

Irchasing pictures in bulk, or havij a greater buying power than as
llividuals.
He said that within a
kar, alter the sub-franchise stock was
feld to First National over 3400 subImchises were operating,
fie declared that the Chaplin conlict for over a million dollars, was
U "largest" and "cheapest" contract
history of the business.
i the
[[Williams then went into consider!e length detailing the advances
Bide, and contracts entered into beeen First National and some of its
|Dre important stars, details of which
in tomorrow's issue, at
111 appear
Hiich time additional testimony furnBied by Williams will also appear.
flWilliams, in response to questions
Ijopounded by Gaylord R.
Hawlis,

of

Government

counsel, told of

connections with the inIstry, from 1902, when throughout
1; country
he was exhibiting picearlier

on

his feet declaring heatedly that
the stale of satisfaction or dissatisfaction of stars and direct r, had no

!d his affiliation with Hodkinson in
13; an alliance formed for the purmultiple reel
jse
of distributing
;:tures, and the pioneer efforts of
•iich formed the root of the plant

which Paramount pictures soon
came the fruit.
He left Hodkinbefore the organization of
iramount, Williams testified, looked
ije
field over
in
England, studied
In

just

nditions in India, came back to
.nerica and joined Selznick then op-

id

money
told

:hibit

Williams
the bankers that he would
for exhibitors.

Famous

pictures

in

his

tory to the organization of the exhibitors in a co-operative movement
to off-set what they felt to be the
disadvantages of Famous' methods.

Williams

testified that the failure
of his theater plans in Los Angeles
brought home to him the necessity

of

organizing

Don't say

Universal.

Williams

continue on the stand

will

today.

"Haven't the Cash"
instead

COME TO CHROMOS
We

Stern and Bader Here
Julius Stern and David Bader of

will

any

finance

sound

proposition. Limitless resources

Century Comedies arrived from the

Consult in Confidence
with no Obligation

coast yesterday.
rope shortly.

independently than they could under
the Famous Players' banner.
Accordingly Williams conferred with T.
L. Talley as to ways and means of
effecting a co-operative organization
to accomplish this purpose and Talley
became the first subscriber to what

to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles L. K. Brin, who distributes
Warner product in the

CHROMOS TRADING

Northwest, is expected for a
ference with Harry M. Warner.

Suite

was

Talley

Circuit.

liams

accompanied

Wil-

to
San
Seattle,

In March, 1917, Williams said, the
various exhibitors who had already
signed up met at the Astor and
officially
organized the Exhibitors'
Circuit,
or
First
National,
there
being 26 original members.
The
United States and Canada, he testified in outlining the plan of campaign adopted by First National, was
divided into 26 zones, each zone
being allowed a certain percentage of

the organizal ion,

October, 1922.
Williams testified

manager

until

ted,

hi

that
of

while

for

Eu-

—

Order
(Special

Affects

all

con-

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Theaters

—The city council has

amusements

Memorial Day,

to

be closed

May

30.
This order
will also affect the local houses.

FtSHER.
PRODUCTIONS

Baker on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles C. Graham Baker,

Wm

—

editor-in-chief for Vitagraph is here
from the East. He will remain here
for

two months.

Albert

E.

Smith

returns East next week.

Plan Anti-Censor Body

Mac Fadden publications,
include Movie Weekly will
sponsor a luncheon at Browne's toThe

which

morrow

at

an

launch

which

it

is

anti-censorship organizathe speakers will be

Daniel Carson Goodman.

Anna Q.

Corbin

Appearing

planned to

Among

tion.

Virginia Lee

Nilsson

in

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT
See Tomorrow's Paper

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Al
Los
Christie
has
booked passage for Europe, leaving
from New York on May 19th. This

—

will

be

in

vacation.
Christie's
go along.

Lila

nature of an annual
D.
Edwards,
production manager, will
the

Harry

Lee will play the lead opposite
Meighan in "Homeward

&Mfadet0O>
Utmost ihScreen Brilliancy

Thomas

Bound,"

STUDIO

tional, hi
eri mis

i

FOR RENT ON POST ROAD
MAIN ST., NEW ROCHELLE

:

i

i

n

Al Christie Going Abroad

he

lars

CO.

1123 Broadway

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Austin, Minn.

ordered

Na-

First

sails

Brin Going to Los Angeles

distribution.

wit b

Stern

(Special

tentatively called the Exhibitors'

neral
testified that the principal

will be produced
in the East.

exhibitors,
and the
creation of a market for the productions of stars and directors who felt
that they could make better pictures

pproa< bed upon Humoccasions by Adolph Zukor
and directors in 1916, were
with overtures thai he
Famous,
lisgruntled" at the "factory me;hpointing out that Williams would
;!s" of making pictures, which comnever b< able to hold the exhibitors
*lled them to complete pictures acWilliams.
together
and
that
he,
>rding to pre-arranged schedules.
mor< money with Zukor.
could n
At this point Swaine interposed Afterward'- Zukor outlined a propoi
renuous objection on the grounds tion whereby the First National exat Government counsel was simply hibitors would buy a relatively small
liring its views," that the line of
unt of the independent output
uestioning by Hawkins was not and depend upon Famous for its
:rmane and totally irrelevant. Ex- source of supply, thus organizing a
niner Alvord
air-tight
overruled Swaine's formidable
and
booking
Ejection, but frequently during the combine which would eliminate
lamination of Williams, Swaine was petitors from the field and hold-down

Williams

Louis B. Mayer

1 -

eater.
|

"Cape Cod Folks"
for

1.

Williams stated that
iating
World Film, and finally,
exhibitors were enthusiastic in joinAustralia
ter a second trip to
to
ing the new organization because
nd up some business affairs, reFamous had just organized Artcraft
rned to the States and had all plans
pictures and bad withdrawn Mary
rfected for erection of a theater in
Pickford and other popular stars from
is
fell
Angeles,
the
deal
but
their regular program and distributrough, he said, when the bankers
ing their pictures through Artcraft at
Iho were going to finance his buildmuch higher rentals, but at the
when
fund
their
minds
changed
g
same
time compelling exhibitors to
ey
distribution
learned
of
the
take the poorer pictures of the "52"
'ethods of Famous Plavers, which
series
Williams was general man'impelled exhibitors to buy the comFirst
of
National, remaining
jete program, 50% of which, he said,
st

who were

on with Harry Schwalbe, who was
secretary and treasurer of First NaExaminer Alvord finally ruled that tional, Williams stated.
This proHawkins could on
continue his posal was shortly turned down by
questioning as to why stars, dire -tors the First National board in a meetAmong the
and exhibitors were dissatisfied with ing at Los Angeles.
competitors whom Zukor told WilFamous tactics as a means of prov- liams could be "eliminated" by this
ing that this discontent was contribu- combine, so Williams testified, was
bearing on the case being considere

Francisco, Portland,
Ore.,
Butte,
Minneapolis,
Milwaukee and Chicago, where they
funeral cere- succeeded in securing the sympathetic
Ires
of McKinley's
bnial, to when he was an exhibitor support and cooperation of prominent
i Vancouver,
B. C. and Spokane, his exhibitors. Williams testified that he
;p to Australia, which he thought to tlien visited the principal key cities
I
a virgin field for picture distribu- and secured 26 out of 27 exhibitors
iiii
and exhibition because of the interviewed as incorporators of the
<en booking system i.i vogue there, Exhibitors' Circuit.
1;

producers and distributors

getting "too ambitious."
These negotiations were principally carried

All

modern equipments,

alternating and direct current.

35 minutes from Broadway.

Phone: A. H. FISCHER STUDIO
2277 and 3515 New Rochelle

THE

DAILY
•e&SHk
Newspaper Opinions

Business Better

is

(Continued from Page

and salesmen were present

1)

at yester-

"Scars of Jealousy"— 1st Nat'l
Strand

at the PennsylEverybody worked hard,
AM KRICAN
divisional and the action was continuous. Frank KeeBallance,
II. G.
nan looked like what one expects a Southern
manager, presided.
s
to look like, Lloyd Hughes and EdToday's sessions will be devoted to colonel
ward Burns contributed some good fight.
refor
productions
the
ussions of
* * *
The moonshiners were picturesque,
hiring August, September and the scenery was atmospheric and the fire
iber.
The convention will close thrilling.
DAILY NEWS— So highly improbable is
an informal dinner.
"Scars of Jealousy" that it manages to be
hursday evening the home office quite entertaining. * * * Anything which
Chicago manages to entertain rather obviates criticism
for
leave
will
cutives
econd of the four conven- no matter how bad it is.
EVENING JOURNAL— Shorn of the
tions will open at the Drake Saturthrough Sunday. needless French episode taking place many
day- and continue
before the main story, "Scars of
years
This convention will be in charge of jealousy," * * * would be one of the most
John D. telling melodramas seen on Broadway in a
divisional sales managers

—

Mutin.u'

day
vania.

I

i

and George W. Weeks.

lark

The

considerable period.

then entrain for New OrEVENING WORLD—Any picture with
Frank Keenan as its featured player is *enLos Angeles.
to us, and "Scars of Jealousy" *
Those who will make the trip are joyable
real story of the South, handled as
is a
Jesse L. Lasky, S. R. Kent, Eugene Thomas H. Ince knows so well how to handle
* *
W. such a story. * * * Lambert Hillyer * and
Zukor, lolin D. Clark, George
his restraint
on
complimented
be
to
is
Wok-. E. (•:. Shauer, Mel Shauer, for his knowing when and how hard to deHerman Webber, Claud Saunders, C. liver the many punches in the story.
McCarthy, A. M. Botsford, G. B.
GLOBE * * * there is no marked degree
I.
Frawley, G. M. Spidell, W. R. Hog- of originality in this. * * * This scenario
and the situais a rather haphazard affair,
gan and A. O. Dillenbeck.

is

splendid.
*

*

it

should

be

picture is a first rate melodrama. * * * And
it is beautifully acted.
The acting honors, of
*
course, go to * * * Edward Burns * *

—

TELEGRAM

Lloyd Hughes.

TIMES— Frank
Newland,

Colonel

Keenan is capable as
and both Hughes, and

Edward Burns, who

plays the part of Jeff

Newland, are energetic and natural. *
The story seems to be tied in a knot and
nobody has been able to undo it.
TRIBUNE—We think "Scars of Jealousy"
is filled with hokum and therefore extremely
'

annoying.

WORLD —

Fairly good sized audiences of
of the vo.ting age yesterday
seemed caught in the spell of hokum which
Lambert Hillyer had injected into this
"drama of the old and new South," and

men and women

enjoyed it,
thoroughly.

so

far

—

.

tions the prevailing ones in pictures of prim-

To Radio
(Special

to

Exposition Program

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles— A

radio program will
Los
be given tonight by the Karl Anthony
tion on behalf of the Motion Picture Exposition.

itive

lore.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—The

picture
story
is somewhat unusual and the dramatic
photogtold by competent actors and
is
of
feature
fire
is
a
real forest
raphers.
the film and the final rescue of the Cajan
boy is full of fast action and tense moments.
The two boys, played by Lloyd Hughes and

A

"The Rustle

as

we could

of

make

is
it

Silk'— F. P.-L.

of
quite impossible, but that doesn't
any the less entertaining. It's sheer

romance.

be

to

pleasing

a

*«

*

enterta

Rustle

the one thing

*

*

a

of Silk," is a
picture, but *

wrong with

nothing to do
Betty Compson
ing tears.

for

title

a

*

that it
*
picture.

it

is

i

with the
very efficient at develc

is

*

TELEGRAM — Romantic,

in

pi

forceful,

unio

theme and treatment, "The Rustle of Sill
Herbert Brenon production, with a hrillia

cast.

*

*

*

TIMES—*

* * all the careful direction

a

put into the picture 1
Herbert Brenon are lost on a yarn that flc:
Seldom has a picti
like a house of cards.
been made that breathed such a true Lond
Another point in fav
atmosphere. * * *
of the production is the exceptionally go

attention

to

detail

titling.

(

i,

JUSTICE"

Available Now!
The Motion Picture Rights To
This Famous Play By

JOHN GALSWORTHY
Box T-5 c/o The Film

Daily

*

*

*

good

fectly

determine,

Rivoli
AMERICAN— Of course, "The Rustle
Silk"

proves

SUN— "The

the

that

said

will

•.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
picture

1923

9,

ment.

SUN— *

leans and then

1

Frank Keeare excellent.
the proud old Southern aristocrat and

Edward Burns,
nan

May

Wednesday,

EVENING WORLD — We

have seen
pictures than "The Rustle of
seen
much
worse.
And
Silk" and we have
that, as far as we can see, is the best way
it's just
to describe it as film entertainment
about middlin.'

much

better

—

GLOBE— *

*

*

one of the most entertainseen in some time,

ing pictures we have
as well as one of the

MAIL-— *

*

most

foolish.

heavy, boresome movie.

*

was made for the so-called
movie audience it is a huge success.
If

this picture

C. L.

CADWALLADER

L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios

Famous

Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
Can't Fool Your Wife

You
The Ne'er-Do-Well

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIA

A

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

STORIES

Ltd.

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

Published and Unpublished
b.

New York

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS

Owners

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen

CARL

G.

MILLICAN

West 42nd

Easy Terms

Longacre 2453

"MASTERS Of MEN"

"SINFUL PECK'

M. V.
801

By

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
1531 Broadway
Bryant 10057

Bryant

& Adlaidee Matthews
Renee

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

DOC

WALL

HUGHES MASSIE & CO.

St.

Nellie Nicols

1

Longacre Bldg., N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

Sydney Toler's

The Show Down,
By Grace

L. Furniss

In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte
All

on Account
By Leo

of

Ditrichstein

Eliza,

Exclusively representing:

BEATRICE GRIMSHAW

to

Novelist
Novels available include:

Every

Virile,

dramatic story for a

man

star

THE THUNDERBOLT
Popular Magazine

Serial in

Now Out

in

Book Form

by

Howard Vincent O'Brien
Author

Call"

Gold"
South Sea Sweetheart"
"The Sands of Oro," etc.
Strong plots and fascinating

Woman

Mabel Bardine & H. H Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y. Bryant 3660

The famous South Sea

"Vaiti of the Islands"
"Nobody's Island"
"The Terrible Island"
"When the Red Gods

Stories

"The Unfinished Sentence"
By Gerald Villiers Stuart
This is a Great Story With An

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

"THE WRECK OF THE TITON"
"THE DAY OF THE

Stories
Philip
Bartholomae's
Stories.

Brokers Protected

THE CLINGING VINj^
By Zelda Sears
JUST MARRIED

Vitagraph Special

Other Big Robertson Stories
Available for Picturization Are

of

All of

MARY FORREST
220

By Morgan Robertson
Is a

All

the

Appeal

N. Y. C.

St.

Bronson
of
George
Howard's Works, Including
"The Black Book"
"The Devil's Chaplain" and
others of the famous "Norroy"

of

Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor
All

Service for Authors, Inc.
33

City

the

NOW AVAILABLE
All

of

TRODDEN GOLD

'Guinea

"My

atmosphere.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bryant 2564

35

West

45th St.

BRADSTREET

7famomm

if FILHDOM

Authority

tie
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Thursday,

No. 40

Iwelve in First
F. P.-L. Fall Releases

I

Group
— Meighan

"The Seventh Heaven"
With James Cruze Directing
eastern salesmen of Famous Play,lated for

May

Unusual Publicity
To Be Used

for

Day and Date Show-

"Down

ing of

to the Sea in

"Ships" in Greater

When "Down

New York

10,

J.

1923

Price 5 Cents

C. Boss, Okla. Exhibitor Called

Against Famous; Williams

On Stand

Sea in Ships"
starts playing day and date in 30
1 were advised yesterday of the 12
ijtures that will comprise the first houses in and about New York on
These will be Monday next, it will be preceded by
;;up of fall releases.
Jilable in August and cover a three what in all probability, is the largest
Jnths'

period.

They

smash

are:

of

to the

Gov't Counsel Contends Southern Showman Was "Forced Out of
Business" by Methods of Southern Enterprises Williams
Declares First National Tried to Beat Zukor in Dominanewspaper advertising ever
ting Production and Distribution

Negri in "The Cheat," "Law- given a picture here.
Full pages will be used in four
Allan Dwan Prod.;
t Larceny," an
Kennedy in "The Purple metropolitan papers on Sunday and
k>dge
in
"All quarter and half-pages will be used
iijhway," Tom Meighan
Swanson in beginning tomorrow directing attenMarry," Gloria
list
tza," Dorothy Dalton in "Taming tion to the showings which follow
Whirlwind," Jacqueline Logan in
(Continued on Page 4)
'tlomy Jane," Leatrice Joy in "The
»:nt Partner," "To the Last Man,"
Kohn Returns
lane Grey story, "Ruggles of Red
Ralph Kohn of Famous Players re;p," a James Cruze Prod., "Mortal
turned from a coast trip yesterday.
>e," a William de Mille Prod., and
Piker,"
*;ita Stewart in "The Love
Ben Hicks Here
Cosmopolitan series.
I last of the
Hicks is in New York from
Ben
indicated
exclusively
in
\s
^LM DAILY, the company will re- London.
i'ola

I

Joseph C. Boss, former exhibitor of McAllister, Okla., produced yesterday by the Federal Trade Commission in its action
against Famous Players, is the first witness through whom the
Government expects to show methods used by Famous and its
allied organizations in an effort to monopolize and trustify the industry.

i

THE

rjse

se of the frequent obBoss hardly started as a witness bee
jections to his evidence, and the vast number of documents, con-

tracts,

the

most

radical

cut

in

Levee to Entertain
These will inperhaps more.
Mike C. Levee of the United Studio
Uncle" and a will give an informal lunch at the
:jde "Everybody's
Cruze production
of
"The Astor tomorrow.
lines
ill

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Shirk Leaves Lasky, Joins Grand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buys "Queen of Sin"
Los
Angeles Adam Hull Shirk has
ielznick will distribute "The Queen
resigned as coast publicity director
Sin," imported from Vienna by
for Lasky to join Sam Grand as su-'
!jn
Blumenthal.
pervisor of production. Arch Reeves
Jelznick

—

J

Bennett in "Eternal City"
tichard Bennett has been engaged
a part in "The Eternal City." Ben
Con will appear in "Potash and
frlmutter."
Both will be made by
?m Goldwyn.
I

Six for Vitagraph
Whitman Bennett Arranges New Reease Charles Giblyn Directing

—

The

First

jvVhitman Bennett has made a new
Dtributing alliance, this time with
'agraph for which company he will
r.ke six pictures.
The first is now
tng directed in the Yonkers studio
b Charles Giblyn and has in the cast
Iiry Carr, Brandon Tynan, Faire

hney and Buster

Collier,

Bennett states each one in the serwill contain sure-fire exploitation
?jles and that the campaigns will be
creloped far in advance of release
lies so that exhibitors can find the
tups worth while,
ij

which had

to

has been

named

as Shirk's successor.

A Real Prize
Golfers and goofers will be
interested in the special booby
prize which Mike Levee of the
United Studios has offered for
the coming Spring Golf Tournament to be held at Belleclaire
Golf Club, Bayside, L. I., on

Tuesday, June 5th.
The trophy will consist of a
barrel of crude oil, forwarded

from Levee's well

in California.

can be used for various purposes but that will be up to
the winner.
It

—

Eastbound
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Music

Men

be numbered and placed on the
He will however, be the first
Preceding' Boss. J. D. VVuliams,
formerly of Assoc. First National
Pictures, completed evidence declaring that First National endeavored

the

'erton of the Movies," Tom Mei!jin
will probably be seen in four

i

letters

about 52 pictures, a total that

Carewe Leaves
Edwin Carewe left for the coast
:-;npany's history. Glenn Hunter will
(iibably supply four or five pictures yesterday to start work on "The Bad
iluding "This Side of Paradise" and Man."
irks

and

records before he could procede.
witness this morning.

Meet

Los Angeles Departures for the
to
East include Sam Wood and Monte
Concurrently
Convention
Chicago
Katterjohn, who will probably work
with Exhibitor Confab Ready to
on "His Children's Children" for FaRevise Tax System
mous in the East; Mae Murray, who
and Walter Hiers,
is on a vacation,
Nathan Burkan, general counsel
also on a vacation to his home in and J. C. Rosenthal, general manager
Syracuse.
of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers inSennett Retrenching
tend holding a convention of their 28
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
field representatives in Chicago conLos Angeles Mack Sennett has currently with the M. P. T. O. conput a retrenchment policy in effect at vention at the Coliseum. Both Burhis plant, this to include electricians, kan and Rosenthal will attend.
According to the latter, the Society
cameramen and scenario writers. F.
Richard Jones has replaced William stands ready to discuss a change in
Seiter as Mabel Normand's director. its tax system which has been atsupervising tacked and maligned by a large numSennett
is
personally
work on the stages.
ber of exhibitors throughout the
The producer is considering sat- country and has been fought viciousires on "William Tell," "Romeo and ly by the M. P. T. O. Rosenthal said
Juliet," and "The Barber of Seville," yesterday he is willing to concede
(Continued on Page 2)
with Ben Turpin.

to beat Zukor at his own game by
dominating the production and dis-

tribution in the picture industry

Zukor started

efforts

to

when

buy up

First Nat'l franchises before the reorganization of that concern. Williams
admitted that after Zukor had secured
control of Southern Enterprises. Inc.,
and had started negotiations with a
view to buying out the holdings in
First National of Dahnken, who held
the San Francisco franchise and 60%
of the New York corporation, that
he immediately proceeded to urge

prominent stars and directors workng under the Famous banner to break
away from the organization and produce their own pictures, distributing

—

—

his

(Continued

on

Page

6)

^=^_

Famous Wins Point
Orders Much of Rodolph
Valentmo's Defense Out of His

Decision

Answer
charges made by
Rodolph Valentino in an amended
answer filed in the litigation pending
between him and Famous Players
have been ordered stricken out, by
a decision handed down by Justice
O'Malley in Part 4, Special Term of

Many

of

the

the Supreme Court.
firms a motion made

The

decision af-

by Famous Play-

to have this defense eliminated.
significance of the action is in
the fact that when the trial opens, the
(Continued on Page 4)
ers
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tionale

vakia),

de
n

(Czecho-Sio

Heaven."

will

make

first

to

1)

Swanson

Gloria
of

the

four,

be "Zaza." Cecil B. DeMille

down

is

Page

minimum

a

May

Group

in First

(Continued

Thursday,

for two, the first

"The Ten

otnmandments," which will he made
on an extremely lavish scale, and the
second "Triumph," by May Edginton,
which is now appearing serially in the
Saturday Evening Post.
William de Mille is expected to direct Alice Brady
in
"Zander the
Great." As noted, Donald Crisp will
direct Elsie Ferguson in "Declassee."
At least one Emerson Hough story,
"North of 36," is on the pi duction
i

ARROW'S
GREAT

schedule.

Others on next year's list are ex"His Children's Chil-

pected to be
dren," which
in the East;

Sam Wood
"To

will

make

the Ladies," with

Mary Astor and Robert Agnew; Pola
Negri in "The Spanish Dancer";
"Rita Coventry"; "Peter the Great,"

German

a

picture;

and "The Mounte-

bank."
"Bluebeard's

Eighth Wife" with
Swanson and "Hollywood," will not

be

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L

Cloae

3,100
&2y2 2,600

Not quoted

do. pfd

Goldwyn

Sale*

108^

.112
108}^
%*>y2 82y>

Sys

5^

...

5%

900

released generally until the fall
although both will have pre-releases
on
Broadway.
"The
Covered
Wagon" in all likelihood, will not be
available until the fall of 1924.
The Eastern sales convention closed
last night with a dinner at the Pennsylvania.
Tonight the home office
staff leaves for Chicago where the

Not quoted Mid -West convention will be held at
177,6
Loew's
17^ 17H 1,9C0 the Drake Hotel on Friday and SatTriangle
Not quote, urday.
Not quoted
World
Another for Lesser String
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
F. B. O. Signs Santell
Los Angeles West Coast Thea(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tres Inc., will build a $160,000 house
Los Angeles P. A. Powers has on York
Blvd. between Slst St. and
placed Al Santell under contract to
Griffith

—

Made

for 1st

JACQUELINE
or Blazing Barriers

—

His
"Lights Out."
direct.

picture

first

will

be

52nd

St.

It will

be called the Jolene.

Griever Buys Two
Griever
Prod, of Chicago,

has

closed contracts for Illinois rights to

'Lctu.AJlA-'

V

is*—-v

„

r\

"The Last Hour" and "I Am The
Law," both C. C. Burr productions.
Educ'l

(Canada)

(Special

THE

SPICE

Toronto

OF THE PROGRAM"

to

Buys Feature

— Canadian

Educational

Ltd.
has
purchased "The
Card." an Ideal Film for distribution
here.

New Hunt House Opens May

FISHER

an

PRODUCTIONS

]$

f

30

Wildwood, N. J.—The Casino, a
new Hunt theater will be opened
Decoration Day.

Music

Men

to

(Continued from Page

Mary Anderson

Produced

From

Box-office

Standpoint

the

SEE TOMORROW'S PAPER

BIG CITY

THE BROKEN VIOLIN

NONE SO BLIND

MAN

and

WIFE!

THE STREETS OF NEW YORK

THE

1)

has been declared lawful by the U.
S. Supreme Court can be explained.

in

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT"

A

RIP TIDE

that there is something to the argument that the owner of a small thea-

should not pay the same tax as
the operator of a first-run in a large
city.
The Society is apparently anxious to get a hearing before the exhibitor body so that the tax which

Appearing

IN

THE LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE

Meet

ter

Raymond Hatton

LOST

THE FILM DAILY)

Films.

%

Runs Everywhere

Actions Against Cohen Pending

The
music

Cohen

actions for violation of the
tax filed against Svdney S.

probably remain dormant
until after the Chicago convention.
At
that time, arguments w 11 probably be
heard.

will

Book Them and Make Money
Write, Phone, Call or Wire

Arrow Film Corporation
220

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Distributors for United Kingdom:
Inter-Ocean Photoplays Ltd., 162 Wardour St, London

I

I

10, 19

mmmmmaKKm
ursday,
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1923

10,

Ten Reasons

Why

Show

I

(paramount (pictures
An

from
a successful, livewire exhibitor who has been
showing Paramount Pictures for eight years
absolutely

testimonial

unsolicited

Some Current

UNIQUE THEATRE
Bricelyn,

Paramount Hits

Minn.

Pola Negri in "Bella Donna"
Geo. Fitzmaurice Production

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Gentlemen

William de Mille's "Grumpy,"
with Theodore Roberts

:

Why

do
1— Because

PARAMOUNT PICTURES?

I

play

I

think they

make

the best pictures.

PARAMOUNT on picture means more than any other name con— The name
nected with the business.
product before my people, even
— Their national system advertising, places
though
a TANK town.
—They
me as near right as any
company, as
guess
as near
fection as showmen are
receive.
account
having a large output
pictures, by the time
— On run
can afford
they have been
the
pictures

2
3

a

of

their

film

treat

I

it

Melford's "You Can't Fool Your
Wife," with Leatrice Joy, Nita Naldi

of their

of

I

Thomas Meighan in "The Ne'er Do Well"
By Rex Beach

their stuff,
tried "on
dog" and I can get
which have pleased many, many audiences, while if I buy from a small concern,
state rights, etc., 1 would have to play what they have, regardless of merit.

— During

PARAMOUNT

eight years as an exhibitor,
film has been sent to me
better physical condition than the others generally furnish theirs.
Also it is
in
ample
sent
time so I need have no worries about the film being on hand.

Walter Hiers in "60 Cents an Hour"
with Jacqueline Logan

in

7

—Their
lems,

traveling

and

territory,

8—Their
9

— When

10

representative has always done his best to help me with probme in picking out features which have pleased throughout the
my people.

assisted

and should do the same with

prices are the same, or less than

some

Herbert Brenon's "The Rustle of Silk,"
with Betty Compson and Conway Tearle

of the other top liners in the business.

PARAMOUNT,

sign up for a bunch of features from
I receive from the
the whole lot at once.
This gives me ample time to look
them over and plan my advertising. I have had no other company do this for
me. Many times with others I have requested PRESS along with my advertising
order, and failed to receive it.
office,

— Guess

"Prodigal Daughters"

Geo.

per-

is

to

6

in

Sam Wood Production

entitled to

5

Swanson

live in

I

4

Gloria

I

PRESS, on

I

will

have to

fill

my

ten

commandments with

—GOOD AS ANY AND BETTER THAN

the following

MOST.
Yours

Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno
"The Exciters"

PARAMOUNT

William de Mille's "Only 38"

"The Woman With
Four Faces,"
with Betty Compson and Richard Dix

truly,

Herbert

UNIQUE THEATRE,
(Signed) A. E.

WILCOX.

"Tank town" or Broadway,
Picture,

tf

If it's

Show

the Best

It's

FAMOUS PIAYERSLASKY CORPORATION
—— ADOLOHKtwZUKOP.
pMntfMt
T&ajk city*
i

in

«

.

,

Brenon's

a Paramount

in

Town

—
THE
4

Page

the close of the long engagement of
the picture at the Cameo. The Hodkinson organization is hack of the
It is understood that like
campaign.

campaigns
mediately

in

"There

is

the

did

1)

charges of fraud made by Valentino
will not appear as part of the case.
Valentino alleged that Famous had
perpetrated fraud in compelling him

be

that Famous knew he was
worth $5,000 a week when they signed him for less but the court called
this defense "frivolous" on the ground
that Valentino, as a motion picture

alleged

other cities to follow.
In discussing this unusual idea
\V. Hodkinson said yesterday:
I

Page

conducted im- to sign the contract. The court orCleveland, whore the dered this out, saying that the stateValentino also
similar showing, and in ment was improper.

will

picture has a

from

(Continued

1)

W.

nothing really new in it.
same thing many years

experience should know
Anthe sort of what his services were worth.
Ti
is
very satisfactory.
thing I have had in mind ever since other defense of Valentino's was that
To do the contract should not be enforced
started this organization.
I
the- since it was not the same as Thomas
picture,
the
have
the
it one must
He further
contract.
I
Meighan's
aters and the audience appeal.
that Adolph Zukor, Jesse
It is my belief claimed
think we have this.
that this will work out most satis- Lasky and other officers of Famous
Certainly Players conspired to bold him( Valfactorily to all concerned.
entino) by threatening and intimidait will prove what I have always contended that with this method of in- ting Valentino and his wife but the
fluencing the public the so called court stated these "were mere conclusions" and should therefore not
Broadwav first run is not needed."
he included in the defense.
Judgments of $350,000 were asked
Mooney Back
Valentino against both Zukor and
by
Paul C. Mooney of the Mayer orbut the court disagreed with
Lasky
ganization is back from a sales trip.
Valentino's ideas.
fall
winter
seaand
He predicts the
The Federal Trade action against
sons will be very active industrially
brought into the answer
and a corresponding period of pros- Famous was

ago

San Francisco, and

in

it

proved actor of

(Special

to

when

Angeles

member

of the

—

Hastings,

Wells

Lasky scenario

died suddenly on Tuesday.
disease is the cause.

Cameramen Meet

its contribution toto celebrate the city's
25th anniversary. Of that total about
$5,000 has been collected.

raise

The M. P. Photographers to which
a good many Eastern cameramen belong held a meeting Monday night at
which a talk was delivered by Martin
Johnson and Mrs. Johnson.

"Lab" Men Meet

The

Allied Laboratories Ass'n, Inc.

held another meeting at Delmonico's
last night.
Counsel to represent the
members in the Federal Trade
charges will be retained shortly.

E.K.

LINCOLN
in

u*

The RIGHT
the STRONGEST

peal, the

still

Signs Virginia Pearson
(Special

to

With
Cast

Picture

a Great

Zenith Pictures Corp'n
110 W. 40th St.
N. Y. C.

Th» World Knows

YOUARE

GUILTY,

Showing at Plaza Tonight
"The Romance of the Republic" a
10 reeler showing how the various
Government departments at Washington work will be shown tonight at the
Plaza.
A number of foreign diplomats are scheduled

I/AS

lOOOU fflNVrW
'(OCT (DfSO'f
"«»' (.AOP
MUMS VU t:
,

Bmth

om

i

favorite.

for

sample or

better

send us a reel of new

THE FILM DAILY)

—

waxed,

Los Angeles Frank Borzage has
signed Virginia Pearson for his next

positive, not

picture.

Duratized without charge,

to be

Doug., Jr., Arrives
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is in New
York en route to Hollywood where
he will make a series of pictures.

"A

Progressive Vaudeville
Agency for the Progressive

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN

Theatre"

^-INSIST

(agency)

Broadway

Now

N. Y.

UPON

FILMS

Suite No. 323
Tel. Bryant 1073

City

St.,

PRES.

Duratize

and

MARTIN WELLS
New York

LOWNES,

Phone: Bryant 5575

HARRY YOUNG
1493

A.

West 42nd

220

"Superior Vaudeville" for the variety
houses, also special attractions, drawing novelties, and prologues for the
straight picture theatre.

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on Eastman

Film justify the painstaking
of the camera-man.
It reproduces
Positive

Edwin Schooler Dead
to THE FILM DAILY)
Rockport, Me. Edwin Schooler,
(Special

—

of the

efforts

with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest
carries quality

light to deepest

through

obtainable

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

shadow.

It

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

identified

is

CAST
KlBKt/OOO

to attend.

Ennis Going to Coast
Bert Ennis is going to California
shortly to handle publicity there for
S-L Pictures.

manager

Write

decision.

ij

of
A Great

FILMS

$25,000 as

allegation was made that
as a means to further its
the industry had found the

Valentino claimed that Famous had
bribed his agent into persuading him
to sign the contract by keeping from
him (Valentino) the knowledge that
he could secure more money elsewhere. This will be one of the points
settled at the trial.
Arthur Butler Graham, Valentino's
attorney said yesterday that the decision does not hold that the claims
are bad but that they will have to be
He
couched in different language.
said he had not determined whether
he would amend the language or ap-

YOUR

ward the fund

the

hold in
Valentino contract an aid. The court
held that there was nothing in the
contract that would serve to make
Famous PJayers a "trust" and added
that the workings of the Federal
Trade act could not be brought into
a state court as part of any defense

tinted

foot

base

lengths,

is

by the words
in Hack letters in

length

stenciled

the transparent margin.

Memorial Auditorium.

dead.

Ash Grove Exhibitor Dead
to THE FILM DAILY)
Ash Grove, Me. A. R. Dalby, who
(Special

—

operated the Grand, died last Saturday.

192:

Duratize

staff,

Heart

Pledge Mayor $25,000
The T. O. C. C. has promised to

much

Famous,

10,

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

—

perity for pictures.

May

Thursday,

Hastings Dead

Famous Wins Point

Unusual Publicity
(Continued from

-2&*lDAILY

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

The Spring Tonic

to

Pep Up Your Box-Office
PLUM CENTER

Current
Release
"Pop

Turtle's

Lost Nerve"

COMEDIES

are the sure
cure for sluggish action of the ticket roll.
Used regularly, they will build up your business
to a degree of health that will show in evermounting waves of increasing profits. Book one
TODAY. Let your folks know you are showingit.
Watch receipts climb steadily, and you will
know why hundreds and hundreds of exhibitors
rely on Plum Center Comedies regularly. They
know that Plum Centers are a constant supply
of the sort of comedy material that drags folks
in and sends them out talking about the show.

Start building business

TODAY

Starring

Dan Mason
|Produced by

Paul Gerson Pictures Corp.
Directed by

Robert Eddy

Distributed by

Film Booking Offices
Of America, Inc.
NEW YORK CITY
723 Seventh Avenue,

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
Sales Office United Kingdom
R. C. Pictures Corporation

26-27 D'Arblay Street, Wardour
London, W. I. England

St.

6

THE
Thursday,

May

10, 19;

K-4*

from

ontinued

Pag<

luction,
alibis,

1)

full,"

is

producl throui.li First National
hanges, and stated without
—
rvat 'ii that it w as
intention
make First National the controlling

their

ii

-

1

and dominant factor
;<s

ichment of

Williams stated

that he talked with Cecil
relative to the latter's producFirst
Nat'l dispictures for
libnli.iti as soon as Ins contract expired, telling him that he could produce better pictures
it
The witness
he were working for himself.
said that Mary Pickford had told him that
she made less money under her F"irst Nat'l
contract than she had with Famous, but that
he felt that such stars and directors as Pickfur. 1. Chaplin and
De Mille placed their art

thi

t

the industry.
against the
n
-

I

ii

(rum Tuesday,
dcavored

money.
"Did De Mille have Paramount and join
First Nat'l?" Swaine asked. Williams admitted that his negotiations with the Paramount

Xat'l.

ei

ting that he would expect a star w ho
would break his or her contract with Famous
same tiling with First Xat'l.
Williams Reads List
During Williams' cross examination l>>
dents
counsel
Tuesday.
Robert
ine
had bj mentioning the nanus
force

attist*

re-

T.
iii

endea

directors

,-,„,|

witness

iIh-

to

1

1

Mille

>e

Fanny

Mam

Ward.

Harrymore.

lot

1

Wallace

I

i

Adolph
Swaine

Olga Petrova, he said,
ince and a

tin
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Stewart pictures were
advance to star and per-

more

ption on six

advance and

perci

Nov., 1918
contract was signed for three pictures
with M.hn Pickford and three with bl
'"'M
ng S250.000 outright and
Jacl
The I) W. Griffith contract,
William- testified, was signed in Jan. I9l r),
railed (,,r three pictures with a
casl
payment of $285,000 each,
Twclvi Charles
Ray nieinr. s
,|
,,
for
n [959
m
000 cash advance and pen
orma
Talmadge was paid outright $1<
.,,
ighl pictures in 1919, and in the sam<
six were booki d
\\ ill
with
$110,000 cash advance on each, and option

out more
im. his

,
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Chaplin
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anything ever
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Coming from Berlin
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Berlin
Hermann Rosenfeld of National Films intends going to Amer(Special

to

—

ica
in

to dispose of

New York

"Boheme."

he

While

stop

will

at

the

Astor.

Kohner Off for Coast
Paul Kohner leaves for the coast
today to become an assistant director
Until now he has been
handling foreign publicity.
for Universal.

You'll
of

get

reading

a

"kick"

tomorrow's

that

First

was

Nat'l

ii

Nat'l
"

givi

six

Williams

testified

Daily—

"None Genuine Without

sub-franchisi
Li

I

months

for

Buys "Greatest Menace"
Selznick has purchased "The
Greatest Menace" for Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and
Kentucky and will road show it in
conjunction with lectures on the evils
of the drug traffic. Selznick will maintain his
headquarters
in the Film
Rldg., Cleveland.
He left for home
yesterday, following the premiere of
the picture at York, Pa., where, he
says, it went over with a hang.

"
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will

and had
Hue

that

the
cancellation clause in Famous'
contracts with exhibitors as an argument
""' breakini
irom the alleged arbitrary
ind monopolistic tactics of Famous.
lining Ins testimony on Tuesday, Williams
declared thai many of the stars or so called
of the early days "meant nothing."
He
considered Anita Stewart one of the best
stars of the day, outside of Marguerite
Clark
nd Mar) 1'ickford.
of

Cash"

that

hold, is
years,

two

notice

tlf

Phil

re-

Asso.
could not

o
Fil

Signatures!"

Walter W
frwin, formerly connected with
Famous, had testified that the organizers of
Nat'l were making much capital out

"ta-

pictun
plained that the "factory" met
making
pictures increased
the cost
ol
produ
added to overhead, and caused "loafin
the job" on the part of
He said
that he always has been and is no
to this system, contending that the
independ
on production oi stars and directors along
lines
instituted by
First
Xat'l caused
thi
stars and directors to put their best efforts
into their work, to watch expenses because

way

Rosenfeld

.

First

I

Famous'

Shallenberger Plans Trip
E. Shallenberger
of
Arrow
leaves shortly on an automobile tri
as far as Chicago.
From there hi
goes up North on a fishing trip.

}

1

.

a

under

—

Louis William Goldman ol
King's theater, Kings I]
and Delmar, tomorrow nigh

New

into

1

with

four or

»

.

month

s,x

tract

I -

-

Offer

he
first
bi gan
Pickford,
Williams

St.

the

I

Asso. First Xat'l to frustrate
X
Zukor's threatened plans to buv up
various
First
Xat'l
units.
The subfram liisi ulat inaugurated bj the new Asso.
was the same plan which had
Nat'l,
used h> several of the original First
Xat'l
franchise holders in their respective
lory, he explained.
ounsel for the respondent were greatly

and

e

when

Miss
III

ized

.1

$300,001

fforl

Williams asserted

each.

Made De
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signed foi
contract.
while
contract calh
foi
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Xat'l.

First

were

Talmadge

second

perci ntage on

i
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same number with

King's, St. Louis, Read
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(Special
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.pictun s in 1919, and Whit1920 received $17
oi
four pictures.
Twelve
$.550,000 cash advance
and

each

Norma

"<l

in

I

after

Exhibitors were

pictures at a prici
of
what thev were worth,
Chaplin spent so much
to turn out a high-quality

Tioni

to

Nat'l.

picture that production cost was much more
'nan had been ant ipati
and Williams him
s h
""" '•' thi First Nat'l board, he said
urged thai Chaplin be given $100,000
pictun so that he would not
"
dtssal sfied with Ins arrangement with

,„.,..

,\

New

<.

W.

higher

done by the
and Chaplin's

Chaplin

a half of
said, and

i

Mildred liar

was paid

man Bennett
with

000 each.

much

a

comedian up to that time,
populantj
was on the increase

,

x

Hughes Leaves Tomorrow
Rupert Hughes leaves for the
tomorrow.

that in the last series of Norma Talmadge
pictures, she was guaranteed $250,000 and
50', of all costs possible over S.iOO.000.
He said that advances usually made w r.
necessary
to
insure
product. on
in
man.
cases.

produced and diswere, according to

better

than

,

i

Carter De Haven got $100,000 and
more.
Kath
percentage for each of two pictures.
crine MacDonald got $100, 000, for each of
The Mayflower Corp. got $125,000
the six.
and percentage. Sydney Franklin was guaranteed the negative cost up to $100,000 for
each of the four and percentage, and James
Oliver Curwood and David M. Hartford
were guaranteed negative costs up to $80,000
and percentage for two pictures, and added

I-

.

j

Plavers,"

Above F. P.-L.
stated that in proportion to
of
pictures released by both
during 1922-23, First National put
really high quality pictures than

companies

In

a

,

Famous

for

.1

The wiui,
the
number

$100,-

at

ask.

had

Places 1st Nat'l Quality

per-

Anita
I

Zukor

"Absolutely,*' replied the witness.
Williams staled that in his opinion Famous
put ..ut the greatest number of good pictures
during 1922 and 1923 until the present time,
but
added. "I have never known Famous
Players to have so many poor pictures in
anj ..in- list."

(

-

th

"Well," replied the witness,

'I
tried to get all the first-class stars and
d'rectors to make their own pictures."
"To be distributed through First Nat'l,"
Swaine asked.
Williams admitted that this was the motive
prompting his negotiations.
lb. ii you admit that you had the same
ambition for making First Nat'l the dominant factor in the industry that you claim

re eipts
with
an ;
...
When he left First
Kat'l m Oct., 1922, Williams said, the piclure
had already grossed $1.-100.000, and
going strong
Eight pictures were con-

Six

did
the

little."

a

ad negotiated.

arrangement was made
hen bj
lhaplin

special

that First National
the production, that

Swaine suggested, when
Williams said that he failed to remember the
s
of other stars for whose services he

1

\

with

Ruminate

Xat'l and the sum of money figuring
transaction.
He said the Chaplin
«as signed in lime. 1917 for 8
being advanced the film

"The Kid."
was to n

replied

1

Doro,
lolin
Melford

Ceo

Reid,

each

comedian

witness
interfere

responsible for their pictures, footed all the
ills
incident to making their pictures and
turned the completed picture over to First
.ii
for distribution according to the terms
if
the contract.
"See if you can't refresh your memory.

Lasky, Cecil B. De Mill.. Wm. l)e
Mille, Marshall Xeilan and James Young.
Williams offered to read the nanus of 53
others on the 1st. but agreed with Swaine
that they were unimportant
at
that
time,
whereupon Gaylotd Hawkins, one <>i tin
Gov't counsel said, "read 'em
Since they
were billed as the greatest aggregation of
stars and directors, their names should be
read by all means "
Williams told of the contracts signed by

>

riot

and director producing units were solely

star

Jesse

""

did

art

Later, under cross-examination of some of
the contracts in effect between First National
and stars and directors, he said that Herbert
lirenon was to get $100,000 for the first picture he delivered, and the same amount for
Marshall Neilan got $80,three additional.
000 and percentage, and had to be advanced

i

ami directors in existence." mentioning Mary
Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Pauline Frederick, Hazel Dawn, Blanche Sweet, Mae Mur

first

through.
apparently

fallen

above money," Swaine retorted.
Williams testified that he had tried to secure Thomas Meighan and Wallace Reid,
hut had never made Gloria Swanson an offer
directly or indirectly.
Swaine remarked that
Williams' answer to that question would be
xamined further on in the hearing.
When
Williams testified that he had made overiii' s
to various Paramount stars and directors. Swaine interpolated sarcastically, "and
>..ii
say First Nat'l wasn't producing."
dace his

admit thai there
were many prominent players and directors
in
1916 who were working for other com
panics than Famous
Yesterday Williams
produced a list of artists and directors who
were widely advertised bj Famous in
o
as being "the greatest aggregation of stars

ray,

had
Mr.

-1

.

"Then

i

numerous
to

own

abovi

(

i

Mille

es

continuing his
testimony
admitted thai he had en
up famous stars and direc
with Km si Nat'l aftei their contract with
nl
expin 'I. hut
igoi quslj
di nied
that lie had ever urged any Paramount artists
ims
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had to meet all expense of
and tended to eliminate the
"of which the motion picture industry
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Dalton Through?

Allen Sale Off
Chain ReTrustee to Continue
ceived
Their Operation

—

(Special

Entire

for

Offers
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to

May

Clarkson, trustee
the Allen theaters has decided to
itinue the operation of the chain
36 houses indefinitely because no
;rs for the purchase of the entire
ets have been received.

Toronto— G. T.

Fame

s

Players

This was denied
yesterday by Robert T. Kane, Eastern production manager of Famous.
Miss Dalton is about to start on
a vacation abroad that wiL keep her
from this country until September.
Recently full details of the houses
Kane stated yesterday that she will
ire published here and in the states
with the company upon her
continue
the
When
bids.
order to secure
I

came for the examination of the
it was discovered that, although

i.e
s,

;rs

were made for individual theToronto and in ther cities,

in

irs

..

of the bids covered the entire
The creditors and others infested felt that it was not the best
lg to do to divide the assets by
le

in.

return.

Buys "The White Man"
Lichtman has purchased "The
White Man," by George Agnew
Designed for next
Chamberlain.
Al

vear's release.

Famous Players Group Leaves
The home office executives of
Dominion have Famous Players left for Chicago last
good business. night to attend the Mid-West sales

ottered sales.
In the meantime, the Allen theaters
tl-arious cities

of the

doing a fairly
impression in current circles
tie
to be that the Aliens will
<}ms
"ntually pull through their financial
is.
In one or two cities, however,
have ben hard hi*.
theaters
•in

Hecially in

Winnipeg.

*-on Jones

Europe tomorrow.

for

here to see him

is

Schiller in
(Special

to

off.

Boston
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Ed. A.
:w organization

ioston

A

Schiller

was here
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yestcr-

Wail

Dear Danny:

Your

Bizz"

—

—

—

preach, but
in red you

when
must

say again "talk's cheap" but it
and
takes money to buy good

—

films.

Cordially,
-

J.

—

For the first time yesterday the Federal Trade Commission's
proceedings against I'amous Players and allied organizations on
trust charges developed evidence tending to portray the methods
by which Famous proceeded in its "trustification" of the industry.
Joseph C. Boss, a former exhibitor at McAllister. Okla., testified how Southern Enterprises, a subsidiary to Famous, and
through which he was obtaining his pictures, failed to live up to
its contract with him, furnished him with "repeaters" instead of
the first-runs stipulated in his agreement, failed to send him pictures which he had "lavishly" advertised in advance, and finally,
as he said, euchered him out of his theater after he had been beaten
down in his efforts to make the
Lynch interests live up to their agreePlans
ments with him, compelling him to

Some Fox
Sign John Russell and the Hattons to
Do Scripts— Lincoln Carter on

—

theaters there, is the president.
picture is "The Cheechakos."
was started in March, and will be

ready

from one week to
the next and you have several
hundred a day when you were
making a few tens.
It's allright to sit at your
it

'Repeaters" Given Him for McAllister House, Instead of Contracted First-Runs, is Charge Claims All Efforts to
Make Southern Enterprises Observe
Agreement Failed

—

—

—

FRANK

is

The

40 per cent

and

Lost His Theater
Through Unfair Tactics of Lynch

understood tio distributing arOriginals
for "The Courtship of
Miles Standish" have been made by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
His contract with
Charles Ray.
Sol Wurtzel, proLos Angeles
United Artists called for two pic- duction manager for Fox, is back
tures, "The Tailor-Made Man" and from the East with a batch of new
"The Girl I Loved," the latter open- announcements relative to plans for
ing at the Capitol on Sunday. Arthur the fall.
S. Kane is en route West to confer
Frederic and Fanny Hatton have
with Ray, probably in this connection. been signed to write a number of
Lincoln J. Carter,
original stories.
Producing in Alaska
author of "The Fast Mail," will ar(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rive here in a few weeks to either
George Edward adapt some of his melodramas or
Portland, Ore.
Lewis, Alaskan lecturer, has organ- write some new stories for producof
author
Russell,
ized a producing company at Anchor- tion.
John
age, Alaska, to make pictures there. "Where The Pavement Ends," has
Capt. A. E. Lathrop, who owns sev- been placed under contract to write
It

pep
about

but how
it
when a body is doing all the
things
enumerate big
you
adds mailing list exploitation
lad
infinitun
on the biggest
'of
big pictures
and then
blooey the old cash box drops

you write

No

Deal for "Courtship"

eral

"Summer

talk reads well

;desk

convention at the Drake Hotel Saturday and Sunday.

He

rangements

Linick Sails Saturday
\dolph Linick of Jones, L'nick and
iiaefer sails

Boss Says

Reported Contract With Famous Has
Expired— Robert T. Kane
Denies It
It is reported that Dorothy Dalton's contract with
will expire shortly.

Price 5 Cents

1923

11,

REMBUSCH.

It

scenarios.

Lewis H.
release.
Moomaw, organizer of the American
Lifeograph Co., of this city, is directfor

fall

on

(Continued

first

Page

Lewis Here from Coast
Edgar Lewis is here from Los Angeles.

Rothstein Back

H. San Retained by "Lab" Men
Nat G. Rothstein, of F. B. O., is
Joseph H. San, of San, Ittelson and
from a coast trip. Harry Berback
Van Vorhis, has been retained as
City
J.

the Allied Laboratories
Ass'n, Inc., in the Federal Trade acfor

This was determined at a Wednesday night meeting at which the

tion.

following committee was named to
work with Sans: Tom Evans, Evans

man

is

stopping

on the return

off

trip.

at

between Robert T. Swaine, counsel
respondents, and Marvin
the
for
Farrington, for the Commission, over
the admissibility as evidence to be
incorporated into the record of letters passing between Boss and the

exchange manager

at

Oklahoma

City,

pertaining to Boss' complaints at receiving pictures furnished as firstruns, but which in reality, according
to the witness, had previously been
shown in McAllister. Swaine contended that the letters offered referred to other letters that were being
withheld by the Government and
(Continued on Page 4)

2)

ing.

counsel

"finally sell out at a great loss."
Opposing legal counsel was lined
up in battle formation, and the atmosphere was charged with electricity as hot words flew thick and fast

Kansas

Brunton to Produce
John Brunton has returned from
England and is making plans for
four pictures to be produced at his
He is at the Jess
studio in Miami.

Smith

office.

E. K. Declares Extra Dividend

Eastman Kodak has declared an

extra dividend of 75 cents a share on
Discuss "Group Insurance"
the common stock and a regular
One of the important topics to be quarterly dividend of $1.25 on the
discussed at the fortcoming exhibit- common, both payable on July 1st.
or convention will be a discuscion of
A third dividend on the preferred
"group insurance." The complete contotals $1.50 a share, payable on July
vention program was announced yesstockholders of record May
Details will appear in to- 2nd to
terday.

To

Laboratory; William Hedwig, Rex
Laboratory; Allan A. Lownes, Cromlow Laboratory; H. J. Streyckmans,
Claremont Laboratory and A. Biamer,
morrow's
Palisades Laboratory.

issue.

31st.

;
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D. Wheelan, Dallas,

J.

(Special

to

Injured
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Dallas—J. D. Wheelan, of
American Photoplayer sustained
ous injuries recently

burned him

He was

the
seri-

when gas flames

the Ro-Nile
repairing the organ.
at

theater.

Plan Anti-Censor Body
the auspices of the MacPublications, which include
Movie Weekly, plans to launch an
anti-censor organization were discusin
meeting yesterday
sed
at
a

Under

Fadderi

Browne's Chop House. Present were
Sam Goldwyn, George Fitzmaurice,
Edwin L. Hollywood and others. A
committee was formed to inform publishers,
film men and others who
might be interested of the proposed
organization.

Franklin Appoints Three
B. Franklin, head of the
Famous Players theater department
has appointed Ford Anderson, formerly with Wilmer and Vincent, district manager of Southern Enterprises
theaters in the Carolinas with head-

\7y2
Not quoted
Not quoted Eastman
manager

Andree Lafayette
(Special

111
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to

Hollywood

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
FREE at your
Educational Exchange
for this

"ad"

ADDE.O ATTRACTION

(J Christie

Gomedy

;

f&UAJ

"The Romance of the Republic"
was shown at the Plaza last night
under the auspices of the International Commonwealth Club and the
Instructive Film Society of America.
The latter company plans to make a
series of similar pictures under direction of Julius Frankenberg and with
Harry L. K. Jappen in charge of distribution.
John Gregg Payne, head
of the legal copyright department of
the Victor Talking Machine Co., is
president of the. company with headin Philadelphia and George
Robeson, secretary.
Knappen was
former New York manager for First
National and also in charge of the

WINTER
HAS
CAME"

of Associated Exhibitor
chises in New York.
sale

fran-

I

Special

MADE TO ORDER

Commercial Developing and Pointing

m

t5T^^lv7llSt^PAWWW*^^HtcT5oM^An

C. L.

CADWALLAJER

L. W. HITT
Art Directors Eastern Studios
Famous Players Lasky-Corp.
Current Releases
You Can't Fool Your Wife

The Ne'er-Do-Well

Bernard Durning will leave for New
York to direct another special. Jack
Blystone will direct Tom Mix's next
will
direct
Ford
picture.
Jack
"Cameo Kirby," in which Jack Gilbert will be starred.
Slim Summerville,
Earle Kenton, Tom Buckingham, Ben Stoloff and Lou Sailer are
making Sunshine comedies. Al St.
John is both directing and appearing
in

111

THE FILM

DAILY).'

—

Los
Times

Angeles According to tj
Pola Negri underwent an
eration on Saturday. She will be a
fined to her bed for another week

Don't say

''Haven't the Cash"
instead

COME TO CHROMOl
We

Mooser Returning
George Mooser. who has been representing United Artists in the Far
expected
few weeks.
East,

is

in

New

Consult

sounra

in

Confidence

with no Obligation
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The screen rights for this
mous Wm. MacHarg story
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will

proposition. Limitless resources

a series.

RIGHT

fa-

are

FOR SALE

of the STRONGEST
A Great Picture With a Great
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Box

Zenith Pictures Corp'n
40th St.
N. Y. C.

Film Daily

T.-5, c/o

FISHED
PRODUCTIONS.

W.

?ilf

OFFICES FOR

RENT
Large and small suites,
furnished and unfurnished; also single offices
with telephone

130

West 46th

Joseph Dowling

Clair a

Appearing

M: Do

well

in

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT'

service.

Street

to

Atlantic
acker, in a

iJiii!».1»-lill!Umn!!BI

as will Henry Otto, who is
expected to produce a fantasy on a
large scale. As soon as he completes
"The Eleventh Hour," on which he
has been working since December

Merit Film Corporation

(fLtJn)

Says "Continuity Sheets" Help

~

1923)

Cast.

quarters

DOROTHY DEVOBE

the scenario
Jones, author

to

special

Plan Industrials

— Andree

Lafayette, appearing in "Trilby" has been stricken
Her condition is
with "Kleig" eyes.
r.ot serious although she is confined
to her home.

MATS

Charlotte.
Bruce Fowler, formerly with theaters in Terre
Haute and Buffalo has been appointed city manager for Dallas and Arthur Ann, former manager of the

quarters at

theater, Rochester, district
for Florida with offices in
Jacksonville.

World

to

1)

•Skin Deep," which luce made,
Peter Milne, who recently resigned from Famous Players.
Rowland V. Lee will make one
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SEE TOMORROW'S PAPER

fl-

paper read before the
Spring meeting of the Society of M.
P. Engineers spoke of the value of
"continuity sheets" and in that con-

Marshall Neilan

is producing for

Goldwy*

nection said
"The use

of
continuity
sheets,
which
establishes an outline of scenes and titles so
that the exchange can t|uickly order small
replacements
bj
number, has proven an
economical, efficient innovation.
I
believe
that It is only a question of time when every
Imk distributing organization will insist that
tin
laboratory making: its prints, furnsh to
the home office and to each exchange point,
a complete continuity sheet on each and
every subject.
This comes under the head
of service and service is one of the most
important functions of the laboratory; with
out service the work of the laboratory is
only half accomplished."

The meeting

closed yesterday.

Goldwyn
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CTOR/HUGO HALPERIN'S
— the Public Will
Drink

It

Up !

NEW TYPE

;sw£»

OF PICTURE
—packing ten big shows in one case of six
Built to SELL— and to cash in on millions in

reels.

both sides of

publicity

—

it

satirizes

PRO-HI-BI-TION

Censor-proof, unbiased,

gives your

novelty-thirsty public the
intoxicating, delicious "KICK" of their arid lives.
it

most
And no "morning after"!
Invite America to "Have a drink" with you, "
watch the DELUGE! "TEA—With a KICK"!

greatest,

— and be merry"

Hugo Halperin

Created by Victor

is

!

Then

liquid gold!

—formerly

associate with Elbert
greatest
humorist.
Hubbard now established as the screen's
Directed by Erie Kenton who made Mack Sennett's outstanding
knockout, "A Small Town Idol," and other brilliant successes. And

—

—

THE "MILLION-DOLLAR" CAST
—the most auspicious gathering of

comedy and dramatic

stars,

com-

bining the greatest drawing power in the history of films.

We, the

MBUTORS:

are proud to have contributed to the success of
KICK!" We believe it is the greatest box-office

cast,

"TEA—With

a

picture ever created.

'open for disin

arrange-

inicate

with

mediately.

ts

NEW YORK

OFFICE:

Suite 509,
1493 Broadway

Bryant 2389
Studios

Los Angeles

iKe National Cocktail

—
;
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On

Boss

Stand

(Continued from Page

1)

Farrington had in his
possession the preceding day. claiming that the correspondence was incomplete and objecting to the admission of the letters until the balance
v. ere produced.

which he

said,

Attorneys in Spat

failed to live up to its agreement to furnish
advertising matter for lobby displays with
pictures booked, although the cost of the
pictures, he said, was "exhorbitant" enough
to include the cost of the supplemental advertising matter.
Claim for credit on advertising which failed to materialize in slpite
of the contract was never recognized, Boss

stated.

Lobby

display

are they," Swaine asked heatedly.
had them yesterday, and I demand

"Where

"You

them now."
"They will be offered

to

have

told.

good time," Far-

You know

that

this

wit-

interviewed months
ago concerning this case, this is not new to
you."
"We are not familiar with the back-stairs
methods of the Government investigators,"
already

has

ness

Swaine

been

sarcastically

"You

replied.

have

spent two years dilly-dallying around on this
case, and haven't gotten anywhere yet.
have things of considerable more importance
than such long-winded threshing out of this
case."
At one time during the witness' identification of various contracts signed by him with
City exchange for certain
the Oklahoma
pictures Swaine asked Farrington for a copy
of one of the documents under consideration,
Farrington replying that he had no copy.
"I noticed that the Government is most

We

accommodating," Swaine replied.
"Here Mr. Swaine, take my copy.
We
want to be accommodating, but it happens
that I haven't a copy."
"Isn't it peculiar," Swaine remarked to no
one in particular, "how conveniently theae

He

Didn't

Get

First-Runs

The correspondence, which Examiner
vord

Al-

admitted with the understanding
that such other letters of a similar nature
as could be procured would be presented,
dealt with Boss' reiterated complaints to the
Oklahoma City exchange that he was receiving pictures which had previously been
at McAllister.
All of the replies to
these
complaints
deplored
the
situation,
pointing out that perhaps an exhibitor in
a nearby town who also had a theater at
McAllister was showing pictures at McAllister without the knowledge of the exchange, thus making it possible for Bom
to receive pictures thought in all good faith
by the exchange to be first-run pictures for
McAllister.
One of the letters to Boss stated
that since "The Marriage Price," an Elsie
Ferguson picture for which Boss had contracted, had already been shown at McAllister,
another film was being substituted
its

the

value

of

testified that he had heard rumors
the effect that Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
was beginning to buy up theaters all through
South, and that he became alarmed
the
despite the fact that Frank Freeman, whom
characterized
Stephen A. Lynch's
he
as
"right bower," whom he had known for a
long time, had promised that Lynch would
never come into McAllister, and wrote Free-

to

man

place.

asking

if

Lynch

was

contemplating

building or buying a theater at McAllister,
but never received a reply.
Later, he stated,
he rece ved a letter from the Dallas office
of Southern Enterprises, which advised him
that Freeman had written the Dallas office
concerning putting a theater in McAllister,
and discussing the question of buying out
Boss' interests.

Oklahoma

Boss testified that W. R. Lynoh, brother
Stephen A. Lynch, visited him and disbuying Boss' theater lor Southern
Enterprises.
Lynch, he said, went over his
books and received considerable information
relative to his business that he had expected
would be kept confidential. Lynch left McAllister with a definite proposition, from him,
Boss stated, and with the understanding that
the matter would be gone into immediately. It
was several months before he heard from
Lynch, he said, the reply stating that the
price of $22,000 asked by Boss was too
much and that the Lynch interests would not
be interested at that time.
Boss testified
that Lynch had already secured control of
the

leading

opposition

theater,

across

the

from his own house.
After W. R.
Lynch had talked purchase with him, according to the witness, he was approached by a

street

local real estate

Players."

"He

didn't whistle, did he," asked Swaine.

"No," responded the witness, who is a mild
mannered and meek individual, "but he will
when this hearing goes to Dallas."
Claims Rentals

Were Jacked Up

Boss testified that during the time he was
having so much trouble over getting the firstrun pictures which he was supposed to receive under the terms of his contract, and
after Southern Enterprises had secured control of the Palace, he was very seldom
visit
ed by the Paramount salesmen, and then only
to
be offered second-run Paramount and
Artcraft pictures at high prices.
paying around ten times more

He was

then

than he had
contracted to pay for Paramount pictures
less than a year before, he testified,
and the
opposition across the street, controlled by

Famous,

was

running

Paramount."
said

that

Paramount
"new home of

first-run

pictures and advertising as the

The witness

he

was offered

for

Thanksgiving day performance a Fairbanks
Picture which had already had three runs in
a

secutively, despite his understanding with the

Oklahoma

manager.

The witness furnished

a

list

of

more than

dozen pictures which had been shipped
him by the Oklahoma City exchange as firstruns but which he stated, were repeaters.
He said that he had booked one Wallace
Reid picture, advertised it with a lavish lobby
display, extensive newspaper advertising and
Vesting of lithographs in McAllister and outlying sections, and that the picture never
arrived,
his
patrons being greatly disappointed.
Boss testified that the Oklahoma
City exchange claimed that he had not sent
his check for the booking, although the witness declared, the check had been sent in
ample time. Boss declared that this develop-

ment hurt
testified

his

that

business materially.
the

exchange

He

many

also
times

buying

from

He then went outside after
said, and found that the
territory for Associated Exhibitors,
Artists, Metro, and Universal had

them.

good pictures, Boss

United
been sewed up by Lynch who was furnishing
the output of these companies to his rival
across the street, and that First National
was exclusively handled by another competitor
in
McAllister, thus making it impossible to
obtain any good pictures.
He said the Palace
across the street was really running about a

third of Paramount pictures among the pictures shown, and the balance of Metro, Universal, United Artists and other companies,
so that he would not be able to get them for
this theater.

Claims F. P. Launched Opposition

The Palace, under its new management,
he said, was launched in the way "Paramount
does everything."
was completely reIt

he finally recieved a letter
former owner of the Texas

City,

Hulsey,

Oklahoma and Arkansas franchise of First
National who sold out to Famous and continued as manager of the circuit which he
formerely owned, stating that he wanted to get
things straightened out with Boss, and that
Wifks, the new exchange manager at Okla
noma City, would take up the matter. of readjusting the prices of super-features, which
in some instances were as high as $500, Boss
said, and concerning which high prices he
Asked if Wilks
had repeatedly complained.
ever made an adjustment or attempted to,
increase
only
to
further
Boss replied, "No,
He said he had to
the cost of my pictures."
pay $500 for "The Miracle Man." which was
out of all proportion for McAllister.

man who

said that he represented very powerful principals who were interested in his house, asking him to submit
a proposition.
The realtor, he stated, would
not divulge the name of his principal, but
merely smiled when Boss told him, "I'll tell
you who your principal is, it is Famous

CHICAG
EXHIBITOR
CONVENTIO;

Farrington asked.

cussed

McAllister.
When he tried to get good pic
tures, he said, salesmen for Paramount quoted
them at anywhere from $150 to $300, which,
he said, was exhorhitantlv high for a town
of the size of McAllister, so he concluded that
the price had been boosted to keep him from

exchange

will make him feel any better, let
it
if
him go ahead."
Boss told how at the M. P. T. O. A. convention at Washington last year, to which he
was a delegate from Oklahoma, he told President Sydney Cohen how he had been treated
and Cohen, he said, expressed great surprise
that Adolph Zukor had allowed such a state
of" affairs to exist, if he knew anything about
Boss told Cohen that he had written the
it.
facts to Zukor, and at Cohen's request promised to send him copies of the letters which
he had written Zukor, which he said he did.
Cohen promised to take the matter up with
Zukor immediately."
"When did you next hear from Cohen?"

so

of

Boss declared that Joseph Gilday, exchange
manager at Oklahoma City, had promised
him that it would be "perfectly all right"
to book a feature for two days, to run it
one day and receive it again later on for
its second day's run, but that this agreement
was never lived up to and that he was compelled to run all his pictures two davs con-

a

Boss asked Marvin Farrington, who was
conducting his. examination, if he might be
permitted to explain how it was that he
couldn't get any good pictures.
Robert T. Swaine interrupted, "let him go
ahead and air his grievances. He did it last
year before the M. P. T. O. A. convention,

"That was the last I ever heard from
Sydney Cohen," replied the witness, to the
great glee of Swaine and his associates grouped around the respondents' table.
Boss testified that after many letters to

finally

shown

in

of

Alarmed by Lynch Plans

copies disappear."

Says

50%

Boss

in

"We are presenting this
rington retorted.
testimony by subjects, and various letters
Koss said
pertain to different subjects."
that when he sold out he did not take all
and that
him,
with
correspondence
his
of
there were therefore some letters that he did
not have.
•Ah, then you only retained the letters
that you thought would help your side of
the case," Swaine returned.
"Mr. Kxaminer," Swaine exclaimed, appealing to Examiner Alvord, "I want you
to note that this is a striking example of
the witness' willingness to tell only his side
of the case and not to tell the whole story."
"Don't you worry, Mr. Swaine," replied
Farrington evenly, for the first time showing
indication of approaching anger, "before this
witness finishes he will very likely tell a
great deal more than Famous Players would
like

is

an attraction, the witness stated, and every
theater
owner depended upon advertising
matter furnished with his picture as an aid
to "putting the picture over."

modelled, a pipe organ installed, the seating
capacity enlarged and extensively advertised
as "the new home of Paramount," while, he
stated, "I could not get any good pictures
either of Paramount or other companies
only second run pictures."

Several publicatio;

promise to

special editioi

about

1500

words,

his

difficulties,

pointing

out that had he known that the Lynch people
intended building the Palace across the street
from his show that he never would have built,
and pointed out that his service was cut
off without notification, nor had he ever been
notified that Lynch had intended entering
McAllister, despite that previously in Dallas,
they had told him that they did not intend
to come.
He added that despite that Famous
had his deposit, that they refused to ship
him films C. O. D. He received no answer

day

every

durii

the M.P.T.O.of,

convention in CI

Says Letters Were Unanswered

Boss then testified that he had sent special
registered letters to Adolph Zukor, Frank
Freeman, S. A. Lynch, Cecil. B. DeMille, and
Jesse Lasky, all dated Feb. 24, 1921, in
which he recited at length to the extent of

publi:

cago,

May

21-26.

But the one pap
sure to be read

w

be

to his letter.

On Tune 11, Boss
Adolph Zukor's open
Motion Picture News
ed for
during

fair

play.

read,

he

so

testified,

letter published in the
in which Zukor pleadThis will be recalled, was

height of the Convention when
the now famous Mrs. Dodge case was being
discussed.
In reply to this, on June 13, Boss
wrote Zukor a letter in which he controverted
many of the declarations which Zukor made,
and in part, by saying that "I have found you
to be anything but a friend to the exhibitor.
You took my service away without notice
During the past five years, the policy of your
company has changed from that of a kindly
nup to that of a ravenous wolf who wants to
the

hog it all." He concluded his communication
by advising that he intended to do all he
could to co-operate with the Department of
Justice and the M. P. T. O. A., after which
he made three visits to Washington to see
Mr. Burns of the Department of Justice, but
always found him in Florida.
He then detailed the movements leading
to the sale of his house to Willis Adams, the
former manager of the Lynch house, and
after
these negotiations fell through, and
his place was advertised for sale, he also
made efforts, and did not raise the money.
He learned that Barney Resnick who owned
the property, had upon that day, made a deal
with Hulsey in Dallas to take over the property.
He said that when his place was sold,
that he got almost nothing for

The Government completed

it.

its

examination

Boss, and counsel for the respondents reserved cross examination until the arrival
here of the Oklahom City exchange manager
with files of all correspondence relative to
Boss' controversy with Famous Players. The
hearing was recessed until Monday morning.
of

just as

it

always hi

been.
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Convention Plans
Ready For Big ExhibiMeet Many Speakers

erything
tors'

—

Scheduled
plans for the M. P. T. O. convento be held in the Coliseum,
n,

May

21-25, are practically
jmplete, with all indications pointing
the heaviest attendance and most
program of any such
ieresting
thering in the history of the injiicago,

I

stry.

Sydney

ending a busy
rious

Authority

Cohen has been
week whipping the

S.

convention arrangements into

Chance

for

May

12,

Art Films 69 Entries

Little Theater Movement
to Boost Pictures Like
(Special to

notable

Is a Month
a Real Affair
Belleclaire

THE FILM DAILY)
as

Off

they come, the entries for the
Golf Tournament.
To date
69 entries have been received by
various members of the committee

a number of
advisors, Little

Spring

Theater
Films,
Inc.,
have
been
formed here to release pictures that and that won't be all.
will appeal to limited and discriminThe big idea has

been

sold

to

Frank L. Newman, the demon golf
hound of Kansas City. Cataclysms
and earthquakes or perhaps a bad

audiences.
Curtis Melnitz, a
magazine writer and Albert Lewin,
former professor of English, at the
University of Missouri, are the spon-

ating

business

week's

—
—

will

be

the

only

sors, but Rex Ingram, Ernest Lub- things that will keep Frank away
The national board of directors and itsch, Hugo Ballin, Rob Wagner, from Belleclaire on June 5. Newman
committee will Ralph Block and Paul Bern are en- has been pounding the pill for only
executive
tional
;et next Saturday, to discuss pre- dorsers.
a few years, but already his score is
George Marion, Jr., leaves for under 80.
tention matters. The convention
by the presi- Europe shortly to seek product.
Sidney Kent and A. M. Botsford
11 be officially opened
nt or one of the vice-presidents on Kenneth MacGowan is the New York of Famous Players don't intend perA number of club- mitting their various sales convenonday, May 21, at 11 o'clock, to representative.
followed by the address of wel- women are enthusiastic over the idea. tions to interfere with the tournament, and so they intend getting
me by a representative of the
Kenneth MacGowan, dramatic edi- ready for a grand push from Los
Uicago and Illinois M. P. T. O. of
followed in turn by the official tor of the Globe, stated yesterday the Angeles, after the final sales meeting
\,
idress of welcome by Mayor Wil- plan is to work with the 200 odd there, to reach New York, at least
Theaters
throughout
the one day ahead of the party.
jm Dever, of Chicago. The national Litile
^anization will respond to this, country, women's clubs and organizaThere's no doubt about the crowd
Golfers, goofers
jer which the convention will be tions that include discriminating audi- having a good time.
i:lared in session and committees ences to which pictures like Asta and others will be on hand and those
imed. A report on the Motion Pic- Nielson's "Hamlet" and "Dr. Cali- that don't play will be there to enDistribu- courage the novices with their kindly
le Palace of Progress will follow. gari" would carry appeal.
tion would be through the regular (?) kidding remarks.
One treat will
(Continued on Page 2)
distributing
companies and where be the presence of the youngest golf
pictures have not been absorbed by player in the business, Julius Laemmle
Ince Feature for Rivoli
distributors,
arrangements will be and in all likelihood, his father, Carl
Soul of the Beast" will play the
made for the physical handling.
Laemmle will be there to see how his
1/oli the week of May 20.
MacGowan said he understood offspring upholds the reputation of
Lubitsch had a picture of this type the names, Laemmle and Universal.
Leaves for Coast May 19
ready for the special distribution
If there were any proof necessary
dope
Hampton has completed sought by the new company. Mac- of how the idea is grasping hold,
rk in "Lawful Larceny" for Fam- Gowan figures the audience of this witness the intention of the Movie
and will leave for Hollywood on kind total about 200,000 people.
Age, the new regional published in
y 19 to start "The Gol Diggers"
Omaha to launch a tournament for
Warner Bros.
Seitz Plans Serial on Coast
exchange managers and exhibitors in
George B. Seitz will film Emerson the Middle West.
ape.

j

;

'

Tilt

With Censors

Hough's

story,

"The

Way

of

A Man"

episodes for Pathe release. The
Ithe Secures Order for Review of picture will be made in California.
Commission's Deletion in "Good
The Hough story was purchased some
Riddance"
time ago by Pathe as exclusively
'athe has obtained an order from announced in the FILM DAILY.
Appellate Division directing the
Tivoli Not Ready Yet
J tion
Picture Commission of New
I rk
to certify to the court within
In commenting on a report from
days all the proceedings in its London that both Famous Players
iew of the Hal Roach comedy. and Goldwyn had made offers to
)od Riddance," which the com- James White for the leasing of the
i sion refuses to license unless the new
Tivoli.
London, Ben Hicks,
* hange complies with eliminations prominent film man, who is here from
t ered on the ground that the scenes
London, stated yesterday that the
r 'rred
"inhuman" and theater will not be completed for fix
to
are
puld tend to incite crime."
months. He added he knows White
'he picture which Pathe says cost well and does not believe that any
$'00, was reviewed in March by deal for the theater has as yet been
a i. Eli Hosmer, and she ordered made.
i
elimination of a subtitle, "Take
Hicks states conditions in England,
" up seven miles and throw him while satisfactory, can still be improved.
(Continued on Page 2)
in 10

to

Produce

Buys Screen Rights To 14 Novels
From Harper & Bros. First to
Be "Steps of Honor"
Harry Sherman states that he
begin production of Basil
novel, "Steps of Honor," at
Hollywood, the production to be released Sept. 1st.
He says that negotiations are on with several prominent stars to be featured in his productions.
will shortly

King's

Sherman

has purchased through
Bros, the rights to the
following novels: Basil King's "Steps

&

Harper

Honor," "Let Not Man Put Asunder" and "The Garden of Chrity,"
"The Crooked Trail," by Frederick
Remington, "The Cat and the Canary," by Margaret Cameron, "The
House of Happiness," by Kate L.
Bosher, "A Successful
ife," 'by
Marie Van Vorst, "Supreme Surrender." by A. M. Low. "The Road
That Led Home " by Will E. Ingerof

W

r

and

soll,

Philip

Curtiss'

"Between

Two

Worlds", "Wanted: a Fool," and
"Crater's Gold."
Alexander Black's
two novels, "The Great Desire," and
"The Seventh Angel" were in the
original list that Sherman contracted
for but he decided to substitute "The
Crooked Trail" and another to be selected later for these two.

The

picturized versions will

all

be

star
casts,
Sherman
states, and after the first release on
Sept. 1 there will be a production
ready for release every eight weeks
thereafter.
Sherman is stopping at
the Astor, and expects to leave for
the Coast to select the cast for his
first picture just as soon as releasing
negotiations are completed here.

specials

(Continued on Page 4)

To

with

Preserve Historic Films

THE FILM DAILY)
Fox Convention in June
Washington President Harding
The annual Fox convention will be has accepted an offer of the producers
held in Xew York the week of June and distributors represented by the
11.
Hays organization to help in a col(Special to

—

lection of historic films to

:

.

Sherman

—

at

Still

—With

figures

Golf

for

Under Way And the Event
"Hamlet"
Looks Like

and "Caligari"

Los Angeles

Price 5 Centt

1923

Illinois
(Special to

in a special vault at the

THE FILM DAILY)

Will H. Hays conferred
President relative to this.

Chicago— The
has

endorsed

Illinois M. P. T. O.
Al Steffes' candidacy

president of M. P. T. O. and
instructed the Illinois delegates to the
national convention to vote for him.
for

be stored

White House.

Endorses Steffes

with

Fox Buys Studio Site
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Fox announces

the

(Special

—

the

purchase of 450 acres of land in the
Universal Enters 11th Year
Beverly Westwood district as a site
Universal is celebrating its 11th an- for the new studio. The site borders
As a surprise on the Speedway. .William Fox and
niversary thi> week.
Eisele plan homes near the
to Carl Laemmle, the sales force, John
headed by Art Schmidt, has put on plant to be occupied by them during
Construction s* .rts at
Universal Week programs in many the winter.
theaters.

once.

Saturday,

In the Courts

Convention Plans

May

191

12,

With Censors!

Tilt

(Continued from Page 1)
Murray W. Garsson has been sued
(Continued from Page 1)
out after he's his own boss." Wl
on
for
$1,000
Court
Supreme
the
in
n will give a review of his three
Pathe demanded a review of the r
work as president of the M. bill of exchange issued to William R. ing by the entire commission
's
Jacksonville, Fla., and not
P. T. ().. and will make suggestions Carter at
Price 5 Ciiti
presented at his. office in members voted that this subti'r
»il IM IN. 42 Sjtirdqr. Mar 12. 1923
for the future development of the paid when
could stay but they upheld M.
New York.
Copyright 1923, Will's Film and Film Folks, organization.
Hosmer's demand for the eliminate
St..
41th
West
Publ.ihcd Daily at 71-73
day afternoon addresses will
the following:
of
and
sued
has
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Peddrick,
H.
Jr.,
bj
Charles
New Yo.
by Robert E. Welsh,
FILM FOl
throwing a dog out of as
"Scene
in the Supreme
Pictures
Triumph
the
William
JohnPresident and Editor; editor of M. P. "World,
abergr,
He alleges that in plane; showing a man's leg exposi:
V Ahcoate, Treasurer and Business Manson, editor of M. P. News, and Mar- Court for $3,095.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager. tin Quigley, editor or the Exhibitors' April, 1922, he was engaged at $583 when trouser is pulled off by dog t
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
month as manager for the remainder dance; episode of lighting fuse n.
Addresses will bi delivered
Herald.
at the post office at New York. X. Y.. under
3, 1S79.
Departments of the year, and in October he gave tached to dog's tail."
the a
representativi
by
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside of Agriculture,
In a letter to the commissiti
Labor, Commerce, up the management, but was to get
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
the same.
Pathe contended that the pictures
Foreign Post Office and Interior, on matters his pay just
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. pertaining to their Government dis$15.00.
a burlesque and to succeed it nrt:

—

1

.

:

'i

.

THK FILM

A

judgment for $8,444 has show things not ordinarily done, It
Supreme Court said that the dog comes to no hai
the
against the Hamilton Film Corp. in because one of the scenes shows hi
suit by Adele Jasons on an assigned
landing unhurt in the back seat |i
Tuesday. May 11.— Committee re1603.
claim of the Ritchey Litho. Co. for an auto, while no one "but an iTreasurer
Mack,
738
S.
National
—
Irving
of
report
Representative
ports,
Chicago
and materials furnished.
Wabash Ave.
becile" would think that the fia
John T. Collins, of Rutherford, N. J. services
London Representative — Ernest W. Fredqueslicense
music
Presentation
of
was attached to real dynamite afl
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
broker,
obLaura D. Wilke, play
Adtion with addresses on subject.
that the dog would be blown up. I
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42 Rue de dress Tuesday afternoon by Gov. J. tained an attachment in the Supreme
As to the exposure of the map
Clichy.
Byrne,
author,
against
Donn
Court
on
European Representative^— Interna- A. O. Preus, of Minneapolis,
Central
leg, Pathe wrote that much greajr
ground
that
he
is a resident of
on
the
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
Insurance," followed by
ater
The plaintiff alleges that exposure of the legs of both men aij
England.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
talk by Bruce Dodson. Kansas City,
women is permitted in other comeds
Protection she was to get 10% for disposing of and film dramas and on the legitim^i
on "Group Insurance."
film rights to Bryne's story, "The
the
fraudulent
against
public
of
the
which
Maurice stage.
Foolish Matrons,"
Quotations
stock sales will be thoroughly disTourneur
bought
for $10,000, and that
cuss.
Wm. J. Bun.s, chief of she got only $200 after Byrne had reSale*
Low Clo»e
High
400 the U. S. Secret Service delivering ceived $2,000 on account, after which
108
110
Kod. .110
an address pointing out methods by

Address

communications

all

to

New York.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
t
Hollywood, California— Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood
DAILY,

71-73

Wett 44th

St.,

plays.

The program,

as far as
arranged, will be, briefly:

it

has been

n

default
filed

in

.i

i

"

P.-]

I

84'A

95>'8

i.fd

Iwyn

SyA

...

5 •>.,

Griffith

18

Triangle

82% 82% 300
95^ 95% 300 which theater owners may cooperate
protecting
5
600 with the Government in
5
against this menace.
public
W. D.
5->4
5% 200
MVi 900 Burford, of Chicago, will deliver an
Not quoted address on "Uniform and Equitable

.ild his claim to a third party for
Byrne denies that he owes
$6,500.
the plaintiff anything, and wrote her
a letter declaring that the film rights

worth $15,000
but
that she
ed him down" to $10,000.
He
called her demand for the $800 "a
piece of unparalleled effrontery."

Burford was chairman of
the
committeee that framed the
equitable contract form submitted by
national organization to Will H.
Incorporations
Nathan Burkan, counsel for the
Hays.
Cooperative banking will be
Goldwyn Pictures, filed an affidavit in
gone
into,
and
Code
of
Busi"The
Albany H. K. Amusement Corp.,
the Supreme Court asking that the
Mount Vernon. Capital $25,000. In- ness Ethics" arranged by a joint com- trial of Orrin Johnson's suit for $5,100
corporators, M. A. and H. Kolbe and mittee of theater owner members of
for breach of contract be delayed until
Rotary. International. Kiwanis, Lions,
in.
Attorney, C. J. Kennedy.
Ki
'ivitan
and other clubs June, when George Mooser, who is a
material witness for the defendant,
will be presented by the chairman of
will be here to testify.
Johnson is
Austin Tex. North Texas Amuse- that body.
suing on the ground that he was enment Co. Fort Worth. Capital $25,orge Eastman, of Rochester, will
ed at $850
a
week to play in
000.
Incorporators E. G. Wallace, address the convention Tuesday afteri.itch My Back,", for not less than
H. W. Green way, O. H. Atkinson and noon.
The convention banquet will
others.
be held at the
Sherman Hotel, five weeks, but was not permitted to
evening.
Wednesday
Many promin- play. He claims that the agreement
made orally with George Mooser
Albany Elsmere Theater Operat- ent personages will respond to toasts,
ing Co., Manhattan.
Capital $10,- including a prominent producer and in behalf of Goldwyn. Mooser is now
000.
Incorporators, L. and J. Joffe director, a U. S. Senator and a state in the Far East for United Artists,
but will leave Japan for New York
and A. Adrin.
Attorneys, Joffe & governor.
on May 15 and is expected here three
ffe.
rom three to four thousand theweeks later. It is alleged he will tesater owners are expected to be in
tify that Johnson was not engaged for
Albany U. S. Theater Equipment attendam
ohen who expresses
any picture.
Co., Manhattan.
belief that it will be "the most
Capital $25,000. Incorporators, R. O. Walker, R. Boyd pronounced and constructive (?atherCharles Ray in "The Girl I Loved"
and W. G. Hosford. Attorney, S. R.
of theater owners ever held in
is at the Capitol next week.
the
Lash.
nited States."
tracts."
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The screen rights for this
mous Wm. MacHarg story

fa-j

arej

FOR SALE
Box

T.-5, c/o

~

Film Daily

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS
li

—

—

:

George
Siegman

Eugenie
Besserer

Appearing In

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT
Now

Nearing Completion
See Tomorrow's Paper

I

—

ny Etiquette
Films,
Inc.,
Manhattan. Capital $5,000. Incorporators. W. H. Hilsinger and S. and
B.

Retner.

Attorney,

J.

S.

Carter,

Cohoes, N. Y.

De
ial

Mille Picks Cast
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles— Cecil

B.

De

selected the following principals

Pola Recovering

to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Pola Negri is rapidly recovering from her recent operation, it was said at her home here
yesterday.
The operation, it was
said, was the result of serious throat

(Special

—

troul

.

.

h

forced her to stop work.

Intern'l Gets Fight Rights

International

-tads

it

has secured

"The Ten Commandments;" Lea- exclusive rights to film the fights at
trice Joy, Nita Naldi, Estelle Taylor, the Yankee
stadium today. The picJuila Faye, Edythe Chapma>
tures will be rushed through in order
Roberts, Richard Dix,
to show them at the Rivoli tomorRoche, Rod La Rocque and James row night. Prints will also
be rushed
Production starts Monday.
to Albany and Buffalo.
•

.

Goldwyn

is

Doing "Ben Hur"

Gofttyyn
**** Big Things

THE
May

Saturday,

%2m
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1923

12,

N

Names Delegates
THE FILM DAILY)

Sears
(Special

to

—

ctheNews

Kansas City Charles T. Sears,
head of the Western Missouri theater
unit,
announces the delegates who
will represent his organization at the

national

FROM ALL THE

:WS

Joe Cannon celebrates

87th birthday in

Baldhead Club meets at Hartford,
Prince of Wales visits Belgium; La-

nville;
nn.

;

Day
shed

London;

in

$20,000,000.00 canal
Orleans; 126,000 persons

New

at

game

football

dge being

in

painted;

England;
etc.,

Brooklyn

etc.

tod ay

the

Cuts and Flashes
Meighan
omeward Bound."

is

at

work on

Enemies of Women" opens
on Sunday.

at the

W.

Priest has

Sedalia,

Sedailia;

.lton's

moved

A.

Eisner,

Wm.

Homer

(Special to

— Homer

Gill,

former

exploiteer for First Nat'l in this territory has joined Goldwyn in a similar capacity.

New

Story for Denny
Leon d'Usseau, Universal scenario
editor in the East has purchased "If

Were King" by Max Marcin

A'MILLION DOLLAR"

5f

for

—

has

—

several weeks'

Idwyn to play a role

signed
in

The same with Victor Hugo Halperin's great PRO-HIsatire, "TEA— With a KICK!"

BI-TION

you rush to partake of it, because it recalls a subuppermost in the public mind ( ) for the past four
years an old friend!
First,

ject

with

"The Day

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany— Motion Picture Arts, Inc.,
of
York has filed an increase of
capital of from $20,000 to $200,000.

New

K. Lincoln is due in from the
He made "The
a few days.
;ht of the Strongest" while there.
Ricksen, a 14 year old girl
plays a bit in "Human Wreck," has been signed by Thomas H.
e for three years.

(Special

Dallas

to

— C.

THE FILM DAILY)

—a

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

angor, Me. The Dirigo theater
JtEllsworth has been swept away
In several thousand dollars worth
o other property, in the Penobscot
fid.

THE FILM DAILY)

— R.

H. Burnside, recently appointed director of the historical revue division of the forthcoming exposition, has arrived here
relative

to

Summoned
THE FILM DAILY)

Island

because

it

intoxicates

Ballet of 100 "Hollywood Heartbreakers."

—A NEW
satire

at

its

TYPE OF PICTURE—whose

side-splitting

Hugo

Halperin, the

stamps

its creator,

Victor

screen's greatest humorist.

preliminary

DISTRIBUTORS:

Sponsoring Beauty Contest
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle is conducting a beauty contest for the most
beautiful blonde and the most beautiful brunette on Long Island, to be
used by Ernest Shipman in the first
of his proposed pictures dealing with

Long

it,

— 10 Prize-contest-winning Beauties—America
best!
— 2000 supporting Funmakers.
—a $100,000 "Golden Gown Revue."
—magnificent novelties and spectacle.

Burnside Arrives in Hollywood

House Opens Tonight
Fox's new theater at New York
Long Island opens tonight. preparations.

Flood Destroys Maine Theater

—

you with

B. Peterson has tenderresignation as manager of

Hollywood

27 Stars

hibitor's success.

ed his
Southern Theater Equipment Co.

d

its

12 Famous Comedians, 5 Leading Ladies and
The
Dramatic Celebrities are all your old friends!
most stupendous assemblage of talent, with guaranteed boxoffice sales value, ever conceived by a producer for the Ex-

10

-ucille

.ynbrook

because

Third, you pay top prices to see

I.

st in

it,

"Million Dollar" Cast of

— including

C. B. Peterson Resigns

(Special to

!

—

Second, you fight to see

trip.

Increase Capital
(Special

Faith."

Villiam
ibrook,

—

new

to

art."

Power

VISION!

You buy a Gillette Razor, Ivory Soap, an Arrow Collar,
because they're your friends you've seen them advertised
for so long, they've become part of you a fixed habit.

Strauss Bldg.

Marguerite Courtot, has the leading
Eiinine
part
in
"The Steadfast

.'yrone

WANTED:

With Goldwyn
THE FILM DAILY)

Reginald Denny.

—

"

ind Laughter!

Gill

Edward Laemmle Back Home
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Edward Laemmle and
Ince has completed Dorothy
latest picture, "Leah Klesch- his bride have arrived home after a

arters in the

Ralph

A.

P. Cuff, Chillicothe;
Parsons,
Joplin; and W. H. Bayes of Carthage.

I

iroli,

Robert

are

Broadmour, Kansas City; Jack Roth,
Isis, Kansas City; Ben Levy, Hippodrome, Joplin; W. A. Wasgien, DeGraw. Brookfield; and Chas. T. Sears,
Star, Nevada.
The alternates are:
Dr. C. D. Weakley, Hardin; T. C.
Goodnight,
Warrensburg;
F.
G.
Weary, Richmond; Harrv Till, Braymer; W. W. Hubbell, Trenton; W.

Kansas City

Thomas

They

convention.

Baker of the Electric theaters at
WORLD— Un- Joplin and St. Joseph; Jack Truitt of
F.

Because we have here one of those
rare,

money-making

sensations,

we want

to do business with a distributing organization that

has the

VISION

we

to

see the

million-dollar possibilities, as

do, in

HALPERIN'S

life.

Several Exhibitors
(Special

to

'

i

examined next.

Graham Re-Elected
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Conn. A number
local exhibitors have been sumied before the Board of Examinto determine whether or not their
ses are in accordance with the
building ordinances.
Charges
i been lodged against the
White
y and Majestic for not complying
the measure.
The Shubert,
ice, Bijou, Globe and Crystal will

New Haven,

(Special

—

Kansas City Harry Graham, manager of Pathe, has been re-elected
president of the Film Board of Trade.
Other

officers elected were: "Marty"
Williams, Vitagraph, vice-president;
and W. E. Troug, Goldwyn, secretary

treasurer.
The new board of
directors consists of Roy Churchill,
F. B. O.,; H. E. Schiller, Education-

and

al,

and Bert Edwards, Fox.

—it's the National Cocktail!
HALPERIN PRODUCTIONS
STUDIOS

:

Los Angeles

NEW YORK
Suite

1493 Broadway

OFFICE

509
-

Bryant 2389

:

THE

-3&»%

Saturday,

DAIL.V

from Page

ucd

1)

Hays, Will H.
Howells, B. F., David P. Howells.
ich and permit themselves Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.
Those who Kane, R. T., Famous Players.
d time.
the word on Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players.
It isn't necessary to
heir friends.
don't Lichtman, Al., Al Lichtman Corp.
thai
tor the beefsteak at Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
the entrants can't play Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
nigl
although a lot of them Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.

June

day

will

5

12,

Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal.
Hammons, E. W., Educational.

Entries for Golf

l

(> )

May

that

con-

some

of the

entries,

to

Moore,

—

St.

Louis

the Line

—a handful of exhibitors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

Wash.

Moore, Wm. L., Moore's Theaters,
Craftsmen Lab.
Wash.
Daily.
Film
Alicoate, Jack,
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.
Anderson, R. V., Universal.
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp. Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.

Abrahams,

1919

M. P. World.
Tom, Moore's Theaters,

Down

Milligan, Jim,

think they can.
litre are
date:

Right

"special" right in St. Louis.

L.,

Beach, F. A., United Artists.
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lvnch

&

Co.

Pearson, Elmer R., Pathe.
Quinn, J. M., Vitagraph.
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.

Spargo,

Fish, D. W., Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Gallup,
B., Hodkinson.
Garrett, Sidney, Inter-Globe Export.
Gillett, E. K., M. P. News.
Gilroy, Foster, Hodkinson.
Ginsberg, H., Al Lichtman Corp.

G

Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Grainger, Jas., Goldu-yn

.

S.,

J.

Exhibitors'

Herald.

Warner, Abe, War.er Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Warner, H. M., Warner Bros.
Williams,

J.

D.,

— Chicago—a

crowd of

real

real exhib-

itors.

Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels, Rothstein, Nat G, F. B. O.
Rowland, R. A., First National.
Inc.
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels,
Boyd, Alex. R., Stanley Co.
Inc.
Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.
Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
Brockell, F. M., First National.
Schenck, Jos. H.
Brown, J. S., M. P. Arts.
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Brown, George, Universal.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
Butts, F. W., Butts Lith. Co.
Schwab, F. E., Fox's Academy of
Casey, C. E., Strand, White Plains.
Music.
Chamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
Schwartzman, Sam, Al Lichtman
Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Corp.
"Danny," Film Daily.
Seymour, W. F., Hodkinson.
Diebel, C. W., Youngstown, O.
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Ellison, Millard.

Eschmann, E. A., Pathe.
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.
Field, Harry, United Artists.

1920

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in Chicago.

1920

—Cleveland—several hundred exhibitors.
The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in Cleveland.

1921

—Minneapolis— several

thousand exhib-

itors.

Ritz-Carlton

Pic-

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

tures.

Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory.
Affix your name to the blank helow and guarantee yourself a lot of
fun that day:

"special"

right

in

printer's strike on

Minneapolis with a

and the mercury about

100 in the shade.

Golfers, Attention!
1922

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

—Washington—several

thousand exhib-

itors.

The Film Daily was again on the

job,

printing right in Washington.

My

check herewith

lunch, dinner and

average round

($10 for players, including
My
$5 for non-players.

And now comes Chicago again

prizes)

i<

21.

THE COMMITTEE:

you see a

I

live

wire

1

.

(

Due Today
from the coast today.
First Nat'l
itional

old
48tl

in the throes of
quarters at 6 W.

on

The

of

Dreams."

name

will

who reads anything

if

else

transi-

nday

(Special

Kuffalo

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Contrary

to

local

news-

paper reports, the Shea Amusement
Co. has announced that the company
is not planning a new house at Hertel
and Delaware Aves.

His

be Unusual.

Do you know a better "buy" to reach those
who attend the convention as well as the

—

Shea Not Planning Another

is

Ritz.

Gets "Sea of Dreams"
Educational has secured Warren

Newcombe's "Sea

Moves

iloor

posite the
i

old

And

during the convention, tag and label him.

Educ'al

Murray and Bob Leonard are
in

little

1

first

due

You'll find the

paper published right on the ground.

The Motion

Picture News.
elix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
B.
Jallup,
[odkinson Co
5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.
Gillette,

lall
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T. O. of A. ever holds a convention in
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Al Lichtman buys "The First Year"
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Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, at the post office at
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for production

by

Preferred.
Famous Players Eastern sales force gathers here for
semi-annual convention.
Chadwick Pictures plan series of four to be directed

by Edmund Lawrence.

;

THE

Hollywood

1603.

Chicago Representative: Irving Mack, 738 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 53a Shafteabury Ave., London,
1,
:

W

Paris Representative:
Le Film, 42
Central
Representative
European

Rue de

Clichy.

(Czechoslovakia),

Prague

Filmschau,

Internationale

Wenzelsplatz

most

to reduce 1923-1924 production to 52,
radical cut in its history.

W. Irwin testifies at trade commission hearing,
he suggested plans to Adolph Zukor to fight
First National.
Goldwyn cancels Frank P. Mills' contract for "What
\\ alter

how

Shall It Profit?"
C. C. Pettijohn and Lloyd Willis, back from trip, say
F. I. L. M. Clubs are lined up for Hays arbitration
plan.

JACQUELINE OR BLAZING BARRIERS
Page

lantic City,

May

20-24.

Page

.
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.THE REMITTANCE WOMAN
Page

Film Booking Offices

Tom Mix

Page

Fox

THE

A. B. Maescher Prod

Arrow

5

THREE JUMPS AHEAD

in

— State Rights

C. Boss, former McAlester, Okla., exhibitor on stand
Claimed he was forced out of
for Government.
business. Williams admits he wanted First National
to dominate production and distribution.
Paramount to sell 12 pictures in first three months'
Meighan to appear in "The Seventh
group.
Heaven" with James Cruze directing.
Whitman Bennett to make six for Vitagraph.
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers to meet in Chicago concurrently with M. P.
May reduce tax rates for exT. O. convention.

Is

6

RIP TIDE
Page

Allen theater sale

S.

Page
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•st

Dalton reported through with Famous.
Denial made.
Fox signs John Russell, Lincoln Carter and the Hat-

Dorothy

from Harper's.
Roach comedv.

Pathe

in tilt

Buys

novels
Hal
over
with censors

Harry Sherman plans production.
Short Reels
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A.

nitely.

Paramount

s-

Friday
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THE RUSTLE OF SILK

r-

hibitors.

Court orders much of Rodolph Valentino's defense
stricken from answer.
Hodkinson to launch 30 New York runs for "Down to
Sea" with unusual newspaper campaign.

Oklahoma exhibitor says he lost theater because
Lynch didn't live up to contracts.
Herbert Brenon Prod
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id
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Tom

.
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for five features.
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VANITY FAIR
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.
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Ethel Clayton in
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Court of Appeals upholds right of M. P. Commission
Case brought
of New York to censor news reels.
by Pathe.
Associated Exhibitors contract with J. P. McGowan

J.

Ballin's

3:e

D. Williams before trade commission. Cites interesting facts about First National.
Goldwyn Dist. Corp. to be known as Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Dist. Corp. Annual convention at At-
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Pine Tree Pictures present
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TRIFLING WITH HONOR
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Famous Players
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Features Reviewed
Universal-Jewel
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"Pardoning the bad

is

injuring the

good"—Benjamin

Franklin.
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Audience Appeal

A Whale of a Picture When It Gomes to Real

ii

May

ti

"TRIFLING

t(
fa

Universal

ti

P

DIRECTOR

n

AUTHOR

tl

d

McNutt
Raymond
and

Slavens

Frank Beresford

CAMERAMAN

John Brown

WHOLE

Lively, original and fine enter-

AS A

tainment that should prove valuable box

office

Sure to appeal to a big majority, in fact

everyone, and contains atmosphere that they'll
all like

E
E
E

E
E
E

C
c
c

DIRECTION

story and registers

c
c
c

c

touches
First rate

Good
Rockliffe Fellowes fine type for

"home-

Ridgeway offers sincere and convincing portrayal and Buddy Messinger sure to
so far; Fritzi

please with his "kid" part

E

c

fine

out of the

run king" role and gives his best performance

I
E

C
C

many

lot

LIGHTINGS

u

E
F
F

Very good; gets a

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

;

others

Hayden

Stev-

enson, Emmett King and Frederick Stanton

A

EXTERIORS

baseball field about the only

important one

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ex-crook escapes
court sentence, becomes famous baseball star
and is finally regenerated through story of his
life written by one of newspaper's staff

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Universal

is

7,785 feet

offering another jewel of a Jewel in its

picturization of William

Slavens McNutt's baseball

The picture contains sure-fire audience appeal
and so much genuine entertainment that it cannot fail
to make its mark as a valuable box office number.
With the mass of ardent baseball fans in the country
story.

Should Be a Fine Box Office
Box
With

isn't

1m

t

\

a clever combination of situations with plenty of huinterest and incidental business that rounds it out

man

The
wholly interesting and absorbing piece.
melodrama with Rockliffe
Fellowes as the Gas-Pipe Kid, the best role that Fellowes has ever had on the screen and in which he does
the best work.. He is ideally suited to the role and
never fails to make it convincing.
Director Pollard has injected realism in every little
detail and the return of hero to his home only to find
a hearse at the door, a forerunner to the news of his
mother's death, is realistically handled with the typical tenement crowd curiously, yet sympathetically,
looking on. The romantic element is pleasing and the
sequence devoted to the escapades of a regular boy,
cheerfully played by Buddy Messenger, is sure to satisfy. Pollard has used up too much footage here. The
part where Buddy overhears the plans of hero's pals
to have him "sell" the world series could be cut.
The baseball climax is the star bit of the picture and
you can bet they'll be just as enthused over the final
game as if they were actually in the bleachers. There
is a familiar, but none the less effective, kind of suspense in which the home-run king's pals threaten to
expose his crooked past unless he "throws" the game.
Of course he drops out, but when defeat for his team
looks certain, in the last inning, hero goes in and after
two balls and two strikes, knocks a "homer" that not
only wins the game but wins back the sweetheart he
had deserted five years before. Pollard certainly injects the spirit of the game here and it registers.
story starts out as a crook

to Exploit

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the

With Honor." The only trouble is that the title
good enough for the picture, nor does it give any

indication that the picture contains a baseball story,
But that shouldn't stop you from getting your order
in at

with Universal had a bright, original story

start

—probably not what would be called a big story—but

Number and Very Easy

baseball season just opening Universal
couldn't have selected a better time to release "Trifling

ball or not.

into a

attraction

STORY

will surely

from a

To

L. Schrock

E

E
E

—Jewel
Wm.

be delighted with it, its success seems
predestined but the picture's appeal is not limited to
baseball fans, however. It has universal appeal and
will go big with every crowd whether they know a bat

who

Harry A. Pollard

SCENARIO BY

tl

A
A
A

WITH HONOR"

vmir parli^cf
t
v
your
earnest ^n«»«;««^«
convenience or u
before.
You can
our hat your patrons will like this one and they'll

—

enjoy getting -iithused over the world series game
that is staged and go out delighted with Rockliffe Fellowes as "Bat" Shugrue.

Exploitation should be, ia the vernacular, a cinch,
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while helping you to put the picture over.

make

to

plain that this

it
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is

,

themselves

Be

sure

a baseball story and get

-.

„,,
y° ur men folks and the b °y s interested. The women
wiH like lt to °' You can sa >" that the st ory ran in Coluers Weekly. With a baseball season and a baseball
,

,

.

you should have a clean-up
Honor."
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Sensational

Melodrama With a Strong Climax and a Fine Cast

Pine Tree Pictures Presents

"JACQUELINE"
Arrow

or

Pictures

DIRECTOR

too quickly just at first, but once things are started
the interest is sustained very well up to the forest-fire

"BLAZING BARRIERS"

— State

Rights

Dell Henderson
James Oliver Curwood
Thomas F. Fallon and Dorothy

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Farnum

George Peters, Charles Downs,

Dan Maher

WHOLE

Good virile melodrama, well cast
photographed with some real thrills
From the novel by James Oliver CurSTORY
wood. Laid in Quebec and timber-land thereabouts. Contains melodramatic situations with
and

tically until the finish.

As

CAMERAMEN
AS A

climax and that, combined with the spectacular stunt
of two men paddling their way down the rapids, holds
the spectator in a state of tension that continues prac-

finely

forest fire for the big climax

DIRECTION

Good

particularly in climax

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Very good

A

PLAYERS

long list of well-known names.
Lew Cody, Marguerite Courtot, Sheldon Lewis
and little Russell Griffin in primary roles; includes Effie Shannon, Gus Weinberg, J. Barney
Sherry, Edmund Breeze, Edria Fisk, Charlie

Fang and Baby Helen Rowland

EXTERIORS

Some

in contrast to very

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Quebec
backgrounds

interesting views of

good forest

Satisfactory
All

right.

Excellent tinting in

fire

sequence

CHARACTER OF STORY

Adopted son of
love with girl brought up as

lumberman

is

his sister.

She returns

in

his love but

he thinks

she favors city villain now lumber camp boss.
Hero saves other man in forest fire and wins girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,400 feet

"Jacqueline" or "Blazing Barriers," scenarioized by
Thomas F. Fallon and Dorothy Farnum from the

popular novel by James Oliver Curwood, appeals to
the emotions and the eye and provides a good redblooded entertainment for those who like virile melodrama of the north woods.
Director Henderson takes a bit long in getting his
characters set, inclining to jump from one to the other

a contrast to the

woodland backgrounds there

some very interesting scenes of the old city of
Quebec, that add to the atmosphere of the picture.
The story opens in the lumber camp, switches to Quebec and a Chinese gambling den, thence to a residence
in the city and back again to the camp where the balance of the action takes place.
The forest fire sequence has been very well done.
Tinting of the flames has been employed with startlingly real effect and the work of the cameramen should
be given honorable mention. The suspense is heightened at this point by cutting back at short intervals
to the two men in the tossing canoe who are shooting
the rapids to blow up the bridge and prevent the fire
from crossing to the other side.
There is a long list of first-rate names but with the
exception of Lew Cody, Marguerite Courtot, Sheldon
Lewis and Little Russell Griffin, the others have mostly bits, except possibly Effie Shannon and Gus Weinberg as Jacqueline's parents. Marguerite Courtot is
an excellent type for the girl and Lew Cody entirely
are

convincing as the lumberman lover. Little Russell
Griffin, a cute kiddie, is in almost every scene, and does
Altogether, "Blazing Barriers" should
very well.
please a large majority.
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Story: Raoul Radon, raised by the Rolands in the
Canadian woods, loves their daughter, Jacqueline. On
her first visit to Quebec, she meets Henri Dubois, who
Upon her return
is being blackmailed by Li Chang.

n-

Dubois secures the position of boss of the lumber
camp near her home. He is followed by the Chinaman. Raoul is arrested because of a fight with Dubois,
through whose treachery he is informed that the girl
does not love him. Later, Raoul wandering in the

st

woods, finds them

suddenly blazing.

He

rescues

Du-

bois for Jacqueline, but finds after the danger is past,
she does not love Dubois and the "clinch" follows.
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"Blazing Barriers" Should Prove a

Good

Box-Office Bet

si-

h
i

Box
Exhibitors

who know

their audiences like

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good melodrama

combined with love-interest and a bit of comedy should secure
this.
There is a long list of splendid names that will attract
attention and you have two real thrills in the strong climax to
talk about.

Call attention to the fact that

it

is

a

James Oliver Curwood

Dell Henderstory of the northern timber lands, directed by
Lewis and
Sheldon
Courtot,
son, with Lew Cody, Marguerite
or two
shot
a
showing
trailer
a host of others in the cast.
an
them
Give
back.
them
of the blazing forest should bring
exyour
with
it
behind
get
and
idea of the kind of story it is,
It should make money for you.
ploitation.
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SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

J.
.

.

A

I
I

Ballin

Diamond

highly artistic production, splen-

did photography and with unlimited pictorial
appeal, but this alone fails to spell entertainment

STORY

The

author's

manner

of writing could

not be visualized although much effort and expense is displayed in picturing his story
Deserves credit for tackling what
DIRECTION
doesn't lend itself readily to film purposes; his

I

E

Ballin

Thackeray

Hugo
.

artistic efforts

have not secured genuine enter-

tainment

C

PHOTOGRAPHY

C

LIGHTINGS

Excellent

Very good
Mabel Ballin tries very hard to make
Thackeray's flirtatious Becky Sharp an interest-

PLAYERS
I
I

ing personage; the cast

is

reasonably effective

I
1

I
I

c

and includes Hobart Bosworth, George Walsh,
Harrison Ford, Earle Fox, Eleanor Boardman,
Willard Louis and Robert Mack

c

EXTERIORS

c

INTERIORS
DETAIL

c
c
(

(

it is all

Pleasing
First rate

Far too much
good

in spite of the fact that

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

chronicle of the

adventures of pretty Becky Sharp
her life through her own vanity

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

who

spoils

7,668 feet

Hugo Ballin isn't strictly to blame for the fact that
"Vanity Fair" doesn't provide good entertainment.
Certainly he has shown every effort and spent plenty
of money to make the picture attractive. But he is to
be criticised for selecting Thackeray's well known
novel which, as proven by Mr. Ballin's attempt, is not
suitable screen material. It was Thackeray's manner

Will Please

From

and description, that made
"Vanity Fair" popular as a book rather than the chronicled adventures of his heroine, Becky Sharp.
The result is an offering colorful in atmosphere, artistic in settings, technically fine and beautifully pictured, but the story development lacks a sustained interest, contains little or no dramatic incident and reof writing, his dialogue

Ballin's Prod.

"VANITY FAIR"

h

which
and carries
on her vanities to her heart's content. All the good
features of Ballin's production fail to give it an absorbing interest, fail to create in the spectator any anxiety
as to the outcome and little thought regarding what
solves itself into a series of pretty pictures in

Becky Sharp holds the center

has already taken place.
other than for

The

it.

It is

fails to

impress

picture

is

far too

Crawley finds his wife in the embrace of the wealthy
old Marquis of Steyne.
Incidentally this is the only
chance in the picture where George Walsh has an opportunity to act humanly. The rest of the time he is
seen flitting around in back of "Miss Ballin, once in
such an awkward fashion that he collides with the
shepherd crook she carries.
Miss Ballin does very well with the role of Becky
Sharp except for moments where she appears to be
Irving too hard to get her part over. Eleanor Boardman is a pretty Amelia Sedley, while George Walsh,
Harrison Ford and Earle Fox do all that is required
satisfactorily.
Hobart Bosworth makes the most of a
small character part and Robert Mack injects the humor mentioned above.

If

That

Is Sufficient

For Your Crowd

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Vanity Fair," aside from whatever else it may be
conceded to be, is one of the current offenders for long
distance footage. It is close to eight reels and the story
doesn't deserve it regardless of the expense that was
evidently incurred to present

'Vanity Fair"

its pictorial appeal.

long and made so through an
over-abundance of detail that, while effective and entirely descriptive of Thackeray's novel, makes the picture quite tedious at times and anti-climactic- There
is a sequence about a quarter way through in the feature that contains some first rate humor of a quaint order. It deals with the effort of Sir Pitt Crawley to obtain a third wife in the person of Becky Sharp.
"Vanity Fair" is almost entirely lacking in dramatic
incident except for the instance where young Rawdon

a Pictorial Standpoint
Box

of the stage

unfortunate that

a picture upon which serious effort has been expended
should hold such an unsettled forecast as far as the

box office is concerned.
That folks will be pleased with the picture as

far as

being good to look at should give you little concern, because it is pictorially attractive. But whether
or not they will be entertained by what occurs against
these pretty backgrounds is another matter. Of course
"Vanity Fair," as a title, should mean something and
in all probability serve to bring in many admirers of
Thackeray. Hugo Ballin's name can be used and that
of Miss Ballin for the benefit of those who have seen
its

their previous pictures-

THE
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Dream Ending

a Pleasant Surprise After

Is

Ethel Clayton in

Film Booking Offices

AUTHOR

Achmed Abdullah

SCENARIO BY

Warren
Joseph A. Dubray

AS A

key to a settlement. Minus the dream finish, "The
Remittance Woman" would be voted downright hokum of the oldest "movie" variety.

Wesley Ruggles
Carol

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

The dream
trigues with

Far-fetched Oriental meller that
away with except

dream ending

STORY

Action that appeals to many and some
good comedy touches that help put it over
DIRECTION
Hasn't been sparing when it came
to injecting atmosphere plenty of rich settings
and Oriental business

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Reliable

Satisfactory
All right

and pleasing;

will suit her ad-

much

to

do opposite star; Tom Wilson good comedy
character and Chinese players adequate
Looks like they have prepared
EXTERIORS

many

And

the

some

of the titles are

same on

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

interiors

all

:e

its

dream ending.

moment

down the exaggerated action.
help to make Wilson's humorous

to tone

of the titles

no fault of hers, however. The cast is a good one and
includes many Chinese players who are capable and
Rockliffe Fellowes plays opposite Miss
well suited.

many

known to dream
Achmed Abdullah will

Since people are

sorts of impossible things,

the absurdities of this

touches effective.
Ethel Clayton can be relied upon to give a satisfactory performance in almost anything. That Achmed
Abdullah's story isn't well suited to her personality is

6,000 feet

they have rather successfully pardoned

in the

all

Many

improbabilities and far-fetched action by the old standby, a

r.

tune

While this latest Ethel Clayton vehicle is not the
most appropriate that might have been secured for this
star,

home

f

of a

it

dream plot. It is
brought out through the character of a Yankee sailor
on leave in China. Tom Wilson plays this role in true
comedy style and they'll get many laughs out of his
work, and usually the laugh comes at just an oppor-

funny
CHARACTER OF PRODUCTION
Girl dreams
father sent her to China where she becomes involved in warring factions, but is saved by lover
Suffices;

in-

of

to relieve

special settings

INTERIORS
DETAIL

complication of

very nice- Where they want action of a more
sensible order, they may not get enthused about the
trouble with the magic vase.
There is a bright comedy vein that does a lot though

mirers
Rockliffe Fellowes hasn't

is a

possession of a certain

one faction, is arrested by the opposing
party, escapes imprisonment through a ruse and once
more retrieves the vase. For those who don't mind
what the action consists of as long as it steps along at
a good pace and furnishes them with excitement, this
is

SUPPORT

in

the coveted piece, then she hides

member

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

part of the plot
the heroine

magic vase greatly desired by opposing Chinese factions.
The development in this is of a serial order
with the action reaching various climaxes and the suspense piling on until the very end. First the girl has

couldn't very well be gotten
for the

Action

have to be excused if he puts his heroine through a
wild series of fictional episodes consisting of warring
Chinese factions with the girl holding the mysterious

"THE REMITTANCE WOMAN"

DIRECTOR

Much Improbable

Clayton

in a fairly
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subordinate part.

Those Who Don't Mind Excitement
Minus Logic

Star's Followers Will Like It Plus
Box

with "The Remittance

is

where the exhibitor uses the synopsis

st
en
he

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

another case where F. B. O. issues a synopsis
of a story contained in one of their pictures which does
not conform to the story as it is told in the picture.
This is no terribly important thing as far as the review of the picture is concerned, but it is detrimental

This

:r-

shown for review.
With Ethel Clayton's admirers
very well and wherever they

in exploiting the

In this case the sheet does not even indicate
that the Oriental episode is a dream and there are other
details, unimportant to be sure, but still not conforming to the continuity in the picture, that do not agree

Woman"

picture.

-

as

it

appeared

when

si-

h

the picture should go

like a lot of action

i

with

plenty of complications and exciting incidents, it
should be well liked- For those who favor Oriental
atmosphere you have enough to talk about and catchlines regarding the mystic vase sought by two Chinese
factions and in the possession of an American girl

should get them interested.
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A Good Tom Mix Picture With

ti

Tom Mix in
"THREE JUMPS AHEAD"

t.

b

Fox

1

c

n
tl

tl

d
P
t

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

but some good action and
some excitement with his stunts

I
I

WHOLE

star offering

al plot

P
I

Jack Ford
Jack Ford
Jack Ford
Dan Clark
Usual western with convention-

STORY

Regulation western formula that works

out pretty

much

in the

same fashion

as the

ma-

jority
I

DIRECTION

I

comedy touches and romance
es some thrills in climax

i

E
I
I

C
C
c

I

LIGHTINGS
STAR
In

Satisfactory

Natural
a typical role, does

case; others

Edward

Piel,

Joe Girard, Virginia

True Boardman, Margaret Joslin

I

c

will

Francis Forde and Harry Todd supply some laughs; Alma Bennett, the girl in the

I

c

good work and

please his admirers

I

c

and furnish-

SUPPORT

I

c

nicely

PHOTOGRAPHY

u
I

All right; distributes action,

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good western locations
Not many
All right; titles sound like Ralph

c

Spence

(
(

CHARACTER OF STORY
man

Cowboy

rescues

handing him over to enemy when he
learns he is father of girl he loves
after

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Shown

Broadway house

1923

Action and Thrills

for those

relied

upon

when

he's eating-

to

Wonder why?

Story
John Darrell is held prisoner by Taggert,
head of a band of cattle rustlers. Boone McLean and
his uncle are also taken prisoner and Darrell forced to
flog them after a futile attempt at escape.
Darrell
makes a get-away, returns to his family, and Boone is
released on condition that he bring Darrell back. He
does and then learns that Darrell is Ann's father. Boone
being in love with Ann rescues her father and all ends
:

4,854 feet

morning audience consisting mostly of men, "Three Jumps Ahead"
seemed to prove thoroughly satisfying judging from
the laughs accorded the humorous touches and the audible surprise at some of Mix's more daring feats. This
in a

of

13,

who like this brand and the star can be
keep them interested through what he is
given to do as the cowboy who plans revenge upon a
certain enemy and then rescues him when he discovers
his prisoner is the father of the girl he loves.
Of course the theme follows along a familiar formula with cattle rustling starting off the plot.
Then
comes a fairly unexpected twist in that hero Tom is
actually overpowered and held prisoner, retaken upon
his attempt to escape and once more held. It isn't like
the hero to be "up against it," in this fashion.
The action is effectively distributed but the best, as
usual, is reserved for the climax when there is plenty
of fast riding, with the camera securing some fine shots,
and some old and new stunts in the saddle which Mix
gets over to the satisfaction of the crowd. The overtaking of the stage coach offers a thrill and what is
probably the best stunt in the picture is the spectacular leap that Tony, Mix's horse, makes, with Mix in
the saddle, over a ravine.
Francis Ford and Harry Todd, as the uncles of hero
Tom, are responsible for the laughs through their rivalry for the heart and hand of the girl's aunt. Jack Ford
has directed the picture satisfactorily, sustained the interest nicely and provided an all-around good production with a suitable supporting cast working with
the star. Mix gives his usual performance with the
added feature of some new stunts and some more risks
that will make him go big with his admirers. Mix still
wears white gloves and doesn't even take them off
ment

t<
l

Rate Mixture

First

May

to an early

latest Mix release, while consisting of situations of a
conventional order, offers a good western entertain-

happily.

Enough To Talk About And Should Please A Good Majority
Box
Here

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

another good Mix feature that will go very
is liked or with the regulation "fan"
crowd. You can promise a good, fast moving western
with plenty of action, some thrills and enough laughs
is

well where he

make

For those acquainted with
Mix's horse "Tony" you can tell them that he plays a
more or less prominent part and use some stills or
posters showing the spectacular leap over the gorge.
to

it

interesting.

name and whatever exploitation is
necessary to get them interested. Mention of the star's
name should be sufficient to let them know this is
Use the

a

star's

western and the

The picture

is

the lobby will do the rest.

sufficiently short to

companying short
give you a

stills in

first

reel

rate

permit a good ac-

program and

all

told should

and interesting program.

Sunday,

May

13,
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DAILV

Unique Story With Some Novel
A. B. Maescher Prod.

— State

Rights

DIRECTOR

Jack Pratt

AUTHOR

J.

SCENARIO BY

J.

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

.

.

Grubb Alexander
Grubb Alexander
Harry Keepers

.An unusual picture

interesting because of

likely to prove

characterization and

its

Inclined to be episodic at

first

but

develops into splendid climax that has distinctive
twist

DIRECTION

Gives story

and makes good use

first

rate production

of material; provides well

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Excellent cast headed by Stuart

Holmes, Rosemary Theby, Russell Simpson and
all well suited and capable
J. Frank Glendon
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY.
minister,

later

.

.Indian Prince becomes

temporarily

vows

renouncing

to carry out vengeance, but love of girl pre-

vents

it

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Rip Tide"

6,270 feet

will certainly satisfy

ing for something different.

With

those yearn-

a story that

is

con-

siderably out of the ordinary and atmosphere equally

unusual you have something that should prove thoroughly interesting particularly to those who favor
unique entertainments. J. Grubb Alexander has used
ideas that of themselves are more or less of a stock
variety but it is the combination atmosphere and characterization

story

is

that

strong

makes them

in the latter

And the
There is much

distinctive.

element.

development in the theme that has
been splendidly visualized and through the careful
effective character

ab-

Throughout the picture there are effective touches
bits of detail indicative of good direction.
There
is the opening symbolical sequence which is a definite
promise of something new. Dick Sutherland, in an
extraordinary make-up typifies the primeval age by
arising from what appears to be a pool of thick muddy
water and perches on a nearby rock

in a

pose after the

known

"thinker."
Pratt proceeds
with the story following one or two philosophical subtitles.

The opening reels may prove a trifle slow as Pratt
has taken quite some time to establish a premise and
introduce all his characters. While this all serves to
give the later plot a solid foundation,

suited cast

made

is

and

fashion of the well

unique atmosphere

STORY

and Well Directed

treatment accorded it by director Pratt,
sorbing and quite vivid.

"THE RIP TIDE"
Arrow

Situations

opening

slow

it

makes the

securing interest although the
effective detail included should be able to retain the
spectator's attention adequately.

The

at little

in

sequence is in the climax.
Throughout Pratt has succeeded in retaining a mystery
atmosphere in connection with the character Count
Voronsky. You can never figure his "game," whether
he is actually in love with the Indian Princess he persuades to marry him, or whether he is up to some sort
of political intrigue.
Nor can you decide the hero's
future movements after the girl he loves marries another and his father commands him to carry out vengeance to preserve the family honor although his
picture's

best

vows demand otherwise. One of
twists is the death of Voronsky by

clerical

the best sur-

prise

accident.

bit of flame
it

from a candle reaches

directly in the villain's path.

most original

exits that they

a revolver

and

A

fires

surely one of the

It is

have ever found

for a vil-
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"The Rip Tide" contains as
J. Frank Glendon gives

want.

as the Indian Prince

who

become a minister.
Theby and Diana Alden
Ricas makes a good deal
to

fine a cast as

a

you could

rate performance

first

Of

forsakes his native traditions

Stuart

Holmes,

Rosemary

st

are quite capable and George
of a

minor

role, that of a phil-

osopher.
e ->.
•r-

Should Be a First Rate Number Where They're Crying
For Something Different

St
eri

he

Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

itsi-

Exhibitors catering to a clientele that welcomes a
variation in their screen entertainment should be able
to interest

them with

this latest

Arrow

release.

In your catchlines talk about the story as dealing

i

with a Maharajah's son

who became

disowned by

and

a minister,

You

can talk about an unusual story and a picture that is
rather novel in atmosphere as well. There is an Al
cast with plenty of names to use prominently in your

hf

his father,

later forced to

was

break his

Arrow has com-

vows

to protect the family honor.

an extensive campaign book with suggestions

1*8

piled

announcements. Mention Stuart Holmes, Rosemary
Theby, J. Frank Glendon and Russell Simpson in

for exploitation that should be a big help in getting

n-

particular.

vour folk interested.
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"oldest inhabitant
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longer date events by referring
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to "the blizzard of 1888."
He'll count his time in the future

from the day he saw Safety Last.
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Paftecomedy
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First

Seven Part

Comedy
Who said

Who said

Records ?

"what do the papers say?"

"Million dollar

:e

Grand

seating 2,500 opened

At

at 10 o'clock with 'Safety Last.

1

1

is so good that it hurts.
The
the comedian wrings out of his climb
up the side of a twelve story building are so
intense that the spectator finds his lower extremities growing colder and colder and a
queer sensation at the pit of his stomach."—
N. Y. Evening Journal.
'

:30

room only. Twelve house was
jammed. At 2:30 people were waiting in
line five abreast in lobby,

tory

of

records.
ture.

which

is

over

I

00

Greatest opening business in his-

theatre,

"Harold Lloyd will always
comedian on the screen.

smashing previous Lloyd

Audience went wild over the

pic-

a case of thrill
ning World.

Balloons and newspaper only exploi-

tation given picture."

'Safety Last'

—Moran,

opened

withstanding heavy

Broke house

ord previously held by 'Doctor Jack.'

to

.

thrill."

To

—

us it was
N. Y. Eve-

made and

—

rec-

—

"Harold Lloyd has made another hit and a
in his new film combigger and better one
edy, 'Safety Last."
N. Y. Telegram.
When people
"Filled with laughs and gasps.
are not rocking in their seats at the Strand
they will be holding on to their chair arms to
N. Y. Times.
keep them down."

—
—

Man-

ager Lacey warns patrons through advertise-

ments

.

"Pretty nearly the most amusing movie ever
it certainly is one of the most thrilling."
N. Y. Evening Sun.

to capacity business

rain.

—laugh—

.

strike us as the best

"The laughter reaches the stage of hysteria."
N. Y. Evening Post.

Pittsburgh.

Saturday-Sunday not-

at Majestic Theatre

'Safety Last'

thrills that

standing

feet long.

e-

have buttons securely fastened to

wearing apparel before entering theatre."
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Pretty Slight

And Over

Sentimental Story In This

fi

t<

"THE RUSTLE OF SILK"

ii

ti

11

tl
t!

d

her lover just

Paramount

p
c

There is probably only one interesting touch in the
picture and that is the idea of having the girl give up

Herbert Brenon Prod.

ti

DIRECTOR

Herbert Brenon
Cosmo Hamilton
Sada Cowan and Ouida Bergere
George Meyer
Gushing sentiment with very

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

little in

the

way

of real interesting situations;

when

affairs

develop

in

such a

way

as

their union possible. A divorce would prevent
appointment as prime minister and so the girl
heroically sacrifices her long nourished love and contents herself with hoping that sometime in the future.
This may not be a good twist as far as audience
etc.
appeal is concerned but it does serve to give the theme

make

to

his

only bit of originality.

its

has small appeal

STORY

Given satisfactory production but much

too long for the slight story

DIRECTION

Couldn't very well have sustained
interest any better except through less footage
perhaps, especially in over abundance of close-

ups
All right, close-ups too big

occasionally

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Betty Compson featured with Conboth labor with unattractive roles
way
Anna Q. Nilsson smokes too many cigarettes
Tearle

Few
Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
maid

in

fices

her

Girl secures place as

home of man she loves and later
own happiness for his career

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
For the romance

known

and
Rustle
Silk"
sentimentalists "The
of
can be recommended as entertainment. For those who prefer interesting, original and logical situations Cosmo Hamilton's story won't do.
It is over sentimental and toward the close gets far too "mushy." It is the kind of
search of

more

weighty material in their screen entertainment but,
on the other hand, the love-sick heroine and her unhappily married lover, will be "loved" by the contingent mentioned above.

All Right For

who

pictured dreams of the maid

loves the

woman's

husband. It is all very flimsy and except for a satisfactory production and scenes that are very good to
look at. there would be little indeed to interest the
spectator.

Director Brenon couldn't do very

somewhat

the material although a

much

better with

better sustained in-

might have been secured had he finished the
story up in five reels.
It runs nearly seven which is

terest

far too long.

Tappe hats

Betty Compson and
her
is

way through

are advertised in a sub-title.

Conway Tearle make the most
and Anna Q. Nilsson smokes

in the role of Tearle's wife.

The

cast

adequate on the whole.
Story

:

minister

Fallaray

when

his

the likely candidate for prime

is

enemy Chalfont,

secretly the pub-

lisher of the leading paper, prints love letters addressed

to Fallaray, to spoil his chances.

laray's house,

and long

in love

Lola, a maid in Fal-

with him, admits hav-

ing written them although she had never given them
to her lover.
affair

Lady Feo.

with Chalfont,

is

Fallaray's wife,

who had an

ready to divorce Fallaray but

Lola sacrifices herself that he

The Romancers But Not
Box

husband's enemy and merely using

of fairly unattractive roles

6,946 feet

in

to her is her

her as a tool to prevent his election, and the romantical-

sacri-

lovers, the flapper delegation

story that will readily disgust those

though they are

hardly that, consist of boudoir scenes, tete-a-tetes bea man, who, un-

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

of the situations,

tween the party leader's wife and

ly

PHOTOGRAPHY

may win

in the election.

A Good Audience Picture

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

With "The Rustle of Silk" it depends entirely upon
what your particular clientele prefers. You know best,
if you cater to regular patronage, whether or not you
can satisfy them with this sentimental piece containing
the romance of a little hairdresser and her love for a
prime minister. You can count on your flapper brigade being pleased with it and possibly your entire

women

The remainder

patronage but the men will hardly
tertaining. It isn't a man's story.

find

it

en-

As

far as exploitation is

just a matter of getting
title to

way

concerned, and where

them

in.

you have a

use and the names of Betty

Tearle.

Cosmo Hamilton,

also interest those

who

first

it

is

rate

Compson and Con-

as the author, might

are familiar with his works.

Catchlines will give a further idea of the story, as well
as a

good assortment

of stills

and posters

in the lobby.

Sunday,

May

1923

13,

11

Plenty Of Interesting Detail

And

Pictorial

Appeal In South Sea Island

Travel Picture
"BLACK SHADOWS"
World Tours,

Inc.

DIRECTOR

first

Edward

Samoa and

G. Salisbury

Actual happening

SCENARIO BY

None

CAMERAMAN

Edward

WHOLE

An

G. Salisbury

interestingly presented pho-

tographic record of trip to the South Sea Islands
STORY
Deals with native customs and habits
on the different islands

DIRECTION

Has caught some

toms and good

detail,

interesting cus-

together

with

lovely

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Natural

.

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS

to

more

made

at the

Marquesas Islands, and then

civilized islands

other

Samoan

such as Tahiti, Pago Pago,

where the

natives,

quote Robert Louis Stevenson, "have but

five in-

terests in life

sleeping,"

Islands,

—swimming, dancing, eating, resting and

all

of

The water views

which are photographed

in

detail.

in this section of the picture are ex-

tremely beautiful, particularly the scene showing the
girl

and boy sliding down the

falls

by means

of a

slippery rock.

From

this point the expedition travels to the Island

of Bou, the largest of the Figi's,

where there

is

scarce-

any civilization at all, but the natives fairly mild
and peaceful, and thence proceeds to the Solomon
Islands, the home of the wild tribe called head hunters,

t
;e

ly

tropical scenery

LIGHTINGS

is

—Pathe

AUTHOR
AS A

stop

the

All interesting

Only natives
and some very

beautiful

INTERIORS
DETAIL

None
Interesting

CHARACTER OF STORY

Expedition from
San Francisco through the South Sea Islands

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

5,000 feet

Presented by World Tours, Inc., and released by
Pathe is this latest record of another trip to the South
Sea Islands, this time made by the Salisbury Expedition.
Edward G. Salisbury, the producer of "Black
Shadows," is said to be a fearless explorer, and after
seeing the battle between two warring tribes of head
hunters contained in the picture the

title is easily

un-

because of their cannibalistic tendencies. It is at this
juncture that the film is at its most thrilling point,
and you see what appears to be a real battle between
two tribes. The fantastic dances and head-dresses used
by the natives in their efforts to have the war gods
smile on them are seen in detail as is the water trip
taken by the besieging tribe to the coveted island, and
the final attack, ending in triumph for the aggressors.
There are many bits of interesting detail here and
there such as the spot on the Island of Taviuni where
the 180th Meridian marks the division of the world's
time, on one side of which it is Saturday when its
Sunday on the other, the manner in which the bread-

and ripened, and the luxuriant growth
of the Hibiscus flower from which the natives make
fruit is picked
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derstandable.

The

expedition starts from

means

name
it,

Los Angeles and by

animated chart, giving the route and the

of an

owning
always known. The

of each island together with the nation

the position of the travelers

is

Besides the pictures of the natives Salisbury has
incorporated beautiful shots of the islands and the
surrounding waters, which are dotted with picturesque
sailboats with crab-claw sails, that add

much

of
jn
st

to the

pictorial value of the film.
i

If

Your Folks Like This

Sort

Of Entertainment It's A Good One

;rDri

•st
eri

Box
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Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

itsi-
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This
of the

same

is

another south sea island picture on the order

Martin Johnson pictures dealing with these

tribes

and

their habits

your folks are interested

and manner of

in this type of

entertainment

what they

see.

talk about the novelty of the picture

and

its

pictorial appeal as well as the really educational angle

Mention the battle between the headhunters, for action, and play up the dances, executed
by the natives. The title alone won't tell them what
its all about, so give them an idea yourself and use
that

living. If

you can give them "Black Shadows" with the knowledge that they will be pleased with

You can
it

presents.

posters prepared.
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CURRENT RELEASES
FIRST NATIONAL

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
The Marriage Chance
The Challenge (Dolores

What
Fury

5.840

1-21-23

Cassinelli)

1-28-23

Milady
That Woman

6,000
4-23

One Million in Jewels
The Bohemian Girl
The Grub -Stake (Nell Shipman)

5,326

2-

6,462

2-11-23

6,403

3-18-23

Quicksand
Modern Marriage (Bushman-Bayne)
Vengeance of the Deep

6,541

4-29-23

6,331

4-8-23

4,753

4-22-23

a Wife Learned
Barthelmess)
( Richard
Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)

The
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Tal'adge)
Mighty Lak a Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)
The Woman Conquers (Katherine Mac Donald)
Daddy (Jackie Coogan)
Scars of Jealousy

(Ince)

The Isle of Lost Ships (Tourneur;
The Bright Shawl (Richard Barthelmess)
Within the Law (Norma Talmadge)

6.228

1-28-23

8,709

2-

7,204

2-04-23

6,885

2-11-23

8,260
3,940

2-11-2*
2-11-23

4-2J

6,102

2-25-25

5,768

3-11-23

6,246

3-11-23

7,425

3-18-23

7,426

4-22-23

8,034

5-

6-23

8,153

1-

7-21

5,769

1-21-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES
The

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Gimme (Rupert Hughes)

INC.

The
(Distributed through Pathe)

The Tents

of the

South Seas

Allah

of

5,000

1-21-23

6,357

4-

1-23

(Pola Negri)

Found

8,500

1-28-23

5,518

3-11-23

6,333

3-25-23

Souls for Sale (Rupert Hughes)

7,864

4-

1-23

Backbone

6,797

5-

6-23

7,900

4-29-23

4,858

1-J1-23

Vanity Fair

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

The Pauper

(Tourneur Prod.)

Christian

Mad Love
Lost and

Head Hunters

Banquet (Marshall Neilan)

Strangers'

5,000

Millionaire

2- 4-23

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
Sterling Film Corp.

The

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Mar.

T31

3-

4-23

7,153

2-18-23
2-25-23

18

5,691
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers). .5,585

18

The

11
11

Spec.

Apr.

Commandment

Nth

1

Moon (Bebe

4- 8-23

5,621

4-

9,526

3-4-23

7,905

4-22-23

Grumpy (Wm. DeMille

6,591

4-

7,740

4-15-23

The Go-Getter

15

15

Moreno)
The Tiger's Claw (Jack Holt)
You Can't Fool Your Wife (Melford Prod.)
The Covered Wagon (Jas. Cruze Prod.)
The Ne'er Do Well (Thomas Meighan)

22
29
6

4-22-23

6.502

Daniels)

Prod.)
(Cosmopolitan)
Prodigal Daughters (Gloria Swanson)
the
Lonesome
Pine
Trail
of
The

8
8

Hour (Walter

4-22-23

5,695
5,297

3-25-23

..

4-29-23

9,407

3-25-23

7,414

5- 6-23

Sixty Cents an

Hiers)

5,632

6,946

3

17

Only 38

24

The

(Wm.

DeMille)

Woman With Four

Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Dollar Devils
5,«0»
Tuttle-Waller Prod.
Second Fiddle (Glenn Hunter)
5,810
Producers Security
The Lion's Mouse
5,000
WhaHng Film Corp.
Down to the Sea in Ships (Elmer Clifton Prod.) 8,000
O. 8. Haskins Prod.
4,900
Just Like a Woman
Ernest Shipman
The Man From Glengarry
5,800

The

.5,703

The Rustle of Silk (Betty Compson)
Fog Bound (Dorothy Dalton)
The Exciters (Daniels-Moreno)
The Heart Raider (Agnes Ayres)

10

1-23

3-25-23

13

June

1-23

6,216
(Minter-

13

27

3-11-23

7,339

The Leopardess (Alice Brady)
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)
Bella Donna (Pola Negri)

Glimpses of the

25
25

May

r

The White Flower (Betty Compson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)

4

Faces (Betty Compson)....

1-14-23

3-25-23

2-18-22
3-18-23
3-18-23
6-23

5-

Hearts Aflame
All the Brothers Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)
Success
The Famous Mrs. Fair

8,100

1-21-23

Where the Pavement Er.ds (Rex Ingram)
Your Friend and Mine

METRO PICTURES

The

Woman

CORP.
6,265

1-21-23

6,000

1-28-23

8,500

2-18-23

6,700

2-25-23

8,000

3-11-23

7,706

3-11-23
3-18-23

5,750

Bronze (Clara Kimball Young). 5, 572
Newboro (Viola Dana)
5,188
of

Noise in
An Old Sweetheart of Mine
Soul of the Beast

FOX FILM CORP.

4-

1-23

4-29-23

6,000

4-29-23

5,300

4-23-22

6,500

5-

6,114

4- 8-23

Her

Fatal Millions
Trailing African Wild Animals

6-23

Series

Romance Land

3,975

2-11-23

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Three Jumps Ahead
William Farnum
Brass Commandments

Safety

Bucking the Barrier

Mason Series
Pawn Ticket 210
Love Bound

4,566

4,871

4-15-23

—

1-2S-2J

William Russell
Girls

4.74«

Ml-23

4,729

1-21-21

INC.

Lloyd)

The Hero

6,800

1-14-23

Poor Men's Wives
Are You a Failure

6,963

2- 4-83

5,700

3-18-23

6,100

4-22-23

Girl

Who Came

Bi.ck

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

Char lea Jones

The

(Harold

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN

The

Good-Bye

Last

5,000

Duatin Farnum
Shirley

Age

1-21-23

4,500

Critical

A

Tom Mix

Lady Hamilton

Affairs of

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

Footlight

John Gilbert
Truxton King
The Madness

Ranger

of

Youth

S,«13

2- 4-2J

4,719

4-15-23

Special

Faca on tfc* Barroom Floor
FrimeJy Husband

A

Tka Custard Cup (Mary Can-)

f-W

1.785

1-

4,527

1-14-2J

MM

1-21-2)

(R-C)

The Third Alarm

6,757

Canyon of the Fools (Harry Carey)
Stormswcpt
Caa a Woman Love Twice (Ethel Dayton)
The Fourth Musketeer (Johnnie Walker)
Crashin' Thru (Harry Carey)
Westbound Limited
The Remittance Woman (Ethel Clayton)

«.0t0

1-21-23

5,t0*

2-1*13

(,7M

3-

6,210

3-23-22

6,000

4-

5,100

4-23-23

1-14-13

4JJ
1-23

—

Short Stuff
"Sentinels of the Sea"

— Fox

Educational

Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt's "Adventures in the Far North"
i

Type

of production

An

1

interesting series

of pictures

Educational to be released

in

March.

reel

educational

make up this latest Fox
The reel contains views

and lightships that afford attractive material
for an educational number.
There are shots various lights
along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts with some that are more
familiar than others, such as Beacon Light in Boston, Ambrose Light in New York, and many more views of the lifesavers of the sea that are excellently photographed and often
attractively tinted. Shots showing the tenders "going to work"
via a pulley which transfers them from a small craft to the
light are especially interesting and the reel, as a whole, offers
good entertainment of this particular order.

of

Max

lighthouses

Type

Fleischer

of production

4 reel expedition picture

There are several very worth while, interesting and valuable
educational pictures on the market in the way of expedition
films, or photographic records of trips into unfrequented regions
of the earth. The latest is Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt's pictures
and photoalong the coast of Alaska
as well as some inland trips. The Kleinschmidt picture is different from the animal hunting pictures, and while probably
not containing the thrills of the African hunts, has numerous
interesting and more or less exciting sequences included in

of a seven months' expedition of hunting, whaling

graphing

in

.•

in the far north, principally

these four reels of scenics and hunting.

made

I

The

expedition

a reconstructed submarine and started

B

was

from Seattle

the Spring of 1922, headed far enough north to secure many
fine views of icebergs, volcanoes, and other natural beauties

t

in

"Pathe Review No. 18"

of the north.

Type

An
this

reel

magazine

subjects

make up

of production
interesting
issue of

1

and varied

collection

Review.

Pathe's

The

of

national

sport

Indo-

of

China, racing with large boats containing seventy rowers each,
subject entitled "Chip-chip and
has not been seen before.

A

her babies" shows mother bird feeding her little ones,
open mouths constantly cry for food. Another section
the entire process of making lead pencils, while the
color section is devoted to shots of the whirling surf

whose
shows
Pathe
along

the coast of Brittany.

"Borrowed Trouble"— Carter DeHaven— F. B. O.

Type

of production

2

reel

comedy

While the theme of this Carter DeHaven comedy is as old
the movies, "Borrowed Trouble" has been well handled
as to players and direction and will probably satisfy a large
The DeHavens are a young married couple who
majority.
after buying a wonderful house haven't enough money to
furnish it. The wife, however, writes her parents and describes
The
the furnishings of the house next door as their own.
parents come to visit them and they take advantage of the
fact that the electrical inventor who lives next door has gone
away for the night leaving his baby and keys with them to
pretend that the inventor's house is their own, with some amus-

The photography

excellent and some

is

of the

pictures have been beautifully tinted.

Besides a quantity of unusually fine views of the country,
the coast and the water, Capt. Kleinschmidt has secured some
of the best pictures of water animals that have been seen. Those
of birds in hordes thick enough to look like a solid mass, schools

and walruses are especially interesting. The
photographing of whale harpooning and the capturing of young
specimens of typical northern animals offer more worth while
pictures. By far the most interesting of all, though are the pictures of a huge white polar bear swimming with her young
offspring hanging on. Remarkable are the shots showing the
efforts to rope in the young bear and the frantic attempts of
the mother to battle off the captors and her eventual content
when the little bear is allowed to go free. The picture is worthy
of exhibition any where and should be heartily received.
of seals, sea lions

as

Type

Love Awful"

— Century-Universal
2 reel

of production

comedy

producers are still making comedies in which
edibles are thrown around promiscuously would indicate that

The

fact that

a lot of people.

deemed amusing by
In this Century two-reeler, which features Bobb Dunn, everything is thrown from bottles of milk to boquets of flowers.

this sort of thing

There

is

is

still

also the familiar chase with

everybody running after

has only tried to elope with the old
man's only daughter. There is a laugh in the situation where
Dunn has his head between the rungs of a long ladder and
Two machines come along and catch
is running down a road.
the escaping hero,

who

the ends of the ladder, forcing Dunn to move backward inHe escapes the cars by dropping down a
stead of forward.

manhole.

— Our

All right where they like a slapstick.

Gang

—Pathe
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Type

2 reel

of production

comedy
gang

of

The latest outburst of Hal Roach's
youngsters occurs under the interesting title of "Giants vs.
Yanks." In the spring a young man's fancy turns to thoughts
Not
of baseball, and the gang is no exception to the rule.
irrepressible

so their several parents

who

at the

moment

the

game

is

;n
ig

of
jn
st

Called,

Considerable time
find plenty of work for
finally everything
but
tasks,
different
the
is taken up in evading
Farina
as the umpire.
little
with
proceeds
game
is set and the
off the lot.
chased
are
they
because
however,
Not for long,
couple
childless
sister
to
a
baby
lent
his
has
Davis
"Buglenose"

young hands

ing complications.
"Ain't

"Giants vs. Yanks"

'a

to do.

nearby and the gang goes to get her. Finding a litter
of puppies they are having a great time, when the house is
And then the wrecking
suddenly placed under quarantine.
crew starts. The amusements they evolve are strange and
weird, also very destructive, but most of all they are funny.
They put white shoe polish on the little black baby and black
living

shoe polish on the white baby, swing from the chandeliers,
with
dress up in grown-up clothes, shoot all the stuffed birds
the
Luckily
apart.
the
place
a real gun, and generally tear
finally
are
kids
the
and
unnecessary,
quarantine is found to be
returned to their waiting parents.
these comedies, you
If you, by any chance, are not using
are missing the best short reels of the year.
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UNITED ARTISTS
Allied Pred.

A

Dist. Corp.

Salome (Nazimova)

The

Loved (Chai. Ray)
(Mabel Normand)

Girl I

Suzanna

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
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/
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7-23

5,000

1-

8,000

2-18-23

5,966

4- 1-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CO.

Jewel Features

The Flame of Life (Priscilla Dean)
The Abysmal Brute
Bavu
Trifling With Honor

5,776

1-14-23

7,373

4-15-23

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1 reel)
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs (1 reel)

6,968
7,785

4-15-23

Sport Review (1 reel)

4,910

1-

4,417

1-28-23

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

Universal Features

The Power of a Lie
The Scarlet Car (Herbert Rawlinson)
Kindled Courage (Hoot Gibson)
The Ghost Patrol
The Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
The First Degree (Frank Mayo)
The Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)
The Prisoner (Herbert Rawlinson
The Bolted Door (Frank Mayo

4,228

1-21-23

4,426

2- 4-23

.

(Hoot

Gibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson)

.4,658

2-11-23

4,795

2-18-23

4,126

2-25-23

4,488

3- 4-23

4,795

3-11-23

4,861

3-25-23
4-

4,704

4-

4,819

4-22-23

I

What Wives Want

4,745

I

Fools and Riches (Herbert Rawlinson)

4,904

1-23

8-23

I

C
c
it

I

Bray Romances
Bray Comedies

VITAGRAPH

—

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Men

6,800

4- 8-23

William Duncan
Playing It Wild

5,400

4-29-23

The Beautiful and Damned

7,000

12-17-22

Heroes

7,000

12-24-22

of

—
—2

Series

LEWIS

I

WARNER

I

INC.

Plunder (Serial)

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

Range Rider

Super-Features
Masters

(1 reel)
(1 reel)

Rod & Gun Series (1 reel each)
Fun From Tl e Press 1 a week

Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week

I

C

;

(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels)
C. C. Burr's All Star Comedies (2 reels)

4,255

4,765

Nobody's Bride

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
;

Gossip (Gladys Walton)
The Midnight Guest

Handed

7-23

Trimmed in Scarlet
The Town Scandal (Gladys Walton)
Dead Game (Hoot Gibson)

I

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twic a Week)
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (la week)
Educational Entertainments (la week)

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Single

I

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Dat*

BROS.

reel

J.

western

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels)
Chaplin Classics
Serials:
The Whirlwind (15 episodes), The Branded Four (15 episode*).

I
I

I

c
(

Brass

The

of the

Street

(Wesley Barry)

.'
.

3-18-23

.

Little

Church Around The Corner

6,300

4-

1-23

(

SHORT REEL RELEASES

(

(

CO.

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (2 reels ea.), 18 chapter*;
Perils of the Yukon, 15 chapters; In Thei Days of Buffalo Bill,
18 chapters; The Radio King, 10 chapters; Around the World
in 18 Days, 12 chapters; The Social Buccaneer, 10 chapter*;
The Oregon Trail, 18 chapters; The Phantom Fortune, 12
chapters; The Eagle's Talons, 15 chapters.
Universal Comedies With Lewis Sargeant and Neely Edwards, 1 reel ea.
Two reel features Fish Patrol Series Timber Tale Series Western Series,
Yorke Norroy Secret Service Series Tales of the Old West.
Century Comedies With Lee Moran Brownie; Arthur Trimble and Maude
the mule, Century Beauties; Buddy Messinger; Jack Cooper
and Brownie; Jack Cooper and Inez McDonald; Baby Peggy;
Serials:

(

(

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
Universal-Jewel Short Subjects
The Leather Pushers (2 reels) 12 rounds

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

—
—
—

;

;

Jack Cooper.

The Mirror
International

(1

reel

News

;

;

(2

reels

ea.)

novelty series)
Reel (1 reel issued Tues. and Fri.)

Selig-Pork Photoplays (2 reels)

Mermaid Comedies

(2 reels)

VITAGRAPH

Chester Comedies (2 reels)

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How He Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centarus, 1 reel. Message of Emile Coue (1 reel)
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)
Punch Codies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

—

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Tony Sarg Almanac (1 reel)

(1

KINETO

OF AMERICA

Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Bird* ef
Second Series (1 reel)
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet*.
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insect*.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
:

A

Naturalist's
the Beautiful,
Let's See the Animals.

Paradise,

Morocco

—

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

Serial:
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall)
Comedies: King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns)
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

the

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

—

It's Development
Electricity
Motor Efficiency Its History
Electricity in the Motor Vehicle

reel)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reel*)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

CO.

(Released Through National Exchange)
Review
(The Living Book of Knowledge)
Kineto

26 Short Subject Color Pictures

"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reel*)
"Bali, the

Unknown"

(5 reels)

Short Reel Music Film Product

Mysterious,

Short Stuff
"Three

Type

Gun Men"— Fox

Comedy

Sunshine

of production

2 reel

The
comedy

An ordinary variety of slap-stick is this latest Sunshine
comedy and quite lacking in real humor. An over corpulent
and seldom successful comedian tries hard enough to register
intended comedy bits, but his efforts fail perceptibly. "Three
Gun Men" deals with the efforts of extras, all of them imitating Chaplin, to secure jobs in the movies.
The fat one
finally lands the job and screens his first picture for a "hard"
audience which throws the proverbial bad eggs at the conshowing. The offering isn't a good comedy
_

clusion of the

number.

,

of production

This

is

the

1 reel

of the

first

new Hal Roach one

reel

animal com-

"Dippy Doo Dads." which are directed by Len
Powers. This one is an exceedingly cute number with all the
parts played by geese, ducks, chickens, and monkeys. Dressed
up in tiny clothes they enact a comic drama. A goose and her
sweetheart go swimming together which causes the "old hens"
to talk. They go to the paternal gander who in turn gets the
law, in the shape of Mr. Monkey, on the young blade who is
properly chastized, and driven from town. An extremely novel
and entertaining short reel.

The

Type

1

This one reel comedy derives

is that they give him a winning hand, much to their
Another good bit is the slow-motion stuff inserted
after Murray gives Jimmie an over-dose of bromo-seltzer and
we see him slowly sailing out of the door. This should have
no trouble getting over, especially where Murray is liked, although some of the humor is a trifle broad.

"Curbing the Dope Evil"— Hoey Lawlor— State Rights

Type

reel

etc.,

and though of course the conditions are exaggerated they will
bring many a sympathetic smile to faces in the audience. Fred
Hibbard has directed and the girl and boy are Virginia Vance
and Billy Eugene. It is a pleasant-enough one reel comedy
and will, in all probability, prove sufficiently amusing to the
average audience.

2 reel

of the entire cast

the star of this Christie comedy,
so good that it is hard to say that

is
is

Jimmie
taking place "away down south in Dixie."
Adams and Sam Irving work on rival river boats, the "Smoky
City" and the "Dusky Belle," but both boys are in love with
action

a

T.
to
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id
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/e
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ie
id

Type

of production

1

— Kiser— Pathe
reel

Oregon

Trail Series

at
A.
ie
r-

"The Crystal Ascension," Kiser Artfilm

directed

by Brod-

erick O'Farrell pictures the experiences of a group of tourists

ascending Mount Hood of the Oregon Cascade Range. Each
step of the ascension is carefully pictured and the wonderful
backgrounds of snow and ice, clouds and chasms are exceedingly beautiful.
This reel should prove an excellent addition
The photography is fine, the subto a hot-weather program.
ject matter interesting and the scenic effects remarkably beautiful.
The title doesn't give a very clear idea of what the reel
is about, so it would be well to let your folk know something
about it.

swift-stepping darktown

strutter.

s-

a
:d
ie
ie
ie
st

n-

of
in
st

better than another.

Joyce,

that has been given over to the sale of "hop."

"The Crystal Ascension"

comedy

Aside from this the entire
idea is novel and entertaining to a degree.
Al Christie, the
director, has all the players in black-face make up, with the

Natalie

room

—Educational

Although Jimmie Adams
is

drama

Along"— Christie

of production

work

reel

1

This is the sort of short reel that may find favor in small
towns or in second-rate theaters where they like a lot of
running around and hit-or-miss action regardless of continuity.
The title can be relied on to draw, if you don't care whether
they are pleased or not. It was originally made for a tworeeler and has been cut without regard for smoothness of
continuity.
The story deals with John Jackson's efforts to
locate a missing package of drugs, and his adventures in a

comedy

and the enormously
of food are among the gags used

high cost of the smallest bit

the

of production

its

stant tipping of waiters, check-boys,

one player

result

.Is

laughs from the situations
existing in the ultra-expensive cafe where a not over-wealthy
young man takes his best girl for a little supper. The con-

Type

comedy

2 reel

— Cameo—Educational

of production

" Roll

of production

chagrin.

tea

Change"

Burr— Hodkinson

C.

This is, on the whole, a regulation slap-stick comedy with
Charles Murray as the. featured player. There are however,
some really funny sequences that keep things from getting
slow.
One of these is the poker game bit with the players
switching cards with Murray whenever he leaves the table.

animal comedy

edies called

"Small

Pounder"— C.

Doo— Pathe

"Don't Flirt"— Dippy

Type

Type

Pill

Her

fat

played by Babe London, is the best cook on the plantaHer mammy tells the
tion but she can't seem to get a beau.
boys that the first one to get back from Smith's landing, down
the river, with a preacher can marry Natalie, and the last one
sister,

back has to marry Babe. The race of the two old river-boats,
which have struggled for years to beat each other's record
lends plenty of excitement to this portion of the film, and there
is a big laugh when Jimmie triumphantly comes up with what
he thinks is a preacher only to find he is an undertaker. This
is a first-rate number that gets far away from the average.

"So This

Type

is

Hamlet"— C.

is

a fairly

—Hodkinson
2 reel

of production

There

C. Burr

new

•

comedy

idea in the plot of this C. C. Burr

Charles Murray and a cast including
Felix Adler, Charles Hines, Dorothy Allen and Dot Walters,
and it will probably be liked very much where burlesque
comedy goes well. Charlie and his partner are in the fur business and the firm of Fein and Klein is doing well until it takes
a flier in the picture producing game. They start by produc-

comedy which

features

ing "Hamlet" with variations, and the finished picture is finally
thrown on the screen of their "rejection" room. The rest of the
footage shows the picture as produced by them, with occasional

e*
:r-

3d
st

en
he
itsi-

cut-backs to Fein and Klein watching the critics' faces at the
The titles are good and there is some funny
first showing.
stuff built

when

the

around some of the well-known lines. For instance,
finds a bottle of hootch labeled "Yorick" buried

King

"Alas pure Yorick, I knew you well,"
The comedy would have been better as a whole
inserted.
they had not let the burlesque run so long.
in a

grave the

title

1*3
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n;t-
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INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Releas* Date

AYWON FILM

Empty Cradle

Dawn

The Purple

TRUART FILM CORP.

Footage Reviewed

CORP.
5,000

4-15-23

6.000

2-25-23

6,000
4,900
5,700
6,400
6,270

3- 4-23
3-18-23
4- 8-23

Patsy

Are the Children

ANCHOR FILMS
ti

The Man Alone (Hobart Bosworth)

ARROW FILM

t!
tl

b
t«

P
c
n
tl

Night Life

.

CORP.

Hollywood

in

The Law Rustlers (Wm. Fairbanks)
The Broken Violin
Blazing

or

Tacqueline

Barriers

The Rip Tide

ARROW FILM

5,000

t

3-25 23

Arrow-Northwood Dramas

The Queen

1-14-23
4-22-23

4-

Tansy
Sunken Rocks

I

I
I
I
I

Enemies

I

Her Accidental Husband

Othello

Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro

A

and Tame Men, The

CORP.

Revivals.

4- 8-23

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Star Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).
5-

6-23

Sunbeam Comedies (Billy West)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

reels).

(2

6,385

2-25-23

5,000

2-11-23

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Field),

15

episodes.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels) Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

Daughter

CO.

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
:

Circus Heroes.

Ford Weekly.

Eve

of

Serial: Miracles of the Jungle,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

(

c

The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls

c

Flames

(

Women

:

HOWELLS SALES
Her Royal Love

(

Wild

:

Mary Pickford

PHIL GOLDSTONE
The Speed King (Richard Talmadge

I

c

:

Joins the Force.

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

•.

I

c

Homer

AYWON FILM

EXPORT AND IMPORT

I

I

5,200
4.800
6,000
6,000

reels)

(2

15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

SALES CORP.

Temptation

c

I

10,000

C. B. C. FILM
The Passionate Friend
The Lamp in the Desert

C
c

Women

of

A

Harry Carey:

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
I

A

Comedies

1-23

5,116
4,560
5,143

Bargains

Up

Looking

:

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Serials:

8,000

every other week

reels)

:

XLNT

Village Grocer,

Sin

of

Spotlight

Ardath

BURR-NICKLE PRODUCTIONS

I

I

6.000
5,973

BEN BLUMENTHAL

t

t
I

PRODUCTIONS

The Darling of the Rich (Betty Blythe)
The Truth About Wives (Betty Blythe)

CORP.

(2 reels).
(2 reels).
In the River,
Jim,
(2
Knight of the Pines,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North,
Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.

One

Blazed Trail Productions:

While the Pot Boils

Blame
Western dramas.

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

t

(1

to

5-reel

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week

ROBERT BRUCE
B. B.

four

of

Series

.

6,600
5,600
6,500
5,000

Women Men Marry

The
The

A

5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000

Passion
Power Divine
of

Way of the Trangressor
Child of the Gods

The Mine Looters

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies

Law

of the

(Marjorie Payne)

MASTODON

4,600

You

Guilty

are

Luck (Johnny Hines)

4-

8-23

WM.

L.

My Boy

For You

6,929
5,000
6,442

1- 7-23
3-25-23
4- 8-23

Phillips)

5,977
7,200
6,000
7,000

1-28-23
3-25-23
4-15-23
4-29-23

6,000

4-29-23

Favorite

Star

Invisible

Ray

reel

dramas

—

1

SECOND NATIONAL

INC.

a month).

CO.

and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
The Conquering Hero.
Clifford

LEE & BRADFORD
Comedies

Squirrel

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law?

4-15-23

Nation's

Isle.

PACIFIC FILM
6,800

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week) (1 re*l).
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
P.

STEARNS

Soil

6,400

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

MALCOLM STRAUSS

SACRED FILMS,

Salome

5,8 1

STOLL FILM CORP.

Sacred Films

(1

2,000
2,000

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Mann & Donald Hall)
& Donald Hall)
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau)
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
Fruits of Passion (Alice
Water Lily (Alice Mann

.

.5,000
5,000
.5,000
.5,000
5,000
..

—
—

INC.

reel)

STOREY PICTURES,

The Prodigal Son

See

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

Dream, Shimmy

The Sea Raiders
Tillers of the

(2

Series: Ruth
feet) ; (2 reels)

(2 reels)

Harvest

MYRON

1

Series

You My Boy
Soul

(fourteen)

Spirit,

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
(2 reels —
a month).

ROUBERT PROD.

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

:

:

RUBICON PICTURES

For

Reissues

Nick Carter Series

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
The World's a Stage (Dorothy
The Spider and the Rose
East Side West Side
Temporary Marriage

reels)

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

FILMS, INC.

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

(2
First.

America

1-14-23

JAWITZ PICTURES
Beware

15 episodes.

INC.

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Kidkomedies (1 a month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Premier Pioductions, Inc., Einstein Relativity Film

(2

and 4

reels)

i

<

Short Subject Quarterly

eece

'a

Will be issued Sunday, June 3

a
id
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/e
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TJUNDREDS

ctf

of exhibitors ex-

*- -"-pressed their interest

and appreciation of the last issue. Many wrote in to
say that it gave them a better idea of
what to do with "short subjects" than
they had ever possessed. The views of
important first run exhibitors as to how
they handled their "short subjects"
proved an inspiration to many others.

The forthcoming

issue will contain a

large variety of informative, helpful,
suggestive articles, both to the exhibitor

and the producer.
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This quarterly issue offers an unusual
opportunity to the producer and distributor of short subjects to present his
message to the exhibitor.
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Renewal Expected

Gathering Tonight

Coast Theater Deal

Meet at Jack White to Continue Release
Interests
Non-Theatrical
Through Educational On Way
Delmonico's To Discuss General
to Coast
Problems Notables Accept
Although no announcement has
The Motion Picture Chamber of
Commerce (Non Theatrical) will hold been made by parties concerned, it
a dinner tonight at Delmonico's at is expected that Jack White will conwhich upwards of 250 -°ople are ex- tinue his distributing arrangements
The dinner will be for the with Educational.
pected.
White left for the coast on Friday
purpose of discussing problems in
the non-theatrical field and means of after spending several weeks here
further cementing the temporary or- conferring with Earl W. Hammons
ganization that developed in Albany of Educational and E. H. Allen, the
recently when the passage of favor- producer's general manager.
Lloyd Hamilton, another producer
able legislation was sought by nonfor Educational, is here relative 10
theatrical distributors.
According to Sidney Morse, of the 1923-1924 distribution.
Masonic Order who is handling the
Smith,
Governor
arrangements.
The Ballins Here
Thomas A. Edison, George Eastman,
Hugo and Mabel Ballin are in town
Courtland Smith, Lee Hammer of the from Los Angeles.
Russell Sap-e Foundation. Dr. Ernest
L. Crandall, of the Visial EducationGallagher and Shean With Fox?
H. Barnes,
Association, Julius
al
It is understood that Gallagher and
president of the United States Chamvaudeville
well-known
the
Shean,
head
Mees,
Dr.
of Commerce and

Bobby Irons

—

—

Can*

ber

their intention of
Research Department of the team who announced
appearing in pictures recently, have
the
among
are
Co.,
Kodak
Eastman
signed with Fox. This was unconnotables expected.
firmed yesterday.
"Filmland," a picture produced by
the
to
shown
be
Eastman Kodak will
Another First Run Opening
guests and also a special two reeler
from
shots
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
interesting
made up of
Chicago Jones, Linick & Schaefer
various of the productions made by
show the are remodelling the Orpheum on
to
firms
non-theatrical
progress made along these lines.
State St. and it is said will change to
a first run policy for the Fall. This
would give opposition to the RooseBarrymore for "Eternal City"
The Orpheum seats about 900.
velt.
Sam Goldwyn has engaged Lionel
Barrymore for "The Eternal City."
En Route for New Orleans
He leaves on May 26, for Rome.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Loew's

John M. Spargo, who, on behalf of the Exhibitors' Herald,
has donated a special prize of
12 Bobby Irons for the forthcoming Golf Tournament at
Belleclaire, Bayside, L. I., on

Tuesday, June

5,

has received

the following from

Ham

W.

Wallace

of Vitagraph:

"When

I

was uot West

last

Fall

had the pleasure of playing a round
of golf in Kansas with a nondescript
set of clubs, borrowed, and one of the
It was
clubs was marked "Bobby."
the only one of its kind on the links
But
and the only one I ever saw.
It
I will say that it was a wonder.
was this club, and not my ability as
a golfer, that enabled me to have
low score in a four-ball foursome.
I

"Now

DAILY

'Bobby.'

I

note in Saturday's FILM
you are strong for the
It has been my intention

that

along to be at Bayside on June
5th, but now nothing can keep me
I must see those 'Bobbies'
away.
I
which I read, are to be there.
been able to find one in any
't
all

store."

Los Angeles and the

State,

'Frisco Leased by
Lesser Group for $7,500,000

Warfield,

}

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles A deal has been con-*
siimmated between West Coast Theaters, Inc., and Marcus Loew whereby the former organization will take
over Loew's State here and Loew's
Warfield in San Francisco under a!
'

—

25-year lease.

The

and

lease involves $7,500,000,

agreement provides that West
Coast Theaters, Inc., are to have
complete charge of the actual operation of the theaters under direct?

the

supervision of the Loew office. The
houses will play First National and
Metro pictures in the fdture.
The West Coast chain now totals
This new, important
116 houses.
transaction was closed by Joseph M.
Schenck, who is interested in the

Lesser-Gore-Ramish
cus

Loew

activities.

Mar-

expected here shortly.

is

of the

—

Chicago—The Famous Players
The Dembow's Change

Dembow, former Philadelmanager for Fox is now in Bos-

George

phia
ton as district manager in
Sam
land for Goldwyn.
assistant

Fox has

general
the

left

New EngDembow,

sales manager
company to go

of

phia,

J.

S.

Goldwyn.

Hebrew who

morrow and Thursday.

to

In Philadelhas been
groomed for the post has been appointed resident manager for Fox.

the coast for

ex-

attending the various sales
conventions left for New Orleans last
night after a two day convention at
The Southern meeting
the Drake.
will be held at the St. Charles toecutives

Lichtman Buys "The Boomerang"
Al Lichtman and J. G. Bachmann
have closed with David Belasco for
the rights to "The Boomerang" by
Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes.
"The Breath of Scandal," a novel by

Death Halts Hearings
Edward Balmer, has also been purThe Federal Trade Commission
Both will be produced as
chased.
Players

Famous
hearing
against
schedule.
was post- part of the Fall
scheduled for yesterday
as
a
poned until 10:30 this morning
Film Men at Plaza Dinner
tribute to the memory of Edward C.
Among the film men who attended
Leffingwell, prominent New York atLef- the annual dinner of the Vaudeville
torney, who died on Friday.
Protective Association at
fingwell was a member of the firm of Manager's
night were Adolph Zulast
Plaza
and
the
Leffingwell
Cravath, Henderson,
Ed Schdler, HarLoew,
De Gersdorff, which has been assist- kor, Marcus
Moss and W.
ing Elek J. Ludvigh in the defense of old B. Franklin, B. S.
of Battle
latter
the
Butterfield,
that organization against the Govern- S.
Creek.
ment charges.

The Loew office yesterday, in discussig the coast deal stated that a
separate company had been formed
the transaction; that the
What Happened to the Inhabitants to cover
organization
had not sold the
Loew
BirthHis
Visited
When He
theaters or the property and that the
place Near Budapest
new arrangement gave West Coast
The Paris edition of the New York Theaters, Inc.. a 50% operating inHerald of May 5 contains the fol- terest.
lowing interesting item from BudaVarious negotiations have been'
pest:
under way for some time looking
"The other day, the small village of toward a disposal or a new means of
Riese, in the Zemplin district, had
operating the two big theaters on
the sensation of its life when sudthe coast which are among the finest
ZuAdolph
unexpectedly
denly and
in the countrv.
kor, president of Famous Players, arrived by special train and turned out
to be the same man who left the place
forty years ago as a poor furrier's
(Special to THE FILM- DAILY)
apprentice to try his luck on the other
Francisco Golden Gate Ave.,
San
had
a
father
His
side of the ocean.
Row," was quite upset yestersmall grocer's shop and scarcely had "Film
enough money to pay the third-class day over the report of the acquisition!
of the big Loew houses by West
(Continued on Page 2)
Well posted exchange men'
Coast.
of
the
indication
this is an
say
Producer
a
Becomes
Walker
growth of West Coast to even great(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
er strides, and hint that the acquisiLos Angeles Johnny Walker, in tion of the Rothschild houses, th
addition to working in pictures, has Granada. Imperial and California, w{
formed the Walker-Good Prod, to be the next move, to be followed hj
make 12 five reelers, featuring Eddie
(Continued on Page 2)
Polo, Catherine Bennett and Kathleen
pro"stunt"
Meyers in melodramatic
Ford Considering Production?
Interested with Walker is
ductions.

"Santa Glaus" Zukor

Film

Row Upset
—

•

—

John H. Good of Youngstown, O., W.
H. Curran, co-director of "The CourtMiles Standish," will be in
ship
charge of production. The Polo pictures will be made with a particular
eye to European sales. Walker's next
picture for F. B. O. will be "The
Worm," which he purchased from
Charles Ray.
of

(Special

to

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—Who

is

Henry Ford's

scout here?

A

number of film people are wondering, because the report is persistent that Ford is considering entering
production and that a representative
is here speaking about the plan to
stars.

—
THE

•c^k

DAILY

Film

"Santa Glaus" Zukor
(Continued from Page

Tuesday,

Row

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS

••

the act of

offic« at

March

New

York, N. Y., under

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
«i Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood

Terms (Postage

free)

—

1603.

—

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Are., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de

—

Cliehy.

Central
'

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

toonale
vakia),

•

—

European

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod. 109^4
F. P.-Li
.83J4
do pfd.,. 94

107^

5YA

514

17-M

A

.

.

:

Goldvvyn

..

SUA
94

Griffith

Locw's

....

\7

l

Triangle

.World

900
1,300

100

SYA

700
Not quoted

\7YA

2,000

"things pretty

much

their

about 11 or

12%

Lucy Beaumont

Appearing In

u

YOUTH TRIUMPHANT"!
Drama— Romance— Pathos
See Tomorrow's Paper

unborn

MEYER

LOUIS

child.

brigade was in need of a
new fire engine and the Jewish community of a new "shofar horn." Every
Riesenian, in fact, had some wish or
other, but Mr. Zukor found none of
these wishes too great and granted

"The

Ward Crane

of the entire country

A

road ticket to Budapest in order to
undergo an operation there, and Mr.
Zukor found that the ticket cost less
than a ride in the subway in New
York. A father asked for money to
send his son to a grammar school
and a woman wished for a birth pres-

trh

own way"

seems to be the opinion here among
sales managers.
If the Von Herberg
deal was perfected
it
would mean

so far as rental is concerned.
The
opinion was ventured that a grave
situation was developing. For despite
told the assertions of West Coast execufill all their wishes if they only
him what they wanted. The first tives that they pay "fair prices" there
asked for $5, the second wanted a suit are many along Film Row here who
of clothes and the third a cow.
have contrary opinions.
sickly old man asked for a free rail-

ent for her yet

Close

109J4
83j/2
94

time-table in his hotel in Budapest and
did not find what he wanted, he ordered a special train, a thing never
done before by any native of Riese.
"After having spent the night in
his father's humble cottage, Mr. Zukor assembled the inhabitants in the
registrar's office and promised to ful-

fire

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

,

VEST

millionaire son.
The village notary
ordered the exchange list from the
Clarence Badger started work on nearest town to learn the value of the
"Potash and Perlmutter" at the Par- dollars, and the postmaster telephoned
the happy tidings to Budapest.
agon studio, Fort Lee, yesterday.
"When the general happiness was

LABS. inc.

^/^TJCIISIS

7620 - 7461

191? STREET

them all. He distributed his dollars
Not quoted
freely, and the whole of Riese was a
quoted
Not
picture of happiness and pride over its

Start "Potash"

Now

near seething point, Mr. Zukor boarded his train and left Riese as suddenly
and unexpectedly as he had come."
(f (QcLiLccitlcrruxC

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

ictuAz4-J

EASTMAN

Oland Here From California
Warner Oland is here from CaliTHE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

fornia.

Windsor Leaves
Windsor has left for

POSITIVE FILM

Claire
Claire

the

coast, following a vacation here.

Exchange For Rent

Al Christie

Al

Christie is
from the coast.

'

Ideal Layout

729 7th Ave. Bldg.
Address B-ll c/o

The Film

Daily

Results obtained through printing on Eastman
Positive Film justify the painstaking efforts

Saturday
a few days
has booked pas-

Sails

due

He

in

of the camera-man.

reproduces with
striking fidelity every tone of the negative
from highest light to deepest shadow.
It

sage for Europe on Saturday.

Show "This Freedom"
"This Freedom" was shown to foreign buyers yesterday afternoon by
Inter-Globe Export Co. As noted exclusively yesterday,

Fox

carries quality

A E R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

E.

BAER

Advertising

Loe<w Bldg.,

1540 Broadnvay

now

ber.

It will

be completed

in

obtainable

identified

in

to the screen.

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

picture house at Nostrand Ave. and
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, to cost
$500,000.
The new "Phantasia," as
it will be called, is being erected by
the St. Marks Holding Co. with a
seating capacity of 1500 on the ground
floor and 1300 in the roof garden
which will practically be another theater.

through

Eastman Film, both regular and

United States.

New $500,000 House For Brooklyn
Work has commenced on a new

B

It

has purchas-

ed this English-made picture for the

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NovemI

1923

1)

passage for his enterprising eighteen- the acquisition of the Jensen & Von
year-old son. Yet young Zukor man- Herberg houses in the North shortly.
aged to reach the land of his dreams The report was spread that last Fall
Vii.HIHIi.45 TaesAnr. Way 15. H23 Priw5Clfe
= somehow and succeeded, after some the West Coast organization tried to
*•*
Cor>rri«ht 1923, Wid'i Film and Film Folkt, initial hardships, in becoming presi- make a deal with Rothschild, but this
3»c., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
moving fell through. Famous Players is unWew York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and dent of one of the largest
derstood to have a 25% interest in
picture companies of the world.
WlhU FOLKS, INC.
Joaeph Dannenberp, President and Editor;
"On a tour through Europe Mr. the Rothschild houses.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManZukor made up his mind to visit his
With the three Rothschild houses
ager.
Coast would have
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, birthplace, and when he consulted the lined up West
at the poat

15,

Upset

(Continued from Page

1)

May

N. Y.

RIALTO THEATRE HAD TO CALL OUT THE

CROWDS STORMED THE DOORS

i

Don't Fail

Book the
Exclusive Feature Picture
of the Actual Fights of
to

WILLARD-JOHNSON
and

c

FIRPO-M AULIFFE
Read
What the N.

Y.

Herald said
"Police reserves were summoned to the Rialto Theatre to keep order among
more than 2,000 persons
who lined up to see the
pictures taken on
fight
Saturday in the Yankee

Stadium. The doors were
opened before the usual
hour to clear the streets
outside."

NOW PLAYING

RIALTO

THEATRE
Broadway
NewYorkCity

TO SENSATIONAL CROWDS

Read

What

N. Y.
American said
the

"Thousands

cheered the
Willard over
Johnson and Firpo over
McAuliffe on the screen.
Theatre crowded with fans
who clamored for the fight
pictures.
Necessary to
victories

call

of

police

reserves

to

handle the crowds. Clear
and thrilling representation of the bouts."

The Only Authorized Pictures of the big fight
taken at the Yankee Stadium, Sat. May 12 1923

RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

THE
-a

Newspaper Opinions
"The

Girl I

Loved"— United

Artists

Herald

EVENING JOURNAL—*
*

• •

is

a work

* *

It is one of those simple, unpretentious tales that "move to ecstasy the
act of seeing." * * *

of art.

Ray has never done anything

Mr.
than

his

portrayal

of

better

John Middleton.

In

fact, it can readily be said that he has never
before done anything so good.

EVENING WORLD

— And

we

have

racked our memory in an effort to think of
a screen actor who could more feelingly portray the leading role than Charles Ray, and
failed utterly.
To us, seated * * * Charles
Ray seemed to be just about the sort of a
chap James Witcomb Riley was writing about
when he penned the poem.
Charles Ray puts another terrific
strain
on his already rapidly decreasing
popularity with the "The Girl I Loved."
It is another horrible example of a
star lacking the restraining hand of some

GLOBE—

one knowing the

limits

of his ability.

Generally speaking, the atmosphere of the
production is
excellent,
the
photography
above the average, and the acting of the
supporting cast, particularly
Patsy Ruth
Miller, unusually good.

HERALD—*
which

suits

• « *

him

* * back into the atmosphere
best in "The Girl I Loved."

a sad story, and a thin one, but it
by the amazingly fine work of
Charles Ray and Patsy Ruth Miller in the
two central roles.
It

is

vitalized

is

Mr. Ray has always been a splendid actor,
possessed of a sincerity and a pantomime
ability which has lifted him far above the
usual average of movie stars
but we doubt
that he has ever done anything as good.
;

MORNING TELEGRAPH— If
to

see

a

unique and

you want

charming picture, do

fail to go to the Capitol. * * *
All the
fresh fragrance of an old-fashioned garden
in the moonlight has been magically infused
into the screen version of James Whitcomb
Riley's poem, "The Girl I Loved."

not

SUN— The

young

star in his latest picture
does some of the finest acting of his career
and some of the worst. The worst appears
in the earlier comedy scenes when he shows
his awkward, cublike dislike of his newly
arrived sister. * * »

M— A

TELEGRA

new Charles

humorous and whimsical as
with a

new

ever,

Ray-

but fired

force of dramatic power.

*

*

*

TIMES—* * * shows Charles Ray in a
very sentimental part. * * *
He is a capable young actor, but he seems to have
underrated his age before the camera when
he plays the first part of this picture.

WORLD — The

sentimental yarn

-JEW;

Tourneur has told a fast-moving melodramatic
story that captures and holds one completely.
"The Isle of Lost
"is most certainly something new in
having
been directed by
picture stories and,
Maurice Tourneur, is masterfully handled.
The cast too is excellent. * * *
Maurice Tourneur is the director
and he has given the film some clever and
ning touches. There is some beneath*
ter photography that is not bad. *
It is a more than adequate cast, and more
than adequate direction wasted on stuff that
is not particularly worth doing.
"The Isle of Lost Ships," * * *
This sea story, directed
is a real thriller.
by Maurice Tourneur, is a fascinating picture
fraught with beauty and full of excitement.

EVENING WORLD—

GLOBE—

SUN—

TELEGRAM — *

and

* * -something novel

Real romance
stirring in motion pictures.
that has an air of actuality even in its
wildest

bound.

moments holds the onlooker spell"The Isle of Lost Ships" is just the

of hair raising story that an old salt
as he sits ashore, between voyages, putting on_ his old pipe and drawing on fact

sort

tells

and

fiction.

TIMES— Granting

a
possesses
that
it
highly imaginative plot, "The Isle of Lost
Ships," * * * is a film of more than average
interest and one that has all the ear-marks
of good direction with considerable attention
to

detail.

*

*

•

*
.

good story and in the hands of
Maurice Tourneur it is given every possibility
It

is

a

Tourneur's spark is obvious
on the film.
throughout the photoplay, and some of the
scenes of a storm at sea are as good as any
better than have been put into other
if not

WORLD —*

pictures.

.

the sea storm * * * is
without question the most realistic thing of
its kind ever produced in the cinema.
*

*

"The Isle of Lost Ships" starts off with
a marvelous reproduction of marine tempestry, and then dwindles away into a wishywashy, conventional open sea melodrama, no
better than any one of dozens of others of
the general type that have gone before.

Daniel F. Morgan
Charles Walton.

has joined the

staff of

One of the many elements that lifts this picture out of the
ruck of the commonplace, and classes it among the different
achievements of the screen, is the distinguished work of its
extraordinary

"MILLION-DOLLAR" CAST
—which

includes the following personages:

Five
Leading
Ladies

Ten
Dramatic

STUDIO FOR RENT

Celebrities

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.

Size of

x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal,

building 80

300

West 49th

made up

from verses by James Whitcomb Riley and
put into picture form for the return to the
screen of Charles Ray, seems to bring back
the star in just about the same kind of
thing with which he rose to popularity.
It
is
first class stuff of its kind, giving Mr.
Ray an opportunity to do his entire act.

Phone

Street

— Beekman

Twelve

Famous
9091

"The

Isle of

Lost Ships"— 1st Nat'l
Strand

DAILY NEWS— A splendid yarn
* We recommend it

adventure * *

to all lovers of excitement, of
of the unusual.
It is called

Lost Ships," a
cinating as the

ground that

title

fires

of high
heartily

romance and
"The Isle of

as mysterious and fasAgainst a backimagination, Director

picture.

ROSEMARY THEBY

ZASU PITTS
LOUISE FAZENDA

DOT FARLEY
RALPH LEWIS
HAZEL KEENER
CREIGHTON HALE
JULANNE JOHNSON
IRENE DANNELLE
EDWARD JOBSON
DALE FULLER
SIDNEY D'ALBROOK
WILLIAM DYER
STUART HOLMES
CHESTER CONKLIN

HANK MANN
WARD
HARRY TODD
EARL MONTGOMERY

TINY

Comedians

BILLY FRANEY
SPIKE RANKIN

WILLIAM DEVAULL
GALE HENRY
VICTOR POTEL
HARRY LORRAINE

i

JEAL

DORIS MAY

SBRVIta,

SNITZ
J19 Fulton

St.,

—each perfectly cast

N. Y.
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Against Music

Tax

C. Ritter Opposes Any Plan
Reduction No Compromise,
He Advocates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

for

—

If the report is true that
Detroit
to
pay a reduced
he proposition
uisic tax is presented to the M. P.

Buys "The Virginian"
Go

—

May

16,

Price

1923

Cohen

Cent)

5

to Testify After Convention;

Al Lichtman Once
Planned by Fairbanks 16
for Next Year
Al Lichtman has closed for the
"The Virginian" which
rights
to
Douglas Fairbanks held for a long Exhibitor Leader Will Bring M. P. T. O. Minutes Before Trade
It was to be Fairbanks' next
time.
Commission and Divulge Correspondence with Zukor on
picture, following "Robin Hood," but
Theater Situation Educator Sees Great Future
Rights

to

—

O. at Chicago next week, such a
nove will have the unstinted oppo- instead he will make "The Thief of
ition of James C. Ritter, candidate Bagdad."
"The Virginian" will be one of the
or national president, according to
statement issued by Ritter through Preferred pictures for next season.
1. M. Richey, manager of the Michi- Lichtman has also secured "Poisoned
Paradise," by Robert W. Service, a
gan organization.
There is no compromise between story of Monte Carlo; "Faint Peright and wrong," declared Ritter. fume," a new novel by Zona Gale
By making ourselves a party to such which will be dramatized next season
in arrangement we would be admit- on Broadway, and "The Triflers," by
As noted,
ing the tax is just and that at least Frederick Orin Bartlett.
believe the company has secured "The First
I
i portion should be paid.
"The
the exhibitors of the United States Year," "The White Man" and
ire demanding that the law be amend- Boomerang."
or repealed and that such action
,rl
All told, sixteen pictures are planshould be taken by the national or- ned lor the new se&SGtt. Three, oris
ganization through Congress to make inally scheduled for release, will be
this possible with, of course, the 100% held over, including "April Showers,"
backing of the exhibitors of the coun- "The Broken Wing" and "Motherssuch a in-Law." Other stories on hand inconfident
try which I am
movement would have. In many sec- clude "A Mansion of Aching Hearts,"
tions the rate of seven and a half "My Lady's Lips," "The Aristocrat"
The and "When a Woman Reaches
cents a seat is nothing new.
entire tax is unfair and should be Fortv."

Edison Lauds Films' Educ'l Value

—

for Pictures

.

abolished for the motion picture theater and other places where the playing of taxable music is of benefit to
the composer and publisher instead
of

damaging him."

Thomas A. Edison, Dr. J. J. Tigert, U. S. Commissioner of
Education, scheduled as one of the important speakers hefore the
M. P. T. O. convention at Chicago next week, and Sydney Cohen,
president of M. P. T. O. were among the important witnesses who
testified yesterday in the Federal Trade Commission action againsl
Famous Players and subsidiary organizations.
Edison and Dr. Tigert were called as expert witnesses, the
Government's object presumably being to indicate from the trend
of their testimony the great potentialities of motion pictures in
many important fields, leaving the inference to be drawn that the
monopolization of such an important industry or its trustification

^

Expansion Plans
Canadian Corp. Listing Large
Blocks of Stock Further Growth

F. P.

(Special

A. Sichel Dead
A. Sichel, half-brother of Marcus
Loew died yesterday. Sichel was
manager of Loew's Fulton in Brook-

—

Looked For
to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

further expansion of
the activities of the Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Ltd., is presaged
in the proposed listing of $4,000,000

Montreal

Cleveland

Has

3

Delegates

lyn.

stop

at

the

Ambassador.

Royal Securities.
In connection with

this

the distribution

Paralta reissue,

and mav handle the entire Paralta
convention will leave next Sunday
which totals about 16 pictures.
group
over the Lehigh Valley in two special

cars.

was discussed the

feasibility of limiting

extension only to cities in
which it was impossible to obtain
picture showings except through the
acquisition or control of a theater

theater

or theaters.
Cohen told Government
flotation, that he did not havj these

counsel

the

greatest

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
corporation
it is pointed out that the
Berman Due Friday
Cleveland— Cleveland delegates to
organized in 1919 when it owned
was
the Chicago convention are D. L.
Harry Berman of F. B. O., is due 16 theaters seating 37,000 persons,
Schumann, Harry Horwitz and Louis in New York from Kansas City on and owns 32 houses in Canada.
Ur- Friday. He has been holding a sales
Alternates are John
Israel.
Despite heavy construction, earnings
banskv, A. E. Ptak and Sam Deutch. convention there.
in the first full operating year, ending Aug. 28, 1920, were $291,987
Big Quaker City Quota to Chicago
Handle Paraltas
May
against first preferred dividends to be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
year ended

F B. O. is handling
Philadelphia— The Philadelphia delof "A Man's Man," a
Chicago
O.
T.
egation to the M. P.

ent the minutes of the 1920-21 conventions in which was incorporated

correspondence between Adolph Zukor and M. P. T. O. relative to theashares and $7,500,- ter extension and acquisition, in which

first preferred 8%
of common of the corporation, in
000
To
and Montreal exchanges,
Toronto
the
the
Hope Hampton, en route to
East
Way
On
Herberg
to
a formal announcement
Von
according
coast on Saturday, will stop off at the
Lord
the Royal Securities Corp.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by
address
and
convention in Chicago
credited
generally
is
left
Beaverbrook
Herberg
Von
H.
Seattle— E.
assembled exhibitorr Monday.
the
in
Sunday for New York Expected to with holding a substantial interest

Attend Convention

to the point of hampering independent
effort in a field of such manifold possibilities for good would be injurious
not only to the industry itself but
would menace the development of the
industry's power for good.
Sydney Cohen was called to pres-

In the
paid of $180,000.
Aug. 31. 1922, earnings totalled $320,000 and first preferred dividends were
During the half year
maintained.
ending Feb. 24 last, earnings amounted to $297,553, against first preferred
All figures
dividends of $160,000.

minutes
with him because they will be needed
at an executive committee meeting
to be held just prior to the Chicago
that he
but promised
convention,
would obtain them and hav" them
ready for presentation as soon as he
returns from the conventi -n.

Motion pictures

are

for disseminating information
in existence, and the possibilties of
pictures as an adjunct to education are

medium

limitless, declared

Thomas

A. Edison.

of the pioneers whose early efforts
bla'zcd the trail for what is today the
(Continued on Page 2)

one

White Deal Closed
contract between Jack
new
The
Will Motor
operation,,
after
were
referred to mentioned
Educational
DAILY)
and
FILM
White
THE
(Special to
Jesse Hampton Here
renewals, taxes and dj
maintenance,
White
closed.
been
D. Hampton is in from the
Pittsburgh Among the local M. P. yesterday has
Jesse
costs had been deduct
12 Mermaid comedies and preciation
with a print of "The Spoilers,"
coast
T. O. members who will motor to the will make
E. H.
productions.
which was screened for the Goldwyn
Chicago convention next Saturday are three special
Starts "Cain and Mabel
as White's producto
referred
Allen,
M.
Kellenberg,
Monday night. Hampton will
C.
Chris Vollmer, C.
E. Mason Hopper has started^ork staff
holds that post with
make another Rex Beach
probably
A. Rosenberg, Aleck Moore, Harry tion manager
Cosnfcpol
for
Mabel"
on "Cain and
Goldwyn.
for
Handel and T. P. Miller. About 4C Educational.
story
a story by H. C, Witwer
The arrangement is for tnrec years. tan. It is
will make up the Pittsburgh party.
to

—

Convention

THE

Cohen To

-3&>^DAILY

Testify

(Continued from Page 1)
world's fourth largest industry.

Picimprove the

he asserted, can
morals of a nature, or can accomplish

tures,

lUITHi.46
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lfa

the opposite result.
They effect the
conduct, taste, morals and manners
of America today, he said, Darwin
was right, the famous inventor declared, and pictures supply us with
that imagination which we should
but do not possess.
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Dr. Tigert

of motion
beginning to be felt,"

said.

"Ultimately,

how-

commercial and entertainment phases of the industry will be
far outdistanced by the educational
and instructional side of development
and use of pictures."
Joseph C. Boss, the exhibitor of
McAlester, Okla., who was produced
by the Government last week to tell
of his "bad treatment" at the hands
of Southern Enterprises, Inc., was
ever,

the

the witness to admit that he had been
son stated.
In the future it will
be an even more powerful factor. The very well treated by Famous Playradio is making great headway, but ers, that it was only through the beneit will
never rival or even approach ficent influence of Lynch's organiza-

THE

16,

"The educational value
pictures

"The motion picture is today the on the stand for cross-examination.
Attorney Swaine, questioning for
most powerful medium for influencing
the
respondents, attempted to force
and moulding public opinion," Edi-

1879.

May

OFFICES FOR

RENT
Large and small suites,
furnished and unfurnished; also single offices
with telephone
service.
Merit Film Corporation
Bryant 4200
130 West 46th Street

the motion picture as a medium for tion that it was possible for him to
transmitting
information and mould- enter business at McAlester and that
S.
ing
and developing thought and Famous had made every effort to
London
"take care of him,' and treat him fairFred- opinion.
get 85% of the informaman.
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
ly.
tion
which
is
transmitted
to our brain
Ave., London, W. 1.
Swaine produced a telegram from
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de through the eye.
are not taught
Clichy.
Frank Freeman to Hulsey. manager
much
through
the
ear
except
music.
Central
European Representative Internaof
the
Texas-Oklahoma-Arkansas
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- The possibilities of motion pictures
vakia), Wenxelsplatz.
are unlimited, and I believe that in circuit of Southern Enterprise theathe future, with pictures playing an ters advising Hulsey that no obligations of any kind were due Hulsey,
important
part in our
educational
system, all children will want to go at McAlester, and that he had a free
Prolong the life of your
to school.
If an educational picture hand to go ahead, (presumably with
High
Low Close
Sales
plans
for
the
acquisition of Boss's
is made right, a kid doesn't know he
prints
East. Kod... 10974 108M
109
700 is being taught.
theater), as far as the main office
F. P.-L. .. 83
82]^ 82%
600
was concerned.
"A child's great aversion is books.
pfd.
94
300
94K 94
Write for sample or better
Boss declared that it was the first
Goldwyn
Sy2 5% SM
900 I experimented a number of years time he had
ever heard of such a
still
send us a reel of new
Griffith
Not quoted ago by attempting to teach physics telegram, that
he did not know that
to
12
Loew's ... 1754
young
800
children through the Freeman
2
2
positive,
not
waxed, to be
really sent such a wire but
Triangle
Not quoted medium of pictures, and found from that if he did
he "lied."
Duratized
without charge.
World
Not quoted the reports of their parents that they
"Would you be willing to make
had gotten 80% of the idea during
Duratizing is an economy.
the first lesson.
A child I believe, such a statement if Mr. Freeman
Not an expense.
can learn more easily than an adult, were in the room."? Swaine asked.
"I certainly would," retorted Boss
because their minds are more respecheatedly.
"I repeat, if Frank FreeAlbany, N. Y.— Industrial Prod. tive."
man sent that telegram, he was tellManhattan.
Capital
$15,000.
In"The
book
publishers
became ing a lie."
corporators, J. J. Sameth, and M.
peeved at what appeared to be possiFILM PROTECTOR CO.
"You shall have the opportunity
Knapp. Attorney, J. H. Curtis.
ble competition with their own pro- of telling
him that to
his face,"
ALLAN A. LOWNES, PRES.
duct. Edison stated so he didn't con- Swaine said.
Albany, N. Y.— B. F. Keith Canclude his educational experiments.
"I will welcome it," was Boss's
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.
adian Corp., Manhattan. Capital $50,Edison admitted with a sad shake rejoinder.
000.
Incorporators, C. Monash, A.
of his head that he missed a big bet
Phone: Bryant 5576
(Continued on Page 3)
L. Robertson and J. A. Hopkins.
when he failed to secure European
patents for his kinetoscope.
Hartford, Conn. The Community
"The show business was out of my
Theater Co., Inc.
Fairfield. Capital
line," he said, "so I got out of the
$30,000.
Double equipment, two stage*,
Incorporators, Joe Saperbusiness."
stein,
two new sets of lights with
Isador
Goldman and Ben
Steiber.
Dr. J. J. Tigert, U. S. Commissioner
every modern device. Size of
of Education, corroborated the statebuilding 80 x 165.
Albany Fan Films, Manhattan. ments of Edison relative to the poAubrey Mittenthal,
Capital $50 000. Incorporators, E. R. tentialities of motion pictures, assert300 West 49th Street
Parry and H. E. Fuhr. Attorney, H. ing that the average human being
E. Johnson.
receives more information through
the eye than all the other senses comHarford,
Conn. The
Grand bined. Dr. Tigert predicted that in
Amusement Co. Capital $5,000. In- future pictures will be invaluable in
corporators, P. Smith. G. F. Hanra- teaching history, declaring that in
han and R. E. Averill.
years to come history of today and
tomorrow will be accurately portrayAlbany Aleu
Amusement
Co., ed on the screen, as well as habits and
thorough knowledge of picture values and
Port Henry.
Capital $10,000.
In- customs and every detail of activity
corporators, L. Fischer, A. M. Bar- that is susceptible to photography.
distribution possibilities
ton and C. V. Dery.
Attorney W. The Commissioner asserted that picNationally known as an organizer and field supervisor
Bascom, Ft. Henry.
tures will prove a great aid in the
work of Americanization, by giving
Until last year sales executive for one of the foremost
the newcomer to America's shores an
accurate idea of our history, tradidistributing organizations.
1603.

— Irving Mack,
Representative— Ernest
W.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.
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"THE SHCE OF THE PROGRAM"

tions,

institutions
and geography.
Because pictures speak a universal
language and convey an appeal that
knows no geographical boundaries,
the screen will in future do much
toward improving international re-

lations,

Dr. Tigert predicted.

Will consider

connection here or abroad.
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owner
ing

it

of the property, after purchas-

from

PatneNews

Boss

—All

39.2

Navy speed
Richmond

Cruiser

RUSSIAN

Scout

PRIEST AWAITS TRIAL—

pictures
of
Patriarch
Exclusive
former head of Russian Church.

Tikhon,

COMMUNIST DEMONSTRATIONS
GERMANY — Invasion of the Ruhr the
note of vast

IN
key-

demonstrations.

OTHER NEWS FROM ALL OVER THE

Boss's
"get out

testified thai

Swaine made the witness admit that
knew all contracts were not valid
until approved by the
New York
office, and read the stipulation on the
contracts from several pictures that
Boss has booked that they were to
be shown for two consecutive days.
Boss also stated that he was aware

WORLD

he

the

of

Cohen To

to

he trusted Freethe latter told him that
as long as he, Moss, was in McAlester
and showing Paramount pictures,
Lynch would never offer competition
there,
and that he also implicitly
trusted Joseph Gilday, Paramount exchange manager at Oklahoma City,
when the latter told him that he
could show two-day run pictures one
day and get a future return date any
time he chose.

MILES PER HOUR

records broken by
at Rockland, Me.

him

man when

No. 40

CRUISER GOES

when

Resnick

forced
from under."
difficulties

of the contracts
which made it plain that no alterations on the part of exchange managers would be considered as binding,
and yet felt, he said, that Gilday's
oral agreement with him, which he

Testify

(Continued from Page
Shortly after this verbal
man walked into the room.

provisions

2)

Freeman you

admitted was not in conformity with
the express stipulation of the contracts that he signed in all good

were referring to just before Mr.
Edison was on the stand?" interrogated Swaine.

the privilege
of calling a picture back for a second
day's showing whenever he wished.

"Is

this

"Yes

sir,

the

Frank

that

man

the

is

Free-

tilt

I

was

referring to."

"Do you

still

make

the

same

state-

ment with regard to this gentleman's
veracity that you made a little while
ago," Swaine asked, extending the
telegram toward Boss.
"I still say that if Mr. Freeman
wrote that telegram, that he wrote
a lie," Boss replied.
Asked if he didn't think Freeman's

memory with regard
would be as
Boss replied

to the

accurate

as

telegram
own,

bis

"Mr. Freeman's
memory is probably controlled by
his position."
Boss stated that he
that

was adhering to the
and that Freeman might do so
himself

truth,

if he
followed the dictates of his conscience
but that his affiliations probably sub-

faith,

would insure him

Boss

testified

that

he

his

Leslie

costs and salaries for stars became higher, that he would, asserting
that "I am a reasonable man."
The cross-examination of Boss will
be continued at today's session.

agredrn/nts under which it is alleged Famous Plaj'ers, through Huli/ Dallas, returned Boss's McAlester theater to Barney Resnick,

Emmett J.

Flynn,

A

No

Small Leaves for Coast
Edward Small left for the Coast

better

head

Laugh Insurance than

off

— and

pay

the

which includes these

Famous Comedians
EARL MONTGOMERY

LOUISE FAZENDA
CHESTER CONKLIN

BILLY FRANEY
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VICTOR POTEL
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"MILLION-DOLLAR" CAST

asked Freeman to put in
verbal promise that Lynch would
never invade his territory, nor had
he asked a written agreement from
Gilday validating his verbal agreement or understanding, because as
the witness said, "I trusted them."
The witness stated that he had
contracted for star pictures, featuring
the highest salaried artists under the

tion

INSURANCE!

Today, the Public wants to laugh

never
writing his

Famous banner in 1919, at prices
ranging around $35 and $40, and had
presumed that this price would conHe said, however,
tinue indefinitely.
when asked if he would have been
willing to pay higher prices if produc-

LAUGH

gloriously for the privilege.

had

accuracy of memory.
Wilkes,
summoned last
week by the defense with files of the
original correspondence between Boss
Schwab Resigns
and the Paramount exchange dealing
Frank
F. Schwab, house manager
with his grievances against Famous
of Fox's Academy of Music has rePlayers, was asked by the Governmentlfo identify photostat copies of signed.

merged
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TRIBUNE— *

"Sixty Cents an Hour"
There is merely too
he is not at all l>ad.
* *
•
It is not a particularly
mhuc of him.
original atTair, and it drags, but it has a
moments of mild merriment, and at least
makes no pretension to anything else.
it
-Walter Hiers, the
EVENING
Comedian, almost as fat and almost as funny
It is
atty Arbuckle used to be. * * *
ild and improbable sort of a yarn.
MAIL— As starring vehicle for the corpulent Walter Hiers, "Sixty Cents an Hour,"
Hillings
* * .* is a poor successor to "Mr.
Spend His Dime," in whicii he had his first

place

first

in the second place the
the middle Pullman period
dressed as they dressed then.
in

(Special

Albany

repetition

of

is

an

storv for one-reel comedies, and should never
have been made into a longer one. * * *
By no stretch of sweet chanty could
"Sixty Cents an Hour" he considered a good

comedy, for
and charm.

POST —A
Cents

"Sixty

*

little

but

size,

in

*

*

fun

devoid of originality,

is

it

»

less

—
— a more entertain
man
amusing

in

action

an

Hour"

He

—

Walter Hiers not
would have made

of

fat
is an
and never misses a chance, but at the same
time too much of him is likely to be tireThe film is entertaining, however,
some.
only needed cutting.
SUN It is a fairly merry film, but yet
we can't admit that, since his promotion,
we have seen a continuity writer do justice
* *
to the performer's undoubted ability.
Nevertheless Hiers is funny to us in the film
here reviewed and it should satisfy the
audiences.
TIMES * * * Walter Hiers has not received as good a vehicle for his fun-making
Joseph
as he had in his last production.
Henabery, the director, appears to have gone
dry for the time being in digging up laugh-

ing

*

film.

*

The Governor has

Hour" runs

The

1920— Chicago

—a

crowd of

real

real exhib-

itors.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in Chicago.

1920

— Cleveland — several hundred exhibitors.
The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special" right in Cleveland.

to

— Minneapolis — several

the

thousand exhib-

itors.

i

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special"

managers who will atHarry F. Campbell, New

right in

printer's strike on

Minneapolis with a

and the mercury about

100 in the shade.

1922

G. A. Woodard, Albany
George Allison,
Atlanta; H. F. Campbell, Boston; C. N.
Johnston, Buffalo; J. M. Linn, Butte; R.
Murray, Charlotte; Sidney Meyer, ChiJ.
cago;
R.
Knoepfle,
Cincinnati;
Robert
Cotton, Cleveland; P. K. Johnston, Dallas;

—Washington—several

thousand exhib-

;

Ward

Scott,

Denver;

W.

D.

;

itors.

The Film Daily was again on the

job,

Ward,

DeMr. A.

Harry Bailey, Indianapolis
Levy, Kansas City
Robert M. Yost, Los
Angeles; J. J. Sullivan, Minneapolis; B. L.
Dudenhefer, New Orleans
Louis Rosenbluh, New York City; A.
Buchanan,
C.
Oklahoma City
Gilmour, Omaha
Chas.
troit

;

printing right in Washington.

;

;

fault

of the picture

is

that

;

J.

* a realistic

Cervera's

S.

Hebrew, Philadelphia; W.

t.

Kupper,

Pittsburgh;
G.
E.
McKean, St. Louis;
John Birkenhauer, Salt Lake City; H. J.
Sheehan,
Francisco;
San
Guy Navarre,
Seattle; Geo. A. Roberts, Washington; L.
H. Watrous. Montreal; L. M. Devaney, Toronto; R. G. March, St, John and J. A.
Wilson, Winnipeg.

*

of

5

are:

attempts to tell too much and is without
it
evidence of intelligent direction at the steering wheel.
MAIL It is a spectacular photoplay
staged in the days of the Spanish-American
*

—a handful of exhibitors.

"special" right in St. Louis.

England; Clayton P. Sheehan, EastHoward J. Sheehan, Pacific
Coast;
George Allison,
Southern
states and William F.
Barrett of
Canada.
The exchange managers

did.

*

Louis

ern;

Vitagraph

EVENING WORLD—*

destruction

St.

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

district

tend are,

AMERICAN—

*

—

1919

managers, district representatives and sales executives of
Fox will be held the week starting
June 11.

The picture is entirely a
*
sea story, with plenty of atmosphere. * *
The action leads up to the destruction of
the Spanish fleet off Santiago, and, if in
spots it is rather tedious in the process of
leading up, there is the impression of inThe blockade
tense seriousness about it all.
of Santiago Harbor and the scenes following
effective.
it
are photographically
* * "Masters of
Men" is a gripping, rollicking tale. * * *
Although it is very much to the Horatio
Alger, we think you'll like "Masters of Men."

—
War.*
SUN —

June

exchange

Cameo

GLOBE— The

bills

1921

'

We

until

Fox Convention June 11-18
The 10th annual meeting of

for an hour and a half and we should say
Owing
that it is hardly worth that much.
to the length of the program it would have
been better all around, too, if the picture
liad
been half as long and twice as fast.
There's not enough story there to hold the
Walter Hiers
interest for six or seven reels.
n excellent actor.
is

—

the Line

either sign or veto the bills.

able situations. * * *

"Masters of Men"

30-day

the

bills were supported largely by
fraternal societies and lodges.
The
opposition came chiefly from the motion
picture
operators
unions,
it
being contended that the use of inflammable film by inexperienced operators would increase the fire hazards.

—

Cents an

Down

the hands of

The

—

TRIBUNE— "Sixty

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Among

Legislature designed to permit the
use on miniature projection apparatus
of films composed of the same substance as is now used on the commercial projection machines.
According to the proposed law these
films can be used only with the approval of the National Board of
Underwriters, in an improved booth
constructed
fireproof
material.
of

al-

stock

the

Right

Governor Smith are
two bills introduced by Assemblyman
Steingut and passed by the recent
in

role.

interminable

plot was laid
and the people

Steingut Bills Before Governor

i

most

* * we enjoyed it.
Tn the
we always enjoy Cullen Landis,

and

WORLD

MORNING TELEGRAPH—It

1923

TELEGFAM —

AMERICAN—In

stellar

16,

* * * has given us one of
It is not only
the best pictures of the year.
a good story, but it is well told, well picIt is a
well
acted.
tured and exceedingly
*
cinema that you cannot afford to miss *

Newspaper Opinions
"Sixty Cents an Hour"
Rialto

May

Wednesday,

DAILY

reproduction of the
at Santiago.
fleet

—

And now comes Chicago again week
21.

In the Coliseum.

paper published right on the ground.

you see a

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbusb Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

Cj. L

.

Gu

C O L O R

I

E

(weather proof)
All Colors

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

live

$2.50 per quart

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

wire

first

name

will be

who

May

little

old

And

who reads anything

during the convention, tag and label him.

Do you know

N

You'll find the

of

if

else

His

Unusual.

a better "buy" to reach those

attend the convention

rest of the country?

— as

well as the

I-HE

May

lesaay,

1923

16,

Putting It
Here

how a brother

is

put his show
Send along your ideas.

hibitor

other fellow
zleaned up.
the

Army

[>.

uffalo

On Broadway

Over
exover.

Let

know how you

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood— Virginia Browne Faire
who has signed a contract with First

Cameo
Musicale numbers at the Cameo consist
of, the opening unit, "Along Broadway," a
vocal selection, "Roses of Picardy" and a
closing rendition on the organ.
The feature

National will appear
for Universal.

"Master of Men." Other numbers include,
Pathe News, "The Silvery Salmon," an
Urban Classic, and "No Wedding Bells," a
Larry Semon Comedy.
is

Tie-up

— R.

Coast Brevities

G. McCurdy, put over

Capitol
The opening musical number

in

one picture

Maurice Tourneur has completed
"The Brass Bottle" and is up North

on a vacation.
at

the Capi-

week is the "Thirteenth Hungarian
Rhapsody," followed by, "Fishing for Tar
pon," a Lyman Howe Hodge Podge; an
tol

this

Gentleman From America"
Dick Travers has signed for a part
a recruiting campaign by the U.
in
"The
Rendezvous,"
Marshall
divertissements,
which
consists
regulars
three
uni;'
of
of
,\rmy. A detachment
Neilan's next.
"The
Huskin'
Bee,"
a
prologue
to
the
ed with machine guns was sta- ture comes next. Charles Ray in "The
ted in front of the Olympic and Girl I Loved," is the feature^
Unit No.
Goldwyn has signed Georges CalFable Pictures InCj,*^
tained the attractions of the army. 7 is a solo for flute.
liga, well known as leading man in
then present "Ameuter Night On The ArkJ^
ugler played various army calls.
a short reel,
The organ closes the per- Paris and London.
Je
:i

"The Hog" by C. E. Scoggins has
been purchased by Universal through
Brandt and Kirkpatrick.

W
A

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS

Mr&

Production That Will Rank
The
Season's
Best!

With

-

formance.

Ballyhoo
Oregon
"The
ttsburg— When
il" was booked by the Rowland &
Ik houses, F. J. McGinnis,, had
vered wagon and an Indian with
:m dressed in the costume of the
iood Street

plainsman, for a street ballyhoo.
Indian did war dances while the
iisman spoke on the days of the

Rialto
program consists

The Rialto
ing number by

the

of,

orchestra,

Eddie Gribbon, Lillian Langdon,
William Buckley and George Fisher
weekly will
appear in "The Wanters."
"Ad-

an open-

the

magazine,
Cap't
F.
Kleinschmidt's
ventures of the Far North, C. Sharpe-Minor
at the Wurlizter, and the feature, "Sixty
Cents an Hour," with Walter Hiers in the
lead.
Pictures taken of the fight at the
Yankee Stadium on Saturday conclude.

O. Rush has been engaged by Rex Ingram to handle the
mob scenes in "Scaramouche."
Charles

it
\

tfon Trail.
i

First

ity

In Francisco

—An

marked

p

iven"

at

i

Campaign

the

intensive

cam-

opening
D.
Granada.

the

of

M.

derwalker, "U" exploiteer, put
"Safety First" campaign,
a
jrade of yellow taxis and a street
cabs
t: with the oldest Buick. The

"Hop In And Be Driven
fhe Granada to See "Driven," and
.lick parade consisted of an old[oned Buick and later models all
ling signs that tied-up with the

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT"
George Gibbs' Most Successful
Novel
Produced
From the
Box-Office Angle.

A

soul stirring story portrayed
with a cast that insures capacity

attendances.

Strand
Ricksen has been selected
Four selections comprise the overture this
week,
"Marche Carnavalesque" (bV by Marshall Neilan for the leading
(a)
"Serenade" (c) "Pizzicato" and (d) "Lovjp feminine role in "The Rendezvous."
Lucille

Sends A Little Gift of Roses." The Topical
Review, a prologue to the feature, "The
Sam Rork has signed James KirkAn "Our
Isle
Lost Ships," follow.
of
Gang" comedy, "Yanks vs. Giants" and.* wood and Ford Sterling for "Ponorgan selections are the last numbers on the jola," which
James Young will direct.
bill.
,f

At Other Houses
"The Covered Wagon" continues to be
Criterion.
"Enemies
at
the

feature

the
ot

Women"

has opened for a second time on
Broadway, the Rivoli housing the film this

time.

The story of "The Printer's Devil"
has been completely revised and because of this, production has been
held up at Warners.

«ftKH)«m9i
HADE TO ORDER

1339-51 DIVER

fjazjiEiaEaiiiSEsn

red signs,

{re.

i

Contest

To Advantage

Mich.—When

int,

"The

Tony Sarg has been engaged by
Aitken and Price to make posters for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Douglas Fairbanks pictures to
D. Several more be reissued by them.
Beresford,
S.
theater owners have been found guilty
Harry Carey will start work soon
and fined for violating the Sunday
closing ordinance. A number of other on "Desert Driven," an adaptation
brought up on from "The Man From the Desert,"
will be
exhibitors
Sin
by Wyndham Martyn.
charges soon.

was screened at the Orpheum,
manager tied-up with the Journal,
Ih
was conducting a school

More Fined

in

Beresford

—

WALTER

Id"

coloring contest,
contest consisted of a full
[lis
merI of advertising from various
each advertiseits in the city,
i. containing the picture of a pack[of merchandise, a household imHent, a commercial sign etc. For
loest coloring the Journal offered
is of $170 cash and 160 theater
iren's

Freund's House Ready Sept.
(Special

to

—

R.

The Kingsland is proSt. Louis
ceeding rapidly and is expected to
open Sept. 1st. It is being erected
by the Audray Realty Co., which is
by Eugene and Harry
owners of the Cinderella
and Woodland.

"Toby" Changed

to "Circus Days"
Jackie Coogan's next First National
production will be released as "Circus Days."
It
was produced as
"Toby Tyler."

When You Need Cash
LOANS IN ANY AMOUNT
TO RELIABLE CONCERNS
Consultations Invited

controlled

Freund,

CHROMOS
TRADING
COMPANY

GREENE.

1

THE FILM DAILY)

Remember The Name

Light Saving Loses in Conn.
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

CHROMOS

TRADING CO.
Hartford A bill passed in the
The manager of
cts each week.
the public display of
makes
Senate
1123 Broadway
Orpheum placed a small adver- Street Ballyhoo for "Westbound" any but standard time punishable by a
s lent
containing a half-tone porAs an exploitation stunt in connec- $100 fine. The bill has already been
'Phot* Watkins 4522
Suite 1207-8
Chadwick on the tion with "Westbound Limited" F. passed by the House and now goes
Helene
I of
I, mentioning "The Sin Flood."
B. O. has covered an auto truck with to the Governor for signature.
what purposes to be an overland train
and are ballyhooing the streets in the
B
Game" In Philadelphia
neighborhood of the houses that have
'iladelphia
Marc Lachmann put booked the film. In addition, F. B. O.
in Africa" has started a subway and elevated
J "Hunting Big Game
h it opened at the Forrest for a platform three-sheet campaign.
weeks' run, by using billposters
hed with animal heads. A Boy
ST.,
Hodkinson Field Changes
An
\ t parade
with their band.
» with men dressed in animal cosW. C. Seymour, Eastern division
ks travelled the main streets in manager of Hodkinson, announces the
ckard car, with a sign: "We Are following changes in his division:
All modern equipments, alternating and direct current.
William Humphreys, salesman in
(g To The Forrest Theater To
to
promoted
e "Hunting Big Game In Africa."
Philadelphia, has been
35 minutes from Broadway.
a Idition to these stunts Lachmann
sales manager, succeeding F. W. Gebbeen transPhone: A. H.
hard.
> i big elephant cut-out in the front
J. De Walt has
ii

—

STUDIO

FOR RENT ON POST ROAD
NEW ROCHELLE
MAIN

•i

theater, the ticket seller fixed

f

ie

?

'ith

i

ii

an animal head and a lobby
brought one right into the

le.

ferred from Oklahoma City to Washington, and George Faulkner from
Washington to Buffalo, where he
succeeds A. W. Carrick, resigned.

2277 and

FISCHER STUDIO
3515 New Rochelle

THE
Wednesday,

The Wright Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Following "The
Los Angeles
Winning of Barbara Worth," Prin-

—

Pictures have planned the following Harold Bell Wright novels
production: "That Printer of
for
Man's a Man,"
Udell's," "When a
cipal

Re-Creation of Brian Kenti
"Their Yesterdays," "The Calling>>f

"The

Horace Judge Honored
Rogers Leaves in Three Weeks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
At the N. V. A. benefit on Sunday
London Horace Judge was renight Will Rogers stated he leaves for
California in three weeks to start work cently given a welcome home banquet by the First National staff.
for Hal Roach.

—

(Special

Cole Heads Texas M. P. T. O.

On Goldwyn Lot
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Culver City The Goldwyn studios
are working full blast. Four pictures

"The Shepherd
filmed in

Hills"

of the

was

19m by Wright

himself
H. Chine.

in

conjunction with W.
lie Cline will direct.

stories

preparing

are

directors

three

their

and two companies are

in the

midst of filming.
Ted Browning.
Victor Seastrom and George Baker
will

work

start

this

month.

THE FILM DAILY)

of Marshall,
president of the
Other officers are
Texas M.
A. Holton, first vice president,
J.
Port Arthur, C. W. Bassett, second
vice president, Sherman and E. L.
Byar, secretary and treasurer, Terrell.
The next meeting will be held here

Dallas— H. A.
been

has

in

Cole

elected
P. T. O.

1923

16,

Ban Ku Klux Films
The T. O. C. C. has made
ing upon its members not to
dealing

pictures

with

bi

it

exh

Ku K

the

Although the resolutions

Klan.

no particular picture,

Busy

Dan Matthews" "The Shepherdrof have just been completed, two more
and "The Uncrowned units have started work on others,
Hills"
the
King."

May

Griffith's

"The Birth

it

is

of

aimed

a

Natic

The United

Artists exchange is
viving the picture and has been pi
ging it especially in Brooklyn wr
a number of T. O. C. C. mcmt

had booked it. According to the
O. C. C, these contracts have r
been cancelled, the contention be
thai anything holding up the Klai
a favorable light

is

inimical to pu

welfare.

December.

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABL]
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIOI
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN

A

AVAILABLE

STORIES

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE

Published and Unpublished
b.

BUT
THE LEAVENWORTH CASE

Service for Authors, Inc.

West 42nd

33

BRANDT

N. Y. C.

St.

Longacre 2453

IS IN

&

220

By Morgan Robertson

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

Other Big Robertson Stories
Available for Picturization Are

By

Nellie Nicols

St.

Bryant

HUGHES MASSIE &

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

"THE DAY OF THE DOG"

The Show Down,
By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte

Longacre Bldg., N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

All

on Account
By Leo

of

Eliza,

Ditrichstein

CO.

Exclusively representing:

W.

& Adlaidee Matthews

"THE WRECK OF THE TITON"

WALL

Mabel Bardine & H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3661!

USE THE

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
Ashland 6208
347 5th Ave.

Renee

"SINFUL PECK"

801

KIRKPATRICK

THE CLINGING VINE
By Zelda Sears
JUST MARRIED

Is a Vitagraph Special

Exclusive Representatives

35 West 45th Street

MARY FORREST

Story of the Maine Coast
By Chas. Clark Munn

For Thomas Edgelow's Works

A CLASS BY ITSELF

Bryant 2564

"MASTERS Of MEN"

M. V.

A

!

MILLIGAN

Sir

B.

Arthur

FILM DAILY

MAXWELL
Conan

Doyle

considers

W.

B. Maxwell "The foremost living
British novelist":

FOR

"Spinster of this Parish"

"The Guarded Flame"
"For Better, For Worse"
"Vivien,"

ally

RESULTS

etc.

Excellent Stories:

Internation-

Famous

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY,

Ltd.

723 Seventh Ave., Bryant 1511

New York

*WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

CromldwFilm I^BORATOR'ES
..

INCOQPORATED

22o west az
PHONE

BRYANT 5576

me,

NEW YORK

street
LAN A.LOWNE5
.GEN. MGE.

M

"Uncle Terry"

SHERLOCK HOLMES — YES
CRAIG KENNEDY — YES!

The Screen

Sidney Toler

(Just Closed at the George
Cohan Theatre.)

ANNA KATHERINE GREEN
The biggest American title not yet made!

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
G.

"The Exile"

By

by

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS

CARL

MATERIA

Owners

City
of

All the Laura Jean Libbey Stories
All "Arsene Lupine" stories, by Maurice Le Blanc
"To the Highest Bidder," by Anthony Paul Kelly
All "Raffles" stories, by E. W. Hornung
"The Little Girl God Forgot," by Edward E. Rose
"The Little Pauper," by Howard P. Taylor

Easy Terms

Brokers Protected

7Ac BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM
XXIV

ol.

Thursday,

No. 47

To Chicago
Local Exhibitor Ranks— Syd-

50
rom

Cohen Arrives There
This Morning
City will be represented
York
New
ney

Authority

S.

May

Some Purchases
Material for Famous Players
Ibanez Writes an Original—"Big

New

Brother" Bought
Before leaving for Hollywood last
night, Jesse L. Lasky announced the
,y about SO exhibitors at the convenThe group, appar- purchase of new story material. Leadon next week.
ing the list is "West of the Water
Jitly under no leadership, leaves here
Tower," by an anonymous author
Sunday.
A good many of them are members who will help prepare the script.
In connection with this. Lasky
the Greater New York Division
stated that he has enlisted the aid
the
T.
O.
of
and
T.
P.
O.
the
M.
|
Although, the latter of the Committee on Public Relations
C. as well.
f.
jrganization has no official connection of the Hays organization in order to
\

iti

!f

the Cohen organization, there secure the reaction on a story of this
no restrictions which forbid mem- type. "Big Brother," Rex Beach's new
iers to be active workers in the local story has been bought for production
'nit which Cohen organized here re- J>y Allan Dwan, following "Zaza." This

Hth
ire

It

lently.

generally

is

known

that

story starts serially in Hearst's Inter-

17,

Price

1923

—

is

—

McAlester Exhibitor Off Stand
20 count 'em 20.
Jamie Burman of Cortland, N. Y.
Not 12, as inadvertently reNew Witness
ported, but 20 of these clubs will
c
The
cross-examination
Josenh
be offered as prizes for the
C. Boss, former exhibitor at McSpring Golf Tournament by
Alester, Okla., whose testimony durJohn M. Spargo, New York reping the last few days of the hearing
resentative of the Exhibitors
will form an important pai t of the
Herald.
Government's proceedings against FaDon't forget Belleclaire Golf
mous Players and allied organizations,
Club, Bayside, L. I., Tuesday,
was completed yesterday, with Boss
June 5.
still adamant in his "that's my story
and I'll stick to it." attitude as to how
he was treated by Famous Players.
Boss was followed on the stand
Hodkinson Advertising for 30 Day by Jamie Burman, a former exhibitor
at Cortland.
N. Y., who had two
and Date Runs in New York
Proves Successful
houses at Cortland, one at Auburn
Many house records were smashed and one at Seneca Falls. Burman

—

Smashing Records

—

:

y the
iiittee

W.

A. Steffes

in a

Campaign Com-

statement which says,

in

art:

"Reconciliation should be made of
'differences' within exhibitor ranks,
o as to Tesent in the future a solid
[ront, nation-wide in spirit, influence
nd effort for greater accomplish'.

fact that Cecil B.

De

Mille will

make than

his connection
theater, playing to 6722 adThe Colonial, Brooklyn,
with a seating capacity of 1500, played
The Strand,
6138 admissions.
to
Yonkers, played to 7564 admissions
it

had done since

"Triumph" by May Edginton upon with the
completion of "The Ten Commandmissions.
ments."

Cent<

Finish With Boss

Bobby Irons

no unanimity of opinion in national shortly and is the one for
it
was first reported Richard in the 30 theaters in Greater New
lie T. O. C. C. ranks relative to Co- which
Jen and the present M. P. T. O. ad- Barthelmess has secured the rights.
York on the opening of the week's
Vicente Blasco Ibanez has written
ministration and that many Chamber
simultaneous showing of "Down to
an original story, his first, titled "Ar(Continued on Page 2)
the Sea in Ships," backed by a newsgentine Love." This will be on next
paper campaign that included full"Rita
year's
noted,
"Differences"
schedule.
As
Steffes for Burial of
page and quarter-page advertisements.
DAILY)
FILM
(Special to THE
Coventry" by Julian Street has been
The house manager of the AlberThe burial of all purchased for the use of William de marle. Brooklyn, reports that the theMinneapolis
confirms
the
The statement
ifferences in exhibitor ranks is urged Mille.
ater did a larger business on Sunday,
liere

5

that he ran Paramount pictures at two of his theaters until the
cost of his pictures was advanced $5
more than he was willing to pay.
After an argument with Moritz, the
district exchange manager for Paramount and a salesman named Rose,
Burman stated, he discontinued the
Shortly thereParamount service.
after, he said, he began receiving posttestified

from people

in Cortland, asking
they could not see Paramount
pictures.
He told people that

als

why

Paramount pictures
price
of
was too high and that he could not
Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays on Saturday and Sunday. The house afford to show them. Shortly thereafter, he said, advertisements began
seats but 1376.
office returns from a trip today.
ment."
The Jewel, W. 116th St., hung up appearing in the Cortland papers
Seven headed, "Cortland is a good town,
a new record for the house.
The Eastern Missouri Group
Pearson Going to Coast
performances was the schedule of the but- " and attempting to explain why
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Elmer Pearson of Pathe leaves for
Paramount pictures were not being
Louis Local exhibitors who the coast Sunday on a quick trip. He Avon, Brooklyn, and with a seating
St.
capacity of 600, they accommodated shown.
/ill attend the convention at Chicago
will be gone for two weeks.
Burman's examination will continue
approximately 3500, with many turnUclude Joe Mogler, Mike and Harry
today.
ed away.
Uash, Fred Wehrenberg, John Kar(Continued on Paee 5)
C. C. Ryan Quits Selznick
One of the most phenomenal recin,
George Placis. Spyros Skouras,
Forum.
the
purup
by
the
hung
of
was
manager
ords
Ryan,
C. C.
l."homas Hehl, all of St. Louis; A. C.
Off for Coast
Morwein, Bonne Terre, Mo.; Jim chase and supply department of Selz- With a seating capacity of 3,000,
organiza- they played to approximately 12 000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ueilly, Alton. 111.; Joe Pratt. Fulton, nick, has resigned from that
Olympia
The
admissions.
New Orleans The Paramount conHo.; C. E. Brady, Cape Girardeau, tion to assume the management of paid
department
its house record on Sunday.
service
broke
and
purchase
the
Louis,
East
St.
vention group of home office execu[do.; Harry Redmon,
The Tivoli foun it necessary to tives leaves for Los Angeles tonight.
and Tow Reed, Duquoin, 111. for Goldwyn.
111.,
At the Peerthe roof garden.
open
and
motor
to
will
them
litany of
night, the
Monday
Management
Brooklyn,
less,
"Expo"
in
Change
rom Chicago.
Glynne's Theater Opens the 23rd
line extended two full blocks, with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
keeping
Mike Glynne's new 1.600 seat theMeyer Boosting Steffes
Los Angeles The management of police assistance in
ater
in Patchogne. L. I., opens next
open.
sidewalk
DAILY)
FILM
(Special to THE
the Motion Picture Revue slated for
Wednesday night. Glynne built this
Hamilton O. Fred S. Meyer, of July, has been turned over to the
house after he had disposed of his
Going Abroad
he Palace, is campaigning for W. A. World Amusement Service Co. Mesinterest in the Astoria, Alhambra and
vacation
for
sails
a
Dalton
Dorothy
Steffes, who seeks the presidency of srs.
Simpson, Carruthers and DufCentury theaters to the Loew circuit.
week.
Europe
next
in
with
writing
conjunction
Meyer is
he M. P. T. O.
field will work in
lersonal letters in which he says, in the producers' association and the
Eugene Mullin Back
>art:
Chamber of Commerce. Si Snyder,
Mullin, scenario editor in
Eugene
"If there is to be an actual M. P. T. O. A.,
has
Some Inside Stuff
who has been handling publicity,
me who will function in reality and not
time
to New York for Goldwyn, is back from
his
of
all
devote
to
resigned
to the making of
Relative
nly on paper, then we need a real leader.
trip to the studios. He
•Ve need a man who will talk less and do
the Rockett Film Co. The producers' a three weeks'
Wagon" will apCovered
"The
nore
one who will make no promises but association has raised $100,000 and brings back word that the unit syspear in Sunday's issue of THE
landle his job with
a determination that
by
force
R. H. tem of production now in
space.
FILM DAILY.
it
shall be done.'
In short, the man who contracted $50,000 in
in supreme
is
the director
cants to head the M. P. T. O. A. must be Burnside may not be connected with which
Don't miss it.
working
is
picture
own
his
'Go-Getter,' such as Peter B. Kyne intrqthe venture, although he came out charge of
11

Pettijohn

Back Today

the

—

—

I

—

—

—

;

luced in his book.
Not the kind Cosmopolian presents in its picture."

with that idea

in

mind.

out very well.

;
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Close
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two mon with him.
Cohen left for Chicago yesterday

Paramount
Swanson in

Gloria

to play opposite
"Zaza.''

S2%

vention.

shape for the conBefore he left an effort was

from him a list of the
State delegates, but he refused to divulge the names, pending
the approval of the delegates by the
credentials committee on the conven-

made

to secure

New York

to

He

"McGuire

Mounted."

700
600
300
900

re-

to make
has just finished

another picture.
of the

has

pfd.

.

.

.

.

94J4

94

l

94J4
SY&

W.

Circle 0446

51st St.

Remember

the

Name

CHROMOS
TRADING
COMPANY

plans.
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Hour by Day

$2 Per

Hirsh Leaves
109
tion floor.
Nathan Hirsh has left for a trip
The Hays office will not be repreHe sented in any way in Chicago. An
that will take him to the coast.
will be in Chicago in time for the official of that organization explained
convention.
yesterday that the meeting was purely
an exhibitors' one in which the Hays
members, as producers and distribFeist Helping Drive
could have no interest.
utors
organithe
Schenck
of
Felix Feist,
zation, is chairman of the committee
Cohn Going to Convention
in charge of a drive on behalf of the
Jack Cohn of C. B. C, will attend
Hospital for Joint Diseases.
the Chicago convention where he will
tell exhibitors of his company's fall
Engage Stanton for Another

Kansas City Wants Convention
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City The state exhibitor

—

is seeking the 1924 exhibitor convention for Kansas City.

When You Need Cash
LOANS IN ANY AMOUNT
TO RELIABLE CONCERNS

unit

Issue Elaborate Press Sheet
Universal has issued an elaborate

Glucksmann Returns
Jacob Glucksmann has returned
press sheet on "Hunting Big Game."
S /&
Sy2
Goldwyn
Not quoted The sheet is replete with press stories, from a short visit to Buenos Aires.
Griffith
800 news and advertising cuts. and, in ad- He reports conditions in the ArgenLoew's ... 1754 17/2 YIV2
Not quoted dition, has mapped out exploitation tine fair.
Triangle
Not quoted campaigns in detail.
World
Jackman Signs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Huge Stage Ready
Incorporations
Los Angeles Fred Jackman has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
signed
a contract with Hal Roach to
6"
Corp.,
Amusement
stage
"Number
Albany Rite
Los Angeles
Jackman has just
Manhattan. Capital $6,000. Incorpo- at the Goldwyn studio is said to be direct features.
rators, A. Smith, A. A. Crane and the largest of its kind in the world. completed "The Call of the Wild."
do

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

to get matters in

Universal
Los Angeles
engaged Richard Stanton
Sales

1923

1)

good standing are open

of Cohen, although the organization as such has nothing in com-

H. B. Warner in "Zaza"
H. B. Warner, has been engaged by

(Special

Quotations

in

17,

F. B. O. has purchased "Drusvilla
with a Million," by Elizabeth Cooper

allies

at the

the act of

(Continued from Page

members

May

Thursday,

To Chicago

50

to

weeks' vacation.

Lditor

and

Prendent

Dannenberg-,

Joaeph

2

-2&*\DAILY

Consultations Invited
1123 Broadway

-.

—

—

—

measures 300 by 175 ft. and is
Flood a Director
enough to accommodate 50 av(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Filming of the His- erage sets. It covers more than an
Austin, Tex.
Los Angeles Jimmy Flood, assistIncorporators, acre and a half and contains 52.500
tory of Texas Assoc.
ant director of "Souls for Sale," has
C. B. and C. W. Shumway and J. C. square ft. of floor space.
been made a director by Fox. His
Desmond.
first
picture will be "Times Have
Clever Exploitation Campaign
Changed,"
starring William Russell.
Helena, Mont.— Judith Theater Co.,
Victor Hugo Halperin and his
Lewistown. Capital $60,000. Incorpo- brother Edward R. are in New York
Two Ft. Worth Houses Robbed
With a
rators, A. Heinecke, J. W. Anderson, with their production, "Tea
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kick!" the cast of which includes a
Jr. and J. C. Heinecke.
Fort Worth, Tex.- The safes of
number of well-known stars.
In exploiting this production the both the Majestic and Palace were
Rockhill
Mo.
City,
Jefferson
blown open and money
Halperins
are putting over some very recently
Theater Co., Kansas City. Incorpotissue stolen.
rators, J. W. Watson, J. H. Roth, clever stunts which come in
paper nicely wrapped up. The first
F. J. Becker and Anna Watson.
"Hollywood" Finished
package contained a flask, naturally
H. G. Ginn.

It

large

—

—

—

—

Suite

'Phone Watkins 4522

1207-8

Everybody

will see

YOUARE

GUILTY,
CAST
JAS.KICKVOOO
OOQIS KENYOH*
Q.OGT. eoesoH*
tVVARY CAIlfi,

E0MUND8OEESE
RUSSELL GttlFFIK

Each one is
somebadys
favorite.

—

— Genesee

Theatrical
EnCapital $5,000. Interprises, Batavia.
corporators, N. D. Dipson and J. R.
Attorney, E. A. WashOsborne.
burn.

Albany

—

Film
Minn. Federal
St.
Paul,
Corp., Duluth. Capital $100,000. Incorporators. R. N. Chaffee, F. B.
Desch, M. M. Chaffee. Attorney, R.
N. Chaffee.

rf

(QcUvcatlanaJt C/tciiiAjU^

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bearing out the title; the second, a
Los Angeles James Cruze has
pair of tiny baby-doll shoes attached
It
to a card which contained this cap- completed work on "Hollywood."
tion, "The^e were the first 'Kicks' you was originally scheduled for Spring
got out of Life. 'Tea with a Kick!' release, but will now be held until
gives you the 'Kick' that keeps you Fall.

—

—

m

SOON

always young."

Abandon "Barbara Worth"
The next stunt to arrive was a pack(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
age of Lifesavers attached to a card
which contained the suggestion:
Los Angeles Production of "The
"It's your Business Life Saver!
Winning of Barbara Worth" has
You Need It A Money Making Sen- been temporarily abandoned by
sation!"
Principal because of climatic conThe latest stunt to arrive was a ditions on the desert where a good
small napermache mule with the fol- many scenes were to be shot.
It
lowing caption:
will be made in October and in the
interim, "When a Man's a Man," an"This little fellow has plenty 'kick'
But nothing compared to the 'kick'
other Harold Bell Wright story will
"
with a Kick!'
You'll get out of 'Tea
be made by Eddie Cline with* FlorThe campaign has aroused consid ence Vidor, John Bowers, a..d Tully
erable complimentary comment.
Marshall in it.

George Gibbs' Most

—

—

—

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

FISHER
PRODUCTIONS

Powerful Novel

"YOUTH TRIUMPHANT"
With

a

Box-Office

Virginia Lee Corbin
Anna Q. Nilsson

Mary Anderson
Kate Price
Eugenie Besserer

Now

Cast

Including

Raymond Hatton
Joseph Dowling
William Boyd
Geo. Siegman
Claire

McDowell

Nearing Completion

tff(| ROeMIUf'S
.

^Production

ADAM'S
k

^VAOUNT
V^

,.

y*+ty

INSERT

cj^
uo

have been made on every

paramount picture
for three years
See your Paramount exchange for
a highly attractive proposition on
insert cards and gilt frames.

Paramount

insert cards are flashily colored seat-sellers of the finest
Thousands of the best
quality.
theatres use them regularly.

of Silfcw
BETTY OOMPSON

(JOS^TEAHLE
Cf.

paramount Qictwv

!

—JXfr*DAILY
Guts and Flashes

In the Courts
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

—Aimee Berkeley's

igainst Goldwyn to prevent
>ution of "The Flame of the

suit
distri-

rial.

Motion

Michigan

Picture
iupply Co. Inc., has filed an injuncion suit in the Supreme Court against
he Precision Machine Co., restrainng it from selling any Simplex proectors in Michigan until a contract
leld by the plaintiff for the State of
Michigan expires in the fall.
The plaintiff admits that its conract required it to sell 6 machines
month but said that business was
lull and
it
couldn't dispose of that
nany and the defendant consented
o continue the contract. The piainasserts

iff

that

alesman

has

nachines

in

i

n

one

of

disposed

its

of

former
Simplex

Michigan and that he

boastingr that he
the State.

is

the sole agent

David Powell, formerly with Famous Players, has been signed by Distinctive for a role in "The Green
Goddess."

Maude Turner Gordon, who
the mother role in

Broke,"

to

—

ration of Musicians.

Los

in

of Rose-

"Nanook

of the North" will be given a special showing before the N.
Y. League of Girls Clubs at the Town

May

Arrangements were

18.

Hays

the

organization.

Way

Eugene

Washington

in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

— Eugene
T &

Way, formD. chain on the

Angeles

— Richard

Spier

has

now manager

of

the

Harry Ascher Recovering
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Harry Ascher of
the
(Special

—

Ascher chain is recovering at Englewood from serious injuries sustained
while on his way home after the show
when the taxicab in which he was
Suit Against Theater Company rifling collided with an automobile.

(Special

San

to

THE FILM

Francisco

^..iLY)
A. Homyer
$7,000 damages

— Mrs.

as
filed
suit
for
?ainst
the
Park-Preside Theater
orp., operating the Coliseum,
for

juries

sustained

when

the plaintiff
The point
be decided by the courts will be.
hether or not the theater company
held liable for the darkening of the
>use during a performance.

umbled

>

Vod

in

a

dark

aisle.

if
:.:

Defeat "Blues'* in
(Special

to

Two Towns

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis Renville has voted
down "Blue laws" by a vote of 153 to
134.
E. L. Parsons, manager of the
Crystal there, was prominent in the

i.t

At Plankinton, S. D., the proposed
Sunday "blue law" was voted down
136.

Browning-A Goldwyn Director
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Big xMngs
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To Mr. Executive
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fi^ht.

by a majority of
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:.:
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if
if
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tf
if
if
if
if
if
if
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if

to

>ined West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
'here he will handle publicity and
dvertising, succeeding Clem Pope,
ho will handle the T. and D. theater
:ring in the North.
iles

and

inaugurated a policy of
showing pictures every Thursday
night in addition to the regular dance
program.

erly with the
west coast, is
Central.

With West Coast
THE FILM DAILY)

Spier

have a simlar part
Bound."

THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis
Frank Gillmore of the
ictor's Equity is en route to attend
ne convention of the American Fed-

(Special

played

Home

has

made by

Musicians to Meet

"Back

Manager Chas. Burgess,

Hall,

(Special

will

"Homeward
land,

17,

8

27.

Desrt" has been dismissed by Judge
"The Stumbling Herd," by John
^mith of Calaveras County.
Miss Morosco, has been sold to F. B.
O.
Berkeley claimed the scenario was by Brandt and Kirkpatrick.
vritten by her but Goldwyn's defense
\as that Charles A. Logue wrote it.
John Wenger is holding an exhibiCity Court Justice Meyer had di- tion of paintings and stage designs at
ected a judgment for $1,489, against the Anderson Galleries.
David Horsley in favor of the Gev"The Passionate Friends" has been
ert Co. of America on the sale of
1,675 ft. of film in February, 1921. sold by C. B. C. to Big Feature
The defendant did not appear at the Rights Corp., Louisville for Kentucky.

Th

May

it
if

"The Man Next Door," by Emerson Hough, will open at the Cameo

May

Thursday,

Sales Department,

if
if
if

Anyfilm Company,

if

New York City.
Dear Sir:
Have you ever considered how
important it is for every man

if
if
if
if
if
tf
if
if
if
if

1

on your staff to be posted

every day on what's going on
in this business?
Have you ever considered what
it is worth in dollars and

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

i

cents to have every one of
your roadmen thoroughly

l

acquainted every day with what
is happening, and thus giving

1
if

them a talking point and easing the contact with your
prospective customer?

if
if

if
if
if
tf

1
if
if
if
if
if

|

Have you ever considered how
valuable this would really be?

tf
if
if
if
if

Many, almost all of the leading distributing companies

if
if
if

a
if

subscribe for every one of
their offices; and some for
every salesman.
They have
found it ''good business.'
If it has so proven to them,
f

what would it do for you?

71 West 44th Street

&»»»»»j^.»»}^.»»»:^^^^

lot

if
if

i
i
if

The Film Daily

$10 a year and worth a

|

if
if
if
if
if
if
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if
if
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if
if

more.
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if
if
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rME
n-rsday,

May

Finish

17,
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With Boss

(Continued from Page

1)

expected that the hearings in
jv York will be concluded about
&2S, whence they will be carried
Before all the Govjiiladelphia.
B;nt's attempt to "bust" the alE trust is over, hearings will have
Boston, Atlanta, New
ti held at
Ins, Dallas, Los Angeles and San
Its

tai:isco.

possible to help him since he turned
down all propositions made him.
Boss had testified that he had
money to his credit against bookings
with Paramount's Oklahoma City
exchange, and Swaine produced a letter from the exchange to Boss asking that his back account be settled.
This letter bore a pencilled notation
by Boss on the side, which he explained, was his method of jotting
down what his reply to letters received would be, reading, "why don't

getting

Paramount

pictures.

On May

developed, Boss gave W.
R. Lynch, brother of Stephen A.
Lynch, an option on his theater.
Negotiations for purchase of his
7,

1920,

it

Swaine read a

letter from Bailey,
the Oklahoma City exchange, to
Boss, expressing surprise at the latter's claim that he had an advance
credit with the exchange as against
future bookings.
Boss on the stand
declared with emphasis that he did

of

house by Lynch were called off early
in August.
Boss said that he found
out after Lynch left McAlester that
he had talked with the owners of the have such a credit to the amount f
other two theaters about buying them apnroximately $600 to $800.
"Have you sued the Famous Playout.
The witness asserted that he wired ers company for your losses?"
on a Saturday money for a picture Swaine asked.
"Not yet," the witness answered.
to be shown on Monday, and that
they charge this to my advance?"
He
Everything
was
going
along he didn't receive the picture.
smoothly in his little world, the wit- understood that the money was re-

Jjitimony brought out during yesMf's cross-examination and reBination of Boss was practically
petition of the facts developed
Counsel ness
his direct examination.

—

said,
until
Paramount began
amous Players, evidently aware boosting prices of pictures beyond the
le fact that Charley McCarthy, price originally agreed upon.
He
ir>us' publicity man, is away at- never became really discouraged howfdg the F. P. sales conventions, ever, until Paramount put in a house
Ineir best to draw from the wit- across the street, "and trained the
S the admission that he booked same guns on me that I had been usf

irnount pictures because they are ing on my opposition."
itnount in quality and were the
Boss Wanted to Sell Out
|]st class pictures being made,
Swaine attempted to force the
lien Boss told how he ran 'shootwitness to admit that he was in dire
ijp' pictures on Saturdays to cater
financial straits prior to Paramount's
ije crowds that came in from the
imines and surrounding farming putting in a theater across the street
Prather McDonald, cross- from his own, receiving an affirmative
Bet,
lining for the respondents, in- answer when he asked Boss if the
ipted, "Of course, Mr. Boss, you United Theater Equipment Co. had
Bto buy those cheaper pictures not threatened to force him out of
some other company than Para- business to obtain settlement of their
claim against him, but -Boss thought
llt." "Oh, yes," replied Boss, "I
high-brow pic- this was only an effort to scare him
till my week-day,
prompter payment.
into
Swaine
1 from Paramount."
iked if it were not a great deal read a letter from Boss to Frank
ouble and annoyance to the ex- Freeman, of Southern Enterprises, in
^ge to change bookings at the which Boss offered to sell out if the
Lynch interests would not make him
j;st of the exhibitor, a point that
r:rt
T. Swaine had previously a loan. Boss stated that he did not
this time,
^ght out in connection with Boss' have his back to the wall at
tests
for changes in bookings however, and would have been able
jj

to
make his business succeed if
time to time, Boss replied.
Paramount had not boosted his
it all depends upon the disprices and later on put in a house of
iion of the gentleman in charge
their own.
le booking."
A letter written by Wilkes in
Says Prices Were Doubled
April 23, 1920, confirmed the underdeclared the prices orally standing that Boss had previously
)ss
ed upon between himself and testified had been reached with Gilday
ph Gilday, then exchange man- with respect to return bookings on
at Oklahoma City for Para- pictures which he had previously run
nt, were practically doubled when only part of the time for which he
ame to paying for the pictures had booked the picture, but Wilkes
He ad- in his letter pointed out that such an
ced under his agreement.
ed,
however, that the prices arrangement was an exception and
ed upon with Gilday were not the against the policy of the home office.
es listed in the written agreement,
Boss testified that Wilkes came to
His contention was see him with regard to straightening
:h he signed.
he was compelled to sign the out the price situation, and helped him
:ement which varied from his make out an application for a group
ier verbal agreement, in order to of specials at reduced prices.
Wilkes
Paramount pictures,
examined Boss' books and agreed
waine asked the witness if in the that he should get the pictures at a
[justment of prices pursuant to reduced price.
This application was
amount's adopting of the selective not approved by the Dallas office.
king system the prices in the agA letter from Wilkes to Boss was
jate were as low as under the read, in which it was hinted that if
inal agreement.
Boss emphatic- Boss would not live up to his conasserted that such was not the tracts
and meet prices asked, it
that the aggregate price of pic- would be necessary to give the Paras under
the new booking plan mount service to a new theater which
higher than the prices he had was being built in McAlester, in
:ed to pay.
order to insure the revenue from Mcestimony developed the fact that Alester which the company felt that
sr-specials were offered Boss on a town of that size should return.
60-40 plan, and when he turned On the margin of this letter Boss
n this proposition he was offered made the following notation. "Scare,
i pictures on a 50-50 profit basis,
threat," and drew a fairly recognizeven this, Boss asserted, was able picture of an axe.
re than he had contracted to pay.
Gave Option to Lynch
etter was read from the manager
Boss testified that he "paid the
he Oklahoma City exchange, tellBoss that it was apparently im- price," to keep the new house from

ceived at

Oklahoma City

STUDIO FOR RENT

at 5 o'clock,

and that the picture should have been
shipped on a train leaving Oklahoma
City at 1 A. M.
Swaine asked him
if he was not aware of the fact that
the exchange closed at noon on
Saturdays and at 5.30 on week days.
Boss replied that he had always been
able to find some one in the exchange
even as late as 11 o'clock at
"Did you expect the entire
exchange office force to sit up until

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of Lights with
every modern device. Size of
building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mitten thai,
300 West 49th Street

office

night.

E. K.LINCOLN

1 o'clock in the morning to accommodate you?" Swaine asked.
"No, indeed," replied the witness.
"I only
expected the shipper to sit up." In
reply to Swaine's request for the

in

w

The RIGHT
the STRONGEST"

name

of this picture, Boss replied,
"I really can't recall the name of it.
If I had received it as I should have

of

could doubtless recall the name."
Boss gave the names and addresses
of six persons who had told him of
seeing shown at a rival house "On
With the Dance," which Boss said
was sent him from the Paramount

A

I

exchange as a

first

Great Picture With a Great
Cast.

Zenith Pictures Corp'n
40th St.
N. Y. C.

W.

110

run.

I

Veil,

:,

Now

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on Eastman
Positive Film justify the painstaking efforts

with
It reproduces
of the camera-man.
striking fidelity every tone of the negative
It
from highest light to deepest shadow.
carries quality

through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

r

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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the eyes of the world focused on China
the

capture

Americans

of

by

bandits,

O. comes across with a photodramatic smash
unforgetable scenes

tells in
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of

an American Girl

Captured by Chinese Bandits
oh, man — what an on-the-minute chance to
MAN,
make money
Backed by thousands of columns
!

newspaper space relating

an actual capture by
Chinese bandits this thrilling adventure drama of a
beautiful society girl who was captured and flung into
a world of Chinese intrigue WILL PROVE AN ABSOLUTE SENSATION!!! Beat your competition.
Write, wire, 'phone or run to your nearest F. B. O.
of

Exchange

to

THIS MINUTE!!!

\tn Amerxans Heidi
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odsol Makes Buy
Hire Special Trains ^yGods
To Have Large Delegation
Convention— Many N. Y.

Minnesota
at

Acquires Roosevelt Theater, Chicago
As Personal Venture Lease

—

Unchanged

Executives Going
(Special, to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Frank J. Godsol, presiMinneapolis The Minnesota delegation to the Chicago convention dent of Goldwyn has purchased the
The real estate on which the Roosevelt
olans to travel in royal style.
lumber of exhibitors has reached theater stands and the theater strucproportions that two special ture from the Ascher-Roosevelt Theliuch
:rains have been chartered to get the ater Co. at a price reported at $1,800,000.
The buy is a personal one on
jroup to the Windy City,
The first special leaves here fo- the part of Godsol, although his comught at 8 o'clock. The second will pany owns a 50% interest in the
eave Sunday night at 10:45, bring- theaters operated by Ascher Brothng the group into Chicago in time ers.
The Roosevelt, which is one of
attend the first business session
,.o
Monday. An entire floor of one of the most costly houses erected here
:he leading Chicago hotels has been because it was put up when construction was at its neak, will continue to
engaged for the Minnesota group.
I

i

Ask any Minnesota man what he be operated by Balaban and Katz,
about Al Steffes' chance for who leased it from Ascher Bros,
presidency and only one answer some time ago. Godsol, as the ownEveryone here vhinks er of the property, will receive about
will be given.
$260,000 a year for the lease of it
Steffes has the presidency cinched.
and will also share in the profits.
:hinks
;he

The house seats 1,600. The buildMarin Going
ing is subject to a mortgage of
Marin
and
N.
Friend
H.

.•'Friend and

yRrthur
(fill

leave

S.

on Monday morning: for

the Chicago convention to represent
They will go via AtDistinctive.
lantic City in order to drop in on
;the

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

tion in session there.

$1,388,000.

Bromhead Coming from London"*
THE FILM DAILY)
London Reginald Bromhead left
convenfor New York on Wednesday.

Many from New York
Following their usual custom, a
good many film executives will attend the Chicago convention to get
whatever reaction they can from the
assembled exhibitors.
Abe Warner left for Cleveland last
night, but will go to the convention
from there.
Others who will attend will be Al
Hiram Abrams, E. A.
Aronson,
Eschammn, Hiram Abrams and sev-

(Special Cable to

—

Hodes With Educational

change.

Hays

in

Make Way for Golf
Just because the next meeting
of the Gulick Association

was

to fall on Tuesday, June 5th,
the day of the Spring Golf
Tournament, the sponsors of,
that body have decided to post4
They
pone
the
meeting.
couldn't put off the tournament,
so they did the next best
thing by postponing their gettogether.

The Gulick Association is an
exclusive affair with four members to date: Paul Gulick of
Universal; Earl Gulick of the
Gude Advertising Co.; William

Claims $50,000 Damages
to Robert Spear, his atAccording
Indianapolis Will H. Hays, who
Gonzales Ibarra, yesMiguel
torney
Church
is an elder of the Presbyterian
delivered an address before the Gen- terday filed a summons in a $50.Hall 000 damage suit against the M. P.
eral Assembly in Tomlinson
yesterday.
The Presbyterians are Prod, and Dist. Ass'n, the Prudential
conducting a drive.
Film Service and Joseph Seider, alleging malicious intent in procuring
an indictment for the alleged theft of
Gonzales was ar"Fascination."
Inside Stuff
rested in August and released, acRelative to the making of

—

Some

"The Covered Wagon"

will ap-

pear in Sunday's issue of

FILM DAILY.
it.

THE

Hearing Lags
Gov't Witnesses Fail to Show Up
Bowes, Rosenzweig, Owsley of

Legion Testify
Yesterday's session of the Federal
Trade Commission's trust proceedings
against Famous Players was consumed principally in waiting for Government witnesses who failed to materialize, and in a brief examination of
several witnesses including Col. Alvin
Owsley,

Nat'l.

Commander

of

the

American Legion, Charles Rosenzweig, manager of the New York exchange of F. B. O., and Edward J.
Bowes, vice-president of Goldwyn.
Col. Owsley spoke of the extensive

use of films in furthering the patriotic
educational work being carried on by
the Legion among ex-service men.
Pictures are being used to a great
extent in this work, he said, especially
pictures of the operations of the
month.
American forces in Europe during the
war, called "Flashes in Action." Col.
Owsley stated that these pictures
were taken by the Government and
were now owned by the Legion. They
are released, he said, through the
.CJoldwyn Dickering for the Liberty
Legion's own releasing organization,
There—Want It as "Show Winand there had been frequent difficuldow" for that Territory
ties in obtaining a showing in numOne of the interesting statements erous theaters, the witness testified.
made by Edward Bowes of Goldwyn
"Moving pictures is the most potent
at the Federal Trade Commission factor for moulding public opinion and
hearing yesterday was the fact that dominating thought in this country
Goldwyn is dickering for a theater in today," replied Col. Owsley in reply

Gulick of Metro and Powell
Gulick of Interr.-.tional. They
held their first meeting at the
Astor last Tuesday and plan to
lunch the first Tues "-- in every

After K. G. House

(Continued on Page 4)

City.

was learned that this house
is the Liberty, now owned and operHearst to Talk
The theater
ated by Sam Harding.
* William Randolph Hearst
seats 1,000 and is in the downtown*
it

section of the city about equally
situated from Newman's Royal and
It is underst od the
the Newman.
theater is not being sought as a firstrun primarily, although it will, of
course, house the Goldwyn product
first-run, but as a "show window" for
that territory where exhibitors can
watch how the new Goldwyn product
is put over with the public.

Indianapolis

THE FILM DAILY)

Don't miss

Price 5 Cent!

1923

Hal Hodes has been appointed Kansas
Later
manager of Educational's local ex-

Belasco to Coast in June
David Belasco and Lenore Ulric
leave for the Warner studio in Hollywood on June 4th. Mr. Belasco will
of
collaborate on the production
"Tiger Rose," in which Miss Ulric
Jane Ferrell, who playeral of the Goldwyn executives, al- will appear.
though that company's annual con- ed Wawa in the show, will also be
She will apvention in Atlantic City next week included in the party.
pear in the picture.
conflicts.

(Special to

18,

will address the 100 delegates of the Gold-

wyn-Cosmopolitan convention to be
held in Atlantic City on Wednesday.
This marks the first time he has directly come forward in public utterance on behalf of his Cosmopolitan
productions.

German Exports Greater
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Berlin Exports for January to2,700,000 meters, a figure that
tops that of January, 1922. The printaled

Schulberg Buys "Maytime"
B. P. Schulberg has purchased film
rights to "Maytime" from the ShuThe stage play has been sucberts.
cessful for a number of years. In its
picture version, it will be one of the
important releases on the fall schedule of the Al Lichtman Corp.

Young

Joins Schulberg

DAILY)

(Special to THE FILM
cording to Spear, in March when the
No one
Los Angeles Waldemar Young
indictment was dismissed.
Famous Players
at the Hays office cared to comment has resigned from
departon the suit. Neither did Seider at and has joined the scenario
Pictures, Inc.
Preferred
of
ment
Prudential.

—

cipal

customer was France which took
meters; Holland next with

345,000

315,000, Austria with 300,000, Switzerland with 180,000, and Spain with
Raw stock exports for that
105,000.
month dropped to 4,445,000 meters as
compared with 8,113,000 in 1922. The
largest buyer was America with a
total of 1,140,000 meters; Japan, 662,000; Spain, 390,000; Austria, 450,000,
and Belgium, 210,000. The total German exports of exposed film increased
from 11,600,000 meters in 1920 to 17,000,000 in 1921 and to 23,200,000 in
1922.

;

—2&>h

DAILV

"Ashes"
(Special to
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—"Ashes

of

Venge-

Norma Talmadge's new
will

pic-

be

The Talmadge

man.

The Film

Renter,

Fre453a Shaftesbury

.

of

and

the

City

—Thomas

H. Bo-

Empress, has returned

Chicago

— Harry

Gordon,

—

Dallas Atlantic Radio Sales Co.,
has changed its name to Atlantic
Sales Co. This company is the new
distributor of the Simplex projector.
Little Rock, Ark.— F. B. O. has
has opened an exchange here with
John Lanfranconi of Oklahoma City,
Okla. as manager.
The new office
is located at 106 So. Cross St.

—

Quintus R. Thompformer theater manager, has filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in

Waco, Tex.

son,

District Court.
Liabilities
listed at $9,000 and assets $3,500.

ment

Co.,

Inc.,

— Palace

Amuse-

Passaic.

Capital,

"One Week

of Love" to

Gaumont

are

Palmeri in the leading
Parker will direct.

roles.

Albert

E. J. Doolittle, of Selznick's foreign
$100,000.
y a^] department, reports the sale of "One
Author Opposes Art Congress
Week of Love," to Gaumont for
Theodore Dreiser, author and playBismark, N. D.—The Heart River
Other sales include the wright, has rejected the Author's
Amusement Co. Inc., Mandan, N. D. France.
Flynn series, to Albion Cinema Sup- League invitation to attend an art
Capital $5,000.
plies, Ltd., London, for the United congress
in June at which the betterKingdom and the "Branded Four" ment of motion picture standards
Albany Tophole Theater Corp.,
series to the American Trade Ass'n will be discussed.
Dreiser, in a letManhattan.
Capital $25,000.
Infor several South American countries. ter to Rex Beach,
states the league
corporators, J. C. Cohn, E. L. Bishop
might well marshall its forces to fight
and S. Cohen. Attorney, W. S. Klein.
the clean books bill in Albany as a
Stanley House for Camden
primary consideration and take up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del. Mary Roberts Rineother interests later on. The art conhart, Inc.
Capital $300,000.
IncorCamden, N. J.
theater will be
porators, Mary Roberts and Stanley erected costing close to $1,000,000 at gress is bein-- sponsored by Adolph
M. Rinehart,
G. Buchanan. 6th and Market St.; by the Stanley Zukor.
(Capital Trust Co. of DeL)
Co. of America, to be known as the
Stanley Theater of Camden.
It
will seat 2,500.
With the new house
the Stanley Company will have four
^
theaters here, the others being the
for thla "ad"
at your Grand, Colonial and the Towers.
,

from Michigan are:
W. S. McClaren, Jackson; Ph
Gleichman, H. T. Hall, Fred DeLod|
der, F. R. Rumler and J. C. Rittei;
Detroit; C. E. Caddy, Lansing; A. J
Kleist,
Pontiac; Herb Weil, Pow
Huron; Charles Carlisle, Saginaw; J
R. Denniston, Monroe; and G. h
Cross, Battle Creek.

Duratize
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FILMS
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Write for sample or better
still
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waxed,

not

new
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be
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Duratizing
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Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

St, N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

—

—

i

former

publicity man for the Robinhood
Opera Co., has accepted the same
position with the Capitol at Dallas.

—

J.

most important plank

—

—

N.

Ritter's

the adequate financing of the nations
organization.
It is around that poi!
Guthrie, Okla. The summer pa- tion of his platform that he hopes t
vilion and theater at Ellison Lake, beat all other candidates.
was destroyed by fire recently.
The delegates to the conventio

Fred Gerber Seriously 111
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Concord, N. H.—Theater Realty
Corning, N. Y. Fred Gerber, of
Corp., Manchester.
Capital, $350,000.
Parker With Distinctive
Gerber & Stowell, operating the LibDistinctive has purchased "Second
Dover, Del.
B'way Clarendon erty here is seriously ill. The Liberty Youth," a novel by Allan Updegraff,
Corp., Wilmington.
Capital, $1,200,- has withdrawn from its booking ar- and will put it into immediate producrangement with Assoc. Theaters.
000.
tion with Alfred Lunt and Mimi
Trenton,

—

Detroit
Michigan will send 10
exhibitors to Chicago to boost Tit
Ritter
for
the
presidency.
special cars have been engaged.

City.

the

Incorporations

From Michigan
THE FILM DAILY)

Tw

from Atlantic

is

Quotations

.

the Ro-Nile

week.

Oklahoma
land,

damaged

—

—

.

last
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— Fire

—

—

.

(Special to

Dallas

100
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18,

(Special to

than 2,500 swords, 4,000 match-lock
Blytheville, Ark.
James Boyd, of
muskets and 5,000 costumes with all
accoutrements have been made at the the Gem, has purchased the Grand,
United Studios from photographs of and has changed its name to Gem
old costume plates.
More than 1200 No. 2.
people dance the minuet in a ballOklahoma City C. O. Fulghman,
room which is a duplicate of the
Louvre Palace grand ballroom of the recently with Educational, is no v
with Fox at Oklahoma City, assigntime of Charles IX.
"The Huguenot massacre of 1572 ed to Northern Oklah ma.

being filmed with 1700 horsemen
horses and 2,000 'Huguenots.'
Are., London, W. 1.
Enough power was used on the lights
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
employed for the big Louvre ballCliehy.
Interna- room and night massacre scenes to
Central Kmropean Representative
(Czecho-Slo- light the city
tionals
Fihnschau, Prague
of Los Angeles for t\ o
vsJria), Wsntelaplatz.
hours.
Every generator in Los
Angeles was used to light the sets.
Seventy-four electricians, four cameramen, seven "still" cameramen and
Low Oos*
High
a technical staff of more than 300
109
East. Kod...l09^ 108%
700 men is now at work on the producF. P.-L. .. 83
S2ys 82^
600 tion."
do pfd.
300
94J4 94
94J4
l
Goldwyn
900
5/
5%
2
SY&
Leave Italy Shortly
Griffith
Not quoted
"The White Sister" company,
Loew's ... I7s/S \7y2 \7y2
800
Triangle
Not quoted which is now in Italy, is expected to
World
Not quoted leave for home about the end of May.
Charles Lane is already here.
London

News

Southeastern

released in 11 reels.
press department furnishes the following statistics relative
to the pictures:
"It already has cost $650,000 and
$200,000 more will be spent on it.
It will be released in eleven reels and
1,500,000 feet of film will be shot for
the cutting room to assemble. More
ture,

10.

in 11 Reels

THE FILM DAILY)
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Duratized
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ADVERTISE YOUR
2SHORT SUBJECTS

King Vidor—A Goldwyn Director

MATS

FREE
Educational Exchange

LLOm HAMILTON
IN
99

JFIO.B

HAMILTON
'

COMEDY

Four
(Special to

Now

Building
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Philadelphia—The Stanley Co. of
America has four theaters now under
construction,

the Elrae, which will
of the old Bingham
Hotel, 11th and Market Sts., a second
in the Logan section; a third, to be
called the Benn in West Philadelphia
and the last in Atlantic City.

occupy the

site

Goldwryn
**•* Big Things!

THE
lay,

May

18,
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SUMMER PICTURES!
Irst National's

Summer

schedule includes just as big pictures

any other time of the year. It is not holding up the Big ones
or Fall. It doesn 't have to. First National has plenty of big ones
or next season. Look over this list of pictures of June, July and
August—pictures to beat the Hot Spell and Summer amusements.
is

"THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN

"PENROD AND SAM"

WEST"

Booth Tarkington's Sequel to Penrod

An Edwin Carewe

Belasco's great stage

kavid

nted by Edwin

A

Production
success;

pre-

Carewe and adapted by

famous story of American boyhood presented by J. K. McDonald; Directed by WilBeaudine;

liam

Scenario by

Hope Loring

and Lewis Lighton.

lidelaide Heilbron.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
in

"The Fighting Blade"

Beulah Dix's thrilling tale of the effort to
overthrow Cromwell and re-establish the
Royalist line. Presented by Inspiration PicDitures, Inc., Charles H. Duell, president,
rected by John S. Robertson.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
in

"CHILDREN OF DUST"
A Frank Borzage Production
II

picturization of Tristram Tupper's "Ter-

S. Jacobs,
rilliger"; presented by Arthur
Lloyd
Garon,
Pauline
rith Johnny Walker,
Frank
Directed
by
cast.
lughes and all star

lorzage.

A

Maurice Tourneur Production

a circus,

"Toby Tyler"; presented by

Lesser.

(working Title)

A

sparkling

by Lelia Burton Wells;

George du Maurier's great classic, fa-

the world over.
Paris Latin quarters.

mous

An

all

star cast in-

cluding Marie Prevost and Robert Ellis.

in

Richard Walton Tully Production

From

comedy drama of New York soby Louis B. Mayer; written

ciety presented

"TRILBY"

A

John M. Stahl Production

KATHERINE MACDONALD

Tourneur.

Days"

ames Otis' celebrated story of ten weeks
!ol

"THE BRASS BOTTLE"
fascinating comedy drama taken from the
novel and play by F. Anstey; adapted by
Fred My ton; Personally directed by Maurice

in "Circus

"THE WANTERS"

A

A

JACKIE COOGAN

vith

"Dulcy"

uproarious comedy by George Kaufman
and Marx Connelly; Directed by Sidney
Franklin; Presented by Joseph M. Schenck;
Continuity by John Emerson and Anita Loos.

An

A

tale of

London and

"The

Scarlet Lily"

Adapted by Lois Zellner from the story by
Fred Sittenham; Directed by Victor Shertzinger.

Directed by James

Young.

"A MAN OF ACTION"
A Thomas H. Ince Production
Starring Douglas MacLean
\nother of Ince's sparkling comedy-dramas,
with strong supporting cast, including Mar-

de la Motte and Raymond Hatton.
3y Bradley King; Directed by James Home.
guerite

"HER REPUTATION"
First

National Pictures

A

Thomas H.

Ince Production

May McAvoy, Lloyd
Hughes, Casson Ferguson and Winter Hall.
Directed by John Griffith Wray under the
personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince;
Adapted from the novel, "The Devil's Own,"
by Talbut Munday and Bradley King.

All star cast including

You Can Depend on First
National All the Year!

THE

<2!^

DAILY

morning session. Grainger was permitted to answer some of the ques(Continued from Page 1)
tions asked of Bowes because the
to a question by Government counsel latter was unfamiliar with certain
phases of the distributing end of the
as to his views along this line.
Rosenzweig testified that while he Goldwyn activities.
Elek Ludvigh, general counsel for
was in charge of Universal's New
York Exchange that he had endeavor- Famous, was on the stand for a short
ed to secure a showing through Dr. while to identify various documents
Riesenfeld in the Rialto, Criterion or and agreements which are to be inRivoli for "The Virgin of Stamboul," corporated into the record.
"The Devil's Pass Key," and "Blind
While testifying on Wednesday,
Husbands" but had always received Jamie Burnham, a former exhibitor
the same answer "no open book- of Cortland, N. Y., declared that he
ings."
Since being with F. B. O., had lost money on "The Miracle
he testified he had offered "The Third Man," which cost him $500 for CortAlarm" and Ethel Clayton's picture, land, a town of 13,000. He admitted
"Can Women Love Twice," to Joe on cross-examination that he had sold
La Rose, production manager of these his two houses outside of Cortland,
theaters, with the same result.
one in Seneca Falls and the other in
It was finally necessary to rent the Auburn, because they weren't paying.
Astor Theater to obtain a first-run He admitted that all three towns

Hearing Lags

—

New York showing of "The Third were overseated.
Alarm."
He said that he finally got an adRosenzweig admitted that he knew justment from Famous Players rethat Ethel Clayton was formerly a lative to price, and finally got back
Paramount star.
his advance deposit when he threat"Did you know," Swaine asked the ened to sue and not before and
witness, "that Famous Players didn't things were working out pretty well
renew Ethel Clayton's contract be- until "they Hoy'd me."
cause they considered her a poor ac"They what?" asked MacDonald
tress?" Rosenzweig replied that he of Famous Players counsel.
And
was not aware of this fact.
everybody laughed.
During one of the long waits for a
"They Hoy'd me," repeated BurnGovernment witness, the Government ham. "That is to say, the Hoy crowd
counsel were all absent from the got after me."
room. "Where is the counsel for the
And then Burnham went into some
Government," someone asked.
explanation relative to what is known
"Outside coaching another witness," as the Hoy system of reporting. He
Swaine smilingly remarked.
explained that he received letters
Bowes testified on direct examina- from Vitagraph, Famous Players and
tion that the Goldwyn Corporation others with reference to his credit

—

owns a 50% interest in the Capitol
theater, and that this step had been
taken to insure a
York run for
Goldwyn nictures.
Goldwyn, he
stated, had never experienced any
difficulty in securing first runs over
the country, declaring that all Gold-

—

standing.
The attorneys

Friday,

Keeping in Touch
GOLDSTONE PRODS.

PHIL

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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18,
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LINCOLN
in

Film Daily:
hasten to enclose my check
covering one year's subscription
I

Film Daily.
I do not want to miss even
one day's issue of your valued
paper, as I find that your news
items keep me in touch with

"The

RIGHT

for

conditions covering
the entire world.

Please forward to
of the

of the

A

Cast.

a copy

110

Zenith Pictures Corp'n
40th St.
N. Y. C

W.

Year Book.
Yours very truly,

PHIL GOLDSTONE

STUDIO FOR RENT

Enc.

L. A. Schools to
(Special to

Use Films

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Films will be used
as a part of the school curriculum in
the future.

Akra Buys Norca Release
Akra Sales Corp. has purchased
"With Naked Fists" for all of Latin
America, Cuba and Mexico, from
Norca Pictures.

New

Great Picture With a Greij

practically

me

STR0NGES1!

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Albany

Enterprises,

300

West

49th Street

\£fotfadet&tfnl

Company Formed

Theater

(Special to

Double equipment, two stages
two new sets of lights witl
every modern device. Size o
building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mitt en thai,

Genessee Theatrical

Inc.,

of

Batavia,

Look

Better and Wear Longei

has

been incorporated here with a capital
of $5,000.
N. D. Dipson and J. R.
Osborne are named as the incor-

when porators.
explain why the
the
Metro Buys Stories
Hoy system broke up, declaring that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a quarrel with an exhibitor in Philadelphia resulted in a suit against
Los Angeles Metro has purchased
1
Hoy.
Burnham declared he could three new stories: "Held to Answer,"
wyn pictures had received first runs not remember the name of the ex- by Peter Clark MacFarlane; "To
that were justified by the quality of hibitor who brought the suit.
It May Concern,' by Rita
the picture.
Weiman and "The Spirit of the
Goldwyn plans to put out about 40
Road," by Kate Jordon.
Palace, Watertown, Burns
feature pictures during the current
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
season, Bowes said.
About 18 have
Need Cash
Animal Week In Detroit
Watertown, N. Y. Fire caused
already been released this season.
(Special
to
THE
FILM
DAILY)
LOANS IN ANY AMOUNT
The witness testified that Goldwyn $1,00 damage to the Palace last week.
Detroit The past week has seen a
had forged greatly to the fr~nt durTO RELIABLE CONCERNS
deluge
of
animal
pictures
in
this
city.
Maurice Caplan To The Coast
ing the last year.
"I am compelled
Four first-run houses showed the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to reluctantly admit," he said, "that
Detroit Maurice Caplan left Tues- films, and a number of vaudeville
Goldwyn made enviable headway last
Consultations Invited
day for the coast, accompanied by houses staged several big animal acts.
year."
"Hunting Big Game In Africa" playGovernment counsel was unsuc- Harry Hillier, cameraman. Caplan ed the Broadway-Strand; "Trailing
will
make
pictures
for
the
Women's
cessful in drawing from the witness
1123 Broadway
African Wild Animals," the Madison;
the statement that Goldwyn's ac- Benefit Assoc, of the Maccabees.
the
Washington housed "Martin
quisition of theaters in different parts
Johnson Animal Pictures," made two
Suite 1207-8
'Phone Watkins 4522
Gives Up Century Publicity
of the country was made necessary in
years ago; and the Colonial "The
Mrs. Maud Robinson Toombs has
order to secure first run showings.
Soul of the Beast."
Bowes stated that Goldwyn has an resigned as director of Publicity for
interest in about 25 theaters in dif- Century Comedies. David Bader will
ferent cities, of which four are first- take her place.
Mrs. Toombs, will
run. Negotiations are under way, he continue as assistant to Paul Gulick,
said, for the lease of a theater in Director of Publicity for Universal.
224 Flatbusb Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kansas City, not to insure first runs,
Manufacturers
of
New House for Staten Island
he pointed out, but to be used for
The Johnson & Moses Theatrical
exploitation of Goldwyn pictures.
Goldwyn's first run houses, he said, Co. has started work on a new theare in New York, Denver, Milwaukee, ater to be built at Port Richmond,
and Los Angeles.
Goldwyn, he Staten Island. The new theater will
stated, will not exhibit its product at seat 2400 and will be ready in NoHearst's new Park Theater.
This vember.
picture and vaudeville
(weather proof)
question was asked in connection with policy will be followed similar to that
All Colors
$2.50 per quart
the recent announcement that Cos- of the Liberty also owned by Tohn-

New
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tried

squabbled

to
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GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

G. P. C.
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A

will
distribute
through son & Moses.
Goldwyn.
James R. Grainger, general sales
Jane Grey will
manager of Goldwyn, was also at the Governor's Lady"
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for Fox.
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Golf Competition

Roth Resigns

— No

Four Companies Each Have
Reason Assigned
Four— 86 All Told
for Change
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In point of number, Universal ha
Los Angeles Eugene H. Roth, entered more names in the gq
No fur- tournament than any other comp,
as resigned at Universal.

J. A. Koerpel, district manager of Goldwyn in Cleveland,
turned in a wonderf 1 score in
a recent match game with Dr.
M. A. Loring on the Highland
Cleveland.
Golf
Course
at
Koerpel, playing in great form
turned in a card of 79 on a
course of par 72 for 18 holes,
winning his match in easy

—

her statement is made at Universal
;ity relative to this.
Roth joined Universal in March as

to date: five all told, including Julius

Laemmle, the youngest

srolf nlayer in
the film business. Close on the heels
of Universal are Hodkinson, In c ~ '-a-

p e c i a 1 representative of Carl
In view of his long ex- tion, Al Lichtman Corp. and Joseph
..aemmle.
lerience as an exhibitor in San Fran- M. Schenck Prod., each with four
:isco, it was figured that his advice golfers or goofers, as the c .se may be.
Of course, inasmuch as George Galvould be invaluable in helping Unidetermine a production lup is on the committee, it was exto
versal
policy that would meet exhibitor de- pecieci he would corral the Hodkinson
staff for the tournament.
So Calhm
tiands.
Shortly after Roth joined Universal, sold the idea to Foster Gilroy, his
Hunting Big Game in Afrecia" was side-kick and then persuaded Ravtarned over to Universal for distribu- mond Pawley and W. F. Seymour
ion, follwing a long and successful to chime in.
Someone over at Inspiration got
un at the Lyric, New York.
:

working
R. H. Cochrane of Universal, had
'io

comment

to

make

to

relative

Furresignation yesterday.
the coast dis'her than confirmir
patch and adding that tl.e relations
between Universal and Roth were
Perfectly amicable, he had nothing
o say.
Roth's

Kane Conferring With Ray
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Arthur S. Kane
lere conferring

To

is

his

game

in

time* out this year.
Koerpel issues a for. il challenge to meet the winner of the

the

third

FILM DAILY

Golf

Tourna-

ment.
condition of this match
to be 36 holes, 18 to be played

The
is

Highland
Cleveland
the
course and the other 18 to he
played at the option of the opponent.
on

week and lined up RobHenry King, and the two

—

Boyce and E. L. to send
laces
applications, so that
Inspiration with one sweep of the pen
Two on Broadway
right up front.
Now that Jack Bachmann at the
Metro will have tw6 pictures on
Lichtman office belongs to two Broadway next week, "Trailing Wild
country clubs and Henry Ginsberg is African Animals" at the Capitol, and
more or less secretly taking private "Soul of the Beast" at the Rivoli.
lessons every day, it was a foregone
conclusion that they would set aside
Bruce Series of 10 For Educ'l
June 5 as an all-play-and-no-work
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
day. Then Bachmann got Al Lichtman interested and Ginsberg, Sam
Robert Bruce has
Portland, Ore.
Schwartzman pepped up. That's the arrived to spend the summer in the
reason for those entries.
Northwest, making scenics
Pacific
Over at the Schenck office, Felix which will be distributed through
And if Educational. The present contract
Feist is on the committee.
'a committee member can't get his calls for 10 pictures.
So
own gang to come out, well
Feist lined up Joe Schenck, Louis
Universal Lists Six
Brock and Eddie Mannix and jacked
Smiths

in

J.

their

—

with Charles Ray.

Convention from Coast

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Sam Grand has

—

manner.
So enthused over

this

ert Harris,

(Special to

I

left

or the Chicago convention.
P. A. Powers is also going to the
Chicago meeting.

—

his total

up to

On

Lieber
Koerpel Challenges

,eaves Universal After Brief Period Universal Tops List with Five Entries
of Service

Price 5 Cents

1923

19,

.

Universal has listed six Jewels for

four.

Testimony Reveals
for Next Year
Until

Stand

1st Nat'l

— No

Plans 52

Hearing

Monday

With Government counsel

in the
Federal Trade Commission's attempt
to
prove
that
Famous
players
and subsidiary
organizations
are
operating
in
restraint
of
trade
rounding
up
witnesses
to
help
prove the Government's trust allegations, and with the last few witnesses
examined apparently failing to deliver
testimony
incriminating
to
Famous the last few days' sessions
have developed into a humdrum routine, and yesterday
after the brief
testimony of Robert Lieber, president
of First National, the hearing was

adjourned until 10.30 Monday. Government counsel hope to have more
witnesses ready by that time.
Robert T. Swaine, cross examining
for the respondents asked Lieber, who
had previously been under direct examination, if he had seen the dispatch
in

the

FILM DAILY

of

May

14,

quoting M. L. Finkelstein as saying
that First National will release 52
pictures during the current year, but
will only produce 16, relying upon
other producers for the balance, and
if
Finkelstein was correct.
Lieber
replied that he had read the
despatch, and that the statement was substantially correct.
(Continued on Page 2)

FILM

DAILY

New Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Bennett Forms
(Special to

—

Albany
Whitman Bennett has
formed a new company here known
as Film Traders, with" headquarters
in

Yonkers.

The

capitalization

is

$20,000.

Associated Gets "Copperfield"

Roy Crawford of Associated ExGrand Engages Bosworth
Tied for third place are Famous release this fall and winter. "Merry(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Players, First National, F. B. O. and Go-Round" is the first, to be released hibitors, has closed a c ntract f r
Los Angeles Sam Grand has en-^ Goldwyn with three each. This tip in September; "A Lady of Quality" the distribution in the United States
jaged Hobart Bosworth to appear ij» should be enough for some enterpris- in October; "Jewel" in November; and Canada of "David Copperfield,"
Norman ing individual in each of those organi- "The Acquittal" in December; "Tur- release to be 'in the fall. Negotiaby
Ship"
'The
Blood
.

—

'Springer.

January and "Up the Ladder" tions for the feature were carried on
February. "The Hunchback of with Andre Olsen. representing the
Notre Dame" will be released as a Nordisk Film Compagni of Copenhagen.
super-Jewel.
noil" in

zations.
(Continued on Page 3)

London Premiere
Marion Davies sails for London on
he Olympic today to make personal
Sails for

in

Sees Drive Against F. P. Shorts
The Evening Post financial editor
Ray Lewis Here
ippearances at the Scala theater, Lon- said yesterday:
The probable schedule of Jewels
Lewis,
publisher of the CanRay
will
lon, where "Little Old New York"
"Weakness in Famous Players common, for the remainder of the season
which has been evident for several days, was be "White Tiger" starring Priscilla adian M. P. Digest, the only trade
vill open on June 3rd.
somewhat accentuated this morning when the
Home" starring paper in Canada was in New York
Action of the stock Dean; "Wanted a
stock broke below 77.
Babv Peggy; "The Magician," starr- yesterday. In commenting on conis, of course, connected by most market obsarvers with the testimony in the Trade Com- ing
"The Storm ditions in the Dominion, Miss Lewis
Valli;
Virginia

Some

Relative

Inside Stuff
to

the

making

"The Covered Wagon"

will ap-

pear in Sunday's issue of

FILM DAILY.
Don't miss

it.

of

THE

mission's suit against the concern, but signs
are not wanting that the bear party has not
hesitated to make use of this development for
The short interest in Faits own purposes.
mous Players is supposed to be very considerable, and in fact just before the break
in the market on April 30 there were widespread rumors in the Street that a drive
against the shorts in this issue was planned
for the near future."

Daughter," starring Priscilla Dean;
"Court Martialled," starring Reginald
Denny; and "Damned" with Barbara
La Marr.

Edward Sedgwick
year contract.
Gibson.

He

has signed a five
will

direct

that if American distributors
would make a real effort to study
Canadian conditions and not attempt
to run their business up there from
New York, they would get more

said

of the country than they
are at present.

Hoot revenue out

—

DAILY
Cleveland Arbiters Function
fur
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(Special to

—
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Arbitration
Joint
Cleveland A
Board, consisting of three exchange
managers and three exhibitors, has
been here to settle differences between exchanges and exhibitors. Exarc
appointed
managers
change
George W. Erdinann. First Natoinal;
C. E. Almy, Metro and J. E. Beck,
lames
Exhibitors
are
Vitagraph.
Dunlavy of Akron, representing t'.ie
M. P. T. O. of this O. E. Leilas,
Exhibitors'
Cleveland
representing
Ass'n and A. E. Ptak. representing
both members of the M. P. T. O. and
the Cleveland Exhibitors Ass'n.

THE

H\ll
Y

N

Wagon" in Boston
THE FILM DAILY)
"The Covered Wagon"

"Covered

Lieber

Saturday,

On

May

19,

1923

Rocky Mountain Prod. Formed;
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stand

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Los Angeles Backed by Cheyeni
Lieber testified that the principal Wyoming capital, the Rocky Mou
reason for his becoming one of the tain Prod., Inc., have been formed
original Frist National franchise hold- produce for state rights distributi
ers was to insure getting a permanent through Anchor Film Dist, Inc. T
supply of pictures for his Circle The- company will star Bill Patton in
He said that series of eight pictures under sup<<!
ater at Indianapolis.
he was partly influenced by Para- vision of Alvin J. Neitz.
Two sjj
mount's demand that exhibitors show- cials yearly are planned. "The Da!
ing the Paramount brand contract for gerous Trail" with Irene Rich, No]
"I wanted to Beery and Tully Marshall has ;J
52 pictures a year.
Officers a:|
pick out my own pictures," he said. ready been completed.
He said he was first approached with J. G. Laycock, president; W. H. Phi
regard to First National's organiza- lips, vice-president, and F. W. Raj
tion by J. D. Williams, hut could mond, secretary and treasurer.
not recall whether or not Paramount's
"52 or none" policy was discussed.
Viola Dana's Next Two
Viola Dana's next two pictur
Lieber recalled a meeting at Zukor's
1

Whom

It M;
country place attended by himself, for Metro will be "To
Zukor, H. D. H. Connick, S. R. Concern" and "The Spirit of ti
Monday night. Kent. Arthur Loew, Sam Katz and Road."
Irving Muck, 738 S.
Lgo Representative
Wabash Ave.
The meeting,
A. H. Blank in 1921.
redLondon » Representative Ernest \V.
Bowers Signs With Principal
Maurice H. Binger Dead
he said, was merely to discuss the
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ave.. London, W. 1.
depressed and nervous condition of
de
Rue
Film,
42
Le
Representative
Angeles John Bowers h
Los
Pans
London Maurice H. Binger, man- the industry at that particular time.
Clichv.
signed
contract with
Princip
a
director
Hollandia
Film
Co.,
Hawkins,
examining
for
the
aging
of
Gaylord
InternaRepresentative
F.uropean
Centra!
His first part will be
(Czecho-Slo- is dead.
Prague
Filraschatl,
tional
Government, wanted to know it the Pictures.

California— Walter

!

Hollywood

'Phone,

Hollywood Blvd.

1

Greene.

R.

—
—

1

1

to

ial

—

Boston
opens at the Majestic

!•

—

—

—

—

Wenzelsplatz.

vakia).

Two More Resign
THE FILM DAILY)

"When

real purpose of the meeting was not
to discuss the situation resulting from
certain of the Famous Players thebeing
First
National
subaters

Man's a Man."

a

Fred Rumler Resigns
Hit FILM DAILY)
Salts
Low Close
Los Angeles Aibrey Stauffer and franchise holders, but Lieber replied
High
Detroit Fred
R.
Rumler, fo*
109
300 Milton Swartz have resigned as mem- that as far as he could recall this years treasurer of the M. P. T. I
East. Kod. .109*4 109
has resigned because of ill health,
78% 74% 74% 7,900 bers of the Lasky scenario depart- question was not taken up.
T.
I>.-1

Quotations

do.pfd

—

dwyn

17H

Triangle

World

—

—

Incorporations

—

Dover,

L.
Del.
Philadelphia.

&

H.

looking for a type to play the

picture.

$25,000.

executive phase

.&

Says Censors Orders Are Ignored

Trust

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Mrs. C. E. Siegesmund,
head of the motion picture committee
Austin, Tex. The Strand Theater of the Buffalo Federation of Womens'
Capital $30.01)0. Clubs, in a recent address before the
Co., Wichita Falls.
Incorporators, W. M. Moore, B. J. W. C. T. U., declared that the censor's orders to eliminate certain scenes
Shaw and J. L. McMahon.
in pictures are completely ignored by
Co.)

—

Albany— Special

Enterprise,

Capital $20,000.
A. B. Garrick and
Attorney, H. G. Kosch.
hattan.
tors,

Albany
Capital

— Elenge

$5,000.

Man-

IncorporaBerger.

J.

Prod. Manhattan.
Incorporators, W.

—

Karl H. Lee,
Pitchlynn and I. C. McCoy.

corporators,

000.

W.

— The

Ernest

Capital $50.Incorporators. G. N. Short, W.
W'isner and G. R. Good.

—

Albany Garsson Enterprises, Manhattan. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,
H. Aitken, G. M. Arthur and R. A.
Attorney, C. E. BuckCarstensen.
ner.

Albany

— Emfka

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis Suit for $3800 damages
has been filed in the Circuit Court
by the Hi-Pointe Amusement and
Realty Co., against F. B. O., alleging
that on Jan. 25 they contracted for
"The Third Alarm" but that the picture was delivered to competitors on
the date specified in their contract.
The allegations were denied at the
F. B. O. office.

Greater Butte

Co., Butte.

Picture Co.,

Cleared of Fraud Charge
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY*£

—

Muskegon, Mich. By an^'iirder
Judge John Vanderwerp, Ffank E.
Sayles, former treasurer and organizer
of the American Amusement Co..
which planned to promote a chain of
theaters in western Michigan, was
cleared of charges of fraud, and the

affairs of the company ordered closed.
Man- The Muskegon Trust Company is the

Incorpo- receiver and the decree provides that
Capital $50,000.
rators, B. J. Babin, R. Silverman and the assets are to be divided among
M. C. Friedberg. Attorneys, Green- stockholders and creditors of the
corporation.
baum, Wolff & Ernst.

hattan.

of

operations

being

mg

leai

role.

handled by J. D. Williams and Harry
Schwalbe.
Williams'
theory
was
Cleveland Buys Papal Film
"bigger and better" pictures he said.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In response to Swaine's cross quesCleveland W. J. Benedict of tl
tion as to the percentage of First
National Exploitation Co., has a
National pictures shown at the Circle
quired the Pope Pius Xlth picture
at Indianapolis, the witness answered
made in Rome by the San Man
about 60%.

—

Film

Co.,

for all of

North Americ

He

has sold the Ohio, Michigan, 111
Mission Film Co. Reorganizes
nois,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, We
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Virginia and District of Columb
Hollywood
The Mission Film territory to a group of business me
Co. has been completely reorganized
with
the
following
Cleveland Arthur Whyte, of tl
new officers:
Leon Rice, president; D. W. Pol- Keith interests while in Clevelar
lard,
vice-president; D. G. Haver- stated that Keith's East 105th S
make, secretary and treasurer, De house will show a combination pi
Witte Hagar, production .manager ture and vaudeville program soo
and Norman Walker business man- instead of straight vaudeville.
ager.
David Kirkland has been ea-,1
gaged to direct "The Barefoot Bo ,"
"En emies of Women" will play
production on which has just startj
second week on Broadway beginnir
at the Fine Arts lot.
Sunday at the Rialto.

—

Louis Exhibitor Sues F. B. O.

St.

(Special

Oklahoma City Vinita Amusement Co., Vinita. Capital $1,000. In-

Helena, Mont.

exhibitors.

St.

Eddinger, A. Lewis and M. Gordon.
Attorney, A. H. Mittleman.

Amusement

local

f.

j

Exchange

Capital

Guarantee

(Corporation

—

resolution of appreciation was exten:
90/2 800 ment.
The witness persisted that the ed him at the last meeting.
Not quoted
meeting was merely a perfunctory
Not quoted
Clayton P. Sheehan Returns
affair and that only general phases of
Wray to Direct "Anna Christie"
16/2 16/2 1500
Returning after a six months' trip picture business were discussed.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted through South America Clayton P.
Lieber said that his duties as presi
Los Angeles John Griffith Wr;
Not quoted Sheehan, of Fox paints the countries
dent of First National at the outset w ;n
direct
"Anna Christie"
he visited Brazil, Peru and Chile
of that organization's activities were. Thomas H. Ince.
The producer
as a real promised land for American
chiefly honorary and advisory, the

Griffith

Co.,

(Special to

90J4

92J4

Skew's

(Special to

—

—

§

f

Charles Brabin directing Elinor Glyn's
"Six Days'
9

GoUwyn
"""^s

Big Things
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Golf Competition
(Continued from Page

PatneNews
EWS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

There are
two each
Samuels,
America,
Artists.

five

1)

companies that have

Pathe,
Rueben
Stanley Co. of
Warner Bros, and United
The total entries to date
listed;

the

Inc.,

are 86.

Backward

No. 41

individuals need not be
because it isn't necessary to be
monuan expert player. If the e-tries could
Washsee each other's average scores what
Yerba
so,

Weeks

visits Porto
Rico
Alexander Hamilton in
gton; water battle among the gobs at
Orleans in France celelena Island, Cal.
stes birth of Joan of Arc; helicopter makes

cretary

;

ent erected to

a

lot

of

;

w

record in Paris; big

Uifornia;

conflagration in

oil

Levi-

British royalty visits Italy;

han goes to Boston;

etc.,

new

conjured

be

tournament
real hounds

stories would have to
up.
The idea of the
after all, is to give the

a chance to indulge in
national sport and then have a
real party at the beefsteak at lught.
Even if you don't play golf, vou eat,
so come out for the dinner.
Here are the entires, to date:

the

etc.

"

today
Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Hollywood
gned with

— Edward

Hearn has
O. to appear in

B.

F.

esterns.

West

Roland

expects

to

start

Craftsmen Lab.
Ahcoate, Jack, Film Daily.
Anderson, R. V., Universal.
Aronson, Al., 15-40 Broadway
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp.
Beach, F. A., United Artists.
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch &
L.,

Co.
Black, Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels.
Inc.

Boyd, Alex. R., Stanley Co.
Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.

"The Deep Purple" soon.

Brockell, F. M.,

"Fat"

Carr

repla :d
yers in the cast of "Littie

First National.

Chamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export.
Louise Fazenda has been signed for Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade
le of the important roles in "The
Review
Did Diggers."
Danby, Robert, Ivan B. Nordheim
Co.
Actual production on "Long Live
e King" has been started by the "Danny," Film Daily.
Diebel, C. W., Youngstown, O.
jogan unit.
supporting

in the

Norma Talmadge

of

St

is

in

"Ashes

Vengeance."
Alfred Hustwick, since 1919 a
with Lasky, has signed a
tig-term contract.
•iter

"Barbara Winslow,
;

Rebel,"

title

new

Con-

Kurtzman

now in charge
studio publicity for Warn
Bros.,
cceeding Andy Hervey, who has
Cleo Madison has finished
r he

lich
|iy

Man

work on

she played the
Bates Post.

for

Moore's

Thea

In the suit of Frank G. Hall against
the Penn. Import & Export Co., to
restrain the defendant from prosecuting suit against him for $167,900 on
notes
of
the
Hallmark Pictures,
Supreme Court Justice Lehman has
denied the application with permission to renew it after Hall has filed
The court said
a new complaint.
that the complaint in the case fails
to show that Hall has a defense to
the action on the notes.
Hill contends that the defendant agreed to
accept $15,000 in full payment of the
claim, but the court says that if the
agreement of settlement was without
any consideration it would not be
the basis of any equitable rights of
the plaintiff, "however unconscionable the behavior of these defendants
may be."

ers,

Wash.

Wm.

Moore,

L.,

Moore's Theah

rs.

Wash.
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp
Panccast, Charles, Chicago Tribune
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.

Pearson, Elmer R., Pathe.
Quinn, J. M., Yitagraph.
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.
Rowland, R. A., First National.
A default judgment for "7,194 has
Ryan, James, Fox Film
been filed in the Supreme Court for
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels, Frederic E. Klein against the Zora
Realty Co., a dummy corporation for
Inc.
Patrick A. Powers in which name he
Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
took title to the Robertson-Cole
Schenck, Jos. H.
building when he bought it last June
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
at the same time that he took title
to the personal assets of RobertsonSchwab, F. E.
Schwartzman, Sam, Al Lichtman Cole under the name of F. B. O.
Klein alleged that Powers engaged
Corp.
i

|

!

Seligsberg, W. N., 43 Cedar St.
Seymour, W. F., Hodkinson.
Siegel, Henry, c/o Warner Bros.
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.

Smith,

J.

Boyce,

Inspiration

Pict.,

Inc.

Smith, E. L., Inspiration Pict., Inc
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.
Warner, Abe, War er Bros.
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Field, Harry, United Artists.
Warner, H. M., War...r Bros.
Fields, Seymour, Eggers Photo En- Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pi graving
tures.
Fish, D. W.. Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Wilson, F. G., Reeland Pub. Co.
Gallup, G. B., Hodkinson.
Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
Garrett, Sidney, Inter-Globe Exnort. Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory.
Ellison, Millard.
A., Pathe.

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

Strike," in
lead opposite

George Walsh, Bessie Love, CarMyers, Wally Van, Eulelie JenEdward Connelly have been
|{3 and
st

Tom,

Moore,

the

him to find a buyer for the building
at $705,000 but when he induced Arthur Greenbaum and Nathan Wilson,
to take it on the terms offered, the
property was withdrawn from the
market and he lost $7,750 in commissions.

Powers was

also

named

as a

defendant but the papers were not
served on him and the corporation
did not defend the action.

Antonio Moreno has returned to
where he will play opposite
Nola Negri in "The Spanish Dancer."
the coast

—

it's

free

don't miss

it

-

the big

convention number

universal

From Ten

::1

•

Picture Co. to restrain
Machine Co. from
Precision
breaking a contract under which the
plaintiff has the right to sell Simplex
projectors exclusively in Michigan
until next fall.

.

is

signed.

gan Motion

Grainger, Jas., Goldwyn
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal.
Hammons, E. W., Educational.
Harris, Robert, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Hays, Will H.
Howells, B. F., David P. Howells.
Johnston, Wm. A., 'M. P. News.
Kane, R. T., Famous Players.
Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
King, Henry, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players.
Laemmle, Julius, Universal
Lichtman, Al., Al Lichtman Corp.
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.

Eschmann, E.

ince Talmadge's next picture, will
released as "The Dangerous Maid."

Charles

Justice Ford has
granted the application of the Michi-

'

mes."

Courtney Foote

Supreme Court

I

Brown, George, Universal
Brown, J. S., M. P. Arts.
Harry Butts, F. W., Butts Lith. Co.
Johnny C~sey, C. E., Strand, White Plains.

tooting

has

Abrahams,

In the Courts

E. K., M. P. News.
Gilroy, Foster, Hodkinson.
Ginsberg, H., Al Lichtman Corp.
Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Gillett,

weekly
My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

—

"The Magic Skin."

fack Boland, for eight years with
Kimball Young as assistant di>:tor, has been engaged in a similar
sacity at the Lasky studio, where
I
will aid Alfred E. Green in the
pduction of "To the Ladies."
lara

'

WALTER

R.

GREENE.

THE COMMITTEE:
E.

Kendall

Gillette,

The Motion

Picture News.

Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadwav
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.

dated

May

26th

now

in the mail and at

your universal
exchange bubbling
over with

— big news! -

—^^h

DAILV

<M

is

how a

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Stuart Stages "Old Fiddler's Contest

For "The Flame

up.

Right

will represent the city at a state-wide
contest to be staged at Paris, Mo., in

Card read: "The Flame of Life"
Grand at the Grand. See it.

1919

Exploitation

—

Decorate Lobby With Stars
Johnston,
Pa.
Manager W. F.
Bittner of the Cambria, made valu-

—

Greensburg, Pa. During the recent
run of "Gimme," at the Strand, a able use of the 24-sheet posters for
tag day was launched by the manage- "The Strangers' Banquet" as an exment as an exploitation tie-up for the ploitation feature. He cut out the
film.
heads of the 23 stars, used as a bor2.000 special tags, bearing the word der around the poster and pasted
"Gimme," were distributed by school each one on star shaped beaver board
children, giving a tag day effect. A cut-outs. These "stars within a star"
teaser campaign was also used, tying were hung on wires in the lobby and,
the production up with local events. coupled with a six sheet cut-out, enlargements and frames of stills, they
the theater a ver\ attractive apgave
Nat'l
Perfume
Show
Free Display At
Joe Weil and Harry Ormiston cooperated with the Delica Laboratories

ing on "The Abysmal Brute" was
planted at the Delica booth in the
center of the hall.
sign reading

incidentally in its exploitation for
that picture.
Manager Nate Wagner
and A. Mike Vogel, fixed over a fourpanel three-sheet board and pasted
up all newspaper clippings of Pola
Negri's arrival in America, that could

"No Wonder Reginald Denny was
infatuated!. She uses Delica Brow"
up

the picture with the toilet
preparation.
3-sheet cut out of
Pnscilla Dean was used on the opposite side of the booth.
series
of 8 x 10 photos on "The Flirt" comthe
display,
and advance
pleted
teaser
heralds
on the "Abysmal
Brute" were distributed with samples
of the preparation.
tied

A

A

1920

—

street

ballyhoo

Erie,

Pa.

—The

Pola Negri

first

Perry theater sold
and "Bella Donna"

Providence and the famous Boston
Store agreed to place heralds in each
package done up. A tie-up was made
with the Waldorf, Astor and Belmc"t
Lunch rooms, heralds were distributed there.
The Narragansett, the
Dreyfus and the cigar stands in the
Biltmore Hotel also used heralds.
Eight newsboys inserted the heralds
their newspapers in return for
in
passes to the pictures.

"Gimmie" buttons were

distributed
to the students of the technical high
school and at the Summers Street
high school. 30 boys were engaged
help distribute buttons at the
to
schools and practically every newsboy in the city wore a button.

real exhib-

"special" right in Chicago.

1920

— Cleveland—several hundred exhibitors.
The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

—Minneapolis—several

1921

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a
"special"

The

usual place for such a display
the lobby, but they engaged a man
to shoulder a box-like contrivance
and hoof it through the streets. He
stopped at various intersections, did
a little spiel, and soon had a crowd
trying to read the clippings.
The
police were instructed not to see him.

thousand exhib-

itors.

right in

printer's strike on

is

Minneapolis with a

and the mercury about

100 in the shade.

—Washington—several

1922

"Bella Donna" now in the
stores brought six big windows for the theaters. Four windows
were secured for the novel, and the
managers of two of the stores were
given fanfotos to hand out with each

thousand exhib-

itors.

The Film Daily was again on the

job,

printing right in Washington.

purchase.

made by Screen Tests Exploit "Souls for Sale"
poster of each
Portland,
Ore. Manager
Paul

sides of a large truck.
Heralds for
both pictures were placed in various
stores
and restaurants throughout

crowd of

real

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

be found.

was

taking the 24-sheet
production and placing them on the

— Chicago—a

Clippings on Tour

Crull.

A

—a handful of exhibitors.

itors.

The song

Bill

Louis

"special" right in St. Louis.

"Mad Love" and "Gimme" On One music
Providence "Mad
Love"
and
"Gimme" were booked for a double
bill at the Victory and were put over
through the exploitation staged by
Buddy Stuart, assisted by Harry

St.

"special" right in Cleveland.

News

A

—

The Film Daily (then Wid's) printed a

pearance.

for a tie-up at the National Perfume
show which just closed at the 7lst
40 x 60 paintRegiment Armory.

A

the Line

is

June.

Tag Day, Popular

Down

of Life"

—

—

Topeka Attached to every cigar
Louis Hcrschal Stuart of the
Missouri hooked-up with the Times lighter, or placed on the counter at
on an old fiddler's contest to be staged cigar stands was a stunt of E. D.
The winner Keilmann, manager of the Grand.
at the theater May 14.
St.

19,

Send along

how you cleaned

Let the other fellow know

vour ideas.

May

Over

Putting It
Here

Saturday,

—

Noble, of the Liberty, stopped traffic
with a street ballyhoo when he played
"Souls for Sale," and put over a
double-truck tie-up with the Oregonian.

Noble announced that in connection
with the showing of the picturization
of a star's life, he would extend to 30
girls the opportunity of having screen
tests made, to determine their fitness

the screen.
A truck company
furnished a truck to advertise the

And now comes Chicago again —week
21.

In the Coliseum.

You'll find the

paper published right on the ground.

you

see a live wire

who

of

little

name

will be

old

And

if

reads anything else

during the convention, tag and label him.
first

May

His

Unusual.

for

stunt.

A director and cameraman were obtained from Premium Pictures
Four
Kleig lights and a Warner spot were
also placed on the truck, with the
camera. The truck was covered with
banners announcing "Souls for Sale"
and the screen tests which were made
the day of the opening in front of the
house.

Do you know a better "buy" to reach those
who attend the convention as well as the

—

rest of the country?

192
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Features Reviewed

in detailed analysis of conditions finds
business generally good.
Sol Lesser and First National franchise holders sponsoring buying combine. Would include product now

handled by First National exchanges, aside from
circuit attractions.

Tuesday

West Coast

Loew's State, Los
Angeles and Loew's Warfield, 'Frisco from Loew
organization.
Lease totals $7,500,000.
Reported
West Coast after Rothschild houses in 'Frisco.
Non-theatrical -producers and distributors hold dinner
at Delmonico's to discuss get-together.
Jack White expected to sign new contract with EduTheaters, Inc.. lease

cational.

Adolph Zukor on
Gladys Walton

CROSSED WIRES

in

Page

Universal

Stoll Prod.

Shirley

—

Mason

5

LOVEBOUND

in

Page

Fox

S.

Famous

Cohen

Young

CORDELIA THE MAGNIFICENT
Page

Herbert Rawlinson in

7

FOOLS AND RICHES
Page

Universal

Thomas

6

in

8

dispenses gifts

Government

suit against
A. Edison lauds educa-

tional value of motion pictures.
Al Lichtman buys rights to 'The Virginian."
Famous Players Canadian Corp. to list big stock issue
in Canadian stock exchanges.
Move presages expansion in Dominion.

Thursday

homa

Harry Garson Prod.— Metro

to testify in

Players.

Government
Clara Kimball

home town

Wednesday

3

THE PRODIGAL SON
Page

visit to

generously to inhabitants.

Sydney

Release undetermined

picture

for record price.

Paul Mooney

Copyright, 1923. Wid't Film »nd Film Folks, Inc.
Published

Fox purchases "This Freedom," Knglish-made

N.

finishes

exhibitor.

Y.,

Famous

to

examination of

Calls Jamie

describe

alleged

J.

C. Boss, Okla-

Burnham,
coercive

of Cortland,

methods

of

Players.

Fifty local exhibitors to attend Chicago convention.

Hodkinson's extensive advertising of "Down to Sea"
for local runs proves successful.
Jesse L. Lasky purchases "West of Water Tower,"
"Rita Coventry," "Big Brother" and Blasco Ibanez
original story for production.

Tom Mix

STEPPING FAST

in

Page

Fox
Walter Hiers

SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR

in

Pa g e

Paramount

William Russell

9

in

10

BOSTON BLACKIE
Page

Fox

11

Friday
at hearing fail to show up.
F. J. Godsol buys Roosevelt theater, Chicago as personal venture. Balaban and Katz to continue operaGoldwyn deal under way for leasing the Libtion.
erty, Kansas City from Sam Harding.
Minnesota and Michigan hire special trains to convey
delegations to Chicago convention.

Government witnesses

Robert Lieber

Saturday
commission hearing. Veri-

testifies at

report of First National's 52 for next year.
Eugene H. Roth resigns from Universal.
fies

Page

Short Stuff

"Pardoning the bad

is

13

injuring the

good"—Benjamin

Franklin.

—

THE
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Some
pretty

Wagon"

conceded

well

that

One

only in this country, but in the world.

men

posted

mous

—

"The Covered

one of the greatest pictures made.

is

production

in

— not

Not

left

the office

-wondering what had happened.

here, for the

first

facts relative to the production

— not

Famous

publicity department of

some

is

it

the

And

interesting

fore

which was

believe

it,

but originally "The Cov-

intended as a vehicle for

Mary Miles

to direct

difficulties in

that had been allotted for the produc-

tion.

So Charley Eyton, business manager

Lasky

studio,

ited Jesse

And

it.

picture without spending over $100,000
all

Hollywood, was

Lasky

use 25 or 30

to

all

upset

of

the

when he

vis-

inform him that Cruze wanted to

wagons

in

wanted

the production and

other di-does that would block

making the

picture for

the estimated cost.
it

was enthused over the

production.

Lasky had Cruze come
rid of her in

possibilities of the

So when Eyton delivered

to forget Minter

to his office.

his

He

message

told

Cruze

and the story as a Minter story. "Get

some way,"

said Lasky,

"and don't bother

we are going to make this picture make it as Hough intended his story.
Have as
many wagons as will go into the camera eye. Make
And when you come
it impossible to see the last one.
do it. Show it. In
to the river fording don't fake it
Have the buffalo hunt. Have the Indian fight.
detail.
Make it big. Don't try to make it for $100,000; spend
But make it big;
$300,000, or more if you have to.
make it right."
about 40 wagons.

Lasky admits

then, as

away

time,

first

in a

to

manner

some

friends,

that he never

The $300,000 mentioned was spent bepicture was well under way. $500,000 was
of.

The

editorial

board of the studio sat

had been done.

came

to

Along

"how do they
is.
We've got

Turnbull,
as this

If

—

in to see

what

rolled,

until suddenly it
"For God's sake," yelled Hector

an end.

it

get that

way? You

can't stop

to take them to Oregon
not
them on the way. We've no finish to this. It's
all wrong."
Lasky agreed. But how to finish it was
a problem.
Few of the cast were still with Famous.
Kerrigan was working on another picture; Torrence
was in another studio. The locations necessary were
;

leave

away.

far

But Lasky was undeterred

phone and explained

happened that Lasky had read the Hough

story and

was the

crossed, then six, seven, eight, and finally the picture

Cruze was worried, because he could see

making the

It

was completed.

James Cruze was scheduled

Minter.

the

rather

fact,

in

difficult to obtain.

You might not
ered Wagon" was

dreamed

furnished by the

—and,

he was dreaming

given orders to go ahead, without regard to cost, at
the plant.
He was almost in a daze. But he went
ahead.

time, are

if

Fa-

with

identified

he saw dollars fade

And

wondering

so far as he could recall, that any director had been

greatest picture ever made.

Now

Cruze

of the best

authority for the statement that

is

20, 1923

Making of "The Covered
This Big Picture Happened

Wagon" — How
IS

May

Inside Stuff

Relative to the

IT

Sunday,

who had

his

difficulty

to

;

he got on the
each producer

the various actors

under contract. High
powered racing cars were pressed into service. Lasky
agreed not to keep his borrowed stars for more than
two working days. And on a Friday night Kerrigan,

Torrence and the

were whisked away over the
mountains, and the cameras ground all Saturday, Sunday and Monday, and late Monday night the stars were
rest

whisked back again

work with

to

Hollywood,

up

to take

their

the various companies

where they were enBut Cruze had developed the finish, just as it
Oregon Trail, gold mining in California and all.

gaged.
is,

And

so,

while

Jimmy Cruze

deserves tremendous

credit for the great picture, in fairness to
Jesse Lasky,

and

his organization, all this

should be known.

DANNY.

THE
May

Sunday,

20, 1923
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Gladys Walton

Typical Role That Will Please a Good Majority

in

Gladys Walton

in

the highly farcical

theme which Baggot has devised
Gladys Walton and to
the sort of role and atmosphere to which

"CROSSED WIRES"

chiefly for the exploitation of

Universal

DIRECTOR

King Baggot
King Baggot
Hugh Hoffman
Ben Kline

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Farce that will please star's following and has what is recognized as good audience appeal

STORY

Contains a

lot of improbabilities

but

it

all goes to make up a picture that will go well
with a big majority
DIRECTION
Good for the most part, although
exaggerates on some points and allows star to
overdo her characterization

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

First rate

Well suited

very well except

Standard
and handles it

to this role

when

she overacts

SUPPORT

Good; includes George Stewart, lead;
Lillian Langdon, Tom Guise, Kate Price, Eddie
Gribbon and others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

None
All right
Suitable; occasional

comedy

bits too

slap-stick

CHARACTER OF STORY.
by
husband

into society
rich

.

Telephone girl breaks
comes out with a

.

side door but

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,705 feet

In line with Gladys Walton's recent pictures Universal is now releasing "Crossed Wires," a King Bag-

got story and production, that presents the star in
another of her typical characterizations, the sort that
pleases her admirers and a good majority of screen
"fans" on the whole.

A more

critical,

or the

so-called high-brow audi-

ence, probably wouldn't find

Will

Amuse Your

much entertainment

exhibitors cater to people

who

Wires" than

probably wouldn't concede

good

it

entertainment or amusement, so there should be a big

enough market
star's

previous

liked her,
they'll

be

for

it-

If

you have played any

pictures and

you can give them
satisfied.

In this the star is inclined to
overact especially where she manages to secure an
invitation to a social affair

of the

found that your folks
this

and appears

at the party in

her "borrowed feathers."

Of course this isn't likely to
annoy her admirers in the least and they'll get a lot
of enjoyment out of the way she maneuvers the whole
matter of breaking into society.

The

improbabilities of this and other situations will

also be overlooked for the sake of the
afford.

amusement they

The complications that ensue following Kitty's
home of the rich Bellamys contain plenty

visit to the

of

laughs and the general misunderstanding which

Bellamy
of white slavery and Kitty of gross misconduct will
prove thoroughly amusing to Miss Walton's following and they'll enjoy the performances of Kate Price
and Robert Daly as her mother and father respecleads Kitty's Irish parents to accuse the elder

tively.

Director Baggot injects plenty of the right sort of

atmosphere and his opening sequence gets the picture
an interesting start. It deals with the occupation of the heroine Kitty and shows her manipulating
the plugs at a telephone exchange and airing her amThe inbitions regarding an entrance into society.
terest is well sustained and there is a fairly exciting
climax with the inevitable happy ending.
Eddie Gribbon has a character part that he plays
very well and in typical "hard boiled" fashion, although Baggot allows him to overact occasionally.
The cast is first rate and includes besides those mentioned George Stewart, as the rich young Bellamy,
who Kitty finally wins in spite of his mother's hope
for a social alliance; Lillian Langdon, and Tom Guise
off to

as Stewart's father

who manages

after her true identity

is

Kitty's

escapade

discovered.

Them

Interested

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

prefer the sort

of entertainment contained in "Crossed
to the class that

acterization splendidly.

Patrons and Should Be Easy to Get
Box

More

in

present her in
she is best suited, for she certainly does a flapper char-

one and

feel

sure

Miss Walton appears in the kind of role they like to
find her in and you can tell them this time she is a telephone operator who aspires to a social life. Let them
know she goes out to win a rich husband and does.
The title suggests easy exploitation and might readily
be used to advantage if you have a telephone list, by
calling your patrons and saying, "Excuse it, please,
" following the stunt with the
just 'Crossed Wires,'

announcement

of the

showing.

dht OnhfOutiide PJctuze favr Booked by.
Joru&, J&nick, and Schae&r for their

$2,000^0 -M'Vid&rA-Qwxigp
American Releasing Corporation
takes pleasure in announcing
the engagement opening Monday,
May 28th for their combination
stage and screen appearance of

W%

Francis X.

Bush ma
in

riage

lllodern
This distinctive tribute to this great pair of

artists

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; N. L. Nathanson's Hip-

from Aaron Jones, who booked the

thereby adds his powerful confirmation of the appeal and drawing power
of these able artists to that already given by a score
of the nation's greatest showmen.

podrome, Toronto; Keith's Victory, Providence and
Boston Theatre, Boston; Marcus Loew's Warfield,
San Francisco; Loew's State, Cleveland; Loew's
State, Los Angeles; Tom Saxe's Strand, Milwaukee;
Talbot's Colorado, Denver; Goodside's Capitol,

Booked by John H. Kunsky's

Springfield, Mass.

comes

directly

attraction in person.

He

Capitol, Detroit;

By Dorothy Farnum

From Derek Vane's Celebrated
Novel, "Lady Varley"

Mike

American
RELEASING CORPORATION

WALTER

E-

GREENE, Pnmlm
mAJOe

MAM

BEG

f B

U

WARREN. IV-ProW™

Directed by Lawrence

Windom

Supervised by

Whitman Bennett

S FAT OFFICE

.

The Only Open Time

for This Big Personal Appearance:

June 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 near Chicago to permit Milwaukee opening
June 9th, and June 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 between Kansas City and Denver, to permit matinee opening in Denver June 30th.
Booked solid
to Saturday, July 2 1 st. Wire us for time July 22 week and thereafter.

THE
Sunday,

May

20, 1923
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Impressive Presentation But Too

"THE PRODIGAL SON"
Stoll

Production

A. E. Coleby

its

excellent presentation and

Impressive presentation of Hall
Caine's forceful story with the interest some-

what lessened because

duction.

SCENARIO BY

Caine
A. E. Coleby

CAMERAMAN

Not

Sir Hall

WHOLE

credited

of length
strongly dramatic story, considered
Hall Caine's masterpiece, given fine production

STORY

A

DIRECTION

Very good on the whole; cutting

makes continuity poor

at times

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

An

entire English cast very well

chosen in the main
Unusually
Iceland, Paris and Nice

EXTERIORS

fine;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

include shots in
Suitable

Entirely too

much

CHARACTER OF STORY
cause of faithless

Tragedy results behusband whose brother sac-

rifices his entire life for

the other's happiness

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

.. .About 10,000 feet
Films of London made "The Prodigal
Son," one of the greatest of Hall Caine's works, popular twenty years ago, it was expected to be a big picture.
It is, but its tremendous length and tiresome

When

Stoll

detail plus the cutting necessitated to bring
to the length of

down

an evening's entertainment has

somewhat
The film was
shown on succeeding
complete

it

re-

disastrously for the productionreleased in London in two sections

sulted

nights.

in a ten-reel version.

As presented here it is
The story, which was

The

Box

desire something different in atmosphere and locations
find this entirely satisfying.

big picture handled in a

impress and after
ing length

it

it

has been cut from

way
its

that will

present

tir-

might prove an excellent attraction.

Feature the fact that

it is

the

first

fine

are

exceedingly

locations,

including

good.

some

splendid shots in Paris, one in particular showing the
exterior and interior of the famous Church of the Mad-

another shows the River Seine with the Eiffel
in the distance, and still another the
Casino at Nice. Many scenes taken in Iceland, a new
location for the setting of a screen story, are also par-

eleine,

Tower looming

ticularly interesting

The

and beautiful.

players on the whole are exceedingly sincere

and the work of Stewart Rome as the elder brother is
genuine and forceful. Louise Conti, as the mother, is
not particularly well-suited. Colette Brettel is sweet
as the wife and later her daughter.

The

first half of the picture seems, in spite of its
dramatic scenes, to be more interestingly presented
than the latter half, which is inclined to jump over
great spaces of time with only a title for instance,
after Oscar escapes from the Casino where he has

less

;

won

illegally at baccarat,

for sixteen years,

The ending

is

you do not see him again

and then he

is

scarcely recognizable.

too long dragged out, but has been

given the necessary happy touch with the saving of
the old farm from the sheriff by means of the money
left by the unrecognized prodigal son.

If

Gut

—Be

Careful

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Those who like a strongly dramatic story with a
moral may be well pleased with this, and those who

It is a really

throughout

exteriors

There are numerous

Might Prove a Good Attraction

may

many dramatic

climaxes
wearies by the vast amount of footage. The American
editors have made the mistake of trying to clip scenes
instead of removing entire sequences. This helps little, and at times proves annoying.
There is no relief,
not a laugh, which adds to the sombreness of the pro-

AUTHOR
AS A

Footage

tremendously full of detail, has been followed closely
and the finished result is a production that in spite of

— Release undetermined

DIRECTOR

Much

picturization of the

popular novel, and has been made abroad on the actual
locations mentioned in the story. The cast contains
no names known here, but you can promise some very

good dramatic work.
This picture was made on a large and probably expensive scale and if and when released may be brought
Because of this you had
to you on a high valuation.
better make certain of seeing this before you finally
complete negotiations.

—

THE

-2&*lDAILV

Crook Melodrama and Romance Combination

Interesting

Shirley

Mason

the

Fox
George Scarborough
BY.. Jules Furthman and Josephine Quirk
David Abel

WHOLE

The usual

Shirley

Mason

feature

make
nicely

or less trite plot,

The romance and melodrama
it satisfying.
combined and with the possible exception of
two,

a far-fetched bit or

is sufficiently

by

An

picture

Effective on the whole; keeps

down

to right length

with adequately

Standard

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Pleasing

All right
in a role that suits her particular

style of playing

SUPPORT

A

good cast including Albert Roscoe,
Richard Tucker, Joseph Girard, Edward Martindale and Fred Kelsey
EXTERIORS. .Beach sequence and dream bits good
.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY.

.

.

.

Girl involved in jewel

theft marries district attorney

when

identity

is

who

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

one

forgives her

discovered
4,407 feet

thing about this latest Shirley
.Mason picture that deserves commendation right off,
is

fine

and that is the idea of getting away from a highly
annoying and aggravating twist which usually follows
as a climax to a story of this order.
When the intended fiancee tries her best to tell her future husband something, and he refuses to listen and later
learns of something in his wife's past, he usually casts
her off in dramatic fashion and takes at least two reels
more to reach a reconciliation. This is what g-enerallv
happens, but someone deserves credit for side-stepping
the regular routine and having the husband immedi-

A

Good Average
Box

is

an interesting

little

crook,

who

voting girl

a

in a

is

whose

way

father

is

is

One

plausible.

the theft of jewels

of carefully laid plans.
to

command

in his

the aid of

power, persuades

her to act the part of his wife with the explanation
that

he

sustained interest

PHOTOGRAPHY

scheme consisting

a clever

The

"Lovebound"

picture with enough good twists

with the star exploited to best advantage in

DIRECTION

to

it is

to secure

money promised by an

uncle

when

On the other hand he gets a jeweler
is married.
bring stones to his room, and when the "wife"

enters pretends the purchase

is

be a present for

to

The

her and secludes the stones in a desk drawer.

crook excuses himself for a minute and later it is discovered the jewels are gone, having been taken from
the desk through a hole bored from the next room,

the desk containing no back.

very nicely put over.
The romantic element

This

bit is clever

and

prominent throughout with
heroine Shirley in love with a district attorney, in
whose office she works as secretary. You can depend
upon the star to make the most of a role of this sort,
and it is the type of story that is well suited to her
personality and wins the admiration of her following.
Albert Roscoe plays opposite.
Story
Besse Belwyn seeks to protect her father
from an old accomplice, Meredith, just released from
prison.
She agrees to help the man in what she believes to be an innocent adventure, but finds she plays
an important part in the theft of valuable jewels.
Besse marries the district attorney who refuses to
listen to her confession.
How Meredith is later killed
in an effort to escape after an attempted extortion
from Besse, discloses her part in the incident of the
past, but Meredith's death closes it and her husband
is

:

forgives her.

Attraction With

Pleasing Possibilities

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

feature with a pleasing

a combination that should make it a good attraction for the average audience.
Where the star is a
favorite it should be very easy to get them in with
promises of a pleasing picture in which the star does
good work and is well suited. The interest is well
sustained and the story sufficiently fast moving to hold
them until the end.
star

to
is

little

vehicle suited to her

agreeably combined melodrama and
romance that will be pleasing to aVerage crowd

This

more

in spite of a

an interesting

is

twist that adds a clever touch

STORY

This

unhappy wife and help her forget
This is the best point of George Scar-

past.

But

Henry Otto

CAMERAMAN
AS A

in

20, 1923

borough's otherwise familiar story.

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO

May

ately forgive the

in

"LOVEBOUND"

AUTHOR

Sunday,

Use the

star's

name prominently, and

since the title

does not indicate the exact nature of the story,

might be well

to

They may expect
title

suggests.

attract

some

a

use some explanatory catchlines.

more sugar-coated theme than

Stills

and you can

it

the

of

tell

your

attractive costumes.

star

in

women

the

the lobby will
folks she

wears

A

Poorly Prepared Continuity the Biggest Handicap Here
Clara Kimball

Young

in

"CORDELIA THE MAGNIFICENT"
Harry Garson Prod.

— Metro

DIRECTOR

Geo. Archainbaud

AUTHOR

Leroy Scott

SCENARIO BY

Frank

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
entertainment

;

Beresford
Charles Richardson
Doesn't make a very attractive
too much contrary business and
S.

lack of sustained interest

STORY

Observes very poor continuity which

chief cause of picture's inability to hold attention

Ordinary; has allowed too many
entrances and exits and otherwise hasn't used
players to best advantage

LIGHTINGS
STAR
May

Good
Good

please a loyal following but

is

at ease

Suitable
'

Far too

CHARACTER OF STORY
to
is

go to work
cleared by

Some look real
many sub-titles

Society girl forced

is accused of blackmail but later

man

6,800 feet

This society blackmail story by Leroy Scott, adapted
S.

Beresford, doesn"t

make

particularly

a

attractive screen story as presented, probably because
it

more complicated than

is

its

situations

warrant.

Beresford's continuity provides for increasing suspense
and under Archainbaud's direction this is secured

Value Depends Upon
Box

and the possibility of pleasing your audience with
picture that is about average. Clara Kimball Young's

star

but

in its

relied

are

bound

be greatly improved by cutting

present excess footage state can hardly be

upon

to satisfy a clientele at all critical.

to lose interest

house and that the boy

is

their

trouble with "Cordelia the Magnificent"

is

that

"much ado about nothing" in it. There is
too extensive mystery for the amount of surprise that
the denouement contains. The spectator is forced to
wade through so much detail indicative of a deep
dyed mystery that when the climax is finally reached
there

is

too

and the whole thing explained, you are inclined
cheated or at least unduly aroused.

to feel

Scott's theme, at best,

weak concoction with

a

is

a

atmosphere and with many improbabilities including the twist which makes an apparently
intelligent woman the tool of a shyster lawyer whose
real business is blackmail and involves her in a highly
intricate scheme to obtain money from a society
woman with a "skeleton in her closet." A very poor
false society

continuity
terest

and

is
it

one reason

for the lack of sustained in-

also provides for a poor development.

upon continuous subCutting would improve the film
titles for explanation.
amount
of material certainly does
for
the
considerably

The

action relies almost solely

has been

it

accorded.

Clara Kimball Young,

most

in

of a fairly colorless part

makes the

the

title

and

a vehicle that doesn't

role,

provide her with exceptional opportunities. The star
isn't always photographed to best advantage nor does
she wear gowns most becoming to her. The supporting cast

is fair.

Demands

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

:

latest attraction can

the husband

offspring.

Star's Popularity or Patrons'

The entertainment value of "Cordelia the Magnificent" depends upon two things the popularity of the

a

is

not warrant the almost seven reels that

she marries

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
by Frank

of the mistress of the

begin-

ning to lose her prestige in this type of society
atmosphere
Create a vague idea of society folks;
SUPPORT
all very stiff in appearance; includes Huntly
Gordon, Lloyd Whitlock and Lewis Dayton
Jacqueline Gadsdon, a newcomer, the most

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

leads to the suspicion that the butler

The
is

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

through piling on the complications, injecting mysterious touches and misleading bits to throw the spectator off the track of a possible clue. As, for instance, in
the early reels the very mysterious butler is quoted as
saying something regarding claiming the child, identified as an adopted French orphan, as his son.
This

They

through a poorly constructed

and they will be disappointed with the denouement.
However, you know best what you can do with it and
plot

should act accordingly.

It

is

unfortunate that the

director and scenario writer missed on the story because it might have made a fairly interesting picture

with a more careful handling. For the star's admirers
will do to let
it may prove satsfactory and catchlines

them know what

it

is

about.

THE

Z&>1

DAILY

Sunday,
llll

Not a Very Good Story and Star Overacts Most
"FOOLS AND RICHES"

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

WHOLE

to overact to his

A

situations;

if

STORY

is

adequate- and cast satisfactorily

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Cannot

Standard
seem to get away from overdoing
pet mannerisms; works them overtime in this
SUPPORT
Katherine Perry pretty but far too
unimportant in role of Nellie Blye Doris Pawn
and Arthur S. Hull all right as clever grafters
and Tully Marshall the best in the picture, but
;

exits after the first reel or so

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few

CHARACTER OF STORY
him by

It

couldn't

own and

have given

the picture's disadvantage

Frederick

which consists

ruin-the-hero plot

Jackson

much

of

all

thoroughly

popular situations of a regular formula brand. And
even though Director Blache gives it an adequate production and there is a satisfactory cast, "Fools and
Riches" never rises to any heights as screen entertain-

ment.

It

would be

Son

difficult

for

the director to dis-

fortune

provided for

loses

supplies the star

Make Any Promises But

who

It

it

even be-

is

the

off.

elegant surprise

when hero

is

which announces that his father had
the present emergency by putting the

greater part of his fortune in the care of his attorney

be given to the son when he had learned his lesson,
also that the pearls hero bestowed upon his intended
fiancee were imitation and the attorney has the real
ones.
You can't help but give the old gentleman
credit for the foresight he showed.
Tully Marshall, as this extraordinary father, is by
far the most interesting and capable of the players,
but it just happens that he has to die in the first or
second reel. Katherine Perry is good to look at but

to

you don't get the chance often enough.

May Do

If

They Like Rawlinson

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

think that their patrons will accept

Herbert Rawlinson picture and be satisfied with it, can safely book it, but you know best
whether or not a story of as purely "movie" formula
If they are at all critical it
as this will please them.
won't possibly do. Nor can you make any promises
this latest

for the picture except to use the title

In fact they planned

man dropped

But to counter-balance
hero's weakness with mere hundreds of thousands you
have the plain, faithful girl who you know will be the
inevitable life-saver in this case.
Everything happens along just as you expect and the last straw in this
fore the old

affair

with just the kind of playing that he shouldn't be given
a chance to do because he is bound to overact. Raw-

Box

dried to fleece him.

a letter

4,904 feet

it

development holds no surprises.

The on-looker knows from the minute hero gets control of his late father's money that his pal, and the
girl who pretends to be his fiancee, have it all cut and

hokum

Given a role that provides him with an opportunity
to beat the villain at his own game, Herbert Rawlinson can be depended upon to get himself thoroughly
excited about it and although this runs true to form
for the regulation hero-villain plot,

so the

handed

father, but after

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Exhibitors

and the more he heaves

trouble to think up this typical buy-in-the-stock-and-

Suffices

losses

Can't

his eyes

apparent.

All right

he makes good
finds that father has provided for son's expected

You

Time

of the

guise a plot of such a simple movie-concoction order,

handled

left to

isn't

Davey

rather familiar brand of pic-

some regulation ''movie"

production

KS

convincing his acting is. Just why
they insist upon giving him material that allows him
his chest the less

they aren't too particular
Gives star role that provides him with
sort of things he appears to glory in doing
Doesn't conceal a weak plot but
DIRECTION
will

more he bulges

Herbert Blache
Frederick Jackson
Kenyon
Chas.
and Geo. C. Hull
Allen

ture with

do

the

Universal

CAMERAMAN
AS A

20, 1923

MUM—

linson goes in for this "heavy" stuff to a degree and

Herbert Rawlinson in

AUTHOR

May

Illll—

with catchlines.

If it happens that they like Rawlinson use his name
prominently and you can mention Doris Pawn and
Katherine Perry although the latter is not especially
well known to the fan crowd. There isn't much action
in the picture for you to talk about but it may be that
stills in the lobby indicative of the parties staged by
the spendthrift hero might get them interested.

Sunday,

May

—,%fr*

20, 1923

Tom Mix

DAILY

In

A

Melodrama That Has

Tom Mix in
"STEPPING FAST"

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Quite different from the usual
Mix entertainment; variation may satisfy his
admirers

melodrama with mystery

touches, action, suspense and improbable situations

DIRECTION
to its title

Succeeds in making picture
whatever else he does

live

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
performing

SUPPORT

in his trick gloves; is

enemy

kept busy fighting the
ald

up

All right
Still

Suitable; includes Claire

Adams, Don-

McDonald, Hector Sarno, Edward
Tom Guise and others

Peil,

Geo.

Seigmann,

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Ample
All right

life

of a rich

runs into

him

Tom Mix

fans are due

unlike the usual

Mix western.

China

4,608 feet

for a surprise

see his latest, "Stepping Fast."

to

man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

The

when they

picture

It lives

up

is

wholly

to the

title

and contains a lot of situations that provide enough action to keep it going but they are very
far-fetched and the development consists of coinciin fine style,

All Right For Star's Following
Box

Tom Mix

anti-

lack of logic and serious intent, his admirers will undoubtedly be pleased with the film. Mix is kept busy
throughout chiefly in fighting off the enemy, or rather
enemies, since there are three of them.
But picture
heroes never play a losing game so it doesn't matter

how many

villains

the

story

is

a popular

contains,

Mix handles

them easily. The star still retains the gloves, only removing them in one scene.
At the outset you expect another western but the
story soon takes a

Chinaman who
the man whose
the

new

turn with the introduction of a

in search of a treasure

is

life

hero saved

possessed by
This is

in the desert.

beginning of "Stepping Fast" with the

action

when the location
of moving around in

starting right off and continuing

They do a lot
much of the excitement provided by

switches to China.
the picture with

There

is

a

good

fight

Chinese shop with the employment of trap doors
and other instruments of suspense and action that are
The action really consists of one
of a serial variety.
in a

long pursuit with first the hero seeming victor and then
the villainous band, with the near-victor alternating
with each succeeding episode.
The development is necessarily episodic but for
those

who

find this sort of material entertaining,

do very nicely. The supporting
production adequate.

Or An Average "Fan"

is

cast

is

it

will

good and the

Audience.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

drawing card
at your theater you may find it profitable to have a
picture with him in a different sort of role. Probably
it will please his admirers to find him in a different atmosphere for a change. You can promise a picture full
of action and thrills and for the right audience, "Stepping Fast" should prove a good number. Second and
third class houses should do a first rate business with
In the event that

after

citement necessary for meller. All of this gives the star
the right sort of opportunities and regardless of the

incidents of a familiar variety.

Cowboy

series of complications that take

he saves the

much
many

The theme is essentially melodramatic with the customary incident including mystery bits, varied action
that embraces fights, escapes, rescues, chases and the
usual combinations that go toward supplying the ex-

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
after

Logic

in

—

Joseph Franz
Bernard McConville
Bernard McConville
Dan Clark

Serial-like

Lacks

climaxes.

DIRECTOR

STORY

It

dence, vague improbabilities and is very
the fashion of a serial
episodic and with

Fox

AS A

What

In Action

the attraction thought

it

isn't suitable for a first class

clientele.

Use Mix's name and be sure to let them know his
latest is a mystery melodrama and not a western. For
big moments talk about the fight in the Chinese den,
the final chase and the subsequent deaths of the three
The title can be exploited with the star's
villains.

name

to

good advantage.

THE

^H

DAILY
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Some Laughs

in

Latter Reels But

Walter Hiers

Joseph Henabery

AUTHOR

Frank Condon
Grant Carpenter

SCENARIO BY

WHOLE
ward the

close

Faxon Dean
Contains some amusement tothat may send them out satisfied

STORY

Pretty slight and very slow in drawing
laughs but develops into fair comedy after, a

while

DIRECTION.

.

.Might have gotten

.

it

It

has a few fairly good spots but they are far in the minority and at too great a distance from each other to

Paramount

AS A

20, 1923

uine laughs and original situations are concerned.

"SIXTY CENTS AN HOUR"

CAMERAMAN

May

Not Enough To Be Always Amusing

in

DIRECTOR

Sunday,

off to a better

start but otherwise is fairly satisfactory

;

some

touches poor

A laugh now and another in
minutes hardly makes for a satisfactory

tide over the interest.

ten or fifteen

comedy entertainment.
It

is

hardly the fault of Henabery for not having

secured better results because Frank Condon's story

For a two-reeler it would
a handicap.
have sufficed splendidly and proven thoroughly enjoyIt hasn't feature possibilities and necessarily
able.
Henabery does succeed
lacks feature requirements.
in making it more amusing toward the close, but it
takes so long to reach this part that folks are pretty
well discouraged waiting for the laughs. The idea of

was too big

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Needs

All right

the picture hilarious, and the continual devouring of

to register laughs;

sodas by Hiers will have the same effect upon the audi-

not a

good situations
knock-out comedian

SUPPORT

Logan deserving of a betchance an average supporting company

ter

Jacqueline

;

EXTERIORS

Suitable

INTERIORS

Not many necessary, except soda

fountain

DETAIL

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
for

Soda dispenser, held
thieves, wins big re-

robbing bank, turns in
fulfills long cherished desires

ward and

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It is possible that

there are those

5,632 feet

who may

be amused

by the antics of Walter Hiers as the ambitious soda
dispenser in "Sixty Cents an Hour," but they'll certainly have to be easy to please and particularly mirthful if they find enough laughs in this one to make them
thoroughly happy. This latest Hiers starring vehicle
is

surely a

weak enough comedy

May Do

If

piece as far as gen-

They Are
Box

.Maybe

they'll

Maybe
upon the mood
Hour,"

them

Satisfied

It

"Sixty Cents An
depends very much

they are in and

how

easy

it

is

for

There aren't enough real laughs to
make the picture a genuine comedy entertainment and
the few good bits that it does contain are so far apart
that their effect is considerably lessened by the footage
to

laugh.

that separates them.

man

continually losing his garter

fails to

ence as it is supposed to have on the star
one eventually makes him sick.

— the

make

sight

of

The
tle

in

plot itself

the

is

especially slight and provides

lit-

way of strong comedy situations except
end when hero is suspected of having rob-

toward the
bed the bank and kidnapped the president's daughter.
Then it does get fairly comical and the chase contains
some laughs that register, particularly where they
shoot at the back of the flivver in which hero is riding and the coins start dropping all over the street
with the whole town turning out to pick them up.
More of this business would have made "Sixty Cents

An Hour"

a

much

better attraction.

Hiers strives hard enough to be amusing but he
needs good material. At that he'll probably never be
a Lloyd, a Chaplin or a Keaton.
The cast is adequate
with Jacqueline Logan featured
give her a verv fair chance.

With a Laugh

Now

in a part that doesn't

and Then

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

be satisfied with

they won't.

a fat

If it happens that they showed their approval of
Walter Hiers as a star through their acceptance of
his initial starring picture, "Mr. Billings Spends His
Dime," it should be easy enough to get them interested
in "Sixty Cents An Hour."
The duration of Hiers'
reign in stardom would seem to depend, however, on
the ability of Paramount's scenario department to provide him with sure-fire material.

Sunday,

May

f<2£2

20, 1923

DAILY
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Another "Boston Blackie" Story That Should
William Russell

in

"BOSTON BLACKIE"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Scott

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

WHOLE
find favor

where

star

A

what kind

of a picture

it is.

crook melodrama that should
like this type of story or

ishment called "the water cross," supposed to exist in
the Wallace prison.
According to Jack Boyle, the

a favorite

STORY

Adaptation of Jack Boyle's "The Water
Cross," another Boston Blackie story. Centers
mainly around inhuman form of punishment
supposedly inflicted in prison
DIRECTION
All right; keeps action quite tense
throughout. A few comedy touches would have
helped

prisoner is chained to a wall while a high pressure
hose projects water against him. A severe dose of
this punishment so damages a man's tissues as to cause
death. The exact operation of the treatment is shown
in all its detail and it may not be liked by some women.
In the earlier part of the film a boy, released from
prison,

comes home

to die after being a victim of this

treatment.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Satisfactory

Good

SUPPORT
the girl

just

George Schneiderman

where they
is

There have been several of the series made by different companies, among them being "A Face in the
Fog," with Lionel Barrymore, and "Missing Millions,"
with Alice Brady. This one lets you know by its title
Instead of a theft of jewels or money, however, this
time the story deals with an inhuman method of pun-

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Dunlap

Jack Boyle
Paul Schofield

Satisfy

;

Should satisfy his admirers
Adequate; includes Eva Novak as
Frank Brownlee the villainous warden

Otto Matieson, Spike Robinson, Frederick Esmelton

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

crook, released,

reform of methods used in prison.
He is falsely accused of murder and goes back
to serve sentence, escapes and is saved by confession of real murderer at last moment
tries to effect

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,522 feet

Exhibitors catering to a crowd with a preference for

There

is

good

a

that he

is

den, Benton, enters the attorney's
to plan.

his desk. dead.

The

He

which

to prison in order that he,

inhuman war-

Blackie, can get evidence against the

dow according

in

with the district attorney

it

him back

to send

situation

the

thrill in

Blackie, having "framed"

home by

the win-

finds the attorney seated at

detectives surrounding the house

according to previous plan, naturally arrest
Blackie for murder.
The man-hunt with the warden and his men search-

also

ing the hills for the escaped prisoners affords plenty
of suspense that will satisfy those

thing, and although the ending

is

who

like this sort of

trite,

with the gov-

ernor arriving in the nick of time with a pardon,
really wdiat the

crowd expects.

Russell's admirers will, in

with his work

it's

in this one.

all

probability, be pleased

Eva Novak

plays opposite

crook stories should have no difficulty in satisfying
them with this latest William Russell picture which is
an adaptation of one of Jack Boyle's well-known "Bos-

the star in a well- suited role and the rest of the cast is
satisfactory. There is a wonderful clog in many of the

ton Blackie" stories.

emotions.

Russell's

Name
Box

exhibits almost

Should Help Plus That

human

intelligence

and

of Title

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your crowd is right for this sort of a picture, you
should do very well with this one. It isn't staged in
such a pretentious way as some of the other pictures
dealing with the same central character, but that won't
make very much difference as far as the action is
concerned. Be sure and mention Jack Boyle's name
It will draw those who
in connection with the title.
If

scenes that

who have read the stories, which
magazine, as well as those
Cosmopolitan
ran in the
who saw any of the other pictures dealing with
are interested and

"Blackie's" exploits.
Where the star has a good following play up his

name.

You can

the cast.

also

mention that Eva Novak

is

in

CURRENT RELEASES
FIRST NATIONAL

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
One

Million in Jewels

What
4-23

5,326

2-

The Bohemian Girl
The Grub -Stake (Nell Shipman)

6,462

2-11-23

6,403

3-18-23

Quicksand
Modern Marriage (Bushman-Bayne)
Vengeance of the Deep

6,541

4-29-23

6,331

4-

4,753

4-22-2?

Wife Learned
(Richard Barthelmess)

a

Fury

The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Tal'adge)
Mighty Lak a Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)
The Woman Conquers (Katherine Mac Donald)
Daddy (Jackie Coogan)

8-23

Scars of Jealousy

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

(Ince)

The Isle of Lost Ships (Tourneur;
The Bright Shawl (Richard Barthelmess)
Within the Law (Norma Talmadge)

INC.

6.228

1-28-23

8,709

2-4-23

7,204

2-04-23

6,885

2-11-23

8,260
3,940

2-11-2*
2-11-23

6,102

2-25-2i

5,768

3-11-23

6,246

3-11-23

7,425

3-18-23

7,426

4-22-23

8,034

5-

8,153

1-7-23

5,769

1-21-23

6-23

(Distributed through Pathe)
The

Tents

of

Allah

6,357

4-

1-23

5.000

2-

4-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

The Pauper

Millionaire

The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme (Rupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)
Mad Love (Pola Negri)
Lost and Found
Souls for Sale (Rupert Hughes)
Enemies of Women
Backbone

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Mar.

The White Flower (Betty Compson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
Mr. Billings Spends His D.me (Walter Hiers)
The Nth Commandment
Glimpses of the Moon (Bebe Daniels)
The Leopardess (Alice Brady)
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)
Bella Donna (Pola Negri)

4
11
11

18
18

25
25

Spec.

Apr.

1

Grumpy (Wm. DeMille

8

15

Moreno)
The Tiger's Claw (Jack Holt)
You Can't Fool Your Wife (Melford Prod.)
The Covered Wagon (Jas. Cruze Prod.)
The Ne'er Do Well (Thomas Meighan)

22
29
6

Bound

2-25-23

5.585

3

7.339

4-22-23

6.502

4-

5.621

4-

1-23

9,526

3-

4-23

11-23

7,905

4-22-23
4-

7,740

4-15-23

6,216

4-22-23

1-23

(Minter-

..

5.695

3-25-23

5.297

3-25-23

.5,703

4-29-23

9,407

3-25-23

7,414

5-

5,632

6-23

5-13-23

10
17

24

Exciters

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA
The Third Alarm
Canyon of the Fools (Harry Carey)
Stormswept
Ca» a Woman Love Twice (Ethel Claytom)
The Fourth Musketeer (Johnnie Walker)
Crashin' Thru (Harry Carey)
Westbound Limited
The Remittance Woman (Ethel Clayton)

3-25-23

7.864

4-

1-23

10,000

4-

8-23

6-23

6,797

5-

5-13-23

Sterling

7,900

4-29-23

4,858

1-21-23

5,60«

1-2*23

5,810

1-14-23

5,000

3-25-23

Ships (Elmer Clifton Prod.) 8,000

2-18 22

Film Corp.

The

Lady Hamilton...

Affairs of

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Pans Sleeps
Victor Schertzinger Prod.
Devils

Dollai

Tuttle-Waller Prod.
Second Fiddle
Producers Security

(Glenn

Hunter)

The Lion's Mouse
Whaling Film Corp.
to the

Sea

in

Woman

The Man From Glengarry
The Critical Age

4,900

3-18-23

5,800

3-18-23

4,500

5-

6-23

(R-C)

4,757

1-14-23

6,000

1-2J-23

5,«0»

2-11-23

6,70*5

3-

6,210

3-23-22

6,000

4-

5.100

4-23-23

6,000

5-13-23

4-23

1-23

Series

Romance Land
Three Jumps Ahead

3.975

2-11-23

4,854

5-13-23

Stepping

4,608

Fast

6,333

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

G. S. Haskins Prod.
Just Like a
Ernest Shipman

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

3-11-23

7,668

Vanity Fair

Down

(Daniels-Moreno)
Heart Raider (Agnes Ayres)
Only 38 (Wm. DeMille)
The Woman With Four Faces (Betty Compson)....

3

1-28-23

5,518

8-23

6,591

6,946

Rustle of Silk

4-23

3-

2-18-23

5.691

(Betty Compson)
(Dorothy Dalton)

Sixty Cents an

The
Fog
The
The

2'

731

Hour (Walter Hiers)

13
13

une

Prod.)

Go-Getter (Cosmopolitan)
Prodigal Daughters (Gloria Svvanson)
The
Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine

15

J

..

The

8

May

'

7.153

8,500

METRO PICTURES CORP.
Hearts Aflame
8,100
6,265
All the Brothers Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
6,000
8.500
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)
Success
6,700
8,000
The Famous Mrs. Fair
7.706
Where the Pavement Ends (Rex Ingram)
5,750
Your Friend and Mine
The Woman of Bronze (Clara Kimball Young). 5, 572
A Noise in Newboro (Viola Dana)
5,188
An Old Sweetheart of Mine
6,000
Soul of the Beast
5,300

Her Fatal Millions
Trailing African Wild Animals

6,500

Cordelia the Magnificent

6,800

1-21-23
1-21-23
1-28-23

2-18-23
2-25-23
3-11-23
3-11-23
3-18-23
4-

1-23

4-29-23
4 29-23

4-23-22
5-

6-23

Dustin Farnum

Bucking the Barrier
Shirley

Mason Series
Love Bound

4,566

4-15-23

PATHE EXCHANGE,

4,407

William Russeil

Good-Bye

Safety
Girls

4,744

3-11-23

Black

Last

(Harold

INC.

Lloyd)

Shadows

6,114

4-8-23

5,000

5-13-23

Charles Jones

Snowdrift

,

John Gilbert

Truxton King
The Madness

5.413

2-

4,719

4-15-23

Face on the Barroom Floor

S.785

1-

A

4.527

1-14-23

4.14c

1

of

Youth

4-23

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN
The Hero

Special

Husband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)
Friendly

7-2i

21 23

Poor Men's Wives
Are You a Failure

The

Girl

Who Came

'.

Bi ck

,

6,800

1-14-23

4,963

2-

5,700

4 23
3-18-23

6,100

4-22-23

Short Stuff
"F. O. B."

Type

— Hammons— Educational
2 reel

of production

Although some of the comedy
offering

funny

a trifle messy, there

is

particularly

stuff,

"Wings

in

the

is

in

Lloyd Hamilton's
good deal of

also a

last

comedy

The

reel.

idea

of

flies

when he gets into the baggage car
temporary home of a gang of tramps. The things
the sweet young man will bring howls of laughter.

but the big laugh comes
the

is

they do to

Storm"

Type

of production

There

is

a

good

1

bit of

humor

— Pathe

reel

at

first

in this fable

all

the ani-

unwilling, finally

"Between Showers"

Type of production
With the exception

Cameo

— Educational
1

reel

comedy

funny new idea in the shape
of a mail order cottage that warps when it rains, there isn't
a great deal of originality in "Between Showers," but as a
Cliff Bowes has
whole it is clean, breezy amusing stuff.
bought and furnished a home, and is looking for the girl. He
finally finds her in the person of Virginia Vance and she takes
her step-mother and small brother to inspect her new home.
All goes well until it starts to rain and then the gables of the
house flap madly in the wind while the rest of the cottage
slowly loses its form until the floors develope hills and valleys
and finally the entire structure collapses. An amusing comedy
of one very

that should please the average audience.

of production

1

reel

them out with

animated cartoon

his musical flute but to

no

avail.

Fin-

ally he secures a vacuum cleanser that catches everything in
the house including the mice, but just as Farmer Al is congratulating Tom. the cleanser bursts, letting them all loose

again.

of this popular series

which

he directs and writes in conjunction with Ford
seen this time masquerading as an escaped convict.

Beebe, is
The story

well told with the directness usual to the series and will
entertain western-loving fans.
This time there

is

thoroughly

a fight in the dark that runs for quite a bit of footage with

is

coming from lightning

the only light

The

girl

is

Josephine

"This

Type

Hill,

flashes

and

Way Out"—Jack White— Educational

of production

Directed by

pistol shots.

a pleasing addition.

2 reel

Roy Del Ruth and produced under
two

comedy

the super-

reeler should thoroughly satis-

any audience and go particularly well in the Broadway
The opening is novel and consists of a flirtation between a man's suit of clothes and a lady's dress hanging on a
Then a little shirt appears and calls a large
clothes line.
house-dress to see the

flirtation.

The house-dress grabs

the

by the collar and the scene continues with Billy Armstrong
being yanked into the house by his wife. The next bit also
contains a surprise.
Cast out by his wife Armstrong is seen
in a set that looks like a burlesque on the frozen north. Lige
Conley. dressed as a cowboy tries to comfort him. Suddenly
the theater mana nearby clump of trees part and disclose
ager who tells the boys to get a move on and get the theater
lobby fixed up in a hurry, because the owner is coming that
evening.
It's a real laugh, and there are others all the way
Particularly funny is the scene in which the newthrough.
film operator allows a cat to walk in front of the projector
and the shadow is thrown on the screen of the theater, blotting
out the picture. This is one that will more than please a critical

suit

—

audience.

"The Romance
Type
It

of

Life"

of production
is

Bray

— Hodkinson
1

reel

educational

a big task to deal in one short reel with the evolution

this planet from the earliest days, but that is what
Bray has attempted to do, and the result is an extremely interOf course it has been possible only to show a
esting reel.
scene or two of each step in the evolution of the world, and
many titles have been used to explain the different scenes.

of

life

on

of the microscopic pictures of the first forms of life are
exceedingly interesting and the entire reel presents its subject

This time Paul Terry's animated animals are exceedingly
amusing, and while the Fable seems to follow the story of
the Pied Piper more tthan anything that Aesop wrote, the
Farmer Al Falfa's
action is quick and the laughs numerous.
house is overrun with mice. They are so bold they even steal
Tom Cat appoints
the cheese out of the ttraps with forks.
himself as the champion mouse catcher of the world and tries
to lure

drama

Some

"The Mouse-Catcher"—Aesop Film Fable— Pathe

Type

2 reel western

houses.

animated cartoon

when

— Pathe

fy

succumb to the music
Farmer Al steals the dice
of the dice thrown by Henry Cat.
and Henry plots to get even. He finally does, much to Farmer
Al's chagrin, all of which is supposed to point to the moral
This should
that one should "never gamble in a hen house."
get over in fine shape particularly where they like this type
of comedy.
mals although

Rider Series

of production

vision of Jack White, this

"The Gamblers"—Aesop Fable

— Range

Leo Maloney, the Ranger-hero

latest

really

using the horse's back for a toboggan slide may get by all
right, but it was scarcely necessary to show a man catching
Aside from this,
flies and dropping the dead ones in a pile.
good
humor
in
the
comedy, which
plenty
of
however, there is
getting
particularly
difficulty
in
over
well,
no
should have
where they like Hamilton. The scene in which he leaves home
because his dog Buddy must go, is exceedingly well done,
that

Type

of the

in

an easilv understandable form.

"Get Your

Type

of

Man"— Hal Roach— Pathe

production

1

reel

comedy

Directed by George Jeske and featuring Paul Parrott this
one reeler is a travesty on the trials of a Northwest Mounted
policeman,

who

is

sent to capture

"Howling Hank,"

a cattle

There are some real laughs in it and the photography
rustler.
place out of doors in the
is splendid, all the scenes taking
snow. Needless to say the hero finally "gets his man" and
does it by making Hank chase him all over the world finally
leading him into headquarters.

Should be well pleased
withjljis one
*- *
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HODKINSON

PICTURES

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Queen

of Sin

1-23

8,000

4-

8,000

2-18-23

5,966

4-1-23

UNITED ARTISTS
Allied Prod.

&

The

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twic* a Week)
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Kantomas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

Dist. Corp.

Loved (Chai. Ray)
Normand)

Girl I

(Mabel

Suzanna

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs

CO.

Sport Review

Jewel Features

The Abysmal Brute
Bavu
Trifling With Honor

7,373

4-15-23

6,968

4-15-23

7,785

5-13-23

Universal Features

The
The
The
The
The

Love Letter (Gladys Walton)
First Degree (Frank Mayo)
Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson

Prisoner

Bolted Door (Frank
Gossip (Gladys Walton)

Mayo

The Midnight Guest
Single Handed (Hoot

Gibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson)

Nobody's Bride

Trimmed in Scarlet
The Town Scandal (Gladys Walton)
Dead Game (Hoot Gibson)
What Wives Want
Fools and Riches (Herbert Rawlinson)
Crossed Wires

.

4,426

2- 4-23

.4,658

2-11-23

4,795

2-18-23

4,126

2-25-23

4,488

3-

4,795

3-11-23

(1

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials) First Series from No
No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second Series from No. 27 to No
;

;

4-23

4,255
4,861

3-25-23

4,765

4-

4,704

4- 8-23

4,819

4-22 23

4.745

5-

1-23

6-23

(each 1 reel).
The Four Seasons (4 reels)
C. C. Burr's All Star Comedies (2 reels)

Bray Romances
Bray Comedies

4,705

Men

6,800

4-8-23

Playing It Wild

5,400

4 29-23

William Duncan

(1 reel)
(1 reel)

—

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

Plunder (Serial)

re-issues

Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1 / 3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week
Range Rider Series 2 reel western

—
—

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

WARNER

BROS.
3-18-23

Brass

The

Little

Church Around The Corner

6,300

to

52

Rod & Gun Series (1 reel each)
Fun From Tl e Press 1 a week

Harold Lloyd

of

1

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

4,904

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
Masters

reel)
reel)

(1

reel)

4-

CO.

Universal-Jewel Short Subjects
The Leather Pushers (2 reels) 12 rounds
Serials:

1-23

The Adventures
Perils of the
18 chapters;
in 18 Days,

of

Robinson Crusoe (2

reels

ea.),

18 chapters-

Yukon, 15 chapters; In The Days of Buffalo Bill',
The Radio King, 10 chapters; Around the World

12 chapters; The Social Buccaneer, 10 chaptersOregon Trail, 18 chapters; The Phantom Fortune
12
The Eagle's Talons, IS chapters.
Universal Comedies With Lewis Sargeant and .Neely Edwards, 1 reel ea
Two reel features— Fish Patrol Series; Timber Tale Series: Western Series,
Yorke Norroy Secret Service Series; Tales of the Old West.
Century Comedies With Lee Moran; Brownie; Arthur Trimble and Maude
the mule, Century Beauties; Buddy Messinger; Jack Cooper
and Brownie; Jack Cooper and Inez McDonald; Baby Peggy;

The

chapters;

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

—

Jack Cooper.

The Mirror
Harold Lloyd Comedies

—

International

(1

reel

News

(2

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

ea.)

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

Selig-Pork Photoplays (2 reels)

Mermaid Comedies

reels

novelty series)
Reel (1 reel issued Tues. and Fri.)

(2 reels)

Chester Comedies (2 reels)

Torchy Comedies

(2 reels)

KINETO

Christie Comedies (2 reels)

Vanity Comedies

Gayety Comedies

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released Through National Exchange)

(1 reel)
(1 reel)

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
How He Knockt
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
His Home Run, 1 reel Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel
Modern Centarus, 1 reel. Message of Emile Coue (1 reel)
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel): Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater

—

;

A

the Beautiful,
Naturalist's Paradise,
Let's See the Animals.

Morocco

Electricity
It's Development
Efficiency
Its History
Electricity in the Motor Vehicle

Motor

—

(2 reels)

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

Cinal Films (slow speed)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comediet (1 reel)

(1

reel)

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall)
Comedies
King Cole Comedies ( Bobby Barns)
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.

Serial:

:

Tony Sarg Almanac

the Mysterious,

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

—

of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)
Punch Codies (2 reels)

Campbell Comediei

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge)
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris

(1 real)

Hamilton Comedies (2 reel*)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 real)

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITOR!
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Boater Keaton Comediei (2 reel*)

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
2* Short Subject Color Pictures
"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the Unknown" (f reds)
Short Reel Music Film Product

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Release Date

AYWON FILM

TRUART FILM CORP.

Footage Reviewed

CORP.

Empty Cradle

The Purple Dawn

5,000

Patsy

ARROW FILM

The Law Rustlers (Wm. Fairbanks)
The Broken Violin
lacqueline

6.000

2-25-23

6,000
4,900
5,700
6,400
6,270

3- 4-23
3-18-23
4- 8-23
5-13-23
5-13-23

CORP.

Hollywood
Blazing Barriers

or

The Rip Tide

ROBERT BRUCE
5,000

3 25 23

6,000
5,973

1-14-23
4-22-23

PRODUCTIONS

B. B.
The Darling of the Rich (Betty Blythe)
The Truth About Wives (Betty Blythe)

4-

Bargains

Blazed Trail Productions:

One

Arrow-Northwood Dramas

(2

The Passionate Friend
The Lamp in the Desert

6,385

AYWON FILM
:

Mary Pickford

Star

5,000

5-

6-23

Ranch Westerns

Sunbeam Comedies

(Billy

West)
serial.

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

(Marjorie Payne)

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

2-11-23

:

4,600

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
1-14-23

Mack Swain Comedies
America

.

.

4-

8 23

.

7-23
3-25-23
4- 8-23

Phillips)

Ray

Invisible

Soul

INC.

(each 2 reels).

1

Series: Ruth
(2 reels)
;

Clifford

and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Service Stripes, He's In Again,

Sweethearts,

:

5,977
7,200
6,000
7,000

1-28-23
3-25-23
4-15-23

6,000

4-29-23

429-23

LEE & BRADFORD
Comedies
Canadian Travelogues

Squirrel

ROUBERT PROD.

PINNACLE COMEDIES
Razzin' the Jazz,

(2 reels):

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law?

Nation's

Isle.

Boy

Harvest

PACIFIC FILM
6.800

SECOND NATIONAL
The Sea Raiders

MYRON
Tillers of the

See

The Conquering Hero.

SANFORD PRODUCTIONS
The

(fourteen)

Spirit,

1

1-

RUBICON PICTURES

My

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

:

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.
reels —
a month).
Star Series (2 reel dramas —
a month).
JOAN FILM SALES CO.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
The World's a Stage (Dorothy
The Spider and the Rose
East Side West Side
Temporary Marriage

Reissues

Nick Carter Series (2
Favorite

6,929
5,000
6,442

reels)

(2
First.

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

feet)

For You

Dizzy Finish,

Serial: Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

FILMS, INC.

Guilty

Luck (Johnny Hines)

L.
Boy

15-

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels) Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,.
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5.000
5,000

The Last Hour (Edw. Sloman)

My

Field),

Ford Weekly.

Passion

WM.

CO.

:

MASTODON

For You

reels).

(2

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

JAWITZ PICTURES

are

FILM SALES

reels).

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their
Circus Heroes.

The Power Divine
The Way of the Trangressor
A Child of the Gods
The Mine Looters

Law

(2

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)
2-25-23

CO.

The Devil's Partner
The Valley of Lost Souls

You

Revivals.

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies (2 reels twice a month).

INDEPENDENT PICTURES CORP.

of the

CORP.

15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes:
22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Her Royal Love
Sold For a Million
Count Cagliostro
A Daughter of Eve

Beware

Joins the Force.

episodes.

The Speed King (Richard Talmadge

of

Homer

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Flames

Jim,

:

Serial:

HOWELLS SALES

(2 reels).
reels).

(2

Up
North, A

Looking

:

Raiders of the

Girl,

Village Grocer,

EXPORT AND IMPORT
Othello

reels)

C. B. C.

5,200
4,800
6,000
6,000

Her Accidental Husband

every other week

In the River,
Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild Women and Tame Men, The
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels)

FILM SALES CORP.

Temptation

CORP.

Harry Carey:

5,116
4,560
5,143

B. C.

ARROW FILM

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week

1-23

BURR-NICKLE PRODUCTIONS
Tansy
Sunken Rocks

C.

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

Serials:

8,000

Sin

dramas.

:

BEN BLUMENTHAL
of

four

Three and a

While the Pot Boils

The Queen

of

Series

The Man Alone (Hobart Bosworth)

in

to Blame
5-reel Western

Are the Children

ANCHOR FILMS
Night Life

6,600
5,600
6,500
5,000

Women Men Marry

4-15-23

P.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

STEARNS

Soil

4-15-23

6,400

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

MALCOLM STRAUSS
Salome

SACRED FILMS,

5,811

Sacred Films

STOLL FILM CORP.
The Prodigal Son

Mann & Donald
& Donald Hall)

Hall)

.5,000
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) .... 5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
..

(1

2,000
2,000

INC.

reel)

STOREY PICTURES,

10,000

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Fruits of Passion (Alice
Water Lily (Alice Mann

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week) (1 reel).
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2 reels).
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

INC.

Shadowland Screen Review (1 reel a week)
Federated Screen Review (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Burlesque Photoplays (2 reels a month)
Shadowlafs

(1

reel every- 2-

weeks)

Kidkomedies (1 a month)
Al Haynes Comedies (1 reel every 2 weeks)
Premier Pioductions, Inc., Einstein Relativity

Film

(2

and 4

reels)

MR. ADVERTISER—READ THIS
BRYANT 8960

ASCHER PRODUCTIONS
m
inc.

-1

a

MOTION PICTURES
117

WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK

May-

Eleventh

19

2

3]

The Film Daily
71 West 44th Street
New York City

Gentlemen:
In the Film Daily of May second we ran^a^page advertisement"
announcing that our Tut-Ankh-Amen picture, "THEJIMAGE MAKER"
was ready for screening for national distributors and state
rights buyers. The number of responses received by us was
indeed very gratifying and came from all branches of the
industry including the most representative concerns.

The reason for this letter is, that since we are ready to
make a kick when things go wrong we feel that a word of
praise and encouragement would not be amiss when things
go right.
„ _j

Wishing you continued success, we are,
Very truly yours
SIDNEY ASCHER Pres.
SA/JO

After All

Its Results

That Count

Acclaimed

b)

the Critics

&

an Audience am

Box Office Pictur

Motion Picture

News

(Reviewed by L. C. Moen)

THERM
through

Sunday, April

-JZ0»lDAILV

IB23

29,

Effective

Heart Interest Should

Rubicon Pictures presents

Roubcrt Prod.

L.

—State

SCENARIO BY

A

majority

biggest

exhibitors;

of

effective appeal

for the

contains

will appeal to

Has appropriate

and

L. Roubert
L. Roubert

good audience picture

mosphere and story that

STORY

L. Roubert

Richard Fryer

WHOLE

at-

many

heart interest touches

although

it

is

not particu-

larly original

DIRECTION.

.

.Usually

close uses too

much

toward the

satisfactory;

footage unravelling compli-

cations and bringing about happy ending

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Standard

PLAYERS

Ben Lewin does the best work in role
which he makes thoroughly convincing; capable
of securing sympathy; Schuyler White adequate
except when called upon for emotional bits;
Matty Roubert good in short sequence; others
Louis Dean, Jean Armour, Gladys Grainger,
Franklin Hanna and Scott Hinchner
Adequate
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Occasionally not in keeping

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
him go

Father of

to jail to protect

name

man

sees

of foster parent

he believes to be his real father

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Foi You My Boy" cm be readily
the sorl ol

part

t;r.-.ii< r

number

ihe production

called a

good box

Inasmuch as the

of exhibitors cater to this class clientele

seems

to

have

a-

Picture

in

which the paternal

instinct

the pivot of heart interest instead of the usual

is

There is some excellent scrapping
and a gang of real kids.

made

mother

love.

The opening sequence
relinquishes

all

winch

in

a poor

favorable forecast. It

Box
1

xhibitorj
stories

who know

will

gains a sympathy for him that

is retained through
Roubert has succeeded in keeping his
story down to probabilities and with the exception of
a few rather prominent bits of coincidence in the development his theme is logical and smoothly told.
Toward the close he does pile on some unnecessary
complications by bringing back a character of the early

what

reels

follows.

who

threatens hero,

now

a tendency to

make Him

still

confesses that he served a
nocent, to protect the

man

their folks like heart 'inter-

surely be able to satisfy

them with

You My Boy." Tell them it is the story of a
who was forced to give his son away. You
might make a special note of the fact that this is a
The
fathei love theme and not a mother love story.
fathei

much

-is

might prove particularly interesting
it
is usually a case of mother loye.

inas-

these

in

sequences

a respected citizen, wiiti

the exposure of his prison record.

Of course this has.
more respected when he

'>

sentence, although inhe believed to be his father.
jail

Except that this makes the conclusion slightly involved, and prolongs the ending a trifle, this sequence
does complete every thread of the story and brings a.

ROGER FERRI

satisfactory conclusion.

Roubert provides an appropriate production though
an inexpensive one. The cast contains no well known
players but Ben Lewin deservves special mention for
the very painstaking performance which he offers as
the father who offers his child for adoption. His work:
in the latter reels is especially worth while.
Young
Matty Roubert does well as the boy.
Story: John Austin agrees never to claim his son,.
Jack, adopted by the rich Grant Melford, as his own.
Years later Jack is sent to prison for a theft committed

IN

THE MAY 5 ISSUE OF THE MOTION PICTURE WORLD

SAYS
My Boy" makes an
although there is no girl
arid boy romance.
The hero wins a wife, but the courtship is
told in less than 300 feet, the rest of the pic
ture being devoted to the adventures of the boy, h s
As

entertainment,
exceptionally strong

"For

You,

appeal,

covers that Austin, a trusted employee of Melford's,
long since dismissed because of his old age, is his reaV
father. The reunion follows Jack's success in business,

sacrifice in the way of assuming responsibility for a theft
his supposed wealthy father has committed, his rise in
the business world, his thwarting of a swindling plot,
and his reconciliation with his father, bringing about
situations that were highly dramatic.
"For You
Boy" is a splendid buy for independents,
for the $75,000 value placed on it by the producers should
enable everybody to make money with it.
True, there
are no so-called big star names, but the story is a power-

and his marriage to his employer's daughter.

ful

b) Melford whois killed before the theft is discovered.
Jack accepts the guilt to protect the name of the man
he believed was his father. Upon his release he dis-

Can Be

Exploited

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Foi

nation

youngsters,

some rather

Much of the material has been given a number of
excellent twists, here and there.
The situation developed
at the close is an excellent one.
The boy becomes involved in the greatest crisis of his career, and it is the
reunion with the old man which solves it.

bank clerk

claim to his infant son immediately

Story Will Please the Majority and Father Love

i

the
in

unusual tight scenes.

My

The title can be exploited effectively with catchhnes
such as "If your boy was motherless would you give
him, up to another who could give htm 'he things you
couldn't provide? See what happens in 'For You My
Boy' in which a father is confronted with this problem."

If

you showed "The Heritage," Roubert's

production, you might recall

it.

the lobby should attract attention

A

last

poster display in

one

with

exceptional

appeal

heart

and

interpreted

way

that it cannot help but get over with a smash.
Particularly clever is the prologue, wherein appear a
group of excellent juvenile actors, headed by Matty
Roubert, who participates in a number of fistic combats
that, besides being typically kiddish and recalling bygone
days, should grip your audience like Brigg's cartoons
hold his readers.
The cast is virtually an all-man affair, but in this fact
one finds food abundant for exploitation. But the principal theme, the father love phase, is what you must

in

.

Boy"

There should be a strong appeal to
and some of the older folks as well,

1

and those that make up the biggest

picture going public.

the

ol

6,000 feet

i"i

lure K"crs

pii

.if

About

many_ exhibitors in that it contains
ludience appeal popular with the majority

picture

office

My

|

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Good Audience

sympathy and

Rights

Wm.
Wm.
Wm.

AUTHOR

It

appealing

"For You

My

contains a heart interest story, that, while not specially original, has situations which secure the spectator's

FOR YOU MY BOY"
Wm.
DIRECTOR

Make

an

story running
that should
give the picture a decided element of audience appeal.
Mother love dramas have been
done often, but the story of a father's sacrifice
for the sake of his son has seldom been used,
and it is on this that "For You
Boy" bases
its appeal.
is

a

capitalize.

"For You

My Boy"

properly exploited, and is a
Spring and Summer season.

will

make

splendid

real

picture

money,
for

the

RUBICON PICTURES
T
"
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HANY CANDIDATES
With Regal?

)eal

nto Reports Nathanson Will
andle Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan[Special to

sd

distribution

although
has been dis-

that

with Nathanson by Goldwyn
negotiations have not reach-

ials,

ny

About 50

all

Steffes

Chicago

—Al

late Friday,

Steffes arrived here
followed on Saturday by

many

of his
Minnesota boosters.
Steffes' friends are sure he is in line
for the presidency. The Illinois delegates are understood to have been instructed to vote for him.

'See

Pages 6 and 7

—

Chicago The chief topic of the convention
be the next president?

7.

City No one of the Goldorganization will discuss the reed Canadian deal with Regal
The group arrived yesterday
is.

Sydney

S.

one of the big questions
throughout the Sherman,
Saturday night and yesterday was
whether Cohen would, under any cirWhen
cumstances, be a candidate.
asked regarding this by a Chicago
newspaper man, Cohen refused to <li-cuss the matter. When pressed ami
asked if he would be a candidate if
necessary to prevent a split in the
organization, he declared that he had
heard of nothing to indicate anything

Wednesday, with business

J.

on

Kp^'yl

Randolph

William

(Continued

Page

2)

(Continued on Page 6)

Godsol Sails
Godsol sailed for Europe on
'

lrday.

7

*

1
Today's Program

HJjfc^S
Vernon Signs
(Special to

os

New

Contract

(Staff Correspondence)

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Bobby

Vernon has

follows:

ed a three year contract with the

Delegates

by

welcomed

Mavor Dever.

Graf Plans

Two

Various committees named.
Report on the Motion Picture Palace of Progress.

Units

THE FILM DAILY)

— Max

os Angeles
ataining two

Graf intends
production units,

KflPl^f 1

^H

_

of the national
president reviewing activities of
the past three years.
Addresses by trade paper edi-

Annual report

probably at the Metro studio
and the other at San Mateo,
San Francisco. Each company

George
Mrs. Wallace Reid supported by James Kirkwood, Bessie Love,
and
Bateman
.Victory
McDowell
Claire
make three pictures a year, Hackathorne, Robert McKim,
WRECKAGE,
rk on "The Grain of Dust" starts other notables who give a performance in
Entire world waiting for this picture dese IS, with Mildred Harris fea- never before seen on the screen.
Distributed by *.
:d.
Following that, Graf will pro- tined to surpass anything in all motion picture history.
B. O.—Advt.
e "The Soul Thief."
f

program

Chicago—Today's

isties.

(Special to

who

Indeed,
discussed

m

Inesday,

:

Cohen.

its first busisession last night in the Trellis
of the Ritz. The meetings will

until

just this

All other questions are, for the moment, of secondary interest. And there is a lot of real interest in the question of who will
succeed Sydney S. Cohen, as head of the M. P. T. O. of A.

noon and went into

ions scheduled for every evening,
number of fall releases will be
vn to the sales force and on

is

of

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—

will

page

ted Last Night in Atlantic City
learst to Deliver an Address

tlantic

DANNY)

Chicago,
the
Coliseum,
battleground of the exhibitor
meetings, will be found on

Goldwyn Confab
On Wednesday

(By

There are in the field W. A. Steffes of Minnesota, "Jim" Ritter
of Michigan, Martin G. Smith of Ohio, F. J. McWilliams of Wisconsin, and among those who may develop strength are "Dinny"
Harris of Pittsburgh and there is some talk of C. A. Lick of Arkansas and, despite his declarations that he is not a candidate,

page 6, this issue.
Danny's column, written from

(Special to

— Cohen

P. T. O.

Looks For
Harmonious Meeting

President

There

Additional special dispatches
from the convention appear on

definite stage.

New M.

Chicago Conjecturing Over

(Staff Correspondence)

is

understood

is

delegation to the
left
yesterday.
told were in the party.

convention

in

authentically rehere that N. L. Nathanson
:d
r has or will secure the distriLuof the Goldwyn-CosmopolitanRegal
output for his
nctive
s, Ltd.
It

dian

Chicago

Canada
THE FILM DAILY)
Output

Distinctive

ironto

N. Y. Delegation Leaves

The New York

tors.

"HUMAN

Representatives

of

various

government exhibits to address
.

delegates.

;

THE

&&*\

Monday, May

DAILY

On— Broadway

Deal With Regal?

Broadway "Trifling With Honor."
(Continued from Page 1)
Hearst will deliver an address, his Brooklyn Strand "Scars of Jealousy."
first speech in an official connection
with the industry. There will prob- Cameo— "Masters of Men."
ably be some changes in the line-up Capitol "Trailing African Wild Ani-

—

Vol.

Pric e 5 Cents

Monday. May 21. 1823

XXIT Mi. 51

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
fnc
Vew York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS. INC
loseph

T.

W.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

ager.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
the post office at New York, N. Y., under

at

March

(he act of

3,

1879.

Outside
free) United States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3 00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
4551-4552-5558.
Vanderbilt
N. Y. 'Phone:
Hollywood. California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Terms (Postage
of

THE

—

Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative Ernest W. *redThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.

—

Ave.. London, W. 1.
Paris Representative— Le Film, 42
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

Rue de

— Interna-

Filmschau, Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale

vakia),

(Czecho-Slo-

of the sales force announced before
the convention closes.

The home

aggregation

office

in-

of

Edward

Bowes, J. R.
Friend and H. N. Marin
J.

Distinctive.

The Home

Office includes the fol-

lowing:
Edward Bonns, A.

F. Cummings, Howard
E. Flynn, W. P. Garyn, E. C.
Grainger, Gabriel Hess, C. A. Hill, George
T. V.
Kann, William Kelly, David Kerr.
Philbin, R. E. Pritchard, W. F. Rodgers,
Frank Roehrenbeck, C. C. Ryan, and Erich
Goldwynner Eddie Carrier will also
Schay.
be present.
The district managers include:
W. E. Banford, J. A. Chantler, George
A. Dembow, S
Eckman, Jr., George A.
Hickey, J. A. Koerpel, Arthur Lucas Felix
Mendelssohn, L. B. Remy, W. E. Truog and
Dietz,

J.

Sam Dembow, Jr.
The branch managers include:
N. Barach, Cleveland; Thomas Brady,
Buffalo; W. J. Clarke, Charlotte, P. M. Desbon, New Orleans; Ben Fish, Denver; C.
E. Gregory, Kansas City; J. H. Hill, Oklahoma City; H. L. Hollander, Omaha; A.
Charles KnickerTnterrante, New Haven
bocker; Minneapolis; A. B. Lamb, Los
Angeles! H. S. Lorch, Detroit; C. F. Lynch,
Des Moines; E. Moss, Philadelphia; G. C.
Seth
Perkins,
San
Francisco
Parsons,
Ralnh Pielow,
Seattle
C. W. Perry, Boston
Portland, Ore.; Walter T. Price. Washington.
D. C.
Ben B. Reingold, Chicago; David
Rosengarten, New York; A. A. Schayer,
Butte, Mont.; Samuel Shurman, Milwaukee;
J. D. Solomon, Salt Lake City; H. W. StarE. S. Stewart Cincinnati
L.
rett, Atlanta
Sturm, Pittsburgh Charles Walder, Albany
Jack Weil, St. Louis, and W. W. William,
Indianapolis.
;

Quotations
High

Low

Sales

Close

300

Kast. Kod...l08^ 108J4- 10854
73V4 75
F P-L. .. 75
do pfd. ..905^ 90-& 905^
.

Goldwyn

.

5

.

Not

Griffith

Loew's

5

5

....

16-K

16J*

6,600
100

900
quoted

16J*

16,00

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

;

—

Davis Leaves
H. Davis left

—

—

and "Vengeance of the Deep."
Saturday "Is Divorce A Failure."
Lyric "The White Flower" (opens
Tuesday).
Rialto "Enemies of Women."
Rivoli— "Soul of the Beast."
Strand "Girl of the Golden West."
Next Week
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand "The Isle of Lost

—

—
—
—

—

On

Hearing
(Special to

BOOK PICTURES BEARING
THIS TRADE MARK
For Every Program
Promise Your Patrons

And

A WHOLE
SUMMER EVENING'S

ENTERTAINMENT
(f&cLuuxticrricd UTLctuAJuJ

—

—"Masters of Men."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
—
Lyric "The White Flower."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
Strand — Not yet determined.
Ships."

Cameo

Exhibitors and Producers En
thusiastic over the Dura

Company's Method
Protecting

of

Prints

Producers have spent fo
tunes to give the public the best
screen results that money could
buy.
They select their story*their director, their cast; they
build elaborate sets, in short
every detail is carried out to
make a perfect picture. Finally
the producer sees his picture on
the screen and is delighted to
find the result of his labors
justified the enormous expenditure of

with

money.

equal

The

exhibitor

enthusiasm

books
Dks

the picture.

On

the first run showings tl
R. O. sign is ignored in tl
mad rush of the overflow at
tempting to gain admittance,Everyone is happy. The picture
S.

is

S

called a "success."

BUT:
First

St.

will

The State
THE FILM DAILY)
"Foolish Wives" open-

Showing

(Special to

in

—

Cincinnati.
ed 'this week

House.

the Grand Opera
the first showing of

at

This

is

the film in this state.

the East

Side

Construction will be started soon
Los
on a new theater to be built at 95th
St.

east

of

Realty Co.,

Censorship

THE FILM DAILY)

—

2nd Ave., by Benenson

who purchased

the prop-

from the James Williams

erty

estate.

Lee's Special

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Rowland Lee's specproduction for Fox will be "You
Can't Get Away With It," by Gouveneur Morris.
Los Angeles

ial

Rice

Assumes
to

New

Duties In K. C.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Kansas City James H. Rice, is here
up duties as manager of the

to take

Petersburg, Fla. A hearing Pantages.
Rice hails -from Sacrabe given soon for both sides on mento where he managed the State.

the local censorship question.

Fox Office
THE FILM DAILY)

Shift In Phila.

Fisher Announces Policy
(Special to

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Joe
Hebrew, who
Close adaptation of
comes
from
the home office of Fox,
popular novels will be the policy of
has been appointed manager of the
his new organization, according to
company's office here succeeding
Victor B. Fisher.

Los Angeles

—

George Dembow.

Allison

Heads Atlanta Board
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Atlanta George R. Allison veteran Atlanta film man, has been elected
president of the new Atlanta Flim
Board of Trade, Dave Prince, vicepresident,
and
Arthur Dickinson,
sec'y-treas.
The board of governors includes:
Ralph Williams, Consolidated, C. R. Beacham, First National, A. C. Bromberg. Progess Pictures and Educational, W. W. Anderson, Pathe and George Allison, Fox.

have

Every theatre does not
run."
The same

"first

prints are used for second, third,
fourth and subsequent runs.
The same print which held
the audience spellbound with
its beautiful photographic quality, soon becomes full of rain,
dirt and old stains.
It is full
of jumps in action caused by
the removal of much footagej
due to broken perforations.

Patrons lured into a theatre
on a promise of a good show
leave disgusted. Some of them
never to return. The exhibitor
protests to the exchange. The

exchange

manager shrugs

shoulders

believing
himself
All the above is past

helpless.
history.

his

The Dura Film Protector Co.,
220 West 42nd St., New
York City, has perfected a
Inc..

be the

SHORT SUBJECTS

ABOLISHEI

Woman"

Wednseday "Temptation."
Thursday— "The Go-Getter."
Friday— "Girl Who Came Back"

(Special

will

Fair."

New House For

—

SUMMER PROGRAM

—Today—"The

Tuesday "Just Like A
and "Double Dealing."

;

;

—

THE SPICE OF THE

York

;

THE FILM DAILY)

Haven,

New

;

for
George
Conn. The New Angeles on Saturday.
York Life Insurance Co. has announced that Louis M. Sagal, general
McDermott With First Nat'l
manager of the Poli circuit, has inJohn W. McDermott, has been ensured himself for $1,000,000.
gaged by First National to direct
"Her Temporary Husband."
Sunday Closing Case Up
Charles Browne, Exhibitor, Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Roanoke, Va. The case of the city
Tampa.
Fla.
Browne,
Charles
against several exhibitors charged
With not complying with the Sunday owner of the Wallace at Bradentown,
closing ordinance will be brought be- is dead from heart trouble.
fore the court in the next few days.
(Special to

Loew's

Covered Wagon."

RAINY FILM

;

;

Theater Head Insured for $1,000,000

New

—
mals."
—
Criterion "The

Famous Mrs.

cludes:
F. J. Godsol,
Grainger, Arthur

21, 192 3

wmmmmmumammmmm

method
patents

fully
protected
to overcome all

by
the
reg-

It has
faults mentioned.
istered the word "Duratize" in

the United States patent office
as its trade name.
Duratizes
prints
by
applyIt
ing a thin coating of celluloid over
This in
the emulsion of new prints.
no way impairs the photographic
the print,
but on the
quality
of
contrary gives it a -more brilliant apThe emulpearance on the screen.
sion is so protected that the Duratized
become
"rainy."
prints will not
Not only the perforations but the
joins are greatly reinforced by the

•

thin layer of celluloid.

"Super 5" Franchises Sold
Irving M. Lesser has sold Princioal's
"Super Five" franchise to
Harry L. Charnas of Standard Film
Service for Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, West Virginia and Western
Pennsylvania,
comprising 15% of
Charles Tramoe of
Dist. Corp.. Milwaukee,
purchased the Wisconsin franchise
and All Star Feature Dist., California,
the

country.

Mid-West

Nevada, Arizona and Hawaii.

oilproof
and
film
Duratized
is
waterproof, and to clean, it is only
necessary to pass the film through
a cloth moistened with cleaning fluid

between re-winders.
The price charged

for

Duratizing

prints is two dollars per
day's additional run will

One
more than
reel.

cover this cost. The exchange which
has its prints Duratized profits by the
life to the film and will satisfy
the exhibitor and please his audience.

added

—ADVT,

.

Monday,
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SAYS

miETY
"It

was

interesting

and

with the Rialto's (New York City)
audience being aroused to cheers at various points. The pictures
look
as though they are a sure business getter in any part
of New York
State.

They

thrilling

certainly pulled extra business at the Rialto."

in

reviewing the

WHLARD -JOHNSON
and

c

FIRPO-M AULIFFE
FIGHT PICTURES
Exclusive Pictures of the Big Fights Taken at the Yankee Stadium for the Benefit of the Mayor's Milk Fund.

A

Few

of the Bookings
*

NEW YORK

CITY

Broadway

Apollo
Stadium

Rialto
B. S. Moss'

Fox's
Fox's
Fox's
Fox's
Fox's
Bim's

Academy

Costello

Japanese Garden

Bluebird
Valentine
Kingsbridge
New 3rd Ave.
Progress

Nemo
City

Crotona
Standard

BROOKLYN,
Fox's Folly
Republic
Oxford Hotel

Happy Hour

N. Y.
Coliseum
Sheffield

Capitol

Strand

Yonkers, N. Y.

Park
Regent

Stapleton, S.

Sumner

Benson
Park View
Whitney

Kismet

Belvedere

Rialto
Janice

State

Parthenon

Lyceum

Stone

Crescent
Strand

Far Rockaway, L.

New

Whitestone, L.

Flushing, L. I.
Amityville, L. I.

Odeon

Belmore

Meserole

Utica

Park

Plaza

Ritz

Supreme

Select

Capitol

West End

Chatham

Fox's Jamaica

New

Avon
Echo

New

Harlem 5th Ave.

Colonial

Atlantic

Chester

I.

Bayshore, L. I.
Southampton, L.

Metro

I.
I.

I.

Rockaway Beach, L.
Riverhead, L. I.
Jamaica, L. I.
Greenport, L. I.

I.

RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

PREFERRED
"THE FIRST YEAR"
{of Married Life)
The Great American Play

wfj^

#y Frank Craven

tie

mm

"MY LADY'S

aye

LIPS"

Pfepi

The Famous Play
5y Edward Locke

fm

"MAYTIME"

sS^P

Now

i!?f*

in

its

7th Successful Year

By Rida Johnson Young

il-jlS

"THE TRIFLERS"
Stirring Story of

?l*=^
5^885

By

Modern

Society

Frederick Orin Bartlett

kjw:

II

"WHEN A WOMAN REACHES FORTY"

£v*^|

Original Screen Story

By Royal A. Waker

"MOTHERS-IN-LAW"
?r?P

By

the authors of

"RICH' MEN'S WIVES"

£C¥h
W.St

Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston
^

§§j

"THE BREATHOF SCANDAL"

.

*$l

Sr^Jj

The Cosmopolitan Magazine Novel
By Edwin Balmer

V>.V.c
fcaasfe

"THE WHITE MAN"

W&Sk

*j||ji

fe&dj

II
1§1|
WM

The Novel of tne Jungle and the Drawing-Room
#V </<^ge ^g»w Chamberlain

"THE BROKEN WING"
Year in
New York,

By

Year in London

Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard

PICTURES
"THE VIRGINIAN"

\

The American Classic
By Owen IVister

%&M

Proven by Previews in New York and Los Angeles
A Great Audience Picture
By Hope Loving and Louis D. Lighton

"THE BOOMERANG"
DAVID BELASCO'S

Wonderful Play
By Winchell Smith and Victor Mapes

MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS"
From the Song that will Live Forever
By Harry Von Tilzer and Arthur J. Lamb

—

"FAINT PERFUME"
By

192 4
liPPi

"APRIL SHOWERS"

"A

*g*

the author of "Lulu Belt"

Zona Gale

||
mm

&5f§S

mm
._
'^%
mm
§fl
sts?>£

Ijf^v

W*
||
WM
$$&&

"POISONED PARADISE"
From

the Novel of

By Robert W.

Monte Carlo

$$&$.

WM

Service

fiM£

Directed by

GASNIER FORMAN SCHERTZINGER
•

LWer

B. P.

fAe Personal Supervision

of

SCHULBERG
Distributed by

$T&fiX'i.V.***

&v$?>£

AL LICHTMAN CORPORATION
1650 Broadway,

New York City

|§^g

!

THE
Monday, May

DAILY

Hope

Kerasota,

Seek Harmony

Tuesday 's Program

He, therefore, referred

the

question

tions

— one

Much

to

League

the

of

Na-

of his pet phrases.

depends, relative to the presi-

on the nature of the committees and how they work. One of
dency,

the

candidates

de-

unhesitatingly

would be able to forewhat might be exthe committee's had been

clared that he
cast

by

tonight

pected after

The suggestion has been

offered

that to organize the committees prop-

do would
be to name the president of each state
organization on the committee on
resolutions; and the vice-president on
the committee on rules and the •'secretary of each state organization on
This,
the committee on credentials.
it
is said, would open the way to a
erly that the best thing to

"real" convention.

the

man

depends,

it

is

also

said,

choice of the permanent
for

the

convention.

on

thair-

Lick,

of

being talked of as a good
one, providing, of course, that he is
not a candidate. The point made here
is that no candidate nor any of his
Arkansas,

Mi
J.
R. Kramer, Gen
W. W. Watts, Springfield; \
Pearl, Highland Park.
Committee on Reception and Er

(Staff Correspondence)

Chicago

for to-

Reports to be received from
the Committees on Credentials,
Rules and other Committees.
Report of the National Treas-

John T. Collins, N. J.
Presentation of the music
license question by George P.
Aarons, Phila., S. A. Handy,
urer,

Kansas City, and others.
Gov. Preus, Minnesota, and
Bruce Dodson, Kansas City, to

—

State Senator

James J. Walker of New York,
the storm center of the Washington convention, is due here
week. He will not attend
the convention, that is, he is
not expected to, unless something very unusual happens.
He is coming here to attend
a large meeting of the International Sports Alliance.

Los

the coast.
Fall produc
plans for C. B. C. will be devel<
while he is here.

Peter Brady of N. Y. to discuss co-operative banking.
W. D. Burford, Chicago, to
report on negotiations with Will

General Chairman of All Committees
Glen Reynolds, Dekalb.

the

The Chicago Committees
(Staff Correspondence)

Chicago—The

ranged by exhibitors, Rotary
and other clubs to be presented
by E. W. Collins of Arkansas.
George Eastman, Rochester,
to address the Convention.

is

Illinois

M.

P. T. O.

appointed the following
mittees to look after things:

uniform

M. J. O'Toole, Scranton, to
report on public service.
Code of business ethics ar-

B.

Berve,

FRED

Michigan Has 50 Rooms
Staff

i

Chicago

Correspondence)

— The

Rochelle, Chairman; L.
L. Frank, Chicago.

l.oeiv

Committee
Selig,

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Chairman;

A. Powell.
West Side S. Abrahams, Chairman; G. Hopkinson; A. Saperstein.
South Side J. Lamm, Chairman
D. Chrissis; L. Siegel.
North Side H. Goldson. Chair-

—
—
—
man; M. Gumbiner; M..
Out-of-Town — F. Dittman, Freeport,
Chairman;
Dernbach,

airi

Sie<?el.

left

i

Staff

—

Correspondence)

Chicago Few members of the M.
the suggestion was made on Saturday P. T. O. have worked harder to make
that several state units might be ex- the convention a success than
J. J.
pected to walk out of the gathering. Rubens of the Illinois organization,
That indicates the tempo of some of who as manager of the Palace of
the visitors. Just how the New York Progress, has been working like a
delegation will vote is, of course, one Turk, first arranging to secure space
of
the
absorbing topics
of
the takers lor the huge Coliseum buildmoment.
ing, and then watching all the details.
is

attempted,

Clarence Badger
'

is

directing

"Red Lights"

Golttyyn
u ***

Hour by Day

51st St.

Circle

I

WESHNER-DAVIDSON
EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES?

yesterday.

Rubens Working Hard

this

$2 Per

W.

ARE YOU ACQUAINTED WITH

vention.
like

1540 Broadixia

BUg.,

Joliet;

Down Town — S.

Hammerstein

Elaine

keep organization or "steam roller" of Truart Prod.,
of procedure out of the con-

anything

BAER

;

methods
If

E.

Advertising

Advertising and Exploitation

and
her
Kiwanis Club might easily serve. In mother left on the Wolverine last
other words, it is the apparent desire night for Chicago.
M. H. Hoffman
to

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

Auditing Committee

Rubens,

A E

B

com-

Michigan delegation
J.
state delegates should be elected perhas reserved a block of 50 rooms.
A.
manent chairman and that, if neces- The crowd arrived on Saturday via Wheaton; Chas. Law, Pana; B. Berve,
109
Jim Ritter Rochelle; Dee Robinson, Peoria; G.
sary, a good parliamentarian can be a couple of special cars.
headed the group.
secured from outside the ranks of
delegates.
The suggestion has been
Miss Hammerstein Leaves
offered that the president of the local

—

reached

have

to

Brandt Reaches Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles
Joe Brandt

(Special to

discuss theater insurance.
J. Burns, of the U. S.
Secret Service, and others to
discuss protecting the public
against fraudulent stock sales.

Hays relative
contract.

J.

tainment of Stars, Directors ai
Authors
Tos. Hopp, Chairman; L. Sie
W. D. Burford.

this

Wm.

named.

Much

Chicago— The program
morrow follows:

Springfield;

Woodstock;

Walker Expected

(Staff Correspondence)

1)

but that the convention would be very

harmonious.

19;

Keep Out "Steam Roller

to

(Continued from Page

21,

Big Hiings

Do you know

that Weshner-Davidson have built the first organization of its kind devoted exclusively to the work of furnishing
the motion picture industry with thousands of cheap Souvenir
Novelties for give-away purposes? That this clearing house of
novel advertising ideas is doing a pioneer work is blazing a new
trail to better theater advertising?

—

Do you want
Write

fc

to

to

—

know more about Novelty Exploitation?
117 West 46th St., New York

Weshner-Davidson,

B.RFineman's

Dorit Marrj^
cfor
A TITLE

Money"

with unlimited exploitation
possibilities

Box Office Value:

^m
Edge
THE

o4ay,

May

DAILY

21, 1923

You have been doing a
and what's it all about?

On

I

(Byjwire from

The

We're

'Well, hoys, you're here.

what are you going

n

You might

know

to

Coliseum, Chicago)

here.

The gang's

do?

all

lot of rcsoluting

and a

lot of talking

T he e yes of every exhibitor in this country arc on Chicago today. You may not know it, and a lot of you won't believe it, hut
you're on trial and you're eithei going to come through and prove
here, yourselves again and organize properly and finance yourselves
adequately or

—

— you

might not believe it but you're
You're going to find another national exhibitor organization
tfig on the edge of the nicest can of dynamite that ever was started and the interesting question remains whether or not the
ated and if your aren't very careful it's liable to blow up. next one will be "one of those things" or a regular business organinebody may lose a few arms and a couple of legs and go back zation.
somewhat the worse and some of you may not go home at
It's up to you.
that is so far as your exhibitor organization is concernedDANNY.
use there may be none.
Riesenfeld In London
Ann Harbor House Burns
i,That's a nice pleasant thought for a Monday morning. Might
Word
Ann
was
received
from
Paris
that
Harbor, Mich. — Fire of unrorse. But it's bad enough. Here are the facts:
Riesenfeld, now touring the known origin destroyed the WashingHugo
You can go as far back as you want and you will find that continent, has left Paris for London. ton theater recently.
Ibitor organizations have been formed, have functioned for a
And then everya or two and then something has happened.
And then a year or so later somebody
$§• has, gone to smash.
GELATINE
4 starts something and you have another one rolling just the
224 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ie old way.
Manufacturers of
Right here in Chicago several years ago was started what
Jnised to be the finest national exhibitor organization ever.
L what was the motive is at this moment incidental, but the
I
reland convention which followed the Chicago gathering made
(weather proof)
And it looked as though everything was set. And
I history.
All Colors
$2.50 per quart
L just what always happened occurred again.
not

it

—

e
tJ

PRODUCTS COMPANY

CO

Today

the national exhibitor organization facing the
stion of what it intends doing and how it intends to finance
which it intends to do:

"We

finds

the constitution of the M. P. T. O. was to go into effect toand the election was held late this afternoon, only a few
They
es would have the privilege of voting for a candidate.
to a
were
paid
up
the only units that are paid up or rather
days ago.

L O R
color

N

E

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

COLOR YOUR BULBS

If

[Now isn't this a nice state of affairs?
No wonder the Michigan organization

insists

upon

things have been said and many more will be as to the
rations of the M. P. T. O. under the leadership of Sydney
But this is certain there isn't another exhibitor in this
:en.
ntry who out of his own pocket would have financed this orization as he has done, taking the chance of getting it back
le day, some time, some how.
lot of

—

wrong. There is no reason why Sydney Cohen
uld pay the check for exhibitors of this country. There is no
son why any one man should, because this sort of a condition
elops into an autocratic method of operation. And this is not
:nded as a reflection nor a suggestion that Cohen has been
ocratic.
But it is human nature that the man who foots the
should have a lot to say and it is about time that one man
This

is

K.

LINCOLN

a financial

jram to be determined upon before anything else happens,
wonder that they insist that the incoming president have sufnt finances with which to operate.

A

E.

in
"THE

RIGHT : STRONGEST
A Great Picture with
A Great Cast including

all

Dped footing the

bill.

You're exhibitors. You have investments. Some of them are
'hty heavy.
Sometimes your banker has something to say
itht isn't so sweet.
You need an exhibitor organization.
one you're sunk. But if you can't have an exhibitor organiion sufficiently financed to justify its existence how on earth
you expect to get one?

George Seigman

Helen Ferguson

Tom Santschi

June Elvidge

Tully Marshall

Niles

Robert Milash

Winter Hall

Welch

W

You have been
eral years.

shilly-shallying, fussing around, for the past

For what?

C.

Lumiere

110 W. 40th
Zenith Pictures Corp'n
Telephone, Pennsylvania 3649

St.,

N. Y. C.

—

wgi^^Monday, May

Fox

Putting It Over

Sells
to

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you

ment from

hibitor

one part, that the tract of land held
by Fox near Corona, New York, for
studio purposes, has been sold and

cleaned up.

that part of the

Here

is

Winter Comes"
Witmark & Sons are the publishers
of a song, "If Winter Comes," written

Song For

"If

especially for the Fox special.
lustrations on the front cover
taken from the production.

A

Il-

were

Mad Love Sundae
/ Baltimore An exploitation feature
rout across by Goldwynner Willie
Robson for "Mad Love," at the Censpreading

tury is
country.

throughout

the

Robson
induced
the
Hendler
Creamery Co. to get up a window
card, which was sent to local ice

studio states, in

Held

of

"The

Christian."

Tiie Mt. Vernon telephone directory
was taken and names of SO women
selected at random.
These names

The

envelopes were then placed on the
counters of the department store, and

newspaper

women

advertising

invited

the

come to the store and see
if they
were among the lucky ones.
The store had a special sale on the
same day and through the tie-up atto

for the Fall

Werner Buys "Salome"
THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Sam Werner of United

(Special to

—

St.

Film Exchange has obtained the
Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri rights to "Salome."
April Incorporations

Increase

THE FILM DAILY)
Albany-— Secretary of State Hamreport of April incorporations
a decided increase in number
over a month ago.
1,616 companies
filed papers, representing a capitalization of $53,739 805. Of 1,616 companies charterd, 32 are in the film
business.
ilton's

shows

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS^for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange
'h

Triumphant,"

the

RIOT OF COLOR"

ROLL
ALONG irL

tracted a great crowd.

"Youth

win !

EVERYONE

knows that upon only one of the
candidates listed in the group below may be
bestowed the honor of the presidency of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

JAMES
C. A.
S. J.

RITTER

C.

LICK

AL. STEFFES

COMERFORD

M. E.

Mc WILLIAMS

release date of "Circus Days"
has been put off from Tune to September 1st. It is the last of the Coogan
series for First National.

were written on SO envelopes containing passes for the showing.

of
these can

Fox

(Special to

Passes Attract Large Crowds
Mt. Vernon, Wash.— C. C. Rutb
of the Mission tied-up with the Golden Rule department store for the run

ONE

Only

M. G.

SMITH

The

cream

dealers using their product
advertising the "Mad Love Sundae"
during the showing.
The creamery
people also sent to the dealers the
recipe for a "Mad Love Sundae."
An account of the tie-up was sent to
the Ice Cream Review which pubished the article.

Fox

the

executive office
will be moved to the new studio
which is planned here. Although 450
acres of land have been purchased,
the part not used for the studio and
outdoor sets will be disposed of. The
property is bounded by the Los
Angeles Country Club, the Rancho
Country Club, Pico Blvd., and Saiita
Monica Blvd.

—

»

19

Corona Plot

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — A detailed announce(Special

21,

initial

JIMMIEADAMS

Victor B. Fisher production has been
completed.

but

All of these
are SURE winners!
of coming Universal Jewels, to
HERE'S a
be presented by Carl Laemmlc, every one a
SURE WINNER — every one elected a box-office
list

sensation during the coming year!
vote them clean-ups!

—you'll

Watch

for

them

MERRY GO ROUND
GLITTERING,

spectacular, the most marvelous love story ever transferred to the screen
tremendous in its majestic scope and splendor
with a great cast headed by Mary Philbin and Nor-

man Kerry — the most

of a decade!

colossal box-office attraction

Directed by Rupert Julian.

VIRGINIA VALLI

in

A LADY of QUALITY
From

the famous play by

A Hobart
LOIS WEBER'S

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
Henley Production
production of the story of

JEWEL

Christie Comedy,

By

Clara Louise

Burnham

Mr. Exhibitor:

Ask Your Film Company

for the

"THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEET"
(Pat. Applied For)
lit

means more

to

you than any

other accessory.
It is the. cue sheet
insures
a musically perfect
fhat
picture presentation.

I

am

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

Priscilla

market for

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

MEYER

ncrpp
Jlftkl
CRAFTSMEN FILM LABS. inc.
251

^EST

19™ STREET

W^sVTPCIlSlS

7620-7461

in

THE ACQUITTAL
From George M. Cohan's

production of Rita Weiman's ttage success.

Tooth Tarkirg'.on's Great Novel

THE TURMOIL
With

LOUIS

DEAN

a

Superb All Star Cast

DENNY

Reginald

UP THE LADDER
Ficm William A. Erady's production

of

Owen Dan

'great p'ay.

1

AL
PICTURES

UNI"
"The

Pleasure

5

is

All

Yours"

7Ae BRADSTREET

afcRHDCWZB

of FILMDOM

Authority

jl.

XXIV

May

Tuesday,

No. 52

Price 5 Cents
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RENTALS MUST DROP
Gall Kent Again
iarp

Goldreyer
Exhibitor Witnesses

Knobel
j

Verbal

and

thick

flew

brickbats

between opposing counsel
Trade Commission's
|ederal

Famous

ceedings

against

esterday

when W.

That's how Danny captions
observations at Chicago.
Read what he says on page 8.

New

1st

Sydney

"Red Flags"

Words Over Re-appearance

S.

Cohen Predicts Ruin

of Exhibitors

his

and

for

Thousands

Unless Present Situation
Is

Met

(By

DANNY)

in the

proPlayers

Griffith

Premiere Tonight

"The White Rose," the new

Griffith

A. Fuller, chief picture, opens at the Lyric tonight.

jounsel for the Commission, demandthe Comd that S. R. Kent,

whom

had expected to again place
n the stand yesterday and who is
jttending the Famous sales convenon at Los Angeles, be summoned to
lew York immediately to resume the
mission

—
Chicago "All pictures released

today are super features, All
"Meanest Man" at the Cohan
exhibitors say the only thing super about them is the prices."
"The Meanest Man in the World"
"If something isn't done, thousands of exhibitors in this

will probably
at the George
in the

have a

New York

M. Cohan

run

theater, later

season.

country will be out of business next year.
"This is not an infant industry. It's an industry that has too
many infants in it, in the producing and distributing end of the

Rosenfeld on the Homeric
business."
(By radio to the FILM DAILY)
"The proposed
Aboard the Homeric, via Louisburg,
Rosenfeld, of Nation- needed is an order
Herman
N.
S.
ess and that notwithstanding the exal Film, Berlin, is aboard the Homeric agreement."
er.se and inconvenience which would
which he
tand.

Fuller contended that Kent had not
ieen released as a Government wit-

I

Stilt

New

York,
to
summoned to appear.

from calling him

e

should be
Robert T. Swaine declared that
rould be impossible for Kent to be
Uew York before June 4.
(Continued on Page 2)

—

with a print of "Boheme,"
bringing over to market
is
United States.

in

the

uniform contract is too cumbersome. All that's
blank and an understanding of an arbitration

These were the salient features of the annual address delivered
by Sydney S. Cohen at the opening of the fourth M. P. T. O.
convention yesterday
Cohen spoke for nearly two hours,
making recommendations and going
many now well-known
the
over

it

in

ases of the organization's activities.
fireworks of the M. P. T. O.
onvention are scheduled to be startAt the moment the absorbid today.
ng question facing the convention is
.vho will be the next president? Upon
i

Fitzmaurice Sails Today
George Fitzmaurice and his wife.
Duida Bergere sail for London toiay to confer with Sir Hall Caine reOn
ative to "The Eternal City."
une 2, Lionel Barrymore Barbara
Montagu Love, Richard
.a Marr,
iennett, Bert Lytell, who replaced
H. H
cast,
in the
David Powell
Sruenner, production manager and

cameraman

sail

The

liis

Miller,

lome.

Samuel Goldwyn gave Fitz-

:ation

naurice a farewell lunch at the Ritz
esterday.

First

National,

in

announcing

is

may

crumble.

Although Sydney
ates

1st Nat'l Lists 25
Schedule
Fall
on
That Many
Katherine Mac Donald Down for
Two — Contract Then Up
)lans for the Fall, lists 25

depends.

especially so, because there
so much muttering, so much diss
rontent that unless certain developnents occur several state units may
>reak away and the present organi-

for

\rthur

much

This

S.

Cohen

reiter-

that he will not be a candidate
there is a strong
thai his .Mi'-

porters and friends
will not agree upthe
on
any
of
candidates in the
fieid and. coiboquently, the point

its

productions

3y name to be released as a part of
•he 1923-24 program.
Among those listed are: "Dust in
Doorway," directed by Frank
:he
"Lord of Thundergate,"
Borzage;
'The Bad Man" directed by Edwin
Zarewe; "Black Oxen," "Bird of
Paradise," directed by Richard Walton Tully, "The Huntress," directed
(Continued on Page 4)

may

he
re

"HUMAN WRECKAGE

the pic-

Bessie Love in
Nothmg ever screened approaches this
for.
waiting
is
world
ture the
throughout the world.
history
theatrical
make
nroduction destined to
and other notables. Los
Kirkwood,
Fxtraordinarv cast including James
theatre one solid
11 G?auman's Million Dollar

Mrs Wallace Reid and

Angeirs opening June
month. 'Frisco opening Century

theatre, one

month.— Advt.

it

readied
will ho

or no one.
in a posiSydney S. Cohen
tion to know say
Cohen is sincere in his attitude and
has tried to find a compromise candion Page 6)
( Continued

Cohen
Those

—

!

;
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Griffith

Correction

The Michigan M.

P. Co., has not
been granted an injunction to restrain
the Precision Machine Co. from allowing the sale of Simplex projection
machines in Michigan, as stated in
"In the Courts" column in Saturbut the applicaday's
tion denied.
This correction is made in fairness
to Precision.

FILM DAILY

Kick

J.

Ludvigh, general counsel for Fa-

mous then took

floor and asserted vigGovernment's request was
"outrageous and preposterous" and asked
Fuller if he really meant it.
"If you do,"
heatedly declared Ludvigh, "say so and put
yourself on record."
Fuller replied that he
wanted Kent summoned, that he was a very

orously

that

the

the

material witness.

Later in the day Ludvigh showed in the
record of the proceedings that at the conclusion of Kent's testimony on May 3 the
witness was recorded as having been excused,

and Fuller replied that inasmuch as Kent had
been told to produce certain documents and
contracts it was understood that he was still
witness, but the Government attorney appeared to be willing to modify his earlier
insistence that Kent be summoned immediately and said the Government would be satisfied
if
he appeared at the earliest possible
moment. This was agreeable to both sides
and the smoke of battle cleared away sufBenjamin Knobel of the
ficiently to allow
Grobe & Knobel chain of theaters in the
Bronx to take the stand.

Knobel

stated that the chain of seven
in the Bronx that he is interested
Goldreyer and Grobe has
with Chas.
handled all of Paramount's output because
they have been compelled to do so in order
to get any Paramount pictures.
The witness
testified that he had^/Trequently endeavored
to have some pictures cut from the list that
he didn't think were good, but hadn't sucHis cojppany also contracted for
ceeded.
'osmopoliMRi features through Famous,
the
he said. !mt_ "the Cosmopolitan output was
given to th^?Keith Circuit without notice.
theaters
in

(

He hjBFoecn

Womj»and

contracted

"Little

Jesse D.

of Selznick relative to the
distribution of "Rupert of Hentzau"

officials

/[

Common

Law."

(QcULcaticrna/ (j-ictuAJL&J

Old

for

New

22, 1923

took the stand, referring to these two
pictures declared as he smiled at the counsel
lor the respondents and several officials of
Famous seated nearby, "those are two pictures that we are going to get if they are relater

\

"Enemies of
York," he

Hampton

Motley Flint Here
Motley Flint of Los Angeles a^
rived in town yesterday to confer wi

and "The

1)

done everything within our
power to help the Government in its investigation of Famous Players," Swaine angrily
told Examiner Alvord.
"We have opened
up our tiles and records, had a large clerical
digging up contracts, documents
and statistical data for the Commission, and
now they ask us to stop our business and
Mr. Kent away from the sales convencall
tion, in which he is the most important figDon't
ure, just to oblige the Government.
wi deserve a little consideration?
We have
here for days and listened to Thomas
sat
A Edison, Dr. Tigert and Col. Owsley of
the American Legion talk about the educational future of pictures, in fact on everything that was not relevant to this investigation. We have not even complained when for
several days there was only about two hours'
actual testimony by Government witnesses."
have

a

East. Kod.
F. P.-L. ...

....

Page

May

said, but the contracts were cancelled, presumably because Goldwyn took over the
Chas. Goldreyer, who
Cosmopolitan output.

Call Kent Again
"We

Tuesday,

is

leased.
This will be one time they won't
Goldreyer asserted that
gel away with it."

the breaking of the contract for other Cosmopolitan productions was not contested, but
that a hot fight would have been waged had
the pictures been of a quality to justify

it.

Knobel admitted that he had been guilty
of "bicycling" or "switching" as he termed
ct
one one occasion, when a picture for one
of Ins theaters didn't arrive and he ran a
picture in this house that he had already run
Prather Mc11
one of his other houses.
Donald, cross examining for the defense,
as''ed the witness, "are you sure that you
didn't engage in the practice of 'bicycling'
or 'switching' as you call it with six pic"Absolutely not," retures instead of one?"
nlied

SAYS
MR. WISE
EXHIBITOR-

Knobel.

Knobel asserted that the exchange manager
from whom he bought his Paramount pictures had "clocked" his theater attendance,
giving him the numbers of people who had
attended several of his theaters on certain
days when Knobel complained of high rentals, saying that his business was not good
He adenough to justify the price asked.
response to questioning of Prather
that he had invited the exchange
to come and look at his
books
and judge for himself whether his business
was good enough to justify the rental asked,
but stated that at this time the Paramount
exchange had already checked up on his
attendance.
said that prices for pictures based upon this investigation by the
fnitted

in

McDonald

manager

Get your Share

of the

Big Money with these

He

exchange were not fair, because there were
on an average of 200 people daily who were
admitted on passes.
Knobel said that he bought Paramount pictures because "some of them are good." He
stated that a number of times pictures which
he didn't want to buy but had to, turned out
He had to pay $1750 for "The
a dead loss.
Knobel adAffairs of Anatol," he said.
mitted that the trend of prices by all companies has been on the increase for the last
few years.
Indications now point to the continuation
of the hearings in New York until June 1,
and possibly longer, as it is not known just

and Government
when S.
counsel are insistent that he be put on the
stand here instead of Philadelphia, which
will be the next seat of the Government's
inquiry, on the grounds that his testimony
may have reference to matters pertaining to
documents that are in the files of Famous
R. Kent

will arrive

Players here

Box

Winners

Office

"TEMPTATION"
A

Distinguished

Smalley.

"ONLY A SHOPGIRL"
A Great Production
A Great Cast. Estelle
Taylor, Mae Busch, WalBeery, Tully Marshall,
James Morrison,
Claire
Louis,
Willard
lace

Uubrey, William
Josephine Adair.

doing Rex Beach's

Cast.

Bryant Washburn, Eva
Novak, June Elvidge, VerPhillips
non
Steele,

Scott,

"Her Accidental Husband"

A

"The Spoilers"

Belasco Production,
Cooper, Forrest
Stanley, Mitchell Lewis,
Richard Tucker, Maude

Miriam

Goldwyn
is 4«l.
s Big Things

Wayne, Kate

Lester.

"MORE TO BE
The

Story
Live Forever.

PITIED"
That Will

"The Passionate Friends"

^

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

— Beekman

Phone

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

9091

224 Flatbush Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. G. Wells'
Sensation.

Literary

"The lamp

Desert"
Fas-

in the

Ethel M. Dell's
cinating Novel.

Manufacturers of
If

G. P. C.
SBKV1CS

*«A1,

11» Fnlton

St.,

OTALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)

N. Y.

All Colors

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

$2.50 per quart

"We

color Broadway'*

COLOR YOUR BULBS

BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

you want sure

book them

fire hits
all.

C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.

1600 B'way,

New York

Tuesday,
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A Cosmopolitan Production

ES of WOMEN
WITH

v

s

Vicente Nosco

Ibanez

ONEL BARRYMORE
and
"rj^NEMIES OF WOMEN"
*~^ as

the

most

season's

is

established

sensational

ALMA RUBENS

Continuing its New York engagement at the
Rivoli, it took in $6093 on the opening, one of

success.

the biggest Sundays in

It broke all records at the Roosevelt Theatre,
Chicago, where it is now in its fifth capacity
week.

In these cities "Enemies of Women" has
been playing against the strongest opposition

broke all records at the Central Theatre,
York, playing Two Dollar top for four
capacity weeks.

still running capacity £.t Grauman's
Los Angeles. Similar triumphs have
been scored in Milwaukee and San Francisco.

It

New

It is the

all

picture in the field today.
It

is

Rialto,

Year's Biggest Box-office Picture!
Directed by Alan Crosland
Scenario by John Lynch
Settings by Joseph

A

Rivoli history.

Urban

Cosmopolitan Production
Distributed

by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

May

Tuesday,

Newspaper Opinions
"The

(Continued from Page

Golden West"—
Nat'l— Strand

1st

EVENING WORLD

"The

Girl

of

the

ma Talmadge.

i

is

i!

We
West"

Golden

the

Letter than ev< r as a
look upon "The Girl ol
as a picture we would
and we're gla<l we saw it

HERALD—

of good, old
Then
fashioned punch in "The Girl of the Golden
Tins melodrama of the fron
West," * * "
Belasco
which has done service as
masterpiece and as a grand opera, is al its
more
It
is
infinitely
"ii
the screen.
best
.1
in the natural scenery

plenty

is

1)

by Lynn Reynolds; "Ashes of Ven
geance" and "Secrets." starring Nor-

Golden West" was a line play, a successful
on the
ra and now, as shown
pictun

Nat'l Lists 25

1st

the

of

Girl

"The Eternal City," "Potash and
Perlmutter"; two John M. Stahl pro-

"The Wanters" and "Why

ductions,

Men Leave Home";

"Ponjola," fea-

James Kirkwood and Anna Q.
Nilssoii; "The Swamp Angel"; "The
"Madame
and
Maid"
Dangerous
Pompadour," starring Constance Talmadge, four Thomas 11. I nee proever could be when
Wild West than
ductions, "Country Lanes and City
front
of
a
expertly, in
er,
Pavements." "Anna Christie," "The
backdrop.
MAIL Edwin Carewe, the director, has Just and the Unjust" and "Her Repucaught some of the spirit of the West of tation," "Flaming Youth," with Colsincerely and with
pictured
Blade,"
thereby eliminating the cut leen Moore; "The Fighting
mucl
turing

i

,

:

This should be
written into
your platform!

it

I

,

TO

1

stuff."
play's thrilling

the
the picture.

of

'.'any

ved

in

iRNING

ELEGRAPH

1

moments

— The

are

thing

might be improved in several spots, but on
arewe, who directed the
tic whole Edwi
Adelaide He.lbron, who adapted
i,
done their jobs skillfull}.
si u
SUN This rattling old melodran a oi th<
West has been "movieized" quite capablj
from Belas< i's play and stirs the pulses as
It's the most exciting
much
"The
that lias come to town since
m" started breaking t. .nils
PELEGRAM First as a Belasco stagi
a book and later as an opera
"The Girl of the Golden West" won such

starring Richard Barthelmess, CathMae Donald in "The Scarlet
erine
and Jackie
Lily" and "Chastity";

Coogan

in

—

h

now

Plunkett

as a film. *

*

Managing Director

that

ipularitj

presents

sumptuously

it

*

TIMES — The

chief trouble seems to be
This pics, lection of the cast. *
in tit
ture also suffers from too much direction
md too little characterization.
Russell Simpson is good as Jack Ranee,
ugh In- makeup is only tolerable.
*
*
mind you, we art not
*
saying that it isn't a pretty good picture,
been a masterpiece with
but it could havi
that wonderful story to start with and the
real golden West to draw on for props and
And do you know that they actually
obvious painted .hops
perfectly
rjn Can ive directed the picture, and it's
in spite of its shortcomings
worth
broadest
the
of
.Melodrama
kind is on view most of the time the film
is
it
interesting.
of
way.
and
much
is
under
is
It
Mr. Kerrigan, .Miss Thebj
acted b)
and Sylvia Breamer almost faultlessly and

TRIBUNE —

.

I

WORLD-

photography

attractive,

National
up

so

has

not

could

that

it

be

among

supply a total of four

will

two

MacDonald's.

seems to us the First
here which is

Wagner's
Los Angeles
directorial
finished.

First

— Rob

effort,

is

Coming Universal Jewels:

MERRY GO ROUND

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Following denials
Los Angeles
and counterclaims, Barbara La Manhas finally signed a contract with Universal to be featured in a picture
which will be made in the Fall, following her return from Rome where
she will work in "The Eternal City."

AMID

settings of unheard-of splendor and vastness and with a cast of thousands, this glittering
spectacle will be the talk of the industry
Cost a
fortune and worth it! Directed by Rupert Julian.

-

!

VIRGINIA VALLI

A LADY

AODE.O ATTRACTION

G Christie Qomedy

A
From

of

in

QUALITY

Hobart Henley Production
FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

famous play by

the

LOIS WEBER'S

production of the story of

JEWEL

:

Wagner's first
"Fair Week," is

Walter Hiers

as strong as the Rock of Gibraltar.
For instance, such pictures as these

WINTER
HAS

Completed

THE FILM DAILY)

to

attraction

Universal Super-Jewel
Signs With Universal

DOROTHY DEVOIIE

(Special

the

First National expires.

i

make

and a
eech a
patronage builder of the first magnitude; pictures thct will make your
position as a showman in your town

Maurice Tourneur's schedule is not
but there will probably be
listed,
In all probability, John Stahl
four.
will provide three more under a new

With the
jontract wit

i

box-office

heart, at least one.

contract.

pictures

qualities of entertainment that

Carewe, four; Frank
Llovd, three and perhaps four; Norma Talmadge, three; Fitzmaurice. an
Constance
number;
undertermined
Talmadge three and perhaps four;
Barthelmess, three or four; Strongfor next season;

much more

picture play
the best.

a

Borzage

pictures,

elevate,

mendation

"Circus Days."

I

only clean pictures,

that win comnd the respect of
the best people in your town; that
these pictures must contain those
that

t,

and dried "western

SHOW

wholesome

it

its

22, 1923

By

CAME"-

Clara Louise Burnliam

REGINALD DENNY

starred.

in

UP THE LADDER
From William

We

announce for

A. Brady's production of

ear ly production , the

Priscilla

following features

"MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS"
"THE MARRIAGE MARKET"
"DISCONTENTED HUSBANDS"
"INNOCENT"

Owen

Davis'great play.

DEAN

in

THE ACQUITTAL
From George M. Cohan's

successful

production of

Rita Weiman's play

Booth Tarkington's Great Novel

THE TURMOIL
With

a Superb All Star Cast

To be presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

All Rights Reserved
C. B. C.

1600

Broadway

FILM SALES CORP.,
New York

PICTURES
"The

Pleasure

is

All

Yours"

y^?]
cl

1

m

M

Murray W. Gars sonpresents

IHiW
g

-*•

(Directed

jfey

TRALPH INCE
>

isOriiim
play by

and Jldapied from the

nvak

a

BRANDON TVNAN.
ADELINE LEITZBACH and
THEODORE A. LIEBLERtfr.

GREAT CAST
incLtAding

T?

BRANDOff
NAOMI CHILDERS
MARY AlSTOIVanc/

DORE DAVIDSON-

o

:

THE

mu

DAILY

i
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"Must Adjust Prices - Cohen
Palace of Progress Booths

Matters Are Acute
(Continued from Page

Today 's Program
(Staff Correspondence)

1)

—

date to meet the situation, but so far

has

Chicago The program for today follows:
Reports from the Committees
on Credentials, Rules and other
Committees.
Report of the National Treasurer, John T. Collins, N. J.
Presentation of the music
tax question by George P.
Aarons, Phila., S. A. Handy,
Kansas City, and others.
Gov. Preus, Minnesota, and
Bruce Dodson, Kansas City, to

failed.

McElroy of Fitzpatrick and
McElroy, one of the strongest men m
the Middle West has been mentioned
Blair

as a serious possibility, but it is definitely known that McElroy does not

want

may

the post although conditions
develop which may force him to

accept.
Al Steffes

writing

this

is

is

gaining ground and

at

said to have about 120
votes. One of t'r
interesting developments of the

discuss theater insurance.
J. Burns, of the U. S.
Secret Service, and others to
discuss protection
of
public
against fraudulent stock sales.
Peter Brady of N. Y. to discuss co-operative banking.
W. D. Burford, Chicago, to
report on negotiations with Will
Hays relative to the uniform
contract.
M. J. O'Toole, Scranton, to
report on public service.
Code of business ethics arranged by exhibitors, Rotary
and other clubs to be presented
by E. W. Collins of Arkansas.

Wm.

Steffes candidacy
is that some of the
New York dele-

considered

gates

strong Cohen men
are here wearing
Steffes buttons^ If

New York
W.

he will be a

fes,

This

is

throws

we ight to
hard man to

A. ("Al") Steffes

j

ts

Stefbeat.

sure.

Theodore Hays

of Finkelstein and
Ruben is doing fine work for Steffes.
Hays is the type of man who makes
and holds friends and is plugging hard
for the Minnesota candidates.

Those

interested in Ritter are

George Eastman, Rochester,
to address the convention.

mak-

ing their campaign on this platform

What Michigan

a

"

has done should
be carried out na-

Consid-

tionally.

ering the wonder accomplishf u
1

ments of that or-

ganization,

it

develop

a

should
lot

of

those

votes

but

opposed

Ritter say the job J- c ("Jan") Ritter
too big for him, that he hasn't the
-

background to handle an organization
of the size contemplated.
is

comprehensive

development

—

Chicago The following concerns
have booths at the Motion Picture
Palace of Progress, held in connection
with the convention:
Steel Furniture Co., Ward-Leonard
Electric Co., Mandel Bros., George
Wittbold
Co.,
Phono Film Co.,
Kineto Co., Theater Owners' Dist.
Corp., Motion Picture Theatre Owners
America, Billboard,
of

THE

If

THE EXHIBITOR

NEEDED

EVE

NATIONAL

FILM DAILY, Famous

PlayersLasky, Otis Lithographing Co., BarLightning Coin Changer Co.,
rett
Radio Mat Slide Co., J. W. Jenkins
Music Co., Eastman School of Music,

Powers Machine Co., Motiograph
Automatic Ticket Co., Wurlitzer
Bartola Co.,

Frame

Co.,

NEEDS

Co..
Co.,

Lyon & Healy, Stanley Politics

Film Booking Offices of

America, Inc., Western Electric Co.,
Belwin Music Co., Oliver E. Ditson
& Co., Charles E. Roat, Battle Creek,
music publisher, Luxor Prod., Fyre
Guard Co.. Gold Seal Ticket Co.,
Precision Machine Co., Williamson

Submarine Corp.,

W. W. Hodkinson
Urban,

Oscar B.
Burton
Holmes Pictures
Corp.,
Palmer
Photoplay
Corp.,
Standard Film Laboratories, Craftsman Film Laboratories, Paramount
Publicity Corp., Al Lichtman Corp.,
Corp.,

ORGANIZATION HE

Charles

Depue,

and

NOW

Personal

taking his candidacy

seriously but apparently few others
are except in a complimentary way.
Martin .Smith of Ohio is expected to

be a well-groomed dark horse for
)thers don'! count
Cohen's friends
something
unexpected
except
for
developing.
During the meeting of the executive
committee, it developed that for next
year's program Cohen had outlined
<

Lift the

Tax on

Admissior

GET DOWN TO

LET'S

BUSINES

Do you know wha
Ritter has

done f

Michigan?

INVESTIGAT1

Eastman Kodak Co., National Carbon Co., Griever Prod., Bausch & Come to parlor L Hotel Sherms
Lomb Optical Co., Sosman & Landis, there is where you will see the resul
Typhoon Fan Co., National Screen
National Lamp Co., Chicago
Daily Journal, Balaban & Katz, Airo
Co., Standard Heel and Rubber Co.

Co.,

of efficient organization

fine to plan such an expenditure
but it was somewhat ironical considRome Bars "J'Accuse"
ering that during the past year only
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
about $13,000 had been paid into the
Rome The authorities in this city
national treasury.
He added that
barred public exhibition of
the state organizations seemed will- have
ing to finance their own operation but "J'Accuse." The reason was not anevidently did not take much interest nounced.
in the national body, at least judging
from their lack of financial support to
the organization.
Get the Full Benefit of Money Spent
Glenn Harper was elected temporary chairman and opened the convention.
Today, the various trade paper
editors will speak.
George Eastman
will also make an address.

—

For Advertising With

WESHNER- DAVIDSON
EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
»A0AH5

»

\

IB

ft

Bella

Donna"

(Paramount)
Lorgnettes
$12 Per M.

What

"Adam's Rib"
(Paramount)
Burr Dart $15 Per M.

"Brass"
(Warner)
Brass Rings in Boxes
$18 Per M.

LOOK AT

xy

THIS

CAST!
Gaston Glass
Miriam Cooper

Edna Murphy
Robert Frazier
and other
notable artists

Af

-

ter

the

buILj

(from the famous song)

Now

A RENCO PRODUCTION

Cutting

'The punchiest Picture

and

of the

Year!"

Editing

tit

will not

Hub Electric Co., Luminous Sign Co.,
Western Union Telegraph Co., Postal
Telegraph Co., Chicago Herald and
Examiner. A. L. Randall Company,

IT

was

to

is

Joe Mogler

very

calling for an expenditure of a large
sum probably in excess of $100,000.
One of the interesting ideas is the
establishment of six service stations
scattered throughout the country to
develop and perfect organization work.
One of the members of the committee commenting on this said it

(Staff Correspondence)

& Found"
(Goldwyn)

"Leather Pushers"

"Sure Fire Flint"
(Mastodon)
Cloth Dolls $10 Per

M

•Lost

(Universal)
Fight Pictures
$2 Per M.

Send Your Order

Leather Purses
$15 Per M.
to

Weshner-Davidson, 117 West 46th

St.,

New York
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Milwaukee Film Board Elects
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee George
i^evine,

"Bird of Paradise" Tully's Next
Richard Walton Tully is planni
of to film "The Bird of Paradise," af.j
Universal had been elected president he has completed "Trilby."
of the Milwaukee Film Board of
FILM DAILY)
By wire to
Trade for the ensuin- year. Other
The leading Chicago theatres use
The Coliseum, Chicago. officers elected were: Harry Hart, F.
B. O., vice-president; Art Gray WisWhat's all the shootin" for?
SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
^'here are we going and how are we going to get there and consin Film, treasurer; and Robert
because they are the BEST
A. Hess, secretary and general counwhy are we going? And what's it all about?
Eastern Representatives
sel.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.
Several centuries ago when the noble and delightful enter1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Bryant £471
tainment known as bull fighting was developed one of the things
necessary to bring about a perfect afternoon's pleasure was to get
11
the bull good and mad before a flock of dagoes, crack him over the
snoot and everybody ate sirloin steak free gratis. So the highly
JACK WHITE,
intellectual minds of Spain realizing that bulls don't like red saw
PRODUCTION"
WITH
to it that a large flag was prepared of that color and all they had
Tazenda.
Louise
to do was to wave it in front of the bull and the party was on.
'MERMAID COMZD1ZS
Have you ever figured just how much red flag waving has been
going on in the development of the national exhibitor organization?
Last year, back in
York, some one suggested that it
was time to lay bricks and stop throwing them. What that inter-

Flags

/?ec/

—

THE

I

;

New

esting talker overlooked was that there never was an occasion in
the history of the world but that more constructive work was accomplished by laying bricks rather than by throwing them.

A. was formed in Cleveland because some
adroit gentleman figured out that after considerable talk of producers encroaching upon the exhibitors' side of the business that
enough exhibitors would respond to form a national organization.
And they were right. And maybe it was necessary. And because
And perhaps they can be
of this perhaps they can be forgiven.
forgiven for taking the same battle cry to the Minneapolis convention.
And perhaps someone can be forgiven for developing
the brilliant suggestion that Jimmy Walker represented the producers and was the producers' candidate in Washington last year.
Perhaps they can be forgiven.

The M.

And

of
A

Great Picture

With

a Great

Cast.

Out

Zenith Pictures Corp'n
110

W.

of the Inkwell"
J. WINKLER
New York, N.
St.

M.
220 W. 42nd

N. Y. C.

40th St.

Now

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

hell!

Several self-respecting decent Americans in the picture busi
ness have about reached the conclusion that red flag waving be
longs to anarchists. Did it ever occur to you that maybe they're
right?
And they have also reached the belief that people who throw
Has this occurred to you.''
bricks usually land in jail.
\.rr
Let's s^et constructive.
Or let's get out >f business.
damn fool can throw a bomb and kill the greatest man in the world.
Any child can stick its finger in the dikes of Hoi and and ruin a
nation. But it takes men, and real men to fight and take a licking whenever it's coming to them. So let's be men.
You have some real men out here. And it's about tim; that
And if they don't let's close up tru
they showed themselves.
Coliseum. Let's forget the "convention." Let's go back to the
hotel and have a good time for a couple of days and then go fishing
and then go home. But if we are going to be anything and to do

you a better understanding in all branches
Go
of this business, come on
We're calling the role of some of the real men. There are
So
lots of others but you just can't think of them at one time.
Butterfield
Come
on
Hays!
Come on Theodore
here goes.
Where's Jim Ritter? Where's Claude Cady? Where's Brylawski?
What's become of Whitehurst?
anything to bring

to

is

the call of the clan.

Where's Pramer? Where's Ed Bingham? What's become of
Mike Comerford? Has anybody seen Harry Crandall? Come on
Liggett! And there are a lot more if we are going to get someLet's go
where come on

—

!

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on Eastman
Positive

Film

justify the

painstaking efforts

with
It reproduces
of the camera-man.
striking fidelity every tone of the negative
It
from highest light to deepest shadow.
carries quality

through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted

base

!

!

—

The RIGHT
M
the STRONGEST

it is

Oh bunk.
Oh tommyrot.

This

in

w

P. T. O. of

rather more or less interesting to speculate as to just
what kind of a red flag is going to be waved here to stimulate interest for another year.

Oh,

E.K.LINCOLN

!

DANNY.

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

foot

length by

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Y.

THE
5k BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCNIZEJ

FILMDOM

Authority

>/*

Wednesday, May

23,

Price

1923

5

Cents

ONDEMN CONTRACT
Big Films Only

Eastman Denies

jutes Conspiracy Charges Made By Planned by W. R. Hearst — Goldwyn
Makes Many Changes in Its
Government Allied "Labs"
Field Force
Get Time Extension
^RSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Unanimous Disapproval
Registered

of

—New

Hays Agreement

President

Still

Vital Topic

—

—

Atlantic City William Randolph
Hearst addressed the Goldwyn-Cos(By DANNY)
made by the Federal Trade Cotn- mopolitan sales convention yesterday
The Coliseum, Chicago A resolution condemning the uniform
sion is made by the Eastman Kod- and sounded the keynote of the CosBrulatour
production
policy
when
he
E.
mopolitan
Company and Jules
contract developed by the Hays organization was enthusiastically
said that pictures like "Knighthood"
in answer just filed.
only kind he would adopted at the M. P. T. O. convention late yesterday.
The complaint charged that East- would be the
make.
i, Brulatour and the Allied LaboraThe report of the special committee which made the findings
Hearst came down with Arthur
ies Association and members therewas read by W. D. Burford of Illinois who cited specific objecentered into a conspiracy as a re- Brisbane and Joseph A. Moore. OfPage
S)
Continued
on
(
ficial mention was made of the forma- tions to the agreement.
The objections included the following:
tion of the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
The clause dealing with advance payments and cash deposits.
(Continued on Page 2)
B. and K. Plan Another

Denial of all charge^
J
:onspiracy, intimidation and co;

Vashington

—

THE FILM DAILY)

The clause which denies exhibitors the right to make any
Fox Leases Barbee's Loop
eliminations in films except with the written or telegraphic con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
)0 seat
Chicago William Fox has leased sent of the distributor.
Barbee's Loop theater and will conLeave for the East
The clause relative to play dates.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vert it into a downtown first-run.
The clause bearing on the time
Neill McCarthy and
^os Angeles
limit for the acceptance or the rejecGrauman left for New York yes(Special to

Chicago

— Balaban

and Katz plan
theater on the North Side.

a

—

—

tion

day.

of contracts.

of the contract which
includes arbitration as part of the contract and the fixing of penalties by the
arbitration board.

That portion

F. B. O. Meeting Sunday
The managers of the 19 F. B. O.
;hanges east of the Mississippi will
:et here on Sunday to discuss fall

Burford

analyzed

each of

these

points at length.

ns.

Brock Joins

Michigan
probability, the
In all
plan to finance the national organisation will come up today or tomorrow. Nominations for the presi\evy 3nd other offices will surelv
be made today and there is a strong
(ossibility that the election will occur today.

1st Nat'l

Louis Brock, who has been handlthe foreign sales in the Schenck
f
ice,
has joined First National as
dstant E. Bruce Johnson, mansr of the foreign department there.

iell of

F. P. Dealings

The
Sc

Describe Their
Exhibitors
cal
Transactions "Pool" Operations
Divulged at Hearing

—

the

presidential race continues to
most important topic of the

Sydney S.
\l
P. T. O. convention.
Cohen, although having announced repeatedly that he is not a candidate.

is more ill will in the mopicture business than any other
siness on earth, and it is the only
lustry in existence in which good

'There

(Continued on Page 6)

il

is
not an asset," emphatically
dared Samuel I. Berman, secretary
the New York M. P. T. O., yesday, during his examination as a
•vernment witness in the Federal

Burning the Wires!

11

ade

Commission's

mous

Players.

against

operates two Brooktheaters, and who was on the
(Continued on Page 4)

Berman,
i

suit

who

Which

"HUMAN WRECKAGE,"

the picture the whole
Mrs Wallace Reid in
ever been seen in
has
it
like
Nothing
film world is talking about about.
to back it up are plans
campaign
colossal
the
Besides
history.
screen
all
picture ever made.
for it never before attempted on any
U.—
if. B.
will be distributed throughout the world by

HUMAN

WRECKAGE"

Advt.

describes to a nicety

what Danny telegraphed from

No
the convention yesterday.
pretty language, but the stark,
unvarnished, naked truth. Read
his editorial

on page

7.

;

THE

c@<

DAILY

M HIT

1)

distributing unit and plans to operate
31 exchanges all over the country
Hearst, in his address, said:
lit.

53 Wednesday, May 23, 1923

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folki,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS, INC.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Business ManI. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and

"I have not been in the business so man;
years but I have seen the quality of pr<
duction increase continuously and it is always the best picture which succeeds the
most.
have seen the smaller pictures,
the cheaper pictures, drop by the wayside
and only the big pictures, the strong pictures, remain.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
post office at New York, N. Y., under

at the

the act of

March

1879.

3,

Outside
free) United States.
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood
6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Terms (Postage

of

1603.

—

Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative

during

"Therefore

coming

the

and

year

until
the public's ways change, and personally I do not think they ever will change
this
respect, we are going to make almost
in
entirely, and I really think quite entirely,
pictures of the class of 'When Knighthood
Was In Flower.' "

THE

—

Inin production.
formation, gathered from the various
sales managers indicate that the prospects^or summer business are very

enoduraging.
Press association reports yesterday
aid that the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
merger involved $70 000,000.

We

ager.

A number
made

in

the

of
field

Dorothy Dalton Sails
Dorothy Dalton sailed for
tion in Europe yesterday.
Gets Finis

Central
tionale
vakia),

ute "The
the coast

changes have been
force.
J. D. Solo-

Man
by

Low

.

Goldwyn

.

....

5

4%

2,200

5

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

16

15^

World
Melford to
(Special to

2,200

16

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

Make Hough Story
THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— George

C.

F.

Lynch,

now manager

is

Between," produced on

Luxor

Omaha

salesin that city and

A. S. Schayer is to be manager of
the Butte exchange.
C. E. Gregory,
400 Kansas City salesman is the new man4,200 ager of that exchange, replacing J.

106^ 107
East Kod. ..107
753/6
F. P.-L
73V2 74/2
.Not quoted
do pfd.

Los

Fox Film

to Release 15

—

man

Close

Melford's

Sign

Van Dyke

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —W. S. Van Dyke

shelving pictures
h

s

Inc., to direct

"Harbor Bar."

who

Hill

—

Offices

in

Moines and
next month.

Butte,
Charlotte,
Portland, Ore.,

ft

SUMMER PROGRAM
will

be the

Des
open

B.RFineman's

Dorit Marrj^

SHORT SUBJECTS

c^br

BOOK PICTURES BEARING
THIS TRADE MARK
For Every Program
And Promise Your Patrons

Money"

THE

CAST:

Cyril

Chadwick— Aileen Pringle— Christine Mayo—
Hank
Mann— George Nichols— Wedgewood Howell

A WHOLE
SUMMER EVENING'S
ENTERTAINMENT

to play

been signed by Associated Authors

goes to Oklahoma City.
Thomas Plans Two Units
W. J. Clark, Minneapolis salesman
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is to be manager at Oariotte, a new
Beginning
Los Angeles
June
office.
L. B. Remy has been ad- Richard Thomas will have two units
vanced from Dallas manager to a at work at the Hollywood studio.
district
managership in
charge of He will continue his series of crook
Dallas and Oklahoma City. The com- stories, while another director will
pany has now 11 district managers. handle "The Ladv of the Lake."
J.

Exhibitors are

(Special to

"Man and Wife" has been booked
next picture will be "North of 36,"
over the entire Fox Circuit and "The
Ernest Torby Emerson Hough.
Edward Bowes in an address yes- Broken Violin" over the Keith CirMelford is terday outlined the advance the com- cuit.
rence will be featured.
now directing "Salomy Jane."

THE SPICE OF THE

MR. WISE
EXHIBITOR.

Finis Fox.

—

High

INDEPENDENT
PICTURES
SAYS

over the Minneapolis office.
Seth
Perkins is now Seattle manager, reTo Direct "Tiger Rose"
placing W. E. Banford who becomes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
district manager in charge of Salt
Los Angeles Sidney Franklin will
Ralph direct Lenore LTlric in "Tiger Rose"
Denver and Butte.
European Representative Interna- Lake,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- Pielow will be Portland, Ore. man- for Warner Bros.
Filmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.
ager.
This is a promotion from the

Quotations

CLEANUP
WITH

mon, a salesman in Salt Lake has
Luxor Pictures will probably rebeen made manager there, succeed- lease 15 pictures next season with
ing Charles Knickerbocker who takes "Shifting Sands," the first.

ranks.

'

a vaca-

ALWAYS

I

Associated Exhibitors will distrib-

—

Clichy.

23, 1923

pany has made

Big Films Only
(Continued from Page

Wednesday, May

HOUSE PETERS-RUBY DE REMER

Box Of/ice Value/

"TEMPTATION"
A

Drama

of Rest-

V/ives and
tented Husbands.
tinguished Cast.

Discon-

Vital

less

A

Eva

Washburn,
June

Elvidge,

Steele,

Phillips

Dis-

Bryant
Novak,

Vernon
Smalley.

HERE ARE FACTS
INSTANTANEOUSLY

reg-

such a hit in
Philadelphia that the
biggest exhibitor "pulled" a big program picture to give it an 8-day
run at the big KARListered

TON THEATRE.
PROVED such a "go-getter" the

DAWE

THE-

ATRE,

Bridgeport, replaced a super-production fresh from a long

downtown run in New
York to play "Temptaand

tion"

per

wired 100
congratula-

cent

tions.

BOX OFFICE HIT

reg

istered for entire
at
the

week

BROADWAY

THEATRE, New York
and at the GEORGE
f-

(&cLucatibruz£

M.

(jAxituAjL&s:

New
"WE NEVEC

(romlowFilm Laboratories
.

the

of

SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
Eastern Representatives
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bryant 5471

"Tempta-

breaking

is

box

records.

Book

it

at once

220 WEST 42 HB STQEET

the Leading Exhibitors of

West what They Think

INCOCPOPATED

office

Theatre,

York.

EVERYWHERE

DISAPPOINT''

tion"

Ask

COHAN

PHONE
••PY\NT

5576

NEW yORK

ALLAN A-.LQWNE5
CEN. MGR.

C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.

1600 B'way,

New York

AL AND RAY ROCKET! ANNOUNCE THAT "THE DRAMATIC
IS WELL INTO PRODUCTION
AND THAT THEY CAN ASSURE THE MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA A PICTURE IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.
LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN''

IN EVERY ELEMENT-DRAMA, ART, HUMAN INTEREST,
HEART APPEAL, COMEDY RELIEF; PATHOS, TRAGEDY,

CHARACTERIZATION, SCENIC INVESTITURE, ^HISTORICAL AUTHENTICITY, BREADTH OF SCOPE, BEAUTY AND POWER OF
STORY, CHARM IN THE TELLING, SUSTAINED INTEREST,

EDUCATIONAL VALUE, UNIVERSALITY OF APPEAL, SKILLFUL DIRECTION, DRAMATIS PERSONAE, PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCELLENCE-IN ALL THESE "THE DRAMATIC LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN" STANDS UNMATCHED—A PICTURE IN EVERY

WAY

AS BIG AS ITS SUBJECT.

THERE CAN BE BUT ONE ABRAHAM LINCOLN AND WHEN
IS OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC IT WILL LEAVE
NO UNFILLED WANT. ITS INFLUENCE FOR GOOD WILL BE
LARGER, ITS APPEAL WILL BE MORE FAR REACHING THAN
ANY SUBJECT YET OFFERED BY THE SCREEN. HERE IS
THE PICTURE LONG DEMANDED, LONG HOPED FOR, LONG
PROMISED, LONG AWAITED-A PICTURE WELCOME TO ALL
RACES, NATIONS, CLASSES, PARTIES, SECTS AND SECTIONS—
AN INSPIRATION TO THE RISING GENERATION A BENEDICTION TO THE LOVERS OF LIBERTY, A WARNING TO TYRANNY
AND A BEACON OF HOPE TO ALL OPPRESSED— A CLARION
CALL TO RALLY TO THE STANDARD OF AMERICAN IDEALS.
NOT AN EDUCATIONAL NOR A SERIAL, BUT THE BIGGEST
DRAMATIC PICTURE EVER FILMED.
THIS PICTURE

,

k

^

THE PLAYERS ARE CHOSEN FROM THE FLOWER
OF THE SHADOW STAGE AND THE ABRAHAM
LINCOLN IS THE LIVING IMAGE OF OUR BELOVED
MARTYR PRESIDENT. "THE DRAMATIC LIFE
OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN" IS NOT THE PICTURE
OF THE YEAR NOR OF THE CENTURY, BUT
A PICTURE TO ENDURE SO LONG AS THE
MEMORY OF LINCOLN IS ENSHRINED IN
THE HEARTS OF A GRATEFUL WORLD.

IS IN THE CAPABLE HANDS OF PHILIP E. ROSEN.
FRANCES MARION IS AUTHOR OF THE SCRIPT.
ROBERT KURRLE AND LYMAN BROENING ARE THE CINEMATOGRAPHERS.

DIRECTION

ROCKETT-LINCOLN FILM COMPANY
SUITE 305, HOLLYWOOD SECURITY BUILDING, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
BBH
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Tell of F. P. Dealings
(Continued from

PatheNews
No. 42

WINS KENTUCKY DERBY—

"ZEV"
year

old

captures

colt

purse

$53,000.00

at

Louisville.

FLOOD AND TORNADO

FIRE,

SPRINGS — Big damage

in

HOT

IN

done by the elements

Arkansas.

THE CAMDEN DISASTER— 76
schoolhouse

Camden,

at

fire

S.

perish

in

C.

Other news from London, Poland. California.
China,

Indianapolis,

IT

Rome,

etc.

I'age

1)

tod ay

much

discussion in the industry, asserted that the chief reason for the
"ill will existing in the industry," is
because exhibitors buy pictures which,
after production, do not measure up
to the sales arguments used to sell
them. "Why don't they wait until the
picture is produced, and if it is good
make the exhibitor pay what it is
worth?" asked the witness when
asked by Government counsel to add

anything to his testimony which he
thought might be of interest.

the publicity man says it is, and this overenthusiasm is carried on down the line to
the exchanges and the salesman, until when
the picture is sold to the exhibitor he thinks
it
is so big that it will shove the walls out
of his theater with the big crowds."

Berman

praised the provision in
equitable contract which would
make it possible for the exhibitor to
cancel his booking, pointing out that
heretofore the exhibitor has been
compelled to accept contracted picthe

Newspaper Opinions
"Soul of the Beast"— Metro
Rivoli

AMERICAN—Elephant

sheik

is

of

film,

"Soul of the Beast," at Rivoli.

JOURNAL—

EVENING
"Soul
of
the
Beast" makes star of an elephant.
EVENING
We've seen a lot
of animal
actors, "including the
9.000,000
"wonder dogs" of the screen, but we cannot
remember one that approached the work of
Oscar.* * *
''Soul of the Beast" is a good picture, a

WORLD—

picture,

thrilling

and

an

interesting

noon's or evening's entertainment,

after-

but

it

is

it so.
Of course, Madge
as dainty and appealing as
the parlance of the studios.
Oscar lumbers away with the picture.
The story is rather a novel one and the
photography is beautiful.

Oscar that makes
Bellamy

ever,

is

but,

just

it

—

GLOBE The combination of Thomas H.
Ince and C. Gardner Sullivan more nearly
approaches perfection than any other engaged
*
in the business of cinema production. * *
That theater has housed no more entertaining and generally appealing picture during
the present season.
Oscar, the trained elephant, is a truly marvellous performer. * * *
MAIL — During

most of the scenes, however, the elephant seemed to understand what
was expected and often showed what might
* All
be called a keen sense of humor. *
'

the forest scenes are
freshness to the film.

beautiful,

of

lending a

MORNING TELEGRAPH— W

i

t

h o u

wishing to detract from the credit due to the
bipeds in this rather entertaining picture,
"Oscar" should be crowned with laurels.
POST * * * one f t ne queerest mixtures
ever ground out by a camera. * * *
SUN It's a good picture, even for those
few mortals who don't like the circus if
they really exist.

—

—

—

TELEGRAM—Then

one
motion

follows

of

the

picture
most unique drubbings in
making the elephant drives the bully into
a stream and gives him a thorough drenching.
There is much comedy in the picture,
and some of the scenes are charming and

—

idyllic.

TIMES—Without

"Oscar," "The Soul of

the Beast," would indeed be a dreary production.
As it is, the good-natured pachyderm given a bale of hay one minute and a
tiny piece of sugar the next
with the assistance of Miss Bellamy, manages to dra>p
the picture along.

—

—

TRIBUNE—John

Wray

directed
the picture, and Madge Bellamy plays the
girl.
Both of them do as well as they possibly could do with such a story, and profoblj the author did as well as he could with
fcory which had to be written around the
talents of an elephant.
Oscar is the elephant's name and he is decidedly amusing;
but, of course, the story is suitable entertainment for children only.

WORLD —The

Griffith

afford consistent entertainment only to those who have a
kindly feeling for elephants.

picture

will

He saw
his

He

S. R. Kent, he said, relative to
being oversold and an adjustment made.
also complained to Kent that he hadn't

been able to get any Paramount pictures, and

committee which drafted the equitable admitted that Kent issued orders that the
next group should be split so that Landau
contract which has precipitated so would not be slighted, as he had complained.

"This is the only industry in the world
where seconds sell for as much as firsts.
The exhibitor buys the picture before it is
produced.
He is over sold. The producer
listens to his publicity man until he actually
believes that the picture is as wonderful as

COVERS THE WORLD

Wednesday,

tures.

"This new prov'sion is a fine thing," said
Berman.
"In the past, after the exhibitor
from all the bull which had been
thrown at him he wondered if after all the
big feature was going to shove the theater
walls out and turn out as big as the salesman said, but there was nothing he could
relaxed

do about

it."

Berman

stated that he had run Paramount
nictures in lis theaters since they were first
made, but that he only runs a comparatively
small
portion
of
the
Famous output at
in scut.
lie
said
Famous treated him
splendidly back in the days when he practically controlled the theater situation in his
neighborhood, but when a newer and bigger

It
developed through questioning that the
Majestic, one of the houses in the combine,
had offered as much for the first 1922 group
before joining the pool as was offered for
all the houses in the pool after it was formed.
Samuel J. Bock, associated with Landau,
who did the buying for the combine, offered
$11,000 for the group and finally $15,000 after

Buxbaum, had come down from $30,000 to
They couldn't get together, Landau
testified,
and the deal was off.
Landau
said he had no 'grudge" against Famous, but
$18,000.

admitted

that

he

had

told other exchange
that he wouldn't buy

managers in the city
Paramount pictures.
Later he said he had
told exchange managers that he "couldn't,
not wouldn't."

When Swaine

asked the witness if he didn't
pictures are lower in price
this year than last, he replied that he didn't
know. "Are you willing to have the accuracy
of your complete testimony measured by the
accuracy of this statement?" asked Swaine.
"I am," replied Landau.

know

Famous

that

Bock

testified

that the pool

was

originally

formed "to prevent being sandbagged by the
exchanges.
We finally decided to quit allowing ourselves to be hit on the heads all the
time by the exchangemen, so we got together.
The former members of the pool are now
stockholders in a corporation since formed.
Among the witnesses examined during the
afternoon session were Hyinan Gainsboro,
owner of theaters at Flushing and Port Washington. L. I., Al H. Harstn, who now operates the Regan and Dyckman, J. A. Brad
bury, owner of the Olympia and Leo Brecher,
operator of the Apollo, Douglass, Harlem,
Odeon, Plaza and Roosevelt.
Gainsboro testified that he had lost money
by be'ng oversold, and that a number of
specials which he had contracted for with
Famous had been withdrawn without notice.
He admitted that his contracts called for
possible withdrawals.
The witness also admitted that the failure of Famous to give
of their star series contracted for by
all

May

.
23, 19

Brecher said "I have tried to prove to
that I can do without tl
that they are not indispensible.
Some
hibitors think that Famous Players is
life blood of the industry, but I don't
a

mous Players

with them."

Lee A. Ochs, director of the Associ
Booking Corp. testified he had a convc
tion with Adolph Zukor just prior to
latter's departure for Europe in which
urged Zukor to do something to enable
B. C. to get Paramount first runs.
Zi
told Ochs that he left distribution ent
to S. R. Kent, but that upon his returr
would look into the matter and would
Ochs about it. Ochs said he had not
heard from Zukor, but expressed the opi
that the latter probably
to do so.

hadn't yet had

Other witnesses were J. Arthur Hit
operator of two houses on upper Broach
Harman Yaffa, and Morris Bleendes, al
whom testified practically along the s
lines as earlier exhibitor witnesses.
Abe Goodside, owner of two house;
Portland, Me. and two at Springfield, 14
testified late Monday that he had not
any
trouble with- Famous.
"I
have
trouble with anybody," he said.
Aske
he had heard that Famous had planned U
vade his territory with new theaters he
that
he did see something in the p.
about it, but that it never worried him.

was possibly due to failure of
stars and not the fault of the company, and
that this withdrawal of star pictures was a
practice not wholly confined to Famous Playexhibitors

ers.

Harstn

testified

that

his

troubles with

Fa-

mous had usually been untangled in some
In former years, he stated, he had
competition house went up nearby he wasn't way
given so much consideration.
He said he used 100% Paramount, but that he final'ad been the Paramount

'buffer' in his part
said that Paramount
the habit of taking certain
pictures out of the star series, "which they
"rm'd snrinkle. bless, and call super-specials
and which cost the exhibitor a lot more
Some of these were offered him;
money. "
he said, when he went to the Paramount
exchange and said that he felt that after having been such an old customer he should
lie treated
with sufficient consideration to be
given some first runs.
He said Harry Buxmanager
of the exchange, told him
baum,
he could have 11. but charged a big price.
"I told him I would take the dose like a
man. because 1 had to have some first runs.
Herman testified that on the whole he had
no grudge against Famous Players, he had
"It's a
gotten along with them amicably.
game of dog eat dog." he said. ''The evils
of existence in this business are not confined
to one more than to another."

the

of

Berman

city.

was frequently

Wm
1

Lter

in

Landau, who operates the Heights

A.

anil

is

interested in a
theaters which originally

financially

chain of six uptown
pooled their buying to obtain reduced rentals,
testified that he had handled Paramount pictun^ until last year.
He said that prohibitive rentals caused him to sever relations
with Famous.
He said when he attempted
to buy from Metro, First National and other
companies, they all seemed to know that he
had been dickering with Famous and that
he hadn't reached an agreement.
Landau
admitted that he would prefer to get Famous
pictures, "not because," he said in reply to a
question by Robert T. Swaine, "they are
the best pictures on the market, but because
they have the most consistent program."
Landau expla ned how the buying pool had
cut down costs by showing pictures as firstruns in one of the houses and as second and
third runs in others of the pool.
He said
he found out after Famous had offered to
split one group of pictures between the houses
in which he was interested and Haring and
Blumenthal that the latter concern had been
offered the pictures for less money than he
had offered and that the pictures offered Haring and Blumenthal were better than those
:

he was asked to take.

was unable to get first runs because ''Loew
got them" and he had to follow the latter.
"In some cases I got all of the star series
and other times I got them when they felt
like giving them to me."
Famous, he said,
contracted
nine specials he
''pulled out"
ly

for, one of
this picture

which was "Humoresque." When
played the Criterion and it made

offered more money
despite the fact that he
himself had contracted for it.
He had paid
$150 for "Humoresque," the witness testiit
that
it was going
before
was
realized
fied,
to go over so big.
He then offered $1200
for it, but still it was refused, and he was
advised by Buxbaum to talk it over with
Loew, with whom he was on good terms,
"but I got about as much satisfaction out
of him as I could have gotten from the
Kaiser.
Finally I paid Loew $750 and ran
it in my house day and day with the showing
of it in the Loew house which was near
a big hit, he said,
for it and got it,

mine."

baum,

After

Loew

many

Harstn

conferences with Bux
he
succeeded
in
is now getting along

said,

getting lower rentals and
all

KNOW

Y0U1

MAN
Don't Vote Blind!
Investigate Wha\

right.

Bradbury
Loew's 83rd

opening of
second run
house of the Olympia, which he owns.
He
said that he has to split with another group
of theaters in
his neighborhood.
Famous
Players pictures are a bigger drawing power
than the product of other companies, the wittestified
that the
St. house made a

ness said.
He expressed the opinion that
F. P. salesmen do a little too much boasting.
"Has your experience with Famous Players been more difficult than with other companies"? Swaine asked, cross-examining.
"Well I think it has just been a little
harder," replied the witness.
"Well, aren't Famous Players pictures just
a little better than the pictures of other companies"? Swaine suggested.
"Perhaps, just a little," rejoined the witness.
Leo Brecher stated that he had formerly
shown the Famous product, but was doing
without it this year.
''Oh, yes, I am still
negotiating with Famous," he replied in
answer to a question."
I will always consider that I am negotiating with them until
one of us is dead."

JIM RITTEl
has done in Michigan

COME UP TO PARLOR L
see what can be done thru

2

effici

organization

RITTER FOR PRESIDE!

Eastman Denies
(Continued from Page

Signs

Semon

1)

M. H. Hoffman Gets Him for Sermlt of which the Eastman Company
ies
Comedian Now Attending
icquircd a virtual monopoly in the
Convention
nanufacture and sale of raw stock
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

n the United States and that compein

ition

the manufacture and sale of

Chicago— M. H. Hoffman
Semon to make a

lias

sign-

ed Larry

series of
was hindered and eliminated
comedies which will probably be reind prices of positive prints fixed and
leased through Truart Prod., although
tandardized.
The answer of East- Hoffman
states distribution has not
nan disclaims all knowledge of the
been determined as yet.
mount of film made and sold by its
Semon and Hoffman are both here
lomestic competitors, and therefore
It is un;annot state whether it enjoys a mo- attending the convention.
>rints

topoly of manufacture. It is admitted
hat Brulatour handled aporoximately
of the Eastman film between
*>\°/c
an.

1

and March

between the

latter

1,

1920.

and 70%

date and Sept.

derstood that Truart will have seven

companies

at

work

this

Roosevelt, St. Louis

1,

(Special

summer.

Ready

in Sept.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

1921.

St. Louis— The Roosevelt, 810 No.
admitted that Brulatour was the Leffingwell
Ave., will be ready early
arincipal stockholder in Paragon, Inc.,
in September.
The Davis Realty and
ut it is denied that Eastman conInvestment Co. owns the house.
interest
in
comor
had
any
the
rolled
The answer admits the purpany.
Considering Rules for 'Changes
hase of G. M. Laboratories, Inc., the
It is

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jan-Jacq Laboratory and Paragon
Milwaukee The State Industrial
Laboratory, but denies that such purhases, as charged in the complaint, Commission is considering a set of
vere made "for the purpose of co- regulations to govern the operation
ercing and intimidating competing of all film exchanges in Wisconsin.
nanufacturing laboratories or to inIllinois Houses Merge
uce them to refrain from making
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
urther purchases of raw stock not
nanufactured by the Eastman Kodak
Lincoln, 111. The Lincoln, operated
ompany." All other allegations in by Bennis, and the Star and Lyric,
the commission's complaint are den- owned by the Messrs Keegan and

EXTRA!
Entire

UNIVERSAL
TICKET
ELECTED!
TNIVERSAL

ied.

have

Faletti

In his answer, Brulatour admits his
connection with Eastman, but denies
any conspiracy in the conduct of the
business of the laboratories purchased.
He denies that he supplied producers
with positive prints at prices below
those at which competitive manufacturing laboratories could supply them.
He denies any delay in deliveries

merged.

Wisconsin "Blue Law"
(Special

to

Up
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee The Holly bill which
would have made every legal holiday
as well as every Sunday "blue" has
been killed in the Assembly.
It is

now

all

Here

is

making

it

is

the elected ticket:
Universal Super-Jewel

With a

cast of thousands, amid settings of untold splendor and
magnitude, and the most beautiful love story the screen has ever
seen, this glittering spectacle will be the sensation of the
decade!

Directed by Rupert Julian.

VIRGINIA VALLI

for Principal.

From

Hobart Henley Production
FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT

the famous novel and play by

LOIS WEBER'S

production of the story of

JEWEL
Clara Louise

\)MMM

evening

the

at

'inilMllWIIWItfM
PARKWAY

CHICAGO. U.S.*.

-

A. Brady's successful production of

]

Gotham.

Priscilla

You Spend Money

for Advertising

You Might

as

With

EXPLOITATION NOVELTIES
Rose"

a
Cel-

luloid

Pins

Red
Ross
$10 Per M.
(

!|

First National)

can Wild Animals,"
Turn
"MovieThis
scope" and See
Different Animals at Drink
ing Hole $10

"Glimpses

Moon,"

Moon
Pins With

to

Weshner-Davidson,

-

117

West

St.,

Rita

Weiman's play

a Superb All Star Cast

CARL LAEMMLE

of

Stick

Owl

(Paramount)

46th

production of

Half

$10 Per M.

Per M.
(Metro)

Write

sensational

To be presented by

"Trailing Afri-

Lak

in

THE TURMOIL

WESHNER- DAVID SON
"Mighty

Davis' play

Booth Tarkington's Great Novel

Well

Find Out More About

Advertise Cleverly!

DEAN

Owen

THE ACQUITTAL
From George M. Cohan's

If

in

UP THE LADDER

From William

Commercial Developing and Printing

1339-51 DIVERSEY

Burnham

REGINALD DENNY

MADE TO ORDER

"Three O'Clock in the Morning,"
the latest C. C. Burr production, was
previewed by the producer Tuesday

in

A LADY of QUALITY
A
By

Ti

make

satisfy his patrons.

MERRY GO ROUND

—

"Bright Lights" Near Completion
"The Bright Lights of Broadway"
is almost
finished.
A few exteriors
remain to be shot. Bennie Zeidman

those things that help the exhibitor

money and

before the Senate.

laboratories,
and
competitive
to
Golden Gate Prod, to Start
denies shutting off their source of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
supply.
He also denies there was
any conspiracy to coerce laboratories
San Francisco Jack Dewey, of
into using Eastman film.
Golden Gate Prod, recently returned
The Allied Laboratories and its from Los Angeles with the finished
members have been given an exten- continuity for three pictures.
Work
sion of time to June 11 in which to will start shortly at the Pacific stufile their answers to the complaint.
dios.

ticket

of popular approval of exhibitors everywhere. Every
one of them a sure-fire candidate that stands for

—

—

pictures sweep the
unanimously elected by landslide

^

New York

PICTURES ^
The

Pleasure

is

All

You r s

THE

m

DAILY

Seek Compromise Candidate
Cohen

Still
from

(Continued
still

a

Power

Page

has sufficient strength to be elect-

ed.

(Staff Correspondence)

Chicago — The

(Staff

important

in

events on today's program will

Cohen
one quarter yesterday that
could and possibly would be elected
Efforts
to
on the first ballot.
bring about a caucus of the Steffes
and Ritter followers are under way.
A combination may result which
might prove sufficiently strong to defeat Cohen.
Cohen's followers and closest friends
have been informed of the situation
which may confront the national organization should Cohen be re-electFor a time it looked as if A. R.
ed.
Pramer of Iowa might be be named
by the Cohen supporters as an offPete Woodhull of New Jersey
set.
is also being considered in this con-

be the election of officers this
afternoon and the banquet at

The

was made here

prediction

convention

Frank

J.

Protecting

at

the

convention

We

Governor Preus of Minnesota;
Dr. John J. Tigert, U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
William
Dever
of
Mayor

for

Indiana delegates who must be
Sydney but not of my kydney.
"Anyhow, it's fun to meet the old
friends and also the old enemies, if

find the result of his labors
justified the enormous expendi-

there are any."

with

all

Chicago.
Elaine Hammerstein and several other stars, who are here,
will probably be presented.

ture of

—Almost

—

legislation in

New York

ing the discussion

commented

State.

Smith that the men

to

who had made Sundav opening

New York

ble in

Dur-

Walker pointedly
possi-

might be able

to

The discuslegislation.
sion then came to an abrupt end.
Later Mannheimer tried to patch
up matters by explaining to Walker
change

that

this

Smith who

is

a Republican had

acted only as a party man.

Eschmann and Schmidt Arrive
(Staff Correspondence)

—

Chicago New York arrivals on
the Century yesterday included Artie
Schmidt, general sales manager of
Universal and E. A. Eschmann of

desires re-election.

American Society Represented
(Staff Correspondence)

Chicago

—

C.

J.

Rosenthal,

of

the

ing a chance to address the convention
relative to the music tax situation.

Rosenthal told

THE FILM DAILY

recently that the Society was willing
to graduate the music tax so that the
exhibitor in the small towns would
not have to pay as much as the
first run.

Loew Denies Charge of Boy
(Special to THE FILM DAL
Milwaukee

—

Marcus

'

the

charges

Brooklyn, N. Y.

is

called a "success."

BUT:
have

Every theatre does not
run."
The same

"first

prints are used for second, third,
fourth and subsequent runs.
The same print which held
the audience spellbound with
its beautiful photographic quality, soon becomes full of rain,

and
jumps

dirt

of
the

oil

stains.

in

action

It

full

is

by

caused

removal of much footage,
due to broken perforations.
Patrons lured into a theatre
on a promise of a good show

exchange manager shrugs
shoulders

his

believing
himself
All the above is past

G.

The Dura Film Protector Co.,
220 West 42nd St., New
York City, has perfected a

P. C.

Inc.,

OPALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)
All Colors

$2.50 per quart

We color
OLOR YOUR BULBS
41

the first run showings the
R. O. sign is ignored in the
mad rush of the overflow attempting to gain admittance.
Everyone is happy. The picture
S.

helpless.
history.

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

June Mathis, Greatest Editor in the World

of

Baer Returns
Fred E. Baer returned from the
Chicago convention yesterday.

books

Manufacturers of

Ltfew

has
boycotting,
made by Walter Bauman, secretary
of the Wisconsin unit, who sent out
telegrams to the effect that big producers have apparently banded together to boycott the Palace of Progress exhibit at the convention.

denied

exhibitor

leave disgusted. Some of them
never to return. The exhibitor
protests to the exchange. The

Pathe.

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is here, await-

The

enthusiasm

On

ever to do with the Sunday opening

strolled into the

A

Cohen

money.

equal

the picture.

convention yesterday morning and his
Battle
appearance created quite a flutter
among those who know how he re- Howard Smith and Jimmy Walker in
gards Cohen.
Altercation Over Sunday Closing
In the morning, George Eastman
in New York State
spoke briefly. Dr. Rush Rhees of the
(Staff Correspondence)
Eastman School of Music told of the
Chicago A near-battle developed
importance of music to pictures. Congressman Snyder of Utica, N. Y., in the lobby of the Sherman Monday
told of the fraudulent stock operations night when a group including Howard
within the industry, suggesting that Smith of Buffalo and John Mannexhibitors do all in their power to heimer of New York accosted State
Senator James J. Walker as he passed
check such illegal practices.
through.
Addresses were made by trade
An altercation resulted relative to
Martin J. Quigley
papers editors.
a statement reported to have been isof the Exhibitors' Herald spoke and
sued by Smith to the effect that
later Robert E. Welsh, editor of the
neither Walker, Charles O'Reilly nor
Moving Picture World who extolled
Sam Berman had anything whatsothe work of Cohen to such an extent
that his address was interrupted and
for about two minutes, there was wild
cheering for Cohen. It was the first
intimation of what might be expected
224 Flatbush Avenue
if

of

Prints

Producers have spent for
tunes to give the public the best
screen results that money could
buy.
They select their story,
their director, their cast; they
build elaborate sets, in short
every detail is carried out to
make a perfect picture. Finally
the producer sees his picture on
the screen and is delighted to

:

ringside, I find the
of previous years.
Exhibitors are interested only in the
predict
Cohen's election
election.
on the first ballot. Even Al Steffes
has refused to cover a bet of two to
Cohen has a new machine every
one.
Here
year, but the model is the same.
His Indiana repreis how it runs:
sentative, Gus Schmidt, can appoint

''Here

same

j

Company's Method

busch, a shining light of forarrived from
Ind.
yesterday.
Shelbyville,
This is how he describes the

mer conventions,

nection.

Rembusch

RAINY FILM

Exhibitors and Producers Enthusiastic over the Dura

J.

At the
the Sherman tonight.
dinner there will be addresses
by Warren Stone, Grand Chief
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and president
of the organization's co-operative bank in Cleveland; former

23, 1923

ABOLISHED

As Rembusch Sees It
Correspondence)
RemChicago — Frank

Today 's Program

1)

May

Wednesday,

Gofttyyn
**** Big Things!

method
patents

fully
protected
to overcome all

by
the
reg-

faults mentioned.
It has
istered the word "Duratize"

in

the United States patent office
as its trade name.
It
Duratizes
prints
by
applying a thin coating of celluloid over
the emulsion of new prints.
This in
no way impairs the photographic
quality
the print,
of
but on the
contrary gives it a more brilliant appearance on the screen.
The emulsion is so protected that the Duratized
prints will not become "rainy."

Not only the perforations but
joins are greatly reinforced by
thin layer of celluloid.

the
the

film
oilproof
Duratized
is
and
waterproof, and to clean, it is only
necessary to pass the film through
a cloth moistened with cleaning fluid

between re-winders.
The price charged

for

prints is two dollars per
day's additional run will

Duratizing
reel.

One

more than
cover this cost.
The exchange which
has its prints Duratized profits by the
life to the film and will satisfy
the exhibitor and please his audience.

added

Wednegdjrfc

May

23,
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Christies

Organize!

/

(By wire

to

Dabble

(Special to

in

Munro on

Real Estate

THE FILM DAILY)

Sales Trip

Munro, vice president of
Los Angeles The Christie Realty Hodkinson, is away on
an extended
Corp., headed by Christie brothers,
sales trip with Toronto, his first stop
have purchased 70 acres of land on and
Vancouver, the second.
F.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(j.

National Blvd, at Military Road.
It
be used for production pur-

will not

The Coliseum, Chicago.
here. Still on the job. And if I'd have gone to the place
esterday that some people suggested well I wouldn't be in
'hicago. And the funny thing is I am not going
not for a few
Still

—

—

poses.

Leave for
(Special to

Home Today

For Sale

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—The

Famous Players

anyway.
home office staff leaves for San FranDuring the past five years there has never appeared so many ciso tonight. From 'Frisco they start
Fast on Friday.
Fs" in anything ever written for the little old paper. So perhaps
ou will pardon the liberty.
Brenon

lays,

Back on Coast
But. A national exhibitor organization is one of the things
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hat we believe in. So much so that we have tried in various ways
Los Angeles
Herbert Brenon
o make our 5,000 odd readers understand that in the past.
So has returned from New York. He
^hen these brothers come around and talk about trying to dis- will direct Pola Negri in "The
Spanish Dancer."
rganize their organization you tell 'em what we tell 'em they're
Agnes Ayres and Bebe Daniels are

—

—

Irazy.

King Tut Picture. Have negaof an Italian production
with ten to twenty thousand
tive

people in cast
story

—

—a

massive

reincarnation
sets;

easily

adaptable for King Tut story,
ricture in present form measures about 5,400 feet and have
some cut outs. Will take $6,000
cash for same." Apply Box 5-23

expected.

But there has been entirely too much soft-pedalling, too much
ussy-footing, too much "oh, let 'em alone" with regard to the
ational exhibitor organization, and it is time that this stopped,
^here has been too much petty politics, too much ward-and-preinct stuff, too much ballyhooing and not enough of all of the other
hings.

was all right a year or two ago because
ery young and you don't expect an infant to
It

after all you
stride like a

were
man.

What
THIS

CAST!
Gaston Glass
Miriam Cooper

—

There are several hundred mighty big league important excountry who laugh right out loud and say "oh,
!" every time
some one suggests that they join your organi-

libitors in this
lell

sation.

Why?

Figure it out. How many of the important first-run operators
country are even willing to consider the idea of becoming
dentified with you?
Why?
Figure it out. What prevents, what stops co-operation between this organization and what is known as the Hays organi}f

this

zation?

Edna Murphy
Robert Frazier
and other

—

You've got to organize. You've got to do things right for your
)wn good. For the good of this industry. For the good of your
nvestment. You have got to get set right. You have got to pay
or it. It doesn't make much difference how much "Movie Chats"
>ring into your state or national treasury or how much advertisng slides might help. If you're not willing to pay for your own
protection why should the other fellow do it for you?

And why?
before we all

left New York to attend this pow-wow the
Just
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Asso. gave a dinner (there were
a lot of film folk there, too) and to the eternal shame of picture
people might this be said: that vaudeville which doesn't begin
is organto compare in public importance with motion pictures
the
hands,
ized.
There exists a real working basi between all

—

—

h

LOOK AT

3ut you're big now and you're old enough to know, and you're
foing to be treated as men and told things that men should hear
md it is immaterial whether you like it or not because if somebody don't make this plain to you you're going along just as you
lave
just like so many ostriches
who stick their heads in the
,and and then cannot see what is going on.

—

ItaiDened

notable artists

E.

K.

(from the famous song)

Now

A RENCO PRODUCTION

Cutting

"The punchiest Picture

and

of the

Year!"

Editing

LINCOLN
in

«'

THE

RIGHT ; STRONGEST
A Great Picture with
A Great Cast including
George Seigman

Helen Ferguson

Tom Santschi

June Elvidge

Tully Marshall

Niles

Robert Milash

Winter Hall

managers, the artists and the in-between fellow.

men

He

knows what
heard.
at that dinner.
in pictures and vaudeville think of co-operation.

He

Sydney Cohen was
the biggest

^immy Walker was there. He knows.
Zukor was there. And Loew. And Hays and a lot of other
important people. And they know. And they applauded some of
the remarks
stung.

on co-operation so strongly that

their

palms hurt and
C. Lumicre

Gentlemen, you haven't the chance of a Chinaman on the 32nd
edge of the last ditch

Welch

in hell if

you don't organize.

DANNY.

110 W. 40th
Zenith Pictures Corp'n
Telephone, Pennsylvania 3649

St.,

N. Y. C.

J

1HE

-£&?k
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Advocate of Shorter Features
Helene Chadwick Loses Suit
Bfspecial to THE FILM DAILY)
H. S. Gallup, general manager of
Tobias A. Keppler, attorney for
Los Angeles Helene Chadwick ha
Gallagher and Shean, in a statement the Delft Theaters, Inc., which opSh
tu the press, confirms the report first erate houses in Marquette, Escanaha, fost her suit against Goldwyn.
Iron River, Michigan claimed that, when not employed b
Munising
and
published in THE FILM DAILY
Tc-am Involved

in Litigation

—

Capitol
chestra renders some Italian
folk songs as the opening musical numbs
this
The following units include,
week.
!
''II
scenic;
"Capri,"
ons
of
a
Travatore," by the Ballet Corps, assisted by
several soloists
the weekly news magazine,
and 10 minutes with Frederic Fradkin, form
Tin Mai
crly concertmaster of this house.

adds another protest to those exhibitwho oppose excessively long feawith Fox.
The picture planned is a tures. Gallup says the ideal program
feature. "Around the Town with Mr.
includes, m addition to the feature,
Mr.
tin
and
Shean."
Johnson film. "Trailing African Wild Gallagher
Flo two short subjects but he finds this
Animals," is the feature.
Next comes "In Zii gfeld claims under
his contract arrangement
impossible
when the
Clock
Store,"
novelty,"
and
"The
a
a
rhi
with the team they cannot make the feature exceeds 5,000 or 5,500 ft. in
short
eel
Fable picl m
Spooks,"
organ closes the performance.
picture, but Keppler has advised them length.
Rialto
to go ahead with it.
that

the team

signed a contract

lias

ors

Goldwyn she could accept work

else

where.

;

.i

The

<

i

orchestra is the guest of the
week, and incidentally opens the
hill.
A prologue to the feature. "Enemies
if
Women" is the only other number on the
bill, due to the length of the picture.
Rivoli

Rialto

this

Eight More in Peck Series
Principal

Closes Three Deals

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Max

Los Angeles Principal Pictures inRoth, of Principal Pictures has
Rivoli
tends producing eight more of the
Because the Rivoli orchestra happens to closed the following sales:
be the guest of the Rialto, the Rialto
The company's entire product for "Peck's Bad Boy" series, in the first
orchestra opens the performance this ive
The Cuba to H. A. Kelly, Cuba Film Co. of which Jackie Coogan appeared.
with a selection taken from "Faust."
Weekly Pictorial then appears, just
"Environment"
and
"World's
A Coogan is no longer with interests
Ned
Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz is played.
identified with Principal, and no selecSelection
Stage."
to
Art
Film
Seris
Wayburn's presentation of "Du Barry,"
vice, for Porto Rico and Santo Do- tion has been made as yet for the
next.
"Souls of the Beast," is the feature
"Tim Rooney's at the Fightin," sung by mingo.
"The Man from Hell's title roles.
Frank Robbins, baritone; and a new Reginald
River,"
"The
Smder and the Rose,"
Denny "Leather Pusher" story are the las
"East Side West Side" and "Tempotwo units on the bill.
Has Films in Color
rary Marriage." to U. Ono for Janan.
Strand
The program at this house consists of
The Color Cinema Co., Inc., has
!

i

"Strand Miniature Gems." a musical noveltj
"Here and There," a. compilation of short
subjects; the weekly news reel, a prologue
to the feature, "The Girl of the Golden West"
and "The Mouse Catcher," one of Aesop's
Percy Barnes closes the show
Film Fables.
with selections on the organ.

produced a two reeler, a three reeler
Betty Jewel has finished a part in and a feature in natural colors.
C.
"The Silent Command," the naval Lang Cobb, sales manager, has
story which J. Gordon Edwards has started on a sales trip on behalf of
made for Fox.
these pictures.

"Felix the Cat"
By Pat

M.

J.

220 W. 42nd

St.,

Sullivan

Winkler
New

York, N. Y.

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTS
MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIA

A

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY, LTD.

STORIES

723

Seventh Ave.
ran

Published and Unpublished
b;

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS
Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen

CARL

G. MILLIGAN
Service for Authors, Inc.
33

West 42nd

N. Y. C.

St.

Bryant

Longacre 2453

for

weeks

16

in

having a combined daily

circulation

of

3,750,000

making

total

a

oi

67,500.000

copies

M.

Cohan Theatre.)
"Uncle Terry"

A

Story of the Maine Cocst
By Chas. Clark Munn

Exclusive Representatives

For Thomas Edgelow's

Wor

s

—

"TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER"
story

of

MARY FORREST
220

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

St.

Bryant

THE CLINGING VINE
By Zelda Sears
JUST MARRIED
By

Nellie Nicols

& Adlaidee Matthews

Renee

"THE WRECK OF THE TITON"

"THE DAY OF THE DOG"

The Show Down,
By Grace L. Furniss
In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte
All

heart

on Account
By Leo

of

Ditrichstein

Eliza,

Mabel Bardine & H. H. Wentworth
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3661

bj

interesl

ANTHONY PAUL KELLY

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

(

(Tust Closed at the George

famous.
Have been published in serial form in all the capital cities of the world.
Released by Fai amount and Robm:on-Cole
A Good Lead to Follow

Vitagraph Special

Longacre B!dg. N. Y. C.
Phone Bryant 7835

By Sidney Toler

tli

"SINFUL PECK"

801

"The Exile"

Chicago

during the run of her serai

By Morgan Robertson

WALL

in

YOU MUST ADMIT THEY KNOW PUBLICITY
BUY LAURA JEAN LIBBEY STORIES NOW.
THE DAILY MAIL has been running E. W. Hornunpr stories for the past moi
BUY RAFFLES STORIES NOV/ AND CASH IN ON THE PUBLICITY
MAURICE LEBLANC, author of ARSENE LUPIN STORIES are internationally

"MASTERS Of MEN"

M. V.

and now running

1,

EASY TERMS

Is a

AVAILABLE

City

NOT?

PROFESSOR MAX REINHARDT WORDLESS MYSTERY PLAY
"THE MIRACLE"
which comes to New York this fall. The greatest indoor spectacle in the world.
LAURA JEAN LIBBEY STORIES
ran during the month of Apr
1923, in the following newspapers
NEW YORK AMERICAN
PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN
BALTIMORE AMERICAN
WASHINGTON STAR
BOSTON POST

A

Other Big Robertson Stories
Available for Picturization Are

New York

New York

1511

WHY

Offers

BROKERS PROTECTED

HUGHES MASSIE &

CO.

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
347 5th Ave.
Ashland 6208

USE THE

Exclusively representing:

FILM DAILY

GILBERT FRANKAU
"Peter Jameson"
"The Seeds of Enchantment"
"The Love Story of Aliette Brunton"
I

Sold

in

their tens of thousands)

"The Woman of the Horizon"
(To he published by Century Co.,

May

25th)

Famous Books by
Author.

a

Famous

FOR

RESULTS

brAdstreet

^recogmizei

9S FILMDOM

Authority

y/io
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24,
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Price

5
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DISCORD REIGNS
lierican Releasing Turns Over Protect and Prepares to Close Exchanges Except in Albany

of the operating activities of the
Releasing Corp., have been
lined over to the recently reorganized
The arrangeiznick Dist. Corp.
of
ment became effective at the close
J\ll

lierican

Liness on Tuesday.

the 24 branches

of

American Re-

at once,
possible exception of Albany
a partial unification of the sales
J
ces of the organizations made. The
closed early yesterday
;:rger was
trning, it is understood, with W.
president of Selznick
J. Doolittle,
d representative of the Utica In-

jsing will

From

Blackton

Vitagraph's Schedule of 24
Contract with C. L. Chester for
Eight Two Reel Comedies
Vitagraph yesterday stated its next
year's schedule will include 24 features.
J. Stuart Blackton will make
six, David Smith, six, Whitman Bennett six while of the last group, Albert E. Smith will personally direct
(Continued on Page 2)

Famous

to Release 50

In a beautiful booklet which can
be used as a calendar Famous Players outlines its first fall releases. In
a foreword it is stated that SO pictures
will be released during 1923-1924.

Graf Here from Coast
Graf is in town from the
He is at the Astor and his
ust and Savings Bank of Los An- coast.
representing the Selznick in- visit here concerns distribution.
tes
fests and Walter E. Green, presint and Fred B. Warren, vice-presiof American Releasing acting
tit

-stment Co.; Motley H. Flint, viceof the Pacific-Southwest
•j:sident

Many Want Cohen Again As

On

be discontinued

(:h the

|

Six

With Selznick

[erged

Max

Michigan and Minnesota
M. P. T. O.
(By

decided upon about three o'clock yesterday morning after
one delegation piling up on another in his rooms at the Sherman
convinced him that he must continue his work.
Efforts are being made to bring about a compromise over
night and have Cohen withdraw.
As it stands when nominations are made, both Ritter of
Michigan and Steffes of Minnesota will withdraw. All the other
As a result the prediction can be
favorite sons do not count.
made, upon authority, that both Michigan and Minnesota will
tically

withdraw from the national organization shortly after the convention
ends.
At a caucus between these delegations yesterday morning, it was decided not to "walk out" but to remain to the end and then resign from
the organization.
If this is carried out, a serious situMichigan paid in
ation will develop.
over $4,000 of the $13,000 paid into
the national treasury this year. It is
admitted that Michigan is the best
organized state in the country with
practically 97% of the Michigan ex-

official statement issued yesterpromises that there will be no inruption in service and that all conicts now in force will be executed

y

Selznick in exactly the same manunder which the contracts were
This
ide by American Releasing.
to the product now in the
11 apply
changes and on that designed for
mediate or future release. It was
(Continued on Page 4)
r

Metro Convention June

hibitors enrolled.

Consequently it will be practically
impossible to form an M. P. T. O.
unit in that state. And those familiar
with conditions in the Northwest
realize how difficult it will be to organize the same sort of a unit in that

6

annual sales
Invention at the Astor beginning
ednesday, June 6 and terminating
All of the
following Monday.
e
hold

its

.section.

The

and branch manStrict managers
«rs will be here for the discussions
lich will,

Quit

DANNY)

kn

IMetro will

May

The Coliseum, Chicago— Sydney S. Cohen will be re-elected
and continue as head of the M. P. T. O. of A. This was prac-

that organization.

•

President

fhese

other

may

states

two and form

(Continued on Page

of course, cover fall pro-

with
western

join

a sort of
6)

ct.

More
"U"

THE FILM DAILY)

Francisco— Carol A. Nathan,
niversal manager, announces that a
San

picture house will be constructed
the property where the Frolic now
ands at 936 Market St. The buildg will cost $400,000.

w

I

Danny

to Build in 'Frisco

(Special to

Mrs Wallace Reid with Bessie Love

in

'HUMAN WRECKAGE,"

the

and which promises
production to be distributed by F. B. O.,
From
all screen history.
in
known
ever
one of the biggest sensations
the
and
bookings
for
requests
ot
Coast to Coast have come an avalanche
picture surpasses anything
the
behind
backing
The
picture is yet uncut.
Advt.
yet known in theatrical history.—
big

new

Plain

Words

hits at exhibitor-distoday but hits in a

tribution
constructive manner.

ment from
this

issue,

while.

His comChicago on page 8
is decidedly worth-

THE
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'
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Under Uniform Contract
Charles L. O'Reilly, owner of the
68th St. Playhouse and the Rex on
upper Broadway and president of the
T. O. C. C. and M. P. T. O. of New
York, expressed the opinion yesterday that under the terms of the uniform contract, distributors can be

—
—

man.

W. FredShaftesbury

Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

—

Rue de

—

Interna
(Czecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale

vakia),

Quotations
High
Low
..108^ 108

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Goldwyn

Sales

108^

300

74y4

2,900

Not quoted

5^

....

6

2,200

5

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

16

Triangle

World

Six

From

(Continued

Blackton

from

Page

1)

in

all

likeli-

A

contract with Chester International Pictures will give the company
eight two reel comedies based on the

Evening

Post stories byBlackton has not yet
decided whether he will produce here
or in the West. Of the features, one
will be "The Alibi," already completed
by David Smith, another
"Pioneer Days," a story of the 60's
and a third, "The Man from Brod-

Sam Hellman.

ney's."

Bennett's

first

picture

is

titled

"Loyal Lives" and deals with the
of postman.

life

Charles Kent, Veteran Actor, Dead
Charles Kent veteran actor, is dead

Brooklyn
with Vitagraph
in

a

(f

St.

manager

that

the

hospital.
for years.

Kent was

(SkiiccdtconaX U'LcZuajuJ

for

picture

who

shou'd not
or
a
if

use it as a place of amusement,
anyone who would do likewise, and
forfeit to Southern Enterprises of $5,000
Resn'ck violated this agreement.
to

money

was ready everything would be
all
right.
Boss told the examiner that on
the Friday preceding the last day granted
hint, he had secured the money and learned
from Resnick's wife that he was in Dallas.
Tt was on this trip to Dallas. Boss testified,
that Resnick negotiated the deal with Hulsey
the

re-

signed

it.

which,

in

Fotosho
the
the

if

made it impossible for the
leaving a clear field to
theater, the Palace, just across

effect,

to

operate,

Paramount
street.

The hearing has been postponed until Friday to permit the Government to bring on
witnesses

:

now

at the

Chicago convention.

now

distributing for Cosmopolitan.
The witness flayed the block booking
system, declaring it forces exhibitors to take
pictures which they know in advance will
'lot be su'table to their audiences.
O'Reilly
'ntimated that his complaint reflected pxhibitor
sentiment throughout the State, stating that
'e M. P. T. O. now embraces membership
of 987 out of the 1400 theaters in the State
A. J. Wolf, owner of the Adelphi and
is

Sylvia Breamer, is to have a prominent part in "The Lord of Thundergate."

SAYS
MR. WISE
EXHIBITOR.

Heres's a Lineup tha

'Em Up

will Line

at

your Box Office

"TEMPTATION
A Distinguished Cas.
Bryant Washburn, Ev
Novak, June Elvidge, Vei
non

Steele,

Phillip

Smalley.
Breaking Rec
ords at First Run House

Everywhere.

"Her Accidental Husband

A Belasco Production
Miriam Cooper, Forres
Stanley, Mitchell Lewi
Richard

Tucker,

Maud

Wavne,

Kate

Leste:

Playing the U. B. O. Cii
New York, and othe
Big Circuits.

cuit,

"ONLY A SHOPGIRL"
Great Production Great Cast. Estelle Taj

Mae

Busch, Wallac
Tully
Marshal
James Morrison, Williai
Scott,
Willard
Loui
lor,

Beery,

Claire Dubrejr.
Office Sensation.
'

Obituary

Symphony between

70th and 80th on Broadway, testified that his theaters used to be
first run
houses, but had been forced into
second run by the building of Loew's 83rd
St. Theater.
Wolf said that after Loew's 83<-d
went up his contracts would bear the
nroviso that any pictures he booked would
the
83rd
follow
St.
The Adelphi and
Symphony combined with the Olympia, a

INDEPENDEN
PICTURES

Famous.

want those two pictures and I don't
thev are delivered to me by Goldwyn
Famous Players. Western Union or Postal."
He said it would be the fault of exhibitors
who had signed for them through Famous if
they d d not tret them, even though Goldwyn
"I
care

WITH

ex-

Marvin Farrington, for the Commission,
had n'aced in the record, agreements between
Hulsey. in charge of the Texas-Oklahoma
branch of Southern Enterprises and one
Barney Resnick. under the terms of one of
which Resnick leased his property at McAlester Okla., the site of the Fotosho Theater, to Southern Enterprises with the stipulation that it should not be used for amusement purposes.
A second agreement was
the re-assignment of the lease back to Resnick
by Hulsey with the proviso that Resnick

O'Reilly declared that Famous should
not have played "Enemies of Women" at the Rivoli and Rilato without
to have the
leased also to exhibitors

CLEAN UP

similar to that given the circuits.
protection, he said, is now seven
days from the last playing date.
Swaine allowed to be entered in the record
without objection the admission by the respondents that certain advertising which, according to the recent testimony of Jame
Burham had been placed in the Cortland. N.
Y. papers by Famous Players as a retaliatory
measure for his having stopped showing
Paramount, had in fact been instigated by

to split it with the
Playhouse, but couldn'l
effect such an arrangement with Famous. He had to take the whole blockso he and the competition hous<
bought the group separately withoul
protection against each other.
The
"41" series turned out so badlv he
said, that he wouldn't take the "39."
Of the "41," 35 were produced by
Famous, of which 34 were delivered
and the remaining six Cosmopolitans
signed for under a separate contract
He added that under the uniform
contract to which both Famous and

endeavoring

ALWAYS

I

The Loew

A

certain press agent is just
dying for a position, either permanent or free lance work.

Send >^r>riolences loBcx S-13
Film Daily.

"MORE TO BE

The Bo

PITIED"

The

Story That
Live Forever.

Wi

"PASSIONATE FRIENDS

I

H. G. Wells
Sensation.

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

%

three

Joseph C. Boss, who formerly operated the
Cosmopolitan were parties. Cosmo15!/
Fotosho on the site owned by Resnick and
15J4 1,100
politan would be compelled to deliver mentioned in these agreements, had been
Not quoted
with foreclosure notice in March, 1922,
Not quoted these pictures, since they were speci- served
fied in a contract negotiated by Fam- and had promised to have the money ready
for his lease by a certain Saturday.
Resnick
ous
agent
for
as
Cosmopolitan the owner. Boss testified, had told him if

one and Jess Robbius,
hood several more.

Saturday

and wanted

72nd

1

ritories

1

Close

74

76

series,

sales

amining for the respondents, that the Loew
circuit ami IT. R. O. received the same protection from other companies as from Famous, and that he and other independents received and expected protection for their ter-

—

Representative
Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

P.

pictures as Famous.
Wolf agreed with Robert Swaine, cross

,

Wabash Ave.

F.

many

held responsible for not delivering all
they
have conpictures
of
the
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside tracted to.
This point was made at the Trade
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign Commission hearing when O'Reilly
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15 00
Address all communications to THE FILM testified that of the six Cosmopolitan
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York Prod., he had contracted for from
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderhilt 4551-4552-5558
Famous two, "Enemies of Women"
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
'Phone, Hollywood and "Little Old New York" had not
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
been delivered. He said he contracted
1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. for group 6 of the Paramount "49"
Entered as secomi-class matter May 21, 1918
the post office at N«JV York, N. Y., under

at

London

the

to

houses could insure a longer run and more
revenue to Famous than the Loew house, but
this didn't succeed in getting first runs.
Wolf stated that he is getting Paramount
pictures cheaper this year than last, that he
was given a better price when he opened his
books and proved that the Adelphi was losing
money. He admitted that Famous had given
him adjustments upward as well as downward, and stated that the Famous output
for the past five years has been cons'stently
better than that of any other company.
During the last two years, he said, other companies have produced as good but not as

Chas. O'Reilly Says Deflections by
Distributors Can Be Remedied

XXIV Na. 54

24,

competition house, and Wolf then pointed out

Relief Possible

Vol.

May

Thursday,

"The Lamp
Ethel
Novel.

M.

Literal

in the

Desert
Gre<

Dell's

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"'*.

G.
STUDIO FOR RENT
Double equipment, two stages.
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
Size of
building BO x 165

Aubrey Mirtenthal,
300

West

49th Street

Get your Share of the

P. C.

OPALINE COLORINE

Big

Money with them

(weather proof)
All Colors

$2.50 per quart

"We

color

COLOR YOUR BULBS

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

C. B. C. Filkn Sales Corr.

1600

B' way,

New Yor

THE
|Mpp«nm
dursday,

May

24,

1923

Tioiv big is
ENEMIES o/ WOMEN
*D

H It is the year's

most sensational success!

VARIETY
A (o^mopolitan
Production
Directed byAlan Crosland

Scenario by

John Lynch

Settings by

Joseph Urban

Thursday,

Sam Katz

May

gives out

17,

1923

some

interattendance the laat

esting figures on
three weeks in Chicago.
He says
"Enerfties of Women," the Cosmopolitan special, the first twenty -otv*
days Bold 125,607 tickets at the
Roosevelt theatre. During the <san*e
period "The Covered Wagon" at
Woods' played to 57,345 people**

Distributed by

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

ENEMIES o/WOMEN
Vicente Blasco Ibanez
&V
</
WITH V
LIONEL BARRYMORE
and ALMA RUBENS

C~*

—
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Griffith's
most artistic work
quisite "Broken
Blossoms."

Newspaper Opinions
"The White Rose"— United

TIMES

Artists

Lyric

AMERICAN — There

is

much

* * «
appealing,

"The White Rose"

in

Marsh,
the

piquantly

entire-

pi<

to

but

commend
it
Mae
is

who dominates

1

DAILY NEWS

Mr. D.

W.

pio

Griffith's

are immense.
Mr. Griffith's
The picture is a
play we liked not at all.
tremendous comeback tor Miss Mae .Marsh.
Mr.
It gives more than an indication that
Novello is going to be a great addition
*
*
*
to our screen.
The picture? Old stuff in the first place,
oversentimentalized, dragged out unmercifully.
Extraordinarily beautiful in
Yes, all that.
* it is a strange picture
spots: beauty

players

ture

'

for a

Griffith

to

have made.

EVENING JOURNAL-^*

*

*

this

re-

viewer believes that it is the best picture Mr.
Griffith has done since "The Birth of a NaThe premiere last night was
tion."
equally as much of a triumph for Miss Marsh
as

it

was

director.

the

for

EVENING WORLD—*

as near being a real
beheld in years. * *

comes aboul
picture as any we have
""

*

It

*

looks

us

to

as

though "The White Rose" would be an unqualified

box

—

success.

office

GLOBE Not even the master director
can make a four-reel story into twelve reels
and have the result prove entertainment.
There is considerable to criticize in "The
While Rose," but the foregoing sentence
sums it
more comes

practically

once

Mae Marsh
up. * *
Without
into her own.
of Griffith, Miss Marsh

all

the guiding hand
seems but an average actress; with
appears to be one of the greatest.

HERALD— *

*

*

a

sad,

frail,

it.

old

she

*

spots

in

after

is

his

Merged With Selznick
(Continued

weird offering.
The pains that have been taken with this
photoplay are striking throughout most of
but

from

Page

scenes aplenty, it is not a picture of great
strength, the story being rather worn and

and much drawn-out.

thin

*

Mae Marsh,

*

excellent work. * *
Its chief value lies in its
*
is
too long.
The picture *
simplicity.
However, you are well repaid for the
splendid
acting throughout and also the
photography, which is of the most finished

TELEGRAM —

t>

TRIBUNE — The
lias

The

titles
were pretty num*
were, also, pretty bad. * *

been cut, too, so that

it

jumps.

*

*

*

points of the picture are the
*
beautiful characterization of Mae Marsh
and the work of Ivor Novello *
*
"
*
Griffith has aimed straight
fine

WORLD

and he has hit his mark.
the
heart,
Under Ins superb direction, Miss Mae Marsh
moves across the screen at the Lyric in one
of the finest cinema performances which we
A powerful, human drama
have ever seen.
at

of

Rosenfield

24, IS

has moi

to 1511 Lo

State Bldg.
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Johnnie Walker has started work
on "The Worm" for F. B. O.

COMEDY

1

pe.

erous, hut the)
It

S.

May

while American Releasing has been
serving them from more distant cities.

some

did

Mildred

from the Mecca Bldg.

1)

stated yesterday that in several territories such as Indianapolis, New Orthe scenes, and sometimes the acting is far
above the average good picture, and un- leans and Salt Lake, a better serusually restra.ned. * * *
vice will be maintained now because
Although there is suspense galore and sob
Selznick already has branches there

life

has been pictured.

A

B
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E

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 676}

Publicity

FRED

BAER

E.

Advertising

1540 Broadway

Loeiu Bldg.,
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Today's Reichenbach Day

Today is Reichenbach day
A. M. P. A. All of Harry's
gather

will

at

the

at the
friends

Boulevard to do

For Early Production
An

All-Star Feature

him honor.

fash-

and highly improbable little story that
lutified and exalted by the presence of
*
that exquisite creature, Mae Marsh.
Miss Marsh has been away for a long time.
* * *
But the talent is still there, as \ ital
and as divinely inspired as ever; Miss Marsh
demonstrated that last night.
ioned
.

POST- Well, here is a beautiful picture
sicklied over with the wash of sentimentality
so thick in spots, unfortunately, that the
beauty which may exist underneath is lost
From a scenic standpoint it is a gorgeous pro
duction in its very simplicity. * * *
;

It is truly a long drawn out wail saved
only by the scenery and Mae Marsh, whom
the screen is lucky to have gained again.
* * * easily ranks with the most
The
important pictures made in America.
as fine as any that the
acting is magnificent
Genuine tragic heights
screen can boast of.
are reached by Mae Marsh, returned at last,
and
the photoplay is ot
Novello,
Ivor
and
should
an incomparable physical beauty.
D.
W.
say that "The White Rose" is

SUN —

Why

does State Street, Chicago,

DUMB"

"BEAUTIFUL BUT

Use
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Now
"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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New York

of the Inkwell"
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220 W. 42nd
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St.
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New York,
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What

ex-

remarkable

a

Thursday,

M

furnished in

thousand toot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

LOOK AT
THIS

CAST!
Gaston Glass
Miriam Cooper

Now

(from the famous song)

A RENCO PRODUCTION

Edna Murphy
Robert Frazier

Cutting

"The punchiest Picture
!"
of the Year

and other
notable artists

and
Editing

Results obtained through printing on Eastman

Film justify the painstaking
of the camera-man.
It reproduces
Positive

efforts

with

striking fidelity every tone of the negative

from highest
carries quality

light to deepest

through

shadow.

It

to the screen.

-AN IDKA FACTORY-

WESHNER- DAVIDSON
Continually Creating and Adapting Cheap Novelty Souvenirs for
Clever Tie-ups with Motion Picture Productions

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

"Secrets

of

Jumping Frogs $10
Per M.
(Mastodon)
Paris"

"Night

Life

in

\aoamj

Hollywood" Miniature Megaphones
*\
8 $10 Per M.
(Arrow)

Darts

msy-V^

"Adam's
(

Rib"
Clever
That
Stick
to
lotlung $15 Per M.

Order from Weshner-Davidson, 117 West 46th

(Paramount
St.,

New York

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

N. Y.

^Imm^
^HPHIS is a series worth running," says
A week-run exhibitor, in Motion Picture

a big,

News.

"All the characters are well drawn and there's plenty
of action and a dash of romance in all the 'rounds.'
GETTING LOTS OP'
VISIT

WE ARE

FANS WHO
OUR HOUSE JUST TO SEE THIS SUBJECT,
REGARDLESS OF THE FEATURE ATTRAC-

TION." Another exhibitor says: "Just the kind of
picture to show in a house that features melodrama.
Our patrons liked this from start to finish."

T^HAT'S what
•*-

this

SHOWMEN

marvelous

man —not merely
Book and Boost

think of
Be a show-

series.

a house

this series

manager.

NOW!!!

Feature Every&Round
||

InjrourJk BiUing|
Masterfully

Directed by

GLAIR

ST.

MAL

DISTRIBUTED BY

A

723

INC.
FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA,
EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
SEVENTH

AVE.,

CITY
NEW YORK CORPORATION,

SALES OFFICETunVtED kYnGDOM: R-C PICTURES

26-27

D'ArbU,

Street,

Wardour

St.,

London,

W.

1,

EngUnd
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organization. This was discussed here
and something may come of it. There

Wisconsin and Ohio com-

talk of

bining to form an organization which
will operate regardless of any other
national exhibitor organization. Those
candidacy
osed to the Cohen
worked desperately yesterday morning
in

and

check

effort to

They made

efforts

his reflection.

to

have Harry

Crandall and several others run but

Some of the Ritter
no avail.
Michigan men and Wisconsin dele.i
wire for Steffes insist that
Cohen "double crossed" them, de-

to

neither

that

claring

men

of these

would have run had they known that
Sydney intended again running. They
say they believed what he has been
saying that he was not and would

—

not be a candidate.

Saunders and Connors Present
iff

Correspondence)

—

T.

Chicago Eddie Saunders and T.
Connors are ably representing

Metro

Sees Broad Plans for Goldwyn
Ben Talbot, financial editor of the
Mail said yesterday:
"Merger of Goldwyn Pictures with Cos-

impair the position of Famous Players.
the other hand, it is pointed out that Famous Players has liquidated much of its
realty and is in a strong cash position."

(Special to

of

"Brass" Feted

exhibitors.
H. M. Warner,
Monte Blue, Irene Rich and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Rapf came up from Lost

fornia

(Staff Correspondence)

the
largest space holder at the Palace of
live
departments
are
Progress.
represented.
in

is

— Hope

Hampton

Theater Fire Wipes Out Coast
(Special to

spent

Town
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P.

T.

and

O.
of

(Special to

will

Society.

Shipman Gets Fight Films
Ernest Shipman has acquired for
Canada the pictures of the fights
staged at the Yankee Stadium on

May

12.

The

pictures will be released

through Shipman's

Next

Week

own

exchanges.

on Broadway

Jack Pickford in "Garrison's Finwill be the attraction at the
Capitol nexl week.
Dorothy Daltcn
in, "Fog Bound," will be at the Rivoli
and "Enemies of Women," at the
Rialto for a third week.
ish."

Work For You

He can do

our

— C.

chairman of the M. P. Commission
was hit by an automobile at Watertown, N. Y. and severely injured. His
office
is

stated yesterday

his

condition

now very much improved.

nationally

WE NEED YOUR

HELP

AN INTERVIEW INVOLVES NO
OBLIGATIONS

SEE

YOU

IN

PARLOR

MEZZANINE FLOOR,
SHERMAN HOTEL

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

'Phone Watkin* 4522

1207-8

INDEPENDENT BUYERS!
The Most Important Revival

of the

TOM MIX

Chillicothe,

Mo., Goes "Blue"

THE FILM DAILY)

"SINGLE SHOT PARKER"

TOM
MIX

"THE HEART OF TEXAS RYAN"

—A

Chillicothe, Mo.
Sunday "blue'
law is in effect here. W. E. Cuff,
local exhibitor, fought hard to down
the measure but lost out.
An opposition house, situated in an amusement park outside the city limits, is
allowed to run on Sunday, but CufFs
houses must be kept closed.

Year

in

Adapted from
(Special to

it

simple

plan and moderate rates.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

in Eastern Pennsylvania reach that also starts for New York today.
body. Louis K. Foster, of the American
Federation of Musicians has
Cobb Improving
pledged his organization's aid in
Last Friday, George H. Cobb,

fighting the

Michigan

Let Your Cash

CHROMOS TRADING

Com-

in

killed five.

Gardner Sullivan
posers, Authors and Publishers to the starts for the East today on a storyA buying mission for Joseph M.
finish on the music tax question.
Supreme Court ruling is looked for Schenck. Margaret Leahy, the Engwhen some of the cases now pending lish girl the Talmadges brought over

American Society

thru National Organization

Sullivan Starts East

Correspondence)

Chicago— The M.
fight the

CRYING FOR RESULTS

gave us results

—

Tax

Fight on Music

(Staff

hibitors of the country are

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

Granada Saturday.

$2,000,000

Finish

of ex-

JIM RITTER

Angeles to attend the dinner, after
which a special showing of "Brass"
was given. The film opens at the

Mexacali, Lower Calif. Fire that
She
yesterday at the convention.
was here in between trains and is started in a projection machine in one
going to Los Angeles to star in "The of the local theaters Tuesday, caused
an estimated damage to property of
Gold Diggers" for Warner Bros.

A

file

ADVANCES ON YOUR

Investigate

Chicago

(Staff Correspondence)

Chicago

Shooting of exteriors on "The
Steadfast Heart," has been completed
at Fredricksburg, Va.

The rank and

—

Has Many Displays

Hope Hampton

MR. DELEGATE

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Correspondence)

Government

manager in Kansas City and
Lester Wolfe, manager in Buffalo.

Uhlhorn Puts Over Sunday Movies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Manager Uhlhorn of the
Dicke and Curtiss theaters at Downers Grove succeeded in putting over
Sunday shows there, the final vote
On being 1,012 for and 987 against.

En Route West

—The

Christie* Comedy,

ner,

mopolitan Pictures through formation of a $25,000,000 company is understood to be the first
step in broad plans to make this concern
the leading exhibitor of the world. Heart's
withdrawal from Famous Players has led
to bear campaign against latter stock in belief that competition will be so great as to

—

Chicago

ii

—

San Francisco Chas. G. Norris,
author of "Brass" was the guest of
Chicago Jules Brulatour was here
honor at a banquet at the St. Francis
vesterdav en route to the coast.
on Tuesday attended by many CaliGov't

1923

—

Author

Staff

!

24,

ADAMS

JIMMIE

Has Gone"—Lasky
THE FILM DAILY)

Muller Promoted
H. J. Muller has been appointed
Los Angeles Jesse L. Lasky, in comptroller of Selznick.
He has
addressing the Famous Players sales been with the company for three
convention at the Ambassador said: years as supervisor of accounts.
"The day of the star alone has passed and the day of the complete moSecond Plum Center Series
tion picture has arrived.
The pub(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lic will not tolerate motion pictures
San Francisco Robert Eddy, has
which have as their only recommendation the presence of a star. Stars are started work on the second series of
important but impotent unless given Plum Center comedies.
a dramatic story, a writer, a director
and settings. The day of the small
Blyth Appoints Two Managers
picture has gone."
David R. Blyth, sales director of
Selznick, has appointed M. A. Tan-

here.

In Chicago

ROLL
ALONG

"Star Alone
(Special to

May

A RIOT OF COLOR

P. T. O. Faces Disruption

Serious Situation

is

Thursday,

Gilson Willet's Gripping Romance of the Border Land
Five Reels of Absorbing Thrill and Adventure

Produced by

Wm.

N. Selig

For Territory Communicate With

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,
130

West

46th Street

INC.

New

York, N. Y.

L,

THE
Thursday,

May

24,

&&%

DAILY
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CHADWICK PICTURES CORPv
<

^A.t\t\.&UT\.CQS~'

JIMMY AUBREY

POST IMPRESSIONS

two reel comedies will be produced and
marketed exclusively under the auspices

A

of our organization.

The Post

JIMMY AUBREY

comedies are built

laughing purposes only

—clean

for

situations

and concentrated action, without uncalled
for stretching and padding. They stay in
two reels of unbroken
their chosen field

—

fun.

JIMMY AUBREY

has created a place for

himself as a leader among comedians
reputation achieved by consistently

a

better and better comedies of two
Regardless of the fact that
other comedians are deserting this field

making

reel length.

for greater length productions, Aubrey
will consistently continue to produce his
famous type of comedy in two reels at the
rate of one each month.

The

of the newer and greater
comedies will be ready in July.
first

Aubrey

series of pictorial visits abroad.

Pictures

The

garb, customs and

mannerisms of
foreign peoples were photographed picturized with a truth and fidelity to detail

—

never before attempted.

The

result

jects

is

that each of these forty sub-

whether the locale be Lapland or

Larissa, one of the oldest cities in Greece,
is

an exquisitely conceived pictorial de-

light.

The

finest theatres will enable their patrons to visit Europe via Post Impressions.

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION"
New York

spent

months

abroad visiting the
quaintest, queerest and most unique spots
in the world.
eighteen

Correspondence regarding distribution

130 W. 46th

Organization

Street

City

is

invited

THE

-%Ml

Thursday,

DAILY

LYL-JL\

Distribution
(By wire

to

SMITH
JOSEPH MOGLEK

tours.

M.

Mr. Exhibitor!
FROM

among- the following list of candidates for
the high office of president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, exhibitors must
choose only
to on'y that one may go the honor
of being -winner.'

ONE —

W.

we're doing. Watching the signs.
signs read and where do they point?
It's no use going back into ancient history because life's too
short, but let's take a few of the later developments of this nature and see where the signs point and how they read.
Selznick was going to have a national exhibitor organization.
And what do the signs read? And where did the money go?
United Picture Theaters composed solely of exhibitors—operated
by exhibitors was going to do the same thing that the proposed
exhibitors' distributing company now prpooses to do. And what
do the signs say? And how do they read?
Thousands of dollars sunk. How many? What's the differ-

—

STEFFES

A.

E.

are
ALL
choose

MERRY GO ROUND
Universal Super-Jewel
With

cast o{ thoi -ar:d> amid settings of untold splendor and
magnitude, and the c ost beautiful love story the screen has ever
seen, this glittering spxtacle will be the sensation of the decade!
Directed by Rupert Julian.
a

VIRGINIA VALLI

it is

—

—

ford

it.

Think

it

—

over.

DANNY.

in this line-up!

ALL

all!

—

smart.

:

winners

—

Sunk. You never even hear of them any more.
they were pretty clever men who were running the
United Picture Theaters. Pretty smart. Some people said darned

Schwalbe, Rowland, Williams, or Richards?
Napoleon once
If they are what have they done to show it.
said "Tell me what he has done." And that question is presented
here
Be careful. Move slowly. Be sure vou're right and then before you go ahead think it over again. Otherwise this may happen
a lot of money may be subscribed by the exhibitors of this country
towards the founding and financing of an organization which in
and
time mav not prove the great financial success anticipated
your business cannot stand this. You can't afthis business

TRUE

A.

EVERYWHERE!

And

Charlie Chaplin, Norma Talmadge. And a lot more.
This doesn't mean to say that First National isn't a good
business institution and in time will make a lot of money because
But they have been five years trying to work it
it probably will..
out with only one man in each key city to get the big picture first.
and they haven't worked it out yet. At least so far as profits are
concerned. And if they are having all this trouble who are you
and how do you figure that you can do better than they can?
This isn't personal. It isn't intended to be. But are Messrs.
True, Harris, Burford and Cohen, more clever than Lieber,

R.
C.

Choose one, or
are overwhelmingly elected
on a platform of tremendous audience appeal and
sterling box-office value
elected to head exhibitors'
Winning tickets
Each and every
one is a winner watch for them!

ence?

possible, feasible, perhaps practical for such an organization to become profitable.
You can hire
brains. There is no question about that. But boys, be careful.
It may be that there is plenty of room in this country for a
There are
co-operative exhibitors' distributing organization.
enough problems to be worked out, however, to make one think
twice at least on this.
Has it ever occurred to you that if the biggest exhibitors,
the biggest first run operators have had trouble in this connection
what chance you have of working it out.
And after all, the biggest exhibitors, the biggest first-run
boys have an exhibitors' distributing organization of their own.
And it has never
It is called Associated First National Pictures.
paid a dividend. And it's had the greatest stars in the business.

F. J.

COMERFORD
W.

RITTER
McWILLIAMS
G. LIGGETT
T. SEARS

C.

J.

M. G.

And that's what
And how do the

any doubt that

1923

line-ups
that challenge you,

The Coliseum, Chicago.

isn't

24,

Two
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What's the answer?
You have been buttonholed. You have been pulled into a
corner and told the story of how the exhibitors' distributing company is going to be a lifesaver. Maybe you're one of the unlucky
gentlemen who has not been buttonholed yet. But don't give up
hope and despair. You will be. So that's that.
Now don't let anybody kid you along and tell you we have
an axe to grind against the proposed exhibitors' organization, because we haven't.. But if you try to find your way to a new spot
along a new road you watch the signs and then sometimes you
get there. And if you watch the signs very closely you don't get
too far out of the way and you don't have to make too many de-

There

May

A LADY
A
From

the

of

in

QUALITY

Hobart Henley Production
FRANCES HOD3SON BURNETT

famous novel and play by

LOIS WEBER'S

production of the story of

JEWEL

A CHAPTER
IN HER
By
Clara Louise

Wm.

LIFE

Burnham

A. Bradv's successful production

UP THE LADDER
OWEN
Frcm

the

play

Priscilla

DAVIS

by

DEAN

in

THE ACQUITTAL
Frcm George M. Cohan's

senrational

production of

Rita

Weiman's play

THE SIGNAL
TOWER
WADSWORTH CAMP
F-om

the

With

story by

a Superb All Star Cast

To be presented by

^

CARL LAEMMLE

UNI
PICTURES
"The

Pleasure

is

All

Yours"
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COHEN RE-ELECTED
Roach
r

to

Travel

7

Step Out of Active Management
Wants
in Favor of Associates
Exhibitor Contact

ill

—

(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Hal

Roach

West

Houses Building
Coast's Construction

Involves $3,500,000— Expect 20
New Theaters by 1924
(Special to

an-

But Convention Ends

Program

Los

Walk Out —Cohen Amazed

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

at

— West

Coast Thehave seven new the-

that he had turned aters. Inc., now
construction
the directorial reins of his ex- aters in various stages of
The estiCalifornia.
Southern
in
committee
nsive organization to a
>mposed of three associates, all of mated cost totals about $3,500,000.
(Continued on Page 2)
horn have been with him for years,
hey are Warren Doane, general stuLa=ky Signs "Doug.," Jr
Walker, title
io manager, llariey
Fairbanks, Jr., is to be
Douglas
editor.
Crizer. film
iitor and
Famous Players. Young
These three who have been active starred by
who
is now in New York,
Fairbanks,
studio management have now re1
is expected to go west soon to begin
eived a business interest in the cornmay be his Brst.
Roach plans to step out of ac- work. "Tom Sawyer"
any.

mnced yesterday

gates

Action

frer

Tom

a good
He
of his time in traveling.
rants to get the exhibitor reaction
gainst his product and find out what
wanted in the way of short reels.
Ie will also be on the watch for new
llent. No changes in the studio force

management and spend

ive

eal

s

re planned.

Arrivals from Europe

—Half of Dele-

Fiasco

in

(B31

DANNY)

—

The Coliseum, Chicago A most complete fiasco resulted at
the M. P. T. O. meeting yesterday when following the "unaniSydney S. Cohen io the presidency fully hail
the delegates marched out of the hall.
While there was no opposition openly to Cohen the action

mous

eiectrorr" of

of over half of the delegates in walking out, thus refusing to remain to contribute to the fund desired is an indication of their
In other words, that of an organization practically half
ideas.

Cohen's followers must raise $30,000 to meet the deof last year as well as provide funds for its operation during
Herman Rosenfeld National Films,
the ensuing year.
Berlin was also a passenger.
How this can be accomplished with
the numerical strength of what is left
of the national organization is a probReginald Bromhead of London ar- wrecked.

rived on the

Homeric yesterday.

ficit

em,

Semon Here Today
Larry Semon is due in today from

When

moment.

among

those
questioned as

he Chicago convention to sign his
It
lew contract with Truart Prod.
vill cover three years and under it,
5emon will make three pictures a
rear, the first probably "The Girl in
he Limousine."

insolvable

practically

at

the

the leading figures

who walked
to

their

out were

plans,

they

had no idea of quitting the

said they

that
but also
national organization
they had no idea of contributing to its
support under existing conditions. In
other words they will not pay up
while Cohen and his cohorts "run"

Wray Physioc To Produce
Wray Physioc has arrived from
Miami, Fla., to secure the cast and
irrange distribution for a feature 011
work in Miami.
will
vhich
he
Physioc's production will be a pic|urization of a famous French novel.
He reports work is underway on a
studio near Miami which will be the
home of Physioc productions. He is
stopping at the Astor.

the national body.

So many state delegation? were
among those who left and there was
so much of a mixup as to where dele
were that it is impossible to
mention all of the delegations which
Among them, however, were
left.

gates

Wisconsin,
Minnesota.
deleIndiana
and
many
and
Southern
the
of
some
gations,
Michigan,

of the Illinois

The Reason Why
"Everything that has happenened is due to nothing but politics and childish, silly, amateurship

politics

at

that,"

Danny

wired from Chicago yesterday.

His editorial on page 4. Other
convention news on page 6.

W«
«j Jf

give performances

never

before

Bessie Love and Victory Bateman, who
WRECKAGE,'
seen on the screen, in
cinema stars. One of the biggest
Reid, James Kirkwood and other great
up this giant film destined to
back
will
staged
ever
campaigns
national
see it. Distnbuted throughwill
who
millions
live forever in the minds of
Advt.
O.—
B.
world
by
F.
out the

"HUMAN

Mid-West delegations and
Immediately

tin-

others.

delegates

started

leaving the hall there was tremendous
contusion and the work of electing
the

vice-presidents

proceeded

(Continued on Page 4)
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Hollywood

number

of

stories

RAINY FILM

constructed at a cost of $400,000. The
theater will seat 1700. In Hollywood
the Hollywood near Highland will be

make

entirely
$75,000.

company expect

to
1924,

the

remodeled

at

an expense of

The

capacity will be increased to a 1000 seats. On Western
theater
Ave., at 54th St., class
T
seating 1500, is being built by R. F. D.
European Representative— InternaThe investPrague (Czecho-blo- List for West Coast.
Filmschau,

A

"Ashes" Changed

The

of the

title

to

"Purple Pride"

Norma Talmadge

now in production has been
changed from "Ashes of Vengeance"
to "Purple Pride."
picture

New

Arrow will release "The Santa Fe
$250,000.
Trail," a serial to be made by Neva
On the corner of Washington,
Vermont and New Hampshire, front- Gerber from a story by Robert DilProduction at Universal City.
ing two main boulevards, there will lon.
S»tes
Low Clow
High
be a 2,500 seat theater.
The total
Story
Lowell Has
300 investment of the building alone, not
109%
Kod..l097/8 108
Lowell's
next
picture
will be
John
3,000 including real estate will be in ex75
79
F P.-L. ..79
Conquers
Himself."
"He
quoted
Not
York
cess
of
On
$750,000.
Blvd.,
do pfd
900 between 51st and 52nd Sts., T. A. George Irving will direct and and
S/8
5/8
Koldwyn.. 5%
quoad
Not
Badeley is erecting a theater to cost production will be in Gloversville,
Griffith
N. Y.
1,200
$165,000.
Loew's .... 16J4 \SV4 16%
Not quoted
Three more deals are now pending
Triangle
National Studio Opens At Boston
Not quoted for theaters contemplated.
All of
World
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
them will be situated in Los Angeles
The National studio has
Boston
at a total investment of $750,000.
equipment of the Witchopened.
The
West Coast states that their asI
studios, the Alladin
sociate Claude Langley has closed craft and Rex
Hartford, Conn.— The Forest Co., for a new theater which will cost Film Co. and the National Motion
Waterbury. Capital $30,000.
Langley has recently re- Picture Bureau has all been taken
$400,000.
modeled and re-equipped the De Luxe over by the National studio. Philip
Albany Film Traders, Yonkers. on Alvarado St., the Pasadena at Davis, president, will make a series
I.
Incorporators,
$20,000.
Capital
Pasadena, and the Hippodrome at of pictures depicting leading indusEngtries and institutions of
Kaplan, W. Bennett and M. L. Les- Taft, at an expense of $50,000.
land.
Attorney, F. J. Knorr, Albany.
ser.

Quotations

New

\East.

Who

—

ncorpor ations

—

New

—

Albany Dictascope Pictures Corp.,
InCapital $250,000.
Manhattan.
corporators, F. F. Palmison and M.
M. Evarts
E.
Attorney,
Hertz.
Manhattan.

Metro Exploiteer Seriously Injured
17836 U. S.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
PICTURES
Cincinnati Herbert Murray, Metro
exploitation man and his wife, are in Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500.
a hospital here in a critical condition 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
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Shipman Launches
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be the

SHORT SUBJECTS

—The

listed.

Long

Island Cinema
Corp. has been incorporated by the
Secretary of State's office by Ernest
Shipman, of New York.
Capital is

Albany
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244

Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
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listed at $500,000.
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GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

For Every Program
Patrons

224 Flatbush Avenue

A WHOLE
SUMMER EVENING'S

ENTERTAINMENT
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A

.

O.

(weather proof)
All Colors

$2.50 per quart

color

COLOR YOUR BULBS

Company's Method

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

of

Prints

Protecting

Producers have spent fos
tunes to give the public the best
screen results that money could
They select their story,
buy.
their

director,

their

elaborate

build

I

they
short

cast;

sets,

in

carried out to
is
a perfect picture. Finally
the producer sees his picture on
the screen and is delighted to
find the result of his labors
justified the enormous expendiThe exhibitor
ture of money.

every detail

enthusiasm

On

books

first run showings the
O. sign is ignored in the
mad rush of the overflow attempting to gain admittance.
Everyone is happy. The picture

the

S. R.

called a "success."

is

BUT:
have

Every theatre does not
run."
The same

"first

prints are used for second, third,
runs
fourth and subsequent
The same print which held
the audience spellbound with
its beautiful photographic quality, soon becomes full of rain,

and
jumps

dirt

of

oil

stains.

in

action

It

is

full

caused by

removal of much footage,
due to broken perforations.
Patrons lured into a theatre
on a promise of a good show
leave disgusted. Some of them
never to return. The exhibitor
protests to the exchange. The
exchange manager shrugs his
the

shoulders
helpless.
history.

himself

believing
All the

above

is

past

The Dura Film Protector Co.,
220 West 42nd St., New
York City, has perfected a
Inc.,

method
patents
faults
istered

fully

to

mentioned.
the

protected

overcome
It

all

by
th<=

has reg-

word "Duratize"

in

the United States patent office
as its trade name.
Duratizes
prints
applyby
thin coating of celluloid over
irf
of
new
prints.
This
emulsion
no way impairs the photographic
of
the
print,
but on the
quality
contrary gives it a more brilliant apThe emulpearance on t lie screen.
sion is so protected that the Duratized
prints will not become "rainy."
Not only the perforations but the
It

ing

a

the

joins are greatly reinforced
thin layer of celluloid.

OPALINE COLORINE
"We

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of
(jr.

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.

BOOK PICTURES BEARING
THIS TRADE MARK
And Promise Your

Exhibitors and Producers Enthusiastic over the Dura

equal
the picture.

Serial

II

ABOLISHED

with

"Santa Fe Trad"

ment approximates

Wenzel»pl»tz.

25, 192 ft'
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have been purchased recently by F.
Among
add 20 houses to the chain by
B. O. for early production.
this either through actual building or them are "The Stumbling Her," by
acquisition of houses now operating. John A. Moroso; "Quenado," by MarThe construction program includes vin Whitey. "The Isle of Retribuan 1800 seat house in San Pedro., tion," by Edison Marshall; "The
ready for opening in five weeks. This Coward," by Arthur Stringer, and
." by Wyndtheater will represent an investment "Life, Liberty and
of $500,000.
In Pomona, a 1500 seat ham Mertyn.
house is under way for opening about
John Brownell, scenario chief, has
Aug. Tliis represents an investment also purchased "Dukes and Diaof
At Hermosa Beach monds," a Saturday Evening Post
$200,000.
West Coast is a partner with the story, by Grace Flandrau, and "The
Venice Investment Co., in a theater Moving Finger," by Elizabeth Folproject involving $200.0(10.
som, which recently appeared in
At 3rd and Arizona, Santa Monica, Everybody's. All told about 25 stora theater and office building is being ies have been purchased.
of

Officials

foL

Page

May

Production Activities Increasing

Houses Building
(Continued

Friday,

by

the

and
oilproof
Duratized
film
is
waterproof, and to clean, it is only
necessary to pass the film through
a cloth moistened with cleaning fluid
between re- winders.
The price charged for Duratizinl
One
prints is two dollars per reel.
day's additional run will more than
cover this cost. The exchange which
has its prints Duratized profits by the
life to the film and will satisfy
the exhibitor and please his audience

added
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Against

Delegates Turn
Ir^ than $100,000 be subscribed be- received

Finances a Problem
Page

1)

muddle of excitement and annoyance.
The Cohen supporters wore both surThey did not
prised and puzzled.
Cohen
do.
to
what
know
to
seem
watched the retreating crowd with an
When
amazement.
of
expression

fore the convention closed; that, in
addition, $30,000 more be raised to
meet the deficit of this year; that a
paid organizer at $15,000 work to reorganisolidify state
organize and
zations and that the national body
devote all of its efforts except on extroadinary occasions to organization;
be sesecretary
that an executive

Friday,

by

Cohen.

To

Bur-

this

signed for himwho have over
property in the state.

ford, replied that he
self and associate-,

$2,000,000

in

Hopp demanded

the roll call

by

candidate the secretary shall cast the
vote of the organization but Cohen
urged that the roll call be made. W.
W. Whitson, California yelled "never
mind the constitution" but Shumway,
Ohio wanted the vote cast by the
Finally,
secretary just to save time.
however, tellers were appointed and

asked if he cared to make a statement cured and paid $10,000 annually; that
regarding the movement he said he the president is to have a salary of
would issue one later.
not more than $10,000 annually; that
the headquarters be moved to a more
Compromise Efforts Fail
point than New York to aid
central
All during the night up to three
in organization work and that offices
o'clock efforts were made to straightA number
were polled.
in New the states
Finally a for conferences be maintained
difficulties.
the
en out
in addition
to the passed voting and others were not on
York
and
that
proposition was made that Ritter
named directors that Cohen, Steffes hand but the results gave Cohen 234
could have the support of the Cohen
votes. Against him were 81 votes but
and a Michigan man be added.
organization providing Cohen was
many others did not vote.
Row Starts Over Vote
named chairman of the board. This
The other officers are Joe Mogler,
people

25,

M

Cohei

Parley With Hays
Cohen Says One
Sees

Is Planned

—

1h

Higher Admissions

states

on Cohen's election and a row developed because the constitution prowhere there is but one
vides that

May

the Fall

in
(Staff

—

Correspondence)

Chicago At the banquet at
Sherman Wednesday night, Syd
S. Cohen announced that at the c
of the convention, a

national organization

committee of
would meet \

Hays and also those indej
dents not aligned with the Hays
^anization
and make an effori
Will H.

straighten out various existing

pi

lems.

He also announced the possibilit;
the M. P. T. O. making one picl
to be distributed for the benefit
the national organization and s
gested that if the organization st

was rejected by the Michigan
This, Cohen commented, was en- Missouri, first vice-president; Martin
who said that if Ritter was to run the tirely impracticable at this time. He
G. Smith, Ohio, the second viceorganization he must be left independ- then said that his record during three
president; W. W. Whitson, California cd
ent as to operations and not be hamears was his platform and then the

a bank patterned along the li
vice-president; E. XV. Collins, of the
Federation of Labor ba
excitement started.
Jonesboro, Ark. fourth vice-president; that they could use the deposit mo
Joe Hopp, Illinois wanted to ques- and William B. Render, Jr.; treasurer. advanced to companies as a nucl
One of the primary purposes of tion the voting of the Illinois delegaThe convention will come to a close and that this would help fina'nee i
insure
having Ritter elected was to
tion by W. D. Burford to the petition this morning.
ducers and save them from the
the raising of the $100,000 dollar fund.
tortionate rates of money lender
two
are
organization
Michigan
In the
>

board of directors

in

men who have proven "wizards"

at

pered by the
any way.

this

and

operate

money

it

was hoped

on the
needed.

floor
It

is

to

have them

and

raise

the

important that

done inasmuch as the national
organization is todav in debt to the
this be

extent of over $25,000. With the failure of negotiations with Michigan
the whole proposition was left up in the
air. A meeting was scheduled for ten
o'clock yesterday morning in the hope

making an arrangement

of

of

some

third

Marcus Loew pointed out that so
thing must be done this fall rega
ing increased admissions in view
high operating costs and increa
cost of picture production.
The
(By wire to THE FILM DAILY)
question, he said, was what the pul
The Coliseum, Chicago. would do. He said the Loew org;
zation was now testing this out
Is the M. P. T. O. of
wrecked?
combined
vaudeville
and
pict
Supporters of Sydney S. Cohen insist it is not; that it is on a
houses.
stronger foundation than ever before; this, that despite fully half
There were many other speakei
of the delegates to the national convention walked out and left

Rule or Ruin ?
A

kind but this failed to develop any- the raising of
thing. When the convention opened
the

situation was practically as it
after the nominations closed

stood

Wednesday.

The

session opened

with McWill-

funds sufficient to carry on the work of the body to
the remainder. Among those who left the financing to be accomplished by Cohen and his cohorts are Michigan, Wisconsin and
many others.
But let's stick just to Michigan for a moment. Michigan is the
best organized state in the union with practically 97% of all Michigan exhibitors enrolled. Michigan paid into the national treasury
last year $4,000 of the total of $13,000 collected nationally. Michigan leaders and Wisconsin leaders say they have not withdrawn
from the national organization but will not contribute to it under
existing conditions.
They might better withdraw because they will only stand in
the way of what is left of the national body. But while they can
function and will, the grave question arises what will the national

iams withdrawing his name as a
candidate.
W. W. Whitson, California also withdraw his name as
third vice-president and Woodhull as
This
a nominee for the presidency.
He
Cohen the only nominee.
left
asked for recognition and then made
a long address going into the reasons
for his candidacy declaring he did not
want the office and had no idea of
being a candidate until leaders of
many states on Tuesday petitioned
organization do?
him to run. He said he had offered
Immediately following the walk-out about $25,000 was subMichigan
if
he
Ritter
of
support
to
would take the presidency and offer- scribed by the delegates left to carry on the work.
Fine.
But
ed to pay his own expenses and go to what of the coming year and its financial needs? Where will that
Washington and watch the legislation
come from?
there during the coming session of
Everything that has happened is due to nothing but politics
the
said
that
when
but
he
(
ongress
Despite all stateproposition was put up to Ritter that and childish, silly, amateurish politics at that.
Ritter's demand were such that the ments to the contrary everything that has happened could have
result would
state leaders.

stultify

many

of

the

But Cohen listened to his cohorts. The kitchen
work and Cohen fell for it. Cohen's followers inRitter's Demands
Well, what if they w.ere?
sist the Ritter demands were ridiculous.
After commenting on Theodore
described
in the same language
of
actions
have
been
Man)
Cohen's
of
which
actions
an
account
Hay's
appears elsewhere in this issue, as un- by those opposed to him.
diplomatic he read a, letter received
And this question arises Did the kitchen cabinet want rule
from Ritter stating what in the lat- or ruin. If so, why? Could it have been because of the proposed
been avoided.
cabinet got in

$&ttadei@finl
Look BetterandWear Longer

its

"Felix the Cat"
By Pat

:

opinion the new president should
airy out to bring success to the next exhibitor distributing
administration. Ritter asked that not
ti

i

r's

companv?
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many months Par amount's

FOR

famous

dramatists, photographers

program

and screen

America's screen entertainment

owners

plays for the season of 1923-24.

A

of the finest theatres

everywhere
A

James Cruze Production

little

expenditure, any effort,

is

of

—

Kenma

Corporation

Presents

GLORIA SWANSON

"THE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
Fourteen pictures of
are listed here

— 14

most vivid

ment and

pictures full of

life,

adventure,

agle:m on the screen

summate

art of

Monte

Pedro deCordoba, Vincent Coleman, Dore
Adapted by Rufus Steele from the play "Dear
By Luther Reed and Hale Hamilton. Directed by

Me."

Henry Kolker.

and an

Paramount.

Screen version by Sada Cowan.
adaptation of Alfred

The Cosmopolitan Corporation Presents

"THE LOVE PIKER,"
Adams.

A George

cast including Wm. Norris, Robt. Frazer,
By Frank R.
Truesdell and Arthur Hoyt.
Scenario by
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.

Savoir's

play.

Melford Production

"SALOMY JANE"

with Anita Stewart

all-star

Frederick

in

Production

"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"
From Charlton Andrews'

Blue,

Davidson.

all

by the con-

A Sam Wood

With Madge Kennedy

healthy excite-

glorious

Production

"The Cheat"

Turnbull.

importance to Paramount com-

that program

in

Supported by Charles deRoche.
With Jack Holt.
Adapted by Ouida Bergere from the story by Hector

Adapted by Jack Cunningham.
Novel by Emerson Hough.

pared with America's "Well Done!"

the

George Fitzmaurice

POLA NEGRI

'THE COVERED WAGON"

Any

is

presented in 14 special Paramount Pictures for the

photo-

thrilling

of

of

working on a

technicians have been
giant

The cream

stars, directors, players,

With Jacqueline Logan, George Fawcett Maurice Flynn.
Book by Bret Harte. Play by Paul Armstrong. Adapted
by Waldemar Young.

Frances Marion.

Plan ahead with Paramount again
[this

season and you'll be sure of get-

A James

ting the best.

it's

Adapted by

By Frank Condon.
stars,

real

"If it's

A

Cruze Production

of

"HOLLYWOOD"

a Paramount Picture

the best

show

in

town"

A

"TO

forty

Tom

screen

Geraghty.

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"

Twenty

celebrities

James Cruze Production
Harry Leon Wilson's novel

With

special cast.

a

Zane Grey Production

An

THE LAST MAN"

Allan

Adapted by

Dwan

Geraghty

Production

GLORIA SWANSON

With Richard Dix and Lois Wilson. Supported by Frank
Campeau and Noah Beery. Directed by Victor Fleming.

Tom

in

"Zaza"

Play by Pierre Berton.
Screen play by A. S. LeVino.

Adapted by Doris Schroeder.

•;

FAMOUS PLAVERSLASKY CORPORATION

M
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^
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'

An

Allan

Dwan

A

Production

"THE MARRIAGE MAKER"

Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi, Conrad Nagel and
Lew Cody. From the play by Samuel Shipman. Adapted

With Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt

With

Supported by

choose
every
Pictures
In
Paramount
first.
scheduling
they
are
community
finest

these pictures

Screen

theatres

NOW!

A

Charles

Maigne Production
with Leatrice Joy

"THE SILENT PARTNER"

Edeson.
Screen play by
the story by Maximilian Foster.
Sada Cowan.

Owen Moore and Robert

From

Charles

Bobby Agnew and

by John Lynch.

America's

William deMille Production

"LAWFUL LARCENY"

play

de

Roche,

Mary Astor

by Clara Beranger from the
Faun'" by Edward Knoblock.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
by George Ade.

IN

"All

play

"The

Must Marry"

Directed by Alfred E. Green.
by Tom Geraghty.

Adapted
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Hays Pins "Double Cross on Cohen

Attacks M. P. T. O. Leader
And Calls His Actions "Unfair"

Bitterly

Go ahead, but we will have more Plan A Fund To Fight Music Tax
money in the Michigan treasure at
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the end of next year than the national
treasury."
He pleaded that the delegates give Cohen something to work

with

— money.

Plea for

—

When

Schmidt

Harmony
opened

con-

the

Coliseum in Uproar Before Election Ritter and Steffes Refuse vention he pleaded for harmony and
said he hoped the Washington fiasco
Mike O'Toole,
Posts on New Board of Directors
would not be repeated, this year. He
Cohen's Defender
slammed several trade papers for their

—

Milwaukee A plan is being formulated here by the Milwaukee exhibitor unit to raise a fund which is
to be used to fight music tax cases.
Although at present there are no cases
this kind in the courts, several
actions are expected to be filed soon.

of

—

ELECTED

that these reports were evidently inspired by some one who was paying
for it.
After the announcement that
change the hand clasp on the board of directors would
The Coliseum, Chicago "Shall
be inour letter head to a double cross?"
creased from 12 to IS votes the nomiThis was the remark hurled from the platform at the Col- nations began. There was some surprise when Michigan passed and Hays
iseum Wednesday by Theodore Hays, of Minnesota, to the dele- was cheered when he put Steffes in
gates when he withdrew the candidacy of Al Steffes, thus nomination.
Several favorite sons
for the resulting nomination of Sydney were named and then in an eulogistic
practically making
address Vincent A. Brennan of ScranCohen.
ton, Pa., nominated Cohen saying this
said
In withdrawing Steffes' name,
was no time to experiment with a new
are wrong in believing that this is a demo- man. Joe Rhode, Wisconsin nomi"Apparently
in a room at the nating McWilliams said he believed
Your nomination was
cratic convention.
his man might harmonize the different
Hotel Sherman during the early hours of this morning."
political factions.
Immediately pandemonium reigned. sked if there was any desire of MichiCohen's followers yelled to put Hays gan to be heard to which Claude Cady
Charge Ford Backed Ritter
out. There were cat-calls and booing replied that Michigan
had put a candispecial dispatch from Chicago to
and not until Cohen asked that the date in the field only because of re- the New York Herald yesterday respeaker have all the courtesies of the peated promises of Cohen that he ported that charges were made by
floor was Hays allowed to continue. would not be
some delegates at the M. P. T. O.
a candidate.
"You gentlemen are going to be
that Henry
Ford was
Just as it seemed as if the row convention
conwell pleased with what I say
was over, during the naming of the backing James Ritter, of Detroit, for
clusion," went on Hays, adding that board of directors it broke loose presidency of the organization, and
if Cohen had announced his candidacy
again when an effort was made to that supporters of Sydney Cohen for
that neither Michigan or Minnesota name Steffes and Ritter on the board. a fourth term were attributing this
would have put a candidate in the Both refused to serve, Steffes declar- alleged support of Ritter by Ford
ing that after the treatment accorded to the latter's desire to secure the
held.
him he did not care to be affiliated screens of the country to advance his
"Unfair"
Tactics
Calls Cohen's
presidential aspirations.
with
the
organization,
declaring
"Is this honest?" he asked, "No it's
Cohen had repeatedly told him he
Aren't we infringing on
dishonest.
(Cohen) would not be a candidate.
Virginia Movie Men Organize
the slogan that 'an injury to one is the He said he would not have been
in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
only
Minnesota's
all.'
concern of
the field had Cohen told him he would
Norfolk—
The M. P. T. O. of Vircomplaint is that it finds its efforts run.
To this Cohen made no de- ginia a non-stock corporation, has
waved against stacked cards. If we fense, except to say that he would been formed here by E. T. Crall,
don't get down to facts that which will make a very interesting statement president;
Harry Bernstein, secrecome to Sydney Cohen will be an later. Ritter boosted Michigan but tary; Jake Wells and I. Weinburg.
empty honor. He has been unfair. He begged to be excused from the
went around advocating that the vari- board declaring that the Michigan
Silverberg Here
ous states should name candidates so people wanted to leave the convenowner of the
Silverberg,
W.
tion
"without having their feathers
J.
that a divided house would result and
Mercer Square and Olympic in
make it possible for a selected few more ruffled."
Greensville, Pa., is at the Astor for
to name a candidate."
O'Toole, Cohen's Champion
He is here for his
a few days.
Then he spoke about the doubleMike O'Toole then took up a de- daughter's graduation from school.
cross, adding that he was not attack- fense of Cohen's actions declaring
ing Cohen for his accomplishments there was no intention to stifle the
or what he had failed to do, but he candidacy of any man and truculently
said his action finds all states and demanded that Michigan and Minnetheir candidates disarmed.
Conclud- sota put their man in the field. He
rffc
ing he said he wished Cohen success added that Cohen had no desire to be
during the next year but believed that candidate and only became one when
a greater success could have been a petition signed by state after state
accomplished by either Ritter or was handed to him. He named as
Steffes.
signers Kentucky, Pennsylvania, New
York and added "many others."
Schmidt Defends Administration
By

—
(

Eastern Representatives

we
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!

!
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W. S. McLaren of Michigan replatform there
were cries of "steamroller" and "keep sponded saying that only because
the steam roller going" and "where's Michigan had had the word of Sydthe dark horse."
Immediately Gus ney Cohen, repeated ofteu, that he
Schmidt who was acting as chairman would not be a candidate that Michideclared Hays' remark about stacked gan had entered Ritter.
cards was a
reflection against
the
"Today," he said, "we know why
chairman as well as the delegates and there were so many favorite sons.
As Hays

left

(/orMoney"
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We've
•

Nugget

struck another Gold

We've

!

just

seen

"Penrod and Sam," Booth

Tarkington's sequel to
"Penrod."

Honestly,

this

one of the very best
tures

the

of

Here's a picture that's in the

David"

same

— so real, so human, so true,

American

it

year

class with

forms a

"Tenable

vital part of

life.

Presented by
Scenario by

J.

K. McDonald

Hope Loring and Lewis Lighten

Direction by William Beaudine

A Hrjbt

national Picture

is

pic-

——

L

VHE
Friday,

DAILY
^^aaa mmmmmm m9amm
Newspaper Opinions
AMERICAN— It

*
film * *

an interesting

is

The photography

scenery

the

excellent,

is

the procedure is picturesque and
the animals screen enthusiastically.
The Capitol Theater has
more entertainment per square inch this
week than it has had for a *long while
which is saying a good deal* *
The film is truly marvelous. The Martin
Johnsons went the Snows three better. They
filmed more specimens of the various speoies
at a time, they got closer to them, and they
reveal an engaging honesty about the use
of the telescopic lens.
The picture- arc
among the most informative of their nature
They possess a high degree of
ever shown.
educational value, but it should not be pre
sumed that they are as text books are supThere is a constant reminder
posed to be.
of bold adventuring and a goodly supply of
beautiful,

DAILY NEWS—

EVENING JOURNAL—

To

many ways,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto John Hazza has been apmanager
pointed Western Division
Famous Players Canadian
of the
Corp., with headquarters at Winni-

—

erous praise

* *

Few

vance notices.
*

great.

As

films do,

ad-

is

but
unusially

*

*

matter

a

the

of course,

instance the discrepancy

this

of

Wild Animals"

fact,
little

is

"Trailing
more than

Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Morante
Los
Angeles Milburn

MAIL—This

African
r

a

;

ood

taken

film,

known, is one we do not
and see."
TELEGRAPH— The film

contains some truly remarkable close-ups of
every variety of bird and beast. * * *
In addition to the scientifically interesting
close-ups,
there are numbers of intensely
Ihrilling

—

moments.*
*

Post
big game

*
*

*

*

*

making comedies

is

Baynem
port.

Plan

*

(Special

STJN

—

—

W.

St.

Malone is planning to
theater at Park Ridge with

build a
the cooperation of local merchants.

cannot be said that the pic-

it

in

have the

theatrical sense
thrill of the genuine.

the

TELEGRAM— *
making

* * they
have succeeded
entertaining
picture one
complete attention of the

an

which

hoJds the
spectator.* * *

—

(Special

film is a remarkable piece
work, and the pictures of giraffes, zebras
and other animals taken with six-inch and

twelve-inch lenses,
up. * * *

fill

the screen like a close-

The photographs of the Johnson picture
are even more impressive than some of the
scenes in the H. A. Snow production.

Musical Revue

THE FILM DAILY)

— I'm back where
many years ago, as a
comedian —
where
Chicago

that's

I

laughs, as a musical

and

an,

TIMES— This

of

to

in

Arbuckle

work

in

&

a

first

—

seemed
photography

of

as he arrived here to begin
local cabaret.

are
pictures

had

badly

(Special

to

—

/

lias

sec-

Apfel With Metro
(Special

Los
direct

to

&

tribution of

A.

Adams

manage both companies

will

R.

pictures.

lack-

Foreign Stories Only
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan says
:he public w ants stories with foreign
backgrounds and for that reason he

(Special

— Oscar

Dana

May Concern."

in

Apfcl

"To

intends

producing that type of

will

Whom

it

an English story.

Germany
(Special

to

ber.

sentative

Back

special

Jeffrey,

Lichtman

the

"Homeward Bound" are
Thames River at

bei

filmed on the
repreorgani-

back in New York from a
through Canada and New York

zation,
trip

for

S. Jeffrey

is

State.

—

Offers Aid

London It is learned through
Russian Soviet newspapers, that offers of loans, amounting to over 1,000,000 gold rubles, have been received

the work.

N<

London.
Fred

J.

Balshofer

has

complet

and editing "The Man Frt
Broadway," the first of a series

titling

semi-westerns.

Pathe Renews Roach Contract
Columbia University has invit
Pathe has renewed its contract with Howard Estabrook of Distinctive,
Hal Roach to continue making "Our speak to the motion picture cl;
Gang" comedies, which are to be re- next Tuesday. Dr. Rowland Rogi
leased every four weeks this and next will introduce Estabrook and pictui
season.

will

Hunter Heads

Two

be shown.

Departments

Ora Carewe Injured
THE FILM DAILY)
nder a reorganizaLos Angeles
Los Angeles Ora Carewe suffei
tiori policy the camera and laboratory
a nervous shock when a lighting n
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

—

T

E. K.

LINCOLN
in

"THE

RIGHT ; STRONGEST
A Great Picture with
A Great Cast including
George Seigman

Helen Ferguson

Tom Santschi

June Elvidge

Tully Marshall

Niles

Robert Milash

Winter Hall

Welch

THE FILM DAILY)

M. Cohen Resigns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo M. Cohen has resigned as from various Germans, to finance
manager of the local Warner office. Russian producers.
Two attempts
A new manager will not be appointed were recently made by Russians to
until July.
Cohen is the third man- start production again but a shortage
ager of the exchange since Novem- of raw stock necessitated abandoning

—

latest

George
George S.

pic-

He

points to his latest group,
"The Eternal Three," with a Mexican
sequence; "The Rendezvous," a Russian drama, and "Tess of the D'Urture.

bervilles,"

THE FILM DAILY)

Augeles
Viola

—

:

THE FILM DAILY)

King Vidor
Angeles
selected "Wild Oranges" as his
ond picture for Goldwyn.
Lo>

THE FILM DAILY)

R.

—

Vidor to Direct "Wild Oranges"

to

Harry Langdon is scheduled
Los Angeles First National has
start work on his comedy series f
begun production at United of "The
Principal.
Huntress." with Colleen Moore and
Lloyd Hughes in the cast.
Thomas Meighan
for
Scenes

(Special

.:

been spoken, but, unless
mistaken, this latest set of
now on view at the Capitol was
made at far greater risk and with a great
deal less thought as to how it would look
on Broadway.

we

(Special

— A.

1

said

one breed.

it

Hollywood

drew

with the R. D. Lewis Film Co.,
WORLD When H. A. Snow's "Hunt- deal having been recently closed,
ing Wild Game in Africa" came to the Lyric whereby the latter
will handle disthat the last word in hazardous
much

t..

comedy comedi-

;

animals and not so

Mary Thurman and Riley Hat<
Alperstein has been have been added to the cast of "ZazE
appointed general manager of the
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Lucille L
Warner .studio.
Verne, have been chosen by All;
Dwan for two roles in "Zaza."
"The Huntress" in Production
(Special

started

Merge With R. D. Lewis
to THE FILM DAILY)
TRIBUNE— One can easily believe what
the
this
that
is
the program announces,
Dallas— The A. & R. Film Exworld's most perilous camera expedition but change
has moved its offices over
for our taste there should be a lot more
A.

A

"Wild and Wicked," the latest
Comedy, has been finished.

speaking

where
hope to get
Roscoe ("Fatty")

that's

them again,"

I

Yoi

Star

Warner Studio Head
THE FILM DAILY)

Alperstein,

New

departments at LIniversal are under chine exploded at the Universal stui
Hunter, formerly where she was working. Three tr
one head. $ov
chief of the "lab."
were severely injured

close-ups that are decidedly

are dramatic

they merely

theater
that E.
erect a
on 8th

F.

Arbuckle
* * *

Theaters

many remarkable pictures of

» » *

in

New

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Chicago Among the new
projects is the announcement
R. and M. T. Bawler will
$150,000 house in Sheboygan

thrilling.

tures

Logan-

the

for

Eddie Barry and
Helen Kesler, form his principal supProd.

the

at

man and woman who
through many miles

of a country little
hesitate to say "go

MORNING

—

the

remarkable

risk of the lives of the
carried their cameras

to

moved from the Balboa studio
Long Beach, to Hollywood. Morante

same class a?
Johnson offer ngs.

travel picture, and not in
some of the other Martin

theaters in
Ontario.
Manitoba Sasand Alberta.

has

in

it

manage

will

Morante Moves

hardly lives up to the gen

sponsors gave

its

He

Northern
katchewan

a'oiig
with their
which-, in

the best of the series.

is

GLOBE— *

in

Mrs.

and

Mr.

Direct Canadian Houses for F. P.

peg.

Will Rogers will leave
une 3, for the coast.

the overture "Sil-

ver Threads Have Won His dold"
and an illustrated lecture titled "How
Reichenbach Bust the Reichsbank."

now.

Johnson
"Trailing African Wild Animals,"

comes

among them

bers,

humor.

EVENING WORLD—And

—

25, 192:

Guts and Flashes

i

\

Wild African Animals'*
Metro

"Trailing

Reichenbach "Razzed" at A. M. P. A. Frank DeLorenzo New In Omaha
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harry Reichenbach was good naOmaha frank M. DeLorenzo has
turedly "razzed" by all his friends
The succeeded S. T. O'Brien as branch
of the A. M. P. A. yesterday.
program was composed of six num- manager of the local Selznick office.

May

C. Lumiere

Zenith Fictures Corp'n
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Telephone, Pennsylvania 3649
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War

100 Enter

For Golf
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Exhibitor Convention at an End;
Cohen Denies Reported Deflections

Exhibitor Fcur'.cen Additional Players Sin:e
kikitas
Last Week Ihe Event is ApGive Interesting Testimony About
proaching Near Now
Theatrical Situation There
The first 100 have enrolled for the
Famous Players "clocked" his theWith the
Spring Golf Tournament.
i.ter and then advised rival exchanges
Rochester Seems To Be
Irom which he was buying pictures receipt of Leopold Friedman's applica- Only 50 Delegates at Closing Session
practically "stealing" tion yesterday, this new high level
Ihat he was
The Favorite City for 1924 Meeting Code of Ethics
Iheir product after he had refused to was reached.
for
is
thought
even
apThe
long-looked
he
Prepared for Exhibitors
|iuy Paramount because
being proaching now.
only a week
It's
were
prices
iorbitant
On many a desk,
liarged for this product, declared from Tuesday.
T
marked around
circle
is
at Batavia, many
a
|\ ikitas Dipson, exhibitor
By DANNY
Everything is shaping up
Ind Olean, N. V., who was on the June 5.
Since the last
Itand yesterday as a Government nicely for the event.
The Coliseum, Chicago Only a handful of delegates and state
witness in the Federal Trade Com- list of entires was published just a
Famous week ago, fourteen more have sent leaders attended the closing of the M. P. T. O. conference yesteragainst
action
Inissions'
Nat Rothstein day morning. Less than 50 all told were on hand. The meeting
in their applications.
Flayers.
seaCohen
of the Xew place for next year's conference will be decided by the officials of
the
until
is
toting
Julius
that
testified
Dipson
ion of 1916-17 he ran a good per- York American along while Harry
Invitations were received frorri
the organization at a later date.
;entage of Paramount pictures, but Reichenbach will be host to John
to
be the favorite, Kansas City,
appears
Rochester. N. Y. which
relieved rentals too high, and failing MacMahon, also of the American.
Angeles.
Los
and
E. A: ("Doc") Golden of Metro's Atlantic Lit}o secure adjustments began buying
He will
pictures from other companies. Boston office has entered.
lis
lulian Brvlawski delivered the report of the insurance comHe said he was offered the "41" ser- be here for the Metro sales convenUnited mittee. Resolutions opposing the music tax. the repeal of all war
es at an average price of $85 per tion which opens next week.
new taxes on admissions of 50 cents and under; opposition to daylight
three
too
figure
through
with
Artists came
picture, but considered this
"41" applicants. T. L. Henry. Kenneth
ligh and also felt that the entire
saving against the length of features; opposing road shows;
jrogram embraced too many pictures Hodkinson and Charles E. Mover.
endorsement to movie chats and Mrs.
Fndeavoring to At least two exporters will stop
demand.
ior
his
Wallace Reid for her undertaking
the worrying about the rate of exchange
from
pictures
special
select
in the picture field were passed.
Paramount program, he was quoted for one day and forget business worMrs. Elmer G. Derr, Cinema Club.
These two are Horace Planned bv Joseph M. Schenck— Says Cleveland spoke and later was thankprices ranging from $250 to $400, ries in golf.
Schedule Involves $3,500,000
Cohen anwhich he said, were out of his reach. T. Clarke, of the David P. Howells'
ed for her co-operation.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
nounced an effort would be made to
When Harry Buxbaum, manager of organization and Tacobo Glucksmann.
will
Los Angeles—Joseph M. Schenck get together with the counsel for the
the New York exchange, came to see W. Wallace Ham of Vitagraph.
He said that aphim, the witness said, he showed him emerge from the wild fastnesses ol announces he will spend $3,500,000 music publishers.
out on nine features to be produced before plications for new charters had been
his receipts, reports, and prices he Brooklyn on the 5th to journey
and to Bayside for the occasion.
Goldw.yn,
received from Northern Illinois, East
January.
was paying Fox.
(Continued on page 3)
By and large, the event look^ like
with
Missouri and the city of Chicago.
co-direct
will
Frances Marion
There isn't very much (luster
a winner.
forthcoming Despite reports the dailies published.
on
Franklin
Minnesota, Wisconsin
time to get into the fray so the de- Norma Talmadge pictures.
said
Deal Finally Arranged
Victor Cohen
(Continued on Pap;e 4)
Michigan intended to
and
of
Kansas
Final contracts for the distribution
direction
Heerman will assume
organization,
of "Rupert of Hentzau" and "The
Constance Talmadge, starting with continue in the national
of those indispleasure
No,
the
to
new
"much
Common Law" through Selznick Blackwell To Film English 'Novel
A
Maid."
"The Dangerous
While the
would like to see this
have now been signed.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
director for Buster Keaton will be terested who
happen otherwise."
deal was all set, the presence of MotLondon—- Carlyle Blackwell has announced within a few days.
R. H. Liggett. Kansas denied of the
ley H. Flint of the Pacific-Southwest
which
arrangements with WilNorma,
for
stories
completed
The three
FILM
of the report in
accuracv
Trust and Savings Bank 'of Los Anthai
"Dust
pjcturjzjng
are:
liam J. Locke for
will follow "Purple Pride"
delegates bad
Kansas
that
DAILY,
geles was necessary to finally close
and
Mirage"
"The
author's novel. "The Beloved Vaga- of
Desire."
asked that
it.
two walked out Thursday and
next
Constance's
bond," in which Blackwell will plaj "Secrets."
throughout the
spread
be
denial
this
will
and
Scenes for the picture
the lead.
will be "The Dangerous Maid"
Cohen
paper.
F. B. O. Meeting Tomorrow
Keaton's United States in that
Pompadour."
be shot in France and England. "Madame
said Massachusetts had contributed
Nineteen F. B. O. branch man- Astor will handle the British disv next three will be fivc-reelers.
$3,000 to national body and other eonagers, from every exchange east of tribution.
Joseph
irtbtitions had been pledged.
the Mississippi will meet here toHartford. Conn, was
to Visit Europe
East
Giannini
Walsh,
W.
for
plans
sales
morrow to discuss
taking
Steingut Bills Doomed
vice-president
Dr. A. H. Giannini will sail for elected third
The list will include: Vic
the fall.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
2.
on
June
Majestic
AtKoch.
the
on
T.
U.
Europe
Albany:
Bendell
Alhanv— All efforts of representa- On his tour he will motor through
fenta; William Conn, Charlotte:
To Film Old Testament
Visual Instruction AssoW. Kramer, Buffalo; H. I. Goldman, tives of "theAmerica to persuade Gov. France. Italy and Switzerland.
Mrs. H. Huntington, widow of the
New Haver.: Charles Rosenweig, ciation ofsign the Steingut bills aimed
Dr. Harwood Huntington, pre-ito
late
Smith
New York; J. M. Flynn, Philadelsized
standard
of
use
Watch
dent of Sacred Films. Inc.. is here
legalizing
Grainger Presented with
phia; A. H. Shonitzer. Pittsburgh; at
machines,
projection
miniature
from the Coast to confer with Larry
in
film
was
F. L. McMamee, Washington; Roth
Tames R. Grainger of Goldwyn
Smith
Gov.
unavailing.
Weingnrten relative to plans for
proved
with a beautiful diamondand Bischoff, Boston; E. M. Booth, have
use of standard film presented
production of the Joseph and Moses
the
that
stated
sales
the
A
Cleveland;
by
watch
Cincinnati; Lou Geiger,
policy to
be the studded, platinum
might
machines
miniature
Atlantic series in pursuance of the
M. Elliott, Detroit; H. H. Hull. In- in
force while in convention in
Testafires
by
Old
the
of
stories
disastrous
the
all
manv
dianapolis; Harry Hart, Milwaukee; cause of
The group returned to town film
to obtain m- City.
ment.
it easy for boys
making
and
J.
M. J. Weisfeldt. Minneapolis
vesterday.
flammable film.
J. Sampson. Chicago.

Dipson,
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—

—

—

;

Nine This Year
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Quotations

1)

the place of W. W. Whitson. Eli W.
fourth
vice-president
then
Collins
read his code of ethics prepared for
the industry so far as exhibitors are

concerned.

These ethics declared that exhibitors pledged themselves not to run
unpatriotic immoral or unwholesome
films; pledged full co-operation with
state civic bodies and to all movements to raise the standards of conducting business and bring honor to
the industry; to honestly advertise
all its factions with no effort to overpraise or misrepresent them for sake
of monetary gain; to deal fairly and
honestly with our fellow men; to
use the full power of the screen to
further the cause of education, science
and all religions; to be loyal to its
patrons, honest with competitors and
just with employees; to deliver the
highest quality of service remembering that any dishonest or dishonorable act will reflect discredit upon
everyone engaged in the glorious industrv "of which I am but a small
part."

Southeastern
(Special to

—Rostein

new Alhambra

recently.

opened

his
It seats 800.

—

Dallas Livingston Laning, of Los
Angeles, has been appointed manager of the Old Mill.

—

Criterion,
Oklahoma
City The
recently purchased by Famous has
added a 12 piece orchestra.

—

Oklahoma City James J. Smith of
the Fox staff has been called to Philadelphia as branch manager.
City Exchange manconditions improving,
some saying that business is exceptionally good.

Law on "Labs"
THE FILM DAILY)

Pass Lien

Albany

— Governor

Burt
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Howard Honored
THE FILM DAILY)
Mass.— Burt D. Howar

to

Pittsfield,

was recently tendered a dinner as
farewell token upon his resignatio
as manager of the Capitol.
W.

J

Healy,

N.

Schenectady,

of

Y.,

oratories.

Will Not Abolish
(Special to

WATCH FOR

Lynn Censors

THE FILM DAILY)

Mass.

— Mayor

McPhetres

TUT- ANKH- AMEN
A Wm.

P.

S.

Earle

Classic

THE
THE

.

A

Incorporations

from

Albany—Tophole
Manhattan.
corporators,
W. Klien.

J.

Theater

Corp.,
Capital
$25,000.
InC. Cohn, E. L. Bishop,

—

Sacramento, Cal. The Ellis Street
Playhouse, Inc., Capital $100,000. Incorporators, L. R. Lurie, H. G. Edvwards and E. W. Keller.

Hartford,
Theater,

Inc.,

rators,

J.

I.

Conn.

—Community

Fairfield.

Incorpo-

Goldman, B. B. Sterner

and Joe Saperstein.

Albany

— Rite

Amusement

Corp.,

Manhattan. Capital $6,000. Incorporators, E. Smith, A. A. Crane and H.
G. Ginn.

Attorney, E.

—

J.

Mahoney.

Palace Amuse-

Jefferson City, Mo.
Capital $30,000.
Co., St. Louis.
Incorporators, Hyman Kemm, Harry
Hamburg, Frank Spiros and George
Pilakos.

ment

Albany— Vanderbilt

Enterorises.
In$100,000.

Capital
Manhattan.
.Andrews, J. Roscorporators, L.
sin and J. Fisher. Attorneys, House,

D

Grossman

&

Vorhaus.

this

THE

came

Denion.

W.

E. Vogal and
Attorney, D. Burke.

M.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Let Your Cash

Work For You

Da-

"Yolanda."

vies' next,

our

Investigate
Purchase Of Theater Ends Long
(Special

to

War

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Watertown, N. Y. The two year
war that has been raging between
the Robbins Theater Enterprises, operating the Olympic and Palace, and
the Avon Theater Corp., running the
Avon, has been brought to an end
by the acquisition of the Avon by the
Robbins interests, who will take over
the house June 3. The consideration
involved, it is said, is in excess of
$250,000.

simple

plan and moderate rates.

AN INTERVIEW INVOLVES NO
OBLIGATIONS

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Smte 1207-8

'Phone Watkiat 4522

INDEPENDENT BUYERS!

Forty More Book Clifton Film

W. W. Hodkinson

reports that as a

simultaneous showing
the Sea in Ships" in
30 theaters in Greater New York
last week, the film has been booked
by more than 40 additional houses
in the metropolitan district and many
outlying sections of Long Island and
result of the
of "Down to

New

ADVANCES ON YOUR

to close.

Jersey.

"Based on attendance records, we
have estimated that over three quar-

The Most Important Revival

with which it has been merchanH. dized both to the exhibitor and by the
exhibitor to the public."

Year

in

"SINGLE SHOT PARKER"
Formerly

"THE HEART OF TEXAS RYAN"
Gilson Willet's Gripping Romance of the Border Land
Five Reels of Absorbing Thrill and Adventure

a
to

skill

of the

TOM MIX

million people witnessed
the Sea in Shins' during
the past week," says Hodkinson. "Tts
success is directly traceable to the
of

'Down

Schmind,

that $3,000 or $4,000

should come
in.
Clarence
Cohen.
Sydney Cohen's brother in charge of
the adjustment bureau at nation headquarters told how the bureau had
helped exhibitors chiefly small town
men. "Not one claim has been sent
in but has been settled," he said.
Just prior to the closing of the convention it was announced that directors would elect a chairman immediately.
Fred Zeerert, Milwaukee
asked that the disclaimer be eiven
widest distribution to
FILM
DAILY report that Wisconsin had
convention then
walked out. The

ters

Albany— Art Direction Georgette
Lablanc, theaters. Manhattan. CapiIncorporators,
tal
$10,000.
J.

reel

i

ed the law which extends liens to lab-

Bullock declared he would put
has denied the report that the local
Low CIom
a thousand of these in Ohio theatcensor board would be abolished.
East. Kod. .10974 109
109^
400 ters. and suggested that one of the
79
765/6
F. P.-L
77Y2 3.400 trade papers publish these for disBrowne to Play Picture Houses
do pfd
FILM
92Y2 905^ 905/g 300 tribution "why not
Bothwelle Browne, female imperGoldwyn ... 5y2
5%
5y4 2,000 DAILY?" He asked. Immediately sonator has a new act with which he
Griffith
Not quoted the representative of
FILM intends playing picture houses Paul
Loew's
167/6
16 1
16% 400 DAILY offered to print them. Mike Gray is handling the bookings and
Triangle
Not quoted Comerford said he hoped that at
publicity.
World
Not quoted the next meeting that difficulties will
be ironed out and made a plea for
"Cosmo" Staff Leaves For the Coast
harmony and arbitration.
William
Le Baron, production
Harris Davis said exhibitors should manager;
Joseph Urban and Luther
Concord,
N.
H.— The Theater pay more for movie chats so that in- Reed, of Cosmopolitan left for CaliRealty Corp., Manchester. Capital stead of the national organization fornia yesterday to attend to prelimireceivincr but $300 or $400 a week
$350,000.
naries for the filming of Marion
.

(Special to

Smith has sign- Howard's successor.

High

;

1923

Indinanapolis
"I
have
nothiti
against the movies if they will clea
up and clear out of the Lord's Day
deeclared Dr.
Harry L. Bowlb,
president of the Lord's Day Allianc
addressing the Presbyterian Gener;
Assembly here. Dr. Bowlby said I
had so told "an important represent;
tive of the motion picture industr
who is attending this assembly as,
commissioner." Will H. Hays, w|
is attending the assembly as an elde
was not present during Dr. Bowlby
attack against Sunday pictures.

report

(Special to

26,

Divine Hits Sunday Theaters

—

Oklahoma

agers

Lynn,

Sam
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May
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Tells of Olean
(Continued

PatheNews
No. 43

ILL

from Mexico City when
nerican representatives meet with Mexican

said,

1)

that

Bux-

information

this

as confidential.
He then offered to
take the entire block of pictures at
an average price of $30 which Bux-

THE "MEXICAN PROBLEM" BE baum

)LVED? — Scenes

from Page

assuming he
baum would regard

others,

War

flatly

turned down.

The witness

testified

that

shortly

conference with Buxbaum,
icials.
Famous Players representatives came
Stanley
PREMIER—
RITAIN HAS NEW
to Batavia and checked his house, at
ildwin receives the honor.
the same time interviewing various
LOWING UP A LIMESTONE MOUNT- townspeople about him (Dipson),
N What dynamite did at Newton, N. J.
and pointing out that he was not
St.
:her news from New York, Austria,
mis, France, Germany, St. Paul, Sweden, showing the right
kind of pictures
and at the same time making inquiries relative to theater sites.
At
IT COVERS THE WORLD
a later point in his testimony Dipson
explained that he knew of the "clocking,"
Buxbaum admitted
because
later on
in
the Buffalo office of
Famous, that he had ordered this to
be done, and told him that this was
customary in to order find out if exhibitors were springing 'hard luck'
stories merely as a ruse to secure
lower rentals.
r

after

his

—

In the Courts

Charged With "Stealing"
has been sued in
Dipson said that he knew when the
e Supreme Court by Charles E. Famous Players representative was
r
hitaker on the ground that Warde in town "clocking" his house, and
igaged him to make a scenario that shortly thereafter he was invited
am the play, "Hazel Kirke," and by Tom Brady. Buffalo exchange for
I him $3,000, but after the scenario Goldwyn. who said that he was "stealas written Warde failed to pay.
asked
ing" Goldwyn
pictures, and
what business he had done on certain dates, the dates on which Faerroneously reported last
It was
mous representatives had clocked his
Co.
M.
P.
Michigan
.ek that the
house and on which he was showing
d secured an injunction against the
Goldwyn pictures. Dipson showed
ecision Machine-Co., restraining the
Brady his reports for those days and
Simsale
of
the
ter from-preventing
at
the latter's suggestion swore to an
MichiIlex projection machines in
affidavit before a notary, setting forth
the
since
aperror
This was an
n.
his receipts for the past three months
cation was denied. This correction
which Brady took with him, presumPrecision.
to
fairness
in
made
ably, Dipson thought, to secure an adjustment and to prove to the main
The Appellate Division of the Goldwyn office that he was not "stealipreme Court has affirmed a deci- ing" their pictures as they had been
reports.
on of the lower court striking out led to believe by outside
Not long after his house had been
e defense and counterclaim of Vitaaph in a suit of Doubleday, Page clocked he was visited by Ed Hays,
Co., to recover $3,305 royalties on Buffalo exchange manager for First
contract by which Vitagraph agreed National, who demanded that he book
1917 to film the stories of O. more pictures at a higher rental, deBy the amended agreement claring that his business was prosenry.
defendant was to make 18 four- perous enough to justify higher rentDipson told the Examiner that
el films, and 40 short subjects in als.
e five years, but at the end of the he immediately began taking steps
xiod, on Feb. 1, 1922 it is claimed to secure the Paramount product. "I
e company had made only 15 fea- was afraid not to take them," he said.
Doublc- "It began to look as if the prices of
,res, but 77 short subjects.
I Page & Co. sued for the balance all the other companies were going
the royalties that should have to sky-rocket, so I decided to book
en paid in that period and also de- the Paramount program, if possible."
manded that Vitagraph turn back to After some dickering, he testified, he
seven
series and
the films on the ground of booked the "41"
all
from the 1921-22 program at an aveach of contract.
Vitagraph counterclaimed for an erage price of $50.
junction restraining the publishers
Came to See Zukor
Jm taking back the films, and collThe witness said that after the
ided that it has substantially comied with the agreement, and has clocking of his house he came to New
ousands of dollars invested i/n the York to lay the facts before Adolph
Doubleday Page & Co. re- Zukor. When accompanied by Charms.
and Sam Berman,
;ed that it has received a total of les L. O'Reilly
7,000 from Vitagraph, and that on president and secretary respectively
he vise contract basis of 5% Vitagraph of the New York M. P. T. O.
ust have received at least $550,000, ited Zukor's office only to find him
d as Vitagraph claimed an invest- out of the city, and failing to find S.
snt of several hundred thousand R. Kent they finally secured an audigeneral
liars, it must have made a profit ence with Elek J. Ludvigh,
more than that sum which the counsel for Famous, who heard their
complaint and had a stenographer
lintiff regards as a good return.
Reginald

Warde

take

it

down.

Ludvigh told

his visi-

The

elimination of

Paramount

pic-

complaint tures from Olean, Dipson said, was
would be handed Zukor and Kent. soon followed by an influx of letters
That was the last he heard of the to the citizens of Olean, principally
matter, he said.
Later, in Buffalo, the
women, pointing out that the
he was passing by the Famous Play- Olean theaters were not showing the
ers office and Allen Moritz, exchange best pictures and suggesting that they
manager, beckoned to come in. There personally ask the managers why they
he found Buxbaum and told him whal were not showing Paramount piche had told Ludvigh asserting thai tures.
Many people did so, he said,
Moritz had done this and that ii
and received the answer that the theanot the policy of Famous.. Buxbaum ters would be only too glad to run
told him that he himself had ordered Paramount if the prices were nut so
the clocking.
"Did you also order high.
About 3000 of these letters
that the information obtained should were pouring into Olean each week.
be passed on to other exchanges:" Dipson testified.
He took one of
Dipson asked Buxbaum. The latter these letters to Moritz at Buffalo.
professed ignorance of this, and Mo- who admitted that they were sent out
ritz
admitted that after Dipson's by Famous and showed him another
house was clocked he called Ed Hays letter which he said would shortly be
at First National exchange and told sent out to follow the first series.
him that Dipson was getting his pic- Moritz told him this was was a custures too cheaply for the business he tomary practice, and that Famous was
was doing.
doing il all over the country.
Dipson testified that after he bought
The witness admitted under crossthe Hayden and Strand theaters at examination by Robert T. Swaine that
Olean, one of the former owners of Paramount offers exhibitors the best
the Strand who had been eliminated consistent program.
There is really
by the change of ownership built a •a big demand by the public for Paratheater called the Gem, and began mount, he said, because of the great
showing the full Paramount program, exploitation of that organization. It
making it impossible for Dipson to is necessary, he said, for the individuobtain any Paramount pictures for the al exhibitor to spend considerably
Strand and Hayden.
During the more money in locally exploiting a
Summer following the building of the picture made by another company
Gem, Dipson testified that theater than he would have to spend in putwas granted "adjustment after ad- ting over a Paramount picture. Dipjustment" by Famous, making it pos- son said be would rather take "Rosible to weather the poor season. He bin Hood" and "Safety Last" than
himself was unable to secure such fa- the 12 Paramount super-specials at
vorable adjustments from other com- the same money.
panies, the witness said. The theater
The hearincr v as adjourned yeswar at Olean lasted for a year with- terday until Monday morning, when
out a truce, Dipson said, and com- it is expected several important witpanies could get any price they asked ness will have returned from the Chiduring "dog eat dog" inter-theater cago M. P. T. O. convention. S. R.
hostilities.
Kent, who has been at the Famous
Theaters Had To Merge
sales convention at Los Angeles, is
Finally, according to the witness, also expected to take the stand next
after the opposing factions had dis- week.
It is likelv that the hearine
covered that their efforts to run each will be adjourned next Friday until
convention at
other out of business would soon put after the Sbriner's
everybody out of business, a corpo- Washington, when it nrobably again
ration was formed and all four thea- be resumed here for several days prior
ters in the town were leased to the to the Philadelphia lap of proceedings.
corporation, of which Dipson was
Government counsel intimated primade general manager.
After the vately yesterday that the proceedings
corporation took over all the theat- at Philadelphia could be expected to
ters, the Gem and Palace were closed, disclose some "hot stuff."
leaving only two in the field.
Asked by a press representative
No
Paramount pictures were booked for when Marcus Loew would be "laced
these two houses, the witness testi- on the stand as a witness. Attorney
fied, because Famous insisted on forc- Fuller, in charge of the Government
ing down their throat both the "39" side of the case remarked dryly, "the
and "41" series, or around 75 pictures. same day we put Zukor on the stand."
at an average price of $105, which
program, he said, he could not swalProgress Prod, have moved to 19'
ow.
West 44th St.
tors that

copies

of the

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

_

Brooklyn, N.

224 Flatbuth Avenue

Y

Manufacturers of

G. P. C.

OPALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)
All Colors

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

$2.50 per quart
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:
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(Continued from Page 1)
linquents ought to clip the application
found below right away, pronto and
shoot it along to any member of the

Hammons,

E. W., Educational.
Harris, Robert, Inspiration Pict., Inc.

Hays, Will H.
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Howells, B. F., David P. Howells.

Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.
Kane, R. T., Famous Players.
terday, the entries
Abrahams, L., Craftsmen Lab.
Kami, Maurice, Film Daily
Alicoate, Jack, Film Daily.
Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
King, Henry, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Anderson, R. V., Universal.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players.
Aronson, Al., 1540 Broadway
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp. Laemmle, Julius, Universal
Lichtman, Al., Al Lichtman Corp.
Beach, F. A., United Artists.
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & MacMahon, John, N. Y. American
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
Co.
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Black, Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels, Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.
Inc.
Tom, Moore's Thea ers,
Moore,
Boyd, Alex. R., Stanley Co.
Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.
Wash.
Brockell, F. M., First National.
Moore, Wm. L., Moore's Theaters,
Brown, George, Universal.
Wash.
Brown, J. S., M. P. Arts.
Moyer, Charles E., United Artists
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.
Butts, F. W., Butts Lith. Co.
Pancoast, Charles, Chicago Tribune.
Casey, C. E., Strand, White Plains.
Chamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.
Clarke, Horace T., D. P. Howells, Pearson, Elmer R., Pathe.
Quinn, J. M., Vitagraph.
Inc.
Cohen, Julius, X. V. American
Reichenbach, Harry
Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export.
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.
Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade Rowland, R. A., First National.
Review
Ryan, James, Fox Filrn
Danby, Robert, Ivan B. Nordheim Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels,
Co.
Inc.
"Danny," Film Daily.
Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
Diebel, C. W., Youngstown, O.
Schenck, Jos. H.
Ellison, Millard.
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Eschmann, E. A., Pathe.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.
Schwab, F. E.
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.
Schwartzman, Sam, Al Lichtman
Field, Harry, United Artists.
Corp.
Fields, Seymour, Eggers Photo En- Seligsberg, W. N., 43 Cedar St.
graving
Seymour, W. F., Hodkinson.
Fish, D. W., Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Siegel, Henry, c/o Warner Bros.
Flinn, John C, Famous Players.
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Friedman, Leopold, Loew's, Inc.
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict.,
Gallup, G. B. Hodkinson.
Inc.
Garrett, Sidney, Inter-Globe Export. Smith, E. L., Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Gillett, E. K., M. P. News.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald.
Gilroy, Foster, Hodkinson.
Urbach, Lawrence A., M. P. Journal
Ginsberg, H., Al Lichtman Corp.
Warner, Abe, War er Bros.
Glucksmann, Jacobo
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Warner, H. M., War...r Bros.
Golden, E. A., Metro, Boston.
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carltou Pi;Grainger, Jas., Goldv^yn
tures.
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Wilson, F. G., Reeland Pub. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal.
Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
Ham, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory-
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To Mr. Executive

Sales Department,

Anyfilm Company,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
Have you ever considered how

important it is for every man

ft

on your staff to be posted

ft
ft
ft

every day on what's going on

8
8
8
ft
ft
ft

8

in this business?

Have you ever considered what

ft
ft
ft
ft

V
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
::

it is worth in dollars and

cents to have every one of

your roadmen thoroughly

acquainted every day with what

V

is happening, and thus giving

.*

them a talking point and eas-

>

ft
ft
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ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
:.:

ing the contact with your

prospective customer?
Have you ever considered how

valuable this would really be?
Many, almost all of the leading distributing companies

subscribe for every one of

:.:
:.:

Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any of the committee
Here is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire Country
Club, Bayside, L. I.

j.:

ft
ft

their offices; and some for

:.:

every salesman.

ft

found it

ft

a

'

They have

'good business.

1

•

If it has so proven to them,

what would it do for you?

ft

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including
My
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
average round is

THE COMMITTEE:
E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.
Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.
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The Film Daily
71 West 44th Street

$10 a year and worth a

lot

more.
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for General Distribution
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Regal Films,

Ltd., may handle Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
output in Canada.
Company's annual convention
under way in Atlantic City.

Copyright, 1923, Wid'i Film and Film Folki, Ir
Published Daily at

71-73

WID'S FILM
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New York N Y
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Chicago convention discusses presiFour in the field and more talked of.

at

dential timber.

Tuesday
Sydney

S.

Cohen

Row

Cohen may have

presidency.

Sharp words develop
recall S. R.

Shaftes-

predicts ruin tor thousands of exhib-

itors unless rentals drop.

Kent

of dealings with

at

developing over
to run again.

hearing when

to the stand.

decided to

is

Local exhibitors

tell

Famous.

First National lists 25 pictures in
Prague

it

tin-

first fall

group.

Wednesday

Wemeliplata.

M. P. T. O. condemns uniform contract, seven clauses
found. objectionable. Move on to secure compromise

Features Reviewed

candidate for presidency.

Eastman Kodak

MARY OF THE MOVIES
Film Booking Offices

Glenn Hunter

Page

5

YOUTHFUL CHEATERS

in

files general
denial to
charges of Federal Trade Commission.

More local exhibitors at Famous Players hearing.
Group bookings for New York theaters discussed.
W. R. Hearst tells Goldwyn convention in AtlanticCity he plans only pictures like "Knighthood."
field

Film Guild— Tuttle Waller Prod.— Hksn. Page

conspiracy

changes

in

Goldwyn

Many

force.

6

Thursday
J.

Parker Reade,

Jr.,

presents

THE LAST MOMENT

Goldwyn

Page

Roy Stewart

7

BURNING WORDS

in

Page

Universal

8

TEMPTATION
Film Sales

C. B. C.

Many want Cohen

igan and Minnesota

Fox

Page

Hoot Gibson

1

Universal

MichLatter

ton to supply six features.

Friday
S.

Cohen again heads M.

P. T. O.

Many

del-

egates turn against him, walking out of Coliseum
while election is under way. T. L. Hays, a Steffes

Page

13

man, charges Cohen with "double cross," saying he
went back on pledge not to be a candidate again.
Hal Roach turns active management of enterprises
over to three associates and plans to travel exten-

Page

15

West Coast

DOUBLE DEALING

in

P. T. O. head.

Yitagraph plans 24 features and eight two reel comedies from C. L. Chester next year. J. Stuart Black-

Sydney

SNOWDRIFT

M.

may withdraw.

Selznick takes over American Releasing Corp.
to disband exchanges.

Page 9

Charles Jones in

re-elected

sively to secure exhibitor reaction.

Some Short

Reels

ing.

Theaters, Inc., have seven theaters buildTotal construction involves $3,500,000.

Saturday

See Pages 2 and 3

A
is

complete resume of the Chicago convention

published in this issue.

Convention comes to a close.
Joseph M. Schenck to spend $3,500,000 on nine productions.

'Pardoning the bad

is

injuring the good**

—Benjamin

Franklin.

RESUME OF FOURTJ
Sydney
While No Open Breach

Many

Results,

S.

Cohen

Delegates Signify

T|

Future Financing of Exhilj
Are Being Elected.
ing Compromise Candidate Fail. Cohen Says Reqii

Presidents

THK

fourth national convention of the Motion Picture
Theater Owners of America was held at the Coliseum,
Chicago, beginning Monday, May 21, and terminating
officially on Friday, May 25.
To all intents and purposes the
meetings closed on Thursday with the re-election of Sydney
S. Cohen to the presidency for a fourth term.

through the various sessions

All

most

vital

Such

dent.
sin,

it

was apparent that the

question involved was the election of the
state units as

new

presi-

Michigan, Minnesota and Wiscon-

Cohen not to
were influenced to launch cam-

acting on the apparently firm decision of

run for the presidency again,

Monday, May

S.

The convention opened with the annual address of Sydney
Cohen in which he made the following salient points:
"All pictures released today are super features.

say the only thing super about them

itors

stated on the floor of the convention that Al Steffes,

the Minnesota candidate, had

All exhib-

the prices.

"If something isn't done, thousands of exhibitors in this
country will be out of business next year.

"This
too

is

many

not an infant industry.
infants in

it,

in

It's

the producing

"The proposed uniform contract
was

is

an industry that has

and distributing end

of the business.

paigns of "favorite sons."
It

21

made

a special trip to

New York

whether Cohen was firm in his intention not to
enter the race again.
It was further claimed that it was upon
the definite assurance of Cohen that he would not accept the
nomination under any circumstances that the Steffes boom was
fostered.
T. L. Hays of Minneapolis on Wednesday scathingly attacked Cohen and charged him with bad faith.
Hays
charged that the nominations were framed in a room at the
Sherman and that the convention was not being conducted in
a democratic manner.

is

too cumbersome.

All

needed is an order blank and an understanding of an
arbitration agreement."
that's

to ascertain

The chief topic of the pre-convention discussions was
this: who will be the next president?
There were in the

just

Cohen spoke for nearly two hours, making recommendations
and going over the many now well-known phases of the organization's activities.

The absorbing question
be,

who

will be the

facing the convention continued to
next president? Upon this much depended.

This was especially
ing,

much

so

so, because there was so much mutterdiscontent that unless certain developments oc-

cur several state units indicated they would break away.

W.

Although Cohen reiterated that he would not be a candidate
there was a strong belief that his supporters and friends would
not agree upon any of the candidates in the field, and, conse-

G. Smith of Ohio, F.

quently, the point reached

field

A. Steffes of Minnesota, "Jim" Ritter of Michigan, Martin
J. McWilliams of Wisconsin, and among
those who were expected to develop strength were "Dinny"
Harris of Pittsburgh, C. A. Lick of Arkansas and, despite his
was not candidate, Sydney S. Cohen.

declarations that he

One

and Sunday bewas whether Cohen would, under any cir-

of the questions discussed the Saturday

fore the convention

cumstances be a candidate. When asked regarding this by a
Chicago newspaper man, Cohen refused to discuss the matter.
When pressed and asked if he would be a candidate if
necessary to prevent a split in the organization, he declared
that he had heard of nothing to indicate anything but that the
convention would be very harmonious. He referred the quesone of his pet phrases.
tion to the League of Nations

—

It

was evident

presidency, on

work.

early

the

that

much depended,

relative

nature of the committees and

The suggestion was

to

how

offered that to organize the

mittees properly that the best thing to do

would be

to

the

they

com-

name

the president of each state organization on the committee on
resolutions; and the vice-president on the committee on rules,

and the secretary of each state organization on the committee
on credentials. This, it was said, would open the way to a
"real" convention.

Before the first session opened it was quite apparent that if
"steam roller" tactics were used several state units might be
expected to walk out of the gathering.

Those

in

attitude

a position

and had

to

where

know

would be Cohen or no one.
Cohen was sincere in his
compromise candidate to meet
it

said

tried to find a

the situation, but so far had failed.

Al Steffes on Monday was gaining ground and was then said
One of the interesting developments
of the Steffes candidacy was that some of the New York delegates considered strong Cohen men were wearing Steffes butto have about 120 votes.

tons.

Those interested in Ritter made their campaign on the platform what Michigan had done should be carried out nationally.
Considering the wonderful accomplishments of that organization, it was expected to develop a lot of votes, but those opposed to Ritter said the job was too big for him, that he hadn't
the background to handle an organization of the size contemplated.

During the meeting of the executive committee it developed
program Cohen had outlined a very comprehensive development calling for an expenditure of a large
that for next year's

sum probably
ideas

in

excess of $100,000.

was the establishment

One

of the interesting

of six service stations scattered

throughout the country to develop and perfect organization
One of the members of the committee commenting on
this said it was fine to plan sUch an expenditure, but it was
somewhat ironical considering that during the past year only

.work.

W. P. T. O.
Fourth

fted for

CONVENTION

Term

(ments By Leaving the Coliseum At Chicago, While Vice-

Looms Up As Serious Question. All Efforts At
Many Delegations Influenced Him To Run Again
y

about $13,000 had been paid into the national treasury.

added that the

He

organizations seemed willing to finance
their own operation but evidently did not take much interest
in the national body, at least judging from their lack of financial

state

support to the organization.

Tuesday,

The

May

22

Tuesday session was the enthusiastic
resolution condemning the uniform contract de-

highlight of the

passage of a
veloped by the Hays organization.

The

report of the special committee which made the findings was read by W. D. Burford of Illinois, who cited specific

objections

the

to

agreement.

The

objections

included

the

following:

The
The

clause dealing with advance payments and cash deposits.
clause which denies exhibitors the right to make any

eliminations in films except with the written or
consent of the distributor.

The
The

telegraphic

clause relative to play dates.

clause bearing on the time limit for the acceptance or

the rejection of contracts.

That portion

of the contract

which includes arbitration as

part of the contract and the fixing of penalties by the arbitration board.

The

presidential

race

continued to be the most important

M. P. T. O. convention. Sydney S. Cohen, although having announced repeatedly that he was not a canditopic of the

date,

still

had

sufficient strength to

be elected.
in one quarter that Cohen could

The prediction was made
and possibly would be elected on the first ballot. Efforts to
bring about a caucus of the Steffes and Ritter followers were
then started in the hope that a combination might result which
might prove sufficiently strong to defeat Cohen.
Cohen's followers and closest friends were informed of the
situation which might confront the national organization should
Cohen be re-elected. For a time it looked as if A. R. Pramer
of Iowa might be named by the Cohen supporters as an offset.
Pete Woodhull of New Jersey was also being considered in
this

of the

Eastman spoke

briefly.

Dr.

Rush

Eastman School of Music told of the importance
Congressman Snyder of Utica, N. Y.,

of music to pictures.

of the fraudulent stock operations within the industry,
suggesting that exhibitors do all in their power to check such
told

illegal

practices.

Addresses were made by trade papers editors. Robert E.
Welsh, editor of the Moving Picture World, extolled the work
of Cohen to such an extent that his address was interrupted
and for about two minutes there was wild cheering for Cohen.
It

was

the

first

Sherman, convinced him that he must continue his work.
it then stood when nominations were made,
both Ritter
of Michigan and Steffes of Minnesota were to withdraw.
As
a result, the prediction was made, upon authority, that both
Michigan and Minnesota would withdraw from the national
the

As

organization shortly after the convention ended.
At a caucus between these delegations it was decided not to
"walk out" but to remain to the end and then resign from the
organization. Apparently the situation then became acute.

Michigan paid

over $4,000 of the $13,000 paid into the
year.
It was admitted that Michigan
was the best organized state in the country with practically

national treasury

in

this

97%

of the Michigan exhibitors enrolled.
Consequently it seemed practically impossible to form an
M. P. T. O. unit in that state. And those familiar with condi-

Northwest realized how difficult it would be to organize the same sort of a unit in that section. Talk then ensued that other states might join with these two and form a

tions in the

sort of western organization.

There was talk of Wisconsin and Ohio combining to form
an organization which would operate regardless of any other
national exhibitor organization. Those opposed to the Cohen
candidacy worked desperately in an effort to check this.
They made efforts to have Harry Crandall and several others
run, but to no avail.
Some of the Ritter Michigan men and
Wisconsin delegates who were for Steffes insisted that Cohen
"double crossed" them, declaring that neither of these men
that Sydney intended again
running. They said they believed what he had been saying

would have run had they known
that he

was not and would not be

a candidate.

Hays, of Minneapolis, a strong Steffes man,
Cohen and called his actions "unfair." This
occurred when it became apparent that Cohen was to run
again.
Hays therefore withdrew Steffes' name, saying:
"Apparently we are wrong in believing that this is a demoYour nomination was made in a room
cratic convention.
at the Hotel Sherman during the early hours of this morning."

Theodore

L.

bitterly attacked

Cohen's followers
pandemonium reigned.
Hays out. There were cat-calls and booing, and
not until Cohen asked that the speaker have all the courtesies
of the floor was Hays allowed to continue.

Immediately

connection.

In the morning, George

Rhees

Select-

intimation of what might be expected

if

Cohen

desired re-election.

Wednesday, May 23
It was practically decided to re-elect Cohen at a meeting
which terminated at three o'clock Wednesday morning, when
one delegation piling up one on the other in Cohen's room at

yelled to put

are going to be well pleased with what
conclusion," went on Hays, adding that if Cohen had
announced his candidacy that neither Michigan or Minnesota

"You gentlemen

I

say

in

would have put a candidate

in the field.

Aren't we
"Is this honest?" he asked, "No it's dishonest.
concern
injury
the
'an
to
one
is
that
slogan
the
on
infringing
finds
its
efforts
that
it
complaint
is
only
Minnesota's
of all.'

waved against stacked
that which will come

cards.

If

we

don't get

down

to facts

Sydney Cohen will be an empty
He has been unfair. He went around advocating that
to

honor.
the various states should

name

house would result and make
to

name

a

candidates so that a divided
it

possible for a selected few

candidate."
(Continued on

Page

16)

more than
persons saw
ELMER

CLIFTON'S

DOWN TO THE

SEA IK SHIPS
in

one weekr

30 theatres in New York
City where was shown this
stupendous picture day and
date beginning May 13th

at the

Another convincing proof of

the

m

tremendous box-office value of

HODKINSON
*«Xr£4XM&*£*<£jb£JC4£r£^

production.

the

THE
May
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27,
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;%g"SDAILV

Another Hollywood Picture With More
"MARY OF THE MOVIES"

much

Film Booking Offices

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Lewyn
Louis Lewyn
Louis

SCENARIO BY

George Meehan and Vernon

Walker

AS A

WHOLE

STORY

Another Hollywood picture that, although not "big," entertains and amuses
DIRECTION
Has made a pleasant enough little
picture, with some good comedy bits and pleasing atmosphere

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Marion Mack, a new addition

to the

screen, very pretty in title role.

Creighton Hale
hasn't very much to do opposite her. Quite a
number of prominent stars lend atmosphere in
bits

EXTERIORS

Interesting shots of Hollywood

and some good desert backgrounds

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Poor

girl

film center to break into the movies.

gets her chance and

turns

home

becomes

goes to
Finally

successful.

Re-

just in time to rescue her family

from poverty
6,500 feet

Following the success now being achieved by "Souls
For Sale" comes this F. B. O. feature that also deals
with a girl's struggles to break into the inner portals
of stardom in the movie Mecca of Hollywood. Only
in 'Mary of the Movies" there is more humor than
There are none of the intensely dramatic
struggle.
of the

Goldwyn

a goodly sprink-

this is

her book, or shake hands obligingly. And
the sort of thing that movie fans will go a bit
in

out of their
Director

way to see.
MacDermott maintains

a lightness of touch
Mary's troubles are never taken
very seriously, either by Mary or the spectator, and
aside from the fact that she waits with many others
including Craig Biddle, Jr. in the casting agents'
offices
and finally has to take a job as a waitress in
a lunch room frequented by the stars
she really hasn't
much actual struggle. Then, too, she seems to be on
friendly terms with so many of the famous ones, the
question arises in your mind, "Why don't they help
her?"
There are many very pleasing exteriors showing
views of the palatial homes of different celebrities and
there are also some splendid shots in the desert, showing the movie troupe, costumed as Arabs for a 'Sheik"
picture riding against the sky-line and galloping across
the sands to avoid the approaching sand storm, which
incidentally has been well handled. This storm is the
one bit of excitement in the picture, and coming as it
does along toward the end, it peps up any interest that
may have become slightly jaded during the preceding
Following this is a touch of sure-fire hokum
five reels.
with Mary arriving in her home town and finding her
There are some first
folks auctioning the old home.
rate comedy touches in this final scene that help the

the

way

through.

—

—

—

finish a lot.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

moments

is

which many of Hollywood's brighter

lights smile sweetly to the heroine, or sign their auto-

graphs

all

A light comedy drama that has
appeal for movie fans and should please a good
majority

Thrills

of the studio stuff, but there

ling of scenes in

John MacDermott

CAMERAMEN

Humor Than

feature, nor

is

there half as

Marion Mack, a really pretty girl, gets the comedy
bits over in good shape, and appeals to the eye at all
times. Creighton Hale is pleasing as her sweetheart
and the rest of the cast is satisfactory. Among the
celebrities who lend their charms for a minute or two
to incidental but interesting bits are Bryant Washburn,
Kerrigan, Eva Novak, Wanda Hawley, Miss
J. Warren

Dupont and many

others.

Should Please Fans and Average Audience Without Promises
Box
This

is

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

another Hollywood picture that purports to

the story of a girl's struggle to get a job in the
movies, and while it hasn't any of the "bigness" of the

tell

has a certain entertaining
and amusing charm about it that should make it a
satisfactory evening's entertainment.
Don't promise any big thrills or they may be disap-

popular "Souls For Sale"

pointed.

it

Rather, play up the

comedy

idea and get the

fans

interested

by

them that many

telling

of their

you don't make too many
promises they won't expect too much and will be more

favorites have bits in this.

satisfied

with what they

getting big crowds in

duction and
ing

little

who may

If

see.

who

And

that's better than

expect another huge pro-

not be satisfied with the pleas-

comedy drama you have

to offer them.

THE
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Pretty

Weak

May

27, 1923

Story Material in Latest Glenn Hunter Picture

Glenn Hunter

visualizing these affairs generously.

in

"YOUTHFUL CHEATERS"

of girl

Film Guild— Tuttle Waller Prod.— Hodkinson

It

is

quite

all

and serves to give a good idea of the type
the heroine is but when this continues and noth-

right at

first

ing really interesting occurs, the story gradually loses

DIRECTOR

Frank Tuttle
Martin
Townsend
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Fred Waller, Jr.
AS A
Another expose of the modern
girl with certain amount of atmosphere that ap-

WHOLE

peals but

STORY
twists

incidental nonsense

Quite slight and with fairly improbable
its' general tone
Average; injects plenty of atmostrikes no especially high lights

rather frivolous in

;

DIRECTION
sphere

much

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Hasn't

Standard

any particularly

fine opportunities

but handles part satisfactorily
SUPPORT
Martha Mansfield star's leading lady;
Dwight Wiman an amateurish villain others
Marie Burke, Nona Marden
in this

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Sea captain's son
leaves deck for jazz when he falls in love with
society girl but they marry and return to the sea

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,700 feet

Glenn Hunter may be a real "find" on the legitimate
stage but if he's going to hold the same position in pictures he'll have to have something more impressive
than his latest vehicle, another expose of the modern
jazz-crazed girl, which offers at best only an average
entertainment.
"Youthful Cheaters" deals with the
adventures of a rich girl whose indulgent mother permits her to carry on a perpetual house party at their
splendid Long Island mansion and consists chiefly in

About an Average Attraction
Box

—

It's

interest instead of gaining

The development

it.

slow and even the threatened
downfall of the hero fails to create any unusual inter-

The

est.

story

is

is

weak

in situations, or at least lacking

in situations sufficiently

The

strong for feature purposes.

"Youthful Cheaters" is really
only fitted for a two reel entertainment and the elaboration provided through the scenario just helps to bring
it out to so many reels without sustaining any definite
It is difficult to vote such incidents as a lot
interest.
of modern jazz devotees passing the time away playing
leap-frog as entertainment. The trouble with "Youthful Cheaters" is a lack of serious intent and an overindulgence in frivolous incident.
More might have been made of the change in character of the hero. It isn't convincing at all that a seahardy chap could be renovated into a lounge lizard as
suddenly and completely as it happens to Glenn Hunter.
Nor is the perpetual house party of the heroine's
very plausible in spite of the fact that she has her
mother's approval.
Glenn Hunter makes the most of a fairly unimpressive role.
The star does not, however, show any unusual promises for a screen career if what he does, or
is given to do, in "Youthful Cheaters" is taken for an
example. He'll have to be given better material. His
supporting cast is satisfactory but nothing out of the
idea contained

in

ordinary.

Story
Tad MacDonald leaves his father's ship and
goes to live at the home of his fiancee, Lois Brooke,
who makes Tad over from a he-man to a she-man, but
eventually they both realize the foolishness of their
jazz lives, marry and go back to the ship for a honey:

moon.

May Vary According to Crowd

Value

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Youthful Cheaters" is about an average attraction
regarding which you can make the usual comments
without resorting to promises.
The picture hardly
warrants any special exploitation except if you happen to cater to a flapper crowd you might make a little
extra fuss about the idea of the modern jazz girl heroine who fell in love with a seafaring fellow and made
him over to suit her own ideals.

The atmosphere
suit of
will

in

connection with the heroine's pur-

happiness and the various parties that are staged

undoubtedly please a certain crowd and for them

Announce
they remember

the picture will probably prove satisfying.

name with the title and if
him from "The Cradle Buster" it might
the star's

them

in to see

"Youthful Cheaters."

serve to bring

May

Sunday,

Plenty of
J.

—.£Sft*DAILY
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Hokum

Parker Reade,

But Will Satisfy Where They Like Mystery and Chills

Jr.,

also ni these early

presents

"THE LAST MOMENT"

free-for-all tight that

Goldwyn

manner

DIRECTOR

J.

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Parker Reade, Jr.
Jack Boyle
Clarkson
Miller
J.

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Not credited

WHOLE

Hokum

with plenty of creepy

but it's one strong situation made to last
too long
Will please those who like their enterSTORY
tainment to have romance, excitement and cold
stuff

DIRECTION

Satisfactory, but too

much

footage

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Henry Hull pleasing in type of role
he handles well; Doris Kenyon charming as
girl; Louis Wolheim satisfactorily brutal vilOthers not particularly important

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

same time in the water-front bar is effective in
building up the story.
The situation on the boat has a good amount of
interest and is worked up well during the storm in
which the mysterious "thing" in the cage breaks loose
and kills most of the crew. The following sequences
of the many narrow escapes of the couple from the
clutches of the "thing" which proves to be a huge
hold sufficient suspense to keep the audience
interested and is even tense at times, but it would have

and ape is well done
and brings up the finish in good shape. It was also
a good bit of direction to show mostly flashes of the
"trfing" on board ship, using its shadow whenever pos-

The under-water

fight of hero

and thus heightening the illusion that it is really
an animal and not the man in a monkey-suit that it

really

The

Society couple shang-

is.

three principal players do a great deal to

make

Henry Hull has

a role

Moment"

'The Last

enjoyable.

that suits his personality well and

one else on board

forth in

come and
manner

5,44,;

pictures go, but

and can always be

satisfactory

if

relied

feet

hokum goes on

upon

to register in

correctly applied.

J.

ror and creepy stuff.
first

few

reels contain a

goodly amount of de-

not necessary to the bare plot as it afterwards develops, but it is interesting and gives an inThere are
asight into the characters of the players.
that

as the bashful, bookish, timid

is

him

does

much

is

you know that your crowd enjoys

the creepy type, this

is

one for you.

the glory of his

is

seen to advantag<

young hero who comes

manhood when

the heroine

Doris Kenyon's personality also
for the good of the film and Louis Wolheim

of her love.

a typical brutal captain.

"Nap" Cameron and

Story:

Alice Winthrop, a so-

ciety girl, visit a dive to bring home a man who has
been hurt. Alice is in men's clothes. The proprietor

has them shanghaied. To command their obedience
the captain of the schooner shows them a "thing" in
breaks
a cage. During a storm the "thing," a huge ape,
time
girl
the
rescues
Nap
loose and devours the crew.
Finally she sights land and swims toward
Nap in an underit, followed by Nap and the ape.
water fight with the ape wins out.

and again.

Depends a Good Deal
Box

all

tells

Parker

Reade, Jr., has taken advantage of this fact in producing "The Last Moment" with the result that the
picture will be considered good entertainment by those
who like thrills, a touch of mystery and plenty of hor-

If

there were less of this sort

if

of thing.

Well handled

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

tail

themselves, are contrasted with the action taking place

haied on schooner have many narrow escapes
from clutches of huge beast who devours every-

forever,

in

sible,

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Pictures

The

at the

been even more effective

used on picture's one strong situation

The

has plenty of action.

which the society scenes, handled well

in

gorilla,

chills

lain.

reck some humorous touches and

On Your Crowd

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"thrillers" of

You have

three

good names in the principal players. Henry Hull has
had this sort of a role in Griffith's "One Exciting
Night" and on the stage in "The Cat and the Canary,"
both of which you can mention. Doris Kenyon's name
means something where she is a favorite, and Louis

Wolheim is also well known. The fact that
Jack Boyle story also has its drawing power.

it

is

a

Of course
players.

who

like

crowd.

there

It's all

is

no actual danger undergone by the

hokum, but

it

this sort of thing.

A

will
It

good musical score

be enjoyed by those

all

depends on your

will help

Advertising and catchlines will interest

if

put

it

over.

you play up

to the escape of
the mystery and the horror incident

the "terrible thing."

THE
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Mounted

Back on the Job

Police

Roy Stewart
Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

Harrison Warren Jacobs
Harrison Warren Jacobs
William Thornley

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

Average picture

offers only fair

entertainment with old stock formula
The well worn Mounted Police theme

STORY

with an elegant
pathy

DIRECTION

self-sacrifice

Ample

begging your sym-

hand; ah
lows some overacting at times and an occasional overdose of sentiment
for the story at

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Not

All right

particularly well suited to such a
sobby sort of role
,
Laura LaPlante, Harold Goodwin,
SUPPORT
Eve Southern and others adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Mounted Police

offi-

cer prepares to sacrifice life to save younger
brother but evidence convicts latter who pays

the penalty

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,944 feet

Probably fearing that picture patrons would forget
all about the Canadian Royal Northwest Mounted Police if they didn't see an occasional picture with a story
based on the heroism of these men, Universal has gone
to the unnecessary trouble of making a picture that
only serves to repeat a theme already threadbare from

"Burning Words" contains the regulation stock situations of the popular formula wherein
a mounted is sent to bring in his own brother for murAdded to it you have a glorious self-sacrifice
der.
too

much

usage.

May

Satisfy If

27,

1923

in Latest Universal Release

twist in the attempt of the officer to save his brothei

in

"BURNING WORDS"

AUTHOR

May

Sunday,

by pleading guilty himself.
The only new angle, and probably not a particularly
good one since audiences usually prefer a happy ending, is the idea of having the younger man actually
pay the death penalty when it is finally proven that he
committed the murder.
It does get slightly away
from the general run in this connection since it more
frequently develops that a third party makes a deathbed confession to clear the supposed guilty one. But
whether or not this twist, in spite of its originality,
adds to the audience appeal is rather doubtful.
Stuart Paton has handled the story satisfactorily, de-

veloped

in a

manner

that sustains the interest evenly

and with the exception of allowing the players to overact occasionally and injecting an overdose of sentiment
at times,

he has probably gotten the best possible

re-

sults.

Roy Stewart

he-man looking for
the sobby, self-sacrificing role of David Darby but he
makes the most in spite of the handicap with Harold
Goodwin rather well suited as his younger brother.
Stewart and Goodwin contribute some good emotional
work in the climax although there is a little too much
of it. Harry Carter, as the dance hall proprietor, never
fails to get over his eyebrow acting but his part is not
big enough to make it annoying. Laura LaPlante is
a pretty lead who, together with the romantic element,
just a trifle too

is

much

background.
David Darby promises his mother to look
Story
out for Ross, a younger brother. Both are in the service of the Mounted when Ross kills Martin, who holds
David is sent to
his I. O. U.'s for gambling debts.
bring him in, does so, but gives himself up as guilty
to save Ross. Nan, a dancer in love with David, gives
evidence which puts the blame finally on Ross, who
pays the penalty. How David keeps the news from
his mother and marries the girl he loves completes the
is

kept too

in the

:

story.

They Are Not Tired
Box

it

of the

Northwest Formula

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Maybe your folks like Northwest Mounted Police
You ought to know whether or not you can

stories.

them with one and will have to be the judge
on this one, "Burning Words," Universal's latest release with Roy Stewart as the star. If you don't think
they are tired of this formula, or in case you haven't
given them too many pictures dealing with the Mounted Police, you may be able to get it over without a

Where Roy Stewart
make

special

is

mention of

a popular favorite
his

you might

name and play up

the pic-

satisfy

great

many

kicks.

ture with catchlines on the order of:
sent out to bring in your

own

is

handled

picture starring

in

you were

brother for a murder

he had committed what would you do?
situation

"If

See

how

the

'Burning Words,' a Universal

Roy Stewart

at the

blank theater."
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Poor Picture But Probably Has Audience Appeal
"TEMPTATION"
C. B. C.

Edward

SCENARIO BY

J.

Not credited
King Grey
movie hokum

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
that will

Very old order of
probably be termed good audience

stuff

for certain audiences

STORY

Improbable situations and familiar;
serve adequately for display purposes

DIRECTION

Average;

way of genuine situations or meritorious incident.
Everything happens along pretty much as you expe<
and the director never succeeds in arousing anything
but average interest in the spending fury of Eva NoI

LeSaint
Lenore Coffey

AUTHOR
AS A

Crowd

the

Film Sales— State Rights

DIRECTOR

for Certain

injects plenty of

atmo-

sphere and plays directly to small town audiences

young wife. You know eventually that
come to her senses, realize her mistake, and

vak, as the

she will

retain her husband's love.

more

or less

humdrum

It all

happens along

in

a

fashion with the parties pre-

viously mentioned supplying the only deviation.

And

they get rather hilarious, particularly the one where
Miss Novak drinks more than is good for her and

when
up the

gown will not permit
one of the gentlemen rip

she discovers her draped

of a hula-hula dance, has
skirt in ribbons

and succumbs

after a wild dance.

All of this will appeal to a certain clientele that will

PHOTOGRAPHY

Standard

just "love" to see

LIGHTINGS

All right

Miss Novak lives up to the part
adequately and wears numerous attractive costumes
and wraps that will win the approval of women patrons.
From an acting standpoint she isn't likely to

PLAYERS

Bryant Washburn too good for such
Eva Novak fair and others Phillips
Smalley, June Elvidge and Vernon Steele
None
EXTERIORS
material;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

.

Adequate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich

man wagers

with friend that luxury will spoil any
picks a subject and sees
realizes her

weakness

it

work

woman,

out, but she

in time to save happiness

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

"Temptation" contains the sort of situations generally conceded to supply audience appeal for a good
majority of picture patrons and it is true that many

them find agreeable entertainment in just such a
theme as that found in this latest C. B. C. feature.
There is a general atmosphere of luxury with a lavish
display of it, gay parties and other evidences of money
of

squandered to satisfy their taste
along these lines.

The

storv itself

is

a

if

it

happens

much worn one with

All Depends
Box

to run

little

Upon

in

is

all

the

young wife

gets rid of her

a startling impression.

Phillips Smalley, in the

who wagers that any woman will
be spoiled by too much luxury, has the best acting
part and makes the most of it. Bryant Washburn is

role of the financier

the get-rich-quick husband.

Marjorie Baldwin, newlywed and happy in
a small apartment, makes the acquaintance of Mrs.
Martin, who introduces her to Arnold, a financier.
Arnold wagers with his friend, Allen Morgan, that simStory:

though she seems, Marjorie, like all other women,
can be spoiled by luxury. Arnold makes it possible for
Baldwin to increase his income whereupon Marjorie
Not until her husband beo-ets the spending fever.
comes attentive to Mrs. Martin and is equally hungry
ple

gay times, does Marjorie realize that too much
money has spoiled them both, so they resolve to quit
loses his
the gay times and settle down, while Arnold
for

bet.

You Cater To

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a matter of

won't do for a family trade, a conservative clientele,
or those who prefer a more probable and sincere story.
You have a good title to work with and can play it
It

make

the Class

whether or not you have the
Second and third class
right crowd for this one.
houses, or the customary downtown trade, will undoubtedly find it a first rate one for their box offices.
It

how

husband's earnings.

up readily with catchlines such as:
tation?'

In this instance

it

is

"What

luxury.

is

See

'Temp-

how

it

of two people."
nearly wrecks a home and the lives
idea of what they are
Stills in the lobby will give an
Washburn's name can be capto expect and Bryant
names
on where he is popular. Also use the
italized

of

Eva Novak and June Elvidge.
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Has

a

Good Fight

which things do happen and it brings the story to a
far more exciting finish than you expect, and a wholly
welcome one after the previous more or less slow m<

"SNOWDRIFT"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Scott Dunlap
James B. Hendryx
Jack Strumwasser
George Schneiderman

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

,

WHOLE
of

Fair entertainment with plenty

good northern atmosphere but lacks the

ac-

tion of the usual Jones feature

STORY
to

Slow moving and with interest inclined
drag one good fight that serves for first rate
;

climax

ing business.

The theme

Ample

for the story at

though he might have

injected a

hand almore

little

action

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Doesn't

All right
really have to

work

until the last

reel

SUPPORT

Suitable; includes Evelyn Selbie,

Irene Rich, G.

Raymond Nye, Dorothy Manners

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good snow

shots

Appropriate
Titles very poor

CHARACTER OF STORY

with a plot that is rather slight
hero Jones, a gambler, who just can't be separated
from his luck until the 'hooch" gets in its deadly work.
There follows a long stretch of incidents in which
hardly anything at all happens and the monotony is
only broken by long, unnecessary sub-titles that fail

make the picture any more interesting. There is
nothing to get excited about until the climax and
is far too long to have to wait for a story to pep up.
Of course you know pretty well in advance of what
happens that the ending will be sweet and pretty, for
hero and that his Indian love will be happy in the
knowledge that she is really a white girl. The continuity holds no illusions and Director Dunlap hasn't
been able to do any more than an ordinary job in the
direction. He supplies a satisfactory production with

to

of the

dog

villain

don't get
4,617 feet

hicle for the star but requires little of

him

in the

way

work. It isn't until the very last reel that
Jones has anything very, much to do and then there
is a corking fine fight of fairly long duration during
real

Don't

Make Promises For
Box

It

atmosphere that gives

it

sleds in action.

The romantic element may appeal
folks but

It may be that the variation in atmosphere from
regulation westerns to the frozen north will prove
acceptable to Jones' admirers and that they will be
satisfied with his latest, "Snowdrift,". even though the
picture lacks the pep and action.of the usual Jones picture.
James B. Hendryx's story serves for a fair ve-

of realistic

a good pictorial appeal. There are numerous fine shots
of the north country with the always interesting views

but faithful servant brings about his regeneration and he marries girl he saves from

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

amount

a plentiful

Luck turns against

man

Where

development
otherwise. You have

consists chief!) of character

I

DIRECTION

of

But Otherwise Lacks Action

at the Finish

Charles Jones in

11

won't do to hold Jones'

it

want something more

men

to

women

admirers.

from the

thrilling

the

star

They

and they

"Snowdrift" until the very end. It's
doubtful if they'll wait that long. The star does well
enough and his supporting cast is capable.
The "Ace" goes north to become a man
Story:
again, meets Snowdrift, a half-fereed girl, and falls in
Later she is kidnapped by Claw, a
love with her.
it

in

trader and an

the dance

enemy

The Ace

of the Ace-.

hall, a fight

follows in which the

torious and Kitty, in love with him.

is

follows to

Ace

is

vic-

killed trying to

Snowdrift that her
protect him.
Indian foster-mother told him to tell her both her
parents were Avhite.

The Ace then

Unless Star

tells

Can Put

It

Over

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The

they ^rjrrt too critical and won't kick be-

cause of the lack of action and thrills you may suit
them with "Snowdrift." It is fairly likely, however,
that Jones' admirers will expect more excitement irom

him but possibly the first rate fight at the finish will
do to send them out satisfied. For the benefit of your
women patrons tell them about the romantic side of
the story in connection with hero's love for a halfbreed girl.

title

should be sufficient to

to expect

and

picture

good

is

stills in

let

them know what

the lobby will indicate that the

to look at.

Many

of the

backgrounds

atmoare very good to look at and where northern
point.
sphere appeals to them, you can talk about this

Use
is

the star's

different

name and

tell

them

his latest picture

from what he usually does.

CURRENT RELEASES
FIRST NATIONAL

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Date

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
One

Million in Jewels

The Bohemian Girl
The Grub -Stake (Nell Shipman)
Quicksand
Modern Marriage (Bushman-Bayne)
Vengeance of the Deep

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Fury
4-23

5,326

2-

6,462

2-11-23

6,403

3-18-23

6,541

4-29-23

6,331

4- 8-23

4.753

4-22-23

Tents

INC.

Allah

of

6,357

4-

1-23

5.000

2-

4-23

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

The Pauper

Millionaire

(Ince)

Scars of Jealousy

The Isle of Lost Ships (Tourneur;
The Bright Shawl (Richard Barthelmess)
Within the Law (Norma Talmadge)
The Girl From the Golden West

(Distributed through Pathe)
The

Barthelmess)

(Richard

The Dangerous Age (Stahl Prod.)
The Voice From the Minaret (Norma Tal'adge)
Mighty Lak a Rose (Carewe Prod.)
Bell Boy 13 (Douglas MacLean)
The Woman Conquers (Katherine Mac Donald)
Daddy (Jackie Coogan)

"731

3-

7,153

2-18-23

5,691

2-25-23

.5,585

3-11-23

The Strangers' Banquet (Marshall Neilan)
Gimme Kupert Hughes)
The Christian (Tourneur Prod.)
Mad Love (Pola Negri)
Lost and Found
Souls for Sale (Rupert Hughes)
Enemies of Women
Backbone

7,339

4-22-23

Vanity Fair

6.502

4-

8-23

5,621

4-

1-23

9,526

3-4-23

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
4
11
11

18

18

25
25
Spec.

Apr.

1

8

Bella Donna (Pola Negri)
Grumpy (VVm. DeMille Prod.)

The

8
15
15

22
29

May

The White Flower (Betty Compson)
Adam and Eva (Marion Davies)
Racing Hearts (Agnes Ayres)
Mr. Billings Spends His Dime (Walter Hiers)
The Nth Commandment
Glimpses of the Moon (Bebe Daniels)
The Leopardess (Alice Brady)
Adam's Rib (Cecil DeMille)

6

Go-Getter (Cosmopolitan)
Prodigal Daughters (Gloria Swanson)

Hour (Walter

Sixty Cents an

13

The Rustle of Silk (Betty Compson)
Fog Bound (Dorothy Dalton)
The Exciters (Daniels-Moreno)
The Heart Raider (Agnes Ayres)

June

3

10
17

Only 38

24

The

(Wm.

Woman

Hiers)

4-23

7,905

4-22-23

6,591

4-

7,740

4-15-23

6,216

4-22-23

The
Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine
(MinterMoreno)
5,695
The Tiger's Claw (Jack Holt;
5,297
You Can't Fool Your Wife (Melford Prod.) .. .5,703
The Covered Wagon (Jas. Cruze Prod.)
9,407
The Ne'er Do Well (Thomas Meighan)
7,414

13

27

.

W. W.
Sterling

The

Affairs of

Victor Schertzinger Prod.

4-29-23
3-25-23
6-23

5-

5-20-23

6,946

5-13-23

4-22-23

8,034

5-6-23

6,800

8,153

1-7-23

5,769

1-21-23

8,500

1-28-23

5,518

3-11-23

6,333

3-25-23

7,864

4-

1-23

10,000

4-8-23

7,900

4-29-23

4,85*

121-23

5,608

1-28-23

5,810

1-14-23

5.000

3-25-23

Ships (Elmer Clifton Prod.) 8,008

2-18-22

(Glenn

Hunter)

to the

Sea

in

Woman

4,900

3-18-23

5,800

3-18-23

4,500

5-

6-23

(R-C)

4,757

1-14-23

6,0««

1

METRO PICTURES CORP.

21 ii

5_J0«

2-18-23

a, 70*

J-

4-3J

6,210

3-23-22

6,000
5,100

4-

6,000

5-13-23

1-23

4-23-23

2-11-33

4,854

5-13-23

Stepping

5,608

5-20-23

Bucking the Barrier

3-18-23

7,426

5-13-23

The Lion's Mouse

Down

3,975

Mason

3-11-23

7,425

5- 6-23

Devils

Dollai

Tuttle-Waller Prod.
Second Fiddle
Producers Security

G. S. Haskins Prod.
Just Like a
Ernest Shipman

Romance Land
Three Jumps Ahead

Shirley

6,246

Whaling Film Corp.

Series

Fast

2-25-2i
3-11-23

6,797

Lady Hamilton

3-25-23

FOX FILM CORP.

Farnum

6,102
5.768

Film Corp.

3-25-23

5,632

FILM BOOKING OFFICES OF AMERICA

Dustin

2-11-2*
2-11-23

7,668

The Man From Glengarry
The Critical Age

Tom Mix

2-11-23

8,260
3,940

HODKINSON CORP.

Maurice Tourneur Prod.
While Paris Sleeps

DeMille)

Stormswept
Caa a Woman Lova Twica (Ethel Claytoa)
The Fourth Musketeer (Johnnie Walker)
Crashin' Thru (Harry Carey)
Westbound Limited
The Remittance Woman (Ethel Clayton)

6,885

1-23

With Four Faces (Betty Compson)

The Third Alarm
C&ayoa of the Fool* (Harry Caroy)

2-4-23
2-04-23

GOLDWYN PICTURES
(

Mar.

8,709

7,204

4,566

4-15-23

4,407

5

4,744

3-11-23

4,522

5-23-20

Hearts Aflame
All the Brothers Were Valiant
Crinoline and Romance (Viola Dana)
Jazzmania (Mae Murray)
Success
The Famous Mrs. Fair

8,100

1-21-23

6,265

1-21-23

6,000

1-28-23

8,508

2-18-23

6,798

2-2S-23
3-11-23

8,000

7.706
Where the Pavement Ends (Rex Ingram)
5,750
Your Friend and Mine
The Woman of Bronze (Clara Kimball Young). 5,572
5,188
A Noise in Newboro (Viola Dana)

3-11-23

An Old

6,000

4-29-23

5,300

4-23-22

6,500

5-

6,800

5-20-23

6,114

4-8-23

5,000

5-13-23

Sweetheart of Mine
Soul of the Beast
Her Fatal Millions
Trailing African Wild Animals
Cordelia the Magnificent

3-18-23
4-

1-23

4-29-23

6 23

Series

Love Bound

20-23

PATHE EXCHANGE,

William Russtii

Good-Bye
lloston

Girls

Blackie

Safety

Black

Last

(Harold

Lloyd)

Shadows

INC.

Charles Jones

Snowdrift

John Gilbert

Truxton King
The Madness

S.613

2-

4,719

4-15-23

Face on tre Barroom Floor

S.785

1-

A

4.527
*.!»<

of

Youth

4 23

The Hero

6,800

114-23

6,9*3

2- 4-23

1-14-2;

Poor Men's Wives
Are You a Failure

5,700

3-18-23

121-23

The

6,100

4-22-23

Special

Friendly Huaband
The Custard Cup (Mary Carr)

PREFERRED PICTURES—AL LICHTMAN

lf-

Girl

Who Came

Bt.ck

THE
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Probably a Disappointment for Star's Admirers
Hoot Gibson

in

results that

Universal

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

George C. Hull

CAMERAMAN

Dwight Warren

AS A

WHOLE

Far below the average and the
poorest Hoot Gibson picture in some time
STORY
Might have served for a slap-stick two
reeler but never comes near providing for a
feature

DIRECTION
make

to

it

Couldn't seem to decide whether
a slap-stick or a burlesque and not

good job on either

a

STAR.

Fair

Not given enough

attention

.Won't retain a following with many like this
SUPPORT
Eddie Gribbon and Otto Hoffman
overact; others Betty Francisco, Helen Fergu.

.

EXTERIORS

Ample

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All that

CHARACTER OF STORY

Schemers

is

required
Fair

land supposed to be phoney but

it

hero

sell

turns out to

be worth thirty thousand

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Henry Lehrman, erstwhile

5,105 feet

short reel

comedy

direc-

doubly responsible for this very weak Hoot
Gibson feature inasmuch as he is both author and
director and has done a fairly poor job in each instance.
In the first place Lehrman's story is far from suitable
for feature purposes.
It contains no genuine comedy
situations and is too far-fetched for serious treatment.
In an apparent effort to cover up the shortcomings,
Lehrman has combined drama with slap-stick and buris

Will Hardly

Do

Unless
Box

Admirers

of

make

for

entertainment.

might have done nicely, but to take
material with such meagre possibilities and try to
make a five reel picture of it doesn't show good judgment in the first place. Secondly, the country boob idea
has already been worked to death and with each repe
tition becomes more exaggerated.
Gibson is far more
at home on a ranch or in the regulation western atmos
phere than he is in an ill-fitting suit and celluloid collar and if he is to retain a following. Universal will
have to do better in the way of giving him appropriate
it

vehicles.

The

admirers have come

star's

to

expect

certain

which have supplied entertainments of a good order,
they'll surely be disappointed with "Double Dealing."
The picture is almost entirely without action except
for one fight, the only time when the piece threatens
to get interesting, but the interest

Lehrman has only succeeded

son, Gertrude Claire

tor,

to

say the least, and with

to

things of him and after several of his recent releases

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

combination

a

fail

In two reels

Henry Lehrman
Henry Lehrman

AUTHOR

— quite

lesque

"DOUBLE DEALING"

"Double Dealing"

in

Hoot Gibson

are

bound

You

is

short-lived.

dragging his story
unnecessary footage and slap stick stuff that gets laughs not because
Eddie Gribit is funny but because it is so ridiculous.
bon and Otto Hoffman help consume a lot of time
through foolish antics that only impress from the viewpoint of the individual's overacting. Helen Ferguson
and Gertrude Claire represent the serious, or dramatic
vein, and Betty Francisco is used alternately for
comedy and drama. The cast is fair on the whole.
Hero Ben Slowbell loses his store and is furStory
ther inveigled by Jobson when he pays him a thousand
dollars for property supposed to be worthless. Jobson
tries to get back the deed when an out-of-town comout to feature length through a

in

lot of

:

pany

offers

him $10,000

for

it.

How

Ben discovers the

fraud and later sells the deed himself for $30,000 is arrived at after considerable detail that is never funny.

Don't

Have

to

Worry About Kicks

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

to be disap-

pointed with his latest, "Double Dealing," a picture
wholly unlike anything he has previously appeared in
and by far the poorest of his pictures. Gibson's recent
releases have been of a first rate order and provided en-

tertainment for those who like action and excitement.
Thy won't find it in "Double Dealing" and they're
going to miss it.

Don't make promises for
the star as a favorite

go by and

it

it

and

if

you want

might be better to

trust that the next will bring

to retain

let this

one

him back

to

where he belongs. The only chance with it is for a
double feature day program or with an Al short reel
accompanying program. If you do elect to show it,
o-ive

them the

title

and

let it

go

at that.

;

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Footage Reviewed

Releasing Dat«

SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
The Queen

of

4-

8,000

Sin

1-23

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons

Fox News (Twic

UNITED ARTISTS
The White Rose
Allied Prod.

&

D.

I

\V.

(1

reel)

Week)

a

Bride 13 (15 episodes), l-'anromas (20 episodes).
Educational Entertainments (.1 a week)
Educational Entertainments (1 a week)

Serials:

Griffith)

Dist. Corp.

The Girl
Suzanna

Loved (Chas. Ray)
(Mabel Normand)

I

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

S.000

2-18-23

5.966

4-

CO.

Jewel Features

The Abysmal Brute
Bavu
Trifling With Honor

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

1-23

7.373

4-15-23

6,968

4-15-23

7.7S5

5-13-23

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)
No. 26 (each

Universal Features

reel)

1

The Gentleman From America (Hoot Gibson) .4,658
4,795
The Prisoner (Herbert Rawlinson
4,126
The Bolted Door (Frank Mayo
4,488
Gossip (Gladys Walton)
4,795
The Midnight Guest
4,255
Single Handed (Hoot Gibson)
4,861
Nobody's Bride (Herbert Rawlinson)
4,765
Trimmed in Scarlet
4,704
The Town Scandal (Gladys Walton)
Dead Game (Hoot Gibson)
4,819
4,745
What Wives Want

2-11-23

Fools and Riches (Herbert Rawlinson)
Crossed Wires
Burning Words (Roy Stewart)
The Shock (Lon Chaney)

4,904

5-20-23

Plunder (Serial)

4.705

5-20-23

The Timber Queen (Serial)
Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

.

of

William Duncan
Playing

It

2-25-23

C. C. Burr's All Star

3-4-23
3-11-23

Bray Romances
Bray Comedies

3-25-23

Rod & Gun
Fun From

4-

1-23

4-

8-23

6,800

4-

Wild

5,400

4-29-23

8-23

Comedies

(2 reels)

reel)

—

1

a week

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week

—
—

Series

2 reel western

BROS.

Brass
Little

(1

Tl e Press

Range Rider

The

(4 reels)

Series (1 reel each)

6-23

•

;

(1 reel)

4-22-23
5-

First Series from No. 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52

reel).

The Four Seasons

Men

WARNER

1

2-18-23

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features
Masters

(each

;

3 18

Church Around The Corner

6,300

4-

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

23

CO.

1-23

Universal-Jewel Short Subjects

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Pork Photoplays (2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How He Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centarus, 1 reel. Message of Emile Coue (1 reel)
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Selig

—

Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)
Punch Codies (2 reels)

Discover America,

Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge
Cameo Comedies (1 reel)
Tony Sarg Almanac (1 re«l)

The Leather Pushers (2 reels) 12 rounds
Serials:
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (2 reels ea.), 18 chapter!
Perils of the Yukon, 15 chapters; In The Days of Buffalo Bill,
18 chapters; The Radio King, 10 chapters; Around the World
in 18 Days, 12 chapters; The Social Buccaneer, 10 chapters;
The Oregon Trail, 18 chapters; The Phantom Fortune, 12
chapters; The Eagle's Talons, 15 chapters.
Universal Comedies With Lewis Sargeant and Neely Edwards, 1 reel ea.
Two reel features Fish Patrol Series Timber Tale Series Western Series,
Yorke Norroy Secret Service Series; Tales of the Old West.
Century Comedies With Lee Moran; Brownie; Arthur Trimble and Maude
the mule, Century Beauties; Buddy Messinger; Jack Cooper
and Brownie; Jack Cooper and Inez McDonald; Baby Peggy;

—
—
—

Jack Cooper.

The Mirror
International

(1

reel

News

;

;

(2

reels

ea.)

novelty series)

Reel

(1

reel issued Tues.

and

Fri.)

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)

KINETO

The Crater

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released Through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge)
Second Series (1 reel)
Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pet*,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects.
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris
:

(1

reel)

A

the Beautiful,
Naturalist's Paradise,
Let's See the Animals.

Morocco

Hamilton Comedies (2 reels)
Earl Hurd, Comedies (1 reel)

PRIZMA, INCORPORATED
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Ckarles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

26 Short Subject Color Pictures

"Heidi of the Alps" (2 reels)
"Bali, the

Unknown"

(5 reels)

Short Reel Music Film Product

the

Mysterious,

Short Stuff
"Back Stage"— Our

Type

Gang— Pathe

of production

2 reel

comedy

Once again

the "Gang's" all here and they are first seen
time running a weird and wonderful omnibus that only
the kids in this gang could construct.
It runs by donkeypower, the donkey being installed in the body of an old flivver,

this

and tempted on by means of a box of oats opened and shut on
signal by little Farina, who has a private coop in the otherwise empty hood. It isn't so much what these kids do, as the
way they do it, that gets the laughs. They are absolutely na-

The

tural at all times.

curs

when

the

manager

comedy

chief riot of this particular

of a

show engages

keeps the audience in much suspense as to the final outcome,
provides satisfactory entertainment for those who like «
ems of this type. There isn't much excitement, but the story
unfolds smoothly and the villain gets his just deserts at the
i

Phil Barton, a surveyor,

finish.

whose
that

Once again Baby Peggy

scores

the

for

being one of the cutest kiddies on the screen. She is a delight,
and although the picture is nothing more or less than a vehicle
for the Baby, it will be thoroughly enjoyed on her account.
This time she is a stenographer on a newspaper. The editorin-chief offers a

who

promotion to any reporter

woman's

who

discovers the

Peggy, disguised,
in moustache and monocle, finally brings back not only the
A very cute two-reeler.
story but the jewels themselves.

person

stole a society

has swindled his

He

learns

mother and simultaneously

"Their Love Growed Cold"

Type

jewels.

— Earl

Hurd

a

— Educational

of production

1

reel novelty

Bobby Bumps and his miniature film company is by this
to many film patrons and they can always be
sure of an interesting and amusing reel when you advertise
this brand of comedy. This one again deals with the young
director's troubles when he attempts to produce a film with
the little cut-out cartoon as the leading man.
The novelty
of the idea and the clever execution makes the film thoroughly

time familiar

There

enjoyable.

is

better and that

"Amateur Night

comedy

high-water mark

Kate Norris,

love with

ingly.

"The Kid Reporter"— Century— Universal
2 reel

in

stranger comes to Deer Point, buys a half-interest in the store
and spreads the news of a gold rush. Ultimately the stranger
is found to be the villainous swindler and is punished accord-

little

of production

man

a

is

the general store at Deer Point.

oc-

the gang to help

him run his performance that night, all of his company having
deserted him because of his lack of funds. Needless to say
to those who have ever seen this bunch of rascals in operation,
One act in particular is a magician who
the show is a riot.
makes rabbits come out of hats and fire jump from a liquid
held in his mouth. The little colored kiddie, gets hold of the
bottle containing the liquid and goes around scaring folks to
death by breathing fire at them. It sure is a laugh. If you're
not using these comedies you're missing the best short reels
money can buy.

Type

owns

father

I

Type

only one point that might have been a
is

some

the lighting in

On

the

Ark"

—Aesop

of the scenes.

Fable

of production

1

— Pathe
reel

cartoon

one of the most amusing cartoons of this series yet
stage an amateur vaudeville performance
in a make-shift theater on the original Ark.
There is some
humorous business when little Mr.- Mouse tries to get by the
door-man by hiding behind Mr. Hippo and his wife. The
animals all arrive, "two by two," and seem to enjoy the show,
until in a wrestling bout one of the animals heads drop off to
Needless to say, he is
disclose Noah himself inside the skin.
This

is

The animals

seen.

forced to

swim

for the rest of the journey.

"Crystal Jewels"— Fox

"Sold at Auction"— Hal

Roach— Pathe
Type

Type

of production

2 reel

of production

This

knocked around and
abused in this comedy, in which he is assisted by Marie Mosquini.
The basic idea has certain elements of humor and
where they like knock-about comedy or where Snub is a favorite
this may get over in good shape.
Snub is hurt in an accident
and is carried into an auctioneer's shop. Being a good business
man, the auctioneer uses Snub as a ballyhoo for the sale of

Snub Pollard

first-aid kits.

certainly lets himself get

in

supply.

The huge

which

a

New York

City

is

provided with

its

water

tunnel built through the heart of the Catshown both in diagram and in actual photo-

the city is
graphs, giving a comprehensive idea of the distance the water
There is a cute
travels before it reaches its final destination.

skills to

bit at the finish

showing three of the

city's children

sampling

a glassful of the "crystal jewels."

does so well that he decides to hire Snub
his store everytime another article is
Thereafter Snub is knocked out with black-

He

sale.

jacks, brass knuckles
It's

reel educational

a very interesting educational reel dealing with the

is

manner

"Spooks"—Aesop Fable— Pathe

and stage an act outside
put up for

1

comedy

and various other instruments of

good two-reeler

of

its

torture.

type.

Type

of production

1

reel

animated cartoon

Henry Cat is seen to have mediumistic tendencies and
how to call departed spirits to him at will. The
cartoon is genuinely humorous as are the large majority of this
Farmer Al Falfa desires to go to the spirit world to
series.
recover some money loaned to a departed friend. Henry Cat
learns

"Better

Type

Than Gold"— "Tales

of production

of the

Old West"— Universal
2 reel western

drama

This is another of the series of two reel western dramas
Universal is releasing under the brand name of Tales of the
Old West, starring Roy Stewart. Gertrude Olmstead is the
pretty heroine in each of the stories. This one, while it never

hits him on the head and he dreams a weird experience in a
heaven where the "spirits" hold mass meetings and ride through
the air in sail-boats all of which is made plausible by the

dream-ending.

—

16

^wmi

RESUME OF FOURTH

M.

Immediately Gus Schmidt, who was acting as chairman,
Hays' remarks about stacked cards was a reflection
Just as it
against the chairman as well as the delegates.
seemed as if the row was over, during the naming of the
hoard of directors it broke loose again when an effort was
made to name Steffes and Ritter on the board. Both refused
to serve, Steffes declaring that after the treatment accorded
him he did not care to be affiliated with the organization,
declaring Cohen had repeatedly told him he (Cohen) would
not be a candidate.
At the banquet at the Sherman Cohen announced that a
committee of the national organization would meet with Will
H. Hays and also those independents not aligned with the
Hays organization and make an effort to straighten out
He also announced the possibility
various existing problems.
of the M. P. T. O. making one picture to be distributed for
the benefit of the national organization and suggested that if
the organization started a bank patterned along the lines of
the Federation of Labor banks that they could use the deposit
money advanced to companies as a nucleus and that this would
help finance producers and save them from the extortionate
clared

rates of

money

May

lenders.

Marcus Loew pointed out

that something must be done this
regarding increased admissions in view of high operating
costs and increased cost of picture production. The big ques-

P. T. 0.
Page

from

CONVENTION

3)

Cohen was named chairman of the board.
This was rejected by the Michigan people w ho said that if
Ritter was to run the organization he must be left independent
as to operation and not be hampered by the board of directors
in any way.
zation providing

r

One

of the

primary purposes of having Ritter elected was

to insure the raising of the $100,000 dollar fund.

In the Michi-

gan organization are two men who have proven "wizards"
at this and it was hoped to have them operate on the floor
and raise the money needed. It was important that this be
done inasmuch as the national organization is today in debt
to the extent of over $25,000.

With

the failure of negotiations

with Michigan the whole proposition was
A meeting was scheduled for ten o'clock

left

up

in

Wednesday

he said, was what

Loew

organization

the

public would

was now

testing

do.

out

this

He
in

said

the

combined

vaudeville and picture houses.

Thursday,

A

May

24

M. P. T. O. meeting Thursday when
following the "unanimous election" of Sydney S. Cohen to
the presidency fully half the delegates marched out of the hall.
While there was no opposition openly to Cohen the action
fiasco resulted at the

of over half of the delegates in walking out, thus refusing to

remain

to

contribute to the fund desired

their ideas.

is

an indication of

In other words, that of an organization practically

Cohen's followers must raise $30,000 to meet
the deficit of last year as well as provide funds for its operation
during the ensuing year.
How this can be accomplished with the numerical strength
of what was left of the national organization was a problem,
half wrecked.

practically insolvable at the

among

moment.

When

the leading figures

who walked

out were questioned as to their plans,
they said they had no idea of quitting the national organizathose

but also that they had no idea of contributing to its supunder existing conditions. In other words they will not
pay up while Cohen and his cohorts "run" the national body.
So many state delegations were among those who left and
tion,

port

there
that

was so much of a mixup as to where delegates were
was impossible to mention all of the delegations which
Among them, however, were Michigan, Minnesota. Wis-

air.

in

the

McWilliams withdrawing his name
Whitson, California, also withdrew
his name as third vice-president and Woodhull as a nominee
This left Cohen the only nominee. He
for the presidency.
asked for recognition and then made a long address going into

The

as a

session opened with

candidate.

W. W.

the reasons for his candidacy, declaring he did not

want the

and had no idea of being a candidate until leaders of
many states on Tuesday petitioned him to run. He said he
had offered to support Ritter of Michigan if he would take
the presidency and offered to pay his own expenses and go
to Washington and watch the legislation there during the
coming session of Congress, but he said that when the proposition was put up to Ritter that Ritter's demand were such that
the result would stultify many of the state leaders
After commenting on Theodore Hay's actions, an account
of which appears elsewhere in this issue, as undiplomatic, he
read a letter received from Ritter stating what in the latter's
office

opinion the new president should carry out to bring success
Ritter asked that no less than
to the next administration.
$100,000 be subscribed before the convention closed; that, in
addition,

$30,000

more be

raised

to

solidify state organizations

meet the

work

deficit

of this

and
and that the national body devote

year; that a paid organizer at $15,000

to reorganize

on extraordinary occasions to organizaan executive secretary be secured and paid $10,000
annually; that the president is to have a salary of not more
than $10,000 annually; that the headquarters be moved to a
more central point than New York to aid in organization
work and that offices for conferences be maintained in New
York and that in addition to the named directors that Cohen,
Steffes and a Michigan man be added.
of

all

its

efforts except

tion; that

it

left.

many of the Illinois and Indiana delegations, some of
Southern and Mid-West delegations and others.
Immediately the delegates started leaving the hall there was
tremendous confusion, and the work of electing the vice-presidents proceeded in a muddle of excitement and annoyance.
The Cohen supporters were both surprised and puzzled. They
consin,
the

seem to know what to
ing crowd with an expression

Cohen watched
amazement.

the retreat-

All during the night up to three o'clock, efforts

were made

did not

to

the

hope of making an arrangement of some kind, but this failed
When the convention opened the situato develop anything.
tion was practically as it stood after the nominations closed
Wednesday.

fall

tion,

27, 1923

wmmmmmaam

(Continued

d<

Sunday,
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do.

of

straighten out the difficulties.

made

was
Cohen organi-

Finally a proposition

that Ritter could have the support of the

Cohen commented, was

entirely impracticable at this
then said that his record during three years was
his platform and then the excitement started.
Finally, how-

This,

time.

He

ever,

tellers

were appointed and the

states

were

polled.

A

number passed voting and others were not on hand but the
Against him were 81 votes,
results gave Cohen 234 votes.
but

many

The

others did not vote.

Joe Mogler, Missouri, first vicepresident; Martin G. Smith. Ohio, the second vice-president;
W. W. Whitson, California, third vice-president; E. W. Collins, Jonesboro, Ark., fourth vice-president; and William B.
Render, Jr.,; treasurer.
other officers are:

SHORT SUBJECT AND

PROGRAM BUILDING NUMBER
AN
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Chicago-Chaos

All-Special Line-up for the Fall

Convention Here This

Week

New

Deals

On

Selznick-American Releasing Transaction Understood To Be the
First of Several Like It
is
It
understood that officials of
Selznick
Distributing have
several
new deals under advisement, which
would increase the product available
through that company to a consider-

Hit of the chaos of Chicago last week comes this as a warnt"
the exhibitors of this country: when you really get an
ing
fat
then acquainted with the details of organization together which will work, see to it that either an outthe company's schedule for the fall.
side man of national reputation runs it, or that if an exhibitor has
It is planned to release 36 pictures,
the job. that he not be allowed to hold the honor for more than able degree.
and each is designed to fit into the
The deal with American Releasing
two years at the most, and preferably one.
high
the
of
One
[all-special class.
whereby this company will disband
expected to be "Scarais
found
lights
producers
Someone
as
the
find
By long odds if possible
its exchanges and turn over its picImouche," which Rex Ingram is now in Hays, and let him go to the bat for you.
Then perhaps you will tures to Selznick for handling
picture
producing on the coast. The
the messy and floundering results which have developed through the Selznick sales force and
•has been in work for some time a:;c! escape
Ingram'.as
during
the past three years very definitely, and for many years exchanges is expected to be the first
has been variously hailed

which meets
the Astor on Wednesday, will be

The Metro

field force,

<

of several others along exactly similar
The prior to this.
lines.
Because, gentlemen exhibitors, you might just as well know
While no details are available at
this as any other time: you will either organize a real honest to the moment, a definite announcement
God exhibitors' organization of \ our own. function, co-operate may be looked for in the near future.
and work out problems all along the line, or this will happen:
Hirsh En Route West
The Hays organization will assemble a lot of exhibitors and
Nathan Hirsh is en route to the
Goulding Back
it started, you will never break it, you Coast, where he will make production
Edmund Goulding is back from the if they do. and if they get
And it will be the wrong kind of an exhibitor plans. He will return July 15.
coast where he did special work for w ill never lick it.
organization, because it will be built and founded by men who
Warner Bros.
Brulatour in Los Angeles
themselves naturally look at your problems from another angle.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
East
Goldstein Starts
This isn't intended as a reflection on the possible methods of
Los Angeles Jules E. Brulatour
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
operation of the Havs organization when it comes but you lias arrived from the East.
Los Angeles E. H. Goldstein of
someone whose appeYork on know better the kind of food you like than
Universal left for New
that's all. And the
ideas,
Gill With Rothacker
different
have
You
good.
tite isn't so
Saturday.
exhibyou
problems
as
your
William
Gill, for many years
S.
see
expected
to
cannot
be
producers
with the general management of the
Hope Hamptcn on Coast
itors do.
Hearst organization, has been placed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
But just the same you will have it. And once this is estab- in charge of the eastern office of the
Los Angeles Hope Hampton is
ResoOrate a lot?
lished what are you gomg to do about it?
Rothacker laboratory.
here from Xew York to star in "The
the running so far
of
out
just
be
you
won't
Or
more?"
lute
some
Gold Diggers," for Warner Bros.
Hodkinson Exchange Closes
as your national body is concerned.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Goldwyn Name Changed
the Hays organization needs an exhibitors' co-operaBecause
r (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ways. Hays
Oklahoma City
The local Hodtive body working along, helping along in various
kinson
office has been closed.
fAlbany The Goldwyn DistributT.
J. G.
P.
M.
of
the
head
made several efforts to work with Cohen, as
DeWalt, manager, has been trans-ing Corp., of New York has filed
friends
close
his
of
one
air"
as
And Cohen "gave him the
ferred to the Last.
a change in name to the Goldwyn- O. of A.
nights ago Cohen
classicallv commented. Yet at the banquet a few
Cosmopolitan Corp.
to
Agfa Representatives on Coast
had the monumental nerve to declare that upon his return
with
a
intended—
South Gets "Main Street" First
he
Convention,
ial to THE
FILM DAILY)
the
York at the close of
New
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of
some
out
—
straighten
Los
Angeles
Cosmon and
try
to
Jack
and
Hays
committee— to await on
Atlanta
his, Dr. William Lohofer of Agfa, the
By a special arrangement
business
the
1
of
ends
two
the
between
problems existing
with Warner Brothers, "Main Street" the
hand-picked resolutions German raw stock manufacturing
Howard and the despite that two days previously Cohen's
the
is
playing
firm are here interviewing coast proresolution through ducers.'
Strand, Birmingham. The film is not .committee and hand-picked operators jammed a
scheduled to play New York for at the convention condemning the uniform contract which the Hays
least three months.
F. P. Gets Winnipeg Theater
organization has put into effect throughout the country.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
that
time
all
the
knew
Kimberley of Hepworth's Here
Jammed it through when Cohen
Winnipeg
— The latest acquisition
sign that congreat bulk of his membership would either
Paul Kimberley, managing director
to the chain of theaters operated by
Jammed it through
of the Hepworth Film Service, Ltd.,
the Famous Players Canadian Corp.
tract or get no pictures for next Fall
signed one himself,
and director of Hepworth Pictureeither
had
is the Allen, one of the largest houses
in all likelihood— he
when—
Mr.
Plays, is at the Woodstock.
season.
Dominion Films
next
in Western Canada.
for
pictures
no
get
or knows that he will— or
Kimberley is in New York for about
Ltd., sought an injunction restrainmany
in
good
particularly
a month's stay and has brought with
The uniform contract is not
ing Allen Winnipeg Theaters, Ltd.
him several new pictures, including ways. But the Hays people admit that. They say it's a step in the from handing the Allen over to Fa"The Pipes of Pan." His company
must know that. But even mous on grounds of priority. Chid
right direction. And it is. And Cohen
has recently completed "Lily of the
from lining up with it ana try- Justice Allen ruled that Dominion
sub- so he prevented his organization
Alley,"
a six reeler without
never actually had possession of the
Kim- ing
it.
titles and "Tangled Threads."
theater.
r
° to improve

most elaborate

effort

to

date.

include director
in
list,
specials from Ingram, Allan Holubar.
rand Edward Sloman and star series
from Buster Keaton, Jackie Coogan
and Viola Dana.
part,

will

—

—

—

—

—

—

"~

—

berley

is

no straneer here.

(Continued

on

Page
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—

%
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New
Buffalo

What will happen? The contract will be in effect, and
men who seek to improve it later if any effort is made in

—

—

Theater for Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

1)

the Keith
this

—

It

reported

is

new

theater which

Main
Chippewa
on

direction
will not include representatives of the only organiza- and
tion that should help
the national exhibitor body of this country. conferences

New York

that
interested in

are

officials

build

—

1923

28,

M. Shea plans

St.
Sts.

with

ffll

th<
tel

between Tuppei
Shea's

Keith

recen
:

officials

form the basis

ir

But that's the Cohen way of doing things.
report.
For three years this sort of thing has been going on. For
W.
ager.
three years exhibitors have paid into the national organization Refuses To Play Opposite "Doug'
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
like $100,000
not much, all things considered but
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under something
the act of March 3, 1879.
Hollywood
— Evelyn Brent's con
still a lot.
Especially
you
bear
when
mind
in
what
they
have
not
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
tract with Douglas Fairbanks has ex
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
got for their money.
pired and she will not renew, declar
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Take a look. Let's see. Last year what was accomplished? ing that if she were to appear ir
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. Take stock. Then look at the year preceding. Yes, the 5 per cent Doug's next, "The Thief of Badgad.'
-Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. V.
tax was removed. And the year before that the attack on Fa- too long a time would elapse before
Hollywood. California — Walter R. Greene,
her work would be shown to the
FILM FOLKS. INC

J.

—

—

:

'Phone, Hollywood

Hollywood Blvd.

6411

16(1.1

— Irving Mack,
Wabash Ave
Representative— Ernest
London
W.

Chicago Representative

The Film
Ave.. London.
man.

Renter,

W

53a

738

S.

FredShaftesbury

1.

Representative

Paris
C

— Le

42

Film,

d

Rue de

—

Kuropean

Representative
InternaKilmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Central
tioiMlr

vakia).

Quotations
Low

Hi^h
F. P.-L.

.

7&H

.

78

do pfd... 91/2

90%

5y2

5K

Goldwvn
Eastman
Loew's

..

..110
....

110
l6Vs

17%

Gnttith

Triangle

World

Closr

Sale?

7Wi
90^

1
.

Wa,
110

4(10

200
700
300
400

17%
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Incorporations
Albany

— Nine

Ten

Corp., ManhatIncorporators.

Capital $20,000.

tan.

Thompson,

A.

Freidman.

A.

Albany

— Special

deliberately for but one purpose to keep public.
get a hurrah into the life of the convention.
Because all of those who know what Cohen's friends had in mind
PORTABLE PROJECTOR
for the Cleveland gathering was something far away from the For Sale, De Vry Motion-picture
Portable Projector.
Has been usee
perils of Mrs. Dodge and like problems.
only a few times and is in perfeci
The national organization has done some things in Wash condition.
W. H. McCRACKEN
ington.
It has had its finger in several matters, and at times
10 Bridge St.
some clever politics has been played inasmuch as an indication
'Phone Bowling Green 5740
has appeared as if it was really doing something fine and great
like, for instance, tying in with Dr. Francis Holley and his Bureau

Washington. Which sounds a lot more official than it really is.
(By the way, what has become of Dr. Francis Holley?)
But sum up the big task. Forget the vastness of promise and
look straight in the eye as to performance, and ask yourself, you
exhibitors who have put up
and the record shows few enough
of you have put up
whether you have got your money's worth?
And then figure out away from the heat of politics whether the
Western folk were smart, or wrong, in walking out before putting another dollar into the existing organization.
Because they
asked themselves just this: "Why?" And "What's the use?"

Man-

Co.,

Bronx. Capital $5,000. IncorpoJ. and C. Rosenthal, and A.

rators,

Attorney, L. C. Kunen.

— Genesee

Theatrical Enterprises, Batavia.
Capital $5,000.
Incorporators, N. D. Dipson and J. R.
Osborne. Attorney, E. A. Washburn,
Batavia.

Albany
Newark.

— Newark

Inc.,
Theaters,
IncorpoCapital $5,000.
rators. H. L. Brainer, L. H. Hoffman
and H. P. Dyberg. Attorney, L. G.
Hoskins.

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS

SHORT SUBJECTS
your

for this

"ad"

—

—
—

FREE

at

Educational Exchange
A RIOT OF COLOR

ROLL
ALONG
JIMMIEADAMS
Christie Comedy,

'

—

goTOACKER Film Mfg. Company

Ships."

— "The Man Next Door."
—
Capitol "Garrison's Finish."
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."
Loew's New York—Today— "Within

Cameo

The Law."
Tuesday— "The
House"

Little

Red School

"The

Remittance

and

Women."

Wednesda y— "What A

Wife

Learned."

— "The Leopardess."
—
Friday "The Lonely Road" and
"Burning Words."
Saturday— "Quicksands."
Sunday— "The Ne'er Do Well."
Lyric — "The White Rose."
—
Rialto "Enemies of Women."
—
Rivoli "Fog Bound."
—
Strand "Slander The Woman."
Thursday

Next Week
__
Broadway "Out of the Dust."
Brooklyn Strand— "Slander The

—

Woman."
Cameo "The Man Next Door"
-

(Special

to

FRED

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Stcll

London

BAER
Ij'/O

Broadway

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Gets "Death Cheat"
to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Stoll

has secured English

distribution of "The Death Cheat"
featuring Albertini.
The picture is
being advertised as "the greatest
stunt
film
ever made."
Judging
from an elaborate insert recently inserted by Stoll in the trade papers
here, the statement is justified.

fc

l.ofw BUg.,

Preferred before taking a

(Special

E.

Advertising

Los Angeles Gasnier will not
spend the summer in Paris as planned but will remain here to film four

more for
vacation.

R

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

Gasnier Puts Off Vacation

Broadway — "Trifling

A E

B

DANNY.

With Honor."
Incorpora- Brooklyn Strand— "The Isle of Lost

Albany— Gladsum Amusement

Albany-

HADE TO ORDER

Commercial Developing and Printing

At-

hattan.
Capital $20,000.
tors, A. B. Carrick and J. Berger. Attorney. H. G. Kosch.

Stark.

UMMi

in

On Broadway

Enterprise,

—

mous Players made
the flag waving and

torney, H. G. Kosch.

Inc.,

thi;

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

Joseph

lie

for

$2 Per
109

W.

Hour by Day

51st St.

Circle 0446

B.P.Fineman's

Dorit Marrj^

—

Capitol— "The Ragged Edge."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
Lyric

— "The White

Rose."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli
Not yet determined.
Strand "The Man of Action."

——

A LAVISH PRODUCTION— remrrkably beautiful
and elaborate

sets

BoxOfflceValue/

londay,

May

28, 1923

New Tax Now

Coast Brevities
(Special to

I

[Hollywood

"he Gold

THE FILM DAILY)

— Louis

It the role of

(Special

Mabel

Fazenda

will en-

Warner

in

Bros.,
Francis,

Alec

Diggers."

Charleston, S.

Ikrtrude Short and Wyndham Standhave also been signed.
tfg

(Walter Long, has been engaged
|r a role in

10 cent tax
become effective

"Mortal Love" Next
William de Mille's next picture will
be "Mortal Love," an adaptation of
"The Faun," Edward Knoblock.

this state.

Joe May's
(Special

"The

May and

New

New One

May's new picture is
of Love," starring Mia

"With Alimony."

Emile Chau-

Construction of new stages and
proceeding rapidly at the
]ne Arts studio.
I

liildings is

One

of

Pathe

|r

Mack

Sennett's

will be

rejected.

comedies

Will Hold Exhibitors Responsible
(Special

Raymond Cannon

—

has been added

"The Printer's Devil,"
Wesley Barry produc-

Fred Niblo is shooting his pirate
kip sequences this week for "Capin Applejack," a few miles off the
bast.

Forty-five separate sets were connected for "The Street Singer."
Inly a few locations were used off
I

"lot.

The Rockett-Lincoln Film Co. are
hooting interiors at the Mayer stu'o for "The Life of Abraham Lini

bin.

Leigh Smith, formerly with Grifand Elmer Clifton is Edward
loman's assistant on "The Eagle's
th

;udio

in

Edendale.

Universal

will

istribute.

Filming of "Railroaded," has just
Hereen completed by Universal.

Rawlinson

ert

is

starred.

Gil

Pratt

the

Mayo have

and Archie

een added to the list of directors at
he
Grand studio for the Monty
Janks, Joe Rock and Sid Smith units.

Carl Clausen, the author, has been
ngaged by Louis B. Mayer to work
m a revised version of "The Span of
Jit."
J. G. Hawks will prepare the
cenario.

"Harbor Bar"

will

be placed

in

>roduction in ten days. This will be
he second of the Associated Authors'
Allied Prod, and
eleases through

Wainwright Handling Sales
to THE FILM DAILY)
London Sale of the two Betty
(Special

—

pictures
which Graham
Cutts will direct will be handled here
by the W. and F. Film Service and
throughout the world bv J. G. and R.
B. Wainwright, Ltd.

Compson

to

THF FILM DAILY)

—

er,

first

assistant to his broth-

Frank Borzage.

WALTER

R.

GREENE.

tribution

The
from

The
picture
Columbus will

F.lms.
reels.

future product of Crusader.

-ill

11(

and

Amerii

of

10

in

is

"Columbus

of

Discovery
Crusader

.

Berlin

—The

Handels A.

G.,

Improve Projection Machines
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Films; "Old Heidelberg," with WerBerlin The Film Express, in comner Krauss, Paul Hartmann and Eva menting on the Leipsic fair, states

—

May and produced by Cserepy Films, that there were not very many noveland "Mother, Your Boy Calls," with ties this year but that a number of
r enny
Hassekmist and produced by remarkable improvements in present
Comediafilm.
German apparatus has been made. In

Work on Albany House Resumes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

capitalization of 300,000,000 marks.
In Munich, a bank has been launched
with a capital of 150,000,000 marks
to finance small producers and exchange organizations.

Bill

(Special to

Albany

Introduced In

W.

is

made

to

THE FILM DAILY)
Va. — Senator
W.

pro-

—

ter

I

am

market for

in the

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

Brooklyn, N.

Y

Manufacturers of

Cj. Jr. Kj,
Va.

OPALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)

measure in the legislature which
would impose a privilege tax on per-

All Colors

sons or organizations leasing or selling films. The bill also provides for
a penalty of 10% for failure to make

COLOR YOUR BULBS

a

returns.

particular, reference
jection machines.

Film Industrie and
has been formed with

a

New Tax

Love."

—

Boone, of Greenbruer, has introduced

Borzage,

Pictures, Inc., have theasecured and non-theatrical dis-

New German pictures inBerlin
clude "La Boheme," starring Maria
lacobini* and oroduced by National

Construction on the theabeing erected on the site of the
old Presbyterian Church on Lodge
The building
St. has been resumed.
suspended last December when
number of houses in this section of was Speigel was taken ill. Wm. W.
Max
the state.
Farley, who was associated with SpieIt is regel, has resumed the work.
Big Capital in German Unit
ported that the Keith interests are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
dickering for a lease on the house.

Charleston,

H. Jacobs has promoted
Bunny Dull and Lou Borzage. Dull
>ecomes production manager, and

Columbus
trical

—

Dist.

Arthur

this

—

Edmund
write

work

begins

his next

Film Guild production, "Grit," adapted
from a Scott
Fitzgerald ston by James Creelman.
Frank Tuttle will direct.

—

Clarke with the completion of "The
Starlit Garden."

Hunter

Glenn
week on

J

(Snecia'

will

I

t

Assoc. Theaters Planning Another

Logue

his

busin

—

Plans are under way
Bath, N. Y.
ontinuity of "Ponjola," which is to by Associated Theaters, Inc., to build
the second James Young pro- a house on the site of the old National
e
utlion for First National.
Bank.
The company operates a
A.

"^till" picture

"Man. Woman and Marriage" has
been sold by
First
National for
Egypt, Palestine and Syria, to Cattermoul and Wei tstein, oi .ond<

—

lortimer directed.

Charles

Star

I.

all

oi 20 two reel
Buffalo
Robert Murphy, manager In addil ion
Johnny Waters Quits Enterprise
of
Renown
Pictures here has appoint- C( ledies and a series of one reel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
microscopic films will be state rightOmaha Johnny Waters has resign- ed Al Barnett. formerly with F. B. ed.
F. Ralph Gervers, formerly with
representative
O.,
in
Rochester
and
ed as branch manager for Fnterprise
L. Cook, recently with Select, in Burton Holmes is president of CoHist. Corp.. to go to New York to J
lumbus and Alvin
Meyer, former
be with his mother who is seriously Syracuse.
non-theatrical manager of F. B. O.,
ill.
vice-president.
Dcdds With Assoc. Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Two Chicago Houses Close
Booked For U. B. O. Circuit
Elmer
former
Buffalo
Dodds,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Principal Picture- announce that
manager for Educational, has been
the U. B. O. has booked "The S- ider
Chicago Barbee's Loop, and the
appointed general manager of Asand the Rose."
Star on Madison Avenue, have been
sociated Theaters, operating several
shut
down.
Barbee's house was
houses in Corning.
Truex in "Six Cylinder Love"
forced to close because of poor conErnest Truex has been engaged by
ditions.
The Star property is owned
German Films
New
Fox for the screen version of "Six
by Jones, Linick & Schaefer.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cylinder

eather."

"Havoc" which Harry Carson is
mking is being filmed at the Carson

Newall Through With Clarke
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Guy Newall has completed
his
contract
with
George

Murphy Engages Two New "Reps"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

future.

jn.

he

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Cleveland The
Film
Board of
Trade has served notices on all northern Ohio exhibitors, holding them
responsible for film shortages in the

the

ft

shipments.

Conrad's Scenario Rejected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin
Joseph Conrad, in an interview with
Lignose Films, Ltd., have
newspaper reporters,
formed to manufacture raw
confesses
to been
writing a scenario once over which stock.
The company is avowedly
he worked a month only to have it after the business now held by Agfa.

hkylarking" has been finished.

the cast of
Farner's next

the

facilitate

Emil Jannings.
Competitor for Agfa

"Knip and Tuck."

li

Office

—

will direct.

time to his

has

and

Laboratory

For Mailing Films
Harry Franklin, member of the
Department has Metro distributing tone, and Lillian
adopted a new form of labels for Siegel, a Metro employee, will be
mailing films, which, it is hoped will married on June 3.

ijWarner Baxter's next picture will
Ird

Guts and Flashes
A. S. Bernadai

Label

The Post

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—Joe
Tragedy

Berlin

for

"The Huntress."

C— The

on admissions has
in

in Effect

THE FILM DAILY)

to

$2.50 per quart

"We

color

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

THE

-W\

Monday, May

DAILY

Nell Shipman's Next

In the Courts
Peddrick,

H.

Charles

(Special to
filed

Jr.,

a

THE FILM DAILY)

— Nell

Priest Lake. Ida.
next picture will be

judgment for $3,245 in the
Supreme Court yesterday against the Ridge."

default

Triumph

Corp.,

Pictures

28,

Shipman's

"Over the Last

salary

for

due under a contract made last year,
by which he was to be general manager for nine months.

"Pair of Hellions" Near Finished

A "Buddy"

Be

THE FILM DAILY)
— Walter W. Bell will

(Special to

San Francisco

shooting "The Pair of Hellions"
for Stereoscopic Prod, next week.
finish

When two

brought by Augus-

suits

Thomas

against the Artco Prod,
were called for trial before Supreme
Court Justice Cohalan, the defendant
confessed judgment in one case for
tus

"King Tut" Music Score
The Fox offices have announced
that an arrangement has been made
$20,000 and m another for $35,000. with Harry Von Tilzer for a special
Thomas sued for the former sum as music score for "The Land of Tuthis share of the receipts of "The
Ankh-Amen."
Capitol" and "The Volcano," and in
the other action for his share of the
Ccnrad Seidemann Bankrupt
receipts of "As a Man Thinks."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Conrad Seidemann, forA default judgment for $598 has merly
manager of the Victoria, in filWorld
Court
by
City
in
the
filed
been
Special

And

"the other fellow" just

tell

what you think

of

—

Film against Rialto Prod, on a note
signed by Louis T. Rogers as presiStebbins, vice president. The defendant alleged that the
note arose out of the leasing of the

dent and"

S.

ing voluntary bankruptcy petition lists
his liabilities at $15,718.10 and assets
at $23,605.

J.

film, "Nine Seconds from Heaven,"
and that the claim was settled by the
return of all other films the removal
of the defendant's office from the
plaintiffs quarters, and the assignment to plaintiff of all accounts due
on the film.

The Film Daily

Fay Acquires Several Pictures
(Spec:al to THE FILM DAILY)
Dallas Frank Fay, head of South-

—

western Film, has Lou'ht a block of
westerns, starring William Fairbanks,
and four new Peter B. Kyne stories,
with Roy Stewart in the lead.

We will take a chance on the
"knocks" and

the

boosts.

Plans 26 Short Reels

An

application

has been
by Apfel

filed in

an

for

the

Prod.,

against the
Cinema Corp.,

Inc.,

Commercial Traders

to restrain the defendant

from

inter-

fering with the plaintiff's films, "The
Trail of the Law," "Then Man
Paid," and "The Wolf's Fangs." The
borrowed
it
plaintiff
alleges
that
money from the defendant to finance
the films, and assigned to the defendant an interest of 80% in the gross
The papers state that when
receipts.
an agreement between the parties was
made last Fall, the plaintiff owed
$10,922.
The Apfel Prod, now states
that the defendant is threatening to
sell the films, and that it has no right

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

injunction

Supreme Court

Los

Angeles

—

Willie

Hopkins

states he intends producing a series
of 26 short reels, each revolving
around an incident in the life of a
famous author, poet or composer.

And

here's a coupon to help out the good work:

Who

to

do

Three Units
.

ial

to

Now

at

tribution of the organization's
picture "Crossed Wires."

—

have started work on
"The Old Music Master"
the S.-L. studio.
The company

at

THE FILM DAILY)

will

—

Leesburg, Fla. Three recently organized production companies are
now filming here. The Juanita Film
Co.,

originally

first

to

of

invade this

Tampa,

was

the

A

few

section.

Seminole Film Co. was
Lustis to make historiThe Lariat Film Co.
cal productions.
will commence production here short-

week ago
organized

th<

at

ly.

first

Warrenton-Shute Prod. Start
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Diego The new Warrentontheir

Work

t

—

head of Kenmat Prod, will leave for
New York soon to arrange for dis-

Shute

so.

.

Kenmat's First Finished
THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco H. A. McKenzie,
(Special to

Prod,

The Film Daily

first,

Mayer
(Spenal

to

to

Improve Studio

— Louis

B.

May^-

44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

West

71

produce two-reel educationals.

in-

tends spending $100,000 in studio improvements.
He has signed W. S.
Van Dyke to make a series, the first

which will be "The Span of Life."
Robert Frazer has joined the stock
company.

for
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Tuesday,

No. 59

New

May

Big Foreign Deal

Entries

Howells Buys "Rupert" and "Common Law" and Closes for SelzEnter
nick's Two Year Output
David P. Howells has closed an
Danny came home from Chicago
:sterday and had lunch at the Astor. important contract with the Selznick
The result:
Distributing Corp. for the entire forTwenty-seven new entries in the eign rights to "Rupert of Hentzau"
And all in one day. and "The Common Law." The con>lf tournament.
his brings the grand total up to tract covers all foreign territories^ exIt would have been 127, but
J6.
ceot Australia.
eop Friedman wrote in that he had
Howells has also arranged to
Schiller
Ed
with
coast
the
to
go
>
handle
all Selznick releases for the
n Loew business and so had to drop
He promised faithfully to be next two years abroad. It is probut.
Further able that by virtue of the taking over
dth the crowd in "spirit."
ban that he voluntetred no informa- of the American Releasing Corp. by
But where he. as a member of Selznick, Howells will get some of
ion.
The details of this
organization dropped out, that product.
lie Loew
Marcus, have not as yet been worked out.
hree new ones entered:
American Releasing's product has
)avid and Arthur Loew.
been
sold in some countries abroad,
event.
the
Everything is all set for
but where it has not, it is very likely
flurry Reichenbach has been sewed
that Howells will handle it.
ip on promises to come out and act
Golf Tournament Takes
Spurt All Three Loew's

Merest in

New

Price 5 Cents

29, 1923

—

toastmaster. The delinquents still
lave time to join.
Jersey Convention in June
Entrants can go out in their own
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
They should
:ars or somebody elses.
L a k e Hopatcong, N. J.— The an)e able to pick out someone willing nual convention of the Tersey M. P.
:o take them from the appended list.
T. O. will be held here June 26-29.
is

I

The running time, by train from
Pennsylvania station is about half
Bostick Leaves Loew's, Inc.
Trains leave 7:43. 7:59, 8:41,
hour.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
3:11, and 9:14 in the morning, dayThose who leave
Los Angeles E. C. Bostick, manlight saving time.
resigned.
from Brooklyn can get the dope ager of Loew's State ha
from the Long Island time table.
Ray Davidson, who has been in
The complete list as of yesterday charge of publicity, has also resigned.
West Coast Theaters, Ind., will take
appears below:
over the house on Tune 3rd.
Abrahams, L., Craftsmen Lab.

Contract In

Rembusch Remarks
Frank

J.

Rembusch has made

public a letter addressed to
C. Ritter and

J.

W.

A. Steffes relative to the Chicago conven-

He makes

tion.

a

number

of

pertinent remarks, the details of

which

be published in a

will

later issue.

Distributors Gradually

Work
Putting Uni-

form Draft into Actual Operation
Throughout the Country
Distributors who are members of
the Hays organization are gradually
spreading the use of that agreement
throughout the country. While it is
true, that the contract has not been
the
operation,
general
placed
in
branch managers and sales forces of
all
the important distributors have

been explained

its

workings.

understood that one portion
of the discussion at each of the four
territorial sales conventions of Famous Players was devoted to a disFlint, A Selznick Director
Motley H. Flint, has been elected cussion of the contract and its probBefore it
able method of operation.
a director of the Selznick Dist. Corp.
It

is

becomes generally

operative,

it

will

probably undergo several changes, the
Lund Finishes "The Falcon"
need for which have developed since
Oscar Lund is now editing and the final draft was made.
titling
"The Fa'con" a Boccaccio
arbitration
story

made

Hull

is

in

in

Prizma

colors.

Henry-

the cast.

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

picture for

— Fred

Metro

settlement

of the

Hays

Niblo Plans Costume Story
(Special to

The

problem engaged the attention of the

will

Niblo's

next

be a Spanish

costume story, the first scenes occuring in Granada in 1481.

Charles C.
office for a time.
Pettijohn and Lloyd D. Willis then
made a tour of the country and succeeded in lining up existing F. I. L.
M. Boards of Trade and reviving
others where they had become inactive until, at the moment, it is understood the arbitration problem has
in practically every key
This means that
city in the country.
meet
will
contract
uniform
the

been settled

—

Pollard Returns

THE FILM DAILY)

no obstacles in those cities,
despite the resolution passed by the
the unia three month's trip M. P. T. O. not to support
In each instance,
form contract.
to Australia.
where the F. I. L. M. Board of Trade
Alicoate, Jack, Film Daily.
will work under the arbitration sysAnderson, R. V., Universal.
Michie Here With Picture
Chadwick Litigation Ends
tem, the exhibitors in that city are
Aronson, Al., 1540 Broadway
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Gordon Michie of the Rellimeo
represented by representation equal
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp. Film Syndicate, Los Angeles is in
Angeles The trouble between to that of the exchangemen's organiLos
Barnstyn, J. C, Brit. & Cont. Trading town from the coast with a print of
Helene Chadwick and Goldwyn has zation.
Corp.
the first of a series of pictures. Rus- been settled with the return of Miss
Baum, Lou, Equity Pictures Corp.
the Goldwyn studio
sell Simpson, Irene Rich. Monte Blue Chadwick
to
Hughes' Next
Beach, F. A., United Artists.
and Tully Marshall appear in it. The after an absence of several months.
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald.
next picture for
Hughes'
Rupert
productions
company plans to make
is Law."
Benson, Bernhard, Merrill Lynch & with a psychological appeal along
"Law
be
will
aldwyn
Goldwy
Co.
Unusual Exploitation Stunt
lines which Miche says are different
(Continued on Pmft J)
Leave for Coast
Someone at F. B. O. put over a
from present day standards. Louis
exploitation stunt for "Westfine
Chaudet directed the initial film.
Leopold Friedman and Ed. A.
Agnes Ayres, Returns to Coast
bound Limited" on Saturday when Schiller of the Loew organization are
Agnes Ayres, having completed
arrangements were made to place the on their wav to the coast, in connecHearing Put Off Until June 11
work in "The Heart Raider," has refamous De Witt Clinton train which tion with the transfer of the State.
Owing to difficulty in getting in has been on display at Grand Central Los Angeles and the Wnrfield. San
turned to the Laskv studio.
touch with witnesses called to testify on two motor trucks and parade it in Francisco to the West Coast TheaA man dressed ters, Inc. The formal transfer IS
before the Federal Trade Commis- the jubilee Parade.
"Mortal Clav" The First
occupied the
engineer
locomotive
Famagainst
a
as
proceedings
its
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in
sion
made next week.
the parade
as
bell
the
clanged
and
Victor Seastrom's ous Players and allied organizations, cab
Los Angeles
In front mention was
"Mortal Clay," with Eosta Eckman the hearings have been adjourned to traveled on.
Century and in the
20th
the
of
made
proThe
in the leading role will be the first Monday, June 11. at 10.30.
Tomorrow being Decoration
of the truck a tie-up for "Westfilm to be sponsored by the Little ceedings will then be resumed in New rear
the usual line
with
Limited"
bound
and a legal holiday, there
Day
Important
week.
Theater Films. Inc.. the organization York for about a
"coming to all leading theawill be no issue of
recently formed to boost the artistic witnesses to be called before the about its
is one of the
published.
The hearing is transferred from New ters soon." The train
standards of motion pictures.
cf the
possessions
prized
highly
most
plan is to show the pictures to York to Philadelphia will be S. R.
New York Central lines.
Kent and Sydney S. Cohen.
selected audiences.
(Special to

Los Angeles
returned from

—"Snub"

with

Pollard has

—

—
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Tickets Through Criterion
The Criterion has announced that Betty
tickets may be obtained through that
theater

M

Tuesday. May 29, 1923
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Price 5 Cents

(oseph
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W.
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ager.
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Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S.
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London Representative— Ernest W. FredThe Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Paris Representative
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Film,

42

—

European

Central

Rue de

Representative Interna
Filmschau,
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tionale
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Big

Loew's

High

Low

Close
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200
700
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400
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(Special to

New

the

On Standard Time
THE FILM DAILY)

—The district

London-

attorney

theaters to ophas ordered
erate on standard time, although dayall

Triangle

World

i

—

Betty

Betty

Another Knickerbocker Suit Filed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington A new suit has been
This
filed against Harry Crandall.
time Rose Goon asks $10,000 damages
injuries sustained
disaster.

(Special to

WANTED

—

alleged

From Picked:,
THE FILM DAILY)

Operators Stopped

BELL & HOWELL CAMERA

THE FILM DAILY)

to

local

light saving is in vogue throughout
Not quoted the state.
The theaters formally
Not quoted operated on the new time schedule.
Not quoted

Griffith

New

Blythe made a very brief
Manchester, N. H. Buying, leas- stay in this country leaving at once
ing and operating of theaters will be for Berlin, where Herbert Wilcox is
Reports
the business of the Theater Realty filming "Chu Chin Chow."
Corp., of Manchester, N. H., just in- to hand indicate that it is making fine
progress.
corporated for $350,000.
(Special

29, 192

Baltimore Judge Duffy receria
stopped operators from picketing jd
Balfour Film
The orJ"
front of the Waverly.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
came as a result of a temporary
The Film Renter and M. P. News
junction obtained by Ben Cluster, £
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
LaH
the Crystal Amusement Co.
When Betty Compson an agreement was reached, allow:*
London
arrived in England she was met by the operators to picket, providing til
a big gathering of exhibitors and the mention on their banners, the nanl
employiji
theaters
not
press.
Sir Charles Higham was in of
other
many eulogistic union operators.
chair
and
the
speeches were delivered. Miss Compson has already comi.ienced work
on "Woman to Woman."

Pearson Finish

Hampshire Incorporation

Must Operate

110

\6%

17%

New

London Notes
Compson Starts Work— Welsh

May

—

Knickerbocker

Quotations

Goldwyn
Eastman

For Alberta

Calgary The annual report for the
.Vovisional Treasurer for Alberta covering the amusement tax for 1922
shows that 2,000,000 people attended
picture shows in the province.

for

F. P.-L. ..
do pfd...

and

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special'to

of

THE

Chicago,

Boston,

showings in
Hollywood.

C»pyright 1923, Wid'» Film and Film Folks,
Inc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS, INC.

"The Covered Wagon"

for

Tuesday,

will buy for cash immediately eith\

120 or

1

70 degree camera.

LOUIS MEYER

Craftsmen Film Laboratories, In
251 West 19th Street
New Y.
Watkins 7461-7620

"Hunting Big Game" opened for
two weeks' run at the London
Pavilion a week ago and is finishing

a

$&Madet0a>

a very successful run.

Horace Judge has

settled

down

to

at First National after a
banquet in his honor which was held
three days after his arrival.

duties

his

Welsh, Pearsons have completed

Property Present ^bur Photoplay

a

new

picture featuring Betty Balfour.
It
entitled
Life
is
"Love,
and
Laughter."
A print will be on its
way to the United States very soon.

Harry Browning In Boston
to THE FILM DAILY)
Permanent File For Research
Boston Harry Browning, former
Tn recommendations sent to the
Incorporations
manager of the Palace at Windsor
Albany Vinita Amusement Co. Hays organization, Joseph Schenck Locks, has arrived here to assume
establishment
of
the
Vinita.
Incorpora- suggests that
Capital, $1,000.
the management of three local houses.
permanent archives in which would
tors, K. H. Lee, Ernest Pitchlynn, I.

Phone

— Beekman

9091

(Special

—

it

SAL

SBKVMI

—

C.

be kept records of the results of research made by producers during the

McCoy.

Albany— H. &

&

B.

S.

Theaters filming of historical pictures.

Manhattan.
Capital $5,000.
Incorporators, H. F. Cohen, M. B.
Leinwander and W. D. Cohen. Attorneys, Stedard & Mark.
Corp.,

—

A b a n y Equitable
Theaters Circuit, Inc.,
1

Legitimate
Manhattan.

Incorporators, M.
$10,000.
M. Mandel, and G. H. Edelman. Attorneys, Hoffman & Freidman.
Capital

Albany

— Arthur

Prod. Manhattan.
Incorporators, E. G.
Primonth and W. Ward. Attorney,

Capital $5,000.
F. J.

Raveks.

Albany
reau,

— Emmerich

Manhattan.

Lecture

Capital
and R.

Incorporators, F. J.
merich. Attorney, D.

J.

Bu-

$30,000.
F. Em-

Latham.

—

Albany Carr Prod., Manhtatan.
Incorporators, W. G.
Capital $5,000.
Lovatt, C. McCormick and H. C.
Attorney, H. S. HechBannister.
heimer.

£'

(&cUiycatlcma£ U'tctuAjU''

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

Will Film Carnarvon's Death
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin— Cserepy-Film

11» Falton

St..

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR'

will produce
on
the death of
based
Theater Company Elects
Lord Carnarvon, who, is is said, died
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
from the bite of an insect when he
17836 U. S.
Buffalo The Border Amusement
was excavating at Luxor. The picture
which
organized
Co.,
was
recently
will be called "The Vengeance of
Under 250 seats, 30%; under 501
to take over the chain of General
Pharaoh."
Theaters, at a meeting elected the
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15°/
following officers: C. J. Wolf, nresiThe most economical method of reachir
Texas Towns Overseated?
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVIC1
dent;
R. J. Krotz, vice-president;
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
30
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tohn
Gilbert,
secretary;
James
50 r
saved in postage, etc., through elimin
Taylor, Tex. The announcement tion of dead and duplicate theatres usual
Cooban, treasurer, and James Wallingford
general
manager.
The of a new theater here has caused listed.
Mimeographing board of directors comprises. C. Long. much comment, inasmuch as the Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
W. Adams. G. Billhofer and W. A town is already taken care of by
Beand & Hoke. The same situation MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY C(
Mahonev, in addition to the above.
has arisen in many other nearby
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway

a film shortly

THEATRES
SHOWING PICTURES

—

\

—

v

—

No

Action on Sunday Violations

(Special to

—

—

'Phone Bryant 8138

towns that are already overseated.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Indianapolis J. B. Mullane, Irvington Justice of the Peace, has continued cases against four exhibitors
and two ooerators. charged with violation of the Sunday amusement law
Continuance has been granted after
the
defendants
filed
motions for
change of venue, under which the
cases will be sent to William Connor
of
the
Center
township.
Justice
Peace.
The exhibitors involved aro
theJ. Luther Murdock, who runs a
ater at 1223 Oliver Ave.; W. T. 7aring and W. H. Griffith of the Garrick; and Mrs. Lela Birchfield and
William V. Birchfield of the Illinois
theater.

-
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Entries

(Continued from Page 1)
Erman, Harry, F. B. O.

Golfers, Attention!

Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Jimberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,
lick,

.

New Theaters
Whitehall, \. Y.—William E. Henton, of Saratoga, has started work on

Sign this and forward to any of the committee
is my entry for the Spring Film Golf Tournament
to be held Tuesday, June 5, at the Belleclaire Country

inc.

Alex. R., Stanley Co.
iock, Louis, Schenck Prod,
jockell, F. M., First National,
-lown, George, Universal.
Jpyd,

J own, J. S., M.
P. Arts.
Charles C, Mastodon
Iirr,

Club, Bayside, L.

.Inc.

F. W., Butts Lith. Co.
drvon, Tom, Universal.
l.sey, C. E., Strand, White Plains,
hamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
larke, Horace T., D. P. Howells,
'.'ltts,

Inc.

Dhen, Julius, N. Y. American
Milton, Inter-Globe Export,

<>hen,

—

I.

theater being erected by the Pastime

My

is

_...

Southern

THE COMMITTEE:

of

Wash.

fco.

Moore,

C. W., Youngstown, O.
Alison, Millard,
bchmann, E. A., Pathe.
fiebel,

I Ivans,

Tom, Evans Film

Co.

Wm.

L.,

Felix,

C.

— A.

York,

N.

Heide,
has

J.,

Duratize

Housman Comedies,

Inc.,

YOUR

has

FILMS

filed

Moyer, Charles E., United Artists
confessions of judgment in the SuNorth Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp. preme Court in behalf of a number
Pancoast, Charles, Chicago Tribune. of creditors for

Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.
Pearson, Elmer R., Pathe.
*ield, Harry, United Artists,
"ields, Seymour, Eggers Photo En- Quinn, J. M., Vitagraph.
Reiben, Sam, Reiben Film, Corp.
graving
Reichenbach, Harry
ish, D. W., Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.
linn, John C, Famous Players.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
iallup, G. B., Hodkinson.
Prod.
rarrett, Sidney, Inter-Globe Export.
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.
»iiUett, E. K., M. P. News.
Rowland, R. A., First National.
feilroy, Foster, Hodkinson.
Rowson, Harry, Ideal Films, London.
Irinsberg, H., Al Lichtman Corp.
Ryan, James, Fox Film
Irlucksmann, Jacobo
Ryskind, Morrie, Al Lichtman Corp.
rodsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels,
tolden, E. A., Metro, Boston.
Inc.
raf, Max, Gra.f Prod.
Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
rainger, Jas., Goldwyn
Schenck, Jos. H.
rey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
ulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
rulick, Paul, Universal.
Schwab, F. E.
iam, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Schwartzman, Sam, Al Lichtman
iammons, E. W., Educational,
Corp.
'[arris, Robert, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Seligsberg, W. N., 43 Cedar St.
Kays, Will H.
Seymour, W. F.. Hodkinson.
tenry, T. Y., United Artists
Siegel, Henry, c/o Warner Bros.
hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
HowelU.
David
P.
[owells, B. F.,
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict.,
iowells, D. P.
eist,

X.

New

one.

In the Courts

Moore's Theaters,

Wash.

Pines,

Western

purchased the Princess.
He will
demolish the house and erect a new

E. Kendall Gillette, The Motion Picture News.
Felix Feist, Jos. Schenck Prod., State Theater Bldg.
G. B. Gallup, Hodkinson Corp., 465 5th Ave.

Abe Warner, Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway
awford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors,
'•eske, Henry, Creske-Everett, Inc.
Danny, The Film Daily, 71 W. 44th St.
pn, James A., Exhibitors Trade
Review
Tom, Moore's Thea »rs,
nnby, Robert, Ivan B. Nordheim Moore,
Danny," Film Daily,

Co.

Lake Worth, Fla.— A building permit has been issued to L. E. Oakley
for the erection of a new $25,000
house on the south side of Lake Ave.

check herewith ($10 for players, including
lunch, dinner and prizes) $5 for non-players.
M\
average round

St.

Columbia
Construction
S.
C.
work will be resumed shortly on the

Amusement

Films,

I

"

new house on Saunders

his

Here

Schenck Prod.

money

The

loaned.

amounts are Otto D. Steiner, $4,117;
William G. Kaufman, $1,899; Albert

Prolong the

$1,894; Joseph W. Schleiff,
$2,381, James Dent, $523, and $3,093
for Messrs. Steiner and Schlieff on a

Krolik,

A

note.

judgment

for $3,093

is

also

confessed for the Tilford Cinema
Corp. as the sum due for making a
photoplay for Housman.

Samuel L. Golding, who has proceedings

pending before

Ovenvager

against

Magistrate
Preferred Pic-

tures and Al Lichtman
them from releasing the

to

restrain

film,

life

of

your

or

better

prints

Write
still

for

send

positive,

us

sample
a

Duratized without
Duratizing

of

reel

waxed,

not

new
l><

charge.

an

is

to

economy

Not an expense.

"The

Who Came

Back, with him as
on the ground that he had
do with the story from
DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
which the film is made, has brought
ALLAN A. LOWNES. PRES.
and injunction in the Supreme Court
on the same grounds.
He alleges
220 West 42nd St., N. Y
that the story used is "cheap, melodramatic and improbable," and that
Phone: Bryant 5576
the person who did write it may sue
him with the idea that he was partly
responsible for the use of his name
INSIST
with the story he didn't write. The
v
defendants control the film rights to
Inc.
urn, H. H., W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
Golding's play of that name but did
Smith, E. L., Inspiration Pict., Inc.
ohnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald. not use it. He says he has three plays
lane, R. T., Famous Players,
Urbach, Lawrence A., M. P. Journal
to be produced next year and believes
lann, Maurice, Film Daily
Warner, Abe, War er Bros.
that his reputation will suffer if the
Lent, S. R., Famous Players.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
defendants are permitted to put out
Ling, Henry, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Warner, H. M., War...r Bros.
the film he objects to.
lohn, Ralph, Famous Players,
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton PLvohn, Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
tures.
-achmann, Mark, Universal.
Willis, Lloyd D., M. P. P. D. A.
.aemmle, Julius, Universal
Wilson, F. G., Reeland Pub. Co.
.esser, Irving M., Principal Pictures
Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
.ewis, Edgar
Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory.
.ewis, Harry, 220 West 42nd St.
.ichtman, Al., Al Lichtman Corp.
Exhibitor Let Out of Contract
<oew, Marcus, Loew's, Inc.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Inc.
,oew, Arthur, Loew's
a
Mauch
Philadelphia When
,oew, David, Loew's, Inc.
Chunk Pa., exhibitor faced financial
lacMahon, John, N. Y. American
lac Manus, Ed, N. Y. Athletic Club. embarrassment after finding that he
would be able to operate only two or
lannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod,
happens every day— it throbs with
three nights a week during the sumlarcus, Lee, F. B. O.
mer because of overbooking, exchange
human interest abounds in intimate revealments
flastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
lichie, Gordon, Rellimeo Film Syn- men were induced by the arbitration
.

Girl
the author
nothing to

UPON

Duratized

i

FILMS

«*

B.P. Fin email's

Don't Marrj^

^r Monoy"

—

THE STORY

—

board to release him from

dicate,
flilligan,

flooney,

M. P. World,
Paul C, Mayer Prod.
Jim,

tracts in addition to
the prices of film.

his

con-

cutting down

Box Office Value/

(mm
%

VVHmW BENNETT presents

^

VOW. IMS
By CHARLES G. RICH and

DOROTHY FARNUjjJ
Directed by CHARLES GIBLYN and an ALL
STAR CAST
BRANDON TYNAN and MARY CaRR
FAIRE BINNEY, "BUSTER" COLLIER

A" Amazing Narrative of Breathless Adven'£ures and Heroic Deeds
A Thrilling Heart-Interest Story of the Me^ in the U. S. Mail Service
Humor

-

a

Pathos

e
e
Production R e lea sed by

-

Romany

.

Thrills

.

Gasps

VI^J^jQ ttJk>9

For a DELUGE of DOLLARS
and a MIGHTY GALE of PROFIT
presents

WHITMAN BENNETT

VOW,
BRANDON TYNAN

and

LIVES

MARY CARR and an ALL STAR CAST

A SMASHING, CRASHING MELODRAMA!
in the

Working Force
to the Greatest Night and Day
the Most Faithful,
Entire World. And the Most Romantic,

Tied

Up

the Most Loyal and Best

Known Men

in

Uniform
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Here's an Idea
Want
Want

to boost business?

more men

wake things up and get
ing to your house?
to

interested in

com-

Then

give them the right to smoke.
You're shaking your head. Figuring, probably, that you will
drive a lot of people away especially women of a particular type.
Maybe you will. But the chances are the increased patronage
will far and away offset your loss in this, and you will develop
an army of fans that today doesn't exist.
Smoking is allowed in every moving picture house in England. Not confined to the balcony not restricted to any part of
the house, but men smoke in any part of the house where they
happen to have seats.
All of you know this that the average man attending your
show comes only because his wife, or his girl, or his sister or
mother wants him to take her. If he could while away the time
smoking it would be a lot better for him, and after awhile, when
they had acquired the habit of seeing pictures they would be a
part of your "regulars," dependable and constant in their attendance. Men, more than women, are creatures of habit.

—

FOR RENT
Wh en

<(.

the other fellow'

;

wants to "borrow" your

copy

:

DANNY.
At Work on Stereopticon Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
George K. Spoor is
Chicago
understood to be at work on a new

sales

stereopticon process.

Southern States Film Co.

—

Universal Purchases "Damned"
Universal has purchased the rights
It will be made as a
to "Damned."
special production for Fall release.
Barbara La Marr may appear in it
upon her return from Rome.

Renamed "The Norma Talmadge"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oakland, Cal. West Coast The-

—

aters, Inc., have closed the T. and D.
Oakland and after renovations,
in
Talwill reopen it as "The

Norma

madge."

& Von Herberg
THE FILM DAILY)

Raleigh With Jensen
(Special to

Portland

,Ore.

until recently
rick's Blue
local staff of

— A.

manager

C.
of

.

Raleigh,

John

Ham-

Mouse, has joined the
Jensen and Von Herberg

as general representative.

New

Independent

(Special to

—A

new producer

Mary Anderson appears.
"Shell Shocked Fanny."

The outstanding
this

in

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—theJackstateJoyce
of

will

supervise

Oklahoma

rent.

"The Texas Steer" At Last
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "The Texas Steer,"
which James Young has had in mind
(Special to

—

for a long time, will probably be
of his series for First National.

Newman

one

'

him to subscribe. And you
can hand him this coupon to help
him out.
to

tell

Run Laemle Theater
THE FILM DAILY)
Ore. — H. M. Newman

Portland,
succeeds William Cutts as manager

t

of the Columbia here, which UniCutts is transferred
versal operates.
to Los Angeles.

New Arrow

Three

Sales
sold "None so Blind,"
to Independent Films, Inc., Boston
and "A Daughter of the Don," to
Standard Film Exchange, Pittsburgh,
and to Liberty Film Exchange,

Arrow has

has

is

Milwaukee

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY)

— Over

25 firms will use

the coming Home Building
Exposition to be held June 3 at the
The pictures will be
Auditorium.
used to depict the erection of homes.
films at

feature of the

bill

at the

RIVOLI

for

St.,

New York

THE FILM DAILY—313
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Including Weekly Reviews

—52
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— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10

THE LAND OF CANNIBALS AND MYSTERY"
a two reeler that's different.

Go see it and if you are interested in any territory in
the U. S. A. call Bryant 8960 and ask for SID

Name

ASCHER

West 46th St.
New York City

INC.

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

is

ASCHER FEATURES

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
one year, starting immediately, to include

"AUSTRALIA'S WILD NOR'WEST

117

It

"for
might be a good time
isn't

to

(Special to

(Special to

It

week

him your copy

Tell

for

Films at Building "Expo"

taken over the Brentwood studio and
has started work on a picture in which

THEATRE

(Special

Dallas

ducer

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

The Film Daily

Joyce Will Supervise Oklahoma

Washington.
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Cabanne Lining Up Cast
Rodner Gets Inkwell Cartoons
Christy Cabanne has secured
Harry Rodner will handle the disNeil Hamilton by arrangement with tribution up-state of the "Inkwell"
D. W. Griffith to appear in a new Cartoons, "Felix the Cat" Cartoons
picture that will be

New

York.

in

produced in
Violet de Barros is also

and the Music Films.

it.

C. C. Charles Quits

Increases Capital

New

Larkin In

W.

(Special

to

Hollywood

Schlank Coming East

Russell Film

THE FILM DAILY)

— George

Larkin

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Morris Schlank of
Anchor Film Dist. Inc., starts another sales trip in a few weeks.
He
will visit every exchange center.
(Special to

will

another for
Russell
Prod
temporarily titled, "The Valley of
Unrest."

star

yy

in

—

Bond, Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

Lawlor Sells Dope Film
H. E. Schiller Quits Educational
Albany C. C. Charles has resigned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Curbing the Dope Evil," a short
Albany The General Screen Corp., as manager of Bond Photoplay in this subject produced by Hoey Lawlor,
Kansas City— H. E. Schiller is the
filed an
increase of city. He has left for St. Louis.
of Utica, has
will be released in New York by the new manager of the Lichtman excapital from $100,000 to $150,000.
Unique Foto Films.
change, having left Educational.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

Goodman Feature
St.

Louis Exchange Sold

(Special to

The tentative title
son Goodman's new

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis— Al

formerly
purchased
the Independent Producers Exchange,
from D. E. Boswell.
St.

First

with

Bartlett,

National,

has

Finished
Daniel Car-

picture is, "You
Get What You Give."
Kenneth
Webb has completed actual shooting.

—

—

Dallas,
Service has secured the rights for the
Tri-Stone Comedies for Oklahoma,

market.

Texas and Arkansas.

Influx

(Special to

Hollywood

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Wallace

Worsley,

English Artists on Coast

of

THE FILM DAILY)

— In the

many
in a

recent statement, declared that unless
the public is enlightened about pictures, there will be none in ten years.

artists from
and screen have

studios

past few weeks
the English stage
been flooding the

here.

Buffalo Board Elects

New

Musical Tabloids Agents

(Special to

Buffalo

—

Battle
Creek, Mich. The Bijou
Theatrical Enterprise Co. has been
formed here to book and route tabloids,
for features,
throughout the
state.

New

Photoplay

is

Samson,

of

New

—The

will

are

U.

J.

McCormack,

A.

C.

Peppiat and H. H. Anderson.

to Alaska this
a series of pictures
in

Department

Will Follow "Six Reel

of

send two camera-

men

made

(Special to

summer

Policy"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

to make
San Francisco Fisher Prod, state
showing the ad- the policy of their organization will

the territory in recent

years.

accord with the demand of exEach
for shorter features.
will be limited to six reels.

be

in

hibitors

Up The C. B. C. Fall Product
Plans are under way for the liningup of the 1923-24 C. B. C. product.
Among the productions in the list
will be "Mind Your Own Husband,"
"Innocent" "Discontented Husbands,"

Capitol Enterprises

Move

has
the offices of Capitol Enterprises over to the Crescent Exchange.

Kansas

moved

Souls."

Seattle'Change Buys "Night Life"

Ralph Lewis'
Los

The Law"
stated

Am

New

Company Chartered
THE FILM DAILY)

$1,000,000

(Special to

—

Dover, Del. Shirley Prod. Corp.,
been incorporated here with a

has

capital of $1,000,000.
The incorporators are: William S. Shirley, Frederic
C. Daub and Willard Franklin, all of

Grauman Books Anti-Dope Film
New York.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Sid Grauman has

—

booked "Human Wreckage," the antiDover. Cumberland
Productions
dope film, for the Hollywood theater, has been chartered in the Secretary
for an indefinite run.
The Century, of State's office by Robert S. Mason,
San Francisco, has also booked the of Eddyville. Ky., and George B.
picture.
West, of New York.

Now

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

New

Role

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Having played the
part of a policeman in "In The Name
of the Law," a fireman in "The Third
Alarm," and in his last, "Westbound
Limited," the role of a locomotive
engineer, Ralph Lewis will soon start
work on "The Mail Man."

Results obtained through printing on Eastman

Film justify the painstaking
It reproduces
of the camera-man.
Positive

(Special

Seattle

to

with

light to deepest

through

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

It

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

shadow.

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Greater Features,

Inc.,

has

Hollywood"
for the eight Pacific Northwest states.
Purchase is also announced of the
new Hall Room Boys series and the
Monty Banks comedies. These will
be released on an alternating weekly
purchased "Night Life

schedule.

efforts

striking fidelity every tone of the negative
carries quality

THE FILM DAILY)
City — Sam Harding

(Special to

"The
Marriage
"What The Lichtman offices will also move
Market,"
About The Children?" and "Buyers over to the Crescent building.

(Special to

Purple

recently
that Griever Prod, had purchased the
Illinois rights to "I
The Law."
Second National of Illinois has controlled these rights for some time.
offices

from highest

Lining

of

"The

—

Los Angeles Sanford Productions
have closed negotiations for the production and release of eight fivereelers featuring
Richard ("Dick")
Hatton.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

vances

Burr

—

ject

Interior

Am

Controls "I

The

to

Moscow.

Deal

THE FILM DAILY)

Bond

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dept. of ComRaleigh, N. C. The Carolina Theamerce has learned that a change has
been made in the Fiji Import Ordi- ter Supply Co., of Charlotte, has been
nance.
The new order admits films incorporated here with a capital of
Those behind the new pro$25,000.
to the island free.

the

rights

to

to

Southern Supply Company

—The

Gov't to Film Alaska Industries

(Special

the newly elected presi-

Henry
Goldwyn,
vice-president;
Kahn, Metro, treasurer and Robert
Murphy, Renown, secretary.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Washington

—

Sanford

England Rights

THE FILM DAILY)

dent of the Film Trade Board. Other
officers
elected are: Thos. Brady,

Ruling Admits Films Free

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

— Syd

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

New

Boston Nathan Hirsch, on a recent trip here disposed of the New

Dawn"

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Comedies
Los Angeles Shadowland Prods,
to THE FILM DAILY)
have "The Boss of the Wagon Rod
Tex, Independent
Film Ranch" ready for the state right

Sees Death for Films

Gets

(Special to

England
Another Shadowland Film Ready

Get Tri-Stone
(Special
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Newspaper Opinions
Finish"— Allied Prod.
Dist.— Capitol

"Garrison's

AMERICAN—Jack

Pickford

&
on

seen

after two years' absence
jockey story of the old familiar type.

screen

again

EVENING JOURNAL— The

in

photoplay

has a good deal of interest, and in spots is
excellent.
Mr.
Pickford
photographically
gives no specific cause for complaint and
Miss Bellamy is her own radiant best.

TELEGRAM—*
ling screen

—

GLOBE—There
amount

was apparently no

start

originality displayed in the
novel from which the picture was made, and
the director and adapter have added noth'rr
-more obvious and mechanical plot
to it.
ling

of

A

could hardly have been conceived.

HERALD — *

*

*

ancient stuff is the bas'.
E'rner
situation in "Garrison's Finish."
Harris, who is responsible for the continuity.
and
hut e
is a scvreen writer of high standing
He should know better than to re.salary.
sort to this variety of bunk.
* is a dc
"Garrison's Finish"
lightful bit of entertainment telling of m in
Most of
horses and those who race them.
the scenes are in the open and there is acton
aplenty, the climax of course coming with

MAIL—

a

thrilling

race.

That race is one of the best we have seen
on the screen.
SUN But certainly it seems rather ha'd
and obvious on the screen, and while the

—

Derby

are

pictures

quite

exciting,

as

the

always are, the real kick in them would
occur if the hero, by some almost miraculous
intervention of fate, didn't win the race.

*

a colorful
of the tale.

and

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

thril-

can be no fog

WORLD — It

cheapened
deliberately
with workmanlike cinema thrills. * * *
A
great deal of atmosphere gives the picture
moments of charm.
is

"Fog Bound"— F.
movie

ated

SUN — The

*

*

*

there is no obvious moral to burden the story's entertaintainment, an inspiring lesson is pointed in
the pluck of a girl who refuses to be bested
by the multifarious oppressions foisted upon

chief

TRIBUNE— "Slander

her.

through the Florida swamps when they arc
*
swathed in fog. *
Stated thusly, the
tale seems rather crude and hackneyed, but
it
is enlivened by numerous thrilling expedients during the chase. * * *
* * Miss Dalton is at her

—

—

TELEGRAM—*
best.
TRIBUNE— "Fog

has some ex-

Dalton

Women"

the

is

one

most obvious films we ever
have seen presented at one of the big the-

of the tawdriest,
*

aters.

*

*

WORLD — It

is a fairly good example ol
and ready western film play, and
be thrilling enough to satisfy
the audiences at the Strand yesterday.

the rough
it

Bound," with Dorothy
good proleast we do know that

seemed

to

the lead, seems a pretty

in

*

*

duction,
and at
the action was excellent, the direction splendid and the titles so good that we wondered
all the time who had written them.

moments and a fair amount of susThe iov scenes and the night photography are good. About all that can be said

course.

its

TELEGRAM— Although

*

This picture recalls the old days of the
industry
those
beloved
days of its "infancy" and for that reason it may be
watched with interest.
I
may add that it
was not unmercifully long and that it forged
ahead with all the energy it could command.

EVENING JOURNAL— It

has spun

*

*

*
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SUN—

feature that makes "Fog
worth inspecting * * * is the
marvelous photography showing a man hunt

Bound"

May

The picture, however, isn't as good
as it ought to be.
With the material for a
rattling, rousing melodrama it paces along
into a rather silly, tiresome affair before it

there

convincing.

P.-L.

way through.

the

*

melodramatic roles that they make the story

was pure and unadulter-

stuff all

the

in

Dorothy Dalton and David Powell are so
completely natural and unheroic in these

Rivoli

AMERICAN — It

*

minds

of the audience
thick enough to obscure the outcome of the
scenario entanglements, so forced are the
dramatic situations. * * *

*
TIMES
is
one of those old-time
racing
melodrama filled with tears and
suspense. *
Miss Bellamy is quite good,
and Pickford is a capable little actor.

EVENING WORLD—

Jack,
course,
of
plays the role of the heroic jockey, and plays
well, too
and, take it all in all. "Garit
rison's Finish" is about as full of thrills and
chills as one could ask of any film.

*

transcript

Tuesday,

"The Man Next Door"— Vitagraph

Cameo
AMERICAN — It is an entertaining

story,

citing

with an interesting presentation and effective

pense.

acting.

M ss

Dalton is that she is up
standard set by her recent pictures.
:

for

EVENING WORLD —
we could

as

far

in

"Fog Bound."

of
is

as

see,

Dorothy

has her

She plays

the

Dalton,
part

ideal

daughter

a revenue officer in Florida, and if there
any exciting situation she misses during the

run-off of the film, then
written into the movies.

GLOBE—*

yet

been

"Fog-Bound," appears

*

*

hasn't

it

to

be one of the annual crop of "weak sisters,"
which is offered to the public at the first
sigr.s of hot weather.

MAIL—

The photography of the scenes in
The working out
the fog are perfect. * * *
Her
of the solution is interesting. * * *
acting was good.

Woman"— 1st

The

"Slander

the

to

EVENING WORLD— It

is
a corking
East and West, * * *
The story * * * has been done countless
times before on and off the screen, but neve.

Nat'l

good story

Strand

NEWS— It
rather a
EVENING WORLD —Dorothy
DAILY

dreadful

is

picture.

"The Man Next Door

quite so well as in

SUN — *

Phillips,

whom there is scarcely a better actress
the screen, has the principal role, and
she acquits herself in fine fashion. * * *
Thanks, Mr. Holubar, for giving us a real
film story.
than

,

on

,

TELEGRAM—*

WORLD—A

"

done Vitagraph pic'u-e.
* * one of the best this

bulldog named "Peanuts"
*

*

is

*

Though good

in spots, the picture is rathei
therefore threadbare film ma
terial.
It could be much improved with
vigorous pair of shears.

typical

and

;

been very brilliantly worked out.
TIMES It is not a picture of great consequence, but the photography is very good,

—

done and

cast quite capable, settings well
the story runs along easily.

well

the saving grace.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

t''e

*

*

season.

The story is
rather improbable, and while the underlying
idea of circumstantial evidence is good, it has
tot

of the

I

William P. S. Earle has completec
"Tutankhamen."

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
A MARKET PLACE

CELEBRATED AUTHORS SOCIETY, LTD.

STORIES

723

Bryant

Seventh Ave.

Offers

ran for

Published and Unpublished
b:

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS
Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen

CARL

G.

MILLIGAN

Service for Authors, Inc.
33

West 42nd

N. Y. C.

St.

Longacre 2453

16

weeks

in

total

ot

67,500,000

copies

By

Sidney Toler

(Just Closed at the George
Cohan Theatre.)

M.

"Uncle Terry"

A

Story of the Maine Coast
By Chas. Clark Munn

Exclusive Representatives

For Thomas Edgelow's Worl.s

—

story

of

220

West 42nd

Tel. 1944

St.

Bryant

THE CLINGING VINE
By Zelda Sears
JUST MARRIED
By

Nellie Nicols

&

Adlaidee Matthews

Renee

"THE WRECK OF THE TITON"

By Emil Zola
This Way Out,
By Frederic S. Isham

"THE DAY OF THE DOG"

The Show Down,
By Grace

interest

on Account of Eliza,
By Leo Ditrichstein

Mabel Bardine & H. H. Wentwortb
723 Seventh Ave., N. Y., Bryant 3660

by

BROKERS PROTECTED

HUGHES MASSIE &

CO.

(Sydney A. Sanders: Gen. Mgr.)
347 5th Ave.
Ashland 6208

MISERY MANSIONS
BY

Exclusively representing the estate of
the late

FRANK DANBY
whose works were loved by

one

or

two

other
available

The FIRST GIBBS

story to be

offered to the movies.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK

"Sebast'an."

and

PHILIP GIBBS

millions.

"Baccarat."
"Concert Pitch."
"Pigs in Clover."

L. Furniss

In the Hollow of the Hills,
By Bret Harte
All

heart

ANTHONY PAUL KELLY

MARY FORREST

"SINFUL PECK"

Phone Bryant 7835

"The Exile"

Chicago

"TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER"

Is a Vitagraph Special

801 Longacre B!dg., N. Y. C.

in

famous.
Have been published in serial form in all the capital cities of the world.
A Good Lead to Follow
Released by Paramount and Rob;rtson-Cole

By Morgan Robertson

WALL

and now running

YOU MUST ADMIT THEY KNOW PUBLICITY
BUY LAURA JEAN LIBBEY STORIES NOW.
THE DAILY MAIL has been running E. W. Hornung stories for the past month
BUY RAFFLES STORIES NOW AND CASH IN ON THE PUBLICITY
MAURICE LEBLANC, author of ARSENE LUPIN STORIES are internationally

"MASTERS Of MEN"

Other Big Robertson Stories

AVAILABLE

City

NOT?

having a combined daily circulation of 3,750,000 making a
during the run of her serai

EASY TERMS

Available for Picturization Are

New York

New York

1511

WHY

PROFESSOR MAX REINHARDT WORDLESS MYSTERY PLAY
"THE MIRACLE''
which comes to New York this fall. The greatest indoor spectacle in the world.
LAURA JEAN LIBBEY STORIES
ran during the month of April, 1923, in the following newspapers
PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN
NEW YORK AMERICAN
WASHINGTON STAR
BALTIMORE AMERICAN
BOSTON POST

A

M. V.

AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAl

FOR THE PRODUCER

novels

still

Strong Stories by a Famous Author.

Bry.

2564

35 W. 45th

Street

7Ao bradstreet
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Names 33

Thursday,

30

Pictures

From

May

F. B. O.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Re- Twenty-Six From Own Units and
Four From Emory Johnson
Three Witwer Series
yesterday
F.
B.
O. will release 30 features
^Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Of this number 10 will
fivulged the titles and details of 33 next season.
company's schedule of 44 for be in the special class, starting with
)f the
Of that total, Goldwyn "Daytime Wives" and "Blow Your
text season.
Own Horn."
vill supply 11, Cosmopolitan 12 and
"The Magic Skin," to
distinctive 8.
F. B. O. will produce 26 of the
)e made by Achievement and "The total number while Emory Johnson
Eight features will
spoilers." made by Jesse D. Hampton will make four.
•ound out the schedule
be westerns with Eddie Hearns in
Julk of
leases

Made Public— "Ben Hur"
Included in The Group

Goldwyn will supply the following:
"The Eternal Three," written and
by Marshall Neillan. "Greed."
von Stroheim.
Erich
by
'Three Wise Fools." directed by King
Vidor. "The Master of Man," adapted from Sir Hall Caine's novel and
"In
directed by Victor Seastrom.
The Palace of the King," directed by
RendezEnimett J. Flynn. "The
vous," directed by Marshall Neillan
"Six Days." diand Frank Ursoo.
rected by Charles J. Brabin. "Three
Weeks," Klinor Glyn's romance. "The
Dav of Faith," "directed by Tod
"The Merry Widow"
Browning.
which Erich von Stroheim will di"Tess of the D'Ubervilles." corect.
by Marshall Neillan and
directed
Frank Urson. "Wild Oranges," directed by King Vidor. "Red Lights,"
directed by Clarence G. Badger. "Law
and directed by
written
is Law,"
"Ben Hur," from
Rupert Hughes.
Gen. Lew Wallace's famous novel and
Seven others will be announced
play.
iirected
iirected

later.

31,

Eight will be of
the leading role.
the average program type. The company intends stressing short reels
more so than in the past. H. C. Witwer has been placed under a fiveyear contract for all of his stories.

Price 5 Cents

1923

35

New

31 Joint Boards

Entries

Arbitration System Under Uniform
Contract Now in Operation M.
P. T. O. Members in Them
Thirty-one exchangemen's organiness on Tuesday. This makes
zations in all of the principal cities of
the total 161, the best turn-out
the country have named representayet for this event since it was
tives to serve on arbitration boards on
FILM
inaugurated by
which exhibitors in those cities will
DAILY.
In three
have equal prominence.
cities, Des Moines, Butte and Oklahoma City, the exhibitors there have
not as yet signified who is to repreAs soon as this is done,
sent them.
$600,000 Under Those for March But the entire system will function na-

—

Thirty-five new entries for
golf had been received by the
committee at the close of busi-

THE

April Returns

Drop

Show Upturn As Compared with
April, 1922
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

tionally.

Distributors will have three members and exhibitors three members on
All disputes arising in
each board.
their particular cnj will be settled by
them without recourse to the New
York headquarters of the distributors.
Where exhibitors are not organized
to the extent of selecting their three
representatives, it is agreed that the
choree will rest with the president of

aggregating
Washington— Taxes
There will be a new series of "Fight- 6,051,266.58 were collected from theaing Blood" stories, a second series trical admissions during the month of
based on the "Alex the Great" stories April according to figures just made
and a third on the experiences of a public bv the Internal Revenue Butelephone girl.
reau. This was a falling off of more
compared with
^(.(K'.OOO
as
with
an
thin
amplified
he
will
list
The
coloccasional production made by out- March, when $6,700,385.81 was
commerce and
that the local chamber of
side producers, but distributed by F. lected, but was approximately
there
is no chamber of comwhere
1922,
than in April,
B.

O.

The

plans

for

next

season
meet-

much
when

greater

merce, the mayor will make the appointments.
ing of the entire .Eastern sales force
Collections from the capacity tax
In some centers, it has been decidwhich met in New York on Sunday. totaled $18,943.16 for the month, as ed to anoint a seventh man to act as
P. A. Powers came in from the coast compared with $15,926.84 in March, arbitrator when the three exchangeto attend it.
and $18.01(1.05 in April. 1922.
men and three exhibitors cannot settle
This seventh man cannot
a dispute.
(Continued on Page 2)
"Human Wreckage" at Lyric
for Coast

were divulged

at a special sales

$5,439,014.29

was

received.

Noble Leaves
antithe
Wreckage,"
lack Nobel has left for the coast
Walton Holds American Releasing
narcotic feature made by Mrs. Wal- wliere he will direct a series of picon
July
Lyric
the
lace Reid opens at
Holmes C. Walton, foreign mantures.
ager of American Releasing, will confollowing the run of "The White
1,

"Human

From Cosmopolitan there will be Rose."
McDonald Here
"Enemies of Women," Little Old
McDonald, head of the proJ. K.
New York," "The Daughter of
State Convention June 19-21
bearing his name is
company
ducing
Eyes,"
Mother McGinn," "Unseeing;
The annual convention of the M. in town with a print of "Penrod and
"Under the Red Robe," "Yolanda,"
York State will Sam" which First National will dis"The Flaming Forest," "Alias The P. T. O. of New
June 19-21.
Syracuse,
in
held
tribute.
Lone Wolf," "The Temptress." "The be
Countrv Beyond " "A Gentleman of
Levee Plans More Production
France and "Alice of Old Vincennes."
Weiss Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
From Distinctive will come "The
Weiss sails for Europe
Alfred
Green Goddess." in which George Arin
4th.
Angeles— M. C. Levee has reon
July
Los
aboard the Leviathan
liss will star; Sidney Olcott is directturned from New York with plans
with an important deal.
connection
"The Weavers" with Alfred
ing.
for further production at the United
Lunt and Mimi Palmeri, Harmon
The decision was reached
studio.
Weight will direct. "A Salome of
Famous Players Group Returns
following conferences in New York.
the Tenements," directed by Sidney
The home office staff of^ Famous
Olcott. "Life and the Lady," adapted Players returned to New York yes1st Nat'l Buys Five Vehicles
from "The Inheritors," with Alfred terday from its various sales conHarmon
First National has purchased the
Lunt and Mimi Palmeri,
ferences throughout the country.
Weight will direct. "Two Can Play,"
rights to "The Spite Corner" in which
Mimi Palmeri,
with Alfred Lunt,
Madge Kennedy starred for a run on
Schildkraut Leaves For Coast
Hedda Hopper and Macklyn ArBroadway. Other new material inbuckle. directed bv Harmon Weight
Joseph Schildkraut is on his way cludes "Rope" by Holworthy Hall;
"The Steadfast Heart," directed J?y to'the coast to enact the leading role "Moving Fingers" by Elizabeth Irons
Two more wiUrbe in Victor Seastrom's first American- Folson; "Pearls Before Cecily" by
Sheridan Hall.
announced later.
made picture. "The Master of Man
and "The Sea
Brockett
Charles
by Sir Hall Caine. Others who will Hawk," the purchase of which was exapnear in the film are. Mae Busch,
Frank Newman Here
in these columns
Dan Colhster and clusively announced
Frank L. Newman of Kansas City Creighton Hale,
ago.
weeks
some
Winter Hall.
is at the Belmont.

tinue to handle the foreign sales of
that company's product under the
terms of a contract with covers sevWalton's contract ineral years.
cludes the entire foreign market except Canada and Australia, where the
pictures are now being extensively
played.

Rembusch Questions
Wants

to

Know About

the

M.

P. T.

O. of A. Accomplishments Under
Cohen Leadership

Frank Rembusch has written a
lengthy letter to J. C. Ritter of Michigan and Al Steffes of Minnesota congratulating

and manly

them

for

stand"

at

their "dignified

Chicago,

and

incidentally says, in part:
stands, Mr. Cohen
His
elected for life.
organization 'means nothing' and has
'accomplished nothing' for the inde-

"As the matter

is

practically

pendent

exhibitor,

although

during

his three years administration he received more financial help than all the

presidents before him put together.
(Continued on Page 4)

;

;

;

r
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At Broadway Theaters

31 Joint Boards
(Continued from Page 1)
interested in the motion picture
industry in any way wdiatsoever. In
order to eliminate all possible inference about the influence of producers
and distributors, it has been agreed
not to allow the manager of an producer distributor
owned
theater
serve on the boards. Where exhibitors are appointed by the i resident of
the chamber
of commerce
or
the

M.
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The
week

,

mayor, this arrangement is to remain effective until such time as thei
exhibitors in that particular city oc*
ganize. They will then appoint tl
own representatives and the original
exhibitor appointees will then go out
of office.
It is

tem

hoped that the arbitration sys-

work

will

Clause

of

19

out amicably.
Under
the uniform contract,

—

is

main attraction at the Cameo this
"The Man Next Door." a Vitagraph

production.
The remaining part of the presentation consists of "Gems of Yesterday,"
arranged by Edward Kilenyi as the overture

1923

31,

^v-^'watirap;

News. "Daybreak," a pictorial poem
Longfellow j a Larry Semon comedy
called "Midnight Cabaret"; a vocal selection,
rendered
by
Frances
"Grannina
Mia,"
Brown, ."Little Old New York," an Urhan
ili-vc/iml the closing number, John Priest

PatheNews
No. 44

1'athe

by

—

FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph

May

Cameo

Ik-

Thursday, May 31, 1923

Thursday,

at

i

organ.

lie

TRACK MEET— University of California
wins at Philadelphia for third successive year,
THE HENELY REGATTA— PennsylvanU

wins the big crew race against Princeton and
Harvard.

FORMOSA WELCOMES JAPANESE
CROWN PRINCE— Far-off island turns out

Capitol

;

CALIFORNIA WALKS OFF WITH BIG

The Capitol orchestra opens the bill with
Next comes "Where
tableau, "America."
a
Poppies Bloom," a film memorial and tabIt au:
"Yohrzeit," by Alam Beck, and the
of
the
The'.- "Dance
Weekly Magazine.

en masse to greet heir to throne.
Other news from California, Switzerland,
Greece, Italy, Germany, etc. etc.

COVERS THE WORLD

Jockeys" ;m cedes

"Garrison's Finish," the
feature which is followed by a "Hungarian
Fantasy," played on the piano by Jul'a Glass,
The
and a Fable picture, "Springtime."
organ closes the performance with several
selections.

distributors have nledged themselves
to abide by the decision of the local
Ave., London, W. 1.
Rialto
arbitration board or lose the right of
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Symphony,"
by the orchestra and
"Fourth
arbitration
on
all
contracts
in
that
Clichy.
Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz. "My Buddy." are
European Representative Interna- particular territory.
Central
The arbitration the
opening musical numbers, followed by
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- system is very closely allied with
the the Rivoli Pictorial, including "New York,"
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
operations of the uniform contract a historic film survey; "Australia' Wild Nor'
west," a short-reel; and "Rose of My Heart."
in that exhibitors who sign the con-•'ng by Emma Nor, soprano and Wendell
tract agree-to work under that method Hart,
Dorothy Dalton in "Fog
tenor.
of adjustments.
Bound" is the feature. The last two utiits
Stlaa
High
Low Cloie
program
are "Fado Blanquita." a
the
on
It is interesting to note that in vari- danseuse. and "No Luck," a Lloyd Hamilton
108^ 108^ 900
East. Kod. .110
ous cities, independent exchange > are comedy.
2,800
F. P.-L
79/2 783/6 79
strongly represented on the arbitra2IK)
91% 91
do. pfd. ... 91 VS
tion boards as well as exhibitors who
X
Strand
400
.Goldwyn
5|4
5%
Not quoted are known to be identified with M. P.
Griffith
The current Strand program consists of a
400 T. O. the Cohen organization. For "Memorial Prelude." in commemoration of
\7% \6% 17.
Loevv's
example, in San Francisco, Thomas lli coration Day; "Odds and Ends," a com

today

—

—

;

Super- Special

RIGHT of the
STRONGEST"

"The

.

%

A

With an

—

Not quoted
Not quoted D. Van Osten

World

Northern

of the M. P. T. O. of
California is on the board

pilation

interesting

of

short

subjects,

the
the

Topical Review, ."Dreaming Alone in
Twilight," by Luigi Guiffrida, tenor; and

110

ham
the
in

Incorporations
Albany— Sangeles Amusement

Zenith

Pictures
St.

4Cth

—

Dover, Del. Duflex Motion PicCapital $1,000,ture Industries, Inc.

(Harry Hudson).

Boston

— Hyannis

Theater,
Inc.,
Incorporators, L. Arenovski, I. S. Leonard,
L. V. Aronovski, G. R. Moore and
H. P. Leonard.

Hyannis.

is

Co.,

Fr^;>ort.
IncorpoCapital $32 000.
E. Langlois, S. H. Geer and
Attorneys, Jay,
B. D. Senneman.
Smith & Jay.

Capital $100,000.

Corp.
N. Y. C.

Penn. 3649

WANTED

list

At Other Houses
"The Covered Wagon" is now
week at the Criterion. "Enemies

rators,

000.

on that board; in Pittsburgh,
includes Dennis Harris and
Los Angeles, Glenn Harper.

All-Star Cast

W.

These quotations are as of Tuesday; in Washington, Harry Crandall is the feature, "Slander the Woman." Lupirio
There were no quotations yesterday serving; in Indianapolis, E. H. Bin°-- Lane in his latest, "My Hero" is next. The
organ concludes.
because of the holiday.

THE

IN

Quotations

Triangle

LINCOLN

K.

E.

Here
Finkelstein is in town from
Finkelstein

M.

L.

has

been

the

Rialto.

held

White Rose"

over

The

for

Lyric

a

in

of

its

12t|'

Women" will buy for cash immediately eithet
1 20 or 1 70 degree camera.

second week at
house "The
will

LOUIS MEYER

indefinitely.

Craltsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.

Minneapolis.

Golding-Preferred Action Settled
Hodkanscn Showing Tomorrow
The action of Samuel L. Golding
Hodkinson will give a special against Preferred Pictures Inc.. and
showing of "The Mark of the Beast" the A! Lichtman Corp. now pending
at the Town Hall tomorrow at 2:30. in the Supreme Court, in connection
with the right to the use of the plainThomas Dixon made the picture.
tiff's

Girl
tled

Thomas

BELL & HOWELL CAMERA

name

in the

Who Came

251

West

19th Street

New

Watkins 7461-7620

Yorl

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Si

advertising of "The
Back" has been set-

i

Injured; Won't Hold Film
and discontinued. The proceedJohn Charles Thomas was injured ing in the Magistrates Court has likein an automobile accident on Monday wise been withdrawn.
night.
His injuries will not interfere
with the production of "Under the
Dover Del. All-Theaters Pictures. Red Robe."
Albert James has resigned as busivt. r-er fiour by JJay
(Corporation
Capital $25,000.
Inc.
manager of Jacques Tvrol 109 W. 51st St.
ness
Circle 044C
Guarantee & Trust Co.)
Prod.
1st Nat'l Directors Meet
First National directors are meeting
Benroy Motion PicTJover, Del
Sam Katz and A. H. Blank
Capital. here.
Wilmington.
Prod..
ture
who have been attending it left yes(Colonial Charter Co.)
$500,000.
terday for home. Others in town are
Brooklyn, N. Y
224 Flatbush Avenue
Dover, Del. R. W. Smith Amuse- Robert Lieber, Col. Fred Levy. NaManufacturers of
ment Co. Capital $50,000. Incorpo- than Gordon, I. C. von Herberg and
rators, R. W. Smith, Wm. Glyck and II. <). Schwalbe.

—

—

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

.

—

E.

R.

Magee.

Johnston.

Attorney,

A.

B.

Mrs.

Wagner Succeeds
L. Wagner

Carolina

York

as

a

special

Giegerich
is

in

New

representative

Mrs. Wallace Reid and will succeed
Charles Giegerich as eastern representative of the Los Angeles AntiNarcotic League.
She will handle
the advance publicity on "Human

Wreckage."

OPALINE COLORINE

of

(weather proof)
All Colors

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

$2.50 per quart

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

Thursday,

May
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"The Man Next Door
Is a Splendid Picture

ol

on
a big, jump from cowpuncher
debutante in New
a
to
plains
western
the
Calhoun did
York society, but Miss Alice
night in a
last
grace
it with ease and
It is

Emerson HoutA entitled
will run
-The Man Next Door' which
Theatre.,
Cameo
the
only this week at
It is a
street.
in West Forty-second,
picture by

new

1

of the best
Vitagraph production and one

thly seas on^.

leading role.
Miss Calhoun, playing the
richest ranchman
is the daughter of the
cowpuncher She
in Wyoming and as a

looks just

as. pretty

evening clothes.

does,

she

as-

Aside from the

THE EVENING WORLD NEW YORK

in

many

^w^rfemw*

cirffema there to
stars appearing in the
dogs
remarkable
most
the
also one of
ant?
Peanuts,
U
on the screen. His name
talk.
he does everything but
wishes of Mrs.
To carry out the dying
Colonel Wright
ranchman,
the
Wright
that his
desires
(David Torrence),
have an education,

,

tive- the

the

city.

to
But her neighbors -efuse

/ are:
ipitol

ameo
trand,
t

re-

"The

:

her other's vast
cognize her. despite
all persons are
West
in the
pus- wealth,
finds this
daughter
the
tart neighbors, but
city.
this
the custom does not obtain in

anher

jrlon;
k

,

hes

Heartbroken, she

/ille

falls

love

in

ilalto,

'ric

with

Morrison),
Jimmie the gardener (James
gardener to
ack who is merely working. as, a

Jew

daughter of
be close to the beautiful
fast
become^
They
Colonel Wright.
tor
of
the objections
«>-"»
liiouuo, despite
friend*
into
marry
*a
her
father, who wishes'

of
etty
J his
vorvbrt

*™y,
*

•ank

.

society

;iap-

for

i

Following an elopement
young couple, disappear
'

:hich.

weeks, Colonel Wright

pro^
l

tiled
8.

re-

I"

jsma,
[cent

pHbr
,drato

jiB

WIm-a
I'

b-

ibers

m

which the
go
complain

neighbor

wlththe result that the

society but
only taken into

V

is

is

its

foreman
Frank Sherman as Curley.

la
of

Wetthe

fomLee,

Gr1

ot
of

obstacles he wins h er^

Blossom Time
Two Companies at
Theatres in
8:20,
uy- Evs.
W. nolf B'v
g"
.,.^'
44fli
Thea..
u
u
-=
SUubert
Ma tinees_Dec. Day & Sat,

3:15
Sa».

•_Tvvo
^Tvvo
oil

*Iew

W.

,

4.

Cameo

It is

eo-

,;

on desired.

'.ggle

the

j

rence Frank Sheridan, James Morrison
and Alice Calhoun. To Victor Schertgreat
y of zinger, the director, must go a
nted. deal of the credit for t}he real "finish"
Al- of the picture, and Vitagraph has given
as fine a production as could be
it
irecjres-

asunde

equal
that Kipling was right.
The
The story, starting, as it does by
showing a rancher's daughter raised by alone.'
cowpumchers and then sent East to a have t<"
in
finishing school, and her discoveries
right -v!
countless
re society, has been done
Justi<
but
scuaen,
the
times before on and off
th«
and
Man
"The
never quite so well as In
In peri!
Next Door."
The company presenting the film is merit.
What,
an excellent one and the principal roles
are played by such folks as David Tor- Teazle

'ivies.

several

for

de-fides to

next door to
marrying their
daughter
his
against
couple come
the
gardenes. Just then
explanation, the
little
a
to and following
happy, when her
bride is radiantly
The.
his blessing
father gives them
the .g.r
as;
rich
as
gardeneV is almost
young g.r « not
his

/eek
(

in

nlUSiCS
to

screen for the week. \
a corking good story of the Bast
and West and goes right on to prove

the

daughter should
just a* a
which she obtains and then,
one ot
builds
surprise to her father, she
in this
mansions
most fashionable

The

".UOLti

•The Man Next Door,'! by the late
Emerson Hough, author of "The Covon
ered Wagon," is the feature offered

.

:rux

-o,:ii

up
screenically, is well
standard set by the Capitol.

_nd

Hough

did not
see his story
screened, for those who do npt see it
lot.
will, in our -opinion, miss a whole

It is a pity Emerson
long enough to
live

Jt3

Ion, as
'Dorothy Dalt

far as

we

1 luld

gether

i

line of
child.

"The.

a heart
.Mr.

©f

bet,

rlet

o eye
innocei
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Rembusch Questions
(Continued from Page

"Personally,

I

1)

have nothing against

Mr. Cohen nor anyone. I am judging
his work entirely by what he has not
accomplished.

It

natural

only

is

a 'business interest,'
men will try to get as large a reward
are inclined to conas possible.
sider the whole affair as 'politics'
were it not that there are matters of
greater importance in the background
covered by a 'smoke screen' that are
of very grave concern to every ex-

where there

is

We

hibitor."

He declares that because he refused to be agreeable to voting for
Cohen "on the first ballot" that he
was scratched off the Indiana delegation, and continues:
"I said, 'Mr. Cohen's organization means
nothing' on one hand, but it does mean a
great deal when you consider that he has
the only national organization in the field
so whatever protection we might secure by
organized efforts he can give or prevent.
"Getting away from general statements,
the condition of
let us consider concretely
the theater owners before and since Mr.
Cohen's leadership.
"The advance deposit system has comtinued and enlarged.
"We are obliged to buy groups of pictures
when selection is our right and the only
profitable way.
"We are obliged to book as we buy,
which is impractical.
"We are not allowed to change dates.
"We are not allowed to cancel pictures
even though they are unsuitable.
"We have nothing to say as to the production or distribution of pictures.
"It is not possible for all of these things
to occur if you have an organization that
It is not possible for the
functioning.
sellers of pictures to so completely control

the market
if
thereof

YOUR
Prolong

the

life

Cohen pays the Music Tax, while
He
vaudeville organization does not.
nothing until he found that I was making a fight and so he staged a protest as
"Mr.

—

"There

still

for

send

positive,

us

sample

elimination of the
the producers did
the work and Mr. Cohen took the credit.
still have the seating and admission tax.
Is that not significant enough?
"I have no quarrel with the producers.
They
They want to deal with us fairly.
know we have to make money or they canthe
rethrough
yet
not make money, and

a

of

reel

waxed,

not

new

to

be

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

an

is

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

St.,

N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

The

about.

I

know

that

We

port system organized under Mr. Cohen's
administration, they know to the last nickel
what they can charge us and they
just
take it.
"It may seem a strange paradox that it
apparently
is a part of Mr. Cohen's system to
keep the producer and the exhibitor apart.
At the same time, certain producers use the
situation to help their situation.
"You may analyze it very readily. Make
up a business chart and put down the names
Cohen"s organization and the men
of Mr
ct t':c::i arc friends of
So;.-.'
in control.
Mr Cohen, but the rest and the big boys
you will find if you work out the alliances
that they lead to certain film interests.
"We can prove that Mr. Cohen's organizaHe
tion is a film organization by its history.
began his activit.es with a film advertising
The Cleveland Convention, dominsoheme.
ated by his political machine, were afra.d
exhibitors
to push the film end because the
opposed to them made the organization go

fundamental purpose that
on record
•producers would go out of theater bus ness
and exhibitors would go out of production.
as

aplenty.

Unlimited time and

fifteen

a

lately

organized

First of the bigger

what

"lust

tins.

in

you can't

unscramble

the whole industry would
of an organization.

have

an

is

invited

CHADWICK PICTURES CORPORATION
West

46th

New York

St.

City

com-

film

we

eggs,

entirely
shall have an organization devoted
of p.cto the best interests of the buyers
repretures just as Mr. Hays' organization
And I believe
sents the sellers of pictures.

must

and better Jimmy Aubrey comedies ready

about?

don't want any
theater business.
1

the

as

all

it

is

leadership in their class.

Correspondence regarding distribution

130

"Finallv.

coupled with sufficient capital will

in July.

last

officials.

effort

NEW Jimmy Aubrey comedies

assure the

At
distributing corporation.
was the same
it
year,
and
got Movie Chats started
company has been
d stributing
with Cchen as one of the big

Washington
They finallv

nd

comedy artists will be employed in
Aubrey's support; the most successful writers of
comedy and "gag" inventors of note will insure laughs and action
talents of leading

dollar

million

.hat

THE
Jimmy

its

"At Minneapolis they tried to start a

panies

Greater "Jimmy Aubrey" Comedies

welcome

that

of

the

organization

pictures in order to demand an
open market so that the best possible piccan never
tures can come to our screen.
aid never want to control pr.ces, but we
should have some right to select those picpurtures that are most suitable for other
And today you haven't that right,
poses
exnot
are
or if we do have the right, we
the
ercising it because the organized effort of
buyers of pictures is of no consequence.
busi"If Sidnev wants to go into the film
picness let him" go ahead and if he has good
the
tures we will buy them, but not prevent
theater owners from having their own organization and reaping the benefit that we
can get by intelligent co-operation between
of

Now

furnished in

thousand foot lengths

We

better

or

one accomplishment Mr. Cohen

is

brags most
Film Tax.

"We

prints

Write

everything.

stages

he

bujers

your

of

the conditions
were
pictures

the
did

"But

FILMS

of

1923

31,

organized.

is

Duratize

and

of pictures
the
buyers

May

Thursday,

each other.
"It is not only right, but

prominent

it

is

your duty

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Results obtained through printing on Eastman
Positive

Film

justify the

painstaking efforts

immediately begin to build a national organization to function as theater owners and to be
completely divorced by sentiment and constitution from the production and distribution
of pictures.

reproduces with
striking fidelity every tone of the negative
It
from highest light to deepest shadow.

"Don't let any sentimentality prevent you
from doing the good possible by creating a

carries quality

the

as

most

exhibitors,

to

of the camera-man.

It

through

to the screen.

new

organization.
I feel that I voice the
sentiment of the majority of exhibitors when
I say that I will give you my time and money
because I know that as an independent exhibitor if I am to continue, I must be organised with men who have the same hopes

and aspirations as myself.
"I suggest a meeting about the middle
June at Chicago. Let me hear from you."

will talk over the

W.

obtainable

identified
of

A copy of the Rembusch letter was
forwarded to Sydney S. Cohen for
comment but at the hour of going to
press no statement was forthcoming
from his office.
M. Graf

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

J. Z.

radio next Tuesday night on the star
system of production.

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Friday, June

1,

Mediocre Pictures

Five Sales Sessions

—

Price 5 Cents

1923

Hays Sees Ford

"Bobby" Irons

inned by First Nat'l First in New For Summer Release Worries Owners
The "bobby" irons which are
of Big Houses
What's the
Fork Then Cleveland, Chicago,
being offered as prizes by the
Answer
'Frisco and New Orleans
Exhibitors'
Herald
in
the
Part of a communication from
starting with a gathering in New
Spring Golf Tournament are
irk today, there will be a series of Frank L. Newman, one of the leading
on display in the windows of
nferences of First National mail- exhibitors in the Middle West:
the Yorke Shirt Shop, in the
ers, salesmen, and bookers, includHotel Astor and Low and
"One thing particularly that keeps
all of the hve districts into which me worried is the fact that nearly all
Hughes, 56 W. 45th St.
National territory is divided, of the the producing companies take
rst
Entries to date total 180.
le purpose of these conferences is out their best productions and leave
present plan c for the coming sea- nothing but mediocre pictures to be
ti.
run during the hot months of June,
Internat'al
meeting. July and August and I want to say
District
Eastern
The
Astor,
will
the
at
is
causing
convene
you
right
now
that
it
will
to
lich
Planned by Famous Players Next
in charge of F. M. Brockell and me a great deal of grief.
Year Kansas City Probably the
Manager Ralph H. Clark
"Take in the case of our theater.
istrict
Meeting Place
gisted by S. W. Hatch and Jay have a cooling plant in our theater
While the home office staff of
jve associated with Brockell in the which cost us over $50,000. We keep Famous Players was en route to the
In the evening an even temperature in here and a
ew York office.
various sales conventions, plans were
ere will be a dinner at the Astor. great many patrons come in the af- formulated for next year's sessions.
It
immediately following the close of ternoon just to be comfortable.
It is planned to hold the conference
e New York meeting. Brockell and seems a crime I have to show medi- in either
Kansas City or Chicago,
lark will leave for Cleveland, where ocre pictures during the warm months with the former looked upon more
(Continued en Page 2)
e Central District conference will
favorably.
conducted on Sunday under direcAbout 1 000 members of the sales
R. C. Seery
jn of H. A. Bandy.
force and foreign distributing comExhibiting Field
Leaves
Clune
^id-western district manager, will
panies will be present. This will take
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
so be present.
in all of the salesmen in the United
has
Chine
H.
Los Angeles W.
From Cleveland Brockell, Clark,
States and in Canada.
sold his interest in the Broadway to
id Bandy will go to Chicago for the
The home office staff returned to
of
exhibitor
former
Lund,
iid-Western District conference on L. E.
their desks yesterday with the excepSt. Paul.
[onday to be conducted by Seery. Minneapolis and
tion of A. M. Botsford, who is visitxre, as in other conferences dising his family in Illinois.
be discussed,
plans will
ibution
Yearsley Starts Vacation
The foreign department, which has
he next conference will be that of
C. L. Yearsley, director of publicity had the establishment of additional
District in San Franle Western
and advertising of First National exchanges abroad for some time, is
sco, June 9, in charge of J. S. Skirstarts his leave of absence tomorrow. understood to have its plans in good
This also will be attended by
oll.
He will be gone several months and shape. Along in the fall, some defiClosing the series of meetrockell.
while he is away. Bob Dexter will be nite steps may be taken to bring
Southern District
will be the
ig
these offices into being.
in charge.
inference in New Orleans, June 14,
E. Callander the supervision of
Famous Buys "Icebound"
The Riesenfelds Injured

—

Confab

—

We

>

'

—

|

W

ay.

And Acquaints Him With What the
Industry Is Trying to Do Dis-

—

cuss Pedagogic Films
Will H. Hays has
York from Detroit,
day, he paid Henry
discussed with him

returned to

New

where on MonFord a visit and
the place of the

motion picture in the industrial and
moral fabric of the nation.
Mr. Hays' trip was made especially
for that purpose and was one of the
conferences he cither has had or will
hold with important industrial leadso that he can acquaint them
with the purposes and icieais of the
industry as represented by the important
producers and distributors
who art- members of his organization.
Jt is understood that Hays considers
this part of bis work very seriously,
and that he holds a proper understanding of the industry's aims by

ers

nationally

known

industrialists

of

prime importance.
In his talk with Ford, th<
covered motion pictures of all character, particularly educationals

which

the Ford organization has been making for some time.
The conference

touched unon pedagogic films which,
;is
noted the Hays organization intends developing in a definite manner
and for the production of which, an
initial sum of $5,000 has been pledged

by the members.
Hays also conferred with members
of the Detroit Hoard of Education, by

whom

the use of pedagogic films has
been developed more intensively perhaps than b\ any other educational

body

in

the country.

Sennett

Forms New Company

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Negotiations are about consumAccording to a letter received by
Los Angeles The Mack Sennett
Jpseph Zuro, Hugo Riesenfeld and mated for the filming of "Icebound,"
King Due Today
Mrs. Riesenfeld were painfully cut by William de Mille for Famous Pictures Corp. has been formed with
Heney King is due in from Europe and bruised in an automobile accident Players. The play by Owen Davis
capitalization of $225,000 for interHe has in 'Paris recently. Riesenfeld's face is now running at the Sam H. Har- aorganization
)day on the Berengaria.
purposes.
een in Italy for some time directing
cut by flying glass, while Mrs. ris theater.
was
Gish,
Lillian
The White Sister."
Riesenfeld's right ankle was gashed.
March Exports Total $648,360
ie star, Charles H. Duell, president
Deny 1st Nat'l Has Allen Chain
and

—

f

Inspiration

Pictures,

Inc.,

(lis

members of the company sailed
week for home on the Olympic,

ue

in

New

ther

earlv next week.

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

$10,000,000

(Special to

report that the AsNational had purFirst
sociated
chased the assets of Allen Theaters,
Ltd., has been denied by G. T. Clarkson, the trustee of the 36 theaters.

Toronto— The

—

Dover, Del. Cosmos Art Pictures
has been chartered by the

Ass'n,

Secretary of State for $10,000 000
Deal With Jolson
Charles W. Flack, J. E. Bowen and
Al Jolson is dickering with D. W.
Los Angeles, are
J. W. Reed, all of
iriffith to appear in blackface in the
incorporators.
Griffith

The story
next picture.
/ill probably be one of the series' of
•outhern tales that Griffith intends
roducer's

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Luxor Has Two More
Luxor has secured two more

the

pic-

"The
here,
distribution
for
tures
Chadwick Signs New Series
of Pleasure," a French picMerchant
Kenneth
and
Hadden
F.
Frederick
laking.
was
When the producer
by Jacques Catelain
working on "The White Rose" in the J. Bishop, operating the H. and B. ture .produced
picture made by a
Tut''
"King
a
and
iouth, he secured a large amount of Film Co.; at Edendale, Calif, yesterSig
unit at Luxor, Egypt.
French
Chadwick
with
contract
a
.laterial which will be used in several day signed
the
of
manager
general
Schlager,
outature pictures.
The Griffith offices Pictures to make a series of six
expects to leave for Europe
efused to comment on the Jolson door pictures which Cliff Smith will company,
in about two weeks.
eport
direct.
'

yesterday.

J

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— March

exports total-

ed $648,360 including 13,804,918 linear
ft.
of positive film, with a value of
618,959 ft. of negatives,
$534,473;
valued at $6r,972; and 2.445,599 ft.
of unexposed film, with a value of
$51,915, according to figures made
public by the Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce. The most imRaw stockportant markets were:
England, 951.179 ft., with a value of
$23,369; Japan, 709,605 ft., with a
value of $16,373; negatives. England.
311,214 ft. with a value of $39,812:
positives. Australia, 2.202 900 ft. with
a value of $86,437; Argentina. 2.091,938 ft., with a value of $76,366.

—
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the time when I
the very best to hold the patrons in
doors.
believe

"I

this

some food

is

1923

"Enemies" at the Cameo
"Enemies of Women," now playin
F. B. O. has signed Eddie Hearn the Rialto, will go into the Came
need who will appear in featured roles in Sunday for an indefinite run.

at

is

1,

Guts and Flashes

Mediocre Pictures
which

Friday, June

outdoor pictures.

Work

for

"Buster" Collier Signed

has started on A. T. Locke's

Arthur Jacobs has engaged Wii
"Alimony" at the Powers studio with
Copyright 1923, Wid'i Film mnd Film Folk*. thought and I would think it would
Ham ("Buster") Collier to play a pai
Published Daily at 71-73 Weft 44th St.. be a very good subject to start a Emile Chautard directing.
Inc
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
in "Dust in the Doorway."
Colin
discussion in your paper. If the proFILM FOLKS, INC.
is now on his way to the coast.
Hazel
Deane,
Christie
leading
Editor;
and
President
Dannenberg,
exhibitors
ducers
will
not
assist
the
Joseph
\V. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manin
giving them some productions woman who has been dangerously ill,
ager.
WANTED
worth
1918.
while in the summer, then they is on the road to recovery.
May
matter
21,
Entered as second-class
under
N.
Y..
BELL
New
York,
&
at
CAMERA
office
al the post
should close all the motion pictures
Charles Murray is so far ahead of will buy for cash immediately eitht
the act of March 3, 1879.
summer
and
open
them
up
in
in
the
Terms Postae* free) United States. Outside
his release schedule on All-Star com120 or 1 70 degree camera.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 the fall as the legitimate houses do.
Foreign As it is now they seem to hold all edies that he is taking a vacation.
LOUIS MEYER
months. $5.00; 3 months $3 00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15 00
Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc
the poor pictures and release them
Address all communications to THE FILM
The William Desmond company is
251 West 19th Street
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York. during the hot months.
back at Universal City after several Watkins 7461-7620
New Yd
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
"It is not only doing the industry a
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene,
weeks shooting exteriors for "The
'Phone, Hollywood harm but it will also be a means of
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Skyline of Spruce."
,

J

HOWELL

(

1603.

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative — Ernest
Shaftesbury
S.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

Ave., London. W. 1.
Le Film, 42
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative
Central

—

Rue de

—

Interna(Czecho-Slo-

Filmschan
Prague
Wenzeliplatz.

tionale

vakia),

putting a great many exhibitors to
the wall. I have talked to any number of exhibitors and they have expressed themselves that they would
rather pay a. big price for a good picture and just break even or make

very

\

East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do.pfd

Low

.107
81

106'i 107
80
977/s

CIom

9ZH

915/6

\7%

17

Gdldwyn
Griffith

Loew's

to,

run poor

2,200

300 at the Pennsylvania on June
92?4
Not quoted will last about a week.
Not quoted
1,000

Sign Eileen Percy
(Special to

than

a terrific loss."

TO ORDER

directing.

Commercial Developing and Printing

Agnes Ayres

in

"The Heart Raidweek

'

ftgTOACKEft

Film Mfg. Compa ny

Bebe Daniels and Antonio
Moreno in "The Exciters." at the

and

Rivoli.

11.

It

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Not

in

Los Angeles run
Hollywood theater as stated by

its

Will Increase
(Special to

Production

Under 250
70%; under
The

—

Francisco Victor B. Fisher,
Fisher Prod., is here from Los
Angeles to confer with his associates
on a new deal involving increased
production activities.

most

theatres
$4.00
50'/p

is

seats, 30%; under Sfl
800, 85%; over 800, 15?
economical method of reachi
our ADDRESSING SERVIQ

M

PER
UP. Lists if desired. 30"
saved in postage, etc., through elimin
of dead and duplicate theatres usual

F. B.

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

244 West 42nd

St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

of

Mayer Prod. Move
Louis B. Mayer Prod, have moved
from 6 West 48th
Ave.,

the

new

383 Madison
building which

St., to

office

Barrett Resigns

houses First National.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Earl Sinks, formerly
Universal, has purchased the
Iris theater from A. B. Taylor.

with

Cash Prizes Stimulate Competition
Murdock, general manager,
J. J.
has offered cash prizes to the man-

(jr.

re-

signed as general manager for Fox
in Canada.
He has been succeeded
by E. B. MeCartery, formerly of the

New York

Fox

New

AH
Exhibitor

—

FREE at your
Educational Exchange

A JACK WHITE PRODUCTION
THISWAYOUT'
VVITK

»Lig£e

Conley

COMEDIES

.

d.
i

Colors

$2.50 per quart

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

Operative Ass'n., of Dallas,
been incorporated here with a

hibitors

ADVERTISE YOUR
SHOR T SUBJECTS
"ad"

±

(weather proof

office.

Body Formed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Austin, Tex.
The Southern Ex-

W.

for this

Y

OPALINE COLORINE

has
Keith-Proctor-Moss
of
the
agers
capital of $10,000.
The incorporators
houses for the best exploitation of
are: J. K. Adams, L. T. Pellerin. G.
"Souls for Sale."

MATS

Brooklyn, N.

Manufacturers of

(Special to

Earl Sinks Buys Coast House

Los Angeles

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

Fox Post

THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — W. F. Barrett has

Riddle, et

B.P. F in

al.

Winnipeg
Have
SpeciaJ to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg With the securing
F. P.

i

—

em a n's

((.

3 in

of

Mien, Famous Players new have
three large downtown houses here,
tbes the Capitol, Allen and Province.
It has been intimated that the Capi-

Dorit Marrj^

i

open with Pantages vaudewhin features, next September, the Allen to continue with a
picture policy and th* Province to
have special runs of independent releases or second run Paramounts.
tol

will

ville,

aloiitf

The Aliens
of

are

Winnipeg.

now

practicall"

out

EVERY WOMAN

will see herself cs the heroine

and every man as the hero

BBr-

1

•

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY O

O. but at the Grauman Million Dollar
Theater in Los Angeles.

THE FILM DAILY)

San

will not have
at Grauman's

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

listed.

The Hollywood Theater

"Human Wreckage,"

U. S.

17.836

tion

—

Los Angeles Jack Blystone has
\been selected to direct Buster Keaton
in his next feature.

— C.

B. C. has signed
Eileen Percy for the principal role in
one of their next year's pictures.

Burr Signs Doris Kenyon
Charles C. Burr has placed Doris
Kenyon under a long-term contract.
Proctor Here From Los Angeles
Ralph Proctor is in New York
from Los Angeles.

Blystone to Direct Keatcn

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

is

er" will be at the Rialto next

Fox Convention Opens June 11
The annual Fox convention opens

600

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

show

Beaudine

StU«t

17

Triangle

money

Beban Here
George Beban is in town.

Quotations
High

little

pictures and

(poieroM
^^
-MADE

Work has been started on Warner
Bros, newest vehicle starring Wesley
Barry. "The Printer's Devil. William

Box Office Value/

**

It's

a

"Record "Breaker/- ^\
•

Joseph M.Schenck

presents

NORMA
TALMADGE
LWithin the Law'
Personally Directed by Frank Lloyd
Adapted by Frances Marion from the stage play by Bayard Veiller; Photographed by
Antonio Gaudio and Nobert Brodin; stills photographed by Shirley Vance Martin.

A 3ir>6t

llationdl Picture

—
THE
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Yours for a

Summer
BELLA DONNA
Wonderful

settings, excellent acting in this

Played to very good business for
(Middle West.)

feature.

week.

THE RUSTLE OF SILK

Exhibitors*

Box Office

Reports

in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

This picture did very good, although it was
the beginning of the first pleasant weather
to be outdoors. Everyone seemed to like it
and the funny part was the women liked
Miss Compson better than Conway Tearle.
(Middle West.)

ADAM'S RIB
An

entertaining picture. Business good, so
picture was held over for a second week.

(West.)

THE NE'ER DO WELL
Played to good crowds for a week's run.
(Middle West.)

FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION
,

ADOLOM ZUKOQ-

0-.i.*.-l

——

CSE32

JUST FOUR OF THE 39
Current Paramount Hits!

tite

BRADSTREET

7^RE(OCMIZEC

<>/

FILMDOM

Authority

XXIV

Saturday, June

No. 62

197 In

Arbiters Listed
lards

jfour

in

23

Cities

Functioning

Key Centers Yet to Name
Exhibitor Members

the nation-wide chain of arbitration
irds is now complete with the exfour cities where exhibityet to name their repreThese are Dallas, Des
ntatives.
)tion of

have

Milwaukee and Minneapolis,

oines,

renty-three boards are now funcming.
In all of those points and each one
the standard clause or
a key city
liform contract can now become
>erative inasmuch as one clause of
provides that parties to it must ob-

—

Tournament

Record Breaking Crowd to Attend at
Belleclaire Next Tuesday
The Complete Roster
Entries for the Spring Golf Tournament came in thick and fast this
week with the total to date at 197
golfers, goofers, diners and the like
all thrown in.
The day is near at hand and the
committee in charge reports every-

—

thing

And

is

shape for the grand event.

in

a grand, glorious event

it

bids

fair to be.
I'.

one

A. Powers,
ley

who

the winner of
cup.
the coasl just in
is

THE FILM DAILY

on

has returned

from

Price 5 Cents

1923

2,

Booby

Ray

Prizes

Net the least interesting of
the Spring Golf Tournament
prizes
will
be the trophies
offered for the boobies the
birds who slaughter the fair-

—

way and

around the 200

hit

Expand

to

Plans
Tv»o Additional Producing
Units on Ccast "Miles Standish"
for Associated?

—

to

i

m:

Lo

M. m

i-

Charles

chased

studio, a plant

th

that will
considerable
space tor production purposes.
plans to improve tin property
ii

mark.

The booby
tournament

prize of the Fall
was a full bred

goat.

number
has

None

the less interesting will
be the booby prize for next
But it's a secret.
Tuesday.

And

1

in

the Ritchey
yesterday
Co.

addition,

Lithographing

ways and

of

aside quite a

s'el

Ray,
con In

it

sum

winning.

Tailor-Made Man"

Don't forget Tuesday, Belleclaire Golf Club, Bayside, Long

ne

nationally-operated

a

instru-

it

—

And

so

looks like a winner.

Island.

All that each and everyone of that
long list of 197 entries has to do now

aent.

(Continued on Page 3)

IS

Kimberley Leaves for Coast
Paul Kimberley of Hepworth Prod,
eft for Los Anglese yesterday.
Barlett Resigns

A

complete

lows:
Abeles, A.

S.,

Abrahams,

L.,

list

of the entries fol-

Metro
Craftsmen Lab.

THE FILM DAILY)
Alden, P. S.,
Angeles— Randolph Bartlett Alicoate, Jack, Film

who occupied an important post

in

the reading and scenario departments
Three
of Famous Players resigned.
others, including Waldemar Young

have

left

Lasky

in the nast

few weeks.

Lenore Ulric Guest at Lunch
Lenore Ulric was the guest of honor
at a lunch given by Warner Bros,
yesterdav. Miss Ulric leaves for the
coast ori Monday to star in "Tiger
David Belasco was to atRose."
tend but illness prevented him from
doing so. If he is well enough he will
travel West with Miss Ulric. If not. he
Important newspaper
will f?o later.
editors were at the lunch yesterday.

Daily.
Anderscr?, R. V., Universal.
Arms, Lee, 130 W. 42nd St.
Aronson, Al., 1540 Broadway

tion of four specials.

been delivered.
"The
Courtship of Miles Standish" has been
finished ami i- about ready for rereported that

is

It

will

it

go

Kane is now here.
Johnson Sails Tuesday
the
manager
of
Johnson,
E. Bruce
Winn Arthur S. Kane left for the
foreign department at First National
coast some week- ago. it was genersails for Europe on Tuesday.
ally understood in New York that his
Screen Advertisers Session
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

concerned

trip

ments

distributing

"The Courtship

for

arrangeMiles

of

City The Screen Adver- Standish" as well as Ray's future afAss'n will hold a session here filiation. That "Miles Standish" may
go through Associated Exhibitors is
June 3-7.
not surprising. Neither would it come
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp.
as a distinct surprise were announceBarnstyn, J. C, Brit. & Cont. Trading
1st Nat'l Sales Meeting Held
ment made that all of Ray's future
Corp.
About 40 members of the sales
pictures
would be handled by the same
Barth, Gus, Rex Laboratory
First
of
force of Eastern exchanges
organization.
Barnard, J. L., 2305 Sedgwick Ave.
National held a meeting yesterday at
Baurr:, Lou, Equity Pictures Corp.
the Astor which terminated with a
Beach, F. A., United Artists.
Grainger and Bonns on Trip
dinner there last night. Fall distribBeatty, Jerome, Al Lichtman. Corp.
It was
Grainger and Eddie
antes
R.
uting plans were discussed.
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Bennett, Whitman,
Benson, Bernhard, Merril Lynch &

Atlantic

tisers

the

of a series of similar me
the next to be held in Clev

first

ings,

land tomorrow.

onns of Goldwyn leave tomorrow
on a country-wide trip that will take
them as far west as Los Angeles.

Co.

O.
Berman,
Off for Europe
Bernstein, David, Loew's, Inc.
for Europe today inDepartures
Black, Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
clude:
Samuels.
Reuben
Independent Pictures Increase Capital Blumberg, Milton,
Dr. A. H. Giannini who plans a two
Inc.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vacation tour of the continent.
months'
Daily
Film
Bolton, Ray,
Rubin, of the Louis B.
Robert
Albany By a certificate filed in the
J.
Botsford, A. M., Famous Players
Prod.
Secretary of State's office the IndeMaver
Boyd, Alex. R., Stanley Co.
pendent Pictures Corp., of which
Al Feinman who goes to England
(Continued on Page 4)
for
exploitation
special
Jesse J. Goldburg is president, has
to handle
$1000
from
stock
Bros.
capital
increased its
Warner
Lee-Bradford Offering Franchise
to $200,000.
Lee-Bradford Corp. has prepared a
Yearsley Honored at Lunch
cover the
six picture franchise to
Goldburg stated yesterday when his
feature
a
L. ("Bill") Yearsley was the
it,
C.
Under
summer months.
company was originally formed with
weeks.
of honor at a luncheon tenderguest
two
every
released
be
will
a nominal capitalization of $1,000. it
ed him at the Astor yesterday by First
was contemplated at that time increasNational executives and heads of deCreditors' Meeting June 7
ing the capital dependent upon cerThe occasion was in the
partments.
has
Corp.,
Exceptional Pictures
tain contracts, and that the increased
farewell since Yearsley
a
of
nature
The
bankrupt.
adjudicated
capitalization now is to provide for been
on a three months' leave
today
leaves
held
be
will
Two contracts first meeting of creditors
enlarged activities.
absence. He is going up into the
the office of Seaman of
were signed this week for the produc- on June 7, in
Catskills.
Miller, referee in bankruptcy.

—

United Artists
and these. "A
and "The Girl I

with

led Exhibitors, Inc.,
through
oi" which Aiii, ,u
S. K.uii i- president.

(Special to

Los

contract

His

PRAY FOR GOOD WEATHER

this:

PRAY FOR GOOD WEATHER.]

money.

of

pictures
nize two
be the ow

system he- entertainment is all "set."
event.
ore the uniform contract could be- body's keen for the

Every-

a

learned, docs not intend
activities to his own
in tin- future but will orgaother units of which he will

called for two- pictures

of the arbitration

He
in

is

offered a special booby prize
It's worth
also a humdinger.

pment

more
pose,

I

method of arbitration agreed time to play on Tuesday.
The course is a good one. A tea!
Hays office. It therefore
the
pon by
ecame necessary to complete devel- crowd is entered. A great evening's
the

:rve

DAILY)
Ray has pur-

Harry, F. B.

Dahnken Buys

Lake House

— Fred

Dahnken and Co.
purchased the American
from the Swanson Theater

Lake

Salt
Inc.,

Salt
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(Special to

have

theater

Co.

Coming Here

Tilley
(Special to

—
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London Frank Tilley, editor of
Kinematograph Weekly sails on the

New York

on the 2nd.
the coast to watch
American production.

Aquitania for

He

will

go

Bert Adler

to

and other

American
him at
docks

friends of Tilley plan to meet
the boat when the Aquitania
on the 8th.

;

fsgg^
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C. B. C.

Over

Putting It

(Special to

2,

1923

Announces Seven

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles Joe Brandt, all
with Harry Cohn,
nounces a series of seven pictures \\
be produced at the studio here. 1j
titles are— "Yesterday's Wife," "11
give and Forget," "Pal O' Mir'
conferring

Here
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Itine 2,

W.

J.

INC.
President

Dannenberg,

Joseph

and

Editor

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

Man-

lier.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
of Greater
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
should remit with order.
Subscribers
$15.00.
Address all communications to

New
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London
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Fred-
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Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de
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Filmschau,
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tionale

vakia),

(Czecho-Slo-

Quotations
Low

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do.pfd

Close

106J4 107
97Vs 80

.107
81

92%

915/6

600
2,200

92%

300

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn
Griffith

I7y4

Loew's

17

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Send along

17

1,000

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

"Mind Your

Own

Business,"

'"]

Marriage
Market,"
"Discontenj
Distributes Harold Lloyd Goggles
A
Husbands," and "Innocence." Hai
Kingston,
N.
Y.
new
idea
was
Portland, Ore. The manager of
Cohn will be in charge of producti,
Jensen and Von Herberg's Liberty sprung by the Leader, with the co- with Edward J. Le Saint directing!
featured a fashion show for the operation of Mr. Gildersleeve of the
Keeney, when "Safety Last" played
recent run of "Poor Men's Wives."
Buffalo Film Board Elects
the
house.
The show was used to introduce
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The
Leader
carried
story,
a
to
the
spring fashions and served as a unBuffalo Sydney Samson, of Be
ique follow-up for a similar display boys and girls of the town, request- Photoplay is the newly elected pre
ing
them
to
call
the
at
office
and
restaged at the Liberty in connection
dent of the Film Board of Tra
Men's Wives" some ceive free, a pair of Harold Lloyd Samson has appointed Allan
"Rich
with
S. Mi
goggles.
The
kiddies
stormed
the
months ago, when the new fall
itz of Paramount and Harry Bei
office,
and
in
less
than
a week, 1000
models were shown to their patrons.
stein to sit with him on the arbit:
goggles had been distributed.
tion board.
J. H. Michael, of t
Regent, George Hanny of the Sot
Unique Envelope Advertiser
Big Campaign For Coast Showing
Park Amusement Co. and Joe Scl
Howard Lichtenstein, bert of the Colonial and Coloml
Los Angeles The dedication of
"The Isle of Lost Ships" to the manager of the State, used a unique will be "the exhibitor members of t
teaser
in
exploiting
"A board.
Pacific Fleet of the U. S. Navy, the envelope
advance showing of the picture be- Friendly Husband." On one side of
fore Admiral Lberle on board the a card was printed: "Im am looking
flag-ship, an "Isle of Lost Ships" for a 'Friendly Husband,' " and "P.

Unique Fashion Show Presented

—A

—

—

Dayton —

—

Night at the Cinderella Roof dancing
pavilion including a treasure hunt, a
newspaper and billboard campaign,
semaphore sailors on roofs of buildings as busy corners and various window displays were among the features of the exploitation campaign
accorded
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"World
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Price 5 Cents

.

this
its

production in conjuncrun booking at the

first

S.
I
understand Lupino Lane in
'A Friendly Husband,' will be at the
State all week starting next Sunday.
What say you take me?" This was
encased in a small envelope on which
was printed, "I Dare You to Give
This to Your Best Fellows."

—

Using
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Brother

Donna"

for

WATCH FOR

TUT-ANKH-AMEIN
A Wm.

"Bella

P.

S.

Earle

Classic

WANTED
BELL & HOWELL CAMERA

—

Three days in advance of the
Rockford,
111.
Bill
Danziger,
will buy for cash immediately eith
opening, the picture was shown be- Paramount exploiteer, wired Charles
120 or 170 degree camera.
fore Admiral Lberle and his staff on Lamb of the Palm theatre, that Pola
LOUIS
Minn. Minneapolis board his flag-ship. At this time it Negri was looking-for her brother,
Paul,
St.
Craftsmen Film Laboratories, In<
Theater
Advertising,
Minneapolis. was announced that all men attached Ian Chalupez, who left Poland in
251 West 19th Street
Incorporators, G. to the fleet would be admitted to the 1909. The last she heard of him he Watkins 7461-7620
Capital $10,000.
New Y<
Dougherty, G. T. Olson and A. K. Kinema to see this film at a 25 cent was working as a translator in a
This Chicago export house, and it is
Dretchko. Attorney, A. L. Dretchko. reduction in admission price.
made good newspaper copy and understood that he later came to

Incorporations

MEYER

—

Montgomery,

—

brought hundreds of sailors

to

the

Rockford

in

a

similar

capacity.

It

Birmingham theatre every evening. On Tuesday was said that Chalupez was 34 years
M. P. Corp., Birmingham. Capital evening after the film opened, a tie- old and greatly resembled his beau$100,000.
Roy R. Louis, and M. C. up with the Cinderella Roof dancing tiful sister. The telegram went on
Steward.
pavilion was effected. Huge cut-outs to say that Pola would appear in
and signs were carried on the build- "Bella Donna" at the Palm Theater
Springfield,
Co., Chicago.

Ala.

111.

— Reel

Amusement

ing of the big dance hall as well as
In- announcements in their daily advercorporators, M. H. Koven, M. L. tisements and publicity stories. One
Rivikin and Harry Small.
of the features of the evening was a
treasure hunt. $25 in gold was hidAlbany Elenge Production, Man- den around the hall. Another feature
Incorpora- was a "storm dance," during which
hattan.
Capital $5,000.
Lewis,
tors, W. Eddinger, A.
M. Gor- several blowers were turned on the
dancers, lightning and thunder were
don. Attorney, A. H. Mittleman.
reproduced and appropriate dance
music rendered. The hall was decorColumbus, O. The Sam Lustig ated with sails, belaying pins, lifeFilm Laboratories, Inc., Cleveland. boats and other ship paraphernalia.
Incorporators, Sam In the center of the floor was reproCapital $35,000.
Lustig, Lewis Drucker O. R. Peter- duced a small light-house. Advertisman, M. F. Pack and P. Feldman.
ing for this evening was spread
broadcast a week before.
Capital

$20,000.

—

—

W.

Charleston,

Amusement

Va.— Via-Ken

Nashville,

Amusement
tal

$40,000.

Storey,

Dan

anan. J.
Vesey.

P.

Tenn.—The East End
Memphis Co. Capi-

Incorporators, F. C.
J. Reeder, H. S. Buch-

Brennan and

Walter

red ink.

Later a plunder box was installed
in the lobby of the theatre.
A series
of teaser slides were run on the

town.

Huntingdon.

Co.,

—

the sailors.

on the buildings

Capi- at busy corners also attracted' much
Incorporators, H. O. attention a week before and the week
tal
$15,000.
Via, A. E. Kennedy, Claude Davis, of the run. These sailors wig-wagged
M. Kennedy and J. L. Van Verth.
from one to another until the mesCo.,

Real Treasure Chest For "Plunder"
Gadsen, Ala. One week before
the showing of "Plunder," at the Imperial theatre, Manager A. L. Snell
plastered the town with strips of
paper reading— "Plunder," lettered in

_

R

this telegram to the
newspaper, and had no trouble getting on the front page.

sages reached a sailor on the marquee
of the Kinema. On the flags used by
the sailors were printed the title of
the picture.
One flag read "The Isle
and the other "of Lost Ships." At
night search lights were spotted on

sailors

For a Single Production.

next week.
Lamb took

screen telling of the various gifts that
would be in the box. These articles
were shop tie-up donations.
The
Saturday of the opening episode, 500
patrons received keys to the lock on
the box. Of the 500 keys, one would
open the chest. The following Saturday, a chance was given to all possessing keys to open the plunder chest.
The holder of the lucky key received
gifts amounting to $150, presented to
him the following Monday night at
the Imperial by the mayor of the

Semaphore
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Arbiters Begin to Function

PatheNews

23 Boards at

Up

to the

minute

Work

from Page 1)
The personnel of the boards
sitting is as follows:
(Continued

now

Britain Bars

(Special to

London

Many U.

S.

Films

THE FILM DAILY)

— American

producers have

wondered why some of their productions have been barred from the
English screen. A ray of light on the
situation is given in the recent remarks of T. P. O'Connor, chief censor, in which among some sixty other
subjects barred are included, materifigure of Christ, intreatment of children and
disparagement of public

alization of the

humane

animals,
characters

M. Landau, Famous

of

town

Exchanges
H. Sigmond, First National.
F. H. Smith, L. J. McGinley,

I..

House,

Exhibitors
Mere'e Davies. Ansonia, Butte.
W. Woolfall. Harrison Ave.. Butte.
A. Nadeau. Blubird. Anaconda.

CHICAGO
Exchanges

Famous

Bolle.

Players.

R. S'mmons. Hodkinson.
E. Silverman, Selznick.
T. A. Steinson, Vitagraph.
1. M. Schwartz, Educational.

Exhibitors

PITTSBURGH
Earl Life. Universal.

Exchanges

M. C. Hughes, Paramount.
One of Board of Governors, A. S. Davis,
First National, when available.

E. Churchill, Film Booking Office.
S. L. Haldeman, Metro.
L. W. Alexander, Universal.
Exhibitors

Lester Sturm, Goldwyn.
M. Fisher, Federated
A. H. Schnitzer, Film

Booking

Exhibitors

Jerome Casper. Sharon, Pa.
C. A. Gable, Cameraphone.
H. B Kester.

H. Goldberg, Federated.
A. B. Lamb, Goldwyn.
Exhibitors
D. B. Vanderlin, Inglewood, Inglewood.
B. N. Berinstein, Savoy Theatre, 54th

Dennis Harris. Harris Amusement Co.
Mr. Wheat. Sewickley, Pa.

J.

Mr

&

Central.

&

Glenn Harper, Vermont, Vernon
mont.

Vor-

MILWAUKEE

Exchanges
Chas. Trampe. Mid-West. Grand 5290.
Neil Apnew, Famous Players-Lasky, Grand

Pittsburgh, substitutes.

Alderdice,

PORTLAND, ORE.
Exchanges
T
N. MacMeekin, Universal.

M. G. Winstocfc. Warner Brothers.
L. A. Samuelson, Pathe.
Exhibitors
George Guthrie. Oregon. Salem.
Fred Norman, Circle, 126 4th St.,

1st

National,

Grand

of suffering

7792.

ST.

E. Almv. Metro. Film Exchange Bldg.
E. Beck, Vitagraph, Film Exchange
Bldg.
Exhibitors
J P. Dunlevv. Strand. Akron.
6. E. Belles. Cleve. M. P. Ex. Assn., 2502
Scoville Ave.. Cleveland.
A. E. Ptak. M. P. T. O. of Ohio. 410S
Broadway. Cleveland.
C.

J

Coleman Gets Mt. Carmel House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mt. Carmel, 111.— Theodore Coleman, operating the American, now
controls the theater situation in this
town, having acquired the Gem from
the Hurley B. Gould interests.
Additions to Exploitation Force
(Special to

Dallas

THE FILM DAILY)

— Independent

ded a number of

Film has ad-

exploiteers to its
additions will ex-

present force. The
ploit the Tri-Stone comedies in Okla-

CINCINNATI
Exchanges
O. P. Hall, Select, serving 4 months.
M. Johnston, Educational, serving 3
J.
months.
E. S. Stewart, Goldwyn, serving 2 months.
Exhibitors
A. G. Hettesheimer,

Dr.

homa, Texas and Arkansas.
J.

Durling To Edit Keystones
E. V. Durling has been secured to
and re-title the Keystone
re-edit
comedies to be released by Tri-Stone
Pictures, Inc.
Eugene Clifford, Jr., formerly with
the Trimble-Murfin Prod, has been
in charge of the advertising and publicity

departments.

Kansas City Territory Changes
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Fred

Hayter, former
manager, the Highland, Kansas City
has taken over the Orpheum, ParMark Wilson will soon
sons, Kan.
re-open the Herrington, Herrington,
Kan.; H. E. Ulrich and the Airdome, Fort Scott, Kan. John L. Yost
has purchased the Y-Not, Crook,

Kansas City

Colo.

Orpheum, serving 4

months
Geo. Kolb, Empire, etc., serving 3
months.
A. Lackman, Washington, serving 2
months.

DALLAS
K. Johnson, Fox.
Ralph A. Morrow, Hodkinson.
W. G. Underwood, Specialty Film.
P.

DENVER
Exchanges
S.

Wilson,

Famous

Players, 1625 Court

Place.

Earl H. Steele, Hodkinson, 1942 Broadway.
Eugene Gerbase, Universal, 801 21st.
Exhibitors
Max Schubach, Mid-West Theaters Co.,
202 McMann Bldg.
Geo. Hefferman, Alcott, 41 & Tennyson.
Tacob Epler, Agden.

DES MOINES
Exchanges
A.

W.

F.

L.

Nicolls.

Famous

Players.

Davie, Universal.

A. H. Kahn, Educational.

DETROIT

Exchanges
Harrv Lorch, Goldwyn.
F. J. Nugent, Metro.

F.

LOUIS

Exhibitors

NEW YORK

Board
Sam Zierler. Commonwealth.
B. Berger. American Releasing.

Plaza, 2408

Washington

Ave.

Board

C. Rosenzwcig. F. B. O.
F. Goldfarb, Climax Exchange.
S. Fabian, First National of N.

OKLAHOMA CITY

Exhibitors

Oklahoma

City.

Harry Britton, University, Norman.
Josh Billings, Liberty, Norman.

OMAHA

Exchanges
Sidney

Baker,

Associated

Harry Heyman, Fox.
A. Levine, Sterling.

A.

Oppen-

Exhibitors

George M. Mann. Eureka and Ukiah. Calif.
A. McNeil. San Francisco, Calif.
Thomas D. VanOsten, M. P. T. O. of
Northern Cal.

R.

Exchanges
George P. Endert, Famous Players.
Paul G. Lynch. Pathe.
Al Rosenberg, DeLuxe.
Exhibitors

W. H.
J.

Exchanges
Wallace Walthall. Enterprise.
C. N. Peacock, Southern Enterprises.
A. C. Buchanan, Fox.
Majestic,

A. Walsh, George
heimer. Inc.
Carol A. Nathan, Universal.
Fred W. Yoigt. Metro.

SEATTLE
J.

Exhibitors
Mr. Gainsboro, Flushing, Flushi ng, L. I.
Mr. H. Brandt. Parkside, 728 Flatbush
Ave., Brooklyn.
Mr. Wilson, Greenwich, Greenwich, Conn.

Maurice Lowenstein,

E.

Messenger.

Morgan

Mr. Murray, Metro.

— Friday

58

Exchanges

Exhibitors
^
Mr. Raives, Acme. 56 E. 14th St.
Mr. Landau, Heights. 150 Wadsworth Ave.

Bronx

Chairman, Metro,

South.

SAN FRANCISCO

—Wednesday

.Tame,

Cloward,

Main St.
H. R. Rand. Isis. 65 E. Broadway.
Ray Peterson, Tozy, 117 S. Main St.

T.azarus.

Eugene Pearre

Mr.

Louis.

Educational, 129 E. 2nd,
South.
__
J. A. Rugar, Vitagraph, 62 Exchange PI.
Exhibitors
A. T. Davis. Chairman, American, 241 S.
C.

Exchanges

L.

4th.

Bernard F. Dudenhefer, Fox, 723 Poydras.
M. W. Osborne. Vitagraph, .1123 Girod.
413 Rryades.
J. Dumestre, Educational,

1

St.

Exchanges

C

Exchanges

H

Releasing.

SALT LAKE CITY

Western

NEW ORLEANS

Exchanges

Exchanges

M.

E E

Reynolds, Hodkinson, 506
Bldg.
H. Knispel, Vitagraph, 70
Ave.

Port-

St.,

land.

officials,

by trained dogs.

Port-

land.

Lesser Cohen, Union, 14 N. 2nd

MINNEAPOLIS
Princess, Woodstock.
prolonged
J, C. Miller.
Exchanges
Exchanges
Pearl. Pearl. Highland Park.
Wm.
C. D. Hill. Hodkinson.
death-bed scenes, promiscuous use of
Frederick Streif, Famous Players, 1100
G. Reynolds, Princess. DeKalb.
George H. Ware. Vitagraph.
First Ave.
fire-arms, condonation of sacrifice of
D. Robinson. Madison, Peoria.
Harry Strickland, American
Associate members on arbitration committee:
More than this,
a woman's virtue.
CLEVELAND
Exhibitors
Chas. Stombaugh. Pathe. 72 Western Ave
according to "T. P.'s" dictum, the Exchanges
Dr T. L. Price. Liberty, E.
A. H. Fischer, Metro, 74 Western Ave.
censor will not permit attaching of
George Erdnian. Chairman, 1st Nat'l ExJohn Karzin, Casino.
arbitration committee:
Alternating
on
Bldg.
change
M. J. Camp, Pestalozzi.
tin cans to dogs' tails nor a pretense
Film Ex.
and

Offices,

substitutes.

Exchanges

7.W0.
Ed. Vollendorf.

Phoenixville.

Exchanges

KANSAS CITY

C. L. Theuerkauf. Universal.

Hineman, Warner Bros.

Colonial,

Rappaport, Ideal.

Harry Stevenson, Fay's.

Opera

Franklin.

LOS ANGELES

Plavers.

Pizor,

(has.

A. C. aring. North Star.
O. I. Demaree, Franklin

John Corcoran, Kansas City, Kan.
Adolph Sisner, Kansas City. Mo.
Jack Roth, Kansas City, Mo.

Famous

Players.

Exhibitors

H. Bingham. Colonial.

E.

exhibitor

W.

William Heenan, First National.
Ben Amsterdam, Masterpiece.

Williston, Selznick.
Bailey, Fox.

R.

N. V. Darley, Alpha.
Adolph Samuels. Alamo No. 2.
Alternate:
Any prominent out

0.

Exchanges

Exhibitors

tan.

J.

PHILADELPHIA

INDIANAPOLIS

Floyd Brown, Asso.

Alternates
Ralph B. Williams. Universal.
W. W. Anderson, Pathe.
Exhibitors
Sig Samuels or W. C. Paterson, Metropoli-

W.

Dawn.

E. Neibes,

Harry

BUTTE

Why

J.

Ihidley

Robert M. Savini, Savini Films.
U. T. Koch, Film Booking Offices.

today

Bena
Morris Cohen, Strand (Council Bluffs).
L. E. Kirk, Grand.

Exchanges

Exchanges
H. \V. Starrett, Goldwyn.

Out

Exhibitors
Geo. McArdle,

Harlan Hall, Russell.

ATLANTA

happenings

L. Saxe, Favorite Film Exchange.
J.
Exhibitors
H. R. Pheiffle, Priscilla.

F

Bruen, Ridgemont.

A. McGill, Liberty, Pt. Orchard.
W. Walton, American, Bellingham.

WASHINGTON

Exchanges
Robert Smeltzer, chairman, First Natl., 916
G.

St.

Samuel FIaz, Liberty Film, 916 G. St.
Harry Hunter. Famous Players, No. Capitol

& L

Sts.

Exhibitors
Harry Crandall,

Metropolitan, 932

F

St,.

N. W.
,

Exhibitors.

Harry Bernstein, Colonial. Richmond. Va.
Frank Durkee, Palace, Gay & Hoffman
Sts.,

Baltimore.

THE
s

<2^a

DAILY
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Sam, Al Lichtman
Hurst, W. O., Whitman Bennett Schwartzman,
Corp.
Prod.
Seligsberg, W. N., 43 Cedar St.
Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.

Tournament

(Continued from Page 1)

Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.
Brockell, F. M., First National.

Joy, Jason

Brown, Al
Brown, Colvin, T. H. Ince Corp.
Brown, George, Universal.
Brown, J. S., M. P. Arts.
Burr, Charles C, Mastodon Films,
Inc.
Butts, F. W., Butts Lith. Co.

Bryant, Chas.

Cameron, Rudy, Lambs' Club
Cameron, A. D., Gen'l Electric Co.
Campbell, H. D., Seaboard Natl

Bank
Carvon, Tom, Universal.
Casey, C. E., Strand, White Plains.
Chamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
Clarke, Horace T., D. P. Howells,
Inc.
Clofine, M. D., Inter '1 News Reel
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.
Cohen, Julius, N. Y. American

Cohen, Milton, Inter-Globe Export.
Coram, Ross A., Bay State Film
Sales Co.

Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Creske, Henry, Creske-Everett. Inc.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade

Review

Cumming,

R. M., Metro
Robert, Ivan B.

Danby,

Nordheim

Co.

"Danny," Film Daily.
Diebel, C. W., Youngstown, O.

W.

Doolittle,

Donaldson,

C.

J.,

Selznick

W., M. P. P. D.

J.

A.,

Inc.

Dunning, Carroll H.
Eckert, John A., Eckert
Frederick

Elliott,

H.,

& Co.
Feaster

Co.
Elliott, C.

Mather

J.

Du

W.,

Eschmann, E.
Evans,

S.,

Kane, R. T.,

Seymour,

M. P. P. D. A., Inc.
Famous Players.

Kann, Maurice, Film Daily
Kaufman, AL, Famous Players
Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
King, Henry, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players.
Kohn, Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
Kracht, Clem, M. P. World
Lachmann, Mark, Universal.
Laemmle, Julius, Universal

Tom, Evans Film

Co.
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.

rs

Moore,

Wm.

L.,

Morrissey, R. A., 45 John St.
Mornssey, Frank, 45 John St
En- Moyer, Charles E., United Artists
Newman, Frank L., Kansas City
graving
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corn
Fish, D. W., Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Palmer,
S. D., Famous Players
Players.
Famous
Flinn, John C,
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.
Forde, Hal
Frank, W. B., Assoc. Exhibitors Inc. Powers, P. A., F. B. O.
Pettijohn, C. C, M. P. P. D. A., Inc
Gallup, G. B., Hodkinson.

Gilroy, Foster, Hodkinson.
Ginsberg, H., Al Lichtman Corp.

Glucksmann, Jacobo
Godsol. F. J., Goldwyn.
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Golden, E. A., Metro, Boston.
Graf, Max, Graf Prod.
Grainger, Jas., Goldwyn
Greene, J. I., Asso. Exhibitor^
Grey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
.

Gulick, Paul, Universal.

Ham, Wallace W., Vitagraph
Hammons, E. W., Educational.
Harris, Robert, Inspiration Pict., Inc

Hays, Will H.
Hedwig, W. K.. Rex Laboratory
Henry, T. Y., United Artists
Herron, Fred L., M. P. P. D. A, Inc
Hodkinson. Kenneth, United Artists
Hoffman, M. H., Truart Prod.
Howells, B. F., David P. Howells.
Howells, D. P.
Hughes, Frank, J. P. Muller Co.
Hum, H. H., W. W. Hodkinson Corp

Pope, Frank, Rialto theater
Pratt, Jr., M. E. A., Erlanger
Quinn, J. M., Vitagraph.
Reiben, Sam, Reiben Film, Corp.
Reichenbach, Harry, Sam Goldwyn
Prod.
Riley, W. J., Cine Mundial
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Litho.
Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Prod.
Rollo, Stanley J.
Rothstein,

Nat

G., F. B. O.
R. A., First National.

Rowland,
Rowson, Harry, Ideal Films, London.
Ryan, James, Fox Film
Ryskind, Morrie, Al Lichtman Corp.
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels,

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

"The Searchlight Route"
Between

NEW YORK
Full Fleet in

H.,

c/o

J.

Club.

.Jules,

Sound

View

6

P.

32,

M.

half

(

ticketed

and baggage

through to

checked

all points.

Music

Restaurant

Automobiles carried

Hudson

at

reasonable rates

Navigation

Middleton

S.

Company

Botland, Rt<eiver
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GROWS

I

BETTER AND BETTER
Now

Subscribe
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including Weekly Reviews

Year

Issues

— Foreign,

Theatre

Address

innnniiinmnM

Film Daily for

Issues— Every Day

—52

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Name

Golf

St.)

hour
later.
8 P. M. Albany 9 and II P. M.
All Daylight Saving Time)

Passengers

EVERY

I

'go.

Schwab,

Canal
(at
N. R.
West
132nd
St.

IN

S.

Sax, Sam, Weber and North.
Scanlon, G. A., Du Pont Co.
Schlesinger, Gus, Warner Bros.
Schlesinger, M. B., Times Bldg.
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
Schwab, F. E.

Commission

Daily Sailings as Follows:
New York City, Pier

From

EVERY;?

1922

Laurence

TROY
VACATION LAND

and

Troy

ALBANY
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|
|

Inc.

Sanders,

1923

Inc.

Moore's Theaters

Wash.
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Players

Field, Harry, United Artists.
Fields, Seymour, Eggers Photo

Garrett, Sidney, Inter-Globe Export.
Gaylor, E. S., Morgan Litho. Co.
Gill, W. S., Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Gillett, E. K., M. P. News.

Hodkinson.

Criterion in which Famous Players
recently acquired an interest.

Wash.

Pont Co.

F..

Sheldon, E. Lloyd, Famous Players
Siegel, Henry, c/o Warner Bros.
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, J. Boyce, Inspiration Pict.,

—

dicate.

A., Pathe.

W.

2,

Jules Furthman, has finished the
continuity of the "The Acquittal."

Smith, E. L., Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Theiss, J. H., Du Pont Co.
Tierney, H. S., Eckert & Co.
Urbach, Lawrence A., M. P. Journal
Warner, Abe, War er Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Leonard Robert Z.,
Lesser, Irving M., Principal Pictures Warner, H. M., War.._r Bros.
Webb, F. E., Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Lesser, Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Weiss, Alfred, Artclass Pictures.
Levinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.
Wiley, Tom
Lewis, Edgar
Williams, J. D., Ritz-Carlton Pi.
Lewis, Harry, 220 West 42nd St.
tures.
Lichtman, AL, Al Lichtman Corp.
Willis, Lloyd D., M. P. P. D. A.
Loew, Marcus, Loew's, Inc.
Wilson, F. G., Reeland Pub. Co.
Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
Loew, David, Loew's, Inc.
Woodle, Bernard T., M. P. P. D. A.
Loughborough, Jim, T. H. Ince Corp.
Inc.
Lownes, A. A., Dura Film Protector Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory.
Co.
McGovern, Chas., 130 W. 46th St.
Officers of Theater Corp. Named
MacMahon, John, N. Y. American
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mac Manus, Ed, N. Y. Athletic Club.
Oklahoma City The officers of
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
the newly formed Criterion Theater
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Corp. are: J. H. Cooper, president;
Marin H. N., Distinctive Prod.
R. C. Clavenger, vice-president; A.
Massce, Wiiliam, 115 Broad St.
Keough, secretary; and Fred
C.
Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
Metzler,
treasurer.
Harold
B.
Meadcr, J. E. D., Metro
Franklin, of Southern Enterprises,
Merserau, Don, The Film Daily.
will be on the board of directors.
Michie, Gordcn, Rellimeo Film
Syn- The theater company operates the

Mfg. Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.
Mooney, Paul C, Maver Prod
Moore,
Tom, .Moore's The;,

Ellison, Millard.
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CHADWICK PICTURES CODPv
Presents

JIMMY AUBREY
IN

a

series

of

two

designed to play the
throughout the world.

POST IMPRESSIONS 1

A

comedies

reel

Jimmy Aubrey comedies

will

em-

ploy the best comedy artists to support the star. A corps of trained
comedy writers and "gag" inventors
of note will provide laugh material

and action

comedy

to

make each

stand on

its

They

present the garb, mannerisms

—

individual

customs of foreign peoples unique
camera studies of lands everyone
wishes to see, and done so well that
a visLt

merits.

becomes unnecessary, but the

desire to see for onesself

These greater Jimmy Aubrey comedies will be produced as if each one
were a super feature as we will truly
make each one a super-comedy.

intensified.

finest theatres are arranging to
present Post Impressions exclusively
Dr. Hugo Reisento their patrons.
feld, has arranged for the exclusive
first run exhibition of this series at
the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion
Theatres.

NEW Jim mv Aubrey
—then

comedies will be ready in July
one each month thereafter.

Correspondence regarding distribution

CHADWICK PICTURES
CORPORATION
130 W. 46th

New York

is

The

—

The first of the

series of pictorial visits abroad.

Post Impressions are not scenics
or travel pictures in the ordinary
sense of the word.

finest theatres

Street

City

is

invited

LLD
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Inexpensive, Unusual Presentations for Short Subjects,

by Rutgers Neilson
Canadian Showmen Regard Short Subjects
The Short Length Subject Abroad, by Wm. M. Vogel
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Front Cover

Co

'Pardoning the bad

is

Week

Headlines
way

for phys-

Tuesday

Use

of uniform contract by important distributors spreading
Arbitration boards functioning in many key
nationally.
cities.

D. P. Howells buys "Rupert." "Common Law" and "Modern
Matrimom " for foreign markets and arranges to handle
Selznick foreign sales for two years.
Golf entries to date total 127.

Wednesday
Decoration Day.

Thursday
working

throughout country
Thirty-one arbitration
with exchanges and exhibitors having equal representation.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan announce 33 titles of next year's
boards

product.
F. B. O. to release 30 features next year and three series ot
Witwer stories in short reel form.
April tax returns total $6,051,266. a drop of $600,000 as compared with March but a marked advance over returns for
April, 1922.
Frank Rembusch in letter to W. A. Steffes and J. C. Ritter
questions accomplishments of M. P. T. O. under Sydney
Suggests a Chicago meeting in
S. Cohen's leadership.
June to talk matters over.

Inside Front Cover

Educational Film Corp

Grand

of the

Selznick understood to have more dials under
ical handling of product.
Metro plans 36 pictures for next year.

Page 53

Dis

THE LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE
M.

5

Monday

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST

Asso. First Nat

Dorothy Dalton

3

Clichy.

Representative
Internationale
Filmschau,
(Czecho- Slovakia), Wenielsplatz.

presents.

2

"Shorty," by Carl Laemmle
The Short Subject as Viewed by Editors of Regional
Publications
Comment of Many Important Exhibitors Opposing Length
of Features as Affecting Program
Development of the Short Subject, by Hal Roach
Producers of Short Subjects
Killing Off the Stars of Tomorrow, by Al Christie
The Importance of the Short Subject, by Harold B.
Franklin
How Good Short Subjects Help in Summer Season, by

in
Edwin Carewe

Page
Short Subjects by "Danny"

Friday
sees Henry Ford in Detroit and explains ideals
Also discusses pedagogic films
of motion picture industry.
with Board of Education there.
First National plans five sales ('(inferences to discuss fall plans.

Will H.

Hays

to hold international confab in 1924 with
1000 delegates present. Kansas City the probable selection.
Frank L. Newman. Kansas City, worried over crop of mediocre pictures for summer months.

Famous Players

Saturday
Plans two
studio on the coast.
Cosmosarl
Charles Ray buys
other producing units. "Courtship of Miles Standish" may
go through Assoc. Exhibitors.
Entries for Golf Tournament reach 197. Highest ever.
All but Dallas. 1' Arbiters functioning in 23 key cities.
Moines. Minneapolis and Milwaukee working.

injuring the

good!*—Benjamin Franklin.
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Summer Shows and Short
What

are you planning to do this

You know,

your short subjects?

showman

you're any sort of a

if

average

human being

ing the

warm months

want

not

to be tied

With

or tiresome.

is

Summer

or

with

you should,

at all that the

especially restless dur-

down

He

Summer.

of the

does

anything too long

to

the great outdoors calling,

down

3,

1923

Subjects

varied entertainment, where a whole evening's

He

entertainment can always be counted upon.
can

make

much

a

bigger appeal in his advertis-

come

ing by showing his patrons that they can

any time during the evening and

to his theater

see several

good

pictures,

none of which

too long, then he can by telling

them

will be

of only

one

feature.

Here

a single performance of an hour and a half or

"ad,"

which only the program units would

two hours as he would be

need to be changed.

he

is

not nearly as likely to

tie

in

himself

to

Winter

the cold

in

is

evenings.

A

You wish

appeal to this average

to

human

A

A

frequent changes in story and general treatment.

Vaudeville

held.

to be

is

is

found

standing

WHOLE

novel and varied program

Every day

in the vaudeville

— All

Summer

TODAY'S PROGRAM

the only form of stage enter-

Unit
tainment that runs consistently year
out

a

cool and comfortable theater.

give him a program that will offer

Proof of this

for

SUMMER EVENING'S

being you must offer him variety entertainment.

You must

suggestion

a

in

1

and year
Unit 2

— right

through

the

hot

summer months.

Drama, musical comedy,

farce

comedy, opera and

Unit

3

Unit 4
all

other forms of entertainment where one lone

performance makes up the entire show, will

most always close

sumIn the preceding Short Subject Quarterly im-

Why?

Be-

entertainment

that

portant exhibitors, voicing their ideas as to the

cause

is

it

ever-changing

usually sends every one
of the

program

How

away

value of short subjects,
against

can the exhibitor take advantage of this

Only by making greater us

which provide the same kind

footage

exhibitors

a fine opportunity for the

be,

is

summer.
still

jump ahead

General condemnation of excessive
today heard through the industry.

But

many

and

so-called "big" pictures out,

you may have an idea

of

running them during the

You may have them booked.

If

so,

give their whole ad-

vertising space over to the feature alone.

will

More

films.

of frequent

to be found in vaudeville.

starting

issue.

there are

to take a big

feature

of Short Sub-

subject and varied entertainment that

Too many

of

opinions on this line will be found elsewhere in
this

jects,

in

length

the

at least.

?

change

commented vigorously

pleased with part

lesson

is

5

Unit 6
for at least part of the

mer, but vaudeville goes right on.

is

Unit
al-

There

wide awake exhibitor
of his competitor In-

NOW to advertise the fact that his

house

throughout the summer, the home of

think

it

over.

Because they

will

mighty good, mighty interesting,
natural

feeling

weather and the

which
call of

to

develops

have to be

combat that
with

warm

the outdoors.

DANNY.
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"SHORTY"
By

The "Industry

that

is still in

has reached another milestone.

when the baby was born

—

infancy,"

its

stood by

1

fact

in

was

1

have
I
weight,
on
watched the
develop its little muscles, creep around on
the floor and finally walk "all alone."
Mumps, measles, whooping cough and all
the other kid-diseases came and went. And

god-father

christening.

the

at

youngster

still

the

take

As

rascal prospered!

little

usual,

a lot of well-meaning but poorly advised
friends and relatives offered scores of sug-

gestions on the bringing up of the child,
but the boy survived! It wasn't long before

he could lick any kid in school. Later on
he fought his way through college in record time, and the day he graduated he went
out on his own with the plaudits of the world
ringing in his ears.
Naturally, he sought

the

quickest,

the

fame and fortune. First he
but was soon
tried the one and two reelers
troubled with growing pains and craved new
surest road to

He

conquer.

to

fields

—

He

chose the Feature
until today the Fea-

developed it
with
the best efforts of the spoken
ture ranks
stage, with most ambitious novel, the oil
paintings of a master, the score of a worldFilm.

famed opera and the pride
brief,

ARRIVED.
point in

its

the

Twen-

enviable position in the lives of the

Century public.
Not content with

tieth

achievement, our
His
virile son is again seeking new fields.
thoughts are reverting to his First LoveFeature's young brother. Shorty
this

!

taking his cue from his old palJohnny Vaudeville. It isn't so long ago that

Shorty

is

He

held forth
depended
he
mainly in cheap concert halls—
on men folks who were out kicking over

Johnny was

the

traces

didn't

in

for

ill

his

know he was

repute.

patronage.
alive.

Even

The
if

ladies

they did.

they would not have appreciated his suggestive "cracks" or his off-color, smutty
It looked very much as if Johnny
jokes.
was going to get himself into a load of

trouble— when along came

a

Laemmle

Samaritans who took the ho}' away from his
bad companions and made a man of him.
Johnny can thank men like Ton) Pastor,
!•. F. Proctor, E. F. Albee, MarMorris and a few others
William
Loew,
cus
for showing him the light. Today, he stands
a credit to his sponsors and a power
erect
Beautiful thein the Amusement World.
aters have been erected and dedicated to his
nam, the finest type of man and woman and,
the best boys and girls of the country are
numbered among his friends.
But stop this analogy is a little unfair
His troubles has not been the
to Shorty.
It company he has kept. Not at all.

B. F. Keith,

—

—

simply that he has been neglected.
brother, Feature,

own way

crowd

of

good

in the

His big

was too busy making
world

to

his

pay much atten

While Feation to the rest of the family.
Shorty
society.
best
ture travelled in the very
to stay near

had

home and

earn his living

as best he could with the lesser lights.
Now, another milestone has been reached.
Feature has attained a position where he is

enabled to hold out a helping hand to his
brother, he can afford to share some of the
spot light with him— to spend more money
(111

him—TO SEND HIM TO COLLEGE!
That's the kind of a family

sculptor's

of a

Feature Film has
It has reached the highest
It occupies an
development.

In

heart.

Carl

I

member

individual
for the

good o

willing to

we are. Every
make sacrifices

fthe cause!

So the stage is all set for Shorty to come
get
back into his own! Once these boys
they grow up like wildfire. Shorty
started
he
already has three new suits of clothes—

—

studying "Etiquette for All Occasions,"
and the first thing you know he will blossom
cane.
out in a silk hat. evening duds and a
in.
breezes
he
11,. die strong point is that

.is

again.
does his stuff and then breezes out
doesn't
he
details,
He doesn't bore you with
try to stretch a three bagger into a
He doesn't outlive his welcome.

when

to

go home.

He

is

a

home run.
He know-

snappy, peppy

in
young fellow, well spoken, polished and
outlb- has
every sense— a gentlemen.
is. he won't
—that
his fighting daj

grown
,

w

hi s

but there

on the slightest provocation,
still enough rough and ready

fists
is

(Continued on
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PRODUCTION

IN

I
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1

CHARLES ASCOTT
in

"HANDY ANDY LANDS"
The

first

of a Series of 12 Two-Reel
"HANDY ANDY"

COMEDIES

Starring

Charles Ascott
Directed

TEFFT

By

JOHNSON

Produced By
J.
J.

RAY FRIEDGEN

RAY FRIEDGEN
TEFFT JOHNSON
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Regional Trade Paper Editors on the Short Subject
ART MEYER,

Motion Picture Bulletin

Have you eved stopped

nia:

of Califor-

to consider the import-

ance of the short reel subject to your program? What
picture program would be complete without the comedy, news chapter play, two-reel western or scenic?
Why, to offer your patrons a show without one of these
would be as absurd as serving a meal without seasonThe short subject IS the "seasoning" to the proing.
gram. It should be used in theaters to relax the mind
of the audience to prepare them for the heavy feature
which is to follow. You perhaps have noticed just
as I have how impossible it is to enter a picture show
;

after the feature has started

This

is

of the feature, but

a theater

enough

and become

interested.

not due to the fact that you have missed part

and have your mind clear
long subject. You must be attuned

to enjoy a

street

selection of the correct short subject to be

with the feature
short subject
to the

is

most

is

To some

vital.

a short subject,

showman who has made

the short subject

is

best proof of this

shown

exhibitors, a

— simply

a

filler.

as important as the feature.

the fact that critics

is

But

a study of his business,

all

The

over the

country are devoting, in many instances, as much
space to short subjects as to features. Your best judgment should tell you how ridiculous it is to show a
western or a serial before the main feature or a short
subject

comedy

Motion Picture Journal, Dallas,
Exhibitors through the Southwest have not
generally made any particular effort to market short
subjects, selling efforts generally being devoted to the
features.

There has been no general complaint either from
the exchanges or from the exhibitors on the length
of features annulling the use of short subjects.

Short subject films are shipped in as good condition
from our exchanges as all other films.
Serials and comedies have always been very strong
in the Southwest.
There has been somewhat of a

for a

comedy

feature.

in many
The sooner

Yet

instances, exhibitors unthinkingly do this.

There

The demand

for

excess of the supply.

is

Interstate Film

News, Cleve-

no perceptible evidence that exhibit-

—

or even the features.
Prints ordinarily good. Occasionally one falls down.
Must be expected.

Two reel comedies seem to predominate and as a
whole are most popular. Slapstick goes strong in some
localities.

DAVID BARRIST,
Excepting

Michigan Film Review:

The

ex-

hibitor here is very lacking in getting the results that
he should out of his short subjects. They fail to adThis applies to
vertise and exploit them properly.

most of the first-run houses as well as the neighborhood and state theaters.
features that run longer than seven reels have
materially cut down the demand for short subjects.

The

has been particularly noticeable this year. I should
say that it has made a dent of at least 25 per cent in
the bookings of short subjects, if not more.
It

shipping of short subject film in this territory
to be entirely satisfactory.

No

complaint on this

score.

The comedy short subject is naturally the most popular. Then comes the news weekly, and then the educational, such as travel or scenic.

The

Exhibitor, Philadelphia:

the instances of feature short subjects

Emile Coue, Sawing
The Leather Pushers,

of

Half, a series like

feutre comedies like Chaplin and Keaton,

to the

JACOB SMITH,

in

The Message

like

realize the psychological effect of the short sub-

seems

serials.
is in

short subjects

ject upon your patrons the greater will be the results
obtained. If you have failed to give SHORT SUBJECTS REAL consideration, here is some food for
thought, and a possible solution to a leakage at your
box office.

The

for

GEORGE W. COLE,
land:

inence

you

demand

slackening of

quality short reel comedies

ors in this vicinity over-exert themselves in exploiting

for the occasion.

The

HOWELL,

a physical impossibilitly to enter

it is

from the

G.

S.

Texas:

My

is

a

Lady

serials,
little

in

or

prom-

given by the exhibitors in their advertising

one and two

reel subjects.

discussion with various exhibitors leads

me

to

the conclusion that six reels would be the ideal length

This would permit the use of a two reel
comedy and a single reel non-story subject which exhibitors feel are necessary to complete a program.
Features five reels in length, no matter what their quality, are still regarded by the exhibitors as ordinary
program pictures, whereas the features which are seven
for a feature.

reels

and upwards

in

length are too

cumbersome

to

permit the proper building of a nicely balanced proAnother objection to the long feature is that

gram.

the theaters of smaller capacity frequently run three

an evening of an expensive picture, starting
at 6:30, which the super length features make very
Thus, frequently, the exhibitor running a
difficult.

shows

three

in

show schedule with a long

feature

to confine himself to a single reel

his
I

is

comedy

compelled
to balance

show, which is insufficient.
have heard no general complaint on the condition

of the short subject prints.

The two

reel star

and feature brand comedies seem

to be the most popular.

—

'

THE

Journal, Kansas City, Mo.:

Ben Shlyen, The Reel

•'The average exhibitor in this territory

makes no

spe-

with his short subconsiders them "fillers." If he has a 6-reel

cial effort to

He

jects.

-3&*\DAILV

produce

real results

comedy, or novelty, and if
his feature is a 5-reeler, he wants a 2-reel comedy.
"I believe the length of feature productions has materially affected the showing of short subjects. Most exhibitors try to give their public a variety program, but
at the same time, keep it within a certain length. They
do not like to run over eight or nine reels of pictures,
and with the many features of this length, or of even
greater length, that have been on the market of late,
they have hardly been able to give shorter pictures as
they
great a representation on their programs as
wants a

feature, he

1-reel

Sunday, June

3,

1923

on his booking, the feature he buys should not, in my
judgment, exceed the six or seven-reel length. The
audience "turn-over" is seriously disrupted by the so-

what it may or the
director whom he may be. I would not be understood
as saying that these "big" pictures are not welcome in
You have
special theaters and big first run houses.

called colossal film, be the subject

asked concerning "the average exhibitor."
In a field so extremely cosmopolitan as that served
by our publication, it would be unfair, in my judgment,
to specify what type of short subject would seem to be

Ours

most popular.

is

a

field

which welcomes the

widest variety.
I

a

do not

feel that

I

am wholly competent

go into

to

discussion of exhibitor complaints with regard to

deserve.

the delivery of film.

"The exchanges here maintain a very good inspection and film renovating service. There have been very
few complaints of the condition of prints, and these
only in cases of old features being foisted upon the
exhibitor without careful inspection. Little or no complaint in this regard has been made about short sub-

responsible for the physical handling of these short

"It

is

hard to say just what short subject

is

news every night in the week, with as many changes
as their program calls for. I think Universal Century
Comedies are very popular, and also Educational's
Hamilton and Christie Comedies. Of course, there
a

may be many

others, but

I

believe these are in the

first

delivery,

rather feel

LAWRENCE
New

A.

York:

URBACH,

The average

Motion Picture Jourexhibitor in the terri-

tory covered by Motion Picture Journal (Greater

New York

State and

Northern

New

New

Jersey)

bend every effort to make his short
subjects stand out as prominently as possible in all of
his advertising and display matter, in order to be successful.
Exhibitors realize the importance of offering
a varied program, and the public has come to expect,
in addition to the feature, a good assortment of news
topics; a short (this may be educational), and also a
short hilarious comedy.
There is no question in my mind that the exhibitors
of necessity

in this territory, as.

doubtless, in other territories, are

unanimous upon one point, and that is, that some of
the biggest, most widely advertised pictures, pictures
themselves to exploitation, are too long.
would be uttering something of a bromide
feel that
in saying that ten and eleven and twelve-reel pictures
are of little use to the average exhibitor, here or elsethai best lend

where

if

lessness on the part of the exhibitor in failing to "order
his

show"

sufficiently far in

advance to give the

dis-

In conclusion,

I

feel that

upward and onward

the

trend toward "better pictures" would suffer greatly

were

not for such admirable productions as

it

Down

"Way

"Orphans of the Storm," "Douglas Fairbanks in Robin Hood," Miss Pickford's new "Tess,"
"When Knighthood Was in Flower," "The Covered
Wagon," "The White Rose," "The Four Horsemen,"
etc.. etc.
But it would be a fatal innovation if this
practice were to become the order of the day. It would
In

I

and

East,"

my opinion, ruin to 'the average exhibitor."
my judgment nothing must stop the increasing pro-

spell, in

rank."

must

modern methods of
any complaint would hold, I would
that the fault would be due more to care-

subjects are resorting to the most

most

popular in this territory. Of course, Movie Chats has
a very great representation here, and the news reels
also seem to be very popular.
Some exhibitors run

York.

believe that the distributors

tributor a fair opportunity to deliver.

jects.

nal,

I

1

der

for

the exhibitor to

make

a profit

duction of "shorts" to meet the ever-increasing demand. So long as producers will make six and sevenreel pictures (not longer) "the

prosper.

average exhibitor" will
But he should not be called upon too often to

book colossal

pictures.

<t

left in

'

(Continued from page 3)
to pull off his kid gloves

him

you have
if

Shorty

it

straight from

and

let

the shoulder

the occasion warrants.

He
ladies

is

becoming

—and

a great

the best part of

champion
it

is

—

— the

of the

ladies

are reciprocating the feeling they are beginning to take notice of his winning smile,
Ins quick wit and his pleasing personality.
Shorty is a comer. He will surprise you.

He

develop a new line of revenue. He
watching. I predict big things for
him, and I for one am going to give him
a chance.
will

will bear

THE SPICE OF THE
SUMMER PROGRAM
ill

be the

SHORT SUBJECT
"THE SPICE OF. THE PROGRAM"

Book These

Nationally Advertised Short
Subjects for every program and
promise your patrons

A WHOLE
SUMMER EVENING'S
ENTERTAINMENT
HURD COMEDIES
LYMAN H. HOWE'S HODGE-PODGE
EARL

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES
Jack White Productions

HAMILTON COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES
WILDERNESS TALES
By Robert C. Bruce

KINOGRAMS
and

"Man

vs.

(News Weekly)

specials

such as

Beast"

"The Message of Emile Coue"
"Golf, as Played by Gene Sarazen"
"Sea of Dreams," a Warren A. Newcombe Production

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

Inc.
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Comedy

to shout

from

the House Tops!
Christie Comedies once more lead the field by furnishing
the much-sought quality of variety which audiences demand.

now

an unusual comedy that will not only prove
a tremendous drawing card in itself, but also give audiences
their money's worth of laughs.

Al

Christie

\

offers

v.
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of the Regular Series of

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

With Novel Comedy Attraction

'Roll

Along" with Jimmie Adams
Blackface Triumph

Roll Along"

has

all

the

humor

of the Plantation

has been successful on the stage
an uproarious motion picture.
for years

Vith the regular Christie
this is

Comedy

—now the b

players in blackface high

one of the best bets of the year for any theatre

Released through

Negro

to

ad

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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Overlong Features the Curse of the Program
Last February
of feature films

The Film Daily pointed out the need
being made shorter both for enter-

tainment value and to give short subjects a greater opportunity to build a program varied and interesting.

At that time, in the February quarterly issue of the
Program Building and Short Subject issue, some
notable exhibitors commented on the value of short
subjects as program builders and a number pointed
out that the chief difficulty was the overlong features
which blocked the program. Among these were Jules
E. Mastbaum of the Stanley Co., Philadelphia Samuel
Katz of Balaban & Katz, Chicago; H. M. Thomas,
;

then with Famous Players Canadian Corp., and now
with Abe Blank; Dan Michaelove of Southern En-

you will be rendering the exhibitor of from
500 to 1,500 seating capacity untold service."
Toronto Charles C. Branham, director of theatres,

to see this,

—

Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.: "Having just
screened six new features representing the product of
three of the leading distributors,

I

am more

thorough-

convinced than ever that the producers are making
the pictures too long. All of the pictures I have just
seen have been in seven or eight reels any one of
them could have been made in five or six, and would
have been much better entertainment in the shorter

ly

.

;

length.

"Practically every one of the
theatres operated

by

this

managers

in the forty

company have voiced

their

William Brandt of New York; Milton H. Feld of Frank Newman's organization, Kansas
City Herschel Stuart, Missouri Theatre, St. Louis

protest against the unnecessarily long features. * * *

John H. Kunsky, Detroit; Charles M. Olson, Indianapolis; Harry Bernstein, Richmond, Va. Samuel Goldstein, Goldstein Bros., Springfield, Mass.; Eugene H.
Roth, San Francisco; Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana;
Aaron Jones, Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago Leo
F. Keiler. Strand Amusement Co., Paducah, Ky. Oscar Ginns. Ginns-Topkis Interests, Wilmington, Del.
McGuiness, Boston; Tom Moore, Washington;
J. L
Detroit; Sid Grauman, Los Angeles;
Gleichman,
Phil
& Von Herberg, Seattle, and
J. von Herberg, Jensen

features."

terprises, Atlanta;

The

public

vide this

if

demanding variety, and you cannot proyou have to run seven, eight and nine reel
is

;

Butte, Mont.

;

— M.

J.

Sullivan, Rialto: "I

am

heartily

accord with your views that eight-, nine- and tenreel features are hurting the box office.
It is the
in

hardest thing in the world to put over a long feature

;

;

many

be found expressions from other important exhibitors regarding the extreme length of
features forwarded both to this publication and The
Motion Picture News, which editorially is opposing the
will

great length of feature productions.

Lake City: George E. Carpenter, ParamountEmpress: "More power to you if you can induce the
Salt

producer to concentrate, condense and generally give
us shorter feature pictures. Six reels is ample; with
this number of reels it is possible to present an ideal
motion picture show. If you turn to the Good Book
and count the number of words it took to tell of the
creation of the world and then recall the footage some
of these directors give us on mundane things of less
import but what's the use

—

!

my

way, been trying to demonstrate to some distributors that both they and we have
lost hundreds of dollars owing to the fact that during
the peak of business we have turned them away in
droves incident to the show being too long and the
"I have, in

feeble

turnover accordingly curtailed. *

* *

keynote of successful programs.
With but mighty few exceptions no feature should be
over six reels in length. If you can get the producer
"Variety

is

the

me

much

in a

at the

box

We

six-reel features.

can

which gives us a balMovie fans are satisfied and we are

anced program.

it

better position to get a

much

bigger play

office."

Geneva, N. Y.

others.

Below

successfully. * * * Give

build short subjects around

— Ross

A.

McAvoy, Temple:

"I sin-

cerely believe that in the regular motion picture theatre, or vaudeville-picture theatre, 6,000 feet

the

maximum

—

M. Edgar Hart, city manaWorth Palace and Hippodrome: "If concrete

Fort Worth, Texas
ger, Ft.

should be

length of any feature."
J.

opinion of the exhibitors of the United States can
bring about, in their earnest recommendation, the

production of shorter feature films, six and seven
reels at the most, your campaign, in this direction, will
have been one of the most progressive steps ever
taken by a leading publication of the motion thing in
the world to build a

program around a long

feature.

"Personally, and after extended experience in the
field,

urged

I
it

favor five reelers.

I

have advocated

it

and

as suggestions to several directors."

—

Kansas City, Mo. Frank L. Newman: "I have
harped on this subject of long features for the past
year along the line that features are entirely too long.
Time and again a production has been ruined by
stretching it to 8, 9, and 10 reels whereas if it were
put into 5]/2 or 6, the action would be snappier and

more entertaining.
"Then again, the large motion picture theatres
throughout the country are expected to show more
than just a feature and when you have a two-reel
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comedy, news, and scenic, an overture and generally
one or two other musical numbers, the show is so long
that you wear the patrons out.
"I have talked to hundreds of exhibitors in my territory and I do not know of one who has not been in
favor of shorter length features."

—

Coudersport, Pa. H. E. Cane: "Five reels are
enough for ninety per cent, of the features produced.
When you can get features in five or at most six
reels, there is

quently,

my

more action and

patrons will say

:

Fre-

less repetition.

'Oh, the picture

was

all

but too long.'

right,

Hood' will stand
length, but the erroneous impression that any intelligent exhibitor buys film by the yard should be eliminated."

— Ray

Grombacher: "Producers are

ruining the business by making eight-reel productions.
Six-reel

pictures

and helpless patrons. They all can'1
tiling.
There must be variety in the
ear to the ground and
'It

are

With few

ideal.

exceptions,

could be absolutely improved by cutting
reels.

fact that the picture

is

it

to

six

eight reels

does not, in our estimation, increase its value."
Dover, N. J.— R. F. Woodhull, Baker: i'Long pictures have been one of my biggest problems. In order

your program, comedy and
This means
that when you have a seven reel feature the whole
program must be sent through your machines at a
speed that is injurious to the mechanism, but of still
greater importance, disgusting to an intelligent auThat other dedience. And it does not stop there
partment of tremendous import in the retailing of moto properly diversify

in-

structional reels are absolutely necessary.

!

— the

—

compelled to render
when the
continuously
music
heavy or ballad-type
comedy would permit the use of lighter melodies
tion pictures

orchestra

is

which would supply relief to the ear.
"I had an exhibitor tell me recently that when he
finds his show running too long he lifts a reel or two
out of his feature attraction and in most cases it is
never missed by his audience. However, I do not believe that many of us have the nerve to try that method
even though we firmly believe that most of the superspecials will kindly lend themselves to the idea."

Anniston, Ala.

— Roy G. Smart: "Two years

of agita-

seems to have brought definite
The sequence was natural and

tion for shorter features
results

— longer

ones.

were not to be blamed. Exhibitors developed a growing habit of biting hard at long features the more footage the harder they bit. But now
their pig-iron stomachs are full, their appetites satisfied
and experience has shown that shorter menus bring
longer life, and, more patrons.
"The real answer is found in the theatre lobby. Just
listen, and watch the yawning, sleepy-eyed, restless
the producers

;

a

you

will hear, over

same

I'm your

and over,

"

good show, but too

long.'

Y.— Edward L. Hyman, Mark Strand
"I take this occasion to agree with the opinion in Brooklyn, N.

eral quarters that

many

feature pictures are too long,

and that over-long features are hurting the box office.
You might have added, too, that the over-long features
are not pleasing the public any more than the shorter
features, thus they have no definite reason or excuse

my

would make no mistake in considering those two things the public and the box

opinion, the producer

—

The former is the ultimate consumer, who always has the last word and whose opinion must always be respected, and the latter is the barometer by
office.

which the producer figures

terms of dollars and

in

cents in distributing his product.

"We

every eight-reel production last year and this year

The mere

was

the

like
lull.

for being longer than the average feature film. In

"Ocassionally, a feature like 'Robin

Spokane, Wash.

11

some

get

of the best pictures

made, from

vari-

ous sources, and the shortest ones give the most
satisfaction, to public and to us. Short features mean
there is no wasted footage we can give with them a
;

variety

program

of shorter reels

and music not possible

with the longer features monotony is eliminated or
minimized the turnover is more frequent and more
steady but why name more reasons for short features
when those are the principal ones?"
Wichita, Kan. Stanley N. Chambers, Miller Theatrical Enterprises: "You are touching upon the industry's worst evil long padded pictures. The production of stories far past the necessary length is
driving patrons from our doors. The public does not
;

;

—

—

;

know

exactly

why

pictures

fail

to entertain

them as

they once did, but experienced exhibitors are able to

put their fingers upon the fault; the pictures are too
long, draggy and tiresome. Aside from the tiresomeness of the individual feature attraction, long pictures
in

addition to certain other necessary and expected

units of a

program make the

entire

show too long and

sends patrons away dissatisfied and disgruntled.

"Confronted by
tors try to

problem many exhibiby doing their own cutting

this serious

remedy the

and not being skilled

evil

in this

highly specialized work

they butcher the film at the expense of the Producer's
reputation.

"Other exhibitors, who do not resort to cutting film,
speed it through their machines giving the characters
an unnatural animation and injuring the story value of
the picture thereby bringing discredit to all persons
associated with it from the star and producer down
to the exhibitor."

— E. V. Richards,

General Manager
is to remain
the keynote of unit presentation producers should and

New

Orleans

Saenger Amusement

Co.:

"If

Jr.,

variety

THE
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must co-operate with exhibitors to keep their feature
length dramas within reason. A theatre's policy today
Give the fellow who owns
sells a show not a feature.
it some credit for selling his wares instead of a trademark.
Brisbane can

"If

tell

in

two paragraphs what

takes a reporter to say in a column,

it

it

behooves the
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— Phil

Gleichman, Broadway Strand: "The
ideal length of a motion picture feature, from the
standpoint of a theatre manager, is 5,000 feet. This
is because the modern theatre program must satisfy
the public and the public expects a feature, a comedy,
Detroit

a

news

and a

reel or other film, special orchestra

soloist or prologue

numbers

on every program.

"When

demands and not by the foot.
These dog days of summer particularly demand one
hour and forty minutes as maximum presentation for
a diversified program whether it be Broadway or

one gets a feature, 7,000 or more feet long,
we must cut out most of the added attractions, and
if it's like Tess there isn't time for anything else.
The
result is that the public goes to the box office and asks
why we are not showing a comedy and other pictures

Main

as well.

industry to search for directors

who can make

features

for the length the story

Street."

—

Fort Worth, Texas Barry Burke, Palace: "Thank
the Lord that the long-drawn-out, padded and otherwise over-done features will begin to get panned. Who
wants them ? I surely do not know. The public does

and surely the exhibitor does not.
patrons do not care to spend the entire evening
in a theatre, no matter how comfortable you may
make them, and my patrons are no different from any
not,

"My

other patrons."

San Francisco

—

J.

A. Partington: "There

side to the over-long features question.

is

only one

With

the ex-

ception of a few pictures for long run exhibition, the

maximum

length should be sixty-five hundred

feet.

Ninety per cent of pictures would be improved by
keeping them within this length and a diversified program, the life blood of the business, could be maintained.
"If producers

do not remedy

this condition

lishing a regular clientele."

Y.— W.

Ithaca, N.

A. Dillon, Strand: "Extra long

away from

theatres, peo-

shopping for entertainment and are not falling
for increased admission because of a few more reels
any more than the exhibitor is. They are all wise.
* * * Motto It's better to have your patrons and not
need them than it is to need them and not have them."
ple are

:

—

N. Y. A. C. Hayman, Cataract Thehard for an exhibitor who is catering
to the public daily and receiving hundreds of complaints that the feature was so long that it tired, to
understand why the producers insist upon this enormous padding of features, and I assure you that many
a good picture has lost its box-office value on account
of being too long. * * * Over-long features are a
menace to the box-office, as they help to keep the
people from coming to motion pictures."

Niagara

Falls,

atre Corp.: "It

is

long feature the theatre loses money because the house capacity is less. A good percentage,
possible 40 per cent., will not care for anything but

This allows a good let out at the end
of the feature so we can take care of the waiting
lines.
Not so many persons are held outside. If the
feature occupies the entire program, the waiting crowd
for the second show at night, is so large that hundreds
will walk away with the result that when the first
show is over the crowd is not large enough to fill the
house again."
the feature.

—

Des Moines, Iowa A. G. Stolte, Booking Manager
for A. H. Blank: "The lengthy feature is tiresome and
often is injurious as a box office attraction. * * * We
have found in building up a program on a two-hour
basis that the proper length for a feature should be

from

five to six

thousand

Youngstown, Ohio

soon they
will discourage entirely the making of comedies and
short subjects, without which the country's great
houses will be unable to present variety of attractions which have been mainly instrumental in estab-

features are keeping patrons

"On every

— C.

feet."

W.

Deibel, Liberty:

"My

frank opinion

is that features should not exceed six
except with unusual subjects where the con-

reels,

tinuity

would be broken by endeavoring

to

make

the

picture shorter.

"The average theatre-goer does not want to see
more than a two-hour show, and besides the feature, a
comedy and another short subject should be introduced."

—

Omaha, Neb. H. B. Watts: "A 'super' can be any
number of reels. Too many program pictures, called
supers, rob theatre of variety.

cause

I

program
feature.

My

patrons kick be-

show high class scenics often. The ideal
news events, a scenic novelty and a comedy
Anybody can make a meal on turkey, but

can't
is

pork chops need potatoes, soup and dessert."
Minneapolis

—Theodore

L. Hays, General

Manager

& Ruben, calls attention to a resolution
on Feature Lengths passed at the recent convention
of the Minnesota M. P. T. O. This resolution, which
represented the unanimous views of the delegates, urgently requested producers "to use every effort to
of Finkelstein

confine the length of

and

in

all

features to 5 reels

no case to permit them

to

if

possible,

exceed 7 reels

in
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kngth, to the end that we may regain much of the
patronage which has been weaned away from this
form of entertainment through the monotony which
necessarily accompanies the viewing of extra reels
which in fact detract from the entertainment value of
such pictures."

A WESTERN VIEW

I

A KICK FROM THE SOUTH
Feature productions are entirely too long as a mawhen a theater plays a seven or eight reel
picture and uses a scenic and cartoon or news reel, it
forces the people to sit in too long, which is tiresome,
and also limits the earning capacity of the theater

jority, for

where the seating capacity

is

Harry T. Nolan, Denver
Sometimes pretty good, at times they have excelled
program film. Wouldn't call the kind we get fill-

when we got

Capitol

a strong feature.

We

WOULD STARVE WITHOUT THEM
W. Bays, Crane Theater Carthage, Mo.
You do me a great honor in asking me to write my
G.

many

a so-called feature.

have used short subjects since features came in
style, but have always selected them when I could.
The reason I do is that they draw a certain class
It

would not come unless they could

pays to run them,

Have two

dailies,

I

see a

comedy.

Co., Superior,

Wis.

that is in the interests of the
entire industry to limit length of features to five or
six reels whenever the story will permit.

MORE OF THE DIFFICULTIES
By Leo

Brecher,

New York

account of the excessive length of features it is
impossible to form a definite policy or to create much
public interest in short subjects. As a result short subjects

seldom occupy a position better than "just a

Of

filler."

—

must go home now and read them.

following could be developed for each series with a
campaign launched at the outset which would gain

.

We

do not get one hundred per-cent out of short subjects as while a necessary and intergral part of the prois

—"Wonders of

A

THE IDEAL PROGRAM

—the box-office value

course, there are exceptions

Sea" for instance, or the "Wilderness Tales."
But the value of a good short subject would be greatly
enhanced if it could be played on schedule like a serial.
the

believe.

E. H. Bingham, Colonial Theater, Indianapolis

gram we present

Amusement

On

I

that

limited.

are convinced

opinion in regards to short subjects. I would starve
without them so they must be good, for they have saved
a

lacking

momentum

—how-

ever you connect them up to the feature in your advertising.
It is only occasionally a short subject stands
out to the point one gets acknowledgements for it from
the patrons.

We

use a news reel, fable, feature and comedy-editing the news reel to give room for the fable, and on
occasions of features of extra long footage make the

with each succeeding number

in the series.

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE
Skouras Bros. Circuit,

We

St.

Louis, Missouri

consider short subjects of vital importance to

our program, and for that reason are supporting the
fight for feature productions not to exceed six reels in
length. Any time a feature is more than six reels, it
hurts our short show, and we feel that the program is

weakened thereby.

We

fable stand the

comedy portion.
If we could but make the producer realize that bigger and better pictures does not mean longer footage

our patrons a strong news every
week, running at least twelve minutes and so selected
The topics are also
as to make the music effective.

and could get a feature five thousand feet or a little
under our idea of a satisfying program would be the

a regular unit

news

reel, fable or

other cartoon

—the feature—and a one

reel

—

comedy educational
The makers of

comedy.

comedies should realize that a continuity of laughs,
can be carried in one thousand feet for more than dull
stuff to

make up

footage.

Eight thousand feet of film

from 1200

is

sufficient for

any man

the exhibitor has a capacity of
to 3000 seats and he desires a more lengthy

to offer his patrons.

i

KEEP 'EM DOWN

the

ers except

I

Marvin Wise, Birmingham, Ala.

If

program he can use prologues and other features, but
I regard the program I have outlined as the best variety to be offered in houses of 1200 and less capacity.

like to give

and are featured by the playing

of a

popular tune as an accompaniment. The fables are
also shown with special effects that have them one of
the bright spots of our program.

We

are fortunate in having good comedies and it
an unwritten law that we always play a two-reeler
and advertise it extensively. Then, of course, we have
is

a stage presentation of

some kind every week

as an overture and possibly an organ

With

this variety

of units in a

as well

solo.

program, you can

readily see that a picture of eight, nine or ten reels
handicaps us a great deal and in many cases hurts

our business because of the slow turnover.

\

—
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ANOTHER ANGLE
John

S.

Keep

Regarding short stuff, will say that I have never seen
any of it that has been an extra payer to the box-office.
Even Harold Lloyd in his four reelers would not hold
up, unless you booked and played a feature picture with
it.

Of course the best that can be had in short stuff
would be preferable, and I try as much as possible to
get it, but when it is all summed up, it means nothing

want

on the elongated

fea-

Five thousand feet ought to be the limit.
popularity of this business was created during
the days when we built up our programs out of short
Then
subjects, there weren't any others to be had.
we had a chance to so diversify the program that everyture.

The

body found something on

we

that they liked.

it

are shackled to a routine

program

Today
and

of a feature

a comedy.
If

we

could cut out

all

By

account of the long features which have been
two or three years, it has
been absolutely necessary for us to place not only the
purchasing but the booking of short subjects in the
hands of our managers, in order that they may place
the high priced short subjects beside low priced features and where an atrraction runs into eight, nine or
ten reels, we of course use the cheaper short subjects
or single reels instead of multiple-reel subjects.

We, however, find that good short subjects are of
practically as much value as a good attraction and have
had a great deal of success along this line. When we
find a good one, we hit it hard.

the features to 5,000 feet, and

NOT USED AS FILLERS

LONG SUPERS AND FLOPS
David Seymour, The Pontiac, Saranac Lake, N. Y.
to put

my

approval on your "features too long"

crime

— for the

little

fellow

— here

I

am

up in the Adirondack Mountains among "health seekers
and tourists" and I run each show one hundred minutes
can't make it longer, have to get them in, and home to

use quite a number of short subjects in our various theaters, and do not look upon them as "fillers",
screening practically every subject before placing same
on the various programs.
The next being to require the Musical Director to

accompany same with

—

—

—

Rather play them at more reasonable rates but
do otherwise with the pictures coming to me in
these 8 and 9 reel lengths.
can't

the

good work

it's all

right

maybe now and

then on pictures like the "Birth of a Nation" and a
<>f others I might mention, but what in the name

setting,

JOINING THE HOLLER

Wm.

Eastman Theater, Rochester

Fait, Jr.,

seems to me to be a matter to take
up with Will Hayes. Everybody is passing the buck
to him nowadays and he ought to know how to fix
the Post Office. It's an idea, anyhow, isn't it, Danny?
I want to join in the chorus on the holler about features being too long. We are having a terrible time
in making up a program when we get features from
I

don't know.

It

eight to twelve reels.

couple

done.

God! did Charlie Ray make his "Tailor Made Man"
Eight thousand four hundred and sixty-nine feet
(this is what my footage indicator showed) and there
was prevented from giving but one performance on
each night and the patrons squawked their heads off,
and the film did an awful Hop on business. That picture could have been made in 6 reels easy and then I
would' have had time to put in a couple of single reels
and give variety to my show.

May

of

most suitable music

tion.

bed.

But these long specials put me in bad I can't run
more than one show a night and do justice to the film
and then I get a squawk on increased prices.

a

trying to obtain one hundred percent from the exhibi-

—

Keep up

The Century, Baltimore

L. A. DeHoff,

We

who have been weaned away.

stuff * * * it's a

Blair McElroy, Chicago

the market for the past

then add enough of the good shorts to make a real
program, we would bring back a lot of the old patrons

Want

—

it's

On

Nicholas, Strand, Fairmount, Minn.
to register our kick

at this

and

MORE KICK IN LONG FEATURES
in

ANOTHER KICK REGISTERED
We

1923

—

extraordinary to the box-office receipts.

Hay &

—

3,

it's a crime
the length of these picharmful if you hurt us little jokers in
the sticks, you're hurting the backbone of the game.
Let those who do the producing do a little more
thinking and we'll all benefit.
Pardon my taking up your time but the moment I
saw your editorial just had to cut in and tell you how
much it hit home with me.

tures,

Evans, Manheim Theater, Philadelphia

Sunday, June

The

fact

is,

it

just can't

be

Give the producers another kick on the subject.
they'll

wake

up.

in

I

CROWDED OUT

IN

AUSTRALIA AS WELL

Says W. A. Robbins, of the Co-operative Film Exchange of Australia
:

In Australasia the short subject

is

rather crowded

out there at the present time and has been for

some

years past, by the system of using two features on
nearly all programs.

THE
Sunday, June

!!

?
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This came about largely by the shortage of suitable
short subjects and the excess of feature subjects available in Australia, so that

man

it

became

showprogram, in-

easier for the

put a second feature on his
stead of hunting around for enough short items to make
an attractive balance. Competition also brought the
price of second features within his reach at about the
same figure he would have paid for the short items
and that was the commencement of a system which
to just

has lasted to this day.
Whether it will ever revert to the properly and saneIt would seem
ly balanced program, it is hard to say.
to depend mainly on the restriction of the number of
available features, the "fewer and better" policy would
seem to be the logical solution, but some of our showmen rather sarcastically remark "the fewer the better," in regard to some of the product sent down to

—

Australia under this heading.

THE OVERLONG FEATURE
By Elmer

Pearson, Pathe

We

have persistently refrained from entering the
discussion about the prevailing disposition of features
to get longer and longer for the reason that both exhibitor and distributor might have occasion to feel that

The Development
By

not such a far cry since we made our first successful one reeler, called "Just Nuts" in which Harold
Lloyd began his career as a film comedian.
pic-

In those days anything went.

Today only the best

goes.

Producers who have tried to palm off anything but
the best on their public have found this out.
our intention to make the best pictures we posand best disibly can produce, with the best stars
policy in the
rectors available to us. This has been our
exhibitors of the
past, and we owe a sincere debt to the
their supUnited States for appreciating the fact with
It is

port of our efforts.

season
have outlined a program for the coming
demand
which should meet every demand, and the
which in the
certainly is growing. First run theaters
now featuring
past have looked down on comedies are

We

as the "toughest"

In one city alone— (known
three big downtown
in the country for short subjects,)
our single reel comedies.
first run theaters are featuring

them.

hundreds and hundreds

of exhibitors are con-

would

stantly telling us that they

more

like to use

of

our output for the sake of necessary variety in their
entertainments, but cannot do so because of the extraordinary length of various features, it becomes very
e-ident that the great majority of exhibitors sincerely
regret the tendency of features ever to increase in
length.

This

»
is,

however, having an effect not entirely pre-

judicial to the short subject in that

if

the exhibitor

cannot with his feature give his patrons what they demand in the way of variety, he is finding it necessary

and incidentally profitable

to

book programs exclu-

sively of short subjects.

Thus, so far as Pathe, is concerned, what looked at
the beginning as a menace to its business is actually
affording its product an opportunity of getting before
the public strictly on its own merits alone and may
that
easily be the means of convincing every exhibitor
he should have one exclusive short subject program out
In the meantime, however,
of every three or four.
looking
there can be no mistake about the exhibitors

upon the extremely long feature with

disfavor.

of Short Subjects
the next year contains comedies
course) starring
(outside the Lloyd feature product, of
"Snub" PolWill Rogers, Stan Laurel, "Paul" Parrott,

Our program

for

"Our Gang," and

lard,

matter of about eight or nine years.

Yet many changes have occurred in the motion
ture industry, and always for the better.

When

to the long feature for selfish reasons.

HAL ROACH

It is

Its a

we were opposed

In addition to this

the

we

Dippy Doo-Dads.

are

now producing

a ten epi-

from any
While having the
other serial the screen has seen.
serial, a complete
'pull-em-back' appeal of the average
sode

serial,

which we hope

to

make

different

of the various episodes.
story will be related in each
however, with
One chapter will be related to the other,
throughout the enEdna Murphy, the star, running
by Roy Clements.
story. This will be directed
tire
I

think

we have assembled

the best group of

comedy

directors in the industry.
Will Rogers, in the
Charles Parrott, who will direct
_

a hundred
two reelers, has made more than
"Snub" Pollard. We have
successful comedies with
term contract.
signed him under a long
McNamara, directors of the
"Bob McGowan and Tom
demonstrated their capa"Our Gang" comedies have
I do not
of comedy.
this particular brand

first

of his

bilities for

can surpass
any one in the industry who
youngsters.
them working with

th i nk there

is

(Continued

on

page

42)

.
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Producers of Short Reels
NEW YORK
All-Star Comedies,
oyle
*Blake and

3021 Myrtle Ave., Glendale, L.
1600 Broadway
130 West 46th St
370 7th Ave
1600 Broadway

Inc

(

Bray Prod.. Inc

Robert C.
Jack Cohn

No. Reels

Bruce, care Educational

Fox Film Corp
Funk and Wagnalls Co
William J. Ganz
Earl Hurd

I..

.

'

International News Reel Corp
Kineto Co. of America
Kinograms Pub. Corp
Macdono Cartoons, Inc
.Mastodon Pictures. Inc

Irvington. N.

Y

West

I..

1412

Bond

6070
4530
6100
1416

Sunset Blvd
Sunset Blvd
Sunset Blvd
La Brea Ave

••••

Prizma, Inc
Tony Sarg
Screen Snapshots, Inc
Pat Sullivan
Timelv Films, Inc

Campbell Comedy Corp
Century Film Corp
Chas. Chaplin Prod
Jimmy Aubrey Comedies
Montv Banks Comedies
Chester Prod
Christie Film Prod
Crescent Prod
Film Booking Offices

780

Educational
Universal; 1

l

Hodkinson;

l

Educational

Gower

St

Educational

One Through Pathe

1
1
1

1

Pathe
Pathe
Lee-Bradford Corp.

2

Clark-Cornelius

1

1

1

31

2
1

I

State rights

2
2
2

Educational
Univ. 2 Unic. 2 Univ.
Asso. First Nat'l.

Chadwick Pictures
V. Grand
Hodkinson

Sam

Educational
F. B. O.
F. B. O.

Fox
Educational

2
2
2

Arrow;

2

State right;

2,

State rights

2
2
1

Pathe

2
2

2
2

State Rights
State Rights

Pathe

2

Metro

1

Univ.
Vitagraph
Educational

2
2

1

St., St.

Louis

.

.

Bakersfield, Cal

Diversey Parkway, Chicago.
Burbank. Cal
Worcester, Mass

Forward Film

2
2
2 2

F. B. O.

1

State rights

1339

red Films, Inc

Worcester Film Corp

These companies

2

2

Norwalk, Conn
San Francisco
21st St. and Olive
San Francisco

Bruce Carter Prod

Hodkinson
Hodkinson

1

Philadelphia

Commercial Film Studios, Inc
'aul Gerson Pict. Corp
Harter-Wall Prod
Rothacker Film Co

Pathe

1

2

ELSEWHERE

Co

Pathe; 31 Pathe

1

2
2
2

6050 Sunset Blvd
6050 Sunset Blvd
1712 Glendale Blvd
6642 Santa Monica Blvd
Universal City
1708 Talmadge St....
5341 Melrose Ave

Vitagraph
Tack White Corp

operate

in

no regular

studio.

Universal
Vitagraph

1

2
2

481 1 Fountain Ave
1745 Glendale Blvd
Culver City
5341 Melrose Ave

"

1

2

2
2

5341 Melrose Ave.
410 Court St
5341 Melrose Ave
5821 Santa Monica Blvd.
6050 Sunset Blvd
1110 Tamarind St

Inc

Universal

i

i

2
2

Sunset Blvd. -Western Ave.

Sennett

w lod Film
Bray Prod.. Inc

Hodkinson

1

Arts
1720 N. Soto St
6101 Sunset Blvd
4500 Sunset Blvd

L. C.

M ack

St

Fine

Fox Film Corp

Hunt Stromberg Prod

1

LOS ANGELES

C

Hamilton-White Comedies,
Haynes Prod
Fred Hibbard Prod
Eddie Lyons
Malobee Prod
O'Connor Prod
Paragon Prod
Reagner Prod. Co
H. E. Roach Comedies
Rodeo Comedies
Russell Prod
Sanford Prod

Goldwvn
Fox

2

Adams Prod

Pathe News
Pathe Review

Hodkinson

1

State rights

Triart Prod
Visual Symphony Prod
Eltinge F. Warner

Warren A. Newcombe
Out-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc

]

1

3021 Mrytle Ave.. Glendale, L. I..
Truart Prod., 1540 B'way
3193 Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J..
130 West 46th St
128 East 45th St
35 West 45th St
35 West 45th St
3193 Boulevard, Jersey City, N. J.
54 West 9th St
1600 Broadway
1947 Broadway
1562 Broadway
469 5th Ave
17 West 44th St
24 West 45th St

Arthur Maud
Music Films, Inc

Sftaterights

Educational

i

41st St
3021 Mrytle Ave., Glendale, L.
121

1
1

2

133 West 52nd St
10th Ave. and 55th St
354 4th Ave...
507 5th Ave
Kew Gardens, L. I
281 William St

Fables Pictures, Inc

C. B.

Releasing Co.

Studio Address

Producer

Addresses given are business addresses.

Dist.

4t

The Perfect 22

9f

Frankly we believe that the most remarkable, interesting and
beautiful picture of its length ever made is issue No. 22 of

PATHE REVIEW
You
wish

never saw so short a thousand
it was twice as long.

I

feet.

You

"The Ceiling of the World"
Scenes of marvelous beauty,

superbly

photo-

graphed.

"Pies

is

"

Pies

Like pie? Of course you do.
Here you may
compare mother and her methods with the

wholesale efficiency of the big baker.

"The Map Makers"
How

Sam maps

Uncle

a

section

of country

by airplane, and saves time and money.

"Flashes of Wild Life"
This

little

gem

deer, big and

wilderness.

Pathecolor

a super-feature in itself.

Wild
caught by the camera in the
Superb photography, rare interest.
is

little,

— "Mirror Lake "

Gorgeous American scenery glowing with the
incomparable Pathecolor.

Week

by week the Review

is

presenting a

film magazine that hits the bullseye every time

Tell the Pathe Salesman "Let

me

see 'The Perfect 22

Pafhepicture

»

>>

/

"Fine from every angle
So

99

says a successful exhibitor of

Leo Maloney
in

Ran£e Rider
Two Part

Series

Westerns

Written and Directed by
L,to

Maloney and Ford Bcebe

As much or more

action

than five-reelers
These two-reelers have as
more action as some five-reel Westerns. Star
very popular with our patronage. They get better all
Anderson & Weatherby, Gem, Omaha,
the time."
"Fine from every angle.

much

or

—

Neb.— (Ex.

Drew

Herald).

the crowds
"Played the Leo Maloney, 'The Extra Seven.' Good
Western. Drew the crowds. My patrons fall for the
short subjects now they have been over-fed with
supers."
Hugh G. Martin, American, Columbus, Ga.
(Ex. Herald).

—

—

Good, clean and snappy

\

"The Range Riders are good, clean, snappy two-reelers. You can't go wrong on
these."— Geo. S. Jones, Lyric Theatre, San
Jose, Cal.— (Ex. Herald).

Judge them for yourself.

See them

at the nearest Pathe Exchange

Hal Roach

presents

Our Gan£ Comedies
Two

i

parts each

you have never shown these comedies
!"
you have something to live for

"If

you have never used this comedy you have
something to live for." Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,

'"If

—

Greenland, Greensboro,

The audience

just sits

Ga.(Ex. Herald).

up and screams

"These kid comedies are the cream. The audience just sits up and screams." L. B. Worth,
Gayety, Ft. Worth, Tex. (Ex.' Herald).

—

100 Per cent
"Young Sherlocks is a 100 per cent, comedy."—
Henry Saubers, Fad, Fairfax, S. D.
"Great.

Our Gang Comedies

are 100 per cent."

Ind.
Jas. D. Kennedy," Apollo, Indianapolis',"
(Ex.-Herald).

Simply fine
"Pathe is to be congratulated on these, comedies'
They're simply fine.'; Cleaiv. funny 'comedies
which please old and young." H. G. Sweet,
Royal, Royal Centre, Ind. (Ex.-Herald).

—

Full of laughs
comedies'are ^very~good and full 'of
Creamer, Strand, Chillicothe,
J. W.
laughs."

"These

—

Mo. (Ex. Herald).

As good

as one could

"As good
kids

and

want

as one could want."

grownups."— Ray

They

please both

Dowling.

.Zark,

Zark, Ala." (Ex.' Herald).

"FARINA'

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

/•AAR*

I

Scenic

m#

*,-*+!

tf

h^ii. m-,

v

4'^

I

"THAT'S THAT"
you ordered an expensive turkey dinner in a restaurant and they gave you mush and milk for dessert
you would be sore
If

I

And

that's that.

you were served a meal that retained its excellence from soup to nuts you would become a regular
patron, although there were many other cheaper restaurants around it
If

And
If

that's that.

a motion picture audience

lent feature,

why

not give

is

served with an excel-

them a comedy

of equal

standard

And

that's that.

We

are building comedies that will leave any audience in a happy frame of mind (whether presented as
appetizer or dessert), on a scale to run with the greatest
features and give satisfaction.

And

that's that.

Hal E. Roach

(signed)
Pafhecomecjy
-rsr

TRABt

f

8*1
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Killing off the Stars of
By

Sunday, June

3,

1923

To-morrow

AL CHRISTIE

President, Christie Film Co., Inc.

The

makers

star

of yesterday

edies and dramas, but the star

were the two reel commakers of today are

—

<rd knows what!
All because the short film
the
medium which has made the big stars of today and
of the past— is being slighted as never before.
Miss Pickford, Chaplin, Lloyd all came from the
I

—

humble beginnings

two reel film. There is a
host of others
Gloria Swanson, Wally Beery, Clara
Kimball Young, Norma Talmadge, Tom Mix, Bryant
Washburn, Anita Stewart, Kathlyn Williams, Earl
Williams, and more too numerous to mention.
In fact, as it has been stated before, the backbone
of the entire motion picture industry was in the short
film
a diversified program of short numbers.
Comedies and dramas in digestible lengths were the whole
thing in the picture business up to a few short years
ago. It was those numbers which developed the public taste for motion picture entertainment.
We are
of the

—

—

not

now developing

these stars, frequently appearing

before the public because

we

are paying too

tention to any film which doesn't happen to

little at-

come

in

seven reels or more.

The people who became well known and popular
were the people who appeared FREQUENTLY before their

moving

picture audiences.

The

fans

knew

them, or felt they knew them, as intimate friends. We
used to go to the picture shows several of them in
and those were the days out
a night in the old days
of which grew the names and faces of the big screen

—

—

very frequently
ads,

is

it

stars in the two-reelers are getting out

in front of the people often

enough

to be

known

to

every boy and girl in the land who goes to movies
regularly on Friday night when the school week is
Your big
over, and more than likely much oftener.
productions
are getting too
stars in big super-special
big to be subjects of household conversation. The
people the kids are talking about around dinner time
in the evening are the people they see often.
That is why Harold Lloyd has been such a tremen-

dous draw he has been on the screen in enough theaters and often enough that every movie-goer knows
him. The younger generation of movie fans know all
of the people whom they see in the present-day com;

see these people

more often

in the neigh-

borhood and the small town theaters than they do
in the movie palaces of the cities because in the latter
it is very often the case that the program is so filled

up with big acts that the short numbers are omitted.
In view of these facts, it remains a mystery to me
why theater managers and advertising men so often
slight the comedy offerings on their bills, why they

to include

it

newspaper
more than one of

in their

rare that no

still

advertised in the signs out in front.

is

Educational Film

Exchanges recently commented

who have

on newspaper reviewers

ted that the short subjects

frequently admit-

were the best part

of the

show, and at the same time did so in a bare line, going
on for a half-column or more to give the harrowing
details about the feature and why it was bad or why
it

was mediocre.
But the newspaper man's

plainable.

He

attitude

is

thoroughly ex-

naturally going to take his lead from

is

what the theater does. If the theater doesn't thinkenough of its comedy or its scenic, or its other film
novelty to include it on the printed program and in
the display ad., the reviewer merely lets it go at that
and follows the time-honored custom of reviewing the
feature picture thoroughly and critically, merely giving passing notice to the rest of the

bill.

Time and again we can pick up theater advertising
which displays this hide-bound policy. The management has started off a week, not knowing how the
feature is going to take with the public. But he does
know that he has certain short subjects and novelties
which are pretty sure-fire entertainment. Yet he goes
right on devoting 90% or more of the advertising
space to THE picture, hoping its title or its "names"
will bring them in, and counting on the bill as a whole
to give satisfaction.

From England

Today your

They

why

the offerings

personalities.

edies.

and

fail

by

'C.

this

week comes an

article written

A. L." in the Manchester Guardian, one of the
and one of the recognized leading

old conservatives,

newspapers of the world, the subject matter of which
gives credit to the comedies, their makers and their
players.

The
like to

article is

quote

it

meat

all

the

way through and

I

should

in part

How much we owe

to them and
debt! They
the
acknowledge
how faintly, how very faintly, we
rib-tickand
and
jostling
chasing
have been too long with us,
have
we
pictures,
and
motion
of
ling since the earliest days

"The comedy makers!

for granted, have almost ceased
for criticism or applause.
matter
as a

come

to take their existence

to be

aware of

it

"Actually in the comedy fold one meets the masters. Here
Here are the workers
are great technicians of the screen.

and the thinkers, the serious men of the industry. ... As
craftsmen they would be appalled by the careless construction of the average 'serious' film, and as artists they would
be shocked by its crude sentiment, its conventionality, its
Better, at the worst a pail
complete inability to ring true.
of whitewash and a custard pie well thrown than a mawkish
little child in a nightdress reuniting father and mother in the
For exce n e nce in serious drama we must go to
ast ree j
Europe; in England and America the comedians reign.
j
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or fantasy, farce, burlesque,

knockabout— a screen

'comedy' may be any one of these. There is room for all,
and each has its individual virtue.
The slapstick come
dians have tilled the front rows of scats for many a yeai
.

gone

And comedy

by.

in

general

.

.

has

made

serious

drama

provided contrast and whetted appetite, has
blunted criticism and kept tempers sweet.
To every maker
of comedy, from Chaplin down to Snooky the chimpanzee,
the cinema owes a debt of gratitude and a meed of applause."
possible,

has

The above

indeed, a mighty tribute to the efforts
of those who have created good will and laughter, and
I for one appreciate it deeply.
But it still remains for
is

American theaters

what

to recognize

this

English

writer has pointed out.

In the last few years conditions under which comedy (short comedy) has been
slighted have forced
tertainers

Some

into

some

of the leading

competition

in

comedy

feature-length

en-

films.

of this transition has been done with success.

but there have been more failures.

is

I
I

the leavings."

believe that thinking exhibitors, and there are thou-

reel

will

in this country, realize

what the two-

comedy means to their audiences, and that they
save the comedy from oblivion by giving it its

proper place on the

be

short subject good

screened with

bill

— and

enough to !,<• booked, should
same care as the featu

the

appropriate music selected.

A

good news weekl) and corned) oughl to find a
place on every program, with the rare exception when
a lengthy, big super picture is shown.
Everyone en

—

good news reel and as to comedies, we all
know that there cannot be too much of laughter. A
good "scenic" can be beautiful, interesting and at the
same time fascinating and this class of subject ap
joys

a

peals,

—

—

Many

feel that the

— and

better

grade

audiences.

motion picture theater should con-

the

in

the

to

some portion

tribute

poses

particularly

of its

program

to educational pur-

selection of this

kind of subject,

exhibitors can accomplish this without sacrificing en-

Rapid strides have been made
of today as compared

we know

Many

personality and wit.

pared by persons
ject,

on the billboard.

in

the short subject

to

some years back.

of the scenics are really travelogues edited with

The

who

"scientific" subjects are pre-

are very familiar with their sub-

and they have acquired the knack of throwing

their subject

shouldn't like to be as pessimistic as that, because

sands of them

A

tertaining value.

have talked to two-reel comedy producers who
have been utterly discouraged with the outlook. One
of them said the other day, "We are in the wrong end
of this business. It seems you can nowadays turn out
any old sort of bunk in a 'feature' and it gets by. But
if you put your bst efforts into two-reelers, all you
I

get

ably on certain short subjects showing the) are being
recognized a- a vital part of the program.

on the screen so

it is

not only interesting

but frequently good entertainment.

we showed "The Einstein Theory of Rewhat might ordinarily be termed a scientific
yet at special morning matinees it was sur-

Recently
lativity"

subject,

—

prising to

note the splendid

support given by the

public.

comparatively an easy matter for
an exhibitor to select a box office feature, but it is the
In conclusion

The Importance of the Short Subject
By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

it is

creative exhibitor

who

appreciates the value of the

short subject.

Famous Players Theater Department

A

theater can be judged by the short subjects shown.
Here can be determined the showmanship of the Ex-

A

good showman will devote the same effort
in the buying and presentation of the short subjects
as he does to the best picture, and that is what distinguishes the better grade theaters from the "grind"

hibitor.

Keep 'Em Human
By BOB McGOWAN

variety.

A

wealth of material is available amongst short
subjects that can be of great help in balancing and
building a program, giving it variety, dignity and
entertaining value. The importance of short subjects
therefore cannot be overlooked.
The character of the short subjects has kept step

with the development of the motion picture, judging
from the many fine and varied subjects produced
recently.

Short subjects lends themselves admirably for presentation, and particularly to musical interpretation.

Frequently leading newspapers comment most favor-

(Alternating

director

with

Tom NcMamara

of

the

Hal Roach "Our Gang" comedies.)

"Keep them human."
This is the only instruction Hal Roach gave me
a year and a half ago when he engaged me as one of
And I
the directors of his "Our Gang" comedies.
think that

two

is

the very secret of the success of these

reelers.

Humanness

is

the greatest of

all

dramatic or comic

elements.

The youngsters who appear in these comedies are
They are not stage kids. They are just everyreal.
day voungsters who can be found in any gang anywhere in the United States.
The element which we have to watch most in the
making of these pictures is to keep the youngsters

I

A

Message To Exhibitors:

N offering three series of twelve

two reel topnotch comedies in which will star Monty Banks, Sid Smith and Joe Rock,
I wish to state that these comedies are being produced at the Grand
Studio, Hollywood, Gal., with every facility for the most modern
I

each,

•*-

production; that they are designed to

fill

a crying (I should say, a

"laughing") need on the part of exhibitors.

The many lengthy features of heavy dramatic character demand relief in the shape of short subjects of a light nature. These
must, however, be clean, clever and well made. They must be well
written, well directed

and

cast,

and they must be

fast,

funny and

snappy.

There are not enough such pictures. In our eighteen years' experience, Mr. Harry Asher and myself, have learned the needs of
the film showman perfectly. In a wide experience in exchange
matters, we know the problem that continually confronts the exhibitor where to get the material to balance and fill out a program.

—

That

is

why I am now producing

their quality
just

from

my

comedies.

I

can guarantee

judgment based on the experience

I

have

mentioned.

Several of these comedies are

them and can vouch

now

completed.

I

have seen

for the fact that they are not only screamingly

funny but out of the ordinary
need no introduction because

in
all

every way.

These comedy

are established, but their

hicles are superior to anything they

have ever done

new

in the past.

Samuel V. Grand

20

stars

ve-

THE
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natural and unaffected. For that reason we have assembled a group of kids who, with one or two exec])
tions, had no screen experience before they came
on

the

Roach

lot.

Probably the greatest mistake we could have made
with these children was to have taught them how to act.

As they are today they go about their work actually
unconscious that they are working. They take their
efforts

more

as play.

And

that

is

the

way we want

to keep them.

never rehearse them, nor do
what they are to do.

we

ever

show them

They are smart enough to be told what they are
expected to portray before the camera, and then go
ahead and do it without any rehearsing.
This system keeps them real. It does not permit
to

become

affected.

They are unspoiled by pampering or petting.
Our stories are written around human incidents.
We never ask the children to do anything that we feel
they would not do themselves
the same situation.

Frequently

we have

let

the

they were placed in

if

ones work out the

are placed in a certain atmosphere, and given

action.

(

T

is

always paramount

keeps them out of the rut of

trite

in these pictures.

motion picture

"They must be human," Mr. Roach said
youngsters and the stories, and his judgment
fied by the success of this series.

of
is

It

stuff.

the
veri-

The Formula for the New Comedy
By HARRY POLLARD
Directors of "The Leather Pushers"
There was a time when comedy of the stage consyllabic

Gilbert and Sullivan's lilting lyrics and
puzzlements; when audiences saw the humor

of

—

of the billiard sharp, for instance,

doomed

to the cell

where
"There he plays extravagant matches

And

On
And

Countless finger stalls,
a cloth untrue with a twist)
elliptical billard balls!"

—

That time passed, and comedy came to consist of
"gags" as raw as the steak that's supposed to cure a
black eye. And now the pendulum has veered back
again.

face,

we

thus that

is

O

On

Pie!

garner our laughter,

our comedy films get by !"
But the custard pie, in the films, has gone into tindiscard, just as has the "Hokum" musical comedy
and with it have vanished from the film comedies such
former side-splitters as the chase by the comedy cops,
the dropping of a safe from a third-story window on
the comedian's cranium, and others of the ilk.
Comedy today, in the pictures, is an art, just as
comedy of the stage has come to be.

Who

—
—

Not the actor not the director
The worker of this miracle is the
The public Js our master
we have to give

is

to

blame?

not the author.
public

the stage the old-time comic operas are

—

;

!

laughs.

— and audiences want logical

—"The Leather

Pushers," being produced at Universal City with Reginald Denny. I mention

instance

this

because, as

familiar with

it

director,

I

am

perhaps more

than other comedies here.

H. C. Witwer's stories are irrestibly funny in print,
and as film comedies are equally funny. Still, there is
not a line of
filmed

"hokum" in the
They carry

healthful

and American manliness;

human

— their

fun

is

whim-

and clever sayings.

Human

replaces custard pies.

message of

personalities in

situations, lifelike episodes,

sical

Wit

printed tales, nor in the
a

action.

sport

clean

interest replaces

grotesque makeup. After all, the greatest comedian
and the greatest tragedian is life.

—

We
either.

sisted

man's

)n a fat

the pure fun of pleasant

Sincerity

.

'Break, Break, Break!

As an

a general idea of what is expected of them.
They
seldom have any trouble solving their problems without our aid.
Grown up minds do not always conceive what
youngsters would do in certain situations, and the
moment you put the thoughts of the adult on the
screen you spoil the reality and the appeal of your

.

.

was

It

audiences what they want
little

situation themselves.

They

humor.
In motion pictures the Name tiling applies,
(line
comed) was strenuous, and raised the price of

And

We

them

'"liiiiiL; i. nee more into their own,
and the comedies
" f toda) are modeled on their
subtle wit and whimsical

don't

make

a

We

create

all

sonable laughs

the

—but we put

of love interest.

—

comedy nowadays,
laughs we can clean; rea-

comedy

A

a

comedy

all

—
—and a

few
all

thrills in

bit

laughs ceases to be

superabundance of sugar will spoil
Laughter must be governed by sense oi
a dessert.
the public will not accept it, nowadays.
laughable

just as

—

Reginald Denny's realistic fights are exceptionally
thrilling, and at times his acting in the love scenes
But it's all clean and carries alis the highest art.
ways the ideal of clean American sport. The laughs
seem incidental that's why, taking one by surprise
and they're more
as they do, they're remembered

—

—

—

successful laughs.

Take another instance
Universal

production

Sedgwick has

made

mentally the story

is

— Hoot

of

a bit of

not

Gibson in the new
which Edward

"Blinkv,"

rare artistry.

funny—

t

is

Funda-

a rather pathetic

I

TWELVE MIRTHQUAKES!
A DOZEN HILARIOUS GLOOM-CHASERS!

Samuel

V.

Grand

Presents

SID

SMITH
PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

Real Comedies, the greatest Casts, the

any
The cream of any Program.

best Directors, the finest settings of

Fun-Films

—

Send 'em home with a smile!

TWELVE TWO-REEL COMEDIES
Every One

A Knock- Out!

Distributed by

GRAND & ASHER DISTRIBUTING
NEW YORK
Los Angeles, 1438 Gower

22

Street,

Grand Studio

CO.
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struggle of a
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young chap,

raised in the lap of luxury

and suddenly handed an army commission and forced
to undergo the grueling test of army training.
One
sympathizes with his troubles with his love affair,
and his earnest desire to make good.
But his mishaps are so ludicrous that one laughs
almost every minute of the film.
But one is not
laughing AT the poor youth who falls into the cactus
and mounts the horse wrong-end-to.
There's a
sympathy underneath the laughs and we feel pride in

Comedy Necessary
By

—

his ultimate success.

—

We

are thrilled at the wild race

—

with bandits the spectacular cavalry dashes, and
then roar at the funny glasses of the ultimate hero.
There's not a line of "hokum" not a bit of slapstick
not a suggestion of the vulgar and still how infinitely
funnier the story is, and how infinitely more hilarious
are the mishaps of the budding officer than the old
time bombardment of custard pie, of the comedian's
well-aimed quid of tobacco striking the knothole in
the floor of the grocery store
These are the new comedies -the comedies that the
public demands nowadays and that we are giving, as
per the public's order, at Universal City. Here Hoot
Gibson, Reginald Denny, and other real artists actors
primarily and comedians through the nature of their

—
—

;

—

—

new

of laugh-prospeak in a comparative picture sense only, for the stage has pioneered
them and revived the old classics, so old they are

material, are pioneering the

producers.

Not pioneering,

either

sort

—

I

—

new, to lead the children of comedy out of the wilderness of" hokum. The films have already succeeded in
for Witwer's "Leather Pushers," Gene Markey's
it
story of "Blinky," and Edward Sedgwick's "Out of

—

Luck," Hoot Gibson's new story of the navy, are

It is

sert

an undisputed tact thai eomedy art- as the

(lf

g

a

program, just as

1

goers usually

place these comparisons in the

I

because they are attended

sert of a

good show,

The old formula was— "Hit 'em on the head and
make laughs."
The new formula is— "Appeal to their brains ;— give
them comedy they don't see with their eyes, but with
their brains.

heart interest

with it—give 'em thrills— give 'em
and make 'em wait!"

And

—

Dramatic suspense

is

a great thing

—make

'em wait

'em laugh while waitingjust as the dentist hands the patient a comic paper
the
to beguile the moments preceding his entrance into
for the

denouement— but

chair of torture

The
'em.

let

!

public has

brains— and the public

Hence the new

comedy—of

They're the best market commodity
they're here to stay.

likes to use

logical
in

laughs.

filmdom, and

to

same category only

many

although

last,

a

do contend that comedy can be

I

used the most effectively as a drawing card

and exploited.

ly advertised

Peggy, our

A

—

proper-

if

good instance

Baby

is

Many

four year old comedienne.

little

theaters are advertising her above the feature, which

shows the dessert can sometimes be the whole dinner.

my

Since
ed

— and

very

my

showmen

Sid

as

Samuel Rothafel,
It is

sity.

of

that

I

1

have always contend-

Grauman,

—that

Hugo

comedy

is

Reisenfeld

and

absolutely a ne<

necessary^ not only to relieve the tension

two hours

to the

picture,

first

statement has been backed up by such

drama or comedy-drama, but

of

to give

movie goer comething light and digestible. By
mean the theme and action of a two reel corned}

are not problematic or liable to be misunderstood.
a light

theme

—told with comedic

or in three reels,

wants.

en,

comedy has saved a show. For this reason, although
a two reel comedy- may or may not be called the de-

The public, our master, pays better money for the
new comedy the kind of comedy that same public

—

Theater-

true

if

demi-

a

not forthcoming, just as the banquet-goer feels something is lacking when the dessert is not forthcoming.

any film's success
comedy, on stage
of
brand
The new
is the box-office.
and in the celluloid, is successful because it pays.

—

missing

is

<N

is

is

the secret of any play's or

something

feel

adult and child

all,

cream or

ire

tasse acts as the the dessert of a line dinner.

established successes.

After

I

Program
JULIUS STERN, CENTURY COMEDIES

—

—

to Successful

I

Take

may

see

It

situations, so that

and understand.

the largest theaters in the country as a con

crete example.

ment they

Notice
is

how

the comedy, be

it

in

two

advertised as part of the entertain-

offer to the

movie-going public.

A

recent

count of theater patrons who entered the theater solely
to see the comedy averaged 25% of the total number of
tickets sold. This is identical all over the country.
Not so long ago I had luncheon with a man who is
reputed to be the biggest exhibitor in the United State-.
He told me, in answer to my question on comedies,
that he would no more think of jumping out of the

window than running

his

show, excepting on rare oc-

casions, without short comedies. His ads and electric
light advertising stand behind his statement.
This may not be true with all exhibitors, but it is

the concensus of opinion all over the country. Since
of life to our pait is our duty to give the cheerful side
tron, and since two reel comedies portray only the

happy

side of life— it

is

inevitable that

be presented to the American audience.

comedy must

1

!

25,000

LAUGHS

10,000

CHUCKLES!
/

5,000 GRINS!

'Send 'em

Home with

a Smile!"

''^,.,:<m--^m

Harry Asher
Presents

i

"The Monarch

of

Mirth"

MONTY BANKS
PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

One Dozen Two-Reel King-Pin

COMEDIES
Never was Monty Banks Funnier; never more Original —These

Comedies

will

be the Gloom-Dispelling Features of any Program

Distributed by

GRAND & ASHER DISTRIBUTING
NEW YORK
Los Angeles, 1538 Gower Street, Grand Studio
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How Good Short Subjects Help in Summer Season
There are

By ELMER PEARSON Vice-President and General Manager, Pathe
many indications that this Summer will age of their customers out

the first night of a serial,
they have solidified themselves with liberal patronage
for that particular night or nights of their week during

not present such troublesome problems for the exhib-

have marked the

itor or distributor as

ever, since

it

last

two

— how-

a recognized difficulty, even at best,

is

there usually evolves considerable discussion about
in

advance until a psychological condition

is

the

life of that serial, and it will he observed that such
exhibitors plan far in advance for the starting dates

it

of their serials so they will carry

created

whereby the difficulty is aggravated.
Most exhibitors know that a given year consists of
a number of bad weather days, besides seasonal slumps.

They

I

Exch., Inc.

through any slump

period they anticipate.

Again, having only a limited clientele to draw from.
they perforce must get each one out as often each week
as possible, thus an exceedingly varied program each

are, of course, ever hopeful that the particular

approaching summer will not be as bad as usual, yet
summer comes around once a year, and the more we
talk about it, the more we worry about it, and the more
we worry about it the less we are likely to put forth

week

real efforts to resist

dull periods, at least in localities where, in

imperative, and will be found on the small
exhibitor's schedule.
If

is

variety gets results where

it

is

thus imperative,

surely variety will increase box office receipts during

it.

may

good

sea-

The bigger the theater and the bigger the exhibitor, the more helpless he seems to be in the face of bad
weather. The smaller exhibitor, on the other hand,
appears to weather summer the best.
Some of these smaller exhibitors are inured to diffi-

son, the exhibitor

because they have them very largely the year
round, thus probably are more capable of dealing with
them.
However, a study of their methods might be bene-

when such dramatic entertainment

ficial to all of us.

combined

such exhibitors invariably run
continuously about two serials per week, and since they
are past masters at getting an unusually large percent-

opportunity of exploitation as such, and according to
its just deserts, will help very materially in overcom-

first

Why Short

A

place,

Subjects Are 100 Per Cent

WILLIAM

FAIT,

JR.,

.

<

the feature itself or as the music,
and when the opportunity presents itself to run short
subjects in this house they are as carefully presented
as

any other part

is

of the

program.

as four dramatic en-

The

into

programs

summer

ing the

from

largely

six to ten

in

a

way

that

affords

if

an

bogey.

Cartoon subjects are not only entertaining to the
public, but are a source of great wonderment and
fact that

"how

it

is

done."

Harold Lloyd's

ing box office records

proof that

the

public,

all

latest release is break-

over the country

old

again

is

and young, want good,

How can we then afford to neglect or
underestimate the value of comedies on our bills?
In this house we have our own ballet corps, which
is meeting with marked success, but we do not feel

clean comedy.

that

than

is

it

is

and the very fact that it met with some adverse
criticism and some commendation is complete evidence
that
that the public not only were interested in it but
program.
the
they considered it a vital part of

bill

that
not like the news," again proving conclusively

made up

short subject supply offers real variety, and

comedy

The News Weekly in this house is compiled from
three news weeklies and a magazine subject. There
get comments
is never a week passes that we do not
"The news was not so good this week," "Gee! what
"I did
a snappy news," or "The news was fine" or

is

reels.

Recently we tried the presentation of a short piece
of scenic film with special music and special setting.

the public are interested in this feature.

many

of feature pictures ranging in length

The

In complaining upon the length of features I do not
consider the short subjects one bit less than 100'
The man who is using short subjects as fillers is kidding nobody but himself. They are as vital a part

program as

locality that offers as

curiosity as to

Eastman Theater, Rochester

of a

it

tertainments per week, surely cannot be said to be
offering very much in the way of variety, especially

culties,

In the

not be forced to consider

necessary.

any more important part

or the scenic.

program

To

us the program with

a feat-

has pushed everything else off the
like a banquet without soup, without relishes,

ure so long that
is

of the

the weekly, the magazine, the cartoon, the

it

without dessert, cigars and coffee and with a human
phonograph for an after-dinner speaker.
All of this, however, does not mean that any old
weekly, scenic, magazine or comedy slapped into a

program makes a

bill.

All of these short subjects

must

be as carefully selected as the feature itself, not only
well.
for production values but for subject matter as
In my opinion, the continued success of motion picture exhibition depends solely on diversified
and, therefore, short subjects.

program

TWELVE WHIRLWINDS
of LAUGHTER
SAMUEL
V.

GRAND

PRESENTS

JOE ROCK
PRODUCTIONS

INC.

With

THE
SULTAN
OF

BILLIE

RHODES

SMILES
"Send your
audiences

A
DOZEN
GALES
OF
MIRTH

home with
a smile and
they'll

come

back tomorrow
Night!"
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Summer and
By

E.

the Short Subject
W.

I

HAMMONS

President, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

encouraging to see the first signs of response
by producers and directors to the growing demands of
exhibitors everywhere for drastic curtailment in the

growing length of program features. These figures
showed that the few truly big pictures which were admittedly an entire show in themselves had brought in,

length of feature productions.

in spite of their unquestioned success, only three per
ce »t of the total box-office gross in this country during
the year.

It is

With showmen

in all parts of the

country registering their emphatic protests against the tendency for
longer feature pictures that were making it absolutely
impossible for an exhibitor to build up a 100 per cent
program, a few feature producers and directors are beginning to see the handwriting on the wall and are
promising shorter features.

But this is only a start, and this campaign of protest by the exhibitors must be continued and continued
vigorous!}- if worth-while results are to be obtained.
quite obvious that it will be some time before the
reforms now- taking place in a few of the studios will
be seen on the screen, and the exhibitor who is going
to keep his business going profitably during the coming
It is

warm months must

take steps

now

mer business by more than usually
the

of

feature

pictures

which go

to insure his

sum

"And

in

\\

i

tli

into

his

the exhibitor will be especially cautious

summer

five-reel

time he will be serving notice on the producer of long

means what he says when he declares
the average feature subject must be of a more rea-

features that he

it

be shown.

will not

For many years vaudeville
with

many

is

the

these figures before him no thoughtful exhibit-

or can doubt for a

moment

that

program

the entire, balanced

picture patron pays his

it

— for

money

Now, with summer coming

is

THE SHOW-

which the motion
box office.

at the

on, the exhibitor oughl

give especially serious thought to this truth, and

to

manage
id

<

:

his

bookings and advertising so as

to

make

a

bid for the ninety-seven per cent of the box-office

mone) that is paid for an entire evening's
ment rather than for one picture.

entertain-

Good Comedies

Essential and Scarce
By MILES GIBBONS

now in
summer

subjects around which he can build a well rounded
program of diversified entertainment, he will be killing
two birds with one stone. He will be putting his summer business on a sounder footing, and at the same

sonable length or

"it

judicious selection

avoiding the too-long feature picture for his
evening programs, selecting in their place the

that

instance," this editor

adds, referring to the average picture show,
short subject that saves the bacon."

programs.
If

many and many an

— varied

entertainment.

different subjects that assure pleasure for

— has

Short Subject Sales Manager, Paths

Com

dy has been essential to the theater ever since
the days when the Greeks first laid out their "aird( mes."

The public has always had troubles
to

the theaters

now. as

of its

own and

in the old days, to forj

them.

Probably that's why the average audience speaks
right out and shows its approval of a good comedy
by roaring with laughter.
Give them laughs!

An

audience watching a corking good comedy forgets all about the good or had

been the only kind of stage production that
has been able to run consistently throughout the sum-

points of the rest of the show, bursts into laughter

The same human nature that makes this light,
constantly changing entertainment, the only success-

again.

all

mer.
ful

summer

stage performance, assures the cream of

the motion picture box-office returns during the

warm

weather to the showman wdio shuns the over-long,
tiresome feature and gives his patrons a light, cheerful, varied program with plenty of comedy and novelty
subjects, scenic stories,

One

news

reels, etc.

motion

informed
has recently stated some figures that are
absolutely convincing and must open the eyes of the
of the best

editors in the

pic-

ture field

who

has not been thoroughly awake to the
danger to his box-office and bis very existence in the
exhibitor

an

I

leaves the theater

making

a

mental note

Unfortunately, the production of
comedies is a most difficult matter.

to

come

motion picture
At the present

time there are at least two score successful feature
producers, but the men who are able to turn out consistently good comedies can be counted on the fingers
of

one hand.

This being the case, the wise exhibitor realizes that
is just as necessary to "line up" his supply of comedies as it is to make sure of his supply of dramas. He
knows that the supply is very limited in fact, that
iot enough really good comedies to fill the
theri
it

—

demand.

\
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Unusual Presentations for Short Subjects Successful
Yet Inexpensive
By Rutgers

When special presentations for films are mentioned,
your mind immediately pictures prologues for feature
length subjects. But, exhibitor correspondence has informed Pathe Exchange of a numberbf instances where
inexpensive presentations have been used with "Topics
of the Day" and "Aesop's Film Fables," both short
subjects, with excellent results.
These ideas can be
adapted and used advantageously by other exhibitors.
"Topics of the Day" was featured by the Chicago
and Tivoli Theaters,

in

effective presentation.

Chicago, with an unusual and
A jazz orchestra of ten men

played snappy selections behind a scrim drop

the

in

Suddenly the musicians softened
tluir tones and lights were dimmed.
Then, a singer
renedered a popular number simultaneously with the
showing of the "Topics of the Day" newspaper humor
upon the transparent screen. Of course, the soloist
sang in subdued voice, so as not to detract attention
from the jokes. Yet he sang loud enough to supply a
novel musical accompaniment to the humor reel.
Smaller houses not having orchestras at their command can adapt this idea. A pianist placed behind a
scrim screen can play lively music or otherwise and
thus register a departure from the usual presentation
of "Topics of the Day" at the particular theater.
In
Chicago, audiences responded to the novelty presencenter of the stage.

many

theater

managers have

found

that

"Topics" registers very effectively without musical acThese managers declare that music
distracts attention from the screen as audiences are

companiment.

be swayed by the rhythm and often

hum

bound

to

tune.

Thus they cannot concentrate upon the screen
Without music a joke

the

as they can in a silent house.
is

placed upon

its

own

merits.

If

it

is

good

it

gets

laughs which can be heard.

Laughter is contagious
and those patrons who are a little slow in getting the
point of some jokes are tickled by the merriment of
others.

So,

it

seems

whether or not to use music
But at any rate all audienjoy the humor from the press of the
a toss-up

with "Topics of the Day."
ences seem to
world.

B. F. Keith's Colonial Theater in

New York

City

gave a novel presentation to one of "Aesop's Film
Fables" and scored a hit. While the audience was still
laughing

at a

comedy

dimmed and "The Alley Cat" one of Paul Terry's
was shown. The opening scenes
showed mice scampering about the home of Farmer
lights

funniest pen pictures

Al Falfa. Suddenly several of the comedians appearing
on the bill rushed up to the screen and attempted to
swat the mice. The surprise of seeing the actors in the
flesh chasing the screen mice touched a popular chord
Laughter resounded throughout the theof humor.
ater as the audience gave vent to their amusement.
The actors continued their efforts until the scene
changed. Next, a close-up of a mouse was pictured
and one of the comedians scampered up to the screen
and attempted to bait the mouse with a red rose. During the rest of the screening, the actors added other
appropriate bits of by-play which accentuated the
humor in the film. The idea will probably be used in
other Keith vaudeville houses.

Any

exhibitor can use this

act, the screen

was lowered,

the

little

stunt to give a pre-

sentation effect to his showing of the "Fables."

These

comics always have some scenes which offer opportunities for play-up in the manner done at the Colonial.
It is not necessary to have trained actors to do the
bits of comedy by-play. The ushers or other attachees
will be glad to enter into the fun of the screening.

rehearsal might be held but

impromptu actions

A
will

prove almost as effective.

On Broadway

tation with hearty applause.

Again

Neilson

the Capitol and Strand use specially

cued jazz music to play-up the "Fables," and accentuate the funny gags with various laugh-making effects.
Jazz music accompaniment should not be played too
loud or it will drown out the sounds of laughter.
The Grand Central, in St. Louis uses musical effects
advantageously for both "Topics" and "Fables." Before screening the

newspaper humor

reel, a slide

an-

nounces a message similar to this: "Listen to our orchestra play 'Happy Days' while you laugh at
'Topics'. "
The curiosity of the audience as to what
selection is being played is gratified and they can give
their attention to the screen rather than stopping to
ask their friends sitting nearby what selection the orchestra

is

playing.

This theater also uses music to add enjoyment to
the "Fables." The musical director prepares a special
cue sheet for each subject. This cuing of the "Fables"
has proved so successful that the producers of the film
With
are having cue sheets prepared for all releases.
these sheets any exhibitor can provide correct musical

accompaniment

for the pictures.

I

GLENN HUNTER
YOUTWFUT,
h\j
directed

Prank

a

THE
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CHEATED

Town send Martin
Photographed kSupei*vised

hn.\

fy Fred. Waller Jr.

Tultle

FILM GUILD

production

jazziest picture of the

Age

of Jazz

x

by a member of New York's
"400" and played by some of the best known
young social leaders of the city as supporters
of Glenn Hunter.
written

/

/ mf^

The

you

best hot weather picture

which the youthful star
the Movies" finds one of

find this year, in
of

"Merton

of

his greatest roles.
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FOR BETTER BUSINESS
GREAT AMERICAN
AUTHORS
Composed

twelve

of

one-reel

dramas picturizing some of the
well known works of such men
as

HAWTHORNE, WHITLONGFELLOW, POE,

TIER,

and others.
"I

consider

it

a

privilege

to

Great
Urban's
American Authors Series to
every theatre manager," writes
Managing
Plunkett,
Joseph
Director of the New York Strand

recommend

Theatre.

A

great tonic for any program.

This great series of two-reel submore praise
jects
has received
from press, public and exhibitors
than any other two-reel subject
ever released. They feature Mary
Astor, the beautiful young actress,
who has stepped into the front ranks
of stardom over night.

"These two-reelers are worth seeing," says the Milwaukee Journal.
"Let them go on and make more,"
says the New York Times.

"A contribution to the screen," says
the National Board of Review.

MAID,"
Get "THE BEGGAR
"THE BASHFUL SUITOR,"
"THE YOUNG PAINTER" and
"HOPE" on your program now!

Probably no one-reel subject has ever
received the wide distribution and
praise that has been accorded the

MOVIE
CHATS
TRE

is

joying;

considering

the

perfectly

astounding box office records that
are being established by Hodkinson's "Down To The Sea In Ships,"
this series of six one-reel sport pictures should go over like a million
They are
dollars in your theatre.

wonders.
They have been
prepared under the supervision of

little

Eltinge F. Warner, publisher of
Field and Stream, the greatest sport
magazine of its kind in the world,
and show the hunting of duck, wild
turkey, and also some very thrilling
fishing expeditions.
Just the thing
for the summer program.

i

FAINT HEARTS
A SOCIAL ERROR
FOUR ORPHANS

the voice of the Screen

interpreting events of national import-

THE FATAL PHOTO

ance in a manner never heretofore attempted. It is the one and only film
yet produced to impart a personality
to the

In these days of big game pictures,
and the great success they are en-

Featuring

MOTION PICTURE THEAOWNERS OF AMERICA.

Movie Chats

with ROD and GUN

ALL STAI

OFFICIAL URBAN

of the

DAYS AFIELD

TRIARTS

CHARLES URBANS

Presented by C. C. Burr

motion picture exhibitor.

HODKINSO]>
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ALL THE YEAR ROUND
The

EX-KAISER

BRAY

BRAY

EXILE

COMEDIES

ROMANCES

in
Millions of
this picture.

Americans want to see

This film shows the ex-Kaiser in his
day-by day life behind the barred
gates of Huiss Doom, a virtual
prisoner in his twenty acre empire.
The value of these unusual pictures
are enhanced by the fact that the
ex-Kaiser, unconscious that he was
being photographed, was entirely off
his guard, hence some very remarkable shots were obtained.
It is
without doubt one of the most sensational short subjects ever released.

Presented by

FRED.

E.

HAMLIN

Nothing is as funny on the screen
as a good animated cartoon, and
when you get a combination of cartoon and photographic reproduction
you have comedies that cannot be

Bray Romances are a series of remarkable technical one-reel subjects
that visualize the most recent and

beat.

The Bray

series telling of the

new

startling discoveries of science.
One can easily judge the worth of
this series by reviewing the tremendous success of "The Mystery

adventures of "Col. Heeza Liar," are
by far the funniest comedies of their
type ever produced for the screen.
This is borne cut by the fact that
the best theatres in the country are
booking them.
Especially do we
urge that you get for your theatre
at once, "Col. Keeza Liar in the
African Jungle," because it is one
cf the funniest travesties on the Big
Game pictures that could possibly
be made.

10MEDIES
Charlie

In addition to the Bray Comedies
here is another series that is certainly taking the country by storm.

Murray

HE BUSYBODY

Box," which explains the whole
principle of radio. This subject has
received more advertising and exploitation from exhibitors than any
short subject ever released.

you have not been fortunate
enough to have played one of this

If

series as yet

is

the time to do

it.

Ail the world loves a good story. People like to laugh and feel happy with
the world. You have in

FUN FROM
THE PRESS
the wit and
piled

HE PILL POUNDER
O THIS IS HAMLET
[ELPFUL HOGAN

now

by

humor

one

of

of the world comAmerica's greatest

"The Literary Digest." Week
week this reel goes out filled with

weeklies,
after

the cream of the funny sayings of the
press of the world, and considering the
way in which they are received we feel
more than justified in saying that never
has there been a reel of its kind produced that could touch it for real entertainment.
Incidentally, this is the only reel sponsored by this periodical.

They're Knockouts!

HORT SUBJECTS
31
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How
Toronto

-ln.it

subjects of

more prominently featured

announcement

merit

date release

in

of the

be

is in-

Such subjects as "Aesop's Fables" and the Tony

Famous Players

Sarg's have been given deserved prominence in the

of the

Cone

subject,

better theaters.

a day-and-

popularity and

company's biggest theaters
at-

Special advertising, publicity and billboard

exploitation

Most showmen say they would

comedy.

ever have been

and will have the attention of a "super de luxe"
traction.

two-reel

rather present a snappy cartoon than a silly two-reeler.

Emile CoUe," was given

many

to

Can-

programs

tadian Corp., Ltd., that the two-reel
of

are
of

the

in

ada's leading theaters than tlu\

"The Message

1923

3,

Canadian Showmen Regard Short Subjects

— That

dicated in the

Sunday, June

campaigns have been mapped out

in

the

The

would

still

everywhere were

topical reels

going

be

strong nearly

not for the stale material that

it

the editors permitted to creep in

The demand
fact that some

have enjoyed a wide

for serials

all

too frequently.

has held up

in spite of the

of those released during the

current

and every manager on the circuit has been instructed to "Put 'er over like the big-

season have not been up to the distributor's standard.

gest of the big ones."

have had

company's home

While

all

office

Canadian theaters are keenly in"little pictures," perhaps none is giv-

of the

terested in their

much consideration as the Famous
The Coue pictures are not the first

ing the matter as

Players chain.

short subjects that have been handled in an elaborate

way.
to

When Famous

Paramountown"

Players-Lasky put out "A Trip

the subject

was featured

in

the

and in the programs in all of the Famous Players Canadian theaters and is credited with making a
big hit both at the box offices and with the fans.
hilling

Whenever

a short subject

is

worth

it,

this

company

gives the single or two-reeler equal prominence with

company's manadmit that many a mediocre feature
has been put over by the extra short stuff on the program.

The exchanges
The

now

The

freely

Harold Lloyd re-issues have been
played in many of the Dominion's leading houses and
have proved outstanding attractions wherever us*ed.
single reel

something

typical serial house continues to

Some of the bigger theahave accepted the serial idea for the first time and
have shown them at matinees only. In this way they
have increased their afternoon's receipts.

nees and special programs.
ters

Looking

at

from

angles, the current season has
been one of the best for the short subjects, which have
grown both in popularity with the public and the exit

all

hibitor.

The Famous Players Canadian Corp.
the purchasing of the big pictures.

Laurel's comedy. "Mud and Sand," is
run throughout the Dominion and also

—

een.

ertising

"Felix" has come

and publicity

in

in

for his full share of ad-

Canada, and should

a

na-

tion-wide popularity contest he held today, this celebMore
rity certainly would win his share of the votes.

than one manager will vouch for the statement that
the cartoon comedy has kept close on the heels of the

does to

buys frequently are made, but more often the singles and two
reelers are bought to fill the needs of certain theaters,
the buyers having familiarized themselves with what
the various managers have found the best money

particular style of entertainment.

brought the animated cartoon
Our old friend and schoolmate, "Fefar to the front.
lix the Cat," has done more to bring about this condition than any other subject of the kind, unless, per[n
many theaters and
haps, Mister Bobby Bumps.
'Felix" has been
the
big
ones—
this goes for most of
one of the old standbys, ranking in appeal especially
favorites of the
to the youngsters with the other

it

much

Circuit

getters.

past year has

gives as

consideration to the buying of these reels as

But not today. Now the community exhibitor who
keeps a little ahead of his competitors leads the parade
by the manner in which he presents his program and
by the screen novelties which he incorporates in his

The

in this line

selling at excellent prices.

draw business
with this sort of entertainment. Even those houses
that decided not to run serials at all week-end performances have kept to these reels for Saturday mati-

the feature in the advertising, and the

agers

that really have

little difficulty in

Bull Montana's
to

have a run

new comedy, "Rob 'Em Good,"

in nearly

all

is

of the big theaters here.

This, too, will be given additional advertising.

position in

The new

all
s

Stan
having a big

is

getting top

theater announcements.

weeklies are growing

in

popularity.

nadian and British events are featured.
producers have a special reel it always is

When
in

Cathe

marked

demand.
Scenics and travels have "arrived."

Since the days

when Lyman Howe came through Canada with his
own shows, pictures of this type have received the
greatest consideration by the exhibitors.
Of course,
country possesses the exhibitor who says, "My
patrons won't sit through a scenic," but the booking
sheets at the exchanges show that the "Educational"
this

reels are in greater

demand today than

ever before.

c7ruar*t tfilm Corporation prosonts

ELAlflE

HAOOeRSTEin
first
Independent Pro9uctio;
In

lr\er
c_

AriEdWard Dillon Pro9udior[
Elliot-Dexter arid KathlynlUilliamr

Distributed on the Independent market
jbv TruarV Film Corp oration.
_
€.
M. HHoffman,Vice Pres. and Gen.M^r
1540 Broadway, NeW York City.

THRILLS
II

'

Uhe

first of

a sorios

of
&laine3Tammerstein (Productions

ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
in

"BROADWAY GOLD"
By W. Carey Wonaer/y by arrangement with
Youngs Magazine

ELLIOT DEXTER, KATHLYN WILLIAMS
and a

cast of unusual excellence

"BROADWAY GOLD"

i.

the

first

of a series of

•umptuoui productions, starring Elaine Hammerstein,
to be produced by Tiffany-Truart for the independent market.

The

best

exchange

in

your territory

is

one

the

with the Tiffany-Truart franchise.
Start

by

booking

"BROADWAY GOLD",

An EDWARD DILLON

MAGNIFICENT

now!

production.

SETTINGS

SUPERB ACTING

—

___i__^____^__g_i_

THE
Sunday, June

3,

1923
33

The Pathe Review, acknowledged one
single reels in the market, has the call

of the finest

among

those

showmen who have come to realize the importance and
necessity of a well-selected program.
This subject
provides a number of highly entertaining little featurettes each

week and

their use in even the smaller the-

is an interesting development of the past year.
desire of the neighborhood house manager to give
variety to his program by "splitting up the show" with

aters

The

Review and other reels of the type
is noticeable.
Time was when the neighborhood man
would slap on his feature, a comedy and a weekly
material from the

—

an occasionally but not often a scenic or travel and
let it go at that.
N. L. Nathanson. managing director of this circuit,
receives a report on all short subjects in the Canadian
market. Each subject offered for sale is screened by
Mr. Nathansons personal board of review, which is

composed of theater managers, bookers and publicity
men. The board members report on the box office and
entertainment values of the subjects screened and their
suitability for certain houses.

turned over to the buyers
sible purchase.

who

These reports then are
negotiate the best pos-

comedy has

—

Writing and

The Filler
TOM GIBSON

Directing

CRESCENT COMEDIES.

Russell Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

The making

comedy

mighty serious business.
So serious that I doubt if in any other line of
endeavor a group of makers of any product can be
found to be more studious, more alert to detect the
trend of the public's likes and dislikes, more eager
to make their work stand for something better than
the rank and file of the makers of "Custard-Pie
Drama." Yep, it's a great life if one doesn't weaken.
of a

is

a

Gags, more gags, new situations, pretty sets, "swell"
gowns, clever people and then more clever people.
Keep the cost down and the quality up, and then

keep the film going through the laboratory, you're
working on a schedule y'know. You bet it's a great

No

chance for the old bean to get atrophied little chance for there to be any inactive corpusles in
that, reputed to be vacant, button button bobbing
around on top o' the old spine. Art, Medicine, Music,
Engineering, Science, Literature. Psychology, Physolife.

;

on speaking terms with.

Yea, you'd

High-brow bunk?

Mebbe, but just to prove youropen to conviction or me a liar, take a good underthe-skin slant at the next comedy you look at. Forget the hokum. Strip it of the funny clothes and the
grotesque action. Eliminate the gags and the forced
situations and se what you've got. A drama of the
first water.
One that DeMille or Niblo, or Ince or
a lot of the other top-notchers would "knock you off
your seat" with. Don't think for a second that that
strong dramatic back-bone just happened to crawl in
there between the dark-room and the shipping can.
It was put there by some lad that knew his "isms'*;
knew 'em so well he could mix the elements he needed
to produce the effect or the result he wanted, like a
chemist would put up a prescription. Then he had to
be a human being. Had to know what you and I and
the other fellow likes and dislikes. The deep-downunder-the-skin, things that we never say anything
about, even to our closest friends and wives.
self

ideals.

is

In his

The brush

a high type of art.

medium he

artist requires a

The

cartoonist has

expresses them with a line.
whole canvas and a couple

pounds of color. Comedy is the caricature of the
drama. As the cartoon has a vital place in the publishing field, so the comedy has a value in the cinema.
of

When one can laugh at the other fellow's mishaps,
he is learning to be able to laugh at his own. When
one fits oneself into his rightful place in this grand
comedy

By

to be

be surprised.

Caricature

Nathanson theaters
now numbering forty from Montreal to Vancouver have to meet a high standard of entertainment value before they are given consideration. Any
subject that verges on the suggestive or may be deemed unfit for the eyes of children is promptly eliminated
even though it may have been reported as possessing
the required box office timber.
All short subjects selected for the

—

logy, Physics, Metaphysics, Phrenology,' Statistics are
a few of the main "isms" the average maker of

just

and is able to look«at it as though
it were a big film in which he was taking part he will
have fewer wrinkles and less grey hair when it comes
his time to "check out," and he will have had a whale
of a lot more fun. The lowly comedy, when considered
from this angle, will "do it's stuff."
called

When you

life

it where the
you smile because deep
under your skin you hate a strutter, a poseur, and
being reminded of it, you are less liable to unconsciously let yourself become one. The comedy is an

see the strutting Shiek get

ostrich had his sore throat,

educator.

It

drives

home with sledge-hamsugar-coated medium can. Slap-

its

points

as no other
otherwise to the "bono publico" and that
doesn't mean "bone-headed public" either.

mer blows
stick

or

It may not be attributed
It may be only a "filler."
with audience-drawing power. It may be the dogeared deuce in the shiney deck of "super productions."
But the day of it's appreciated value is dawning. It's

Mr. Exhibitor, to pull off a quiet little campaign of subtle education. Give the comedy a chance
to stand on it's own not just something that the "big
feature" dragged in to fill up the program.

up

to you,

—

THE

mr

-%tl
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Some

Thrills in Picture

HE HAD A REASON
By
I

got a

thrill

—but

have furnished

I'd

one if I hadn't been bashful.
They took me out from Universal City to the Mathewson Ranch to play a role in Hobart Henley's

a greater

and just naturally stuck me on a
decidedly skittish horse with an English saddle.
Now, I never rode an English saddle before. And
my silk trousers were very, very tight. And I weigh
250 as the horse knows mighty well.
Well, that horse bounced me all around and I lost
all interest in the charm of the beautiful forest and the

"Lady

As

joys of the old English fox-hunt.

rode an English saddle before
were very tight.

— and

said

—

I

silk trousers

—

HIS GREATEST THRILL
By Jack Daughetry

My

most

longed to

I

—oh

you can get

Bert,

off

How

I

longed

to.

But

—

I

can't

—

—

explain?

I

— Miss Valli might read this

;

in

to

lines like this

was assigned

as chaplain at

came to, in the hospital I found that Mary
Pickford was there, holding my hand and on the other
side was Frances Marion, who had come to the camp
I

—

with Miss Pickford, holding the other.

One

Mrs. Fred

of the liveliest thrills

I

Thomson now.

—
—

—

to the interview in the paper.

"Foolish boy!" she said. "Just to show you that it
was only a press-agent story I'll marry you right

—

!"

to

ever had in line with

work was a few weeks ago in "The Eagles'
Talons." I was supposed to drop over the eaves of a
building in Los Angeles, and of course a net was set
for me.
But by some mistake it was set wrong and

—

—

Europe.

FLAGPOLE RELIEF
By Jay Marchant

We

were over

in

the old fortress of
for

"Do

or Die," a

Cuba
Morro

a

few years ago, camping

in

Castle, filming location stuff

famous old Universal, when we had

The Cuban soldiers brought in
one of their fellows who'd just killed another soldier
in a drunken fight, and locked him in a cell overlooking
us picture folk in the courtyard. The fellow howled
threats at us from the window, and promised to kill
us all on his release, but we didn't pay much attention.
The bars looked strong. Finally he disappeared, and
we found he'd been released.
the scare of our lives.

Well, in a few hours he came back, boiling drunk,
and brandishing a big machete. He announced that

— he
reason, or maybe he
ought to be killed —
he'd

picture

i

THROUGH WITH MEN SAYS

"Film star won't wed again ever she says:"
I thought it would be no use
and believe me I was
some blue hombre. Then, in the evening, I went to
call on Barbara.
Finally I veered the subject around

Camp

place.

is

:

BARBARA LA MARR.

way

—

Frances Marion

I

—

Kearney, with the 143rd Artillery, and, because of my
athletic record, I was also made football coach and
athletic director.
Incidentally I played my old position of right end in the artillery team.
Well, we prepared a big practice game in honor of
Mary Pickford, honorary colonel of the regiment, who
was coming to pay a visit the next day. I got through
the first half all right, and in the second half an opposing player jumped on the leg. There was a crack
and I passed out. The leg had broken at the weak

When

I

I

That was the greatest thrill I ever got in my life
in pictures or out of it
and I'm glad that press agents
don't always tell the truth.
Anyhow we're on our

By Fred Thomson
I

happened just a few

to

away
!

GETTING A THRILL
During the war

It

I

I

"What's the matter?" asked Henley. "You don't
have to stay on that horse any more."
"I can't get off until Miss Valli leaves!" I said.
For as I remarked it was an English saddle and
I'm fat and the trousers were tight and the horse
bumped up an down.

Need

moment?
I

"I'M
!

didn't.

—

thrilling

—and tomorrow start for Europe with Mrs.
Daugherty — the world knows her as Barbara La
Marr — on our honeymoon.
had been paying assiduous court
Barbara — and
was so deeply
love
couldn't even think of the plays
was doing— and was despartely trying to marshal
up enough courage
propose. Then
picked up a
Saturday, that was — and read headnewspaper—
days ago

the horse."

And

Making

last

"Now,

"Fine!" said Henley.

I

my

never

1923

did not find

of Quality,"

—

3,

it out until over the edge.
I hung to a
overlapped
cornice that
and then dropped to the end
of a rope. I got a sprained ankle for my pains
but
that cornice saved my life.

I

Bert Roach

the other day

Sunday, June

kill

me

first

;

I

took a dislike to me for some
thought all assistant directors
don't know. Anyhow we took

and he ran around brandishing his knife until
the soldiers came and tried to recapture him. He put
up a fight and they had to shoot him. Believe me we
to cover,

—

I

Sunday, June

3,

1923

35

breathed a sigh of relief when that episode was over
and I climbed down from the top of a flagpole. I may
not be a hero, but I've got good common sense when I

Cuban

see a soused

guess the director got a bigger thrill out of the
scene than I did, though, when he found me unconI

scious after the bit

was

shot.

soldier with a knife as long as a

serial script.

DANGLING

IN THE AIR
By Duke Worne

BREAKING IN BY DIVING
By

Jack

The biggest

Mower

landed in San Francisco from Honolulu with the
Outriggers' Club swimming team, due to give a swimming exhibition, and incidentally won the fifty yard
Pacific Coast championship. There was a big crowd
I

out,

and

attracted

I

some

attention.

little

Finally two prosperous-looking strangers approached me, and asked if I'd entertain a theatrical engage-

make

I ?

I

fairly

jumped

at

it

—with visions of the

Follies or the Keith Circuit or

name

in the lights

paired to an office

something big like that,
on Broadway, and so forth. I rewith them
and signed a long and

—

elaborate contract.

It's

got out of Al Wilson,

I

new

said that

actors usually

a triumphal

appearance on a lot in a big limousine and chauffeur;
well, Al did more than that.
There was a host of visitors on the lot Carl Laemmle,
Mary Pickford, and others, and Al came overhead in
his plane, dropped to another, then clung by one hand
while we gasped.

—

;

Then he seemed

ment.

Would

ever had

thrill I

the stunt aviator.

himself

wing,

the

to

to tire, struggled despartely to raise
failed

miserably

—and

—

Well, our hearts were in our mouths and then we
saw he was dangling apparently in the air. He had
fastened a piano wire cable to the wing, and attached
to a stout belt,

and the fake

was

fall

just a thriller

found I'd signed up to do a dive from
foot
platform twice a day, into a six foot
seventy
a
tank, for the Ringling Circus.
It was too late to back out, so all summer I traveled
with the big show and got two thrills a day, diving
into that canvas tank affair and hoping it was good and
full
for it's a tough dive at best in that depth, and the

it

canvas usually leaks a

the air that these things are just routine to

Horrors

I

!

—

Thence

I

gravitated

bit.

into

the

pictures

— and

Laemmle gave me my big chance at Universal.
then I've tried to merit his confidence in me.

Carl

for us.

He's going to do the same thing today at the Rogers
Flying Field in Los Angeles to celebrate the opening
of "The Eagles' Talons.
So the crowds can get the

same

thrill I got.

Al doesn't get any
the watcher gets

thrill

By Ruth Royce
The most thrilling experience I remember, and I only
remember a part of it, was in one of the animal plays
we made at Universal City. The scene was the jungles of Africa, and we had a camp set up in the shooting arena. William Craft, the director, told me I was
to, stand by a tent, pretend to faint when the lions approached, and they'd jump over my prostrate body
Sounded fine— But I was terribly
into their cages.
frightened.

stood by the tent and the cameras ground
The lions were let out of one cage and I dutifulI

my

way.
"You did it beautifully!" said Mr. Craft, after the
over!"
lions were safely locked up. "Get up—it's all
fainted!
But I didn't get up. For, you see, I'd really
Hospital, and even
I came to in the Universal City

ly fainted as

they bounded

He's so used to
him but

it.

—

it

GOING SOME
By

away.

out of

Since

LION STUFF

Well,

finally

dropped

though Curly Stecker, the tamer, says the lions are
animal
gentle as kittens I don't want to do any more
otherwise.
scenes. I don't like lions— gentle or

The biggest

thrill of

Albert

my

J.

Smith

picture experience

was

at

Fort Bragg, during the filming of a Universal thriller.
It seems that they load lumber onto ships there by a
conveyor borne on a cable slung from the high cliffs
to the ships in the cove some five hundred feet away

and one hundred

feet

down.

I were slated to
on
the conveyor as
lumber
of

Roy Stewart and
a pile

pull off a fight
it

flew

on

downward

to the ship.

Well, the load started down at about 60 miles an
hour, we struggling and fighting. After we had travelled some 300 feet he knocked me off, to drop 60 feet into the cove,
It

was

and then dived after me.

a thrilling experience.

I

will never forget

those few seconds dropping through the air to the

—they

seemed an eternity. But we made it
a nd after it was all over Roy Stewart assured
sa f e ly
me that we were never in any actual danger.
But I don't know I wouldn't do it again for all the

water

—

money

in the picture business, I think.
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New Comedy Stars

LOU ANGER

(General Manager of Buster Keaton Comedies)

perhaps the greatest factor in the success of a comedian. All the ingenuity of high-priced
"gag" men and comedy scenarists, the erection of great
sets, the expenditure of large sums and hard work will
not get a comedian "over," if the latter lacks that inPersonality

is

which cannot be described.
contend that the making of a successful comedy is
infinitely more difficult than the building up of a drama.
In making a serious photoplay the director works from
a carefully planned scenario. There is less room for
the director to use his imagination and inventive spirit
in producing the ordinary photoplay which has been
mapped out in every detail by experts in the scenario
department.
definite appeal to the public
I

The making
years ago,

is

provisation.

of a

comedy today,

largely a matter of
It is true that a

just as

it

was

ten

extemporaneous im-

vast

amount

of

work

is

done before a single scene is shot and a skeleton of a
story that has b«en pretty well "meated-out" is given
the comedian when he starts work. But the completed
comedy seldom bears anything but a general family
resemblance to the original comedy scenario. Most
of the best stuff is "thought up on the spot" during the
making of the comedy.
That is where the comedian himself makes or breaks
a picture. If he has a brain. If he is inventive. If
he can pass instantly on what is funny and what is
not. If his brain kinks are as funny as his bodily contortions the results will

After
boss.

all,

the comedian

He makes what

show

in

The number

comedians in the photoplay field who
are "sure fire" can be counted on the thumb and fingers
of one hand
and I'm not so sure about the thumb.
The greatest comedians are those whose humor is
unconscious. Buster Keaton is one of those rarities
in the comedy field. His humor is spontaneous.
It is

—

logical.

stars in the picture is the
he wants to make. And he

to make.
This
being shot as well as
during the elimination work in the cutting room.
Yes, a comedy star must have more personality even
than a dramatic star. A good director sometimes can
"make" a dramatic star. All the directors in the world
cannot "make" a comedian. Buster Keaton made himCharlie Chaplin made himself.
self.
Harold Lloyd

star's.

infinitely greater

is

is

more

difficult, too,

than the

For the comedian must portray an

number

often unconscious.

And

"Gags" must be consistent with the plot. They must
belong in the picture. Each must be funny and their
connection with the foregoing and following "gags"
should be such that the elimination of one "gag"

would destroy the continuity

of the picture.

Formerly "gags" were thrown into comedies just
because they would get a laugh. Some of them did.
But comedies have improved since then. Nowadays
the public wants a consistent comedy plot or theme.
I can best compare the comedy of ten years ago with
that of today by using the comparison of a necklace
and a chain. In the old days "gags" were strung along
like beads on a necklace.
If one of the beads fell off
or was lost in the shuffle no one missed it. Nowadays
if a gag link is lost from the chain the comedy becomes
disjointed.

Today

of characterizations in the

if

we

think of a good gag during the making

of a picture

we do

some future

date.

not twist the plot to work it in
where that course would contort the comedy. Instead
we have a stenographer type out the gag and file it
away until it can be used in a legitimate manner at

By

HUNT STROMBERG

(Producer of the Bull Montana Comedies)

The
role

It is

life.

comedian must be able to get into "pickles" quickhe must know how to get out of them. And
both in the getting in and the getting out he must
have the sympathy of the public.

did likewise.

dramatic

true to

the finished film.

thumbs down what he doesn't want

The comedian's

It is

A

ly.

who

holds goods while the picture

of

of

old fallacy that

it

was

possible to take a player

undetermined popularity and make him a star by
and the size of the type
which his name is displayed, has long since been dis-

dint of publicity, electric lights
in

course of his career than does a dramatic star. Making the public laugh is the highest paid work in the

proved.

world because it is the most difficult.
There are a thousand well-paid actors who portray
But there are but few
serious roles in Hollywood.

and personalities, but unless the possessor of such requirements is developed carefully and logically, the

film

among them who

could hold a job in a

comedy

studio

There's a reason. The gift which
enables an actor to make others laugh is a rare one.

of the first rank.

It is true that the

public

is

ever seeking

new

faces

him as a star.
The first picture with which I was connected as a
producer was "The Foolish Age," starring Doris May.
I engaged Bull Montana for one of the character parts
public will not long accept

1
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made famous.

that he had already

which he made

The manner

country's leading exhibitors proved that Bull

was

name with

also a

Montana

a genuine box-office value.

do not believe it wise to give the public too much
of any star.
It is far better to have them leave the
theater with a desire to see more of the star, for then
they will be eagerly looking forward to his next release.
The producer owes it to his star to protect
him. By handling him carefully he can lengthen the
term of his popularity.
I

Victor M. Shapiro, Pathe

Short Subject exploitation presents an entirely difshowman, than exploiting fea-

tures.

exhibitors, the length of the picture de-

termines the amount of exploitation given to

it.

Should

it?

mere footage is the yardstick by which the exmeasures drawing power, then many opportunities are passed up to exploit Short Subjects which have
great appeal and are of a fine quality.
The problem of exploiting quality Short Subjects is
one both of presentation and continuous advertising.
If

hibitor

hammer and hammer away
what the feature is, his
matter
on the slant that no
audience will always see a good show. How often do
the critics make the comment, "Even though the featThe wise showman

will

ure was weak, the rest of the

As

a

means

of

making

bill

was

excellent."

the Short Subjects act as a

business stimulator, successful showmen have found
their best allies to be their lobby, their presentation
and persistent advertising that "the public is always
Theater.
sure to see a good show at

Some showmen have even

featured

some

out-of-the-

ordinary Short Subject over the feature. This happened time and time again with Lloyd when he pro-

duced two-reelers.
Ballyhoo exploitation has not entered strongly into
the Short Subject field. One striking exception to
this, however, was a parade staged by a Los Angeles
exhibitor on the "Our Gang" Comedies. He had the
advantage of having the original "Our Gang" from the
Roach Studios parade through the streets with a sign,
"Our Gang is on its way to see 'Our Gang' at the
Theater."

however, particularly Westerns, make excellent ballyhoo material, giving ample opportunity
stunts,
for poster cut-outs, atmosphere lobby displays,
Serials,

street parades

and novelty distribution.

The

feature length production and short length sub-

ject differ materially in salability throughout foreign
film markets. This is chiefly due to the varying grada-

development of motion picture exhibition and
exploitation abroad. Such is the wide range of progress of the film business that we can go from the high
level of England where next to the United States the
short subject is sold for its intrinsic worth to many Latin speaking territories or such territories where native
tions of

populations far outnumber the colonies of whites in
which the short subject (and then almost exclusively
is thrown in by the
exchange without charge to give length to the exhibitor's program beyond that which the feature provides.

ferent problem to the

To many

By William M. Vogel

the comedy, regardless of quality)

EXPLOITING SHORT SUBJECTS
By

THE SHORT LENGTH SUBJECT ABROAD

in

one of the outstanding ones
of the production convinced me that he was a comedian
of undeniable ability.
An analytical canvas of the
his role

Of short length product, two reels is most popular
and salable. The market for two reel comedies in most
foreign countries is good. The prices obtainable are
dependent upon the quality of any given series. A
genuinely interesting two reel novelty subject also
finds a prompt sale in most of the foreign markets.
Star value is an important factor at all times. There
are however, still too many foreign markets where
the sale of worthwhile two reel productions drags unjustifiably. On the other hand, there are too many two
merit on the market today
which because of being sold at lower prices hold back
the development of the genuinely meritorious two
reel subjects of insufficient

reeler.

The one

reel subject

comes next

in

popularity and

but there is a wide gap between the demand
Yet, one
for the one reel and the two reel subject.
reel comedies of good quality or with star value usualIn some territories comedies
ly do not lack buyers.
must be simple and elementary enough to be understood and appreciated to have commercial value.
Scenics, cartoons, instructional and ordinary novelties in one reel usually find a good market in England,
salability

Australia, Scandinavia and South Africa.
ritories the

demand

In other ter-

for these subjects varies accord-

supply of cheap reels manufactured in
Europe. On account of the low printing prices in
France, a large number of these one reel subjects are
sold at a little more than American printing cost.
ing

to

the

three and four reel subjects meet with varying
indifference abroad unless there is real star value or

The

some

special appeal.

the development of the short subject abroad
is not keeping pace with the development of the feature, quite duplicating the history of the short subject
All in

in

all,

the United States

own

where

it

did not

until long after the feature.

come

into

its

1

1
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Short Reel Releases Feb.
Feb. 18, 1923.
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., 383

Fox Film

and Length

in

Corp., 10th

Madison Ave.,

Avenue and 55th

Title

Buster Keaton Comedies

Moonblind

370 7th Ave.,

New York

".

1,000

Jenkins and the Mutt, 1.000

From

the

Mixed

Windows

of

My

House, 1,000

1,000

Trails,

Mar.
Apr.

4

and Length

in

May

6

June

3

Apr. 1
Apr. 15
Apr. 29

1,000

May
May

Exit Stranger, 1,000

Small Change. 1,000
Between Showers, 1.000
Kinky, 1.000
Christie

Apr. 8
Apr. 22

Roll Along, 2,000
Plumb Crazv, 2,000
Back to the Woods, 2,000

May

17

Tarpon Fishing,
Speed Demons.

Mar. 25
Apr. 29

A

June 24

May

27

Mermaid Comedies
Hold Tight 2.000
Kick Out, 2,000

Mar.

Cold
This

Apr.

1
1

Strikes. 2.000

April 29
May 27
June 24

Hamilton Comedies
Uneasv Feet. 2,000

Mar. 25

F. O. B.. 2.000

May

13

Apr.

1

June

3

Chills. 2,000

Way

Thrc

Earl

Out, 2,000

Hurd Comedies

The Moyie Dare Devil, .000
Their Love Growed Cold,
000
K ino^rams
The Message of Emile Coue, 1,000
1

1

Twice weekly

Specials
Sea o' Dreams 1.000
Film Booking Offices of America, Inc., 723 7th Ave.,

De Haven Comedies
A Waeing Tale, 2,000
Say

Feb. 18

June 10

New York
Feb. 18

With Diamonds,

2,000
Private, Keep-Off 2.000
Borrowed Trouble. 2.000
Fighting Blood Series
Fighting Blood, 2.000
Knight in Gale. 2,000
S'x Second Smith, 2,000
Two Stones With One Bird. 2,000
Some Punches and Judy, 2.000
Call of the Wild. 2.000'.
The Knight That Failed. 2.000
Christophere of Columbus. 2.000
it

Pod Turtle Comedies
Pop TnUle's Pole Cat Plot. 2.000
Pop Tuttle's Lost Control. 2.000
Pop Tuttle's Lost Nerve, 2,000
Pon Tuttle^ Russian Rumors, 2,00.0
Starland Revue
Starland Revue. No. 23. 1 000
Starland Revue No. 24,
000
Starland Revue No. 25. 1,000
1

Mar. 18
Apr. 15

May

18

Feb. 18

Mar. 4
Mar. 18
Apr.
1
Apr. 15
Apr. 29

May
May

May

Corp., 465 5th Ave.,

Feb. 25

Mar. 25
Apr. 22

May

is

13

28

Feb. 25

Aug. 12

10

Aug.

19

Mar.
June

11

July

8

Aug.

5

Mar

3

18

Issued weekly
Issued weekly

500

Movie Chats, 1 000
The Ex-Kaiser in Exile, 1,000
Metro Pictures Corp., 1540 Broadway,
Bull Montana Comedies

New York

The Two Twins, 1997
Snowed Under, 1891
High Society,
y
One Wild Day
Stan Laurel Comedies
When Knights Were Cold, 2122
The Handy Man, 1738
Pathe Exchange, Inc., 35
Aesop's Fables
Troubles on the Ark, 650
The Mysterious Hat. 650
The Spider and the Fly, 650
The Traveling Salesman, 650
The Sheik. 650
The Alley Cat, 650
Farmer Al Falfa's Bride, 650

W.

Day Bv Day In Every Way,
One Hard Pull, 650
The Gamblers, 650
The Jolly Rounders 650
Pharoah's Tomb, 650
The Mouse Catcher, 650

650

—

Fish Story, 650

"Our Gang" Comedies
The Cobbler, 2,000

Feb. 12

Mar. 12
45th Street,

New York

Mar. 4
Mar. 1
Mar. 18
Mar. 25
Apr. 1

Amateur Night on the Ark, 650
Spooks, 650
Pathe News, 1,000
Pathe Review, 1,000

Mar. 19
Apr. 16
June 4
June 25

Feb. 18
Feb. 25

A

1

20

Apr. 15

Apr. 22
May 20

Apr.

May
June

July 22

Mar. 25

Mar. 4
Mar. 18

20

T-ne 17
July 15

Bray Comedies
Heeza Liar's Burglar, 1,000
Heeza Liar in the African Jungle, 1,000
Heeza Liar in Uncle Tom's Cabin, 1,000
Heeza Liar's Vacation, 1,000
Rod and Gun
The Duck, 500

The Turkey, 500
Fun From the Press
Fun From the Press,

13

New York

The Fiddling Fool, 2,000
Bray Romances
Romance of Life, 1,000
The Immortal Voice, 1,000
The City of Dreams, 1 000
The Broad Highway, 1,000

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-Podge
1.000
1,000
Shooting the Earth, 1,000
Lyin' Hunt, 1,000

Roaring Lions on a Steamship

4
18

Apr. 1
Apr. 15
Apr. 29

Hamlet, 2,000
Helpful Hogan, 2,000
Wild and Wicked, 2,000

20
June 2

June

Feb. 18

Mar.

May

So This

5

Apr. 24

W. W. Hodkinson

Comedies

Green as Grass, 2,000
Winter Has Came, 2 000

Mar.

All Star Comedies
The Fatal Photo, 2,000
The Busybody, 2,000
The Pill Pounder, 2,000

June 3
June 24
Mar. 4
Mar. 25

Feb. 19
Feb. 26
Feb. 26

reel

The Fourflusher
The Mummy
The 3 Gun Man
Where There's a Will

13

27

Babies Welcome, 2,000
Hot Water, 2,000

1

Sunshine Comedies
Hello Pardner
Clothes and Oil

1

Mar. 4
Mar. 18

1,000

Oh, Sister, 1,000
Family Troubles, 1,000
The Dude, 1,000
Traffic

New York

Release Date

feet

The Salesman, 2,000
The Author, 2,000

Cameo Comedies
Broke.

'23
Feb. 19
Feb. 19

Crystal Jewels, 1,000
Sentinels of the Sea, 1,000
Al St. John Series

Mar.

Nest, 197S
Inc.,

Street,

Wild Water, 500
School Days in Japan, 500

Release Date

feet

Educational Films Exchanges,
Bruce's Wilderness Tales

1923

Apr. 15

1,000

26,

An Alaskan Honeymoon,
The Love

1,

3,

Educationals

New York
Title

June

1, to

Starland Revue No.

All short reel releases from Jan. 1, 1922, to Feb. 15, 1923,
be found in the Short Subject Quarterly dated Sunday,

will

Sunday, June

Apr. 8
Apr. 15
Apr. 22
Apr. 29

May
Mav
May
May

20
27

June

3

6
13

Issued twice weekly
Issued weekly
Feb. 18

THE
Sunday, June

3,

and Length

Title

The Big Show,

A

in

Release Date

feet

vs.

Apr.

8

May

13

June

3

Yanks. 2.000

Back Stage.

2,000
Range Rider Series
Lost Strayed or Stolen, 2,000
Double Cinched. 2,000
Partners Three, 2.000
The Extra Seven, 2,000
When Fighting's Necessary, 2,000
100% Nerve, 2,000
Wings of the Storm, 2,000
The Unsuspecting Stranger, 2,000
Screen Snapshots, 1,000
Serials
Haunted Valley, 15 episodes

—

Feb. 18

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

L

4

Way

2,000

Casey, 2,000

Apr. 28

A

27

20

.Feb. 18
Feb. 25

May
May
May

26

June

2

12

19

Mar. 3
Mar. 24
Apr. 14

May

5

Miscellaneous

.

Mar.
Mar.

.

.

Wolves

11

May

18

.May

25

.

Vitagraph, Inc., 1600 Broadway,

No Wedding

27

.Apr. 29
.Apr. 29

.May

13
3

May

20

New York
Feb 21
Feb 28

The Game Hunter,
A Howling Success,

2,000
2.000
A Spookv Romance, 2,000
Sweet and Prettv. 2,000
Smarty, 2,000
Peg o r the Movies, 2,000
Vamped, 2,000
Sunny Gym, 2,000
Dad's Boy, 2,000
Sweetie, 2,000
Oh Nursie, 2.000

Dogs Leave Home,

Mar

7

.Mar. 14

Mar. 21
Mar. 28
Apr. 4
Apr. 11
Apr. 18
Apr. 25
2.000

Aint Love Awful, 2,000
All Over Twist, 2,000
The Kid Reporter, 2,000

May
May
May
May
May

23
30

Jan.

1

2
9
16

Serials
in 18

Days, 12 episodes

And

then weekly

And

then weekly

And

then weekly

And

then weekly

And

then weekly

Jan.

Social Buccaneer, 10 episodes

The Phantom Fortune,

Mar.

12 episodes

Apr

Eagle's Talons, 15 episodes

Universal Comedies

8

Mar. 12

Trail, 18 episodes

l

f>

30

The Best Man, 1,000
The Godmother, 1 000

v "h

Whiskers, 1,000
To and Fro, 1,000

Mar.
Mar.

-

No
No
No

definite date
definite date
definite date

Forward March, 2,000
The Detective. 2,000
Urban Popular Classics

No
No

definite date
definite date

Bobbie's Ark,

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite
definite

Bells.

2,000

The Barnyard, 2,000
The Midnight Cabaret, 2,000
Jimmy Aubrey Comedies

6

.June

New York

Larry Semon Comedies

.Apr. 1
.Apr. 8
.Apr. 15
.Apr. 22

.May
.May

Feb. 17
Feb. 24

of the Waterfront, 2,000
Knights of the Timber, 2,000

4

Century Comedies

The

10

28

Mar. 17
Mar. 31
Apr. 7
Apr. 21

2,000
Fight For a Mine, 2,000
Roped and Tied, 2,000
Better Than Gold. 2,000
Yorke Norroy Stories
One of Three, 2,000
Under Secret Orders, 2,000
The Secret Code, 2,000
The Radio Active Bomb, 2,000

Issued weekly

Don't Flirt
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., 1600 Broadway,

The Oregon

M ar.

Riders, 2,000

Hard to Beat, 2,000
The Trail of No Return,

4

May

1,000

The Noon Whistle, 1,000
White Wings, 1,000
White Wings, 1,000
Under Two Flags, 1,000
Hal Roach Comedies (Dippy Doo Dads)

The

28

7

1

2,000

The Outlaw and the Lady,
The Guilty Hand, 2,000

Hal Roach Comedies With Stan Laurel

World

M ay

Grafters, 1,000

The Night

Apr. 22

Stuff,

the

14
21

Westerns

6

May

1,000
Shoot Straight, 1.000
For Safe Keeping, 1,000
Bowled Over, 1,000
Get Your Man, 1,000
The Smile Wins, 1,000
Good Riddance. 1,000
Speed the Swede, 1,000
Sunny Spain, 1.000
For Art's Sake 1,000

Around

May
May
May
May

1,000

The Wandering Two,

Apr. 1
Apr. 29

Tight Shoes, 1,000

Why

The Knockout,

Right of

Hal Roach Comedies With Paul Parrott
Loose Tightwad, 1,000

Do Your

Apr. It,
Apr. 23
Apr. .50

27

May

California or Bust, 2 000
Sold at Auction, 2,000
Specials

A

Easy Terms, 1,000

May
May

13

19

Fortune's Wheel, 1,000
Tramps of Note, 1,000
Skeletons, 1,000

Should William fell, 1,000
Third Leather Pushers No.

Mar.

Topics of the Day, 500

Mai
Ma.

26
Apr. 2
9
!Vpr.

Bum

1

then weekly

1,000

Weeping Waters, 1,000
The Crystal Ascension,

Dati

feel

Apr. 15
Apr. 29

Hal Roach Comedies With Snub Pollard
I,

in

God's Law, 2.000

Before the Public, 2,000

Am

and Length

Fakers. 1,000

18

.Twice monthly

And

Where

39

Maid to Order, 1,000
Coal Dust Twins, 1,000
Peanuts, 1,000

Mar. 18

Board 2,000

to

Giants

Title-

Feb. 25

2,000

Pleasant Journey, 2,000

Boys

2^2

MB

DAILY

1923

1°

Feb. 26
5

12

1

000

The

Staff of Life, 1,000
Nature and Poet, 1,000

Bare Facts Concerning Bears, 1.000

Benjamin Franklin, 1,000
Roving Thomas at the Winter Carnival.
William Tell, 1,000
Plant Life,

1

,000

The

No
No
No
No
No
No

The County

Fair, 1,000
the,
1,000
Beasts of Prey, 1,000
York, 1.000
Old

On

1,000

New

State Rights

.

Ne

Silvery Salmon, 1,000
George Washington, 1,000

Roving Thomas
Western Coast.

1.000.

date
date
date
date
date-

date
date
date
date
date
date
date
date
date
date

and Other Releases

Apollo Exchange, 1600 Broadway, New York
Franey Comedies
Mar. 25
When Knighthood Was in Flower, 1859
Something About Nothing, 2028
May 3
Arrow Film Corp., 220 West 42nd St., New York
Eddie Lyons Comedies
For the Love of Tut, 2051
May 29
Mirthquake Comedies
Feb. 5
Poor But Honest. 1784
Billy

Our

Alley.
Serials

1851

Feb. 15

Fighting Skipper, 15 episodes

Feb.
n

C. B. C. Film Sales Corp., 1600 Broadway,
Hallroom Boys Comedies
Holy Smoke, 1880
Full

O

pep. 1841

—

Day Bv Day In Every Way,
r. 1807
Oh M tli Rent1'

1796

".

Only a Husband, 1973
Tin Knights in a Hallroom, 1918
1909
.is and

Ye—

=,

1

weekly

New York
Feb. 2
Feb. 15

Mar. 5
Mar. 27
Apr. 9
Apr. 25

"
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;
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Title

and Length

in

Federated Film Exchanges of America,

Inc., 117

West

48th

St.,

By Edgar Oswald Brooks

New York

Monty Banks Comedies

Serial Sales
Feb. 20

Well, 1906
Please Arrest Me, 1987
,ks & Spirits, 1825
s Handicap, 1850
<

)ils

May

Joe Rock Comedies
old Homestead, 1845
Shipwrecked, 1644

Feb. 3
Feb. 21
Mar. 26
Apr. 18

(

p Suey Louie, 1571
Oliver Twisted, 1667
Rip's Boozy Snooze, 1780
Juanita Films, Inc., 220

May
West 42nd

St.,

13

New York
Feb. 19

M.

P.,

Inc.,

130

Mar.

7

May

6

West 46th

St.,

New York
Title

and Length

in

Release Date

feet

Holy Bible Series
The Israelites in Egypt, 1,000
Moses & the Burning Bush, 1.000

1,000

The Wisdom of King Solomon,
Solomon in all his Glory, 1,000
National

Poem

1,000

Martin Johnson Series
The Lost Tribe
Bessie the Adventuress
The Dance of Joy
South Sea Kids
the Valley of Rubber
Traveling East of Suez
At Colombo and Port Said
Sanda Kan, The Seductive

Through

and Wooly Hunt

People We Have Met
China Comes to Borneo
South Sea Preparedness
The Hidden River
uugle Adventures, Part 1
Jungle Adventures, Part 2
Jungle Adventures, Part 3
Jungle Adventures, Part 4
J ungle Adventures, Part 5
Burton Holmes Series
307 Heels (Single) Travel Films
J

Wooden Soldiers, 3,000
Jack and The Beanstalk, 1,000
Prizma, Inc., 110 West 40th
From

No

M. J. Winkler, 220 W. 42nd
Surprise Out of the Inkwell, 750
Felix in the Bone Age, 650
Felix the Ghost Breaker, 650
Felix Wins Out, 650
Puzzle— Out of the' Inkwell, 750
Felix Tries for Treasure 650
Felix Revolts, 650
Felix Calms His Conscience, 650
Trapped Out of the Inkwell, 750

—

5

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

12
12
12
12

..Apr.

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

5

St.,

2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

definite dates
IS

22

New York
Mar. 3
Mar. 25

of the Desert, 750
the Land of the Incas, 600

—

Mar.
Mar.

May
May

of the

Oases

26
26

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Into the Setting Sun

War

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Series

Home, Sweet Home, 1,000
The Village Blacksmith, 1,000
The Old Oaken Bucket, 1,000
The Days We Love, 1,000

A Wild

and

were more forcibly demonstrated than
at the present time. For many years Pathe has led the
world in the field of motion picture continued story
product, and has always endeavored to look far ahead
and thus anticipate the public demand.
subjects, never

tic,

ultra-sensational, ultra-melodrama-

episodic claptrap appeared to be ideal material up-

on which to build motion picture serials. At that time
the public did not seem to care whether the story had
any consistency of plot or any proper continuity of
action just so long as it was filled with thrills and
stunts, murders and crimes of all kinds, that type of
serial made a lot of money both the exhibitor and
;

The Plagues of Egypt, 1,000
The Passover, 1,000
The Exodus, 1,000
The Journey in the Wilderness, 1,000
Mt. Sinai & the 10 Commandments, 1,000
The Law Repeated and Death of Moses, 1,000
Naomi and Ruth, 1,000
Ruth and Boaz.

of the right kind of serial,

the value of the serial episode in the category of short

Time was when

Clermont Comedies
Boots and Shoes, 1808
Half Cured. 1853
Golden Bubbles, 1561
National Non-Theatrical

18

Manager, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

The drawing power

Mar. 18
Apr. 14

1923

BETTER TYPE OF SERIAL POPULAR

Release Date

feet

3,

St.,

New York

the producer.

Then came

a natural reaction

:

in

keeping with the

trend for better motion picture entertainment of
kinds, the serial

so

we had an

came

in for its share of

all

improvement

era of motion picture serials in which

the chief attractions were dare-devil stunts, with melo-

dramatic physical action, yet still without much regard being paid to the probabilities or possibilities
or even to proper consecutive arrangement of scenes.

In other words, that type of serial was built around a
series of "thrills," one or more to each episode, and
the story

was

phase of the

But

entirely secondary in importance.

serial also

as the public

demanding

cated,

had

its

That

day.

became more and more sophistimore logical and con-

better and

sistent story material in its motion picture serials, it
has become evident that the producers of serials can
do no better than emulate the example of the very

successful magazine publishers,

who

rely to a large

extent for their millions of circulation, monthly and

weekly, upon good, sterling melodramatic

serials.

Looking sufficiently into the future, Pathe was able
to line up stories of that identical type and for over
two years past has been concentrating its serial energy
upon that class of material. Hence we have been able
to adapt to the uses of PATHESERIALS stories by
such world famous authors and dramatists as Robert
W. Chambers, Emerson Hough, Johnston McCulley,
George B. Seitz, Gilson Willets, and others.

Mar. 15
Mar. 1
Mar. 15
Apr. 1
Apr. 15
Apr. 15

of today is therefore a very close approximation on the screen of the fiction serial read by
millions every week and every month, hence makes it
a very powerful appeal to that identical class.
The

May
May
May

character of

1

15
15

Our

trons

is

serial

its

the best

reception by exhibitors and their pa-

argument

in its favor.

1
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AN INNOVATION FOR THE PROGRAM
By Fred

for

E. Baer

There was a telegraphic despatch printed in The
Film Daily recently quoting Wallace Worsley that
"unless the public is enlightened about pictures, there
will be none in ten years."
That is a wild guess, of course, but even if Mr.
Worsley did have cause to worry on account of styles
and conditions as they have been all along, that cause
would disappear on account of one of the newest developments in motion pictures.
I refer to the development of the Phonofilm by Lee
DeForest, famous radio pioneer, inventor of the Audion, which has made modern radio and broadcasting
possible.

my

In

opinion, the DeForest Phonofilm

is

going to

be one of the most helpful business-getters that the
motion picture theatre has ever had.
Probably by this time, exhibitors are pretty well informed on what the Phonofilm is, even though they
have not yet had any experience with it.
It is ordinary standard film, but contains in addition
to the picture an actual accompaniment either in words
or music or song or whatever sound the picture calls
for.

The synchronization

is

perfect, because both

the

picture and the sound are on the film. If the film breaks

and needs
later,

to be patched, as every film does sooner or

synchronization

is

is

not

production

is

so brief that the

amount cannot run

into many figures. To record for the Phonofilm takes
hardly more than an hour in any instance. As an example, take any vaudeville act Pat Rooney and

—

Marian Bent

for instance.

They can

taxi to the studio

in New York, do their stuff, and be off again all within
30 minutes. Yet those 30 minutes will suffice to record
both the picture and their songs on to the negative,

from which prints can be struck in ordinary manner
and distributed.
The newspapers in New York recently gave a great
deal of attention to the fact that Florenz Ziegfield intends to have the Ziegfield Follies Phonofilmcd in their
entirety.
Much could be said about that, but this is
a short subject number, and we must stick to short
subjects.

The

writer simply wants to leave this thought.

The

Phonofilms will prove to be one of the most helpful
programs that has ever been devised. It
will carry filmed vaudeville, filmed concert numbers,
filmed opera into every theatre, carrying the sound as
well as the picture. Moreover, it will be available to
every theatre, no matter how small, because it has
been designed to work wherever standard equipment
is installed.
Therefore, if a theatre has the Powers
or Simplex projector, that theatre can use the Phonofilm.
All that is necessary is an attachment, and the
theatre, so I understand, will not have to buy this,
but will lease it for a nominal sum.
aids to all

not affected.

Only 2-32nds of an inch
sound accompaniment, so
picture

41

in
it

much reduced

width are used for the
is

THE PLEDGE OF CONFIDENCE

easily seen that the

narrow
enough to produce a sound
in size.

sound record is
that will fill any theatre or auditorium.
The Phonofilm had its first try-out

Yet

By Samuel

this

V. Grand

—

New

have supreme confidence one is,
that I know the problems of the exhibitor; the other,
that in Monty Banks, Sid Smith, and Joe Rock pictures,
we have three of the greatest short subject offerings
for exhibitors that could be secured.

On

from the eternal heavy dramatic offerings. There are
not enough short comedies of quality to supply this
demand. Even the former comedy stars are reaching
out for the future length film, and as consequence, the
exhibitor is hard put to fill out his program with worth

strip of

der the direction of

Hugo

this spring un-

Riesenfeld at the Rivoli in

York.
This new invention lends itself wonderfully to diversified entertainment in theatres. According to the
plans now being worked out, service will be available
nationally by the middle of next September. A weekly
service will be rendered, probably one reel a week.
be as many as three, four or
even five numbers; dance numbers, song numbers,
monologues, dialogues and here and there an ambitious
ensemble. These various numbers will run from two
this reel there will

to five minutes each.

The

exhibitor will be able to take this reel, separate
it into its various parts according to the number of
acts on the reel, and sprinkle them through his protheatre will be able to give what
amounts to a vaudeville show for the price of film.
The production cost will be determined, of course, by

gram.

Thus any

the value of artists employed, but the time necessary

In two things

Today

I

the public

is

demanding comedy

as a relief

while material.

Knowing this, realizing the necessity
ing our own programs and feeling that

of strengthen-

the public will

welcome the advent of these pictures, the contract has
been entered into whereby the three comedy stars mentioned are each to make a series of twelve two reelers,
directed by experts and produced as perfectly as possible.

Our

Harry Edwards.
Grover Jones, and

directors include Alf Goulding,

Hugh Fay, Archie Mayo, Gil
Herman Raymaker, and the

Pratt,

casts will include Billie

—.&&*lDAILV
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many

Rhodes. Duane Thompson. Jack Henderson, and

T

throughout the country
know that Harry Asher and myself are familiar with
Thus,
their needs and have their interests at heart.
guarantee
assumes
confidence
my
part
a
of
on
pledge
a
that exhibitor will be given the benefit of our experiexhibitors

that

believe

ence and a square deal in every case.

Further announcements may be expected from time
In our new
to time, of decidedly interesting nature.
facility
for making
every
we
have
studio in Hollywood,
fine pictures; a

well equipped stage, one of the largest

n the coast; a

competent

staff

and

all

the essentials

modern production.

to

most exhibitors to put the comedy
on at the start of the bill. Try the experiment of running one of these comedies last and watch for the
result.
They leave a good taste in the mouth and
send the folks away happy. In which event they aremore than likely to come back the next night ready
for more laughs.
is

It

ness they have done on short reels.

am

I

3,

1923

sure that

they would find that they have never taken a loss on

othi

(

Sunday, June

the habit of

—

—

short

a

Too much importance can not be placed upon
relation of the short subject to the

box

office.

the

There

can be no question of the fact that thousands of people
attend motion picture theaters throughout the country
solely

for

the purpose of seeing the short subjects,

which give them an insight into the customs of fornations, supplied by the scenics and travel, a
digest of the world's news, supplied by the various
weeklies, the world's best humor, brought to them by
the cleverest comedians in the comedies; and real
drama of thrills, love and adventure, by the serials.
eign

eventually

these subjects

where they have

to a point

show

a healthy profit

on each one. In the meantime the volume of business
and immediate bookings done in the short subject field
go a long way toward defraying the operating expense

An

of the exchange.

exhibitor

may

find difficulty in

giving dates for big features and special productions,
but he always has room for the short subject, with the
is keenly interested in this department
on the lookout for pictures which will round
out his program and give it the necessary balance to
make the show complete. The short subject may be
compared to the seasoning in a meal. A chef may cook
the finest food, but if it is not seasoned it will be fiat
and tasteless. Just so with the exhibitor if he serves
a feature to his audience without adequately seasoning
it with short subjects.
The bill will be flat and less
enjoyable than it would otherwise be.

result that he

and

is

would say
in

to exhibitors

:

"Don't forget what put

business and what gave you the standing that

was the

start of

ture industry

grew

Arrow Film Corporation

that

have worked themselves out

I

President of

subject,

not only paid for themselves, but

you

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SHORT SUBJECT
By W. E. SHALLENBERGER

reel

your

real success."

was founded on

The motion

pic-

short subjects, and

it

powerful position on the short subject.
As the industry progressed and advanced, the
drama developed more fully and it became possible to
prepare feature subjects of greater length, but the
public, who had learned to like motion pictures through
the one and two reel subjects, never lost their taste
for them. And a good short subject today often turns
what would be defeat into success for the exhibitor
who may have a poor feature, but who pleases his audience with his shorter reel subjects.
I

to its present

look forward to the short reel subject's playing a

much more important
dustry

part in the motion picture in-

That the public insist upon the short subject is
proved bv the fact that no motion picture theatre,
no matter where it is located, or to what class of
patronage it caters, ever dreams of presenting a show
without including the short subjects.
No matter
what the feature is, the short subject forms an integral

than it is at present, for exhibitors
everywhere' are beginning to realize just how important the shorter length pictures are to them, and are
selecting their shorter features more carefully, and
the producer, always alive to the requirements of the
exchange and the exhibitors, is preparing better short
subjects today than ever before in the history of the

part of the show.

industry.

This

fact

in the future

alone should show the important part that
r

the short subject plays with every exchange, for there
is

a

steady and consisten

which
I,

it

is

up

to the

demand

exchange

for short subjects

to supply.

(Continued from page 15)

personally, have checked up th erecords and re-

ceipts of a great

many exchanges, and

I

know

that

which they handle,
they could not possibly remain open and do business.
It
would be very interesting if every Independent
exchange would check up their records on the busiif

it

were not

The Development of Short Subjects

for the short subjects

Probably the greatest
ducer

is

comedy prowho can make one reelers

difficulty of the

to find directors

We

have assembled a group for Stan Laurel
and "Paul" Parrott who have been batting well over
.300 in their league, and who have been developing a
funny.

very consistent comedy product.

I

Sunday, June
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J. A. Kitty" Howe, George Jeske, and Ralph Cedar,
have been hitting a consistent average in all their latest works, and we have outlined plans for them which
should maintain their efforts at the highest efficiency.

Len Powers who has directed the distinctly novel
'Dippy-Doo-Dad" series will continue his excellent
work.
"Bigger and Better" is almost a standing joke slogan
with the industry and outside of it, for that matter.
You can hardly make one reelers bigger, but you can

make them better. And
if it is humanly possible.
Our single reelers are

thats

what we intend

costing us

to do,

much more today

We

were making

omi dj in which the colored tol
a
whipped-cream laden cake in the
Mickey Daniels was to throw it.
Everything was set, when
gave Mickey instruc-

had

i

to take a

I

I

tions

to

He

fire.

but

did,

cake

the

glanced

just

Farina's face.

We

had

to

Mickey

have a retake.
second time, but again missed whal

fired a

we were after.
With the second

miss, Farina started walking off

the set.

Suddenly he turned around, and waving
indicating he was disgusted, he yelled

his

hand

:

than two reelers in the past. We have endeavored, and
will continue to do so, to set our comedy in surroundings that look as though money was spent on them.

Many of our sets rival feature productions.
A good example is "The Uncovered Wagon," a burlesque on "The Covered Wagon" which "Kitty" Howe
This
has just finished with "Paul" Parrott starring.
is probably the costliest one reeler that ever was put
in the market, but it looks it, and when we can get the
results we are after the exhibitors of the United States

we are willing to spend any amount.
"The Uncovered Wagon" I believe will be one of

can be assured that
the

comedy sensations

of the year,

and

is

probably the

can cite of the type of production we
hope to have ready for the Fall season.
We are always open to suggestion or criticism. If
there is any exhibitor who has something to suggest
or criticise regarding our product, we will be mighty
best example

happy

to

I

have him

let

us

know about it.
exhibitor we can

please the
can please the
with
contact
closer
a
with
public, for there is no one
the public than the man who exhibits motion pictures.

we

If

HANDLING KIDS"
By BOB McGowan.
(Alternating Director Hal Roach's "Our Gang"
Comedies.)

youngsters such as we have
many
in these "Our Gang" comedies, one naturally has
humorous.
1 he
experiences, some trying, many very
only thing to do is to take them all humorously.

Handling

a collection of

The youngest of our troupe, little Farina, was hardly
more than a year old when he came to us. This little
pickaninny, incidentally, is developing into one of our

"That's

Goweh,

all,

that's all."

Off the set he walked.

For two days we coaxed him
but always he refused.
So we never got it.

HOW BROKE
I

to

go through the scene,

INTO THE MOVIES

By Ben Turpin
to know that

want everybody

"I

newsboy, as

cock-eyed

bare-foot,

I

was not

so

The only reason I
newspaper was to use it

papers.

of

my

to

wrap something

work or go hungry, and when I
happened that the old Essanay Film
either

the only place

I

in.

had
was broke

Co.,

I

to
it

Chicago,

could find that was

What

help.

skilled

I

the picture business because

"I entered

was

a poor,

never sold
ever had for the possession

other millionaire friends of today were.
of a

many

I

did

in need of unnobody's business, but
would be before the camera
is

I made up my mind that I
some day, and waited my chance.
"From a menial position around the studio. I was
advanced to the prop room one day after I had showed
some initiative. A director called to me to get some
flowers for a table, but did not tell me where to get

them, and
did

I

never thought of the prop room, but I
fresh cut flowers decorating a

remember seeing

grave

a

in

cemetery behind the studio, and jumped

the fence and got them.

where

I

but kept

"My

When

I

told the director

had found the fresh flowers, he bawled me out
me on the job.
next opportunity came when they wanted

somebody to make-up as a court
was called for the part and with

jester for a scene.

I

subject to frequent tempermental spells, however, and has to be petted and pampered when he

the Punch and Judy
and bauble in my hand, approached the
The star would have nothing to do with me,
set.
claiming that I made him sick to look at. So I was
out again. So I left the Essanay Company and took
my private car to the coast. When I crawled out from

gets that way.

under

best bets.

He

I

is

think he

is

responsible for

motion pictures.
aggravating then.
in

It is

my

funniest experience

funny now, but was rather

outfit

and

it

ball

Mack Sennett was

there with open arms, to

months later, and 1 went to work
with Sennett's comiques and have been there ever

greet

since.

me

several

Suggested Programs
PATHE

Will Rogers Program

Fru

3 rls.

aith

Pat;

Rack Stage
Where's My Wandering Boy This
Evening
Courtship of Miles Sandwich
Western Program
Hyde and Zeke
Under Two Jags
Rathe Review
The Covered Pushcart
Single Reel

1
1

Indian legend

2

(

'

,

Our Gang

unedy

Comedy

2
2

'

!<

Ben Turpin
Snub Pollard

imedy

-

Western drama

Leo Maloney

1

Comedy

Stan Laurel

1

Magazine

1

Cartoon

Aesop's Fables

Program

Pathe News
Rani Parrott Comedy
Pathe Review
Stan Laurel Comedy

1

News
Comedy

1

Magazine

1

1

Comedy
Comedy

1

Scenic

2

Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Comedy
Drama

1

Dippy Doo Dad
The Crystal Ascension
Harold Lloyd Program
Haunted Spooks
Lloyd re-issue

Doo Dad
Topics of the Day
I

Will Rogers

News
Comedy

1

Hal Roach Comedy
Weeping Waters
Comedy Carnival

Corn-Drama

)ippy

1
1

1

Aesop Fable
Range Rider
Serial Program
Haunted Valley
Snub Pollard Comedy

1

2
2
2

Screen Snapshots
Pathe News
Pearl White Program
Plunder

Our Gang
Pathe News
Lloyd re-issue

"

1

1

2
2

.

.

Serial

Lloyd-Pollard-Daniels

Ruth Roland
Snub Pollard

.

.

.

.

.

Leo Maloney

.

.

Comedy
News
Comedy

.

Harold Lloyd

.

Serial

1

Pearl

White

Our Gang
.

Harold Lloyd

Show

Our Gang

1

Comedy
Comedy drama

1

Cartoon

1

Comedy

1

Indian legend

2

Comedy
Comedy

2

and Bob

Adventures
Aesop's Film Fable
Dippy Doo Dad
Weeping Waters
of Bill

.

Comedy
Comedy
News

1

Special Children's

.

Snub Pollard Program
Snub Pollard

Pathe

.

.

Pollard-Daniels-Lloyd

Lloyd re-issue
Pathe Review

1

Range Rider

2

Magazine
Western

2

Comedy

Harold Lloyd

2
2

Comedy
Comedy

Snub Pollard

All Star

1

.

Comedy Program

High and Dizzy
Where's My Wandering Boy This
Evening
Courtship of Miles Sandwich

UNIVERSAL
Young King

Cole

Knights of the Timber

2

The Godmother

1

International
Birth of Aviation

The

He Raised Kane
The Night Riders

Chickhasha Bone Crusher
One of Three

2

.

.

Mirror
.

Drama

Regi'ld

Denny

— Leather Pusher

Harry Carey
Fred'Thomson

& Ann

Little

—
—

Denny Leather Pusher
Stewart Yorke Norroy
Detective Story
Fred Thomson & Ann Little

Short Feature

Regi'ld

Drama

Roy

Chapter Picture

Eagle's Talons
of President

McKinley

When Kane Met

.

Chapter Picture
News Reel

Eagle's Talons
International

The Inauguration

Roy Stewart
Neely Edwards and Bert Roach

Short Feature
"

— Leather Pusher

Regi'ld

Drama
Comedy
News Reel

Novelty Reel

2

Denny

Short Feature

Abel

2

"

Novelty Reel
Short Feature

Mirror
Regi'ld

Denny

— Leather Pusher

i

Law

God's

2

To and Fro
International

1
.-.-

Coronation of King George V.

.

...

.

rama

Tales of the Old \\
Neely Edwards and Bert Roach

J?

Lomedy
News Reel
Novelty Reel

..,.,.,

'.'.

Mirror

—

-J

Strike Father, Strike

Son

^^

-

Short Feature

The Drifter
Under Secret Orders

2
2

Regi'ld

Drama

||

|)nmia

anv

Roy
I

International

News

Joan of Newark
Hard to Beat

Tramps

of Note
San Francisco Fire
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Belasco Stage Play Looks Like Box Office Bet Under Garewe's Direction
Edwin Carewe

presents

exhibitors another

"THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST"
Assoc. First Nat'l Pict.

ward making up

DIRECTOR

Edwin Carewe

AUTHOR

David Belasco

SCENARIO BY

Adelaide Heilbron

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Sol Polito

WHOLE

A splendid entertainment with
genuine box office qualities to make it a popular with exhibitors

STORY

From

known

the well

Belasco stage

ways

to best

excellent

and handles story

rate cast

al-

advantage

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very

LIGHTINGS

fine

Excellent

PLAYERS

Sylvia Breamer, in

she has ever done;

J.

title role,

the best

Warren Kerrigan well
Rosemary Theby

suited and does good work;
also very good; Russell

Simpson only other

of

importance

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Always

Good
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY
of

man

attractive

Girl gambles

for life

she loves even after she learns he was

notorious outlaw before her love reformed him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Several people

who

this picturization of

6,800 feet

contributed to the success of

David Belasco's celebrated stage

play are to be congratulated for the very pleasing entertainment which it offers. To Edwin Carewe goes
the bulk of the credit for his splendid handling of the
story and the rest to the cast, the scenario writer and
the cameraman.

'The Girl of the Golden West," as a picture, offers

it

has

all

the

its

be more appropriate, nor is this statement to be construed as meaning that "The Girl of the Golden West"
is a wild west show of the shoot-'em-dead-in-everyscene order. Rather the story is melodramatic in its
of suspense

Very good; provides

for

of melodrama when films of this kind are meeting with
the approval of the picture going public, nothing could

development,

first

number

various elements that go to-

Belasco's theme

screen vehicle as such

production,

office

its

audience appeal are of no shabby
is of an out and out melodramatic nature but since this seems to be a season
order either.

play; out and out meller but serves for fine

DIRECTION

box

requisites of one and

climaxes where the popular brand
used but for very definite reasons it's

in the

is

what the public

The

—

likes.

with the first and
second made up of similar situations though with the
development handled in such a way as to threaten a
story

is really in

two

parts,

Of course there is a good deal of more
movie suspense, but it furnishes good action
and the happy finish brought home right at the last
minute always serves to send them out happy.
Carewe has supplied an excellent production besides

tragic ending.

or less

manipulating the story to hold the interest all the
way, even in spite of the anti-climax which, ordinaThe exteriors
rily, would tend to cause a break in it.
are very fine and the photography of a high order.
Sylvia Breamer does the best work of her career in
the title role. Her performance is interesting and always convincing. J. Warren Kerrigan is well suited
and capable as her outlaw lover and Rosemary Theby

The whole cast is good.
"The Girl" learns that her lover

a fiery Nina.

Story

:

is

none other

than the outlaw, Ramerrez, but her love saves his life
when he is captured by the sheriff. Later Nina, a jealous dance hall girl, tells his hiding place and once more
Ramerrez is taken but his life spared by the sheriff,
whose honor forces him to respect the bargain previously made with the girl. The lovers then marry.

Likely to Prove a Popular Favorite and Should Be Easy to Exploit
Box
The majority
a class that
of the

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of exhibitors in the country cater to

wants pictures on the order of "The

Golden West."

It

Girl

contains sure-fire audience

appeal and thereby ranks as a box office number.

The

picture should bring in very attractive returns and

worthy

of the best exploitation

vou can give

can make plenty of promises and
will

back you up.

feel

it.

is

You

sure the picture

The

title

alone

is

a big selling point.

Nearly every-

one is familiar with it and the fact that it represents
one of the Belasco stage successes is another attracTell them about J. Warren Kerrigan's cometion.
back in this. (They haven't yet had the chance to see
him in "The Covered Wagon.") Use Sylvia Breamer's
name and that of Rosemary Theby. Secure a suitable
musical program and use the song "The Girl of the
Golden West." Tell them it is an Edwin Carewe pro(]uction and reca n his recent "Mighty Lak' a Rose" if

you played

it.

Dorothy Dalton

in

Dorothy Dalton

DAILV

Sunday, June

Appropriate Vehicle and Does Good

Work

"FOG BOUND"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

The

father.

in

Irvin Willat

3,

objection to the development in this in-

that the girl, wholly unwomanlike, fails to

stance

is

inquire

who

Nor does

it

was

that

was murdered

in the first place.

the supposed murderer ask for

whose mur-

AUTHOR

Jack Bechdolt
Paul Dickey
Henry Cronjager
Murder melodrama with some
good dramatic moments but for the most part

der he

SCENARIO BY

be anxious enough to

CAMERAMAN

of killing, but

rather familiar

the various points of the climax until the real

AS A

WHOLE

STORY

Will hold the attention fairly well and
probably satisfy the average audience

DIRECTION

more suspense

little
all

Satisfactory;

might have held a

for climax but otherwise

right

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

....

Good

Fog

effect in night scenes attractive

Does very well in appropriate role
David Powell first rate lead; Mar-

SUPPORT

tha Mansfield attractive in a blond wig;
rice Costello

Mau-

only other of prominence in cast

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
to escape girl learns
later guilty

one

is

After helping him

man

killed her father

but

found

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,692 feet

Dorothy Dalton's admirers

will like this one.
It
presents the star in a role especially well suited to her
personality and well within her ability to make it con-

vincing.

As

Gail

Brenon she

is

a rather serious but

always interesting heroine with a faculty for having
her audience agree with her except perhaps in the one
instance where she learns that the man she helped to

escape and

whom

she loves,

is

the murderer of her

Star's Following Will Like It
Box

"Fog Bound"

held.

The

alleged guilty party should at least

know who he

David Powell

learn the identity of the dead

Of course

this

is

all

has been accused
negligent and doesn't

is

man

for the

until the climax.

purpose of holding

off

murHowever,

is accused and his guilt established.
obvious that this incident does not ring true in
the development and it would seem that it might have

derer
is

it

been gotten around in some more logical way and still
maintained the suspense. As far as the audience is
concerned there would have been a bigger surprise in
the climax if Director Willat didn't give a hint as to
the real murderer when the shooting actually occurred.
Maurice Costello, a deputy sheriff, later proven to be
the guilty one, is shown changing revolvers with the
dead man immediately following the shooting. This
might have been omitted and disclosed in the flashback with the remainder of the denouement as disclosed by a witness.

Otherwise Willat has done very well with the story
and maintained the interest evenly throughout. Production is good and the photography first rate. The
night fog scenes are very good. The cast is also well
suited and capable.
Story." Gail Brenon's father is killed while raiding
the casino for liquor. Brenon is shot by a deputy when
he tries to prevent him for collecting from the proprietor for the tip-off. Roger Wainright, a wealthy neighbor, and in love with Gail, is held.
How Roger is
cleared, the deputy found guilty and Gail happy in her
marriage to Roger completes the story.

and Probably the Average Patron

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

undoubtedly please the average
audience and where Dorothy Dalton is a favorite you
can make a little extra fuss about it telling them she
plays the part of an orange grower's daughter who
aids the man she loves to escape from the law when
he is accused of murder and later learns it is her own
father who was killed.
You might hold the denouement from them and get them interested enough to
come in and find it out for themselves.
will

is

1923

The

title

displayed with

attract attention.
tains rather
vid

in the

stills

You can

tell

lobby should

them the story con-

good dramatic moments and mention Da-

Powell as the star's leading man.

Your custom-

ary methods of exploitation should be sufficient for
this attraction unless

enough

to

you

do extra business.

think

the star

is

strong

1

THE
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Story Lacks Originality and Drags

"THE MAN NEXT DOOR"

daughter
Victor Schertzinger

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

WHOLE

Commonplace

first

over-footage

Could have speeded it up and
many ways improved upon continuity

PHOTOGRAPHY

in

LIGHTINGS

All right
satisfactory cast but

all

much
them many

;

Suitable
Suitable

Drags the picture
and

CHARACTER OF STORY

Social position

other barriers overcome in marriage of ranch-

man's daughter to rich man's son

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
With such hackneyed

6,937 feet

material in the

first

place

it

make a particularly attractive entertainment of "The Man Next Door," but
it could have been made a great deal more interesting
than this. The continuity is the biggest handicap and
would have been

difficult

that

rate

it

what they have to do, which really consists of an overabundance of standing around while nothing actually
This hum-drum atmosphere exists throughout and not even in what should be the climax has
there been the slightest increase of interest.

very

handicapped by roles that don't give
opportunities includes David Torrence, James
Morrison, Alice Calhoun and Frank Sheridan

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

first

happens.

Good

A

has married his enemy's son.

Emerson Hough's story made

should contain and Victor Schertzinger hasn't
used good judgment in following it as closely as he
apparently has. The' development is slow, and drags
along at such a monotonously lagging pace that it is
impossible to feel any interest in the characters or

DIRECTION

PLAYERS

Possibly

Steve Smith
material that suf-

;

STORY

who

reading but it could never be proven by the adaptation
given it. Certainly the continuity lacks many things

from poor continuity will hardly satisfy
Drags along interminably; trite in the
place but made even less interesting with

fers

Start to Finish

Emerson Hough
C. Graham Baker

CAMERAMAN
AS A

From

tiresome to watch the slow procedure of bringing about
the usual reconciliation between the ranchman and the

Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

51

to

drags the story along in a decidedly dull fashion, develops it without any effort to increase the interest
and is so absurd in its final sequence that it becomes

And no doubt

a

good many

will vote the situations

the latter reels fairly absurd.

in

yielding to her father's

demand

friendship with the hired

man

The

idea of a girl

that she

cease

her

next door merely be-

cause the man's employer is her father's enemy doesn't
ring true, and the pussy-footing "Curly," a friend of
the father's ranch days, is a most aggravating person

who

given equally absurd things to do such as going
the fellow when it is discovered the girl has
gone away with him. This sequence is absolutely
without common sense and so terribly dragged out that
is

out to

it is

kill

enough

to send

them out without waiting

for the

finish.
If

"The Man*Next Door" could be

relieved of about

unnecessary and tedious footage it might
get by as a fair entertainment, but in its present draggy
The cast is adequate
state it will hardly hold them.
handicapped
considerably
all
and with capable players,

two

by

reels of

a poor story

and none too careful

direction.

Might Be Greatly Improved by Liberal Gutting— Can't Please Like This
Box

It

isn't

likely that

you can

one unless you happen to cater

satisfy
to a

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

them with

crowd noted

this

for its

endurance or great patience. And they'll have to be
patient to wait for the ending of "The Man Next Door."
In the event that the picture is cut, you might look at
it

yourself and see

if

you think

be hard to recommend
all critical.

it

as

it

it is

will satisfy.
if

It

would

your clientele

is

at

Emerson Hough, the author of this,
is also the author of "The Covered Wagon," now enjoying a long Broadway run, might easily ser\
bring them in, but would probably be better to jtist

The

fact that

and whatever other exploitation fe
But don't make promises or they will
customary.
undoubtedly let you know' that they are not fulfilled.
( if
the players you can mention Alice Calhoun and

announce the

title

James Morrison.
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Western That Gets So Wild
Jack Hoxie in
Universal

Geo. E. Marshall
Stephen Chalmers
George Hively

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

Kaufman

Charles

Excitement

in action consisting

almost entirely of chases gets pretty wild toward the end
STORY
Old fashioned western hokum may please
some but there's not much to it
DIRECTION
Has supplied many good chases
with some thrills; a little too strenuous on
;

knock-outs

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Is

All right

kept on the jump and is suited to this
sort of material
SUPPORT..;
Usual western types and Elinor
Field, the girl

.,XTERIORS

Good long

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY

Hero saves

rounds up hold-up gang with the
reward

girl's

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This type of entertainment

them and where they haven't
western

shots

may

girl

and

love his

4,894 feet
still

be satisfying

lost their taste for real

hokum and knock-'em-dead

stuff,

"Don Quick-

shot of the Rio Grande" will probably be right in order.

But

majority of present day picture patrons it
is to be feared that Jack Hoxie's mad chase through
the five reels consumed will prove more amusing than
for the

And

thrilling.

dental.

It

the

comedy

isn't intentional

but acci-

gets so wild toward the close that instead

May Do For

if

rectly.

The story is of the regulation order with the cowboy
hero providing a series of knock-outs that starts right
off with a prologue in which he dreams he is Don
Quixote and puts his sword through every one that
comes in his way. The plot is of a familiar variety
and with no new twists. Besides the many chases the
action offers a train hold-up and a rescue that furnishes

Hero's daring feats get well beinstances with his breaking
through the walls of a jail, through the roof of a barn
and other bits that make the picture smack strongly
of very old movie hokum.
Jack Hoxie endures the excitement very well and
a pretty fair thrill.

yond

probabilities in

many

is kept on the jump.
He rides well and takes some
chances but his acting ability isn't anything to boast
of.
Elinor Fair is the girl in the case and the customary western types make up the rest of the cast.
Story:
"Pep" Pepper rescues Tulip Hellier from
a train hold-up not knowing that the girl's father
staged it as a sort of exciting welcome home for her.
This act leads to a mass of complications in which
Pepper figures prominently and is pursued by a real
band of outlaws headed by Black Mike. How Pepper
once more saves the girl when she is kidnapped by
Mike, turns the outlaw over to the sheriff and wins
Tulip's hand as a reward, completes the story.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you cater to a majority of men and boys
this one to advantage.
It is the sort of
picture that your younger crowd will undoubtedly find
thoroughly thrilling and for imaginative youngsters,
there is a lot in "Don Quickshot of the Rio Grande"
that will appeal.
It all depends upon what pleases
them best and what they can be satisfied with so probably you had better look at this yourself to judge corProbably

it

Certain Audiences But Appeal Is Limited
Box

you can use

Amusement

becomes funny and the final ridiculous stunt is the position taken by Hoxie when he
knocks each one of his pursuers on the head just like
taking so many whacks at a golf ball.
There is other nonsensical business of this order
that greatly detracts from the good action provided by
the numerous chases early in the picture. The camera
work in connection with these chases is very good.
The cameraman has secured some fine panorama shots
and it looks as though he had to take some risks to
get a few of them.
of getting exciting

"DON QUICKSHOT OF THE RIO GRANDE"
DIRECTOR

Furnishes

It

Let them know that Jack Hoxie

and

in case

they have seen him

attracted by his name.

with the star's

Where

name you had

is

a

in serials

cowboy
they

star

may

be

they are not familiar

better use catchlines and

whatever other exploitation you think necessary to
get them interested.
Fair

is

You might

the star's leading lady.

let

them know Elinor

THE
Sunday, June
.

fc
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Hokum

Familiar Brand of Movie

But Good Audience

"GARRISON'S FINISH"

Of course

the troubles that hero encounters go

the action,

suspense, romance and
the rest that the theme embraces. But in spite of all
the unfortunate set-backs, and regardless of directoi

DIRECTOR

Arthur Rosson
M. Ferguson
SCENARIO BY
Elmer Harris
CAMERAMAN
Harold Rosson
Race track meller with convenAS A
tional movie situations but has good amount of

W.

B.

thrills,

Rosson's every effort

to threaten an unhappy ending,
always assured. It couldn't be otherwise and be good audience stuff.
The plot progresses at a good pace and even though
the development is slightly anti-climactic the interest
has been well sustained and the climax with the customary race gives it a rather thrilling finish. The ca-

hero's victory

WHOLE

audience appeal.

STORY

Of a fairly familiar brand although nicehandled and likely to please a good many.
DIRECTION
Provides very good production
and supplies some nice touches that get over
very well
ly

PHOTOGRAPHY

mera work

All right

PLAYERS

Jack Pickford a likeable jockey-hero;
a pleasing heroine; Clarence
Burton good villain and others Chas. Stevenson,
Ethel Grey Terry and Lydia Knott

Madge Bellamy

EXTERIORS

ford

my

Not many

man,

is

fort clear his

Jockey, doped by

disqualified but girl's love

name and

reinstate

and

ef-

known what happened to her jockey
son and would not have lost all her money by giving
it to the villain who said her son wanted it.
Of, course

8,184 feet

There hasn't been so many race track stories lately
that "Garrison's Finish" should suffer from competition and even though the story is of a conventional
order with some fairly trite situations that consist of
pretty outright movie hokum, it contains a certain
of audience appeal that will undoubtedly

there are other improbabilities that creep in but they
don't matter a whole

when

make

is

a

jockey,

disqualified.

and
Sue

Crowd

or the Average

Crowd

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Garrison's Finish," while a conventional type of
melodrama, has enough good instances of audience appeal to make it a suitable offering for the majority

Most

the latter loses the race he

Desha, a spectator, is confident of Garrison's innocence.
Later she gives him a chance to ride her father's horse
Rogue but when his true identity is discovered, the
father orders him off. How Sue tricks Crimmins and
proves Garrison's innocence, is followed by his winning the race on Rogue, and his marriage to Sue.

Will Undoubtedly Please a "Fan"

of exhibitors.

lot.

Crimmins dopes Garrison,

Story:

W. B. M. Ferguson's theme
it a satisfying number.
is comprised of more or less stock situations with the
development including a variety of elements that usually go for an entertainment of this kind.

Box

Madge Bellawho does wonderful things to

well suited and does good work.

a pleasing heroine

she would have

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

is

bring about hero's re-instatement. Clarence Burton is
the villain and a convincing one. Lydia Knott as Garrison's mother evidently didn't read the newspapers or

Includes good atmosphere

CHARACTER OF STORY

in this

Jack Pickford who hasn't appeared in a picture in
over a year, appears to advantage as Garrison. Pick-

Good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

is

sequence is very good and views of
the last derby supply the excitement with hero supposed to be riding the winner. This has been nicely
handled, however, and the substitution hardly obvious.
The picture is still too long and would be much the
better for still further cutting bringing it down to at
least seven reels.

First rate

LIGHTINGS

of the audience at the Capitol

seemed pleased with it in spite of some improbabilities
and the more or less movie hokum which it contains.
If you think your folks will like it you have enough to
talk about and a trailer of the race should arouse their
interest.

all

Stuff Nevertheless

all

AUTHOR

amount

make up

to

Allied Producers and Distributors

stable

5.5

You

should

know

pretty well whether or not

appeal to them and in case you decide to

might be well

and give

it

to talk

although this
will

is

account for

show

will
it,

it

about Jack Pickford's appearance

your usual exploitation.

ish" has already

it

"Garrison's Fin-

been distributed around the couatry
the
its

first

showing

in

New York

which

not having been reviewed earlier.
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Another Bootleg Meller
"THE LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE"
Martin

J.

Heyl

— Arrow— State

DIRECTOR

Rights

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Fast action meller with rather

SCENARIO BY
AS A

too

STORY

much incident and by-plot
From a play by Hal Reid. An

old fash-

ioned melodrama pepped up with timely trim-

mings

DIRECTION

Seems

have had

difficulty

at

times in keeping to central plot; otherwise

all

to

right

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

LIGHTINGS

All right

A

PLAYERS

Includes

good cast on the whole.

E. K. Lincoln, Edmund
Lewis, Harlan Knight and

because the kid

although decidedly
cute, is entirely incidental to the real plot.
Nevertheless there could have been more of this sort of material
used with some new ideas in the way of tricks played
by the kids instead of over-crowding the picture with
incidents dealing with bootlegging.
There are, however, many sequences that will hold
a good bit of suspense for the average audience, among
them being a fight between the bootleggers and revenuers in a roadhouse, a mysterious shot that kills one
of the smugglers during a thunder storm, the abduction of the girl by the villain, a motor boat chase and
it

really

is,

many

Breese,

ever, the solution of the

All right

too

A

leggers, revenue officers

which

is

given a

new

many

tangle of boot-

and a mystery murder

twist in

its

solution

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The' chief appeal

in

Hal Reid' sstage play
hectic action.

lies

5,760 feet

Heyl's production of
in its rapid and at times

Martin

Because of

subtitles

this,

J.

and also because of the

good line-up of names in the cast, patrons of neighborhood theaters will in all probability find "The Little
Red Schoolhouse" satisfying entertainment.
Nevertheless, John G. Adolfi, the director, seems to
have gotten tangled himself once or twice in the maze
of sequences used in
is

so

much

that at times

it

the construction of the story.

by-plot incidental to the chief theme

stuff,

other details too numerous to mention.

the plot.

Not many

CHARACTER OF STORY

murder

It is a bit far-fetched,

of the story,

and

at

is

but then so

any rate there

How-

the real punch of

is

is

the rest

a surprise in the

idea that the murderer's picture has been photographed
on a windowpane by lightning.
The entire cast is capable and well-selected for this
type of story. Edmund Breese is convincing in a character role and Sheldon Lewis a satisfactory villain,
although he is inclined to overact occasionally. Martha Mansfield and E. K. Lincoln are the lovers.
Story
Mercy Brent, school teacher, lives with the
:

Russells.

The men

of the family are secretly hootch-

smugglers, using the cellar of the schoolhouse as a
John Hale, nephew of Mrs. Russell and "a
revenuer," is in love with Mercy as is Matt Russell.
After several complications old Jeb Russell is shot
during a thunder storm. Hale is arrested. Matt ab-

distillery.

ducts Mercy but is captured and the photograph of the
real murderer, Matt, is found on a windowpane of the
schoolhouse.

tends to confuse.

Will Please Neighborhood
Box

Crowd

or

Where They Like Hectic Action

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For neighborhood houses and where they like quick
Red Schoolhouse"
action melodramas "The Little
should prove a satisfactory offering. You can promise them plenty of action, scrimmages and excitement
with the suspense held pretty well. However, where

ou know that your folks prefer a less hectic and
ferent type of picture you had better see this one
and then use your own judgment.
\

are liable to get a different idea of the sort of picture

Mansfield,

others

Thre

an out-and-out melodrama with a mystery murder and a constant war between a gang of hootchsmugglers in a New England town and the revenue
officers to give it a timely twist.
From the title folks

Sheldon

Somewhat

1923

Red Schoolhouse"

in "Little

Martha

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

3,

It is

John G. Adolfi
Hal Reid
James Hamilton
George Weber

AUTHOR

Sunday, June

diffirst

Exploitation on this one should be very easy. The
lends itself to all manner of stunts. Schoolbooks,

title

on throwaways are attractive and
there is a special cartoon by "Dwig" that Arrow, has
in mats and electrotypes that will awaken interest.
However, there isn't a great deal of kid stuff in the picture, so you had better let them know a little of the
slates, etc., printed

story.

THE
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Fine Production But Story

Is

Weak And Far From

Allen Holubar presents

this

"SLANDER THE WOMAN"
Allen Holubar

AUTHOR

Jeffrey

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Deprend

Violet Clark

Byron Haskins

WHOLE

Plenty of fine locations and an
excellent production but very poor story keeps
it from furnishing entertainment
STORY
Slowly moving and never convincing;
a pity to have wasted such fine efforts

DIRECTION
up

Has made obvious

upon

shortcomings with good production
couldn't be done

story's

but

it

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS
difficult for

Excellent

Very good
Good types and all very capable but
them to make any definite impression

with uninteresting material; Dorothy Phillips
always pleasing; others Lewis Dayton, Robert
Anderson, George Siegmann, Ynez Seabury,
Rosemary Theby, Cyril Chadwick

EXTERIORS

Splendid;

many

beautiful shots

snow country

of

INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF

All right

Occasionally not effective
Society girl, innoSTORY

cent witness in murder case, hides in the North
but eventually marries judge who slandered her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It is to

so

much

6,433 feet

be regretted that Allen Holubar has wasted
and no doubt considerable money in

tine effort

producing a picture with so unworthy a story as Jeffrey Deprend's "The White Frontier." It is without
original situations and so farfetched in its substance
that Holubar has not succeeded in making it convincing. The initial sequence in which the heroine is scandalized because she happened to be in the presence of
a

man when

his wife shot

him

is

the

first

offender in

Depends Largely Upon
Box

is followed by others equally improbabli
the standpoint of the story there is an atmo-

sphere of artificiality throughout and never does the
plight of the heroine impress as a reality nor does her

cause much thought as far as the spectator
concerned. And all because of the improbabilities
presented. In spite of the excellent production which

difficulties
is

Holubar has accorded it and regardless of a satisfactory
cast that consists of players capable and well suited,
"Slander the

Woman"

fails to offer a

satisfying enter-

tainment.

There are numerous beautiful backgrounds with sev-

it

effort to cover

Convincing

waj and

From

Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

55

eral particularly fine shots of the north country.

The

photography is the best and all told, there can be little
lault found with the picture as far as its being good to
look at. It has plenty of genuine pictorial appeal but
it fails to make up for what the story lacks.
Jeffrey Deprend or Violet Clark, who prepared the
story for the screen, is \o be credited with one good bit
of judgment, however, and that is the omission of the
over popular mounted police. Murderers and other
law evaders of the story congregate at a certain spot
and the theme unfolds without the slightest molestation
from the mounted. Although the picture is only a trifle over six reels it is still too long, or probably seems
so due to the rather slow development and absence of
action.

Dorothy Phillips is pleasing as always but her talents
might be used to better advantage as well as those ol
Cyril Chadwick, George Siegmann, and others in a first
rate cast. Ynez Seabury, as an Indian girl, has one fine
acting moment which she handles very well.
Yvonne Desmarest is the unwelcome reStory:
cipient of M. Redoux's caresses. While she is remonstrating Redoux is killed by his wife and Yvonne becomes a prominent figure in the trial. In the North
where she seeks to hide from the ensuing scandal she
with the judge
her the real "other

later falls in love

after

he

tells

who tried the
woman" has

case

been

found.

How

Particular

They Are

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Unless you figure that the splendid pictorial appeal
in this will be sufficient to please them and make up
for a rather poor story there isn'.t very much you can
do with it. "Slander the Woman" offers an attractive
title and probably suggests a picture very much different from what they will see. If you elect to show it
use catchlines such as: "See Allen Holubar's latest

production, 'Slander the

blank theater
gossip will slander an innocent

Woman,'

at the

you would know how
person and ruin a good name."
Where Dorothy Phillips is a popular favorite use her
name prominently in your announcements and use
if

stills in

the lobby.

Be

careful of promises except in

connection with production values.

\

Short Stuff
"Golf"

W. Hammons— Educational

of production

i

This
the

— E.

1

a novelty in the

is

game

of

sport-educational

reel

It
in

should be handled.

by the "champion of champions"
demonstrates in clear and easily grasped
which many different and difficult shots

The

strokes are given

regular speed

first in

and then analyzed by means of slow motion photography.
in which clubs should be gripped, the clubs used
in playing different shots, Sarazen's advice on how to play
certain shots are all given. The reel will be of intense interest
to golfers, and is not long enough to create weariness in those
spectators who do not understand the game.

The way

"Should William Tell"— Universal

Type

of production

reel

1

There

is some humorous business at the beginning when
park people's machines for fifteen cents, and rent the
same machines out for three times that amount. However,
the finish is not particularly mirth-provoking, although some
audiences may like it. It shows Nervy Ned losing his nerve
when he is forced to shoot an apple off his pal's head. The
best he can do is shoot most of the boy's clothes off.
Inci-

they

dentally,

Roach seems

to get

most

of the laughs, although not

the star of the picture.

Type

This

Larry Semon comedy

latest

the comedian usually offers

]

ree

l

expedition

There have been so many really big and worth while exploration pictures of late that this meagre and unexciting
one
reeler fades into the background in comparison.
The picture

shows some

of Australia's cannibal people with one long,
and
nauseating close-up of a self-scarred native
The reel
also includes some views of bears, an army
of crabs on the
sand and a few other miscellaneous scenes, none of which
hold
fairly

any surprises or particularly striking views. The offering
suffers
considerably by comparison with the recent
expedition pictures.

—Vitagraph
comedy

—a

on the order

is

of

what

slap-stick of the slappiest kind

with the anciently popular brick throwing, ink slinging brand

comedy. If they still like their laughs to originate in this
probably the rough-housing in "Midnight Cabaret" will
be thoroughly comical but the average person, all those who
have come to expect a more sensible comedy, so to speak, will
hardly give this one very much.
The number is really a
throwing contest with the participants taking or receiving in
typical slap-stick fashion, whatever happens to be coming
their way, the hurling material comprised of anything from
bombs to ,soup. "Midnight Cabaret" is a messy and mussy
comedy, if that's what they wa:it.
of

style

"Mixed Trails"

Type

— Robert

C.

Bruce— Educational

of production

1

reel wilderness tale

This is another innovation in a scenic short reel. The Bruce
Wilderness Tales need no introduction to any audience. They
know when one is advertised they are going to see exquisite
scenery, beautifully photographed and well-titled.
This one,
however, is a little different. The scenery is there, all right.
Not as wonderful as in some of the others but still good. But
there isn't but one sub-title in the entire reel, and that's by
way of explanation. Furthermore, there is a clever plot. And
it's just as easily followed as if there were titles all through
it.
It deals with the way a fugitive in the western hills

Wild Nor'west"— Ascher Picture

of production

"Midnight Cabaret"

2 reel

escapes a clever, but
"Australia's

in

of production

comedy

Although the antics of Nervy Ned and his valet, otherwise
Neely Edwards and Burt Roach, are usually very entertaining,
this one seems to fall slightly below the average they usually
hit.

Type

shape of some excellent pointers on

given

golf

— Gene Sarazen.
manner the way

Larry Semon

human

"Fare Enough"

Type

sheriff.

—Century—Universal

of production

Jack Cooper

is

2 reel

comedy

the star of this Century two-reeler, but

Mar-

and Jack Earl, a seven-foot boy, get
a good many of the laughs.
The opening shows Cooper, a
promoter, arriving in a mailbag that jumps all over the station.

jorie Marcel, a tiny girl

The

greater part of the footage deals with the efforts of the

boy as conductor on the new and only street-car the town
possesses, and the girl who runs a rival buss to get the few
customers who desire to ride.
There is quite some lively
action here, and this part of the reel should get over in exceltall

lent shape.

A

bit

of a thrill

is

furnished at the finish

when

beyond control and dashes madly along the tracks,
breaking into a powder warehouse for the finish.

the car gets

"The Land
Type

of

of production

Tut-Ankh-Amen"

—Fox

Educational
1

ree

l

finally

educational

In view of the current popularity of "King Tut" and
the
finding of the ancient Egyptian ruler's tomb and
its great
treasures, this latest Fox educational should prove
a very
appropriate choice for your program.
The Fox cameramen
have secured a variety of views of the adjoining country, with
scenes of the well known ruins and finally presents shots
of
the uncovered tomb with others showing the workers
employed by the Museum of Natural History. The recent publicity given the topic by newspapers should
serve as good
exploitation for this offering and it should be easy to get your
folks interested.
Tell them the reel contains actual pictures
of the recently discovered tomb of the ancient Egyptian ruler.

"Under
Type

Two Jags"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

1

Stan Laurel's latest comedy vehicle
of Ouida's story,

"Under

Two

Flags."

is

reel

comedy

a one reel burlesque
These exhibitors who

have run Universal's picturization of the story will find their
audiences appreciative of the burlesque, and even where they
haven't seen it they probably know the story. Katherine Grant
is seen as "Cheroot," the daughter of the regiment.
Laurel
tries very hard to preserve the stony expression made famous
by Keaton and succeeds in being really funny at times. The
comedy has plenty of snapp- action and gags and should
prove a pleasing addition to many programs.

SATISFACTION and CONTENTMENT
are yours

TOPICS Of THE

if

DAY

you book
AESOP'S FILM TABLES

|

I

one each week

CERTIFIED HITS
Playing in

all

and Picture

big Vaudeville

Circuits regularly
Capitol Theatre,

Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Modern Theatre, Boston
"Always Big"

Strand Theatre,
Strand, Special

Timely, up to the minute laughs for

Over 6000

Lobby Displays

Backed by 2600 years

all

exhibitors

New York City
New York City

now

of advertising

playing these rollicking

mirth provoking reels
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TIMELY FILMS,
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.

/

UR

sales manager's smile is getting broader every day.
looked at the job Syd Chaplin did on brother Charlie's

#

It

first

came when he

"Dongh and Dynamite."

He

continued smiling when he saw the next two of the New Edition Keystone
Comedies, both re-edited by Syd Chaplin, "Caught in a Cabaret" and "His Trysting Places." Then Ralph Wettstein, manager of the classy Ascher theatre, the Merrill, in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, wrote in
"We had many compliments on the last one we played
:

T

#
#
T

and the audience seemed to enjoy it very much." Other nice things came from exhibitors
tinned to come in by wire and mail and only a few days ago word came from Philadelphia
that the New Editions had so impressed the Stanley-Mastbaum theatres that they had booked
them for fourteen days on Market Street
Fourteen days on the hardest street in the world
to get on is some agreement with our belief that they are the best short comedies being distributed today! The new posters and other accessories gotten out in connection with them
are also making cpiite a hit. The livest independent exchanges in all territories are distributing them. If you don't happen to know the one to supply you, we'll be glad to tell you."
!

Fn

2A

R

ESi

i_

Oscar A.Price
565
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DeMille Wins Suit
itigation

How

With Pat Casey Ends With

Play and Film Rights Reverting

Back to
Supreme Court

Cecil B.
Justice Wagner,
ho heard the suit of the De Mille
Beatrice M. and Cecil B.
o. and
Pat J. Casey, the
>e Mille against
totective Amusement Co. and the
iograph Co., to rescind a contract
iade ten years ago licensing Casey
make motion pictures of 13 plays
wned by the plaintiffs, has handed
own a decision granting the relief
sked for.
He cancels the contract,
irects the B iograph Co. to transfer
the plaintiff the copyrights upon
i
iree pictures which it has' copyrighti and orders Biograph and the Pro)

1923

4,

It's

Price 5 Cents

More For Truart?

Done

May Make Four Features
After Coast Studio to Center
Production

Selig

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
You've heard a lot of people say "road shows don't pay."
Los
Angeles It is understood a
And you've heard a lot of argument about the need of pulling the
deal is under wa\
betw
lart
"road show" to boost a picture. Also of long runs in certain cities Prod, and
William X. S
Col.
to provide exhibition values throughout that territory.
Possibly wherebj the latter will make
nr nattm - to b( state rigl
this is good business.
by Truart.
But this is a story of how a big house, with a great show,
Truart is negotial
tinFine
and a 55 cent admission, has killed $2 pictures and road show de- Arts studio, which now houses a
vices, and all the rest of the bunk in the second largest city in number of independent units.
The
the prothe country
Chicago. Balaban & Katz is the firm, and the house plan is to concentrati
i

i

;

—

is

"The Chicago."

Of course

it's

a beautiful house, with all the
it the finest place of its kind in

ducing units

>

affiliatt d

the one plant.

Truart

ith

in

hould be

If tin

necessary appointments to make
consummated, L:
non, Roland
the Middle West and one of the finest in the country. But -till West, Blaine Hammerstein, William
Farnum and others would p
active Amusement Co. to account to the admission price is but 55 cents, and it cleans up a fortune e\ er]
there.
le plaintiff for all money received
year. As an indication, "The Chicago" mopped up about $700,000
Eter February,
on the exploi-

—

1916,

uncopyrighted plays. in profits last year.
asey is also directed to account for
In and out of season B &
of his dealings with the copyAnd
not aiwa s the picture.
ghted plays.
The defendants are

ition

of

five

te

directed to

return

all

prints

to

plaintiffs.

The

court finds that the defendants
tiled to make payments as agreed,
"he opinion states that Casey got the
ghts in 1913 and formed the Pro:ctive Amusement Co. to make prouctions of them. _ These plays were
ten produced by Biograph with the
icception
of
one
"The
Royal
lounted.''
Among the plays inolved were "Beverly of Graustark,"
Lord Chumley," "Rejuvenation of
.unt Mary," "Road of Yesterday,"

Stampede" and "Men and
ustice

Wagner

Women."

said:

"The claim which the

plaintiffs

spend a

lot of

money

advertising.

Torrence in "The Mountebank"
Torrence will appear

Ernest

in

for Fa
about the Chicago and it- "The Mountebank"
ers.
He is now in New York preparThe}' devote columns of space to what ing for it. Today. Famous Plaj

II

Iso

K

They

talk

its entertainment.
they term "institutional advertising" building up prestige for the
house, and good will. They come right out in the open and say
no picture is worth $2 or $1.50. They talk about seeing the best
of pictures for 55 cents, together with a great all around entertainment. And they have done it so well that they have killed
off the $2 admissions to pictures in a very definite way.
or even a small one—would
If every exhibitor of a big house
follow the line they have adopted, and spend money on "institutional advertising" they could, in a measure, duplicate the success
Don't say your house is too small.
of this enterprising firm.
Don't say "they can do it but it won't help us." Try it out and
see what happens.
bill,

—

SOME SHRINER

now make,

they

will give

him

a lunch at the

As

"Merry-Go-Round" Has Preview
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeeles "Merry-Go-Round,"

—

one

high spots in the
releasing schedule, was given a
preview at the Ambassador theater
of L'niversal's

fall

on Thursday.

Rumblings
(Special

to

of

Big Deal

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles
All parties
concerned are extremely reticent, but reports persist that Arthur S. Kane.

Elmer Pearson and John

C.

are conferring relative

an

Ragland

to
importthe way East to atMotley Flint of Los Angeles.
ant deal.
tend the Shriners Convention. In Washington, starting tomorrow.
Quick Reply to Newman's Kick
Makes his 21st meeting. Incidentally looked into Selznick Pictures
Getting back at Frank Newman in
interested.
is
which
he
In
affairs.
and some other picture
a hurry, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has
made a deal with him to put "Enistain, in my •opinion, this contention;
it
emies of Women" in the Royal. Kanlows a clear intention that upon the terOf M. H. Hoffman. Of Truart. In sending around a bag of sas City, one of the Newman hot
ination of the license period, the motion
"More
gold nuggets. With an Assay Card. Which talks about
Newman, in a communication to
icture rights would revert to the plaintiffs.
"As a matter of fact I do not see that Golden Opportunities" and refers to the first Hammerstein spe- THE FILM DAILY, said he was
lere ever was a dedication to the plaintiffs
worried over the mediocre crop of
here the public as a whole could claim a
stuff.
are entitled to a finding of this
)urt,
that the companies-defendant be rehired to account to the plaintiffs for the
"ofits of these uncopyrighted plays, is met
the argument that the motion picture
T
ghts therein have fallen into the public
Dmain by reason of use thereof under the
:ense agreed.
An examination of the prosion of the agreement, however, does not
lat

Comes

CLEVER STUNT

cial.

Clever

A RIOT OF LAUGHS

ght to these plays.
Performance of an
rdinary play has never been held to be a
ublication.

The

mere

performance

of

all

a

In the big Chicago theater.

botoplay can have no different result
nor
in the leasing of the latter or the furnishing
the film constitute a dedication under the
rcums'ances here shown."
;

Which

is

the pride of the

Windy

pictures he expected for the
The deal resulted.

summer.

Kansas City Exhibitor Unit Farmed
and listened to a huge audience laugh and shriek
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

City Watched
High Flyer." Percy and Fercly
at a Hallroom Boy Comedy, "The
Kansas City Thirty local theater
The court found that no statements
Harold Lloyd stunt of climb- owners have formed the Kansas City
stuff yes but in addition a regular
r payments were made to the plainhigh building. And pulling some stunts that M. P. T. O., and present indications
ffs
and that ino- up the side of a
after October, 1914
A regular riot. A half dozen like these and are that at least three-fourths of the
therefor Harold overlooked.
the
defendant's
excuses
f

•

ere not convincing."

Salsbury Injured
W. Salsbury of Famous
'layers, is nursing a bad leg, which
e injured in a recent automobile ac-

Henry

ident.

:

long features will have trouble

DEL'S

GONE

Elmer Pearson
Delmonico's. Over on the Avenue. And so
group
Famous
the
and
Zukor
and The" Patiie "crowd; Adolph
(Continued

on

Page 4)

exhibitors in this city will join shortly.
The officers elected are A. M. Eisner.
Broadmour theater, president; Tack
Means. Murray theater, vice-president; A. F. Gibbons, Prospect theater, secretary and Archie Josephson,
Victor theater, treasurer.

THE

sgEft'S
DABLY

tJ

At Broadway Theaters
This

Week

Monday, June

1923

4,

In the Courts

WANTED

Gwen Sears has filed suit in the
City Court against Milton Hirschfield
for $1,250 for disposing of the screen
rights to his 25 per cent interest in
"The Unknown Purple," for $12,500.

BELL & HOWELL CAMERA

will buy for cash immediately eithe
120 or 1 70 degree camera.
Brooklyn
West."
en
LOUIS
Cents
Price
5
1923
June
Monday,
4.
64
XXIV
We.
111
Cameo "Enemies of Women."
Craftsmen
Film Laboratories, Inc
Roland West is also named as a deCopyright 1923, VVid's Film and Film Folki, Capitol
"The Ragged Edge."
251 West 19th Street
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 Welt 44th St.,
Sears
states
that
Miss
fendant,
but
Watkins 7461-7620
New Yoi
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
"The her agreement with him for disposing
Today
Loew's New York
FILM FOLKS, INC.

Broadway— "Out

of the Dust."
Strand "Girl of the Gold-

—

—
—
—

Joseph
J.

W.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

ager.

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
*t the post office at New York, N. Y., undV

Ne'er

—

—

Do

MEYER

Well."

Tuesday— "The Tie That Binds."
Wednesday "Daddy."
Thursday "An Old Sweetheart cf

—
—

per cent

of his 75
factory.

interest

is

satis-

An answer has been filed in the
Supreme Court by Harris Lumberg
Mine."
Friday "Madness of Youth" and of Lumberg theatre, at Niagar Falls,
in a suit of Commonwealth Film to
"Through the Flames."
recover a balance due on "Eyes of
Saturday "Backbone."
Address all communications to THE FILM
Youth." Lumberg alleges that ComDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Sunday "The Brierht Shawl."
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Lyric— "The White Rose."
monwealth did not keep its agreeGreene,
Walter
R.
Hollywood, California
ment with him as to exploiting the
"The Heart Raider."
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood Rialto
picture,
and for that reason he
1603.
Rivoli "The Exciters."
Chicago Repre»entative Irving Mack, 738 S. Strand
showed to small audiences, and asks
Man
of Action."
"A
Wabash Are.
$1,000 damages.
London Representative Ernest W. FredNext Week
The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
Allegations that the firm rights to
Le Film, 42 Rue de Broadway Not yet determined.
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Brooklyn Strand "A Man of Ac- "The Fool" were sold by Selwyn &
European Representative InternaCentral
Co. for $100,000 are made in a suit
tion."
Prague (Czecho-Sl«Filmschau,
tionale
filed in the Supreme Court by AlexCameo "Enemies of Women."
vakia), Wenzelaplatr.
ander Gaden and Charles Hanna
Capitol— "The Shriek of Araby."
against Selwyn to recover $10,000 as
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
10% of the selling prices for serLyric "The White Rose."
vices in bringing about the sale. The
Rialto
Not yet determined.
Low CIom
High
Selwyns have filed a denial of the alRivoli Not yet determined.
600
106^ 107
East. Kod. .107
legations, and an affidavit by Edgar
Strand "Main Street."
2,200
81
97%, 80
F. P.-L
Selwyn declares that the plaintiffs
300
do.pfd
92V& 915/6 9254
never rendered any services of any
Not
quoted
Goldwyn
Desberger Joins Metro
broker.
He also denies specifically
Not quoted
Griffith
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that the play brought $100,000.
"ft
1,000
17
17
Loew's
17J4
Desberger. form- is a trumped up claim utterly withJoseph
St. Louis
Not quoted
Triangle
out foundation," he said.
Not quoted erly local exchange manager for
World
Justice Delehanty denied an appliAmerican Releasing, has joined the
March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

the act of

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled

—

Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months
$3.00.
months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
States.

For a Single Production

—
—

—

RU

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—

A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
A BERT LYTELL

—

—

—
—
——

Quotations

ft

—

ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

cation by the plaintiffs to prefer the
case so that it can be tried at once.

sales organization.

*>ft

Incorporations
Albany,
Collins.

Oklahoma

Okla.

City,

— Criterion

Theater Corp., Oklahoma City. CapiIncorporators,

$50,000.

Breeden, M.
Gibbons, Jr.

Nihardt and

C.

M.
E.

G.

Engineer's Society

in

(Special to

Chicago

Amsterdam.

tal

Bertram

N. Y.— F. J. and C. H.
Attorney, C. J. Hefferan,

THE FILM DAILY)

— Edward

Bertram,

A.

technical secretary of the Rothacker
laboratory has been elected a member of Society of Motion Picture Engineers.

E.

"Daddy Brink Week"
to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo A week in June will be
(Special

Albany

—

Theater &
Racbar
Capital,
Manhattan.

—

by Buffalo film men as
Incorporators, G. Monash, "Daddy Brink Week," in honor of
$50,000.
J. A. Hopkins and A. L. Robertson. Howard F. Brink, veteran film man
who heads Educational's Buffalo exAttorney, M. Goodman.
Realty

Corp.,

set

ft
SELZN1CK DISTRIBUTING

"A Man

B.RFineman's

Dorit Marrj^

</orMoney
A PRIZMA

Fashion Show

FREE at your
Educational Exchange

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Richard

terprises have signed

Goir
by

the n-'
pion'S shots'

tures in which the boy
"The Little Knight,"

was featured,
"The Love

Carlos Signs

I

regular and sisw
pbotogVapriy

\n
SPECIAL

of Cour-

age."

(Special to

LOUIS

MBYER

With Walthall

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles Abe Carlos
anLos
nounces the complete cast for "The
Unknown Purple" which Roland

West

5L'

Arthur Trimble

five

Charm." and "The Crown

SARAZEN

i

Box Of/Ice Value/

Kipling En-

year contract and have also
taken over for distribution three pic-

on

GENE
AH

Gowns

in colors

"ad"

As Played

— Gorgeous

v

Kipling Signs Arthur Trimble

SHORT SUBJECTS

for this

SB

t(*

ADVERTISE YOUR
MATS

CORPORATION

of Action," will be at the
Strand the week of June 3.

aside

change.

Look Here Tomorrow

ft

—

Metro

_

will direct.

It

includes

Henry

B. Walthall, Alice Lake, Ethel Grey
Ferguson,
Stuarl
Terry,
Helen
Holmes, Dick Wayne, Brisley Shaw

and Frank Currier.

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

VEST

19™ STREET

LABS. inc.

^^vticiisis

7620 - 7461

Monday, June

4,

1923

Coast Brevities
(Special

to

Hollywood

— Charles

Maigne

ished "Silent Partner."

Ireighton
Hale will appear
roken Hearts of Broadway.'
kVillard

Mack

Clyde Cook.

May Dead
THE FILM DAILY)

Julian
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Charleston, S.

is

Los Angeles—Jack Earle and Billy
Engle, will be co-starred in Century
Comedies. The first picture will be

Stewart's latest picture, "The
ve Brand," is now in production
Universal City.

Title

iloy

of "Capt.

(Special

to

Hollywood

Applejack" Changed

THE FILM

— The

I

)A

I

I

,Y

i

Fred
Applejack"
has
been changed to "Strangers of the
Richard C. Travers, has been signNight."
The production has just
with Marshall Neilan to appear in been
completed.
he Rendezvous."
Niblo's,

Rowland Lee

will

of

title

"Captain

Frisch Joins Al Lichtman

Fox

how a brother

is

ex-

put his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you

To Co-Star
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

he

HE

11.

I-

M DAILY)

is

now

1

organizing.

WANTED

Whale Contest for Students
Erie, Pa.— With the aid of

the Posl
Wagner, of

THEATERS

New York.— 500
Dispatch Herald, N. C.
seats or larger.
Spot
cash for right
the Perry theater, ran a whale con
Write all details to
test for school children which netted propositions.
linn front-page publicity for a week "THEATER," c o The Film Daily
preceding the showing of "Down to
the Sea in Ships."
Another tie-up occurred through a private showing of
the production to the school teachers
of the town.
Within 100 miles

—

of

—

EGGERS,

Navy Helps "Masters of Men."
Minneapolis As
an
exploitation

—

_

direct.

i

[0II3 v

cleaned up.

INC.

Photo Engravers

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tie-up on "Masters
Des Moines, la.— M, J. Frisch, who was held to whichof Men," a parade
the Navy con-

It,"

to

ood
Gale [enry and Diana
ale have been engaged by Fred
Caldwell for the new company which
I

hibitor

ler.

ich

Here

dead.

Earle and Engle
in

Two Engaged For New Company

Over

il

C—Julian May, man-

has ager of the
Lyric

has written a story
It will be a two
"Golfmania."

fohn Russell's first script for
"You Can't Get Away With

Putting It

Announce Their Removal

three years has been associated tributed
a band and in which the
Ilarence Brown is making prepa- with the A. H. Blank Enterprises has Naval Marine Post marched, carryaccepted
the Iowa and Nebraska ter- ing the
ions to film "The Acquittal." in
ship's bell of the U. S. S.
ritory managership for Al Lichtman.
iich Priscilla Dean will star.
Minneapolis,
of
Spanish-American
War fame. There was a float on
New Invention For Camera
which was mounted the 24-sheet and
rhe amount of mail handled at the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
two men dressed as naval blue
liversal City post office each day,
Hollywood Antonio Gaudio, vet- jackets boxed. This
3 made necessary an addition to the
scene was taken
eran cameraman, has forwarded to the from the picture
ilding.
where Cullen Landis
patent office in Washington, an in- as Halpin
wins a decision in a boxcalled
the
magnification ing bout on board ship.
Harry De Vere is at the Clara Bar- vention
Several
l hospital.
He was taken ill while focusing telescope for camera at- thousand persons saw the parade.
tachment.
irking for Universal in "The Ladv
Quality."
Gown Contest A Winner
Three Sales on "Super Five
for

To
254

New

West

54th

Street,

and Larger Quarters

Day and Night

—

Service

Circle 2450

ROUSE AUTO SERVICE

Boston—rA big exploitation stum
Irving M. Lesser, of Principal PicGrandon is directing Jay
was recently put over by Ed. Hurley
tures Corporation has sold the "Super
arley and Jay Marchant is directof F. B. 6. between the Tremont
Pete Morrison in two reel West- Five" series and "Mind Over Motor" Temple, the Telegram and Houghton
Francis
r
,

is for

H. Lieber Co., of Indianapolis, for
and
Indiana; to Pioneer of Boston for

to

Universal.

Dutton's

department

store

for

"Thehna."

New

England and to Mid-West Dist.
the
Daily
from
April
1st
until
Co. of Milwaukee for Wisconsin.
the
April 28th the Telegram carried a

Nell Craig has been cast for
jther of Abraham Lincoln, in
;ture of Lincoln's life, which the
>cketts are making.

Epidemic Close - Midland Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh Although the city auTwo Schulberg productions were
mpleted by Gasnier and Forman thorities recently permitted the MidIs
week.
"Mothers-in-law" and land to open, the state authorities
house indefinitely.
have closed the
he Broken Wing."

—

An

epidemic of smallpox

is

the cause,

"The Eagles Talons," with William cause.
mean, has been put into production,
"Bicycling" Measure Passed
lis is Duncan's first serial under his
(Special to THE FILM DAILY1
w Universal contract.
Kansas City A measure has been
The members of the Wampus have passed by the Film Board of Trade
A
esented Jerome Beatty with a beau- against the "bicycling" of films.
ul pipe as a token of their friend- committee has been appointed to inip for him to carry back to New vestigate all communities where films

—

are held without reason.

)rk.

James Leo Meehan

is

at

work on

adaptation of "A Girl of the
be Gene
mberlost," which will
next picture for
ratton-Porter's
odkinson release.
e

Anderson Forms
(Special to

exteriors.

Wanda Hawley and

Nigel Barrie
e featured in the next
Gaumont
lotoplay entitled "Lights o' Lon>n."
This is a screen adaptation of
eorge
Sims' famous melodrama.
Dm Terriss has finished "Fires of
ite"

and

is

now

cutting

WALTER

R.

it.

GREENE.

Association

THE FILM DAILY)

C—

:orge

r

New

H. H. Anderson,
Charlotte, N.
former owner of a chain of Corolina
theaters and until recently associated
with Laurence Lester in the operation
of the Strand here, has become asso-

De La Motte and ciated with
Hackathorne have been sign- E. Peppiatt
The ply house.
for "When a Man's a Man."
mpany has gone to Prescott Ariz.,

Marguerite

$2 Per Hour by Day
Circle 0446
on the front page on a con- 109 W. 51st St.
test to out-dress lane Novak.
$500
in cash was offered to the girls of
The Famous Stone Film Library
Greater Boston to make their own
(A Million Feet of Everything)
gowns, with the result that 110 enIs Again At Your Service
tered the affair, with 87 of these en- The
quickest, surest, cheapest waj
to get
tering the fashion narade held for the
that scene you need is
selection of the winners.
Telephone 7048 Bryant
The contest opened the day that
MRS. M. STONE
story

J.
in

U. McCormick and C.
an accessory and sup-

the department store.
At the opening of

Houghton and Dutton

to

(Special

to

Run Dallas Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dallas Bruce Fowler has been appointed manager of the Parar..oun»
the Red Mill, Queens and
Bruce formerly
Chrystal Palace.
managed the Olympic, Victoria and
Elmwood at Buffalo and more recently the Indiana theaters at "'"erre
Haute, Ind. for Paramount.

220 West 42nd

St..

New York

$&ifadei0O>

the contest
store turned

over their entire mainfloor and two
windows on the principal street, with
400 large cards printed and hung up
on the walls on different floors.

Insure

Mr Screen

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

Brooklyn, N.

Y

Manufacturers of

Cx. A

Fowler

theaters,

"Thelma" opened at the Tremont for
a three week run and the Telegram
111
announcing it gave it a three column head on the front page. The
prizes were put up by the paper and

.

O.

OPALINE COLORINE
weather proof
All Colors

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

$2.50 per quart

Broadway"
ERIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

—
THE

HMOk

DAILY

How It's Done

Monday, June

4,

1923

and happylike Charley Rogers saunters by and extends his har
"How do you do, Mr. Skouras," says Charley.
(Continued from Page 1)
Of Sail
Just a social error. Thought Katz was Spyros.
Jimmy Grainger and the Goldwyn crew, to say nothing of Arthur Looey.
Friend and a lot of others, will have to find a new place for lunch.
RIGHT AGAIN
Looks like the Biltmore is in for a play from film folk on the
Eddy Saunders. One of Loew's boys. Who makes Marci
East Side.
keep his hands off adjustments. Ardent golfist. Writes in, sen<
to Katz.

STUDIO STUFF

Mike Levee. The real diplomat among studio managers.
Running the United. And making it pay. Don't know why it
because so many First Naisn't called "First National Studio"
tional units are at work there
but getting back to Mike. In the
old days when he was general manager Mary Pickford was at
work on one stage and on the other Jack Dempsey Avas working
on a serial. The episode called for a fight and Jack had about
500 rough extras yelling at the fight. It upset Mary so she had
So it was up to Mike
to quit, and threatened to leave the studio.
He did. He gave Mary a long talk. Told her
to patch it up.
how she was a champion and Jack was a champ, too, and he

—

—

know how to help one champ without offending the
And Mary proved herself a good sport and went over to
didn't

other.

New

York branch, showing a score
Abe Abeles,
"It isn't true.
No ma
"It can't be done," writes Eddy.
can take that many swipes at a ball in one day and still live. K
more is it true that anybody save a professional can do 18 hold
in less than 100."
ing a card of

i

191.

TALKING OF GOLF
good weather tomorrow a real holiday will resul
spring tournament is scheduled and about 2C
Over a hundred prizes.
golfers and goofers will be out.
If

there

is

The semi-annual

DANN^
Exhibitors After
(Special to

More Members

—

Jack's
Kansas City, Kan. A drive was
stage and sat in with the rough neck extras.
launched at the last meeting of the
But this was only one of his troubles. Ask him about Connie state exhibitor unit to increase the
membership to 400. "Doc." Cook is
Talmadge and then see what happens.
on a tour through the state with a
"JINX"
view to obtain more members. The
Out in Milwaukee they have dismantled the Empress long budget of $5,000 appropriated at the
known as a "jinx" house. Built long ago by Sullivan and Con- recent national convention has been
into 12 portions for the year's
sidine, it has housed everything known in the way of entertain- divided
Discussion was also
expenditure.
ment; and everything that played there was a "flop." No show
head at the meeting relative to newno matter how good could play there without "going into the state headquarters.
red." Even Chaplin, playing there in person, before he went into

GONE

ANOTHER

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

was

a "flop."

So maybe

it's

good

to see

—

it

come down.

SOCIAL ERROR

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Jason Jones Joins The Reel Journal

Film Exchange

JOHN

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City —Jason W. Jones
(Special to

PhoneBryant 3377

has
become associate editor of the Reel

Great "buy" for the

7J40 Broadway

Loeiu Bldg.,

In the Astor Hunting Room. Just a few days ago. M. L.
Finklestein and Sam Katz of First National at a table. Cheerful Journal.

A

BAER

E.

Advertising

—

pictures,

A E R

B

THE FILM DAILY)

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

Summer
One of the

The First great picture
that made Griffith famous

sics

D.

of

really great clasthe silver screen

W. GRIFFITH'S

"JUDITH OF BETHULIA"
with Henry Walthall, Blanche Sweet, Lillian and Dorothy Gish,
Mae Marsh, Kate Bruce, Elmo Lincoln, Raymond Wells
and a supporting cast of 3 000.

STATE RIGHTS

NOW FOR

SALE
Apply to

ALBERT
D.

L.

GREY,

Gen. Manager

W. GRIFFITH,

303 Longacre Building,

Inc.,

New York

City.
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In Feature Field

Convention Abroad

White-Lloyd Hamilton Units
Take Over Coast Studio and
Plan Increased Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Jack WhiteLloyd Hamilton comedy units have

First National Managers in England
Robert Lieber Sailing
to Meet

Jack

—

—

in July
Johnson, manager of the
First National foreign department,
sailed today on the Bergangia for
Europe. He will remain in London
from there will
until
July 1, and
journey to Paris, Berlin and Stockholm.
city he will
meet
In Stockholm
Robert Lieber, who will sail from
New York on July 7. Lieber and

Bruce

•

taken over the Fine Arts studio tor
which Truart Prod, were dickering
and plans to increase their activities
to include full length productions.
The Fine Arts plant was secured
over from Deverich and Rickleman.
Plans for various improvements will
go ahead under the new management. Johnson will

visit

all

the

Na-

First

The Mermaid, Cameo, Hamilton tional exchanges in Norway, Sweden
comedies wih be made there as well and Denmark. The present schedule
for calls for a return to London on Aug.
Jas a series of two reel specials
which John Noble has been engaged. 1, where during the first week in AuThe feature productions will be com- gust a convention will be staged, at
edies.
which representatives of all British
exchanges will be present.
George Fitzmaurice. who sailed
Rome, where he will
recently for

New

Counsel for Zukor
In all probability Cravath, Henderson, Lcffingwell and De Gersdorff, film "The Eternal City", will he in
Adolph London at the time of the convention.
for
counsel
act
as
will
Zukor in the Federal Trade Com- Lieber and Johnson plan to return
Joseph W. Folk, to New York about the middle of
mission hearing.
ex-governor of Missouri had been re- August.
tained by Famous but a change was
made necessary because of Folk's
Van Tuyle Leaving Today
Folk represented Farecent death.
Van Tuyle leaves for Priest
Bert
mous Players in several important
Lake, Idaho today.
legal actions.

Theater Merger

in

Miller Handling English Premiere

Providence

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

to

THE FILM DAILY)

London Gilbert Miller, representing Famous Players is arranging tor
a fall premiere of "The Covered Wagon."

Torrence in "Ruggles"
Ernest Torrence was the guest of
honor at a lunch yesterday at the Astor, at which he announced his next
picture would be "Ruggles of Red
Gap," in which he would nlay Cousin
Following that he will apEgbert.
pear in "North of 36," and "The
At the lunch were
Mountebank."
Emil Chauer, Eugene Zukor, various
Famous Players executives and all of
the scenario department with the exBob
ception of Monte Katterjohn.

Corp. (Canada). Ltd. has been
ed here with a capitalization of

Kane

was the toastmaster.
League distributed
tionaires embodying 12 questions
lative

the

to

the

making

proper ingredients

of better pictures.

refor

Art Congress Ready

The Tournament
Everything set for the golf
tournament today. Two hungolfers and
dred, film men
goofers will spread themselves
over the links at Belleclaire and,

—

—

as the case may be, try for new
records or make the day miserable for the near-champs.

Yesterday, Arthur Stebbins
wired from California:
"Will you please stop giving me
How much would you
the needles.
to be 3,000 miles away and read
almost every day about the great golf
tournament coming off. That's what
I get for being a subscriber to your
Please think of me
valuable paper.
like

June 5th."

And
came

REGARDS.
Bobby North,

from

this:

"Enclosed please find my check for
$10 for the privilege of proving to the

how rotten a golf
but inwardly hoping to
I did at the last tournawhich I honestly made

film trade at

large

player I am,
do as well as

ment,

at
as

I won a box of golf
money,
My entrance
that were worth $12.
I had a great day away
fee was $10
from the office which I would not
have had otherwise, had a very good
dinner, and made $2 in the bargain,
so that if I don't play any better this

balls

—

year than
ahead."

I

did

last,

I

still

will

be

Edgar Lewis stated yesterday
that if the committee made it
a two-day tournament instead of
one he would pay five times the
entrance

fee.

Blumenthal Europe-Bound
Ben Blumenthal sailed for the continent

on the Majestic Saturday.

a theater in London i- selectthe English premiere of the
Cruze picture, John C. Flinn may he

Levine Here From London
Lou Levine, managing director of
Fox Films (British!, is in New York

expected to go abroad to arrange the

from London.

When

ed

for

Own

Sales Force in

Canada

THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto— The W. W. Hodkinson
(Special to

Drill$''),-

000.

British Interested in Congress
Frank Tilley, editor of the Kinematograph Weekly, is en route to
America to attend the art congress at
the Waldorf Thursday and Friday.
The British film industry is very
much interested in the conference.
The Film Renter of Loudon will
have a special correspondent here

The Canadian company was form- covering the meeting.
ed with the same officers as the parent
Pathe Coast Meeting Next Year?
company and with I. L. Plowright,

physical distribution with the
sales resting in the hands of Hcdkni-

only

son salesmen and managers.

(Special to

First Session

Donated

THE FILM DAILY)

— Tentative

plans have
been made for a meeting of the entire
Pathe sales force here next year.
Elmer Pearson was the guest ot
honor at a dinner given him by Hal
Roach has
Roach the other day.

Lo; Angeles

secured Pete Carroll. Pathe manager
here, to act as liason officer between
the studio and the sales force.

—

Thursday Prizes to Be
Banquet on Friday

at

Night
Details of the program ior the first
Congre>> on Motion
International
Picture Arts are Hearing final form.
The general program has been divided into six- parts, with morning, luncheon and afternoon sessions on

Thursday, and morning and luncheon
sessions on Friday, followed by a
Friday
banquet in the evening.
afternoon will he devoted to an inspection of the

Long Lland

studio in

Pa

City.

First announcement of prizes
the best work done along a nun
of lines for the advancement of motion
pictures will be made at the ban.
These prize- have been donated by
Adoloh Zukor. Details will be broadcasted by radio.

What is considered the most important work of the congress will
on

ointment

resolutions which will consider the
variety of suggestions presented lumen and women from all parts o\
the world and out of them try to

formulate

series

a

that will aid
motion pictures.

tions

of
in

recommendadefining

gi

The congress is to be called
der by Ellis Parker Butler, presid
Authors' Leaeue, at 10:30
of The
The presiding
Thursday morning.
officer will be Hon. Henry W. Taft.
Mr. Zukor is to welcome the deleThe gengates in a short address.
eral tonic for discussion at this session will be: "The Place of the Motion Picture in American Life and
(Continued on Page 4)
*

Michigan Meets Tomorrow
(Special to

advance exploitation.

resident manager and assistant treasHodkinson distribuurer-secretary.
Canada is being
Eastern
in
tion
handled by Famous Player- Film
Service, Ltd. and in Western t anada
The by First National. From now on,
ques- however, these companies will handle

Authors'

Price 5 Cents

1923

—

Providence, R. I. An interchange
in stock here brings together the interests operating the Majestic and
Emery and those operating the ModBurton A. Emery
ern and Strand.
the
stock of
has sold 38% of the
Emery Amusement Co. to Max Nathanson, lessee of the Modern and
to Archibald Silverman, Charles Silverman,
M. F. Williams, Louis
Robinson, J. M. Robinson, Isaac Rose
and the National Realty Co., owners
of the Strand.

—

5,

THE FILM DAILY)

— Tie

board of directors of
Michigan M. P. T. ().. will hold
One of
meet iny here tomorrow.
a
the matters to be discussed will be
the letter forwarded to James C. Ritter by Frank Rembusch of She
ville. Ind., in which the latter suggested a meeting in Chicago to
cuss exhibitor problems.
Detroit

the

Mrs. Cobb's Prize
Mrs.

Agnes Egan Cobb

is

offering a special prize for the
It
is
a leather
tournament.
frame, suitable for a portrait
11 by 14 inches.

The
Co.

is

prize.

Ritchey

Lithographing

offering a special
It's a secret.

booby

—
THE

<2^

DAILY

«ig

Art Congress Ready
(Continued from Page 1)
Culttirc."
The speakers are

to

Sails

Tuesday, June

sails

for

be Europe today.

Solicitor General of
the United States, and Corra Harris.
Tuesday, June 5, 1823
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Quotations
High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
k

.107
81

Close

106^

107
600
80
2,200
300
925^

97%,

92^

do.pfd

Low

9U/&

Goldwyn

Sales

Not quoted
Not quoted

17*4

17

Triangle

World

ADVERTISE YOUR
for this

"ad"

FREE

for A. M. P. A.
speakers at Thursday's A. M.
developed Possibilities of the Motion
P. A. lunch will be Judge John
Picture?" will be discussed at the afFresche, C. Gardner Sullivan and Jerternoon session which is to begin at
ome Beatty.
Next week, Hudson
2:30 o'clock. This will be divided inMaxim
will talk.
to four sections: "Literature Which
Has Not Yet Reached The Screen,"
Clavton Hamilton: "Phases of Life
are in the market for good
Which Have Not Yet Reached The
screen material
for
suitable
Screen," Frederic C. Howe: "GenE. K.
eral
Training for Motion Picture
Production." Dr. Rowland Rogers of
Zenith Pictures Corporation
Columbia University: "What Writers
110 West 40th Street, N. Y. C.
Can Do for The Screen." Allan Dwan.
Phone, Pennsylvania 3649
At a general discussion to follow,
Robert T. Kane, of Famous Playquestion
regarders
will answer
technical
side
ing the
of picture
Phone Beekman 9091
making.
Henry
W. Taft will
preside at the second morning session
on Friday. The first subject to be
discussed will be: "What Tendency
Should be Developed in Motion Picture Production?" and the speakers
SEKVICS,
will be Rabbi Stephen S. Wise and
Herbert Adams Gibbons.

question

Christie Gomedy

BOBBY VERNON

PLUMB CRAZY

the

Un-

Cct/uca/ict/r. / (J

S.

tctu)uV

Under 250
70%; under
most

theatres
$4.00

is

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

M

PER
UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
saved in postage, etc., through eliminaof dead and duplicate theatres usually

50%
tion

listed.

—

Mulrigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

The

LINCOLN

—

Two

Prolong

the

life

of

your

or

better

prints

11* Fulton St., N. Y.

Write

sample

for

send

still

us

a

waxed,

not

positive,

of

reel

Duratizing

to

an

is

economy.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

220

St.,

N. Y.

Phone: Bryant 5576

INSIST

UPON

JDuratizeH

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

FILMS

EASTMAN

Four points of view will be brought
to the discussion of the topic: "What
Are the Tests for a Good Motion Picture?" James R. Quirk, editor of

POSITIVE FILM

Philip

New

Haven

Troup, editor of
Union;
Irwin

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

At the luncheon session of Friday, Irvin S. Cobb will be the toastmaster and the speakers will be

James W. Gerard, former Ambassador
to
Germany; Fannie Hurst,
novelist,

and Peter

man

the

J. Brady, chaireducation committee of
the New York State Federation of
Labor.
The afternoon reception at
the Paramount studio will be at 3
o'clock.
Otto H. Kahn will be toastmaster and the speakers will be Alice
Duer Miller, novelist, and Dr. Henry
Van Dyke of Princeton.

of

With an emphatically long

scale of grada-

through to the screen the
entire range of tones from highest light to
tion

it

deepest

carries

shadow

that

the

cameraman

has

secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length by

base

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

Rex Beach

is chairman of the gencommittee and Eric Schuler is
secretary.
The committee on arrangements is headed by Clarence S.

eral

WANTED
BELL & HOWELL CAMERA
will

Thompson.

buy for cash immediately either
120 or 1 70 degree camera.

LOUIS MEYER

Steubenville Theater Burns

Craftsmen Film Laboratories, Inc.
251

West

Watkins 7461-7620

19th Street

New York

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Steubenville,
O.— The
Herald
Square theater has been destroyed by
fire at a loss of $75,000.

be

Not an expense.

to the screen; Elmer Rice,
dramatist, and Mrs. Francis Patterson, instructor at Columbia in photoplay composition.

the

new

Duratized without charge.

will

ers.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES
The

Three Speakers

We

Wheeler, exhibitor of pictures in
small communities, and Robert E.
Sherwood, critic, will be the speak-

17836 U.

FILMS

,

Photoplay;
—

"What Are

YOUR

Fighting Strain."

Wagon"

Educational Exchange
ADDED ATTRACTIOM
\

the presiding officer will
Barr Baker and the speakers will be
Arthur
Brisbane,
Mary Shipman
Andrews and Ida Tarbell.

The

Duratize

"Writing Directly for the Screen"
be taken up by George Ade,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Jack Cunat your ningham, who adapted "The Covered

SHORT SUBJECTS

ATS

Hart Leaves for Coast
Neal Hart has left for the coast
be George after shooting exteriors here for "The
to follow,

European delegates, Julien
Jacques Champencis of France, and
17
1,000
Not quoted Captain William Babington Maxwell,
Not quoted representing the British Society of
Authors, will speak on: "The International Scope of Motion Pictures."

Griffith

Loew's

At the luncheon session

1923

Today

Mrs. Agnes Egan Cobb

James M. Beck,
Vol.

5,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

sday,

June

New

5,

1923

York Film Heads Pick Bay side for Today's "Location".

Tuesday, June

Newspaper Opinions

SUN— Martin

Brown's comedy, "The Exwas such a thin slice of entertama play that was bound to succeed

citers,"
as
I

"The Exciters"—F.

P.-L.

Rivoli

AMERICAN —There

thrilling
are some
some mystery, and a great deal of inunusually
is
Bebe
excitement.
cidental
effective against some beautiful backgrounds.
fights,

DAILY
c,t

I

NEWS—

Miss Daniels is pospep and she brings a sort of naive

enjoyment to scenes where she
the ground, air or water.

sizzles

fairly

Exciters'
has two good leading players in Miss Daniels
and Mr. Moreno, who are temperamentally
.

Exciters,'

entertaining
stretch of sharp suspense.
tional

tale,

convenis a
because of a

fairly

EVENING WORLD— It's

was

which

by Maurice Campbell,

directed

TELEGRAM —A
*

*

rather a good

nicely photographed and well played
by the feature players and we think you'll
we did.
enjoy it
jazz picture means plenty of
speed, slangy sub-titles, a dash of high society
and a dash of the underworld, all properly

*

TIMES — "The

photographed and the settings and exteriors

please the eye.

WORLD — The

and

Daniels

Bebe

i

.

,,

1

1

1

mi

i

L

<

v

1

charm and

simplicity

which

tolerance of their

inspire

up

to

Capitol

AMERICAN —Miss

Palmeri

appearance

screen

first

this

in

makes

her

film.

She

registers, in various and mechanical intervals.
surprise, love, consternation and wistfulness.
And Alfred Lunt, the recipient of these
"transitions," accepts and returns them at
their face value.

sympa-

follies.

add

"The Ragged Edge "'— Goldwyn

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

thetic

boat

flying

the spectacular
earlier reel, they

h

it

entertainment.

Antonio

improbability filled with the #ut
Ian dish adventures which one knows corfldn'
happen while one wishes they coul<
graced by the presence of Bebe Daniels, who
manages somehow to play such reckless little
Ronnie Rand with a
thrill maniacs as this

dull

is

trifle

an

Moreno's new picture, "The Exciters."
*

amusing

h>st half of the film

The rest is excellent
tawdry.
enema melodraofa. Though the situations in
the crook den are obviously manufactured according to.-rtile, they have considerable kick,
and a

MAIL—A
is

Bebe Daniels
Those looking for

*

*

constantly busy.
spurts of comedy mingled with thrills will
This production is well
not be disappointed.

;

Such

frivolous pic-

Exciters," a
the vivacious

keeps

that

ture

film,

blended.

unique climax brings this
an interesting close.

to

picture

interesting

*

EVENING JOURNAL—"The

fitted for it. * * *
"The
brief,
In

*

as a picture. * *
The picture, although it sticks quite
of
closely to the original, gains a measure
appealing mainly by sticking earnestly to the
story.
the
straight melodramatic side of

EVENING JOURNAL— Mimi

Palmeri,

a

makes her debut

beauty of the Latin type,

Her work gives promise
the picture.
an enviable professional
her
for
Edge" is Mr. Lunt's
Ragged
"The
career.

of

in

It's

a

gaining

EGGERS, INC.

EVENING WORLD—*

Photo Engravers

* * in the main
vastly improved over

The

story

and, take
ment.

54th Street,

is

all

it

by Harold McGrath and was
screen by Forrest Halsey
in all, is good screen entertain-

the

for

MAIL — Whatever

and Larger, Quarters
Service

Circle 2450

merits the novel may
Not
have, the picture moves pretty slowly.
all the director's efforts to drag in a medium
*
save it from
*
of oriental .atmosphere
being at times tedious.
The story, it seems, is a little too thin for
a six or seven reel film. *

—

—

The film has the merit, however, of introducing to the screen a newcomer who shows
much promise. She is Miss Mimi Palmer.
#

#

For a Single Production.

t

RUP

thing to be

BROKE

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH — Mr.
The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled

helluva

Miss

first

adapted

To

Day and Night

is

attempting "Backbone," and
Palmeri is not at all hard to look at.

Announce Their Removal

New

Lunt

interesting.

is

his

West

who applauded him

"Backbone."

in

254

performance

His

vehicle.
screen
second
should encourage those

does some good work

in

this.

a wholesome and likable chap.

*

Lunt

He

is

Mimi

* *
to

have any
does not seem
Palmeri
unusual ability as an actress, nor is she particularly beautiful of face, but she has a
rhythmic grace and a remarkable amount of
*

poise.

*

*

*

*

*

The picture
we have seen

is

in

one of the best constructed

some

time.

not an unusual story, but it is well
told and has a certain amount of popular apIt
could be cut to advantage, for
peal.
one gets a bit too much of it toward the end.
It

is

SUN — *

*

*

is

like his

that it starts out
interestingly enough,

in

(Lunt) first release
and boldly and

briskly

ft

and then slips over the
Miss Palmeri is
edge itself. *
adept at being winsome and tender, but
sin- needs to master the art of make-up more,
particularly SO that she can keep her upper
ip out of the limelight.
* * has all the elements
that no to the making of. a successful and
An appealing love story of
popular film.
two comely young persons, a plot of mystery
and adventure in China and the South Seas,

ft

beautiful natural backgrounds
are sure-fire ingredients.

ft

rible

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
ft
BERT LYTELL
ft

&LEW CODY
ft

Look Here Tomorrow

ft

I

1

1

i

TELEGRAM—*

TRIBUNE — Somebody
to

—

all

these

of

did something

"The Ragged Edge"

in

its

ter-

transit

from the written page to the sere, a,
there are no interesting scenes between the
right people, though whether this is the fault
In' scenario writer or the director we do
of

ft

ft

Ask any

I

ft
ft
ft
ft
SELZN1CK DISTRIBUTING

not know. * *
Alfred Lunt is much thinner and far handsomer than he was in "Backbone," and what
ever is wrong with "The Ragged Edge," it
is not Mr. Lunt.
A diverting and innocuous yarn
of China and the South Seas. *
The play offers Alfred Lunt his seoond
In places
chance as a cinema leading man.
his work is thoroughly satisfactory. *
*
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Wants

Plan Foreign Offices

Angle

Public's

B.

F.

Max Graf Speaks Over Radio About
the Star System and Asks Opin-

O.

Abroad

After

Greater

The New York
was not attending

—Announces Titles of

F. B. O. is seeking more business
Max Graf of Graf Prod., spoke in the foreign market and for that
aver the radio broadcasting station at purpose plans to open offices abroad.
Aeolian Hall on Monday night, and Edna Williams, foreign representaused that unique method of transmit- tive of the company, returned last
ting an address to secure from the week on the Berengaria from a "six
public their reaction to a series of month's trip through Europe.
questions involving the star system.
As noted, an office has already
He asked those interested to write been opened in London as R-C Pichim at the radio station and tures Corp. The company's contract
to
among the questions, he asked were with Sir William Jury for English
the following:
distribution was recently terminated
of

tired

same

the

seeing

is

faces

"Would

believe that our future generation
being given a fair chance?
you go to see a picture if you
of the players?

knew none

first

F. B. O.'s

"Would you consider that perhaps their
acting is as good, if not better than that of
the people who have been dubbed stars, but
who in most cases are nearly mannikens.
doing as they are told without the slightest,
thought, or feeling?
\

14 pictures for the

be "Lights Out,"
"Alimony," "A Knight for a Day,"
"Rock of Aees," "Born of a Cvclone,"
"Druscilla With a Million," "Not for
Publication," "Flaming Souls," "Life,
Liberty and—," "Passionate Youth,"
"Flaming Waters," "The Legacy
L a(ty " and two specials. "Daytime
next

season
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nament will be found on page
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Meador, and advertising head.
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under way for the exploitation of
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"White Rose" Closes June 16
"The White Bosc" closes its run

of Educational

Semon's Second

Comedies for Chadwick
Chadwick Pictures have contracted
with Bruno Becker for a series of
12 two reel comedies in which Louise
Fazenda, Gale Herirv and a well
known male star will appear. Production will be centered on the coast.

New

;

other

showing

On Friday, the discussions will
continued, terminating with a theater party in the evening, when the
visitors will be the guests of Tiffany
Prod.
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Discuss Uniform Contract
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THE SHRINERS' PARADE IN WASH
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lation of the city turn out to see the big
play of the Shriners.
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melodrama
farcical
It
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Foreign
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N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Although it is well above the average as such the bill is C. Sharpe
A Pathe comedy. "Fresh Eggs," concludes.
It is
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene, films go it is not a moving picture.
'Phone, Hollywood merely a succession of explanatory subtitles,
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illustrated by a number of fairly amusing but
160J.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. none too eloquent scenes.
Rivoli
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program consists of
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The
London Representative-— Ernest W. Fred- mvstery, it is not very mysterious, and as a
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man.
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World
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Having already played three houses on
Broadway, the Central, Rialto and Rivoli.
"Enemies of Women" can be seen again at
the Cameo where it has been booked for an
"The Covered Wagon" is
indefinite run.
The Griffith picture, "The
at the Criterion.
White Rose," continues at the Lyric until
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Comedies are consistently of a quality that saves not only a weak
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this.
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choosing time choosing features, confident that Plum Center
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now running as a big serial in

FILM DAILY

is

Sir James Barrie's
Most Famous Short Play

Confidence Assured

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

'THE

TWELVE POUND

1123 Broadway
1207-8

.

McDonald.

FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon

a last resort.

Suite

the

of

Year Uook

tion trip.

iptist

cue

A

THE FILM DAILY)

Delmar Avenue

Hollywood,

Approve Films

Baptists

We

(Special to

4211

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE

you write me what you think regard
new (aces and new stories."

to

King,

Heart," being made by Distincthrough Charles Walton.

Ford on Trip

company, returned from Italy last
night where the picture was made.

n't

(Special

tive,

COMEDIES

"The Stead

'Phone Watkins 4522

Also

LOOK"
"THE WILL."

HARPERS BAZAAR
book

publication

in

the

fall.

BRANDT & KIRKPATR1CK
Bry.

2564

35 W. 45th

FOR

Street

RESULTS

fjg^

DAILY

Executives
A

Party

"En Masse"

Success

Most

Players

of the

Fun

— Lots

of

The winners

Dinner

at

yesterday by motor and
had a fine time.
There
n't a doubt
in the world about
the success of the Spring Golf Tournament. One look at the steaming,
perspiring but happy faces as the
I.

came

players

off

in

the links

Low

was

Winner

of Jules

exhibitor player,

Tom

Mastbaum Trophy
Moore, net score

Winner

of Jack Alicoate
with a score of 355.
Winner of leg on

a

for lowest score

Cameron, net score

all

by

Harold Rodner,

Duffer's Cup,

of the'players rolled up. There
wouldn't be any use in selecting some
poor individual to pick on and besides

no use arettin~ personal ..bout
what this one or what that one rolled
It might be in better taste to
up.
slide over that part of the festivities
there's

little

noise as possible.

Trophy, to Rudy

75.

canary

in a bird cage.

pup.

Another pup.

A

goldfish.

Twenty "bobby'
Exhibitors

the

A

lot

more

irons

donated by

Herald.

prizes about which only

It wouldn't be
can be made.
proper or modest to mention them in

hints

print.

party was a pronounced sucess, no matter how one looks at it.
And as the evening wore on, there
were all kinds of looks on the faces
There won't be any
the crowd.
oi
detailed, heavy description of this,

The

i

either.

Pressure of business kept some oi
Marcus
the expected guests away.
Loew was in that class. His sales
Force is in town for it's annual connce and it was only this important

business matter that prevented him
from attending the tournament. Aside
from those goofers who kidded the
crowd all during the day, many parties went out after the close of business to be on hand for the dinner.
The golfers, goofers etc. who were
there included the following:

Baura, Lou, Equity Pictures Corp.
Beach, F. A., United Artists.
Beatty, Jerome, Al Lichtman, Corp.
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors' Herald
Bennett. Whitman,
Benson, Bernhard, Merril Lynch & Co.
Berman, Harry, F. B. O.
Bernstein, David, Loew's, Inc.
Black, Alfred S., Boston, Mass.
Blumberg, Milton, Reuben Samuels,
Inc.

Bolton, Ray, Film Daily
Botsford, A. M., Famous Players
Brock, Louis, Schenck Prod.
Brockell, F. M., First National.

(By

radio to

Aboard the
Louisburg, N.
the three mile

by Radio

FILM DAILY)
S. S.
S.

Majestic, via

— From beyond

limit,

we wish

tournament success.

BEN BLUMENTHAL
A. H. GIANNINI
J. ROBERT RUBIN
AL FEINMAN

the

;

it.

was suggested by George Gs
Hodkinson, that the special pri
pups be affectionately termed Al
and Mawruss or Potash and Pa
lup,

Jack Glucksman was the

Abe Warner

Brown, Al
Brown. Colvin, T. H. Ince Corp.
Brown, George, Universal.
Brown, J. S., M. P. Arts.
Burr, Charles C., Mastodon Films,
Butts,

F.

Bryant,

m.
George

W.

Butts Lith. Co.

Cameron, Rudy, Lambs' Club
Cameron, A. D., Gen'l Electric Co
Campbell, H. D., Seab'd Nat'l Bank
Carvon, Tom, Universal.
Casey, C. E., Strand, White Plains.
Chamberlain, L. V., First Nat'l
Clarke, Horace T., D. P. Howells, lnc
Clofine, M. D., Inter'I News Reel
Cohn, Jack, C. B. C.
Cohen, Julius, N. Y. American
Cohen, Milton, Inter Globe Export.
Crawford, Roy, Assoc. Exhibitors.
Creske, Henry, Creske-Everett, lnc
Cuming, R. M., Metro.
Cron, James A., Exhibitors Trade Review
Dauby, Robert, Ivan B. Nordheim Co.
"Danny." Film Daily.
Day, Harvey, Internat'l News.
Diebel, C.
Youngstown, O.

W,

Doolittle,

W.

C.

J.,

Selznick

Donaldson, J. W., M. P. P. D. A., Inc.
Dunning, Carroll H.
Eckert, John A., Eckert & Co.
Elliott, Frederick H., Feaster Mfg. Co.
Elliott,

Ellison,

Elms,

C. Mather
Millard.

J.

W„ Du

Pont Co.

Brown,

UniveM

Evans, Tom, Evans Film Co.
Feist, Felix, Schenck Prod.
Fields, Seymour, Eggers Photo Engraving.
Fish, D. W., Goldwyn, Cincinnati.
Flinn, John C., Famous Players.

son

Eschmann, E.

A.,

Pathe.

Forde, Hal
Frank, W. B., Assoc. Exhibitors Inc.
Fuller, Paul M., Pathe
Gallup, G. B., Hodkinson.
Garret, Sidney, Inter-Globe Export.
Gaylor, E. S. Morgan Litho. Co.
Gill, W. S. Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Gillett, E. K., M. P. News.

Hodkinson.
H. Al Lichtman Corp.
Glucksmann, Jacobo
Godsol, F. J., Goldwyn.
Goetz, Harry M., Erbograph Co.
Gilroy,

Foster,

Ginsberg,

Golden,

E. A.,

Metro, Boston.

Laemmle, the very youi
Univers
Carl Laemmle,

Julius
of

made

m

appearance for the first til
tournament and was chag

his

in a golf

roned by Artie Schmidt who pro!
ised the committe he would "behavji
this

time.

9

Lee Arms, (Mr. Mae Marsh),
on hand to represent the artiffl
branch of the industry.
The Eddie White studio crowdMJ
eluding the Morrissey boys came cjj

Graf,

early.

Greene, J. I., Assoc. Exhibitors.
Grey, Albert L., D. W. Griffith, Inc.
Gulick, Earl G., Gude Adv. Co.
Gulick, Paul, Universal.

Al Aronson and Milton Cohn,
of Inter-Globe, although H
playing, started early to win 9
special trophy for the best linoci

Max, Graf Prod.
Grainger, Jas., Goldwyn.

Ham, Wallace

H amnions,

W„

Vitagraph

E. W., Educational.

Hays, Will H.

Hedwig. W. K., Rex Laboratory.
Henry, T. Y., United Artists.
Herron, Fred L., M. P. P. D. A., Inc.
Hodkinson, Kenneth, United Artists
Hoffman, M. H., Truart Prod.
Howells, D. P.
Hughes, Frank, J. P. Muller Co.
Hurn, H. H., W. W. Hodkinson Corp.

Kaufman,

Chas.

said th

he believed Jack slept in the cad$
house to make sure of being on hS

the duffers' tropl
in the Fall 1921, saw the lake, he
"Oh, my God, is that the first hole

John, Pathe.
Hurst, W. O., Whitman Bennett Prod.
Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News.
Joy, Jason S., M. P. P. D. A., Inc.
Kane, R. T., Famous Players
Kann, Maurice, Film Daily.
Inc.

first pla

who almost won

Humm,

Coram, Ross A., Bay State Film Sales Co
Cosman, Jack, Agfa Co.

Good Wishes

came down from Ne
taught Abe Warm

When

J.

live

and

how to play bridge the n <jht befo
the tournament,
and then to sho
what a good snort he was he paid f

at 7 a.

Everybody played nine l.oles in the
morning as a qualifying round and in
the afternoon, 18 holes were played. Abeles, A. S., Metro.
Abrahams, L., Craftsmen Lab.
The big event was the dinner at night. Adler, Lester, Asso. Exhibitors, Inc.
Alden, P. S.
It was there that the fun occurred.
Alicoate,
Ju^t how and who dug up the special Anderson, Jack,V.,Film Daily.
R.
Universal.
There Arms, Lee, 130 W. 42nd St.
prizes remains a dark secret.
that Danny had a lot Aronson, Al, 1540 Broadway
is a suspicion
Bachmann, J. G., Al Lichtman Corp.
to do with it but maybe it was some
Baker, C, Graham, Vitagraph.
other member of the committee. The Barnstyn, J. C, Brit. & font.
laugh came when these were distrib- Trading Corp.
Barth, Gus, Rex Laboratory
uted.
There was:
Barnard.
L.

A
A

Alfred Black

England

er to arrive.

some

with as

—

Mention

mutter.

83.
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It

News Trophy),

Picture

view of the sky-rocket totals

in

The Humorous Angle of Yesterday
Tournament Some Personal

It

gross runner-up (Motion
E. Kendall Gillette, net score 82.

was

game of golf he played yesterday.
was surprising how jovial they

(Warner Brothers Trophy), Oscar Morgan,

Low

funny thing but almost
everyone remarked about the terrible

were

gross

net score 82.

enough evidence.
It

Tournament, held under

THE FILM DAILY

golfers and goofers
Belleclaire Golf Club
surrounding terrain at Bay-

(he
L.
train
all

Drives and Puts

the auspices of
at the Belleclaire Golf
Club, Bayside, L. I., yesterday, are as follows:
Low net (Reuben Samuels, Inc., Trophy), Rudy Cameron,
net score 75.
Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange, Inc., Trophy), Felix
Feist, net score 78.

The 160 odd
who invaded the
side,

of the Spring Golf

6, 192:

at Tournament

The Winners

The Rotten Game Played By

Despite

Wednesday, June

Al.,

Famous

Players.

Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
King, Henry, Inspiration Pict., Inc.
Klein, Edward L.
Kohn, Ralph, Famous Players.
Kohn, Stuart M., Howells Sales Co.
Kracht, Clem, M. P. World.
Lachmann, Marc, Universal.
Laemmle, Julius, Universal.
Leonard. Robert Z.
Lesser. Irving M., Principal Pictures
Lesser, Myron L., Distinctive Prod.
Levinson, J. A., 565 5th Ave.
Lewis, Edgar
Lewis, Harry, 220 West 42nd St.
Lichtman, Al„ Al Lichtman Corp.
Loew, Arthur, Loew's Inc.
Loew, David, Loew's, Inc.
Loughborough, Jim, T. fl. Ince, Corp.
Lownes, A. Dura Film Protector Co.

Lynch, E. C, Pathe
Mc Govern, Chas., 130 W. 4«th St.
MacMahon, John, N. Y. American
Mac Manus. Ed, N. Y. Athletic Club.
Mannix, Eddie, Schenck Prod.
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin H. N., Distinctive Prod.
Massce. William, 115 Broad St.

Mastbaum, Jules, Stanley Co.
Mersereau, Don, Film Dailv.
Merrill, Charles, Pathe.
Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.
Mooney, Paul C, Mayer Prod.
(Continued on Page 8)

latter

player.

Tom Moore and his brother Wi
came up from Washington full i
anticipation of taking a trainloadj
Moore is one!
prizes back.
the best golfers in the picture bit!
ness.
loci;;
couldn't
Leonard
Bob
Charles Bryant, Nazimova's husbaj
and director who was scheduled I
play with him, but finally got him 1
the phone.

Tom

One of the early morning catasrf
phies was the failure of Jerry Beajj
to meet Paul Gulick ana come oisj
his car, so Beatty arrived late, soand sour. He had come out onfl
plebeian train.
Gordon Edward's son was i
T.
hand. This was his first appearail
at the golf tournaments but certaii
won't be the last. He shoots a wi|
ed score in the early 90's.

Eddy Eschman was

right

on

i

job to represent Pathe and tried;
make up for the absence of Elq

Pearson

who

organization.

is

the star golfer of

Pearson

is

now

t|

in Cj

fornia.

Guy Wonders came up from B
ton with Geo. C. Wilson and
pects to take a prize back that V
son was to win.
Among the "goofers" were Cal

—

Brown and James Loughborough
the Thos. H. Ince organization;
(Continued on Page 8)

G
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;dnesday, June
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DAILV

NOTICE
Larry Semon's

release for the

final

current season, 1922-23, will be

"The

Midnight Cabaret."
Larry Semon's contract with Vitagraph provides for the production of
four additional comedies to follow

"The Midnight

Cabaret.

Larry Semon
comedies to be produced by Larry
Semon for Vitagraph will be released
during the 1923-24 season.

The new

series of four

The

of the

new

be released in September, 1923, the second
in November, 1923, the' third in January, 1924, and the fourth in March,
first

series will

1924.

VITAGftAPH
ALBERT

I.

SMITH

president

!

1

1HE

&W

Wednesday, June

DAILY

A

Party

Drives and Puts

Success

(Continued from Pace 6)
Moore, Tom. Moore's Theaters, W ash
Morgan, Oscar, Famous Pla

(Continued from

Morrissey, R. A., 45 John St.
Morrissey. Frank, 45 John St.
Moyer, Charles E., United A
L., Kansas City.
North Bobby, Apollo Trading Corp.

Newman, Frank

Palmer, S. D.. Famous Pla:
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson.
Powers. P. A.. F. B. O.
Pettijohn, C. C. M. P. P. D. A., [ni
Pope, Frank, Rialto Theater
Pratt, Jr.. M. E. A., Erlanger.
Quinn, J. M., Vitagraph.
Rabell, W. H., Independent M
Supply Co.
Reiben, Sam, Reiben Film, Corp.
Reichenbach, Harry, Sam (ioldwyn Prod
Riley, W. J., Cine Mundial.
Ritchey,

J.

V..' Ritel

I

<

•

;

THE

(

F.,

Lewis

itho

nico Film Syndicate; Paul C. Mooney,
L. B. Mayer Prod.; Harry Reichenbach, Sam Goldwyn Prod.; Harry
Row son, Ideal Films, London; Sam
Schwartzman, Al Lichtman Corp..
Alfred Weiss, Artclass; James Bee
croft. Exhibitors Herald, and many
others.

Co. of
Al Boyd
of the Stanley
Philadelphia wired that he couldn't
attend because of pressure of business.
lub.

<

IT'S

Corp

Hodkinson.

Famous

Sheldon, E. Lloyd,

Players.

For a Single Production

Smith, E. L., Inspiration Piet.. Inc.
Spargo, J. S., Exhibitors' Herald
Sternberg, Letter. Film Daily.
Storey, John E.. Pathe.
Tevlin, Creighton, Cosmopolitan.
Theiss, J. H., Du Pont Co.
Tierney, H. S. Eckert & Co.
Treleaven, P., Pathe.
Urbach, Lawrence A„ M. P. Journal
Warner, Abe, Warner Bros.
Warner, E. J., Otis Litho.
Warner, H. M., Warner Bros.
Webb, F. E., Rothacker Mfg. Co.
Weiss. Alfred, Artclass Pictures.
White, Ed.

D.,

Ritz-Carlton

HELLUVA
THING TO BE

A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
A BERT LYTELL
£iLEW CODY
A CLAIRE WINDSOR

Pictures

Lloyd D., M. P. P. D. A.
Wilson. F. G., Reeland Pub. Co.

ft

Willis,

Wilson, G. C, Rivoli, Baltimore.
Wilson, Harry C.
Wonders, Guy, Baltimore.
Woodle, Bernard T., M. P. P. D. A
Yates, H. J., Republic Laboratory.

<

RUPE

White, Everett.
Wiley, Tom
Wilk. Ralph, Film Daily.
J.

A

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled

Henry. Selznick.
Henry, c/o Warner Bros.
Smith, Courtland, M. P. P. D. A.
Smith, J. Boyce. Inspiration Piet., Inc.
Siegel,
Siegel,

Williams,

L.

ixd

1

W.

Principal Pictures,
Ed
Klein, Edgar Lewis, Edgar
Prod.; Gordon Michie, Relli

M. Lesser,

Rowland, R. A., First National.
Rowson, Harry, Ideal Films, London.
Ryan, James, Fox Film.
Ryskind, Morrie, Al Lichtman Corp.
Samuels, Reuben, Reuben Samuels,
Sanders. Laurence H.
Sax. Sam. Weber and North.

Seymour,

6)

.1

Rogers, Charles R., Corinne Griffith
Rollo, Stanley J.
Rothstein, Nat G., F. B. O.

Scanlon, G. A., Du Pont
Schlesinger, Gus, Warner Bros.
Schlesinger, M. B.
Schlesinger, Morris.
Schmidt, Artie, Universal.
Schnitzer, J. I., F. B. O.
Schwab, F. E.
Schwab, Jules, Sound View Goli
Schwartzman, Sam, Al Lichtman
Seligsberg, W. N. 43

Page

Master Pictures; Jack Cosman, Agfa; Harvey Day, Intern'tl
News; Henry Ginsberg, Al Lichtman
Corp.; Max Graf, Max Graf Prod.;
M. II. Hoffman. Truart; Col. Jason
Joy, C. C. Pettijohn, Courtland
Smith, Bernard Woodle of the Hays
organization
Maurice Kami, R. V
(Bolton, Ralph Wilk Lester Sternbergand Don Mersereau of
FILM
DAILY; Fred Beecroft, M. P. News;
Kin Kracht, M. P. World; Irving
Burr,

.

BROKE

Look Here Tomorrow

ft
Inc.

ft
ft

Finds Mid-West Prosperous

ft

has returned to
York following an eight weeks'
in the Middle West in behalf of

)ft

exploitation

New
trip

ft

Hodkinson

Edwards

Jack

"Down

to

ters

fc

the

force

The Sea

found conditions
countr}

of

in

He
in Ships."
that part of the

satisfactory and business

ft

ft
SELZHICK DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

at

encouraging.

B.P.Fin email's

Dorit Marrj^

w

/orMoncy
—
—

c
KING TUT'S

tomb a "cabaret set" a screaming
burlesque on the most discussed event since
the armistice

Box Office Value/

ASK ANY DISTRIBUTOR
THE EXHIBITOR KNOWS

WHY

6,

iTHE
He 6RADSTREET

ZfeRECOGHIZEi

/ FILMDOM
XXIV

Authority

No. 67

Thursday, June

Migress Starts

Today Deal With Vitagraph

7,

Price 5 Cents

1923

—

at

—

—
—

—

II

!

ort to formulate a set of recomMidations for the artistic advance:nt of motion pictures and the delopment of better relations between
thors, artists

and educators and the

leaving for the coast.
{,

Hess
(Special to

in

London

THE FILM DAILY)

—

London Gabriel Hess, of London,
These recommendations
oducers.
York relative to the
is here from
for
basis
continuing
2 to form a
between the compending
litigation
idy of the problems involved and
pany and Stoll Film, which comes
gatheranother
at
up
taken,
11
be
to trial this month.
y of the same kind next year.

New

The

Congress

der this

will be called to
at 10:30 by Ellis

morning

irker

Butler,

president

Jthors'

League,

who

of

the

Fisher
(Special to-

Coming East

THE FILM DAILY)

Minnesota Out

Ritz-Carlton's First

Harry Sherman to Make Series, First Expected to Be Made by John Brunto be "Let No Man Put
ton Williams Leaves for the
Coast
Asunder"
Arrangements
have
understood
that the first picbeen
practically
It
is
and educators from all
Vriters
Harry
released
completed
between
Sherman
ture
to
be
by Ritz-Carlton
arrive
to
began
country
ts of the
Williams
town yesterday afternoon for the and Vitagraph whereby the former Pictures, Inc. the J. D.
"Mortgaged
will
be
will produce a series of pictures for organization
ConInternational
the
sions of
Vitagraph distribution.
Wives," which will be produced by
ss on Motion Picture Arts, which
The first will be "Let No Man Put John Brunton.
to open today at the Waldorf
T. Hayes Hunter has been engaged
The Authors' Asunder," by Basil King and is one
of
auspices
ler
European delegates, Cap- of the 14 novels, Sherman purchased to direct it while Anthony Paul Kelly
igue.
William Babington Maxwell of for picturization from Harper and will handle the scenario. Production
i
Brother recently. The initial produc- will be in New York and in Florida.
gland and Jules Jacques Chamtion will be made in the East, the Following "Mortgaged Wives," it is
Mandelstamm
Valentin
and
lois
others in California.
expected Brunton will make additionFrance, are already here,
al pictures for Ritz-Carlton.
["he Congress is to last two days,
Aarons
on
the Coast
The above could not be confirmed
afterarid
luncheon
morning,
h
He re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
at Williams' office yesterday.
on sessions today, and morning
report? prior
the
on
comment
fused
of
to
George
Aarons,
It
Angeles
P.
Los
Friday.
sessions
luncheon
1
Incidentalbe brought to a close with a the M. P. T. O. of. Eastern Pennsyl- to leaving for California.
ly, Williams postponed his Western
vania, is here vacationing.
iquet tomorrow night.
trip until yesterday in order to attend
Many of the visitors, members of
the Spring Golf Tournament at BelleTilley
Lunch
were
for
league,
the
of
council
on Tuesday.
:sent at the Martinique yesterday
A number of local film folks will claire
gave
council
the
which
a luncheon
tender Frank Tilley, editor of KineWarner Goes to Cleveland
honor of Adolph Zukor, who has matoijraph Weekly a dinner at the
operated with the authors in an Astor' next Wednesday, prior to his
Abe Warner left for Cleveland last
Discuss Better Film Ideals
Waldorf Meeting Dinner Tomorrow Night

Withdraws From M. P. T. O. and
Informs Cohen Charter is Being
Returned
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minnesota, one of
Minneapolis
best organized exhibitor organizations
the country, and one of the
strongest units in the M. P. T. O. of
A., has officially withdrawn from the
Cohen organization and has wired
the national president to that effect.
The telegram, signed by Clyde H.
Hitchcock, secretary of the organization, is as follows:

in

"At a regularly called meeting of
board of directors of the Minnesota M. P. T. O. held today (Tuesday), it was unanimously voted to
surrender our charter and sever our

the

with the national
Please accept this as
notice of our action. The
being returned to you by

affiliation

tion.

organiza-

an

official

charter is
registered

mail."

The deflection of the Minnesota M..
P. T. O. from the Cohen organization is the first break with the nanight.
tional exhibitors body since the convention. In view of the developments
Ken Hodkinson Plans Trip
at the Chicago convention, the actual
Kenneth Hodkinson, of United withdrawal comes as neither a shock
Artists, leaves for a quick trip to nor a surprise. The official statement
Seattle

on Saturday.

from

Hitchcock reaches

New York

only/ a few days after the issuance of
by
statement
post-convention
a
Pearl White Forms New Co.
in which he denied that any
Cohen
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
delegates had walked out of the Chip ar i s _Pearl White has formed a cago meeting, and in which he avernew company here to make three pic- red that the M. P. T. O. was in a
It is reported she will no stronger position than ever.
tures.

Los Angeles— Victor B. Fisher is
longer appear in serials.
(Continued on Page 2)
going East to arrange distribution of
on. Henry W.
More space
"Youth Triumphant."
chairman.
t
Booked into the Capitol
leased at the Hollywood
been
has
Adolph
by
followed by one
11 be
care of increased protake
studio
to
of the Rich" has been
"Daughters
ikor.
A committee on resolutions duction.
"It was a great day."
into the Capitol the week of
booked
the
up
take
to
appointed
11
be
release
Preferred
a
is
.It
17.
was the unanimous opinion of
June
This
suggestions
and
commendations
with .Miriam Cooper and Gaston those golfers and goofers who had a
Connecticut Meets June 27
the delegates.
Glass.
"great day" at Belleclaire, Bayside,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The topic for discussion following
on Tuesday.
is will be "The Intarnational Scope
New Haven—The M. P. T. O., of
Tiffany
annual
Leaves
their
Brown
(Captain
The Committee wishes to expresf
hold
will
Motion Pictures," by
Connecticut
aided in mak'illiams
B. Maxwell, representing convention at Double Beach, Conn.,
Southard Brown, for four years its thanks for those who
success, the
a
Double
tournament
27.
at
the
and
Tune
Hoffman
ing
Authors,
of
H.
e British Society
on Wednesday,
chief assistant to M.
Governors
of
Board
the
Haven
doners,
New
reprize
lies
Jacques Champenois, repre- Beach is just outside of
Pioneer and later at Tiffany, has
At the and the meeting will be in the form signed. He leaves for the coast on of the Belleclaire Golf Club, and
nting the French writers.
nonothers, and to assure those
the of a Field Day.
follow
to
session
ncheon
Monday relative to a new deal.
that
entering,
on
paid
plavers who
eakers will be Father John B.
helped give a lot
contributions
their
Mary
and
elly,
Arthur Brisbane
Bryant Sails Soon
the ComBiograph Plant as Memorial
of peoRle a lot of fun. And
lipman Andrews. At the afternoon
Charles Bryant sails for the Conall of them will be in
hopes
plan
is said to be in formation
mittee
A
will
rediscussion
"
ssion the general
tinent on the Homeric, June 16,
stars and line for the Fall tournament to be
for whereby a committee of
:gin.
lative to future stage material
drafted held in September.
voluntarily
producers will be
Nazimova. In London, he will disthe old
purchase
to
fund
a
raise
to
as
Davies Returns
cuss a picture to be made abroad
a
made Biograph studios on E. 14th St., and
Foster Gilroy, Hodkinson, made
well, and while no mention is
tSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
a memorial to the
it
as
that
maintain
and
thtf
hole
8th
The idea "birdie" on the
London— Tom Davies is back from of the subject, it is understood
complete.
which Stoll pioneers of the industry.
Schlager, made his day
ew York with a print of "The Pil- it may be "Aphrodite,"
Sig.
by
produce with has been conceived
(Continued on Page 2)
to
offered
for
has
Film
purchased
im," which he has
of Luxor.
•

ngland.

will introduce

Taft as the permanMr. Taft's address

Golf Aftermath

Nazimova

in the leading role.

:
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(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the foreign rights to the various Sel
In response to a statement relative
While playing the 16th hole "Rube" nick specials as stated but has arran
to
Minnesota's action, Sydney S. Samuels dropped in the cup from
ed to sell them abroad under an i
Cohen issued a long statement in way off the green on a mashie pitch rangement with the Pacific Sout
which he said that this action was and upset "Al" Gray of the Griffith west Trust and Savings Bank of L
"perfectly plain to every thinking the- organization completely
Angeles.
ater owner," and then intimated that

was prompted by Theodore Hays,

of Ruben and Finkelstein on behalf
of the First National interests there.
Cohen added that exhibitors in Min-

Felix Feist would have made a real
record had he not gone to pieces on
the seventh hole, where he "ot a 10.
Otherwise he would probably have

nesota have written asking if something couldn't be done to safeguard

won

it

Will

.

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Buaineai Man-

their interests.
He further said that
the move "in reality occurred sometime ago, as we have had little or no

co-operation from Minnesota during
the past year."

Kann

Closes Deal

.

Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 738
Wabash Ave.
_
,

1923

7,

Hasn't Bought Foreign Rights
D. P. Howells has not purchasi

Golf Aftermath

Minnesota Out

Yd.

Thursday, June

a leg

trophv

•
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on

Hard

luck.

The breaking
off the lights

Make One

Government

for

Carlyle Ellis has signed a contr;
with the Children's Bureau of I
Department of Labor for a one-r
educational
on pre-natal care
mothers.

of the cable, cutting

WATCH FOR

on the lawn, broke up

the distribution of the prizes just before all the "booby" and special prizes
were distributed. This took a lot of
fun away
More hard luck.

TUT-ANKH-AMEI
A Wm.

George E. Kann, of Goldwyn has
closed
with German Camus & Co. for
L«adoa
"Bill" Hurst was scheduled to take
the distribution of Goldwyn's sixth four men home in his car. He missed
aaaa.
Ave., London, W. 1.
year pictures in Mexico.
them and dropped asleep in his car
Le Film. 42 Rue de
Pari* Representative
S.

P.

Earle

S.

Classic

W.

FredShaftesbury

Representative^— Ernest
The Film Renter, 53a

—

Cliehy.

European

Caatral

Representative

Filsaschau,

vakia),

Wenselaplata.

Film Managers' Party
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit

summer

Quotations
Low

Close

107V,

107^

F.

91V4

7&y2
91V4

17

16%

.Wy

P.-L

79

do. pfd.

Goldwyn

...;

S^

....

5%

Griffith

Loew's

World

.'

.

.

first

of the F.

I.

"Enemies"

100

in

WARREN A. NEWCOMB
Announces the

outing for this
L.

M. Club

will

The
player

"Give

Sales

Washington

Louis O. Macloon, of Cosmopoli600
9U/4 100 tan, left for Washington, yesterday
SH TOO to arrange for the presentation at the
Not quoted Rialto of "Enemies of Women." The
film will open on Sunday night with
400^
17
quoted a special performance.
79

Not
Not quoted

Triangle

—The'

be held next week.

2

High

Kod.

East.

awake only at 5.15 Wednesday
morning. Naturally Mrs. "Bill" was
worried when he finally arrived home.
to

— Interna-

(Csecho-SU-

Prague

tionale

Read Here With Toto Film
Dudley Read has arrived here with
a pTint of his recently completed picture "The Land of Make Believe"

"Dancers in the Dark" Next
"Dancers in the Dark," is the final
of Daniel Carson Goodman's featuring Toto, the well known clown.
title
Toto makes his screen debut in this
new picture.

"nifty"

prize

of the

was purchasing

day.

some

A

F. C.

balls.

me

three," he said to the caddie master. "Make two of 'em 'swimmers.' "
He meant "floaters."

Gaumont Buys Pearson Output
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Gaumont has arranged

—

and

dissolution

o)

partnership with

his

MIMS

continuation

his

pendently

inde^

production

in the

o:

ART TITLES
WARREN A. NEWCOMB
2 East 23rd Street,

to

New York

distribute "Love, Life and Laughter"
The deal also includes
'in England.
all future Welsh-Pearson Prod.

City.

Ashland 2376

POST TR2WEL SERIES

picture.

Shakespeare Play in Pictures

Heres

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

A

Chadwick Pictures Corp.

Stunt

Henry Collrns Brown, an authority
Berlin— Peter Paul Fellner has
on New York history has arranged
gone to Venice to shoot exteriors for
a lecture on New York City land"The Merchant of Venice."
marks at the Rialto this week. In

To Film

Life of Garibaldi

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Arsene

Cserepy, producthe
"Frederick
Great," has gone to Italy to film the
life of Gari baldi.
Berlin

tion

manager

on

ADVERTISE YOUR

this

Brown

connection,

has

DOWest

46St.NewYork_,

managing director of the Rivoli,
and Criterion Theatres in New Yo:
four

secured

pictures

number of slides of interesting
spots.
These are being shown on
the Rialtb screen with explanations
and interesting data supplied by a
This
lecturer at every performance.
stunt can be worked in a similar fashion by exhibitors in other cities.

a

"ad"

AOOE1D

ATTHACTION
fit

Christie Comedy

\

BOBBY VERNON
^PLUMB CRAZY"

The

16 subjects selected to be

Christiania, French Riviera,

shown within the

n<

Hungary,

Children of Bohemia, Budapest, Norway,
Children of Germany, Volend am, Lapland and Auslt

—

Children of Holland,

;

Pictures

of

run at the theatres un

Children of Holland, Stockholm, Rome,
Children of Scandinavia, Athens, Sweden,

"Is Money Everything Sold to Eskay
Harris for Great Britain and Ireland; A. E.
Film Co. Ltd., Johannesburg, S. Africa,
Crown Film Co., Bosfor Southern Africa
ton for New England; Art Film Exchange,
Baltimore for Maryland, Delaware, Virginia
and District of Columbia; Isidro A. Sanchez, San Juan, for Porto Rico, Santo Do-

and Haiti; Gentile
Cleveland for Ohio.

first series

months are

A

mingo

first

of Post

series

management.

Lee-Bradford Sales
The following contracts have been
at your closed by Lee-Bradford.

FREE
Educational Exchange
for this

new

of the

and booked sixteen of the

to play exclusive

SHORT SUBJECTS

ATS

Dr. Riesenfek

Theatres desiring

is

at the Rivoli this

week.

run

exhibition of the Post Travel
exclusive exhibition rights in their city are advised to get in

touch with

Corp.,

first

i

ir

us.

"The Broad Road"sold

to A. E. A. Film
Johannesburg for South Africa; Ciown
Film Co., Boston for New England Re'tman
Films, Ltd., London, for Great Brita n and
Ireland; Art Film Exchange, Baltimore, lor
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District
of Columbia; Isidro A. San'-hvz. San Juan.
P. R. for Porto Rico, Santo Domingo and
Co.,

±J\^lSjuc<zL<nia£ (P-t*tuAj2t

We

are in the market for goo*'
for
suitable
screen material

E. K.

LINCOLN

Corporation
110 West 40th Street, N. Y. C.
Phone, Pennsylvania 3649
Zenith

Pictures

Haiti.

"Determination" sold to Crown Film for
New England, Eltabran Film Co.. Atlanta
Eskay Harris lor
Atlanta territory;
for
Holland;
Switzerland
and
France, Italy,
O'Donnell Film Co.,' Oklahoma City for
an'l
10 F'i>e
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
Arts, St. Louis for Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois.

1

On /Ac programs of th&
World's

Leading Theatres

(Rivoli (Theatre
krtYork
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For 1923-24
Paramount's

New

One

and

bigger

Policy

is

better picture

Each week

And

here's

Means by

what Paramount
Bigger and Better Pictures:

BLUEBEARD'S
**

WIFE

8th

THE CHEAT

HOLLYWOOD
Prints of these

first

three of Paramount's

new product

soon be ready for showing. See them and you'll
know what the policy of one bigger and better picture
every week means to you and your business
will

*Gloria Swanson

**Pola Negri

gorgeous
French love-drama that was a Broadway stage hit for over a year. A Sam

ever screened.

Wood

Production. Adapted by Sada

ported by Charles de Roche. Adap-

Cowan from Charlton Andrews'

ted by Ouida Bergere from the story

adaptation of Alfred Savoir's play.

by Hector Turnbull.

in the

G paramountQictutQ

Production.

in

the greatest story

A George Fitzmaurice

With Jack

Holt.

Sup-

***Boy, how they'll flock to this one
22 Real Stars, 56 Screen Celebrities
playing real parts in the story. Pro-

duced by James Cruze, director of
"The Covered Wagon". By Frank
Condon. Adapted by Tom Geraghty.
Askfyour Exchange about the Cast!

(X (paramount Qiclure

See them for yourself!
S FAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION

G(paramountQiclute

—

!

I

Thursday, June

DAILV
Incorporations
Dover, Del.

— National

Capital

Weinberg Off for Coast
Jack Weinberg of Canyon Pictures
The temporary, title of Daniel
Rec- Carson Goodman's new picture is left for Los Angeles last night to
"Daring Years," Temporary Title

Wilmington.
Capital,
Co.,
(American Charter Co.)
$1,500,000.
reation

—L.

Albany

Brooklyn.

S.

at Detroit

THE FILM DAILY)
J Richardson has come

(Special to

—

fall.

First Nat'l June Releases
will be released by

Three features

Detroit A.
They
First National this month.
up for promotion as head of the First are: "Penrod and Sam," "Children of
Nat'l exchange succeeding Dave Pal- the Dust" and "A Man of Action."
freyman.
Amusement Corp.,

porators, S. Mayer, L. Ringelheim
Attorney, I. Cohn.
J. Goldstein.

and

Nafi Change

First

Prod.,
Inc,.,
C. H.
Capital, $50,000.
Incor-

Manhattan.

complete production plans for the

"Daring Years."

— B.

Albany

Capital,

Incorand E. GinsHalperin.

$20,000.

porators, R. Maltze,
burg. Attorney, A. J.

New

Pathe Des Moines Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Moines

Des

—Robert

Ballentine,

Theaters, Inc., Steu- until recently an exhibitor at Norben County. Capital, $5,000. Incor- folk, Neb., is the new manager of
porators, H. L. Brainerd, L. J. Hoff- Pathe exchange.
man and H. P. Dygert. Attorney,
L. C.'Hoskins, Geneva.
Faulkner Joins Hodkinson

Prolong the

Harry Nadel, assistant purchasing
manager of Famous Players starts
his honeymoon today.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Shirley

—

Prod. Capital,
Buffalo George Faulkner succeeds
Incorporators, Wm. S. "Gus" Harrick as manager of the
$1,000,000.
Shirley, F. C. Daub and Willard local Hodkinson exchange. Faulkner
(Colonial comes from Washington Hodkinson
Franklin,
New York.
Charter Co.).
office.

Dover,

— Cumberland

Prod.,
Windsor, Chicago, Sold
Incorporators, R.
Capital, $100,000.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
S. Mason, and Robert S. Mason, of
Chicago Ed Trinz, has bought
Eddyville, Ky., and George P. West,
(Corporation Guar- out the Windsor at Clark and Diviof New York.
Harry Miller will remain
sion Sts.
Trust Co.)
antee
Trinz is
as manager of the house.
Del.'

—

still

FINANCIALLY
EMBARRASSED?
and

— Strand

Theater Co., not connected
Capital, $30,000. Trinz.
Incorporators, J. L. McMahon, B. J.
Austin, Tex.

Wichita

with

—

Montgomery,
Ala.
East
Lake
Park Amusement" Corp., BirmingCapital,
Incorpoham.
$20,000.
rators, H. D. Smith, M. M. Elmer, S.
J. Schwab and W. J. Baldwin.

theaters

owned by Meyer

Fine,

—

Springfield,
Theaters Operating Co., Inc., Peoria.
Capital $60,111.

Incorporators, Charles NathanLee Robinson and Howard Kin-

gress

Pictures,

Nothern

—

— Frank

purchased

Illinois "rights

to

Suite

1207-8

New

the

the
"Bier

Incorporators, C. Heller,
Leit and H. Ohm. Attorney, G.
Sach.

— Sangelos

Amusement

permit

J.

M.

Co.,

Freeport. Capital $32,000.
Incorporators, E. Langlois, S. H. Geer
and B. D. Sanneman. Attorneys Jay,
Smith & Jay.

Capital,

$10,000.

Legitimate
Manhattan.

Incorporators,

M. Mandel, G. H. Edelman.
torneys, Hoffman -& Friedman.

'oo's

the
fion

Inc.,

A 1 b a n y— Equitable
Theaters Circuit, Inc.,

of

the

film to be joined are
plates, one of which tilts
passage of a carriage with

on two
Manhattan, mounted
to

slides.

Albany

INSIST

M.
At-

CO.

'or
film,

the

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

WAY

EVERY

THE FILM DAILY
GROWS

BETTER AND BETTER
Subscribe

Now

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The ends

St, N. Y.

IN

Paris The following is a descripPerlmutter
Prod., Inc. Incorporators, Joe Schron, tion of a new film joining device,
which has made its appearance here:
Abe Rossette and Sylvia Resnek.

Newsies,

LOWNES. PRES.

Phone: Bryant 5576

'Phone Watkin* 4522

Film Joining Device

(Special to

&

Trenton— Potash

economy.

EVERY DAY

—

Preinselaar.

A.

West 42nd

220

Confidence Assured

Zambrine of Pro-

has

The Film Daily
71 West 44th St,

New York City
my subscription to The

Kindly enter
one year, starting immediately, to include

trimming, scraping and "gumming
and returns to a horizontal posi-

bring the ends together.
The plates
•are
provided with hinged covers forming
clamps and pins for engaging with the perforations in the fiim.
The titling plate is
mounted on a spjndle which is rocked by an
arm on the carnage through a cam, and a
sliding rod.
The carriage is moved along
rods by a hand-lever and carries a blade
for trimming the end of the film, on the plate,
a pad containing liquid for softening the
emulsion, scrapers for removing the emulsion,
and a gumming pad.
When the carriage
has completed its travel to the left the other
end of the film is attached to the plate. The
carriage then rtfurns, and a knife and a
pad on it trim and gum the film on the plate.
The plate then returns to its horizontal position, bringing the ends of the film together.

be

Try Us!

con-

Mo. Ames Avenue Boy" Williams series from Aywon,
Building Co., Inc., Kansas City. Capi- and the Northern Illinois and Intal
Incorporators,
$5,000.
W. K. diana rights to "The Girl from the
Palmer, A. W. Dann and E. J. Hall- West," "Then Purple Dawn," "The
green.
Unconquered, "The Woman Above
Reproach," "The Lure of the Orient,"
Trenton, N. J. Laurel Garden "Master of Beast," "Man of Courage"
Amusement Co., Inc., Newark. Capi- and "The Adventures of Tom Mix."
tal
$50,000.
Incorporators,
Leo
Samuel, Edwin Knorr and Nathan*
Jefferson City,

Albany

ALLAN

FEW DAYSWEEKS—MONTHS

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

an

is

David

who

new

to

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.

Progress Buys Williams Series

Chicago

of

reel

waxed,

Not an, expense.

1123 Broadway

—

a

at little cost

CHROMOS TRADING

Cleveland The report is current,
although unconfirmed, that the Ohio
Amusement Co. has taken over the
Fairyland theater, formerly operated
by Dave Adler. This will make nine

Dover, Del.— Kirkeby & Hand, Schumann and A. Kramer,
Inc., Wilmington.
Capital $100,000. trol the company.

000.
son,
sey.

Duratizing

LOANS IN ANY
AMOUNT FOR A

and

Ohio Amusement Co. Expands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

us

not

Duratiz&d without charge.

Falls.

Shaw and W. M. Moore.

send

positive,

We can come to your rescue

'

Inc.,

your

of

Write for sample or better

&

Lublu.cr

life

prints

Albany— Bath

Dover, Del.

192a

7,

THE
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Film Daily for

FII,M
313 Issues—Every Day
Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1922 Year Book— Cloth Bound—500 pages

to

Subscription,

Name
Theatre

Address

—

$10—Foreign,

$15
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Rogers Due West Today
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Putting It

—

Los Angeles Will Rogers is due
today from New York to start work
for Hal Roach.

Robert Z. Leonard
Hire

Dissolve Partnership
Warren A. Newcombe states he
has severed his business partnership
with Capt. F. F. Mims. Newcombe
intends continuing his work in art
titles independently^

Stromberg and Strickling Coming
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hunt Stromberg and

—

Howard

Strickling are en route East
to attend the Metro sales convention.
Stromberg will discuss plans for additional production, while Strickling
will represent Joe Engel at the meetings.

Barnes Signs for Comedies
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—T.

Roy Barnes has
signed a 14 month contract with
Grace Page Prod, a new company
which will make two reel domestic
Los Angeles

comedies.
Bess Mahoney,. formerly
with Famous Players will write the
continuities.

Over

is

how a

vour ideas.

brother exhibitor put his shore
over.

Ut

the other fellow

announces

Send along

that his next production

know how you cleaned up.

with

Helps Town Clean-Up
"Million Dollar Baby"
Contest
Santa Fe, N. M.— "Grumpy" stayed
.Ironton, O.— How to rear an
eight
on the front page a week when the
year old boy whose income is a milParis theater co-operated with the
lion dollars a year was the
problem
city in the annual Clean-Up Camput up to mothers when "Oliver
paign.
The theater offered prizes Twist"
played the
Marlow theater.
ranging from $5 to free tickets for
Nick McMahon staged the "Million
the cleanest back-yard.
Dollar Baby" contest and the Register
published the answers totalling 2,514.
Shows Flappers Then And Now
A Jackie Coogan club was formed
and one of Jackie's suits was used as
Worcestor,
Mass.— A
ballyhoo,
which was a study in contrasts, was a window display.
gotten out by M. A. Silver of the
Strand and John McConville, for
"Adam's Rib" when it ran at the Stunt For Stranger's Banquet"
theater.
Huntington, W. Va.— H. T. SnowIt showed a pre-historic flapper in den and C. E. Tipton, manager of the
her "darwing room" which was a Orpheum, made use of the hotels in
forest, and a modern flapper all dress- exploiting
the
showing of "The
ed up, holding court in her own draw- Strangers Banquet."
ing room.
Cards reading: "Are you a stranger
here?
If so, attend "The Strangers'

MAF MURRAY
following

"The French Doll"
will

"FASHION

in

(

Morocco

ROW"

adapted from
manuscript novel

by
Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin
Produced by

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS
Incorporated

Banquet' at the Orpheum, April 25th,
Church and Pastor Put This Over
printed
and
26th and 27th," were
Salt Lake City
For the showing
Rene Batigne, representing Ernest of "Prodigal Daughters," the Para- placed in every room of every hotel
"Strangers' Banquet"
Shipman, is on his way to Morocco, mount-Empress arranged for a tie-up in the city.
menu cards were placed on the tables
France, to discuss the possible for-

May Produce

be

—

M. H. Hoffman, Gen'l Mgr.
1540

lmmanuel Baptist Church.
Paper
mation of a company to make a fea- As a result, stock posters were dis- of every cafe in the city.
napkins carrying an ad for the film
ture in Morocco.
played on the bulletin board of the
Shipman has acquired "Southward church. The church printed dodgers were also used in the cafes. 1,000 anon the Quest," a six-reeler of the advertising the picture and the ex- nouncement cards were mailed to a
Shackleton South Pole expedition from hibitor printed dodgers and ran. slides special list, accompanied by toast
booklets.
the M. P. Sales Agency, Ltd., of advertising the church. The Rev.
R.
London.
M. Brougher,- the pastor, made
"Prodigal Daughters" the subject of
Help Sell Seats, Says Bennett
a sermon.
Whitman Bennett stated that what

Broadway

with the

the exhibitor' is most interested in is
the selling of seats and that the producer can aid in this, if he makes pictures with exceptional exploitation
must," says Bennett,
angles.
"It
have lusty-lunged, noise-making possibilities that will carry the exploitation into every home in- every town
where it is shown, to attract the going
on at the theater and advise the public that there is a 'bargain sale' of
seats going on."

Halsey Favors Original Stories
Forrest Halsey of Distinctive in
an address before the A. M. P. A. attacked the practice of buying stage
plays in favor of original stories. He
stated that the vast audiences outside
of New York never heard of plays
that have short runs here and care
In support of his
less about them.
statement, he cited a play of his that
he offered to sell for $500 when it
opened at the Broadhurst theater but
After it had
couldn't make a deal.
run for a timef-its Broadway run gave
it a false prestige, he added, with the
result that he sold the film rights for

School Tie-Up Effective
J. K. Bimberg, of the West End
New York, put over the following
in conjunction with the showing ol
"Down to the Sea in Ships."
Through Principal E. Weinstein of
P. S. No. 43, by special permission
of the Board of Education, Bimberg
held a special morning matinee for
the benefit of the Mother's Fund of
the school. The teachers, pupils and
parents took an active part in this
showing, with the result that Bimberg
had one of the biggest crowds in the
history of the theater.

Distributed by

Metro Pictures,

EASTMAN

POSITIVE FILM
With an emphatically long
tion

it

carries

through

shadow

to the screen

from highest

entire range of tones

deepest

scale of grada-

that

the

the

light to

cameraman

has

secured in the negative.
Used

A

Circus Parade

—

Indianapolis Shortly
before
the
of "Souls for Sale," at the
Ohio, the Sells-Floto circus staged a
parade. The Star in making a loqal
picture,
"See Indianapolis
First,"
heavily advertised that its camera car
would traverse the line of march of
the circus parade and its cameraman
shoot the crowd that lined the 'streets.
Goldwynner Eddie Carrier, with
Harry Koch, of the Ohio obtained
$20,000.
Halsey also slammed the present a flashy motor truck using two nine
with
projection room criticism of com- foot soles on each side of the car
on
them:
printed
following
the
pleted pictures where members of the
get
inter-office
committees suggest a "Would you sell wour soul to
in
copy
Other
movies?"
the
into
new scene here and there. He exgiving theater,
following
type
small
pressed the idea that fully 25% could
be saved in production costs if the date of showing, etc.
script were gone over by the same
committee before tire camera crank
Lenore J. Coffee will adapt a series
-_.
ior Universal
ijistoxies.
«---•
——-..—
•h«d-4«Hve4»—

showing

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length by

lengths,

is

the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Inc.
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Some Coast-Made Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)

Coast Brevities

(Special to

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Recently completed
Hollywood Ben Turpin has com- productions include:
pleted work in "Pitfalls of a Big City."
"Trilby," directed by James Young for

—

—

National

First

Virginia Brown Faire's next picture for First National will be "Lord
of Thundergate."

Roland

West

"The

directing

is

Unknown

Purple" for Abe Carles and
not "Deep Purple" as stated in

THE

FILM DAILY.

"So Long Buddy," a Buddy Mescomedy for Century, has been

singer

completed.

Hoxie

Jack

"Where

Is

has just completed
This West?" for Univer-

His next

sal.

"Men

is

in

release.

"The Silent Partner," directed by Charles
Maigne with Owen Moore. Leatrice Joy and
Robert Edeson for Paramount.
"Railroaded," directed by Edmund Mortimer.
Herbert Rawlinson starred for Universal.

"Richard the Lion-hearted," Frank E.
Woods' adaption of "The Talisman," directed
by Chester Withey for Allied Artists.
"Tutankhamen," directed by William P.
S. Earle for independent release.
"Rouged Lips," directed by Harold Shaw,
starring Viola Dana for Metro.
"The Supreme Test," directed by Harry
Revier, for independent release.
"Blow Your Own Horn," directed by
James Home for F. B. O.
"The Miracle Baby," directed by Val Paul
starring Harry Carey for F. B. O.

Raw."

the

Strand Acquires Its 57th House
Victor Seastrom has started shooting on "The Master of Man."

(Special to

'

Owensboro,
Amusement

Cecil B. DeMille has sold his 57foot cabin launch, "See Bee," to A.
C. Robbins, Jr.
DeMille used the

many

boat

"Where

times

films.

in

next
to
George Marshall.

be

is

directed

Co.,

—

Ky. The Strand
headed by Col. Fred

Levy, has acquired control of the
Grand. This gives the company control of four houses in this city, and
57

West?"

this

is

Hoxie's

THE FILM DAILY)

all told.

"A

Jack
by

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled
Robert Anderson has been engaged
by Reginald Barker to play in "The
Master of Woman."

W. Home

J.

for

F.

B.

will direct

He

O.

"Beasts of the North"
title

of

is

.

RUPER

"Alimony"
Emile

replaces

Chautard who has been taken

lease

For a Single Production

ill.

the

re-

"Wolf Fangs" which

Chester Franklin directed.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
LYTELL
BERT
A
ft

Eve Unsell is titling and editing
"The Meanest Man in the World"
for Principal Pictures.

cis

DeMille has secured Fran-

McComas,

the

water-color artist

ft

"Spec" O'Donnell has been loaned
Century Comedies by Warner

ft

Bros.

WALTER

R.

GREENE.

CLAIRE WINDSOR
Look Here Tomorrow

ft

for special work on "The Ten Commandments."

to

BROKE

£ HOBART BOSWORTH
£j

Cecil B.

NEEDS A FRIEND"
WHEN HE IS

&LEW CODY
ft

"Children of Jazz" will be finished
this week. Jerome Storm is directing.

FELLER

ft

ft

ft

ft

Hodkinson for Shorter Features
Hodkinson intends holding the
length of
than 5,000

its
ft,

ft

SEUNICK DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

feature releases to less
wherever possible.

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

G.

ASK ANY

P. C.

OPALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)
All Colors

$2.50 per quart

"We color Broadway*'
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN
COLOR YOUR BULBS

EXHIBITOR
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More Art In Films
a Hope of Congress — Many NoAttend Opening Session
At the Waldorf Yesterday

tables

host of celebrities including writand prominent representa'es of the motion picture industry
thered at the Waldorf-Astoria for
e opening session of the Internamal Congress of Motion Picture
rts, called by the Authors' League
America at the
suggestion
of
dolph Zukor.
artists

1923

8,

Deny Peace Move
C. L. O'Reilly Says Cohen's Appearance at T. O. C. C. Carries No
Political

A
s,

^recocmizeb

Importance

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the T. O. C.C. in a statement yesterday denied there had been any change
in
the
relationship
between the

chamber and Sydney S. Cohen. The
statement was prompted by reports of
a peace

move

Price 5 Cents

Loew Buys Three
Two

in

Added

to

and One in Omaha Informs National M. P. T. O. That
Chain— To Rebuild
It Is Out of Organization
Ac-

Lexington O. H.
The Loew circuit has added three
theaters to its chain: The Lexington
Opera House at 571 Lexington Ave.,
the Borough Park at New Utrecht
Ave. and 51st St., Brooklyn, and the
Empress, Omaha.
The Lexington Opera House has
been purchased outright. It will be
reopened in the fall with a straight

following the appearat Tuesday's meeting.
O'Reilly's
broadside was aimed
Addresses were delivered by Ellis particularly at a statement issued by picture policy after
arker Butler, President of the Au- Cohen which said, in part:
vations are made.

ance of Cohen

extensive

reno-

The

alterations
that the house

ors'
League,
Henry W. Taft,
"He especially commended the members of planned for it mean
dolph Zukor, Julien Jacques Cham- the Chamber of Commerce in that delegation will be practically rebuilt. The Bor:nois, representing French universi- for the zeal, earnestness and enthusiasm they ough Park has been purchased, theadisplayed at the Chicago meeting.
He ex:s; W. B. Maxwell, delegate from
property, and will continue
pressed himself as being much gratified over ter and
e British Society of Authors; Clay- the reception accorded the theater owners as a straight
picture house.
The
:i\
Hamilton, Dr. Rowland Rogers, of New York State by the theater owners Empress has been leased for a pefrom all over the country at the national
id Alan Dwan.
Henry W. Taft was convention.
riod of years, and will have a picture
losen as honorary chairman, while
"He expressed the hope that whatever program.
eorge Barr Baker presided as per- differences of opinion may have existed
in the past, that all of these would be reanent chairman.
Won't Close N. Y. Studio
solved in the light of the necessity for comLetters of felicitation were read by pact organization in order that all opposing The Fox offices yesterday denied reinfluences within and outside the industry
!r. Taft from President Harding and
ports that the Eastern studio would
might be met and the interests of theater
tayor Hylan.
Jesse Lasky in a tel- owners cared for in every possible manner." be
closed.
Three pictures, "Six

jram which was read expressed his
isappointment at being unable to
tend on account of busy production
:tivities on the Coast.

Discussing the place of the motion

American life and culture,
dolph Zukor declared that "the recture in

of picture producers
ard the fostering of sound taste

lonsibility

to-

To
"I

this,

O'Reilly replied:

am

surprised that the publicity department of the M. P. T. O. should attempt
to use the appearance of Sydney S. Cohen
at one of the regular meetings of the T. O.
C. C. to create the impression that the New
York organization has again joined the
ranks of the national body under the leadership of Mr. Cohen.

Cohen's appearance nor
"Neither Mr.
and speech had any political significance whatsoigh artistic standards in these people ever.
Mr. Cohen has been a member of the
picture patrons) is an enormous one, T. O. C. C. for over three years, and alhas been his first appearance
id all of us are thoroughly alive to though this
at
a meeting since the Washington conlis responsibility.
I know producers
vention, as a member he was accorded the
enerally have tried to discharge this privilege of the floor and given a respectful
hearing.
No attempt was made by any of
bligation, but the growth of the inthe members to retaliate for the treatment
ustry has been so swift that attention received by the New York delegation at the
as had to be concentrated on the memorable Washington Convention when the
members from New York were refused the
hysical development of the motion
icture."

Congress Has Three Aims

The Congress was

called with three

urposes in mind, said Adolph
hen he spoke. He said:

Zukor

"We hope that this Congress will be prouctive of great benefits to the motion picture
an art expression, and your presence here
an assurance that this hope will be fullled.
doubt some of you are wonder;g what our purpose was in calling this
'ongress and what we hope to accomplish,

No

he most cursory consideration of the moon picture's development in the last ten
think, that artistic-

Follows Minnesota

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

W. S. McLaren, president
M. P. T. O. of Michigan, has
wired Sydney S. Cohen of the withdrawal of that organization from the
M. P. T. O. of A. The telegram to
Cohen follows:
"At a regular monthly meeting of
the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, held at
the Hotel Wolverine, on Wednesday,
it was unanimously decided to withdraw from the national organization.
The charter is being returned by regDetroit

of the

istered

mail."

McLaren

also issued the following

statement:

"Conviction

on

the part of
P. T. O., that
national organization is

Michigan

M.

1

"Michigan has for the past three
Canyon Plans Eight Features
years been allied with the national
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover,
Pictures organization, but we are convinced
Del. Canyon

—

Corp. has been formed here with a by the utter failure of the national
organization to function in a busicapitalization of $3,500,000.
ness-like manner, that constructive
work is not possible under the presJack Weinberg, president of Canent plan of operation.
yon is en route to the coast to make
"Realizing the vital necessity for
plans for a series of six to eight features for

fall

distribution.

Censor "Ragged Edge" Paper

The M.

floor.

national organization, Michigan looks
forward to the time when pol
will cease to dominate to the exclusion of constructive work, and v
an exhibitors' organization will cret
down to the work next to the heart
of the exhibitor, at which time Michi-

gan will sunport such an organization
with :he same zeal as in the past."
ing suit was "indecent." One 22 by
in the eyes of the industry."
(Continued on Page 2)
28 inch lobby card in which Alfred
Lunt is seen gripped by the throat
Flint Leaves
Three Speakers at A. M. P. A.
by Christian Frank was also rejected
newly elected diC. Gardner Sullivan, Jerome Beatty on the ground that it would tend to
Flint,
Motley
and Judge John Fresche addressed incite to crime.
rector of Selznick has left for the
the A. M. P. A. yesterday.
coast.

"The Hunchback" at Astor Theater
Deals Closed
Universal yesterday completed arphotoplay has been
Inter-Globe Export yesterday an- rangements for an indefinite lease of
"Today we have pretty nearly attained per- nounced the official consummation of the Astor Theater, beginning Sept.
xtion in photography, lighting, scenery and
two deals on behalf of Ideal Films, 2, for the presententation of "The
ther technical phases of picture production.
One involved the Hunchback of Notre Dame." Alnd the last two years have seen the busi- Ltd. of London.
was
ess end put on a firmer and more stable
sale of "This Freedom" to Fox for most at the same time this lease
nancial basis.
The big field for picture pro- the United States and Canada and the signed, word was received that the
ress, therefore, lies in developing the screen
other, the sale of "Harbor Lights" last camera shot on the production
iong the soundest artistic principles.
completed. Marc Lachmann,
"Picture producers are keenly sensible of featuring Tom Moore to Associated had been
exploiteer for Universal,
office
ie fact that millions all over the world not
United
home
the
for
Inc.,
Exhibitors,
will handle the exploitation.
States.
(Continued on Page 4)

ears shows all of us, I
Uy, the progress of the
reat indeed.

—

tion

the
the
present
not
working along lines conducive *a the
successful solution of the probl.
of the theater owners and fee
that Michigan could not, therefore,
Cylinder Love," "No
Mother to give its whole hearted moral and
to Guide Her" and "The Governor's financial support to the national body,
Michigan has decided to withdraw
Lady" are now in production there.
therefrom.

P. Commission has refused
to pass the 24 sheet prepared for "The
"The T. O. C. C. is a business organi- Ragged Edge" by Distinctive on the
zation with no quarrels or political affilia- ground that the appearance of Mimi
tions, and any attempts to divert its course
scanty one-piece bathfrom its well defined policies is simply dust Palmeri in a

privilege of the

Michigan Withdraws

New York

Two

The Art Congress
Important
speeches

made

extracts

of

at the Interna-

tional Congress on Motion Picture Arts held yesterday and
to be continued today will be
published in Sunday's issue of

THE FILM DAILY.
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Sydney Cohen-'s

office

yesterday re-

comment on Michigan's

fused to

High

Low

Close

.10754 107 J4
7Sy2
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F P.-L
91 Va
do. pfd. ... 9154

Goldwyn....

5^

79

9UA

SH

5%

Sales

Loew's

16#

17

being released

1923

In about a week a large set, a replica of the Louvre when it was used
as fortress by the French in the 17th
century will be completed at 126th
St.

and 2nd Ave. near the Cosmopoli-

tan studio. It is to be shot for "UnWarners Buys Glyn Story
der the Red Robe" and, according to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Warner Bros, have Cosmopolitan, cost $63,000 to con-

—

struct.

THE

—

a

icising

headline

in

—

THE FILM

as manager of the Minter-United ofto the effect that "delegates
fice.
He plans entering the theater
walk out" maintaining that such was
field.
not the case. In support of this caption the action of Minnesota and
Boosting "The Covered Wagon"
Michigan is referred to in this manAudiences at the Criterion are
ner only for the purpose of keeping
being asked to fill out postal cards
the record correct.

DAILY

Alarm"

"Midnight

Finished

100
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
600
Angeles "T h e
Los
Midnight
100
Alarm," a Vitagraph fall release has
700

Not quoted

Griffith

is

purchased "How to Educate A Wife,"
an Elinor Glyn story which Grant
In
FILM DAILY report of Carpenter will adapt for the screen.
the proceedings of the Chicago conBaldwin Bill Postponed
vention prior to the re-election of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sydney Cohen, it was pointed out that
Michigan, Minnesota and several othAustin, Tex. The legislature has
er states who rebelled at the methods indefinitely postponed action on the
of the machine would remain with Baldwin measure which would levy
the M. P. T. O. of A. only until after a seating tax on theaters.
the convention, when
they
would
withdraw from the organization.
Jack Morris, Detroit, Resigns
Machine leaders and supporters and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cohen himself issued statements critDetroit Jack Morris has resigned

DANNY.

107^

Kod.

of Anatol"

England as "A Prodigal Knight."

tion.

Quotations
East.

ac-

Affairs
in

8,

Massive Set in Harlem

Knight"

THE FILM DAILY)
London— Cecil De Mille's "The
(Special to

1)

The Michigan deflection follows
closely on that of the Minnesota M.
P. T. O.

Friday, June

propositions.

—

New

— Spot

—Write

"THEATER,"

"The Covered Wagon."
These cards are being left at the boxoffice and are later mailed out by the
management.
832 Houses in Czechoslovakia
(Special to

London

THE FILM DAILY)

— Kine.

weekly

states

that

Czechotheaters in
there are 832
slovakia, of which 473 are in Bo-

400
Not quoted
Not quoted
17

seats or larger.

of

York. SO
cash for righ
details

all

c/o The Film

t

Daffi

endorsing

—

been finished.

THEATERS
Within 100 miles

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250
70%; under
The

most

seats, 30%; under 50C
800, 85%; over 800, 15%
economical method of reachini
our ADDRESSING. SERVICE

theatres is
Lee Joins Hodkinson
30*
Lists if desired.
$4.00 PER M UP.
Triangle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
hemia, 212 in Moravia, 34 in Silesia. 50', saved in postage, etc., through elimini
World
Atlanta Robert E. Lee has join- 195 in Slovakia, and 8 in Ruthenia. tion of dead and duplicate theatres usuall;
ed the Hodkinson sales force here.
Prague has 82, or practically 10% of listed.
Mimeographing the
whole number. Last year 2,210 Multigraphing
Incorporations
Mailing.
Folding
Enclosing
the
censor.
films were submitted to
Ford Buys "I Am The Law"
Columbus, O.—The Pin Oak Park
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CC
these, 135 were prohibited.
Of
Gus Schlesinger,
Bros,

—

—

—

of Warner
InCapital $500.
Cleveland.
has sold "I
The
Law" to Regi
Utter,
R.
Roneche,
R.
C.
corporators,
Ford of Paris for France, BelW. S. Dawson, Neil McGill and nald
gium and Switzerland.
Fleming.
Co..

M.

244 West 42nd

Am

J.

—

Roosevelt Books "The Spoilers

Albany L. S. Amusement Corp.,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Brooklyn. Capital $20,000. IncorpoChicago Balaban and Katz have
rators. R. Maltze and E. Ginsburg.
booked "The Spoilers" for an inAttorney, A. J. Halprin.
definite engagement beginning July 2.
Theater It will run at least three weeks.
Beach
Albany— Long
Corp., Manhattan. Capital $5,000. InComplete World Tour
corporators, C. Monash, A. J. Hopkins and A. L. Roberston. Attorney,
E. V. Richards and Julian Saenger
M. Goodman.
of the Saenger Amusement Co. are
back in this country after completing
a world's tour aboard the Samaria.

—

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS
FREE at your
MATS for this
Educational Exchange
"ad"

Thev

started last winter.

Peggy's Next "Editha's Burglar
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—Baby

Peggv's next

^GENE
SARAZEN
AH

the noted

Champion's shots'
cleavly demonstrated,
in regular and slow
motion photography

An
',."

,(p^

5PIC1AI/

Angeles

— Charles

J.

Brabin

who is now directing "Six Days"
may make a one-reeler based on the
story on Pygmalion and Galatea durHe
ing his vacation this summer.
plans to use three characters against
It is
a background of black velvet.
his

For a Single Production

Court Action
and Arthur de
Bieri are plaintiffs in an action filed
against Harry and Theodore W.
Houdini and the Film Developing
Corp. in the Jersey City Chancery

Houdini Involved
Arthur Bernardi

in

Court. The plaintiffs allege the Houdini brothers have mismanaged the
affairs of the company for that rea-

A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
A BERT LYTELL
£sLEW CODY
A CLAIRE WINDSOR

&HOBART BOSWORTH
£j BRYANT WASHBURN
£j

Mooser Back from Orient
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles George Mooser has

—

Standard "Lab" Expanding
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

_

RUPERT

hope to make something worth

interests.

rect.

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled

while with acting and clever lighting
his only aids.

will be "Editha's Burglar,"
which Universal will release in fea- son they seek the appointment of a
ture form.
William Setter will di- temporary reciver to safeguard their

picture

As Played ty

(Special to

Near Broadway

'Phone Bryant 8138

One Reeler
THE FILM DAILY)

Brabin Plans

Los

St.,

—

— Standard

Film Lab-

returned to the States from an extend- oratories are spendino- $40,000 in a
ed stay in Japan and the Far East program of expansion that includes
where he organized United Artists a new administration building, a small
distribution.
Mooser found the chief preview theatre for the use of local
The vaults are
difficulty to be overcome there was storage of negatives.
Upon nearly completed now. Work has
the practice of film stealing.
his arrival in Japan, he enlisted the already started on the new building,
aid of Ambassador Warren with the which will be situated south of the
result that one indictment did a good main laboratories buildin-- at Seward
deal to end operations of that kind.
and Romaine Sts.

Look Here Tomorrow
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&
ft

ft
ft
ft

ft
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Big Things!
America's foremost

showmen

BALABAN AND KATZ
after viewing

that remarkable motion

picture— the film epic of lawless Alaska—

Rex Beach's

THE SPOILERS
immediately decided to present

it

for

an

in-

run {minimum of three weeks) at the
BIG PICTURE HOUSE OF CHICAGO— The

definite

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
starting

Wait

'till

JULY 2nd

you see "The Spoilers!

9 9

:

me

sen
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More Art In Films
(Continued from Page

1)

of their amusement from motion
but that they largely depend also
pictures for their cultural development.
get

"We

all

hope that the Congress

will

be pro-

ductive of at least three things:

we

believe the discussions here will
focus the attention of the leaders of thought
ell as the general public on the artistic
ties
of motion pictures.
hope
et constructive suggestions that will help
ib fulfill these possibilities.
irst,

I

We

we hope to evolve here some
or recommendations, or whatever
may choose to call them, that will
allize the artistic needs of pictures, as
needs are seen by people outside the

Second,

sity.

Fortunately, the mechanical perfection

of the cinema and the commercial stability
of the picture industry have made the move-

ment much
The time is
lectual and

more than merely chimerical.
ripe to achieve the moral, intelUplifting of the millions
of people to whom the moving picture now
affoi ds
chiefly
excitement,
diversion
and
artistic

amusement.
"It is encouraging that the initiative has
been taken by Mr. Zukor, one of the producers, whose interests cannot be belittled.
If they will join in a study of the methods
of cultural development and receive suggestions from those who have devoted themselves
to that phase, some good solution will be
found.
"It

may

be that Mr. Dwan is right (I
not), that all the concessions will
live to come from the authors
that is,
practically, that the producers will make no
ne profession.
hope these recom- affirmative effort along lines suggested by
iations will be so practical that they can those seeking to inject the influence of meriSeemingly,
cconciled to the limitations of the mo- torious works of the imagination.
tion picture, and that their ademption by all he would adapt newspaper methods to the
He concedes to the author
1'Kture producers will soon bring the picture .moving picture.
only the creation of 'character, situation,
to a point where it squares with the best
plot
and
action' and adds that 'literary style
of American taste and ideals.
is of no importance.'
And so we seem to
"Last but it should be first we hope to diave Mr. Zukor and Mr. Dwan at the exshow the authors gathered in these meetings tremes of the gamut of opinion. Clearly there
hat the artistic future of motion pictures de- is need for reconciliation, and this Congress
to a very large extent on their active
ls
is admirably conceived to inaugurate a moveco operation
with
the
picture
producers. ment which may be of great importance to
The author has the creative mind, but in our cultural and moral development."
telling
his stories he uses merely words.
The motion picture is an entirely new medium
Ellis Parker Butler, in his opening
of expression, and in telling his story for
address, expressed the belief that the
motion pictures, words are not enough. The
author must so arrange his situations, his Congress should be classed as a busiaction and his character that the story can ness like meeting of practical
be photographed.
I want to emphasize that rather than
as an academic discusthe motion picture has a technique entirely
sion.
can better advance this
its own, and that unless the author masters
this technique, he will not be able to do art than those
are directly conjustice to the stories which are born in his
cerned with it?" he
principles,

hope he

is

—

We

—

—

I

men

"Who

who

asked.

mind.

"As

hope

I said, I

this

Congress will put

us on the road to accomplishing these ends.
I hope as a result of these discussions that
will be evolved some sort of machinery
which will continue the work begun here toIt is entirely possible that we can
day.
create some permanent body that will make
a constant survey of the elements which are
either blocking or fostering the artistic advance of pictures.
It is my earnest hope
that such a body
be created and that

WILL

this
Congress which is meeting here will
continue as a yearly institution.
How this
in be accomplished, however, is entirely in
your hands."

Harding Sends Wishes
President Harding, in his message
to the Congress, asserted that "the
authors, though they have only a part
of the responsibility, are postured to
make their influence highly potent in
the direction of the best utilization of
film possibilities.
I hope," continued
President Harding's message, "the
conference will be well attended and
that its considerations may be such
as to enhance the community value
and social usefulness of this new and

wonderful

art."

Honorary

Henry Taft

Chairman

Butler briefly outlined the purpose
of the gathering in these words:

"In short, we are here to collect
the facts of the motion picture arts
and industry, to study them, and to
come to certain conclusions, afterward to be published for the benefit
of authors, producers and audiences."
Maxwell Asks for Better Films
Touching on the international scope of
motion pictures, W. B. Maxwell, delegate
from the British Society of Authors, made
a plea for better pictures.
He did not blame
American producers alone, but held the
British film magnates equally culpable.
Maxwell told of some good pictures he had seen
and then remarked, "but oh, ladies and
gentlemen, the bad ones.
Why are they so
poor so trite, so commonplace, so absolutely rotten?
We are suffering under them,
groaning under them in England and they
are not all made at home, many of them
come from over here. I don't want to be

—

—

We

unpatriotic or even boast.
make some
quite good pictures, but I believe when we
settle down to the job, we English can make
a worse film than any country in the world.
sloip 'over with such a treacle pond of
sentiment, we go down so deep in the mines
of foolishness, we touch the very bed rock
of imbecility.
But that is an effort.
are
a lazy people.
prefer to buy from you;
and my word, you do give us some duds
now and again."

We

We

We

pointed out that "in endeavoring to
"Either the film is going to prove a benefit
obtain a more artistic development
to mankind," asserted Maxwell,
"or it is
of the moving picture, you are join- going to prove a danger.
Either it will
ing the growing army of those who stimulate the imagination and thought of
arc seeking to
combat widespread the world, or it will weaken and deaden
them. It must do one or the
It must
tendencies
constantly
manifesting call upon people's intelligenceother.
or put their
themselves in our national life." "The intelligence to sleep. And the key to the

moving

picture," continued Mr. Taft,
"has an influence for good and evil,
far greater than that of the legitimate
<lra ma or current literature.
Potentially,

power exceeds that of the

its

The

problem seems to me to lie in this further
question— are you going to walk hand-inhand with literature, or are you going to
turn your back on that difficult and exacting
companion or even get a divorce from her

—

altogether?"
Julien

Jacques

Champenois,

representing

being French universities, deplored the historical
directed into the wrong channel may inaccuracies abounding in film adaptions of

press.
11

seemed to me
proposed which

of

He

disturb us all."

It

and

possibility

its

said:

that something was
highly praiseworthy

is

of what is needed in many
activities, if our civilization, amazit is in achievement in the material
typical

is

modern
ing as
world,

is

to

be saved from intellectual and

moral stagnation.
Taft

Sees

Necessity

for

Action

so the potentiality of the screen
makes the present movement a pressing neces1

historical background.
He dethat "American endeavors to reproduce on the screen, using them merely as a
background or setting, of well known events
belonging to the interests of foreign countries,
are
both
difficult
and dangerous.
"Of
course," he said, "historical motion pictures
are borrowed, most of them at least, from
popular historical novels and melodramas.
Champenois likened the efforts of some picture producers to Victor Hugo's poem of
Satan's borrowing all the bodily parts and
attributes of the animals God had created

novels
clared

with

Friday, June

to prove to the Divine Creator that he was
greater creator, and being given all the
things asked for, after many years turned out
the grasshopper as his attempt at creation.
Champenois contended that "the average historical motion picture, dealing with foreign
events will, in most cases, infect the American mind, the young mind as well as the

a

raw mind, with unhealthy and elementary
scraps of knowledge," and that on the other
hand, "it may hurt the sensibility of foreign
nations."

Open Discussion Lively
In the open discussion that ensued in the
afternoon, a number of prominent authors
spoke.
Basil King openly stated he thought
the meeting here was an advertising scheme
for the producer and he pointedly asked
whether or not the author would have a
chance to say a word. King recited his experiences in the motion picture business and
added that he had made no money as a result of his film dealings.
This had determined him to devote all of his time to literary work.
King's speech made a decided
impression and after he had finished, the applause lasted for almost five minutes.

:

H. Kahn

The spe,
to be toastmaster.
Matthew Woll, Alice Duer Mill
Ellis Parker Butler, W. B. Maxwell and
Henry Van Dyke of Princeton.

1

Among

those noticed in the large gath
art and screen luminal
were Daniel Frohman, Thomas Dixon, Bj
King, Penhryn Stanlaws, Samuel Merw
Tony Sarg, Grace Miller White, Jesse Lyn
Sam Spring
Williams, and many others.
First National and Howard Estabrook
Those present
Distinctive were there.
represented were
Capt. Franklin B. Adams, Marjory
Barton, James M. Beck, William Rose lien
Adams, Louis Allord, Don Allen, Mary
Shipman Andrews, Richard F. Bach, Geoi
Barr Baker, David A. Balch, Lieut. C
James Barnes. Wilton A. Barrett, Brt
of

literary,

(Continued on Page 8)

SLAPSTICK COMEDIES
SERIES OF FOURTEEN

SINGLE REEL
WORLD RIGHTS OF
NEGATIVES

ALL CLEAN AND FUNNY
Box No.

S.25 Film Daily

WARREN A. NEWCOMB
Announces

dissolution

the

his partnership

F. C.

and

Thomas Dixon in a heated speech wanted
to know if Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and Famous Players were going to combine and

of

with

MIMS

continuation

his

pendently

in the

inde-

production

ol

ART TITLES

what chance the author would have if that
ever happened.
He said he had offered
Adolph Zukor "The Birth of A Nation" and
Zukor had turned it down. George Little-

WARREN

NEWCOMB

A.
2 East 23rd Street
New York City
Ashland 2376

ton declared his experience in this business
had not been a happy one although he felt
the author and the producer were getting
close together.
Joe Mitchell Chappel knocked the star system of production and advised the authors not to hitch their stories
to a star.

Today's Schedule

E.K.

One

of the questions up for discussion this
morning will be: "What Tendency Should Be
Developed In Motion Picture Production?"

LINCOLN

IN THE
Super-Special

The speakers will be Will H. Hays, Rabbi
Stephen S. Wise and Dr. Herbert Adams
Gibbons of Princeton University.
On the
subject
"Writing Directly for the Screen,"
the
speakers will be Jadk
Cunningham,
Elmer Rice, and Francis Taylor Patterson,
instructor in photoplay composition at Columbia.
:

RIGHT

"The
of the

The other subject to be discussed at this
session is
"What Are the Tests for a Good
Motion Picture?," and the speakers will be
James R. Quirk, Philip Troup, editor of the
New Haven Union; Irwin Wheeler, exhibitor,
and Robert E. Sherwood. Irvin S. Cobb is

STRONGEST

With an

:

110

be

toastmaster at the luncheon session
when the speakers are to be Rev. Christian

fc

is

ers will be:

Robert T. Kane of Famous Players was
cheduled to answer these various queries
and in reply to King's remarks, Kane asked
Clayton Hamilton, formerly of Goldwyn to
supply the responses.
Hamilton backed up
King's statements and blamed the alleged
condition on the poor management of the
studios.
Allan Dwan then spoke and drew
an analogy between the author and the
producer, comparing the author with a
typewriter and the producer with a camera.
He said the typewriter was supplying the
camera with material but at the moment,
the camera was suffering from indigestion.
Dwan suggested a close study of the needs
of the screen on the part of the author so
that the right material could be supplied.

to

1923

Reisner, Hon. James W. Gerard, Fan
Hurst, Valentin Mandelstamm, and Peter
Brady.
In the afternoon the members >
be entertained at the Paramount studio.
The sessions will be brought to a clef
n the evening with a banquet at which

ing

During the luncheon Reverend Father Kelly
delivered a short address as a representative
Father Kelly quoted
of Archbishop Hayes.
Archbishop Hayes as being of the opinion
that "moral progress or artistic or any other
kind of progress cannot be legislated by any
civil power, but it must come from within."

8,

All-Star Cast

Zenith Pictures Corp.
N. Y. C.
St.
Penn. 3649

W.

Oh

B.P.Fineman's

Doift Marrj^
zfov

Money"

THOROUGHLY HUMAN
love

throughout—they'll

it.

Box Office Value/

Friday, June

8,

1923

DAILY

BOOK "KNIGHTHOOD"—
And Knock
No

matter

how

"Knighthood"

Show

it

this

Weather Cold!

the Hot

hot the weather,

will

pack them

summer

do Holiday week

— and

in.

you'll

business.

FROM A SMALL TOWN EXHIBITOR
it

A theatre that

runs specials and passes up this one

shouldn't miss

This picture has more

Forget the costume

of the season.
It

packs enough story to make

program

pictures.

most of them

are,

It isn't

"stuff" than

is

any

missing something

of the other specials

fear.

the rest of this season's specials look like

all

draw well, as
which has been put some real money,

a program picture that happens to

but a picture into

energy, brains and work.
It is

not a "highbrow'' picture alone, because of

sorbing story.
picture

is

not

"lowbrow"

Famous Players-Lasky ever

special that

We

days.

It

intense action

its

alone, because

it

put into a can.

is

It's

and ab-

the most elaborate
everything!

It's

—

a

draws the second day and the third and that's very rare these
saw tags on the cars parked in front of our theatre from eight

different towns.

We've had a good many pictures that kept the cashier busy, but this one
drew more American dollars than any other picture we have run since Way

Down

East.

-FRED

HINDS,

CRESCO THEATRE, CRESCO, IOWA.

MARION DAVIES
"When Knighthood Was

In

in
Flower"

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Directed by Robert G. Vignola

By Charles Major
Scenario by Luther Reed

Sett,n g s b y J ose P n

Now

booking at

all

Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges

Urban

THE
iii

DAILY

iMiinwgfegea»\
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Among^The "Independents
Mayer Signs Norma Shearer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Louis B. Mayer has

9 9

Announce Latest
THE FILM DAILY)
London The latest release of Stoll
be Films is "Samson and Delilah," Marie

She will
signed Norma Shearer.
ured and perhaps starred later on.

'The Adventures

of

Tom

Mix"

Miller

to

With Johnson Unit
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Bernard Miller of
Kansas City, has been appointed
manager of the Emory
business
fohnson unit

at the

Power

studio.

—

Washington Milton Simon, formmanager of the F. B. O. office in
St. Louis, has assumed the management of the Warner exchange here.
"Yesterday's

ning

in

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin There has been a split in
Some
the association of producers.
of the leading producing firms, led
h\ the Ufa, have left the old association and have formed a new one.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City

— E.

D. Tate has

ar-

rived here to assume the management
of the Educational exchange.
Tate
hails from the Pathe office in Los

Angeles.

Dipson

THE FILM DAILY)

of

(Special

to

—

The Film Daily
Tell

E. D. Tate in Kansas City
(Special to

Give Films Clean Slate
(Special to

copy

September.

(Special to

German Producers in New Ass'n
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

"the other fellow''

wants to "borrow" your

Wife" First

C. B. C.'s first fall release will be
''Yesterday's Wife," to be produced
by Columbia Features. C. B. C. will
release one feature a month begin-

Takes Over Horsley Studio
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles
Rollin W. Van Horn
Los
Bergerac,"
"Cyrano de
Rome
whicli was produced by the U. C. I., has taken over the old Horsley stuVan Horn does an extensive
has been sold for France and Belgium dio.
to
a group of French capitalists, costuming business, his most recent
headed by Messrs. Fernand and See job being "Scaramouche."
to

When

er

"Cyrane" Sold for France
ial

FOR RENT

Simon In Washington
to THE FILM DAILY)

Richards.

(Special to

featured.

is

(Special

here enroute to the coast, he sold
E.

Corda

New Deal
THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City— While Nathan Hirsh

.

—

Closes

Hirsh
(Special to

I

Stoll's

(Special to

New Company
THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— With Nikitas Dip-

in

Batavia, N.
After investigaSpringfield, Mass.
committee of women appointed son and J. R. Osborne as the prinincorporators,
the
Genessee
by the Springfield Federation of cipal
Women's Clubs has given local the- Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., has been
aters and motion pictures a clean bill incorporated with capital stock of
$5,000.
of health.

him your copy

rent."

It

"for
might be a good time
isn't

him to subscribe. And you
can hand him this coupon to help
him out.
to

tell

tion, a

Aywon

Gasnier to Direct "Maytime"
i.Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Aywon

following
direct sales; to Reelcraft, of Chicago, "White

—

the

Los Angeles Gasnier will
Gaston Hell." "The Dawn of Revenge," "The
"Maytime" for Preferred.
Glass and Ethel Shannon will have Rum Runners," "With Wings Outspread" and "Fidelity," for Illinois,
two leading roles.
Tom Forman will direct "The the latter also for Indiana. S. & S.
Virginian" in which Kenneth Harlan Film Supply, of Pittsburg, has purDrug Monster" for
have the title role.
Victor chased "The
will
Schertzinger's first picture will be Western
Pennsylvania and
West
Virginia.
"The Boomerang."

New Herman
(Special to

—

Dowling Goes

Productions

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

to Atlanta

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin The
Film Express lists
Los
Angeles Pat
Dowling
of
the following new productions: "Prin- Christie Films has gone to Atlanta to
cess Suwarin," produced by Decla; attend the Kiwanis convention there.
"The Bat." made by Deulig Films; He will distribute 1500 copies of the
"Race for Fortune," a Hagenbeck book, "Can Anything Good Come Out
film; "Chaos" and "Town in Sight," of Hollywood" to delegates from all
made by Rex; "Children of the Revo- over the country and expects to show
lution" and "Young Mcdardus," made a picture with the same title at one
of the theaters in Atlanta.
by Sascha of Vienna.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ray Rockett's plan
the Government with a
complete print of "The Life of Abraham Lincoln" has been amplified in
order to invite all film companies to
submit rosters of players, photographs and other matter that will
serve to historically record events in
the film industry of today.
special
vault is planned.
to

present

A

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

—

William La Plante
been appointed personal representative of Richard Thomas.
Together they will go east shortly to arrange distribution for two pictures

Los Angeles

has

Thomas

recently

completed,

"The

Accuser" and "Phantom Justice."
La Plante was the producer
of Fightin' Mad," which Metro disSilent

tributed.

St.,

New York

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
for one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

Issues— Every Day

—52 Issues

Including

Weekly Reviews

1922 Year

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Thomas Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Plans to Preserve Film History

Los Angeles

V

Sales

announces

Name

Address

— Foreign, $15

page«
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Don't Worry, Mr.

H

/

First National has a

of Big pictures

lot

for the
all

Summer-

you need/

It

doesn't have t©
hold up the Big
ones for Fall / It
has plenty for

Passed hheni °,rs a "^ tb£ a ny n "m
u
en
ath er
Reives «,.»** have JJpay

?

5

-—

« months

"

the time

all

"'<-

Look over this list

for June, July

"THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN
WEST"

'PENROD AND SAM"

.

An Edwin Carewe

Production

Booth Tarkington's sequel to Penrod. Presented by J. K. McDonald; directed by William Beaudine.

David Belasco's great stage success; presentEdwin Carewe.

ed by

"CHILDREN OF DUST"
A Frank Borzage Production
A

picturization of Tristram Tupper's "Terivilliger;" presented by Arthur S. Jacobs.

JACKIE COOGAN
in "CIRCUS DAYS"
James

Otis'

celebrated story of ten weeks
"Toby Tyler;" presented by

Sol Lesser.

"A
A Thomas

MAN OF ACTION"

H. Ince
Douglas MacLean.

Production

starring

and August/
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
"THE FIGHTING BLADE"

in

Beulah Dix's

thrilling

tale.

Presented by

Inspiration Pictures, Inc. Charles H. Duell,
president. Directed by John S. Robertson.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
in

"THE WANTERS"
(working

"DULCY"

A

title)

John M. Stahl Production

An

A

and

society presented by Louis B.
by Lelia Burton Wells.

uproarious comedy by George Kaufman
Marc Connelly; directed by Sidney
Franklin; presented by Joseph M. Schenck;
continuity by John Emerson and Anita Loos.

"THE BRASS BOTTLE"

with a circus,

'OSS "

A

Maurice Tourneur Production. Personally
directed by Maurice Tourneur.

"TRILBY"
A Richard Walton Tully Production. From
George du Maurier's great classic. Directed
by James Young.

sparkling

comedy drama

of

New York

Mayer; written

KATHERINE MACDONALD
in "THE SCARLET LILY"
By Fred

Sittenham;

directed

by

Victor

Shertzinger.

"HER REPUTATION"
A Thomas H. Ince Production
Directed by John Griffith Wray under the
personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince;
adapted from the novel, "The Devil's Own,"
by Talbot Mundy and Bradley King.

First National Pictures

You Can Depend on

First

National All the Year!

In the Courts

More Art In Films
from

(Continued

Page

An attachment

4)

Helen Bennett, Clara Berang
Alexander Black, George Blaisdell,
Peter J. Brady, Susan E.
T. Brainard, J. R. Bray, Dr. \
A Brill, Arthur Brisbane, James Wrighl
Ellis
ielett Burgi
Parker Butler, Jules Jacques Cham]
litchel! Chappie, Eugene Chrystal, Irvin
Harrett Comstock, Dean Co:
I

I

Jack

'reel.

Cunningham,
1

iohn

Falls,

Flinn,
Beauvais
Charles Ga
Gentlie. James W. Gerard, Herhe-f
("harles Dana Gibson, John G ilden,
W. Goudy, Clayton Hamilton,
Corra Harris, Will H. Hays, Josepn llcrgi
Rev.
Newel]
Isabelle
Hill,
Dr.
sheimer,
Alfred B. Hitchins, B. F.
Holzman. Frederic C. Howe, Harold {lowNelson
lllinirworth.
Hurst.
Fannie
land,
Johnson, William Johnson. Wi'l am
Otto
H. Kahn,
Col.
Jason
Johnston,
Joy,
A
ert T. Kane. Pearl Keating, Father John
Raul Kennaday, Basil King, Helen
1!.
K<
Klumph, Arthur Krook, Gertrude Lane, EdMarcus
Lauer, Walter Lippman,
J
Loew, Tohn Luther Long, Orson Lowell,

John

Fletcher,

C.

$542
<

lias

been

'ourt against

the proper^ oi the U. S.
Pictures Corp., a Delaware

Moving
corpo-

of Grace C. <">hl to
recover £or salary due as office manager to May 21st at $60 a week.
ration, in a

.sini

for

$1,5(1(1

each made

on

three

notes

"

for

$500

to

1

oilman,

i

for

Supreme

the

H. J. Syms and delivAngeles Trust & Savox, ered to the Los
Wnold ings Bank, which transferred them

John Far.'ir, Willmr
Ad le
Fergus m.
Elsie

B.
Pauley,

m

Lee A. Ochs lias been stud in the
Supreme Court by Herman J. Brown

M '
Daniels, Mrs. Phyllis Daniels.
Thomas Dixon, Mrs. Sidney Drew, J.
Dunn. Allan Dwan, Gilbert limery,
C.

ited

'

to the plaintiff.

The Appellate Term has decided

the Iroquois Production must
pay a judgment for $500 obtained by
Merle J dim son for re-editing and retitling "The Valley of Lost Souls"
made for Iroquois by Agnes E. Cobb.
The defendant contended that it did
not engage Johnson but the courts
upheld his claim and the Appellate
MacGrath. Percy MacKaye, John Term not only confirmed a Municipal
Jd
MacMahon, Georjje Barr McCutcheon, Val- Court judgment for Johnson but reMandelstamm, J. Hartley Manners.
to ap'1. Marks,
Fred Dana Marsh. Fred- fused permission to Iroquois
that

.

-;

.

Roy Martin, Harry

erick

Maxwell,

Babington

E.

Maule, William

Margaret Mayor, Fred

Brown
William
Mrs.
George Middleton, Alice
Duei
Meloney.
Miller, Joseph J. O'Neil, William Hamilton
Parsons,
Floyd
W.
Louella
O.
Osborrte,
uiF.
Mrs. Frances Taylor Patterson.
Brock Pemberton, Clarence A. Perry, Atillio

eric

Melcher,

('..

Charles McD
Puckette, John M. Quinn, James R. Quirk.
William McLeod Raine, Rev. Christian F.
Reisner. Elmer Rice, Martin T. Rice, Anna
Steese Richardson. Mary Roberts Rinehart,
Dr. Rowland Rogers, Charles T. Rosebault,
Tony Sarg, R. W. Saunders, H. O. Schwalbe
Leroy Scott, Charles Scribner, Edgar SelE. P. Shelby, W. G
M
She iherd
Robert E, Sherwood, Frederick James Smith.
Sophie Smith, John Philip Sousa, Saimic
Spring, Mary L. Stephenson. Nathaniel
Stephenson. Albert Sterner. Paul Stoeving.
Fred A. Stokes. Melville E. Stone, Florence
L. Strauss. Frederick Suhr, Henry W. Tali
Rose Tapley, Tda M. Tarbell. Walter D.
Piccirilli,

Homer

J.

Platton.

i.

W

Teague, Philip Troup, Joseph Urban. Arthur
T. Vance, Louis Joseph Vance, Cornelius
Wander! lilt. Jr., Henry Van Dyke. Bayard
Mrs. Blanche Shoemaker Wagstaff.
Veiller,
Richard T. Walsh. Jessie Lee Weeks. Robert
E. Welsh. Grace Miller White, Louis Wiley.
11.
O. Wilting, Tessc Lynch Williams, J.
Thomson Willing, E. W. Wingart, Rabin
S.
William Wiseman,
Stephen
Sir.

Ww

Matthew

The
sented

Woll.
following

.

organizations

were

In behalf of the latter
attorney said that it is responsible
financially, and has assets $20 000 -in
excess of all claims against it.
peal further.

its

Testimonial To Eddie Dustin
Louis A testimonial show will
be given Eddie Dustin, a "vet," in
local film circles, at Fox's Liberty
July 8 and 9.

Comedies with Jackie Ott
Herbert Miles intends arranging a
series of comedies with Jackie Ott,
the youngster who has heen acclaimed the perfect baby by a number of
judges.

BROKE

Patsy Miller with Goldwyn
Patsy Ruth Miller has been selected by Goldwyn to play the feminine
lead in "The Master of Man." Miss
Miller has just completed the feminine lead in "The
Hunchback of

Notre Dame."

repre-

Sale Held Up
THE FILM DAILY)

Wants Theater

:

Actors' Equity Association, John Emerson;
American Institute of Graphii Arts, Frederic
W. Goudy; American Society of Composers,

—

St.

WHAT HAPPENS TO
A MAN'S FRIENDS
WHEN HE IS

(Special to

Miami.

—

P. J. Davis has filed
proceedings in an effort
Authors & Publishers, Nathan linil.ui: Art
to prevent the sale of the Fairfax
deric Sum
Film M
Club
on nu. Sophie Smith
n
Meti opolitan theater by the Bradford Amusement
Museum of Art, Richard F. Bach; M. P. Co. to the Paramount Amusement
Salesmen. Inc., Gordon M. Marks; National
Arts Club. Harold Rowland; National Board Co. Inc., for $250,000.
Barrett; New York
oi Review. Wilton A
Society of Illustrators. Dean Cornwell
New
Ann Luther has been engaged by
State Federation of Labor. Peter J.
Brady, and International Photo Engravers' Fox to play the lead in "The' GovUnion, Matthew Woll, president.
ernor's Lady."
l

1

,

i

Fla.

injunction

:

;

;

HERE'S THE PROOF
Bray Brief Box Office Attractions
Are Best Bets for Summer Programs

ASK ANY

TELEGRAM
BRAY PRODUCTIONS,

June

5,

1923.

INC.,

130 W. 46th St., New York City.
Wish to commend you on the Century

of Cycles at the Stanley this wsek.
Stanley pronounces this reel to be one of the best novelty reels shown this year.

Keep up

the

good work and we

will all benefit

by

it.

BEN AMSTERDAM MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTION

EXHIBITOR

7Ae BftADSTREET

of FILMDOM
XXIV

Vol.

No.

flfcRECOCMIZEG

Authority

69

Saturday, June

A

9,

1923

Price 5 Cents

$10,000 Prize

Warners' 18

Offered by Adolph Zukor Yearly
for "Deburau" Not on
Next Year's List
Best Story Reaching ScreenIhree with Wesley Barry
Dinner Ends Art Congress
on Schedule

Adolph Zukor will pav $10,000 in
the. form of a cash prize
every year
to the author of what
shall he ad-

(Special

to

Important
speeches

THE FILM DAILY)

extracts

made

of

at the Interna-

tional Congress on Motion
Picture Arts, which closed at
the
Waldorf last night, will be
published in Sunday's issue of

Los Angeles— Warner Bros,
have

rounded out their complete
judged the best story produced
producin tion
schedule for the next season.
motion pictures and exhibited
pubbch I here will be
in a motion picture theater.
18 pictures, as noted,
This was and ot
that number, three will
announced last

THE FILM DAILY.

night at the Waldorf
star
Wesley
Barry.
dinner, winch brought the
"Deburau,"
confirst Intertrary to expectations, is
national Congress on Motion
not on the
Picture list.

Arts to a close.
Harry M. Warner has been here
Mr. Zukor's offer was embodied
in for
some weeks watching production
a letter addressed to Ellis
Parker He is expected
to remain here for
Butler,
president of the Author's
League and read at the dinner. In it some time since several important
pictures on the new schedule
Zukor said, in part:
are to
be started shortly, including
1
"The
7
th at in the not distant
P r °P hes
fS.ll*
^ motion picture producer
Gold Diggers" and "Tiger Rose."
future the
will be
your publisher in the new form of
express!™ Ine complete line-up follows:
of
he literary art, and that
he will stand
"The Gold Diggers," with Hope
m the same relation to the author as the
hook and magazine publishers
Hampton, Wyndham Standing and
now
stand
Our relation— my relation— to the author
and Louise Fazenda.
Harrv Beaumont
public
must

Plan

The Art Congress

—

New

Circuit

Erlanger and the Shuberts After
Film
Bookings— First in "Legit" Houses
to be "Covered Wagon."
In a joint statement
issued yester" by A. L. Erlanger and Lee and
J.
Shubert announcement was
J.
made of the formation of a new the!

ater

circuit,

composed

of

houses.

legitimate

Erlanger said he and the
Shuberts
had often been approached
to set

Decision Stands
U.

S. Supreme Court Won't
Review aside a number of legitimate theaters
Copyright Ruling Concerning
and lay out a continuous route
for
"Mr. Barnes of New York"
unusual productions, but this
scheme
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
was held up, he added, because
there
Washington— The U. S. Supreme was no assurance that enough -Pictures
could
be secured.
Court has refused to review the case
A theater in every important city
brought by Goldwyn
against
the
Howells Sales Company, Inc., et al m the United States and Canada will
regarding the picture rights of the' be devoted to these contemplated
novel. "Mr. Barnes ot" New York."
showings.
"The Covered Wagon"
As the refusal of the court to grant is now being booked through the Ercome
to
be
practically
the writ of certiorari asked for
director.
3
by langer and Shubert exchanges for the
* at
book publisher, ex^
entire 1923-1924 season.
center S tea » fot/he utti
.Goldwyn
was
oral
and
no
the
printed
"Little
While the
"g
author's
Johnny Jones," star Johnny
?
?1
7, J, u
T thousands,
thoughts
before
opinion was handed down, there is statement mentions this picture
as in a book the nines.
only
Arthur Brown director.
picture producer will present the
author's
no intimation of the reasons which in a definite way, it is intimated
thought to all mankind.
that
A picture featuring Wesley Barry actuated
the tribunal in arriving at others will be "The Hunchback of
"As an earnest of this conviction,
I am to be directed by William Beaudine this
writing you this letter to offer
determination. The case involv- Notre Dame," "Ben Hur," "The Ten
to
the from the story by
Authors League of America, Inc.,
Julien Josephson
ed the question of whether the im- Commandments."
a prize
which I hope will help to. hasten
called
"The
Printer's portation of a production of an unsome of tentatively
In speaking of the kind of pictures
the many improvements in motion
picture art Devil."
authorized
which have been suggested at these
foreign-made
moving the circuit will handl
discussions.
"Broadway After Dark." by Owen picture version of an American copy- appears toward the close the following
of Erlanger's
Announces Cash Prize
Davis, to star Marie Prevo'st with righted novel defeated the rights
of statement:
"I offer through the Authors'
an American producer who had purLeague of Monte Blue and Irene Rich.
America, Inc., a prize of $10,000 to
"I am also informed that
be awardD. W.
ed annually in cash to the author
"How to Educate a Wife," by chased the moving picture rights Griffith, the pioneer in the
^
of the
presentabest story produced upon the screen
from
the
copyright
Elinor
proprietor,
and exGlynn.
if the
tion of great picture successes
hibited publicly in a theater, during
in the
infringement is produced before the
each year
(Continued on Page 3)
beginning Sept.
legitimate theaters,
.

>'

.

-

I'

1.
The term author shall
be considered as applying to the
person or
persons so designated in the main title
of

"ie positive print of the motion
picture H
production.

"The

legitimate

Wants "Birth" Banned in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City— R. G. Leggett, presi-

first of these prizes shall be
awarded
the best story exhibited upon the screen
during the year beginning Sept. 1, 192.5 and dent of the M.
P. T. O. of Kansas
if
it
is convenient, I think it
would be bet- has
protested to Governor
Davis
ter to give the prize to the
winner not later
than the Christmas Day immediately follow- against the action of the State Censor
ing the expiration of the prize year.
Board in permitting "The Birth of
"In offering this prize, I place no restricNation" to be shown in Kansas,
tion on how the award shall be
made by the
Authors' League, but, subject to your full on the ground its showing would inapproval I suggest that the League appoint cite to racial differences.
The pica jury which will include in its membership
ture was first banned by Governor
the president of the Authors' League,
a newspaper editor, a novelist, a dramatist, and a Capper and later by Governor Allen.
producer actively engaged in the production
ot motion pictures."
One of the most outstanding and conEduc'l Shows Its Ideal Program
structive results of the Congress was the
appointment of the Author's Supervisory
Educational gave a special showing
Hoard, the purpose of which will be to make
a survey of the artistic development of pic- of what it considers an ideal short
tures and by co-operation and encouragement reel program at Wurlitzer Hall yes-

tor

owner

of

the

film

been able to produce his
Kansas and copyright it separately.
has

The

film

Goldwyn was
by William J.

petition
for
the court

with

filed

rights for the

Hughes. It has not been announced
whether any further efforts will b<

made to bring
courts again.

the

case

before

the

A

Sailing

Today

Reginald C. Bromhead of the Gaumont Company. Ltd., sails today on
the

Olympic

for

home.

"Passion" Again

The

at Capitol

Capitol has booked a revival of
for the week of June 17.
When this picture played at that theater originally it grossed about $100,000

Passion"

is
making plans
most ambitious picture he has

ever given the public."

Metro Entertains Sales Force
Metro entertained its visiting sales
force royally last night.
Festivities
started with an informal dinner
at
the Palais Royal which was taken
over for the entire evening.
Then
came a theater party at the Astor
rheater to see "Dew Drop Inn", and
after that
general frivolity at the
Palais Royal with Mae Murray one
of the principal entertainers.

A good many of next year's titles
were announced yesterday. The details will appear in Monday's
issue.

terday.
in carrying out
The program was composed
made at the Congress The of the following numbers: overture,
Will Produce Again
in two weeks.
encourage schools, colleges and
universities to establish and foster courses selections from "The Gingham Girl,"
L. Auerbach, of Export
Import,
in motion picture composition
and produc- Kinograms, "From The Windows of
announces that a series of 12 two-reel,
tion,
will take
whatever steps are deemed
Elinor
Glyn
Here
House," a Bruce Wilderness Tale;
wild animal films would be produced
necessary to bring the author and picture
producer closer together and will acquaint "Speed Demons," one of the Lyman
Elinor Glyn arrived in New York in conjunction with Col. Win. N.
the public from time to time with the
Hodge-Podge series; "Roll vesterday on the Aquitania. She is Selig. "A Jungle Heroine." the first
pro- Howe
gress that is being made in motion pictures
Along."
a Christie comedy with Jim- here to supervise the filming of "Three will be started immediately.
ouaid carrying out the principles and
Mitchell
-ecommendations that were evolved during mie Adams; "Golf, As Played by Weeks" which Edward J. Bowes se- Lewis. Hedda Xova and Pat O'Malhe Congress.
"
Gene Sarazen" and "Backfire
a cured
for
Goldwyn when he was ley will appear in the cast, with Bert(Continued on Page 2)
Mermaid comedy with Lige Conley. abroad.
ram Bracken directing.
assist

the

producers and writers

suggestions

Hoard

will

&
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Greatest Cast Ever Assembled

For a Single Production

to give the r
the chairman in order
a chance to ge
the scheduled speakers

studio.attitude

March

W H1

j

it

Fie
Fannie Hurst likened the
to the mother
turning out productions

the act of

a

^™»X

w.\vf*
>^;^,: r..«h°s,
a,ly
h
and
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vric i,.

I

Authors' League:
vvhuler Secretary of the
Schuler,
Famous Players-Lasky
(has. K. JUUinii). >"
s
Woman
V\ oma
Editor of The
C-ertrude Lane.
Miller,
vr --,.
Companion and Alice Duer

s

ilr

Honorary Chairman of
Permanent
tj .,,-, Tinker

«

.

tow
the delegates told
wr.Uen
tempting to sell a story
was
he
by a prominent author editor
tnai i
well known scenario
reading it. as
about
be foolish to bother
by the ch i*
would never be approved
to the tact i"a
due
organization
the
One

theto-

Taft,
;,'

stories.

=d

(Continued from Page 1)
appointed as members
The following were
Hpny
Board
th- \utto-'s Supervisory

,..-

Saturday June 9. 1923

Prize

Berolzheimer
Phillips
New York, will be
lain of the City of
the Rialto.this
the guest of honor at
children
morning when 2,000 school
entertained with a spec

at
Foreign
°{
$3.00.
1-3o> months
?5.UU,
"
,,
months, «0C
re m t with order.
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$is.00.

A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
^ BERT LYTELL
5ijLEW CODY
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way of motion pictures, and
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saved sometimes from fool
"I believe hat
rwin Wheeler, exhibitor:

Sales
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BRYANT WASHBURN
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'ft MARJORIE

Speakers
Some Ideas
speeches defrom
extracts,
following
The
summarize briefly the gen
livered yesterday
the meeting.
eral attitude found in
"The tendency
Herbert Adams Gibbons:
is to make motion
that we nave to develop
the whole world
Pictures with the idea that
the motion pictures are
s our neM, and that
other things than
going to be used for
of

InternaRepresentative
a
Rc
P res
(Czecho-Slo-

European

Central

ftHOBART BOSWORTH
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SLAPSTICK COMEDIES
All Clean and
For Sale

World Rights

Funny
of Negatives

Single Reel
Series of Fourteen

Grace

Box No.

"The Tenth Woman.- by Harriet

S.25

Film Daily

Lomstock.

"Daddies," to be directed by
Harry
Beaumont, from the story by
fohn
Hobble.

was

seat

Iri

Kathleen

landru.

X.

& Lewine

theater

directed

Lenon

Lombard >"

Cretia

"Being

Aye., has been resold to

a

be

...

A Wesley Barry picture to be directed by William
Beaudine From
story by Juhen Josephson.

for $1,300.a "legit" house
several years ago but
because of its
locale,
the policy
was turned to
vaudeville and pictures.

nnn
000.

Simon Beseroiky To Build
to THE FILM DAILY)
New
Bedford,
Mass.— Simon BesZelda
erosky is building a new $150 000
(Special

])

by

plaj

starred.

23rd

•'<

from

Page

Sydney Franklin, with

b
1

from

Dodson Mitchell

"Tiger Rose,"

left there by one
of
guests at the Spring Golf

House Brings Over Million

d

;

"'

s <.i's and

Norn s

of

Cloud.

St.

Club

!

SUZANNE LENGLEN
Woman tennis champion WINS AGAINquers again at

'

tournament last Tuesday.
If the owner will
call Bayside 1687 and ask for
Mr. Pittman, he can obtain the
bag.

HUNT TREASURES OF THE DEEP-

ontinued

'

probably

"

!h P P
p r slde
H nt
entertains fellow
"nobles
th- night party
the
on Pennsylvania Avenue

Warners' 18

S."?

Golf

Bayside, reports that a
hand bag
bearing the initials "M.
S " wal

No. 47

RI

Belleclaire

"Beau Brummel," starring
Barrymore. Sidney Franklin

John

Johnny Jones
Known

direct-

or.

Perry Back in Detroit
Exhibition

"Babbitt," by Sinclair Lewis novel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Age of Innocence," from the PuDetroit— King Perry, one time- litzer prize novel of Edith Wharton
owner ot the Luna, and former
third Wesley Barry production
secretary to the local exhibitors'
trom a story by Mr. Josephson
association, is back in the
"Lover's Lane," by Clyde Fitch
theater field here
having acquired the old Luna,
An Unloved Wife," by Pear] Keatwhich
he will reopen as the Enterprise.

the world over
from the

A

Theater for Santa Monica
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Santa

Monica, Cal.— West Coast
Theaters, Inc. will form a subsidiary
company to build a $500,000 theater

Herb Given Quits Paramount

THE

FILM DAILY)
Third and Arizona
Detroit— Herb Given has resigned
Ayes, has been secured and ground
as manager of the local Lasky
will be broken next month.
ex
here.

A

site

(Special to

at

change.

The Maynes Operating

JOHNNY JONES

.

Co., a Dela-

ware corporation, has been authorized
to do business in this state
with a
capital of $100,000.

Gilmour

New Fox Manager

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha— Charles E.
Fox New York office,
sume

the

Gilmour,
is

management

pany's office in this

Frank Marshall, who has been doing
special work for Paramount in this

COMEDIES
the

4211

here to as-

of

the

com-

city.

Delmar Avenue

Hollywood,

A

typographical

Kansas City— M. A. Lew has taken
been transferred to the
over
the management of the Fox ofChicago office.
territory, has

POST TRAVEL SERIES

this

McDonald.

*——W— —B———
EVERY DAY

Corp

30West 4GSt.NewYorlo

Dr.

i

IN

fiiesenfeld,

EVERY

managing director of the Rivoli, Rialto
and Criterion Theatres in New York, saw

his

management.

GROWS

16 subjects selected to be shown within the
next few
months are:

BETTER AND BETTER

Children of Holland, Stockholm,
Rome,
Children of Scandinavia, Athens, Sweden,

Subscribe

Christiania, French Riviera,

Hungary,
Children of Bohemia, Budapest, Norway,
Children of Germany, Volend am, Lapland and
Children of Holland,

WAY

THE FILM DAILY

four of the new series of Post
Travel
pictures and booked sixteen of
the first series of twenty
to play exclusive first run
at the theatres under

The

of

is

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Austria.

at the Rivoli this week.

Theatres desiring first run exhibition of the Post
Travel
exclusive exhibition rights in their city
are advised to get in
touch with us.

immediate

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including
1922

Year

Vorlds Leading Theatres
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Owing
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which attended the
between Truart Film

publicity

the contract

Corporation and myself for the production of featurelength comedies, and the various reports in the daily press
desire to
of the country concerning this contract,
announce, on behalf of Truart Film Corporation, The
Vitagraph Company of America and myself, that under
my present existing contract with The Vitagraph Company, there remain two two-reel comedies to be produced
of the standard that
have made heretofore for that
I

I

company.
If

earnest effort and the sincere desire to give you worth-

while attractions count for aught, then,
honestly believe
that the two comedies still to be produced under my
present contract will be superior to any
have ever made
I

I

before.

The

full

details regarding

my

future plans of production

be announced by Truart Film Corporation immediately upon the completion of my Vitagraph contract.
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Adolph Zukor Offers $10,000 Yearly to Author of Finest Then*
International Congress on Motion Picture Arts at Waldorf Bring)
Yearly Meeting Probable to Discuss Means of Imp]
Delivers Illuminating Address on Untouched Subject*

ducers.

AT

the dinner Friday night which

marked the

ter-

mination of a two day session of the InternaCongress on Motion Picture Arts, Adolph
Zukor who, together with the Authors' League of
America, Inc., was instrumental in arranging this important gathering, announced in a letter to Ellis Parker Butler, president of the League, that he stands
ready to offer a $10,000 annual prize in cash to the
author of what shall be considered the best story to be
L tional

produced

motion pictures and publicly exhibited

in

tions,

should think

I

more than $1,000

d
tl

h
ii

c

A

number

me

they offered

if

then

the practical

is

to write a story directly for

"It seems rather astonishing with the entire literature of the
world to draw upon it would be so difficult to find adequate
material to be adapted to motion picture uses in this period,
and we are still in the age of adaptation. I think that perhaps
we look for material in the wrong places. We look for material on the newstand instead of in the library.
"I think

it

would be perhaps a
If

we

better

little

we delved more

if

are going to adapt plays and novels and

why not adapt great ones? I ought not to say
meeting of the Authors' League of America, of which
I am a member, because the tendency of what I am about to
say might seem to be to harm our market of course what
each of us writes is great literature, and I do not want to say
that it should not be bought and produced for screen purshort stories,

prominent literary people attended the
sessions.
One of the most interesting addresses was
made by Clayton Hamilton, formerly of the Goldwyn
editorial department.
Excerpts from his address will
be found below, as well as part of other addresses

I

What

inducement for the gifted author

in

a picture theater.

would be very lucky
the story.

the screen?

into the past.
P'

I

for

of

"We

cannot go on forever merely adapting plays and novels
and short stories to the screen. Obviously what we need to
do is to develop a new habit of authorship. A habit of authorship directly for the screen so that the original creator of
the story shall from the outset plan his narrative in terms of

this at a

—

poses

— but

after all there

is

a certain

amount

of literature in

we do know about and have known about for
good many centuries, that we know is good stuff because it

the world that
a

always has been, and I
brought to the screen."

am

surprised that so

little

of this

is

the screen rather than in terms of the stage or of the novel

or of the short story.

"In order to do this we must hold out inducements to creaauthors to do their work directly for the screen. Although
much has been said about encouraging original authorship for
tive

the screen. I do not think these inducements thus far have
been practically held out. and to state the problem very completely, in the presence of Mr. Zukor. who can answer one or
two questions if he should choose to do so, I may put it in

way:
"Suppose that any one of us who is an author let me use
the pronoun
for the sake of convenience; suppose that I
imagine a story and write it as a play. Suppose that the play
is produced in New York and runs a year on Broadway.
Sup-

this

—

T

pose

a very

very likely that
Mr. Zukor's company, or some other of the big companies will
offer me possibly $50,000 for the motion picture rights of that
very successful play.
it

is

successful play.

I

think

that I am a novelist; that I imagine my story
terms of the novel and write it as a novel, and suppose
that this novel becomes one of the six best sellers of the year.
It is hardly possible that Mr. Zukor's company or some other
of the great companies will then offer me let us say $25,000
for the motion picture rights of that story.

"Or suppose

and publish

it

in

1

in

am

;;

short story writer

attracts a considerable

and

that

con-

I

the terms of a short story and write

it

Evening Post, and suppose

it

the Saturday

amount

of attention.

It is

hardly likely

Mr. Zukor's company or some other big company will
me possibly $10,000 for the motion picture rights

that

thin offer

of that short story.

"But suppose that from the very outset having

a

new

not being acquainted with the technique of the screen,
^.i\

I

write

story,
let

us

write that from the very beginning in terms of the screen,
it

as an original story for the screen, write

it

as a sce-

Saturday Evening
do not
produce it as a play; and then take it to Mr. Zukor's company
or some other of the big companies, and under present condinario for the screen; do not print

it

in the

Post as a short story; do not produce

it

"There are three sections

of

this

The

argument.

first

is

this:

"For centuries audiences have been going
All during those centuries they have been
a degree of artificiality the

moment

to

the theater.

trained to expect

the theater portals have

been passed. They realize that the back drop is a back drop
and not a garden. The}' know the houses are but shells. They
will, therefore, in my opinion, admit of some artificiality in
characterization and action.

"Not so the
"There

picture audience.

(in the picture theater)

is

demanded such realism

as

it

in

"Or suppose that
nive my narrative

Jack Cunningham, who adapted "The Covered Wagon," on
"Writing Direct for the Screen":

as a novel,

has never been practiced before either with pen or spoken

know that when a man rides out in
front of a mountain, the man is on a real horse in front of an
actual mountain and they demand that what he thinks and
line.

Picture audiences

does be

We

real.

influence of

lytical faculties.

ever faced and

times
to try,

we do

can have no fine flowing phrases nor the
paragraphs with which to lull the anawe
face what no other story tellers have
So,

sporific

it

we have

to

meet

it

the best

we

badly, sometimes not so badly.

Somecan.
But we have

nevertheless.

"Second section:
"Suppose that, as an author, you were faced with the fact
while the printers were setting up your story, the publisher had to pay the hero $450 a week, the heroine $1,000 a
week, the character man $500 a week and so on; that when
you described a ball room, it cost the publisher $5,000; that
while the printers were setting up the description of a ball
held in that room, it cost ten dollars a day for every person
that,

shown; that when you took your heroine and her family to
Havana, it cost something like $57,000 and some dollars out
of the pocket of the publisher, etc.,

etc.

—

is

it

not logical to

presume that you, as an author would have to know something about the- business processes and technical difficulties
of publishing

books?

BOOST STORY STANDARDS
Hopes to Raise Film Quality to New Level. Two
Day Session of
b Light Complaints of Authors in General Against
Picture Prowring General Tenor of Film Production.
Clayton Hamilton
Literature That

Are

Suitable for Picturization

"I could continue indefinitely with the eleven thousand
and
one things the man who presumes to write direct for the screen
ought to know, but the above will give some vague idea.
"Third section:
"If the story which has been scheduled for production
is a
story that ought to have been selected for screen translation,
there is no valid reason why it should be changed during that
translation,

that

is,

as

to

essentials

of

plot,

characterization

or flavor.

"There are about four reasons why stories are changed:
Because insufficient time is given for preparation of the

(a)

story in screen form; (b) because some writers and directors
are too lazy mentally to take the trouble to retain the original; (c) because actors cannot be had to adequately portray
particular characters

on which

stories often rest,

and

(d), as

remarked above, because the story should never have been
considered for screen presentation in the first place.
"The hardest thing in writing for pictures is to retain the
original story.

there

a

is

It is easier to slip into

known

some formula for which
known) public

(or at least thought to be

demand. I have been just as guilty as others, but I do know
whenever I have been able to stick to the original story,
the result has been a more successful picture than when for
one or another of the above reasons, it has not been possible
to do so."
that

should be ready and eager to take advantage of the gloi
liberties granted the author in the picture play and
revel in the
privilege of carrying along several threads of a story concurrently.

"He should, in the script submitted to the production company, not only describe the scenes as they come along in the
logical order of building up a cumulative' interest, but he should
needed to illuminate and explain the scenes.
Certainly the director, who knows in advance just what subtitles are going to back up the scenes and what talk is goin^
to be flashed in connection with any episode, can arrange every
insert all the text

'shot'

the

in

confidence

full

he

that

is

aiming

in

the

right

direction.

"The director does not wish to be hampered by a great number of instructions which have no real bearing on the si^nifi
cance of the scene with which he

is struggling.
He wants to
pretty well what the actors are thinking and saying at
that particular spot in the road, and he will take care of those

know

mechanical

details

which could

not

be

anticipated

by

the

author.

"When

say that an author should prepare his own connot saying he can, at the first attempt, turn in
a script ready to be turned over to the director or which would
include any very definite instructions to the cameramen. There
tinuity,

I

am

I

are studio secrets and there are mysteries

George Ade

said, in part:

suggest that authors writing for the screen should prepare their own continuities. They must assume the drudgery
incidental to putting down all the text and all the scenes in
their proper sequence if they expect the director to get into
"I

the story

all

the essentials of the narrative.

If

the author sub-

mits merely a skeleton scenario or brief synopsis, he can hardly expect the continuity man at the studio and the producing
director to be sufficiently expert, as mind-readers, to get every

one of the details which help to give color and variety and
completeness to the finished product.
"The average writer, when he learns that he has a story
which is coveted by a picture corporation, suspects that the
discreet thing for him to do is to grab a flat price for his propHe is scared stiff at the sugerty and run with the money.
gestion that he may wish to adapt his story to the forms of
a photoplay. He feels that he is suddenly called upon to

work

he never has learned.
he has been watching picture plays and giving them
just a little study and asking himself why they have such a
tremendous appeal to the public, there is no reason why he
at a trade

"But,

if

cannot readily get into the swing of writing in the so-called
'continuity' form.
By doing so, he can protect his story from
changes which he does not approve and he can put into it the
ingredients which belong to him, because he invented the
story, and which no one else can write to his satisfaction.
"Furthermore, he should not feel too strongly that he is
compelled to 'write down' to a feeble-minded public. It is a
hopeful sign that even highbrows now like many of the successful picture-plays.

"The author need not be alarmed because he lacks familiarity
with the 'technique' and terms employed by the experienced
He need not be up on all the tricks of photogscript writers.
raphy. He should be familiar with the screen method of getting over a st.ory, as distinguished from the methods employed
by the short story writer, the novelist, and the playwright who
is

bounded by the narrow

limits of the

proscenium arch.

He

and marvels of photography and lighting and grouping and perspective which
humble and terrify the greenhorn who is trying to order certain effects.
He must not attempt to tell the director or the
cameramen how to do their work.
"If the screen

is

ever to produce works of

of artist will have to appear.

He

will

art,

playwright trying to apply the technique of his

He

a

new

type

not be a novelist or

own

craft to

and essentially a writer for
the screen, a close student of its technique and a keen analyst
of its possibilities and limitations.
He will dominate every
phase of the production. He will originate the idea and writeins own scenario which will be as complete and unalterable
as the prompt copy of a play.
the screen.

will be primarily

"Over this scenario he will have the same control that a
playwright has over his manuscript. He will write the titles
and supervise the cutting of the

picture.

He

will either direct

the picture himself or else he will completely and authorita-

Besides all this, it is scarcely
supervise the direction.
necessary to add, he must be a genius. Until this type of
artist is developed, it is nonsense to expect the screen to give
tively

works

us

of art."

B. Maxwell, representing the British Society of Authors,

W.
said:

like to say at once merely to clear the air that it
very firm opinion, I dare say an opinion shared and
admitted by others, it (the motion picture) is an interpreta-

would

"I

is

my

tive

or an

illustrative

art,

you invent, the more you

and not
illustrate,

a

creative art.

the

better will

Flu
that

art

understand, ladies and gentlemen, that
there can be no value to any opinions that I offer you, except
from the literary point of view. I address you as a literary
man, as a representative of literary men, and as nothing else,
but of course, as you know, we writers are supposed to be
flourish.

You

will

we are supposed to know somegreat deal about the motion picand
a
thing about psychology
thoughtful, reflective people;

tures.

(Continued on Page 16)
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Triumphant, But Old Story and Excessive Detail Burden
Griffith's Latest

D.

W.

W.

D.

Griffith,

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

five

Inc.— United Artists
D. W.

—

Griffith

Capt. Staunton
Irene Sinclair
SCENARIO
W. J. Bitzer, Henrik Sartov, and H. Sintzinich
AS A
Of the highest rank in pictorial appeal
but otherwise slow, draggy, with insufficient plot for
footage consumed and far too much detail
Old retribution of man towards girl he has
wronged, with final renunciation of his career
DIRECTION
Masterful; contains an abundance of skilful
detail and displays his usual artistic enterprise throughout; presents a really human document

BY

CAMERAMEN.

.

WHOLE

—

STORY

PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS.

a
ti

h
ii

c
I

Gorgeous
Excellent

.Mae Marsh makes

triumphant return in role
with fine possibilities which she uses to the utmost; Ivor
Novello handsome and Carol Dempster pleasing but a
trifle cold; an excellent cast on the whole including Lucille La Verne and Porter Strong in darkey comedy roles;
Neil Hamilton, Charles Mack and others
EXTERIORS
Louisiana bayou country shots beautiful
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Splendid but very often too much of it
.

p'

.

CHARACTER OF STORY

a

Minister

who

remorse for an indiscretion, finds the
baby, marries her and renounces his vows

tinual

suffers
girl

con-

and her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

To be distributed in
about 8,500 feet
The foremost producer of motion pictures in America is
David W. Griffith. Rightly he has been termed "the Master"
because in his own way, over a period of many years, he has
built for himself a place in the hearts of the American people
which no one has been able to supplant. But that very richness of experience; that very touch of mastery places
in
the position where his great public expects from him a master's
touch in and with everything he does. They were disappointed in "One Exciting Night," and in many instances told him
so by failing to support the box-office. And it is a very grave
question whether they will not be in "The White Rose," his

DW

latest production.
All of the many

tricks of Griffith producing qualities are
there: magnificent locations, gentle touches, comedy relief, an
excellent cast, superb photograph)", but
and it is a tremendous
"but" the story is old, wellworn, threadbare in spots and insufficient in strength for an eight or nine reeler, regardless of
the vast amount of detail that, interesting at times, usually
tires and fails to hold interest to the end.
And this makes for
a disappointment because otherwise it is so superb.
So, despite all the rest of it, the question arises whether the
story will hold your audience
and remember, the show is so
1< up
that you will have no opportunity to build the program
up with anything else. Yon will have to depend upon the

—

—

it will run an hour and forty or fortyminutes when it reaches you, if you run it on an 85 schedIf you rush it through the machines
ule as it should be run.
then you will be worse off, because the tempo of the production will have been entirely spoiled.
As shown in New York
it is about 10,000 feet, but it will be cut before release to 8,500.
It should be cut considerably more and much of the detail, interesting and at times beautiful, out, thus speeding it up,
might make for much better entertainment.
This, however, is certain: regardless of whether "The White
Rose" succeeds or not, Mae Marsh gives a performance compelling in its sincerity, so appealing and beautiful that it places
her where she belongs
in the forefront of those stars who
think they can handle this sort of a role. Of course the masterful hand of
is seen in the many bits; the poignant expressions, the facial contortions which Mae registers.
He is a
great director, never discount that, because he gets more out
of his people than anyone else ever does.
But admitting DW's
skill and knowledge Mae Marsh as "Teazie" will stand out as
a performance long after all others in the production are

feature to hold them, for

Griffith presents

"THE WHITE ROSE"

—

—

DW

forgotten. She has made a character that will serve as a standard for a long time.

The keynote

of the theme is essentially one of pathos, and
were from seed to flower as the story progresses
with the development of the heroine's character in the course
it

of

grows
its

as

it

growth.

manner

Too much cannot

be

said

in

favor of

the

which Mr. Griffith has handled the character played
by Miss Marsh.
From the moment she appears fresh from
an orphanage with her "to whom it may concern" reference,
through the period of frivolity in which companionship brands
her and the resultant misfortune and degradation carries her
down, the director has struck the human note, building toward
a grand climax with a force that is compelling,
smashing

m

in

—

dramatic quality.
There are times when Griffith might have adhered more
ciosely to the theme such as in the prolonged agony of the
conscious
stricken
minister-hero.
Incidentally
Novello's
character is not as carefully developed as that of Miss Marsh.
This is not to say that Novello is insincere, but his ability to
act is considerably overshadowed by his handsomeness, which
its

numerous close-ups.
Bessie Williams, otherwise known as Teazie, is led
to believe that it is good business to flirt and dress up like
a Christmas tree. Teazie adapts herself readily, and generously,
gaining a reputation, although she really is "good."
Joseph
Beaugarde, theological student, chides himself for having fallen
in love with Teazie and leaves the heartbroken girl, satisfied
to believe what the gossips say about her.
Joseph becomes
a minister while Teazie, unknown to him, the mother of his
son, struggles for an existence.
Teazie, dying, is cared for
by an old negress who calls in Marie Carrington, Joseph's brideto-be.
Later Joseph is called recognizes Teazie, while Marie,
to whom he had already confessed of the past, releases him.
He renounces his vows to marry Teazie, his onlv love and
Marie marries her childhood sweetheart.
Griffith hasn't failed to exploit in

Story:

Making Money On This One May Prove a Problem
Bex
There

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

is a big problem ahead of you on "The White Rose."
are going to ask you a lot of money for it, that's cerAnd the big question is whether you want to gamble
tain.
with it and take a chance of going into the "red" or let the
other fellow across street do the gambling.
Because, despite
that it's a Griffith production and all that this implies, it is of
such length, story value considered, that it is worth while figuring whether your folks arc going to like it. It isn't a pretty
story, and some of your home folk may not like the idea of
their children seeing it. especially if they happen to be church
loving folk who try to inspire their children with ideas of what

They

ministers and preachers are
to be in actual life.

—regardless

of

what they happen

You can talk about Mae Marsh and her exquisite performance.
You can go the limit on that and you'll not disappoint
a soul. You can make all the promises in the world and she'll
live up.
And otherwise, the magnificent locations, the general
excellence of the cast and production values gives you more
to talk about. But be careful of over-exploiting the story.
If your folks saw "One Exciting Night" it will be well to
tell them that the latest Griffith is entirely different, and a
much finer production, because it is.
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Not Enough

This

to

Agnes Ayres

in Spite of a

Good Idea They Had

in

"THE HEART RAIDER"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Wesley Ruggles
Harry Durant and Julie Heme
Jack Cunningham
Charles Schoenbaum

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

short picture

fair idea for a

but a tiresome and uninteresting feature theme
Seldom suggests a real entertainment;
not nearly enough situations to hold it together
Gives it far too much footage even
DIRECTION
granting that it is only about five reels

STORY

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Not
STAR

SUPPORT

Good
All right

likely to cause a sensation in this

Mahlon Hamilton appears

ill

one

at ease;

to Start

that consumes five reels is her insistent effort to "land"
John Dennis, a bachelor, just because sin- overheard
him tell her lather that he wouldn't marry her for Eng
land's debt to the United States, or some such com-

parison.

Had

Muriel's scheme embraced some real thrills or

any form of excitement, "The Heart Raider" would
have offered a fair entertainment, but it resolves itself
into just so many pictures with pretty Palm Beach
backgrounds, of themselves attractive, but their con-

tribution to the feature

pictorial pleasure, not en-

is

Probably the authors thought the storm
sequence in the climax would suffice for excitement
but it isn't likely that anyone is going to get a thrill
out of Muriel's pursuit of her hero and her subsequent
rescue by him when her boat is capsized during the
tertainment.

storm.

comedian others Frazer
Coulter, Marie Burke and Charles Riegal
Good Palm Beach shots
EXTERIORS

The development is obvious from the
know that the girl will eventually win him

INTERIORS
DETAIL

five reels, the

Charles Ruggles

fair

;

Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich girl wins bachavoided her because of her madcap

who

elor

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,075 feet

Agnes Ayres hasn't been running in very good luck
lately as far as story material is concerned. For a variation, perhaps,
in

rich girl

Paramount has given her

a

farcical

which she plays the role of a daring youngwhose pranks cause her father so many dam-

age suits that he insures himself against

The

her acts.

idea, as far as

it

liability

for

goes, is fairly inter-

new, suggests
But suggestion is
plenty of amusing complications.
as far as it gets. The event in the life of Muriel Gray
esting

and

although

not

startlingly

Will Hardly Keep
Box

There

isn't

one and not

very

much

much more

ment upon which
though the idea

over and in
spite of the fact that Wesley Ruggles has only used up
story could have been told in

footage, and to better advantage.
happens during the five reels that it

So

much

little

doubtful

is

less

actually
if

they'll

be sufficiently interested to wait for the ending. The
vein is weak although Charles Ruggles might
have put in a few laughs if given half a chance.

for

in the

to get

itself

you

is

to talk

way

about

in this

of actual entertain-

good one.

it

Alisn't

.

to be popular

A

the role of Muriel Grey.

slap-stick touch in

which

she bounces off the back of a chariot seems not quite
The cast, like the star,
in keeping with her dignity.

from a poor story.
Muriel Gray, "a speed girl." vows she'll
Story:
marry fohn Dennis in spite of his continual preaching
suffers

against her

mad

escapades.

How

she succeeds

is

told

slow moving series of incidents, ending
a storm and a rescue by her "victim."
in a fairly

Interested to the

in

End

chance or if you think it will do with a good
But
short reel program, it might be a fair chance.
something
likely
you'll
need
for a hot weather program
more satisfying and capable of holding them. Use the
Say: •She found out that
title to indicate the theme.
ga>
a certain man wouldn't marry her because of her
him
win
went
out
to
Raider'
Heart
escapades so 'The
a better

as a

attention.

Agnes Ayres happens

the most of a severe handicap in

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your folks interested.
a rather

Agnes Ayres makes

Them

fashion and nothcarried out in particularly interesting
capable of holding the
ing really happens to make it

If

You

start.

comedy

escapades

theme

With

it

might stand

husband

in

spite of himself.

latesl picture and learn

it"

See Agnes Ayres'

she succeeded."
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Nothing Very Interesting About This Crook Melodrama
Herbert Rawlinson

The most glaring incongruity

in

"RAILROADED"
Edmund Mortimer

AUTHOR

Margaret Bryant

SCENARIO BY

Charles Kenyon
Allen Davey

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Far too complicated to prove

satisfying

and denouement does not include

complete explanation

Crook melodrama that promises

to be

improbable and

interesting but dwindles into

draggy picture
Fair; seems to have gotten off the
track of the continuity seldom makes things

fairly

DIRECTION

;

convincing

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Overacts

All right

Generally good
as usual; never

overcomes

this

fault

SUPPORT

Adequate; including Esther Ralston,

Alfred Fisher, David Torrence, Lionel Belmore

and Mike Donlin, former baseball

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

star
Suffice

All right

Not

CHARACTER OF STORY
comes criminal

to

particularly

Son

avenge death

good

of judge be-

of pal but love

of girl prevents carrying out his oath

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A
it

happen in
doesn't mean very much.

good deal seems

all

it

to

5,390 feet
this picture

but for

Evidently the

or else he took the liberty of not following

di-

it.

At

any rate "Railroaded" wanders along through five reels
during which Rawlinson tries to carry out his plan of
revenge to kill the man who caused the death of his
pal and brought about his own imprisonment.

—

Have To Like Rawlinson
Box

It

is

As

at present there is too

develop the

what

Not having given reasonable excuse

plot.

obviously a

matter to
retain the attention of the spectator with ensuing
events. Possibly they will wait around hoping for a
complete denouement in the climax but once again
for

follows,

is

it

difficult

You never find
why his pal died a

they are due for a disappointment.

why

out

hero was imprisoned nor

convict's death.

Margaret Bryant's theme, to begin with, isn't conspicuous with probabilites and it is unfortunate since
her opening situation promises a crook melodrama

somewhat out of the ordinary. Instead it runs into
almost straight romance with the absurd situation of
the father, a judge whose "sternness and uncompromising attitude" has resulted in making his son a criminal,
enforcing a form of penance upon his son by placing
him
and

in

charge of a

man who

exacts certain punishments

Of course there

partial exile.

is

a girl in the case

who the means of bringing about hero's redemption.
Herbert Rawlinson's perpetual overacting continues
is

He

never acts natural. His performance consists of a series of poses from start to
finish.
Esther Ralston is his leading lady and in the

in this latest picture.

is

Mike Donlin, former baseball

Story

:

Judge Garbin believes

player.

his

son dead until

name of
The son had become a
death of a comrade. At

he sees his picture in the paper under the

Ragland, an escaped convict.
crook in order to avenge the
a meeting of father and son the latter agrees to remain
with a friend of the father's until the prison term is out.
There he meets the girl who brings about his redemption and prevents him from carrying out the oath to
kill

his pal's murderer.

To Accept His

Latest

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

some additional explanatory
"Railroaded" could be made more interest-

it is

timer proceeds in more or less mysterious fashion, to

Especially Well

possible that with

sub-titles
ing.

no giv-

important detail being made known, director Mor-

this

cast

rector didn't have a very carefully prepared continuity

They'll

is

,

DIRECTOR

STORY

that there

en motive for the killing of the pal nor a reason as to
wh Rawlinson had been sent to prison. Then without

Universal

AS A

is

much going on

that

Nor

is it

likely that

drawing card
his

appearing

Rawlinson

to get the picture
in

it.

is

a sufficiently

by on the strength

have even

wife that he would do so.

nothing for you to base promises on.

for yourself.

of

You'll have to think this one over

mean anything in particular to the audience.
They don't know why hero was imprisoned and they
don't know why he is so anxious to kill the murderer
of his comrade except that he made a vow to the latter's
doesn't

strong

There are so many better crook melo-

dramas on the market right now that a poor one
a slighter

chance of getting by.

will

There

is
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Highly Improbable But Good Amusement
Douglas MacLean
'^A

Thomas H.

in

—Asso. First

DIRECTOR

tricks for

Nat'l. Pict.

James

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN
AS A

W. Home

Bradley King
Bradley King

SCENARIO BY

Max DuPont

WHOLE

A

good

please a majority;

lively picture that should

fast-moving and not too

is

lon S

STORY

Comedy mystery

that has its improbabut they furnish good amusement most
of the time
bilities

DIRECTION

Keeps things going first rate and
succeeds in retaining the interest nicely; slightly overdoes one sequence in latter reels

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does
the

De

Boetler and

others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate

Ample
Rich fellow turns

crook for fun but accidentally captures band
plotting to rob him of valuable diamonds

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,636 feet

"A Man of Action"
Boy 13" hut the star

latest.

is

a

still
better picture than "Bell
has a long way to go to do another "Hottentot" which
was the best picture he ever made. His present release
offers an entertainment that is lively and amusing. The
theme is more or less improbable but it suffices for a
fast-moving picture and for those who will not take
the farfetched bits too seriously, and accept them in
the light of the amusement for which they are intend-

ed.

they should prove satisfying.

Likely

To

Satisfy

well liked

heartily received than

Motte, a pretty and pleasing lead for the star; Ray-

"A Man
if

should attract attention.

he

most

of a fairly silly

plosive.

The comedy

in connection with

Hatton

isn't

very amusing. Wade Boetler is the "tough guy" who
gives hero MacLean the idea to become "A Man of
Action."

James W. Home has done pretty well with the material and generally used the cast to the best advantage.

Production values are up to standard and

told the picture

summer

^

is

all

a tolerable one, fairly well suited to

business.

tory: Bruce MacAllister is upbraided by his nallcee
Helen Sumner, for allowing his servants to pamper
him. Spike McNab, the butler's nephew, gives Bruce
the idea of becoming a man of action. Bruce pretends
to go away hut instead joins a group of crooks hired
by the managers of Bruce's estate to steal the Mac
Allister diamonds.
Bruce is not recognized and the
remainder of the picture consists of his efforts to keep
in with the crooks hut at the same time prevent them
from stealing his diamonds. It ends happily with the
crooks arrested and Helen satisfied with Bruce.
,

/

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of Action" will be

isn't

the

part, that of a freak trying to invent a noiseless ex-

A Majority Especially If They Favor Star

This latest MacLean feature is pleasing enough and
with sufficient amusement to make it a satisfying
summer entertainment. It is not too long and should
not prove boring for length even though the theme may
not appeal particularly to your patrons. If Douglas
is

More like "The Hottentot" would make him
much more valuable asset to the box office. He has
good supporting cast that includes Marguerite De La

for him.

/

Box

MacLean

that the Ince organization cannot find better material

mond Hatton, who makes

La Motte, Raymond Hatton, Wade

Douglas MacLean's

employed many times to create a mysThere are stairways that close up.
trap doors, secret passages and similar contrivances intended to increase the suspense and heighten the action.
These hits serve satisfactorily to keep the story
moving along hut in this instance particularly, director Home might have toned it clown to advant;
and spent a little less time on it.
Douglas MacLean gives a pleasing performance and
for such a clean-cut comedian it seems unfortunate

a

First rate; includes Marguerite

[airly familiar -lock

of Ins situations and thi

tery atmosphere.

All right
of

some

that have been

a

good work and furnishes most

CHARACTER OF STORY

Seriously

episode d
ing with the efforts of hero Ma< Lean and a hand of
crooks to secure the diamonds is composed of ti

Good

amusement

SUPPORT

Not Taken

Bradley King has included some

MAN OF ACTION"
Ince

If

popular and the

more
title

For catchlines you might say "In Douglas Mac
Lean's latest he becomes a crook and robs his own
house. There's a reason. See the picture and learn
why." Or, "Is your fiance 'A Man of Action.' Douglas
MacLean becomes one in his latest picture to satisfy
his sweetheart. See the picture for what happens as a
a result." You might use the names of Marguerite De
La Motte and Raymond Hatton also.
:
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Safety Last opened today
in

to the biggest

matinee

the history of the theatre tonight they are

coming
all

».
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in

droves look for engagement

records audience

is

never heard so much laughter
congratulations

gards
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to

smash

to

eating the picture up
in

a

theatre

Harold Lloyd and Pathe
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re-
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Theatre.
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Safety Last is a once in a
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you sore because your
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Safely Last in a knockout played yesn la
and today to the largest Saturday and Sunday business in the history of the hou^e exceeding even lhai of Robin Hood which established
a new record three weeks ago stop It went
over great with capacity audiences goi everybody m town including members of the President's party hut owing to us being Sunday he
sent his thanks and regrets Many stage and
screen celebrities fully expect to reach the
gross estimated will mail exploitation stuff in
a day or so Congratulations

on

Safety

Last

STANLEY C WARRICK

Largest Business in History of

House

West

in

Palm Beach,

Fla.

*

W WEST 46TM

UNION

cAM

TEL1
STREET NEW

TOM

Biggest Business of Year
in

Akron

'

Safety Last smashed all
previous opening records by
nearly five hundred dollars
establishing a record that
will
probably
stand
for
many moons. C. W. DIEBEL,
Liberty
Theatre.

Youngstown

Liberty in Youngstown
Breaks All Opening
Records by $500.00
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23
Manager Pathe ExSales
change Inc 35 West 45ih St New
York NY
Opening Safety last Saturj
of the town stop Unbroken line at
box office all day Sunday stop One

Cen

roar
every audience
continuous
drowned music of orchestra stop
Generally predicted will be most
successful
run of any picture
plaved here stop
\\

A

ASCHMANN

Unbroken Line
Office All

at Box-

Day

;
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Delightful

Romance

Most

"CHILDREN OF DUST"
Frank Borzage Prod.

—Asso.

First Nat'l. Pict.

DIRECTOR

Frank Borzage
Tristram Tupper
Agnes Christine Johnston
SCENARIO BY
Chester Lyons
An artistic picture with story
AS A
presented and splendidly acted
attractively
very
a trifle too long
Pretty love story with prologue delightSTORY
fully portrayed by capable juvenile players has
good comedy touches
Always artistically keen; much
DIRECTION
effective and realistic detail

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

;

d
tl

h

c
1

To

start

with Borzage presents

First rate

work

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Excellent

CHARACTER OF STORY
boy and poor boy
settled by World War

Childhood rivalry

of rich

for favor of rich girl

is

after

ries the

which she mar-

poor fellow

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,228 feet

For sheer romance you couldn't ask for anything
prettier than this latest Borzage production, "Children
of the Dust," a love story by Tristram Tupper, a sort
of chronological tale of the loves of two boys, one
rich and the other poor, and that of a little rich girl.
The theme is extremely slight as far as situations are
concerned but it makes up for this default in an abundance of interesting detail, fine artistic touches and several particularly attractive performances.

Can Undoubtedly Be Handled To
Box
The

lack

action or

of

situations

in

audience, particularly the

But

"Children of

for

blood and

for the

to

average

home crowd you can

on "Children of Dust" pleasing them.
that

it

offers

and

they'll

to the

always a pleasingly old-fashioned
Josephine Adair who acts and looks

is

little girl

much

of the old

Gramercy Park days.

interesting detail in this prologue and

many

fine touches especially in connection with the
costumes worn by the people, manner of head-dress
and even to the dresses and suits worn by the children.
The old hansom cab lends another touch of realism.
Borzage has used good judgment in connection with
the World War episode in not going into it in too great
detail.
His comedy touches are delightful although
much of it is due to the fine work of Bert Woodruff,
as the old gardner who is relating the story to an old
crony as his entrance speech to Heaven should St.
Peter ask for a recommendation. Borzage might have
refrained from having St. Peter weep after hearing the
story, however, even though there are some quite
pathetic bits toward the close.
Cutting would improve the picture as it still runs a trifle too long.

Besides the excellent portrayal of Woodruff there is
pleasing romantic trio comprised of Johnnie

the

Walker, Lloyd Hughes and Pauline Garon who
climbing the ladder.

Many And

Satisfy

The Box

is still

Office

rely

They'll love the

the principals, not forgetting Bert Woodruff, as the
old gardner.

Appeal particularly
the younger element.
pecially well.

The

well to expend a

title

to

your feminine patrons and

They

will like the picture es-

needs explaining so it might be
put it over. Use plenty

little effort to

of stills in the lobby and let them know the story deals
with the love of two soldiers for one girl. Under stills
of Walker and Hughes run the line "Which one will
she marry." It should be worth getting them inter:

romance

Added

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

thunder plays and just wouldn't permit themselves
be pleased with a pretty romance.

prologue with

of Frankie Lee,

the part of a

There

a

especially delightful.

is

lad, there is little

Please

Dust" should not cause you any worry unless you know
your patrons have a decided preference

this picture pleasing

other losses.

LIGHTINGS

;

making
for the

heading of narrative wherein the lack of increased inIt is not so
terest would be expected to be missed.
with "Children of Dust." In spite of the fact that there
is little for you to wonder about and hardly any call
for speculation on your part, your interest in the romance of the two boys and a girl, is so well founded
and so beautifully pictured that it compensates for all

juveniles that

Bert Woodruff gives remarkably fine
and interesting performance Johnnie Walker,
Pauline Garon and Lloyd Hughes a pleasing romantic trio Frankie Lee and Josephine Adair
clever youngsters
Pretty
EXTERIORS

1923

very skilful treatment
It isn't the easiest thing to
make a theme of this character as interesting as Borzage has managed to do, with the spectator's attention
retained throughout. It might readily come under the

Very good

;

ii

of the credit for

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

10,

Splendidly Acted

goes to director Borzage
he has given the story.

AUTHOR

p

And

In Picture Well Directed

Arthur H. Jacobs presents

1

Sunday, June

DAILV

10

be delighted with

Pauline Garon, Johnnie Walker and Lloyd

Hughes

as

ested.

THE
Sunday, June

1923

10,
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Pleasing Entertainment With
Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno

Good Combi

Miss Daniels is a much more suitable type, she has
considerable advantage in a better story.

in

"THE EXCITERS"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Maurice Campbell

AUTHOR

Martin Brown

SCENARIO BY

John Colton and Sonya Levien

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

George Webber

.Another "speed girl" picture, similar to the latest Agnes Ayres release, but far
better entertainment

STORY
good

fast

.

.

Comedy-drama, farfetched, but with
moving continuity and some first rate

bits of action

DIRECTION

Keeps

it

going along nicely and
all

PHOTOGRAPHY

suited

;

the

Very good

Good
nice

team work and both are well

Not

particularly important; includes

Burr Mcintosh, Diana Allen, Cyril Ring, Henry
Sedley and others

EXTERIORS

More Palm Beach

INTERIORS
DETAIL

stuff

All right

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

To

leave father

fortune which she will inherit, girl, believing she
is dying, marries burglar, recovers, and finds

husband

is

Martin Brown's story isn't anything especially out
the- ordinary and Ids basic idea is pretty farfetched.
Nevertheless it is built up with a good variety ol in-

oi

cidents that keep

it

interesting and exciting at turns.

Aside from the romantic angle pf it. you have action
that includes an aeroplane wreck, a motor boat chase
and the excitement in the climax when hero's true
identity, that of a detective,

disclosed and his ac-

is

quired crook accomplices are turned over to the police.
The thrills thus afforded, while of a fairly mild variety,
are nicely handled and get over.

The aeroplane

spill

particularly effective and the landing shot showing
the occupants being hurled out is quite realistic.

way

will please the majority

SUPPORT

a

is

holds the attention pretty evenly

LIGHTINGS
Do
STARS

nation of Situations

Director Campbell has supplied a good production
and has generally handled the situations to get the
most out of them. He has also done a lot to keep the

development from being obvious and while the burglar
hero turns out to be a gentleman of refinement who
was merely posing as a crook to trap a gang who ruined a pal, it wouldn't have made an awful lot of difference, as far as the audience was concerned, if he had
remained a burglar.
Antonio Moreno
satisfy the feminine

a fine type

members

Daniels appears to get a

Ronnie Rand and
Story:

of fine quality

is

5,939 feet

Ronnie Rand

twenty-one.

any audience.

Bebe

fun out of the role of

will please her admirers.

her aunt providing she

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

of

lot of

and will completely

to inherit a fortune left by

is

is

married before she becomes
is dying, the result of an

Believing she

Bebe Daniels and Agnes Ayres are competing for
honors as "speed girls" in their latest productions, "The

aeroplane accident. Ronnie orders a hurried marriage

Exciters" and "The Heart Raider" respectively, with

ent,

Bebe Daniels the winner by far in a picture that offers
a much more pleasing entertainment than the Ayres

implicated with some crooks and later learns that Mar-

feature.

The

stars

have similar roles and although

selecting Martel. a burglar,
as a husband.

How

who happens

to be pres-

Ronnie recovers, becomes

not a burglar, but on the trail of the crooks,
followed by the couple's happiness.
tel is

is

Should Get Over Nicely and Can Stand Some Promises
Box
In

all

probabilities you'll find

number and capable of holding
way. You can make promises

t'his

a

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good summer

their attention all

the

for its entertainment

about the
romantic angle >f it for the men mention the crook
theme and you can safely say the picture has some

women

value and for your

folks

to

talk

Play up the two star> and you might use catchlines
"What would you do if you found out you had
married a burglar? It happens to Bebe Daniels in her
latest picture. 'The Exciters' in which she is co-starred
with Antonio Moreno." Use stills in the lobby and
such as:

;

and good bits of action. A trailer of the aeroplane fall and the wreck should get them interested.
thrills

whatever other exploitation you think necessary to get
The picture is not over long and
their attention.
should permit of accompanying short reel subjects.

THE AFFAIRS
OF LADY

HAMILTON
was held over at the

PARK THEATRE
BOSTON,

for

MASS.

THREE WEEKS because*
•?

*?

-3

SB

III
CJ

hi

G
^m
9

**

Costumed ushers, a street ballyhoo as
shown below, tags for automobiles and a
crew of Western Union messengers who
delivered "Parkograms," telling of "The
Lady

were the stunts
responsible for the big opening of this
production at the Park Theatre. Write us
Affairs of

I

lain lion,"
i

for a detailed description of the auto
tag

and messenger boy

ideas.

1st:

It

received intelligent exploitation

and publicity. The stunts were cleverly
planned to reach not only the passersby on
the street, but were also directed to reach
the movie-goer at his or her home.
2nd:

The picture itself is a money-maker.

Boston talked about it; the newspapers
praised it and as a result, the greatest
force for profitable box-office results was
set in motion WORD OF MOUTH ADVERTISING! These two factors were also
responsible for the record-breaking run
at the Strand Theatre, Providence, R. I.

its

a

HODKINSON picturer

THE
Sunday, June

10,
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San Francisco Earthquake Makes Fine Climax
Lon Chaney with

out of the ordinary, but upon analysis

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

A

— Universal

Lambert Hillyer
William Dudley Pelley
Charles Kenyon
Dwight Warren
picture that is a good deal out

may

of the ordinary in spite of certain bits that

familiar

Uses the San Francisco earthquake

of

1906 as fine climax for drama; very well done

DIRECTION

Gives story

rate presentation

first

and develops it with interest rather well sustained; might have used slightly less footage

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STARS
which
suited

A

Good
Good
particularly appropriate vehicle in

Lon Chaney, who
Virginia
and capable

to use

;

is

especially well

Valli

pretty

a

Mower,

Satisfactory; includes Jack

William Welsh and Christine Mayo
All right

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Crippled accomplice
to prevent carrying

underworld queen tries
out of her plans and following earthquake
cured and happy with girl he loves

of

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

6,758 feet

Universal's latest Jewel release is not quite as big
an attraction as far as the box office is concerned when
compared with some previous Jewel productions. Outside of the performance of Lon Chaney it really boasts

one big

the great

San

the climax in which
Francisco earthquake of 1906 serves as

moment and

Will Satisfy a

that

is

Certain audiences will be well pleased with the
picture and where they like crook stories it should go
cases.

very well.
a role similar to that

to use

does contain
the old

with revenge as its source.
Of course "The Shock" serves as an excellent vehicle
for the exploitation of Lon Chaney, whose ability to
handle the role of a cripple is little short of uncanny.

His portrayal of Wilse Dilling, the accomplice of
Queen Ann, an underworld figure of prominence, is
interesting and for the most part convincing. Chaney
has a faculty for making a role of this type convincing
without its appearing forced, so his admirers will undoubtedly be well satisfied with "The Shock" regardless of whether the theme happens to appeal to them
or not.

Director Hillyer has done very well with the story
For the
and provided a satisfactory production.

amount

of material,

much

however, he has used up

a

little

footage, to the extent that the early reels

are slow and he fails to get into his actual story quickly

Later on Hillyer gathers a little more speed
and the interest picks up. with the spectacular finish
which presents the earthquake. This has been well
done and furnishes a first rate thrill. The ending is
a bit abrupt, or at least it would have been better not

have jumped right from the ruins and the hero and
heroine apparently victims, to the final scene showing
them both fully recovered and hero restored to the use

to

of his limbs.

The regeneration

the crippled

of

crook

has been

romance between the girl and
good touch of sympathy, although it is

nicely handled and the

the cripple a

hard for it to be convincing. Virginia Valli is a pretty
heroine and Christine Mayo a successful schemer as
queen of the underworld.

a

Box

Office

As Other

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Although there are plenty of good exploitation angles and rather a good deal to talk about in connection with a showing of this latest Jewel, still it doesn't
appear to have the same drawing power as some previous releases. But this will probably not apply in all

You have Lon Chaney's name

it

among them

miracle idea and an underworld blackmailing scheme

Good Many But Probably Not As Big
Ghaney Features
Box

he hns

familiar situations,

enough.

EXTERIORS

of but

some pretty

too

heroine

SUPPORT

William Dudlej

Jewel

SCENARIO BY

STORY

conclusion to the drama.

a thrilling

Pelley 's story, on the surface, seems rather unique and

AUTHOR

seem

Ghaney Picture

"THE SHOCK"

DIRECTOR

AS A

Virginia Villi in

in Latest

and

tell

which he played

in

them
"The

Miracle

Man" and "The

other pictures which you

"The Trap," "Voices
"Flesh and Blood."
shortly,

Penalty."

Also

recall

may have shown

of the City,"

his

such as

"Shadows"

and

Universal has another to come

"The Hunchback

of

Notre Dame."

Be

sure

mention the earthquake climax. Jt contains a fine
to
thrill and a trailer of this bit might readily serve

to

bring them back.

Universal has prepared extensive

exploitation sheets for your benefit.

fhgS^JDAILY
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Another Domestic Drama Well Cast and Produced
once again, you have the happy though married couple
living in a nicely furnished but unpretentious home,
and going to smash as far as happiness is concerned
with the husband's acquisition of a twenty thousand

Jane Novak in

"DIVORCE"
Film Booking Offices

DIRECTOR

Chester Bennett

AUTHOR

Andrew Bennison
Andrew Bennison

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Jack MacKenzie
theme or handling

WHOLE

AS A

Not new in
work nicely and story

but players'
appeal for many audiences

STORY

As

still

holds

It

hap-

pens every day

The

story affords no startling

maxes and has been followed
good mounting

closely.

cli-

Provides
All right

Good
sweet and good to look

at; gets her

part over nicely

SUPPORT

John Bowers does well as the husband Margaret Livingston good as other woman. Phillippe de Lacy a very cute kiddie. Others include James Corrigan, Edythe Chapman,
;

Freeman Wood

Few

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

Appropriate

An

Adequate
argument to

prove that some men can't experience financial
success without neglecting their wives

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

"Divorce," starring Jane Novak, contains one of the
oldest standard picture plots. It has been made with

times without number. Nevertheless, if folks didn't seem to like it, it stands to reason
that producers wouldn't keep on using it. and so.
infinite variations

No

There are some cute touches and a very
sweet youngster that lend some really good human
incidents.

Jane Novak's work in the role of the wife is decidedly worth while, although she isn't called upon for a
great deal of strongly dramatic work.
She is very
good to look at and gets her part over with charm
that is none the less forceful because of its delicacy.
John Bowers is also good as the husband, and the rest
of the cast

is

entirely adequate.

There are numerous

sets that are attractive

and

will

appeal to audiences that favor the "society" type of
picture.
Altogether, there should be no reason why

"Divorce" will not
cess, because while

meet

with fair financial
has no unusual features,

it

the kind of picture that will appeal to a great

and

in

addition

it

is

sucit

is

many

well cast and nicely produced.

It is a question, however, whether it was wise or necessary to allow the footage to run as long as it does
in view of the fact that there is no startling denoue-

ment and the audience expects the reconciliation between erring husband and patient wife she is almost
unnaturally sweet

— for

—

a long time before

it

actually

happens.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mounted, well-acted picture which,
while containing no unusual or melodramatic sitnations will still appeal to a good many folk who favor
a "problem play," the problem in "Divorce" being how
a couple may be happy on twenty thousand a year
w hen they were previously as happy as they couLd be
is

The story unfolds smoothly enough, and the usual
things happen, without any tricks, thrills or unusual

Unusual Situations But Material Should Please a Good Many
Box

This

showing the wife's
parents getting a divorce after half a lifetime of marriage.
Right after that, when the young husband tells
the young wife nothing like that could ever happen to
them, you know it surely will. And you're not disapa little different,

is

interest bits.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Very
STAR

The opening

pointed.

old as the eternal triangle.

DIRECTION

dollar a year job.

a nicely

on half that amount.
type of picture

Where

it

The

title

may

give an idea of the

is.

is a favorite you don't have to be
up her name, and you can also mention
John Bowers and Margaret Livingston, and a satis-

the star

told to play

factory supporting cast.

Short Stuff
Mummy"— Fox

"The
Type

of production

Where

slap-stick

2 reel
still

is

comedy

considered excellent entertainment

and where rough-and-tumble action can be depended upon to
amuse, this Fox comedy will be enjoyed because there are
some really funny situations contained in it, in spite of its
far-fetched theme, which is, however, taken care of by using
The owner of one of
that old stand-by, the dream ending.
the oldest automobiles in existence, after many mixups, colHe is knocked out and dreams
lides with a telegraph pole.
that a couple of thieves plan to steal an Egyptian mummy belonging to his sweetheart's father. He takes the place of the
real mummy and the resultant complications will bring a good

man}' laughs.

Type

of production

1

Type of production
Baby Peggy, the star

intelligence displayed

remarkable

feature

by the four-footed players

of

comedy

Century comedy, can be counted
on to captivate a goodly majority of any audience no matter
what she does. This time they have her running a cafeteria in
of this

addition to helping her father, whose dental parlor is next
door. There is some well-handled stuff showing a dog that
has inhaled laughing gas sailing up to the ceiling of the room
and then through the window, with Peggy attempting to reach
him by following him up in the air attached to a bunch of toy
balloons. Another ludicrous scene shows several patients also

parked up on the ceiling awaiting the

inflated with gas

dentist.

Type

of

And Old Shoes"— Carter DeHaven— F.
production

B.

reel

2

O.

comedy

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven again stage a little tragicomedy of domestic life. As the title would indicate this time it
The thoughful groom has taken a drawis a honeymoon tour.
ing

room on

the train so that they might be alone, but as

Everything
train robbers interrupt their would-be

almost immediately develops,

from fainting women

to

it

this

is

not to be.

even when they arrive at their destination, they are not
In desperation they buy a bungalow
left alone for a minute.
and strike out for the wilderness.
automobile
mounted on an
they are entirely alone they find
think
they
But alas! When
bliss,

the whole U, S.

Army

The old gag of the
much desired peace.

drilling at their side.

smallpox sign finally brings

them

their

"The Sea

Type

western

differs

somewhat from

an absence of the
the usual run of this series in that there is
Instead
hills.
western
the
familiar quick-riding chase across
players
the
having
of
suspense
the interest is held by the
gather at a ranch house
culate

through

the

They cirto each other.
rooms managing to just miss
There is even a bit more romance

unknown

different

each other all the time.
Hill, and there
than usual between the hero and Josephine
Lafe Hyde
westerns.
of
lovers
please
will
are two fights that
but
daughter Ruth shall marry Job Larabee,
insists

Dreams"

of

that his

Zeke goes to a
Ruth and Zeke Enright think differently.
thinking the ranch
neighboring ranch as a caretaker. Ruth,
Job, knowing she is there,
unoccupied, goes there to rest.
general mix-up with everything ending
follows her. Ensues a
well for the lovers.

This

is

This Warren A.

— Warren

Newcombe

A.

— Educational

1

Newcombe

as the featured player,

is

comedy.

a first-rate animal

of production

short

reel,

reel

fantasy

with Hazel Lindsley

interesting in so far as

is

it

a

de-

parture from the usual material contained in a film of this
length.
It is a "love fantasy" and opens with a pair of lovers

The girl tells the boy
have had the usual quarrel.
the
rest of the reel deals
of a strange dream she has had and
wherein the maiden
tale
allegorical
with this dream, really an
finally saved from
but
is
Deceit
of
Castle
is carried off to the

who

Doubt by

the spectre of

hands.

Some

True Love held in her
in miniature and tinactual sets has not been done as

the

of

the

Sword

of

sets

are

switching from drawings to
smoothly as it might have been.

from an otherwise attractive

This detracts to some extent

picture.

"Pick and Shovel"— Hal

Roach— Pathe

Type of production
With a seriousness somewhat reminiscent

1

reel

of the

comedy

inimitable

Keaton, Stan Laurel gets through the various gags connected
with happenings in a coal mine in this, his third comedy for
He toys playfully with a carload of dynamite, flirts
Pathe.
miners.
with the owner's daughter and gets in wrong with the
gets
main
There is a good bit of excitement when the water
another
mule
is
disconnected and floods the shaft, and a small
source of amusement.

Altogether. "Pick and Shovel" will be

where rough and tumble comedy goes

"Lonesome Luck"

2 reel western

latest two-reel

is the most
slow-motion

introduced at the finish that will get plenty of laughs.
whose duty it is
to watch a peanut stand, on which a hungry monkey has his
eyes.
The monk resorts to many bits of strategy and finally
wins his point. The finish shows him gorged with peanuts
is

"Hyde and Zeke"— Range Rider— Pathe
Lee Maloney's

clever

story deals with the troubles of a dog

liked

Type of production

Some

reel.

stuff

lover's

"Rice

the

The

— Century— Universal
2 reel

animal comedy

reel all

The second Dippy Doo Dad comedy which has been directed
by Len Powers is every bit as entertaining as the first one
of the series and will be hailed with delight by children of
all ages.
There isn't a human being in the comedy. The
action is entertaining and the titles snappy, but the wonderful

to the bursting point.

"Taking Orders"

Dad— Pathe

"The Watch Dog"— Hal Roach Dippy Doo

of production

Type

well.

— Universal
2 reel western

drama

westthis two
Jack Dougherty plays the leading role in
girl
pretty
traveler,
a
ern drama dealing with a carefree young
oil
villainous
and
a
who is the proprietress of a lunch room
proWhile
the
land.
her
on
swindler who casts covetous eyes
western it
doesn't get very far away from the usual
reel

duction
good fights. A
does contain plenty of action and numerous
Jack Morgan
"Happy"
touch.
pleasing
very cute pup adds a

and

his

make

arrive in Cactus by freight
and Jack becomes driver
gang
with the

pal

a hit

"Rags"

train.

They

ot the stage,

propin love with Betty Lind. who owns
oil swindler, wishes to get
an
Barton,
Richard
erty that
He frames a way to get Jack in trouble and benefit
session of.
course he is discovered. A good,
himself, but in the end of

in

addition to falling

average western.

I

Annual Cash Prize
from

(Continued

Page

to

dustrial, the political fields,

3)

came

England

beginning when the film
forfeited any chance of going down to posterity as a prophet.
Both in speech and writing I condemned the movies as a
passing craze, a cunning top which the people would soon
grow tired of, and I ventured to prophesy in two years not a
In

rirst

the

to

1

screen or lantern would be displayed.
'•The film can-do stupendous things on the spiritual side,
Naturally I venture to put forward as its very highest
too.
function

supreme power

its

making one understand

of

piece of literature, or at least parts of

it,

a great

has been
"I, as others, quite agfee that a
now
extent
certain
picture
art
to
a
reached; that the motion
a
prove
going
to
film
is
hangs in the balance. Either the
danger.
distinct
prove
going
to
a
or
it
is
benefit to mankind
is

it

stage

going to stimulate the thought and imagination of
It must
it is going to weaken and deaden them.

the world, or

do one or the other. It must appeal to people's intelligence or
it must tend to put that intelligence to sleep; and I would say
in all your plans do not leave us authors out.
"In England there has been, I think, a good deal more than
on this side, a definite hostility between the author and the
producer. The author has been disappointed with results,
probably because of his fundamental ignorance of the limits,
the extreme possibilities of the film; and the producer has often
I hope
failed, may not really grasp the author's main idea.
that the author and the producer will come together and live
happily ever after, and I would further make this appeal

—

will put

it

as a question:

"Are you going to walk hand in hand with literature, or arc
you going to turn your back to her and obtain a divorce?
"I cannot think that possible, although really there has been
something like it, certainly in England, for a considerable
time.
"If I may say anything more, it is this, I would boldly urge
producers to go for books and go for good novels of all kinds.
I would say that from novels are going to come your biggest
and your best pictures, and I would ask the producers and the
people interested in the absolute management of the industry,
I would earnestly ask them not for a moment to believe that
a good novel may be really good and yet not contain sufficient action for the screen.

make

a picture play in

novel.

would

I

say,

it,

If

then

leave

it

it

there
is

is

not enough action to

a bad novel and not a

alone, let

it

die

its

good

natural and

neglected death, no matter what has been the noise

made

at

'

ideals.

Address of Julien Jacques Champenois, representing French
Universities:

"From

the international

viewpoint, from the standpoint of

and good will, the potenpower of motion pictures in the management of world's
I can only compare it to that of the newsaffairs is immense.
international anarchy, understanding
tial

paper press.

"May

be permitted to express

I

the unsoundness of

definite

between France and America which

have always fought for the same

better than one has

ever done before.

Either

Boost Story Standards

my

any combination

surprise at the fact that

and facts have
escaped your critical judgment. Our historical novels and
plays, with due exception for those of Sir Walter Scott and the
French writer, Merimee, it is enough to say that they are the
most impudent mongrels that ever strutted along the highway
of literature, neither fiction nor fact.
"Among these popular historical romances or novels, Dickens' Tale of Two Cities may be mentioned at the top of the

At

ladder.

the

"The

idea of

may form
is

of

such as to

bottom of the ladder you

Two

Ouida's Under

of fiction

will find trash, like

Flags.

which the average American or English reader
French revolution from Dickens' romance
bring tears to any historian's eye. Historical

the

motion pictures, limited as are their means of expression, are
both victims and offenders.
"It must be confessed, however, that accuracy in details in
the reproduction of foreign historical scenes is better than no
accuracy at all. I recall noticing on the screen European soldiers supposed to belong to the 1914 period equipped more or
less as they might have been in the days of my grandfather.
Accuracy in details, and sheer waste are synonymous. Lack
of accuracy cannot be tolerated, and surely there is a way out
of the difficulty.
There is a media re, a kind of half measure
between the two extremes. Whether this or that particular
kind of sword in the hands of any particular hero of the screen
happens to be a replica of a sword preserved in the museum
at Saint Germain, is a matter of no importance whatever.
"Let us try now to formulate, if possible, a set of practical
rules likely to guard the motion picture art and industry against
any international unpleasantness.
"The first rule is purely negative. Historical novels have
long been discarded by literature. Historical films should be
barred wherever the action lies without the borders of the producer's nation.

"The second principle, if it is possible to call it a principle,
one which I have inferred from the admirable pictures produced in this country on your Civil War. There, indeed, you
have had to exercise great care. Of those American Civil War
is

its

birth.

"Authors, of course, must learn their place in the partnerThey can help, but they must know how to help. Pership.
sonally

I

am

altogether and entirely sceptical as to the success

that authors are likely to achieve if they themselves try to
adapt their works for the films. I do not believe that if
Shakespeare came to life today he would make a success of it."

have seen none that might give offense either to the
You have spared the feelings of both
parties. * * * Let us say, therefore, that if you must have them,
American films dealing with foreign history should be as mindful of foreign sensibilities as they have been aware of those
pictures

that

\ alentin

Mandelstamm, representing

the

Authors

of France,

said:
films shown in France are American
wish to emphasize the following points:
"1. That it is desirable such productions should be supervised (in writing and directing) by French specialists acquainted with the spirit of American and French audiences,

"About 80%

made.

As

of

a result,

the
I

because it would be of great value to the American public to
learn about real France and not about France as it exists in
Besides, from a
the imagination of scenario departments.
commercial point of view, such picture- would undoubtedly
possess more appeal for French audiences.

Admitting frankly that French made films are far behind
American made, chiefly in technical matters, I think our
production could easily be improved with the co-operation of
some American concern of means.
"And a great deal of profitable work may be done, by means
of a mutual giving and returning of pictures, for the development of the friendly relationship in the intellectual, the in"2.

I

North or

to the South.

may

still exist in this country.
with the most sincere feelings of gratitude that we
should approach those nations to which we owe so much sympathy on the one hand, diffidence and critical discrimination on
the other, and then we will have an excellent working formula."

"It

is

Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews

said:

suppose every writer believes, as I do, that writing is the
biggest job on earth, and that it is a proud thing to be even
on the fringes of it. but the moving pictures have taken the
art of letters and they have put around it an aura, an aura
made of the glamor of pictures and the excitement of motion.
They are not only used now for amusement, for education, but
"I

for interpretation.

"They open

the

who

the door

never before

knew

in

a

there

blank wall to masses of people

was any opening

They open

the door into literature and history.

picture art

is

like

all

human

activities.

ray,

The moving

sweeps
clean around the

a great searchlight that

mendous and ever-broadening

of the kind.

in

a

tre-

circle of
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a combination hard
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FAINT HEARTS"

tv

P
d

"A SOCIAL ERROR"

1

tl

THE FOUR ORPHANS"

h
ii

c
I

"THE FATAL PHOTO"
1

HAMLET
"HELPFUL HOGAN"
"THE PILL POUNDER"
THE NUISANCE"
SO THIS

<

IS

ff,

Presented by C. C. Burr and
rected by Gregory La Cava
series

will

make money

in

di-

this

any

theatre
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Own

Monday, June

Sales

intends maintaining
foreign distribution and will,
n the future, make foreign sales diFirst National

own

1923

Price

Await M.

The Congress

National Announces Number oi
Foreign Offices and Termination
of Deal with D. P. Howells

'irst

ts

11,

Artistic efforts.
efforts of producers.

Yes.

Authors with big names.

Why?

Always have,

/.;r.i.ricT:.

fer

Decrying

Will they always?

Society

P. T. O.

Still

Ready

to

Con-

en Music Tax Situation
Cohen Actions Pending

lecprding to
eral
hi

Cents

5

manager

J.

i
,

Rosenthal, gen-

American Society
Authors and Pub-

pi thi

pmppsers,
Just a question. Because it's in the cards. And cannot seem to
through its department headlshers, the members of that organizabe avoided. But is that the answer is that the ultimate? Prob- tion Mill Maud ready
•d by E. Bruce Johnson.
to confer with
Because out of the Zukor movement something must the M. P. T. O. in an effort to bring
In advertising announcements ap- ably not.
>earing in trade papers this week. come.
And it must improve existing conditions. This, regard- about a revision in the music ta>
First National notifies the trade that
less of the Basil King's. Nothing can stop it.
After a while when that the levy might to be more equitts arrangement with David P. Howable so far as small houses are conauthors have learned. And when they know what it's all about cerned.
Inc., will terminate on July 1
ills,
Written espeind that whatever territories and sub- you will have masterpieces coming from them.
Rosenthal stated on Saturday that
gets released subsequent to Jan. 1, cially for the screen.
And these may be numbered among the following the talk of Xathan Hurkan,
be
sold will
not been
1922 have
10 best pictures of the year.
But you cannot blame a producer general counsel of the Society with
landled by the company directly. This
Sydney S. Cohen in Chicago, the latfrom attempting to "cash in" on a well popularized novel or play. ter had promised to take up the matwill also apply to future releases.
And after all, it's a form of insurance. ter with ihe Society. This has not yet
In connection, a number of foreign It's only human nature.
Dffices are announced; including Ascertain number of people are bound to be interested in the pic- been (lone.
Rosenthal also stated that a new
sociated First National companies in ture
That cannot be
production of a popular book or play.
court action is planned against Cohen,
England, Australasia. Norway and
who
wants
to.
And
evaded or avoided.
further
violations
of
the
aliening
Mexico and the following representamusic
and
that
this
new
tax
added
Olsen, Denmark: Louis
tives, John
And others of his kith and kin complaint, which is in addition to the
It's all right for Basil King.
H. Rubin, Spain; Robert P. Schless.
this: until it comes out of 22 suits now pending against Cohei>
remember
But
disapproval.
to
shout
France and Transocean Films, Germany.
the tin: until those who should know get a chance to tell you— will be in the nature of a test case.
Howells has been identified with and that is the great American public
you, nor no other, will The Society, he said. will seek an inThe latter^
against Cohen.
First National foreign activities for
know what you have. And this regardless of whether Griffith. junction
answer will be tiled in a few weeks.
some time. He was instrumental in
"whoozeinit."
or Cruze makes it. And
arranging for the release of "Passion" DeMille, Ingram
Hearing Resumed Today
through the circuit and had considerZUKOR'S
able to do with the launching of the
The Federal Trade investigation of
EngFirst National proposition in
good Famous Players will be resumed this
real offer.
Of ten thousand iron men every year.
some days,
land.
And may make some- morning after a lapse of
Howells stated on Saturday that one. too, and should prove stimulating.
Of course there will be the yelling
the phraseology of the advertisement thing worth while result.
Chatkin Promoted
was open to misinterpretation, and mob crying aloud.
Well, maybe they're
"Publicity stunt."
David J. Chatkin, special field repthat what had actually happened was
had resentative for Kdueationar, has been
But" then, they would have made the same cry if they
right.
that he had sold out the unexpired
salesacting
domestic
appointed
commuters.
Ark
Noah assembled the
portion of his contract with First been hanging around when
manager.
inthe
to
value
National to the company at a very Regardless of the publicity value, its intrinsic
And it's to be hoped that Famous
satisfactory figure; that First National dustry cannot be disregarded.
Madge Kennedy Starts Worli
picture.
had offered him the management of
Madge Kennedy will resume prowon't have the prize winning story made into a
Players
its foreign business, but that he had
At least not so duction the end of this week with
these yellers won't cry aloud.
preferred to conduct his own enter- Then perhaps
Irvin W'illat, directing through arprises and that his relations with the loud as at presentrangement with Famous Players.
company were perfectly amicable and
The picture will be made at ih£
AZ
harmonious.
Paramount studio i"n Long Island*
(

ectly

A

—

OFFER

A

A

SOMETHING ABOUT

Partial

Metro

"Scaramouche" Goes Out

List

Don't overlook
tions. He has seen

he has many faults— but many ambioak et. lo
this industry grow. From a tiny
the forearound
somewhere
And he has been
this:

January
a real sturdy tree.
One Technicolor Named Coo"licked a dozen times. But
front all the time. They've had him
gan in "The Dog of Flanders"
comes bobbing up. Right along the fron
Before the Metro sales managers somehow, he always
Never discount
efforts.
left for their various destinations on
nnT And he is sincere in many of his
lot of dreams
happen.
things
year's
Saturday, a partial list of next
He wants to see a lot of
hat
down And
The
steps
he
releases was divulged to them.
Before
way.
suahzed-at least on the
company, as noted, plans 32 pictures,
Not his own. IU
over. To some favored son.
all
of them in
the special class. turns the reins
dreamers he wants to see his dreams
"Scaramouche" will be released gen- s a dreamer. And like all
pictures. Finer picerally in January, with a pre-release
ome ue. He wants good pictures-better
the woks
go wrong
Techniundoubtedly on Broadway.
Oh. yes; sometimes things
tures
would 1 ke
Uninvited
he
color
"The
as
will
make
come out half as much
i
Sometimes they
y don't
Guest" for December release and fol- sometimes
a { ter
release
weefe
ftef
lowing,
"Long Live The King."
that.
forget
Don't
"ore card shows something.
Jackie Coogan will be starred in rSse-an'd
"The Dog of Flanders."
(Continued on Page 4)
in

—

'

A

m

,t

(Continued on Page 2)

City.

Tilley Here; Lunch Wednesday
Frank Tilley. editor of (Cinematograph Weekly, is in New York. He
will be tendered a lunch on Wednesday at the Astor, prior to his leaving
Harry ReiehenbacH
for the coast.
will be toastmaster, and Rert Adlep
of Distinctive, chairman ol the committee, the personnel of which in-

cludes:
Auerbach, George Blaisdell, Loui*
James V. Itryson, Sydney S. Cohen,
Bannenberg,
Cronu-lm.
Joseph
Paul
Hays. V S. HarSidney Garrett, Will H
Howells. William A. lohnrison. David B
Louis

BrocJi.

H

n'orgf E. K.itm, Charles J- O'Ki
l.omlla O. Parsons. Joseph l'lunfcett, S. E
Rothafel, Harry Rowson, tius Sehlesinger,
losopli Simmonds, John S. Spargo, Reginald)
Vt arde, and Robert E. Welsh.
i
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Rialto — "The Snow Bride."
Rivoli— "Only
Strand — "Main Street."

Metro
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Pi

Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
A BERT LYTELL
ALEW CODY
£$ CLAIRE WINDSOR

WANTED
One

24-inch Sunlight Arc, complete, in first class condition for
studio use. Reply to

MR.

E.

&HOBART BOSWORTH
£i BRYANT WASHBURN
£l MARJORIE DAW
& MITCHELL LEWIS

MARTIN

c/o Metro Studio
3 West 61st St.,
N. Y. C.

List

A

is

as

ft

The Fatuous Stone Film Library

—

.

.
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Look Here Tomorrow

1)

only a partial one,

follows:

OF

Week

Next

— "Black Shadows."
Brooklyn Strand — "A Man of Action."
Cameo— "Enemies of Women."
Capitol— "Passion."
Criterion— "The Covered Wagon."
Lyric — "The White Rose."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli —'Not yet determined.
Strand — "Main Street."
Broadway

Partial

RUPERT

ffrfaKfotaa,

38.'

(A Million Feet of Everything)
September Mae Murray in "The
Is Again -if Your Service
Los Angeles— Shirley Mason is re- French Doll," "Strangers of the
The quickest, surest, cheapest way to get
Night,"
Fred
Niblo
Prod.;
Viola
cuperating in one of the local hospitals
that scene you need is
Dana in "Rouged Lips"; Buster Keafrom an -operation forf apendicjtis.
Telephone 7048 Bryant
ton in "The Three Ages."
~
MRS. M. STONE
y
October "The Eagle's Feather," 220 West 42nd St.,
New York
Edward Sloman Prod.; "The Master
of Woman." Reginald Barker Prod.;
~.

—

—

(Special ,10

j

(Special

—

The
Shirley Mason Better
TH'F FILM BaVlY'I

THE FILM DAILY)
Acme Film Dist.
Atlanta — The
to

—

...Not quoted

;..:.<

Gets Southern Territory

(Special

—

—
—

Not quoted
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Linder Plans Long Trip
to THE FILM
DAILY)
This Week
Paris
Max Linder intends makii
Broadway Comedy Carnival Week. Co., has secured the entire Southern a trip around the world.
Brooklyn Stran d "Slander the representation of the WeshnerWoman."
Davidson Agency of New York,
Cameo "Enemies of Women."
manufacturers of novelties.
SLAPSTICK COMEDIES
Capitol— "Shriek of Araby."
All Clean and Funny
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
David Weshner stated Saturday heFor Sale
Loew's New York
Today
"The had about concluded arrangements
World Rights of Negatives
Bright Shawl."
for representation in Canada and in
Single Reel
Tuesday "Railroaded" and "Des- Australia for his organization.
Series of Fourteen
ert Driven."
Box No. S.2S Film Daily
Wednesday "Scars of Jealousy."
Bendell Retained
Thursday "The Town That ForAs was expected, Selznick has kept
got God."
the exchange at Albany formerly
Friday "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" and "Don Quickshot operated by American Releasing.
Robert S. Bendell has been retained
The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled
of the Rio Grande."
as manager.
Saturday— "Vanity."
For a Single Production m
Sunday "You Can't Fool Your
Wife."
Lyric "The White Rose."

Acme

On Broadway

Vol.

Monday, June

ft
ft
ft

ft
SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING

ii

CORPORATION
'
i

m

ADVERTISE YOUR

SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

FREE at your
Educational, Exchange
for

this. '.'ad*'-

\ea of
li'eam

King";

Coogan
"Held

Classic;

Viola

Jackie

Code."

in

"Long Live The

to

Answer,"

Dana

Screen

"The

in

Social

—

November- "Hearts of Happiness,"
Allan Holubar Prod.; "Man, Woman
and Temptation," Fred Niblo Prod.;
Barker
Reginald
"Please
Mad,"
Barker Prod.; a Keaton feature.

December— "Desire,"
Mae Murray

Louis Burin "Fashion
Guest,"
"The
Uninvited
Row";
echnicolor Prod.; Viola Dana in
"In Search of a Thrill."
"Scaramouche," Rex InJanuary
gram Prod.; "The Shooting of Dan
.

ston Prod.;

\ Love
WARREN AM EWCOHBE
PRODUCTION"
WITH

HAZEL L1NDSLEY"

A E R

Publicity

and Advertising

McGrew, S-L

Prod.;

FRED

E.

BAER

Advertising
l.oeiv Bldg.,

1540 Broadiuay

p. o.

OPALINE COLORINE
(weather proof)
All Colors

$2.50 per quart

"We color
COLOR YOUR BULBS

Broadway"
BRIGHTEN YOUR SIGN

"Other Men's

Shoes," Screen Classic.
February A Viola Dana subject;
Highway," Allan Holubar
"Life's
Prod.; a Screen Classic.
March Productions from Niblo,
Barker, Keaton and Ingram.
April
Mae Murray in "Mile. Midnight"; Jackie Coogan in "The Dog
of Flanders"; a Screen Classic and a

—

Keaton

for Producers,

Exchanges, Exhibitors' and IndividualsPhone. Bryant 6763

Cj.

I

—
—

B

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of

.

—

A

GELATINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
224 Flatbush Avenue

MEYER

feature.

—

"Robes

of

Redemption

ilolubar Prod, and others to be
listed later.

The party on Friday, which was
given by Tiffany Productions and
not Metro, practically brought the
convention to a close.
'

LOUIS

CRAFTSMEN FILM
251

^EST

19™ STREET

LABS.

^^OvTiCIlSLS

7620-7461

»

'

Monday, June

11,

1923

**

NOTICE TO THE TRADE
FOREIGN OFFICES
Mr. Ralph
Associated

J.

First

Pugh

National

1923, Associated

First

Pictures, Inc., terminates

the agency of David P.

tures, Ltd.

England

1

1st,

Pic-

37 Oxford Street

London W.

p\N July
^^ National
for the foreign

Mr. John C. Jones
Associated First National

Pic-

tures of Australasia, Ltd.
141 Castlereagh Street

market

Howells,

of all

its

Inc.,

produc-

tions released in the United States

sequent to January

1st,

sub-

1922.

Sydney, Australia

Mr. Sofus Berg
Associated First National

Sweden

tures of

of

Mr. Svein Aas
Associated First National

Pic-

Norway

respect to those foreign territo-

and subjects remaining undisposed

ries

Kungsgatan 30
Stockholm, Sweden

tures of

With

Pic-

on July

ourselves
spect to

all
all

1923,

1st,

foreign

we

handle

will

business,

with

re-

productions released subse-

Universitetsgatan 26
Kristiaaia,

quent

Norway,

Mr. Fred Rodiquez
Associated

First

National

Pic-

to

January

1st,

1922, and

to

be

released in the future.

tures of Mexico
13

Mexico

Lopez Street
Mexico

City, D, F.

Mr. John Olsen
4 Vestreboulevard
Copenhagen, Denmark

All communications regarding such productions should be addressed to Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.,

Foreign Department, 383 Madison Avenue, New York

Mr. Louis H. Rubin
Calle Corciga 333
Barcelona, Spain

City.

Mr. Robert P. Schless
69

Faubourg
Paris,

St.

Honore

France
'

Albert

W. Hubsch

Transocean Film Company
72-74 Zimmerstrasse
Berlin,

Germany

Address of new Paris Office
be announced later.

will

FIRST
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PICTURES

\
First National Pictures
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Monday, June

11,

The Congress
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Otherwise, in such a fast moving, rapidly changing business as
this Zukor's company would be in the background
instead of
being conspicuously in the foreground. And that's that.

—

MCCARTHY'S IDEA
By the way. It may interest you to know that the idea of
the Art Congress was developed by Charley McCarthy. One of
the smart young men of the Paramount publicity organization.
It sure was a real idea.

THAT SYRACUSE CONVENTION
Next week.

expected to result in some "doings." There
promises made for many such gatherings many
a time. But it's only a week away.
So rein in Pegasus. And
all the other steeds.
And let's wait. Yep, we're going to Syracuse. Just to see the wheels go around.

have been a

Is

lot of

FEDERAL TRADE RESUMES
Today. With Kent of Famous on the stand. Probably to
be followed by Sydney Cohen. And as the little old country
newspapers say, " a good time will be had by all."

MINNESOTA, MICHIGAN, SYDNEY COHEN AND A

NEWSPAPER

—

The Film Daily

hasn't now never has had, and hopes it
never will have a quarrel with any individual in this business.
But The Film Daily is a newspaper. And as such must and
will—print facts as they exist. And regardless of who likes or

DAY BY DAY
THE THING TO SAY

—

IS

dislikes, the publication of those facts.

And so it came about. That at Chicago. A few weeks ago.
The Film Daily printed some facts. Relative to Minnesota,
Michigan and some other states whose leaders did not like the
brand of soothing syrup which Sydney Cohen's boys thought was
good for them. And so they decided to stick to the convention
when Cohen was re-elected, as was sure in the cards and then
withdraw from the national organization. And so, when The
Film Daily printed this, and used a caption: "Delegates Walk
Out," Cohen issued a statement intended to make this publica-

—

I'M

NOT GOING

BROKE

tion out as a falsifier.
And issued this statement to the trade
press. Which in due time published his remarks.

Well, let's see what happened?
Minnesota did .withdraw.
Michigan did withdraw. And there is a split in Illinois big
enough to drive couple of Mack trucks through and not hit the
side walls either. And the delegates of Minnesota and Michigan
did walk out. And they have withdrawn. And more important
still, Sydney Cohen knew
or should have known because many
others did including this writer that neither Michigan nor
Minnesota intended remaining in the national organization. And
so when Sydney issued the statement to the trade press relative
well, let's be kindly and
to the report in The Film Daily he was
charitable and say he was misinformed.
At all events, the
actions of these state units more or less clarify exactly what was

—

—

—

—

—

—

anticipated in the reports of the convention proceedings.

—

So this is printed with just one purpose to tell the world
where we stand. We're going to print the truth as it happens.
Some people may not like some of it. Sometimes the truth is
unpleasant. But we're going to print it. And we hope all of
you including Sydney will understand what one of the func-

—

—

tions of this publication

is.

And

that's that.

DANNY.
Party in the South Seas
J. A. Grower Shifted to Biloxi, Miss.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Associated Press reports from
Biloxi, Miss. J. A. Grower, has
Pago Pago, American Samoa that a
party of "gentlemen adventurers" arrived here to take over the manseeking thrills and motion pictures in agement of the Crown and Gaiety
Grower
the South Seas have arrived in that theaters, Saenger houses.
port, preparatory to an extended trip was assistant manager of the Saenger
in that region.
houses in Meridan.

—

A GOOD THING
FOR THE

DISTRIBUTOR
AND

EXHIBITOR

1923

7Ao brAdstreet
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Found Prices High

"Universal Sixty"

Why Rudy Sanders Couldn't Jewels Will Total 20— Hoot Gibson
Book Paramounts, He Tells
In Special Productions Two

'hat's

—

Trade Commission
New Jewel Stars
Anti-trust proceedings against FaCarl Laemmle yesterday announced
Players-Lasky and subsidiary that Universal's 1923-24 releases will
rious
orporations by the Federal Trade consist of the "Universal Sixty." The
Commission were resumed yesterday sixty pictures will include 20 Jewel
the Engineering Societies Build- productions, almost twice as many
t
ng, with several exhibitors on the as have been put out by Universal
tand. S. R. Kent of Famous Players during the last twelve months.
vill be on the stand today. The hearThe increase is due to the addition
ngs are scheduled to continue here
of
two new Jewel stars, Reginald
plans
present
if
and
this week,
.11 of
Denny and Mary Philbin. Denny
.re carried out Philadelphia will be
has graduated into his own Jewel
he next stop.

company by reason of his work in
Brooklyn exhibit- "The Leather Pushers," "The AbysMiss Philsaid that he has not used Para- mal Brute," and others.
>r,
nount pictures since the season of bin appears in "Merry Go Round."
917-18.
He has used several indi- Each will make four during the comThese will be in addition
vidual pictures since then he said, ing year.
he last of which was "The Miracle to the twelve already completed or
Famous Players, he said, be- now in work. Thev are "Merry Go
Vlan."
"A Lady of Quality," "A
;an asking entirely too much money Pound,"
or their product. After he had been Chapter in Her Life," "The Acquit:ontinually approached by Paramount al " "Drifting," "Thundering Dawn,"
salesman intent on again bringing "Up the Ladder," "Damned," "Whose
lim back to the Paramount fold he Baby Are You?", "White Tiger,"
Famous "The Signal Tower" and "The Turif
said that he told them
Players would make good his losses moil." Of these Jewels, "A Lady of
)n "The Miracle Man" he might do Quality" and "Up The Ladder" will

Rudy Sanders,

a

some more business with them. He be Virginia Valli productions, "Drift:>aid $250 for the picture he said, on ing"
and "White Tiger" will be
he promise that it would be a big Priscilla Dean pictures, "Whose Baby
noney maker, but instead he lost Are You?" will be with Baby Peggy
nuch money, he said. Sanders said and the others will be special cast
hat Paramount salesmen offered him pictures.
The Hoot Gibson producsome pictures at his own price to get tions will be composed of eight piciim to again take their product, and tures
There also will be eight with
when he said Paramount was asking Gladys' Walton, eight with Jack
too much money he was advised to Hoxi'e, eight with Herbert Rawlinson
raise his

admission price.

Sanders
"But how could I do
said, "when Keith's Prospect nearby
was giving the people a big program,
a wonderful orchestra and vaudeville
for fifteen and twenty cents?"

and eight melodramas.

that,"

Stromberg Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

12,

Price 5 Cents

1923

Fox Convention On
Annual Conference Opened Yesterday at Hotel Pennsylvania — Many
Foreign Managers In Town
convention
Fox
annual
opened yesterday at the Hotel Penn-

The

more than 100 officials, exUnited States and foreign exchange managers, district managers
and general representatives have assembled for the conference which will

sylvania,
ecutives,

Exhibitors

Over Proposed Erlanger-Shubert

Cir-

— O'Reilly Issues

Statement
Attacking Plan
Exhibitors are agog Over the new
proposed Erlanger-Shubert combine,
planned for the purpose of using
houses of both theatrical organizations for the road shows of large and
important pictures.
cuit

It was reported in theatrical circles
yesterday that several exhibitors had
Affairs of policy and operation will offered their houses to the theatrical
be discussed and decided upon at the firms using telegrams to insure attenmeetings which will be presided over tion, but at both offices these reports
by Mr. Fox and Winfield R. Shee- were denied.
The visitors will be shown
han.
The following statement was issued
many of the productions, already fin- by Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
ished for distribution next season.
the M. P. T. O. of New York:
last

five

days.

Attending the convention in additwo above mentioned officials are Jack G. Leo, vice-president;
tion to the

"The announcement

this

morning

of

the

formation of the ShubertErlanger circuit of
legitimate theaters for the showing of special
pictures to take the place of legitimate stage
attractions is merely an attempt to gouge
the public by making it pay exorbitantly high
prices to see pictures.

E.
treasurer;
S.
Eisele,
vice-president and genera!
counsel, R. A. White, general sales
"This is the very thing that the motion
manager; C. W. Eckhardt, assistant picture theater owners have been righting
The theater
to general manager; Jacob Sichehnan, against stubbornly for years.
owners are determined to maintain a fair
contract manager, and Hugo Kessler ttandard admission price and to present to
and N. B. Finkler of the contract de- the public the finest attractions at the regular
partment; Vivian M. Moses, director box office scale.
"If the ShubertErlanger scheme is put
of publicity and advertising and his

John

C.

Rogers,

assistant, Donn McEiwaine;
and
P. Preiss, comptroller

Goodman
William

Emanuel
Maurice

of the auditing department;
E. Sennett. manager of le-

quisition department; I. Krotosky;
purchasing agent, and William rieedman of his department; Harry Re;nhardt, disbursement manager, Irving
Mass, mail order department Gordon
;

Stiles, director of

educational and in-

dustrial department and John Krafft.
W. P. Schramm, educational sales;
E. C. Hill, director of Fox News and
W. A. White and T. H. Ta'.ley of the

News staff; J. A. Weier and G. H.
the
of
producer
Fleming, editors of Fox Folks, SydHunt Stromberg,
As- ney E. Abel, manager of foreign deBull Montana comedies is at the
Sanders testified that some of his tor. In from Los Angeles.
partment, and Edward Auger, Louis
patrons from time to time showed him
Levin, W. J. Hutchinson, M. Barry,
postcards they had received from FaRobert Beckman, D. Goodman. L.
mous Players, reading, "ask Sanders
Here
Earle
F. D. Hopkins, J. S. MacGroen,
S.
P.
W.
why he doesn't show Paramount pica Henry, H. Tritt and S. Lanag of the
with
town
in
is
Earle
S
W. P.
tures."
six foreign department; Frank A. Tierprint of "Tut-Ankh-Amen," a
cards
these
ney, M. Caplan, George F. Shea and
when
leav"What did you do
reeler he completed just before
manwere shown you," asked Marvin ing for the East. Earle is at the As- M. S. Keene of the general sales
ager's office.
Farrington, questioning for the Gov- tor.
ernment.
Harry F. Campbell, New England
manager, Howard J. Sheehan,
district
"I made a joke of it," replied the
Arliss In New Picture
manager;
district
Coast
Pacific
screen
the
on
witness."
I ran a slide
Arliss will appear in "The George R. Allison, southern district
-George
reading this way; 'To satisfy patrons
Father" for Distinctive, fol- manager; and Clayton P. Sheehan,
who received postcards from Para- Adopted
Ar- Eastern district manager.
"The Green Goddess.
mount asking why we don't show lowing
was for
liss' arrangement originally
The United States branch managers
(Continued on Page 2)
Green
four pictures, of which "The
Harry J.
representatives are:
and
Lunt
Alfred
last.
Goddess" is the
Birkenhauer, A. C.
H.
John
Bailey.
for
Youth
Brandt Leaves Today
will appear in "Second
Buchanan, Ira Cohen, E. B. ConnelDistinctive. Mimi Palmeri and Joby(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Robert Cotton, T. M. Crisp, W.
ley,
it
for
slated
na Howland are also
Los Angeles Joe Brandt of
(Continued on Page 2)
with Albert Parker as director.
B. C. leaves for the East today.

—

Worry

effect successfully the public will be
forced to pay legitimate-show prices to see
These prices may be anywhere
the pictures.
from $2 to $5. The class of films which the

into

ShubertErlanger combine proposes

to

show

exorbitant scale has hitherto been
shown generally throughout the country at
The whole plan
customary theater prices.
is nothing more than an attempt to make the
theatergoing public pay the losses which the
combine has suffered, over a period of years,
because the road showing of legitimate stage
attractions is not as profitable as it once was.
(Continued on Page 2)
at

this

Road Shows
Theodore Mitchell Presents Some Interesting Data to Prove Their
Value
In a letter to the editor of

FILM DAILY,

Theodore

THE

Mitchell,

J. J. McCarthy is handling
"road shows" of "The Covered

who, with
the

Wagon,"

says:

"In your issue of June 4th under
the caption 'How It's Done,' you refer to the presentation and promotion
dollar motion pictures as the
citing Chicago as an instance of how the two dollar picture

of

two

'bunk,'

and

has been

killed.

co-incidence the same
singing this funeral
dirge over big pictures in Chicago the
men controlling the presentation of

"By an odd

day

you were

'The Covered Wagon,' at Woods
Theater there exercised their option
to extend the run for more than three

months from

that date.
on Page 4)

(Continued

!

THE
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them because we can't get them for
a price that will admit you at the present price of admission."
Believed

Sanders

Realart

..

797/8

.

5j*

79?/&

Goldwyn

17

16%

\6%

400

"Circus Days" At Preview

THE FILM DAILY)

CSpecial to

Los

2,100

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

Angeles

—The

subsidiary.

his

West

I

Coast

representatives of the trade papers
were guests of Sol Lesser at Anaheim on Friday to see 'Circus Days,"
Jackie Coogan's new picture.

Warners Hold Hay Ride
Warner Bros, conducted an oldfashioned hay ride along Broadway
where mem-

last night to the Strand
bers of the trade press saw "Main
Street" and then went into Central
Park for dinner and dancing at one
of the restaurants there.

OF THE PROGRAM"

W

official

stenographer didn't catch

answer and Swaine said, "the
answer is no, young man, and our
answer is no also, if they want to
know."
"What would have been your attitude toward Realart if you had
the

LINCOLN
IN

"The

RIGHT

of the STRONGEST'
Dramatic Sensation
with an All- Star Cas t

A

Zenith Pictures Corp.
N. Y. C.
st
Perm. 3649

HOW.

'.:-.

public

ness to see that the public
of the real situation."

is

inforn

fully

\

In the statement issued regardi
|

was said that "The Ccl
ered Wagon" was being booked i j
next season, and it was indicated til
their plans

it

several other large pictures would
played in the houses indicated, bl
the producers of the pictures mcj
tioned declared that no plans for tj

showings had been made, and

in ne;l

every instance the picture referr
to was not completed.
One very important exhibitor c
ly

dared that

was his
was just

belief that t
a good pre
agent story intended to boom alo

entire

affair

it

"The Covered Wagon."

SLAPSTICK COMEDIES
Series of Fourteen
Single Reel
World Rights of Negatives
For Sale
All Clean and Funny
Box No. S.25 Film Daily

else," and when asked by
Swaine to explain why it wouldn't
have been "so sweet" to have known

somebody

like

Realart

hibitors

together

would have

floor?"

9091

and we exany song

SBRVH

11* Fulton

G.

the people on ard, E. Grohe, J. S. Hebrew, P. K.
asked Swaine per- Johnston, Rudolph Knoepfle, W. J.

Kupper, George H. Landis, M. A.
"Oh, well, let's don't go into that Levy, J. M. Linn, W. J. Mahoney,
anyway," said Sanders. "But the of- George E. McKean, A. C. Melvin,
ficials of Famous Players behind you J. A. McCarthy, Sidney Meyer, Max
Milder, J. H. Muncaster, R. J. Murthere can tell you who I mean."
"He probably means Metro," ray, Guy F. NaVarre, H. W. Peters,
prompted Harry Buxbaum, sitting G. A. Roberts, L. T. Rogers, Louis
behind Swaine. "Just what do you Rosenbluh, Joseph Schaeffer, I. J.
mean by that statement?" again ques- Schmertz, Ward E. Scott, J. J. Sulli"We have no trade van, W. D. Ward, R. M. Yost.
tioned Swaine.
From Canada are E. B. McCaffrey,
secrets."
"Oh, is that so," laughed Sanders, Canadian district manager; G. De
shaking his head with an air of resig- Grandcourt, Canadian publicity reprenation. He then told how Metro had sentative; and L. M. Devaney, R. G.
boosted the price of their pictures on March, E. H. Wells, J. A. Wilson,
knowing exactly Canadian branch managers.
apparently
him,

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI

The Greatest Cast Ever AssemLlec
For a Single Production

m

RUPERT
OF
HE

i

"I had about the same arrangement
(Continued from page 1)
with him that you have with the D. Davidson, C. E. Dickman, B. L.
people on the 16th floor," replied the Dudenhefer, Harry Gibbs,
C. R. Gil
witness with a malicious grin.
mour, E. T. Gomersall,
A. Woodthe 16th
plexedly.

— Beekman

Phone

to sing

he wrote for us."
The witness was asked if he was
getting along well without showing
Paramount. "Very well, thank you,"
"In
he replied with a broad smile.
known it was a Famous Players sub- fact, I now have a little balance in
sidiary?" questioned Farrington.
the bank."
"Well," retorted the witness," it
David Weinstock Next Witness
wouldn't have been quite so sweet if
David
Weinstock, who operates
I had known Famous Players was
the City Hall and Freeman Theaters,
back of it."
Sanders threw the hearing into testified that he has been using Paraconvulsions of merriment during his mount 100% for the last six years
cross-examination by Swaine.
He with the exception of one year, when
had previously testified that he had he couldn't get together with them
agreed with his competitor across on price. Weinstock said he is comthe street to "lay-off" of Paramount pelled to follow Loew's U. B. O. and
He stated
because his competitor had made a one of the Fox houses.
that
he
compelled
take
all or
to
was
big hit with them and was making
money and because he (Sanders) felt nothing, and named several pictures
that he could get as good pictures which he claimed were only "fair"
including, "Pink Gods," "Mistress of
from other companies.
the World" and "Nice People,"
"Well, since you were so altruistic
(Continued on page 3)
with your rival across the street"
asked Swaine, "what pictures did he
agree to 'lay off' of for your benefit?"

"What do you mean,

E.K.

1)

and the III
tion picture theater owners in this mat
identical
and
shall
make
it our bi
are
we
of the

interests

cross-examination San-

Fox Convention On

SPICE

"The

ders explained that one reason why
he is not dealing with Paramount
any more is because "I don't want
a gun to be loaded with me to shoot

i

THE

(Continued from Page

er

Not quoted The

5

World

Show

Sales

Not quoted
...

Players, Sanders replied, "I
always lay off of any company that
tries to take the shirt and coat off
my back. If all exhibitors were as
wise as this little boy, (meaning himself), Famous Players wouldn't get
away with what they do." "No"
replied Swaine, "They'd be out of
"Maybe they would,"
business."

During

Robert T. Swaine told the witness
that if he kept in touch with stock
exchange information he could have
easily ascertained that there was no
secret about Realart's being a Fa-

79Y&

5#

Griffith

Loew's

at

Sanders, asked

Close

do pfd
.

Famous

12, 192;

Worry

Exhibitors

if Mary Miles Mintthat Famous Players was 100% behad made any pictures for Para- hind Realart, Sanders explained his
Not quoted mount before being starred as a Real- remark thusly; "well, all Zukor needart attraction, said he didn't know.
100
ed was to get several more companies

Low

Kod

F. P.-L.

that

dependent.

Quotations
East

what he had paid for "The Miracle
Man" and other pictures. Asked why
he had such a pet aversion against

the time
Realart was formed he signed a contract with that organization with the
understanding that it was an independent concern.
He said that he had agreed Sanders.
read articles in various trade papers Says Famous Has No Trade Secrets
to the effect that there was some posWhen Swaine told Sanders that
sible affiliation between Zukor and
Famous Players had no trade secrets,
Realart, and that he had heard also
the
witness levelled a finger at
that Zukor was leaving Famous and
Swaine, and with a twinkle in his eye
was forming Realart to fight Famous. remarked, "You're only a lawyer,
He was told by Lester Adler, man- Mr. Swaine."
ager of the Realart exchange, he said,
"Well, I guiltily admit that," rethat these reports were unfounded
turned
the .counsel for Famous, but
and there was not a bit of truth in
Don't rub it in.
it,
that Realart was absolutely in- I can't help it.
stated

mous Players
High

Independent

Tuesday, June
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Found Prices High
(Continued from Page 2)
testified that the chains
or circuits get the big break nowadays, and that this situation is be-

Weinstock

something to do with Realart?" and that organization
in checking up on
Swaine, rebuking Fuller for, as he
Swaine at this point handed Weinitics of the subsidiary or;
expressed it, taking up the tune of
stock a copy of Variety, dated about i/ations
in
various parts
iii'

the time of the formation of Realart.
"I never read Variety," replied the
witness.
coming more and more onerous to
Weinstock stated that the reason
the
independent exhibitor, cutting
he signed a contract with Realart was
down his profits to a narrower marbecause he believed it was an ingin each year.

Weinstock said that

just before the
completion of the Freeman last year,
which seats 1600 people, he booked
'the "41" series and was told by Paul
Swift, Ass't Manager of the New
York Exchange for Paramount that
if any of the
pictures in the block
were too old by the time his theater

was opened they would be eliminated
from the program and an according
adjustment would be made in his
favor.
Weinstock testified that he
opened in October of last year, and
that by that time the "41" series had
been selling for over two months and
were too old. By that time, he said,
Swift had left Paramount to go with
A. B. C. and Buxbaum and Hammel
told him that it would be impossible
take

to

these

old

pictures

the

off

program, that he would have to run
them all. It would have been very
hurtful to his business to have done
this Weinstock said, so he asked Buxx

baum

to

these

sell

old

some smaller houses,

baum

did,

with

the

pictures

to

which Bux-

stipulation

that

Weinstock would have to make up
the difference between the prices of
pictures so re-sold to smaller houses
and the figures for the same pictures
3et down in his contract.
This he
did,

Weinstock

On

Swaine said that there was no concealment about the identity of Realart as a Famous Players subsidiary,
that the story was broadcasted in
every possible way.
Predicts Disbandment of A. B. C.

Hammel

if

in

reality

both didn't

Buxbaum
him

tell

to

by that time
no longer with Paramount, confirming what Weinstock claimed to be his
oral agreement with Swift, and that
they would carry out Swift's promise
to Weinstock when such a letter was
produced.
Wemstock was positive
that there was no mention of such a
letter, but that Buxbaum and Hammel did say that if Swift would confirm this oral agreement they would
take these pictures from his contract.
Swift told him over the telephone, he
said, that he had phoned Buxbaum
confirming this oral agreement that
nothing was ever done about it.
Weinstock admitted in response to
a question by Swaine that all the
companies sell to Loew's and other
circuits in the same way, and agreed
that it was to the interest of the exchanges to sell in large numbers to
the circuits, in that overhead

is

great-

reduced thereby.

The witness had

said that he

under the impression

when

was

Realart

York

hearing with useless questioning
alon^ In
y. hil b
perfectly obvious to anyotr
all
familiar with corporation bookkeeping, told the Government counsel
that this information would be furd by Famous I'layers, but that
it
should be plain to him that
Saunders was not the man from
whom this information should be expected.
Swaine remarked that if he
thought he would not be held in contempt of court, he would much prefer

go to Coney Island for the day
than to sit through what he termed
office would have would be in "such dull proceedings."
to

the
form of correspondence and
testimony Weinstock memoranda filed in the
theater depredicted that the A. B. C. would partment.
probably soon be compelled to disFuller then questioned with regard
band because of the impossiblity of to the Park Theaters, Inc., subsidiary

During

his

getting any help from the big distributors, that the big buying power and
consequent first-run privileges of the
circuits are crowding the small in-

dependent out.

Weinstock

said that while on his
P. T. O. convention to
Chicago he talked with Marcus Loew
on the train and the latter told him
that production costs are going to
mount to such heights this year that
the exhibitor is going to have to pay
more money for his pictures, so much
more in fact, that the exhibitor will
be compelled to either raise his admission prices or not exist.

way

to the

M.

Hyman

Rachmil,

who owns

Brooklyn houses, was the

first

particular
Players.

grudge
Rachmil

RENTALS
MUST COME DOWN

Black New England Theaters.
Saunders said that all financial details
of any of the individual theaters or
to the

/COSMOS ART PICTURED
ASSOCIATION

chains of theaters in the various sections of the country appeared only
on the books of the respective theaters, not even on the books of the
17836 U.S.
larger corporations or holding companies.
Each corporation subsidiary
to
Famous Players, Saunders ex- Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
plained,
preserves
its
corporate 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
identity.
Fuller finally let it be The most economical method of reaching
is our ADDRESSING
SERVICE,
known that what he really wanted theatres
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
30 to
was the names of people to whom SO'/c saved in postage, etc., through elimination
of dead and duplicate theatres usually
theaters were sold that were disposed
listed.
of by Famous Players through their
Mimeographing
respective theater corporations, and Multigraphing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
that what he really was driving at
was how • to get these names and MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
financial details concerning theaters
'Phone Bryant 8138
so sold.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

—

Brooklyn Exhibitor Testifies
five

wit-

ness of the Government for the Gov-

get a letter from Swift,

ly

chance."

cross-examination Swaine ask- ernment, but failed to manifest any

ed Weinstock

and

testified.

dependent company and he always
hked to "give the small fellow a

of
Fuller wanted to kn<>.
Famous Players kept a record in the
home office of the financial opi
tions of the various theaters in different parts of the country, which are
operated by larger corporations, subsidiary to Famous Players, such as
the Rlack New England Theaters and
Southern Enterprises. Saunders explained that any individual theater's
accounts, profits, losses, etc., would
appear only on the books of the
larger organization of that territory
and that the only record the New

country.

against

Famous

testified

that

—

—

he

had formerly used Paramount pictures until 1919, but was running second run to two of Loew's houses, and
decided as a consequence to cut
Paramount off his buying list. One
important factor which contributed to
his elimination of Paramount from
the programs of his theaters, the witness testified, was the fact that his
audiences liked melodramatic pictures
and that he did not consider Paramount pictures melodramatic.
Rachmil admitted on cross-examination by Robert T. Swaine,
counsel for the respondents, that

Paramount's method of selling "star"
pictures was practically the same as
the method of other companies, and
that he had received as fair treatment
from Famous as from any other
company. When asked which producing company during the past five
years had made the best pictures,
Rachmil failed to come through with
the stock answer that Swaine has been
eliciting from most of the Government witness that have been called
when it came time for their crossexamination, that Famous Players
has put out the best pictures during
the last five years, but he agreed that
the company Paramount pictures are
"good, clean pictures," and stated
that if he could get first run pictures

was formed that it was an independentt company.
Swaine asked him if
he had not heard that Adolph Zukor
is
prominently connected with Famous Players. Weinstock scratched
his head abstractedly for a moment
and said, "Yes, I believe I had heard
something like that."
he would be buying Paramount now.
F. P. Comptroller Questioned
"Well then," said Swaine, "if you
were to read an article that Zukor
Attorney Fuller, chief attorney for
had signed Mary Miles Minter and the Government, questioned Richard
that the product would be handled W. Saunders, Comptroller of Famous
through Realart, wouldn't you natur- Plavers, at great length as to the
ally assume that Famous Players had system of book-keeping employed by

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
With an emphatically long
tion

it

carries

through

shadow

to the screen

from highest

entire range of tones

deepest

scale of grada-

that

light to

cameraman

the

the
has

secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted

foot

length

base

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.
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Road Shows
(Continued from Page

1)

'The Covered Wagon,' which is
the newest picture to come into the
big theater field, is going to duplicate
the record of the ones mentioned below, and it would not be surprising
'

to see it surpass some of those records. It is now being booked solidly
for the season of 1923-24.
It is a
story of America which is inspiring
to Americans.
It revives a tradition
that will always thrill the heart of
every true American and all the
blurbs of an unimaginative opposition
is only going to help it in the long
run.
"Chicago is not different from any other
big city.
Its magnificent boulevard along
the lake is a credit to the nation.
Any city
that can improve so marvelously within the
span of years that it has, is not going to be
backward in measuring up with the national
pride in this great story, which was written
by a Chicagoan, and it will take a far more

over and over again to' the point of annoyance, but as one out of thousands of cases
is
it
illustrative.
In the city of Hartford.
'Way Down East' played for three weeks
at the leading playhouse of the two at $2
prices to a total of over 38,000 paid admissions.
The following season it returned and
Poli played it in his popular priced picture
house in one week to 44,000 paid admissions.
Does any exhibitor mean to say that such
promotion was 'Bunk.'
Or does he think
that without this earlier and intensified promotion that 'Way Down East' would have
piled up such a record of attendance for
Poli?

"The foregoing

How

anyone can

Tuesday, June

12,

DISTRIBUTOR

from the record.
such work 'bunk' is
The record shows that

facts are
call

open to question.

are people who demand big pictures
and who are willing to pay to see these big
pictures in a theater where they can secure
their seats in advance and enjoy a proper
and dignified presentation of it without being
annoyed by injudicious cutting of the film
and the rush and bustle of piling into a
theater in crowds that have been lined up

there

They beoutside for advertising purposes.
come interested in the motion picture and
its possibilities and the presentation of big
pictures under such auspices is stimulating
to the business and therefore of constructive
value."

convincing argument that you have put forth
the article to which we take exception to

in

make us

believe that the artistic soul and
love of Chicago is limited to a fifty-five cent
amusement palace modelled after the Grand
Opera House of Paris, but without any of its

Newspaper Opinions

traditions.

"Martin

Strand
J.

Quigley commenting editorially

upon a fatuous condition which has grown
up in certain circles of the motion picture
business,
was considerate enough to say
that the announcement of J. J. McCarthy
and myself having contracted to handle the
road tours of 'The Covered Wagon,' recalled
our former work with 'The Birth of a Nation,' and described the latter endeavor as
one

the

greatest promotional influences
in motion picture history.
He added that
it
was also of a constructive missionary
nature.
of

"Between

widely separated viewpoints there seems to be a decided difference
In order to shed some light
of opinion.
Upon the matter may we be permitted to
quote you a few undisputed facts from the
these

records.

"One of the first real steps forward in the
motion picture business came in 1915 with
the launching of 'The Birth of a Nation' as
a two dollar attraction in New York City,
and its subsequent tours as a road show for
nearly four years before

it

was ever shown

In

than four years this single production made a net profit of over $4,000,000,
and our books show that over 30,000,000
people paid these prices to see it.
Of this
number it is safe to say that at least 40%
of these were new patrons who had, prior
to this, never patronized the movies.
It
aroused interest, gave dignity to a strugless

gling art and made millions of movie fans.
exhibitor who says he has not benefitted
since by this forward and constructive movement is lacking in vision or plays hide and
seek with truth.

Any

"Another

forward

movement came

with

W. Griffith's marvelous production of
'Intolerance.'
The bigness and the sweep
of that undertaking was inspiring.
Griffith
put a lot of his individual profit out of "The
Birth of a Nation' into this spectacle.
It
cost five times as much as any picture ever
made up to that time. In the face of this
came the rising war costs of touring, and
yet despite its lavish outlay of money 'Intolerance' was given along the lines of its
D.

predecessor and eventually paid out a margin of profit.
I am sure no one will say
that this mammoth spectacle did not make
a Jeep impression and add to the growing
worth of motion pictures in the field of

entertainment.

"After a lapse of time when another constructive movement was needed came the
picture version of that time tried old rural

drama, 'Way

known

Down

East.'

It

is

commonly

the profession that Griffith paid
the biggest price for the picture rights to
this story that had ever been paid up to its
time.
What he did with that simple story
is motion picture history.
in

"We handled the big city engagements and
the road tours for seven months.
Our books
show a net profit in that period of $1,350,000

in

round numbers.

"Here is a
'Way Down

bit of inside

East,'

AMERICAN—*
taining.
luted.

careful

enveloped the story
quinine,

closes

which

history regarding

might

be

given

*

*

palatable and enter-

The acridity was retained, but diThe satire was evident, but only after
analysis.
It was as if the film literally

much

eliminating

as a capsule enthe objectionable

irritation.

Here and there the plot was weakened to
public taste, but at that there were far fewer
changes than is customary in translation of
a theme from story to screen.
a picture,
Street," up to the last five or
six minutes of its length, is one of the most
significant character studies that the screen

AWOKE,

LUMP IN MY THROAT,
THOUGHT I'D CHOKE —
OH, HELL!

EVENING JOURNAL—As
"Main

then,

There is engrosin months. * * *
sing drama in "Main Street," and it is enFlorence
acted with laudable perception.
Vidor, Monte Blue, Harry Myers, Robert
has had

Noah Beery and Louise Fazenda
among the many sterling contributors.
EVENING WORLD—Frankly, we like

Gordon,
are

"Main Street" as a photoplay and really
think that we did more so because of Harry
Beaumont's

in a picture house.

"I

"Main Street"— Warner Bros.

direction

and

the

acting

of

Florence Vidor, Mnote Blue, Harry Myers,
Noah Beery and Alan Hale than because
it was written by Sinclair Lewis.

MORNING TELEGRAPH — There

are

many

factors in the screen version of "Main
Street," to recommend it as a fine picture.

It starts out with greater promise than
later part of the picture fulfills, but on

the
the
whole it is a well presented, beautifully acted
story and has been skilfully directed to boot.

I'D

BEEN DREAMING

THAT I WAS

BROKE

SUN—

"Main Street," * * » is an admirable picture.
The types are perfect. It is
beautifully acted, and it follows the book to
a greater extent than Sinclair Lewis had any
reason to hope for.
For the first half, say,
the photoplay is exactly like the book, both
in plot and
what is more important, of

—

course

—

in spirit.

TELEGRAM—*
of the

* • and proved to be one
most interesting cinema's of the sea-

son.
It is not only true to life but it also
has a rich vein of humor and through the
story runs a very pretty romance in which
Miss Florence Vidor and Monte Blue share
the honors.
If you want a good laugh go
up to the Strand.

TRIBUNE—

Why, at the end you realize
that the picture has been made for residents
of Gopher Prairie all over the world, and
they are going to love it and say "Isn't it
true to life, the way those city girls have
such crazy ideas 1"
The cast is splendid.

WORLD —

The stage version, in its shalnever could have approached the
picturization in its completeness.
Gopher
Prairie stood out in gaunt relief when the
passenger train, with its sardine packets of
faded women, dirty babies and sock-feet men
arrived to find the town in Sunday best. * * *
It is interesting to speculate whether the
meeting of the best movie minds at the Waldorf on Friday could have made "Main
Street" a better picture than in the present
version by the Warner brothers.
lowness,

EXHIBITOR

1923
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Crux of Case
Reached Between Federal Trade and
Famous — Evidence Regarding First
Run Bookings — Cohen On Today
The crux of the Federal Trade
case
Flayers
Commission-Famous
was reached late yesterday just before
adjournment when a chart of bookings
of first class, first run houses was offered while S. R. Kent was on the
The Government claimed it
stand.
desired information for only the season of 1922-23 and this chart furnished hooking data for several years pre-

ceding

After

this.

much

argument

Dropped

Suit

Famous Players Buy Allen Chain;

Vitagraph
Discontinues
$6,000,000
Action Against F. P. at Intervention of Will H. Hays
It

that

Now

was announced late yesterday
damage suit filed

by Vitagraph, Inc., against Famous Theater Competition in Dominion Removed by Big Transaction
Players has been dropped at the inFirst National and Fox Had Made Bids for the 35
tervention of Will H. Hays.

Theaters

The suit involved charges of first
run control on the part of Famous
Players, with the result that Vitagraph found it impossible to break in.
It was for this reason, according to
that
Vitathe original complaint,
graph claimed its profits had dwindled away. The original papers cited

(Special

Coming

The

the record later.

in

of

suit

considerable

aroused

Do you know what

THE FILM
George

The

explained

witness

that

the

Famous Players

conallowing that concern the right
to withdraw from contract pictures
designated as super-specials is a right

clause

in

the

tract

(Continued

on

Page 4)

Peyser Too
its reguadjourned
The T. O. C. C.
lar meeting early yesterday out of respect to Charles L. O'Reilly whose
wife is dangerously ill. A silent prayer was offered for her recovery and
also to Samuel Peyser of Staten Island who is very sick.
Mrs. O'Reilly

111;

Fecke to Produce
Fecke of Boston

in

is

Chick Sale with Pathe?
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles— It

Los
Chick

is

reported

here

well known as a
vaudeville,
in
character delineator
appear in two comedies for
will
Pathe, the first to be made in the East
and the second here.

that

The
firmed

ease.

An

of

issue

DAILY.

month.

—

ing Famous' new
making it
that the clause
hibitors
mandatory for the distributor to furnish a picture contracted for by an exhibitor, even though the release date
may be later than that mentioned in
the contract, is a new contract provision which is part ot the uniform
contract and which is in nearly all
of the new contracts between distributors and exhibitors.

that

town, at the Astor. He intends producing a series of features on the
Actual production starts in a
coast.

and was finally called to the
stand for a second time yesterday afNew Roach Series
ternoon by Government counsel, who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
two weeks ago were on the point of
Los Angeles Hal Roach will protelegraphing for him to come back
from the Famous sales convention at duce a series of 10 two reel comedies
under the general title, "The Spat
Los Angeles to testify.
Pembroke will
Frank
Family."
Kent explained to Government direct.
Pathe will undoubtedly reconcerncontract with ex-

tomorrow's

See

in-

recess

inquiries

ownership or lease of 35 theaters
from Quebec to Vancouver.
The purchase price was $650.-

means?

terest in the trade in

following

Corp., has purchased the assets of the Allen
Theaters. Ltd., including the

Pictures

$85,000,000 in cost?

view of the then
Sydney S. Cohen will be the chief impending investigation by the Fedwitness today and the local hearing eral Trade Commission.
As a matclose on Friday after ter
the
of
is expected to
considerable
fact,
of
which the hearing will proceed in charges appearing in the Vitagraph
Philadelphia.
papers also appeared in the briefs
S. R. Kent, sales manager for Fa- filed against Famous by the Commous Players, was the chief witness mission.
during yesterday's proceedings. Kent
Formal notice of the discontinuwas on hand when the hearings re- ance was filed yesterday in the
sumed Monday after a two weeks' United States District Court.

counsel

—

Sale,

above report was
Pathe yesterday.

uncon-

at

Innovation

different,
You're going to find something new; something
"Sunday
the
called
been
popularly
hereafter, in what has
FILM DAILY. Not only will you find the
issue of
will be materially
reviews of current productions; but they
digest. All the
condensed, more to the point, and easier to
But
sincerity.
punch will remain, all the honesty, all the
more
much
reviewed
will know all about the picture

000. with a Inst cash payment of
Allowance is provided
$50,000.
for in the case of one theater,
the Allen at Winnipeg, which
has been under litigation because of the question of control.
If the Winnipeg house is found to
be tied up, a specified reduction is
to be made from the purchase price
mentioned. The sale was made with
the approval of G. T. Clarkson, the
trustee, who was authorized by the
court to handle the affairs of the
Aliens, following the granting of a
winding up order. The sale has been
ratified

And

just

best of

morning.

how much you
all,

you

will

like

have

it.

it

delivered on Saturday

DANNY.

on Page 2)

Walker Going to Syracuse
Senator James J. Walker will attend the M. P. T. O. of New York
convention in Syracuse next week.
In the course of a telephone conversation with Sydney S. Cohen yesduring which Cohen was
terday,
quized about several matters, he was
asked whether he would attend the

He replied:
convention.
"Is there anything else?"

What

of

A. B.
in

C?

Weinstock's

Interested
Trade
Statement That Booking Circuit
Faces Disbandment

you

quickly than heretofore.
just as you always
In addition you will find a lot of news,
column; all about
"Danny"
do in the little old daily, the
and what is going
what the stars and directors are doing,
And lets hear
look.
on in production, and-well-take a

by the Toronto court.
(Continued

THE

from you

THE FILM DAILY)
The Famous Play-

ers

Do you know that productions scheduled for release for
the coming season total over

control

theater

to

Toronto
Canadian

$85,000,000 for

on the
If he rules part of Famous Players on Broadadmitted at this time.
against certain of the evidence ap- way, New York and in other cities
pearing at this stage of the proceed- throughout the country.
ings Famous Players will make an
it

Control 60 Canadian Houses

the $6,000,000

Commissioner Alvord decided to take
the chart over night and decide this
morning just what contents would be instances

effort to get

Price 5 Cents

1923

13,

a

1~ the A. B. C. disbanding?
This question was in the minds of
number of local exhibitors and ex-

changemen vesterday following the
David
interesting statement made by
Wein^tock A. B. C. member at MonTrade
day's session of the Federal
Commission inquiry into Famous
Players' activities.
preWeinstock, while on the stand,
Booking
dicted that the Associated

Corn,

would soon be compelled
(Continued on

Page

2)

to

—

;

THE
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DAILY

F. P.-L.—Allen Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
The transfer of the control of Allen
theaters removes all competition for

Famous
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Sales

5

.

.

5%

SY&

5

60

flayers

with Eastern Theoperating the Pantages;
Regal Films, Ltd., with six offices
handling various makes of pictures;
including
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Famous-Lasky

Loew's

17J4

What
i

and

J.

Only recently Robert Lieber
H. Von Herberg of First Navisited Canada to consider pur-

tional

of

A. B.

Continued from page

1)

out.
It is common knowllocal film circles that the A.
B. C. has had great difficulty in securing pictures
for
its
members.

crowded

booked was "Modern Marriage," with Bushman and Bayne and
since that deal was made, no new

product has been secured.
The A. B. C. was c nginally formed
to tight the big theater circuits on

been keen

now

is

first-run

concludes the performance.

No. 48

land.

Riesenfeld's
Classical Jazz,
the
Elizabeth Bartenieva, who
sings an aria from "Jean D'Arc.,,
"The
Snow Bride," with Alice Brady," is the
Sharpe-Minor
the
Wurfeature.
at
C.

by

News Weekly and

join in

prelude,

followed

by the orchestra opens the
by the news reel and "Main
Street Frolic," a prologue to the feature,
"Main Street." "The Watch Dog," a Dippy Doo Dad comedy and organ selections
are the only other numbers on the bill.

BELMONT
of

"Enemies
Cameo,
Brooklyn Strand

Wagon"

Jane Novak in "Divorce," an F. B.
O. release has been booked into the
Rialto.
The date has not been set.

in

Broad Street

THE FILM DAILY)

this

week,

Financial Aid for

High

be

will

"An

Idyll

of

open

rulers

PA.— Flames

wreck

LA.— Airplanes

fight

Open Time
(Special

CAIRO, EGYPT— Annual industrial carnival.
YERBA BUENA ISL., CAL.—Also Jersey
City,

St.

Louis,

Mo., and other items.

THE FIRST NEW REEL— THE REAL
NEWS FIRST

tod ay
The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled
For a Single Production.

RUPERT
OF
HEN
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
& BERT LYTELL

LEW CODY

HOBART BOSWORTH
ft BRYANT WASHBURN

REASONABLE TERMS
CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

MARJORIE DAW
MITCHELL LEWIS

ft
ft

An Interview
Involves No Obligations
CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

ft

Look Here Tomorrow

ft

ft

'Phooe Watkins 4522

1207-8

ft

ADOLPHE MENJOU
ELMO LINCOLN

ft

ft
SELZN1CK DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION^

m
Liabilities are placed at $15,480 while no assets are listed. Creditor are Foseph Enrico, $3,150; Vito
Mitorontonido, $4,100;
Al Gilbert,
$1,750 and Roy Sheldon, $1,500.
.

—

14

U-ictuASA^

Vickers' theater each year. The rest
of the year will be devoted to Paramount first runs.
*

Southern California Backs Cohen
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles— The M. P. T. O. of
Southern California met on Monday
and received a report of the Chicago
convention.
The election of Sydney
S.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

McVickers'

Chicago There will be from 12 to
weeks of open time at the Mc-

(Special

(&citLCCltl07lCt£

at

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Cohen was endorsed.

delegates
the only

explained

man who

George P.
also spoke.

that

One

of the

Cohen was

could be elected.
Aarons of Philadelphia

boll-

ft

the

Sierras."

winner

& CLAIRE WINDSOR

QUICK ACTION

Los Angeles In all probability,
Frank Lloyd's first picture for First
National

Y.— "Zev,"

weevil.

"The Covered

CHROMOS TRADING

—

France

railroad station.

TALLULAH,

its

Lloyd's First
(Special to

N.

SPAIN.— Spanish

PHILADELPHIA,

13th week at the Criterion,
while "The White Rose" is scheduled to close
at the Lyric the end of this week.
is

Limitless Resources

at Rialto

PARK,

and

Poilu.

arliamen*.

ft

Film

Unknown

to

Kentucky Derby, triumphs again.

At Other Houses
of Women" is still playing at
"Slander the Woman" is at the

Off for the Coast

F. B. O.

homage

Strand

A

bill,

Legitimate Propositions

Lester Blankfield and J. G. Mayei
left for the coast yesterday.

FRANCE.— America

PARIS,

MADRID,

Rialto
The current program of the Rialto opens
with "Czar Und Zimmermann," and is followed

PatkeNews

situation.

Bankrupt
A petition in bankruptcy has been
filed against Al Gilbert Film Prod.,

f

theaters has
anticipated and de-

Charnas Here
Harry Charnas is here from Cleve-

Gilbert Alleged

I

.jrgan

the

Change in the policy of various theaters in cities where compel ition be-

C?

distributors in selling product. Weinstcck also slated that the total buying
power of the circuits carried such
weight with distributors that independent theater owners, such as belonged to the A. B. C, were being

the

magazine and "Danse Arabe" come next.
Ben Turpin in "The Shriek of Araby," is
the feature, which precedes Divertissements,
'"The
Road to Maudalay," and "Back
The
Stage," an "Our Gang" comeay.

;

offers
from Nathanson.
Fox and
First National also tillered into negotiations for the Allen assets and
other interests made offers at inter-

1923

Capitol
Offenbach's "Orpheus" is played by the
Capitol orchestra as the overture this week.
"Karasaki no Matsu," a Japanese ceremonial,
is next, followed by
"A Dream of the Sea,"
"Indian Love Lyrics," by the
a scenic;
etc.
The weekly
singers,
Ballet
Corps.,

transaction represents the culmination of an extensive series of litzer and "The Widower's Mite," with Reginald Denny, are the last two units on the
offers for the Allen assets.
N. L. bill.
Nathanson.
managing director of
Rivoli
Famous Players, made his first offer
The feature attraction at this house is
for the Alien chain well over a year William De Mille's, "Only 38." Other numon the program include the overture,
ago,
when an amount exceeding ber*
Symphonized Hume
Gassa Ladra''
'La
was
bid.
11,000,000
This offer was runes, the Rivoli Pictorial, "New York
Recital Intime and
Yesterday
and
Today,"
w ithdrawn, it was stated, because of
Martha Graham, danseuse, in "Serenata
alleged changes in the Allen circuit, Moresca." "Our Gang" in "Dogs of War,"
and there were sevi-.al subsequent brings the show to a close.

disband because of the lack of cooperation on the part of important

last

and

The

chase of the Allen houses.

800

dis-

13,

At Broadway Theaters

Not quoted velopments are being watched with
Not quoted much interest.

World

The

Service,
subjects,

100

16§^ 1,300

165/6

Triangle

in

Film

tributing
Paramount
other organizations.

Not quoted tween Capitol and Allen

Griffith

edge

allied

is

Ltd.,

aters,

000

Not quoted

pld

do.

Goldwyn

the operation of more than
houses.
Incidentally,
Famous

direct

vals.

Close

1063/$

82

Players, which already opupwards of 30 houses in the
Dominion. The corporation will now
erates
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CfcOMLOWpILM LABORATORIES
.

PHONE'
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BRYANT-£576.

>-:

INCORPORATED^

WEST

•220
'

'..-.

4-2*2 /STREET

NEW yocK

:

ALLAN A.LOwNE5
"COS. MCC.

J

JJseaWn*
Ate.:

qmonteetl cleanup

with 40 Famous Motion Picture Stars for the

KEITH,

MOSS & PROCTOR THEATRES

What More Need We Say?
—
Conceived by
Louis Leivn

excepting that the exhibitor who can't make the biggest mop-up of

with

his career

this

Presented by

tremendous photodramatic sensation, revealing

Columbia
Productions

and
Jack Cohn
Directed by
John McDermott

the innermost sec ets of Hollywood, ought to get a job as engineer
of a peanut stand.

QUICK

!

!

Man

it's

a chance of a life-time.

GRAB

IT

the Screen

!

DISTRIBUTED BY

O EXCHANGES

723 Seventh Avenue,

F. B.

Sales Office United

Kingdom:

New

York, N. Y.

EVERYWHERE

RC Pictures Corporation, 26-27 D'Arblov

St..

W ardour St., London.

—

The Gem of

W.

I.

England

:

1HE

Crux

of

Case

(Continued from Page 1)
exorcised purely upon me discretion
of officials of the company alter seeing
He exa pre-view of the picture.
plained various provisions of the Famous Players contract, and gave a
detailed account of the sales methods
of Famous Players from the time it
shown hy the various
is made until

-<5B^DAILY

Wednesday June

The Ruben & FinkeTstein chain,
"What! $1500?" asked Marvin FarKent stated, took all but five of the rington, counsel for the Government,
"39" and "41" groups for about 40 in tones of amazement. "Why didn't
Abe Blank took about half Paramount sell that picture to
houses.
for Omaha and all for Des Moines. Loew?"

13,

1923

had told him that he had
from "a Famous Players
man." The data given him by Cohen,
Sohn said, was put in the office safe
which, he said, was open nearly all
day and easily accessible to the edithat Burford

received

it

Frank Newman, of Kansas City,
"They were too wise," rejoined
bought 80%, Jensen & Von Herberg
torial staff.
Manheimer.
"if
and the Stanley Circuit about
Jerome Beatty, formerly in charge
90% The Stanley Co., he said, buys
Manheimer stated that he is now
of advertising and publicity for FamParamount for about 25 theaters,' ;
showing first-runs of other comous and now with Al Lichtman, was
panies, but would rather have ParaManheimer,
owner
of
Jqhn
the'
with regard to advertiseexhibitors.
He said in response to a examined
Park theater, Brooklyn, testified that mount.
ments sent out from the home office
Kent stated that sales of accessowhen Loew built the Alpine in his question by Robert T. Swaine, for to exchanges in different parts of the
the respondents, that Goldwyn picries, such as slides, lithographs, etc.
neighborhood, he was compelled to
country, which he said were used as
tures were better from an artistic
nets Famous Players on an. average
switch from first to .second rfm.*6f
an experiment to attempt to bring inof $1 000,000 annually.
standpoint and added, "but it is not
Paramount, which until that tiw'e&i:
to line exhibitors whose answer to
Marvin Farrington showed the witthe artistic point of view that conhad been showing for about five
salesmen
Paramount
was,
"The
ness several form letters similar to
cert.
me.
It is dollars and cents,
years. Manheimer said that when the
people in my town don't know Paraexhibitors
various
mentioned
by
ones
and Paramount is a much bigger
Alpine was built the Paramount *ffice
mount pictures." Some of these adwho have been on tne stand as hav- used various arguments to corwince
drawing card than Goldwyn or any
vertisements were similar to those
ing been used in their territories. Kent
other company.
him that following Loew woulfl not
which various exhibitors have testiadmitted that he was familiar with
hurt his business, and not certain just
Howard McClellan, of the Ex- fied on the stand were used to whip
the various form letters which he said
what effect Loew's competition would hibitors Trade Review and Monte them into line when they quit using
are part of a concerted campaign to
have on his business he decided to Sohn, former editor of that publica- Paramount pictures, reading,"
stimulate interest in Paramount pic,"
take a chance on the second run pic- tion, were put on the stand for a is a good town, but
and
tures and that they were sent out to
tures, thinking that the corresponding brief examination relative to articles "Now you can see Paramount picand from the various Paramount exreduction in price would possibly off- appearing therein in June. 1921, at- tures at the
Theater."
changes with his approval. These are
set any loss of patronage resulting tempting to show that Famous Playsuggest
which
to
the
adthe letters
from first run of Paramount at the ers was holding the "big stick" over
dressee that he or she ask the proprieAlpine. The exhibition of second runs the heads of small exhibitors.
tor of such and such a theater why he
oved disastrous, he said, and he
is not running Paramount.
Farrington wanted to know what
Kent testified that Loew through found that he was getting his second had become of the original of one of
runs for just about the same price
Nicholas Schenck runs Paramount
the articles, and McClellan said he
he had been paying for firsts.
MADE TO ORDER
pictures in about 45 of his houses, 35
had made a thorough search through
Commercial
Developing and Printing
of which are in New York.
For the
The witness testified that on one all the files of the paper but could

;

i

.

j

'

<-.

New York

houses he

said,

Loew

took

practically all of the "39" series and
about half of the "41," all except five
of last season's output for the two

Loew Boston

houses

in

Boston,

75%

for the two Washington houses, 8 pictures for Dayton and 7 for Toledo.

The Princess and one

other theater
in Toledo are protected on first runs
in spite of Loew, Kent said.
There,
Paramount is split three ways between Loew and two other houses.
He said that Ike Libson at Dayton is
given protection on first runs, but admitted when questioned by Farrington that Libson has a chain of about
14 houses in Ohio.
Tom Moore, in
Washington, took 10 or 12 of the current season's output, Kent stated, and
wanted a 50% split but was informed
that "it couldn't be done."
Kent said that Mike Shea at Buffalo always gets the pick for his Hip-

podrome and

Park and that Loew
takes what's left.
Farrington asked
the witness if Shea wasn't an old
friend of Zukor's, receiving an affirmative answer.
Kent said he always had an understanding that Shea
was to be taken care of.
Asked if he knew that "The Covered Wagon" was going to be shown
in the theaters of the proposed Erlangcr-Shubert circuit. Kent said he
knew nothing about the reported Erlanger-Shubert combine, but imagined
that the picture would be shown in
practically all the Erlanger and Shu-

He said that a number
of Erlanger houses had contracted for
bert houses.

"The Covered Wagon" but that the
contract was not a blanket one for all
the houses in this circuit.
Kent said that Loew's first-run protection is now two weeks and in some
cases one, but that it used to be three.
All first runs, he said, are entitled to
protection of this privilege and get it,
but all exhibitors, according to the
witness, want more protection than it
is possible to allow them.

occasion he paid $275 for a picture,
took in $271 en the dav with a dailv
overhead of $300. He paid $1500 for
"When Knighthood Was in Flower."

not find

it.

Sohn

said that the infor-

mation had been obtained from Sydney Cohen, that Sydney Cohen had
secured it from W. D. Burford, and

'ftpnjACKER-FiLM Mfg. Compa ny

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE
FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
A MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL

STORIES

"Hands Across The

Published and Unpublished
b;

Famous Titury Lane Melodrama
Wonderful screen material

the

Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen
G.
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Service for Authors, Inc.
33

West 42nd
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Longacre 2453

HUGHES MASSIE & CO.
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Ashland 6208

Exclusively representing
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Would
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m
Film Standards
Developed by Motion Picture Con-

—

Com-

gress What Resolutions
mitte Thinks Will Help

One

matters

important

the

of

as a result of the deliberations of the International Con-

brought to

life

Picture Arts last
the formation of a set of
standards, binding both upon the producers and the authors, which, it is
hoped, will result in the further development of the motion picture.

Motion

on

gress

week was

The standards were prepared by
Committee on Resolutions are,

the

as follows:

in part,

—

The mographic art, and it

mon

to all the arts, except music.

tion picture is the truly
has long since advanced from the stage of
mere entertainment into a status where, for
good or ill, it carries to all classes of all the
people of the world the news, the drama
and the progress of the day.

so far as is possible within the
of the motion picture, the origspirit and structure of the story.

limitations
al

—

8
The motion picture producer should
encourage the writers of the spoken drama
and of novels to cooperate actively in the
studio in the screen production of their

works.

—

9
The ^ producer should encourage by
active support the work of authors writing
directly for the screen.

"The

— the

—

view.

"Much

has been said in criticism of motion
pictures, and this criticism has been concerned with a wide range of interests, extending from the choice of subject matter to the
inartistic treatment of the text by author,
screen adapter, director, producer and ex-

"Therefore, it behooves us who do creative
in music, literature, painting, sculpture,
architecture, dancing, poetry and the drama,
to help in the wise development of this art
rather than to condemn it; to build rather
than to destroy.
"Bound up in the motion picture is a three-

work

—

responsibility
the responsibility of the
the responsibility of the author,
of the public.

motion pictures must
recognize their peculiarly powerful responsibility to the public upon which the films
This
exercise such a profound influence.
responsibility must take cognizance of

"The producers

of

—

—

1
Good taste The best accepted standards of taste in American should be reflected
on the screen.

2

— Fair

3

— Respect

Play— No producer

or director of
give
motion pictures should consciously
offence to any nationality or religion.
ing
for

so

many

for

Law

millions

— Entertainment
must

reachreflect a respect

all
of the laws of the United States.
Producers of screen entertainment can not
allow any criticism or suggestion that the
motion picture tends to undermine that
fundamental respect for law which traditionally has been a characteristic of our

civilization.

—

—

5
As the most graphic form of communithe motion picture should maintain
exact standards of accuracy in the representa-

cation,

of

tion

the

facts

of

history,

costume and

normal human conduct.

—

6
Since access to the motion picture theater is general to all ages, classes and races
of the populace, portrayal of the strongest
human situations and inevitably sordid human

experiences should be accomplished with that
restraint which has always been the model

good

right and duty of authors to estaband maintain the most active cooperation
with motion picture producers in the production of those works which already have
been published or produced on the stage.

a

authors to acquaint themof writing directly for the
to avail themselves of the
offered by this newest art

2
The need of
selves with the art
screen, if they are
best opportunities

form."

Newspaper Opinions
"The Shriek

Araby"— Allied

of

and

Dist.

Prod,

— Capitol

AMERICAN— For

him, the Shriek
spectators may see

scream, although
only a rearrangement

new

in

WE'RE PROUD OF

a
it

situations

familiar

of

is

settings.

NEWS—

DAILY

"The Shriek of Araby"
not nearly as pood a picture as the "Small
Town Idol" was. By this we mean that the
satire is much less keen and the picture on
It isn't even
the whole is not as funny.
as good or as devastating as Buster Keaton's

THE EXHIBITOR

is

two reel satire on snow pictures,
"The Frozen North."
little

EVENING JOURNAL— Ben
knockout
comedy.

Turpin

is

"Shriek of Araby" real

at Capitol.

WHO'S TAKEN

called

MANY A

SOAK,

EVENING WORLD— Of
silly,

relief

course it is
apsticky and absurd, but it's a great
to one who sees as many of the alleged

screen dramas as

we

do.
There isn't a plot
But, if
doesn't need one.
you enjoy laughing, take a trip to the Capitol
and watch Ben's eyes and watch him ride
It's worth the price, no matter
a camel.
what they charge.

whole

the

*

cross-eyed actor achieves some fine

comedy and manages

of

to

make

*

the

moments

this

latest

strange technique of simple
desert love a very funny film.
Frankly, nonrecord

the

of

sensical from start to finish, the story reveals
the fantastic adventure.- of an amateur sheik
in capturing his woman, breaking her
spirit and bringing her to his feet

more

for

AND

of his

—

haughty
to beg

rough endearments.

POST * * * but a few comic situations
degenerate into the usual slapstick and speed
chases usually ladled out by Mr. Sennett.

CAN SA Y,
I'M NOT

STILL

affair

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

"WELL,

BROKE

SUN — *

* * does not always have moments
the spectator wants to roll on the floor
his mirth. * * *

when
in

The
and

film

is

somewhat bare

ingeniously

funny

in

episodes

—

those artful
which are

characteristic of Sennett
perhaps he is finding the strain of being funny is getting
serious.

on Broadway

*

— shrieks

*

creates

many

of laughter,

—

shrieks
for

Ben

has never been so funny as in this Mack
Sennett burlesque of the desert film picture.

TIMES— *

*

*

may

not be the funniest

which the strabismic Ben Turpin has
appeared, nor the best production Mack
Sennett has made, but it is sufficiently
ludicrous to tickle the risibles of most people.
film in

TRIBUNE—* * * if you like Ben Turpin,
whether he is funny or not, perhaps you will
like this very long comedy.
It seems to us
a dreadful waste of everything to rush into
a feature length picture of this sort without
any story to work with in the first place.

WORLD— Regarding
liding

Mr. Turpin's colneed be said; their team
terrible as ever.
The rest of
chiefly glorfied by wise cracks
the subtitles and an amazingly active

orbs

little

work was as
the film was

among
lion.

literature.

— When

motion picture is represented
as the translation of an already published
work ef literature or a drama which has already been produced on the stage, it should
7

this

cognizance of

take

should

TELEGRAM—*

—

4
International Relations
In the realization that the motion picture is the only universal language, producers in all countries
should have due regard to the fact (A) that
their own people will be appraised elsewhere
as their own films present them ; and to
the fact (B) that the citizens of other countries will assume their status abroad from the
manner in which foreign producers represent
them.
As a medium of international amity
the motion picture is mightier than treaties.

EXHIBITOR

— The

1

producer,

and the responsibility

motion picture

of the

—likewise have a responsibility
producer and to the public, and

lish

hibitor.

fold

works

creative

authors

to the
responsibility

in

"In the motion picture we have the product, not of one mind alone, but of many
minds a condition which particularly calls
for consideration in any attempt to advance
from an artistic and from a cultural point of

13,

maintain,

—

"Within the short period of a generation,
a new art form and medium has come into
being one that is comparable in influence
to the printing press for the communication
This newest of the arts is the
of ideas.
motion picture.
"The transmission of thought and sensation through the eye into the mind is com-

of

;

Sobler Here
Sobler, Mid-West exploitation
representative of First National is
in town on a vacation.

Al
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GIGANTIC BUDGET
Bitter

On Cohen

Vita-Famous Suit

Minnesota Calls Him Tyrant and Settlement Due to Hays—"Not
Penny" Paid by Famous SeaAutocrat and Challenges Him to
bury Also Comments
Launch New Unit There
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis A scathing, vitriolic
and scorching denunciation of Sydney S. Cohen was issued yesterday by
the board of directors of the Minnesota M. P. T. ()., in answer to his
statement of lasl week, in which
Cohen declared that the withdrawal
of Minnesota from the national organization was influenced
National interests.

The

by

First

directors apparently feel keen-

on W. A. Steffes, who
Was completely ignored in the Cohen
statement which called Theodore L.
Hays, the dominating figure of the
Minnesota unit. Cohen's feelings are
ly the slight

spared in ;-ny manner in the
statement of whieh the following are
some pertinent paragraphs:

not

(Continued on Page 2)

Fox Loses Reissue Case
to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Federal Trade
Commission has ordered Fox Film

Production Cost for Coming Season $100,000.000. Figures Important in View of Gov't's
Statistics Showing Producers' Income

a

The

settlement of the $6,000,000
of Vitagraph against Famous
Players, as noted in yesterday's issue,
is understood to have ben accomplished without a penny passing, and due
entirely to the action of Will Hays
as arbitrator.
suit

Elek

J.

Production costs for the season of 1923-24 will mount close
This is the largest stun ever expended in the
to $100,000,000.

Ludvigh, general counsel industry.

of Famous stated yesterday that "not
food for thought, in
These stupendous figures offer
a penny" had passed in settlement of
average
the litigation.
the opinion of well posted film men. who. realizing the
out
figure
to
Vitagraph
trying
William M. Seabury, for
business done, year by year, are now busy
season
declared that the settlement of the
the
when
what profit, if any, will remain in the business
litigation was "a complete vindication
that there will be good
is over. .This, based on the assumption
otherof Vitagraph's position" and
the coming year.
throughout
business
wise cared to add nothing to his
They frankly admit that if any unstatement.
expected reversal comes in the genWill Hays preferred not to discuss
business situation that some
eral
the matter.
L. Nathanson Secures Goldwyn- con. rins will find the situation em(Continued on Page 4)
Cosmopolitan Output for Regal
barassing and difficult.

much

Close For Canada?

.

Films There

Kohn Leaves Warner Bros
Morris Kohn, who recently

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

With

the

supplied,

figures

in

the

main bv executives of important proToronto—The report appearing ex- ducing" and distributing compati

Warner Bros. iaQpder- elusivelv in
FILM DAILY negative production costs for the seaHjp place
stood to have resigned.
ago relative to a deal son of 1923-1924 will total about
weeks
several
No one at Warners between N. L. Nathanson and Gold- $100,000,000. This, it must he borne
wil not be filled.
discuss the resignation yester- wyn-Cosmopolitan is now verified
w.mld
in mind, includes the more important
to abandon the selling or leasing of
and Kohn could not be reached
(Continued on Page 4)
companies and does not take in the
reissued films under titles other than d; y
a statement.
fc r
various state right organizations of
first
those used when they were
lesser standing in the business.
shown, unless the new and old titles
are prominently displayed in adverWith the exception of five intising matter and on the picture itstances—First National. Fox. Goldself.
wyn, United Artists (including Aln
Corp.)
You're going to find something new;
lied Produces and Distributors
been called the Sunday
and Vitagraph, the estimates furnishhereafter, in what has popularly
find the
1 you
ed are authenie and are as follows:
DAILY. Not only
issue of
e
Describes Meeting with Elek Ludvigh
1.500.000
but they
$
Arrow
reviews of current productions;
All ft
J[
Ugest.
J
4.000 000
in 1922 at Which Exhibitor Com..
to
Exhibitors.
easier
Associated
and
point,
condensed, more to the
1,500,000
plaints Were Taken up
C. B. C.
5,400.0011
punch will remain, all
stand
more
^Cosmopolitan
Sydney S. Cohen took the
reviewed
picture
(Continued on Page 2)
yesterday as a witness for the Govyou will know all about the
ernment in its anti-trust suit against
quickly than heretofore.
a i„ a «c
Famous Players. Cohen was called
Arrivals
after completition of S. R. Kent's
well-known independCohen,
Rube
testimony carried over from Monday.
Francisco is
(Special

THE

treasurer of

—

Cohen On Stand

An

Innovation

THE FILM

w
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*
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ma
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ent

Cohen

did not have

all

the papers,

between
correspondence
Adolph Zuzor and himself and agreements made between the former and
M. P. T. O. stating that some of these
papers only arrived from Chicago.
Monday. It was at first suggested
by the Government that Cohen should

at

including

(Continued on Page 5)

from you

And

just

best of

morning.

how much you
all,

you

will

like

have

Myron

it.

it

distributor
the Astor.

delivered on

o
Qtnr H av
Saturday

DANNY.

of
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San

editor

manager
New York

Arnier. business
land" are in

business

offices

for

the

which will be printed, as
on the coast.
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Frank
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Close

Sales
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100

82

80^4

80^

High
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do. pfd

-.Goldwyn

5

000
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.

.

$Y&

5

5%

800

Not quoted

Griffith

WA
l

Loew's
Triangle

World

16?4

165/6

1,300
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Not quoted

Sales Meeting Tomorrow
Universal, will hold a sales convention for its Eastern sales force at
the Commodore, beginning tomorrow and terminating on Sunday. A
three day meeting will be held next
week at the Congress, Chicago.

"U"
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On Cohen

rather than sacrifice its independence by
longer submitting to the tyranny of Sydney

Cohen.
Mr. Cohen's vicous attack on the Minnesota organization furnishes but one more example of the high handed maimer in which
Mr. Cohen seeks to discredit those not subS.

his

autocratic

will.

The

history

of the M. P. T. O. A. is replete with examples of similar dastardly attacks on those
who dared to refuse to meekly accept the dicatoiship Mr. Cohen sought to impose upon
Loyal leaders of the organization have
them.

leen ruthlessly sacrificed at the whim of this
tyrant, seeking to perpetuate for himself the

despotic office he
cloak of prejudice

has

created

behind

unit with open
stance, lauding

in

more than one

in-

a model
exposing
t
the distributor controlled unit he
for
Why did he wait until he found
charges.
the Minnesota organization one which would
accept no dictation from him or any other
man before hurling this cowardly lie to distort the real truth of the causes which led
to Minnesota's withdrawal from the national
to

the

skies

as

of exhibitor organization, instead of

KILLED
STEVE CARNAN?

TM&

ACC USER.

O

more

or

Hodkinson
Lee Bradford Corp.
Lichtman Corp
Luxor Pictures
Metro
Pathe

3500,000

Principal
Selznick

1,950.000
3,250,000
4,000,000
7,500,000
3,d00,000
3.300,000

Truart
Artists

Universal
*Vitagraph

Warner Bros
Total

coast.

Production

estimated

costs

by

THE FILM DAILY.
The following

figures

are

QUICK ACTION
REASONABLE TERMS
CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

An Interview
No Obligations

Involves

CHROMOS TRADING

CO.

1123 Broadway
Suite

Phone Watkius 4522

1207-8

official

indicate the trend of distributor business in the periods designated. The

per cent levy, which was repealed
January, 1922, was constant and
by simple multiplication, the annual
gross of all
distributors
can be
five

E.K.LINCOLN

in

IN

"The

learned:
Sept.,

Rental

'19

to

Tax

Aug.

'20

Distributors' Gross

$5,009,617.45

$6,036,240.47

$100,192,349.00
Aug., '21
$120,724,809.40

From September,

1920, to

Sept.,

'20

to

who have been asked

perhaps significant, therefore,

THE FILM

Zenith Pictures Corp.
;:.:; St.
n. y. c.
Penn. 3649

now.

The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled
For a Single Production.

about

of the European
countries and the fluctuating course
of the pound, franc and mark, the
revenue accruing through foreign
sales is of a doubtful figure.
is

of the STRONGEST
A Dramatic Sensation
with an All- Star Cast

Septem-

ber,

men,

RIGHT
V

Time

exteriors will make
DAILY, beginning
it necessary for the company to visit
Sunday, will publish a series of arguhalf a dozen states, ending up in the ments on distribution and attendant
Pacific Northwest.
problems.

The

Limitless Resources

from the Treasury Department, and

Garsson to Make "Garden of Gold." that distributors are talking about
Murray Garsson is rounding plans increased rentals for fall product in
to produce a story called "The Gar- view of the vast amount of money
den of Gold" which Tommy Atkins involved in the fall production lineup.
will direct.

over

Legitimate Propositions

$100,310,000

It is true that the foreign market
Morris Back; Warner Goes West
has not been considered so far in
Sam Morris of Warner Bros, re- this analysis. It is similarly true,
turned to New York from a trip to that with the
present unsettled conseveral Mid-West exchange centers ditions in
many

product.
He met Abe Warner in
Chicago, whence the latter went to the

playing

first half of this

financial Aid for

more

5,000,000
840,000
3,500,000
1,200,000
10,270,000
4,000,000

this
interesting
question,
place
$5,000,000 as a conservative figure
establish another for print cost and advertising accesto invade Minnesota to
paper unit to affiliate itself with his monarchy sories.
That brings the grand total
concerned, we in Minnesota accept this
is
to $140,000,000.
challenge gladly and will welcome Sydney
Cohen or any of his henchmen to come into
On the one side, therefore, is
our territory at any time."
found a peak figure for distributors'
gross of $120,724,809 reached in the
Sydney S. Cohen's office had no 1920-1921 season and
a probable excomment to make on the Minnesota penditure of $140,000,000
for pictures
yesterday.
statement
in the 1923-1924 season.

relative to a deal covering next year's

Circuit
is

3.000,000
5,500.000

Goldwyn

United

"Slippy McGee,"
the Keith houses the
week.

14, 1923

9,000,000
6,000,000

or

It

ASK
CLYDE FILLMORE

1,500,000
11,000,000

1921 then, distributors grossed
$120,724,809.
This represents the
high water mark estimated fall proorganization.
"As ridiculous as the claim that First duction costs, as noted, are placed
National controls the Minnesota organizaat $100,000,000.
tion, is Mr. Cohen's statement that Theo.
L. Hays, our vice-president, is its dominatThis is the negative production
ing figure. This is an attempt to cast asperTo this should be added, the
sions on the honesty, integrity and ability cost.
of our president, the man who has made and usual
estimate for distribution:
35
Mr. Cohen, in
maintained our organization.
per cent, or $35,000,000. This brings
his statement, wisely refrains from making
Film
any direct accusation of Mr, Steffes, know- the total up to $135,000,000.
ing that the high regard our president is
held in by the rank and file of independent
theater owners of the United States.
"And so far as Sydney Cohen threatening

WHO

i)

*Fox

and intolerance.

arms
it

Educational
Famous Players
First National including
Schenck Prod. 3,500,000

the

"If Minnesota, as is charged in the insidious attack of Mr. Cohen has, in the past,
been influenced improperly by First National, why did he not take steps to thoroughly investigate the facts he infers are in his
possession.
As president of the national organization, it is his duty to safeguard its
muts against outside influence, and to build
up its componement parts into one strong
organization, independent of outside interWhy, if the conditions
ference or dictation.
he alleged, existed, did lie receive the state

Page

(Continued from

F. B.

Over Keith

Bud get

Gigantic

nnnnurH trom page 1)
"While not wishing to stoop to the
mud slinging tactics that Sydney S.
Cohen has adopted as the means to
vent his spite on the Minnesota organization for its withdrawal from
the M. P. T. O. A., we cannot permit
to go unchallenged, the cowardly and
venomous insult he has directed at
the Minnesota association.
"The statement, which seeks to explain
Minnesota's retirement from the M. P. T. O.
A., as a move prompted by First National
Interests which Mr. Cohen declares largely
lominate the Minnesota association is a
malicious slur on an organization of independent theater owners which preferred to
withdraw from the national organization,

servient to

Thursday, June
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RUPERT
OF
HENT
A ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
A BERT LYTELL
ftLEW CODY
ft CLAIRE WINDSOR
ftHOBART BOSWORTH

BRYANT WASHBURN
MARJORIE DAW
ft MITCHELL LEWIS
ft ADOLPHE MENJOU
ft ELMO LINCOLN
ft IRVING CUMMINGS
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PEAKING

OF SUMMER BUSINESS
where

such

find

but with

else

new

fine

Paramount could you

pictures as

1.

Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno

2.

Agnes Ayres

3.

William de Mille's

in

"The Heart Raider"

Herbert Brenon's

"Only 38,"

"The Woman with Four

Betty
5.

Exciters"

with Lois Wilson, May
Elliott Dexter, Bobby Agnew, George Fawcett

McAvoy,
4.

"The

in

Faces," with

Compson and Richard Dix

"Children of Jazz", with Theodore

Kosloff,

Eileen Percy,

Ricardo Cortez, Robert Cain
6.
7.

8.

Jack Holt in

"A Gentleman

of Leisure"

Dorothy Dalton in "The Law of the Lawless," with
Theodore Kosloff, Charles de Roche

Thomas Meighan

in Peter B. Kyne's

"Homeward Bound"

Paramount releases for June
and July
Look them over; study the casts; learn
the type of stories; see them for your8 summer releases you can play
self
with pride and profit.

These

are

—

That's

IF

IT'S

IT'S

why

— winter

or

summer

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

THE BEST SHOW

IN

TOWN

FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION

IUl.

;;
;

—2&^
"Kine" Editor Guest at Lunch
Frank Tilley, editor of The Kinemetograph Weekly, ("Kine") of Lonpro- don, was the guest of honor yester-

Vita-Famous Suit

Close For Canada?
(Continued

from

Page

1)

with the announcement that that

duct, as well as Distinctive's will be

through Regal Films Ltd.
Another important transaction in
which Nathanson figured this week
was the purchase of the Allen Theaon behalf of Famous Players
Canadian Corp.
Regal, already controls the Canadian distribution of Metro, and Pathe.
The head office is in Toronto with
branches in Montreal, St. John, WinIn
nipeg Calgary and Vancouver.
securing Goldwyn, Regal has obtained releases handled in the Dominion
for/ years by Famous Players Film
Se/vice, the Allen organization.
handled

day at a luncheon at the Astor, arranged by Bert Adler, New York
correspondent for the publication.
Harry Reichenbach acted as toastmaster and brief addresses were de-

by

livered

Blackton,

Stuart

J.

Na-

Burkan, Abe Berman, John
Flinn, and others including the edi-

than

tor of

THE FILM DAILY.

Tilley in a brief address declared
that English exhibitors were some-

what behind Americans in presentation, and doubted if the form of presentation accorded pictures on Broadway would ever be popular in England.
He warned English producers
against making
pictures
which he
'it is understood that while it is termed "American" as well as Ameril
ue negotiations are pending between can producers for making "English
lathanson and Goldwyn, no definite pictures."
He said the important
^arrangement has as }ret been entered point was to make a good picture and
upon.
nothing else mattered at all; urging
producers to get more simplicity and
sincerity in their work.
Einhorn Going Abroad
Among those present were:
C. E. Einhorn of the Graphic Film
"Roxy,"
C. Flinn, Gus Schlesinger
Corp. sails on June 16th on the Rot- of Warner John
Bros., Sydney Garrett and Milterdam for Europe. Einhorn will ton Cohen of Inter-Globe Export Courtland
Eugene
visit all the principal countries and Smith of the Hays organization
;

14, 1923

Thursday, June

DAILY
(Continued

in

from

Page

1)

Duratize

Film men of importance, however,
discussing the case yesterday and

the action of Hays declared that within the industry, nothing of greater

YOUR

value had been accomplished by Hays
than bringing to an end such actions,
without having them aired in public,
regardless of the virtue of the complaint.
Incidentally, that this action
would serve as a precedent in future
matters, was pointed out as signifi-

Prolong

FILMS

the

life

your

of

prints

cant.

Write for sample or better
still

send

a

us

of

reel

waxed,

not

positive,

new

to

be

Duratized without charge.

WHO

KILLED
STEVE CARNAN?

Duratizing

economy.

an

is

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.

TME-

ALLAN
220

ACC USER

A.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd

N. Y.

St.,

Phone: Bryant

5576

;

make

will

a study of the conditions

abroad.

New House For Lexington Ave.
With the sale of the site at Lexington Avenue between 86th and 87th
Sts.,

Mullen and George Kami, Goldwyn Charles
E. Whittaker; Foster Gilroy, Hodkinson
Vivian Moses and Clyde Eckhardt, Fox; Joe
Schnitzer and Edna Williams of F. B. O.
Louis Auerbach, Export & Import ; R. E.
Welsh, M. P. World; W. A. Johnston, M.
;

r.

News

Review

Pathe; P. S.
Klein

that a large theater will
large
be erected on the property.
theatrical organization purchased the
property last week for $1,000,000.
The Keith interests have been mentioned in connection with the deal.

A

London

FILMS

Harry Rowson, Ideal Films,
Howells
David
Jacob
Wilk

;

;

;

Cromelin, Inter-Ocean
Lynde Denig,
National;
Edmund Goulding; Ben
Hicks, Appollo Trading, London; Howard

Paul

;

First

Harry
Dietz, Goldwyn
coate and "Danny" of

Green

;

;

J.

W.

Ali-

THE FILM DAILY,

and

others.

EVERY DAY

Cobb Here from Los Angeles
Changes in "The White Rose"
The following communication has
been received from the Griffith offices
relative to "The White Rose":
"In your review oi 'The White Rose,'
your critic refers to the picture being nearly
100 feet as shown at the opening.
Mr.
r.ritiith
extends his compliments and asks
that your attention be called to the fact it
was almost 12,000 feet when shown at the
ing.
He is much pleased as a result
and says the picture must have proceeded
r quickly to so impress your critic.
He
<Vso wishes you advised that the picture has
been considerably compacted and will be

more

F. Heath Cobb, of
Prod., arrived here from
yesterday.

before

released

to

the

THE FILM DAILY

Charges Injustice, Asks $20,000

BETTER AND BETTER

(Special to

GROWS

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"blue

during the past week along
Film Row. At Fox, Manager Charles N. Johnston has resigned joining
Paramount.
Harry Bernstein has
succeeded at Universal by Earl
Kramer, who comes over from F. B.
A general shake-up has been
O.
made in the "U" office by the new
manager. Al Barnett will no longer
for Renown, having tied-up with
Select in
department.
the booking
The entire force of American Releasing has been done away with, as a
result of the recent deal with Select.
Herk Webster has succeeded Art

Hegman

law."

damages.

A

asks

$20,000

number

of other exhibitors are expected to file suits of a
similar nature the end of this week.

Young

as booker at the

Bond

office.

Institutes Suit
(Special to

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Titusville,

the

Pa.,

has

McKinney,

New York

City

THE FILM DAILY—313

Issues—Every Day
Reviews
Including Weekly
52 Issues
1922 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

For $95,000

C.

St.,

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include

—
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Buffalo— James

Now

Subscribe

made

ii

WAY

EVERY

Lyric Premiere June 27
opens at the
Lyric June 27.
Mrs. Wallace Reid
will attend the premiere in person.

"Human Wreckage"

ex-

Many Changes In Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — Many changes have been

IN

Sam Grand
Los Angeles

Austin J. J. Hegman, owner of the
hibitors."
Queen has filed suit against Police
Commissioner
Harry
Nolen
and
The information that "The White Chief J. H. Rogers, charging injustRose" was 10,000 ft. in length em- ice, as a result of his being arrested
anated from the Griffith offices.
and held for violating the Sunday
so

UPON

Duratized

CAROL HOLLOWAY

S.

J.

on the west side of the avenue, Edward

comes word

Blaisdell, Exhibitors Trade
Storey and Victor Shapiro,
Harrison, Harrison's Reports;

George

;

;

INSIST
ASK

of

suit against
Corp., for $95,-

filed

Morosco Holding

In the writ of attachment, McKinney charges that in 1922 he gave
subscriptions to the holding company
for 500 units of stock involving $95,This was done on condition,
000.
he sets forth, that the theater organization would erect a new house on
McKinney's property. The plaintiff
charges violation of contract, inasmuch as the house was never built.

Subscription,

000.

Name
Theatre

Address

$10— Foreign,

$15

Thursday, June

14,

1923

Cohen On Stand

block booking system was working a
Selznick Gets 14 Short Reels
hardship on independent
exhibitors,
nick announces
(Continued from Page 1)
tisition
while the chart prepared by Famous
of 14 Martin Johnson short sub
again be called to be questioned reand which their attorneys succeeded
This series is titled "Martin Johnson's
garding the correspondence and variin getting into the record showed that
South Sea Adventures."
ous papers which he is to furnish the
in many cities exhibitors buy only a
Government when the hearing consmall number of Paramount pictures,
Porter Strong, Actor, Dead
venes at Philadelohia, but it was fiand that in some cases Paramount is
nally agreed that Cohen's testimony
Porter
Strong died suddenly Monshutout entirely.
will be concluded here, which may
day afternoon in his room in the
Kent, during his testimony stated Hotel
mean that the hearing will continue
America.
Strong was to aphere until the middle of next week. that Frank L. Newman, of Kansas pear with Al Jolson in the new
Attorney Fuller, chief counsel for the City, had cancelled his First National Griffith film. He previously played in
Commission will meet with Cohen franchise about two weeks ago.
"One Exciting Night" and "The
Kent also testified that Kunsky of White Rose."
today at the latter's office to go over
the various papers and correspondence Detroit has a three year contract with
Cohen will be call- Famous Players to run 52 pictures a
to be submitted.
Moritz on Special Work
ed again tomorrow, while the hear- year.
Allan S. Moritz, Famous Players
Among those noticed at the hearing manager in Buffalo, has been assigning will continue today with other
Government witnesses on the stand. yesterday were Neil McCarthy, from ed special work out of the home ofAmong the papers produced by the Coast, Fred B. Warren, Mike fice. R. J. McManus has been apCohen yesterday but which has not Comerford and M. J. O'Toole.
pointed Buffalo manager, going there
Kent stated emphatically that Famous from St. Louis.
yet been incorporated in the record
Herb Kraus sucPlayers
has
nothing
whatsoever to do with ceeds McManus
is a rough draft of the minutes of a
in St. Louis.
the Stanley Booking; Co.
Famous
Players
meeting held July 27, 1922, which sells directly to Philadelphia exhibitors, Kent
was attended by Cohen, Elek J. said. "We fought this out several years ago
Brouse Recovering Eyesight
Ludvigh, Harry Davis, of Pittsburg, and had some long arguments relative to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the recognition of the Stanley Booking Co.,
Mike Comerford, of Scranton, M. J. and we decided not to do it."
Ottawa Harry Brouse is graduO'Toole, of Scranton and E. M. Fay
It is
Discussing the Detroit situation, Kent said ally recovering his eyesight.
Inasmuch as the de- that
of Providence.
John Kunsky has usually taken 15 to unlikely that he will be able to read
published
heretobeen
tails have not
20 pictures from Famous each year until this for some time to come but he will
Some Paramount super-specials,
fore, it was thought pertinent to pub- season.
said the witness, are run at Gleichman's be able to resume business activities
lish the minutes of this meeting. Com- Broadway
Strand.
The bulk of the Para- shortly.
Alvord informed
missioner
mount pictures shown by_ Kunsky, he said,
I

i

Giegerich Rejoins Bennet
It
has returned to
Whitman Bennet I'rod. after an aba year while with F. B. O.
1

He

—

—

THE

I

ii

will

work on "Loyal Lives."

RENTALS
MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUREC

^

ASSOCIATION

WHO

KILLED
STEVE CARNAN?
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—c

IIC

bEAJT
ACC USER
S

1

DAILY

that all the letters and are at the Adams, Madison and Capitol.
FILM
Famous Players has no agreement there with
papers submitted by Cohen had not respect to second runs. Kunsky's contract,
yet become a part of the record and according to Kent, is entirely different from
were still Cohen's property, and could the contracts made with Loew through NichKunsky takes his pictures
olas Schenck.
only be published with his permission. on a percentage basis.
Cohen said that inasmuch as the docuKent said that Famous Players has alments would go into the record in ways believed that some equitable form of
the near future he had no objection to a percentage on pictures is necessary to
avoid the constant bickerings between exhaving the details of this meeting hibitors and salesmen. Sometimes, he said.
published now.
Famous Players has switched its ground,
a percentage return on some picCohen's draft of the July 22nd getting
tures and making an out-and-out sale on
meeting disclosed the fact that Cohen, others. The witness expressed the opinion
Harry Davis, Mike Comerford, M. that some form of a percentage basis is
necessary for the welfare of the business. In
J. O'Toole and E. M. Fay met at the
this
connection Kent said that experience
Famous Players office with Elek has proven where exhibitors have played on
basis they did not get back
percentage
a
authoriLudvigh who said he had full
ty to act

from Zukor, and urged that

Famous should honor

Phil

Gleich-

man's contract, with Famous Players which had been in existence for
three years, and over which there had
been some dispute. At this meeting
Ludvigh was informed that independent owners were prepared to purchase
Famous Players theaters. This was
in connection with the situation arising from Famous Players' ownership
of a

number

ters.

of

New

England thea-

Complaints of several exhibit-

ors against Famous Players were taken up, including Stern, of Bangor,

M. L. Markowitz,

of Modesta,
B. A. Anderson, of Gulfport,
Miss., and W. G. Hartford, of Providence.
Ludvigh told the committee
that he would have to take all these
matters up with Zukor and would adMe.,

Calif.,

them later.
Cohen identified many letters between himself and Zukor which will
with other papers to be presented by
vise

of the picture.
"Take the case of a picture worth $10,000
where the exhibitor has to pay that for it.
He gets out, gets busy and does everything
Where
possible to get from under the load.
he gets the same picture on a percentage
basis and doesn't have to put up a penny
he invariably lets the picture do the work

ASK

TUT- ANKH- AMEN
A Wm.

CARMEL MYERS

P. S. Earle Classic

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

for him."

Kent said that the chief reason Famous
enters into percentage bookings is
the belief that this is the only way the com>n>
can get from the exhibitor what pic
tures are really worth.
Farrington interrupted, "Haven't you contracts?"
Kent shrugged his shoulders as indicative
of what contracts are worth in these instances
Swaiiie, for the respondents, interjected:
enthusiasm."
for
contract
can't
"You

Players

With an emphatically long

scale of grada-

through to the screen the
entire range of tones from highest light to
tion

it

deepest

carries

shadow

that

cameraman

the

has

secured in the negative.

"Right," answered Kent.

Loew's Ohio Theaters at one
if
were not $67,000 in arrears in film
rental, Kent replied that he believed this was
true, but that in his opinion these were not
Loew houses except by name and that Fred
Desberg and associates were the controlling

Asked

time

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

stockholders.

"Roxy" Three Years

him go into the record of the pro-

at Capitol
Rothafel ("Roxy") this week
rounds out his third year at the Capi-

ceedings.

tol.

Prior to Cohen's taking the stand
Famous Players scored a point when
Examiner Alvord decided to allow to
go into the record a chart prepared by
Famous Players of theaters in all sections of the country which have run
Paramount first runs for the last four
years.
The object of the Government in asking for first run contracts
was presumably to indicate that

WATCH FOR

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

S. L.

Pizor

Honor Guest At Dinner
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

to

Philadelphia—A testimonial dinner
Lewen Pizor will be tendered

The
the Beaux Arts.
dinner is in appreciation of his efforts
forming the Joint Arbitration
in
Board now functioning so successfulThursday

ly.

at

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

THE

DAILY
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AMERICAN—

entertainingly

story,

little

Rivoli
"Only 38"

Jolson
is

WORLD—

War."

HERALD — It

productions

that

one of the most

is

we have

skillful

ever seen on

the

An

unpretentious vitally human little
Mr. de Mille has treated it with the
He
intelligent consideration that it deserves.
has encumbered it with no frills he has used
no bath rooms that look like glorified soda
fountains, nor marble beds with patent leather
sheets.
He has developed it simply throughHis cast
out, and he has told it directly.
screen.
story,

—

is

splendid.

MAIL— *

* *

A

thoroughly delightful mov-

ing picture, screened in a simple, straightforward manner. As entertainment we would
rate it as 100 per cent.
It's a pretty
petent cast is somewhat marred bv a lot of
very artificial sets.
Many of them look like
the cheap canvases against which one poses
for one's tintype along the boardwalk.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

SUN— *

* bears the trade mark of the
more thoughtful of the De Milles quiet restraint, desire to build up a picture by emphasis on the little touches of character
rather than on the flamboyance of sets and
costumes, and the trick of taking a situation
apart and analyzing it by the facial play of
the characters, instead of by roseate subtitles
liberally sprinkled with capital letters.
*

D. W. Griffith will probably produce a picture in England later in
The present plan is to
the summer.
go abroad upon completion of the
new picture in which Al Jolson will
appear in blackface.
This will start in a few weeks and
may take about two months to finish.
Griffith has considered working
It will be
in England for some time.
recalled a syndicate of wealthy Englishmen at one time were dickering
with him to make 72 reel production
tracing the history of the world.

—

photography, and one slips lown in a seat,
honing for Morpheus to come to the rescue.
* * *
This is one of those productions with
only a sequence of scenes, and some villain
has stolen the plot.
The whole thing is another of
those films which the authors at the Motion
Picture Congress last week agreed never
again to write and the producers never again
to produce.

WORLD—

"The Snow Bride"— F.
Rialto
AMERICAN— The scenery

is

P.-L.
cool,

the

DISTRIBUTOR

Foreign Deal on "The Spider
Irving Lesser has sold "The Spider
and The Rose" for France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Spain and Portugal to
Reginald Ford of Paris.

—

TIMES This picture does possess the
usual redeeming features of uood lighting and

Few Weeks

in

an interesting

Although we liked
EVENING
"Only 38" very much as light sort of entertainment, we must rank it as running second
to the latest "Our Gang" comedy, "Dogs of

Follow
Griffith— To
Picture Which Starts

by

Planned

acted.

Work June 18
THE FILM DAILY)

"Connie" Starts
(Special to

Hollywood

— Constance

Talmadge

production on "The Dangerous Maid," June 18. Victor Heerraan will direct.
will

start

Fox Managers Beefsteak Tonight
The visiting Fox managers who are
attending the annual sales convention
here, will be the guests of William
Fox at a beefsteak dinner tonight at
the studio.
Tomorrow night the
party will see "The Fool," the screen
rights to which are controlled by
are
that
organization.
Sessions
being held every morning and afternoon at the Hotel Astor. The convention closes Saturday morning.

photography excellent, while the picture
but Alice Brady could make a good picture
better, and a mediocre picture good.

Gilbert Denies Bankruptcy
Al Gilbert took exception yesterday
EVENING WORLD— "The Snow Bride,"
* * * is a wonderful improvement over Alice to the caption "Gilbert Alleged BankBrady's recent film, "The Leopardess," that rupt" which appeared over a story
they shouldn't even be mentioned in the same scheduling the liabilities of the Al
paragraph.
Gilbert Film Prod. Inc.
Fie stated
MORNING TELEGRAPH— * * * a that
company had been placed in
*
*
*
quantity of pretty scenery.
Also Alice
Brady, who does some very interesting act- bankrupttcy by his own action last
ing,
particularly
in
the
tense,
dramatic September
because an amount of
scenes.
As for the story, it always has
money in salary was due him. Gilbeen good motion picture material.
SUN Alice Brady's film * * * is entirely bert has formed a new unit, Rising
composed of surefire movie ingredients and Sun Prod. Inc. which intends filming

WHAT CAUSES
MOST PEOPLE
TO GO

BROKE
?

—

lacks any pretense of artistic worth.
Therefore the production will be successful.

TELEGRAM—The

the
of

life of Illiodor,
Russia.

the

Mad .Monk

story
brings
Miss
to the screen in a role for which she
especially suited. * * * a strong dramatic
production and has a notable cast supporting
the versatile star.

Brady

is

TRIBUNE—When

WHO

we came out of the
we heard some one say, "That is
punk picture," and we were rather inclined

KILLED
STEVE CARNAN?

theater
a

to agree with him.
If Miss Brady, with her
piquant personality, did not charm you at
times into thinking that the story was in-

teresting you would know quite well
was old and tiresome stuff. * * *

that

it

"Passion" At Capitol the 24th
"Passion" returns to the Capitol
the week of June 24th and not the
17th as noted.

TME-

LENT
ACC U
S

1

Entertain Coast Newspaper Folks
(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Ben

production manager and

Verschleiser,

Adam

Hull

Shirk, publicity director of the Grand
studios entertained the coast newspaper folks at a studio lunch last

week. Monty Banks, Syd Smith and
Joe Rock were present and were introduced to the guests.

14, 1923

British Production

Newspaper Opinions
"Only 38"—F. P.-L.

Thursday, June

ASK

KATHRYN McGUIRE

EXHIBITOR

7Ae BRADSTREET

flfcRECOCHIZB

of FILHDOM

iUTHORITY

Vol.

XXIV

No. 75

Friday, June

Joins Truart

Says Fairfous Al Aronson Becomes General Sales
Manager Starts New Duties on
Product Ahead of
Monday
Cosmopolitan
Alexander S. Aronson has been apThe Federal Trade Commission's
general sales manager of
:iiti-trust proceedings against Fam- pointed
He starts his new
Players-Lasky assumed all the Truart Prod.
>us
iscepts of a hotly contested legal duties on Monday morning.
>attle yesterday, during the examinaAronson has had a long experience
ion of Fred J. Wilson, exhibitor at in distribution.
He was formerly
jreenwich, Conn., and publisher of vice-president and one of the heads
'Reeland Reviews," with attorneys of distribution at Goldwyn, and while
both sides clamoring for Ex- with
>n
imorganization
held
that
iminer Alvord's attention as they portant positions on the West Coast
lurled verbal brickbats at each other. and in the East.
state
product will be
Truart's
Shortly after Wilson had testified
:hat in signing up for Paramount's righted.
'41" series he had paid higher prices
lor the Paramount pictures than the
"Main Street" Held Over
Cosmopolitan pictures listed in the
"Main
Street" will be held over for
;ontract, Marvin Farrington, one of
second week at the Strand.

Pushed

the

Exhibitor

—

Own

Government counsel, was quesWilson with regard to Para-

tioning

mount's distribution of its own product as compared with that of CosRobert T. Swaine, for
mopolitan.
the correspondents, jumped to his feet
md accused Farrington of attempting
to get into the record statements that
were nothing but "propaganda," and
which were unfair to Famous Players.
Farrington, Swaine and Examiner
Alvord were all trying to talk at the
same time, both attorneys visibly
angered and even the Examiner, for
the first time since the hearings began, anything but the good natured
presiding officer of unruffled demeanor.
"I demand that Mr. Farrington's
remarks be expunged from the recAlvord had
iord," exclaimed Swaine.
to pound the table for several minutes
before either Farrington or Swaine

Price 5 Cents

1923

=^-

Boosted Prices
ireenwich

15,

North Carolina Out

Danny's Analysis
Danny's

analysis

$100,000,000 production
published in Thursday's

FILM

DAILY

will /iippear

in

morrow's

isstfe.

story,

—

to-

Lexington, N. C. North Carolina
has withdrawn from the M. I'- T. O.
A. H. B. Varner, acting for the
executive committee, has informed
Sydney S. Cohen of this action in a
etter in which he says:
"Yesterday I attended a meeting of
King's
the executive committee of the M. I'.
T. O. of North Carolina in Charlotte

OU1S

—

Goldwyn At
and Then in Wm.
Goldman's New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

r
..

Withdraws From M.P.T.O.— Makes
Makes Third State to Abandon
Cohen Organization
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

the

of

by

ded

Until Jan.

1

and it was unanimously voted to
withdraw from the M. P. T. O. of A.,
Louis Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and
St.
was instructed to notify you
has secured a first-run home here by of their action."
virtue of a deal closed between William Goldman and James R. Grainger
Cohen's office had no comment to
when Grainger was here.
make on the North Carolina deflecGoldwyn will occupy the King's tion yesterday. This makes the third
theater, beginning Sept. 1st. opening state unit to sever relations with the
This national
with "Enemies of Women."
Michigan,
organization,
Withey Series for 1st Nat'l?
will be used until Goldman's new Minnesota,
having gone out preIt was reported yesterday that Chet
house, the St. Louis at Grand Ave, viously.
Withey would make a series of picabout Jan. 1st.
tures for First National. This could
not be confirmed at that company's

—

1

seating 4,000, opens

who

have three
then have
offices.
First National, Vitagraph and the
product of independent exchanges
Educ'l Renews for Cameo Comedies
The Missouri is the
to book from.
E. W. Hammons of Educational, Famous Players first-run.
has signed a contract for the distribution of a
edies.
in

one

new

There

series of Cameo Comwill be 24 all told, each

Bros.,
theaters,

"Tea With a Kick"

at Rialto

R. Rogers of Resoljjte
Sales, Inc., who is handling the
Kick"
distribution of "Tea with
in
it
placed
has
Prod,
Halperin
for
the Rialto for a week the end of this
month or early in July and also at
Charles

A

various other Midaffiliated with the
M. P. T. O. so far as their relations
with the national organization are
may he expected to
concerned,
crystalize into definite action shortly.

Disturbances

will

West

Grainger and Bonns in L. A.
(Special to

reel.

Film

Skouras

downton

Lloyd's Latest,

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles—James R. Grainger
Bonns of Goldwyn, have
reached Los Angeles after visiting a
number of Goldwyn exchanges across

group was cancelled.
"Because I had run some of the pictures
and I demanded that it be carried out as a

I also knew that this
matter of principle.
contract would be governed by the uniform
contract which was then being drawn up, an*

(Continued on Page 6)

pictures.

sS
^Goldwyn
"The
Stewart,

Love
will

Gets "Love Piker"

Los Angeles— Harold Lloyd's new

.and Eddie

picture has been titled

Grainger has closed a deal
with William Goldman, of St. Louis
for first runs in St. Louis.

country.

Ayres Signs Again

W.

Griffith,

Inc.

tan.

— "Enemies

London
Anita
wijth
Piker,"
by opened at the
distributed
be

This picGoldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Famous
ture was first turned over to
Ufa Buys Two Griffith Films
of the old
terms
the
under
DAILY)
FILM
Players
THE
to
(Special
an arrangement
Berlin—The Ufa has purchased Hearst contract, but
it will be rewhereby
made
been
East"
has
Down
German rights to "Way
Goldwyn-Cosmopolithrough
from
leased
and "Orphans of the Storm,"
D.

^^Enemies" Opens in Lo ndon
/( Special Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
last night.

audience

were

Marr,
Love.

F

T.

"

Women

the
Included in the

Empire theater

West End
folks-

of

in

film
the following
Godsol, Barbara La

Bert

Lvtcll,

The

picture

and
will

he

at

"Why Worry?

'

Fewer Shut-Downs
By Theaters This Summer, First Nat'l
Survey Indicates— Mid-West
i

Looks

for Fall

Season

First National has just completed
an interesting survey of conditions in
An analysis of the reports
the field.

following:

the

indicates

entire Fast may exsummer.
prosperous
Fewer theaters will close and more
houses will operate on their regular
full
time schedule. A late Spring
and more prosperous local condit
are given as the causes'. Certain
imno
see
West
tions of the Middle
provement over 1922, but there is a
general looking forward to the fall for
capacity business, since the crop out1.

pect

look
2.

That the

more

a

is

good one.

a

There

is

no particular type of

The type of picwith
ture wanted varies in accordance
want
exhibitors
Some
locality.
the
"summer"

Montagu northwest

Empire for three weeks, to be
lowed by "Little Old New York.

"Why Worry?"

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

Agnes
Grauman's, Los Angeles the week
Agnes Ayres has signed a new
"The Government intends to show of June 25.
contract for five years with Famous
;as the case goes on," explained Farwas
Players.
Paramount
that
Appearances
rington,"
Making Personal
charging much higher prices for its
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rename "Katherine"
own pictures, regardless of their
Bebe Daniels is here makWe ingBuffalo—
merit, than for Cosmopolitan.
personal appearances. Next week
George Miller has acquired Ameriare going to develop the point that she goes to Detroit.
can distribution of "Katherine of
Paramount always gave its pictures
Russia," which Harrv Chandlee has
preference over Cosmopolitan."
appearances
and renamed "The Mighty
re-edited
personal
~MisT Daniel's
was connected
Swaine wanted to know why Wilson if
Miller
cities will Woman."
Mid-West
the
of
some
in
Playhe had such a grudge against Famous
of "Civilization"
Playhandling
Famous
the
her
with
other
with
some
from
not interfere
ers, had not sought pictures
between some time ago.
company when his contract for the "41
ers contract, since she is in
would subside.

in

now

units

picture.

and

the

others want

fol-

summer

outdoor

comedy dramas

and

still

others

(Continued on Page 2)

dramas

;

for the
straight

—

—.&BW;
DAILY
— Hudson

Valley

Cummings Coming East
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Irving Cummings

Fewer Shut-Downs

Incorporations
Albany

Friday, June 15, 1923

from

(Continued

Theater

Page

(Special to

1)

dramas.

The standard seems

reit'sues

and

—

is

be cutting "Broken
Hearts of Broadentertainment, no matter what the way," at the Hollywood studio.
He
expects to leave for New York when
Tennis and D. Sherman. Attorney, type of picture.
Price
Cents
1923
5
Friday
June
15
ItLUl! No. 75
Some exhibitors are resolved he is through.
3.
C. Husted.
to fight the summer season through
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
with an even break enough to satisfy
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at
Albany Multi-Lens,
Manhattan.
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
them. Others have adopted a spirit
Incorporators,
INC.
Capital
I.
FOLKS,
$20,000.
WID'S FILMS and FILM
of passive resignation rather than
Editor;
and
President
Dannenberg,
Joseph
Bruenn and M. E. Phillins.
AtManaggressiveness on the summer
Business
active
Treasurer
and
Alicoate,
The Greatest Cast Ever Assembled
W.
J.
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising torney, S. Greenbaum.
ager.
slump problem. Many are booking
Capital $500,Corp., Poughkeepsie.
000.
Incorporators, P. J. and L. T

to

.

.

—

Manager;
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United

States.
Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months
$3.00.
months, $5.00; 3
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.80.
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Address

all
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'Phone, Hollywood
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Quotations
High Low
Close
Sales
East Kod. .107
105
106K 106J4
1,600
F. P.-L
80% 78^ 80
.

\

93

93

5

S

5

16^4

16%

do. pfd. ... 93

Goldwyn

...

100
100

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

16H

1,900

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Swain Back With Sennett
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mack Swain has
turned to the Sennett

Film

— Selwyn

Producing Corp.,

third

Albany

detail in

Manhattan.
Capital $10,000.
Incorporators, S. M. Brook, J. J. Finnegan. Attorney, A. M. Kengood.

"Life" Pokes Fun at Films
current issue of "Life"

The
the
is

Parisian Prod., Manhattan.
Capital $10,000. Incorporators,
B. Curtis, M. M. Goldstein, Attorneys,
Kendler & Goldstein.

Albany

Number.
In
considerable humorous
Movie

relative

to

motion

is

there
material
The
pictures.
it,

center
spread captioned "Filming
the Ultimate Super-Nonpareil- Ultra
Cyclopean - Ten - Billion - Dollar-

Feature
Art-Spectacle-Masterpiece
Amuse with the Stupendous All-Star Cast
Dover,
Del. Anthracite
In- caricatures a good many well-known
Capital $300,000.
ments, Inc.
corporators, Robert D. Heaton, Ash- figures in the business.
land Park, Pa. and Al Hottesman,
24 Triangle Reissues This Year
and Danile Shelak, Shenandoah, Pa.
Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc. will reAlbany Cartoon Amusement Co., issue 24 Triangle pistures this year,
At- all of them re-edited and re-titled.
Manhattan.
Capital
$3,000.
There will be four with Fairbanks,
torney, Edward Miller, Manhattan.
three with Hart, three with Norma
Albany North Park Recreation Talmadge, two with Lillian Gish, two
At- with Charles Ray, and one each starCapital $20,000.
Co., Buffalo.
ring Alma Rubens, Constance Taltorneys, Klein & James, Buffalo.
madge, Dorothy Dalton, Bessie Love,
Albany Tony Sarg Mfg. Co., Man- Frank Keenan, .Dorothy Gish, Jane
Incorpora- Grey, Buster Collier one directed by
Capital $5,000.
hattan.
by William
tors, H. H. Keefe and L. L. Little. Allan Dwan and one
Christy Cabanne.
Attorney, F. Henriques.

—

—

—

_

RUPERT
HENTZ

subsequent issues:

re

lot.

Grand on Coast
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
IncorporaCapital
hattan.
$5,000.
ADVERTISE
Los Angeles Sam V. Grand is
A. V. Sickle and M. I. Lord. Athere again from the east. Several of
SUBJECTS tors,
torney, C. Muller.
his comedies, starring Monty Banks,
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Joe Rook and Sid Smith have been
Educational Exchange
Stoll Buys It
completed. Each will appear in 12 a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a year. Grand says he and Harry AshLondon Stoll has acquired "Kath- er of Boston decided to enter the pro-

YOUR
SHORT

Albany

— Prescott Play Corp.,

Man-

—

—

\ea or
rWeam?
j\

For a Single Production

pictures.

rate

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
ft BERT LYTELL
ftLEW CODY
ft CLAIRE WINDSOR
ftHOBART BOSWORTH
ft

BRYANT WASHBURN
MARJORIE DAW
ft MITCHELL LEWIS
ft ADOLPHE MENJOU
ft ELMO LINCOLN
£j IRVING CUMMINGS
ft

ft

£ JOSEPHINE CROWELL
Look Here Tomorrow

£j

ft
SZ1UZN1CK DISTRIBUTING

—

CORPORATION

rr

j

T"

—

(Special to

—

—Lowell

Producers, Some towns, chiefly small ones are
In- determined to meet the institution by
Gloversville.
Capital, $100,000.
corporators, L. J. Russell, G. C. Pot- booking big league pictures.
ter and J. Argersinger.
Attorney, A.
The observations gleaned through
Dennison.
this compilation will be published in

St.,

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

Albany

Love

"Fan tasx"

A

WARREN A-NEWCOMBE
PRODUCTION"
WITH

HAZEL Ll^DSLEY

\$&tfiada&ti>

erine of Russia" for England.

New

Principal Deal

Irving M. Lesser, of Principal Pictures has sold the "Super Five" series

and "Mind Over Motor" to MounStates Film Co. of Denver for

tain

the inter-mountain territory.

—When

Discuss the Fall
the Eastern branch managers of Universal meet at the Commodore6
today,
the
"Universal
Sixty," as
next year's
output will
be
termed,
will
be
discussed.
the

principals

who

will

Cincinnati;
Tom Colby,
Cleveland; A. J. Mertz, Detroit; R.
ater, Ltd., from Montreal to Ottawa W. Abbett, Indianapolis; M. Joseph,
was made, the papers revealed that New Haven; E. L. Rife, Pittsburgh;
the extent to which Marcus Loew F. C. Hopkins, Albany; Harry S.
was interested in the theater was only Brown, Washington, and W. C. Herin receiving a booking fee.
mann, New York.
the formal transthe Ottawa The-

Under 250
70%; under
The

most

theatres
$4.00

is

seats, 30%; under 500,
800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,

PER M

UP.

Lists

if

desired.

30

Strauss,

to

50%

saved in postage, etc., through elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually
listed.

—

Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Folding Enclosing Mailing.

—

—

—

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
244 West 42nd

St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

To

and the Far East on a special mission
attend will be the assistant general
relative to distribution
for United
sales managers of the Atlantic Coast
Artists is back in New York.
He has and Eastern Districts, including Jules
completed his contract with that com- Levy,
Philadelphia; H. M. Herbel,
pany but expects to return to the East Pittsburgh; Claire
Hague, Toronto,
shortly.
and Ned Depinet, Atlanta. Some of
the exchange managers to be present
Loew Gets Booking Fee
will be E. W. Kramer, Buffalo; E.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
F.
Dardine,
Charlotte;
Maurice

Ottawa

THEATRES

When

Mooser Here From Japan
George Mooser who went to Japan Among

fer of the office of

Insure \bur Screen

duction field because, in a wide experience in exchange matters, they
discovered the problem that confronts
the exhibitor, that of getting suitable
material to round out his program.

17836 U.S.
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THROUGH 6000 YEARS TO HAaCMLANO
MEET THE JAZZ-GEMtE ~ RELCC OF AGES PAST.
HE GGAMTS AMY VJtSU. HE ORIMGS HAREMC-AMO
\WOtOOERS

—

A THOOSAUO ADVENTURES AMD

OEUGHTS.
ASK FOR A HOME AMD GET A HAREM; ASK, FOR
A MEAL AMO GET ARASfAM HOT OOG VVCTH
OAMCtWG OEAOTteS FOR. AFTER OfWNER TREAT;
EV£ftVTH(MG THAT WEVER HAPPENED BEFORE
HAPPGrJS HERE.

MAGIC

•

MIOIH

•

MV5TCCW

•

MAGNIFICCNCE

A Maurice Tourneur production

,!

FIRST

NATIONAL

By

F.

W//>

Anstey

Presented by

M. C.

A

LEVEE

Personally Directed by Maurice Tourneur

^

Foreign rights controlled by Associated First National Pictures,

Inc., 383

Madison Ave.,

New York

First National Picture

THE

iS^Hk

Friday, June 15, 1923

DAILY

St.
(Special

Louis Notes
to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Hunter Back From South
T. Hayes
Hunter has returned
from Florida where he secured ex-

Louis E. J. Lynch, of the Del- teriors for a new picture.
monts, has been transferred to Moline, 111., to take charge of the LeAbrams with Dura
claire, also owned by Fred L. CornBen Abrams has been appointed
Lynch's place at the Delmonte
well.
has been taken by J. Longdon. Harry special sales representative of Dura
Niemeyer, general manager and pub- Film Protector Co., Inc.
licity director for the Cornwell theHe will sail for
aters, has resigned.
De Mille Starts "Spring Magic"
France on June 14.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St.

Guts and Flashes
of

/

Bob Cluster had added the
to his string.
Sparta, 111.,
cwns several houses in Johnston City,

Ready

Office

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Paramount has changed the name
Des Moines C. T. Lynch wil
its Accessories Department to the manage the new Goldwyn exchangi

Ad

Sales Department.

which

open here June

will

IS.

Whitman Bennett has completed
work on "Loyal Lives,"

his first pic-

released through

ture to be

RENTALS

Vita-

MUST COME DOWN

graph.

OOSMOS ART PICTUREQ

Talmadge has written
Anyone Can Steal
Hollywood
William De Mille, You, Then You're Not the One for
Grand, who recently returned from New Me," published by Srark and Cohen
Cluster
York, has started work on "Spring and made into a record by Okeh.

—

New

Goldwyn's

Constance

a song called "If

'V*

^

ASSOCIATION

Magic."

111.

Rob S-L

Fox's Liberty, closed for the season June 3. During the off-season the
house will be remodelled and re-

(Special to

Offices

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles For the second time
decorated. The Columbia also closed in five weeks the offices of S-L PicJune 3, to undergo extensive improve- tures were broken into and robbed
Saturday night.

last

ments.

financial Aid for

MYSTERY!
Legitimate Propositions

SUSPENSE!

.

Limitless Resources

Fred Wehrenberg mounted a ship
on a Ford to exploit the showing of
"Down to the Sea in Ships," at his
Melba and Cherokee.

Lubin To Produce Again Soon
(Special to

QUICK ACTION

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

Bert Lubin, respon"Partners of the Sunset,"
Jack Underwood, of Enterprise, is starring Allene Ray, will start work
back from a sales trip. He reports shortly on "Dangerous Innocence"
written by Willard Mac.
conditions good.
sible

THRILLS!

REASONABLE TERMS
CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT!

for

An Interview
No Obligations

Involves

Ben Weissenbach recently severed
Cohen Describes News Reel
connections with the Chicago office
By request of
Station, NewHe is expected to ark, N. J., Emanuel Cohen, editor of
of Hodkinson.
line-up
with one of the local ex- Pathe News, broadcasted a talk on
changes.
"The Romance of the News Reel"

CHROMOS TRADING

WOR

Wednesday.

Cohen

was held yesterday afternoon.

THE MOVING FINGER
WRITES AND HAVING
WRIT IS GONE....OMAR
BUT NOT
ALWAYS!

1123 Broadway
Suite

told highlights of

Seek Data on Serial Lengths
all that is involved in picturing the
In a few months Pathe expects to world's news events.
have gathered from exhibitors an
answer to the question of the most
Manager Fined $600
practcable length for serials. Inform(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
dines
being
is now
ation adong these
Freehold,
N. J.—Judge R. V.
sought.
Lawrence, of Monmouth
County
Court, has upheld the decision imAcquire New Paper Film
posing a $600 fine on Walter Reade,
The Harry Levey Service Corp., who was
charged with opening his
has acquired American and Canadian
Savoy theater, Asbury Park, on
rights of a new fire-proof paper film
Sundays, thereby violating the Suninvented by the Kineflex M. P. Co.
day ordinance.
A special projector has been manufactured by this company for use in
connection with the stock which is
Lining-Up Fall Product
designed for special use in schools
Arrangements have been completed
and in the home. A demonstration by Lee-Bradford, whereby that organization will handle distribution of
"The Broad Road," the first production of Associated Authors, of Orlando, Fla.
The company will have
about 18 productions for the fall, six
of which will be made by Carl A.
Theobold Prods., Dayton, O.: three
to be produced by Roamar Film, in

which

Dorothy Chappelle will be
starred and six will probably come
from D. M. Film, Detroit.

THE FILM DAILY
GROWS

BETTER AND BETTER
Subscribe
The Film Daily
71 West 44th St,

City

THE FILM DAILY—313

Issues— Every Day

—52

Including Weekly Reviews
1922 Year

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

—Foreign,

Subscription, $10

pages

$15

Name
Theatre

ampton

sale to satisfy a claim.

New York

Now

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include

—

Co., has seized the property
Bethlehem, of the People's Theater Co., Inc., and has offered it for

WAY

EVERY

THE FILM DAILY)

in

'Phone Watkins 4522

IN

Allentown, Pa. The sheriff has
seized the property of the People's
Theater Co., Inc., on Tilgham St. and
placed it on auction to satisfy a claim
of $4,000. The theater company was
formed by many local people to erect
a house on the site.
The action was
brought bv the contractor.
Sheriff Wm. H. Best, of North-

1207-8

EVERY DAY

Sheriffs Seize Theater Property
(Special to

CO.

Address

~
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ENEMIES o/ WOMEN
(~

JfyrVicente Nasco Ibanez

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

and

ALMA RUBENS

4617NEMIES OF WOMEN"

A

L

(osmopolitan production

the

at

all records for

Directed by Alan Crosland

In

Roosevelt Theatre,
attendance and for length of run.

New York

it

is

week on 1? roadway.
in San Francisco, and

by Joseph Urban
Scenario by John Lynch

Settings

Distributed by Goldzvyn-Cosmopolitan

In

at

now
It

is

in its

playing
in

its

its

fifth

ninth capacity

capacity

week

tenth in Los Angeles.

opened Sunday to turn-away
Moore's Rialto, and will play there indefi-

Washington,

crowds

ran seven weeks
Chicago, breaking

it

nitely.

niiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiiiiiiMumiiiimii jii

minium

box-office sensation!
It is the year's biggest

THE

Boosted Prices
from

(Continued

Page

1)

which I knew would contain a clause providing that all of a group of pictures bought
by an exhibitor must be delivered by the

—

distributor.

Swaine "I insist that Mr. Farrington's
remarks be expunged from the record."
Alvord "Motion denied.
Mr. Farrington
is perfectly in order, Mr. Swaine, and if you
want to make a statement yourself you are
at liberty to do so."
Swaine "I don't want to debate the mat-

—

—

make speeches."
Alvord— "That is entirely up to you."
At one point during Swaine's cross.-examination, Farrington made some remark to
or

ter,

the witness.
"Don't attempt to conduct the
cross-examination, Mr. Farrington," objected
Swaine rather heatedly, "you can ask everything you want to one the re-direct examination."

Wilson testified that he has been using
Paramount 100% for the last five years, and
that shortly after he had signed for the "41"
group he was notified that the contract had
been rejected. He said that he had taken it
for granted that the contract was approved
after he had begun running the pictures since,
he said, it was a general understanding that
contracts were usually not actually approved
until the pictures were running.
He was then
sent two more pictures with a letter explaining that they were sent because of the
short notice of the cancellation, but that
after these, the contract would be cancelled
as per the terms of his cancellation notice
Wilson denied during his cross-examination
by Swaine that he had ever "slandered" Famous Players in his "Reeland Review." He
said he sent Kent copies of all the issues and
said that if it could be shown that he had
such statements would be retracted. He said
Kent never replied to this and told Swaine
that for this reason he objected to the latter's
"insinuation" that he had slandered Famous.
The witness admitted that he had published
a statement urging exhibitors to sign no contracts with Famous Players, and admitted
also that he himself had signed a contract
with Famous after the publication of this

Swaine asked
the stand

is

their

he didn't say that he

if

like to sign a contract with
for five years at a 10'
increase,
he could get such a contract he
;

Paramount
and that if
would "call

quits."
Wilson replied that he
hadn't told anybody he would call everything quits, but had in a conversation yesterday morning with L. J. Selznick and Geo.
Schaeffer of Famous Players remarked that
he would like to sign such a contract.
The witness testified that late in 1920 and
early in 1921 Alfred S. Black had approached
him relative to the purchase of his theater,
and had also made a tentative proposition to
him to join Black and assist in the purchasing
of New England theaters.
He said Black
explained that the usual practice was to buy
interest and pay it out of the profits,
a Sii',
and tha,t if the theater owner refused this
proposition to build next door to him or
Another method outlined
across the street.
by Black to force recalcitrant owners into
line. Wilson said, was. to see that film rentals would become so high that the exhibitor
would be unable to operate.
The witness said that he had made no
As Kent
profit From Paramount's last "39."
was walking down the corridor toward the
elevator he remarked to Wilson, "You've had
a lot of fun at our expense, Wilson.
You
haven't been fair.
But wait till our side of
his case comes up.
You're going to find
, things 'pretty
hot.
When you go to bat the
next time you're going to strike out."
The hearing will resume today with Sydney Cohen on the stand.
Subpoenas which
have been issued in Philadelphia for witnesses

everything

who were
changed to

to
appear Monday
later in the week.

have

pected that the hearing now may
here until Wednesday of next week.

May
(Special

Build
to

It

been
is

ex-

continue

Two Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Newcastle, Wash. R. H. Glenn is
discussing plans for two new houses
in Newcastle, and Burnett, replacing
houses now in operation.

House Record Smashed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "Safety Last" broke

—

the house record at the California in

week, when it grossed over
This is $4,000 more than the
previous record held by Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Nut."
first

its

$21,000.

sore

spot."
said that

Wilson
was published

the

article

in

him enclosing a

this

(Special to

which had beea sent to
exhibitor wrote Wilson

letter

matter."

—

Rock

MORE MYSTERY

"THE BAT"

BROKE
?

the fourth; and Joe
being directed by Alf Gould-

is

ing in his third.

Jacobs Completes Cast
(Special to

IN

TO BE

finishing

just

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

THAN

WHERE IS THE
WORST PLACE
IN THE WORLD

had written

that a meeting was soon to be arranged to go
into the matter with a view to eliminating this
practice.
After hearing from Hays I discontinued publishing facsimiles of these letI am still waiting for some further
ters.
response for Mr. Hays or for some action

on

DISTRIBUTOR

Question

Grand Units Active
THE FILM DAILY)
his patrons.
This
Los Angeles The Sam Grand
that he was unable to show Paramount pictures because the prices were out of his reach, comedy units headed by Sid Smith,
and that his patrons were receiving letters Joe Rock and Monty Banks are lining
of this type, from the Paramount exchange. up two reelers for the fall.
Smith is
"I sent an advance copy of the article to
Will Hays," Wilson said, "and he wrote me now on his fourth comedy; Banks is
after an exhibitor

Friday, June 15, 1923

Wilson before he went on

yesterday

would

statement, but not until, he said, he was informed by the T. O. C. C. that the new
uniform contract would eliminate the clauses
to which he objected in the old one.

Farrington on re-direct examination asked
the witness to look through the copies of his
paper and find, the "slanderous articles" ^tlrat
Swaine had referred to. Farrington also had
some copies of Wilson's paper before him and
turning to an article which was an opetj letter
to Will Hays, remarked "Here I th»c thiB

-3&*\DAILY

—

Arthur Jacobs has
completed the cast for the second
Frank Borzage production for First
National.
Shooting starts this week
at United Studio.
The cast includes
Myrtle Steadman, Joseph Swickard,
William Collier, Jr., Mary Philbin,
Farell
McDonald,
Frederick
T.
Truesdalc,
Bruce
Guerin,
Mary
Jane Irving, and Frankie Lee.

New

Rules on School Shows

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— New

Seattle
regulations concerning the operation of pictures in public schools were adopted at a recent
board meeting.
Hereafter all films

shown

schools shall be approved
by a committee appointed by the
superintendent and approved by the
board. The schools will be required
to pay out of the receipts the cost of
installation of screen and booth, the
school district assuming no expense
outside of
additional seating
and
window shades.
in
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Arrangements Completed
for American Distribution

i

s
1

THIS FREEDOM
a

Denison

production,

Clift

Compton, A.

S.

M.

novel released by

1

featuring

Fay

Hutchinson's celebrated

Fox Films.

HARBOR LIGHTS

COMING

George R. Sims celebrated melodrama, featuring Tom Moore, aTomTerriss production.

1

Released by Associated Exhibitors Inc.

BILL OF

I

s

DIVORCEMENT

Denison Clift production, featuring Constance Binney and Fay Compton released by

a

I

by Baroness D'Orczy, featuring Katherine
Calvert and Herbert Holmes, directed by
Henry Kolker.

MEN OF AFFAIRS

Associated Exhibitors Inc.

I

3
1

WOMAN

will repay

OF NO IMPORTANCE

by Oscar Wilde, featuring Fay Compton, a
Denison Clift production, released by Selznick
Pictures Inc.

from the Saturday Evening Post
by Roland Pertwee, directed by Denison Clift.
a serial story

WHAT S A

CHILD WORTH?

adapted from J. A. R. Wylie's novel "The
Paupers of Portman Square," directed by

Frank Crane.

1

THE HAWK
("temporary

i
3

3

featuring Charles Hutchison.

(Go-get-em-Hutch), directed by Frank Crane

THE BELOVED IMPOSTOR

i
i

I

title)

Address

inquiries to

Inter-Globe Export Co.
25 WEST 45th STREET
Cable Address

SIDFILM

(temporary title) featuring Charles Hutchison.
(Go-get-em-Hutch)

NEW YORK

I
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"Take Over Metro"
Said Marcus Loew to M. P. T. O. at
the Minneapolis Convention, Sydney Cohen Testifies

Price 25 Cents

1923

17,

Blue Sky Optimism

And talking of millions is all right. Even when you get up
Marcus Loew asked the M. P. T.
But all the "blue sky" and all
0. to take over Metro at the Min- into the hundred million class.
according to the optimism in the world ends somewhere.
convention,
neapolis
And perhaps this
testimony of Sydney S. Cohen at the
is a good spot to slow up in and take stock.
Federal Trade Commission hearing
What about the coming season? And production costs that
Cohen made this stateFriday.
ment when he referred to Loew's mount somewhere close to, or above a hundred million dollars.
speech at the preceding convention What about it?
Yes, say the optimists, what of it? Business
in Cleveland, at which the head of
But the grave
right, and it will work out.
Metro said he had bought a control- is fine, things are all
ling interest in the film company be- question is, will it?
cause he was afraid he would "be
An analysis of the figures appearing in Thursday's issue of
done for" if Famous Players sucIn the first
this publication presents many interesting angles.
ceeded in putting over a system of
place some of the figures vouched for by companies as to their
selling films on percentage.
Just how
Following that interesting state- production costs for next season can be discounted.
developed
further
nothing
do many
ment,
as
much is a question. In the next place you know,
along those lines while Cohen was on
and
much
promise
to
others, that some film companies are prone
In describing how Loew
the stand.
those
good
making
of
question
the
entered production and distribution, then leave to many elements
But even allowing discount for this, some problems
Cohen testified that Loew had first promises.
(Continued on Page 12)
to be ironed out inevitably develop.
For instance the best year of this business to date, accordFox Plans Offices Abroad
1920, to
ing to Government tax figures, was from September,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the tax
to
according
producers,
when
Albany—The Fox Far East Corp. the following September,
There
$120,724,000.
of
total
a
exhibitors
has been formed here with a capital- figures, received from
Don't forget that. GovSaul E. Rogers isn't any blue sky about these figures.
ization of $25,000.
But they
the attorney.
ernment statistics are dry, and usually uninteresting.
That you can bank upon.
.
,
-n
According to Winfield R. Sheehan, are correct.
will
for
Now then, is there anything to indicate that business
the above company was formed
1920-21 year? I so what
the purpose ofjopening distributing be any better next season than the
<-•
tt.
plans
agencies in the l<ar East. Fox
On the other hand some business analysts, like
is it?
close
ear
your
to have its own offices in other counkeeping
Forbes, Babson and others, are suggesting
tries where outside agencies now hanprediction, mind you
No
happen.
may
what
see
to
to the ground
dle the product.
the benefit ot
eoin- wrong—but just a warning, for
of thines g
But, wil
right.
all
be
Sonet's assume business will
protec"fon
it
assume
Lets
Features Reviewed
good?
1920-21? Will it be as
it be better than
receive
Page
distributors
and
And then what? If producers
will
The Mark of the Beast
the box offices
$121,000,000 for their share from
approximately
3
Hodkinson
't take them
w.ll
Where
do?
Main Street
of this country, what good will it
Because
to $ 00.000,000?
Warners'— State Rights.... 3
with a production schedule mounting
The Shriek of Araby
include ^stribution or pint^cortjjhis hundred million does not
Dist
3
&
Prod.
Allied
additional 35 to 4U mil
which totalled will certainly cost an
Penrod and Sam
may And if
Yo U cannot escape that, try as youcorrect and the
3
First National
Hon more
approximately
What's a Child Worth?
these fiJures are correct, or even

An

Lloyd

vers Relations

:

Inter-Globe

5

Through the Flames
Phil G'dstone-St. R'gts

5

Michael O'Halloran

Hodkinson
,The Ragged Edge
G'wyn-Cosmopolitan
Only 38
Paramount
The Lonely Road
First National

The Snow Bride
Paramount

Own — Release

to

Continues Through Pathe

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Angeles Harold Lloyd and
Hal Roach have agreed to dissolve
their relations.
Lloyd will produce
Los'

independently

in

One major
and

tled

the future.

point remains to be setthe papers will be

then

signed.
The Lloyd-Roach agreement
also included Pathe and it is necessary
for Pathe to approve the dissolution

can become effective. It is
Elmer Pearson,
general manager of Pathe is staying
before

it

for that reason that

here.

The severance

of business dealings

between Lloyd and Roach will have
no bearing on the release of the Lloyd
comedies through Pathe with whom
comedian's
time to run.
the

contract

Lloyd intends having
ducing
ters

organization

at

the

his

with

Hollywood

some

has'

own

pro-

headquar-

Studio.

He

has already engaged his uncle. William R. Fraser to continue as his general

manager.

Another Revival

Famous Players will make
version of "The Light That

a

new

Failed"
which was originally released in 1916
by Pathe. George Melford will direct.

Riesenfeld

Coming Home

Riesenfeld left the Havre
yesterday on the Paris, due
During his tour of
here the 23rd.
the continent he visited Germany.
France, England, Austria and Holland studying theater presentation
and orchestras.

Hugo
for home

Ocean Premiere

for

New

Film

the Leviathan makes its trial
trip to Havana shortly, "Mcrry-GoRound," one of Universal's important

When

Icwels will be shown aboard. R.
H. and P. D. Cochrane may make the
Universal reports the U. S.
trip.
Shipping Board has' contracted for
the Leather Pusher series for showing on all its boats.

fall

5

ab ° Ut * ?

5

Bad
develop
Some other interesting figures
Boland, in a wire to Harry
the
Tom
during
to the Government statics
according
states that the worst floods
Schwalbe
instance:
For
the 10 per cent a^
have struck
^wit
in Oklahoman history
1920-21 season, beginning
is practically under
dun,
Tulsa
state.
wed
that
^
sh
ission tax on^amusemen
water, with lights gone and Oklahoma
Exchange manand
was spent for amusement in ""*
amusements,
Citv is badlv hit.
variotls
city intend supplylatter
the
in
agers
<
h« ge sun,
of
ing film service by aeroplane.

8

8
8

Desert Driven

Film Booking Offices
Short Reels

With Hal Roach

Produce on His

is'

•

Independent

8
10

REGARDING MISTER EXHIBITOR

^er

|f^

m
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-

,
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(Continued on Page 2)
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Floods Hit Oklahoma

!
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a safe, conservative esti-

PatheNews

this figure as admissions
can be readily seen that admissions
No. 49
to legitimate theaters, vaudeville (many of such houses showing EPSOM, ENGLAND— The
to picture

Tnc.,

from

came from motion picture houses. But
mate will certainly allow 75 per cent of
houses; because

it

pictures, incidentally), races, fairs, carnivals, circuses, etc., would
hardly reach more than $200,000,000.
So, in rough figures, it
might be conservatively estimated that admissions to picture
houses were approximately $600,000,000.
then— if admissions totalled $600,000,000 and exhibitors
paid for film rental $120,000,000, what became of the balance of

Now

Outside

The

Derby

of

1923;

turf classic of Great Britain.

FRANCE— Unveil

CHAUMONT,

ment symbolizing friendship
U. S.

monuFrance for

of

ECHTERNACH, LUXEMBURG— Dance

to

cure sickness.

WEST POINT,

Y.—America's

N.

finest

graduate.

$480,000,000?
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.— U. S. Navy
Some exhibitors may say that there is no way to prove that stage their tournaments on aquaplanes.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
DAYTON, OHIO. World's largest airplane
Address all communications to THE FILM the box office business totalled $600,000,000, but regardless of nears completion.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, the preceding estimate there is still another way
to show that Also news from Bridgeport, Conn., WashingN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
and 'that is the well ton, D. C, Pittsfield, Mass., and Venice Italy.
Hollywood, California — Walter R. Greene, these figures are pretty close to being right
'Phone, Hollywood known, and more
6411 Hollywood Blvd.
or less admitted fact that film rental generally THE NEWS REEL FIRST— THE REALi
1603.
NEWS FIRST
constitutes
from
20
to 25 per cent of the gross of a house.
Chicago Representative— Irving Mack, 738 S.
It
Wabash Ave.
is true that some small exhibitors pay as high as 50 per cent
London Representative— Ernest W. Fredof
their intake for rental, but this is unusual, and it is also true,
Shaftesbury
The Film Renter, 53a
man.
Ave., London, W. 1.
and unusual, that some large chains do not pay as much; but
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42 Rue de
salesmanagers-and others, including exhibitors, agree that as a
Clichy.
European Representative— Interna- rule about 25 per cent of the gross can be figured as rental cost.
Central
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
of

—

—

today

—

Filmschau,
Prague
Wenzelsplatz.

tionale

vakia),

(Czecho-Slo-

A SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION
The

Quotations
High

76V4

75y2

4ji

4%

Sales

16y2

16^

200
700

76y4

Not quoted

do pfd

Soldwyn

THE FILM DAILY

Close

.106^ 106^ 106^

East. Kod.
F. P.-L

A

Low

....

4%

2,200

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

900

16J4

World

this.
The first of the series will be prepared by
Alexander S. Aronson, formerly vice president and sales manager
of Goldwyn, now sales manager of Truart Pictures, and will
appear in Monday's issue.

Friday's Quotations

Ince to Direct
(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles
to

BRAY BRIEF
Are

Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Office

Not quoted demonstrates
Not quoted

Triangle

plans

result of this analysis has developed such interesting
ideas and angles that
will present a series of
articles dealing with distribution and production beginning in
Monday's issue. It is sincerely hoped that from this forum will
result some suggestions and developments which will aid in the
improvement of existing conditions and bring about a saner and
safer method of conducting and operating this business.
Certainly it is needed.
Even a casual glance at the above figures

—Thomas

direct

H.
Ince
"Barbara Frietchie,"

A SUMMER SHOW
Kducational presented a novelty a few days ago
a special

in

presenting

summer program, made up

exclusively of short subjects.
Just the sort of idea developed in the "Suggested Programs"
Greene With Universal
found in the last Short Subject Quarterly. Very good material;
Fred V. Greene is preparing a spe- very interesting; an inspiration
and idea for any house big
cial campaign book on "Merry Goor
little.
Round," for Universal. Greene was
himself.

Duratize
YOUR

FILMS

—

formerly local exploiteer
for Paramount and later took over the Rialto
theater, Jamaica which re has just
sold.
ijT.i

Prolong

in

iiiiiiii.iii,!

i
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That's good.
of this

After awhile a

A

people will see the

wisdom

NEW STAR

is

girl.

EXPERIENCES
Henry King.

SCIENCE vs.
POLICE

LOVE

vs.

LAW!

L

Just back from Italy.

il

i

ii

m

i

i

ii

iM I' m iimhii

.mi

us

a

of

reel

waxed,

not

new

to

be

Duratizing

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN

Has

good stories
on his production experiences while "shooting" "The White
Sister."
One of them concerns the feeling which exists between
the Fascisti and the Bolshevik inclined Italians wdio work as
supers. They are constantly in a row. Usually any engagement
in which they appear ends in a fight.
One of these fights broke
up the "shooting" for several days of an important scene, but
it could not be helped.
According to King you can get any mob
effect you want, without planning it in advance, if you employ
these supers who can be guaranteed to deliver a street riot by
a lot of

the drop of a hat.
nun n

send

Duratized without charge.

so impressed over the probably future starring of the latest Gibson acquisition that he is wiring all his
friends in the East of the advent, and from what he wires, he
should be. Well, Hoot, here's hoping Carl signs up the latest

Gibson

your

of

Write for sample or better
still

positive,

move.

Hoot Gibson

lot of

life

prints

Larry Urbach in The M. P. Journal, the New York regional,
also takes up the cudgels in behalf of allowing smoking in theaters as a business booster.

u j niiiiini ii .mil iiu
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ABOUT SMOKING

DANNY.

220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

INSIST

5576
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Reviews
Thomas Dixon

Mark

'The

Producer:

presents

of the
Warner

of the Beast"
Thomas Dixon

Distributor:

Bros, present

Hi

"Main Street"
Producer:

Hodkinson

Newest Features
Turpin and Kathryn McGuire

ii

Producer:
J. K. McDonald
ibutor: Asso. Firsl Nat'l Pict.

"The Shriek of Araby"

Warner Bros.

Distribution:

"Penrod and Sam"

in

State Rights

Producei

Mai

:

Distributor:

Allied

I

As

Si tinett

Prod.

&

Dist.

a Whole.

.

.

.

Delightful

comedy

youth with plentiful amount

of

of the

Whole

Very unusual story As a Whole.. ..When cut to moderate
author's well known humor and
As a Whole
Plenty of laughs for
human
touches; an enjoyable picdevelopment containing one
length will doubtless have big apthose who like Turpin, slap-stick
ture.
mystery after another; has fine
peal in big cities because of popucomedy and "wise-crack" sub-titles. Players.... A fine line-up of youngdramatic action and acting.
larity of book,
sters who seem to catch the spirit
but
small
town
Players. .. .All especially well suited
Stars.... Turpin at his funniest in
folk may object to caricatures of
without appearing
the
story
of
and thoroughly capable; several
Slieik role; will make another hit
Main Street types which are
self-conscious; includes Ben A
roles
particularly
handled;
well
with his followers; Kathryn Mcenormously exaggerated.
ander, a real Penrod, Buddy MisHelen Ware gives excellent charGuire quite pretty in some scenes.
singer, Newton Hall and an inimitacterization,
also
Warner Rich- Players
Florence Vidor gives a Cast. .. .Subordinate
ray and
abli
to
stars;
d duet, Jincludes
mond; Robert Ellis, Madelyn Clare
smashing performance as the herGeorge Cooper, Ray Gray, Louis
rene Jackson; grown ups of minor
and Gustav Von Seyffertitz do
oine.
Is beautifully photographed,
importance include Rockliffe
Fronde and Dick Sutherland.
very well.
Monte Blue excellent. Many well
lowes,
Gladys Brock well, Mary
known names in cast including Type of Story. ...A burlesque on the
Type of Story. .Mystery drama; conPhilbin and Gareth Hughes.
recent
sheik
pictures;
Noah
furnishes
Beery, Harry Myers, Alan
tains splendidly sustained interest
Type of Story. ... Rather a narrative
good amusement.
Hale, Louise Fazenda and others.
and you never^ know from one
of events in the life of the young
Robert Gordon poorly cast.
minute to the other what will haphero, Penrod Schofield; splcndidh
Box Office Angle
.Should be good
pen next; called "a drama of the Type of
for any crowd unless you know
produced and a hearty entertainStory
Drama
of small
subconscious mind" and presents
ment.
they don't like Turpin and his brand
town folks with small town ideals
interesting but not always entirely
of comedy; seemed to be well liked Box Office Angle. .. Light and pleas
that city bred idealist tries to make
convincing
comprehensive
nor
A fini
ing; should go very well.
at the Capitol.
over to conform to her own way of
As

a

with

i

<

1

.

.

.

theory.

summer attraction.
thinking; at times rather appealing
Exploitation.
.There are many good Exploitation. ... Looks like a very
but usually quite far-fetched and
stunts for you to employ in putting
safe bet. "Penrod and Sam" seemknow they like
unconvincing.
over Mack Sennett's latest with
to have considerably more honestsomething novel; should appeal
Ben Turpin. First of all be S'ure
Box Office Angle. .Many clever aids
to-goodncss juvenile comedy appea
particularly to deep thinkers.
to let them know it is a feature.
to get them in; popularity of book
than any of the Penrod stories tha
Exploitation.
.Thomas Dixon's picHave a man dressed up to represhould prove helpful.
Warners
have preceded it. probably becaus
ture is certainly entitled to be termsent Turpin
if
you can secure a
have developed a number of ideas
sticks to real kid stuff withou
it
ed unusual, for it is all of that. The
cross-eyed man so mucn the better
which should help in getting them
grownup inventions to dre-any
picture is
decidedly out of the
and have him parade about town
in.
It will please them young am
up.
ordinary, and if you know that is
on horseback just as Turpin does
They can't help but like il
old.
You'll have to cut
what your patrons want you can Exploitation
in the opening scene when he is
Your folks v
they are human.
this
one.
No
matter
they
what
go to it on this one. First of all
advertising a picture for a theater,
glory in it because it will bring bac
say about it the length will kill the
you might clarify the title a bit
falls asleep and dreams the rest of
their own youth.
rest of your program and in small
as it is doubtful if they will get any
the picture If you have shown any
The picture is one sure In
communities
the footage will prove
idea of what it is about from "The
of the popular sheik films let your
when it comes to family trad.
unsatisfying and to build up the
Mark of the Beast."
folks know this is a burlesque on
anythin
get
You
couldn't
right kind of a program you will
Since the story deals with a form
such pictures.
If you are lookin
more
suitable.
have to cut it.
of medical or scientific theory you
for a good wholesome, pleasing en
Another stunt would be to have
might have a preview showing for
This done, it should be easy.
tertainment
don't fail to put "Pen
an
automobile full of harem girls,
the physicians of your town in
Your crowd will want to see it, and
lis
on your
and
Sam"
rod
in company with the man described
order to secure their endorsement.
you can use the names of the playExploitation should occupy muci
above,
drive
around
town
with
signs
If there happens to be any sort of
ers, all of whom are well known
If you Coi
of your time and effort.
reading: "Here's Ben Turpin and
club that is interested in a study of
to help get them in.
secure the use of one of thi
his harem.
They'll be at the blank
subsconscious power, you could
traveling merry-go-rounds and thi
Have
old fashioned lamp posts
theater on (give date.)"
Should
support.
enlist
their
also
owner
of one might easily find mo
placed in front of your theater with
you use the stunt mentioned in the
more remuneration by^ working
The picture will appeal more
sign posts reading "Main Street."
above paragraph, it would attract
you for one week than in pick
people to
readily
intelligent
to
Joseph Plunkett, of the Strand, is
more attention if you could also use
up pennies for himself it should
whom it will undoubtedly prove inusing a novel idea, that of having
a camel.
a good stunt to get them inti
teresting not only in its theory, but
an old bus going about the streets
lobby
Have
your
decorated
after
Get some children to accompany it
also for its dramatic action and actinviting folks to have a free ride
on
fashion
Bedouin
tent and
a tour of the town and have i'
the
of
a
ing.
You can promise several exto "Main Street" at the Strand.
properly labeled to advertise the
your ushers dressed in Arabian
cellent performances and tell them
Let them know Florence Vidor and
Another
good stunt
showing.
costume. This should attract conthey will not be able to figure this
Monte Blue have the principal
some
ingenious
have
be
to
would
attention.
the
siderable
Supply
one out prior to the end.
roles, and you might readily arboys rig up a circus and call it
right musical accompaniment and
book
your
local
There isn't very much in the way
range a tie-up with
Penrod and Sam's Circus, tellir.
good short reels.
of stunt exploitation that the story
store.
them it can be seen in the pictu
would suggest, so you had better
Richard Jones;
Direction by....F.
at your theater, giving the date.
by... Hairy Beaumont; has
aim to interest them through read- Direction
many laughs Direction by ....William Beaudine
in
good
has
gotten
a
about
as well as could be exdone
ers and whatever space you can get
Shows a genuine appreciation
pected with Sinclair Lewis' rather
and kept them coming rather sponyour local editor to allow you.
kid days; a lot that will appeal to
tiresome story; too many closetaneously;
injected a lot of genuine
Direction by.. Thomas Dixon; shows
both young and old with hap]
ups; some good hokum.
comedy touches.
fine sense of dramatic values and
reminiscences for the latter; has
Lewis
Sinclair
tells story in smooth, quick style Author
used just a little too much too!,..
Mack Sennett
Author
without unnecessary detail; always Scenario
Booth Tarkington
Author
Julien Josephson
Ulen McNeil Scenario. Hope Loring and Lew
Scenario
carefully to the point.
E.
and
Scott
.Homer
Leighton
Thomas Dixon Cameramen. ..
Author
Cameramen. .Homer Scott and Bob

A

Box Office Angle
number if you

first

.

rate

.

.

.

.

—

—
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—

•

I
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Thomas Dixon

Scenario by

Harry Fischbeck Photography

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Dupar

New York

Mountains
Length

.

Excellent

5,988 feet

Length

Cameramen. Ray Jane and Edv
.

Walters.

Excellent Locale.. Any small town with a Main Photography
and Catskill
Locale
Street.
8-500 feet

.

Length

L'hnan.
Chiefly on the

Good Photography
Locale.. The vacant
desert

4,357 feet

\'ery golot

1

next doo;

Penrod's home.

Length

0,275

u

I

1

1

1
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Personal Notes from the Studios
The East

In
Elmer

Clifton

on

busy

is

Cylinder Love" for Fox.

some

time.

The West

In

Allan Dwan is about half way
with "Zaza," Gloria Swanthrough
"Six
son's first Eastern-made picture in

THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood—-William E. Wing
(Special to

joined the Universal scenario

Chester Bennett has started worl
Lullaby," starring Jan<

on "The
Novak.
has

staff.

"So

Herbert Corthell and Walter Catbe

will

lett

seen

Gerald C. Duffy is working on sevDistinctive's
scenarios w Inch will go into
eral
work soon on the Burr lot. The

in

"Second Youth."

Monty Banks' new comedy

Red Robe" com-

the

pany, which has been in Stamford
shooting exteriors, is back.

Gil

Many

are being taken on
New London,
River,

scenes

be started soon.

C. C. Burr has pui chased from
Gerald C. Duffy, "The Restless Age,"
formerly which will be one ot the eight feaConnelly,
Michael
J.
casting director for Cosmopolitan has tures he will make during the coming

opened

season.

German

Arna, a
actress, has arrived
Lissy

work

own.

offices of his

screen

New York

in

here.

of
to a series of 12 two-reel comedies, star-

the

first

ring Charles Ascott, has been completed at the E. K. Lincoln studio.
finished Tefft Johnson directed.

"Loyal Wives" has been
on the Whitman Bennett lot.
hi ni is now being cut.

Gordon Edwards

J.

touches

finishing

Command"

putting the

"The

Fox New

the

at

is

to

studio.

tribe

Indians

of

Inc.,

Tom Mix has begun work on "The
Lone Star Ranger."
Charles Jones
Proof."

has started

"Skid

graph

to

appear

in a

new

picture.

is

th

"Fightini

who

are

Man

"The

making "Harbor
from Ten

Bar.

Strike," star

ring Guy Bates Post, will be release'
by Principal as "Gold Madness."

Sol Lesser, has signed June Marl
lowe, 17 year-old Minneapolis
gill
for three years.

Margaret
Landis is playing thj
leading feminine role in "The Lov
Brand."

Myrtle Stedman will appear
Frank Borzage's next production.

in

Ena Gregory

will

of

Wyndham

The

Standing has been cast

"The Gold Diggers."

Fred Niblo has completed work
were brought "Captain Applejack."

cast

for

play the quee
Palace of th

"Spring Magic,"

in

eludes
Agnes Ayres, Jack Hoi
Charles de Roche,
Robert AgneAi
on and Mary Astor.

here from the Onondaga ReserThe Viola Dana picture made un
Syracuse, to appear in "UnFrances Rose, has been signed for
der the title, "To
It May Con
York seeing Eyes," which E. H. Griffith is a part in "The Gold Diggers."
cern," will be released as "The Gil
making for Cosmopolitan.
Who Dared."

Silent

down

vation,

Whom

Shooting of interiors on

who

Jane Thomas,

Rock comedy.

of America
Corp., will start a new hisMurray torical feature soon at Whitestone
in
for her Landing, L. I.

The Chronicles

A

series of

Spain in "In the
Ruth Roland has returned from her King."
Pic- vacation in New York.

The
tures

During her visit here Mae
"shot" a number of scenes
next picture, "Conquest."

Hollywood,"

Is

new

Monte Blue has been loaned b
Prat will direct the next Joe Warner Bros, to Associated Authjfs

Cullen Landis has signed with Vita-

"Handy Andy Lands,"

the

"His Blood" pictures.

Thames
Reginald Barker has completed
Conn., for "Homeward Bound," Tom
"The
Master of Woman."
Meighan's new picture.

the

Maurice Costello will appear in a
new Murray Garsson production be

is

This

of

Sentence."

First

casts are being assembled.

The "Under

first

"When

a

has been freeFlannagan" and "The Man's a Man" has just been started.
"Fearless
lancing in the East, has been signed
When "Cape Cod Folks" is com
are the two latest
Life
of
Reilly,"
on a long-term contract with Clifford
by the Mayer organization, th
pleted
George Siegmann will appear in
Burr, All-Star comedies to be finished
S. Elfelt on the coast.
release title will probably be change
"The
Eagle's
Feather"
for
Metro.
Charlie Murray,
at the Burr studio.
to "Women Who Wait."

/Work

on

/mas been

"The

Green

is

Martyn and

Ray McKee

are featured.

on the Gold-

third Distinctive release

wyn

Goddess" Kathlene

The production

finished.

National Non-Theatrical has start-

list.

Kenneth Harlan has signed a new
contract with Preferred Pictures.

Leighton will have a par
"Ruggles of Red Gap," as soo:
making a new as she completes work in "The Te:

Elmer Del Lord

is

ed work on a series of historical films, comedy for Mack Sennett.
"No Mother to Guide Her," is the each in two reels for special school
title of one of the fall Fox specials distribution.
A committee of educa- "Dulcy," Constance Talmadge's
which Charles T. Horan is now tors including Dr. P. P.
Claxton, new picture has been completed.
directing.
former U. S. Commissioner of Education is advising on production.
The title of Joe Rock's latest, "Refli.ninm, mum, HMiiniiininiMMi, mil,
hiiiMiumiiy
siding a la Henry," has been changed
to "Rolling Home."
Alfred E. Green and Thomas E.
Geraghty, who have been in the
Richard Thomas is seeking a story
East conferring with George Ade on
for his next production which starts
for
the original story he has written
Thomas Meighan, have returned to July 1.
,,i

the

and

West

Coast.

Geraghty

Green

will

write

will

the

direct

con-

tinuity.

Sam Wood
"His

Real
Entertainment

Val Paul will direct "Her Dangerous Path," the new Pathe serial at

is

gathering his cast for

Commandments."
Four persons were injured and 2
Egyptian chariots damaged when
stampede occurred last week on th

"Ten Commandments"

location.

The Universal office announces tha'
Windsor has been made a stai
Her first role will be in "The Acquit

Claire

—

Norman Kerry and Richard C\
Travers have also been cast for it. I
tal."

Work

A

"Thunder
started on
plant.
gate" at the United studio with Owe
Roy Clements will alternate with Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Virgini
Bob McGowan in the direction of Browne Faire and Robert McKim.

the

Children,"
be
Children's
to
started soon at the Paramount Long
Island studio. James Rennie, George
Fawcett, Dorothy Mackaill, Mahlon

Lillian

in

Roach

has

The Morante-All Star corned;
William Moran will play the part company is vacationing. The fin
Oland,
Hamilton,
Warner
John of John Wilkes Booth in "The Life three of the series of 18 are no\J
Davidson, Templar Powell and Joe of Abraham Lincoln."
being edited and titled.
Burke have already been secured.

Conway Tearle

has signed a con-

"Life's Highway" will be the re
Constance Talmadge
Off for Coast
lease title of "East of Suez," not th
in "The Dangerous Maid."
stage play but an original story b
Julian Street left for the coast last
night. Street has just written an oriMary Philbin has been engaged to E. Lloyd Sheldon which Allan Holu
ginal story which Famous Players appear in Frank Borzage's "Dust in bar will make for Metro.
tract to support
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"Our Gang" comedies.

will produce.

the

Doorway."

W.

R.
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"What's a Child Worth"

Richard Tahnadge

Whole.

a

.Good heart

..

Players.

.

appealing;

satisfactory

Margaret Baniierman,
Reginald Owen, Douglas Munroe,
Gertrude Sterroll and others; all
cast includes

English

known

not

players

to

Star

.

.

.

>
I

action, a

Mother love theme

Gene

Strattoi

stributor:

I

P

and

names

only

if

have

they'd

given him a
to act naturally
and do natural things: a good cast

Maine Geary, Edith Yorke,
others whose

Bingham and

J.

capable

but

are not given.

handicappi

by

d

I

i

Prod

Jistin. ti\ e

Goldv

:

a Whole.
Average picture that
combines Oriental and South Sea
atmosphere pleasingly; a fair story
though not especially new.
.

a Whole
Many good touches
completely hidden in mass of unnecessary detail, far-fetched situPlayers.
ations and other sentimental bits.

Charlotte Pierce, the lead;

i

;

As

todkinson

some new stunts for his admirers; Players
True
Boardman,
as
him in this.
.Michael O'Halloran, a pleasing chap

Cast....

Prod

tJistributor

As

Pleasing and usually has

Ragged Edge"

e

they'll like

S.

of story.

Has good

ducer:

and will probably prove
a satisfying number.

includes

American audiences.

Type

Whole

a

Porter presents

"Michael O'Halloran"

likeable star

.Peter Dear a cute young-

.

and

ster

over.

it

As

Stratton

in

ii

Producer: Phil Goldstone
Distributor: State Rights

interest

touches give sufficient audience appeal to get

<

"Through the Flames"

Producer: Ideal
Inter Globe

Distributor:

As

in

far-f<

ti

.

.

M ;mi

Palmeri and Aland give satisfactory performance; Miss Palmeri

fred

...

I.

un!

ul

-uitahle

and

look

>

but

at

never beautiful; her make-up poor
in close-ups; ""Lunt shows an improvement over his performance in

hi d

"Backbone;" his personality doesn't
prominent; nicely presented and for
roles; includes
Irene Rich,
little
Type of Story. .. .Melodrama with a
register as well as bis looks; others
the most part capably acted.
Ethelyn
Irving,
Clary.
Charles
fireman hero who furnishes plenty
Charles hang. Wallace Erskine and
Box Office Angle. .English producClaire McDowell, Josie Sedgwick
of excitement and some good thrills.
George MacQuarrie.
tion that has rather promising possiand William Bo} d.
Box Office Angle
Good for the
Type of Story.
Romance and mysbilities for American market.
average crowd and particularly Type of Story. ... Human intei
ter\
quite scant for the nearly sevExploitation.
theme; a sentimental yarn about a
.The story contains an
where they like meller.
en reels accorded it; latter reels
effective heart interest and involves
little boy, a regular he- Poll} anna;
.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

mother love theme

the

that

is

so

popular with audiences lure and it
has been sufficiently well handled

and capably acted
isfying

The

and
gives

make

on

will

appeal
society

some

it

a sat-

it

whole.

the

the

situations

majority
sphere

to

attraction

to

the

atmo-

variation.

There

is
always a certain crowd
can be attracted by promises
of a picture dealing with those in
the social sphere and there is also

that

a clientele for

With

mother love themes.

a picture that combines both,

it
should be easy to sell it to
them. It contains a certain amount
of audience appeal
that is the sort

—

atmosphere and situations that
usually satisfy the average audience.
of

Exploitation. .. .It isn't a big picture
in the sense of production or story
either, but it is a good average picture that will undoubtedly satisfy
the majority of most anv audience.
It hardly warrants special exploitation but you are the better judge
of that and can tell from the tone
of it whether or not it will go well
enough with your particular crowd
to make it worth your while, going
added effort.
after business with

depends largely upon those you
If you have a meller lovcater to.
ing crowd and kneew that they'd
be more satisfied with an exciting
It

them some
thrills it might be more worth your
while to go after them on this one
than on a spectacle or some sothat

feature

will

give

called "big" one that might not appeal as strongly.

you want to work on this one
might be a good idea for you to
try and interest your local fire department to help you exploit it. The
story deals with a fireman and the
department in. general and
fire
shows many instances where these
If

it

Peter Dear

whom

with

is

a

cute youngster

they will likely be well

pleased.
The fact that the picture
is of foreign
origin should prove
no objection in this instance. The
title is a good one and should be
easy to exploit. Your local society
for the prevention of cruelty to
children will undoubtedly be only
too glad to co-operate with you in
getting folks interested. You might
readily, for a small donation to the
institution,
-

•

"borrow,'

'some

chil-

dren from your local orphanage and
run them about town in an automobile displaying the sign: "'What
is a Child Worth'?
Your child or
any child." Go to the blank theater if you would have the true
value."
Have a matinee showing

and make

a special effort to enlist
the aid of all public societies interested in children.

Direction by.... Frank Crane; usually

quite

satisfactory; development
interest well sustained.

smooth and
Author

I.

Scenario

A.

Eliot

R.

risks

to

mirers
rescue

supply
benefit.

for

his

trailer

of

thrills

A

adthe

back.

Direction by.. Jack Nelson; has kept
it

down

to five reels

especially

thing
favor.

Eng- Fhotography

L ocale
".'.'.

5,700 feet

use

shown,

stunt where he saves his
mother from a burning building
would undoubtedly bring them

Good Cameraman

gentleman.

been

his

name conspicuously with the title
and let them know he takes many

Stannard Author

Beautiful estate of

Length

have

tures

Wylie

Photography
lish

Where Richard Talmadge is
known or where his previous pic-

Not credited Scenario

Cameraman
Locale

It
heroes risk their lives.
should be a good bet both ways and
the department happens to be
if
wanting recruits they should welcome the opportunity to help you
and incidentally help themselves.

public

Length

in

which
the

is

one

picture's

move too slowly.
many pleasing touch( s but
Box Office Angle.... Will probably
many exaggerations.
please a majority.
Box Office Angle.... Rather doubtExploitation....
You should be able
ful especially in the extreme foothas

it

Exploitation.

Anv

right

small city
5-000

Feet

... If

they can see their

way

to re-editing this

ing

down

the

over

business that creeps

one and ton
sentimental

in right

they offer a decided
contrast to the customary cut and
dried society stuff or eternal triangle themes, but to be sincere
hild play it has to be reasonable.
The things that young Michael
of are far too addoes and
i

vanced

for

the

mind

of

a

young

boy.

The human
picture,

a

sphere and
very good

will

that

combines Oriental and South

>>a

Island atmosphere in interest-

along,

"Michael O'Halloran'' and his Pol[yanna adventures will prove far
more interesting, and reasonable,
than they do in the 1,600 feet
shown for review. There usually is,
and should he. a good market for
worth while pictures with juvenile

in;
est touches of the
delightful rural atmochild performers that do
work in spite of the
asked to do, are the

thing- thi
You can tell
features of appeal".
them the story has to do with a boy
whit made a little orphan girl, a

happy, and through his
cripple,
prayers brought about her recovery;
that he was the means of bringing
about a reunion between a man and
The production will have
his wife.
to be cut considerably in order for
It runs
o advantage.
you to use
far too long now for you to use
much of anything else with it.

ing

fashion

that

is

in

its

i

and contains a story

somewhat out

of the ordinary

ombination of situations. The

interest

sustained

satisfactorily

is

throughout and there is a pleasing
romance interwoven with the dramatic and mystery sequences that
should make

your

it

attractive to man}- of

folks.
title

can be played up and

exploited in
conjunction
with a
billboard poster showing Mimi Palmeri and Alfred Lunt against a
!'h
Island
Sea
background.
There has been some objection to
the
in New York from
ndpoint of Miss Palmeri's onepiece bathing suit.
If you have to
consider the family trade angle you
might look at "The Ragged Ed.
and decide whether or not tintouch of sex appeal in the situation
dealing with In
tude toward
his
"wife in name only" would
make it undesirable. It is not really
offensive hut some parents mi|
rather not have their children
it.
This is the first screen appearance of Miss Palmeri and only the
second of Alfred Lunt so then

drawing power in their nai
box ofVr
Harmon Weig
Direction
by
Direction by.... James Leo Median:
touches
of mystery
has
injected
employs
but
good
times
very
at

much

in telling Story
ture run so long;
production values are good.

too

detail

which m:

Author
Not credited Scenario
Joe Plympton Cameraman
Not credited Photography
All

one over fairly well and
probably satisfy the majority of your audience.
It is a picture
to get this

age presented.

Locale

at the

that

help

Mostly pretty rural
7,600

lo-

to

sustain

might have made

the

less oi

interest;

sex appeal

situation.

Gene Stratton-Porter Author
Gene Stratton-Porter Scenario
Floyd Jackson Cameraman
Very good Photography

cations.

Length

little

Harold

MacGrath

Forrest Hate

,..

Harry Fischbeck
Good; some pretty

sunset shots.
Locale. .China and a South Sea Island

Length

6,896

:

DISTINCTIVE

Adapted by Forrest Halsey
from Harold MacGrath's
famous novel of the South
Seas. Directed by

Harmon

Weight.

packed them in at New
York's Capitol Theatre
It

during the hottest week

Summer!

of the

J

Mimi Palmeri
The Find of the Year!
New

York critics heard she was beautiful, they saw
she was beautiful and here is what they wrote:
jSAcLill

"In addition to her unusual beauty,

Miss Palmeri has the ability to act with such
admirable restraint and poise as to make one

Sun and Qlobei

"Miss Palmeri has an

eye with a melting softness which makes a
gazelle

seem

like a hard-boiled egg."

eager to see her again."

JOUYTlClr. "Her work gives promise of gaining for her an enviable professional career."

Evening World:

Telegram:
find;

she

"Mrs. Arthur

is

S.

"Miss Palmeri

is

a

beautiful to look upon."

Friend, wife of the

president of Distinctive Pictures
Corporation, is credited with having discovered Miss Palmeri.
Her name ought to be carved alongside that of Columbus, for she
surely has made a real discovery."

fortunate

PICTURES CORPORATION

Is

Exactly

What You Need

Presents

for the

Summer Months

mmmmmmmmmmmmm£?mm®mmm&®\

Alfred Lunt
plays the role of the hero and is handsomer and better than ever. So says
Harriete Underhill in the New York
Tribune and the others echo her opinion
of this new screen actor.

The Ragged Edge is a Strange
Romance Set in Stranger Lands,

k

>k *.

"

—It's a Story of South Sea Breezes.

—It's Tinged with the Restful
Colors of the Orient.
-It's

Spiced with Mystery.

A DISTINCTIVE
Entertainment

Distributed

Artistry

PICTURE
Entertainment

GOLDWYN
tew^a^giiiiittW'M^g
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Sunday, June

DAILY

Paramount

Brady

Harry Carey

in

"The Snow Bride"
Distributor:

Distributor:

in

"Desert Driven"

Paramount
Paramount

Producer:

Producer: B. P. Schulberg
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

Producer: Paramount

As

Alice

in

"The Lonely Road"

"Only 38"
Distributor:

MacDonald

{Catherine

William de Mille Prod.

1923

17,

Producer:
P. A. Powers
Film Booking Offices

Distributor:

I

Has good dramatic As a Whole.... Prison story that starts
Matrimonial drama As a Whole
Whole .... Slow moving story As a Whole
off fine but drifts into conventional
value
though
fairly
cheerless
a
fairly good points but
with
some
lacks dramatic action; human
man hunt has much that is intheme and occasionally quite slow
isn't more than average entertain-

a

that

;

element hardly prominent
enough to make it score on that acinterest

Lois Wilson miscast

Players....

widow

of

thirty-eight

of

in
al-

though she succeeds pretty well in
putting it over; May McAvoy and

Robert

Agnew

her

prejudiced

Elliot

Dexter,

her lover

children;

and George Fawcett appears
few scenes.

Type

of Story.

with

Katherine MacDonald has a
role similar to several she has done
previously; well suited and makes

Star

count.

role

moving.

ment.

..

a

.'.Romance dealing
of

love affair

the

in

middle-

a

dividuals but

it

please in

won't do for a gen-

audience number.

eral

Exploitation.
so

May

Angle

Office

.

.This one

.

you do chance

if

so long
playing it

isn't

at

you should be able to build up your
program with good strong short
counteract the displeasing

reels to

influence the feature

may

have.

The

majority
undoubtedly
find
will
"Only 38" too slow-moving to hold
their attention.

About the most

interesting angle

who had been

an

youth.
in

If

clubs

ens'

cheated of her

you have any local womthat you could interest

woman's

the idea of preserving

right to

enjoy

life,

even though she

be the mother of grown children,
they might be able to help you exploit

it.

Of

the players use promi-

nently the names of Lois Wilson,
Elliott Dexter, May McAvoy and

George Fawcett. If you want to
dreS's the lobby you could use college pennants and other college
paraphernalia but you'll have to be
careful not to have them think this
is a college story.
There is only a
suggestion of college atmosphere.
Direction by
has used too

William dc Mille;

much repetition; it
story arbitrary and tiresome
as a result; one moment the woman is convinced that she .should enjoy herself and the next her children
change her mind for her.
makes
1

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

A. E.

Thomas

Clara Beranger

by

rather convincing.

ry

Carey

at

his

best

in

he seems to take great
pride
doing; much better than
his
recent vehicles and sure to
please his admirers.
role

tha.

m

.

.

.

family

clientele,

women

offers

young

married

good

a rather

twist

which you might talk about to get
them interested and another is that
of the husband who neglects to take
his wife into his confidence in matoutside the home as well as
often argued question of
who should handle the money will
also furnish good material for discussion if your folks like something
The theme will apto debate on.
peal to individuals rather than classIt is matter of personal taste
es.
mostly. There are those who don't
ters

The

in.

find

entertainment

their

in

domes-

of this order.
But for
the house catering to family trade
it is likely that "The Lonely Road,"
tic

with which to attract your patrons'
attention would be that of the wom-

Ha

Alice Brady; thoroughly capa- Star

ble of dramatic
bits afforded
role and does very good work.

Cast. ... Maurice B. Flynn, lead; a
suitable
supporting company inbest
the
.Orville Caldwell not
Cast.
..Marguerite Clayton pleascluding
Mario
Majeroni,
Nick Cast..
Kathleen Kirkham,
others
lead;
ing lead; others George T. WagThompson
Margaret
Morgan,
Eugenie Besserer, Wm. Conklin,
goner, Charles Le Moyne, Ashley
Jack Baston and others
Frank Leigh.
Cooper,
Dan Crimmins. Alfred
Type of Story. .. .Drama of the
Allen, and little Buddy Johnson.
Type of Story. .. .Domestic drama;
Northwoods; told against attracdraws a good comparison between
tive backgrounds and with some in- Type of Story.. Melodrama that has
lives of two women and has some
good bits of action and a thrilling
teresting situations though none
true-to-life twists.
prison escape that comes early in
of them strikingly new.
the picture.
Box Office Angle.... May please a Box Office Angle. .Will best please
it

aged widow whose children object
folks especially.
to her becoming modern; is quite
angle of the
Exploitation. .. .One
pleasing in places' but in-between
story which deals with the question
drags irritatingly.
for
of marriage
versus a career

Box

Star..

teresting nevertheless.

dramas

an

appropriate

number.

will

be

They

will be interested in the

you

might

problems presented and since there are
large variety of views held it furnishes good material for argument.
Aside from using the star's name
circulate

throwaways

with the lines: "Wives, Attention!
Are you your husband's partner
Others
or just his housekeeper."
reading: "Are you traveling 'The
Lonely Road.' " Follow these up
with the announcement of your
showing.
Your local womens'
clubs might like to help you put
the picture over if they are suffiinterested in the problems
presented.
You might put sign
posts about town, if you don't infringe
upon any laws, reading:
"This way to the lonely road. Follow it and see where it leads."
You can have them all over the
town and always pointing or
directing to your theater without
giving a hint that it is an exploitation stunt for the picture.
ciently

.

Maurice "Lefty" Flynn when he
appeared in Fox features you might
use his

name

as the star's leading
of the more dramatic
scenes displayed in the lobby will
attract and a trailer. of the avalanche
scene wherein the father of the girl
meets his death, would give promise
of a thrill.

man.

Stills

Scenario
Charles Loguc

Author

Guy Wilky Scenario
Satisfactory Cameraman

them know
rived

that

the action is decontinual at-

from Carey's

tempts

you use

to

evade recapture

and

if

secure a bit of the

trailers,

escape sequence and the
daring escape when Carey drags his
captor, to whom he is handcuffed,
on to a horse and dashes into the
prison

desert.

Direction by
Henry Kolker has
provided splendid production and Direction by....Val Paul; has done
good work and supplied rather
thoroughly
realistic
atmosphere;
good development and maintained
might have speeded story up in
interest rather well; might have
early reels and gotten it off to betkept it down to five reels.
ter

start.
Direction by.... Victor Schertzinger;
average; supplies an appropriate Authors. .. .Sonya
production and usually makes good
Heme.

use of material.

.

those who favor strictly dramatic Box Office Angle. .A good audience
entertainment; not a very bright
feature and the sort that goes espetheme.
cially
big with men and boys;
romantic angle for the women
Exploitation. .. .Alice Brady is alfolks.
ways best suited to a story that
gives her ample opportunity to dis- Exploitation. .. Exhibitors catering to
play her dramatic ability and for
an action loving clientele have probthat reason they probably selected
ably been giving them the Carey
"The Snow Bride," as a suitable
features right along. They usually
vehicle for her.
know what to expect of a Harry
The general box
office value of the offering, neverCarey entertainment and he seltheless, does not depend particulardom fails to give them a certain
ly on whether or not the star is
amount of action and thrills even
well suited.
It is essentially the
though the stories provided him
direct audience appeal that the picoccasionally are not what they
ture itself has, or has not, that conmight be. Nevertheless Carey alcerns the exhibitor. You will have
ways works hard. to get his pictures..
to judge whether or not strict draover.
This time he hasn't such a
matic entertainments of this order
difficult time of it because Wyndusually appeal to your particular
ham Martin's "The Man From the
clientele.
In "The Snow Bride",
Desert," from which "Desert Drivyou have a story that offers little
en" was adapted is a much better
outside of dramatic appeal although
vehicle than the star has had reit is strong in this one quality.
cently
If
your patrons show an inclination to
You will find this a good one for
disfavor
themes as cheerless as
your house and for the men folks
this, it may not please them since
play up the escaped convict idea
there is no comic relief whatever.
telling them about the daring prison
You have a fine Northern atmobreak made by Carey.
There is
sphere to talk about, a pleasing and
a fine thrill and some real suspense
thoroughly capable star and a title
in this sequence for his recapture
that can be used in conjunction
is threatened af every turn.
For
with a stunt such as having a girl
the women folks let them know the
dressed in white furs and call
story has a romantic twist although
her "The Snow Bride."
Carey seems more or less out of
If your folks were pleased with
Let
place in love-making scenes.

Cameraman

Levien and Julie Author
Scenario
Sonya Levien

George Webber

Lois Zellner

Cameramen

Wyndham
Wyndham

Wm.

Martin
Gittens

Thornley and

Robt. DeGrasse.

Photography. .. .Usually very good;
Photography
Very good
lightings occasionally too dark.
Joseph Brothcrton
Locale
Mostly the interior of Locale
In and around home of Locale ....Trapping grounds of the Locale.... In and around state peniheroine's home.
newly married couple.
tentiary and on desert.
Northwoods.

Photography

Length

6,175 feet

Length

....

5,112 feet

Length

5,375 feet

Length

5,850

feet

i

We

promised

celebrity

cast

you the greatest
ever

assembled

all

for

a

single production

THIS

IS IT

Portraying the principal
r

oles i
i n

are
VV

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

MITCHELL LEWIS

BERT LYTELL

ADOLPHE MENJOU

LEW CODY

ELMO LINCOLN

AIRE

VV

WINDSOR

IRVING CUMMINGS

BART BOSWORTH

^

JOSEPHINE

BRYANT WASHBURN

J^

NIGEL DE BRULLIER

^

GERTRUDE ASTOR

MARJORIE

DAW

CROWELL

—

DAILV
—.JZWi
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The Week's Headlines
Monday
American
Authors

Short Subjects

Composers,
of
Society
and Publishers stands
ready to negotiate on music tax
with M. P. T. O. New action for "In
copyright violation planned against

Sydney

Cohen.

S.

First National to handle foreign sales

Ends contract with
P. Howells, Inc.

direct.

Metro's

line-up

"Scaramouche"

David

partially completed.
for January release.

Tuesday
over

proposed

worried
Erlanger-Shubert circuit of theaters for big film showings.
Federal
before
Sanders,
"Rudy"
Trade Commission say he found
Paramount prices too high to permit of his booking them.
Universal to release 60 features next
year, 20 of them Jewels.
Fox annual sales convention starts at
Hotel Pennsylvania.
Exhibitors

Wednesday
Famous

The Days
Universal

Type

Boone"—

Daniel

of

— Plenty

of

Action

of production. .15 episode serial

Following immediately upon the
heels of "The Oregon Trail," this,
the third of Universal's historical
serials,
deals
with
the
troubles
of the Colonials, immediately before
and during the Revolutionary War.
There is much of historical value in
the first three chapters which were
reviewed and also plenty of excitement, incorporated by means of actual historical happenings and also
some fictional ones to keep the interest alert.
This last idea has one
drawback, however, inasmuch as the
serial purports to be "Incidents of
American
History vividly
and
accurately portrayed."
In exhibiting
this to children as such, they are very
likely to get the fictional incidents and
characters mixed up with the historically accurate ones.
There is a good cast headed by

—

Corp.
Canadian
Players
Now
buys Allen Theater assets.
control 60 Canadian theaters.
Eileen Sedgwick, and Jack Mower
Crux of case between Trade Commis- with Ruth Royce, Albert J. Smith,
sion and Famous Players reached Duke R. Lee and Charles Brinley in
when chart showing first-run sales prominent roles. Duke R. Lee has
S. R. been cast as young Colonel Washis
introduced in evidence.
Kent, chief witness.
ington and also the villain Simon
Vitagraph's $6,000,000 damage suit Girty. The story and scenario are by
against Famous Players dropped at Jefferson Moffit and William Craft
has directed.
The first episode gets
intervention of Will H. Hays.
Local film circles questioning future off to a good start with the English
Reported booking and Colonial troops marching against
of A. B. C.
an ambushed Indian force under
company may disband.
General Braddock, and picturizing
the historical episode of Braddock's
Thursday
Production costs for coming season defeat, in which the English troops
Film men feel are saved from entire annihilation by
total $100,000,000.
aide-de-camp,
Colonel
unexpected reversals in business Braddock's

—

would prove embarrassing.
Minnesota issues scathing denunciation of Sydney S. Cohen, calling
him tyrant and autocrat.
Players
settleYitagraph-Famous
lement involved no cash transfer.
Regal Films, Ltd., may get GoldwynCosmopolitan
Canada.

/

distribution

Where

they like historical costume
plays in serial form, and where you
have played either of the preceding
Universal serials of this type, you
can in all probability satisfy them
with "In the Days of Daniel Boone."

in

"In Hock"

— Universal— Best

One

of

Friday
Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy
North Carolina withdraws from M.
Neely Edwards with Bert Roach
P. T. O. A.
make
this a very laughable reel.
It
Coldwyn secures new first-run in
St.
Louis by deal with William is quite a bit ahead of the usual run
of these comedies and Roach gets alGoldman.
Aronson joins Truart most all the laughs. His facial exAlexander
Prod, as general sales manager.
pressions are in a clas's by themselves
First National survey indicates fewer and his make-up is also very good.
theaters will close down this sumThe plot isn't so much, consisting of
mer.
a man's struggle to regain riossess'ion
Fred Wilson, Greenwich, Conn, exhibitor, testifies Paramount pushed of a dress suit which has been pawned
its
own product ahead of Cos- by his secretary, the reason being that

Type

This

latest

1

contains several laugh-provoking situations and is a bit above the average
maintained usually in this series'. The
sub-titles too are quite snappy. The
peculiar part of this film is that al-

though it is a slap-stick comedy and
eggs are among the chief factors of
the plot, they do not break. No, not
once, even though they are scattered
in dozens on the ground and thrown

not so

much

the

hearings says Marcus Loew at
Minneapolis asked M. P. T. O. to plot that makes the reel enjoyable
it's the players.
take over Metro.

—A

decision of the Appel-

RENTALS
MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUR

(

ASSOCIATION
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around promiscuously.
For which
your audience will be grateful. Parrott is seen as a farm hand with
scientific ideas about hens and eggs.
The results obtained from his methods
are astonishing to say the least.

the Earth" — Lyman H.
Howe— Educational

"Shooting

Type

of production. ...

1

reel novelty

This time Lyman H. Howe has
attempted in his "hodge-podge" reel
to give actual views of happenings
in nearly every country of the globe
and in addition intersperse them with
cartoon comedy touches.
The subject takes in New York, Panama Canal,

IS

NOW

Japan, the Phillipine IsEgypt, Scotland. Ireland, and

is
a decidedly interesting
handle an educational reel
and the cartoons contain really amusing material.
Even the titles savor

Italy.

IN

TOWN!

China,

lands,

It

way

to

"minimum

i

. mill

m

II
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of novelty.

Pathe Review 22

Type

— Excellent
magazine

of production. .1 reel

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

Pictures of cloud formations open
Review in a subCeiling O' the
World."
More material things are
next dealt with in a bit called "Pies is
Pies," which shows the contrast in
the way mother makes them to the

this issue of Pathe's
ject entitled
"The

method in a pie
some beautiful

factory.
waterfall

Next comes

shots taken
Yellowstone Park, and then some
flashes of deer caught unawares by
the camera. A thoroughly interesting
in

short reel.

— Interesting

"Pathe Review" No. 24

Type

of production ...

Some
bound

1

reel

excellent shots
coast open this

magazine

of

fog-

a

number of
Pathe's
magazine.
The swirling
waters with the fog cloud making
them almost indistinguishable have
been finely caught.
trast

is

A

the next subject

decided con-

which

is

en-

Harold Lloyd and Hal Roach disFormer to main- as an exchange. He in turn hears the Kingfisher family gives an insolve relations.
organization
and con- the owner of the suit offer five hun- teresting series of close-ups of these
tain own
tinue release through Pathe.
dred dollars for its return and then peculiar birds who make their home
deep in a sand-tunnel.
Sydney S. Cohen at Federal Trade
Other subis

Toronto

late Division of the

reel

titled
is a girl's picture in the pocket.
"Pavement Pounders," and
Edwards "borrows*" the suit from the screens the processes step by step by
which shoes are made by machinery.
pawnbroker and leaves his "valet"
An introduction to the young ones of

the chase begins. It

1923

Ambrose Small Decreed Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

comedy
Paul Parrott comedy

of production ....

there

Today

17,

High Court has
adjudged Ambrose J. Small dead.
Small was the wealthy theater owner
who disappeared in December, 1919
"Fresh Eggs"— Hal Roach— Pathe— and was never heard of since. The
Amusing Slapstick
new decision permits his widow to
file her husband's will to probate.

George Washington.

Series

mopolitan's.

Sunday, June

jects include glimpses of the duties of
a trained nurse and a Pathe color

scenic

bit.
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Inc.
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"Take Over Metro"
(Continued from

Page

1)

become frightened when AI Lichtrnan, then with Famous, approached
him and began talking percentage.
When Mr. Loew was asked about
yesterday he said he might have
passed that remark to Cohen at the
time but that he would never repeat
it about Metro today.
Cohen's ideas covered a lot of
ground.
First-run
showings
on
this

Broadway
more,

he

mean much any
and added that the

don't
said,

Capitol, Strand, Rivoli, Rialto, Criterion were first runs, adding that
the Cameo, in his mind came as near
to being a first run as "near beer
does to real beer." Pictures usually
get a first run at the Cameo because
they can't get a date at one of the

Broadway houses, he said, pointing
cut that the present showing of "Enemies of Women" is an exception to
this rule.
He expressed the opinion
that there should be at least four
more

first-runs on Broadway, stating
that statistics in his possession estimated the number of daily amusement seekers who come to New York
from
the
outside
approximates
250,000.
Cohen took a rap at the
management of the first-runs, stating
that there are many inferior pictures
shown and a great many pictures of
real merit denied a showing at these
houses.
The witness asserted that
some of the proprietors of big
houses on Broadway have made a
failure
of
attempting to operate
smaller local theaters and added that
"it
doesn't require much ability to
operate a theater on Broadway." He
said, however, that "a men of real
ability would do better with theaters
on Broadway than men of little
ability."

He

sketched briefly the steps leading up to
the organization of the M. P. T. O. Discussing the old Exhibitors' League he characterized it as an organization of "many generals and few doughboys," which because
of its imperfect organization "had permitted
the 5% film rental tax to be levied on the
exhibitors of the Country."
He said that
when Willard Patterson called what he described as the "pack your trunk meeting" at
Chicago, he was invited to attend but decided that caution was in order and re-

mained

away.

About

time, he said,
exhibitors felt the necessity of getting together for their own protection. Exhibitors, he said, had received threats and intimidations from
Famous Players ; i t was
deemed unfair that the exhibitors of the
country should alone shoulder the excise taxes imposed during the war, and the announcement by Famous Players of the purthis

New

representatives "who have exceeded their
authority."
At this conference with Zukor
he told the latter that the exhibitors needed
a well perfected organization of their own
as a matter of self-protection, and Zukor replied that in his opinion the exhibitors of the
country would never be able to organize.
Asked by Marvin Farrington, counsel for
the Government, what he thought of the block
booking system, Cohen replied; "Block booking is destructive, injurious to the public, and
foists upon the public pictures that ought
Exhibitors ought to see
not to be shown.
It is very
pictures before buying them.
destructive that they should be compelled to
buy many had pictures under the block booking system in order to get a few good ones."
Cohen said that when he saw S. R. Kent
at one time relative to selecting pictures instead of buying in blocks, Kent told him that
his hands were tied, explaining that Loew
because of his control of the theaters in other
cities used this buying power to get the pick
films for his New York territory, comThe witness
prising some 40 odd theaters.
asserted that exhibitors have been forced
to the extremity of buying in blocks in order
to get any film at all.

of

Cohen's testimony then led to correspondence between himself and Zukor relative to
exhibitor complaints and the meeting between
Zukor and a committee appointed by the
Minneapolis convention.
Cohen testified Zukor had not kept the
pledges he made the M. P. T. O. relative
Zukor, according to
to theater expansion.
Cohen, admitted to the executive committee
of the M. P. T. O. at the Minneapolis convention that these pledges had not been kept,
but said that they would be lived up to if
he were given "another chance."
Among the complaints which Cohen stated
were laid before Zukor was that of Mrs.
He said he told Zukor this
Grace Dodge.
matter should be settled immediately without any more publicity than was necessary,
pointing out that if Famous could succeed
Capitol from the Duponts.
in wresting the
(who at that time had an interest in this
theater), it would be regarded as a stroke
of business acumen, but that the publicity
resulting from taking a theater away from
a widow and her son would be unpleasant.
He said Zukor agreed with him and promised
that the matter would be satisfactorily setThis was in August, 1920. Following'
tled.
this at a meeting at the Astor, Cohen said,
In the presence of a number of exhibitors.
Henry M. Saulsbury representing Famous
declared that the case "stinks to heaven" and
that a disinfectant should and would be used
hat Mrs. Dodge might get back her theater.
Saulsbury went to New England and upon
his return reported to Cohen that he was
unable to do anything for Mrs. Dodge beAt a still later
cause of Black's attitude.
date Cohen said he saw Zukor at the Clandge
and told him that it was shame that the
Dodge matter was not settled once and for
Zukor agreed, stating that he intended
all.
seeing that the matter was cleared up, but
that he was "having a terrible time and a
Cohen
lot of trouble with Black," and told
Black was very bitter toward him
that
(Cohen). Cohen testified that the M. P. T. O.
finally received checks covering the Dodge
and Schwartz matters.
The witness testified that he was quite
of
familiar with the case of J. C. Boss,
McAlester. Okla., who has previously testihad
fied in the Government's suit, and that he
taken the matter up with Zukor who said
the matter would be settled in a satisfactory
manner.

York
of the Moss Theaters in
their intentions of expanding their theater
extension activities throughout the country
finally brought this growing exhibitor sentiment to a head.

Cohen testified that practically all of the
complaints, he received were taken up with
Zukor, particularly those against independent
Cohen, discussing comowners.
theater
nlaints from New England, said that Black

Cohen testified that his own investment in
theaters in New York was jeopardized by
the policy of Famous Players, who through
A. 6. Whyte had informed him that if he
wouldn't accede to their terms on prices
snd playing dates they would be forced to
build in his territory in order to secure representation.
Cohen
said
that
Famous's
terms were to stiff for him to meet, and that
when Whyte told him that Famous would
build he told the former that he viewed
such a policy as "a colossal blunder."

had

chase

and

"I told Whyte that Famous Players was
sitting on a mountain of gunpowder and that
the exhibitors of the country were going to

apply a torch that would cause a big explo-

son." Whyte replied to this prediction of
Cohen's by remarking that explosions were
soon over. He saw Zukor, Cohen said, who
told him that it was all new to him and that
he would look into the matter and report to
Cohen.
Cohen said that he felt that Whyte
had exceeded his authority, and remarked
that he had known many Famous Players

an

gone through New England
arrangement between himself

telling

and

entitled
the service from Famous they were
and also with regard to Famous's "shock
advertising.

The hearing was adjourned
at 10.30 when Cohen

(Special to

in

Chicago

— Barbee's

Fox has taken over
The Monroe when
tember 1.
About

Loop
whicll
known a;

will be

it
re-opens Sep
$100,000
will b

"The Wild Fawn," spent in improvements which will
hi
agreement by which she elude a marquee over the entrance.
was to get 10%. The court held that
while a valid agreement to that efBarrie in "Lights o' London"
fect was made there have been no
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
under an

profits.

London

The Appellate Division has reversed
a decision of the lower Court granting a preference in the trial of a suit
brought by Camille B. Brock against
the Warren Film Co. and the Equa
Film Co. to recover on a bond for
$16,500.
The court decided that the
case is not one in which a preference

— Nigel

Barrie has one
"The Ligh
o' London" which Tom Terriss is i
recting for Gaumont. Barrie also ap
pears in "Fires of Fate" which wa
made in Egypt. He expects to re
turn to Hollywood soon.
(

the prominent roles in

should be granted.

The Banco Nacional Ultramarino
has filed suit in the Supreme Court
against the Sept. Cinema Camera
Distributor Co. for $9,731 on four bills
of exchange. The papers were served
on Yves de Villiers; president of the
defendant.

"Mothers-In-Law" First
"Mothers-In-Law" will be the

fin

of Preferred Pictures' new series c
15 scheduled for release beginniln

September.
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Supreme Court Justice Lydon has
discontinued the suit brought by
Lewis J. Sleznick against T. & T.
Films because the case has been settled.

Lay Cornerstone June 30
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia The cornerstone for
the new Elrae theater to be built on
the site o/ the old Bingham Hotel
will be made June 30.

Phone
Richard Thomas

Tanner Will Not Be Changed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City Contrary to reports

Algonquin Hotel, N. Y.

(Special to

—

—

circulated

in

local

film

circles

that

M. A. Tanner would be taken out
of the local Selznick office, it has been
learned that Tanner will be retained.

+

Skill

Speed

+

Service

EGGERS, Inc.
PHO TO-ENGRA VING
now

at

244-250 West 54th Street
Phones Circle 2450-2451-2452

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
space and up to the minute equipment

San Antonio

— Research

have completed
Germ."

tures

McCook

profits of the film,

More

"The same

THE FILM DAILY)

San Antonio, Tex.

Justice

To Be The Monroe
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

until Monday
will be on the

stand.

Produce Film

Court

of

to.

morning

Supreme

has dismissed a suit brought by Minnie Elizabeth Webster against Vera
McCord, for an accounting of the

Faand

mous Players, "threatening, coercing
theater owners who
telling
intimidating,"
would not sell a 50% interest in their houses
that if they failed, a new house would be
built near them or they would he unable
He said that
to get pictures from Famous.
there were also numerous complaints from
exhibitors who felt they were not getting

Barbee's

In the Courts

filming

determination to deliver the goods"
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YOUR CONTRACT TO-DAY
FOR

CHARLIE MURRAY
IN

ALL STAR COMEDIES
TAINT HEARTS"
"A SOCIAL ERROR"
THE FOUR ORPHANS"
"THE FATAL PHOTO"

HAMLET"
"HELPFUL HOGAN"
"THE PILL POUNDER"
"SO THIS

IS

"THE NUISANCE"
Presented by C. C. Burr and
rected by Gregory La
series

will

Cava

make money

in

di-

this

any

theatre
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Lubitsch Free
r.
Contract

With Hamilton

Theatrical

— Expected

Mutually Cancelled

to Remain Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

1923

Price 5 Cents

The Golden Bubble
'

—

y

mutual agreement.
The famous German

18,

(By Alexander S; Aronson, Sales Manager Truart Pictures)

Ernest Lubitsch's
Los Angeles
contract with the Hamilton TheatriCorp., which is controlled by
cal
Famous Players, has been cancelled
I

Authority

director's

He has been
plans are indefinite.
considering a return to Europe, to
center his production activities there.
It is understood, however, that negotiations have been closed whereby
he will direct for. Warner Bros.

Those who have studied the production and distribution of
motion pictures must also have given some thought to the question as to whether or not the vigorous infant will ever grow up
mentally. Or whether the present economic waste will ultimately burst the

golden bubble.

tume
which

story,

now being

is

Max

Street

Singer,"

cut.

Linder With Vita Films

THE FILM DAILY)
Vienna— Max Linder has signed
(Special to

. ntract

a

with Vita Films.

Woody

Planning Production?

was reported on Saturday that
Jack Woody, Ralph Proctor and Ed
F It

Maxwell are

to be jointly interested
plan.

new production

in a

a 20% Tax
THE FILM DAILY)

Would Levy
(Special to

—

of this industry has been surfeited with
also another name for waste and extrav-

(Special

for

New

summation

has

York, following the con
jniracts
coi
of important

here.

Los

%%

ce
Holds Conference
LY)
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles William Randolph

Hearst

(Special to

—

—

beginning tomorrow and terminating
on Thursday.
The Theater Owners Chamber of

Obviously the shooting at a cost of $1.25 to $4.00 a foot of upwards
of 60,000 feet of negative to get five or six thousand feet that are suitable,
ultimate conis a great economic waste, and burden that is passed to the
Further, temperament knows no commercialism
sumer (the audience.)
witness out of the 700 or more features produced each year less
This
than 10% have a reason for their existence (box office value).
situation eventually creates the schism between the producing and
The attempt of the one to alibi at the expense
distributing units.
of the other, the claim on the part of the one that the other is in-

—

There have been productions
had no first run possibilities.
that
upwards
and
$200,000.
of
cost
created at a
No matter how efficient the distribution machine, the production was
doomed to a big financial loss. These conditions have not been isolated
competent, and in some cases both are right.

not the purpose of this article to deal with production. It will
working at top speed
be left to better minds. Today, every producer is
premium in Hollyregardless of cost. Even second-hand cameras are at a
and stars,
wood Yet these conditions must reach a point of satisfiaction,
basis where they
on
a
salaries
receive
yet
will
ilk
lesser
directors, and the
marks.
will sound less like German

will

be

for

by
Arrangements

represented

about

75 exhibitors.
three special cars

leaving

New

York tomorrow morning have been
completed.

Many

leave tonight via
boat,
with the
schedule so arranged that the boat
ition will meet the train delegation in Albany at 11 o'clock tomorrow morning. From there, the two

Albany

groups

will

night

travel

to

Syracuse

to-

gether.

The probable highlight of the convention will be a dinner at the hotel
on Wednesday at which, according
to present plans, the speakers will include Will H. Hays, State Senator
Walker,

U.

S.

Senator

James

W.

Wadsworth and Peter J. Brady, of
the New York Federation of Labor.
It seems quite certain that in some
way during the convention, the
Chicago convention will come up for
discussion.
It is likely that some of

New

the

state leaders, outside of
will be present to discuss the
general situation caused by the machine tactics of the Cohen group at

York

Chicago, and the subsequent deflecof
Minnesota, Michigan and
North Carolina. Some are under the
impression that the nucleus of a new
national body will be formulated at
Syracuse with New York the leader.
tion

It is

"Peter The Great" Opens Soon
Emil Jannings in "Peter The Great"
will open at the Rivoli next Sunday.
The film was directed by Dimitri
Buchowetski, and made in Germany.

left

in getting the effect.

cither.

Minister of Finance
Paris The
has proposed a 20% increase on the
import tax on foreign films.

Kane Leaves for East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Arthur S. Kane

—

Tomorrow
Hays, Walker,
Wadsworth and Peter Brady to
Speak Runs Three Days
The annual convention of the Motion
Picture
Theater Owners of
New York State, Inc., will be held
at the
Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse,
Starts

Commerce

The production end

temperament, which is
agance.
This starts with the ninth assistant stage manager
and runs through to the twelfth assistant "props" and on the
highways and byways gather together all the big and little stars,
was brought over to directors and near-directors, cameramen and those who proclaim
I Lubitsch
America by Famous Players when themselves to be cameramen and all the big and little technicians
European Film Alliance, the
the
company unit. Most of the
Famous Players' German producing ( ?) that go to make up a studio or
producing
laymen to whom lighting,
heads
of
units
are
executive
organization, was disbanded. He has
never made a picture for Famous in tempo rhythm drama, etc., mean nothing, and when told that the
this country, since, shortly after his
building of the big set which will hold 9,000 people (count 'em)
arrival here he went to the coast
is the big punch of the picture, sanction the expenditure and
Originally to direct Mary Pickford in
"Faust."
This
was, of course, most times it is a good guess that it never was needed and some
abandoned in favor of a Spanish cos- times it is even cut out after days have been laboriously spent
"The

Syracuse Meeting

He:
earst held a production conference
at the Goldwyn studio on Friday with
Abraham Lehr, James R. Grainger
and Eddie Bonns.

to alarm those who look on
the waste in production is so great as
other little brother of the
the
surely
industry,
the economic side of this
proud of either. For the basis of this
rich distribution, has nothing to be
are about 23 natural exchange centers
article we will consider that there
the present method of distribution and
on
Basing it
in the United States.
haying due reit seems fair to assume,
production,
of
output
the present
defined from an old-line comas
distributor
independent
gard for the
of both groups about twenty dispany that each exchange center represents
themselves because some exchange
square
will
figures
These
tinct units
although others have less and that several
enters nave more than this,
have more than 23 service stations or
systems
distribution
national
of the
less.
have
few
exchanges where a
companies as a group it would
Takimr the "independent" and old-line
with
?
IrJ ahmit 20 units serving 23 centers of distribution
have about
short Stuff)
P
To man each unit as a national distribution
features per yea r per unit
the field
of more than $20,000. per week in
expenditure
Astern calls for an
round figures
costs
that
it
conclusion
the
reach

Marin and Sherry to Attend
N. H. Marin will go to Syracuse

tomorrow

to represent Distinctive at
the convention.
He will be joined
there by W. L. Sherry.

If
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(Continued on Page 2)

"U" Meeting Closes
Following

several

night

sessions,

Eastern sales conference of Universal closed yesterday at the Commodore.
Productions for the fall
discussed thoroughly and sales
policies

mapped

out.

Minnesota Unit to Expand
THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis The Minnesota ex(Special to

—

hibitor unit intends enlarging its activities to include South and North
Dakota. W. A. Steffes has been engaged as business manager with an
annual salary of $8,000.

1
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On— Broadway

The Golden Bubble

Broadway

(Continued from Page 1)

not less than $25,000,000. per year to distribute the feature product of

America and based on observation, these
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Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks.

This, together with the production cost
as there might be in this business are passed along to the ultimate con-

sumer.

WID'S FILMS

To have attempted to write this article pointing out some of the
glaring problems without offering suggestions for improvement would
then say nothing that is new and unknown to the industry as a whole.
It may be, that this industry which is economically wrong, is ready for
the next conservative move both in production and distribution, and leaving to others who have a more intimate knowledge of production, its problems and their solution. I boldly undertake to suggest that the next vital
move in distribution is the elimination of the duplication that the present
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seem ultra-conservative.
and the waste and such profits
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World
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..Cosmopolitan Float in Parade

had

"Cosmopolitan

an

interesting

Parade. It
old coach drawn by white

horses and was descriptive of "Little

Old

New

York."

Wanger Wins Suit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Walter Wanger has won

—

his

suit against the Provincial

Cine-

Wagner

matograph Theaters, Inc.
claimed he was discharged by the

He

then
brought suit which was undefended.
The settlement is said to be for
£8,000.
P.

C.

T.

without

cause.

entails.

the statistics of the industry were available we would likely find
upwards of 2400 men engaged in the selling, of feature motion pictures
to the exhibitors of America.
In round figures these men represent with
their salaries and expenses an expenditure of about $125. per week per
man, or about 15 million dollars annually. If there are fifteen thousand
motion picture theaters in the U. S. of all kinds and descriptions, the actual charge the industry makes as to the selling of each theater is $1,000
annually and the industry creates besides this a charge of $666. per theater
for branch exchange overhead.
This average applies to the theater
that is open one night a week as well as the theater that operates seven
days. If it were possible to reconcile these figures with seating capacities
and populations to grade them in accordance therewith, it certainly
would be very interesting to find out what it cost the exhibitor with a
1,000 seat house in a town of 75,000 people to shoo away most of the
film salesmen that call on him daily.
If

It might here be stated that the merchandising of film is not kindred
any other line or product as presently conducted. Rental of film to
exhibitors is distinctly a marketing problem formulated in this industry
through various stages of its growth, and its method of distribution is not
followed by any other commodity.
The greatest revenue derived from motion pictures comes from first
city and first zone runs.
The revenue that comes from circulation is admittedly smaller.
As presently conducted, the worthwhile pictures are
heralded and press agented long in advance to the foremost exhibitors
who represent the buying power that the distributor is anxious to reach.
The methods used vary somewhat but come under the following heads:

to

A
A
A
A

GREAT
GREAT
GREAT
GREAT

BACK/TO THE WOOl
NEALlrMJRNS

Commercial Developing and

Printing

-

CHICAGO U

S.A.

Wednesday— "East

West

Side,

Thursday— "Cordelia The Magnificent."
Friday— "The Last Moment" and
"Slippy McGee."
Saturday— "Alice Adams."
Sunday — "Soul of the Bast."
—
Rialto "The
Woman With Four
Side."

Faces."

Rivoli— "The Law of the Lawless."
Strand "Main Street."

—

Next Week

— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— "Main Street."
Cameo— "Enemies of Women."
—
Capitol "Passion."
—
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Lyric — "Human Wreckage" opens
the 27th.
Rialto— Not yet determined.
—
Rivoli "Peter the Great."
Strand— "Wandering Daughters."
Broadway

A E R

B

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 6763

Publicity

FRED

E.

BAER

Advertising

Loeiv Bldg.,

1540 Broadway

RENTALS
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The Famous Stone Film Library
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Your Wife."

Can't Fool

bill
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TITLE
CAST

,
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MUST COME DOWN

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
MATS for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange
AODE.O ATTRACTION

"Black Shadows."
Brooklyn Strand— "A Man of Action" and "The Shriek of Araby."
Cameo "Enemies of Women."
Capitol— "Daughters of the Rich."
Criterion "The Covered Wagon."
Loew's New York Today "You

posting, trade papers, broadsides, the mails, telegrams, ballyhoo stunts, all directed to create publicity and bring to the
notice of the prominent exhibitor the individual picture or product.
This largely results in the exhibitor knowing of the individual picture
and its merits long before the salesman calls and in these instances the
selling resolves itself into whether the exhibitor wants the particular
(Continued on Page 4)
national advertising,
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wab an

exchange system
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The Golden Bubble
(Continued from Page 2)

product or not. Price is secondary. In other words, the selling is done
before the salesman arrives. The lesser or small-town exhibitor takes his
cue from what the prominent or big town exhibitor runs and bases his

payment

for the individual picture on its success in his local community
or key showing. And to a lesser degree, he, too, is sold on the individual
picture before the salesman calls on him.

DISTRIBUTOR

It is intended to bring out that selling is not done by salesmen. Most
of their functioning consists of price-haggling, an unthinkable procedure
in this day and age which also proves that this is a unique industry.

That great duplication of effort in any industry is an economic waste
has often been proven, and the present method of motion picture distribution reeks with duplication.
While others may disagree, the writer
is firmly convinced that the ideal and yet practical method of distribution
and price stabilization must come from some method of operation that
will

have some semblance to that which

hereinafter stated:

is

1.— That the traveling salesman, insofar as film distribution is concerned, be abolished, and that the exhibitor come in to each exchange
center to contract for his film supply.

—That the United States be zoned
into 23 exchange centers,
—That each exchange center to have two or three "union exchanges"
to house
of the product distributed
the zone.
—That each "union exchange" be charge of an executive em2.

more or

off

less.

3-

all

in

4.

in

ployed by all of the companies distributing through the exchange and be
paid by them.
S.
That in each "union exchange" the distributors are to have one
or more floormen whose duty will be that of selling to visiting exhibitors
the product of the distributor he or they represent.

—

— All

6-

manual labor and

clerical

work including

shipping, inspecting,

being a union or community matter will be paid for by each distributor as accounting research will determine.
etc.,

—

7.
Each "union exchange" will establish a rating board composed of
exhibitors and film representatives who will ascertain the possibilities
of each theater served through it for the purpose of setting up a percentage plan of booking pictures, thereby doing away with the constant
problem of the exhibitor and exchange as to price.

Under

this plan, price of film will become standardized.
Each theater
this plan, have a standard percentage rating determined through
the local rating board and himself, and in this way giving to both the theater and producer its just due.
Under this plan controlled chain theaters would pay their just proportion of film rentals and not saddle the
additional film rental on highly competitive points.
will,

under

In connection with the above point it might be well to here mention
number of the key centers of the U. S. are controlled by
combinations in consequence of which every small community exhibitor
can attribute a large proportion of increased film rental charged to him
as being handed down because of the inability of the distributor to secure
from many first run exhibitors his legitimate revenue.
that a large

Under

the "union exchange" plan the cost of distribution of motion
pictures in the United States would likely be reduced upwards of
The standardization of distribution with saner prin$15,000,000 a year.
ciples back of production and a more equitable distribution of the film
rentals must in the nature of things create a lesser price for the product
and it may be that pictures will yet go back to be a poorman's amusement.

Otherwise the industry is slowly driving away the mass audience,
and when the price of admission to picture theaters becomes a burden
to the mass, the golden bubble must burst.

There arc many things herein that may be revolutionary
But
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Goldwyn Wins
Action Against Stoll Has Six Days'
Hearing in London— Verdict for
£13,500
(Special Cable to

London

— The
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Syracuse Convention

Cohen Says Independents Are Threatened by Distributors Who Also
Have Exhibiting Interest
"It is destructive and a dire men-

in

New

May

Result
Nat'l Exhibitor Move

Goldwyn, ace

of

to independent theater owners to
put distribution in the hands of people Steffes of Minnesota and Richey of Michigan to Attend
York
terminated
who at the same time operate or conMeeting Their Presence Considered Significant Local
with a decision for Goldwyn. Under trol chains of theaters," declared
the terms of the settlement, Goldwyn Sydney Cohen yesterday afternoon
Delegation Leaves by Boat and Train
will receive £13,500 and costs.
during his cross examination by
The case will probably cost Stoll counsel for Famous Players in the
about £30,000.
anti-trust suit being waged against
York that
There seems to be a definite impression in
that
organization by the Federal
Both Frank J. Godsol and Gabriel Trade Commission.
York State,
the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of
L. Hess of Goldwyn made special
Cohen asserted that the chief men- which opens this afternoon at the Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse,
trips to England to be on hand in the ace involved in this system is that
when the case the independent owner is completely will result in something more than a discussion of legislation and
courts
English
York alone is interested. The imagainst Stoll came up for hearing. at the mercy of the distributor-the- other matters in which
The litigation involved distribution ater owner, who can compel the pression prevails that national exhibitor problems and organizaof the Goldwyn product in England small exhibitor to either combine
tion will be touched upon.
and runs back some time when with him or sell out on his own terms.
Goldwyn had not yet formed GoldThis opinion is apparently strengthened by the fact that
During his direct examination,
wyn, Ltd., its English subsidiary Cohen had taken a slam at the A. Steffes of Minnesota and H. M. Richey of Michigan, have
through which British releases are present method of operating the
Both Minnesota
definitely promised to attend the convention.
hurt handled.
Broadway first-run houses, and had
of course, no
and Michigan, are, oi
there
opinion
that
ventured the
longer identified with the Sydney
La Rose Resigns
should be four more first-class firstCohen organization. New York has
Joe La Rose, production manager run houses on Broadway which, he
not been an affiliated unit for some
Handle
Warner
New
Organization
to
of the Riesenfeld theaters, has re- said, would be heavily patronized.
time.
Output Exclusively in Four
signed.
No successor will be named Robert T. Swaine, counsel for the
Territories
until Riesenfeld's return from Europe respondents, asked him if it would
As a matter of fact, important ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on Saturday.
hibitor officials from several other
not be easy enough for any interested
Cleveland
new organization, state units are expected in Syracuse.
parties to build these "hypotheical
voiced its intention of
first-run houses," and Cohen retorted known as the Film Classics Co., with Wisconsin
Bernhardt Film to be Finished
interthe
represented, but
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that prospective builders would have Harry Charnas president, has been being
with
correspondence
of
The film which Sarah to buy land for theater sites from Fa- forrried recently to handle the Warner change
Paris
light
Film
Classics
Brothers
new
output.
to
brought
O'Reilly
L.
Charles
expected
to
they
Players
if
mous
Bernhardt was making just before
in the fact pressure of Wisconsin busiher death will be completed. Work build on Broadway between 42nd will control the territorial rights
four different key cities and adjoining ness would prevent carrying out that
(Continued on Page 2)
has already started on the part to

/Ltd.,

Stoll Films has been
after a six days' hearing

against

—

—

New

New
New

New

W.

Mid-West Deal

—A

—

be finished.

The

title

is

"Clairvoy-

ant."

Frank

Don't Expect Slump
East

Particularly

Summer

Over

Hopeful

—

Business 1st Nat'l's
Detailed Survey
The Eastern section of the country
expects a more prosperous summer
this year than in 1922, according to
the survey just completed by First
National.
This analysis of summer
conditions covers the entire country
and take up in detail the prospects as
seen in each key center.
Buffalo is one exchange which re-

J.

Rembusch Here
Rembusch is in town from

Shelbyville,

Ind.

Lubitsch to Direct "Deburau"
contract with
Ernest Lubitsch's

Warner Bros,

will cover several pic-

Lubtures, among them "Deburau.,,
itsch will have his own producing unit
with the Warners.

Aywon Buys British Film
Aywon has purchased American
rights

through

to

"Tell

Your
R.

Charles

Children"
The
Rogers.

It is picture
a big summer ahead.
was directed by Donald
estimated that fully 80% more the- Crisp for International Film Artists,
aters will be open during the coming Ltd., of London.
months than during July and August,

ports

1922.

The

Strauss in
report then continues:

Michigan,

having

experienced

is

(Continued

on

Page 4)

will be supervising director of productions of Thelma Morgan Pictures, Inc., a $100,000 company, which will make films
with Mrs. James V. Converse, a
well known society woman. Produc-

Malcolm Strauss

the

phe-

of six inches of snow on May 9th,
looking hopefully forward to a cooler summer and proportionate better business. New
theatres in the North opening to care for
the vacationists, will help to compensate for
closings in the bigger cities.

nomenon

New Company

tion starts in July.

It is intention.
territory in the Middle West.
said that the deal involves a figure
State Senator James J. Walker
Abe Warner and Sam
of $500,000.
deliver an address on general
may
Warner
represented
the
Morris
He will be
matters.
legislation
negotiations
with
the
Brothers during
Bernard Edelthere, this is sure.
Charnas.
hertz, of the T. O. C. C, who, with
Film other members of the committee
With headquarters here,
Classics will open offices in Cin- worked for many months on the unicinnati, and Detroit, Pittsburgh. The form contract, will explain its clauses
Cleveland office will handle Ohio.
and what it means to exhibitors. M.
Walsh, of the Strand theater,
have
said
to
concern
is
This new
J.
nothing whatever to do with Charnas' Yonkers, will probably discuss day-

Herbert R. Ebenstein
other interests, being formed solely light saving.
while
for the purpose of handling the War- is expected to talk on insurance,
The Warners are in- O'Reilly, president of the organizaner series.
terested in the concern only in so tion will discuss rentals and general
far as the guarantee of exclusive dis- organization matters.
(Continued on Page 2)
tribution is concerned.

Rowson Denies Reports

Virginia Exhibitors Incorporate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond—The M. P. T. O.

of

Virginia, a non-stock corporation, has
charter here. The ofits
ficers of the organization are: E. T.
Newport News, president;
Crall.
Harry Bernstein Richmond, sec-

received

Richmond, and
Weinberg, Lexington.
retary; Jake Wells,

I.

The following statement was issued
yesterday by Harry Rowson:
"Statements have appeared in various papers alleging that I, in behalf
of the Ideal Films Ltd. of London
have been negotiating to establish a
distributing company in this country.
There is not a vestige of foundation
for this or similar statements."

;

THE
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New

Exhibitor

(Continued from
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Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y., by

1923

FOR SALE
said

The New York delegation in- that no matter how good a theater
Street in
In could be built above 51st
cludes many well known names.
addition to the members of the T. the neighborhood of 53rd, it would
O. C. C. who are, of course, privileged never attract the patronage which
cuse.

Vd

19,

Completely furnished
offices
with
lease.
Two different
phones.

Address Box 121
c/o The Film Daily

proper, would be enjoyed at 46th and Broadexecutives and way." I would like to own a theater
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS, INC.
The local at 52nd and Broadway five years
sales managers present.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
group will reach Syracuse in two from now," said Cohen, "but not toJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor; ways.
Terms Reasonable
One delegation left last night day. In mentioning the possible few
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Double equipment, two stages,
theater sites that might be obtained
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, on the Albany night boat to meet
two new sets of lights with
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the train that leaves here 8:45 this along Broadway for erection of new
the act of March 3, 1879.
every modern device. Size of
morning in Albany about noon. To- first-class theaters Cohen suggested
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
building 80 x 165.
that it might be possible to purchase
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 gether, the groups will then go on
Aubrey Mittenthal,
the Fulton and the Gayety "but you
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign to Syracuse.
300 West 49th Street
Subscribers should remit with order.
415.80.
would have to print your money or
Address all communications to THE FILM
The T. O. C. C. group which deDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, parted last night include: Charles L. get it through a pump to even look
at the price."
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-55«MH
O'ReiTly, Sam Moross, Hy GainsPhone Beekman 9091
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
Swaine asked Cohen if First NaSam Sonin, Rudy Sanders,
6411 Hollywood Blvd. 'Phone, Hollywood boro,
tional's
sub-franchise
selling
policy
'
1603.
Fred Wilson, William Brandt, Louis
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 738 S. Blumenthal, Otto Lederer, Murray did not have a tendency to generally
Wabash Ave.
Bernard Edelhertz, Harry raise the price of all pictures, and if
Beyer,
London Representative Ernest W. Fred- Brandt, John Manheimer, Al Harstn the policy inaugurated by First Naman. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
and Leon Rosenblatt. Others were: tional was not aimed at getting the IEAL
Ave., London, W. 1.
output of that company in theaters
Paris Representative Le Film, 42 Rue de M. H. Hoffman and Jack Bellman
ever
the country to the exclusion of
Qichy.
of Truart Prod; Danny, of
Central European Representative Interna- FILM
DAILY;
Joseph Seider of others.
119 Fmlton St., N. Y.
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
The witness replied that this may
Prudential Film Delivery Co.; Sam
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Eckman of Goldwyn and his wife; have been First National's intention,
George Dillon. Hodkinson manager; but that "conditions would have been
Ex- worse for theater owners of the
PICTURE
Lester
Adler of Associated
Leon country if First National had not
hibitors,
Inc.;
Paul
Gray,
High Low
Close
Sales
He explained
Rosenblatt; Larry Urbach of M. P. come into the field."
East. Kod.106^ 106
300 Journal; Charles Goetz of the Er- that he believed that the original First
106^
17836 U.S.
F. P.-L. .. 76y2
203 bograph laboratory; Mr. Lefkowitz National idea was a good one, but in76Y2 76y2
do pfd
Not quoted and Louis Rosenbluh of Fox.
timated that the later policy of that
Goldwyn .. 4%.
4% 4%.
100
company did not meet with his whole- Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
The train group includes Marcus hearted approval. He admitted that 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
Griffith
Not quoted
.oew's
Not quoted Loew, J. Einsler, Moe Streimer and the complaints received by the M. P. The most economical method of reaching
theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVICE,!
Triangle
Not quoted his wife, Ned Marin of Distinctive T. O. from exhibitors were not con- $4.00 PER
M UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
World
Not quoted Prod.; E. T. Peters, formerly of fined to Famous, and said that he had 50% saved in postage, etc., through eliminaDallas; P. S. Harrison, of Harri- really received more co-operation in tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually
listed.
son's reports; Hermann Pollock, Sol settling these exhibitor
complaints Multigraphing
Mimeographing
Raives, M. J. Walsh, William Full- from Famous Players than any other
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
ner, A. H. Eisenstadt and Charles company.
"I believe that Mr. Zukor
Dover Al Jolson, Inc., photoplays,
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORYgCO
Moses.
and Mr. Kent sincerely tried to coWilmington.
(Corporation
Trust
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
The convention will officially operi operate and help in adjusting these
Co. of America).
said Cohen, who exthis afternoon and close on Thurs- complaints,"
Oklahoma City The Nusho, Wet day. Tomorrow night there will be plained that one of the difficulties in
straightening out complaints against
umka,
motion
pictures.
Capital, a dinner at the hotel.
First National was the decision of
Incorporators, A. R. Ruby,
$5,000.
that company to deal only with memE. R. Kelly and S. E. West.
Brockwell Returns
bers of the M. P. T. O. who were
National
franchise
holders.
Floyd Brockwell, general manager First
Nashville,
Tenn. De
Luxe of First National exchanges returned Cohen said he had heard there were
Amusement Co., Inc., Johns'on City to New York yesterday after holding about 3,000 First National sub-franCapital $5,000.
Incorporators, T. H.
chise holders, but that he had never
several First National sales confer
Wylie, W. P. Haynes, R. T. Sherrod
been able to trace more than about
ences throughout the country.
Bernie Wylie and S. E. West.
1,800.
He said that at one time J.
Prolong the life of your
D. Williams, then with First National,
Schlank on Sales Trip
Austin, Tex.- Southern Exhibitors'
offered him five sub-franchises and
prints
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Co-operative Ass,'n., Dallas. Capital
told him he
could write
his own
$10,000.
Incorporators,
K.
Write for sample or better
Los Angeles Morris Schlank of ticket, but he declined the offer.
J.
Adams'. L. T. Pellerin and G. W. Anchor Film Distributors, Inc. left Cohen said he didn't think First Nastill
send us a reel of new
Riddle.
for the East on Saturday.
He will tional had any set prices on their
positive,
not waxed, to be
visit a number of exchanges en route. product, but sold it according to the
Duratized without charge.
ability of the individual exhibitor to
>
Duratizing is an economy.
German Producer May Make "Faust" pay.
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Swaine asked the witness if First
National's policy would not, if fully
When it was announced carried out, have resulted in shutting
Pickford had abandoned out productions of other companies.
Cohen replied that he knew of First
became interested.
National sub-franchise holders who
also run pictures of other companies.

(Special to

Berlin
"Faust."
THE

SPICE

that

OF THE PROGRAM"

it
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Oswald may make

— Richard

Mary

Oswald

New

Playgoers Release
It
is
understood Playgoers
distribute
"Tipped Off," the

RENTALS
MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTURE^
ASSOCIATION

»J

Kenmat Prod., made
with Noah Beery, Tom

"Undoubtedly,"
will

"They haven't

first

a year policy."

returned

coast.

California

Santschi and eral

(Continued on page 3)

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant
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Swaine.

yet put over their 52

Announcement on the floor of sevM. P. T. O. conventions that
Stuart Holmes.
Frank P. Donovan the organization was getting fine adwill direct the company's next pic- justments
from
Famous Players
ture, a sea story to be made on the caused criticism to be levelled at him,
in

Not an expense.

INSIST

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

—
THE
Tuesday, June
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A Menace

(Continued from Page 2)

~ohen

stated,
but expressed the
that this criticism emanated
rom sources unfriendly to Zukor and
himself.
Swaine suggested that
;o
lerhaps this criticism resulted from
he fact that exhibitors are temperanental individuals with strong likes

>pinion

.nd dislikes.

"No,

don't

think
so,"
replied
opinion the average
owner is not a temperamenal man.
Exhibitors are just plain,
very day people."
I

x>hen.
heater

"In

my

When

-gvw,DAILY

had dealt with them for a long time mittee, Cohen stated, for the reaon the grounds that the new custo- sonable figure stipulated, and shortly
mer had a bigger and better house. afterward brought checks covering
both the Schwartz and
Cohen during his direct examina- ters. Cohen said that Dodge matthe M. P. T.
tion said that Zukor at the MinneapoO. advanced Mrs. Dodge sums in exlis Convention asserted that he had
cess of the check from Famous Playthe Southern Enterprise situation so ers,
of which she received the greater
well in hand that he could make
portion.
Stephen A. Lynch "do anything he
Names of several dozen exhibitors
wanted him to do." This was during
a discussion
that had been

relative

O. from Southern
said

shortly

that

to complaints
to the M. P. T.
exhibitors.
Cohen
after this in

coming

New

York Lynch declared that Zukor or
Famous Players had nothing to do

suggested the idea to him, immediately arousing his interest to the
point of attempting to secure financial
backing for such a proposition. The
report, which wa- temporarily withheld from the record pending the
establishing by the Government of
evidence that will link Famous Players with the Black interests, was
prepared that the proposition might
be carefully laid before financial in-

the country who had
written in to the M. P. T. O. with
various complaints against Famous
Players, were read into the record
from files of the organization furnished the Government by Cohen, in
order that
these
disgruntled exhibitors may be gotten in touch with
and given an opportunity to air their
grievances during the hearing. Cohen
pointed out that a number of these

throughout

Black
conference with
said that

the subject, at

ther complaints relative to theater exMinneapolis convention rolled
tension by Famous Players in a way
round and 10,000 by the time the
that would jeopardize the interests of
onvention was held at Washington,
independent exhibitors. Asked what
'here are in excess of 16,000 picture
his reply was to Zukor's promise at
heaters in the country he said, and

he

stimated that about two-thirds of
of
the country
are
fee exhibitors
aembers of the M. P. T. O. Cohen
onfessed with a sad shake of the
jead that these are not all paid-up
aemberships, but said that the exIbitors now pay direct to the state
rganization which sends its quota
of the or} national headquarters

this time,

said:

"Well, the weather was pretty hot
and sultry at Minneapolis then, and
my answer to Zukor was a rather

heated one.
this

j

said that the Capitol

my

from exhibitors over the
country against Famous Players.
received

Van Dyke At Odds With Edison
Dr. Henry Van Dyke, Murray professor of English literature at Princeton in addressing the Conference on
British and American Professors of

English at Columbia took exception
Thomas A. Edison's statement regarding the educational value of films.
Van Dyke thinks the education of the
future
generations
will
continue
through study by books and not
through the visual appeal of motion

to

1

pictures.

POSITIVE FILM

I

activities

as president of the

So I told Zukor at
gen- organization.
rally recognized by the exhibitors this time that even if he could suciroughout the country as being- the ceed in destroying me that I couldn't
how window for Goldwyn, and that see what his purpose was, and that
regarded him as vicious and
|ie
Strand is a 95% First National I
buse. while the Rialto and Rivoli malicious."
re the Famous Players show winCohen said that the morning after
ows.
the meeting of the T. O. C. C., just
[He admitted that 42 complaints for prior to the Minneapolis convention,
amous Players covering a period Zukor called him on the phone and
f 3 years was not many for Famous
admitted that he had been wrong
'layers.
Swaine at this point said about the Schwartz and Dodge matlat Famous sells pictures to 8000 ters.
He said he wanted to adjust
Khibitors.
Cohen said that while 42 that situation without delay and was
omplaints out of such a number was going
Henry Saulsbury
to
send
umerically small, the question of around to do so.
Saulsbury came
blicy relative to these complaints following Zukor's phone call. Cohen
as very important.
He said that said, and was shown a tabulated
amous could have done better with statement of the expense to which
tgard
to
the
Gordon-Gray New the organization had gone in helping
ngland combination by not having Mrs. Dodge out of her difficulties,
utered into relations with Alfred S. one item of which was the expense
lack. He said that most of the com- in getting "Way Down East" and
I'.aints he had received dealt with the advertising incidental to advising the
isposition of product by Famous to townspeople to come and see the
thibitors other than the ones who picture.
Saulsbury thanked the com-

Cohen

Cohen will again be on the stand
for cross-examination today, and will
go into the various complaints that
on direct examination he said he had

EASTMAN
With an emphatically long
tion

it

carries

through

deepest

shadow

scale of grada-

the screen

to

from highest

entire range of tones

is

that

light to

cameraman

the

the
has

secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

He

told

Just a short time prior

had received a telegram
from Zukor telling me that the M.
P. T. O. must be broken up, and
that I must be destroyed because
to

of

anization.

Cohen

testified.

him of a
Marcus Loew, on
which the latter had
later

expressed interest in the proposition
if it could be linked with a good distributing
company.
Shallenberger
said that the proposed corporation
was never formed.

Swaine asked the witness if
with maters affecting the South, and
was not customary to sell pictures
iefore they
are made by
Famous urged Cohen to publish a statement to
the effect that he would take up mat'layers as well as other companies
ters
concerning Southern theaters
"ohen agreed that it is "customary
directly with Lynch
and not with
o sell the crop before the seed is
Zukor
or anyone in the New York complaints had been satisfactorily
ilanted."
Block booking is employed
office.
Cohen stated that he replied settled by Famous, and that attempts
ty other companies as well as Fato Lynch that his agreement with had been made to settle others.
nous Players, the witness admitted.
Asked if he received any salary as
Zukor was "nation-wide in scope and
The tenor of the cross-examination not a state rights proposition."
president of M. P. T. O., Cohen reiras designed to indicate that methods
plied that he had been voted $85,000
if
selling,
theater acquisition, and
Later, according to Cohen, Lynch for his services for the past three
ither practices concerning witnesses again asked him to take up Southern years, but has received none of this,
testified
iave
relative
Famous matters with him instead of Zukor, and so far has served without salary.
to
?layers, find a parallel in the prac- and when Cohen refused the former
W. E. Shallenberger, president of
ices of other producing and distrib- declared that he would have no fur- Arrow, was on the stand for a short
rting organizations.
ther dealings with him.
while and identified a report preDiscussing the first-run situation
pared by Young & Co., following
The witness stated that when several conferences between himself
m Broadway, Cohen said that the
Zukor appeared before the executive and Alfred S. Black relative to the
'ark theater at Columbus Circle will
indoubtedly be a first-class first-run committee of the M. P. T. O. at Min- acquisition of a chain of theaters in
louse for Cosmopolitan pictures, and neapolis, he expressed his gratification towns of around 5,000 population.
at being permitted to appear before He stated that the idea of acquiring
will be surrounded with tone."
the committee instead of the conven- a chain had been in the back of his
Cohen said that the M. P. T. O. tion proper, and
said that he realized head for several years, and that when
low has a membership of about 10.his agreement with the M. P. T. O. Black was in his office at one time he
Sketching the growth of that
00.
had not been kept, and promised that
rganization, he said that at the time
if he would be given another chance
the
Cleveland
convention
there
i
the organization would receive no furirere about 500 members, 5,000 when
t

Shallenberger

terests,

its

tinted

foot

length

by

base

lengths,

the
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Don't Expect Slump

In the Courts
Supreme Court

Justice Tierney has
dismissed a suit of Mrs. Ruby Graves
Locklear, widow of Lieut. Ormar
Locklear, the aviator who was killed
making a film for Fox, against the
Fox Company for $50,000. The
court ruled that Mrs. Locklear had
not set forth in her complaint with
sufficient definiteness the ground upon
which she bases her claim, but permit"; her to file a new complaint.
The complaint alleges that Lieut.
Locklear made a contract with the

William

Fox Vaudeville Corp.

for

$1,650 a week to do aerial stunts with
Lieut. Milton Elliott, who was killed
with Lieut. Locklear. She alleges
that in order to win public attendance
at theatres where the picture, "The

Sky, Highwayman," was shown, Fox
agreed to divide 10% of the profits
•with the families of the

two

19,

aviators.

From

(Continued from Page 1)
Pittsburgh comes a report

of

a

steady increase in play dates for the summer,
indicating that more exhibitors are planning
Chicago states succinctly that
to stay open.
there will be more theatres remaining open
Albany estimates
this summer than last year.
conditions as 20% better than last year,
and expects 15 more theatres to remain open.

This
same optimistic note is sounded
throughout the entire East and in some
Charlotte, N.
C.
portions of the South.
"We are not affected very much
reports:
the
during
theatres
through the closing of
summer months except in the very small
towns in the extreme soutnern portion of
South Carolina. In the mountains of North
Carolina there will be at least 15 more theatres opened during the summer.
Eastern Pennsylvania, free from the coal
strike which persisted throughout the summer
of last year, is expecting 105 theatres, which
closed their doors last year, to remain open
during the coming hot weather, each on an
average of three days a week. This means
315 more play dates in that territory.
Seattle sees

no greater number

DISTRIBUTOR

IF YOU'RE

ON

of theatres

limits the
Mrs. Locklear alleges that the profits open during the summer, but very
small
closings to those houses in the
have been $1,000,000, and that her towns of less than 500 population. In all
opexhibitors
are
share is $50,000, and sues for it.
other cities and towns
timistic.

Rock has sued Tiffany Prod,
in the Supreme Court for $526,450.
He alleges he was engaged in 1920 as
general manager until a contract with
Mae Murray and Robert Z. Leonard
Allen

the pictures, "Peacock Alley,"
"Fascination," "Broadway Rose" and
for

"Jazzmania" was

completed and for

further pictures if contracted for. He
alleges that "The French Doll" and

The crops

in

the Eatstern part of

Washington are better than

in 1922.

In San

Francisco, a slight falling off in theatre attendance may be expected at the beginning of
the vacation season. This is in San Francisco and Oakland where the change in temAn added factor
negligible.
is
perature
against increased attendance, which is growing more serious every year is the habit of

However, approximately
after-dinner riding.
100 play dates will be added in the summer
and resort theaairdomes
by the opening of
Smmer will find contres in this territory.
ditions in Oregon practically the same as Us-.
year.
Certain sections of the Middle West are

"Fashion Show" were arranged for,
and that he was to get $250 a week more sanguine than the East in their foreand 25% of the stock. He says he cast of the strength of summer patronage.
great many seoeitnos have enjoyed a late
performed the services from May 10 A
spring, and this proved a boon for exhibitors,
to July 10, 1920, and got only $800 many of whom have reported an unusually
on account, and that M. H. Hoffman prosperous month of May, but months of
and August are looked forward to with
was then appointed to supersede him. July
Plentiful rainfall and favorapprehension.

He contends that the value of the able market conditions foretell good crops but
quarter interest in the stock is $500, it is not until the fall that the money will
and asks $26,450 for unpaid be in circulation.
000,

In explaining why Omaha will experience
poorer business this summer, the report
jury in the City Court
gave a reads:. "The majority of our territory is a
country and the crop failure of last
verdict
for
against
Vera farming
$1,809
year drained the resources of the majority
McCord in a suit of Howard Harron, of farmers, with the result that they will
alleges be hard pressed for money until their next
a San Francisco lawyer.
in this fall."
that he appeared for Miss McCord crop return, which will come in the fields
This, and the habit of working
in
a suit against one Perine and until nine o'clock at night, causing fewer
earned $1,500. Miss MsCord con- trips to town, will be the cause of fewer
The Oklatended that she hired the plaintiff on summer theatres in Nebraska.
homa report is substantially the same.
a contingent basis, to get possession
Kansas City reports: "At the present
of the film, "Mona, Spirit of the time conditions for this summer are very
Heights," and that if she got the film. good. The farmers have been blessed with
salary.

Broadway, or the
Real main street

Of any town, YOU

Know its
Ever better

A

He

and

was

sold, the lawyer would receive $3,000.
She says that the film
it

has not been sold and that nothing
due.

is

Bernard A. Rosenberg has filed suit
in the Supreme Court against Alliance Film Corp. and the American
Releasing Corp. for $5,000 on a note
executed by Harley Knoles and delivered to the defendant.
American
Releasing alleges that it had no interest

in

the

from from

transaction,
it,

got

nothing

and had no power

to

endorse the note.
In a suit of Antonia Sawyer against
the Joan Film Sales Co. Inc. to recover for rent of two rooms on the
18th floor of Aeolian Hall a default
judgment for $1,236 has been filed
in the City Court.

A
been

default
filed

judgment for $420 has
in the Supreme Court

against the Freeport Theatre Corp.
by the Independent Movie Supply
Co. for a balance due.

considerable rainfall which is the criterion of
believe
prosperity in this territory.
tthis summer will not be anywhere as bad as
last in respect to a slump in business."

We

"Roughly, 150 more play dates
St. Louis:
per week in our territory compared with last
year."
Denver: "From the exhibitors' standpoint,
the summer period looks black but tli
jority are optimistic with respect to the fall
season." The harvesting of the season's crop
will bring back prosperity, states the report.
"If we do not have an exCincinnati:
tremely bad summer as far as weather is
concerned, we believe, on account of industrial conditions having improved in a great
many sections in the territory, we will have
much better summer business than we had
last year."
"There has been nothing
Salt Lake City:
to indicate better
ever, all exhibitors
the fall after there

.Minneapolis:
not be any

will

mer than

summer

business.

a

for

new crop moven

"Indications are that there
theaters open this sum-

more

list."

"After a thorough investigaChicago:
tion we believe there will be more theaters
this summer than last year."
conditions in Canada will be approximately the same, and there, like the Middle
West, the prospects for a big fall crop, is
making the exhibitor optimistic for the fall
season.

remaining open

The

BROKE

How-

seem to be optimistic
is

NOT TO BE

EXHIBITOR

1923
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Two For Pathe

Coast Deal Off?
Strengthens Position in
'Frisco By Closing for Goldwyn-

Rothchild

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Houses Cut From 400 to 150
Says Swaine; Hearing Ends Here

F. P.-L.

And Then Harold Lloyd Completes
Contract— No Inkling of Future

Cosmopolitan Output
(Special to

Distribution
It is

understood that Harold Lloyd

San Francisco The contemplated has two more pictures to deliver to
Counsel
between Herbert Rothchild and Pathe under his present contract.
There was some speculation in the
West Coast Theaters, Inc., may

never materialize because the position
the Rothchild theaters has now
been strengthened with the acquisiof
product.

tion

the

trade yesterday about Lloyd's future
release, especially in view of the fact
that he had dissolved his relations

Says

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan with Hal Roach, under whose banner
he has produced until now.

James R. Grainger, en route to the Lloyd's name has been linked with
that of J. D. Williams for some time
East, stopped here and sold RothWilliams is now on the coast,
past.
child his organization's entire series
and
is
expected back here about
With the Paramount
for this year.
product which Rothchild already has July 4th.
for the Imperial, Portola, Granada
Williams Leaves Tomorrow
and California, his position is con(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sidered sufficiently strong by many to
eliminate the necessity for a tie-up
Los Angeles J. D. Williams leaves
with any other organization.
for the East tomorrow.
"Enemies of Women" has just
closed a six weeks' run at the ImOff on Trip
perial here.
H.
and
P. D. Cochrane are
R.

—

With
tion

as

—

Sydney S. Cohen's cross examinaGovernment witness in the anti-trust suit against

the conclusion of

a

the hearings here adjourned until
again be resumed in the Post Ofwill
the
case
June 25,
Philadelphia.
Building,
fice

Famous

Players-Lasky,

when

it would be a very helpful thing for
the constant wrangling between proexhibitor could be avoided, and again
grievance against Famous Players is
principal
his
stated that
Robert T. Swaine,
that company's theater acquisition policy.

Cohen declared

that

the picture industry
ducer-distributor and

if

Hays To Attend
—

—

—

"Costs

Too High"

every evidence that the cost of pro- the arrival here of Gabriel L.
duction is advancing altogether out of who leaves London for New
today.
(Continued on Page 2)
is

Hess
York

the respondents, told
for
that the maximum number of
theaters ever owned or operated by
Famous Players was 400 and that the

counsel

aboard the Leviathan which is on a
"Merry-Gotrial
trip to Havana.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Round," "Trifling with Honor" and Will Be in Syracuse for Dinner ToIt
is
understood several "Leather Pushers" will be
Los Angeles
Night New York Group Ar* James R. Grainger has sold Goldwyn- shown privately during the trip.
rives Tired and Hot
Cosmopolitan's first 11 releases to
(B? DANNY)
West Coast Theaters, Inc., but reTerwilliger Going West
Syracuse Will H. Hays is expectfused to consider this circuit for San
George Terwilliger, the director is ed here for the annual dinner of the
Francisco's first-runs.
at the
expected to leave for the coast the M. P. T. O. of New York State
will make
he
where
tonight
Onondaga
understood
end of the week. It is
Other speakers will inthat the Stamford, Conn, production an address.
Peekskill Theater Appeals
James J. Walker,
Senator
State
with
clude
interested
he
was
which
plan in
Nathan Burkan, attorney for the
W. Wadsworth
James
Senator
John W. McKay, former general U. S.
Peekskill
Theater, Inc., yesterday
manager of Mayflower has been and possibly several other legislators
filed an appeal in the Appellate Difrom Albany.
abandoned.
vision to secure the lease from the
The group that left New York on
denial of an injunction to restrain
Legislation
the boat Monday night met the train
Fight
Ready
to
Loew's Inc., the Advance Theatrical
Albany and then both travA statement from the M. P. T. O. grouponintogether,
Co., David Bernstein, Nicholas M.
reaching here about
Schenck, Fred Mitchell and Assoc. says the organization is ready to fight eled
afternoon.
yesterday
o'clock
five
the
First National Pictures, Inc., from for the repeal of the seating tax,
hot from the
and
tired
was
Everyone
coercing or inducing distributors not admission tax and the music license
journey.
to supply film service to the theater. fee; that the M. P. T. O. will at all
The convention will open this
times be represented in Washington
while attention to adverse legislation morning and will *probably termipetitions nate tomorrow.
through
called
be
will
signed by exhibitors.
Production Advancing Too Rapidly
Mr. Hays, accompanied by Charles
for Amount of Revenue, Says
Says Action Is Withdrawn
Joseph J. O'Neill
W. W. Hodkinson
Paul Seligman, American manager C Pettijohn and
this morning for the
here
leave
will
rehas
England
"In response to your request t
for Stoll Films of
convention.
comment on the matter of heavy,
ceived a cable from London which Syracuse
withdrawn
after the train that carried
has
Godsol
Shortlv
that
F.
duction cost which your surv
states
J.
left
the coming season suggests
Goldwyn's action against Stoll over part of the New York delegation
messenthe use of the name Sherlock Holmes yesterday morning, a special
imposed on the industry" said
DAILY
Hodkinson yesterday, "I will say that for its series of two reelers which ger distributed THE FILM
that they
no better barometer of future condi- Educational is handling. Goldwyn to the film folk aboard so
new develtions could be considered than the claimed it had the exclusive right to might keep in touch with
business.
opments in the
matter of production cost, considered the use of the name for pictures.
Edward Bowes at Goldwyn rein relationship to the receipts from the
public at the theater box office. There fused to discuss the matter pending
Wilk Sails for Europe

Deal For Los Angeles

—

Paramount Is Abandoning Exhibition SydneyThe
Last Witness New Testimony To Be
Cohen
Taken In Philadelphia June 25th

deal
the
of

Price 5 Cents

1923

20,

Europe
Jacob Wilk sailed for
terday on the Pittsburgh.

Cohen

company now owns

or operates 150.

Swaine asked the witness

if

this fact

shouldn't indicate that Famous Players is gradually abandoning its policy
of theater control on a large scale.
Cohen replied that he didn't think
Famous was disposing of its good
theaters,

but

if

true,

he hoped that

the company's purpose was adoption
of such a policy as a matter of principle and not merely to dispose of
only such theaters as proved to be
financial losses.

Cohen

said

he

why Famous had

could understand
acquired theaters in

where the best theaters were
bound by First National franchises
cities

excluding the product of Famous
Plavers as well as other companies,
and" testified that he himself advised
Adolph Zukor to take such steps as
a reprisal against First National when
the latter at one time was discussing
his difficulties with that organization.

Counsel for Famous Players took
up one by one the various complaints
which Cohen had on direct testimony said he had received from theater owners, and which he said he
had endeajAred to adjust.
bntinued on Page 4)

Neilan Here
Neilan arrived in New
yesterday from the coast on a
„„ined business and pleasure trip.
blanche Sweet will join him as soon
as she completes work in "In The
Palace of the King."
rshall

j
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(Continued from Page 1)
proportion to the increase in reven
from the public with the inevit
result that many will sustain JApses
that will crush them between y^miillstones of relatively decrealfing receipts and increased produdrion costs.

Capitol
The Capitol orchestra renders "Raymond"
and "Capitol March'' as the opening musical
number.
A Hodge Podge, "Mrs. Hippo"
Impresnext, followed by "Neapolitan
is
sions," with the ballet corps and soloists.
The magazine is then screened just before
Ernest Lecuona, Cuban pianist, makes his

debut.
He renders three selections. "Daughtendency ters of the Rich," is the feature, after which
toward revenue at the motion picture comes an Interlude, "Parade of the Wooden
Soldiers," "The Covered Pushcart," an Aesop
exhibitors box office being further Film Fable and a closing selection on the
of
non-theaorgan.
out by the rapid growth
rical on one hand and the better type
Rialto

"When you add

to

— Irving Mack, 738
W. FredRepresentative— Ernest
Shaftesbury

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London

this

picture becoming a strictly thearical exhibition in opposition to him
not only to compete for revenue but
oy its superiority discrediting the average of films run by him one can
readily see confusion ahead or rather
he effects of the past non-co-ordinated efforts becoming apparent to
jf

1.

— Le

A

being

distribution

employed

to

.•liminate waste, cut surplus production from factory organizations and

InternaRepresentative
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.

jiving more concern to the public
.an a stable condition be arrived at."

42

—

European

tionale
vakia),

:o-operating through the acceptance
af the principle of neutral channels

Rue de

Film,

dichy.
Central

"Only by producer and exhibitor

S.

The Film Renter, 53a

man.

Ave., London, W.
Paris Representative

Quotations
Sales
Close
High Low
300
106^
East. Kod.106^ 106
200
F. P.-L. .. 76y2
76V2 76V2
Not quoted
do pfd
100
Goldwyn .. 4J4
4V4 AYA

Not
Not
Not
Not

Griffith

Loew's
Triangle

World

At

this theater the overture

is a
The orchestra then plays
"Riesenfeld's Classical Jazz."

"Carmen."

from

now famous

the

selection

The next numbers comprise
Have Told Me So," by Gladys

"Your

Eyes

Rice, soprano;

the feature, attraction, "The Woman
With Four Faces," starring Betty Compson.

and

Sharpe-Minor at the Wurlitzer ("AmeriFantasy") and Pop "Tuttle" in "Lost
Nerve" are the last two numbers on the bill.
C.

Angeles

Los
producer

— Richard

"The

of

—

en-

gaged Alfred Austin to direct Clyde
Cook.

sprea

EGYPT—Treasures

CAIRO.

amen transported down

— aerial

Tutankh-

GERMANY— Newest

ROSSITTEN,
craft

of

the Nile.

coaster.

MEXICO CITY— President

Obregon honors

Mexican President.

first

HYDER, ALASKA. — Trip

on longest continuous operating cable in the world.
Other items Princeton Alumni Reunion, and
U. S. Squadron that helped refugees in
evacuation of Smyrna.

—

THE FIRST NEWS I
NEWS FIRST

Silent

Durlan Joins

Thomas,
Accuser"

week conSymphonized
Story Ever
Told," the Pictorial News, Martha Graham,
danscuse in "Orientale," Dorothy Dalton in
"The Law of the Lawless" and a shadow
song from "Dinorah," by Helen Sherman,
coloratura soprano.
"Hold Tight," an Educational comedy closes the performance.

sists

at the Rivoli this

of the overture "Galatea,"

Home

Tunes,

"The

Sweetest

is playing the Broadway
Cameo continues to house
Women." "A Man of Action"

week, while the

"Enemies of
and "The Shriek of Araby" are the features
at the
Brooklyn Strand.
"The Covered

Wagon"
'jus

Joins Lichtman

—

East yesterday.

is

still

for the next six weeks
then be assigned a territory.

Pathe Signs Allene Ray.

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Bert Lubin who has
had Allene Ray under contract has
(Special to

—

her
is

with

making

Pathe

for
plans for a

serials.

(Special to

Milwaukee

Tom

Saxe

THE FILM DAILY)

— G.

special silver half dollar in commeration of the Monroe Doctrine Centennial and for circulation in connection
with the proposed film exposition to
in

Los Angeles next month.

Here
Goldwyn has transferred Anthony
Philbin, formerly office manager in
Chicago, to New York where he is
engaged in special work as assistant
Philbin Transferred

«<:<£..

Wilkerson With Weiss Bros.
Billy Wilkerson has joined the sales
force of Weiss Bros.

Revamp Serial Into Feature
Vitagraph has revamped "Smashing
Barriers," a William Duncan serial
into a six reel feature.
in

The

CHROMOS TRADING
1123 Broadway

was

serial

CO.

30 reels.

A FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION
WITH SPECIALIZED ADVISORY
SERVICE FOR MOTION PICTURE PROPOSITIONS.
Quick Action
Reasonable

Terms

All Transactions in Confidence

RENTALS

Consultations Invited

MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUREO
»J

ASSOCIATION

Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

to J. E. Flynn.

Stephen

Goldwyn

number ger who

features.

&&tfiadet@tfy

The Strand

at the Criterion.

kept "Main Street" for another

Famous Players manager

New York

Lubin

-Flood

Properly Present Your Photoplay

Young

former Fox
E. T. Gommersal,
branch manager in Buffalo and later
branch manager for F. B. O. in Cin- be held
cinnati has been appointed a special
representative for Fox. He will stay

of

OKLA,

riavoc.

Rivoli

The program

this

quoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
quoted
Washington
Joseph Young will
quoted
the new manager of the Lichtman
be
quoted
Howard
succeeding
exchange
J.

Gommersal Back With Fox

placed

CITY,

can

A. Durlam, former
here, has
Edith Erastoff Here
been appointed general manager of
Due Saturday
the
Saxe Amusement Enterprisess,
Edith
F
Erastoff, a popular Swedish
Hugo Riesenfcld and Lee de Forest succeeding James Keough.
drai
ramatic star, and wife of Victor
RieSaturday.
Europe
return from
eastrom, is in New York en route
/ Sea
senfeld is understood to have disto the Pacific Coast to join her husSpecial Coin for Exposition
cussed a London theatre for "The
band who is "The Master of Man"
Covered Wagon" while abroad.
The Government has issued a for Goldwyn.
for the

and

No. 50

PONCA

"Black Shadows"

Beaver, resigned.

in

PatheNews

At Other Houses
Austin to Direct Cook
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Lou Anger has

Thomas Leaves For East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

left

1923

20,

all.

1603.

\
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Broadway Theaters

Too High"

"Costs
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MacGrath

had

joined

as assistant to E. C. Grainis in charge of the contract-

ing department.

'WE-NEVEP DISAPPOINT-

No one at Pathe yesterday knew
about the above matter.

"Red

Mill"

(Special to

Opened

in L.

A.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles I. and
opened "The Red Mill"

J.

at

Blvd.
A 75 foot high electric
in structure an exact duplicate
of a mill, is placed on top of the theater, and can be seen for miles when
The wings of the
lighted at night.
mill revolve and lend a uniqueness to
the hous*.
tier

sign,

(ROMLOWFlLM LABORATORIES

Gore have
5218 Whit-

-.

220
PHONE
BRYANT 5576

rJNCOBPOR-ATED
S/ftST 42 ** STQEET

NEW YORK

;

ALLAN A-LCWN
GEN. MGC.

i

— —

took San Francisco by storm

Ackerman

when her

sensational photodramatic drug expose opened at

& Harris* Century Theatre on June 9th for a 4- weeks' run.

The San Francisco
Examiner said it was "the most important motion picture ever made." The Call & Post
said it's "in a class by itself" and that "it registers overwhelmingly." The Bulletin said:
"Hold the attention from first to last." The Chronicle said: "finely produced
.

.

.

good entertainment."

The thundering San Francisco opening is just the beginning. Watch for the oceans of
praise it will receive when it opens in Los Angeles, at Sid Grauman's Million-Dollar
Theatre; watch for the tremendous ovation
for the colossal furore

and, most important of

an engagement at

it

makes when

all,

make

it

it

gets at

its

gigantic Chicago opening;

opens at the Lyric,

application

NOW to

F. B. O.

Home

Offices— 723 7th Ave., N. Y. City

York, on June 27th

your nearest F. B. O. Exchange for

YOUR theatre of the photodrama that

SALES OFFICE, UNITED KINGDOM, R-C PICTURES CORPORATION,

New

watch

— Exchanges

26-27 D'Arblay

will stagger the nation

Everywhere

Strict.

Wardsur

Strut. London,

W.

1.

England

—
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DAILY
Swaine produced a copy of Cohen's report to the M. P. T. O. convention at Chicago containing reproductions of the checks
the M. P. T. O. as settlement for the

Hearing Ends Here
(Continued from Page

During the discussion

1)

several

of

made

complaints that had been
Cohen of Alfred S. Black's

to

activities.

Cohen

said that "Black had a mind
of his own and used same for purposes best known to himself. Zukor
and Kent were continually trying to
check Black, he was making so many

blunders."
Of the complaints taken tip, Cohen admitted that some of them had been satisfactorily
settled by Famous while some were of inimportance,

sufficient

he

Some

consideration.

serious

warrant

to

said,

of

the

cases

were matters of controversies between Famous and exhibitors over the state of their
accounts.
Others were cases of exhibitors
who wanted Cohen through his organization
to help them collect money which they felt
was due from Famous Players, but Cohen
said that he had never considered the M.
P. T. O. a collection agency.
Most of the complaints were from the New
England territory where Black's activities
caused considerable bitterness on the part of
independent theater owners, and from the
South where exhibitors complained of the
tactics of Southern Enterprises.
Cohen said that Southern exhibitors viewed
Lynch as "an overpowering monster, an abnormal creature whom they feared.
Lynch
could walk into a town and obtain a 50%
interest in a theater without putting up a
penny. He was greatly feared, and while he
was not different from the average man in
spite of the fears of the small exhibitor, he
was wise enough not to deny that he was
all-powerful, or to do anything that would
allay the fear in which he was held by exhibitors."

The witness expressed the belief that his
organization had received only a few of the
complaints from exhibitors who felt that they
had a grievance against Famous Players, because of the fear of reprisals by Famous if
they were to air their grievances.

As each complaint was taken
would

up,

Swaine

connection with it
as they appeared on the records of the company, asking Cohen if the facts were correct.
In most cases Cohen agreed they were, and
that the matter had been satisfactorily adjusted, but in several instances he said that
his information on certain cases was different.
In the case of H. H. Jackson, of Columbia,
Tenn., Swaine said the company records
showed that Jackson had been accused of
state

the

facts

in

"bicycling," by Southern Enterprises, and
obtained affidavits from the express agent at
Columbia substantiating these charges. When
a new theater was opened up by someone
not connected with Famous, the new exhibitor was given Paramount service which was
denied Jackson.
Cohen said he understood
that Jackson had been a 100% Paramount
man for three years when he was approached
by Famous with a proposal to buy his theater.
He refused and was told that if he
did not sell, Famous would adopt the policy
usually followed in such cases.
Soon after

according to Cohen, Paramount service
was taken away from Jackson and given to
a new exhibitor, who, Cohen said, he understood had formerly been Paramount's Tenthis,

nessee representative.
When the case of

brought up
just behind

W. D. Burford was
Sydney Kent, who was sitting
Swaine, told the latter that Bur-

was getting some Paramount pictures
as a result of his efforts.
It developed
that Kent in a letter to Cohen said that he
would do what he could for Burford, but
intimated that Burford didn't deserve help
because his "attitude" wasn't very nice." In
this letter Kent told Cohen that he would
like to show him some of the letters he had
received from Burford.
When Cohen referred to the letter he received from Kent about the Burford matter
Kent remarked, "And that goes too. If I
had my way I wouldn't sell Burford a dollar's worth of pictures."
For a minute the
Cohen-Kent colloquy interrupted the cross
examination, as Cohen replied, "I don't think
ford

now

Kent.
"Well, anyway we were selling pictures
to Burford," laughed Kent.
"Mr. Kent is peeved at Burford," Cohen
said, "because of Burford's hotel lobby argument with Zukor during the Minneapolis
convention, and because of the things he said
when he was a member of the committee
appointed to confer with Zukor with regard
to exhibitor complaints against that organization.
I think that anything that was said
during the heat of the Minneapolis convention should be referred to the Reparations
Conference at Cannes for arbitration."
that's right,

Dodge

Schwartz and

claims,

and asked him

he didn't consider it very unfair, in view
of his statements that Zukor and Kent had
been sincere in t heir efforts to adjust all
complaints, to bring up this matter at such
Cohen replied that his reproa late date.
duction of the checks in the report was not
done as an indictment against Famous
if

Crisp Replaces

Los

Young

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Angeles— Donald

Crisp

will

"Ponjola" for First National,
replacing James Young who has gone

away

Two More

Exchanges Open Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Memphis, Tenn. The new ParaTHE
mount office will open here July 1,
and likewise a building is now nearing completion
at Jacksonville to
another
house
Paramo. ..it office,
which is scheduled to open Aug. 1.

Stars to

Open

Braves' Field

Marcus Loew is gathering an assemblage of stage and screen stars

who

opening of the
Swaine asked Cohen if he did not know that Braves
Baseball
Park in Boston.
Schwartz with his $2,500 secured a lease on They will leave in a special steamer
a theater at Taftville, Conn., before the exSunday night and spend three days in
piration of the lease of the exhibitor then
occupying the house without notifying the Boston.
will attend

complained

of

A

ROMANCE

great

emotional

woman

an

for

st ir

THE MATHERSON

MARRIAGE
by

RUBY M. AYRES
A Triangle Problem
BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
2564

Bry.

35 W. 45th

"Hands Across The

Street

Sea"

Famous ©jury Lane Melodrama

against

FaCohen said that he was not
aware of how Schwartz secured the lease
but knew he had gotten a lease on a theater
at Taftville with the money paid him by Faso bitterly
mous Players.

OUT

JUST

the

exhibitor that he was getting his theater
away from him, thus doing exactly what he

had

A MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER
AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL

—

done and had tried to do for the exhibitors.

i

PRODUCTION

for a rest.

to

Coh«h said that of the $3500 given the M.
P. T. O. by Famous Players as settlement
of the Schwartz case the latter received $2,500 of this amount, the organization having
icpe'nded more than $1,000 in helping him.

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE FOR MOTION PICTURE

direct

Equity to Handle Eight
Equity will handle at least eight
Players.
Four of these
pictures next year.
"I prepared that report as an account of
my three years' stewardship as president will be produced by Daniel Carson
of the M. P. T. O. and went to considerGoodman, and four others will have
able expense in doing so which I would not
a well-known star, it is promised.
have done had I known that I was going

I wanted to give a combe re-elected.
prehensive report of the things done by the
the
for
the
exhibitors
of
organization
Cohen said that just prior to the
country."
completion of his report to be presented to
the Chicago convention he read in
FILM DAILY of J. H. Boss's apparent reflection on his negligence in taking up exhibitor complaints during his testimony as
a Government witness, and put the facsimiles of the checks in the report at the
last minute to make complete the report of
what he as president of the organization had

1923

20,

HOME FOR SALE
IN

mous.

LARCHMONT

"Terassa of Spain"
Romantic

Novel

by

Horace

Fish

Discussing

the

Hamon

case

at

Buffalo,

Swaine said the records of Famous Players
indicated that Hamon had bought a theater
at Lancaster, Pa., and advertised extensively
that he would have Paramount service, but
found that a rival exhibitor was getting it.
Swaine asked Cohen if his organization would
not have condemned Famous Players for taking their service from the old customer and
given it to the new one merely because he
had advertised that he was going to have
it.
"Yes, we would have considered that
unfair," replied Cohen.
"That's a case of be damned
be damned

if

we

if

Owner going away, must dispose of
charming home, perfect condition, 6
large rooms, sun parlor 2 baths, all
improvements, garage.
Near station,
beautiful corner plot.
100x100. For
immediate occupancy furnished or unfurnished.
Inquire from
D. M.

Wonderful
ern

collection of Weststories with auhistorical
background.

pioneer

thentic

GWEN SEARS
Stuyvesant 9315 132 E. 19th

St.

New York

MERSEREAU

THE FILM DAILY

we do and

don't," replied Swaine.

TRY THIS ON YOUR BOX-OFFICE!

STORIES
Published and Unpublished

SING IT!
WHISTLE

b:

the

WORLD'S BEST AUTHORS
Whose Works Have Met With
Unqualified Success Upon
The Screen

IT!

SHOUT IT!
PLAY IT!

CARL

33

To be presented by

West 42nd

St.

N. Y. C.

Longacre 2453

TU
THE BIG HIT OF

MILLICAF

G.
Service for Authors, Inc.

1923-24

Carl
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The World
Proof the fact that <^
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m
IE— Such

Newspaper Opinions
"Daughters of the Rich"— Lichtman
Corp. — Capitol
ERT( 'AN

\ \1

Hoi

Stuart

,

nice

people

and

i

Shattuck

orthy of a better cause,
is nice and pretty and
sintoo, but the stuff she has to deal with
The other
O.
ho misbehaved in the picture
non and Ruth Clifford. Louis
of the Rich,"
e
Picture, though not

Hi

20,

Gaston

as

Truly

Wednesday, June

ti

no.
ctly
it

il

up

for

realism,

in

NEWS-

of

film.

made

Here then

life.

thousands of

phase
your audience
photo-

I

is

we

dislike

Hundreds

luxury.

going to

pi

ed by

it.

like

it,

of
be

'I

wholeheartedly quite beside the

it

the
Rich" in
of
the generally employed
*
•.inula.
It has a milk-bath
ral band-carved beds, an American
married off by a heartless mother to a
Duke, and a young Yankee
in the background who appears kissing the
heroine against a sunset as the curtains drop.
It
is just another can of the same.

r

Cooper * *
and Gaston

satisfactory.

*

good

*

Glass

more

is

is

but

approached in a nonchalant mood,
eye to photography and fashions,
ms, one can retreat
foyer
feeling that one bad enjoyed the
the
if

an

per-

to

than

entertainment.

*

*

EVENING WORLD — Frankly,

we

liked

"Daughters

of the Rich,"
picture,
long list of capable screen players.
with
As in all
was most decidedly interesting.
of Gasnier's productions, great attention has
been paid to detail and photography and the
results along the latter lines are very soothing to the eye.

Woman With

"The

its

HERALD—*

*

*

a trifling affair,

entitled

"Daughters of the Rich," which was produced in the most acute corner of the box
office angle.

*

The

*

direction of Gasnier

sometimes good * * * but the shallov
and unreality of the story is too obvious
be hidden behind psychological draperies.
is

to

the basis of the amount invested in production,
"Daughters of the
Rich" is just about at the bead of the list and

prove a
the provinces.

money-getter for exhil
No expense has been spared

should
in

and the inevitaable result is a film d
ol any meaning, played in the same manner
iv
stock company would
i>
a

AMERICAN — Each

i

ater

The spectator

amille."
with the

consuming

a

leaves

sensation which
box of bonbons.

MORNING

the

comes

theafter

divided
a

* * *

POST—All
*

there.

old time-worn devices

the

SUN —
new

starling,

Holmes,

shows high promise, and
Gaston Glass and Miriam

Cooper are other saving graces.

TELEGRAM — *

lavishly

with

filled

have been
for each part

NEWS—Except

the parts
picture will
It moves quickly
entertain you.
mil has a real thrill when the convict escapes
during a prison ball game, when a plane
swoops down, dragging a ladder.
at

best

for

this

new

in

film.

Compson
With

Woman

"The

Four Faces," interesting picture.

ENING WORLD—*
could
to

iff

a

yet

it

*

*

*

*

wild, weird melodrama
so splendidly handled

is

it

doesn't

be in the ten-twent'-thirt) class at

MAIL

all.

*

plays the part of a crook
and does it admirably. Any success the film
have will be due to her excellent acting.

SUN— This

picture

a

is

which

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

triumphs
one

^

the attention of

ilds

its

audience.

Well told and directed.* * *
over its improbabilities, each scene being so
well and briskly put together that one is apt
to overlook the fact that* the whole chain
of events sags considerably,
*

*

TELEGRAM—*

* * proved to be a decidedly thrilling and at the same time artistic

production at its pre
[to
h
ater.
It is melodramatic, yet Brenon's handling of his theme and the acting by the playI

* * is

mounted and

an absorbing story,

entertainingly

told.

ers are

STUDIO FOR RENT
Terms Reasonable

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
Size of
building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal,
300 West 49th Street

deft

and reserved.

TIMES — The

sets are quite interesting

raphy

is

good.

and

One might almost

some impossible situations
Richard Dix is easy in his

say that there are
the

in

of fun

story.

making

rivIBUNE

pson seems to have a
and being saucy.

lot

faces

—Nobody
Miss Compson

is

OF ANY CITY, TOWN
OR VILLA GE, IT IS,
"A

GRAND AND

GLORIOUS FEELING"
TO HA VE THOUGHT

gets

and holds one by the sheer force of suspense,
by the power of curiosity.
Written loosely
and rather amateurishly, with several impossible situations and a trail or two which
nowhere in particular, the piece never-

OST—*

ON THE BR OAD WA Y

*

contains

and Compson) above that

•ix

I

I

Stuart

scene is
should

into separate parts,
different episode.

DAILY

are

* *

The picture begins very well, holding
lie
interest through the early part
orously, but presently is overcome by an
attack of pernicious anemia.
Ethel Shannon,
a

whole

the

which are hard to swallow,

ELEGRAPH—

* * * sho
every dramatic adventure which may befaJl
a daughter, the pitch of interest aroused was
to constitute the affair a
hardlj
sufficient
jubilee.
"Daughters of the Rich" are
forunately chaperoned bv an excellent cast.
'I

and

!.

.

i

Four Faces"—
P.-L.— Rialto

F.

EVENING JOURNAL— Miss

MAIL— On

DISTRIBUTOR

sets and dresses towith elaborations in the story. * * *
not a production to take too seriously,

It

credit.

Miriam

to
* *

TIMES — Elaborate

EVENING JOURNAL—*

formance,

true

is

'

point.
* * holds the
attention.
Its development is not along the
lines of the obvious and it p
tain richness of texture that is to Gasnier's

liters

form

film

autifully
in

and
by us.

WO

Dire< to

his picturiza

in

French

ii

run

n

it

is

imaginative dimensions.

its

DAILY

h"

,

ommon

oul
lacked

in

intrigue within

of

s

**»"]!

very

YOU WERE
BUT
TO FIND YOU'RE NOT

BR

O KE

good

on the screen is quite
Miss Compson in these
roles.
Richard Dix is fine and upright as
District Attorney and George Fawcett
is as good as ever as Judge Westcott. * * *
picture always interesting if not always plaus
iok.

eing

as

i

E.K.

LINCOLN

Some New Coast Productions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood The following is a list

IN
a

The RIGHT
»
of the STRONGEST
A Dramatic Sensation
with an All- Star Cast
110

Zenith Pictures Corp.
40th St.
N. Y. C.
Penn. 3649

W.

—

of

some

recently
finished
films:
"Divorce," directed by Chester Bennett, starring Jane Novak, for F. B.
O., "Soft Boiled," directed by Jack
Blystone, starring Tom Mix, Fox;
h
Society," directed by Hunt
Stromberg, starring Bull Montana,
the last of a series for Merto; "Mine
to Keep," directed bv Ben Wilson,
for

Federated;

"The Hunchback

Notre Dame," directed
Worsley for Universal.

of

by Wallace

EXHIBITOR
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Hicks

Sells

Disposes of Interest

Devote Time
ater

to

in

Out

European The-

Construction

anies to Laurence

Weber and Bob-

by North.

The reason for this involves a large
theater building project which includes England and the Continent.
Hicks is not as yet ready to announce
with whom he is affiliated in the new
enterprise, but the plan covers an
extensive building program to .he exand
between
$5,000,000
tent
of
$10,000,000.

He has already closed a deal for a
large-sized theater in Piccadilly CirLondon.

in

New

Copyright Rule

Brandt Elected

Supreme Court Will Review Only Succeeds Charles O'Reilly as President of N. Y. M. P. T. O
izations Not Expected to Affect
Those Cases That Involve A
Dinner Closes Convention
Film Arbritation There
Previously Unheard Problem
(By DANNY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
orBrandt,
Syracuse—William
Washington Refusing to grant a ganizer of the T. O.
Dallas Speaking of the new arbiC. C. of New
writ of certiorari last week, under
tration system and F. I. L. M. Clubs
York was elected president of the M.
which the case brought by Isaac Silthe M. P. Journal says editorially:
P. T. O. of New York State at the
"In this State such a unit is illegal. Once verman against the Sunrise Pictures
convention yesterday. Sam
Syracuse
before a Film Club was well under way here Corp., for an injunction to prevent inBerman
was re-elected secretary and
and was functioning effectively, but there became fear of the Texas laws and the club fringement of copyright in the case Charles Hayman, treasurer.
Jules
disbanded.
At that time the Attorney Gen- of the picturization of the novel "At Michael-, of the Buffalo chapter was
e.a.'s office was willing to issue a charter the Mercy of Tiberius" would have
named' chairman of the executive

—

—

—

for the club without guaranteeing its legality,
:ognizing the proper purposes to be accom-

been reviewed, the United States Su- committee.

were, nevertheless, illegal in preme Court, in effect, served notice
Texas.
At that time the attorney for the that only such copyright cases as
h in
exchanges advised against continued 'plainly showed
a problem which has
operation.
"Now the plan is somewhat different, the not heretofore been brought up would
operation of the scheme being a part of the be heard.
contract between the exhibitor and the disIn the case at question, all rights
tributor.
It is hoped that this contract feathat of publication of the novel
except
legally
adopted,
the
plan
to
be
will
enable
ture
and in an effort to fix this plan lawyers have were assigned, during the period of reAustin.
in
been conferring with officials
newed copyright, to Public Health
Definite information as to the outcome of
Films, under which assignment Silbut
probthese conferences are not available,
ably will be next week."
verman claimed to be the only legal
'

lisle

I.

which

This house has already
construction and will
Hicks has also purchased
seat 2,300.
the site for a 1,500 seat house in the
It was learned here yesterday that
"West. End of London, and is negoti- what S. G. Howell, editor of the
ating for a large theater in Paris. It Dallas Motion Picture Journal has
is his plan to build and operate all ot
reference to is a Texas statute aimed
the houses along the lines of the at credit organizations and the pracCapitol in New York.
tice of price fixing. One man familiar
expressed the
situation
the
with
thought that the Texas law would
Sullivan Here From New Zealand
not affect the workings of the arbiJames R. Sullivan, husband of tration board there in any way since
Annette Kellerman, has arrived from under that plan, price fixing was not
New Zealand with a print of his latest a part of F. I. L. M. Club's work.
picture. "Shona of the South Seas," The opinion was offered that the M.
taken in the Southern Pacific Isles. P. Journal had written its editorial
The picture contains 600 feet of under the impression that the new
He directed the board worked under the principles of
under-sea shots.
picture and Miss Kellerman is the the Hoy system, although Charles
Sullivan while here is stopping Hoy had never established a branch
star.
cus,

been place

Price 5 Cents

1923

Appollo Cos. to Texas Statute Against Credit Organ

Benjamin Hicks, managing director
of Apollo Films, Ltd., of London;
vice-president of the Apollo Trading
Corp. and a director of the Apollo
Exchange. Inc., has disposed of his
entire interest in those three com•

Fear Unfounded

21,

owner

of the privilege of dramatizing
the story.
In 1921, Silverman obtained an injunction against Sunrise, restraining them from exhibiting the
film, "The Price of Silence," on the
ground that the picture told substantially the story of "At the Mercy of
Tiberius." The injunction, originally

temporary, was later made permanent, and Sunrise sought to have the
Supreme Court review the case, but
without success, and the injunction
stands.

No

Deal on Stahl Yet

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— The

Examiner

states

The meeting

closed last night with
dinner at the Onondaga at which
Will H. Hays, Marcus Loew and
others delivered addresses. The New
a

York meeting was marked by a business-like method of psocedure. One
was
outstanding features
the
of
that not a resolution was passed.
Louis F. Blumenthal of New York
was the first speaker on the floor yesterday.
He discussed the general
situation regarding rentals and stated
must secure lower
that exhibitors
prices on film. He attacked the practice of forcing exhibitors to buy product unseen and at one point took a
slam at the sub-franchise of First
National. He called it unfair and asked that a committee be appointed to
take up the matter of adjustments.
Blumenthal also stated that the practice of exchanges interchanging information relative to prices should be
done away with.

Waste in distribution and the excessive of features were two additional
points touched upon by Blumenthal.
He said he had been given to understand that rentals would be higher
'than ever in the fall and urged the
appointment of a committee representing the M. P. T. O. to meet with Will
H. Hays regarding this matter.

Louis B. Mayer has signed a
new contract with First National for
a series of John M. Stahl Prod.
there.
at the Astor.
It is understood authoritatively that
ilIt was stated that the possible
Mayer
has not yet closed with anylegal angles of such a bod^ had been
May Film Oregonian History
one for the Stahl product.
had
it
before
into
gone
thoroughly
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The question of film rentals played
been placed in operation.
"Hitchy" In Films With Mrs. Drew a prominent part in the discussions.
Portland, Ore. Prominent men of
Jules Michaels followed Blumenthal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Portland are behind a project to film
and when he was given the floor
Valentino
Against
Attachment
of
Oregon's early history in a series
Los Angeles It is reported here
upon the same subject. He
features.
Filming will start about
An attachment for $48,000 was serv- that Raymond Hitchcock will appear touched
something
should be done to resaid
will
cost
production
Arthur.
1st.
The
July
ed on Rodolph Valentino by
opposite Mrs. Sidney Drew in a series
overhead so that
distributing
duce
the
$150,000.
B. Graham yesterday and a deputy of comedies.
He added that
rentals might be cut.
an
account
at
bank
tied
up
a
sheriff
office needed an exhibitor
Hays
the
the National City
Forsake Films for Oil
According to yesterday's Times, uptown branch of
organization to work with as much
Bank where it is believed about $60,(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a company known as the Pioneers of
as the producers needed an organizaknown
yet
America, Inc., has been formed to 000 is on deposit. It is not
Aubrey M. Kennedy tion among themselves.
Michaels
Angeles
Los
Valenmake films based on historical inci- whether the account is held by
and William L. Sherrill have formed took a general slap at other convenhas
who
Graham
wife.
his
dents connected with the Oregon tino or
an oil producing company called Al- tions where, he said, "too much resorepresented Valentino in the latter's
Ken- luting had been done."
Trail.
lied M. P. Oil Syndicate No. 1.
fight with Famous Players claims his
nedy is president and Sherrill, viceWhen Davis of Albany spoke he
of
which
services are worth $65,000
president.
Selznick Hires 21 Salesmen
made the interesting assertion that,
(The rehe has secured $20,000.
after an expert investigation of the
Selznick Distributing has appointed mainder including $3,925 for exSpyros Skouras Here
rental situation, he had discovered
Many penses is claimed. Graham says he
21 new salesmen in the field.
St.
here
from
exhibitors paid from 55 to 83^%
is
that
Skouras
Fain
the
Sypros
the
papers
of
prepared
all
former
from
the
have been selected
He charPlayers' litigation except the Louis serving on the First National of their gross for rentals.
field forces of Selznick of American mous
Continued on Page 2)
rotating committee.
brief on the appeal.
Releasing.
that

—

—
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Gillstrom With Sam Grand
Charge Exhibitors Dodging Tax
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
Los Angeles Arbid Gillstrom has
Buffalo—The United States District
acterized the average exhibitors as too Attorney is making criminal investi- signed a contract with Sam Grand
emotional and said as a result of their gations of several picture theaters for to direct Joe Rock.
own dealings, he knew instances where alleged tax dodging on complaint of
exhibitors had made a very small per- the Internal Revenue Department,
centage of profit on large investments. according to the deputy collector of

Brandt Elected

—

UlXXIVHn.80
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He urged that exhibitors b,e persuaded and shown the wisdom of keepPresident and Editor; ing a careful set of books.
Toieph
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManW. A. Dillon of Ithaca then spoke
ager
Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager. and, like the others, touched on the
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Co-operation, he
situation.
rental
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
said, was necessary among exhibitors
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Ontaide so that they can jointly effect ways
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money. He said
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Film,

Rue de
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tionale

Representative InternaFilmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slo-

vakia),

Wenzelslplatz.

business

needs

business

Regarding the national exhib-

may

say that not
only might a new deck of cards be
dealt, but there must be a new dealer
What had been done can be
as well.
done again. There can be developed
an effective national exhibitor orI

Low

High

East. Kod. .104K> 102^4
F. P.-L. ... 7Sy2
74
do pfd
90^ 90

Sales

102^

1,400
2,500

mented on the

was

talks

elected, he

com-

made by Rodolph

Valentino on picture matters in the
74
various dance halls throughout the
90
300 country.
4*4
Goldwyn
100
4y4
4J4
Charles L. O'Reilly, the former
Griffith ....
3y4
3y4 100 president
3y4
was not present because of
Loew
15
15
3,100
15Kwife.
A damTriangle
Not quoted the severe illness of his
per was thrown midst the Xew York
World
Not quoted
delegation when word was received
from New York that Samuel Peyser,
Deny Increase in Thefts
one of the prominent T. O. C. C.
Courtland Smith of the Hays office, members who lived in Staten Island
yesterday denied a report in the had died yesterday morning, followTimes that film thefts had increased ng a severe illness.
.

in the last

Gable Going
(Special

to

Philadelphia

Coast Again

to

THE

1-

I

LM DAILY)

— Gilbert

E.

Gable,

In the Courts
Justice Delahanty
application brought

Supreme Court

the court calendar, the trial of the
$10 000 breach of contract brought
against Selwyn & Co.,. The suit was

brought by Gaden and Hanna, who
claim that that amount is due them
pic-

send

us a reel of
not waxed, to
Duratized without charge.

A FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION
WITH SPECIALIZED ADVISORY
SERVICE FOR MOTION PIC-

The Appellate Division of the Suthe fofeign depart- preme Court has affirmed a decision
ment of Principal Pictures, has sok of the lower court striking out the
"Tin- Spider and the Rose" to Pathe answer of Pathe in a suit by Warner
reres Cinema, Ltd., of London, for (Hand for breach of contract, and givthe United Kingdom.
ing him judgment for $6,000 sued
for.
Oland alleged that he was enTheater for Fordham Road
gaged to play a leading part in 15
The Benenson Realty Co. has pur- episodes of the serial, "The Phantom
chased a two-story dwelling at 307 Foe," and that when his serial was
Kingsbridge Road, upon which a the finished he was to have a similar part
He alleges that he was
in another.
ater will be erected.
to get $800 a week in the first until it
was finished and $1,000 in the second.
The defense was that it is understood
in the film industry that an actor may
(f (£>cUoccLticrrui£ U-tctuAJuJ
have finished all the scenes in which
he was engaged to appear long before the picture was finished, and for
that reason cannot claim salary durTHE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
ing the entire period of making the
picture.
I

Roth,

new

Duratizing

is

an

be

economy.

Not an expense.
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DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
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Quick Action
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
With an emphatically long
tion

it

carries

through

shadow

the screen

to

from highest

entire range of tones

deepest

scale of grada-

that

light to

cameraman

the

the
has

secured in the negative.

Another Sale on "The Spider"

Max

your

Write for sample or better
still

has denied the
forward by Alexander Gaden and
Charles Hanna, to bring forward on

Achievement Filths, Inc..
producing "The Magic Skin," leaves for negotiating the sale of the
tures rights to "The Fool."
for the coast on Friday.
sident of

of

positive,

Smith stated

the truth of the matter was that
thefts had declined considerably.
A print of "Safety Last" and one
of "Daddy" have been stolen from
East Side theaters.
Pathe is offering a reward of $500 for information
leading to its discovery.

CO.

1123 Broadway

.

few months.

life

prints
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Reasonable

After Brandt

Close

FILMS

Prolong the

ganization."

Quotations

YOUR

the
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men.

Duratize

Rochester and Elmira.

Senator
afternoon,
State
James J. Walker delivered one of his
He said:
typical Walker addresses.
In

itor organization,

1.

— Le

Central

own

Several exinternal revenue here.
hibitors are charged with falsifying
their returns, and the investigation is,
it
is understood, to be extended to
cover 14 counties of Western New
of
cities
York,
ihcluding
the

of

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

(

tT^HE CHEAT"

has a happy ending.

In

it

Miss Negri

appears as the luxury-loving wife of a young

American (Jack Holt) torn between her love for her husband and the riches offered her by a handsome Prince
(Charles de Roche). The story is one of the most intense
dramatic interest. There is not a flaw in story or production.

Miss Negri has never been so beautiful, never has she

had an appealing

never has any star worn such mar-

You need take no

velous gowns.

statements.

role,

See

it

one's

word for these

for yourself.

aparamount{picture

Swanson as "BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH
WIFE" is an announcement that will bring in the

GLORIA
crowds.

And

tation of this

after they're in they'll see a flawless represen-

famous French comedy

—

filled

with laughs,

GLORIA

Swanson
Bluebeard's^
KM

'

with surprises, with gorgeous beauty, with drama, with real
human interest. This is a "big-time show, double A num-

bed

1,"

season.

one of the really big money-makers of the new

aSAMWOODproductiom

Qthwife

gf

(2 (paramount Qiciure

/

!
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of the Lawless"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

AMERICAN — The

entire cast is colorfully
thed and turbaned; the backgrounds are
delightfully picturesque, and the action is
thrilling.

EVENING JOURNAL—

Lots of action
"Law of the Lawless,"
for star in new film.
at Rivoli, fits Dorothy Dalton to a T.
* * is one of the
\

ENING WORLD—*

I-

Dorothy Dalton has yet done on

best things
the screen.

MAIL— The

film

to

romantic atmosphere of the
refreshing and interesting and serves

is

overcome

weakness

any
place

within

The

plot.

in

the
Mohammendan city and in the
where dwell the gypsies.
takes

story

walls

—
SUN —

*

*

life.

More

* * rather well done pictures of
* * *

TELEGRAM— The

setting

and picturesque,
glamor and romance of gypsy
is

unusual

TIMES—The

and the

settings

story

is

make

of

this

depicting

story
the

it

a

fair

Hunter Denies Report

entertain-

TRIBUNE—

of all the leading
men Famous Players ever has brought forth
*
*
*
one of the most
with a celluloid finish.
entertaining and thrilling pictures we have
sat through for a long time.
* * * the story has a certain

the

again

is

distributing to friends in the trade
novelties made of a plaster composition which can be used for ash trays,
and which have on them a figure of
a dinosaurus as an ornament. Rothacker at one time sent out book ends
similar in appearance.

life.

This production is really more
of a spectacle than a photoplay.
We think be (Charles De
is

Plaster Novelties

Watterson R. Rothacker

thin, but the acting

ment, * * »

Roche)

Harlam Dead
Macey Harlam, who has worked in
number of Eastern-made Paraa
mount pictures is dead.

pic-

*

*

gypsy

Reynolds, who was 37 years old,
died in the Glendale Hospital, following a critical operation from which
he never survived.

a

turesque background * * * is an interesting
picture and has a quick pace which is a welcome change after some of the slow-moving
pictures that recently have been offered.
POST Theodore Hosloff the chief feature.* *

Details of the death of H. J. Reynolds, president of Renco Film on
the coast were received yesterday.

nearby,

hills

MORNING TELEGRAPH—'

of

most alluring

T. Have:; Hunter yesterday denied
the report published in
FlLA'i
DAILY that he would direct a pic-

THE

ture for

WORLD —

exotic flavor that lends it piquancy.
The plot is neither original nor important,
yet it serves as an admirable framework on
which to hang knife-to-knife struggles, nasty
gypsy sneers and a thousand or so yards of
picturesque gypsy clothing. * * * The result
is an innocuous and not unpleasant entertain-

John Brtmton.

WATCH FOR

TUT- ANKH- AMEN
A Wm.

"Lightning" The First

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The first production
of Grossmont Pictures, a new $1,000,-

RENTALS

—

000 corporation will be "Lightning,"
by Zane Grey. Bert Lubin, a brother

MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUREQ

Herbert Lubin of Sawyer and
Lubin, is sponsoring the new organ-

of

THIS IS

A

FINE

TIME OF THE YEAR
TO BE

P. S. Earle Classic

ment.

(Special to

21,

Reynolds Dead

Newspaper Opinions
"The Law
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ANY OTHER
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ization.

TRY THIS ON YOUR BOX-OFFICE!

SING IT!
WHISTLE

IT!
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PLAY IT!
THE BIG HIT OF
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DISTRIBUTOR
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To be presented by Carl Laemmle
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Gut In Insurance

Fear Boycott

London Paper Reports French Film Local Rates Reduced 25% by

Men Think

Underwriters

Their Product Is
Systematically Barred Here

(Special to

—

New

that

fire loss

to the in-

surance companies was only $3,000.
The T. O. C. C. expects that there
will be a further reduction made in
the near future.

the

Kane Returns
understood that Charles Ray's
(By DANNy)
future product will be distributed
Syracuse Full of enthusiasm, and
through Associated Exhibitors, Inc.. with a program planned to bring
beginning with the release of "The every exhibitor into the state organiCourtship of Miles Standish."
zation the new officials of the New

—

while

York State body
convention.

day.

It is anticipated that the first drive
for membership will take place within
a few weeks at Albany.
Exhibitors
receiving film service from Albany
will be invited in to see how the organization functions, listen to real

The

is
understood that Associated
has several other deals under way for
additional series of pictures.

It

Merry-Go-Round"

New England

at

Rivoli

and "Western Justice,"
"Merry Go Round," will have its
Messrs. Costel and Trespeuh of the "The Lone Horsemen," "When Lad premiere at the Rivoli, beginning
French Gaumont Company, left for Came Home" and "High Speed July 1, and running for two weeks.
Paris about two weeks ago, after Lee" to Alfred Winick for the same
Universal closed down at 4 o'clock
spending several weeks here. Efforts territory.
yesterday because of the heat.
to learn if their business here was
connected in any way with the talk
Immediate Release for Arctic Film
"Ivanhoe" Again on Schedule
of the boycott failed yesterday.
Through H. A. McAllister, Max
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Auerbach of Export and Fleischer has arranged with LeeLos Angeles Universal will film
Import Film Co., stated yesterday Bradford Corp. for the immediate rethat all talk of a boycott on French, lease of "Kleinschmidt's Adventures "Ivanhoe" after all. The picture was
English or any other kind of pic- in the Far North," the five reeler, first planned last year when a comtures was pure rot; that if a foreign- which had a prelease at the Rivoli pany was to be sent abroad to make
made picture is found to live up to and Rialto about two months ago. it. King Baggott may direct. "The
Storm's Daughter." an original storv.
American production standards it The picture will be state righted.
has
been purchased for Priscilla
will find a market here.
Foreign Deals Closed by 1st. Nat'l. Dean.

—

The following

First

Players for a series of

Italy,

pictures.

rican

for Italy, Sardinia, Italian AfProtestorate and the Italian

African
(Special to

have closed their

addresses along constructive
hear from Will Hays, Senator
ker,

Marcus Loew and

lines,

Wal-

others, as to

the importance of organization. Later
a meeting of the same kind will be
held in Buffalo.
It is expected that
the 1500 exhibitors of the state will
be lined up by Fall into a concrete
hard working organization.

Colonies:

work

will be started in the Fall to
see to it that friends of the industry
are elected to the Assembly to be
able to remove the existing censorship law.

The Banquet

On Wednesday

"Oliver

Twist,"

Warns

Be Wary
THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta to

Atlanta Anna Aiken Patterson, in
speaking of the Chicago convention
says editorially in the Weekly Film

Jimmy Wal-

m

ker acted as toastmaster, and was
He got a big laugh
great form.

when, commenting on the heat, said
he hoped the exhibitors would meet
in the winter so that exhibitors could
at least see the fur coats of the pro-

ducers and distributors.
(Continued

Franklin

(Special to

night the banquet

proved a great success.

National pic-

Hart Signs With Famous
tures have been sold to the Societa
Wm. S. Hart has signed a contract Anomima Stefano Pittaluga, of Turin,

Famous May

State Organization Plans
Intensive Campaign to Line Up
All Exhibitors Quickly

'

to

Famous

New York

It is

—

present."

with

All Pepped

Ragland Starts East
Tippett Here Again
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
John D. Tippett, of London, is in
New York again on one of his freLos Angeles John C. Ragland, of
quent trips. At the Astor.
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., who has
One of the first matters to be taken
been here for some time watching
production, starts for New York to- up will be the removal of the admisCloses New England Deal
sion tax. This will be the paramount
Arrow has sold "The Fighting dav.
In view
issue of the organization.
Skipper" and the "Tom and Jerry"
of the election for the next Assembly,
series to Progress Pictures, Inc., for

to make a determined
ensure greater reciprocity in the
exchange of films with America than exists
at

Move

fire

the last year, the

recognize them.
"On the other hand, it is hinted that
American producers, with the connivance of
certain French confederates, are financing a
vigorous campaign in France itself to discourage further production in that country,
as it is secretly dreaded that in time it might
interfere with American productions in the
world market.
"It is with the object of investigating the
whole subject on the spot that M. Costel, a
known personality in French cinewell
matographic circles, has just left for the
United States on an unofficial mission.
case,

Fire

O. C. C. Re-

deal was closed on the coast
Arthur S. Kane was there.
a year.
Arrangements have been made for
One of the strong arguments used the roadshowing of "Miles Standish"
by the committee was the fact that beginning in the fall. Kane returned
although Greater New York theaters from Los Angeles yesterday, but did
had paid in $270,000 in premiums in not appear at his office during the

sold in the United States, always for a ridiculously small price, have, it is said, been so
mutilated and edited before their presentation
to the public, that their authors could hardly

any

Ray
Future Product To Go Through Associated Exhibitors, Inc. — Arthur
Close With

insurance rates are now
effective in New York City covering
theater hazards.
There has been a
25% reduction made as a» n suit of
the efforts of the insurance committee of the T. O. C. C, which has
been working on the matter for fully

London The Cinema reports from
Paris that an impression has taken
root in France that French films are
being boycotted systematically in
America, not because they are not
suitable
for exhibition
there,
but
simply because they are French.
The Cinema's correspondent says:
"The few French films which have been

fffort

—T.

sponsible for

THE FILM DAILY)

"It seems clear, in
French industry means

Price 5 Cents
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on

Page 4)

On

Trip

Harold B. Franklin left for Atlanta
and the South yesterday to look over
theater situation there for FaHe will be gone for
Players.
10 days.

the

mous

"Daddy," "The Hottentot," "The
Dangerous Age," "Brawn of the Review:

Build at Norfolk

THE FILM DAILY)

Arrange Canadian Release
"The
Eternal
"Fury,"
"And now with the South utterly disilluNorth,"
here folto THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
organization
the
national
sioned
Cohen
says
Flame," "Smilin' Through," "Lorna
Perwill open a service station in Atlanta.
visit of a Famous Players
Toronto Hodkinson sales in CanDoone." "Hurricane's Gal," "The haps, after all, it is not the vaunted welfare
representative that that organization
noted, by the
Bond Boy," "Sonny."
of the independent exhibitor that concerns ada will be handled as
is contemplating erection of a new
Mr. Cohen so deeply. Certainly he has not company's own sales force, which
pictures
Thirty-five First National
chosen a propitious moment, nor has he
theater.
The Famous Players reprein conjunction with
France and Coul- licked a welcome field for his activities. And will be created
sentative made a thorough inspection have been sold to
this service the operation of the Hodkinson Corp.
that
probable
than
not
more
it
is
IsPhilippine
the
ette, of Manila, for
of available sites.
Physical distribution
station that suddenly projects upon our vision of Canada. Ltd.

—

Norfolk
lowing the

It

is

reported

—

lands.

i

The

right of

"Daddy" and "Circus

Harold B. Franklin, of Famous Days" have been sold for all of AfPlayers, yesterday denied that there rica south of the equator to Jack
was any foundation for the above re- Sneiger, of Johannesberg, South
port.

Africa.

but the beginning of a chain of distribution
for the product which Cohen hones
to release through the Theater Owners Distribution Corporation, whose formation he
fostered as an adjunct of the Motion Picture
This service
Theater Owners pf America?
station will bear watching.
is

points

Toronto, Montreal and St.
be handled by the Famous
Players Film Service, Ltd.. while in
the West, First National will be the

from
John

will

medium.

THE

20?i

DAILY

Cummings Here
Cummings is at the

Irving

He
of
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McCarthy Returns
THE FILM DAILY)"

After Shorter Films

(Special to

Astor.

M. P. T. O. Writes Producers About
is in from the coast with a print
Committee Appointed to
It
"Broken Hearts of Broadway."
Handle Situation
The M. P. T. O. of A. has written
Blackton To Work Here
producers here and in Los
Stuart Blackton will probably letters to

—

J.

produce for Vitagraph

He

Friday, June 22, 1923

now

at work
the first picture.
is

in

on the

the

East.

script of

Grauman En Route West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los

Angeles

— Sid

Grauman,

New York

route from
day.

is

due here

en
to-

Angeles, calling attention to a resolution passed in Chicago relative to
the excessive length of feature pro-

M A N — Between

ductions.

years of age.

Lew Brice in Fox Comedies
Lew Brice, brother of Fanny Brice,

ence in

L. E. Schlechter has been appointed
general counsel for Luxor Pictures.
Sig Schlager, general manager, together with Schlechter will sail for
Europe on the Majestic on June 30.

— Mrs.

Not quoted

Series

for
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Educational.

every modern device.

1123 Broadway
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Comedy

He

economical method of reaching
our ADDRESSING SERVICE,
PER
UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
50% saved in postage, etc., through elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually
is

ture for

all

12

vessels.

its

Hepworths Ready
THE FILM DAILY)

—

RENTALS

Los Angeles Paul Kimberley, of
Hepworth Ltd., is here regarding
American distribution. His company

MUST COME DOWN

has 12 pictures ready for release here.

COSMOS ART PICTURE^

Carlos Signs Dick Talmadge

*-

\)MM
MADE TO

(ftDER

Commercial Developing and Printing
liJn.il.MiJJllll

EiaraJBliS

i^^imT^idiverse^pariKWAV

-

Reasonable

Terms

M

—

Ml

Consultations Invited

—

—

Transactions in Confidence

Suite|1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

CHICAOO.U-S.A^

TRY THIS ON YOUR BOX-OFFICE!

the

"Rupert "Aboard the Leviathan
"Rupert of Hentzau' 'has been
placed aboard the Leviathan for its
trial trip
The U. S.
to Havana.
Shipping Board has booked the pic-

(Special to

Ti

Quick Action

The most
theatres
$4.00

listed.

Henry Goldstone Here
Henry Goldstone of Phil Goldstone Bros, is in New York screen-

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS
ing pictures for foreign buyers.
for this "ad" FREE at your
making his headquarters at
is
Educational Exchange
Capitol Film Exchange.

ASSOCIATION

CO.

the output

MATS

-*

City

Size of

building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal,
300 West 49th Street

—

company will handle
Ben Wilson Prod.

44th Street

CHROMOS TRADING

Terms Reasonable

Wallace Reid Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.

Los
100
Saturday to
15
3,100 leaves for New York on
Not quoted attend the premiere of "Human
Wreckage" at the Lyric on the 27th.

West

New York

SHOWING PICTURES

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

71

tainment.

17836 U.S.

Leaving Coast Tomorrow
(Special to

first letter.

Apply: Box S-140
c/o The Film Daily

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with

Named Counsel

full particulars

pertaining to ability and experi-

of features tended to diminish the interest of the public in theater enter-

has signed a contract with Fox to appear in a series of two reelers. Production will be on the coast.

Schlechter

35
full

handle the situation, and that producers might expect to hear from the

Give

essential.

—

brothers on general production plans.

25 and
Must have

knowledge of all branches of
Motion Picture business. Salesmanship and executive ability

Warner on Coast
committee shortly to discuss means
THE FILM DAILY)
toward reducing the length of picLos Angeles Abe Warner is here tures. Cohen cites the Chicago resofrom New York conferring with his lution, which stated that the footage
(Special to

New

the

WANTED

The letter, signed by Sydney S.
Cohen, states that a committee composed of M. E. Comerford, Scranton; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; and
R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J., will

Lease New York Offices
Norman Jefferies will produce a Multigraphing
Mimeographing
The Grand-Asher Dist. Corp. has series of short reels under the general
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
leased an entire floor at 15 W. 44th title "Sing Them Again" for Educa- MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY^CO
In addition to the Monty Banks, tional. Old-time favorite songs will
St.
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
Sid Smith and Joe Rock comedies, be the basis of the pictures.
of

—

Los Angeles Neil McCarthy, the
well-known attorney, has returned
from a trip to New York.

Whistle'Jt!

Singlit!^ Shout

it!

iPlay

it!

UNIVERSAL HAS THE PICTURES

FOR THE SEASON OF
See announcement in

M.

P.

NEWS

this

and EX.

1923-24

week's issue of

HERALD

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Abe Carlos has signed Richard Talmadge for a series of
stunt pictures such as Talmadge has
been making in the past.

—

Ireland
(Special to

London

May Have Censors
THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Lower House

of the

Irish Parliament has passed a censorship bill.
It will now go before the
Senate. One official censor with full
authority is provided for in the

measure.

I Jniversal^dy
lb be presented by

Carl

Laemmle

Ixpthafel again presents

Passion at the Capitol
/.er-lt IT

Jne Great are not guided bu
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Two

years ago, Rothafel upset
precedent two weeks in sucr"' '-'"is.

cession.

The

first

was

in giving the

'\:

laugh to an

-

-

imaginative popular aversion to costume
plays
and presenting Pola Negri in
"Passion" at the Capitol, world's largest

-'

'Vv

&£.
".,<

•

3J

.

—

k"s

photoplay theatre.

And

was in holding Pola Negri
in "Passion" for a second week! Vindication of judgment in the first instance,
by a box-office return which overwhelmthe second

ingly shattered records, prompted the
overriding of precedent the second week
—when the first week's record-breaking

%

was topped!
And now Rothafel again smashes precedent! Again with the same picture!
business

For, recognizing its altogether superlative
merit as an entertainment, and wishing to
enthrall additional thousands by its wonderfully realistic depiction of an immortal
topic,

L.

24th,

SAMUEL

presenting at

CAPITOL

commencing June

ROTHAFEL

is

-vj

THEATRE,

POLA NEGRI
The famous

continental star

Now

here's food
for thought, Mr.
Exhibitor.

Not anywhere have

PASSION
The Intimate Romance of a Wonder

Woman

A 3xrAt national Picture

the

"Passion" been exhausted.
The time for re-showing is ripe. The star
possibilities

of

has, since your showing, achieved tremen-

dous popularity, and

is

today at the zenith of
her career. And "Passion" remains her picture

beyond compare.

THE

J

SW*\

DAILY

Pola

Putting It Over

Negri's

latest
production,
at the Blackstone
June 4, and for this

"Mad Love" opens

Friday, June 22, 1923

rived through this, in addition to the
and features pubstories, pictures,

which called for essays on "My Dae
dy" to be written by children bi
tween the age of eight and twelv
The paper played it on the front pag
for a week. Thousand of letters froi
children were sent in.
Cash prizi
were given the winners. Anothi

Theater Monday,
lished.
occasion we have originated the speAnother tie-up was made with a
cial "Mad Love Sundae," directions newspaper for a military school parfor which are as follows:
ade.
Every military school ih Los
"A dip of vanilla cream a bit of Angeles and surrounding towns was
cleaned up.
crushed pineapple cherry syrup and invited to participate in the event. stunt arranged during the engagemei
a small rash of chocolate syrup
top Jackie Coogan and the paper played was a tie-up whereby a music collej
Sells $300 Worth of Tickets
host to the boys in uniform who met offered a year's lessons on a violin
off with cherries.
Peoria 111. Manager Fred McMul"Enclosed you will find strips for at the paper and marched with ban- tthe best child player. Age limit w;
ners, bands, and police escort to the placed between eight and ten, the coi
len
of Ascher's Palace, sold $300 your windows and soda fountain.
worth of matinee tickets for "Adam
theatre.
Arrangements were made testants playing minute and a half s
Hermes-Grooves Dairy." for several public speakers to address lections on the stage of the theate
and Eva" on a tie-up arranged with a
the military lads.
new cafeteria. He sold them the idea
The music school derived the pul
of buying 3,5000 matinee tickets and
A
contest was then arranged be- licity desired and gladly offered tl
Big Campaign In Richmond
giving them away. McMullen gave
tween the theater and another paper lessons for the year period.
Richmond, Va.
Goldwynner Bill
the restaurant a 10% reduction.
Robson, Jake Wells, and Harry Bernstein, put on the following campaign
recntly when they played "Souls For
"Adams Rib Society" Formed

how a brother exput his show over.
Send along your ideas. Let
the other fellow know how you
Here

is

hibitor

—

—

—
—

—

1

—

Lowell, Mass. Two Paramount exploiters organized an "Adam's Rib"
society for the showing of the picture
at the Palace Theatre.
A local school
teacher was secured to act as secretary, who sent out application cards to
every house in the town. Many girls
joined the club.
The newspapers

gave front page

stories.

Dairy Company Exploits This
Pittsburgh, Pa. Through an arrangement made between the Blackstone
theater
and the HermesGrooves Dairy Co., the milk dealers

—

sent out the following letter to
the confectioners in the city:

"Announcing The

Mad Love

all

Sun-

dae."

E.K.

LINCOLN
IN

"The

RIGHT

A

Zenith Pictures Corp.
40th St.
N. Y. C.
Perm. 3649

W.

MALCOLM
FILM
LABORATORIES
Announces

Its

W.

49th

244-250

At
York

Opening
St.,

New

Tel. Bryant 7069

SPECIALIZING IN

RUSH WORK
Guaranteeing
Best Quality

And
Al.

Marks

Service

Joe Malcolm

Theatre

In addition to heavy posting and
newspaper advertising a special front
was built for the theater with 24sheet posters
cutout star 10
upright easel.

a
ft

large beaver-board
high and a one-sheet

Fifteen merchants tied up with the
theater in double truck advertising on
which was printed a questionnaire
and the first ten girls who filled one
out and took it to one of these merchants received a free ticket to see
the show.
Each merchant had the
privilege of nominating one of the
girls to have a screen test made at his
store.
Robson got three Durant cars
through a tieup with the local dealer
and in these he loaded the cameraman and his paraphernalia, newspaper
men and the girls themselves. They
then went to the various stores where
films were made.
This created advertisement for the merchant as the
pictures showed his store and his merchandise.

Hyman Up To The

of the STRONGEST'
Dramatic Sensation
with an All- Star Cast
110

Sale," at the Bijou.

Minute

The Brooklyn Strand pulled a good
stunt when Edward L. Hyman engaged a battery of cameras to secure
exclusive shots of the Brooklyn Shriners at the National Conclave in Washington. About 500 feet were taken,
showing the nobles on parade, visiting
the White House, close-ups of Conrad V. Dyckman, elected imperial potentate, and many other interesting
events.
Before the convention was
over the Brooklyn delegation was
thoroughly impressed with the progressiveness of the Strand, and this
they carried back home with them,
as well as the intention of bringing all
their friends to see them in pictures.
The stunt was advertised big, and
after the run it was given to the Kismet Temple of Brooklyn to preserve
as a part of the record of the 1923
convention.

Gigantic

Campaign

Los Angeles
campaign was
_

—A

On The
big

Coast

exploitation

accorded "Daddy"
opened at Loew's State.
A tie up was made with the Salvation Army, then carrying on a local

when

it

drive for the poor. Under the auspices of the Army, an old clothes matinee was launched, the
admission
price being a bundle of old clothing
for poor kiddies
of Los Angeles.
Much free newspaper space was de-

Manager Wanted
who

enough to be
managing director
is

big

a

you the theatre manager whose
has been
ARE
proven, not by one successful season, but by
ability

steadily

increasing and satisfied patronage ? Are you the creative
showman who can conceive an appealing program in presentation and exploitation? Then you maybe the man
we are looking for.
If you are the man we have in mind, you desire a
proposition where the ultimate in theatre equipment is
at your disposal. You have been looking for a chance
to combine your showmanship ability with the best this
industry has to offer in photoplay productions, talent and
musical accompaniment. You desire to associate with
a group of theatres, each the representative house in its
respective community, backed by men of vision who are
looking for more capable men to meet the ever increasing
needs of expansion.

The man we want is an artist who can build a program to win the applause of the classes, but who
appreciates the necessity of directing his efforts to the
masses.
In other words, a combination of the commercially practical and theatrically creative man.
It is useless for you to reply to this ad unless your
past record amply proves you to be possessed of all the
necessary qualifications of personality, adroitness and
thoroughness.

The man to whom this ad appeals will recognize it
as an opportunity to promote his creative ambitions,
salary and advancement limited only by his ability.
Your response will be held in strict confidence.
Address stating your past experience in fullest detail and
qualifications.
ONE now employed preferred.
Address Box K-215
care of Film Daily
71 W. 44th St. N. Y. C.

//
tmmm**mmmmmm
Friday, June 22, 1923

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan 1923-4
"Spoilers" Stirs Leviathan

Trial Trip Audience!
First motion picture to be
shown on big liner

Crowd

cheers picture

RADIOGRAM
1923 JUN 21 AM 6 21
CX23 RADIO SW...
SS LEVIATHAN WSN VIA RCA NEWYORK 23...

GOLDWYN PICTURES NEW YORK...

DISTINGUISHED AUDIENCE BROUGHT TO THEIR
FEET BY STIRRING FIGHT SCENE IN THE

SPOILERS FIRST PICTURE SHOWN ON LEVIATHAN
WHYTOCK.,,

Wait

THE
\

Jesse D.

9

till

you see

SPOILERS

Hampton

Epic of Alaska.

Production. REX BEACH'S
Directed by Lambert Hillyer

A Goldwyn

Picture

!

—

THE
<i
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Agnes Egan Cobb was

All Pepped

in distress.

one of her ear rings. But
(Continued from Page 1)
Dean Flint of the Syracuse Uni- she found it later during the banquet,
and the world was all smooth again.
versity, made a strong address, and
Mrs. Cobb was the life of her table,
form.
Will

He

Hays was

also

in

She

Friday, June 22, 19

great

he wished that exhibitors
could attend some of the meetings
of the Board of his organization so
they could know the feeling which
existed for their good, as discussions
occurred.
He said that he felt the
era of confidence and cooperation between all branches of the industry
said

were rapidly assuming definite shape.
Wires were received from Adolph
Zukor, Harry Schwalbe, Tom Meiglian and others, and there was one
from John A. Silha and 21 others of
Illinois,
in which
Silha said that
Illinois was watching with interest
the proceedings of the Syracuse convention. H. M. Richey, secretary of
the Michigan organization, was on
hand looking things over, and a wire
was received from Theodore Hays,
of Minnesota, relative to the inability
of that state to send anyone to the
convention.

lost

which were "Pop" Linton, Utica;

at

Ed Dillon and Mrs. Dillon, Charley
Hayman, Niagara Falls and others.
James Davis

of

Albany

—one of the

men who belong

kind of

in the front
organizations.
If
the New Yorkers get busy on a national campaign for the removal of
the admissions tax- as is planned
one of the men who could be used
mighty well would be Davis. He's
a real hustler, and a splendid talker.

exhibitor

of

line

—

The New York crowd left for
home after the banquet Wednesday.
They had two cars and reports are
the effect that the pajama colors
compared with those of the rainbow.

Brady, of the Federation
told of the willingness of
his organization to work with the exhibitor body, and also commented on
the business like convention.
President Brandt told of the saving of 25
per cent affected recently for insurance of the
members, pleaded
for cooperation from his organization
and said he intended to make every
man work to bring about a 100 per
cent organization in New York.
Peter

Mike
hibitor,

of

all

Says

of Yonkers.
Expolitician, banker, and best

—a

a

for

Walsh

regular fellow.
Dead set
exhibitor organization.

real

it

—

—

Two

Louis Houses Sold

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Louis

—The

Walsh, has
Reeves Espy and

near
is

TOCC

Notes

was

Charley
ask 'em.

Virginia,

been

W.

Virginia,

bought

Pappas.

by
Espy

publicity director of the St. Louis

Amusement

Pappas was form-

Co.

erly interested in the Majestic.

The Famous

has

been purchased

by M. Steinberg, who recently took

New

Wilson.

a
great
gathering
Steiner.
Lucky? Oh,

"Bella

ETERNAL PROBLEM
TO PROVIDE
AGAINST GOING
IS

BR

O K E

Donna" Showing Stopped
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Muskogee,
Okla. A
restraining
order was
granted in the
District
Court against the showing of "Bella
Donna' when the film was booked for
one of the local theaters. County Attorney Green issued the order. It is
said that Green acted for Muskogee
Ku Kluxers who had previously
branded the picture as "detrimental
to public morals."

for

no;

Start Jolson

D.

W.

Film This

Griffith

expects

Week
to

start

shooting on the new Jolson film at
Bobby North, Sidney Mamaroneck
this week.
It will be
Samson, and other independent opan adaptation by Anthony Paul Kelly
erators were seen about the Onof a stage play submitted to Griffith

Sam

TO ROANOKE,
YOU'LL FIND THE

must come.

Syracuse proved this that a day
and a half of real business is all a
convention needs, and that you can
accomplish a lot if you stick to
business and forget politics.

St.

AND FROM FRISCO

J.

of Labor,

Jt

ular convention hound.

over the

ignored.

TO CHICAGO

to

Edgar Lewis, excepting for Marcus Loew, was the only producer on
Marcus Loew commented on the hand. Edgar is getting to be a reg-

business like proceedings, said lie
was glad there were no resolutions,
because he always laughed at them,
and added that he had never attended
a convention which was so well conducted.
Regarding the proposal to remove
the admission tax, he said that by
working with the film clubs, and
through the Hays organization, every
exhibitor in the country could be
reached, that trailers be used, and
urged immediate action, declaring
that something must be done regarding admissions for the coming season
else exhibitors would find themselves
in difficulty.
He said his organization expected to raise admissions in
the fall.
He pointed out that this
was the only business existent where,
when increased production costs developed that they were not passed on
to the consumer.
Millions are being
spent making better pictures than
ever before he added, but advancing
prices in the box office seems to be

FROM NEW YORK

Zierler,

"Buxy" was there, of course, four
years ago.
Irma Harrison will
was Henry Salsbury of Famous, be
the leading woman.
Jack Noble
and many of "the boys," and exis
just in from the coast to act as
change managers of all the old line
Griffith's
assistant.
Two months
companies.
will be required to make the picture,
andago.
as

M. H. Hoffman

which Griffith may make a picEngland.
Edna May Sped
has been cast for one of the chief

WHO KNOWS BETTER
THAN BOTH

DISTRIBUTOR
AND

EXHIBITOR

after

of Truart, as usual,

one of the best dressed
tendance.
Snappy and

men in
stylish.

at-

ture

roles.

in

"

7Ae BRADSTREET

^recognized

of FILHDOM

Authority

!Vol.

XXIV

No. 82

Sunday, June

24,

Price 25 Cents

1923

f

Presented by

Carl JPaemmh as
One of Universal
Great Jewel Stars
-^

Coming hk

taGoumd
it

Super Jewel
Directed by

Qupertlulian

THE

-s&m

Sunday, June

QAILY

Pictures— or Big Pictures?
a time in this business when ordinary, average
THERE was
—
an exhibitor needed
pictures "program" pictures, were
all

to

run

his house at a profit.

But with the growth of competition, and the raising of
standards generally, the public became more discriminating.
They stopped "going to the movies." They began to select their
entertainment.
the average, the mediocre, picture will draw
something less than an average house. In fact, exhibitors know
from experience, the clay of the "good program picture" is past
and done.

And today

The public wants something big, something
something extraordinary. If you don't give it
go elsewhere to find

Paramount

especially fine,
they
to them

—

it.

will release this

season 52 pictures

— one a week.

Some of those pictures you know about. You can see
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" at your exchange now. "Hollywood"
will soon be ready for your inspection.
And then "The Cheat,"
"Lawful Larceny," "To the Last Man," "The Silent Partner" and
the others announced for the first three months August,
September and October.

—

But what
Simply

of the rest of the year?

—

you think the

three months' Paramount Pictures of the new season are big ones and when you
see them you'll know they are the succeeding Paramount Pictures for 1923-24 are even bigger.
this

if

first

—

—

For the protection of the exhibitor they will not be
announced too far in advance this year, but Paramount can sincerely and truly say that its second block for 1923-24 will be even
greater than

its first.

(paramount (pictures
-

rL

--,

ADOLDH ZUKOR

P*rndt»t

.

,

Tfej^*7T

!^*M

24,

192-

fHE
7Ae BRADSTREET
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of FILMDOM

Authority
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No. 82

Sunday, June

License Fees Revised
Hylan

Signs

Price 25 Cents

24, 1923

Plans Film Epic

The Chain

Ordinance

Effecting
in City

Important Changes
Exhibitor Fees

Endless

Mayor Hylan signed an ordinance

in length.

Running

D.

W.

Getting

For

Picturize AmeriHas Offer
to India

Development
to

in a circle all the time.

May

Griffith

ca's
a

Go

number

of

—

years,

D.

W.

Referring to the controversy of the chain buying Griffith has had in mind the filming
Friday increasing the fee of picture nowhere.
houses seating between 601 and 1000 system invoked by exhibitors against producers, or whether pro- of an elaborate production, epic in
Houses seating ducers started it by listening to the tempting offers from com- scope and to cover the development
from $25 to $150.
He originally
of America to date.
over 1,000 wil pay $200 and those seatpetitive buyers.
At all events regardless of who started it, the planned to make it at the time "Way
ing under 600 will pay $100, as in the
^ness is on. And in full blast, too.
Down East" was purchased but
past.
abandoned the plan in favor of that.
The ordinance was enacted followAll over the country the condition exists which drives sales
If anything material develops from
ing strong complaints by local exhibmanagers
to kick and complain and try to devise means of off- it, the production would cost from
itors over the tangle in the city ordinwhich permitted the larger setting the evil. But so far they have reached no cure. And the $800,000 to $1,000,000 and would be
ance
Broadway picture houses to operate problem now confronting exhibitors is this how long will pro- made in a broad, sweeping fashion
to do the subject justice. Aside from
at a considerably less fee than the
ducers and distributors operate against the "closed" town before this, Griffith has been approached by
theaters.
smaller
British financial interests to go to
The apparent inequitability existed starting something for themselves?
India to film an epic of Indian life.
from the enactment of an ordinance
matter who started it. or what, it so happens that when This project is said to have the sup
(Continued on Page 2)
the exhibitors compete long enough against each other by out- 'port of the Indian Government. The
Graf's Next
bidding for pictures they eventually get together, or one of them story was written by a man named
(Continued on Page 2)
Max Graf's next production will be sells out and the other fellow takes over the house. Then what
t

:

No

has been a competing territory automatically becomes a "closed
town."
Fineman Arrives
Production of "The Grain of Dust,'
becomFineman is in Xcw
is
("Bernie")
condition
this
difficult
B.
P.
of
how
an
instance
the
Fall.
as
until
has been postponed
Just
Graf leaves for the coast next week ing: in the Western New York territory something like 490 towns York from the coast with a print of
"Don't Marry for Money."
are served. Of these towns it is understood that but 47 of them
are "open" or "competitive." If this is so no wonder distributors
Investing 4 Million
Pathe Not Affected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
are alarmed.
Pathe issued a long statement FriLos Angeles Roselle & Co., 71
They have a right to be.

a
sea
"Half-A-Dollar-Bill,"
which Graf may personally

story

direct.

—

New

Harold Lloyd-Hal
which it was stated
Lloyd's relations with Pathe are
When Ernst Lubitsch came to this country he was under that
not in any way effected. The stateGore organization. Edward Roselle
Then
Famous.
Or, in other words.
contract with Hamilton.
ment adds that arrangements have
is here now completing the negotiaout. And he went with Mary. And been made for Lloyd to take his enfarm
him
to
proceeded
Lasky
tions.
And the Warner boys tire staff with him and that Sam Taythen his contract with Famous ended.
For both. Lu- lor and Fred Newmeyer will continue
move.
Good
It was impossible to locate any one were smart enough to grab' him.
as directors; Tobyna Ralston will be
at Roselle & Co. Friday afternoon late bitsch doing "Deburau" should mean much.
the leading woman while several of
for a statement.
Lloyd's best "gag" men will go over
It
was
the new organization.
to
That Goldwyn crew are sure working. Talk about tying in stated that Lloyd would not anFeatures Reviewed
They close with Billy Goldman nounce his new producing headquarfirst runs— look at the record.
Grainger shoots off and deals ters until after his return from Xew
then
Jimmy
Page
And
for St. Louis.
lay out. And for the time York.
Frisco
the
for
Rothschild
with Herb
Alice Adams
York, a banking
concern will invest $4,000,000 in West
LesserCoast Theaters, Inc. the

Broadway.

day

REGARDING LUBITSCH

—

relative to the

Roach matter

in

GOING SOME

Associated Exhibitors, Inc

The Woman
Paramount

.

.

4

Augurs

Daughters of the Rich
Lichtman Corp. S.

—

R

Love

The Law of the Lawless
Paramount
Short

stuff

far as

a lot

goes Pathe

4

6

..

Over
So

more than appears on
still has two more Lloyd's to deliver.
But Lloyd probably will have to go a long way
the surface.

So that's that.
That's certain. And
to find an offset to his relations with Roach.
remains
to be seen.
studio
just how he will fare in his own

The Rapids

Playgoers-Asso. Exhib.

West Coast crowd.

4

6

Hodkinson

the

distribution

Sawdust
Universal

And

THAT ROACH-LLOYD SPLIT

4

Slippy McGee
Asso. First Nat'l

Counterfeit

being blocks Sol Lesser.

with Four Faces

6
6
11

A Million

In Profits for Famous Players for
First

Three Months

of

1923—

This Includes Subsidiaries

Famous Players in its consolidated
statement which includes the earnings of subsidiary companies owned

reports for three months
contract is 90% or more
Just where Lloyd will distribute after his Pathe
ended March 31. 1923, net operating
But if Jaydee Williams lines him profits of $1,018,100.29 after deductins;
closed is to be determined.
for Federal
,up— and this is possible— well what a nice Fall we'll be having. all charges and reserves
income and other taxes.
ORGANIZATIONS
EXHIBITOR
payment of
for
After allowing
Something to think about. Now that Bill Brandt has started dividends on the preferred stock, the
:

ORGANIZATION AND

Because Minnesota above earnings are at the annual
the New York crowd on a militant campaign.
And outside of of $14 no on the common -Uoc'c
interested; Illinois, also, as well as Michigan.
ir.
(Contlnved

on

Ta-e

12)

rate
out-
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McDermott will play
male lead in Madge Kennedy's
Sunday June 24. 1923

(Special

the
next

THE FILM DAILY)
Howe

to

Hollywood

— George

has

been signed by Hal Roach.

picture.
T»l XXIV No. 82

25 Cants

Price

PatheNews

Jack Richardson has been added to
Oscar Apfel has started production
Copyright 1923, Wid's Film and Film Folk*.
May Concern," in
It
Inc.,
Published Daily except Saturday, at the cast of Fox's special, "No Mother "To Whom
71-73 West 44th St., New York, N. Y.. by To Guide Her," now being made at which Viola Dana is starred.

WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joieph

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

the

Fox

1923

24,

Coast Brevities

In Eastern Studios
Marc

Sunday, June

No. 51

Studio.

Tony Gaudio and Norbert Brodin
prepared a two reeler, iave both signed new contracts as LINCHENG, CHINA— Presents first and
'Red
Russia
Revealed,"
showing cameramen with Joe Schenck.
exclusive pictures of the recent bandit outconditions in Russia under Soviet
rage in China.
the act of March 3, 1879.
rule.
Beatrice Van has been engaged to
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
put the next 12, "Fighting Blood"
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
Oscar Shaw has been signed to Stories in continuity form for F. B. O.
$15.60.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM nlay the male lead in Cosmopolitan's
THE REEL NEWS FIRST
Al St. John has finished "Clues"
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, forthcoming production, "Cain and
and will begin
story,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
his original
Mabel."
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
work on another comedy next week.
Fox has

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.
1603.

'Phone, Hollywood

— Irving Mack,
Representative— Ernest
W.
The Film Renter,

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

London
man.

Fred53a Shaftesbury

Ave., London,

W.

42

Film,

Rue de

—

European

,

||

i
|

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Cxecho-Slo
Wenielnplatz,

tionale

vakia),

Fox

to play the
cial to be made
Toast.

Dorothy Devore. of Christie, has
been loaned to Fox to play the lead
soon on the West with William Russell in a new pro-

Fox

lead in a

spe-

-

duction.

1.

—Le

Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

Percy Marmont has been signed by
738 S.

Cosmopolitan's "Under the Red
Marguerite de la Motte, John
Robe" company returned from Stam- Bowers and the cast appearing in
ford this week, and interiors are being "When a Man's a Man" are on locashot

production

the

for

in

a

half tion near Prescott, Arizona.

dozen Eastern studios.

Quotations
High
East. Kod. .104^
F. P.-L
74y2
do, pfd. ... 91

Goldwyn

Close

Sales

103^ 104^

400
900
200
900
100
700

74

74%

90^

91
4
?>y
A

4
....

Griffith

Low

Loew's

3y4
15K

4

3}i
1454

Triangle

15^

Not quoted
Not quoted

World
Friday's Quotations

Burr Signs "Chic" Sale
Burr states that within two
weeks two productions will be started, one to be the first "Chic" Sale
feature, Gregory La Cava directing.
C.

C.

Two

Joseph M. Schenck has just signed
Mack to play the "heavy"
Willard
D. W. Griffith has started work at
Talmadge's next pichis Mamaroneck studio on his new in Constance
Maid."
Dangerous
"The
ture,
oicture starring Al Tolson. Griffith
hopes to complete it within two
Arvid Gillstrom's first assignment
months.
with Sam Grand will be the direction
Gillstrom will alof Monty Banks.
Dore Davidson has been added to ternate with Herman Raymaker.
the cast of "Grit." Glenn Hunter's
latest production for the Film Guild
been made by Abe
Plans have
which is being- marie pt the Pyramid
Stern for a Directors' Row at Century
studio at Astoria, L. I.
Bungalows will be built for
studios.
directors making Century comedies.
Leslie Austin will play the male
lead in "The Governor's Lady," on
Lois Boyd, Duane Thompson and
which work will be started in the near Billie Rhodes are now working on
future.
Jane Grav and Anne Luther the Grand lot, having all three signed
will play the leading roles.
contracts to appear as leads in come-

Sale pictures will be released
dies.
through Associated Exhibitors.
Haryy Pollard is on location in
It
had previously been reported Northern New York
with his "LeathEnid Bennett is to play the leadthat Sale had signed with Pathe.
er Pushers" comoany, one of the W<t- ing feminine part in "The Bad Man,"
wer stories being adapted to the to be directed by Edwin Carewe for
screen by Universal.
Many Houses Close in Baltimore
First National, with Holbrook Blinn

THE FILM DAILY)
Baltimore — Many theaters have
(Special to

closed here, some forever and some
for the summer.
New closings include Nixon's Victoria, West End,
Gilmor, Royal, Douglas, Rainbow,
New Gem, Fairmount, Ruby, Superba,
Belvidere, Park, Metro and Elektra.
Small theaters have been hard hit
here.
High rentals and th. elaborate
shows put on by the larger houses
are held responsible.
It is expected
ten more houses will close in July.

featured.

Goldwyn's

"Potash

and

To Film "Night

in

Rome"

reported that Laurette Taylor
make a film version of "One

will

Night

in

Rome."

June Elvidge has a prominent part
"The Eleventh Hour," a Fox
Mason and
Shirley
made. The production is being filmed special with
at the Paragon Studio, Fort Lee. Charles Jones featured.
Ben Lyon has been added to the cast
to play the juvenile lead.
The cast chosen to support Lenore
in
"Tiger
includes
Ulric
Rose,"
Claude Gillingwater, Joseph Dowling,
Anders Randolph, Andre de BerLicense
anger, and Jane Ferrell.

Terms Reasonable

Double equipment, two stage*,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
Size of
building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal,
300 West 49th Street

'

in

Fees Revised

(Continued

from Page 1)
the 90's defining picture houses as
"common shows," with a license fee
of $25.
Some years later an ordinance was adopted defining picture theaters as houses seating less than 600.
subject to a license fee of $100.
Under these ordinances the larger houses

running specialties in
conjunction
with pictures have paid a fee of $25,
operating as "common shows." while
straight picture houses seating less
than 600 have paid an annual fee of
$100.
The new ordinance comnels

STUDIO FOR RENT

all

exhibitors

strictlv in

capacity.

to

pay

license

fees

proportion to their seating
,

Attractions

Big In Box
Merit

Are
Office

RENTALS^
MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUREQ
ASSOCIATION

**

»~

Duratize
YOUR FILMS

Perlmut

ter" company has returned from At
lantic
City
where exteriors were

in

It is

BRAY BRIEF

WALTER

R.

GREENE.

Plans Film Epic
(Continued from

Page

1)

Prolong the

life

your

Write for sample or better
send

us a reel of
not waxed, to
Duratized without charge.

still

new

positive,

Duratizing

is

an

be

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

MacLean who is understood to be in
New York now in this connection.

Phone: Bryant

While it is true that Griffith has
about completed his original arrangement with United Artists which covered three years and provided for the

INSIST

delivery of a stipulated number of
pictures, it can be stated authoritatively that he will continue distribution through United Artists in which
he holds a one-fifth interest.

of

prints

5576

UPON

FILMS

Florence Vidor

Monte Blue
Harry Myers

Robert Gordon

Noah Beery
Alan Hale
Louise Fazenda

Ann

Shaefer

Josephine Crowell
Otis Harlan

Gordon
Lon

Classic of the Screen

FLORENCE VIDOR- MONTE BLUE
and a notable supporting cast in

"MAIN

STREET
Notfel

by Harriet lord and HarJey O'Higgins ~-~<~

Playing an Extended Engagement
at the

ROOSEVELT THEATRE,

Chicago

Lockney

Gilbert Clayton

Jack MacDonald
Michael Dark

Glen Cavender
Kathryn Perry
Aileen Manning

1

Hany Beaumont Scenario by Julien Josephson

dramatized

Poff

Estelle Short

from the celebrated novel
by SINCLAIR LEWIS
Directed by

J. P.

Griffith

Mrs.

Hayward Mack
Louis King

Josephine Kirkwood

Sunday, June

DAILY

Reviews

of the

"Alice
Producer:

Whole

a

PICTURE

with
Faces"

King Vidor

Distributor: Asso. Exhibitors

As

Woman

"The

Adams"

"Slippy

Four

Paramount
Distributor: Paramount
AN INTERESTING
WITH AN IN- As a Whole... EXCEPTIONALLY

HAS
TERESTING STAR; THAT
GOOD SITUATIONS
ARE NICELY WORKED OUT
TO A SATISFACTORY

THOUGH SOMEWHAT
CONCLUSION.

ABRUPT

and refreshing; very
capable of putting over her part;
certain to please most any audience
with her portrayal of the small
town girl of moderate circumstances who tries to imitate her

Star. .Delightful

Producer:

FAST MOVING AND CLEVER
CROOK THEME; ACTION IS
OF RAPID FIRE ORDER

WITH EVENTS OCCURRING
IN UNUSUALLY QUICK SUCLIKE
LOOKS
CESSION;
SPLENDID BOX OFFICE BET.

Gladys Walton in

McGee"

entertainment particularly in the
smaller towns; star a big asset, or
should be. Has pleasing humorous
bits and excellent sub-titles.
Exploitation. .There are several good
stunts that can be used in connection with getting them interested in
In the first place
'Alice Adams."
you can use the title for teaser purposes by distributing throw-aways
bearing the line: "Alice Adams is

.

.

a Whole. .EFFECTIVE HEART
INTEREST BITS GENERALLY As a Whole
THOROUGHLY
COMPENSATE FOR RATHER PLEASING LITTLE PICTURE
WELL WORN CROOK WITH GOOD CIRCUS ATMOSTHEME; QUITE SLOW MOV- PHERE AND STAR AT HER
ING AT TIMES.
BEST IN TYPICAL ROLE.

Wheeler Oakman gives
good performance in title role; Col-

Players
leen

Moore

pleasing

but

photo-

Sam Degraphed very poorly.
Grasse satisfactory as the priest;

.

them.

You

can

safely

say

that

this

Brenon production is the best thing
in crook melodrama, with the possible
exception of "Within the
Law," that they have seen in many

them know

months.
It may appeal to some
even more than "Within the Law,"
because it is a faster moving story

the

with

When

you have
to town."
gotten them sufficiently curious let
coming

title

that "Alice Adams" is
of Florence Vidor's latent

picture.

Get all the Adams' in your town
interested in the picture and if
happens to be an Alice
there
Adams you might arrange some sort
of stunt

whereby you could use her

picture in conjunction with Miss
Or you might offer free
Vidor's.
tickets for those whose Christian
name is Alice. Get your local ice
cream shops to introduce an Alice

Adams
a

Frappe.

program

tell

If you do not use
them about it with

much more

action.
There are several fine sequences
with thrilling climaxes that would
easily serve to arouse their interest
if used as trailers, such as the dar-

ing prison escape with the convict
leaping to a roue ladder suspended
from an aeroplane, the genuinely
exciting hold-up at the very start of
the picture or the triple hold-up in
the final climax.
Be sure to tell them it is the best
thing Betty Compson has done in
many months. Use Richard Dix's

name prominently.
on your screen.
Direction by.
.Herbert Brenon; has
is a Booth Tarkington
done a fine job on this picture; kept
prize story, use the author's name
it speeding along at fine pace, made
prominently and arrange a tie-up
it more or less plausible in spite of
with your book store.
improbabilities
the
and handled
Direction by.. Rowland V. Lee; proplayers excellently; injected a lot
vided splendid production and creof realism.
ated just the right sort of atmosBayard Veiller
phere; comedy touches very good. Author
George Hopkins
Booth Tarkington Scenario
Author
Rowland V. Lee Cameraman
Jimmie Howe
Scenario
Very good
George S. Barnes Photography
Cameraman
Good Locale
In and around prison and
Photography
a slide

Since this

T

ocale

Length

.

A

small town
6,361 feet

.

interior of country house.

Length

5,700 feet.

Producer: Universal
Distributor: Universal

As

to better

tacular advertising that the theme
would suggest. But it should prove
well worth your while hammering
away on promises, and whatever
else you can think up to appeal to

"Sawdust"

Producer: Oliver Morosco Prod.
Distributor: First National

Betty Compson appears
others the late Edwin Stevens,
advantage here than she
Edith Yorke, Lloyd Whitlock and
has in months; Richard Dix also
Pat O'Malley.
very good; others George Fawof story. .. .Crook regeneration
Type
Theodore Von Eltz and
cett,
theme; nicely developed and with
rich friends.
Joseph Kilgour; a first rate cast.
good heart interest touches; might
Crook melodrama;
Carefully selected and well Type of Story
Cast
have been speeded up considerably
the
as
a clever concoction of situations,
suited; Harold Goodwin fine
and
the ending made less disapquite improbable but certainly inbrother; Claude Gillingwater, Marpointing by the heroine's marriage
Steel,
generally
absorbing;
Vernon
teresting
and
McWade,
garet
to the hero; reformed crook "does
district attorney employs girl crook
Thomas Ricketts, Gertrude Astor
more job" which preserves the
one
to help him secure evidence, that
and Margaret Landis complete it.
happiness of girl he loves but who
will convict leader of drug ring. It
Type of Story. .Drama of small town
marries another.
brings about girl's regeneration and
society; very attractively presented
Box
Office Angle. .Should give avermarriage
him.
eventual
to
with many really fine touches, alage satisfaction; will please a maAngle
Box
Particularly
Office
becomes
it
close
though toward the
jority and unless they are familiar
promising; you ought to be able to
woman
a trifle too exaggerated;
with the type of story should not
thriving
business
with
it if you
do
a
his
own
establish
to
husband
urges
prove disappointing.
has
the
trouble
to
go
after
it;
take
business with results that threaten
Exploitation. .... .This may be a bit
a real audience appeal.
the happiness of the entire family
Exploitation .... 1 1 may be a bit diffito handle cleverly since
difficult
but ends agreeably for all.
cult to exploit this one since there
there isn't a great deal in the way
Box Office Angle.. ..Looks very good;
isn't very much in the way of specof unusual exploitation that sugshould be a decidedly worth while
Players.

1923

Newest Features

Herbert Brenon Prod.

Florence Vidor in

24,

gests itself either from the theme
or the title. You will have to resort
mainly to catchlines used with the
title and paragraphs in your program that will indicate the nature
of the story.
trailer would be about the next
best means of attracting them,
Show them the railroad accident in
which Slippy loses a limb. Or a
bit of the sequence where Slippy
robs a safe to preserve the happiness of the girl he loves might also

A

interest them.

Let them know that the story
deals with a crook who reformed
through the kindness of a priest
befriended him after he had
been injured while evading the law.
If you know any local organiza-

who

tions interested in the reformation
problem you might get them to cooperate with you from a standpoint
of interesting people with criminal

Star. .Always can be depended upon
to put over a part of this kind;
shows quite an improvemer: in her
.

emotional bits toward the close.

Cast

Niles

others

Welch

Herbert

Yorke,
Mathew
Brownlee, William
and Mattie Peters.

Type

of Story
circus life; has

a

good

Standing,
Betz,

lead;

Edith

Robert

Frank
Daly

Comedy drama

of

genuinely pleasing
humorous touches and. slight heart
interest sequence toward end that

good contrast;

offers

girl of circus

poses as long lost daughter of old
couple and after making them
happy confesses but she remains as
their child.

Box Office Angle. .Delightful summer attraction that should get over
.

.

most anywhere; it is short and with
it you can use a good variety of
short reels; star should go very
well.

Exploitation. .. ."Sawdust" should be
a particularly easy one to work on
since it suggests so many novel
stunts in the way of exploitation.
In the first place the circus atmosphere will give you a number of
ideas for advertising the picture.
Ifr you cannot get any actual circus paraphernalia you can readily
secure substitutes such as trained
animals that may be recruited in
your own town or you can rig up
a parade with automobiles

trimmed

with ribbon and crepe paper and
have people dressed in circus attire
riding in them.
Another stunt would be to get
a truck load of sawdust and a girl
dressed to represent Gladys Walton ride around sitting on top of
the load. At first give no explanation until their curiosity is around
and then follow it with the announcement of the showing.
Dress your lobby up to represent
the entrance to the big tent and
have a barker inviting them in to
see the big show, after the fashion
of the typical side-show barkers.

reformation through modern methods rather than the old forms of
punishment. This might be about
the best angle of exploitation if you
Direction by
Jack Conway; has
can work it.
handled this one very nicely, supDirection by... Wesley Ruggles; has
plied colorful atmosphere of circus
handled theme very well and injected considerable heart interest
that creates genuine sympathy for
crook hero.

Author

Edward
.. .J.

Allen Siegler

Photography
Locale

Length

and toward the close gotten

the heart
pleasingly.

Marie Conway Oemler Author

Scenario

Cameramen.

life

over

C.

E. Rose

Scenario by

interest

touches

Courtney Riley Cooper

Harvey Gates

Allen Davey
Hutchinson and Cameraman
Good
Photography
Very good Locale
Circus ring and a country
home.
A small village
4,940 feet
6,399 feet Length

Counterfeit
Love
A

SPECIAL Of Real Pulling Power With

A

There's no guess

summer
showman knows
It's

the

Race That
sure-fire.

It

has everything a

Melodrama, action,

The most realistic horse race
romance.
ever shown on the screen. The wiles of a cagey love
counterfeiter exposed. A spectacular fight and an
thrills,

The Kentucky Derby

work about "Counterfeit Love"

clean-up.
is

Rivals

exciting, dramatic wallop at the end.

Get the sensational posters, the special novelties
and the big press and campaign book. "Counterfeit
Love" is nationally advertised.
It's the one big
special of the season which means money in the
bank for you.

FEATURING A
NOTABLE CAST
OF FAVORITES

By
LR.Sheldon

D/fiECT£o

.Ralph /nce a*d

/Vt(/R/wy IY.G/l*ssaw

Physical Distributors
Patme Exchange
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Sunday, June

24,

1923

B. P. Schulberg presents

Ernest Shipman presents

Murray W. Garsson presents

Dorothy Dalton in

"Daughters Of The Rich"

"The Rapids"

"Counterfeit Love"

"The Law of the Lawless"

Producer: Preferred Pictures
Al Lichtman Corp.

Producer:

Distributor:

a Whole... VERY LIKELY A
GOOD BOX OFFICE NUMBER
WITH A STORY ESPECIALLY
PRESCRIBED FOR AUDIENCE

SATISFACTION
Miriam Cooper quite pleasand Gaston Glass a suitable

ing

.

Holmes

Stuart

hero;

Rogers
judging from
Will

for

surpasses
being "homely,"

his

make-up

in

Holmes

overacts frequently;

Clifford

capable

but

this;

Ruth

occasionally

poorly photographed; others Ethel

Shannon, Josef Swickard and Truly
Shattuck.

Type
is

of Story
quite

drama

Society

illogical

in

its

that

situations

Harry T. Morey, Mary Astor, Walter Miller and others; Morey good
type and gives first rate perform-

A combination of
with a
atmosphere
lumber camp
and
romance
excitement
a
strike for
woven in; promises to be somewhat
of Story

different

back
tures

erable

appeal

less; rich

American woman buys a
husband for her daughter

Duke

as a

with

much

resultant

unhappiness

not given a great

deal to do.

Type

it

neverthe-

Mary Astor

by

at

the

into a rut.

outset,

One

but

gets

of those pic-

which shows the effort made
community leaders to boom

their

Murray W. Garsson

neighborhoods and, as usual,

fails.

Box

Producer: Paramount

Playgoers

Distributor:

a Whole.... HAS GOOD COMBINATION OF ENTERTAIN-

As

a Whole.... ST ARTS OUT TO
BE QUITE DISTINCTIVE BUT
WANDERS INTO FAIRLY UNCONVINCING AND CONVENTIONAL PLOT
Players.... A good cast that includes

ance;

Producer:

Distributor:

As

things to do, but

audience

Films,

Distributor

and gives characters very foolish
carries consid-

Marie

— Hodkinson

As

Players.

Saulte Ste
Ltd.

MENT ELEMENTS THAT
SHOULD MAKE IT A FIRST
RATE CHOICE FOR MANY
EXHIBITORS

a Whole
A RATHER U NUSUAL AND COLORFUL AT

As

MOSPHERE AND LIVELY
STORY THAT FURNISHES
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
Well suited and pleasing

Star

None whose names will
mean much at the box office but

Players

Paramount

in

the role of Tartar girl; her admirers
will

like

this real well.

and capable of Cast
All right; includes Charles
various roles; includes Joe King,
de Roche, the hero, Tully, Marshall.
Marion Swayne, Norma Lee, Jack
Theodore Kosloff, Fred Huntley
Richardson and Alexander Giglio.
and Margaret Loomis.
Type of Story. .Melodrama that in- Type of Story
Combination oi
cludes all the stock tricks with an
drama and romance; high spirited
occasional new twist to make it
theme and besides many pleasing
slightly different; has considerable
romantic sequences has some first
of what is generally conceded to be
rate action; Tartar girl auctions
good audience appeal; secret serherself to highest bidder to pay
vice
man prevents counterfeiter
father's debt; is bought by gypsy
from marrying unsuspecting Southking with whom she falls in love
ern girl, saves her brother's life
when her former lover proves a
and wins her hand as a reward.
coward.
Box Office Angle. .. .Likely to do a Box Office Angle.. Will undoubtedly
good business where you have a
please for its interesting atmosphere
clientele that favors melodrama; a
and fast moving sequences; story
good deal in it for you to talk about
not new but atmosphere makes it
and it is quite fast moving.
worth while and production is good.
Especially good for immediate
A gypsy caravan
business because the footage is Exploitation
right; doesn't drag and should send
parading about the streets would
a

pretty

cast

fair

.

.

Office Angle
Will probably
and the eventual suicide of the girl.
satisfy the average audience; not
Box Office Angle. .Has first rate posbig enough for extraordinary busisibilities for the right audience and
ness; should do medium business.
will satisfy; probably hasn't as big
Exploitation. .To get them interested
a chance where they are critical on
in this one you might pile up a
the sort of stories they want.
wagon load of logs and have a
Exploitation
them out feeling right.
The title on this one
be a good stunt to advertise the
couple of men dressed as lumber
Exploitation. .. .Should you consider
can be attractively exploited. You
picture.
Have the occupants dresjacks drive it about town with signs
your patrons in a receptive mood
can have your ushers, where they
in
sed
attire, and if you
gypsy
announcing the showing of "The
for a good old fashioned melodrama
are women, dressed up in the latest
Rapids" at your theater, and excould secure the services of a
with the regulation murder, mysplaining that it has to do with the
gowns, and have them appear on a
tery, romance, horse race, fire and
fortune teller to install in a booth
making of paper from wood pulp
all the rest that goes to make it up,
platform in front of your theater
in front of your theater you might
and the process is shown in detail
you will probably find it worth
attract considerable attention.
where signs will invite the crowd
from the chopping of the trees to
your while to exploit "Counterfeit
Have your ushers dressed as
inside to "see how these 'Daughters
the making of the paper.
Love."
gypsies and rig up the front of
of the Rich' behave. Of course the
Incidentally, you might go after
Secure a supply of stage money
your theater to represent the enbusiness from an instructive standand have the bills stamped with
more elaborately you can stage
trance to a gypsy tent.
point in view of this phase of the
the title of the picture and disAnother effective means of adthis the more attention it will atstory.
The scenes showing the intribute them.
After you have gotvertising, particularly effective for
tract.
terior of the mills and also those of
ten them sufficiently curious as to
the hot season, is the distribution
Anything in the way of a fashion
a steel manufacturing plant, would
what it means, follow it with the
of fans advertising your theater
easily warrant your making promshowing date of the picture.
review would be good advertising
and with a space wherein you can
ises of its being interesting educaHave a man dressed as a jockey
stamp the name of the attraction
and your local dress shops might
tionally.
ride about on a dapper horse disyou are playing at the time.
be glad to cooperate with you.
Where you usually run trailers
playing a sign telling them of the
Show them a trailer of the fire
Your automobile dealers might
of coming features you could serace in "Counterfeit Love."
sequence in which Dorothy Dalton
cure the bit showing Walter Miller
supply cars for you to have the
You haven't any names to use
tries to rescue her gypsy husband
being
hurled off a bridge into the
in
connection with this one so
from a burning tower. This offers
models driven about town with the
rapids below.
Or possibly scenes
you'll have to depend entirely upon
a
fine thrill and should easily serve
announcement
that
they
are
of the fight with the strikers would
your exploitation and advertising to
to bring them back to see the en"Daughters of the Rich" and can
promise them some good action and
put it over.
The press sheet sugtire picture.
be seen at your theater on a given
excitement, especially if you know
gests a good one: to have a boy
A girl riding horseback and atdate.
that is what they want.
leading a donkey about the streets,
tired in the garb of a Tartar girl
In
your
announcements
Use Harry Morey's name promuse
bearing a sign reading:
"This is
would also be a good stunt to
prominently the names of Miriam
inently in your billing and let them
the slow mule from Missouri but
arouse curiosity.
At first use no
Cooper, Stuart Holmes and Gaston
know that Mary Astor is also in
there's real speed in 'Counterfieit
mention of the picture, then later
Glass; the latter will be rememthe cast.
Love.' " Secure a copy of the book
follow the stunt with the announcebered if you showed them Licht- Direction by.... David M. Hartford:
for further suggestions.
ment of the showing.
man's "The Hero."
average; could have been better in Direction by
Ralph Ince and L. Direction by.... Victor Fleming; has
Direction by.
Gasnier; has mounted
several
instances,
particularly
In
R. Sheldon; quite satisfactory on
provided splendid production and a
picture very well and given it a lot
latter reels.
the whole; injects several good bits
lot of good touches that make the
of good atmosphere in connection Author
Alan Sullivan
of action and the usual elements
picture satisfying; handled players
with the society sequences; makes Scenario
Faith Green
of appeal for melodrama.
very well.
appropriate use of material.
Cameramen
Walter Griffin and Authors
Thomas Fallon and Ade- Author
Konrad Vercovici
Author
Edgar Saltus
Oliver Siguardson.
line Leitzbach.
Scenario
E. Lloyd Sheldon and
Scenario by
Alga Printzlau Photography
Usually all. right; Scenario by
Not credited
Edfrid Bingham.
Cameraman
Karl Struss
lightings often too bright.
Cameraman
Wm.
Black Cameraman
George R. Meyer
Photography
Very good Locale. .Town situated on course of Photography
All right Photography
Good
Locale
America and Paris
powerful rapids.
Locale
An old Southern plantation Locale
A gypsy camp

—
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Length

6,07.3 feet

Length

4,900 feet.

Length

.

5,264 feet

Length

6,387 feet
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The Week's Headlines
Monday

New York to hold
Syracuse convention Tuesday and

M. P. T. O.

of

Wednesday.
"The Courtship of Miles Sandwich"
Ernest Lubitsch severs connection
Hal Roach Pathe Amusing
signs
and
Players
with Famous
Burlesque
with Warner Brothers.
Alexander S. Aronson, sales man- Type of production ... .2 reel comedy
ager of Truart Prod.., discusses
The opening of this Hal Roach
distribution and gives statistics to
comedy which has in its cast Snub
prove his points.
Pollard, Marie Mosquini, James FinTuesday
layson and Noah Young, shows a
Syracuse convention may result in Thanksgiving dinner with the father
new national exhibitor move. W. of the family being pestered by his
A. Steffes and H. M. Richey to atyoung son who repeatedly asks "Why
tend sessions.
The rest of the
is Thanksgiving?"
Goldwyn settles English litigation
story told him
action
deals
with
the
costs.
with Stoll. Gets £13,500 and
Sydney Cohen, before Federal Trade of the story of the Pilgrim and the
Commission sees a menace to ex- love affairs of John "Aldone" and
hibitors from distributors who are Miles Sandwich. There is some good
also interested in exhibition.
burlesque stuff and the backgrounds
Warners in deal with Harry Charnas

I

—

—

snow make

of real

"Don't

—

—

—

Universal
Fresh"— Century—Uni- "A Radio Romeo"
Fairly Amusing
Kid Comedy
production.
.2 reel comedy Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy

Get

— Good

versal

Type of
Buddy Messinger

.

.

Walter Forde is starred in this onewhich is built around the radiocraze in a small town.
Forde is a
a kitchen poet whose rendition of poems over

is
the youthful
of this Century comedy which
derives many of its laughs from some-

star

reeler

what messy happenings in
which are funny nevertheless. the radio is captivating the hearts of
The second half takes place at a kid's the women-folk of the town. The
party and they have also got a little husbands get together and resolve to
kick out of a situation which leaves beat up this village sheik, but through
Buddy out on a ledge high above the a misunderstanding select the wrong
street.
He just stays there long man. There are a few mildly amusenough for the thrill to register, how- ing situations, and quite a bit of slapever, and then comes back to the stick.
Kids will
party through a window.
be well pleased with this one and it
also offers some amusement to the "The Beauty Parlor"— Aesop Fable—
older folks.
Pathe Good Cartoon

but

—

a good hotPollard's friends
it

Form
distribution.
Type of production. ... 1 reel animaCo. and plan four weather offering.
ted drawing
Eduwill be more than pleased with it, and 'Three Strikes"—Jack White—
new exchanges.
The popular beauty parlor comes in
Fine for Baseball Fans and
First National survey indicates East even where he isn't a favorite they'll cational
for its share of fun in this Aesop
Others Too
will miss summer slump.
get quite a few laughs out of it.
Fable and the permanent wave is
Wednesday
Type of production. .2 reel comedy transferred from milady's tresses to
the tail of Mary Mouse. Mr. Hippo
Famous Players attorney says com- "Forgetting the Law" Universal
About a reel and a half of this has his weight reduced in a steaming
pany has cut theater holdings from
Jack White comedy in which Lige machine and Gerty Greyhound has a
Fast Action Western
400 to 150. Hearing ends here to
Conley is the chief fun-maker, is lovely crop of long hair raised by
resume in Philadelphia on June 25. Type of production
2 reel drama taken up with the rough handling means of a magic hairtonic.
The
Herbert Rothchild secures Goldwynaccorded a freshman at the Univer- moral this time is "He who laughs
Cosmopolitan output for San FranJack Daugherty is the star of this sity
Southwick-on-the-Siwash. last laughs best" and in quite a few
of
cisco first-runs, thereby strengthen- two-reel western drama which has
The stunts, while sometimes rough, cases this will apply to the audience.
consufficiently
to
ing his position
moving rapidly.
action
the
directed by William Craft, and keep
breaking deal with West been
sider
of the picture
punch
the
However
Pyper
W.
while the story by George
Coast Theaters.
in the last half reel or so when
comes
averthe
from
much
Harold Lloyd has two more to de- does not differ
Caesar, the nervous freshman, saves "A Lyin* Hunt" Lyman H. Howe
liver to Pathe.
age western, there is action aplenty ;the day for the college nine when the
Hodge-Podge Educational-r
W. W. Hodkinson, commenting on all the way through. It's just cram- score is 1 to in the last half of the
Excellent Magazine
Alexander Aronson's article, says
inning with the other team
full of action and will surely ninth
med
in
much
too
from
suffers
industry
The baseball game Type of production. .1 reel magazine
the 1.
satisfy those who enjoy a fast -moving scoring
vestment in production.
real thing and the fans
the
like
looks
usual
the
There is
Although the main title of this
Will H. Hays to attend dinner at exciting story.
will eat it up.
Lyman Howe "Hodge-Podge" may
Syracuse convention.
consignment of gold given for safebe a trifle misleading, the entire reel
keeping to the youthful sheriff and
for

Mid-West

Film

Classics

—

.

.

—

_

—
—

Thursday

William Brandt elected president of
M. P. T. O. of N. Y. Lower
rentals sought by exhibitors.
Benjamin Hicks sells interests in
Apollo companies to devote time
to theater construction in Europe.
Texas statute against credit organization not expected to affect uniform contract and new arbitration
system in Dallas.
Supreme Court in Silverman-Sunnse
decides not to review
litigation
cases unless a new problem is pre_

sented.

stolen

by the crooked agent

mining company who
a

some

caught after

excellent

and

riding

there^

"Collars

and

of production ....

Roach—

messy
where they

1

reel

York

comedy,

slap-stick

variety

still

like

to

see

may make

epic

2 reel

In addition, the
exquisitely tinted.
time stages a real
is
of the cutout cartoons
humor
battle on the lots in back of the West
really there, and they have been
Coast studios. There are five com- accorded novel treatment. The reel
manding officers, all dressed up in tin hasn't a dull moment.
basins for helmets, and other parathis

is

and

damage

a truce. Still on mischief bent they
sneak into the Studio on a truck
carrying dummies. The action deals
with their pranks in and about the
different sets and the final wallop
comes when they take the pictures
with the camera in which is the
punch scene of a feature as yet unde-

Type

Alas, when it is finally
veloped.
flashed on the screen of the jrojestion
room double-exposed upon the tears
and emotings of the heroine are Sunshine Sammy's smile, Mickey Daniels
freckled face and a motely collection
of hands and legs belonging to the
There are plenty
rest of the gang.
of laughs all the way through as well
as a few scream. This one will hold
their interest and entertain them if

sea to

rate
a good amount of pep at any
be
may
who
of
people
still
and there are
D. W. Griffith
Also considering amused at the idea of a man's
American life.
going to India for British interests. trousers ripping as he bends^ over
New York license fees revised.
while all the laundresses shriek in
Famous Players profits for three
anything will.
horror.
months $1,018,100.

Today

Stuff

phernalia, and one lone private
After she has been
Little Farina.
times,
they decide to call Pathe
four
killed
of

convention beinsr done, the hilarious chase up
exhibitor
drive
membership
Intensive
closes.
and down stairs and finally the overthe
to be waged.
flow of the washing machine and
French fear boycott of films here.
and
"Wet
the
of
flooding
consequent
Talk is discounted in New York.
laundry with all the differT. O. C. C. secures 25% reduction Rough"
slipping and sliding conrates.
players
insurance
ent
in fire
sign
Inc.,
Exhibitors,
Associated
tinuously in the wet, "Collars and
Charles Ray. To roadshow "The "Cuffs" may be considered good enCourtship of Miles Standish."
tertainment. Laurel puts it over with

'New

Sure-fire

comedy

latest

Stan Laurel's

War"— Our Gang— Pathe— we

roping Type of production

Pathe— Slap-stick
Type

of

Our Gang

Cuffs"— Hal

one of the best magazine subjects
have seen in many a long day.
The subject matter is varied, interesting, beautifully photographed and
comedy some of the scenic shots have been
is

"Dogs

is

done by Daugherty

the

Friday

is

Incidentally

wild chase.

for the

Review No. 23
of production.

.1

— Entertaining
reel

magazine

Demonstrations to prove that the
body possesses a certain degree of
magnetism open this number. Next,
under the title "All Wet" is a clever
animated cartoon bit telling the

who jumps into the
love to a mermaid. "Unbobbing the Bobs" shows the methods by which milady's bobbed tresses
may be hidden, now that the bob is
no longer the thing. There is also
an interesting collection of so-called
"god dolls," which are really toys

troubles' of a poet

make

the early American Indians
Pathe-color
for their children.
scenic bit deals with the "laughing
Cascades of the Pyrenees."

made by

A

THE

c&m
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producing
time when

The Chain
(Continued

Page

from

we have
You won't

.appear.

1)

Siam

in

24,

1923

from a pleasurable indoor sport. Some
space, part of his very interesting letter will
hear a lot from Henry, because it takes si

far

onnecticut these states are better organized than any of the weeks to get mail to him.
But from their moveothers.
Just now they are wide apart.
ments something may be expected to coalesce. If it does then
e
Is Theodore C. Deitrich, who writes from Berlin, that there
tin
Cohen M. P. T. 6. will have a battle on. If it doesn't— well, is a cafe on Frederich Strasse, Berlin, the proprietor of which iss
that's too much to worry about in hot weather.
named Joseph Dannenberg, and who is a perfect 96.
Bui this is sure; something has been started in New York.
That last crack puts that Berliner in the family an
Including
\nd a lot of people will look to see what happens.
Theodore "out."
i

ANOTHER TRAVELLER

—

Sydney

S.

Cohen.

THE RETORT COURTEOUS

SIGNS OF REVIVAL
"Selznick Hires 21 Salesmen" says headline.
Who says business isn't good?

WELL, WELL, WELL!
"Johnny," says teacher, in first grade elementary
"Who brought Valentino's suit against Famous Players?"

And Johnny

replies

Butler Graham."
And teacher asks:

to

the

schoolmarm

"And who

is

have never quite forgiven Goldwyn for
,putting out "Souls For Sale," in advance of "Hollywood." And
^with this as a preface, let's record that a Goldwynite and a Famous
Playerite were discussing their new big coming pictures.
"Well." said the Goldwynite, "what do you think of
school:

Famous

:

officials

'Ben Hur'?"

"Mister Arthur

first

"Oh," yawned the Famous man, "I guess that
"
burlesque on 'The Ten Commandments.'

will

be the

TYPES

now suing Valentino?"

Out on the West Coast when Ernest Torrence arrived, after
"Mister Arthur Butler Graham."
replies:
teacher.''"
funny,
,making
a hit in "Tol'able David," the casting directors branded
that
"Oh,
ain't
of
class
says:
the
rest
the
And
him a "dirty dog heavy."
FORE!
Isn't this a polite business?
Inspired, doubtless, by the success of the golf tournaments
held under the auspices of the little old paper "Greater Amusements" of Minneapolis is planning one. For Dan Chamberlain.
And the Movie Age of Omaha is also starting one. That's the
And Johnny

DANNY.

All the regionals should
the winners can come into the
add to the gayety of the party.
idea.

have a tournament working and

Grand National every

Fall.

And

WORKING A HARDSHIP
Film salesmen working

MALCOLM FILM

LABORATORIES
Announces

Its

W.

49th

244-250

in

after 11 a.

New

years of age.

ence in

And

71

Service

Marks

Give

full

particulars

first letter.

Apply: Box S-140
c/o The Film Daily

Guaranteeing
Best Quality
Al.

35
full

25

pertaining to ability and experi-

RUSH WORK

"Why"

and

Must have

knowledge of all branches of
Motion Picture business. Salesmanship and executive ability
essential.

SPECIALIZING IN

m.

said one of the boys, "Most of us are just getting up
about that time. Most of our business is done with exhibitors
after 11 at night."

St.,

At
York

Tel. Bryant 7069

the Buffalo section are all upset.
They are getting a terrible break from the Tickhoff circuit of
Rochester. The Tickhoffs have just put up a sign wich reads:

"No salecmen admitted

Opening

WANTED

M A N— Between

West

44th Street

New York

Joe Malcolm

City

SYSTEM
Federal Trade Commission-Famous suit.
All the complaints, film service, etc., and otherwise. That M. P.
T. O. officials could dig against Famous in three years totalled 45.
And one of the Famous figurers figured this: Famous has 8,000
accounts on its books. Figuring five contracts a year to each
account, for three years means handling 120,000 accounts, and
figuring 10 pictures to each contract means 1,200,000 transacOf which but 45 errors were found.
tions.

Testimony

at

the

FIRST

Skill

hearing

with his
check suit shrieking for attention. Emil Shauer walks in wearing a suit of identical pattern. Harry says, "I got this suit first
run.
And here you are wearing the same suit day and date
with me. Quit it."
into

SWEARING TO
Hodkinson
by

the

now

IT

at

Phones Circle 2450-2451-2452

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

Affidavits!

Harry Reichenbach take

note.

FROM SIAM

More

into the manner of living, customs, mannerisms, etc., of t,he people
of Siam.
From what Henry writes, ;hrre is an affinity between
,

Inc.

244-250 West 54th Street

Issues copy of an affidavit. Sworn to
Signed by George Kofsky. Nemo. Cleveland. To

Comes a letter from Henry MacRae, who is doing a sort of
"Nanook of the North" over there, in a big super special going

.

Service

publicity.

;

in

+

PHOTO- ENGRAVING

a notary.
the effect that a women patron laughed so much over "Faint
Hearts" that she fainted away causing the picture to be stopped,
until she was removed and revived..

Publicity!

Speed

EGGERS,

RUN STUFF

Harry Buxbaum "Bux" walks

+

elephants, tigers,

etc.,

plus snakes, that

makes picture

l

space and up to the minute equipment

The name detervrinalion

to

deliver ihe

goods"

M.

NEWS:

P.
Through a splendid treatment of its
salient points, coupled with a first^ate production and a capital interpretation /"The Critical
Age" will prove entertaining to every audience
that sees it.
The sponsors deserve credit for
telling it in five reels, thus heightening the

making the scenes compact.
thoroughly pleasing and capitally conceived and executed in every department.
action and
It

M.

is

WORLD: Pauline Garon is a type that
immensely popular right now and proves

P.

is

in

this picture that she is well qualified to act.
It is an interesting picture because it is in some

ways apart from the stereotyped and
some and youthful.

HARRISON'S REPORTS:

is

whole-

It is a delightful little

Canadian tale of romance at th«"puppy-love"
stage, and easily holds the interest.
It is an
outdoor picture and includes many lovely scenes
of natural beauty.
Critical Age" should be
entertainment for any audience.

"The

FILM DAILY:

satisfactory

...

is handled in the right way,
given a good production and played by a company that is well suited and capable, as well as
being carefully directed.

Pleasing offering that

is

short and can

fit

on

any program.
Pauline Garon, the latest screen flapper and a
very busy one judging from
all the pictures she has appeared in recently, will be

AGE

well liked

in

the

Margie Baird and

more

role of
will gain

friends for her

work

in this.

This

pleasant entertain-

is

ment that should satisfy almost any audience. It is a
picture and should
satisfy the demands of exhibitors crying for features
that do not run into seven
and eight reels. With this
one they can use a good
program of short reels and
with the feature offering a

short

it
entertainment,
good
should give their patrons

a nice

bill.

MORNING

TELEGRAPH:

a good picture, light
and agreeable, and should
meet with success.
It is

Presented by

ERNEST SHIPMAN

HODKINSON

PICTURES
Another great

RALPH CONNOR success TheMan from Glengarry
Produced bu

OTTAWA FILM PRODUCTIONS

LTD.

>

Best

contract you

could
ms.

Me.
ALL STAR COMEDIES

ie

in the following

78.

7S.

THE FOUR ORPHANS

HAMLET
HELPFUL HOGAN
WILD AND WICKED

THE FATAL PHOTO

FIDDLING FOOL

THE BUSYBODY

PAT'S

PATENT

THE PILL POUNDER

LIFE

OF REILLY

FAINT HEARTS

SO THIS

A SOCIAL ERROR

IS

FEARLESS FLANNIGAN

These comedies are the backbone of

hundreds of exhibitors programs today
Presented by C. C.

BURR

Directed by Gregory LaCava and Richard Thorpe

Theyre

all

HODKINSON pictures

7Ae BRADSTREET

ZfcRECOCMIZEH

of FILHDOM

Authority
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Doubts Plan's Success Ragland Joins Lloyd
Earl

W. Hammons

Sees

Hitch in Leaves Associated
Exhibitors
Represent Comedian in New
w

Aronson Scheme Because of Money
Control by Distributors

to

— Eastbound Now
v,
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —John C. Raglanid has
resigned
various duties with As-

Famous and Cosmopolitan Still
Grange Question of "Little Old

New York"
There

to

"I have read Mr. Aronson's article
with a great deal of interest.
his
"I agree very thoroughly with a
sociated
Exhibitors,
Inc., to become
remarks
number of Mr. Aronson's
and it would indeed be an ideal situ- Eastern representative of Harold
ation if his plans could be put through, Lloyd. Ragland was assistant secretary with Associated, a member of
although I doubt it greatly.
the executive committee and also on
"The only way that I can see that the board of directors.
would make Mr. Aronson's plan
Lloyd and Ragland together with
workable as far as the distributor at
(Continued on Page 2)
least is concerned would be when the

pictures is more or
by the money interests.
The weight of money necessarily brings people to terms and brings
them to the point of sitting around
a table and dealing with a view of

around.
my opinion there will

all

"However,
always

be

in

a

certain

element

that

could not "pull together" on any mat-

As an illustration, sunpose the
principal distributors would agree to
try out Mr. Aronson's plan,— there
would be a great many more who
(Continued on Page 2)
ter.

Rowson
Harry Rowson
of London sailed

Sails

of Ideal Films, Ltd.
for home on Satur-

day.

For Several More
THE FILM DAILY)

Fischer's Dealing
(Special to

Madison,

Wis.

—The

j

and

Reels—"If
Winter Comes" Heads Lists
The Fox fall announcement iust
issued lists 25 specials with "If WinThey
ter Comes" heading them all.
Six Groups of Short

are:

"The Governor's
Lady," "The Silent Command." "North of
Hudson Bay," "Gentile Julia," "Around the
"If

Town

Winter

Comes,"

Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean,"
"The Shepherd King," "The Shadow of the
East," "Six Cylinder Love," "Hell's Hole,"
"The Temple of Venus," "The Net," "No
Mother to Guide Her," "Monna Vanna,"
"The Arizona Express," "Hoodman Blind,"
"The Eleventh Hour," "This Freedom," "St(Continued on Page 3)
with

Mexico Aroused over Treatment of
Its Nationals in "The Girl of the
Golden West"
The Mexican Government has
placed a ban on all First National
productions because of the manner
Mexican characters were
in which
portrayed in "The Girl of the Golden West"
When Edwin Carewe was in New

Washington to discuss
Mexican charge
Carewe then explained
d'affaires.
that Mexican sensibilities would not
be stepped 'on in any way as a rewent

fice

"The Perfect Showman

9 9

Seven decidedly worthwhile hints to showmen, here and everywhere, are contained in an article written by W. A. Northam which
appears in "The Idealetter." published by Ideal Films, Ltd., of London. Here are Northam's ideas:
Have you ever shot out a cheery "Hullo, Sonny!" to a
(1)
youngster entering your show, and watched the mother's eye light up
with pleasure? If you have you will know the joy of showmanship,
for if you have hailed the boy (who is your coming man) you will
have
also have proffered a helping hand to the old lady, and you will
life (or
friend
for
your
and
home
at
patron
feel
humble
that
made
what remains of it).
Some managers have never realized that their patrons are
(2)
divided sharply into two sections those who simply love a greeting
or a gossip, and those who have no such desires, and might resent
any advances. There are managers who feel that their position justiinvariably omit to pay
fies them in speaking to the flapper, and such
courtesies to the old and humble folk who welcome a word and appreciate a little assistance; and they fail to appeal to the children.

—

How To Be

Polite,

Though Nasty

ejected from your house? If so,
Have you ever had a
(3)
of management as the ampuit is as much an admission of failure
If the fellow has imbibed,
surgery.
of
failure
tation of a limb is a
you, and, when he is
just invite him to the office to "have one" with
door.
front
the
to
him
pilot
auditorium,
out of the
The patron is always right. If he or she says a film is
(4)
then it certainly has not been enjoyable for that patron,
good,
not
and you should proffer vour sincere regrets. 'Tis true you cannot
accommodate all the freak requests of crazy people, but you can be
who chatpatient and deferential. That type of patron is a gas-bag
the perfect
ters- so if you can convert him you will be considered
You must agree with people as
all who know him.

man

well as be agreeable or charming.
You may have a notice, as obvious as a bull in a held, say(5)
are sure
ing "Standing Room only," yet some dreamy individuals
to be rude
to complain that they did not see it. To such it is so easy
case), but sarcasm will be found
if they are offensive (as is often the
manager.
and
patron
to be "the chasm which parts
%

On

Natl

justment
Players and Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
over contracts on "Little Old New
York."
This picture was originally on the
Paramount schedule but when the
break occurred between Famous and York conferring with First tNational
William Randolph Hearst, it was officials relative to the production of
turned over to Goldwyn-Cosmopoli "The Bad Man," he, together with
(Continued on Page 2)
Bernard T. Woodle of the Hays of-

manager by

Fox Specials
Fall List — Six Star Series

First

to

the picture with the

Fischer

theater chain, a Paramount subsidiary,
is negotiating for control of several
other theaters throughout the state.
One deal now under consideration
would give the organization complete
control of the theater situation in a
Purcity within 50 miles of here.
chases in three other cities are exFischers
pected to be made shortly.
control 13 houses in this state, among
them the Madison and Majestic here.

to

Contracts
remains a matter of adpending between Famous

still

distributing of
less controlled

economy

Ban On

Adjustment Pending

York

(Special

Price 5 Cents

25, 1923

his treatment of the story.
matter had been straightened
out very nicely when word was received from the Mexican consul in
New York that he had seen "The
Girl of the Golden West" which, it
so happened, Carewe had directed.
The ban then followed.
sult

of

The

Williamson Deal with Metro.
Ernest Williamson has closed a
contract with Metro to produce "The
Uninvited Guest" for December reJ.

The undersea portion of the
made in conjunction with

lease.

film will be

come
grow

like

you; they take their cue from you.

process

of the Sea" was produced.
Ralph Ince will direct the Williamson
soon as he completes
picture as
"Homeward Bound," the new
Meighan vehicle.

Tom

Golf
Fall Golf Tournament
will be held late in September,
probably at the Belleclaire Golf
Club, Bayside, L. I., where the
Spring event proved so success-

The

ful.

Here

are

of

figures

the

Spring event:

Balance carried from Fall,
1922 event
$ 15.79
Receipts, Spring tour$ 1,315.90

nament

$1,331.69

Total

Niobe, All Smiles

Like begets like—warmth of manner creates warmth— but
(6)
temperament
like
a frost-bitten apple will make the sweetest
face
a
under
standing
managers
long-faced
some
turn to vinegar. To see
picture
an announcement of an appealing comedy is as attractive a
as a gangrenous thumb holding a soup plate.
Smile when talking to your staff as well as when talking to
(7)
You cannot continue dual in manner—one side will bepatron.
a
Futhermore, if you are pleasant, the staff will
uppermost.

which

under

Technicolor

"The Toll

Expenditures
$ 534.99

Prizes
Belleclaire Golf

Club

.

.

Incidentals

705.85
45.45

$1^286^29

Total
Balance

$

Account receivable

45.40
.16.75

Total carried forward to
to Fall

tournament .. $

62.15
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Doubts Plan's Success Ragland Joins Lloyd
Page

(Continued from
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En Route West
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to

—

Los Angeles Maurice Cleary of
Douglas Fairbanks Picture Corp.

:he

on

,s

his

way

to

New

High
.104/,

East. Kod.
F. P.-L

X

74/

do, pfd. ... 91
Goldwyn .... 4
Griffith ....

Loew's

Low

Salr-

Close

40'J
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74/

90/
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90J
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4

4

3/
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3/

15/
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Friday's Quotations

Fox

from

Page

Can't tict Away With It,"
"The Blizzard," "Docs It Pay?" "The
"Cameo Kirby," and "Soft
Plunderer,"
Boiled."
Elmo,''

"You

There

will

be

including six with

several

Tom

star

Strike Hits Schenectady
(Special

Gilbert;

series

Mix, six with
with Charles

Farnum.
Short

reel

releases

will

include

eight Al St. John comedies; 12 twe
three
Comedies,
Imperial
reel
Clyde Cook comedies, 20 Sunshine
Comedies, 26 Fox Entertainments

and Fox News, issued bi-weekly.
Shoot Big Cabaret Scenes
A number of newspaper folks were
guests at the Fox studio yesterday to
Walter Elmer Clifton shoot the big
scenes for "Six Cylinder Love."

Hard

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Schenectady, N. Y.

Exhibitors,

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

PRODUCTION

MtRMAlP COMBPY
WITH
Litfe Conlex

of

sociated for some time in various
film enterprises.
Ragland is also an
official of the Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp.
It could not be ascertained on Saturday whether or not
his resignation affected his relations
with the latter company.

Vignola Will Direct "Yolanda"
Cosmopolitan has engaged Robert
G. Vignola to direct Marion Davies
in her next, "Yolanda."

—The

street-car

grange Street Amusement Co., operators of the Ohio theater.
receiver was asked for by R. Bialorucki,
W. J. Nowak and S. Grudzinski, who.
are the principal stockholders of th

A

company.

WANTED

MAN— Between
years of age.

Kunsky To Reopen An Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit John H. Kunsky has con-

—

firmed the report that he would reopen an exchange in this city. The
office will be located in the Film
Bldg. and will be ready Sept. 1.

Party Leaves for Boston
Al Jolson, Raymond Hitchcock,
Frank Tinney, Mae Murray and John

Emerson

are a few of the celebrities

25

and

Must have

35
full

knowledge of all branches of
Motion Picture business. Salesmanship and executive ability
Give full particulars
pertaining to ability and experi-

essential.

ence in

first letter.

Apply: Box S-140
c/o The Film Daily
71

West

44th Street

New York

•

Company

Judge Knox in the U. S. District
Two Big Companies Chartered
Court has appointed Joseph J. Mc(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Del.
The Secretary of Ardle and Kenneth H. Matters reDover,
charters to
the ceivers under $10,000 bond for the
State has granted
United States Talking Film Corp., of United Theatre Equipment Corp. on
Wilmington, with capital listed at 125 West 45th Street. The liabilities
$1,000,000, and the Equitable Film are about $100,000 and the assets
Service, of Dover also with a $1,000,- about $50,000.

City

\&Mfiafot@a>
Insurelfour Screen
'

The Famous Stone Film Library

capital.

Fischer Plans Big Chain

May

Build in

St.

(Special to

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

M. T.
220 West 42nd

STONE
New York

St.,

—

St.

LOUIS

Louis.

EGGERS, INC.
Photo Engravers
Announce Their Removal

—

ParaMadison,
Wis. Fischer's
Louis The Erlanger-Shubert mount Theaters Co. is reported to be
St.
interests may have to build a 3600 negotiating for a number of WisconThe company, accordseat picture house on the Grand Blvd. sin theatres.
"The Covered Wagon" opens the ing to reports, plans to control all the1923-24 season for the American, an atres in towns within a radius of 50
Erlanger house, but that house did miles of Madison. The company
such splendid business last year it is now operates 13 theatres in the Midcertain neither the American nor the dle West.
Shubert-Jefferson will
be devoted
Hence, it
permanently to pictures.
Erlanger and the Shuberts go through
with their plans a new house must
(Special to

To
250

New

West

54th Street,

and Larger Quarters

Day and Night

Service

Circle 2450

MEYER,

Adjustment Pending
(Continued

from

tan for distribution.
'"Little

Page

1)

Famous,

in the

had accepted contracts for
Old New York" which can-

not, of course, be carried out.
In this connection, Edward

Goldwyn

Bowes

that as yet the
matter has not come up, inasmuch
as the Goldwyn sales force has not
yet started to sell the picture.

of

states

CRAFTSMEN FILM LARS
251 ^/EST
19™ STREET

get

Telephone 7048 Bryant

—

interim,

THREE STRIKES

Inc

hit.

be built in

A JACK WHITE

Associated

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(A Million Feet of Everything)
which started three weeks ago who accompanied Marcus Loew for
has resulted in a general falling off Boston where he opens the Braves
Is Again At Your Service
Field as a nightly amusement park.
in box-office receipts in the 20 odd
The
quickest, surest, cheapest way to
houses here. The suburbs have also The party left by boat last night.
that scene you need is

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

MATS

for

which Arthur S. Kane is president.
Ragland and Kane have been as-

to

Toledo, O. Nicholas J. Walinski,
has been appointed reciver of the La!

strike,

seven
Jones, one with William Farnum,
two with William Russell, two with 000
Shirley Mason and three with Dustin

John

John C. Ragland went to the coast
some months ago to watch production

Receivers For Equipment

1)

en

duced by Irving Cummings.

been

Specials

(Continued

Charles R. Rogers' of Resolute
ilm Sales, Inc., will handle the distribution of "Tut-Ankh-Amen," proauced by William P. S. Earle and
Broken Hearts of Broadway," pro-

100
70J

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

Films

i

103^ 104/

World

York.

Two

Rogers Handling

Quotations

now

September. Haddon Hall."

will return in

Clearly

dc

Representative Interna
Prague (Czecho-Slo
Filmschau,
Wenzelaplatx.

European

vak i»)

Rue

42

are

(Special

1)

—

(Special

Film,

respective wives
route to the East.
their

Receiver for Toledo Theater Firm

"Dorothy Vernon" Next
Howells Leaves for West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mary Pickford's next
David P. Howells left on Saturday
for a long vacation on his ranch in picture will be "Dorothy Vernon of

1.

— Le

Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

would think that that was the ideal
opportunity for them to send out
their salesmen and try to put the
otl er fellows at a disadvantage and
if they succeeded in getting a certain
amount of business with these salesnun it would no doubt have the effect of having some of the companies
m the so-called combination pull out
and everyone would be just where
from.
Nevertheless,
they
started
bear in mind that it is the dreamer
who finally makes the progress of the
wcrld and very frequently the thing
that people say cannot be done is
just the thing that will be done."

53a

Renter,

(Continued from Page

1)

25, 1923
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Jones Leaves
is on his way back to

On Broadway

Aaron Jones

Isle of Lost Ships."
Strand— "Main Street."

Brooklyn
"Enemies of Women."

(Speciil to

—
—
Capitol "Passion."
Criterion — "The Covered
Cameo

Dissolve Partnership

THE FILM DAILY)

—

To

Guts and Flashes

Broadway— "The

Chicago.

Catherine Calvert has returned to
America following an extended stay
in
Europe where she worked in
pictures.

.os

I

DAILY)
II. M
Arvid Gillstrom will
Banks for Federated

Monty
Joe

not

Gillstrom

Wagon."

THE

to

Angeles

direel

and

Monty Banks

Direct

(Special

I-

Roi k, as first stated.
alternate with Herman

will

Waterloo, la. The partnership beRaymaker.
Lester Scott, Jr., sales representatween Alexander Frank and Harry Loew's New York—Today— "Soul of
the
Beast."
tive
for
Burr,
C.
C.
has
left on anServeriede has been dissolved. They
Tuesday— "The Heart of Wetonah" other road trip.
operated several houses here.
and "Bucking the Barrier."
TURNER GLIDDEN
Wednesday— "Stepping Fast."
Joe Malcolm, formerly with the ReBLODGETT
Music Symphony for "Scarecrow"
Thursday "Tiger's Claw."
public Laboratories, and Al Marks
Devonshire St.,
185
Frederick S. Converse, composer
Friday "The Women Thou Gavest have formed the Malcolm Film LabBoston,
Mass.
of symphonies and grand opera will
Me" and "Shooting For Love."
oratories, with office and plant at 244

—

symphony score for
"The Scarecrow" a Glenn Hunter feature which Hodkinson will distribute.
write a complete

—

—"The Prince Chap."
—"Trailing
African Wild

Saturday

Sunday

Animals."
Lyric "Human

—

W.

Wreckage"

W.

Rialto— "Divorce."
THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — Otto Bolle, who formerly Rivoli—
—"Peter The

49 St.

Financial Factors

John Slobey, title writer, has reopens moved from 727 7th Ave., to 244

Wednesday.

Otto Bolle Paramount Manager

Hirlagraph Motion Picture Corp.,
7th Ave., has taken additional
space.
Its title department will be
removed from Fort Lee to New
"The Girl of the Golden York.

office in this city.

West."
Brooklyn

Connecticut All Set For Meet
(Special to

New

THE FILM DAILY)

Haven

— Preparations

have

been completed for the annual confield day of the state exhibitor body to be held June 27 at
Double Beach, near here.
vention and

Strand
Daughters."

723

—"W a n d e

r

i

ng

Cameo—"Enemies of Women."
Capitol — Not yet determined.
Criterion — "The Covered Wagon."
—
Lyric "Human Wreckage."
Rialto— Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Strand— Not yet determined.

Films Installed In Bedford Prison
(Special to

Arrow has issued an attractive
colored booklet for "The Little Red
School House." The book narrates
the story of the play.
"Carmen

Jr.," a

Baby Peggy com-

edy has been booked over the Loew
circuit.

—

Hugo Riesenfeld and Lee De For- editor of Universal has resigned. R.
Bedford, N. Y. A projection room
has been installed in the State Re- est returned from Europe on Satur- F. Roden is temporarily in charge.
formatory for Women. Previously day.
the inmates could only boast of a hand
Madison Closes For Three Weeks
"Divorce" Booked For Eight Weeks
projector.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to

Negatives and
Seasoned Securities
in the

THE FILM DAILY)

Cosmopolitan Party Back
William Le Baron, Luther Reed
run at the Rialto.
and Joseph Urban, of Cosmopolitan,
have arrived from the coast where
Special Showings for Harding
they spent several weeks preparing
"The Spoilers," and "Enemies of
for
Marion Davies' next picture,
Women" have been selected by Presi"Yolanda."
dent Harding as two of the films to
be shown to him on his trip to
1st Naf 1 in Switzerland
First National will open its own Alaska.
exchange in Switzerland.
Max Stoehr, who was former manTo Lay Elrae Cornestone
aging director of the German Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and Theater Trust in Switzerland is
Philadelphia Edwin F. Albee and
in charge.
Jules Mastbaum have issued special
invitations to the ceremonies attendMore Lee-Bradford Sales
ing the laying of the cornerstone
Lee-Bradford
has
closed
more of the new Elrae theater at 11th and
sales including:
Market Streets, next Thursday.

Terms Reasonable

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.

—

"Sister Against Sister," to Crown Film,
Boston for New England; Syd Ro Dist. Co..
Kansas City for Western Missouri ana
Kansas; Tri-State, Baltimore for Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia;
O'Donnell, Oklahoma City, for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
"Flesh and Spirit," to Eskay Harris for
Great Britain and Ireland; Crown, Boston
for New England; Tri-State Baltimore for
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District.

"Superstition," sold to Cadillac Film, Boston, for New England ; Isidor A. Sanchez
of San Juan, for Porto Rico, Sante Domingo

and Haiti; M. D. Martin Attractions, New
Orleans for Louisiana and Mississippi; TriState,
Baltimore for Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and District and Cameo, New York,
for Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey.

"The

Hart Starts Immediately
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— William S. Hart
(Special

who
the

will

RENTALS
MUST COME DOWN
COSMOS ART PICTUREC

first

Winter.
a

at

will

the

begin

Lasky

;

Western Misu>uri and Kansas,

picture will be released this
His contract calls for four

year.

Starts Work Today
Madge Kennedy starts work today
at the Famous Players studio at As-

on her second production for
the Kenma Corp., the working title
of which will be, "Beyond the Salt
The story was adapted
Frontier."
from Neysa McMein's original by
John Emerson and Anita Loos. Harand Cameo, rison Ford and Marc McDermott ap-

New York for Greater New York and North- pear
ern New Jersey, and O'Donnell Film for
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

in
direct.

Asks

Tilley

(Special to

—

for Better

A E R

B

Films

and Advertising for Producers,
Exchanges, Exhibitors and Individuals.
Phone Bryant 676$

Publicity

THE FILM DAILY)

United
the
Chicago Although
States produces 85% of the world's
other
in
patrons
picture
countries will revolt as soon as it is
economically possible if the product
is not materially improved, declared
Frank Tilley, editor of the "Kinematograph Weekly." Tilley said that an
American producer can "sink $500,00 into a picture and make money by
selling it at home," while the British

FRED

producer cannot spend more than $20,000 on one production and expect
to make money by showing it only
Tilley while here visited
in England.
Watterson Rothacker.

E.

BAER

Advertising

films,

work

toria

of

redecorating the

house.

1540 Broadway

Loeiv Bldg.,

I

am

in the

market for

SINGLE REEL NOVELTIES
Iris

Film Exchange

JOHN
PhoneBryant 3377

729 -7th

J.

IRIS

Ave. N. Y.

the cast.

Irwin

B.P.Fin em art's

studio.

the Hills," to United Film
Service, St. Louis, for Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois
Crown Film, for New
England States; M. D. Martin Attractions,
New Orleans for Louisiana and Mississippi;
Progress F. Co., Detroit, for Michigan; Exhibitors
Film
Circuit
St.
for
Joseph
Call

in

^

ASSOCIATION

return to the screen under

Lasky banner

immediately

The

spend $25,000

Size of

building 80 x 165.
Aubrey Mittenthal
300 West 49th Street

—

will

field

Solicited.

STUDIO FOR RENT

Detroit For the first time in six
Hollywood
Sid
Grauman has years the Madison has closed its doors
booked "Divorce" for an eight-week for three weeks. John H. Kunsky

—

Amusement

Correspondence

D'Usseau Resigns
Leon D'Usseau, Eastern scenario

Back From Europe

THE FILM DAILY)

Moving Pictures
Theatres
Distribution

Great."

"Penrod and Sam."
sat at the assistant manager's desk Strand
in the Paramount office in Chicago,
Next Week
now holds the managership of the Broadway—

Investments

49th St.

(Special to

company's

&

Willat will

Don't Marry

t<*

zfor

Money"

A TITLE with'unlimited

exploitation

possibilities
WithJHouse Peter«,|Rubye De Reiner and an

all star'cast

/
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BABY PECKiV

The Tal k of

nivers
MERRY GO
ROUND

The

with

CLAIRE WINDSOR

The most stupendous Love Story

rp.
Courtesy Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

NORMAN KERRY

Directed by Clarence

Directed by Rupert Julian

A

Acquittal

Lady of Quality

Priscilla

Brown

Dean

in

Drifting

Starring

Tod Browning

Directed by

Virginia Valli with

Milton

A

Hobart

A

Sills

Henley

Chapter

Production

in

Her

Dean in
White Tiger

Priscilla
Directed by

Up

Life
Based upon the story of'Jewel,"
by Clara Louise Burnham, with
a

superb cast of popular play-

A

LOIS

WEBER PRODUCTION

Four

the Ladder

From W. A. Brady's production
of Owen Davis, big successful
play.
lard,

ers.

Tod Browning

Directed

by

Harry

Pol-

who made "The Leather

Pushers"

and

"Trifling

with

Honor."

REGINALD DENNY

JEWELS

|

Universal Has

UNIVE
Presented

Bij

—

Monday, June
»

25, 1923

7 Great
Chapter Plays
William Duncan
and Kdith Johnson

"The

in

Steel Trail"

Beasts of Paradise
with

Fred Thomson
and

Ann

Little

The Ghost

City

with

Jack

Mower
and

Eileen Sedgwick

William Duncan
and Edith Johnson in
"The Fast Express"

The Last Submarine
with

Fred Thomson
and

Ann

Little

"By Right

of

Conquest"
with

Mower

Jack

and

Eileen Sedgwick

William Duncan
and Edith Johnson in

"Arm

of the

Law"

52
Century
With

COMEDIES
Peggy

baby

and

Buddy

Messinger heading a list of real
comedy stars, the Century Comedy productions scheduled for
the coming year will be bigger,
better and more magnetic at the
box-office than ever before.
Already the most popular two-reel
comedies on the market, they
will become even stronger during

1923-24.

12
2-Reel

Gump

COMEDIES
Millions
have laughed at the
amenities of the Gumps in the
cartoons
by
Sidney
Smith.

Ihese millions will want to see
them in the life produced by
Samuel Van Ronkel, directed by
Norman Taurog, and acted by

a

great

cast

headed

by

Murphy and Fay Tincher.

Joe

'

!
THE

-JZM

DAILY

6

m
is

hibitor

how a

put

brother ex-

show

his

Send along your
the other fellow
cleaned up.
Street Car

Used

ideas.

over.

Let

know how you

A

in the City Court gave a
verdict for Fox Flm in a suit brought
against it on an assigned claim for
$1,250, as a balance due for film-

jury

mending machines.
that

it

paid the

Fox contended

bill in full

for $2,773.

Advantage

to

The Nu-Art Picture Corp. has con"The fessed judgment in the Supreme
Mo. When
Christian" was
shown at Landers Court in favor of the Commonwealth
Orphenni, Goldwynner Homer Gill, Film Corp., for $28,237. The confesrented a street car for seven days sion, signed by Jacob S. List, as
and used it on the streets of the city president, states that on Nov. 10,
Commonwealth lent Nu-Art
for three days prior to the showing. 1921,
On each side of the car was placed $18,000 and on Nov. 18 of that year
The balance of
the 24-sheet poster of "The Chris- lent $10,000 more.
The sides were also the judgment is for interest and costs.
tian," framed.
covered by moving billboards.
Kansas City A jury in the Federal
Court here has awarded a verdict of
Tie-up With Biscuit Company
$76 070 against the Orpheum Theater

—

Springfield,

—

Joe Weil, "Big U" exploiteer, has & Realty Co., in favor of the Clark
arranged a national tie-up on H. A. estate. The plaintiff charged that the
Snow's " Hunting Big Game in Af- theater company did not keep the
rica," with the National Biscuit Co., house in good condition and charged
and as a result, the biscuit company neglect during the time of the lease.
has published a special ten-color wini The suit has been active in the courts
dow card and window hanger, tying- since May 21, over SO witnesses havup their animal crackers in conjunc- ing been called.
tion with the picture.
The poster, shows an open box of
Auburn, N. Y. Judge Farmer, of
animal crackers with the animals pil- the Municipal Court, in dismissing
ing out and the words:
the suit of Marie Wilsey against the
"A circus For Children Take Robbins Syracuse Theater Co. deAlong Barnum's Animal Crackers to cided that patrons must wait for an
'Hunting Big Game in Africa,' with usher in a theater when the lights
Gun and Camera, by H. A. Snow."
are dimmed or assume the risk of
The biscuit salesmen will work in injury while trying to select a seat.
conjunction with Universal in arrang- Miss Wilsey filed suit against the theing grocery store tie-ups wherever ater company when she sustained a
the picture is showing. Another part broken knee cap while walking down
of the arrangement provides for the the aisle when the lights were dimdistributing by exhibitors of little med. She sued for $2,000.
pay
envelopes
containing
animal
crackers to children attending matinee
The Verona Theater Co., Inc., has
performances of the film.
sued Abraham L. Sichman in the
Supreme Court for alleged false rep-

—

Screen Test Puts This Over

Seattle— Manager Frank Steffy of
Coliseum stopped traffic in the
town when he ran "Souls for Sale."
The screen test stunt in which local
aspirants to screen honors were photographed on a truck in the principal
streets of the

town was used.

The Times

carried

a

story

daily,

beginning three days in advance of
the opening, while two other local
papers each carried a story, prior to
the opening.

An announcement was made

that 30

would be given screen tests.
Forms were provided which the ap-

girls

plicants
filled out.
giving in detail
those qualities fitting them for film

work.
Each afternoon and evening,
beginning on the opening day, five
girls were given tests.

The Mack Truck

Co. furnished a

truck on which the tests were shot.
A special light wire was run out from
the theater over the marquise and
hooked to a battery of five Kleig
lights mounted on a truck.
In the
afternoon the truck worked on location on the principal streets and at
night with the battery of lights going
the tests were made in front of the

An announcement was made
tests

week

resentation in the sale of the theater
856 Mt. Prospect Ave., Newark,
N. J. It is alleged that Sichman said
the expenses were not over $300 a
week and that the profits were not
less than $50 and that there were contracts for only 30 features, none of
which had been shown before. It is
alleged that the expenses were more
and the profits less than represented,
and that Sichman had contracted for
250 features, many of which had been
shown previously. The plaintiff signed a lease on the property for ten
years at $3,500 a year, agreed to pay
$3,000 for the good will, of which
$2,000 was in cash and $1,000 in notes.
The plaintiff sues for the $2,000 and
to cancel the notes.
at

the

following
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In the Courts

Putting It Over
Here

Monday, June

Detroit
(Special

Detroit

Film Folk Plan Party
to THE FILM DAILY)

— Some

BUT!

TO FINISH THAT

WAY

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR

Saturday

in
July
exhibitors and exchangemen speeding away to a place
in the country on an outing.

will see the local

Government Seeking Bids
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Bureau of Commercial Economics has mailed blanks
to a number of independent producers
(Special to

—

on a 1,000 feet industrial film
prints.
Over 200 have already been received by the bureau.
to bid

would be shown the with 20
at

the Coliseum,

—

7Ae BRADSTREET

^recocmizes

of FILHDOM

Authority
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Philadelphia

in

Revolves

Comedian
Claims
Never Informed Them of Proposed European Trip
The D. W. Griffith offices in-

— That

Office

Griffith

Around Money Borrowed by
Stanley From Famous
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Stanley timated very strongly yesterday that
Company of America borrowed unless some sort of a settlement was
from Famous Players- made by Al Jolson upon his return
$2,000,000
Lasky in July, 1919 one month after from Europe, the matter will be takthe organization of the Stanley Com- en to the courts.
G. J. Lloyd of the Griffith forces,
pany was the outstanding bit of
testimony offered by John J. Mc said yesterday that the producer had
Quirk, Vice-President, at the opening been set back about $70,000 on the
session of the Federal Trade Commis- Jolson production. Lloyd stated that
all of the sets had been completed,
sion investigation yesterday.
and two weeks' preliminary work
According to terms of the agreegone through.
It
is
asserted that
ment, the money was to be used in
Jolson failed to appear at Mamaexhibiting
end
the
expansion
of
the
ronenck on Friday and again on
of the business in this territory and
Saturday and that, despite repeated
called for a cash payment of $500,000
efforts to reach him, no information
and 15,000 shares of stock of Famous
yesPhiladelphia

Players,

of

7,500

redeemed

at

Company.

the call

For
Players was »u

the

which were

to

be

of the Stanley

this advance Famous
iv^v.'vo cW>5 I> imcK

of Stanley giving

it

less

than a

50%

interest.

Famous
later that
It developed
Players had been given notes to the
full amount by the Stanley Company.
For collateral, Stanley gave Famous
Players 26,600 shares of Class B
Of
stock in the former's company.
the 15,000 shares of Famous stock
turned over to Sanley, it was brought
out that 7,500 shares had been turned
back to Famous by Stanley for $750,000.
This testimony made by McGuirk was designed to show that the
Famous Players loan to Stanley was
for $1,250,000 and that Stanley now
only held 7,500 shares of Famous
Players stock.
"At the time this loan was arranged,
wasn't it understood that you wer;
to take 100% of Famous Players oat
(Continued on Page 2)

Europe Tired
Back from
Abroad Europeans Think Our
Stories "Too Flimsy."
"In Europe the stones are living

Says

Hugo

—

Riesenfeld,

was

secured.
Lloyd also stated
terday that officially his organization
had not even been informed that
Jolso*-;
hcd sailed. The agreement,
claimed, covered 10 weeks.
it is
Yesterday morning papers quoted
Mrs. Jolson as saying that the
comedian was worn out by his long
tour in "Bombo," and that the picture would be resumed upon his reActual shooting was to start
turn.
yesterday morning. Griffith will not
go ahead with the picture with Jolson replaced in the cast.
The trouble is understood to have
'arisen over the screening of some
"rushes" at the studio which were
He is said to have
seen by Jolson.
remarked that he would never do as
a screen actor.

my" Grainger in Seattle
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

day

in a

Today
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lake Hopatcong, N. J.—The M.
Jersey Meets

back from a two months'
of New Jersey meets here
Europeans are to- P. T. O.
and Thursday. Sydney
tomorrow
morbid frame of mind, acin-

At
tense dramatic value are liked.
the present time, he said, European
picture patrons are criticizing American productions because they think
our stories "too flimsy and uniform."
(Continued on Page 6)

Memory

1922

Contest

—

Returns $764,714 Greater Plan of New Company Prominent
Producers in Line With New
Than Same Month Last Year
Scheme
Business Better
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington-— Admission taxes
lected during May amounted to
582,246.27,

according to figures

col$6,just

the Internal Revenue
Bureau of the Treasury Department.
This was an increase of $764,714.34
released

by

over the collections for the corresponding month last year, and an
increase of $530,979.69 over returns
for April, 1923,
$6,051,266.58.

when

the figure

was

The Cinema Contest Syndicate
Hollywood has been formed with

of
J.

Jessen the active head in charge
production and John S. Woody,
Fred Quimby and Ralph Proctor in
charge of distribution.
'1
he company plans to wage a
Motion Picture Memory Contest involving the distribution of $100,000
in cash prizes to patrons of theaters
on the following basis: first prize,
$10,000; second, $7,500; third, $5,000;
C.
of

fifth,
fourth, $4,000;
$3,500; sixth,
collections from the capacity
$3,000; seventh, $2,500; eighth, $2,000;
tax totaled $36,872.84, an increase of
ninth, $1,500; tenth, $1,000; next one
$8,981.73 over May, 1922.

The

Tanuarv
February

hundred, $200 each; next four hundred, $100 each.
$6,453,483
The contest is to cover 13 weeks.
5,867,256 Thirty-nine productions will be used
1922

1923
$6,766,208
5,284,528
6,700,355
6.051,266
6,582,246

6,284,528 as the basis from which punch scenes,
5,439,014 each from 40 to 50 feet in length
5,817,532 will be selected and the main title
Mav
eliminated for the theater goers to
guess. Three subjects will be shown
Sennett Reissues for Paramount
After the 13 weeks have
weekly.
Paramount will re-issue, 25 Mack elapsed, there will be a contest reSennett comedies during the coming view week when all of the 39 subjects
tie-up has
season, the first August 5 and there- will be shown at once.
been made with the National Newsafter one every two weeks.
paper Service of Chicago to send out
matter which will be available to one
Shipman's First
newspaper in each city or town.
The newly-launched Long Island Each contestant will be required to
Cinema Corp., has purchased through Answer four questions on each subJay Packard, the rights in "The ject: the name of the producer, the
River Road," novel of seacoast life. name of production; the name of the
The book will be the first of the star and an outline in 25 words of
Sunrise Trail Pictures to be pro- the moral taught by -the picture. The
Citizens' Trust and Savings Bank of
duced by Ernest Shipman.
Los Angeles will act as trustee of

March

April

A

"Expo" Opens Monday
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)"
Los Angeles With actual con-

—

abroad.

morbid pictures and pictures of

Ahead of
May Tax

the awards.

The new company

plans

ithe service to exhibitors.

A

Women

Riesenfeld, dideclared Dr.
rector of the Rialto and Rivoli the-

cording to Riesenfeld. an aftermath
For this reason, he said,
of the war.

Price 5 Cents

1923

to sell
directory
of names of producers and the like
struction of the "Exposition City" will also be sold. The producers who
completed, everything is in readiness will contribute material include:
Has Unreleased Negri Feature
the opening of the American Hisfor
Universal, Principal, Mack Sennett, Thom"Are
A. Levinson is offering
J.
Famous Players. Goldwvn..
Ince.
torical Revue and M. P. Industrial as H
to Blame?" for outright sale.
Hodkinson. Selznick, Marshall
O..
B.
F
2
there
July
held
be
to
Cummings. James Young,
Irving
Netlan,
The picture stars Pola Negri, and is Exposition
to Aug. 4.
Tristone, T>. W. Griffith, Al Lichtman, Presaid to be the only unreleased Negri
ferred, Metro, Truart. Arrow. Cosmopolitan,
feature available.
Hope Hampton and Tcsse Robins.

Sam Dembow,
Goldwyn office.

Hugo

vacation

R. Grainger and
Jr., are at the local

Seattle—James

and the people are dead," yesterday

aters, just

26,

May Sue Jolson

Loan

Tells of
Hearing

Tuesday, June

No. 84

S.

Cohen

is

expected.

Lasky Disposing
(Special

to

of Material

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles In accordance with
the
new production policy, Jesse
Lasky has prepared a list of stories,
books and plays that will be sold by
This list is in efhis organization.
fect, a complete cleaning out of material that is not suitable for the Lasky organization.

the Jersey
unit was in town yesterday conferring
with Cohen relative to the Jersey
The big cut in production for the
meeting. There will be a business
has a good deal to
session Wednesday followed by a fall undoubtedly
to sell this
decision
the
with
sesdo
business
a
and
night
dance at
material.
sion and a dinner on Thursday.

"Pete"

Woodhull,

of

Off For Thousand Islands
Charles J. Moses. Lee A Ochs and
Arthur Abeles leave today for a
Thousand
the
in
fishing
week's
Islands.

Dick Talmadge Series for Truart

understood that the new series
Talmadge Prod., which Abe
Carlos will make on the coast, will
be distributed through Truart Prod.
M. H. Hoffman refused to discuss the
matter yesterday.
It is

of Dick

;

THE

Wi

DAILY
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Low Close
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Sales
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3%

90^
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900
200
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ZyA

100

Loew's

14J4

15j^

700

7Ay2

jSoldwyn

15K

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Incorporations

—

Dover,
Del.
Canyon
Pictures
Corp., Wilmington.
Capital $3,500,(Corporation Trust Co. of
000.

America).

—

Austin Floresville
Amusement
Co., Floresville.
Capital $3,800.
Incorporators V. Lichnovsky, E. Miculka and R. J. Goesch.

Albany

— Cinemart

(Continued from Page 1)
put as you have since done?" asked
W. H. Fuller for the Government.
To this Morris Wolf, of Wolf. Patterson Bloch and Schorr, counsel for
Fuller arranged
Stanley objected.
the question and asked McGuirk
whether it was not true that it was
agreed to take Famous Players pictures in return for the advance.

Mc

Guirk answered that it was not
knowledge. "Then

to the best of his

you believe that Famous Players was
the
Fuller.

loan

in

business?"

"No, we just looked
friendly turn."

"How
Guirk,

if

queried

up on

it

Mr.
as a

do you know this, Mr. Mcyou were not present at the

meeting of representatives of the two
companies at which the terms of the
loan were agreed upon," asked Fuller.
"I would have known of any such
understanding by virtue of my position in the company," he replied.

Back from Chicago Today

"Goldwynites Enjoy Outing
ore than 200 Goldwyn employes
ith a representation from Cosmopolitan in attendance, enjoyed an outing

on Long Island Sound and
land

Beach, Rye,

at

Oak-

Sunday.

last

Carter Handling "Paganini"
(Special

The second

witness was Fred G.
Nixon-Nirdlinger who gave only perfunctory evidence. He named the list
of theaters he owned and gave, what
in his opinion constituted the Philadelphia first-runs. He also named the
houses in which he was interested
with the Stanley Company. He admitted that he had his offices with
Stanley and that he had access to all
reports on pictures.
He admitted
that he paid
the Stanley
Booking
Corp. a fee of 5% but denied that this

1923

Artie Schmit, N. L. Manheim, and
R. V. Anderson of Universal return
this
morning from the Mid- West
sales convention held in Chicago.

London

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Victor

Carter,

Ltd.,

will

handle the United Kingdom sales of
"Paganini," the first Richard Oswald
film with Conrad Veidt.
Elliott

William
fornia

to

Will Produce

On

Coast

Elliott will leave for Caliproduce.
He will make

four with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
under a contract with Famous, and
two starring Louise Lagrange.

Considerable time was spent going had any
special
significance.
His
over the organization of the Stanley connection with Stanley, he said, was
Company in June, 1919, when Jules purely an association covering the
and Stanley Mastbaum, Alex. R. booking of pictures and did not cover

17836 U.S.

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
Sablosky and McGuirk and the acquisition of theaters or land. 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
The most economical method of reaching
Geo. R. Earle surrended the stock The third witness was
John Bethel, theatres is our ADDRESSING SERVICE,
they held in various amusement com- Vitagraph's manager here, who named $4.00 PER M UP. Lists if desired. 30 to
saved in postage, etc., through eliminapanies operating 32 different theaters what he thought
were the Philadelphia 50%
tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually
and received therefore stock of no first and second runs with their
seat- listed.
par value in the Stanley Company of ing capacities.
Multigraphing
Mimeographing
America.
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
It is estimated that the taking of
McGuirk stated that no financial testimony here will require about a MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO
statement of the Stanley Company week, after which it will be resumed
244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138
had ever been submitted to Famous in Atlanta.
Players prior to the time of the $2,000,000 loan, and that so far as he
could remember no attempt had been
made to secure loans from banks or
other financial institutions, and that
the money was used largely in the
building and
development of the
Stanley theater, which cost approximately $2,000,000 and on which even
at the time it was almost ready for
Franchise Rights for
occupancy only an $800,000 mortgage

Syndicate

Pic$100,000.

—

—

—

FOR OUTRIGHT SALE
Negative and

could be placed.
Fuller probed in some detail the
method of booking pictures employed
by Sablosky and McGuirk prior to

Manhattan.
Capital
Incorporators, L. A. Jackson and A. the consolidation, and of the Modus
P. Boyd.
Attorney, R. Spear.
Operandi of the Stanley Booking
Corp., a subsidiary of the Stanley
Austin, Tex. Corsicana Theaters, Company, through which all pictures
Inc.,
Corsicana.
Capital,
McGuirk stated that the
$30,000. are booked:
Incorporators, L. L. Dent, John Pax- officers of each company were practically identical because no one could
ton and T. B. Noble.
be a stockholder in the Stanley ComAlbany Fox Far East Corp., Man- pany.
hattan.
Capital $25,000.
IncorporaThe witness was asked whether the
tors, P. Helliger, W. Rogers and B.
Stanley Company had any interest
Blake. Attorney, S. E. Rogers, Manin the De Luxe Film Exchange, a
hattan.
Philadelphia independent exchange.
He
replied that he knew such a conOklahoma
National
City The
cern existed in the city, but that he
Negro Amusement Co., Muskogee. know nothing
about it, and that the
Capital $25,000.
Incorporators, E.
Stanley Company had no interest in
Emmett, P. A. Lewis and G. W. it.
Davis.
McGuirk took the stand again in
the afternoon.
He explained the relations between the Nixon-Nirdlinger
interests and the Stanley Company
(QcU&caticrruil U4xitu/uu^
and told of the business dealings between Stanley and M. E. Comerford
covering theaters in Wilkes-Barre
tures.

delphia exchange of Metro and that
they had been, but were not now, interested in the Peerless Feature Film
Service which holds the First National franchise in Philadelphia and
Eastern Pennsylvania. McGuirk declared that the Stanley Company does
not own an interest in the Philadelphia
exchange of Famous Players. Later
he admitted that Samuel Goldwyn and
Harry Schwalbe were stockholders
in the Stanley Company, and that the
Stanley Company had recently purchased a 5% interest in the Kline
Poster Co. of this city.

26,

Boyd

Quotations
East. Kod.
F. P.-L

Loan

Tuesday, June

—

Territory of North America

POLA NEGRI

—

—

In

"ARE WOMEN TO BLAME?"

f

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

and Pottstown.
He admitted that
Boyd, Mastbaum, Sablosky and McGuirk were stockholders in the Phila-

Jesse A. Levinson
Strauss Bldg.

565 5th Ave., N. Y. C.

—

BOARD /

-»^^t>

.^^aw*** **

joresenzed by

CARL LAEMMLE
BECAUSE
atre

was

no Broadway legitimate the-

available at this time, Universal

announces that for the

first

time in the

history of the industry a legitimate the-

magnitude of this
Super Jewel will have its world
premiere in a motion picture theatre.
Universal feels compensated adequately in
the knowledge that this event takes place
in one of the foremost picture palaces in
atre

attraction of the

great

the land.

its

Mad Whirl of Lave

Life

and Luxuxyatoe

RIVOLI
Theatre, Bway.N.YC.

Universal Super Jewel
Directed by Rupert Julian

July 1st

—

:

THE
Tuesday, June

Guts and Flashes
Distinctive

has cast Faire Binney

"Second Youth."

in

M.

To Meet In October
THE FILM DAILY)

P. Engineers
(Special to

Ottawa, Ont.—The fall convention
Motion Picture Engineers will

of the

be held
Surgical & Medical Film Co.,
of this city, has been dissolved.

in this city.

The

"The Covered Wagon"
its

will reach
200th performance at the Criterion

on Sunday.

Fox

within

—

Springfield, 111.
A bill levying a
$500 fine and one year improsonment
for ticket scalpers has been passed

De Vry Opens Office in Detroit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — The
DeVry Corp, has

sales in

Michigan.

cated in the

Sheridan Hall,

who

Steadfast Heart," has
preliminary cutting.

directed "The
finished the

Badly Off

THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis— C. D. Hill, manager for
Hodkinson, back from a tour of 14
towns in the Southern Illinois coal

decorating.

reports conditions there are far
He told of one exhibitor in a fairly large town who
took in but $8.60 at one evening performance.
Other houses with overheads running close to $400 a day

agement

of

Mack

The

office

Bldg., under

Peoria, 111.— Otto and A. B. Fluegel have taken over the Capitol from
W. Friederich for $30,000.

Charlott? Mich.

— C.

from desirable.

B. Snell, ownis the new

have been taking

er of a theater at Ionia,
owner of the Rialto.

Pieree Gendron, actor and Fred
Jackson, author, are en route to the opened an office in this city to handle
coast.

Mo.— More than $20,000
being spent on the Electric for re-

Springfield,
is

S. Illinois

(Special to

1923

fields,

Unanimous Against Scalpers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

unanimously by the Senate.
Elmer Clifton hopes to complete
"Six Cylinder Love" for
six weeks.

Found

Theater Changes

26,

is

Ilartington,

James H. Smith.

V. Fletcher,
taken possession
W. A. Bowker.

than half

Joe Forster says
We are Johnny-On-the-Spot

W. Va.—The

SHORTS
two

or

for

Greater
Jersey

reel subjects for

New York

Strand has
been sold to Moses, Raad and Peters.
C. W. Perine formerly controlled the
Salem,

less

— R.

One

lo-

man-

Neb.

of Sioux City, has
of the Lyric from

in

that sum, he stated.

and

New

CAMEO DISTRIBUTING

CO., Inc.
Seventh Avenue
Harry Kaplan says: "Of course we
keep separate books for each subject."
729

theater.

Rowland & Clark Acquire Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh Rowland & Clark have

Capt. Edward A. Salisbury, proSparta, 111.— R. C. Cluster and W.
ducer of "Black Shadows," is back in
C. Ludwig are the new owners of
New York after a trip.
added the Arcade on Carson St. to the Grand, having bought out B. A.

—

J.

"The

Silent
film

and the

growing chain. The All Na- Paulter.
Arcade Co. were the former
the Fox. owners of the house, which seats over
Poplar

Edwards has

Gordon

Command"
is

being

finished

fcr

750.

cut.

Murray Garsson has signed Mary
McLaren for his next special production for

which the camera

will

soon

begin grinding.

E.K.

their
tions

—

IN

Bluffs, la.
A deal was reconsummated here, whereby
W. Kodgers, owner of the Cri-

cently
I.

Southland Film Co. Chartered
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Raleigh, N. C. Secretary of State
Everett has granted a charter to the
Southland Film Co., of Greensboro,

"The

over the Jewell from
The house will
Henry Turner.
change hands July 1.
terion,

LINCOLN
RIGHT

takes

of the STRONGEST"
A Dramatic Sensation
with an A 11- Star Cast

—

Yonkers, N. Y. George C. Broome
This week marks the issue of the
with capital listed at $100,000.
The has been appointed manager of the
general edition of the F. B. O.
house organ published under the incorporators are B. Walstein, W. State, succeeding Edwin O. WeinCulver, W. T. and M. S. Van Planke, berg, who left to assume the managename of the F. B. O. News.
all of Greensboro.
ment of one of the exchanges in Buffalo.
Bernard Durning has arrived here
from the coast to direct "Around the
Extra Tax For K. C. Exhibitors
Town With Gallagher and Shean"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for Fox.
Louis Sherwin is writing
Kansas City Kansas City exhibitfirst

—

the scenario.

Sets are being built at the Tilford
studio for "Cain and Abel," the Witwer story featuring Anita Stewart,

/

ors are up in arms at the recent action of the county court in imposing
additional taxes on theater owners
under provisions of an old law which

heretofore has not been enforced. The
which will be made by Cosmopolitan. statute provides that
every amusement
E. Mason Hopper will direct.
place of any character must pay a
county tax. This is
Mae Murray and Bob Leonard regular tax levies. additional to the
have practically finished the New
York scenes of "Fashion Row," and
Amusement Company Chartered
will leave for the coast Monday or
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tuesday to complete the production.
Raleigh,
N.
The Carolina
Aniusement & Vaudeville Co., Inc..
with offices at Concord has been
The Ideal Studio
chartered here with a capital of $50,Completely Equipped
000.
The company has a number oi
Call
theaters throughout the state and inL.
tends acquiring more.
The officers
Bryant 9894
are B. W. Means, president; H. A.
145 W. 45th St., New York City
Goodman,
vice-president;
David
Leonard, secretary and John Hugh,

C—

FOR RENT

GEORGE

CLARKE

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT
185

Devonshire St.,
Boston, Mass.

Financial Factors

Moving Pictures
Distribution

Negatives and
Seasoned Securities

Correspondence

POSITIVE FILM
With an emphatically long
tion

it

carries

deepest

shadow

to the screen

from highest

entire range of tones
that

light to

cameraman

the

the
has

secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

treasurer.

now

New

identified

Deals Closed by Weiss Bros.
Artclass has sold "It Might Happen To You," to Kerman Films, New
York, for Greater New York and
Northern Jersey and a series of 18

through

scale of grada-

obtainable

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

"Tense Moments
from Famous Plays and Great Au-

Theatres

Amusement

&

EASTMAN

single reel classics,

Investments

in the

Zenith Pictures Corp.
40th St.
N. Y. C.
Penn. 3649

W.

110

field

Solicited.

thors."
California, Arizona and Nevada has
been disposed of to Jake Cone, of
California, for the series and Standard Film Attractions, Philadelphia,
has secured the series for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey.
Standard has also purchased the
rights to "After Six Days."

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Hollywood has #ven the world

Name /

another Great

master

Director

never directs
another picture, will 90
down hi Cinema History
who, if tie

the Greatest Directorial
"Find'ctf tlie
tis

yev-

Becquse^
He produced and directed

A Tale

Souls

of Twisted

Seven Melodramatic Peels of
Metropolitan lrvtri.o'ue

Photo^ed by

EntertairUy Told - Differently! Jack
A REMARKABLE CAST

TAYLOR
Ten
Star
ROD LA ROCQUE
man
Mae Mur*ay's
KATHRYN McGUIRE
ESTELLE
in

- " Ba\-u"

"Desire

teadi"A

"

in

"Bahy Star of I92X
"
Shreik of Araby

Ccnrnandrnencs"

EtcT

her greatest receit successes.

Co-Star with Ben Turpi*

in '.'The

TOM WILSON
The Sceen's Greatest Delireator of Ne&ro
"Hit" of "Reported Missinfr."

Types.

The

LILLIAN LEtGHTON
Won- Bein? Fettwed as "ha Pettir&ill" by Paramount.

GORDON DUMONT
FREDERIC VROOM
G~eat Character Actor

--

Seen

in

many

late

GARRY O'DELL
Noted

for his

Comedy

Roles.

REX BALLARD
FRED MOORE
CHARLES FORCE

"CAMEO"

the

"human

canine.

Pjramount

releases.

W. Fuqua

!
THE
<«

&&*l

DAILY

Europe Tired
(Continued

from Page

1)

Riesenfeld said that lie replied to
these criticisms by pointing out that
the next crop of pictures, which have
not yet been shown in Europe, will

show

marked improvement.

a

"Ninety-nine per cent
visited abroad were bad.

theaters I
is sadly
neglected.
There is not much of a picture
theater going public in Europe.
The attitude
of the bourgeoise toward pictures is about the
same as that of our better class 10 years ago.
Europeans now only care for pictures depicting strong emotion.
This is natural, for
the war cut eight years out of the development of pictures abroad, which would be
equivalent to 800 years in the development of
any of the other arts. European orchestras
are very good, but as a whole the conducting
The orchestra is not the specialis mediocre.
ty there that it is here, and there is little
or no attempt to vary programs by introduction of prologues, song and dance numbers
and other specialties."
the

of

Exhibition

"Picture actors in Europe think America
a paradise and are looking longingly toward
America hoping that a Zukor, a Fox or a
Laemmle will give them the coveted chance."
"Central Europe is afraid of American

is

feel that they
competition.
i'hey
cannot
compete with us, for in the first place it is
hard to raise money to finance production
on a large scale, and they haven't the market.
There is hardly any theater building in
Europe to speak of."

Arrange Big

Louis Loan

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

St. Louis
A deed of trust on the
Missouri theater property has been
filed with the Recorder of Deeds, by
the Mercantile Trust Co., securing a
$1,200,000 loan. This provides funds
for the 12-story building adjoining

Maryon Aye Signs For Five Years
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Hollywood Prod, has
signed Maryon Aye on a five year
contract. The company is affiliated

—

with Truart.

Charged With Embezzlement
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Lester Rosenthal was
arrested here charged' with embezzling $10,000 from the Independent
Film Co., Baltimore.

—

Thome
(Special

Illinois

in

Deal

THE FILM DAILY)

—

New

Universal Office

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Madrid

—Universal

recently opened

a new exchange here. The organization
plans
a
number of offices
throughout the country to fight Ger-

man

competitors.

Fire Destroys Bernhardt Films

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

A

—

Enterprise,

change

Reported

to

Seattle
R. Thorne of Fairbanks,
Alaska, is reported to have sold his
picture interests in Alaska to Capt.
A. E. Lathrop.

Jack Underwood
announces that his ex- ed
has obtained for Southern
and Eastern Missouri the

Louis

St.

Productions
including
"Secrets of Paris," "You
Are Guilty" and "The Last Hour."
They will be released in the Fall.

fire

Studio

Goldseal

Active

Miami,

Fla.

—The

Continental Prod,
P.

In Miami

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

is

studio

working

McGowan

of

the

NO WORD SPELLS
MORE HEARTACHES
AND TEARS
THAN

BR

O K E

at full

playing the
stellar role.
Four films are scheduled for early production upon completion of the present one.

blast.

MUST COME DOWN

O

J.

Theater

COSMOS ART PICTUREC
ASSOCIATION

her last wishes.

in fulfillment of

"Luck,"

RENTALS

is

Company on The Rocks
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Detroit—»The Ambassador TheaCo., has gone into bankruptcy.
The company was organized to erect
a theater at Grand River and the
Boulevard, but as a result of the
proceedings the house will not be
ter

STUDIO FOR RENT
Terms Reasonable

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with
every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

erected.

Says Machine Saves Light Waste
Thomas H. Marten, Canladian in-

Size of

ventor,

Aubrey Mittenthal,

has

perfected a

projection

machine attachment designed to

300 West 49th Street

util-

light that ordinarily is wasted.
Marten states the objects of his "binocular projection attachment" are,
the reduction of eye strain to a miniize

— BeeVm»n

Phone

9091

mum

and the projection

of

ASK ANY

an ap-

pearance of depth.

EXHIBITOR

I

Refused Damages

Picket
(Special

REAL,

8ERVNJ*

lost
11*

Folton

St.,

N. Y.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City

— Ralph

Matherny has

his suit in the circuit court

for $35 000

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

26,

English Star Coming Here
Netta Westcott, is due here from
Kngland on July 2. She has been
signed by Preferred Pictures.

which burned out William
B. Gray's laboratory on Secor Lane,
Pelham Manor, destroyed several
films of Sarah Bernhardt which were
of to be shipped to France to be destroy-

the theater.

Tuesday, June

here

damages against William

Shelton and Richard Stedman, operators of the Ashland theater. The
action was filed last year after he
had been arrested for picketing in
front of the theater while acting for
the local picture operators' union.

1923

7Ao BRADSTREET

20<?re<ochize&

of FILMDOM

Authority
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Resign? Untrue

$1,614,044 In Rentals

27,

Price 5 Cents

1923

New

Urges Central Depots

Allen Failure

Spent by Stanley Co. in 1922—Fa- Says Cohen Relative to Article Pub- Arthur S. Friend Favors Concentrated Distributing Company in Difficulty
lished in Trade Paper Issues
Handles Many American Brands
Distribution Finds Aronson Armous Players Got the Largest
In Canada
Statement
ticle Interesting
Amount, 1st Nat'l Second
(Special
to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE FILM DAILY)
(By Long Distance Phone)
Arthur S. Friend, president of DisStanley
ComPhiladelphia The
Toronto H. M. Goodman has
Chicago The Exhibitors Herald* tinctive Pictures Corp. finds "much
pany of America spent $1,614,044 in in a leading article, says, in part: that is interesting" in the Aronson ar- been appointed interim receiver of the
during 1922 and of that
rentals
Sydney S. Cohen, re-elected presi- ticle on distribution, published recent- Famous Players Film Service, Ltd.
amount Famous Players received the dent of the Motion Picture Theaters ly. In that connection, Friend again by order of the court. This is the
most, with a total of $483,722. This Owners of America for his fourth suc- agitates for the establishment of Cen- company operated for many years by
Jule and J. J. Allen.
was brought out by cross-examina- cessive term at the recent Chicago tral depots to handle distribution.
tion of Jack Belmar, booker for the convention, is ready to resign.
"Apparently," says Friend referring
This notice indicates the financial
The only thing standing in the way to Aronson: "He is using the oft-re- collapse of a second Allen enterprise.
Stanley Booking Corp. at yesterday's
in
Trade Commission hearing here.
of his removing himself from office peated
allegations
of
waste
The Famous Players Film Service,
The testimony revealed the follow- is whether he can obtain "terms," the production of pictures merely one of the oldest exchange systems in
the
and
ing amounts paid by Stanley
which will satisfy him and the men as a preface to what he has Canada, has held the Goldwyn franand chise since Goldwyn entered the field
companies that received them:
standing with him.
to
say
about
distribution
Cohen is in no mood to surrender the cure of its ills. I am not able to and has marketed various well-known
$483,722
Famous Players
follow him all the way, but I do think makes of productions.
317,965 completely to his critics. * * *
First Nat'l
The company
he has much to say which is inter- has been operating offices in Toronto,
113,775
Metro
Regarding which Sydney S. Cohen esting, and which is worthy of serious Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Van$915,462 yesterday issued a lengthy statement thought on the part of everybody con- couver and St. John. Only recently,
Total

—

—

—

—

—

remainder, $302,317 was saying in part:
"The statement which appeared in
for short subjects,
Stanley
paid by
and features not considered com- the current issue of the Exhibitors'
Quigley
petitive product with the material Herald, published by Martin
handled by the above companies. It of Chicago, that I agreed to resign the
was developed that $396,275 was paid presidency of the M. P. T. O. A. is
untrue and manufactured out of whole
in rentals for pictures produced and
handled by companies considered in cloth. Whatever negotiations or arregarding the
existed
competition with Famous. First Na- rangements
Further facts re- withdrawal of my name as a canditional and Metro.
to
vealed disclosed the following paid date for president were previous

Of

the

_

announcement was made that the
company would take care of the
physical distribution of Hodkinson
releases in Eastern

Canada.

The company has been conducted

under a comparatively small capitalization.
Recent figures showed thai
The selling cost that the outstanding stock was 500 shares
in distribution.
the exhibitor pays in excess of a ra- with a par value of $50,000, of which
tional proper cost does nobody any $22,475 had been paid up. A large
business had been transacted in pa^t
the Chicago good.
years and the profits until some
(Continued on Page 2)

out in rentals:
$170,000
si.ooo

ov
pathe"::::::
Electric Theater
Supply Co

p-

the election of officers in
(Continued on Page 2)

Carolina
75,000
oo.ot/

Masterpiece

Of the Fox total, from 25 to 33%
was paid out for short subjects of the
Electric Theater Supply Co. the figrepresents an outlay for short
figsubjects only; of the Masterpiece
while
reels
short
covered
ure, 25%
short
Pathe's, of course, was only for

(Special to

months ago were considered

Meets Today

THE FILM DAILY)

C—

Wrightsville Beach, N.
M. P. T. O. of North Carolina
meet here today, tomorrow and Fri
day.

ure

reels.

(Continued on

Joe

Whether a
cerned in the industry.
given thing is or is not waste in production is hard to determine, and very
often what seems to be waste adds
value; but as I have said before in addressing and in articles for the trade
papers, there is no compensation possible out of anything that is waste

Page

8)

Vogel Leaves the State
Vogel, manager of Loew's

Selznick to Release "Heartstrings"

"Heartdistribute
Selznick will
strings" produced by the Rellimeo
Film Syndicate of Los Angeles. Gor
don Michie of the Company has been
in New York for some weeks.
Non-Theatrical Combine

Hess Back Today
Gabriel L. Hess of Goldwyn who
went to England to contest the Goldwyn Stoll litigation is due in town to-

large.

Jule and J. J. Allen still have other
interests, including Dominion Films

which distributes
Ltd.,
British features in Canada.

numerous

day on the Olympic.

"Human Wreckage" Opens
"Human Wreckage" the

Tonight

To Meet in Paris
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

anti-nar-

E. Bruce Johnson, foreign
Paris
opens at the Lyric tonight.
manager of First National plans to
Mrs. Wallace Reid who arrives from meet Robert Lieber in Paris in a few
the coast this morning for the premweeks.
They will both return to
iere will be met at the station by the
London where a sales convention will
Exceptional Photoplays Committee. be held.
cotic film

Announce Deal with Ray

On

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,

Ince Buys Maxwell Story

official-

an imThe American M. P. Corp., a lv announce what
Screen rights to "A Little More,"
Cirportant post with the Interstate
$3,000,000 company, which will ophas already stated on sev- hy W. B. Maxwell, have been sold to
in
leaves
He
Tex.
has
Dallas,
field,
non-theatrical
the
of
erate
in
cuit
%
The various local taken over the Church M. P. Corp., eral occasions: that the company Thomas H. Ince by Brandt & Kirkseveral weeks.
future Charles
distribute the
They have also sold Dana
atrick.
Loew managers will give him a din- and has an option on Community M. will

State, has resigned to accept

THE FILM

DAILY

i

His successor has P. Service,

ner on the
not as yet been appointed.
8th.

Moss* Long Beach House Ready
on the
B. S. Moss' Castle theater
I., will
L.
BeacK
Long
Boardwalk at
theater
open tomorrow night. The
from
1,400; will show pictures
seats

Mondav

to

Wednesday

at

50 cents

Thursday
top and vaudeville only on
SaturOn
top.
and Friday at $1.50
will be
day and Sunday, vaudeville

shown

at $2.20 top.

Inc.,

according to Paul

Smith, a director of the first-named
company. Henry Bollman, Inc., is
included, according to a storv pubbut
yesterday's World,
in
lished
when asked for a statement Bollman
Fears
refused to comment on it.
that the company planned to campaign for the open shop via films,
have been dissipated by assurances to
the contrary made to the American
Federation of Labor, the World
states.

Burnet's "The Shining Adventure" to
Robert Edgar Long and Charles
Bryant.

Ray Prod.

Ray Incorporates for $1,000,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— Charles

Ray, has
incorporation for the
Charles Ray Enterprises of California.
The capital stock is $1,000,000 divided into 100 000 shares at $10 a share.
The directors are Charles Ray, Albert
A. Kidder. Tr., Walter H. Grant,

Los

Angeles

filed articles for

Charles
Green.

S.

Ray

and

Arthur

W.

Courtland Smith Off to Coast
Courtland Smith of the Hays office
has left for the Coast where he will
address the National Education Association at Oakland July 28 and later
visit the Motion Picture Exposition
at
Los Angeles before returning
East.

fs2^

DAILY

Urges Central Depots
(Continued from Page

"For a long time
VaL XXIV

Ho.
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Copyright 1923. Wid'a Film and Film Folkt.
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Daily except Saturday, at
7 1-7 J Weat 44th St., New York, N. Y., by
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oteph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
f
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Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
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'he act of
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i,
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Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene,
free)

—

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

'Phone, Hollywood

1603.

— Irving Mack,
Wabash Are.
London Representative— Ernest W.
man.
Film

Chicago Representative

The

Renter,

Ave., London,

W.

Fred53« Shaftesbury

Film,

Rue de

42

—

European

tionale
vakia),

S.

have agitated

the creation of central film depots for
the physical handling of motion pictures.
But I don't believe that one
can successfully combine the selling
of the pictures of various producers
in or out of any central office, exchange,
depot or exposition.
It
would be a big step in advance, and
enough to start on the much needed
practice of economy in the industry,
if the
film depots for the physical
handling only of pictures were established in the present exchange points.
And I think that these film depots
should be owned and managed independently of any producers or distributors who avail themselves of their
facilities.
No exhibitor cares who delivers the package.
Selling, I think
should be done away from the depots
and insofar as possible, directly by
the producer himself."

1.

— Le

Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

738

I

1)

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenielsplati.

Hollywood

Quotations
Low

High

— First

National has ento play the lead

(Continued from Page 1)
convention. The voice of the convention as expressed through the delegates attending it has determined my

course.

101^ 102

.103
73

Sales

Quigley has misrepresented events
connected with the Chicago convention of our organization, his very
manifest desire to create dissensions
in our ranks, may have a reason more
deep-seated

than

surface

tions indicate. * *

manifesta-

—

No. 52

PANCHO VILLA, NEW FLYWEIGHT
CHAMPION — Scenes at Pompton Lakes in
quarters.

training

his

BLUE WINS BOAT RACE OVER HARVARD — Yale conquers in all three races at
New

London.

*

OFFICERS SEIZE LIQUORS ON
The statement then discusses Quig- BRITISH
VESSELS — Scenes in connection
ley at some length, ending with the with the much discussed action in New York
U.

declaration that Quigley is wrong,
but despite this Cohen "bears him no
ill
will."
The statement continues:
"Our time now is being taken up
carrying into effect the plans formulated at the convention, and by our
Board of Directors since, in working
constructively for the benefit of all
theater owners.
Our program is an
extensive and important one." * * *

Wausen,

Burns
THE FILM DAILY)

Princess,
(Special to

Wausen, O.

— Fire

the Princess theater
loss of $1,000.

Fox In Texas
THE FILM DAILY)
The Fox Film Corp.,

O.,

S.

City.

LEVIATHAN BREAKS SPEED RECORD

— The

cameraman

the famous

day

5

finds things of interest
trip.

Other news as usual.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

tod

partly destroyed

here causing a

(Special to

800

PatheNews

"The persistency with which Mr.

New Exchange Bldg. In Des Moines
of
Austin
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
70H 7ls/& 3,000 Texas, with offices at Dallas, has been
Des Moines A permit has been isNot quoted chartered in the Secretary of State's
sued by the building department for
Goldwyn ... 4
4
4
500 office with a capital of $5,000. InGriffith
Not quoted corporators are J. H. Gardner, E. the erection of a new $50,000 exchange building. The site is at 10th
Loew's .... 15^i
14^
80 V. Erveritt and T. O. Mitchell.
4
and High Sts. FirstNat'l and UniTriangle
Not quoted
versal have already signed for space.
World
Not quoted
Goldwyn "Dark Room" Abolished
German Production Better
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Author Sues Producer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Culver City, Cal. As a result of
East. Kod.
F. P.-L
do pfd

Close

1923

27,

Resign? Untrue

Owen Moore in "Thundergate'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
gaged Owen Moore
in "Thundergate."

Wednesday, June

—

WANTED
STATE RIGHT MAN

who

is

going on the road, to take along
a strong two reel novelty picture.— Box S. 275.

Uy

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin Despite the many coma recent experiment, the "dark room"
Mac- on the Goldwyn lot has been abolish- plaints from big producers that the
in
Supreme ed. It has been found out that or- cost of production is so high, the
Court
here
for
damages ange light does not hurt film and studios are busier than ever. The
$7,000
against Irving Cummings and C. F. thereby the room can be brightly il- smaller companies have not as yet
; ay ward, charging that his name as
luminated with the lights of this recommended work, but they are ex-

—

Los Angeles James
Curdy has filed suit

I

acterizes
lous."

here char

the above suit as

"ridicu

responsible parties
Investigate our simple

methods

and moderate rates

(Special to

now

any amount

pected to follow suit soon.

Ku Klux

Finds Big Productions Favored

is

in

available to

Kyrle

aiUhor did rot appear in the adver- color.
tising of "Broken Hearts on Broadway" according to the contract.

Cummings who

Cash

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Austin

—

—As

Favors "Blue Laws"

THE FILM DAILY)

a result of the recent

Los Angeles James R. Grainger
upstart made by some local exhibitin the Examiner says:
ors, when they were arrested for op"Big productions are more and
ening their theaters on Sundays, conmore in demand. In fact, I believe
the
the Ku Klux

that in the smaller communities the
demand for spectacle and lavish productions is going ahead even of that
in the larger cities.

trary to

has

new law,
public a letter in which they
their intention of observing

ALL TRANSACTIONS IN
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

CHROMOS TRADING

declare
the law.

1123 Broadway
Suite

Hampton Back in L. A.
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jesse D. Hampton
Jesse D.

(Special to

—
here

CO.

made

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Elinor Fried, film editor is in town
from the coast on a month's vacation.

has returned
from New York.
He has given up his plans for a Eu-

MALCOLM FILM
LABORATORIES
Announces

Its

W.

49th

244-250

Opening
St.,

New

At
York

ropean
Karl

RUSH WORK

Guaranteeing
Best Quality

And
Al.

Marks

Service

Joe Malcolm

summer.

Anderson,

formerly

with

Hampton, has joined the Tod Brownin "Day of Faith" company.
Blank Managers Changed

Tel. Bryant 7069

SPECIALIZING IN

trip this

(Special to

"WE NEVEC DISAPPOINT'

CromlowFilm I^bor«tor»es

THE FILM DAILY)

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42 SB STQEET

Des Moines—The Blank Theatrical
Enterprises announce the change of

two

who

managers, D. C. Burgum.
has been handling the Garden,

local

has assumed the management of the
Rialto,
while M.
Overman, who
formerly ran the Rialto goes to the

Garden

at

Davenport.

PHONE
BRYANT 5576

NEW YORK

ALLAN A.LOWNE5
GEN. MGP.

on

Mrs. Wallace Reid
takes San Francisco

by storm
The San Francisco Examiner said
Wreckage* most important picture
. .

—

'Human
ever made
"

.fascinatingly dramatic |f rom beginning to end."

The San Francisco Call and Post said—
" 'Human Wreckage' in a class by itself. .will be
remembered as long as 'the screen exists/ Mrs.
.

Reid has given the public something new."

—

The San Francisco

Bulletin said
" 'Human
Wreckage' grips the attention from start to finish
.contains tremendous thrill. and true to life."
. .

. .

—

New

York Morning Telegraph said
San Francisco has never shown more interest in
a photodrama than that which greeted Mrs.
Wallace Reid in "Human Wreckage"
"HUMAN WRECKAGE" IS NOW BEING

The

BOOKED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY

F.

B.— O.

723 7th Ave., N. Y. City

SALES OFFICE, UNITED KINGDOM,

R-C

Exchanges Everywhere
26-2 7 D' Arblay

PICTURES CORPORATION,

Street,

Wardour

Street,

London,

W.

1,

England

GENE STRA

to

toe

released byli

TTON-PORTER
wonder writer who is destined
greatest baxom*
the
!L become

^

^rted to the Movies/'

50, ooo, ooo
readers,by far fhe largest prospective

ready-made audience ever offered
to exhibitors since motion pictures

were first made
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m
Legal Tilt Over Rialto, Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— M. B. Horwitz, representing the Washington circuit and

Essick & Reiff, also local
theater owners, are having a legal
The case will
battle over the Rialto.
be taken to the Supreme Court.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Exteriors

Hollywood

now

untress" are

on

being filmed.

Eulalie Jensen

work

finishing

is

a

in

George D. Baker

•production.
It is alleged that Horwitz made
proposition in writing for the purj
Rupert Hughes has completed the
chase of the Rialto. Scoville, Essick
& Reiff charge that the proposition continuity for his new picture, "Law
also included the taking over of thfc Against Law."
Jennings, which was made under a
The Common
agreement.
verbal
I Bid?" starring Mae
"What
Pleas Court originally rendered a de- Murray, is to be re-issued by Univercision in favor of Horwitz, who claims sal this summer.
that his offer only covered the Rialto.
The Scoville organization then made
Phyllis Haver will play the lead in
an appeal and had the decision rever- "The Temple of Venus," one of the
Horwitz is now
sed in their favor.
Fall Fox specials.
taken the ease to the Supreme Court.

Am

Memphis 'Changes May Organize
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Memphis, Tenn.

— Exchange

the

BOOKS AND PLAYS AVAILABLE FOR MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

THE ENCHANTED
COUNTRY
by

Joan Sutherland

A Society Melodrama
Book

just

out

Goldwyn

cast

for

the leading juvenile role in

"The Unknown Purple,"
Robin Williamson has joined the
staff of the Hal Roach,
Stan Laurel company.

Edward Sedgwick

started

work

this

week on "The Rambling Kind," a
Hoot Gibson picture, for Universal.

Street

Sea"

Famous *Druru Lane Melodrama

Emory Johnson

Novel

by

Horace

Fish
collection of Western pioneer stories with authentic historical background.

"The Mail Man."

GWEN SEARS
New York

St.

Incorporators, S.

I.

New

Corp. of

Capital,

$15,000.

Slonim, I. Goetz
Attorneys,

Mermelstein.
and D.
Goetz & Jacoby.

—

The Gardinier
Albany
ment Corp., Amsterdam.

Amuse-

Capital
Incorporators, F. L., A. M.
Attorney, R.
F. Gardinier.

$10,000.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Terms Reasonable

Double equipment, two stages,
two new sets of lights with

Capital,

W.

porators,

Albany
Co.,
000.

—The

Inc.,

G.

Prod., ManIncor$100,000.

Lovatt
Attorney,

Hillsdale

Manhattan.

and
H.

every modern device.
building 80 x 165.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. has arrived
here to begin work on his first picJoseph
ture for Famous Players.

Henaberrv

300 West 49th Street

S.

Amusement

Capital, $20,-

Duratize

J.

—

YOUR

.

will direct.

New

Coast Productions

Duratized without charge.

with Cullen Landis in cast, for Vitagraph.
Sennett comedy, directed by Elmer Del
Lord for Pathe.
of

by

directed

Duratizing

Alfred

Austin,

starring

Clyde

by

Harry

directed

at

for

busily

Universal City are

"A

at

lady

of Quality," under Hobart Henley's
direction, and "The Acquittal," starring Claire Windsor, which Clarence
Brown is directing.

Frank Borzage has completed his
It
for "Dust in the Doorway."
includes Myrtle Stedman, Mary Philbin, Win. Collier, Jr., Josef Swickard,
Frederick Truesdell, Aggie Harring
and J. Farrell MacDonald.
east

W.

R.

GREENE

economy.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR CO.
ALLAN
220

A. LOWNES, PRES.
West 42nd St., N. Y.

Phone: Bryant

INSIST

5576

UPON

Duratized
FILMS

the

"Hogan in Hollywood," directed by Fred
Caldwell at Fine Arts studio.

Command-

companies

an

is

Not an expense.

Position," directed by Archie

Cook at Keaton studio.
"The Gold Diggers,"

fo
the

your

still

placed in work include:
"The Pioneer," directed by David Smith

"A Man

Ten

of

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles — New productions

(Special to

Beaumont, starring Hope Hampton

"The

life

prints

DeMille had just completed Warners.

for
scenes
ments."

FILMS

Prolong the

Mayo, starring Sid Smith, at Grand studio.
James Cruze has started work on
Joe Rock comedy," directed by Grover
Edward Jones at Grand studio.
"Ruggles of Red Gap."
"His First Sentence," comedy directed by
Horton, Ernest Torrence and Lois
Harry Edwards, starring Monty Banks, at
Wilson play important parts.
Grand studio.
"The Worm," directed by William WorthHale Hamilton and Mary Eaton, mgton, starring Johnnie Walker, for F. B. O.
of the Follies, have been added to
"The Lullaby," directed by Chester Benthe cast of "His Children's Children." nett, starring Jane Novak for F. B. O.
comedies
10
of
first
"Apple Sauce,"
Sam Wood is still looking for a suit-

Cecil

Size of

Aubrey Mittenthal,

A.

Incorporators, R. M. BickerT. Pearsall and H. H. Metz.
Attorney, J. J. Sullivan.

staff,

Los

Wonderful

Stuyvesant 9315 132 E. 19th

Manhattan.

has returned from

cruise on the battleship
for
Mexico,
scenes
filming

New

work
Romantic

Albany—The Dapho
York,

two weeks

Among

"Terassa of Spain"

Samuels.

his

17 days at
"Camp DeMille," near
where he used 2,500
Guadalupe,
players and 2000 animals in exterior

"Hands Across The

&

Albany
World Premiere TheCapital,
Corp.,
Manhattan.
"Zaza" com- ater
W. W. Buhrman $100,000. Incorporators, N. Sachs, S.
estate at Douglaston, L. I. last week H. Rivkin and A. D, Robertson. Atiiir exteriors.
torney, H. O. Falk, Manhattan.
Alan Dwan took
pany to the historic

able type to play the role of "Diana,"
the feminine lead.

35 W. 45th

2564

Inc.,

Manhattan. Capital $20,000. Incorporators, H. Schuman, J. Rosenthal
and F. Berger. Attorneys, Suchman

Worsnophlind.
Hechsheimer.

directorial

—

local papers.

Theater,

lot.

BRANDT & KIRKPATRICK
Bry.

i

Albany— Homer Lind

a

A MARKET PLACE FOR THE PRODUCER
AND WRITER OF SCREEN MATERIAL

&

"The Vigilantes"

THE FILM DAILY)

$5,000.

—Webster

James Woods Morrison has been hattan.

New

St. Louis, Little Rock,
Orleans and Atlanta, gathered here
recently to organize a Film Board of
Trade. Memphis has four exchanges.
Paramount, Universal, Pathe and
Vitagraph, and Little Rock two, an
F. B. O. and an independent office.
It is probable that the new board will
be an auxiliary of the St. Louis board
with jurisdiction over Memphis and
Little Rock.

Albany

Capital,

Ralph Dawson was recently pro- and M.
moted from cutter to film editor on H. Woolbver.

man

agers of

— Freidlander

(Special to

Brandt,
Los Angeles The Bear State Film
Incor- Co. Inc., with offices at 301 Citizens'
porators, A. Freidlander, H. Brandt National Bank Building is offering
and L. Sahr. Attorney, S. Kahan, rights on 11 states for "The VirgiManhattan.
lantes," through advertising copy in

Albany
"The Brooklyn.

Scoville,

'The Magic Skin,"

Offering

Incorporations

Coast Brevities

B.RFineman's

Dorit Marig^
(Jbr

Money"

HOUSE PETERS— RUBY DE REMER

THE

CAST:

Cyril

Chadwick Aileen Pringle Christine Mayo
Mann George Nichols Wedgewood Howell

—

—

—

—

Box

— Hank

Office

Value
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Another For Toledo
had been elected a director, but had
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
never attended any of the meetings.
Capitol
Toledo The Toledo will show pit
(Continued from Page 1)
Other witnesses of the day included
exchange
Philadelphia
The main attraction at the Capitol this tures for the summer months.
allowing Belmar on the stand, numerous
Due to
Negri in "Passion".
Robert Lynch, Metro manager was managers whose occupancy of the week is Pola this
film the only other numthe length of
Metro
brief.
the
that
testified
comparatively
He
railed.
stand was
bers are a prologue and a closing selection
Philadelphia exchange was not owned
Goldwyn-Cosmopoli- on the organ.
Moss,
Edgar
by Metro, that it was an independent ,an manager, stated that 95 A ot his
Rialto
proposition and held a Metro franproduct is sold before
company's
A
selection from "The Blue Paradise" is
chise.
He said that shares were dis- being made, and that the policy of the played as the overture, followed by RiesenART PICTUREQ
tributed as follows: Jules Mastbaum.
Classical Jazz, "Yes We Have No
company has been to sell in groups, feld's
»J
the Magazine, "Homing", sung
Bananas"
ASSOCIATION
Sabloskv and McGuirk, 200;
although the Stanley Co. bought only by Frederick Baer, baritone Jane Novak
McGuirk
and
Sablosky
200.
Lynch,
in
"Divorce" and C.Sharpe-Minor at the
one at a time.
Lloyd Hamilton closes the bill
are officers of the Stanley Company
Wurlitzer.
said
Pathe,
of
Henschel,
Charles
with "The Educator".
while Lynch is a small stockholder.
year
that his exchange for the past
Rivoli
Morris Wolf, secretary of the Metro has handled only short subjects and
"The Marche Slav" is the overture. Next
FOR RENT
exchange and also general counsel was a few re-issues, and that the Stanley comes a Revue Russe, "Russian Flashlights",
The
Ideal Studio
testimony
His
the next witness.
Co. had taken practically all of their a scenic and "Mediaeval Russia", by the
Completely Equipped
Emil Jannings in "Peter
dealt with the reorganization of the short subject output for the last ten Rivoli Ensemble.
The Great" is then screened, followed by
Call
Peerless Feature Film Co.. which years.
Bin Galili, mandolinist and "Buster" Keaton
GEORGE L. CLARKE
franchise
once held the First National
"Day
Dreams".
in
Joseph
and
William Humphries
Bryant 9894
Wolf stated under reorganiza- Hebrew, of the Hodkinson and Fox
here.
Strand
145
W.
45th
St., New York City
was
franchise
tion, the First National
The current Strand program consists of A
exchanges respectively, both of whom
taken away from Peerless and turned have held their present positions for Novelty Overture, "Odds and Ends", a
over to a new company called Asso- less than three months, were excused .compilation of short subjects; the Topical
Review, a prologue to the feature "Penrod
ciated First National Pictures Corp. from testifying when Chief Counsel and Sam" and a new Sunshine Comedy,
this
GLIDDEN
Under
Pennsylvania.
Eastern
of
Percy Barnes closes the
for the Government Fuller said that "Circus Pals".
re-organization, Wolf asserted, the their brief tenure of office had not performance with an organ solo.
BLODGETT
At Other Houses
main First National company held sufficiently familiarized them with
185 Devonshire St.,
51 shares and the Eastern Pennsyl- conditions in the territory to enable
"The Isle of Lost Ships" is the feature
Boston, Mass.
vania sub-franchise holders 49 shares. them to provide the information de- at the Broadway, "Main Street" at the
Brooklyn Strand and "Enemies of Women"
Company
Stanley
the
that
He said
Financial Factors
sired.
at the Cameo.
"The Covered Wagon" is
was interested in this company by
its
in
15 th
week at the Criterion while
Investments
was
Philadelphia
The hearing in
"Human Wreckage" opens at the Lyric
virtue of the fact that it held subMoving Pictures
will
today.
It
yesterday.
close
a
brought
to
officers
its
franchises and because
Theatres
Atlanta.
16
in
on
be resumed
July
were stockholders.
Distribution
Dan Fish with Preferred
Sixty witnesses were subpoenaed by
Guirk
Mc
Negatives and
that
John
Wolf testified
Government for the hearing
the
Dan W. Fish, former Goldwyn repSeasoned Securities
who is a vice-president of the Stan- here and of that number only 16 testi-^ resentative
in Ohio and Indiana has
in the Amusement field
was president of Peerless

At Broadway Theaters

$1,614,044 In Rentals

—

I

RENTALS

f

MUST COME DOWN

COSMOS

;

;

TURNER

the Co
joined Preferred Pictures as foreign
necesary to j#» representative.
His
headquarters
to the coast because Fuller feels^e will be in London, his home town.
has secured all the testimony Sme
wants here in the East.

Co.,

ley

fied.

In

and that when the new First National mission
did

company was formed, Peerless

not liquidate hut continued to
This occured in 1921.
pictures.

sell

all

probability,

will not find

it

W. H. Fuller of Government
counsel then read into the record
Negri's Next Starts
the form of contract which all exhi(Special to THE FILM DATLY)
bitors using the services of the StanFuller
Hollywood Production on Pola
lev Booking Corp. had to fill.
referred to the previous Government Negri's next vehicle, "The Spanish
investigation of the Stanley Company Dancer," has been started by Herbert
and said the form of contract had Brenon.
now been changed.

—

Wilmer and
was one of the

Walter Vincent, of the

Omaha Film Club Organized
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha — Barney Kean and Mayer
Monsky have organized the Omaha

Vincent Theater Co..
principal witnesses of yesterday's session.

Film Club, the purpose of which is to
America, create a friendlier and closer relationwhich included theaters in Reading. ship between branch managers, salesAllentown and Harrisburg. Besides men and exhibitors.
having small interests in the Capital
and Rajah theaters. Vincent testified,
Owens In Real Estate Business
the Stanley Co. has an 18% interest
Vincent told of his firm's
with the Stanley Co. of

affiliations

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hippodrome and
Colonial,
the
inthird
and
a
Allentown,
Hollywood Harry Owens, recentRialto at
with the Ince organization as
terest in the Colonial, Victoria, Grand ly,
and Capital at Harrisburg. Vincent special representative in the Orient,
Enterprises, and P. A. Bristlow have organized a
Southern
that
stated
Bristlow was
Inc. bis linn and Arthur Lipus had real estate company.
equal interests in the Odeon, Bijou, connected with the industry about a
Colonial and Folly at Atlanta, and year ago.
in

—

MERICAN
tributors

Correspondence

Solicited.

producers and
of

desirous

dis-

having

representation on the Continent

Europe may obtain the

services of

all

He

branches of the foreign business.

can furnish the highest references

and has unquestioned standing

as to

'

Guckenin

integrity,

honesty and

ability.

Sa-

vannah.
testified that the Richmond, Va., holdings of Wilmer and
are shared equally with E.
\ inevnt
lohn J. Murdock and the
Albee,
F
He declared
Hell Amusement Co.
that some of the houses in this terStanritory were booked through the
Corp., and others by
Booki
themselves directly, and admitted that
both he and Wilmer held stock as
individuals of the firm, and that he

The witness

1

Grand-Asher Releases

Among

the scheduled forthcoming
productions of Grand-Asher Prod.
are: "The Pride of Possession," "The
Satin Girl," "After Marriage," "Man

Made Law," "Other Men's Daughters," "Soul and Body," "I Am The
Man," " Leave it to Betty," "Mine
to Keep," and "The Love Trap."_ In
addition to these feature productions
Grand-Asher state that their organization will release 36 comedies.

an

expert, with ten years of experience in

1

similar holdings with Robert
heimer as the fourth party

of

Address

all replies

to

Box
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Newspaper Opinions
Sam"— First

"Penrod and

—

—

miss this picture!

great!

EVENING JOURNAL—There is mart
pure, unadulterated joy to be had out of
watching this Booth Tarkington story than
there would be derived from hearing ones

landlord say that beginning tomorrow
rent would be reduced fifty per cent.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

th<

you wish

if

the heat just go off to the Strand
lives of the wonderfu
It's real summery
screen characterizations.
entertainment and we came away from the
Strand feeling decidedly better for having
to

forget

and

live

seen

it.

through the

HERALD — *

* *

the

of

that

is

We

—

pictured
*

Sam."

most successfully
*

in

TRIBUNE— The story sounds like all that
somebody could remember of something he
read in the newspaper at a hurried breakfast.

WORLD —

Chester Bennett. * * * was pass
ing a dull afternoon in Hollywood * * * As
he opened the home edition * * *The headline, "Divorce," yelled at him from the yelHis feet came off the desk abruptly and
low.
Five minutes later
he seized the telephone.
author Andrew Bennison was in the office.
Bennett,
"here's
a
said
"Bennison "
knock-down box office title. 'Divorce.' You
fix up some kind of a story and we'll shoot it

next

*** a thorMORNING TELEGRAPH—great
deal of

oughly delightful picture, as a

powerful figure
with a presence that is impressive and comAs Peter the Great he is placed in
pelling.
a

adventure into juvenile psychoas one
logy is as entertaining a photoplay
breadth
could find throughout the length and
* * * but even so the picture
of Broadway.
observant
can still be credited with being an

comedy.

TELEGRAM—The major portion

of

the

one successions of laughs, chuckles
There are moments of tender
and smiles.
scene winch
pathos, however, especially the
shows the death of Penrod's dog, Duke.
proTIMES— Seldom has a picture beenpathos
duced with the sterling humor and capable
* * * In it they have discovered two
*
and Joe
boy actors * * * Ben Alexander
picture

*

TRIBUNE—The

picture follows the story

should be enjoyed by all
is remarkwho love Tarkington. It really
understanding ot
ably well done, with a fine
Neither the
the author's moods and subtleties.
has tried
scenario writer nor the director
absolutely,

to

and

improve the story.

take the whole family
doing the family
to see this picture without
is a per* * * "Penrod and Sam,
anv harm
Mr. Tarkington s
fectly wholesome version of
and it
"Penrod,
thoroughly clean sequel to
ot
little
seems to us to contain precious
having been
dramatic value, its backbone
largely sacrificed to purity.

may

DAILY NEWS—*

* *colorful, remarkable
portraying the reign of the great Russian
empire builder. * * *

film

Rialto
film

is

exceeding-

indoors and diffident.

EVENING JOURNAL—Jane

*
is interest in it for everybody. * *
cast comprises Europe's foremost mopicture actors and actresses.
The setare excellent.

There

The
tion

'mgs

EVENING JOURNAL— Although

it

toys

somewhat with

the facts of history, it is none
the less one of the most smoothly flowing.
•otnnact and convincing pictures of its kind.
S nd it is a proof of what judicious cutting will
lo.
Originally eleven reels in length, it has
been trimmed to six. and apparently without
out the loss of anything essential.

Novak, look-

Bowers has
ing very pretty, is starred. John
Philippe De
the part of the mattoid husband.
to unyoung
too
Lacy, a child actor, was
was about,
derstand what all the foolishness
of the cast.
and therefore did the best acting
There is nothing

-Despite the finality of its title, the
than tell the sad
film does nothing more
about how the bad man, meanlittle storv
Dicky
away
ing succe'ss, came and stole
pretty and
Parker's daddy from his very

MAIL

spots
nings at
masterful

photography
gorgeous and the work of Jan-

is

all

and

times,
well

as

Peter

worth

the

the

Great, is
to the

trip

Rivoli.

—

MAIL Each incident is played with a high
degree of intensity.
Several of them achieve
greatness and will remain in the minds of
those who view this motion picture long after
they have seen it.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

is

impres

tional story

*

done

larly

commendable.

'conven-

and sucThe work ot

ceeds in entertaining at least.
Jane Novak in the role of the wife

is

BR

O KE

interesting, tragic and romantic. * * *
Emil Jannings does great acting as the cruel

sive,

lespot,

*

*

*.

SUN —To

put it succinctly, this picture
lacks the gripping drama which characterized
every minute of the actual life of the interesting Czar.

TELEGRAM—

"Peter the Great takes its
place beside "Deception," in which Jannings
played Henry VIIT.
"The Loves of Pharaoh," in which he had the part of Pharaoh
Amenes, and "Passion," now at the Capitol,
;

which he played Louis XII.

*
*
should serve as an inspiration for all producers of motion pictures,
for it gives a story of the moody Russian
Czar with compelling acting, remarkable costumes, wonderful settings, original photography and lighting and capably sustained
dramatic interest.
Tt is an historical photodrama that rivals all others of its kind, and
)ne in which the director has ably counted
upon his story and the acting to stir spectators without resorting in a single instance
to anything in the form of hokum.

TRIBUNE—It

is

tion for his perfect technique.

We

consider him a remarkably fine actor,
and he is surrounded by fine actors and actresses.

mamma.

*
MORNING *TELEGRAPH—*
*
rather well,

BEEN

EVENING WORLD—The
In

one the best across-thewater productions we have seen.
While we
_or ^the
theme
in
new
especially
can cheerfully recommend this portrayal of
the
life of the great
working out of the story of Divorce
Russian
ruler,
we also
as the (
Miss Novak does some nice work
cheerfully admit that Mr. Jannings rouses no
as the husband.
interest in us whatsoever aside from admirawife, as does John Bowers

EVENING WORLD—the
either

rather spineless

APPRECIATE THE
GOOD THINGS
OF LIFE
UNLESS YOU'VE

TIMES—*

"Divorce"— F. B. O.

ly

*

*

is

compelling.

in

AMERICAN—The whole

*

historically dramatic; the seteffective; and the action is swift and

tings,

it

WORLD—You

he portrays.

The story

is

Butterworth. *

is

background as vast and as endless as the

role

Tarkington.

SUN —This

YOU CAN'T

Rivoli

AMERICAN — Tannings

transi-

the novelist's charm has survived the
* * * excellent assortment
tion to the screen,
* * * do full justice
of juvenile performers
by Booth
to the characters created for them

light

week.*'

"Peter the Great"—F. P.-L.

"Penrod and

*

and legitimate

made an immediate

TIMES —

has

Consequently,

a marvellously satisfactory picture.
It
are grateful for "Penrod and Sam."
have wanted to
is a motion picture that we
see for a long time.
and
MAIL All the joy, pathos, mischief been
delights of boyhood in a small town have
it

*

The story is just what one might
expect, and the subtitles are so exasperatingly wooden that it is a relief when the production comes to an end.

reproduc

real
stories

first

Booth Tarkington's
ever been made on the screen.
tion

*

and succeeds

appeal at the Rialto Theater.

AMERICAN It is a moving example of
what is meant by that elusive phrase wholesome entertainment.
"Penrod and Sam" has a cast that in itnot help but make any picture
self could
successful. * * * It is an unusually Rood
picture and unusually good entertainment.
DAILY NEWS— Don't

TELEGRAM—*

Nat'l

Strand

It's

SUN —

* * * The cast is good
in entertaining, at any rate.

Wednesday, Jun e 27

particu-

Universal Representative Dead
(Special to

Kansas
local

THE FILM DAILY)

City

Universal

— Henry
is

dead.

Taylor,

of

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR

,

1923

—

r

''

m

7ho BRADSTREET

Z^RECOCMiZEE
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Authority
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Thursday, June

Carolina Meeting

C—

organization

since

—

the

unit as follows:

withdrew from the M. P. T. O. of A.
Rex and Allen, Regina; Lyric,
The executive committee met last Cobalt; Allen, London, Ont.; Alnight preliminary to the actual convention.
Following the annual report today and the announcement of
the standing committees, Frank
J.

Rembusch

len,

Catharines,
Ont.;
Allen,
Winnipeg, Allen and Palace Calgary.
St.

Regent,
Ottawa;
Allen,
Brandon.
Man.; Allen and Monarch, Edmon-

an address on ton; Classic, Stradford, Ont.; Allen,
projection, and a representative of Paris, Ont; Allen, Kingston, Ont.;
the Film Exchange Manager Ass'n Allen,
Montreal; Allen,
Cobourg;
of Charlotte will talk on the impor- Allen,
Windsor;
Daylight,
Sastance of prompt film shipments.
In katoon; Allen, Vancouver, and the
the afternoon, an address will be Allen,
Temple, Beaver, Danforth,
made by a representative of the Beach, St. Clair, Parkdale and ColHays organization, and one by Al lege, Toronto.
Hicks,
In the case of the Allen, Vancouver,
exploitation
man formerly
with the Famous Players.
(Continued on Page 2)
will deliver

Tomorrow,

Price 5 Cents

True Won't Talk

Lloyd Here

Now Owned

by Faof Canada Are LoNational M. P. T. O.
cated in 20 Cities There
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wrightsville Beach, N.
The M.
Toronto The recent acquisition of
P. T. O. of North Carolina starts its Allen Theaters
by the Famous Plavannual convention today.
A large ers Canadian Corp. Ltd., includes 28
attendance is looked for in view of houses located in
20 different cities.
the fact that this is the first meeting The theaters
and their locations are
the

1923

28 Houses In Deal

—

Large Attendance Expected First Allen Theaters
Meeting Since Unit Seceded from
mous Players

of

28,

Harold Lloyd arrived

in

Refuses to
Dearth of

town

yesterday.

Mrs. Lloyd, John
Ragland and Mrs. Ragland
were with him. Ragland will

Owners

W.

D. Williams was scheduled
to come East with Lloyd from
the Coast.
Williams was in
Chicago Tuesday, but, according to his office, "was out of
town" yesterday but was exJ.

all-star casts.

Lloyd D. Willis of the Hays

office

for the Carolina convention yesterday.
Charles C. Pettijohn intendleft

Brandt To Fight Admission Tax

In a statement issued yesterday
ed going but was taken ill.
discussing the admission tax, William
Brandt, president of the State M. P.
T. O., declares that a fight against
the admission tax will be launched
Connecticut Meets
soon.
He stated that "the ad(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Haven The Connecticut M. mission tax repeal is an imperative,
P. T. O. met at Double Beach near urgent matter, and allows for no procrastination."
Other matters to be
here yesterday.
taken up will be reduction of film
rentals, elimination of the music tax,
reduction of fire insurance rates, imFriend to Address M. P. T. O.
provement of terms in the present
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Arthur S. uniform contract, and constructive
Friend of Distinctive, will address the legislation favorable to the industry.
Jersey M. P. T. O. at the banquet
Brandt asks theater owners over
tonight.
Other speakers will include, the country to communicate with the
Robert E. Welsh of the M. P. World New York M. P. T. O. regarding
and probably Sydney S. Cohen.
these questions.

—

—

Theater
Corp.

A. True, president of the The-

It

is

the opinion of local film

men

company can no longer

line-

that the

today.

up product so that it can start releasing in the fall and the subsequent
query was: what is the organization
Increase
doing?
France Considering Jacking Up of
THE FILM DAILY extended the
Ad Valorem Duty on Imports
courtesy to Mr. True of replying to
these reports but True declared he
Is Now 20% Measure
had nothing to say and then ampli(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris The Government is consid- fied that by adding that it was his
ering an increase in the ad valorem understanding the Hays office and
First National were anxious to learn
duty on imported films.

May

Tax

—

The

now 20%.

levy

is

The

State may obtain close on to
5,000.000 francs from film taxes this
year. If the tax is increased, the drop

the principal business
Leave for Coast Today
be the election of officers.
H.
in revenue accruing from amusements
B. Varner, of Lexington, will discuss
Earl W. Hammons, F. B. Bren- caused by the Amendment Barthe
the music tax situation, and the Hon- necke, his personal representative,
Al will probably be made up. The boomorable A. Sams, of the Pilot theater, Christie and Harry Edwards
leave erang, however, may occur in the adWinston-Salem, on the admission and for the coast today. The latter two mission prices levied
by exhibitors
seating capacity taxes.
arrived from Europe on the Olympic because if the tax is increased, it will
be passed on from importer and exAfternoon addresses will include a yesterday.
changeman to the exhibitor who will
discussion
on "Should Admission
in turn pass it on to the public.
Prices be Uniform or Fixed AccordThis
"U" Plans Three More
will be particularly aggravating in
ing to the Cost of Film," lead by
Universal plans to release a special view of the high rate of taxation now
James A. Estridge of the Gastoniaii
theater,
Gastonia; "Fire Insurance group of pictures next year in which in force.
Rates for Motion Picture Theaters," there will be eight all told. "The
by Col. Walker Taylor of Wilming- Roaring Forties" and "The Man
Mrs. Reid at Opening
ton; a report of the better films com- Without a Conscience" will probably
Mrs. Wallace Reid attended the
mittee, and one from the financial be in that group and also "Morality" premiere of "Human
Wreckage" at
committee.
In the evening there about which considerable fuss is being the Lyric last night.
F. B. O. will
made
at Universal.
They will have give her a lunch at
will be a banquet.
the Astor towill

Activity in
Distributing

ater Owners Distributing Corp., the
exhibitor-distributor unit formed last
fall in Chicago, refused to comment
yesterday on current reports which
indicated that the company had become inactive in its operations.

represent Lloyd in the East.

pected"

Comment on Reported

morrow.

The

Declare a

2%

Dividend

directors

of

Associated

about the activities of the exhibitordistributing organization and were
using this publication for this purpose.

Warners Sign Hines
Johnny Hines has been signed by
Warner Bros, for an indefinite period
and will be featured in a number of
forthcoming pictures.
He recently
completed "Little Johnny Hines."
Earle Engaged by Vitagraph
understood that William P. S.
Earle has been engaged by Vitagraph
to direct a special production which
will be made in the East.
The Vitagraph publicity department claimed
to know nothing of this yesterday.
It is

"Tut-Ankh-Amen",
ture

has

been

Dancer of the

Earle's

changed

new
to

pic-

"The

Nile".

Fischer Not Paramount Ally
R. Kent yesterday denied the
report published in Monday's issue
that the Fischer chain of Wisconsin
S.

Exmeeting Tuesday, theaters which is negotiating for new
2% dividend on houses in that territory is a Parastock for the second
mount subsidiary. Kent stated that

hibitors, Inc., at a
voted to declare a

the preferred
quarter of 1923 to stockholders ofj
Paramount has no theaters in Wisrecord as of June 30.
This makes consin "nor any thought in mind of
complete the payment of all dividends
securing some" and that Fischer
on preferred stock since the organ imerely uses the Paramount service.
zation of the company, March 1. 1921.
!

Hart's Contract for Nine Pictures
(Special

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

William S. Hart's
contract with Famous Players covers
nine pictures. Each will cost $200,000
and under the contract, Famous holds
an option of renewal. The arrangement is a 70-30 one on the gross receipts.
The first picture will be
placed in production in about 10 days.

M-E-O-W!
Wonder whether

Sydney Cohen

will ever resign?

DAILY

New

28 Houses In Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

has been pointed out that the interest of Jule and J. J. Allen in that
louse
comprised 3,219 shares of
common stock with a total par value
it

Thursday June 28. 1923

VtL XXIV No. 86

Prict 5 Cents

Thursday, June
Revival

Theaters

(Special to

—

—

28,

1923

Week at Stillman
THE FILM DAILY)

Nappanee, Ind. J. R. Boice and his
Stillman,
beginCleveland The
son G. S., of Wakarusa, have entered ning Sunday will have a revival week,
the exhibiting field. They will build using an entire program of United
a 600 seat house here and are ne- Artist releases.
The pictures which
gotiating for control of a theatre at will change daily will be "The MollyBremen.
coddle", "Way Down East", "Orphans of the Storm", "Dream Street",
Quincy, III.— U. M. Dailey, of St. "Little Lord Fauntleroy", "Robin
Louis, representing a large theater Hood" and "The Three Musketeers".
company in that city, has bought two

The Vancouver theater
was erected on leasehold land. W. P.
Dewees, of the Allen, Winnipeg, states
that the purchase would not affect that
house because it was locally-owned.
There is doubt in the minds of some downtown sites for the erection of a
The Westchester theater, Mt. VerAllen managers regarding future ac- new theater. Construction will begin
non is running a revival program
tivities, it is said, because of the pos- within two weeks.
this week, with an entire program of
sibility of doubling up of theaters in
the act of March 3. 1879.
T«rm» (Postage free) United States. Outside various cities under the one manager.
United Artist releases.
W.
Va.
Harry
Gordon
Fairmont,
of Greater New York, $ 10.00 one year; 6
almost
There
an
Allen
house
in
is
Fairmont
Foreign
manager
the
new
is
the
of
asonths, $5.M; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers sho«Id remit with order. every city in which Famous Players which has just been opened.
115. *0.
The
Burton King Series for Selznick
Address all communications to THE FILM has established a Capitol.
house cost over $400,000 to erect.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Burton King will make a series of

Copyright 1923. Wid'i Film and Film Folk*.
Inc.. Publi»bed Daily except Saturday, at
71-73 We»t 44th St., New York. N. Y., by
WID'S FILMS and FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joieph Dannenberg, President and Editor
and Business ManJ. W. Alicoate, Treaaurer
ager; Maurice D. Kann, Managing Editor;
Donald M. Mersereau, Advertising Manager.
Entered as aecond-clasi matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

of $329,900.

—

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California Walter R. Greene.
6411 Hollywood Bird. 'Phone, Hollywood

—

1603.

— Irving
—

Chicago Representative

Mack, 738

S.

Wabash Art.
London Representative Ernest W. Fred
man. The Film Renter, 53a Shaftesbury
Ave., London, W. 1.
Le Film, 42 Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral

—

—

Prague
Filmschau,
Wenzel«plat«.

donate
vakia),

(Czecho-Slo

Weingarten Leaves Saturday
Larry Weingarten of Sacred Films,
Inc., leaves for the coast on Saturday.

Low

East. Kod.
F. P.-L

.103
73

101

70}i

Gladys Walton Marries

—

Norristown, Pa. The old Grand
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Gladys Walton and Opera House, which was destroyed by
H. M. Herbel, assistant general sales fire last Dec. 18, will be replaced by a
manager of Universal were married new structure, work on which has al-

—

La Roque with De Mille
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Rod La Roque

Shreveport,

—

Sale*

800

71%

3,000

La.

— Plans

has

signed a long term contract to appear
in Cecil B. De Mille Productions.

ter

have been

for the erection of a new theabuilding to be started soon.

Adams.

Mass.

— Although

talk

XGoldwyn
*

...

4

4

4

Not

Griffith

....

15^

14)4

l43/4

Not
Not

Triangle

World

man

ten years ac-

all branches
motion
pictures
industry,
of the
and
whose business
social standing is beyond reproach, is open
for proposition from representa-

tive experience in

drawn

(Special

Close

Financial

ready started.

yesterday.

102

Selznick, the first to be, "The Price
of a Party". Tec-Art will do the production in their 48th St. studio.

Phillips are sponsoring the new
theater, now under course of construction in the business district.

concern.

tive

of

Management

theatre chain preferred.

buying one of the local theaters persists there is some discussion of the
Tourneur
To
Make
"Two
Vagrants"?
500
recently organized theater company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
quoted
of building a new house.
The new
Los
Angeles Unconfirmed
re80
company is comprised of local busiports
have
it
that
Maurice
Tourneur
quoted
:i'es,s men.
quota! will direct "The Two Vagabonds" for

Box

Not quoted

do pfd

Loew's

J-4

productions to be distributed through
J.

W.

(Special

Quotations
High

Fla.— R. G. Walker and

Ocala,

300 Film Daily

S.

71

—

W. 44th St.
New York

First National.

Will

Incorporations

—

Co.
Royal Amusement
Incorpora
Capital
$4,000.
tors; G. F. Witt and J. Leslie Witt

Austin

Waco.

Austin, Tex.

ment

—The

Royal Amuse-

Waco.

Capital $4,000.
Incorporators, G. F., C. E. and J. L.
Co., Inc.,

Make

2-Reel Comedies
president of
Lightning Films Co., states that his
organization will shortly start making
a series of 12 two-reel comedies fea-

James

E.

turing Dedic Zelde, vaudeville performer.
Adelaide Rondelle, Judiche
says, will be female lead.

Control

Witt.

Theaters

(Special

Albany

— Lanin

theaters.
Capital
rators, J. L., S. C.

Bros., Manhattan
Incorpo
$20,000.

and H.

I.

Lanin

Attorney, L. Halle.

—

Austin Fox Film Corp. of Texas,
IncorporaDallas.
Capital $5,000.
tors J. H. Gardner. E. V. Everitt and
T. O. Mitchell, all of Dallas.

Judiche,

to

in

Paducah,

THE FILM DAILY)

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Ky.

—

Paducah, Ky. Leo Keiler and Roy
Davis are once more in complete
control here through the purchase of
the Stard from John Rehkopf.
Keiler and Davis also control the Orpheum, Star, Cozy and Arcade and
have houses in Owensboro, Fulton
and Mayfield, Ky.
C.

With an emphatically long

scale of grada-

through to the screen the
entire range of tones from highest light to
tion

it

deepest

carries

shadow

that

cameraman

the

has

secured in the negative.

Ginsberg Back; Lichtman Going

Henry Ginsberg,

sales manager of
Lichtman Corp.. yesterday reAustin, ^Tex. Floresville Amuseturned from a sales trip that took him
ment Co., Floresville. Capital $3,500. through the Middle
West. He found

—

the

Lichnovsky,
Incorporators, V.
Miculka and R. J. Goesch.

Oklahoma

City

— The

E.

Strand

Amusement

Capital
Co., Drumright.
Incorporators, R. Weldred,
Briggs and Earl Foster.

conditions generally very good, considering the time of the year. Lichtman leaves the end of the week,
going straight to Denver and then

working

his

Eastman Film, both regular and

now

obtainable

identified

in

thousand

throughout

"Eastman" "Kodak"

its

tinted base

foot

length

lengths,

is

by the words

stenciled in black letters in

the transparent margin.

way West.

$24,000.

W.

J.

German Company Crashes
THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin The Trans-Continental
(Special to

—

r

\

(f (QcLtLcalLcrrvajL

U^CctuAjU^

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
<*»

has

stopped

Co.

Bratz
and Max Davidson were connected
with the business end of the project
and Emil Jannings and Werner
Krauss in production as stars. The
trouble is said to have arisen over
the withdrawal of the financial supactivities.

Carl

port of a foreign monierl man,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

of

—

rhursday, June

28,

H^F^^^" DAILY
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PAPER PICTURES
NNOUNCEMENTS

A

1

of coming pictures are a trade necessity.

Elaborate promises are justified

If there's something more behind the announcements
than the paper they're printed on.

Announcements mean

unless they're backed up by the

little

actual film exactly as promised.

You

can't

run just announcements through your projection

machine.

Your theatre

can't live on paper pictures.

With Paramount's 1923-24

pictures (one a week) you don't

need to book just promises.

Paramount's 1923-24 pictures are not paper pictures. Every
one of the 11 pictures in Paramount's current announcements
for the

and

first

three months of the 1923-24 season

is

either finished

and on the way to the exchanges,
work at the Lasky or Long Island Studio.

in the exchanges, finished

or actually in

Paramount urges exhibitors to see for themselves that every
promise made in its announcement is fulfilled and more. Prints

—

of "The Cheat," "Bluebeard's 8th Wife," and "Hollywood" will

soon be in the exchanges. See them and know what hooking up
with Paramount means to you and your business.
See the others of the

Then when we

first 11

of the

One-A-Week Paramounts.

you that these are just glimpses of the
riches ahead, that Paramount Pictures for the WHOLE season
of 1923-24 will be consistently and progressively bigger and better,
you'll realize what Paramount's new policy of producing only
tell

great, box-office specials actually means.

(paramount (pictures
1FAMOUS PLAYERS IASKY CORPORATION
aOOldm tuMM.

a-,,.*.-.

Confidence!

Two

years of square
dealing with the In-

dependent

Producers
and the State Rights
Buyers has placed the
"ANCHOR" in a position where today its
product truly reflects
the marvelous progress of the Motion
Picture Industry.

Confidence
Inspires Progress!

ANCHOR
Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA.

Thursday, June

28,

————^i

^^^^^^^^^TLaJWf^B^^ ^——^Mi
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The First of Four Great Specials

"The

DANGEROUS TRAIL"
With an All Star Cast Including

IRENE RICH

NOAH BEERY

TULLY MARSHALL

Directed by

ALV1N

J.

NEITZ

ROCKY MOUNT a7n"pRODUCT IONS,

Inc.

A Great Story of the Sea

Five Part Special

HOBART BOSWORTH
"THE

MAN

ALONE''

By

CLARENCE BADGER
Just

What You 've Been Looking
2-Reel

for

CRESCENT COMEDIES
Featuring

Milburn Morante
Supported by

EDDIE BARRY and HELEN KESLER

Eight Frontier Photoplays
Featuring

BILL

PATTON

supported oy
supportea
by

«*

PEGGY O'DAY

5

ANCHOR
Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA.

L

p £' nny

REELS

&&*

THE

m

DABLV

MORRIS

R.

Thursday, June

SCHLANK

presents

"THE

DANGEROUS
TRAIL

JJ

with an AU-Star Cast
Including

IRENE

RICH-NOAH BEERY-TULLY MARSHALL
A

Six-Part Out-Door Special

with a Genuine Box-Office Appeal
Produced by

Directed by

Rocky Mountain Productions,

Inc.

ANCHOR
Film Distributors, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

"Confidence Inspires Progress"

Alvin

J.

Neitz

28,

1923

Thursday, June

1923

28,

Coast Brevities

Hal Roach Going To Europe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles Hal Roach will tour
Hollywood Edward Laemmle is
making rapid headway with "The Europe soon in search of new comedy
talent.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Victor."

Lieber Buys Burr Feature
Floyd Brown of the H.
Lieber
Company of Indianapolis, has closed
Edwin Carewe has signed Walter contracts with C. C. Burr for "You

Jane Novak will be seen the week
of June 24 at the Rialto in "Divorce."

McGrail for a part

in

"The Bad Man." Are

Herman Raymaker
duction on the

has started pro-

Monty Banks

fifth

comedy.

Guilty," for Indiana.

Levey Gets "Columbus" Film
Harry Levey of Nat'l Non-Theatrical

has secured non-theatrical dis-

Herbert Dablache is directing "The tribution of "Columbus and The DisWild Party" for Universal, Gladys covery of America" from Ralph
Gervers. Crusader Films produced it.
Walton is starred.

"Times Have Changed," starring
William Russell has been completed
at the

Fox

studio.

De Luxe Buys "Super Five"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle — De
Luxe has acquired

Henry Lehrman has supplanted Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Mai St. Clair as director of F. B. O's. tana and Alaska rights for
"Fighting Blood"

Super

pal's

series.

Five

series

and

MonPrinci-

"Mind

Over Motor."

William Desmond will shortly bework on a new production for
Universal which Robert Hill will d£

After Artie Films
bearing an

gin

Leo Hansen,

official

commission from the Danish Government is in New York en route to the
"A Virginian Outcast" has just North where he expects to join Knud
been completed by Bob Horner. Mar- Rasmussen, the explorer and secure
jorie Daw and Jack Perrin are star- motion pictures in the Artie.
rect.

red.

A new

structure to house the cutting department and film vaults has
just been completed at the Warner
Bros, studio.

David Kirkland has completed "The
Barefoot Boy" for the Mission Film
Co. and the picture is now being
cut

and

Series Sold

has closed a deal with Arthur Bromberg of Progress Pictures,
Atlanta, covering the new series oi
"Big Boy" Williams for Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, North and South
Carolina, Mississippi and Louisiana.

New

titled.

Company Formed
THE FILM DAILY)

Theater

(Special to

Joe Rock
keep things

For South

Aywon

—

another director to
Corpus Christi, Tex. The Corpus
buzzing around
the
Christi Amusement
Co. has been
Grand lot. Rock starts this week on
formed here to take over the Aldine
a new comedy.
and Amusu. H. H. Elliot and L. G.
Collins are back of the new organi"The Meanest Man in the World" zation.
has been completed for Principal Pictures by Edward F. Cline and has
Will Film Sea Battle
been cut and edited.
is

W.

R.

GREENE

WATCH FOR

—

be reproduced on the screen as
one of the scenes in "Barbara Freitchie," which
Thomas H. Ince will
will

TUT- ANKH- AMEN
A Wm.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The sea battle between the Merrimac and the Monitor,

P. S. Earle Classic

produce.

Vancouver Houses Not Involved
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver W. P. Dewees, man-

—

aging

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT
185 Devonshire

St.,

Boston, Mass.

&

director of the Allen, states
that the sale of the Allen theater assets to the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Ltd., has no bearing on the
theater here which is operated by z
group of men living in Vancouver.

Financial Factors

Doubt Over Winnipeg House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg
Some question haf

Investments

Moving Pictures

—

Theatres
Distribution

arisen

Negatives and
Seasoned Securities
in the

Amusement

Correspondence
-

u.

'
.

field

Solicited.

over

the ownership of the
Allen theater here.
It has been intimated in Toronto if the local house
is not included in the sale to Famous
Players, an allowance of $25 000 will
be made off the purchase price of
$650,000,

M

c
^

?b!

s

Thursday, June
Saner Here from Cleveland
Morris Safier district manager of
In a suit of Abram L. Libman United Artists in the Cleveland terriagainst Glenn Hunter on a note for tory, is at the Astor for a few day;
$2 000 made April 23 last, which was
payable fune 10, a default judgment
Selznick Promotes Lutjen
for $2,040 has been filed in the City
Harry Lutjen has been appointed
Court.
purchasing agent of Selznick, sucA default judgment for $1,369 lias ceeding C. C. Ryan who resigned to
been filed in the City Court against accept a similar position with GoldArnold Daly in a suit of Jacob Ab- wyn-Cosmopolitan.
rahams on a check drawn in Paris on
January, 1922, which was not paid
David Stock Goes to Mexico
because of insufficient funds.
David Stock is en route to Mexico
City to represent Louis B. Mayer
The Rivoli Holding Co., Inc., has there. His trip is concerned prinfiled a default judgment for $2,756 cipally with the Anita Stewart Prod,
in
the Supreme Court against the made for Maver.
Blaney Producing Co. for rent of the

28,

In the Courts

theater

at

Newark,

Washington Street,
which is

383

at $16,500 a year,

unpaid.

Meighan Going

Thomas Meighan
Lasky

studio

to

Marry."

to

Coast

will go to the
film
"All
Must
that he will re-

Following
turn east to Kennebunkport, Me.,
the Supreme Court by the Commonwhere he will work with Booth Tarkwealth Film Corp. against Abraham
ington on an original story.
Sayville
Such, who conducted the

A

suit

for $842

Opera House

has been

filed

in

The
Sayville, L. I.
due for the films,

at

Start Second Patton Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and "The Adventures
of Tarzan" which were shown at SayLos Angeles Under direction of
ville, and the remainder of the claim
Alvin J. Neitz, the Rocky Mountain
Prod., Inc., has begun on the second
is for pictures ordered and not shown.
plaintiff claims $95

"Capt. Kidd"

—

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

The

Exhibitors Association

JOIN

NOW

E. K.LINCOLN

i

of a series of eight "Frontier Days"
films starring "Bill" Patton. Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., will release.

Two Goldwyn Offices Ready
The third of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's new exchanges will open at Des
Moines, on June 25 with C. F. Lynch
The fourth at Butte,
as manager.
be opened before the end of June
when James R. Grainger reaches that
city enroute East from the Coast.
will

CAN A MAN
BE A SUCCESS

AND

STILL BE

BROKE

IN
a

The RIGHT
of the STRONGEST

A

Dramatic Sensation
with an All- Star Cast
110

Zenith Pictures Corp.
N. Y. C.
40th St.
Penn. 3649

W.

Nathan Hirsh Perfects Plans
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Nathan Hirsh,
(Special

—

of

Aywon

has completed plans for the
new series of Big Boy Williams productions.
Hirsh has also contracted

George Larkin
working title of the
Gringo."

This series

The
"The

pictures.

for six

first

will

is

be directed

by Charles R. Seeling.
Drive Against Paid Advertising
(Special to

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Wisconsin M. P.

new drive to eliadvertising from
films sold as entertainment.
Walter
Baumann, executive secretary of the
state organization, will write letters
to advertisers warning them that any
money spent for such advertising in
the future will be wasted as Wisconsin exhibitors will not tolerate this
T. O. has launched a

Cash

in

any amount

available to
responsible parties
Investigate our simple methods

minate commercial

practice.

and moderate rates

Would Unionize

ALL TRANSACTIONS IN
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

(Special to

Kansas
tors' and
launched

CO.

Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

City

— Musicians,'

opera-

bill-posters'
unions have
a drive to unionize all local

theaters.

CHROMOS TRADING

All K. C.

Only four houses

are

now

employing

all union help.
P. T. O. of this state does
not intend to yield an inch to the
unions' demands, stating that a clause

The M.

1123 Broadway
Suite

1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

between theater ownand the union says that exhibitors
are not
compelled to employ all

in the contract

ers

union help

in theaters.
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Are Films Better? Pyramid Reorganizes More Help From N. Y. No Tie-Up With 'J. D.'
Critics Discuss Present Greene and Rosett Resign— Arthur Would Help Salesmen
Field, Says Harold Lloyd Denies Any ConnecStandards— 23 Replies to Hays
tion with Williams— Four More
Smallwood New Head—To
Nat Royster Commenting on

Newspaper

in

Make

Questionnaire

The Hays

8 Fall Specials

Walter E. Greene and Louis J. Rohas completed a
tabulation of replies to a questionnaire sett,
president
and vice-president
sent out by that organization to news- respectively of Pyramid Pictures, Inc.
paper critics.
have resigned and disposed of their
The information received is ex- entire holdings in the company.
tremely interesting. It was gathered
Greene will be succeeded as presifor the confidential use of the pro- dent by Arthur N. Smallwood, presiducer members of the Hays associa- dent of Smallwood & Co., which fition and not for publication. Permis- nanced Pyramid, while Rudolph Bersion has been secured, however, to ger has been elected vice-president
reprint extracts
from the general and secretary with complete charge
remarks with mention of the city of of sales and exploitation. The Smalloffice

be noted that, in several instances, the length of features has
been commented upon, the general
impression being against their excessive footage.
Extracts follow:
It will

—

Albany, N. Y. I believe the average of
production is improving and trying to be
even better than it is.
Atlanta General moral tone of films seen
here is excellent.
Why not shorter features

—

and more snappy -rlioi t subjects?
Boston My criticism of the average pro-

—

gram

picture of today
moral or offensive, but
and inane.

is

not that

that

it

is

it is imso stupid

The movie producers insult us when they
seek to school us in morals.
The films
should not dis-lose a point of view.
Chicago

— Every

picture cannot be a mas-

terpiece, but neither is every stage play or
every novel. I think the proportion of v-orth

while photoplays

is

high.

Burr Buys "The Shame Dance"
C. Burr has purchased "The
Shame *Dance," by Wilbur Daniel
Steele^Tor the first of the "Big Six"
seriej^he will produce for the coming season.

transfer for the best protection
his interest with the company."

future

This

activities.

That contrary
no connection

is

what

in

report,

to

he

has

way with

any

J.

D. Williams.
Worry?"
That, following "Why
he has three more pictures to release
through Pathe.
That his trip here is for pleasure
only and not concerned about future

Opens

To

Distribute "Othello"

For Screen Rights
to THE FILM DAILY)

$25,000

Office in

Norway

Universal has opened an office in
Christiana. Norway to handle distribebution there.
1'.

Export and Import Film, on
(Special
half of Ben Blumcnthal and David
St.
Louis Reports in local film Howells will distribute "Othello" on
Graf Signs Lucy Fox
First Nacircles have it that Famous Players the independent market.
Lucy Fox lias signed a contract
paid $25,000 for the rights to "West tional of New York has purchased
with Max Graf to make a scries of
of the Water Tower", an anonymous for Greater New York and
pictures in which she will be starred.
novel, said to have been written by York State.

—

i

Croy, of Maryville, Mo.

Fox Leases Two Houses
Los Angeles Joseph Schildkraut
Fox has leased two theaters for
has withdrawn from the cast of "The special showings. "If Winter Comes"

—

his

he said:

of $4,000,000.

Schildkraut
(Special to

Aronson, published recent-

—

Herman
Out
THE FILM DAILY)

S.

Among

the more interesting is
one from Nat L. Royster, managing
director of the Alcazar, Birmingham.
Royster feels that if the home offices of the various distributors worked
closer to the men in the fields, a
greater feeling of confidence would
prevail in the business.
His letter
follows:
ly.

with

(Continued on Page 4)

C.

ander

interests now control Pyramid
"I have just finished reading your recent
stock holdings, the company
arrangement
since
his
distribution
article .by Alexander S. Aronson, entitled.
states, representing 90% of the total 'The
Golden Bubble', and while he hits very with Pathe will keep him busy for
capital stock.
Frederick Gage will close in a few instances, still from some of another year.
be the new treasurer with supervision my experiences, I am under the impression
"There's no foundation to the rethat he is wrong in most of his views.
over production.
linking my activities with J.
"First, I am now an exhibitor-manager, ports
The company's releases for next formerly a salesman, publicity man, and have D. Williams," said Lloyd over the
season are: "Wife in Name Only," seen service in every branch of the industry telephone. "There's no connection in
fifteen years.
"The Deerslayer," "Dixie," "The for".Mr.
Aronson states that price is second- any way."
Broadway Butterfly," "Annie Laurie,"
continued on Page 6)
Lloyd's statement was in response
and "Tiatiana."
to a general question about the perThe newly reorganized company
sistent reports of the Lloyd-WilKams
$4,000,000 Deal Under Way?
outstanding
offers
to -convert
all
This report stated that Wiltie-up.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
syndicate units into Pyramid 8%
liams had Lloyd under a five-year
that
reported
a
A state- Philadelphia It is
participating gold bonds.
contract and that by the time, the
ment explaining this move says that New York syndicate is dickering for Pathe
run
out,
had
contract
"we believe it is to the best interest the Aldine theater and the adjacent
(Continued on Page 2)
The deal will involve
of every unit holder to make the Aldine hotel.

wood

origin only.

for Pathe
Aronson Article
Harold Lloyd, in New York on his
number of letters have been received from exhibitors commenting honeymoon trip, took a few minutes
on "The Golden Bubble" by Alex- yesterday to say something about

A

Abe Warner En Route East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Abe Warner has
(Special

—

Adopt One
left

Al

Lichtman Corp

to

— Operations

Name
Merge with

in Future
Master of Man" which Victor Sea- goes into the Times Square and for the East. He will stop off at DenUnder that Title
Warner
strom is making for Goldwyn. Abra- "Moiina Vanna" into the Central, ver and Kansas City. Sam
In order to steng.then the trade
ham Lehr gives as the reason that later in the summer for indefinite is making a tour of .San Francisco, mark,
"Preferred Pictures," and to
other
and
Portland
Spokane,
Seattle,
Schildkraut was not the type for the runs.
clear
up
any confusion that might reCoast cities.
part.
sult from the use of two names for
one product, the Al Lichtman Corp.
"U" Plans Many Short Reels
and Preferred Pictures. Inc., have
Sees Day of Big Pictures
Building On The Coast
Universal has completed plans for
been combined, into one organization
DAILY)
THE
FILM
(Special to
production of a good many series of
J. D. Williams returned from the
known as Preferred Pictures
The fourth group of coast yesterday.
While there he to be
San Francisco It is learned that short reels.
Lichtman will be president
Corp.
Ackerman & Harris intend building "Leather Pushers" will head the list. watched some work done on Douglas and
Bachman, treasurer.
G.
J.
a theater in every important city in There will be a series of two-reel Fairbanks' new picture, "The Thief
The reorganization will not effectThe first centers to comedies called "The Gumps"; a of Bagdad," and saw "Immortal
this territory.
Schu
in
any way the duties of B. P.
be invaded will be Long Beach, Los series of two-reel westerns; one series Women," the Chaplin picture made
SchulBachman.
and
Lichtman
Angeles and Hollywood. The theater of one-reelers with Neely Edwards under the title of "Public Oponion," berg,'
in charge ot procontinue
will
berg
said
pictures,
Bert
Roach;
big
with
and
a
screened.
Both
are
company has given up the Casino and one
while distribution will conand the Century will be reverted back group of one-reelers with Chuck Williams, who then expressed the duction
arrangements
There will also be two is- opinion that the day of the big, tinue under the same
to its owners the latter part of this Reisner.
Lichtman
by
consummated
were
lure
as
i.o
The new expansion plan sues a week of International News lavish production is here and,
month.
Corp.
Lichtman
Al
the
organizing
in
stay.
and the Century Comedies.
calls for one house in each city.

Preferred

—

.-

THE

22a

DAILY

Guts and Flashes
Mae Marsh

is

Adopt

Friday, June 29, 1923

New Name

(Continued from Page

vacationing at Bay-

Zena Keefe will shortly
on a new feature.

Friday June 29,
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in
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Triangle

Arliss,

having

finished

"The Green Goddess", has

begun work in the leading role of
"The Adopted Father". Edith Roberts and Taylor Holmes are in the

for this "ad" FREE at your
Educational Exchange

A JACK WHITE

PRODUCTION

JHREE STRIKES"

Will Be Host to Children
Dedic Velde and not Dedic Zelde
Hugo
Riesenfeld has arranged to
will be featured by Lightning Films
entertain thousands of children durCo. in two reelers.
Velde's name
ing the summer months. From three
was inadvertently misspelled in yeshundred to five hundred a day will
terday's issue.
attend the Rivoli and Rialto from the
different charity institutions and comHunter's Last for Film Guild
munity houses.
Upon completion of "Grit," the fifth
and last picture for the Film Guild,
Hedden Forms New Company
Glenn Hunter will start work on his
Fred
F. Hedden and Kenneth J.
first vehicle for Paramount.
Bishop have formed a new organization known as H & B Prods., which
Frank Rogers Joins Arrow
will make a series of six pictures feaFrank Rogers has joined Arrow. turing Cliff Smith and Eileen SedgHe has left on a tour of the principal wick. "Scarred Hands," the first,
cities.
Rogers was for a long time has been completed on the Coast.
affiliated with J. Stuart Blackton.
Bishop will supervise production.
The product will be released through
Madoc Sales Co., a subsidiary of H
Through With Cosmopolitan

Alma Rubens has finished work in & B
the Red Robe" for Cos-

is

It is understood that she
soon to sign a starring contract

for a series of productions.

.

Pittsburgh

"

>

Exhibitors Association

NOW

THE FILM DAILY)

—Rowland

and

have booked the entire GoldwynCosmopolitan product for first-run
showings at the State and Blackstone and the first group of 11 for
the Arcade, Minor, Strand, Belmar,
Plaza and Arsenal. The first group
has also been booked for theaters in
Erie, Braddock, East Liberty, New
Kensington and Titusville.

a
1

Utmost in Screen Brilliancy

Duratize
YOUR FILMS
Prolong the

life

of

your

prints

Write for sample or better
send us a reel of new
positive,
not waxed, to be
still

Duratized without charge.
Duratizing

TURNER GLIDDEN
BLODGETT
185 Devonshire

St.,

Boston, Mass.
Financial Factors

is

an

economy.

Not an expense.

DURA FILM PROTECTOR
ALLAN

A.

CO.

LOWNES, PRES.

West 42nd St., N. Y.
Phone: Bryant 5576

220

Investments

Moving Pictures

INSIST

Theatres

UPON

Negatives and
Seasoned Securities
in the Amusement field

Correspondence

Duratized

Solicited.

FILMS

feature

known

comedy

starring

a

well

According
to Weingarten, all prints on the bible
subjects made by Sacred Films have
been called in and these pictures will
hereafter be distributed through a
stage

bubbling over with mirth and merriment

Clark

Weingarten To Make Comedy
Larry Weingarten expects to make
1

244 West 42nd St., Near Broadway
'Phone Bryant 8138

Close Pittsburgh Deal
(Special to

'

Cosmos Art Pictures Association

JOIN

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO

A BRILLIANTfBURLESQUE

story.

/4£RMAlP COM£PY

The

Prod.

—

—

test was open to college students and
to the winner of the best scenario,
the first prize will be $1,000 and an
additional $1,000 to his college endowment fund. The winner will also
be paid for the screen rights to the

.a.
WITH
Lrise Conlex

—

—

Award Laemmle Prize in Fall
The awards to the winners of the
Laemmle Scholarship Contest will
be announced in the fall. The con-

ADVERTISE YOUR SHORT SUBJECTS

"

50% saved in postage, etc., through eliminaMr. Williams was asked for tion of dead and duplicate theatres usually
listed.
Wm. N. Bailey has signed with a statement, he said he had no com- Multigraphing
Mimeographing
C. C. Burr to be featured in a series ment to make.
Folding Enclosing Mailing.
of productions to be made in the east.

When

Distribution

support.

MATS

started.

Creditors Meet July 6
Jonah J. Smith trading as the Latin
American
Amusement Enterprise
has been adjudicated bankrupt. The
creditors will hold a meeting in Post
Office Bldg., Brooklyn, on July 6.

"The Adopted Father"

George

picture.

500 mopolitan.

4

Not quoted

Loew's

THEATRES

SHOWING PICTURES

Not quoted "Under

Griffith

work

Sales

800
101J4 102
70H 71ft 3,000

work

Williams'
Ritz-Carlton
Pictures
would be ready to handle the
17836 U.S.
Lloyd, how"Men in the Raw" has been pur- comedian's releases.
chased by Universal for Jack Hoxie. ever, said there was nothing to it.
Under 250 seats, 30%; under 500,
He will remain here for about two 70%; under 800, 85%; over 800, 15%.
Royce Combe leaves for the coast weeks and then return to the coast The most economical method of reaching
is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE
Sunday to start work on a new to get his new producing organization theatres
$4.00 PER M UP.
Lists if desired.
30 to
side. L. I.

ViL XXIV No. 87

start

THE UNCOVERED WAGON"
one of the one

reel

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
See the great river-cro9sing scene where they ford the
river (with Fords)!

comedian.

Before
non-theatrical organization.
leaving the company, he will turn it
over to the executors of the estate of
the late Dr. H. Huntington.

See the gripping attack by savage Indians (on bicycles)!

PATHECOMEDY

!

rHE
Friday, June 29, 1923

Wait

Till

-SW*l
DAILY

You

See the Next One!

PARAMOUNT

takes this opportunity of thanking many exhibitor
friends who have personally complimented us upon our line-up of pictures for the first three months of 1923-24.

The widespread satisfaction with which Paramount's new policy of
making only big, worthwhile specials (one a week) has been greeted, the
enthusiasm with which such pictures as "Hollywood," "Bluebeard's 8th
Wife," and "The Cheat" has been received by exhibitors at exchange showings, has

been very gratifying.

It is

the best

even more gratifying to Paramount to be able to announce that
yet to come.

is

—that Paramount Pictures during the remaining months
will be
first

of 1923-24

even bigger and better than the 11 money-making specials of the

quarter.

Paramount's next announcement

—

—temporarily withheld for

exhibit-

will present 19 productions of the highest artistic
ors' protection
box-office value ever attained in the history of motion pictures.

So, again thanking the

ent announcement,

Wait

till

we

army

of exhibitors

say:

you see the next one

Wamounl

who have

and

praised our pres-

i

\

THE

-c&m
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Rothacker Awarded Prize
(Special

to

—

to believe that the great weakness in the
pictures from a production standpoint lies
in the selection
in the editorial departments
of stories and in lack of coordination of the
various factors concerned in their producthe author, continuity writer, director
tion

Are Films Better?

THE FILM DAILY)

Page

(Continued

from
1)
Chicago Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.,
productions
Cincinnati
Recent
picture
has been awarded the annual prize have beer, no better and no worse than ordi
for
Advertisers
Ass'n.
that is and
the
Screen
narily.
It
is
artistic
improvement
by

—

—

the greatest weakness still being
necessary
in poor structure and feeMe characterizations.
Cleveland However, there is a great tendency at this time to make each teature of
eight reels in length.
Too much waste footage, too much padding in general.
Columbus, O. I note by the Ohio censors*
reports some unforgivable breaches in taste
from all companies and especially from the

the best advertising film of the year.
The winning picture was made for
the Cycle Trades of America.

—

Eleven Units To Work on United Lot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood

— Mike

companies

will

studio during

the

11

Levee

—

states that

topic

work at the United
summer. Among

weeklies.

Dallas

— Public

will be First Nat'l, Norma and
Constance Talmadge, Maurice Tourreur, Sam De Grasse, Jack Dillon,
Lynn Reynolds, John McDermott.

them

in

demanding more and more

intelligent direction go hajid
the best advertised star.

and

that capable

hand with
Des Moines

—

believe
ting better, as the public
preciate finer things.
I

pictures are getis learning to ap-

To Watch "Bicycling"
THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City — So many cases of

—

—

the tendency to exaggeration
in all classes of life and people depicted is a
Poverty, riches,
fault
in
the movies.
serious
class distinction are all over-emphasized in
the average film.
This constitutes a real
danger, I feel, in sowing seeds of discontent
and misunderstanding.

I

feel

that

—

Springfield,
Mass. Directors
attention to star system.

much

—

bicyling and re-selling films have been
reported to the Film Board that investigators will be installed through- the industry.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
The average run of moout the state.
notice issued by the
board, states that drastic measures tion pictures is as good as it can be expected
to be when nine out of ten pictures are foundwill be taken.
ed on stories which were popular and are
supposed to have drawing power on that

Resume Work on Milwaukee House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—Work

been

has

account.

—

Worth, Tex. City gives poor support
Photoplays
motion pictures for its size.
on marriage and divorce have lamentably
large following.
Believe rentals on good
pictures too high, encouraging fostering of
low taste.
Ft.

re-

the new $1,500,000 Wisconsin theatre which when completed
will be the largest
in
Milwaukee.
Construction
halted
several
was
weeks ago because of a strike. It is
reported that the Saxe enterprises will
add the Wisconsin to their string.

—

Indianapolis I find that the feature picture on the whole is getting better both as
to the story and direction.
The feature
picture is being better cast.
It seems that
studio favorites are no longer being given
leading roles.

—

Memphis, Tenn. Less elaborate society
dramas depicting life of jazz of the rich with
elaborate settings and more wholesome hu-

man

interest

films.

—The
recently

Minneapolis

any amount

nessed

pictures

I

have

wit-

free

from

have been notably

offensive treatment of any class, creed
race.
Their chief failure has been lack
a convincing story to tell.

available to

or
of

Unless you are dealing with matter that is
pornographic, give real artists an
opportunity in direction and acting and the
moralities will eventually take care of them-

responsible parties

frankly

—

New York— Present

methods

long.

and moderate rates

know

Need
what

CHROMOS TRADING

find

I

waste
It

to the general run of prothat there has been little

my time seeing them.
mv opinion that feature
which now take from 70 to

is

many of
80 minutes, might he cut down to run, say
40 to 45 or 50 minutes, with a consequent
I would suggest that the
saving to makers.
films,

or educational,
become more
fun,
abundant on picture house programs.

short

—

In my humble opinion, the
outstanding progress in the films recently has been entirely a matter of isolated
individual achievement.

Washington

only

N. Y.

Will say that we consider that Film
Daily is the most interesting trade paper
on the market to-day, as it keeps the
mind freshened daily in regard to the activities of the industry.
The beauty of your trade paper is
that it is so condensed that it gives the
Mews of the Motion Picture World without
reading a great deal of "hookum"

Yours very truly,
SMALLEY'S NEW THEATRE
Wm. C. Smalley (H.N.S.)

day pictures are too
with judgment to

stories

really

deserve

lengthy

—

CO.

Too little consistency and everyday life in
the picture offerings.
Departure from facts
and radical liberties upon the part of directors would seem to be an outstanding defect.
Richmond, Va. My observation leads me

'Phone Watkins 4522

A Subscription
Is

B.P.Fin email's

Dorit Marry

cforMonoy"
THEME
thought of and discussed by everybody everywhere
all

Rubye De Remer and

star cast.

Can Buy

New York City.
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
Film Daily for
one year, starting immediately, to include 1923 Year Book

— 500 pages.

Cloth Bound

Subscription, $10

Name
Theatre

Address
-i-S-

Exhibitor

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th

—

HOUSE PETERS

To The Film Daily

The Best Business Insurance

An

—

an

May 24, 1923

Enclosed please find my check for ten
(10) dollars.

We

1123 Broadway

With

— As

The Film Daily,
71 West 44th Street,
New York City.

somebody

have held the position of reviewer for
the past three months and in that time have
seen very little of the outwardly offensive.
There is a long step forward in this respect.
Pittsburgh In the first place 1 do not
think that the motion picture makers want
to make any better pictures than the general
average at present, and if they did I do not
believe
any hodge-podge prescription for
better pictures evolved from the results of
a composite opinion of all the picture reviewers in the world would help them any.

ALL TRANSACTIONS IN
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE

A

Louis

Tacoma —

COOPERSTOWN,

treatment.

fa

St.

ductions:
reason to

SMALLEY'S THEATRES

selves.

Investigate our simple

1207-8

audiences.

to

sumed on

Suit*

too
pay
Emotional

believe that too much consideration is
for the undeveloped intellects in the

—

A

in

editor.

Y. Thoughts,
character
Rochester.
N.
unfolding, real problems of real life rather
than pageantry, exotic stories and bizarre
dress (or undress) would, I think, improve
the movies greatly.

I

shown

—

(Special to

Cash

—

Detroit
General run of pictures indicates
producers are striving for length rather than
quality.
I suggest some concerted method
of holding directors within the bounds of
solid,
meaty pictures with a minimum of
padding.
Evansville, Ind.
If producers could only
be convinced that short comedies are not in
popularity much could be done to clean up

Inspectors

Milwaukee

—

placards displayed with annoying frequency.
Careless, inexpert and ambiguous titles often
spoil an otherwise good picture.

— Foreign,

$15
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Newspaper Opinions
"Human Wreckage"— F.

B.

Cuts Admission Price 100%
(Special

O.

Lyric

duced

AME1TCAN —The

wrestling match, put
on in tl e latter part of the film and in a
lone cot age on the Pacific coast, was the
selection of last night's audience as the best
moment of the film. * * *

That tiere was not a dry eye

the

in

between

two

these

inimical

—

The Kinema has readmission prices 100%.

its

Wilson's First Finished
(Special

Los

new

can be attributed to the subject, a difficult one to handle, honestly albeit entertainingly.
The producers have made a good
film

compromise

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Angeles— Ben

feature

Wilson's

first

Grand-Asher Dist.
"Mine to Keep," with Bryant
Washburn and Mabel Forrest.
Corp.

for

the

is

qualities.

NEWS—There

DAILY
that

can be no doubt

this splendid characterization
witl
at least some success.

film

Burlesque "Wet" Scenes Barred

will

meet
While
is

it

(Special to

t le
story is morbid and depressing,
appealing and most effective. * * *

"Humai

Wreckage"

EVENING

is

well

JOURNAL—*

worth
*

*

seeing.

should

have a ccnsiderable

influence in interesting
the public at large in the perils of the drug
*
traffic. * *

An

from

The big
* * *
into

amount

anusual

acting

of heavy
cast. * * *

the
thrill

him

drives

emotional

comes when a taxi driver
madly through the city

.incoming
locomotive. * * *
the
careening cab and the crash itself were well
staged.

in films.

Fire

Wipes Out

WORLD — But

EVENING
Wreckage"

reflects

Mississippi Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

Picaqune, Miss.— The Arcade has
completely destroyed by fire.
E. Curtis was the owner of the

been
J.

which cost $12,000.

theater,

Mrs. Re'.d's performance
gence and poise.

intelli-

"Human McCutcheon Directing "Opportunity"
M. P. Arts, Inc., is producing a

also a good picture in setting
forth the story of the havoc wrought by
drugs, though, of course, it could tell but
part of the tale. * * *

picture

"Human Wreckage," in dealing with drug
addicts is not exactly entertainment, but it is
unnecessarily harrowing * * *

L. McCutcheon is
Leslie King, George

is

not

MAIL—

"Human Wreckage" should be a
great power in stamping out the traffic. * * *
Unlike other propaganda pictures this one
has the ring of authority. * * *
Such

as

details

staging

were

much

as
picture.

any feature

in

photography,

given

MORNING

acting and
attention as

TELEGRAPH—The

whole

picture is well handled, and the subject is
dealt with serioush and as inoffensively as
possible.
There arc many scenes which may
offend the squeamish, but they are necessary
to the success of the picture. * * *

The

acting

In some cases

Some

the

of

is
it

excellent

in

every

emotional

artists in picto alppear in

lures have been called upon
this picture, and they have been well directed.
portrays in a simple and
* * *
direct manner, without sensational features,
the story of some drug addicts at Hollywood. * * *

POST—

SUN — There

is

no denying

its

effectiveness

as theatrical property, but it harrows one
as did the figures in the crypt of the Eden
Musee. * * *
The climaxes are built up
skilfully. * * *
I n short, the picture is a
thriller. * * *
It will make a lot of money.
To us, however, its value as propaganda seems somewhat

dcubtful.

TELEGRAM—*

* * the
film
deserves
for its own sake.
It is a notably beautiful picture, showing some of the
finest photography that the screen has revealed.
Moreover, it tells a story of cumulative
interest. * * *
It
has real thrills,

commendation

such as

good, popular movies should have
" * that
might appeal to an
audience' of those who need narcotics, but
to the average person who has a night off
and goes to the theater for entertainment it
is not pleasing.
valiant attempt has been made to render
this production effective, and James Kirkwood's performances in certain sequences is
unusually good. The story, however, wanders
along until it becomes tiresome, and the
'dramatic climax i« spoiled.
all

TIMEJjgsf

A

TRIBUNE—*

* * a simple story, simply
without exaggeration or sensationalism,
and that while there is (thank heaven) no
plot, it is intensely interesting, because
one

told

feels

instinctively that

ever one

may

it

is

all

true.

What-

have thought of the plan for
making this picture there is nothing either
from an artistic or an ethical standpoint to
which the most exacting could object.
In our judgment it is one of
the most cruelly ghastly things ever
put into
motion picture form, and while it may prove
a financial success owing to its involvement

WORLD —

.

called

"Opportunity,"

New

Fischer studio,

Walters

and

Eleanor

Duryea,

King

the

at

Rochelle.
directing

John
with
Paul

in

the

cast.

Name Nominating Committee
The following have been named on
the A. M. P. A. nominating
com-

mittee for the

fall election:
Charles
chairman; Howard Dietz.
Paul Guhck, Fred E. Baer, Herbert
Crooker, Paul Lazarus and Lynde
Denig.

Barrell,

instance.

short of wonderful.

little

is

best

board of

state

censors has ruled that burlesque
scenes of prohibition will be barred

(Special to

an

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City—The

Another Added To Jacob Fox Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Camden, N. J.—Jacob Fox has
Purchased the Liberty here for $50,-

Fox

000.

Kiverside

also operates the
at
Riverside, N.

Fox and

and
J
Auditorium and Opera House at
Burlington, N. J.
the

Helping The Exhibitor

To Sell
THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Kan.—The business
(Special to

manager of the state exhibitor unit
is making visits to the
exhibitor members throughout the state
to show
them a summer sales plan and to
help them during the "off
season "
Create

Fund

(Special

to

for

Scholarship

THE FILM DAILY)

Tex.— The Grand, operated by the Jonesboro
Amusement
Co., has created an educational
night
every Friday.
The stunt has increased box-office receipts.
Ten per
cent goes to the fund to send
a local
student to high school each
year.
Jonesboro,

Ace Berry Managing the Circle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis—Ace Berry, former

exploiteer for First National and
the
Brenthnger
chain,
has
succeeded

Kalph

Lieber as manager of the
Lieber has re-entered the financial field.
Ben Caldwell will be
of the memory of the handsome young
film
hero who has gone on, it seems to us to be Berry's
production manager, with
cevoid of any great educational or preventive Art Schmidt (not
the Universal Art
quality.
ischmidt) as house manager.

I

Circle.

S

c
j4°/

8
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More Help From N. Y.
from Page 1)
buying films, and that
tin
selling is dour before the salesman arThere are some cases where the exhibitor
really
has bought the picture in
ion
before
lie
salesman arrives, but
the ones that
bought in this manner would fie bought by a child 15 years
of age were he in the exhibiting end of the

Coast Brevities
(Special to

(Continued

the matter

in

t

business, for there arc some pictures that
xhibitor would want if be never saw a
(in, but they are few these days.

"Let's analyze and

compare

A salesman from

question.

this

salesmen

the office of the
Co.
comes into

Sherwin Williams Paint
Birmingham, visits the stores,

quotes

his

gallon buckets of paint.
Perhaps
certain margins that he is allowed
to make a merchant, and perhaps to land
the order he does shave his price some, but
when the salesman signs up the order blank
after the merchant, that order goes into his
prices

he

or,

has

home

and

office

"A

salesman enters the
quotes him prices on

office

THE FILM DAILY)

— David

Solomon

Farnum's next

direct Dustin

will

for Fox,

Garrett Fort, continuity and scenario writer, is her from the East.

Work

has started on "The Pioneer"
Vitagraph, with Dav? Smith di-

by

recting.

"The Sleepwalker" is the name of
Joe Rock's third comedy for GrandAsher Dist. Co.

Sam Rork
for

filled.

is

of an
certain pictures, or a group of pictures.
After perhaps haggling on prices, etc., the salesman
sells
said exhibitor a contract, signs him
up, and in most instances receives a deposit,
and then mails the contract into his home
film

exhibitor,

Hollywood

of

has completed his cast
"Ponjola" which is being directed

by Donald Crisp.

to

Nita Naldi has gone to the coast
play a role in "The Ten Com-

mandments."

office.

"What happens

there?
The
over the contract, decides

looks

home

office

that

Birm-

ingham should pay more rental for said pictures, rejects the contract and advises their
branch manager to send the salesman backto ask for more money.
The salesman has
already spent perhaps one, two or three days
on the first contract, then he goes back at
the same expense to perhaps get more money.
"Is it the fault of the salesman that he
Is it his fault
has to make the second trip?
that he does not get more rentals than on
the first contract?
Should the salesman be
eliminated because his home office failed to
give him the proper rental price, or to trust
him with the knowledge of the proper rental
when he is on the ground, and in most instances, wants to make a sale on the square
for

company?

his

"The

Haggling' that Mr. Aronsou
says is done by the salesmen, would seldom
happen if said salesman had the proper in
structions,
and proper support from his
branch and home offices.
'Price

"Our

industry

but

is

very

from any other industry, but

little
it

is

different
different

those whom we place confidence in
to carry square, arc usually the ones that
'pad' the cost of a picture, 'pad' the exhibition value anil 'pad' other things, even to
the extent of not backing up his sales force
through whom he must get the bulk of his
that

in

business.

is

being

week

name

association, organization or any
getting distributors and ex
ther has failed so far, due to
confidence, which by the way

hi

plan
lack

of

more

thoroughly

destroyed

at the present time, then
of common sense can the

each

how

in the
distributors

form a 'union exchange' and expect
to eat, sleep and do business together without creating real, sincere confidence in each
other, which will take some time to build
through fear of competition.
ever

"Turn
side.

Finis Fox has started his fourth
production at the Hollywood studios.
It

titled

is

recuperating.

is

Wallace MacDonald has been added to the cast of "The Day of Faith,"
being directed by Tod Bowning.

MEMOR Y

'

Rupert Hughes is casting for "Law
Against Law."
Rush Hughes, son
of the director will appear in the film.

Douglas McLean's initial Associated
Exhibitors release, "Going Up," has
been finally cut, and the negative shipped East.

IF

YOU'RE

BROKE

Edward Sloman has brought "The
company back from
location. The unit was filming scenes

over. boys.
Get
Either the exhibitor

up on the right
must have rentals

in the

Sierras,

above Bishop.

Colleen Moore will appear in the
stellar role of "Flaming Youth," for
First National just as soon as she has

has completed

work "The Huntress."

Robert North Bradbury
ing a

new Western

is

direct-

Universal City,
"The Trail of the Wolf," featuring
at

where he can show

Edmund Cobb and Gladys McCon-

in

nell.

at an admission that is
reason, or else Klaw and Erlangcr and
the Shubcrt boys will be getting many road
shows this coming season that should be
playing the picture theaters."

MALCOLM FILM
LABORATORIES
Announces

Its

W.

49th

244-250

Tel.

Opening
St.,

At

New York

Bryant 7069

SPECIALIZING IN

RUSH WORK

Guaranteeing
Best Quality

And
Al.

VERY SHORT

"Bag and Baggage."

Dick Stanton who has been on the
two weeks, suffering from

sick list for
a bad cold

BROADWAY HAS A

Eagle's Feather"

"When an
the

of Woman" company
has returned to the Metro lot from
its second trip to Canada.

"The Master

Marks

Service

Joe Malcolm

Rowland V. Lee has cast Percy
Marmont and Betty Bouton for his
first Fox
special, "You
Can't Get
Away With It." John Russell wrote
the continuity.

W.
Sam Hyman

GREENE

R.

Acquires

Two More

THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — Sam
Hyman
(Special

taken

over

to

the

Woodland Ave.
lease,

Paschall,

on an
and the Alcazar

has

71st and
eight year

at

58th

St.,

from M. Shore.
Hyman also operates the Dazzeland on Frankford Ave.
and is said to be negotiating for the
Bell at 64th St.
This gives Hyman
control of the situation in the neigh-

borhood.

ASK ANY

EXHIBITOR

